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DRY GOODS REVIEW

The Cooper
3-1 FIT-EZE CAP
Every Cap Guaranteed

Quick Sales,Good Profits
No more lost sales from lack of sizes

Adjusts itself to three sizes of heads
You may either reduce your stock, Mr. Mer-
chant, to a third or carry throe times the

number of styles with no more outlay, by
stocking a range of Cooper 3-1 Fit-Eze Caps.

Every cap adjusts itself to three distinct

sizes without altering the shape in any way.
Perfect fitting caps, all the latest shapes and
Cloths. SEND FOR A SAMPLE DOZEN
TO-DAY, remembering that you need only a
limited number of sizes—for example. No. 7

size gives you 6 7-8, 7 and 7 1-8. (Note the
illustration shown here.) Our complete range
of Fall samples is readv. WATCH FOE OUR
CONSUMER ADVERTISING.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR SAMPLES.

THE COOPER CAP CO.
260 Spadina Ave. TORONTO
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72* GREENSHIELDS'
COTTON SITUATION

for FALL 1913
The world's cotton markets are here represented in a most complete range, a range
with values worthy of the Greenshields' standard.

The line consists of:

—

Sheetings in bleached and unbleached, in plain and twill. Pillow Cottons, circular, fine

finishes, Longcloths, Madapolans, Lonsdales, Steamlooms in all weights and qualities.

We positively excel in fine Bengal greys and heavy unbleached cottons in all grades,

and particularly make a specialty of grey department.

We would ask our clients who have not already had any George V. grey cottons to ask
for samples. Also our special brands of whites.

CASE LOTS—If you have handled any particular grade successfully, you will find it

immensely to your advantage to buy it in case lots, stamped with your own trade mark.
This adds prestige to your store and sales to your department. Look into the case

lot proposition.

FLANNELETTES.—In all the newest designs and colorings in both printed and woven
goods, in domestic and foreign productions.

Special lines in Plain Saxonies, Domets, Shakers.

Clearing lines in Dress Ginghams, Oxfords, Colored Shirtings.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL
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Awarded the Certificate of The Incorporated Institute of Hygiene.

Established

1791.

"The
Test
of

Time.

LONG CLGTHSkSHEETINGS

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks, Cambrics, India Longcloths, etc.

See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
See Horrockses' Name on Each Sheet.

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality
See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited
Manchester and London, England.
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Law, Russell & Co., Limited
Bradford, England

LAWRUS
FABRICS

SPRING 1914

BEDFORD CORDS
WOOL SERGES
SHANTUNG SILKS
MOHAIRS
CREPONS
BROCADED MOHAIRS

GABERDINES, RAINPROOF
LININGS

UMBRELLA CLOTHS
All Exclusive Cloths and Styles

Law, Russell& Co., Limited
Bradford, England
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J. & N. PHILIPS & CO
MANCHESTER

J. & N PHILIPS & CO

CANADIAN ADDRESSES:
MONTREAL
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
HALIFAX

211, Lindsay Buildings

471, Dovercourt Road
1662, Georgia Street

21, Roy Buildings
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J 6 IS. Philips &C?
MANCHESTER 6 LONDON.
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"EUROPA
RIBBON"

For Brilliancy, Durability, Value

All buyers interested in Ribbons should give our

Colored Taffeta "EUROPA" a comparison.

This make is specially manu-
factured for

J. & N. Philips & Go.
MANCHESTER, ENG.

for shipping to the Colonies, and is made of the

BEST SILK and NOT DRESSED, with the

result that it has given every satisfaction in vary-

ing climates.

The width of "EUROPA" is No. 80,62
"'

but the same quality is stocked in widths

Nos. 30,40
"'

40,46
"'

60,52
'"

100,72
"'

120,78
"'

ANY STORE WHICH HAS NOT STOCKED THIS LINE
SHOULD WRITE FOR SHADE CARDS AND PRICES

CANADIAN ADDRESSES:
211 Lindsay Buildings 1662 Georgia Street

St. Catherine St., West VANCOUVER
MONTREAL B.C.

471 Dovercourt Road 21 Roy Buildings

TORONTO HALIFAX, N.S
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Merchants of the Maritime Provinces

You will be well pleased with our lines for Fall. See

our traveler's samples. The range shown in each line is

large, and the value is excellent.

Then, for your sorting wants, we have a complete stock

in most lines. Send us your order by mail, wire or 'phone,

or give it to one of our travelers. Your shipment will be

on it's way to you "by return."

Vassie & Company, Limited

Wholesale Dry Goods and Woolen Merchants

St. John, N.B.

Jl
Rooster Brand

LiddelPs Linens
itv^ FOR (GOLD MEDAL)

1 Crdw^ Over All * /tULiLji Grass
Bleached

MACKINAW SMOX The finest quality real Irish grass bleached
Khaki, Green, Brown, Red, Check Back, linens are shown in the Liddell range for

Black, Etc. 1913-14—the linens that have helped the

RIDING BREECHES Irish peasantry to hold their reputation as

the greatest linen weavers and finishers in

Whipcord, Bedford Cord, Khaki, Etc. the world.

TROUSERS The very latest and nattiest designs are J

Worsteds, Tweeds, Homespun, Corduroy,
shown in profusion throughout the range
which consists of

:

Whipcord, Bedford Cord, Etc., Etc.
Table Cloths and Napkins, Irish hand-

SHIRTS embroidered Bed Spreads, Shams, Sheets,

Scotch and Canadian Flannels of every variety.
Pillow Cases, Lunch Cloths, D'Oylies,

Tartans, Corduroy, Plain Box Cloths, Diago-
Bureau Scarfs, etc.

_^
nals in High Colors, Tweeds, Meltons, Serges, See the 1913-14 range.

Khaki in Cotton and Wool, Etc., Etc. IRISH LINEN AGENCY
Overalls White Coats Bar Vests

R. H. COSBIE
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited LIMITED

FARNHAM, QUE. 30 West Wellington St.. TORONTO
Montreal Office, 501 New Birks Building
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Have you a perfect record
of your purchases?

Our experience shows that most mer-
chants give verbal orders to sales-

men and invariably have more or less

trouble with the shipper on account
of certain details being misunderstood

The Copeland-Chatterson

Requisition Order System
will completely eliminate this.

The expense of this system is more than offset by the

minimum time of operation.

Here are the points that it covers

:

All orders, whether given to a visiting salesman, or

sent by mail, are of uniform size.

Perpetual separation of "Filled" from " Unfilled"
orders.

Discourages substitution.

Makes buyer independent of invoices.

Prevents "padding" of order.

Immediate identification of all boxes, barrels, crates,

etc., on arrival.

Insures accurate count by Receiving Department.
Gives clear record of all purchases, assembled alpha-
betically by names of the concerns from whom pur-
chases have been made.

Let us demonstrate this system to you. Samples and
full particulars given on request.

Department "A," corner Richmond and Yonge Sts.,

Toronto.

The Copeland-Chatterson Co., Limited
Head office: TORONTO, Canada

FACTORIES : BRAMPTON, ONT.; STROUD, GLOS., ENGLAND
OFFICES: MONTREAL; WINNIPEG; LONDON, ENGLAND
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For Boys* Play Suits & Rompers
Girls' School Frocks

Women's House Dresses

Andersons
KINDERGARTEN"

CLOTH
Specially Constructed for Hard Wear

A Popular Retailer

Can be Ordered from any
Canadian Wholesale House

J\[ WM. ANDERSON & CO., Ltd.

mJ PACIFIC MILLS, GLASGOW
&EJ SCOTLAND
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The Noesting" eliminates all chance of

injury to operatives from torn fingers

and hands while ticketing goods
T P A D ET M A R K THE HARMLESS

PIN-TICKET
The "Noesting" eliminates all chance of in-

jury to operatives from torn fingers and hands
while ticketing.

Customers are safeguarded from the annoy-

ance of having their hands torn while handling the goods.

The "Noesting" pin-tickets are made with rounded points which not only

save time, but are non-injurious to articles and eliminate all chances of torn fing-

ers and hands.

We hold the patent right to manufacture these pin-tickets in

Canada and have installed special machinery for the pur-

pose. The " Noesting" overcomes all the difficulties

experienced with other pin tickets.

The various styles are shown below. Write for

sample box and price list.

THE COPP CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
495 to 517 Wellington Street W., Toronto

PAT'O JANUARY 21 Wl JANUARY 11. 1111 PAT' n JANUARY

PATMWAWARTll.il!

AT'O JAN. 11. 1913

i

PAT'O JANUAR y „ 10 ,3 PAT'O JANUARY It, 19H

11
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MEN'S FURNISHINGS
For The Coming Fall

We still have in practically all lines, unbroken showings in both de-

signs and qualities in these goods for Fall. Look through your plac-

ing orders and see what has been overlooked. Some things have, and
we can supply them, promptly.

SEE OUR SAMPLES
This year's stock represents the largest buying we have yet done in this

department and, we feel sure, the best.

Men's and Boys' Sweaters

Fancy and Top Shirts

Overalls and Smocks

Underwear, Etc.

Gloves and Mitts

Ties and Collars

Half Hose

Hats and Caps,etc.

AND ALL KINDS OF ACCESSORIES

DON'T FAIL TO STOCK "AIREDALE" WOOLLEN UNDERWEAR

JOHN M. GARLAND
" SON & COMPANY

Ottawa, Canada

£*¥?

12
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The Sun Bleaches

Old Bleach
Lii\ei\ .

25%.

UD 8i<6AeH

Long Life—"Old Bleach"

In the linen industry this phrase and name are

merely synonyms of each other. "Old Bleach"

Linens have for nearly five generations been the

standard of high quality, fine finished, long-life

linens. They have won their name from the primi-

tive method of bleaching adopted when they were

first manufactured, and retained through all these

years. The "Old Bleach" method is the grass

bleaching way—the only way which will not injure

the fabric or lessen its life. "Old Bleach" linens are

lily white, soft, rich, lustrous.

Ask to see samples. 0. B. line

of stamped towels ready for

embroidery work at popular

prices. Write for sample dozen.

R. H. Cosbie Limited
Irish Linen Agency

30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
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How Much of Your Net Profit

Do You Get?
"VTOUR success is determined, not by the volume of your
A

sales, but by the net profit you actually receive. Losses

(caused by carelessness, mistakes, forgotten charges and
temptation must be paid for out of net profit—you have just

that much less for your family, your future and yourself. L j

A modern National Cash Register stops losses and increases

trade and profits. It shows how much money should be in

your cash drawer and how many sales were made by each

clerk. It records all charges, bills paid and money received

on account.

It insures your getting that part of every dollar which right-

fully belongs to you as a fair return on your labor and

investment.

Write for further information.

The National Cash Register Company
285 Yonge Street, TORONTO

Canadian Factory, Toronto
15
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BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

These brands represent the batting that your customers
want.

They're made from long staple cotton, white as snow, lofty,

soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out into strong sheets of

even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON & CO., 181-183 McGill St., MONTREAL
Dry Goods Commission Merchants

JAMES STANBURY & CO., TORONTO

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of Jiustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription $2,50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy ivill be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our London Office,

71 Queen St. E.C.

Publishing Offices:

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
Londan, 71 Queen St., E.C.

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Calgary, Alta.

Edmonton, Alta.

Halifax, N.S.

London, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.

St. John N. B.

Vancouver, B. C.

Victoria, B. C.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.

THOMAS C. IRVING, SESL^SS
TORONTO. CANADA

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

€Ik Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates

1(5
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We Set the Pace in Staple Dry Goods

Department A
Cotton Staples.

Department B
Flannelettes and
Printed Goods

department C

Tv. is & Linen?

The ten Racine departments are at

your service with the most complete
showing in each we have ever offered

the Canadian trade.

Each department is a separate suc-

cessful business in itself, not dependent
on the others. Every department from
A to I is built up on a foundation of

genuine values.

Our Fall, 1913, business will be a
record if present indications are any
criterion of what the rest of the season
will bring forth.

Give us a share of your Fall business
and let us prove to you that Racine
values are in the lead. Ask to see our
line.

Department E
Smallware, Rib-

bons and Laces

Department F
Ladies' Underwear and

Ready Hade Goods

Department G
Bouse Furnishings,

Carpets and Floor Oil

Cloths

Department CX
Dress Goods and

Silks

Department D
Shirts and Overalls

Our Own Make
Underwear & Sweaters

Manufacturers of the Celebrated

"HERO" SHIRT

Try our Mail Order Department.

Write To-day for Your Needs.

ALPHONSE RACINE

Department H
Gents'

Furnishings

Department I

Gloves, Hosiery,

and Corsets

Dry Goods Jobbers and Manufacturers, MONTREAL

17
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Mokair&
The Guarantee of the B.D.A. is the

World's Standard of Mohair Excellence

"When you buy Mohair Fabrics—as buy you must—remember this—

The best Mohair Fabrics come from England—and England's best Mohairs come

from Bradford, and are guaranteed by the B.D.A.

English Mohairs are stylish—in colors and patterns they meet every turn of

the fashion wheel.

English Mohairs are serviceable—they wear well and look well—they shed dust

and defy dampness- to harm them.

English Mohairs are actually wanted. The demand is natural and perennial.

Look to your stock of these sell-allthe-tinie cloths, and

See Your Wholesaler About the New Patterns.

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION, LTD.
of BRADFORD, ENGLAND

-lrH'rrlfff-V^ %Wf0S nt\-%-2?l\

,

C —Hi) % v, I f~ , sC/ —V** . ~^« « 1
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Introducing the Very Latest Modes in

LADIES ' HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS
Every Monday Morning.

"DEGINNING today a new, weekly service in connection with Ladies' Home Jour-.
*-* nal Patterns is inaugurated. The Home Pattern Company has very materially

reduced the time which heretofore elapsed between the appearance of new Parisian
modes and the production of such models, or their adaptations, in Paper Patterns.

Under this special weekly service a number of

the very newest styles adapted from European im-
portations, or created in their own studios, will be
placed on sale in our Pattern Section every Monday
morning. This close connection between
the very latest modes and Paper Patterns
cannot fail to be appreciated by every user,

and we suggest prompt inspection of these

styles each week.

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
at 10c and 15c

hie without doubt the most practical

patterns from the points of fit and style

produced today. If women could know the great care

taken in the production of these Patterns

—

the

thousands of measurements of women taken for the
purpose of arriving at the correct proportions—they
would marvel that the prices of 10c and 15c are pos-
sible. For example, the front and back lengths have been

so accurately approximated that raising or
altering at the shoulders—the most difficult

of all alterations—is very largely eliminated.

Every line of these Patterns has been care*
fully studied for the express purpose of
insuring the utmost satisfaction with the
completed garment, yet making it as easy
and simple as possible for the home dress,
maker.

Adding to all this the new weekly
service, it is difficult to see how any woman can use
other than Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.;

Our Pattern Section—Second Floor—will gladly
explain in detail the benefits of this new service.

TTu'eer VraU WOUia
lion wjis true nnd tae<



SYSTEM IS the real secret of success in business. The hand that controls the system rules the world

—

as a political paraph raser has phrased it. Turning back the pages of history, it is found that system

has played a big part in the upbuilding of nations. The well organized cohorts of Rome had no diffi-

culty in triumphing over the barbarian hordes. Rome conquered the world by the perfection of a

military system. The great generals of history have been master minds of organization, providing

for every emergency and having capable men to handle the execution of detail—playing perfect sys-

tem against utter lack of organization.

Bringing the argument down to modern conditions, it is hardly necessary to enter into any elab-

orate proof of the claim that it is system which has built up every business organization of any import-

ance; and lack of system which has resulted in the downfall of the countless enterprises which have

failed. The history of many of the largest business concerns has established this fact beyond all cavil.

While great success can often be achieved through the efforts of a single brilliant intellect, the success

is never permanent. It requires a system so complete, that the removal of any one unit of the organiz-

ation can create at the most only a temporary check—this is required to put permanence on success.

It is probably true that the great majority of commercial failures are due to lack of proper sys-

tem. A large percentage are charged to "incompetence" in the records, but, if the evidence in such

cases, were sifted out, it would be found that the bankrupt merchant had been running his business on

a slipshod basis, having but a vague idea of his real financial standing and no system to enable him to

stop leaks in the store. Some of the seemingly ablest and most energetic of men make a dismal failure

of conducting a retail store for the simple reason that they discount the value of a system which would

enable them to keep close tab on every phase of the business. "We see men of

this stamp laboring arduously and sometimes brilliantly to retrieve their lack

of success, working day and night and personally superintending everything

—

pitting one-man power against conditions which demand complete staff effici-

ency; and losing out inevitably. On the other hand, men of comparative

mediocrity will make a great success of business. They succeed because they

are. fitted for the work through an aptitude for regulation of detail. They create

a system which ensures the smooth running of the business.

There are comparatively few stores which can lay claim to a system which

works out satisfactorily in all details. In fact, most merchants will acknowledge

quite frankly, that they are far from satisfied with the methods they adopted.

Recognizing this, The Review decided to devote a large portion of the editorial

contents of this number to system problems in dry goods stores. We have been

fortunate in securing descriptions of several systems which are models in many

respects. We take unusual pleasure in presenting these articles as we feel that they will have a most

practical interest for every reader.

20



Systems for Checking Purchases and Sales

A LOOSE Leaf Pur-

chase Invoice Book
with an original
scheme in numbering,

which overcomes all the

difficulties of the old

numbering system, and

gives instant reference

to source of supply, quan-

tity of goods purchased,

the date of purchase and

price at which goods were

bought, has been adopted

by Messrs. E. B. Cromp-

ton & Co., Brantford, Ont.

A Loose Leaf Binder is

used which is provided

with a loose leaf A to Z

index. Each firm, as in-

voices are received, is giv-

en a number under the

proper letter in the index.

For instance, an invoice is

received from a certain

firm. The name is entered in index under "S" first

line, as being first account opened under this letter.

Then the invoice is at once pasted on a separate loose

leaf and given this reference number "1-S," then the

items on the invoice are numbered commencing with

1 and running consecutively. Thus the whole story

in brief form for the last item. For example on
June 2 invoice is as follows: "l-S-17" which instant-

ly gives you the reference to the proper invoice under
"S" index, and would indicate that invoice wonted
was the first one under letter "S" and the seventeenth
item. In fact, it gives you everything in shortesl

E. B. Crompton and Co., Brantford,

have a loose leaf purchase invoice book

with an original system of numbering

—

A method has been adopted for check-

ing each day's sales which has many
advantages.

"SHORT CUT" SYSTEMS.
In the accompanying article tivo splendid

systems, originated and employed with great

success by one of the most progressive firms

in Ontario, are explained. One is designed
to give complete information with reference

to all purchases, obtainable at a moment's
notice.

The other is a system which makes it

possible to check and summarize all sales in
the simplest manner and in the shortest

time.

Both are in the nature of "short cuts"

and are highly practical.—Editor.

possible form with
quickest reference.

After two months the

loose leaves are taken

out and bound so that

in this way bulk in the

purchase book is avoid-

ed. The leaves bear the

same number month after

month as the same index

number is reserved at all

times as was first given

the firm when Invoice

Book was opened. Also

the items are numbered

consecutively. If the last

item number on Smith

Wholesale Clothing Co.'s

Invoice for May was

"l-S-150," consequently

the first number for the

first item on the June In-

voice from this firm would

be "l-S-151."

The whole scheme is to facilitate work and give

a proper system for the handling of Purchase In-

voices. By this method of numbering the whole

system is reduced to the simplest form. The accom-

panying illustration shows the lay-out of a typical

sheet and illustrates the numbering system.

Pasting Invoices right into this Invoice Book

also has its advantages. It keeps the invoices in

good shape for ready reference. Posting into the

Ledger can be done right from this book thus reduc-

ing labor greatly.

Also in reference to Invoice Book, the facts of

3

SUMMARY 2 SHEET DATE 3 SHEET DATE- 4 SHEET

1 3

APPRO

1

1 .

5

8

Sample of sheet for dissecting cheeks, and summary sheets for summarying all clerks' sales, used in the store

of E. B. Crompton & Co., Brantford, Ont. On reverse side of sheet are entered checks of clerks 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Summary sheet is numbered 1 to 50 to provide for all clerks in store, and checking sheets numbered so as to

provide for 50 sales or sales entered from one complete check book.

21
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the whole transaction are given at a glance.

Before being entered into the Ledger each Invoice

is audited with the aid of a mechanical Accountant,

then dissected for departmental purposes.

In speaking with one of the firm, he states that

this system is working out splendidly and has over-

come the objectionable features of the old system.

Previously, either the costs had to be marked on the

article in private characters or left off altogether, as

the firm for obvious reasons prefer keeping private

costs and sources of supply of many articles.

COMPILATION OF SALES CHECKS.

Another system also made use of by E. B. Cromp-
ton & Co.. is for the dissection of clerks' sales checks.

Mr. Ramsay, a member of the firm, states: "Former-

each check entered in order, any shortage is detected

as the checks come in. More than that, it is possible

to tell at a glance which clerk is responsible for the

shortage. Or, if the mistake be overlooked by the

cashier, the auditor readily finds which cashier is

accountable.

SUMMARIZING.

For each day's sales a summary sheet, as illustrat-

ed, is shown. The numbers on the left are the num-
bers of the different clerks, and in the different col-

umns the various totals are entered. The total of

all these gives the total of all sales for all the depart-

ments for the day.

Both clerks' sheets and summary sheets are divid-

ed under three heads, namely: cash sales, charge

Sheet No. Name— Account No-^-

System adopted by E. B.

Crompton & Co.. Brantford.
for filing all invoices, ex-

plained in accompanying
article.

ly with the big cash book, which only one cashier

could work on at one time, we were unable to get

over the work. Now, while one cashier is entering

and checking on one section of the day's sales, a

second is working on an altogether different part of

the sales. In this way we are now able to have our

balance always at 5.30 p.m. or just as soon as the

store closes."

The system is as follows: Instead of having one

big cash book for entering up all sales made, a series

of sheets are used. These sheets each hold the sales

of eight different clerks, four on one side and four

on the other. Thus the work of entering and check-

ing may be divided up amongst the cashiers and
auditor, provided work is so rushed as to require

this method. In the Crompton store, however, where
there are sixty sales clerks, the sheets are split up
amongst the four cashiers who enter each sale as the

check and cash come to them.

On each sheet is entered the number of the check

under the number of the clerk by whom the sale was
made. Lines are numbered from zero to nine so that

by entering the tens figures the whole number of the

check is immediately given. Also as space is left

for every consecutive number, and the number of

sales, and approval sales, so that no mistake can be

made in conflicting these various sales. Should a

mistake occur, a charge sale being entered as cash,

it will be necessary to right it before a balance is

obtained.

Space is left at the bottom of each clerk's sheet

for noting shortages, and at the bottom of summary
sheets for adding on any extra clerks employed

Saturdays or at holiday seasons.

Where a clerk runs over a whole book in one day,

duplicate blanks the size of the summary slips are

provided. These are pasted over the corresponding

section of the larger sheets and numbers continued

right along from slip to slip.

With this system all sales checks are audited as

soon as they come in. by the auditor. Should a mis-

take be made it is very often possible to rectify it

even before the customer leaves the store. Speed and

efficiency are the keynotes.

Beginning in the morning each cashier is given

ten dollars in change by the head cashier. As the

four tills are entirely separate, each cashier is held

responsible for her takings and balance at the end
of the day. As all sheets with all the day's sales

(Continued on page 26.)



A System for Listing Stock and Checking Sales

A SYSTEM of hand-

ling stock that proved

satisfactory for a medi-

um size store, might be

totally inadequate for

the handling of a

larger business, or, on

the other hand, might

be quite unnecessary for a

smaller store. Admitted that

there are almost as many
different systems in use as

there are stores employing

them, on one point, nearly

all will agree—The system

that is efficient with the min-

imum amount of office work

is undoubtedly the best.

The system that is briefly

outlined here, for the record-

ing of purchases, stock list-

ing, returns, etc., is in use

by a large exclusive dry

goods store in a citv of

70,000.

In this store each depart-

ment is known by a letter:

i.e. A dept.—dress goods;

B dept.—staples; F dept.

—

ready-to-wear, etc. A separ-

ate stock book is kept for

each department in which is

entered the purchases, cost

and selling price.

To illustrate this idea

better, we will trace a piece of goods from the time

of purchase.

The dress goods buyer purchases a 25-yard

length of dress goods. The order is made out on one

of our duplicate order

1) 1 a nks — similar to

those used by the ma-

jority of merchants.

The .order is then

O.K.'d by the manager.

The invoice arrives and

is temporarily filed un-

til the arrival of the

merchandise. After this

has been checked off,

the invoice is filed in an

alphabetical filing cab-

inet in the accounting

department.

Before being trans-
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How a large dry goods store handles

same—System used which makes it

possible to take inventory of stock in

ready-to-wear in a very short time —
How sales are recorded and dissected.

ferred from receiving-

room to department,

the goods are entered

in the stock book thus:

Sell-

ing.No. Goods. Cost.

A/22/3
1
Voile I UT |J_25

A/23/3
A/24/3| I I

The stock ticket is then

A|22|;

made out thus

E. A. Wilson

Sty!,. //£*

Price

Sue ^*
Solo, by jfijcr

$1.25

Each department has a sep-

arate series of numbers and

the stroke 3 denotes the

year. Goods bought next

year would be marked stroke

4.

At stock-taking an inven-

tory book is made out for

each department into which

the stock is listed.

When calling in the stock,

we come to

5 yards A 1 22 1
3—85c

The cost is ascertained by

referring to cost book.

It will be noted that the

cost of any merchandise can

only be known by reference

to stock book, and only de-

partment heads have access

to these books and the priv-

ate cost mark. This is a pro-

tection to the merchant who
conducts a business on the one-price-to-all basis.

Clerks are kept interested in the selling price without

an opportunity of comparing the cost with the selling

price.

The counter check book system is employed, the

salesmen placing the department letter before their

own number on the check; thus in the Dress Goods

Section, A10, or in the Glove Section, E21. In this

way the cashiers who record each sale credit both

department and clerk as is shown on sales record

sheet which is changed each day.

CAN MAKE RAPID INVENTORY.

A perforated ticket is used on all ready-to-wear

garments. These are marked in duplicate, the lower

half of the ticket accompanying the check to the

office. These are returned to the department the

following morning when the garments sold, and

(Continued on page 29.)



Practical Systems for an Up-to-date Store
SYSTEM IS the key-

note of the success of

the twentieth century

business man, for,

without systematic

methods, a business

cannot be run in a sat-

isfactory manner. At
this time of keen competition

in all trades, a man must have

at his finger ends, every know-

ledge of how his affairs are

working out in every section of

his business, he must be able at

any time to assert with certain-

ty that this department is pay-

ing a certain profit or not and
if not for what reason, now he

cannot do this without using a

system throughout his business

a)nd running each department

as an entirely separate concern

and having each in its own
way self supporting, for it

stands to reason that a depart-

ment that is not self-supporting

is of no practical use and not

worth the expense of keeping

up. The large departmental

stores of this country are run

on scientific methods and it

would be a sheer impossibility

to attempt to work up a large business without the

keen foresight and clockwork regularity with which

every section of these great firms are run. One of

the best systems I have ever come across included

the rule that every department head should have his

own set of books, these books to tally every month
with those in office. The two principal books were

stock book and invoice book. Copies from them are

shown. One can easily see by a glance at these, how
sure a man can be as to the value of his stock even-

month. He can tell at any time when a certain

piece of goods was put in stock, the number of times

it has been repeated, whether it is good or bad stock.

It is needless to explain, fully. The copies at a

glance will show the value of them. But to run
this system successfully, there are three points abso-

lutely necessary in addition to the books mentioned.

First, a

partment.

Second, correct ticketing of goods.

Third, dissecting of salesmen's checks

The great need for a complete system
pointed out—Systematic basis of pro-
fits for each department — Proper
ticketing of goods—The dissecting of
salesmen's checks—Forms and systems
used by large stores.

hematic basis of profits for each de-

I have noticed in

several stores the ab-

sence of any system

whatever in regard to

the marking of goods.

A real good line comes

in and of course it

ought to sell for a good

deal more than the actual

value of it, because it looks

good. Now the mistake in

this policy is the fact that you

are depriving yourself of a real

good advertisement and most

likely you are running your

customers into the arms of

your rivals through not keep-

ing your prices within legiti-

mate bounds and giving the

patrons the benefit of the good

value. I have no doubt there

are plenty of keen business

men who will not agree to this.

But I have been in a business

where systematic profits were

the rule and also in those

which were conspicuous by

their absence and I can safely

say that goods marked at a reg-

ular profit throughout a de-

partment both special lines and

regular stock will do you more

good and result in a bigger and more successful

business year than the other system would bring.

Anyway the stock book would not work out as in-

tended unless you have systematic profits such as

20 or 25 per cent, staples, linens may be 33 1-3;

wash goods (regular), 25 per cent., (novelties').

33 1-3; dress (regular). 33 1-3, (novelties), 50 per

cent.

Whatever the rate, make it systematic through-

out the department, you will see the value of the

idea at the end of month, as per copy of stock book.

(The figures are merely to explain and are not cor-

rectly worked out).

TICKETING GOODS NEATLY.

Is there anything more noticeable than an array

of unsightly tickets some square ends, some round,

and others perhaps a piece of rough paper with

just price on. I suppose because someone was busy

at the right time. There is a good deal to be said

on this question, and a complete reticketing of a

stock with new linen tickets will raise the value of

that stock some cents on the dollar. But there is
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DRY GOODS REVIEW

more in it than a clean ticket. For instance, the

department head wants to know something when

he looks at one. He wants to know the actual date

it was put in stock, and the number of invoice, per-

haps the name of firm from whom bought, besides

Repeats of No of pieces 1111
No. of Invoice—Date 1st Feb. . . No. 1F1

Name of firm .... D. & C.

Cost . LX
Selling 30c.

cost and price.. Now all this information can be pul

on a slip covering 1 in. square. This simple idea

carried out in connection with your stock and in-

voice number will be found to simplify matters and

will always be found useful with as much informa-

tion as necessary.

THE KEEPING OF STOCK.

While on this subject of ticketing I might men-

tion the keeping of stock. A methodical and neat

appearance of stock is half the battle. Never was a

remark truer than "a well kept stock is half sold.

This does not mean merely straight edges but every

line of goods to itself. The dress goods department

especially needs a man of taste in colors and fabrics

to make a silent salesman of his fixtures. To see

one fixture of reds and next fixture with purples is

an eyesore and yet one sees this in many other just

as bad combinations. Why not put that red next

to a good shade of navy that will throw up both

shades and so please the eye of customers who are

looking for that color? Use a system in arranging

your goods. Tt will help your sales considerably.

Now to get back to my subject and section No. 3,

the proper dissecting of salesmen's checks so that the

departments get full benefit of same.

In quite a number of stores, different clerks are

called over to other departments to help out, when

busy; it is quite natural, however particular you

may be, that these clerks, when making their checks

out, will put their own department number on check

with the result (where there is no dissecting) that

the amount goes down in the books to the wrong

department being a dead loss to the one in which

it should have been credited to. It is absolutely im-

possible to form an idea of what a department is do-

ing where this unsystematic method is in use.

A clerk may attend a customer through several

departments and make his whole check out, of

course, under his own department. How are you

going to credit a check of this character? All to one

department? You must, if you have no system of

dissecting. Again, the department books are of no

value to you if you cannot deduct the correct sales

at end of each month. It, therefore, stands to reason

that in fairness to all sections, some system should

lie in force that will give them the benefit of the

actual sales in that department. I cannot think of

any hotter system than the dissecting book where

every item on every sales check and charge account

is entered up every day under each department num-
ber. In this manner every department can give a

correct statement every month and gives the em-

ployer an actual knowledge of his business increases

or otherwise.

There are many other ideas that must, of necess-

ity, follow any serious attempt to systematize a live

STOCK BOOK.

Department A, Including Staples, Linens and Wash Goods.

Date
received

1913
Feb, 1st

Feb. 4th

Feb. 7th

Feb. total

Received into Stock

Staples.

1F1

u<H o a; o

200

3
i

7F3 G, M<
4F2
7F3

1%

< * c

Wash Goods.

I
2

No. 2 1F2 G&
Co.

Total Value Stock

Feb. 1st, 1913 00

Placed in stock, 260 00

Sales Feb. staples 500 00 Linens 210 00 Wash Goods 120 00

Less 25% profit 125 00 Less 33 '4 70 00 Less 33K 40 00

375 00 140 00 80 00

725 00

4,725 00
475 00

Less total sales^l 595 00

Invoice price/ 4,130 00

Carried forward.
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INVOICE BOOK
Department A. Staples, Linens and Wash Goods.

Staples. Wash Goods.

D
of

E

Invoice
No.
Firm

No.
of

Goods

Ticket
Number

1 1 D & C S 34 F 1

L28 Fl
4 2 D A- A J 42 F4

Goods Yards
Invoice

price
Duty

Less

dis-

count

Selling

price

Cottons 25 10 12J
o 50

8/4 sheeting .SO 20 25 6 (in

Bedspreads 100 00 33J 80 1 25 80 00

Febry Total 88 50

Form of invoice book used by up-to-date stores.

business. One thing that would be of great benefit

to those men in charge of dress goods and silk de-

partments is the art of discriminating between colors.

Sales are continually lost through the showing of

wrong combinations. For instance, a customer may-

have some idea of a red or a brown shade. I wonder
how many men would stop to think before they

began showing a red on top of a brown or vice-versa.

One color spoils the other every time. The art of

showing dress goods or any other goods, where color

conies into consideration is one in which great taste,

tact and good judgment come into play. An expert

man will always show customers a color which she

needs hut, before showing another piece of similar

shade, he will show the contrasting color which will

throw the shade up to perfection. Contrasting colors

will either tone other shades down or make a vivid

combination. A man has to use his head and eyes

in showing dress goods to perfection and it will be
very rarely a sale is lost if this splendid art is studied

whenever a spare moment comes along.

System cannot be obliterated from any up-to-date

store of the present time and it pays in the lone; run
to know how you stand at any time.

This is such an inexhaustible subject that one
could keep on writing but it always ends up with the

fact that the pleasure of a business is when the

wheels work one within the other. As a great mil-

lionaire merchant in the States said: "It is not the

pleasure of handling the money as the pleasure of

watching the system of your business working day
in and day out without any irregularity." He said

he could start his life over again from porter and
reach his present position because system was in him
through and through and any proposition he han-
dled would be planned and thought over long before

it was put into reality.

System means position, money and good busi-

ness partners to every merchant however small he
may lie.

System for Checking Purchases and Sales

(Continued from page 22.)

when checked over, go back to the auditor, any errors

which may still remain are rapidly discovered.

At the close of each day, after all auditing has

been completed, all sheets with the summary sheet

are bradded together and filed away. Thus each

day's business, when filed away, is kept as a separ-

ate transaction in the year's business.

The whole system has been found entirely satis-

factory in the Crompton store. It has been designed

to meet their own needs, and has lived up to the pur-

pose, namely, speed and efficiency, for which it was

introduced.

©
The Monetary Outlook.

Xew undertakings involving the expenditure of

Large amounts of new capital are not as numerous

at the present time as at the corresponding period

of last year. There is, however, a vast amount of

capital expenditure being carried on in the Domin-
ion. Our great transportation systems are not cut-

ting down the volume of their expenditure. It will

be as large as in 1^12. That will ensure full em-

ployment of many industries in the Dominion.

With the increase in population the demands on ex-

isting factories will keep them, generally speaking,

busy. Tbe entire industries of the Dominion are

active at the present time. No apprehension exists

as to their continuing to be busy or to he financed.

Under the circumstances, therefore, it is reasonable

to assume that for those who seek it there will be

enough business to maintain the record of last year.

To a representative of The Post a prominent dry

goods merchant said that keeping hi? travellers on

the road in Western Canada during the dull times

of 1907 and 1908 stood him in good stead when con-

ditions changed for the better. By unremiting ef-

forts to get business, the volume of his turnover was

maintained. So far. during the present year, it has

shown a normal increase.



An Effective and Simple Store System
EVERY MAN starts

business with an ideal

before him, and works

towards its accomplish-

ment. Some ideals re-

quire but little effort to

reach, while in others

the final purpose is

placed so far ahead as to draw out, and keep draw-

ing out the best that is in a man. Men with such

aspirations are not easily satisfied, and by the time

that which was, at first, the final goal has been reach-

ed, the standard has been placed still farther ahead,

and so the ambitious man goes on, and on, always

forward, thinking and planning, as to what is best,

testing and trying, holding on to that which proves

its value, and eliminating all useless effort and so

seeking to perfect the business machine that it may
bring to him the consummation of his ideal.

In this working out of "best things" records are

kept for guidance and comparison and I purpose to

lay before you the records of purchase and sale. In

every department there should be kept a "Goods
Wanted" Rook with instructions given that in good

time, before the stock gets low, goods which are sell-

ing out should he entered therein with full particu-

lars as to numbers, colors, qualities, sizes, price-, and
quantities required, for the information of the buy-

er, the buyer thus being able to purchase intelli-

gently or place an order with the manufacturer in

time to have goods again to hand before stock is

depleted. In ordering, an order book should be

used, and the order copied in duplicate, one copy
with full instructions as to time of delivery, dating,

terms and shipment being forwarded to jobber or

manufacturer and the other copy retained by pur-

chaser. On receipt of

invoice it should be

checked by copy of or-

der, and if any errors

found, the shipper not-

ified. On receipt of

goods the number of

packages in consign-

ment ought to be

checked by the railway

Co.'s freight bill and

their condition noted

on bill. If any short-

age, or damage the rail-

way Co. should be noti-

fied and in due course

claim for same entered

with it. Goods being

Merchant explains routine through
which the course of business runs —
Advertising used on business forms —

•

Sales totals are displayed so that mem-
bers of staff can see how they stand

—

Prizes offered for those with largest

sales books.

THE FAIR IS THE PLACE ««SE£2
W. C. FORMAN

INGERSOU. 191

M
wo. trr tro trr

-

Sales slip used by W. C. Formau, showing advertising used
on the back.
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opened they will be

checked by invoice and

notation made of any

errors. They will be

price-marked ticketed

and placed in stock, the

amount of invoice

and charges and duty,

if any, entered in stock book and the different lines

entered on the stock lists kept in the departments

to which they belong.

Now the goods are ready for sale, and. when

salespersons effect a sale, they will first charge the

quantity in the stock-list, then make out a sales bill

in duplicate initialing it with their letter or number

and have it checked and initialed by the one who

checks. The amount of bill should then be entered

on the tally-sheet under its correct number and the

bill sent to the cash desk and marked paid, one copy

being filed at the desk under the letter or number

of salesperson while the other is given to purchaser

or placed in the parcel. We find it a good idea to

have an invitation to call again printed on the back

of bill given to customer and we always have at hand

in each department advertising matter speaking of

special goods and special prices which are being of-

fered. Instructions are given that advertising must

go in every parcel sent out.

The parcel having been made up, is properly ad-

dressed, and the name, address, number of parcels,

and any special delivery instructions are entered in

the parcel book under the number or letter of sales-

person, and the delivery man initials the entry when
he receives the parcel, making it thus easy to trace

any error or failure in delivery of parcel.

Every evening before leaving the store the tally

sheets for the day's

business are left at the

desk and on the follow-

ing morning each bill

is re-checked by the

cash clerk and it is seen

that the amount is

placed under the cor-

rect number and the

day's sales for each

salesperson correctly to-

talled and entered in

the sales book under

their respective letter

or number. The total

sales of the staff are

added which should

agree with the cash

THE FAIR
INOER80LL

You Are Invited

To do four burinf here end fel

Bolt V.luoi Al«.r.

If thlo purchase it satisfactory, will

tou do ui the favor of telling oilier*

THE FAIR
If anything If not eatlifectory tell

u«. »• trial lo nara-awrrtblag right

Bemember jEJJJJ^'WBS'mi
cineaat well u Dry Goods, and veil th

CALL OFTEN AND BAVE MONEY

W. O. FORMAN
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SALES BOOK.

Monday, June 9th, 1913.

A B C D E F G H I J Total

Cash

1977 1512 1019 1200 2509 1317 2021 872 524 2117 150 68

Produce

217 380 690 185 225 175 210 300 23 38

1704 1451 1011 1915 2176

Tuesda;

1838

r, June

1090

10th,

684

1913.

1701 2662 152 32

150 200 100 60 120 6 30

1841 1584 892 1216

100

2239

140

Vednes

975

day, Ji

1563

ne lit

582

240

i, 1913

617 883

929

123 92

14 09

How records of sales

are kept.

taken from the till, and the amount entered in the

cash book.

Every Monday morning a sales list for the previ-

ous week's business is made out with totals added.

This is posted at the entrance of cash desk so that

each person may see the result of their week's work.

We find it encourages effort to pay salespeople by

salary and commission on sales and to offer a first

and second prize each week to the two whose sales

are the largest.

STOCK LIST OF CURTAINS.

No. Color. Size. Cost. Sell. Quantity.

100 White 2^x36 TY = 50 GMK L'(i 18 15 13 10

101 2^x38 TY= 55 GMK 15 13 12

250 2^x40 VE 60 JMD IS 12 10 8
104 3 x42 EX 75 GMK 10 9 8
255 Cream 3 x45 YE 1 00 JMD 12 9 6 4

560 3 x48 OZ 1 25 RCS 15 14 12

112 White 3 x45 YE 1 00 GMK 20 17 14 12 9
561

"
3 x48 OZ 1 25 RCS 15 12 10 8

563 "
3 x50 CXE 1 50 RCS 12 8

119 Cream 3 x52 CUE 1 75 GMK 10 9
565 White 3^*50 CEX 2 00 RCS 10 /

125 3H x 52 CRE 2*25 GMK 6

570 3V2 x 54 CLE 2 50 RCS 10 7 4

Monday .

.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

WEEK'S RECORD
A B C D E F G H I

21.94 15.12 13.99 18.90 26.94 15.42 20.21 10.47 7.34
18.54 14.51 12.11 10.15 21.76 1S.9S 10.90 8.04 17.01
18.41 15.84 8.92 13.16 23.79 9.75 15.63 8 22 6.17
4.20 13.51 10.83 21.75 is.nr> 14.40 22.00 12.19 10.29

26.73 10.03 12.64 16.41 29.20 14.04 17.84 14.57 12.36
54.39 42.66 30.07 53.18 44.40 26.76 27.11 23.92 25.16

J

24.17
26.62
18.12
33.92
IS. 99
3S.49

144.21
|
111.07

|
88.56

|
133.55 | 165.04 | 99.35

|
113. .41 | 7S.33 |

160.31

Form for recording week's

sales by departments.
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0,1. « NO. Oepl 0313
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20
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24

25
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CASH SALES Chargs Sales CASH SALtS Charge Salts

—
27

28

2Q

1

30

.... 3i

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40
4'

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

4U

§2

^--

Forms used for tabulating sale s.

\

No. 565

3 1-2 x 50

C-EX

$2.00

R.C.S.

/
f

Ticket for curtains.

Date, Jan. 15, 1013.

Messrs.

Ship to W. C. Forman

At Ingersoll ,

Terms 5% 10 of May 1 Ship March 1, 1913.

100

This copy must be sent

White Lace Curtains, 20 pr.
White Lace Curtains, 15 pr.
White Lace Curtains, 10 pr. .

White Lace Curtains, 20 pr. .

Cream Lace Curtains, 10 pr.
White Lace Curtains, 6 pr. .

W

to house.

101

1

1

..'IT',,

104
112
119 .25
125 .65

C. F.

H. F. T.

System for Listing Stock and Checking Sales

(Continued from page 23.)

checked off the stock book. In this way an inven-

tory can be taken of the ready-to-wear section in a

Order form used by W. C. Forman.

Form used to keep records of sales and to

summarize same.

very few hours. This acts as a splendid guide to

the buyer and serves as a check on the department.

©

The Passing View

Business conditions are showing daily improve-

ment.
* * *

Goods on the shelf are better than any number
of bad debts on the books.

* * *

Parcel Post legislation has run a long race. It

is now on the last lap but not as originally drafted.

Had it not been for the objections of the retail trade

for years, we would have had the flat rate system

long ago.

* * *

It seems assured that the high style of trimming

for millinery will be in stronger favor than ever.

What with the narrow skirt and the attenuated

hat, lovely woman seems determined to convert her-

self to the bean pole order.
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An interior view of the store of the
Appelbe Co., Windsor.

Modern All -Daylight Store of
Store recently opened is in many respects
respect to the lighting facilities, which are
floor contains offices and rest rooms for cus
up with revolving racks and sliding door
How the departments are arranged throng

THE STORE recently opened by the Joseph Ap-

pelbe Company, Ltd., is in many ways an example

of what a department store in a medium sized town

should be.

Windsor is a city of 30,000 inhabitants, and in

this city the Joseph Appelbe Company Ltd., occu-

pies two stores adjoining each other and facing- tbe

two main streets, Pitt and Sandwich streets.

The Pitt street store with a frontage of eighty

feet and a depth of seventy feet consists of two floors,

and a basement, which are all given up to retail

business. Tin's store has the regular type of vesti-

bule entrance, on the first floor and large show win-

dows of very modern construction on either side.

The interior of this room is nicely lighted, naturally

by day and electrically by night, being equipped

with tungsten lamps, with opalite reflectors, sus-

pended from the ceiling by plain but attractive

brass fixtures. The ceiling is of stamped steel finish-

ed in white and cream and the same color scheme

is also carried out in the walls and pillars which

tends to give the entire floor a light and very cheer-

ful appearance.

The two interior views illustrate this fact. An
idea of the day light permeating the store is fur-

nished by the statement that those pictures were

taken on a dull day and without artificial illumina-

tion. Both views are looking from the entrance

towards the rear.

As can be seen from the illustration, the fixture

equipment of the entire store is such as to utilize all

possible space with easy access to all goods.

REST ROOMS ON BALCONY.

Facing the main aisle is the stairway which leads

to a wide balcony or mezzanine floor, which extends

along the entire rear of the main floor. On this are

situated the rest rooms and the general offices. The
rest rooms are divided by lattice work entwined with

vines, fitted up with cosy rattan furniture and over-

look the whole main floor.

WELL-PITTED READY TO WEAR.

Leading from the balcony is a large double stair-

way to the second floor, comprising the carpet de-

partment and women's ready-to-wear department.

In the latter the revolving racks are used for the

display of dresses and suits, but the better grades

of garments.—the evening gowns and dresses of finer

textures are kept within sliding door cabinets on the

sides. Furs are also shown in this manner and stock

is carried in drawers. A large portion of the wall

space is devoted to stock rooms and fitting rooms, all

of which are faced with mirrors.
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the Joseph Appelbe Co., Windsor
a model — This is particularly true in

unexcelled—Mezzanine floor at rear of main
tomers— Ready-to-wear department fitted

cabinets — Fitting rooms also provided —
hout.

A view of the new Appelb
showing the dress gooi

department.

The carpet department, occupying half of this

floor is fitted up in modern style; all-daylight light-

ing is a strong feature in selling goods in this sec-

tion. Light comes from both sides and one end.

From the main floor one can walk through to

the Sandwich street store which has its frontage of

thirty feet on Sandwich street. The display cases

and wall cabinet* of this section are all in keeping

with the main floor of the Pitt street store. This

section has a depth of one hundred and fourteen feet

and is entirely given up to men's goods. On the

second floor of this store are the offices and mail

order department, overlooking Sandwich street.

(Continued on pasje 34.)

A view of the exterior of the new store of the Joseph Appelbe Co., Windsor.
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ST H
This quaint old store has

been open for business for

the better part of a cen-

tury. During that time it

has not been changed in

any respect. It is like a

memory of older days, a

glimpse into the world of

Dickens. It was opened by

the late Donald Robert-

son, Colborne, and is now
conducted by his daugh-
ters.

A Store That Has Served for Seventy Years

IN THE village of Col-

borne, Ontario, is one

of the quaintest, per-

haps, and certainly one

of the oldest stores in

the country. It was

built in 1844 and has

stood ever since practi-

cally without a change being made in it. To-day,

although still kept open as a store by the daughters

of the original founder, it seems like a glimpse of a

long past era—just such a store as one encounters in

the pages of Dickens.

The verandah over the front of the store, has

been there for many score years but is still in good

condition. The front has double windows with

small panes of glass such as all stores were equipped

with in the early days when this quaint little store

was erected. Back in the early '40's. the country

was not as peaceful as it is to-day. It was sparsely

settled and the countryside was overridden by rob-

bers and rough characters. At nights the merchants

saw to it that their premises were securely barred.

As soon as dusk fell, heavy shutters were placed over

the windows of the store of Donald Robertson and

were then very securely barred. The identical shut-

ters are still there and each night they are put into

place.

Erected in Colborne in 1844 by the late

Donald Robertson, it has not been

changed since—Shutters are still put

up over the windows at night—A quaint

survival of the earliest days in Ontario.

The late Donald

Robertson, who started

the store, came to Can-

ada from Rossshire,

Scotland, when but a

boy in 1825. He first

settled in Montreal,

where he was engaged in a bank for several years.

He then came to "Upper Canada"—as Ontario was

called in those early days—and went into the mer-

cantile business, first at Grafton, then Cobourg and

finally at Colborne, where he was manager of the

large business of the late Donald Campbell. After

Mr. Campbell's retirement, Mr. Robertson set up in

business for himself in the year 1844. He kept a

general stock and carried on a large business until

his death. Mr. Robertson disposed of all the stock

of heavy goods, reserving only the fancy goods, in

which line the business is still carried on by the

three remaining daughters.

Within the store the same equipment is still

found which served when the store was built

Shelves and counters line both sides and the back,

patterned on the models of eighty years ago but-

still very useful. The original iron box stove is still

doing duty in the store and it is hardly necessary to

(Continued on page 34.)



New Store Has Splendid Lighting Facilities

THE MOST striking

feature about the re-

modeled store of John

Northway & Sons, re-

tailers of cloaks, suits,

etc., Yonge St., Tor-

onto, is the arrange-

ment for lighting pur-

poses. "We have the best illuminated store of its

kind in the country," states W. E. Northway, man-

ager of the store. "The whole is one mass of win-

dows. We have 60 feet, of window display along

the front and 40 feet along the side. An important

feature is that these are used for lighting as well as

display purposes, the backgrounds of the windows

being of glass covered with a light panel curtain

effect, and almost totally devoid of woodwork."

In the rear of the store also, and over the win-

dows 'at the front, light is admitted through prism

glass, so that there is not a corner of the store which

even on a dull day is not well lighted.

At night, or on dark days to help out, the store

is illuminated by large electric lights surrounded by

circular frosted globes, and the whole suspended

from the ceilings. To insure lighting at all times,

even in case of accident to transmission lines or

power systems, arrangements have been made with

both lighting companies, so that should anything

happen on one, the other may be immediately turn-

ed on and thus avoid the store being in darkness.

All fixtures and clothing racks are arranged in

such a way as not to obstruct diffusion of light, and
mirrors placed in the better illuminated parts of

the store. This system of lighting, Mr. Northway
claims, is of great importance in a ready-to-wear

clothing store ; and for obvious reasons.

The Northway store has now been enlarged for

the third time and to-day the space occupied is five

times that at the time of first opening up. In so

far as possible the annex, or new department is

fitted up so as to be a counterpart of the original

store, and thus to give the appearance of having

been built originally for one complete store.

INDEX CARD SYSTEM USED.

For keeping close tab on all stock in the store,

a most up-to-date index card system is used. Each
card contains the number of the style, and various

sizes, in which the dresses come. Under each size

are three columns showing the number of dresses

ordered, delivered and sold respectively. Space is

also allowed between the lines for inserting the date

of order or delivery. Thus it is possible in an in-

stant to tell whether a certain dress or suit is in

stock, whether any more are forthcoming, and also

Interior of retail establishment of John
Northway & Sons, Toronto, is flooded

with light from three sides—Unusual
display facilities provided—Cases for

storing sold goods prior to delivery

—

Chairs used for display.

how well that dress or

suit has sold. Thus
without going over the

stock in the store at all.

it is possible to tell ex-

actly what is on hand
by referring to this

card filing system.

CHAIRS FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES.

Another feature about the Northway store is the

use made of chairs for display purposes. A number
of these are arranged with adjustable backs so that,

by pressing a button, the back may be changed from

an upright position to an angle of about 45 degrees

with the horizontal. When in this form the back of

the chair, and front of the seat are in the same
straight line, and constitute a simple display form

on which dresses may be laid out for inspection.

CASES RESERVED FOR GOODS SOLD.

For goods sold two separate wall cases are re-

served. In the one are placed all dresses for deliv-

ery on the day sold, ar 1 in the other all dresses for

delivery on a day other than the day of sale. Thus,

so long as these are in the store, even after the sale

is made they are hung on hangers in a dustless case,

prevented from becoming crushed, and at the same
time kept apart from other stock.

Special facilities, as mentioned above, are pro-

vided for window displays. The frontage of the

store is 56 feet, all of which is devoted to display

windows except the space taken up by one entrance.

Along Louisa St. there is about forty feet more of

window display so that altogether there are in round
numbers 100 feet devoted to window display. This

as compared with the total size of the store 56 feet

x 120 feet will give some idea of the relative amount
of wall space and glass exposed to the street.

All fixtures are furnished in mahogany finish,

and are quite plain in style. Floors are covered

with heavy green wilton carpet, and as there is al-

most, an absence of counters in the store the whole

presents an appearance of restfullness and doraes-

tictity in so far as this can be produced in a place

of business.

•

Calgary, Alta.—That the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany will build a mercantile house in Victoria at a

cost of $850,000, was the announcement made yes-

terday by Commissioner Burbidge, of that company,
who is here on a tour of inspection. He further

stated that the company would also make extensive

repairs on their establishment in Edmonton, and
add four additional storeys to their building in this

city in the near future.
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A view of the remodelled and enlarged store of John Xorthway & Son, Toronto.

Modern All-Daylight Store of the Joseph
Appelbe Co., Windsor
Continued from page 31.)

Cash cable system carriers are used exclusively

on all floors.

LOCATION OF DEPARTMENTS.

Briefly summarized, the distribution of the vari-

ous departments is as follows:

—

Basement:—House Furnishings.

Main Floor :—Cotton and wool piece goods, silks,

linens, laces and embroideries; notions and gloves,

hosiery and underwear.

Second Floor:—Ladies' ready-to-wear garments,

furs, carpets, rugs, linoleums, draperies and cur-

tains.

Sandwich Street Store:—Main floor, men's fur-

nishings.

Second Floor:—Offices and mail order depart-

ment.

A Store that has Served for Seventy Years

(Continued from page 32.)

state that wood is used for fuel. In only one respect

practically has concession been made to the changes

brought about by the advance of time and that is

the use of coal oil lamps in place of the candles

There is a charm about the old store which can

probably be traced to the fact that it is reminiscent

of the traditions and manners of by-gone days. It

is not only in material and outdoor things that the

business has been conducted unchanged, however.

The same principles, which Donald Robertson in-

stilled into the business, have been rigidly adhered

to ever since. His name stood for all that was hon-

orable and upright. He believed in careful and
honest service: and the reputation which he thus

gained for fairness has been steadilv maintained.

Port Arthur, Ontario.—I. Enzer of the Common-
wealth Clothing Co.. announces that he will retire

from business.

Everybody %a welcome to attend the 2nd
Annual Convention of the Canadian Windorc
Trimmers. Join now. Convention dates, 11,
12 and ISth August.
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A view of the interior of the Northway store, showing the splendid facilities for display.

A view of the interior of the remodelled store of John Northway & Son, Toronto.
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Trade Paper Versus Consumer Advertising
THIS TRADE paper

proposition is so large

and so varied that a

man scarcely knows
where to begin.

But as one has to be-

gin somewhere let us

start where they started

:

with the dealers' publications.

When John "Williams, the Irish political refugee,

started the Iron Age in 1855, he had no conception

of the force he was setting into motion nor the

millions of dollars which that paper would handle

in years to come. He called it the Iron Age, so it

is said, not so much because it should represent the

iron industries of the world—but in a spirit of bit-

terness toward the "Iron Hand" of English politics

which had dispossessed, imprisoned and then ex-

patriated him for daring to speak the truth.

It was a political pamphlet, not a trade news-

paper, and had as one feature Philadelphia quota-

tions on nails and iron, printed not so much as a

matter of news as for the purpose of leading the

New York hardware merchants to buy their nails

and iron from the Philadelphia makers rather than

from his enemies, the English.

Printed on a hand press and distributed by him-

self and his young son, David, whom it afterwards

made rich, the little four-page sheet grew apace and

in time became a power.

Advertisements were not solicited, but wTere volun-

tarily offered, and they too grew in numbers, though

but little in size, as they were simply cards announc-

ing receipt of this or that cargo, or modestly dis-

playing the name, address and business of the adver-

tiser.

Earlier still the Dry Goods Economist was

launched in 1847. It was a modest little sheet that

sought to give authentic quotations on dry goods

and fabrics.

Other journals in other lines of merchandise fol-

lowed, each with its modest array of small card

announcements. A full page ad. was unknown.

For a generation trade newspapers followed the

style set by these pioneers. Their market quotations

were their raison d'etre, their editorial and descrip-

tive matter incidental, and their advertising accident-

al, and largely in the nature of more or less voluntary

contributions of manufacturers and jobbers who
wished to have the editor on their side.

Advertising had not yet been discovered, in the

sense that we now think of advertising, but the

journals paid a profit to their owners, and grew

with the years.

The success of the few pioneers, after years of

struggle, fired the imaginations of a horde of fol-

Paper by K. E. Shimian in Standard

advertising—The value of the appeal

to the dealer demonstrated, together

with a summary of the rise in import-

ance of trade papers.

lowers who were not

willing to wait for

earned success, but

chose rather to force it.

Mushroom circulations

were secured through

premiums so alluring

that the subscription to

the publication was merely a necessary incident in

the transaction by some of these, while others did

not even take the trouble to get the circulation, but

took rather the short cut to outrageous lying about

circulation.

Then, on the basis of the mushroom circulation or

the inflated claims, or both, clever solicitors armed
with laconic instructions to "Get the business" were

turned loose on the long-suffering manufacturers

—

and they did get the business.

Legalized highway robbery or a semi-respectable

mendicancy characterized their methods, and as a

result of the sins of these pirates, all trade journals

advertising in all journals—honest or dishonest

—

was classed with such savory hold-up as tickets to

the switchmen's ball or a card in the dance pro-

gramme of the Bartenders' Union.

TRADE NEWSPAPERS OF REAL MERIT HAD TO FIGHT

FOR THEIR LIVES.

But while this was going on, the worthy trade

papers, with a courage and singleness of purpose

which was little short of heroic, earnestly and

patiently built up their influence upon the sure

foundation of service—service to the retail merchants

first, and through them and their confidence, service

to the manufacturers who used their advertising

columns in the hope of winning the friendship of

the retailers.

And as this confidence grew the size and character

of the advertisements grew also. And as the size

and character of the advertisements grew the mer-

chants fell more and more into the habit of reading

the ads. : and in due time to relying on those ads.

as guides in the selection of their goods.

Little by little the grafting trade journal and the

mendicant trade paper went the way of the unjust

or reformed and saw and followed the new light.

Post office rulings against the abuse of premiums

and sample copies : an awakened intelligence among
space-buyers as to the importance of knowing the

quantity, quality and geographical distribution of the

circulation they were buying and. very recently, the

theretofore-unheard-of practice of devoting study,

time and effort to the preparation of trade journal

copy, all played their part in ushering in a new era

in trade papers advertising, and giving it a place

in the well-rounded campaign.
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Say there are four stores of any consequence in

a city of 45,000 population, and that all four sub-

scribe for a trade journal.

Then let us say that the now leading popular

weekly has 2000 subscribers in that city; (giving it

its ratio to the whole population of the country)

—

who has the largest buying power for a ready-made

garment, let us say, the four merchants, or the

2000 citizens?

Then remember that even if the 2000 readers of

the popular weekly did become converts to the de-

desirability of possessing the garment as advertised,

that desire cannot be converted into a sale unless

and until the garments have first been sold to the

merchants.

THE BUYING IMPULSE.

And remember another vital fact: the best

merchants nowadays read the advertising pages of

their trade papers for the purpose of deciding what
they shall buy. Their impulse at the time of read-

ing is a buying impulse, and they read these adver-

tising pages, not listlessly, but critically, as a busi-

ness duty.

On the other hand, the citizen buys or subscribes

for the weekly story paper or the penny daily for

the purpose of reading the text; and his interest in

the advertising is accidental and incidental—passive

rather than active.

Trade newspaper advertising is actually harder to

write than consumer advertising, because the con-

sumer is a child, short of memory, pleased with

pictures, lacking logic, easily beguiled with a pretty

story, without much regard for the accuracy of it;

while the merchant who reads ads. is very likely

to know more about the goods than the man who
writes the ads., and even though he does not, he

thinks he does; is wary of fiction and critical of

every statement made. A thousand dollars worth

of consumer advertising at $8.00 a line may bring

a thousand inquiries for a $5.00 garment, And
fifty dollars worth of trade journal advertising may
bring only five inquiries. These five little letters

look ridiculous beside the armfuls of stuff the popu-

lar advertisement brings; but one inquiry from a

merchant who buys hundreds of dollars worth and
perhaps develops into a thousand dollar customer, is

worth a hundred from consumers' inquiries. Espe-

cially—let me say it again—because the goods must
first be on the merchant's shelves before the con-

sumer inquiries have any real money value.

Furthermore, the consumer bludgeon has been so

greatly abused and so many merchants led to over-

buy because of a stimulated temporary demand which
fell fiat as soon as the advertising stimulant was

withdrawn, that the pendulum in many retail mer-

chants' associations has swung against all advertised

goods. This is especialy true in the drug and
grocery fields in which the retail merchant has been

most grievously exploited.

But deeper than these general conditions lies the

indisputable fundamental fact that the merchant

must have the goods before the people can buy them
from him, and that the phrase, "For sale by all

dealers" before distribution has been secured is an

imposition on the public, and an insult to the mer-

chant and a lie on the face of it.

If your product has not enough merit in itself

to enable you to win the good will and the trade of

the retail merchant, then it is cheating both him and

his customers to force it onto and off his shelves by

consumer advertising. If it has such merit, then

the logical, the direct, the commercial and the per-

manent way to secure distribution is by displaying

your product before the merchant in such a way
as to make him buy because he believes in it. Once

in his stocks, that belief and confidence will be re-

flected in his salesmanship, and re-echo in his re-

orders.

Your salesmen, your circulars and your samples

must do their share in this convincing presentation

;

and a force equalling any and helping all of the

three, is the trade paper—the modern merchant's

weekly market place and guide to safe buying.

There are the honest-but-inefficient, the rising but

not-yet-risen, and, I am sorry to say, in some lines

there are the positively dishonest and unworthy

journals.

The task of separating the sheep from the goats;

of capitalizing the value of the worthy without wast-

ing your money on the unfit is one that calls for a

wide knowledge of the field and the power to analyze

values.

A gold mine is only a shaft till pay dirt is struck

and if gold is never struck it is a sink hole.

The "gold" is in the right kind of copy in the

right kind of trade newspaper at the right time of

year.

Consumer advertising has a grand part to play

in the modern scheme of business; but its place is

after, not before, the goods are on the merchants'

shelves. Then it lessens the burden that the goods

must bear by shortening the route to the consumer

instead of rendering the burden heavier, loading it

with the cost of creating a local demand for which

there is no local supply.

Peterboro, Ont.—The stock and business of

Reid's Exclusive Ladies' store is to be sold.

* * *

Calgary, Alta.—H. J. Cooper has decided to dis-

continue his clothing business. The stock is being-

sold out.

* * *

Renfrew, Ont.—Dewey and Jackes have bought

the dry goods department of Mackay Bros. The old

firm will retain the other departments.
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PuttingProperPriceProminenceinShowcards

A cut-out card of rather an ornate design.

CARD WRITERS do not always agree on the sub-
ject of price prominence in cards. Some believe in
featuring the price above everything else while others
are inclined to go to the other extreme and to seldom
mention price on cards.

It is impossible to set a hard and fast rule as
different styles of cards call for different treatment.
Thus some would be ruined by the mention of a
price, no matter how inconspicuous it might be
made: with others, the price is the whole thing and
must be made the leading feature of the card.

Writers should be very careful in this matter, to

make their work tone in absolutely with the style of

the window. This applies not only to the use of

When and how prices should be featur-
ed—The three divisions of cards on this

point—Good samples of price promin-
ence shown—The question of suitable
decorative effects.

price but to the general style

of card, the lettering, dec-

orative effects and so on. The
style of card suitable for a
special sale window would be
utterly out of place in a dis-

play of high price novelties.

In fact, none of the charac-

teristics of the typical bar-

gain card can with any de-

gree of safety be introduced
into one intended for use
in a more exclusive display.

For the purpose of dis-

cussing the question of price

prominence cards can be

divided into three classes.

roughly speaking: The ex-

elusive display card, the

moderate or good value

card, and the bargain card.

The exclusive card is used

in displays of highest class

goods and expensive novel-

ties. In such cases quality

is the first consideration.

People who will be influ-

enced to buy by such a win-

dow will not give much
thought to the price ques-

tion; it will, at least, be a

on snle

land .-

-Tlv

m
avft isaiiem

An Easter card very artistically executed. Border is too heavy and conspici
however.
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A neat sehvt
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second consideration.

If the display arouses

their interest and de-

sire of possession, it has

done its share. To put
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the price in the window would weaken the argu-

ment of the display in most unmistakable manner.

In the case of high price novelties, it would also be

a mistake to put prices on the cards because on such

lines it is generally necessary to put a higher per-

centage. It will often happen that to quote the price

in the window will serve to frighten away customers

who could otherwise have been persuaded to buy.

Cards of this class should be lettered neatly in

quiet tones without a great deal of decorative effect

unless it be of a very fine and artistic order. The
tones must shade in with the colorings of the dis-

play. In fact the role of the exclusive card is to

form a not too obtrusive part of a display where

perfect harmony and aesthetic distinction are the

qualities sought after.

The good value card is used largely with displays

of novelties and goods which are good value. It

prominence has been given. Take the card devoted

to young men's suits, where a range of $10 to $25 is

quoted. The figures are shown with a certain de-

gree of prominence but with nothing like the

strength of the price in the next card where a definite

figure of $15 is quoted. The other group of three

cards where prices are quoted, are good samples of the

second class. The prices are featured rather more
prominently than is usual on cards of this descrip-

tion.

DECORATIVE EFFECTS.

The cards shown present an excellent contrast in

decorative effects, various forms of drawings and
illumination being introduced. The group of un-

derwear cards are models in their way, with neat

and effective decorations which add to the appear-

ance of the cards without drawing any attention to

themselves. The group of men's clothing is an ex-

'Young Mens
ckiits

10.U25.

Kfcnilwe>r«v?uiLsfor^iin^A\en

&15.

5e>ys' & Juvenile

Suits

& Topcoats
.Wi\ Norfolk?

French Sailors

7ics< ,//r ' «S///Zv fiv Y/CV//A) 5.

IIMlll—M
A number of clothing cards, showing varying degrees of price prominence.

will generally be the case that the goods are also of a

more or less high quality. The card, therefore,

should be modeled to a great extent after the ex-

clusive card but it is permissable and, in most cases,

advisable. The figures should be made small and
unobtrusive, however. Under no circumstances

should they be allowed to "bulk" in the card; that

is to overshadow the rest of the card and thus focus

attention.

The bargain card is used in displays where the big

inducement to buy is the special price offered. The
card, therefore, serves one main purpose—to an-

nounce the price; and the announcement can be

made just as prominent as the card writer sees fit,

verging even on the raucous and flamboyant in

cases where goods of a rather cheap variety are being

offered at an unusually low rate.

In the cards presented herewith, the proper price

cellent sample of cut-out work. Fault can be found
with the decorative attempts made on the two out-

side cards of the men's clothing group. A basket

of flowers or a floral spray is altogether too "fussy"

for a card devoted to so robust a line as men's
clothing. A silhouette drawing would have been the

proper thing here.

Some fault can also be found with the lily decora-

tions on the Easter card. Although executed with

undoubted skill, the scroll is too heavy and prom-
inent by quite a margin. The word Easter in this

card serves as a not too conspicuous part of the lily

design ; whereas the design should have served as a

decorative backing for the word Easter.

The cards shown, which are unusually commend-
able samples and reflect much credit on the writer,

were the work of Wallace Munroe, with Burley-

Currier Limited, Portage La Prairie.
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fl GOOD ADVERTISING

Building Up a Reputation by Advertising
IT IS PRETTY gener-

ally agreed that the

time has come for a

shifting of viewpoint

on the question of ad-

vertising. It cannot be

denied that some prac-

tices have crept into

advertising which are reprehensible and dangerous,
the danger being chiefly from the stanpoint of the

advertiser. Such practices must be accepted as per-

nicious and the retailer who takes theis viewpoint
and governs himself accordingly will find his results

multiplied.

The worst of the practice? referred to is that

which leads an advertiser away from the straight and
narrow path of truth into the devious ways of ex-

aggeration and the by-paths of prevarication. It

has become very common for ad. writers to exagger-
ate the values they are offering and generally to

"doctor" the figures and facts that are presented,
with the result that the ad. becomes a tissue of
highly colored statements of an imaginary quality
rather than a statement of actual facts. This ten-

dency, unfortunately, is not limited to a few but is

found to a A-ery great extent among ad. writers at

the present time. So general has it become
that a movement is now on foot which has
for its object the eradi-

cation of exaggeration

and other forms of dis-

honesty from advertis-

ing.

The necessity for

this action has been

felt by the far-seeing

who fear that the ten-

dency to make adver-

tising other than truth-

ful will in time under-

mine the influence

which advertising un-

doubtedly wields over

the public. They fear

that people will become

A firm's business depends upon its rep-

utation with the public for fair dealing

Advertising- must be scrupulously

honest to build up a reputation for a

merchant—Movement now on foot

so skeptical on the

score of what they read

in advertisements that

they will not accord

the attention necessary

to make the advertising

yield the desired re-

sults.

There can be no doubt that honesty is the best

policy in advertising. On that basis only can an

Business and reputa-
tion balance evenly.

The reputation of the
store fixes the
amount of business
done.

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
There can be no doubt that honesty is the

best policy in advertising.

A con fin an! succession of deceptions, trif-

ling though they may he. will soon teach the
public that full credence can not be placed in

the advertisements of a firm.

The business that a retail store does is in

direct ratio to the amount of confidence that

the public, places in the store.

Business building is nothing more or less

than reputation building.

The ad.-writer must give nothing but the

truth; but assuredly nothing less than the

truth.
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up a reputation with the public for

It does not take people long to find

out when they can rely

on the advertised state-

ments of a firm. Noth-

ing will so readily

anger a customer as to

purchase an article

which proves short of

the advertised descrip-

tion of it. A continual

succession of decep-

tions, trifling though

they may be. will soon

teach the public that

full credence cannot be

put in the advertise-

ments of a firm, that

the statements of this
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firm must be discounted. People may con-

tinue to deal with the firm — to some extent —
but they will never have a full measure of confidence

and will prefer to give their business elsewhere.

The business that a retail store does is in direct

ratio to the amount of confidence that the public

places in the store.

Business building is nothing more or less than

reputation building. If a firm endeavors by every

means in their power to instill confidence into the

public and to please their customers, business will

come. If, on the other hand, a firm go after busi-

ness without caring particularly what methods they

adopt to get it, their success at best will be tempor-

ary. In time, they will find that they cannot get

business. Their reputation or lack of it has driven

custom elsewhere.

These observations, trite as they may appeal-,

demonstrate the importance of reputation to a retail

business. It follows that the merchant who desires

to conserve his reputation, must see that it does not

suffer through his advertising, as it assuredly will if

his advertising is not kept clear of exaggeration.

It must not be supposed, however, that the ad-

vertising must be purged of everything that is in-

teresting and catchy in order to bring it down to a

basis where not a statement can be questioned. Bold
statements of fact will "get over only when backed
up by exceptional values. The matter must be

"dressed up" by attractive and forceful phrasing and
by the introduction of figures of speech, compari-
sons and by illustrations. While the ad. writer must
avoid exaggeration, he can draw on his imagination
for bright and original ways of presenting his facts.

Also the matter must not be lacking in em-
phasis. The ad. writer must give nothing but the
truth; but assuredly nothing less than the truth.

His copy must be made sufficiently strong to present
the article at its very best. It is in endeavoring to

do this that many writers unconsciously overstep
the mark and make their descriptions actually un-
truthful. Mistakes of this kind will occur with the
most careful and conscientious. There is, however,
another kind of exaggeration which is intentional

and can be avoided. It works this way. An adver-

tising man has a line of suits, say, regular price

$20.00, which he decides to offer at $17.50. The
reduction does not look large enough—as he thinks

—to appeal to the public. Accordingly he adver-
tises the regular price at $22.50. If the line is not
cleared out at the reduced price, he may decide to

make the inducement a little stronger and so offers

the suits at $15.00, almost invariably raising the
announced regular price at the same time to $25 . 00
or even higher. This sort of thing may decide
some people but the advertiser who is guilty of it

should remember the saying of Barnum that "you
can't fool all the people all the time."

A WELL-BALANCED AD.

THE ADVERTISEMENT of Robinson, McBean,

Limited, is one of unusual merit and The Review

feels that to suggest improvements would partake

somewhat of "painting the lily." It is well balanced

and typographically perfect. One fault may be

voiced, however. It appears somewhat top heavy.

A well laid out

This defect would be partially remedied if more
white space were allowed but a better remedy would
be to put the firm name at the bottom of the space

instead of at the top. This would also effect an im-

provement at the top where it would then be possi-

ble to put a big heading "Women's summer hosiery"

right across with the second line "A three days' cam-
paign" below.
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JUNE WHITE SALE AD.

THE WHITE sale ad. of William Gordon is well

laid out on the whole, but there are some essentials

in which it could be improved. There is no neces-

sity in the first place for the two cuts. Both are

White Knitted Underwur Greet Chmce To 8»t Ladies White Wii.u At

SmnWr Weight EMBROIDERIES
GREAT REDUCTIONS
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A well designed advertisement.

so identical in idea and wording that the use of both

partakes of redundancy and rather hurts the appear-

ance. If the side cut only were used, the heading-

could be moved up and put into three lines in larger

type. If the long cut were used singly, it could be

centred at the top and broken into the panel. The
heading could then have been extended across the

full width. A plain single or double rule border

would have been an improvement. An improve-

ment would also have been effected if the reading

matter beneath the heading had been indented more

leaving a wider margin of white space.

The firm name is set in too large and black

type. The displacement of the ornaments on either

side by address and telephone number would have

improved the ad. both from the standpoint of utility

and appearance. The two black slugs between the

central panel- are a marring feature.

BARGAIN ANNEX AD.

HERE ALSO is a well designed ad. perhaps the out-

standing feature of which is the placing of the head-

ing one-third of the distance down instead of at the

top. Opinions will differ as to the expediency of this

idea but there can be no doubt that it gives the ad.

a distinctive appearance.

The chief fault is the rather crowded appearance

of the ad. as the result of the almost total lack of

white space. More white space could have been se-

cured by putting parts of the matter in smaller type.

The body of the ad. is set in a larger size than is

necessary. Extra space would have been afforded

also by replacing the double and cumbersome bor-

der—which, by the way. is somewhat antiquated

—

by a plain and narrow rule.

The ad. on the whole is well balanced but the

effect would have been improved by making the top

panel the same width as the panel below.

-' VnORESS/KAMtxx
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An ad. with some unusual features.

The cut "Bargain annex'" has apparently been

used for some time as it is becoming rather badly

battered.

Clearing Sale of Shoes

Edmonton, Alta.—Johnstone Walker Limited,

have been holding a three days' sale of women's
summer shoes. A large assortment was offered at

the clearing price of $1.95. Large crowds wore at-

tracted.
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WHAT OTHER DRY GOODS
MERCHANTS ARE DOING
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Synoptic Cash Book

A book found very handy for the purpose of

summarizing the whole business of Ogilvie-Lochead,

dry goods merchants, Brantford, Ont, is one they

have named a "synoptic cash book." In this every-

thing is kept track of, from freight and rent charges

to personal accounts, and to the total daily cash

sales of every department in the store. When refer-

ence is desired to the amount of any invoice, the

duty paid on any shipment, the gas, or electric light

bill for any month, any bills receivable or bills pay-

able, all these and others are recorded on one double

page spread of this book and may be reached in a

moment. Should any person dispute a debit the

whole matter in brief may be looked up.

As all totals are posted at the end of every month,

the standing of the whole business including every

department is found twleve times each year.

The following list of headings under which en-

tries are made into this book shows its completeness

and the derivation of the name "synoptic cash

book:" Bank, Cash, Bills Receivable, Bills Payable,

Merchandise, and Personal. Each of these has both

a debit and a credit column. Then there are sun-

dries, Electric Light, Gas, Fuel, Advertising, In-

surance, Furniture and Fixtures, Freight and Ex-

press, Customs, Salary, Wages, Cases, and Depart-

ments A. B. C. M. On the extreme left of the

book is space ruled off for date, description (as for

invoices, checks, etc.) and folios. Thus in concise

form every transaction is recorded, and in systematic

order under the various departments.

Mr. Lochead claims that while the book is large,

and rather awkward to become accustomed to at

first, still its completeness and conciseness render

it of extreme value.

•

Talks on Housefurnishings

Hubert Snell, Moose Jaw, has introduced a good

advertising feature in the shape of talks on house-

furnishings which appear in a corner of his adver-

tising space. They are intended to educate the pub-

lic in the matter of furnishing and decorating their

homes. The talks are headed "The Interior Decor-

ator" and the introductory article is well worth re-

producing :

—

ARTICLE NO. 1.

Every owner of a home is interested in having

it look its best, both inside as well as outside. The
following articles that will appear from time to time

are written as a help and guide to this end. Al-

though we appreciate that every home has its own
particular problems to deal with in relation to the

best effect obtainable, at the same time there are

certain rules known to the decorator which can be

applied in a general way.

The first thing to consider is the use to which

each room is to be put to so as to have the decorating

and finishing of it practical for that purpose. The
second consideration is the relationship of color of

each room to the whole and the third consideration

is the light which each room obtains and the amount
of sun it receives: for instance, a room facing the

north will be the coldest looking room and should

be treated with the warmest colors.

All people wish to make their home as artistic

as possible, and how often are they disappointed

after they have spent a lot of time and money and

find it is lacking the restful, inviting interior they

had pictured in their mind. Many homes are spoil-

ed by the small details such as pictures and pottery,

often because they had them and they must use

them and as they were only small things they would

not matter.

We will endeavor to point out where you can

improve what you have as well as give you a definite

point of view to work from in creating a new home.

Article No. 2 will take up the house after the

builder is through and treat each room individually.

-@-

Dollar Day Sales

Calgary, Alta.—In connection with the Dollar

Day sales here. Clanvilles Limited have been run-

ning a series of attractive ads. offering what have been

exceptional values. Among the articles that they

have advertised at the flat rate of one dollar are:

muslin dresses, brassieres, linen runners, sunshades,

waists, white spreads, lace curtains, trimmed hats,
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straw shapes, auto veils, motor scarfs, corsets, under-

skirts, girls' middy blouses, long silk gloves, boys'

hat, boys' wash suit, all-over lace and flouncing.

By an ingenious arrangement of rules, the dol-

lar mark was worked into their advertising lay-outs.

©

Employees Hold Picnic

The Good and Welfare Association of the C.

Austin Company's dry goods store at Chatham, On-

tario, held its first annual picnic on June 19. The
association was organized a few months ago for the

mutual benefit of the store employees. The outing

was held at Erie Beach, 72 members of the staff—=-

practically the entire sales and office force—attend-

ing.

Features of the afternoon's program were a base-

ball game between the bachelors and benedicts of

the Austin staff, the married men winning by a score

of 15 to 1. Another exciting item was a ladies base-

ball game between the first and second floor sales-

people, the first floor ladies capturing the pennant
by 10 runs to 4. The single men won out against

their married competitors in the tug of war. These

numbers were supplemented by a very interesting

program of sports of all kinds. After supper, the

evening was spent in singing, dancing and other

popular diversions.

The Austin store was closed for the afternoon,

in order that all connected with the business should

have opportunity to take part in the outing.

©

Uniformity in Half Holidays

IN THIS issue is given a partial list of the days on

which half holidays are observed in the cities and
towns of Ontario. The list is published largely tor

the guidance of travelers, who are confronted with

the daily danger of dropping off in a town where all

the stores are cloned. Until a uniform day is chosen,

this same confusion will continue to exist.

The need for uniformity will be realized after a

perusal of the list given. It is there shown that in

some sections within a small radius practically each

week-day is observed by one or more towns, with the

result that the travelling public inevitably suffers

inconvenience in such sections.

It is clearly time that some effort was made to

get a uniform date established. Is not this a matter

to be discussed at the conventions of the various

associations?

Alsask, Sask.—Hendry and Brinsmead have
opened their new men's furnishing store.

STRONG SELLING TALKS FROM
DRY GOODS ADS.

It is not always that which cost most that looks

best or gives that finished touch to the well dressed

lady of to-day. Our stock of ladies' neckwear is now
complete with all those dainty and exquisite little

things that add so much charm to the well dressed.—
McCurdy's, Sydney, N.S.

Like a dropped stone in the centre of a pond,
announcements such as those we are making for

Wednesday spread much further than the printed

page. Among them are some that, by reason of their

large savings or their promise of novelty, are bound
to send a ripple of discussion about every tea table

and club verandah. Call at the store and get in
touch with our new styles. They are full of hints

for individual costumes.—Robert Simpson Co.,

Toronto.

We are ready for the seasonable business. We
have selected our stock carefully. We have priced

it to touch the appreciation of all our people and
we challenge others to produce its equal.— You'll like

what we sell and the way we sell it. You are cor-

dially invited to visit this store whether you wish

to purchase goods or not. We will try to make you
welcome.—F. M. Stafford, Sudbury.

These are very moderately priced and represent

especially good values. They are dainty and re-

fined and come in style such as are most favored

for summer wear.—A pleasing feature about the

models offered is the way in which they are finished—
expert workmanship being very apparent. The
models are in fabrics of sheer quality and are trim-

med in a most attractive fashion. They will appeal
to you.—Gordon, Drysdale, Limited, Vancouver,
B.C.

Women who have a particular need for a coat or

two for summer wear may make a selection from
the smartest styles from New York at this generous
price-saving. They are made of fine panamas, mo-
hairs, xvool pongee, in loose style, though a few have
belt across back; large armhole, set-in full length

sleeves, and ratine collar and cuffs of contrasting

shades. Others are trimmed with heavy cord, mak-
ing a most winsome style.—Hudson's Bay Co., Van-
couver.

Why women buy in the sale of white. Because
the time has come either for an entirely new supply

of undermuslins or to replenish what they have.

Because it is so much less trouble to buy things

ready than to have them put together at home.
Because women are sure of finding in this sale

a lot of good new ideas. Because they know that

materials and workmanship are held rigidly up to a

certain standard. Because they can get fine under-
clothes, or inexpensive, sturdy or sheer whichever
they prefer. But especially because prices average

much less than at any other time in the year.—
11 < rbert Snell. Moose Jaw.
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"Who serves beet profits mo$t."

Mr. Merchant;

-

This means that if you stock or will

get what your customers want - YOU hold their

money - YOU gain new trade. If YOU won't - the

city store gets it.

Now anything in dry goods that's to

he had, YOU can get by giving our traveller an

order, or - write us direct.

Try it and watch YOUR sales grow.

Yours very truly.

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limited.)

WT/McR
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For new goods , our buyers have ransacked

the manufactories of Europe and America.

They have visited the fashion centres for

style informat ion , and in all purchases have kept

in mind that 'maxim of our business , "good service

to our customers."

This means that their select ions are

peculiarly adapted to the Ce radian trade - that in

point of value, of "up-to-dateness" and of quality,

they are the very best to be had.

We will not put our brand on *tn inferior

article.
We ask your inspection of our range -

nothing more. A card will bring our traveller to

y»ur door.

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limited •)
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^rfttfoitea/f

What we mean by "satisfactory" filling of

orders.

Giving you what YOU want - not what

we want you to want.

Treating YOUR business as though it

were our own and using our best efforts to

make it a success.

Giving YOU every assistance to pro-

cure what you need - even if it entails

trouble without profit to ourselves.

Giving prompt delivery - sending

the goods if they are to be had.

Can we do more?

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limited.)

WT/1
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System in the Store

A LARGE PART of this issue of The Review has

been given over to articles, dealing with the ques-

tion of system in the dry goods store. The success

of a merchant is in direct ratio to the efficiency of

the system by which he directs his business. In this

day of hard opposition and its natural accompani-

ment, close margins of profit, a merchant must build

up a large turnover and handle his organization on

a systematic basis and thus keep down his overhead

expense.

The perfecting of his system is, therefore, the

most insistent problem facing the merchant. In a

matter of this kind the merchant can learn most by

studying what others have done. The Review pre-

sents a number of highly practical articles which

deal with various phases of business management,

the object being to thus enable merchants to improve

their business systems through the experiences of

others in the trade.

•

Light is a Prime Essential

IN THIS issue descriptions are given of two new

stores and it is significant that the outstanding fea-

ture in both is the splendid lighting facilities pro-

vided. It is quite apparent that one of the first con-

siderations in the planning of a modern store is to

admit as much light as possible.

The old-time retail store was, generally speaking,

a dark hole, where light filtered in through small

windows at the front, aided perhaps by a small sky-

light. As a result, it was dark, uninviting and un-

healthy. Not only did the staff suffer but goods

could not be displayed to advantage and sales as a

result were limited. The tendency with the store

of to-day is to have plenty of light and plenty of

fresh air, thus creating a greater degree of comfort
for customer as well as salesman and increasing the

facilities for display. That light is being made a

premier consideration in the planning of new stores

is an evidence of a great advance.

©

The Use and Abuse of Holidays

THE CUSTOM of employers giving holidays to staff

members has become more general of late years.

This is as it should be, for it is in the interests of

both employer and employee that the latter should

have an opportunity to rest for a certain period each

year, and thus recuperate his powers. The employ-

er, who looks at the matter in that light, will be

quite willing to give each member of his staff the

privilege of an annual rest.

The fact should not he lost sight of, however,

that the granting of holidays is intended for mutual

benefit, and that the employer must benefit quite as

much as the employee. The former gives the holi-

day in order that the latter may return to work with

renewed vigor and a keener interest, and with facul-

ties sharpened to the point of highest efficiency by

the rest and relaxation. The employer is entitled

to this share of the benefit.

The employee benefits doublefold from oppor-

tunity to rest from work. He probably needs the

rest in the first place. In the second place he is af-

forded an opportunity to improve his own useful-

ness for the following year. A holiday well spent

sends a man back to work with higher ambition to

advance himself.

This is the real use of holidays. The abuse con-

sists in utilizing the time of rest to plunge into a

continuous round of riotous gaiety—excursions, all

night trips, fatiguing pleasures, cramming the larg-

est possihle measure of excitement and strenuous ex-

ertion into the time allowed. The sequel to such a

holiday is that the employee returns to work jaded,

more tired than when he left, lacking i n ambition,

initiative and the desire to promote his own and his

employer's interests. This form of holiday abuse

is very common, unfortunately. It is foolish, unfair

and detrimental to the interests of all concerned.
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The Local Zone

THE PARCELS Post measure, which will probably

go into effect at the first of next year, was explained

fully in last issue. The terms have not been fully

decided upon by the Government except in regard

to the establishement of two zones, provincial and

local. The local zone, as explained in our last issue,

is designed to protect the retailer by giving him a

preferential rate over a radius of twenty miles.

Whether or not this will have the desired effect will

only be demonstrated by the test of time ; and in the

meantime opinions differ as to its expediency. One

merchant writes to The Review as follows :

—

"The Parcels Post is an accomplished

fact, legislatively, that is. It is now

squarely up to the Retailers, and their As-

sociations, to safeguard their immediate

interests in the matter. The "Local Pref-

erential Zone." as suggested, is full of

promise, if it is made elastic enough in its

application to serve diverse local condi-

tions.

"An arbitrary zone of so many miles is

unlikely to afford the protection forecast

by the Honorable Minister. In the dense-

ly populated districts of the older provin-

ces, such a cast iron rule might apply, but

in the sparsely settled parts of Quebec.

New Ontario, and the West, it would like-

ly prove totally inadequate.

"If the milk must be spilt, a little care

in the spilling may save vain after regrets.

A Preferential Zone of set radius will de-

liver the Retailer within Preferential reach

of the cities, gagged and bound, into the

hands of his departmental competitors.

"The relative number of possible customers with-

in the Preferential Zone will determine its protec-

tive value to the Retailer; not its area in square

miles. A Local Preferential Zone based on a hard

and fast population scale, and calculated for each

Post Office from the Federal Census returns, is the

only solution which presents any show of protection

for the country storekeeper. Such a Preferential

Zone system will prevent the city retailer from shar-

ing in its benefits, but in the present view, it would
seem the only solution by which the country Retail-

er will be at all protected."

There is doubtless something in the contention of

our correspondent. It is not likely, however, that

the disadvantage would be felt by retailers in a

sparse settled section so much as those within the

radius of the larger cities. There are manv small

places within twenty miles, say, of Toronto which

will come under the local zone rule. Thus the mail

order houses will be able to flood these towns and

villages with goods, shipped out at the preferential

rate, set by the Government for the protection of the

retailer. It follows that the proposed system will

hit the local dealers hard in these towns. From their

standpoint it would have been far better had a flat

rate been put into effect without any provision for

local zones.

It may be that the remedy suggested by our cor-

respondent, the fixing of zones according to popula-

tion, would solve the difficulty here. The establish-

ment of a fixed territorial zone would make the

radius around a city the size of Toronto very small

and in many sections, where the population is sparse,

it will result in protecting a wide expanse from the

inroads of the catalogue houses.

Another Co-operative Bill

STILL ANOTHER bill has been introduced into

the House of Commons in aid of co-operative soci-

eties. This is known as The Co-operative Credit

Societies Act, the father of it being Arthur Meighen,

a Western Canada member.

Under this proposed act, societies may be incor-

porated, with not less than seven incorporators, for

the object or purpose of receiving moneys on de-

posit from members and the making of loans to

members with or without security. The notice of

the bill and explanations cover 23 pages of parlia-

mentary paper and of course is couched in language

of the law books.

The retail trade should at once begin a campaign

against the principle of this bill. There is no need

of it. Co-operative societies are nothing but joint

stock companies, and they should naturally come

under the act relating to such. Why should any

limited liability concern without paying a govern-

ment fee and without coming under the same rules

that apply to companies incorporated under the

Joint Stock Companies' Act, get special privileges

from the government?

Most of these co-operative society bills have been

alleged to have been called for by the working men.

It is safe to say that there has never yet been a body

of seven working men in one community who de-

sired at one time to have such a society, before some

"promoter" had worked them up into the feeling

that retail merchants were charging excessive prices.

It's the "promoters" who are anxious to secure

special privileges, not the people.



More Confident Tone Now Generally Shown
THE BUSINESS situ-

ation is somewhat com-

plex at the present

writing, owing largely

to the fact that great

differences of opinion

exist. Some assert

that conditions are

quite satisfactory ; others still are frankly pessimis-

tic. There is one outstanding fact, however; the

outlook has improved appreciably during the past

Opinions are divided as to business out-
look, but most men are inclined to take
a more cheerful viewpoint^—Bankers
are taking care of commercial require-
ments—Financial situation has shown
improvement.

(HOPS ARE PROMISING.

During the week rains in the Canadian
West have materially improved crop pros-

pects there and in Ontario showers have
made the outlook for fruit and vegetables,

as well as cereals much brighter. Wheat
on the prairie in Saskatchewan and Mani-
toba for lack of moisture was showing signs

of falling behind the stage of development
normal at this season of the year. But
warmth and humidity have during the

past few days brought it fully up to nor-
mal for the season.

In Alberta generally the crops are in
advance, as to condition, as compared with
1912. Rain at the close of last week and
since that time has placed the crop in a

fairly safe position.

few weeks. Warmer weather has brought a brisker

retail trade and the activity thus created has com-

municated itself to the wholesalers and manufac-

turers.

Certainly no com-
plaint can be found

with business in On-
tario and the east. Out-

side of a temporary

dullness caused by the

long continued cold

spell—and which was

soon dispelled when the weather became more sea-

sonable—the retailers have not only been busy but

have been doing an increased volume of business.

With respect to the AVest, the situation is not

by any means a<= favorable as in the east. The mer-

chants in the prairie provinces are reported to be

doing an active business but they are not increasing

their trade. That increases will come later in the

season seems a reasonable assumption, as the flood

of immigration into the We-t is heavier than ever.

Is this one reason for the money tightness?—Moyer, in Toronto Star.

One view of the attempt being made to block tariff

revision in the United States by raising talk
of Canadian competition.

-—From Hearst *s Magazine.

The collection problem is still a stiff one all around,

however, despite the fact that there has been an im-

provement of late weeks.

Confidence is more general at present than for

some months back. While some are still inclined

to view the outlook in far from a hopeful light, the

majority of business men have become convinced

that the present condition i? purely temporary and

that the conditions which accompany complete pros-

perity will soon return.

Reports from Europe and the United Stales,

with reference to the clothing, dry goods, and textile

industries, are most favorable. It is quite apparent

that the disturbing conditions are confined to this

country and the cause apparently is the "over-boom-

ing" which has been so freely resorted to in some
respects. That the brisk conditions in other coun-

tries will help Canada i< certain.
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Wherever There Are Women
There Is a Demand for

McCall Patterns
Wherever a McCall Pattern is sold there is a satisfied

customer. This is the result of 44 years of successful

business.

The Country-wide Demand
Over 52,000,000 McCall Fashion Publications were
circulated last year—more than enough to reach
every woman in the United States.

Women Prefer McCall Patterns

Because they come in all the best styles, and they
are sure to fit.

Once a user of McCall Patterns always a McCall
customer. This means

Success for the McCall Merchant
The enormous number of Fashion Publications

brings women to the store and makes more sales.

Satisfied customers mean permanent trade.

The McCall Canadian Office and Factory in Tor-
onto, the largest and best equipped Pattern plant in

the Dominion, enables us to offer you McCall Pat-
terns and Fashion Publications on practically the
same terms, conditions, etc., as are enjoyed by United
States dealers.

McCall Patterns and Publications give you a de-

cided advantage over your competitors. Have you
seen the latest issues of our Fashion Publications'?

It will certainly pay you to look them over. Samples
free on request.

The McCall Company
The Leading Paper-Pattern House of America

236-246 West 37th St.,

New York

Chicago, 111. San Francisco, Cal.

Atlanta, Ga. Boston, Mass.
5389 ~5417

Toronto, Canada.

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER PUBLISHING OR PATTERN HOUSE.
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

Manufacturers After High Class Business

THE READY-to-wear

department is certainly

the one most prominent

in the larger stores, and

as merchants are learn-

ing the proper prin-

ciples of management, is

assuming the same im-

portance, in the stores, in the

smaller centres. It would,

therefore, be idle to pretend

that the unsatisfactory finan-

cial conditions that obtain at

present have not affected ad-

versely the advance sale of

ready-to-wear garments for

the fall season, the opening of

which is so rapidly approach-

ing. Taking it on the whole,

the Canadian manufacturers

have not fared so badly, but

where a line failed to attract,

the manufacturer responsible

should look closely into his

methods of production. For

some time now the cry of the

Canadian buyer has been

"Give us more style, and put

the popular novelties that

appear in other markets into

your lines more quickly, even

if some of the good finish for

which Canadian-made goods

are justly famous, has to be

sacrificed in the process." In-

cidentally, it may be re-

marked, the Canadian buyer

is not willing to sacrifice

much finish when dealing

with the home manufacturer,

but is apt to demand both

finish and style as well.

One great help in meet-

ing this demand is the way in

which the trade is taking

better-priced garments. And

the fact that money is tight

There has been a marked development

along this line, and very high class

goods are now being marketed — A
review of present conditions in the

ready-to-wear field — Financial tight-

ness will have salutary effect.

Coat dross of silky Zibeline. the

skirt draped and banded with novel-

ty braid, caught under tasselled

passementerie motifs

is making no material

change in this respect.

It is still the better-

priced garments that

are the best sellers, and

the cheaper grades
where business is least

satisfactory. This ap-

plies equally to the West, and

shows that, as a rule, buyers

are assured that the price

will be forthcoming, if only

the garments have the right

amount of style ,and are at-

tractive enough to tempt the

customer to buy.

Tight money is leading to

a g eneral house-cleaning,

both with the manufacturer

and the merchant, that is go-

ing to benefit the whole trade.

Certainly, in future, Eastern

manufacturers are going to

be less lenient in their deal-

ings.

This attitude will be re-

flected in the merchant's

dealings with the buying

public, and will serve to ex-

tend the number of merch-

ants who sell for cash only,

or who give only very limited

terms of credit. As a rule,

unlimited credit means un-

limited extravagance in buy-

ing ,and the present period of

tight money is opening the

eyes of both the merchant

and his customers to the

beauties of the cash system.

The fact that buyers are

extra critical and conserva-

tive in making their pur-

chases at the present time,

and the natural application

of the doctrine that the fit-

test survive, has led manu-

Oontinned on past? 68
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a
Waitfor the LaurentianMan

99

with

and

have

the Fall samples of the strongest

most complete line of Whitewear we

ever brought out.

The sales for the past year have surpassed all expectations even in the face of the keenest

competition—is this not proof positive that the goods are right themselves?

Notwithstanding the successes of the Laurentian line of whitewear in past seasons we

are not exaggerating when we say that our showing for Fall far surpasses any previous

range. It is more complete in both quantity and selection. Values are more pronounced.

Every garment we are showing is absolutely new in every particular. No old style trim-

mings are used. Every garment is made of bright new stock throughout.

The Laurentian line comprises a complete range of whitewear for women and children.

The Diamond Whitewear Company, Limited
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC

Quebec Province

J. A. MORIN

130 St. Joseph Street

Quebec

Montreal

Z. P. BBNOIT, 48 Herald Building, Montreal

Ottawa and Eastern Ontario

W. R. LAMONTANGUE
British Columbia and Alberta

A. R. WYNESS, 801 Mercantile Building

Vancouver.

Maritime Provinces

L. E. JONCAS

Royal Hotel, St. John, N.B.

W

Halifax Hotel, Halifax.

Western Ontario

H. PITON 410 Empire Building, Toronto.
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MADE SINCE 1902

The exclusive selling agency of the Pullan Garment
granted where we are not already represented

See the unusually handsome materials our Mr. Pullan procured while abroad.

/^\UR new designer's recent return from New York has

^'enabled us to embody in our styles the very newest and
best ideas, stylish, well made garments that develop and hold

trade which will be seen to advantage in our showrooms.

M. Pullan and Sons
AN EXCLUSIVE CLOAK, SUIT and SKIRT HOUSE
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Pullan's Jaunty

Fall Garments

THE Pullan garments reflect everything that is most de-

sirable for Fall. Would you like to see what we have to

offer in coats and suits? Then stop in at our salesrooms
while you are in the market and make a critical inspection of

the Pullan line or—write, giving us your open order.

Pullan Building. T^
Bay and Wellington, 1 OrontO

Branch Office : Lindsay Bldg., Montreal
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Coat Range for Fall of Supreme Importance

Pile fabric coats great sellers—Novelty

coats are more or less cut-away—Many
belted models—Collars are seen of

many varieties, some being of different

material to the coat—A wide range of

materials.

MANUFACTURERS
axe looking forward to

an unusually good coat

season, and the favor

with which the advance

line has been received

shows that buyers gen-

erally share this view.

Never before was a season when

there was so much variety

shown, both in materials and in

style. This variation applies

also to lengths. For popular

selling, three-quarter and full-

length coats have the whole

field, while for city wear, where

women are apt to buy coats for

different uses, the knee length

and three-quarter models have

an extensive representation.

The majority of the fall mod-

els show the cut-away effect.

Very dressy coats are sharply

cut-away, but when the coat is

for useful wear this feature is

not so prominent, and some

models have just the corners

rounded. Better-grade coats

coats show much fanciful cut-

ting and fancy seams, and some

models are cut with an upper

and lower section joined at the

normal or elongated waist-line,

and are on the Russian or Poiret

blouse order.

Sleeves are wide and roomy,

and are either set into an exag-

geratedly long shoulder-line, or

are cut in one, with the back in

with the sleeve, in modified

kimona sleeve. Deep yokes are

found on some models, and are

well liked.

Collars are very practical,

and most of them are inter-

changeable. That is, they can

be worn buttoned up around the

neck, or can be worm moderately

low, so as to form revers.

Square collars, collars reaching just over the hte

point of the shoulder, round collars, and small shawl

collars are all used. Many collars, particularly on

the newer models, are of a different fabric to the coat.

Fur fabrics are much used for collars, and so are

printed velvets and plushes in Oriental and

Diaiicd knee length coat of mole plush with

Mandarin sleeves and band at the lower edge,

in the fullness. The collar and cuffsdrawi
are of imitation Civet

Pullan & Sons.

post-impressionistic pat-

terns. Matelasse coats

in evening shades have

the high Medici collar,

and coats of this class

have handsome linings

in high colors, or of

gay tinted printed me--

-alines and satins.

Evening coats are also made

of velvet and plush. These mod-

els are often knee length, and

almost all of them have the

shaped band or flounce, and

are very much draped.

WIDE RANGE OP MATERIALS.

Materials cover a wide range.

Rough cloths are favored to the

exclusion of the smoother

makes. Curl clothes, boucles,

eponges, rough mixtures, mate-

lasses are included in the list

of coat materials.

The coat of pile fabric is to

be of special importance in the

coming fall. Coats of pile fabric

im such materials as seal plush,

Astrachan and Persian lamb

have sold freely in other sea-

sons. This year not only are the

above plush materials big sell-

ers, but other fur fabrics, such

as mole, striped plush, brocaded

plush, civet cat and other furs.

The cheaper coats are of one

material only, but the more elab-

orate models have the collar and

cuffs of another fur fabric.

Thus, a coat of mole will have

the collar and cuffs of civet cat.

Striped mole or seal plush will

have a band around the bottom

of the stripes cut so that the

stripes run round. All the

more expensive coats show sug-

gestions of drapery, and some

of them are trimmed with

real fur. Handsome but-

tons and passementerie frogs are all the trimming

used.

Shown bv M.

Rainy River, Out.

dry goods business.

-Tvne Bros, have sold out their
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.1

Balkan and Middy

WAISTS

Samples
Sent on
Approval

A Postal

to-day will

bring them

Three Chic Styles—ImmediatelDelivery
Right from the door of Dame Fashion comes these three much favored styles—natty,
attractive, new. It is such lines as these that bring the annual increases in profit to
your ready-to-wear department.

Send for a sample lot of each to-day and look them over. If they do not meet
with your approval send them back at our expense.

We stock the above lines and can ship by return express.

Write, 'phone or wire now.

^ *&>

Allen Manufacturing Company, Limited
103-5-7 Simcoe Street, Long Distance Phone

ADELAIDE 966
Toronto
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Style Features of Fall Coats

Fallmodels are straight cut and narrow around the feet. Dressy models are much draped
and are cut with Mandarin sleeves and tendency is towards shorter lengths. Knee lengths, 3-4.,

7-8 and Jj.5-in. lengths are all selling and majority of models are %n cutaway effects, though a few
are straight line or with just the corners rounded. Belts are a feature and go all the way round.
Very little trimming is used. Collars of fur plush or fancy velvet and novelty buttons the chief
items of ornamentation.

Fabric, pile fabrics and imitation furs—seal, mole, Persian and Ural lamb, Astrakhan. Velour
plushes striped and brocaded.

Cloths—Chinchillas, curl cloths, boucles, rough mixtures, eponges, brocaded eponges, brocad-
ed boucles, matelasses.

Serge Dress Best Seller

Buyers favor serge for children's and
misses' wear—Character given by
bright colored trimmings—Lingerie
party dresses of attractive character
shown—Handsome embroideries intro-

duced.

Business is weld advanced in children's fall coats,

as there are so many lines where no radical change is

possible. For children of certain ages the box model,

with slight variations from season to season, is all

that is possible. This season one of the additions is

the belt. Another point is that the coat buttons up

well to the throat.

For older children and for misses' wear, the

Balkan blouse has been taken up, as the lines of this

garment are eminently suited to children 's wear. The

place of tbe belt is taken by a pleated girdle of silk

arranged around the hips, and the same silk is used to

trim the collar and cuffs. Instead of the girdle a

stitched or braid-trimmed belt of the same material is

used. Buyers look with great favor on these new
Balkan blouse coats, and it would seem as though they

were to lead in children's coat styles.

The cloths used are rough mixtures, boucle effects,

checks, chinchillas. Pile fabrics, such as Astrachan,

plush and Persian lamb, velvet and corduroy, aie the

leading cloths.

With the expansion of the department featuring

children's, junior, and misses' garments, merchants

are showing an increasing disposition towards the

display of models featuring the later styles. Even

in the smaller towns, merchants are realizing that it

is good policy to demand from the manufacturer gar-

ments that show the new style points as they appear,

thus keeping their department right up to date from

the fashion point of view. This is good business, as

it results in the buying of garments at the home store

when a really stylish dress is desired. It is good

policy for the manufacturer to encourage this atti-

tude, and to bring the good results gained in extra

business and prestige by the merchant, who thus

features up-to-date garments, to the notice of the

merchant who is slow in this respect.

Botli in staple dresses and in dresses where style

plays a more important part, serge is the material

buyers are most interested in, as this material has

(Continued on page 62.)

Something new in lawn embroidery and laoe.

The draped overskirt opens over a skirt of

lawn trimmed with a band and lacy embroid-
ery. The sleeves are continued into the

shoulder, and the finish of the collar and the

girdle are of pale blue satin. Shown by Horn*
& Watts.
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Important
to Buyers of

French
Hand-Made, Hand-Embroidered

Ladies' Underwear
Infants' and Children's Apparel, etc.

gefore placing your orders for the January
Whitewear Sales and Spring 1914, do not

fail to see our range of samples which will

be ready for inspection by August 15th, through
our Canadian Agents, SPERLING & LEA.

The range will contain:

Night Gowns, Chemises, Underskirts, Drawers,

Corset Covers, Ladies' Waists, Combinations,

Princess Slips, Infants' and Children's Dresses

and a great variety of other

Parisian Novelties
at prices to suit every class of trade.

guyers are recommended to place their orders

early to ensure prompt deliveries as we
require ample time for production owing to

these garments being Hand-made. The line will

be shown throughout Canada and appoint-

ments made in advance will receive preference.

Makers

Elie Weill & Co.
117-119 Faubourg- Poissonniere

Paris

Canadian Agents

Sperling & Lea
34 Herald Building,

Montreal
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Fall Suits Present Good Novelty Features
THE SALE of suits for

the coming fall will be

helped by the good

elear-up made of the

spring line. Fall suits

are very handsome, 'but

they are so elaborate

and made of such hand-

some materials that of necessity

they are high-priced. Never-

theless, there is so much novelty

that they are sure to appeal to

the woman who can afford to

pay the price. Perhaps the most

important change is seen in the

length of the coat. Thirty-six

inches is the length most fav-

ored, but the real length is de-

termined by the style of the

suit. The leading idea is the

cut-away coat, and much of the

smartness of the model lies in

the graceful shaping of the cut-

away lines, and the slope given

to the terminal blunt point at

the back. Blouse effects are

combined with the cut-away

feature, the peplum being

either .stitched to im a trim-

ming effect, or the join con-

cealed under a sash and girdle.

Many coats show the blouse

only in front and are cut in one

long panel at the back. Some
of the late models show vest ef-

fects, and this feature promises

to be stronger as the season ad-

vances. All suit coats are cut

on straight lines and show no

curves at the waist at all.

Among the novelties in-

cluded in every line are the

long-waisted Poiret blouse. This

effect is often modified by elim-

inating all fulness or gathering

where the blouse joins the pep-

lum, and piping the blouse onto

the belt or band. Many of

these peplums are made on cut-

away lines. Combination suits,

witli (he coat in check and the skirt of plain, or vice

' ersa, are very now. and are expected to be important

in the novelty line. Velvet and imitation fur are

also combined with cloth.

-Many very smart models show the plain, straight.

Models are handsome and elaborate

and consequently high-priced—Large
number of novelty cloths shown—Fur
trimming is one of the marked features

—All suit coats cut on straight lines.

Coat dross of golden brown velveteen with

vest effect of grey velvet. The guimpe is

of cream all-oxer lace, with narrow band
and bow of brown finished with small silk

tassels. The skirt has the new slot seams
in front, opening over a panel decorated
with rouleaux of gray velvet and buttons.

Shown by Clayson & Co., Ltd.

peg-top skirt. That is,

the skirt is narrower be-

low the knee, and has

vertical pleats let into

the sides of the front

pamel, giving more ful-

ness above the knee. The
waist line is raised and

is finished with a stitched belt,

and the fulness at the waist is

not taken up in darts, but is

laid in pleats that run out to

nothing about five inches or so

below the waist. In silk ma-
terials and the lighter cloths,

the fulness is shirred into the

belt.

Modified drapery effects are

a strong feature in the new
skirts, the pleats that give this

effect being introduced at the

front, and back and at the sides.

.Many skirts have the slashed

effect at the foot. In some it is

given by a rounding-up the

depth of the hem. Other models

show buttoned-down panels, and

the buttons can be fastened or

not, according to the taste of

the wearer.

Manufacturers have sampled

a far wider range of materials

for fall than usual ,and buyers

will he able to choose from a

number of novelty cloths. This

ought to make for good business,

particularly with the woman
who has money to spend, and

who buys a fairly expensive

suit. Strictly tailored suits

come in cord weaves, two-tone

coteles, Bedfords and diagonals,

wide-wale diagonals and mix-

ture and boucle effects. Dressier

models come in brocades, mate-

lasses, eponges and ratines, in

plain and fancy effects, and in

plain and cut-cord velours. An-

other novelty consists of shep-

herd checks in novelty colors,

made up with plain cloth, the coat being of the one

and the skirt of the other.

Considerable interest is centered in suits of plain

and fancy velvet. Plain velvet suits are selling better

in colors than black, rich blues, mahogany. Bnr-
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Dresses for Girly Girls and

Womanly Girls — Dresses

for the Infant, the Girl or

the Young Woman is. ^

Have you considered the develop-

ment that is possihle in the child-

ren's dress section of your ready-to-

wear department? The day of home-
made children's dress is waning for

more attention is given the attire of

the junior generation now than in

the days of our parents, with the in-

evitable result that the smarter ready-

to-wear garments have supplanted

the home-made variety.

We are specialists in children's

dresses from that of the tiny infant

to the gown of the young lady, and
are presenting in our Fall, 1913,

range a most extensive range of ex-

clusive high grade garments.

Send to-day for our range of samples.

It will open the way to the develop-

ment of your children's department.

HOME & WATTS
Limited

19 Duncan Street TORONTO
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Style Features of Fall Suits

Coats are around 36-in. Majority of models are more or less cutaway and many Moused
models shotvn. Varieties and modifications of the Balkan or Poiret long-waisted blouse shown.

Skirts are more or less draped and of the peg-top variety. Many models are slashed at the

foot.

Materials—Range varied—Brocades, matelasses, plain and fancy eponges and ratines,

velours, checks combined with plain cloth, cord weaves, two-tone coteles and Bedfords, diagonal
serges, mixtures and boucle effects. Plain and fancy velvets.

Trimmings, fur, fur fabrics, braids, frogs, buttons, printed velvets and plushes brocades.

Bright tinted linings.

gundy, Russian green, plum, grey and caramel being

the leading colors.

The high novelty in trimmings is the use of nar-

row bands of fur and marabout. Lines of fur are

used to edge the collar and cuffs, and some suits have

the coat edged with a line of fur. Novelty braids,

passementerie frogs and ornaments, handsome but-

tons, imitation furs, printed velvets and plushes, bro-

cades are used to trim the collar and cuffs. The

more expensive suits have linings of satin in such

shades as cerise, tangerine, Paddy green and bright

blue. Brocaded linings are used and printed linings

in Oriental and Futurist patterns.

®
Serge Dress Best Seller

(Continued from page 58.)

been tried out and found to be the one best adapted

to the needs of children. Navy is always the leading

color, but novelty blues, tans and browns and red

are all good selling colors. The blouse idea is promi-

nent, and embroideries, pipings, bands of color, as

well as buttons, girdles and sashes in bright colors

and inprinted silks, are very much used.

Nothing introduced so far can take the place of

the lace or embroidery trimmed lingerie dress for

party wear, as a visit to the laundry restores it to use-

fulness. Manufacturers have the opportunity at

present to use exceptionally handsome embroideries

and designers of children's and misses' dresses are

getting away from the usual styles.

®
Trouble Threatened

New York.—A serious situation confronts the Na-

tional Ladies' Tailors and Dressmakers' Association,

which will open its convention on Friday afternoon

in the Marbridge Building. The Illinois delegates

jiiid the New York delegates are at odds regarding

the proper length of women's coats, and if the New-

York tailors insist, upon having coats from theirty-

eight to forty inches in length made the fashion the

Illinois tailors threaten to secede and form an asso-

ciation of their own. Thirty or thirty-two inches is

plenty long enough for a coat, they say.

The Louisiana delegates will be another trouble-

some element in the convention. They have scruples

regarding the tight skirt and would like to see its

use discontinued. In this desire, so far as the other

tailors are concerned, they stand alone. D. Mikol, of

Boston, will preside at the convention, and delegates

from twenty-two States will attend it.

Fichu waist of black chiffon over white silk. The fichu is

of white chiffon edged with a pleating of Malines lace. The
vest is of white chiffon and red and black brocade and the

sleeves are trimiiud with the lace pleatings and touches of

I he brocade. Shown by Meyer Mfg. Co.
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The

Imperial

No. 66 1—$5.50

This is out' of tin- l.if.'K<'si

selling styles for Fall. The
new and desirable length In

the popular curly cloth or
caterpillar weave. This coat
can be had in any of the fol-
lowing combinations: brown,
grey, red or blue with black.
Pour large celluloid buttons
to match cloth fasten the
coat. The make and finish
will satisfy you and your
customers. We have prepar-
ed for a very large sale and
have the material so as to
give everyone a share. Deliv-
eries can be made as early as
you want them. All sizes for
Misses ami Ladies, and the
price is $5.50. Send in your

0M or gel a sample.

Manufacturers of

Ladies'Wear

Indications point to a big Fall busi-

ness in cloaks, suits and dresses —
are you aiming at getting your
share?

Ensure a profitable season's busi-

ness by

Making A Hit
with an opening showing of "Im-
perial" garments.

"Imperial" style, quality and value

for this season are even past their

usually high standard.

We send samples express prepaid
which may be returned at our ex-

pense if not satisfactory.

PROFITABLE NEWS FOR YOU
FROM THE IMPERIAL

Our increasing trade has necessi-

tated still further expansion. We
now occupy 6 large flats (one of the

largest factories in the trade). This
provides for prompt service. Two
of these floors are entirely devoted to

our growing coat and suit business.

Special for Ontario Buyers—Our Mr.
Coppelman will call upon you. See
him for your own benefit.

No. 673—$10.75

The above coat is made of a
tine quality of Astrachan
! rimmed with plush, as illus-
trated. The coat is 50 ins.
long, lined with a good qual-
ity of satin in all kinds of
fashionable shades. This is
absolutely the best we have
ever turned out for the
money.

THE IMPERIAL
Canada's leading makers of high-class
Dresses, Coats and Suits at popular prices.

354 St. Lawrence Blvd., Montreal
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Dress Styles for Fall Selling Show Novelty
WHEN TRADE condi-

tions are allowed for,

manufacturers have
done well with the early

line of dresses for fall.

Cloth, silk, velvet and

evening dresses have

been shown in an at-

tractive assortment and in

styles that are both conservative

and yet have elements of nov-

elty that make them eminently

salable. Now that the staple line

is out of the way, designers are

producing garments that em-

body the more advanced ten-

dencies.

For early fall coat dresses

in one and in two pieces are of

particular interest. The dress

comes in satin messaline or

crepe, and has coat of brocade

or moire, the coat being in

smart cut-away design or in

bolero effect, with postillion

back. Smart two-piece dresses

of silk and wool crepe in such

colors as golden tan, mustard,

Persian blue and purple p,ped,

and with vestee and collar and

cuffs, trimmed with Futurist

and Persian silks, are in line

with the present development in

materials. Coat dresses of vel-

vet, in rich dark colors are very

much favored. The long-

waisted blouse model is also

shoWm in the new lines.

There is no change in the

figure line, and the waist line,

as in the season now passing,

varies from a little above nor-

mal to normal. Skirts retain

their narrow measurement, and

various more or less modified

drapery arrangements are feat-

ured. As a rule, the drapery

arrangement is placed low

down, but new forms, giving

the appearance of more fulness from the waist to the

knee, are being introduced. Various tunic effects are

the latesl drapery idea. The slashed skirt has taken,

and very many skirts, both for day and evening

wear, show this feature.

No change in outline—Many modified

forms of drapery shown. Dresses of

silk material have sold well.

When the dress is in-

tended for other than

useful wear, the waist

section is made up
largely of such materi-

als as chiffon net and
shadow lace in the form
of deep yokes and wide

vests, or full soft fronts over a

tucker of net. Girdle and sash
effects are also a very promi-
nent feature of the new modes.
Many models are beginning to

show the V cut opening. Even
the simplest street dress is col-

larless and so arranged that a
separate guimpe can be worn to

produce the high neck.

Sleeves are both long and
elbow length, the style of the
sleeve depending upon the style

of the gown. Some models show
the Medici collar, high at the
back and exposing the neck in

front.

Dancing and evening gowns
are very elaborate, and are made
up of soft draperies of chiffon.

net and shadow lace over slips

of soft satin, crepe de chine or

messaline. A new idea is to use
the slip as the skirt, the drap-
ery parting so that the skirt

shows.

Pear and crystal bead trim-

mings are used in profusion,

and the girdle and sash and the

satin dower as a waist finish are
Aery much en evidence. Beaded
tunics are used for the more ex-

pensive gowns .and some lovely

color effects are obtained by
combining tunics with chiffon

and net drapery. Thus a pale

grey satin almost white was
veiled with silver net. over which
fell a tunic of black net. em-
broidered in crystal and jet

beads. A magnificent gown of

gold had the tunic embroidered with gold and jet

beads. Net dresses show the flounced arrangement

of shadow lace draped over with soft colors in chif-

fon. Fur or marabout is often used to edge the neck

Continued on Page 68.
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Suit of navy diagonal. 'This is a blouse model
with cutaway peplum. The collar is of

novelty plush in Oriental colors, and can
either be buttoned up to the neck or worn
open with revers. The skirt shows the new
drapery effect breaking the line and giving
fullness above. Shown by Patrician Cloak
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Egyptine Underskirts

are Guaranteed

WE make Egyptines of a material
which we import specially for

underskirts.

Every yard is guaranteed to us by the

makers. We, in turn, guarantee every

skirt to you.

You can sell Egyptines with the dis-

tinct understanding that the skirts will

neither split nor cut—nor crack.

The material is the best quality Egyp-
tian cotton. This cotton works up like

silk.

Egyptines have the appearance, the

weight and the peculiar rustle of fine

taffeta silk. They retail at less than
half and last much longer.

The quality makes many sales, and
there is a handsome margin of profit to

the retailer. Ask your wholesaler for

prices and samples.

Note—The genuine Egyptine
is guaranteed all down the

line with this guarantee label

on the skirt band.

Make sure of the label:

^
<tfkm£tea£

I3auie£,
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Liven-up Your Stock

PRONOUNCED VALUES IN
The six numbers here illustrated with the descrip-

tions and prices accompanying leave no room for

doubt as to the validity of our statement that

"Fairbairn styles and values make a winning com-
bination." These give a faint idea of what the

Fairbairn Fall range contains.

F 201—Good quality Velvet
Dress with side effect,
Allover Lace Yoke and
Collars, long sleeves,
trimmed pleated lace;
sizes 14 to 42. Sold in
Black, Navy. Brown,
Prune, Copenhagen and
Green. Price .. .. $7.50

F 197 — Messaline Silk
Dress, with new draped
effect in skirt; sizes 14
to 42; fancy Bulgarian
Collar, 3-4 sleeve, trim-
med cord loops and fan-
cy buttons. Price $11.50

F 220—Serge Dress with
Vest effect and Collar of
Fancy colored silk, long
sleeves: sizes 14 to 42.
Trimmed with Pleated
Lace. Sold in Black,
Navy, Brown, Reseda,
Copenhagen and Tan.
Price, per dozen . . $45.00

R. D. Fairbairn Co., Limited
President: RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN Directors: C. N. TAYLOR,
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IVith Fairbairn Values

HIGH GRADE DRESSES
Tear out these pages and mark the numbers you
wish samples of. Send them to-day and we will

give your request our prompt, careful attention

Cuts supplied in ordering any of these numbers

' 171—Fine quality Serge
Dress with Fancy Silk
Collar and Bulgarian
ornaments. Sash fasten-
ing at waist. Sizes 14 to

42. Sold in Black, Navy.
Brown, Reseda, Grey,
Green, Copenhagen, Tan.
Old Rose. Price ..$7.75

F 184 — Fine Panama
Dress trimmed with sat-
in and lace collar, 3-4
sleeve; sizes 14 to 42;
made in Black. Navy,
Brown, Tan, Reseda,
Wine, Plum, Old Rose,
Price, per dozen . . $36.00

F 162 — Fine quality
serge dress with side
effect, set in collar of
Bulgarian silk, pleated
lace in sleeves ; sizes 14
to 42. Patent leather
belt to match dress.
Price $7.00

107 Simcoe jStreet, Toronto
E. McGONEGAL Vice-Presidents: F. J. KNIGHT, W. C. CLIFF
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Manufacturers After High-Class Goods
(Continued from page 52.)

faeturers to put forth extra efforts in the production

of their fall lines. Great care and attention has been

paid to the designing, and to the keeping in touch

with what is transpiring- in European fashion centres,

and in the centres of garmentdom in the Tinted

States. The progress made by the Canadian raanu-

Coat of brown and tan

belt. The collar is of fa(

is adjustable.

shown by Independent Cloak Co

url cloth with deep
cloth. The fastening

facturer during even the last six months is very

marked, and the fact that garments of a class and
kind that have made no appearance in a Canadian

line before, as well as the marked increase in the

number of firms producing high-class garments, is

one of the most progressive and promising features

of the trade. Each season sees the home manufac-
turer in a better position ,and more capable of sup-

plying the whole needs, even of the highest-class gar-

ment department. Suits that will sell for $40.00,

$50.00 and higher; dresses selling up to $100.00,

high-priced novelty coats and evening coats of rich

materials that are in every way satisfactory can now
be purchased to advantage of the Canadian manu-
facturer.

Dress Style for Fall Selling Show Novelty

(I ontinued from page 68.)

opening, and the short kimona sleeves. Pearl trim-

mings are also used for this purpose, and beaded

buckles and beaded and jeweled brooches and tassels

are used to confine the folds of drapery.

Dinner gowns show narrow trains, and are de-

veloped in moire, brocade and liberty satins in even-

ing shades. . These gowns show the rounded slash in

front, and are elaborately draped. A lovely dress

showed the tunic of black and white striped voile over

white satin, with waist of voile, white chiffon and
shadow lace, confined at the waist with a sash of

tangerine satin and touches of the same on the waist.

©

Second Cleveland Fashi Exhibit

The second Cleveland Fashion Exhibit and Busi-

ness Chautauqua will he held August 5 and 6, 1913.

Following the success of the Spring Exhibit, the

Association of Women's Wear Manufacturers decided

to hold a similar display of fall styles. The early

interest assures an even greater attendance than at the

Spring Show, when more than nine hundred mer-

chants, representing twenty-five States, assembled in

Cleveland to witness the exhibition and partake of

the attendant festivities.

There will be two distinct shows. The Living

Model Exhibit is to be held on the evening of August

5 in the spacious Metropolitan Theatre. Cleveland's

newest and most attractive playhouse. In this show

there will be surprises and varied features designed

to entertain, while the display of the new styles will,

of course, afford the dominating interest.

The Stationary Exhibit will be one of the most

pretentious of its kind.

©

The retail dry goods store owned by Ulric Genest.

1321 St. Catherine Street East, Montreal, was gutted

by fire on June 26th.

The Crown Manufacturing Co.. Rock Island. Que.,

makers of pants, will remove their factory to Sher-

hrooke. Que., in the near future.
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central
sample rooms

at Prince George Hotel
(corner York and King Sts.)

WE have made arrangements for sample

rooms at the Prince George Hotel

from July 15th to August 15th for the

convenience of our many patrons who are in

the city or are going through during these

four weeks.

These sample rooms arc centrally located,

only five minutes' from the Union depot, and

every accommodation will be at the command
of visitors.

Our entire Fall range of: Silks and Net Waists,

Silk and Net Dresses, Kimonas and Gait

Fleece Robes will be shown here to the very

best advantage. We invite every merchant

and buyer to look us up when in the city or to

stop off when going through. Our Fall range

is most interesting.

Martin&Smith Co.,Ltd.
350 Sorauren Avenue,

Toronto

GO
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"Star" Brand Novelty
right on time for Christmas

' I ^HE growing demand for
A fancy blouses for Fall and
Winter and especially Christ-

mas trade, warrants us making
special efforts to produce an un-
usually attractive range for Sept-

ember and October delivery.
We, therefore, announce to the trade that we
are ready with a range of Fall and Christmas
novelty blouses that will eclipse our previous
best and ask every merchant in the country
whether he is a patron of "Star" Brand or not
to see this exclusive range before deciding
definitely on his Fall and Winter campaign.

"Star" Brand is Coming
Our representatives are now out with the new range and
will make an effort to visit every town and city in Canada
at an early date. Wait for "Star" Brand.

Just a Tip
Our new line for Spring, 1914, is under way and so far,

well, we are highly enthusiastic as to the outcome. I* is

going to be a "Star range par exa Hence"

The Star Whitewear
BERLIN
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Blouses for Fall Delivery
selling—the finest "Star" range yet

FN this range are found the
-- newest cloths including:
Crepe Voiles, Crepe Ratines,

Crepes and Bulgarian Voiles

—

all the select shadings and the

most fashionable modes in de-

sign and trimming. Any one

or all of these lines should meet with the ap-

proval of your trade.

There's no question about "Star" Brand values,

every number is a real credit to the line, every

style is correct—right up to the second. Select

a few lines for vour better trade.

TheNewWhitewear Policy
"We are changing our whitewear policy from extensive-

ness to exclusiveness which will aid us materially in carry-

ing out our constant aim of giving unparalleled service.

Our 1913-14 range of whitewear is the finest we have yet

produced. See it when our representative calls.

Manufacturing Co.
ONTARIO



Many Original Ideas in Dress Fashions

Compose effort. The coat of solid

colored velour cloth trimmed ami
bound with braid and the skirt of

Scotch plaid with sash of the plaid
caught through a passementerie ring
and fringed at the ends.

fashion designers, and in obedience to the present

outbreak of nationalistic feeling due to the European

situation. Parry is making use of tri-color effects

and national blue and bright yellow combinations.

ADOPTED FROM ZOUAVE UNIFORMS.

One of Parry's latest and most striking models

is adapted from the Zouave uniform. There is a

red skirt tight at the foot and baggy at the knee

and laid in pleats at the waist under a broad blue

sash. The vest of white and gold opens over a loose

blouse of white chiffon and the model is completed

by a Zouave jacket. The hat worn with this cos-

tume is a smart little tricome of white and ruby

hemp trimmed with bluettes, marguerites and pop-

pies to represent the national red, white and blue.

The Maison Lewis and Paquin are combining these

Paris designers displaying great

imagination—New modes indicate a
period of military and Oriental fashions
— The artist who planned the Bus-
sian ballet collaborates with Madame
Paquin to produce notable gowns —
Japanese influence is gaining.

Paris, June 30.

IF THE DESIGNERS of dress do not exhaust the

resources of their imagination before the time for

preparing the fall models is due. we should have a

season in which exceptionally original ideas in dress

play a prominent part before us. Parisian design-

ers at the present time are displaying a fertility and

richness of imagination and combination that is be-

wildering. Models produced for the racing season

indicate strongly that a period of Orientalism and

military fashions is intended. The couturiers and

modistes are taking ideas from other periods it is

true, but they are blending them when taken with

what is undoubtedly the predominating motif. Thus
Georgette is preparing millinery founded on 17th

century models and the pleated frills and Medici col-

lar and the fichu top gowns that are decidedly

Oriental in motif. The skirt with three flounces

belongs to the second Empire and the pleatings that

are trying to gain a foothold are decidedly mid-Vic-

torian.

Poiret has always been the apostle of brilliant

colors and Oriental ideas in dress, and, after the

eclipse he suffered during the time of the pannier

drape and the endeavour to do away with the straight

line figure, is more in the limelight than ever.

Another late addition to the ranks of the leading

model houses is a follower of Poiret named Parry.

Parry produces strikingly elegant costumes and

shows them to the accompaniment of afternoon tea.

Parry is the greatest exponent of military fashions

and in doing so is up to the minute in politics. Draped evening

Politics, it should always be remembered, can be and^ha
depended upon to influence markedly the French

three colors and are also using national blue and
bright yellow together.

Paquin ha> achieved a notable sensation with the

gowns designed by Leon Bakst. the Russian artist,

who before his exile from Russia was the artist re-

sponsible for the costumes and mise-en-scene of the

Imperial Theatres at St. Petersburg and Moscow.

Bakst's greatest achievement up to date has been his

setting of the Russian Ballet. To-day his collabora-

tion with Madame Paquin and M. -Toire has re-

sulted in the creation of a number of gowns that

have attracted the widest attention. To those who
know art and artists. Peon Bakst has stood for years

for richness of imagination, audacity of color and

an Oriental splendour of effect.

Each of the Bakst designed costumes has a special

- Ik Ma-
howing the new length,

Dg Mandarin sleeves.
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from the strictly tailored

to t_he high class novelty

Coats—Suits
The Patrician range of Coats and Suits

for Fall and Winter 1913-14 has interest

woven into it so strongly that it is bound
to produce quick and more than satisfac-

tory results. It will be worth your while
to look through the entire Patrician line

at your earliest convenience.

The range embodies a most complete
showing of the world's best styles from
the strictly tailored "Brother" garment to

the latest high class novelty.

Patrician finish is a big point in the selling

of these Coats and Suits. The extremely
fine finish of Patrician garments makes a

strong magnet in attracting trade and
closing sales.

Patrician samples will be sent upon request

The Patrician Cloak and Suit Company
SAMUELS BUILDING &ad*<

KING and SPADINA

Toronto
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I or headdress to go with it also designed by the

himself as well as other accessories, the most

ible of which is the "cothurne." The cothurne
i q adaption from the footwear of Greek and

tan times and takes the form of sandals or shoes

i' • are laced up about the ankles with ribbons to

h the gown. These laced shoes are all the rage

I are being worn with all kinds of frocks and on

casions. When they are of black satin or kid

white stockings are worn laced across with ribbons

her purple, green or red. These lacings are far

t and art attached to the shoe with clasps of

gold or silver set with jewels.

Another new fad but one not so likely to be

ed is the porcelain heel painted in Dresden

Sevres designs. Jewelled toes are another new
fad that need only passing comment.

JAPANESE STYLES GAINING.

] tpanese styles are making headway and one strik-

i _l instance of the favor accorded is the addition

of a sash to every gown many of which show the

obi sash bow at the back. No matter how
rate or how simple a gown is, or whether

ided for morning, afternoon or evening wear, it

l nished with a sash. Earlier on sashes of Bul-

ga in printed silks were worn, but this fashion has
:

Lged now to the sash of solid color and sashes

of ivid hue are worn with white gowns and dresses

• iiker color. Ribbon sashes are very much used

J tan stripes and Scotch plaids in widths of 4 in.

to F in. wide. The draped Oriental sashes are made
of Bayadere silks about 20 in. Dresses and suits

i f ivy serge or moire are wonderfully brightened

up by the sash of Roman striped or vivid colored

sill .

dfern has just been giving a reception to intro-

du e a number of gowns to be worn in some of the

i plays. These gowns are the latest and show
ist word for the time being in style and mate-

To begin with, everything was of lace com-
i d with tulle and chiffon and the result is just

driest and daintiest imaginable. The evening

: kg and those for formal afternoon occasions are

m le over satin, and those that are less dressy over

or messaline. The new idea is that the lining

- and forms part of the robe. Moreover white

im is not so much used as soft yet bright

. pure white frock had a sash of Royal purple

\ b the ends finished in a very deep silk fringe.

sashes were in vivid green, cerise geranium
• deep rose tones.

w nne of these Redfern models were inspired by
i ) modes, but of course there was no suggestion of

ide hoop skirt, They were in the width of

(j present day but were flounced or trimmed with

gi Luated width.- of velvet ribbons put on plain. One
3e gowns was of cream net over a satin founda-

tion with each flounce trimmed with rows of velvet

ribbon, three rows on the first flounce, two on the

second and one on top. The velvet ribbon was
green and the net bodice was trimmed to match and
the effect was altogether fresh and charming. A
feature of all the new gowns is the very transparent

bodice. Chiffon and shadow lace and sometimes

only one and lined with flesh colored tulle is the

rather startling idea of the moment.

Wraps are charming but not very practical as

chiffon is the chief fabric used either lined with

lace or with chiffon in another color. A very

beautiful Redfern wrap was of brown chiffon lined

with gold lace and draped so that the lace appeared

at the back forming a hood. This wrap fastened

at the side with two gold buttons below the waist

line. The sleeves were large and spreading and

were fulled into deep cuffs of gold lace. This coat

reached only to the knee and like all the new wraps

was so tight around the feet that its wearer had to

unfasten it to sit down. Printed chiffon is much
used for wraps with a lining of chiffon in some bril-

liant shades.

Russian blouses of chiffon are shown as wraps for

evening wear. These models do not fit in the least

and the skirt portion is pleated and joined to the

blouse under a line of hand-made bowers.

SOME idea of what the Parisian modiste is doing

during the month of June is imperative, as June

novelties as a rule strongly influence the produc-

tion of the later modes for fall and winter.

Paris model houses are strongly favoring military

modes and military colors. Red and blue combina-

tions are frequent and so are models in national

blue and yellow. A Lewis poke made for a well-

known actress was of ochre colored Leghorn with the

brim faced with deep blue crepe. The trimming

was of scarlet velvet ribbon and a fringe of ripe

cherries formed a fringe around the brim. Rivaling

military fashions comes the vogne of Japanese and

Chinese effects and colors. Vivid greens, rich blues,

and sumptuous yellows are bringing hats of solid

white and solid black to the fore again. Georgette is

showing all black and all white hats made of Malines

or Brussels net applied over a foundation of Neapoli-

tan or crim. A very favorite manner is to slightly

full bias folds over the brim and to make the crown

of several layer- of the net. Sprays of paradise,

swirls of aigrette and other fancy plumage are used

to trim, and there is just one rose in gay color to

give relief.

There is a perfect craze for Malines at the present

time and Leghorn, crin. chip and Tagel shapes are

draped with tulle or net in all manner of bright

shades such as tango, orange, yellow, flame, begonia,

Balkan green, emerald. Russian green. National,

Persian and Saxe blue. Printed chiffon or mousse-

line de soie in Impressionistic and Dresden or other

floral pattern- are often put on under the Malines.
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The Largest

Exclus i v e

Coat House
in Canada

We're Coat Specialists

making nothing but a most complete

range of strictly high grade coats

for all occasions, for all tastes.

NATIONAL coats have a very high standard to live

up to keep pace with our progressive policy.

Styles must always be the best that are produced, as
well as unbeatable values.

Our range consists of exclusive designs and high-

grade fabrics in women's street, motor and rain coats

—coats for every requirement and to suit every taste.

The chief element responsible for the present high
state of efficiency of National service are the facilities

for turning out absolutely perfect garments.

Our aim is to give prompt service at all times.

When our representative calls be sure you see the
full range, for there is much to interest live merchants.
Send for samples of motor and rain coats for imme-
diate delivery.

The National Rubber Co. of Canada
MONTREAL
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Atmosphere of Uncertainty Exists in London
TO THOSE who closely

follow the fortunes of

fashion, there has been

lately evident a general

feeling of restlessness,

an atmosphere of un-

certainty, winch ren-

ders its i m m e d i a t e

future more than usually interesting. There is much

that is reminiscent of the Louis as well as of the

Direetoire period, and even the Napoleonic is not

without representation. The association of so many
seemingly incompatible styles with such satisfactory

results makes present-day dress a most interesting

study.

Colors, too, have been unusually startling, but

even these seem to fall naturally into periods, and in

turn play their little parts in the comedies of fashion,

both in Paris and in London. We see the faintest

and daintiest color schemes as well as the most strik-

ing and bizarre combinations.

Such variety has its charm, and we turn from

the palest pinks, greys and blues of the Marie An-

toinette dress, with its quaint drapery and dainty

laces, to the more glaring modes of the Directoire,

with their characteristic violent shades, whether in

greens, or reds, or purples, and their distinguished

scantiness of drapery and wealth of trimmings.

So many influences at work that future
of fashions is hard to predict — The
attractiveness of the coatee is reflected

in many models—Descriptions of some
of the latest styles in dress seen in

British capital.

The modern dress-

nniker. however, has the

genius to modify both

modes to suit the tastes

of the woman of to-day.

The schemes in color,

even the most violent,

come as a welcome re-

lief to the sombre Mack or blue serges, to which for

day wear, British taste has become so closely allied.

One contemplates with satisfaction the tender

tones and dainty trimmings which are displayed in

crepes, silks and satins. Some of the flowered silks

and crepes are delightfully quaint, and indeed exactly

adapted for the construction of the large variety of

eoatee which is so decisive a feature of to-day's

fashion. These coatees offer a wide field for genius

which, if properly applied, can produce some most

fascinating creations.

FIG. 1 illustrates a charmeu.se gown in a pale

shade of Empire-green, with the coatee of the same

color. It is trimmed witli silver embroidery, and

presents some wonderful shadings in .»reens. blue.-,

pinks, purple, copper, and yellows. Such a com-

bination sounds impossible, but as a matter of fact it

somehow contrives to effect a most harmonious result.

A note of simplicity is introduced by the Byronic

collar, which is of soft white surah, edged with a

plisse white tulle frill.

The inner vest is of

white chiffon. The skirt

of this gown is very

simply draped. The hat

of white crinoline is

t r i m m e d with La
France roses.

FIG. 2 shows a girl-

ish costume in fanciful

silk crepe, in a pale

shade of hyacinth blue,

with pink, blue and

green flowers printed

thereon. The bodice is

cut slightly open, and

edged with a dainty net

frill, further disclosing

a vest of .soft string-

colored lace. The wide

sash is of black satin,

with pale pink rose at

the waist. With this is

worn a picture hat

made of the crepe lined

with pink tulle. It has

strings of black velvet.
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With the V£eWVeV6>W Label

Showerproof Coats
These coats are made of wool materials which have

been Kenreign rainproofed, positively the most satis-

factory process for making the cloth rain-repellent

without the use of rubber. This process not only
improves the appearance and finish, but it adds
greatly to the wearing qualities of the cloth.

Slip-on Raincoats
Every yard of cloth used in Kenreign Coats is carefully treated.

Pure Para Rubber is milled, properly compounded, and applied to

the cloth. It is then correctly vulcanized and subjected to severe
tests for permanent waterproof qualities.

A Kenreign Weatherproof will not fall apart; the rubber will not
soften nor will it grow hard and stiff, making the garment useless.

You are protected from these defects by the Kenreign label.

Kenreign Showerproof and Slip-on Coats are made in all the suitable shades and styles for men and women.

C. Kenyon Company
Fifth Avenue Building, 23d Street and 5th Avenue

New Chicago Salesrooms
Congress and Franklin Streets New York Boston

501 Washington Street
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and a pale pink rose by way of ornamentation.

FIG. 3 depicts a graceful coat and skirt costume

of straw-colored crepe-tussore. In this instance

again the skirt is very slightly draped. The coat is

very picturesque and cut with that '"pouchy" ful-

ness that depends so closely on "fit"' for its success.

Perhaps after all "tit"' is hardly the proper word;

such a coat "sets"; it can hardly be said to "fit." A
soft inner vest and frill of white tulle is shown; and

the coat is further decorated with amber buttons and

hand-embroidered collar in lawn. The lemon-colored

hat is trimmed with a wonderful shaded plume of

pink and blue, while a floral bouquet of still more

vivid coloring nestles in the blue velvet ribbon in the

front.

FIG. 4 illustrates a navy blue costume of French

poplin. It possesses the latest freak development in

skirts, in that it possesses hip pockets concealed

among its folds. It resembles, in fact, a pair of loose

trousers in respect to the arrangement at the hips,

while it also bears a somewhat close resemblance to

the male garment in the arrangement round the feet.

Still, the drapery is graceful, and if the masculine

attributes are kept within reasonable limits the new
skirt certainly has merits which render it far pref-

erable to the old harem skirt idea. The little cut-

away coat is very simple; it is lined with an orange

silk, with wide collar and cuffs of the same color.

Beneath this is a folded vest of white chiffon, while

i*€p£
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KASSAB KIMONOS

**%/* * \ ^
Are Guaranteed

MM* J ||| to Sell Well

to Look Well

* 1
to Wear Well

Return them at our expense if not

fully satisfactory.

We make Kiminos and dressing

sacques in all kinds of silk, fancy

and plain Crepe, Wool and Cotton
*

Sfii Challie, Lawn, Cashmere, FLAN-

NELETTE and EIDERDOWN.

150 Diff •rent Designs.

Our full range is now being shown by our travel-

ers. If they do not call upon you, Write for

Samples

Kassjab Kimono ManTg. Co.,

14 St. Helen St., Montreal

the belt and bow are of navy satin. The hat is of

navy straw trimmed with tulle and weird-colored

blossoms and a fanciful feather mount.

@

New Features in Whitewear
Fashion influences new produc-
tions in white wear—Many novel-

ties in net—Crepe increasing in

favor for Summer wear—Narrow
models in white skirts numerous.

Whitewear manufacturers are commencing their

preparations for January sales for 1914. Present

novelties are being considered for incorporation with

the new line. One feature that stands out is the in-

creasing use of crepe for underwear purposes. The

expensive garment is of crepe de chine, in white or

delicate colors. Crepe de chine is well liked for

gowns, combinations and petticoats, as it is dainty

and sheer and washes and wears well. For practical

wear, good quality Valenciennes. Malines or Maltese

lace is used for trimming, and ribbons threaded

through various widths of beading give the finishing

touch. Crepe garments lessen 1 the cost of laundering,

and therefore cotton crepe is coming into more gen-

eral use. Cotton crepe garments are practical for

women's wear, but they are nothing less than a boon

when made up into little bloomers and drawers,

skirts and gowns for children 's wear, for they can be

folded and put away without ironing.

In the States, and to a less extent here, net has

come into use for petticoats. These skirts are ruffled

with shadow lace, and can be had in moderate as well

as in high-priced garments. Nainsook petticoats have

lace frills and an underlay of net.

A new garment rendered necessary by the very

transparent nature of the blouses and waists now

worn is the under bodice of net or shadow lace. These

garments run from the bodice of net or all-over lace,

trimmed with a ruffle of lace, to quite elaborate affairs

threaded with ribbons in different widths. These net

waists, made into combinations with dimity drawers,

are also new.

The shaped chemi-pantalon, to wear under the

corset, instead of the knitted vest and drawers or

combinations, has been generally accepted by the

better trade. More fitted chemises, with a shorter

skirt than on the usual garment, are another inno-

vation of the same class.

Narrow models in white skirts should be numer-

ous. A new idea is the gored skirt, having a double

panel both front and back. This skirt is for wearing

under very sheer dresses, and the usefulness of the

idea is obvious.

Princesse slips are very much worn and new

models show the top fitted and boned like the

brassiere.

7S



READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS Dry Goods Re>

BRAND

^Miiteujgajc
SPECIAL LEADERS ONLY

in Corset Covers,
Drawers,

Gowns, Skirts,

Princess Slips

Every garment we make is sold at a special price which will enable you to

offer it as a leader and still have a good margin of profit. We supply Can-
ada's big stores with their specials. We can interest you. Some very live

numbers ready for immediate delivery.

Write direct. We have no travelers.

F. G. Hayward Co.
39 Richmond Street East, TORONTO

A cent's worth

of label will

give you a dol-

lar's worth of

advertising

What better advertise-
ment can you get than
to bave a satisfied patron
wearing your clothing,
your ties, your hats,
gloves and shoes, etc.,

bearing your name woven
in silk in

Handsome
IVoven Labels
They are seen by the
wearer's most intimate
friends and acquaintances,
and will talk more direct-
ly than any other form
of advertising.

If your goods are right,
say so, with artistic silk
woven labels.

Write for samples to-day

Colonial Weaving
Company, Limited

PETERBORO', ONT.

ONLY
AS exclusive skirt manufacturers

-^*-of long and practical experience

we offer our services to you.

Our styles are always very correct,

and values exceptional.

We invite buyers to call and inspect

our Fall range or we will send sample
garments on request (prepaid). We
have many most interesting styles

and values to show you.

W. H. Wright & Co.
433 Queen Street W., Toronto

Near Spadina Avenue
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Where Weekly Half Holidays are Observed

June. .Tub

•Tub ni,l

BELOW WILL be

found a list of the ma-

jority of cities, towns

and centres with popu-

lations above i .000,

where merchants rec-

ognize or otherwise a

half holiday during the

summer months. The list

can be relied on as being

correct, as this paper se-

cured the information firs!

hand from the clerks of

the various municipali-

ties;—

'Arnprior—no half holi-

day.

Barrie—W e d n e - day

afternoon: July and Aug-

ust.

Berlin—Wednesday afternoon

August.

Blind River—No half holiday.

Brampton—No half holiday.

Brantford—Wednesday afternoon.

Brockville—Wednesday afternoon

August.

Bowmanville — Wednesday afternoon

July and Vugust.

Bracebridge—No half holiday.

Carleton Plac<— No half holiday.

p.m. Monday. Wednesday and Friday.

Chesley—No half holiday.

Cochrane—No half holiday.

Cobalt- -No half holiday.

Collingwood—No half holiday.

Cobourg—No half holiday as yet.

Cornwall—No half holiday.

Dundas—Wednesday afternoon
;

August and September.

Deseronto —Wednesday afternoon

August.

FortWillian—Wednesday afternoo]

and August.

Fort Frances—No half holiday.

Gananoque—Wednesday afternoon, June 18 to

August 27.

( roderich—Wednesday afternoon
;

and August.

Gait—Nothing decided yet.

Graverihurst—Tourist town: no half holiday

summer.

Centres in Ontario with populations of

1,000 or more in which merchants close

for half-day during- the week—A list

valuable to travelling salesmen—The
idea growing rapidly.

KEEP THIS LIST.

Travelers throughout Ontario » ill find the

accompanying list of value in arranging
their weekly trips during the summer
months. It will be observed that Wednes-
day and Thursday afternoons have been most

selected with Wednesday far in advana as

favorite. If will be seen from this that tht

weekly half-holiday is rapidly growing in

favor.—Editor.

Close at 6

Jui -Tub

Julv and

June. Julv

June. Julv

( ruelph— Thursday

afternoon: July and

August,

Hamilton — Wed-
nesday afternoon dur-

ing summer months.

Hawkesbury — No
half holiday : early (lo-

in- at 7. Tuesdays and

Thursday.

Harrow — Thursday

afternoon : June. July and

August.

Haileybury—No half

holiday.

'

Hespeler — Wednes-

day afternoon : June 1 to

September 1 7 inclusive.

London— Wednesday
afternoon during sum-

mer months.

Merlin— Friday afternoon; June. July and Aug-

ust.

New Liskeard—Wednesday afternoon: July and

August.

Napane(—Close Wednesday afternoon during

duly and August.

Kenora—Wednesday afternoon; June. July and

August.

Kincardine— No half holiday.

Listowel—No half holiday: early closing at 6

o'clock except Tuesdays and Saturday-.

North bay—Close every Wednesday at 1 o'clock

during summer month.-.

New Liskeard. Out.—Close Wednesday after-

noon during July and August.

Ottawa-Most of merchants close Saturday after-

noons but on no other day.

Orangeville—Close Wednesday afternoon dur-

ing July and August.

Otterville.—No half holiday.

Paris—Close Wednesday afternoon during July

and August.

Port Perry. Ont.—No half holiday.

Port Hope, Ont.—Close Wednesday at 12 o'clock

during July and August.

Port Arthur, Ont.—Butcher shop close Wednes-

day afternoon during July and August.

Port Elgin—Close every Thursday afternoon

during June. July and August: also every evening

at 6 o'clock, except Wednesdays and Saturadys.

Peterborough—Close Thursday afternoon dur-

ing July and August.

(Continued on page 111.1
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DRY GOODS REVIEW

Ta\e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE ^~"~

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE .

SI
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MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

Plumage Effects for Fall Audaciously Smart
THE TRADE seems to

be getting back to three

old standbys in trim-

mings, namely
,
plum-

age, flowers and ribbons.

Plumage is still strong,

and in spite of the way

in which flowers have

ran, milliners are not able to keep the woman who can

pay for it from buying a plumage-trimmed hat. In

this extravagant age, it would seem as though the

price itself was an inducement in the eyes of many

wearers. Moreover, there are so many beautiful or

audaciously smart effects shown in plumage that it

is not possible to dethrone plumes, wings and fancies

from the high place they occupy.

Paradise continues to head the list of fine plum-

age, but it is becoming so expensive that only the very

rich woman can afford to buy it.

Black paradise aigrettes are used

on hats in vivid tones, such as

peacock blue, cerise, and coque

de roche, or tango as it is now
called. Black or the new nigger

head brown hats are trimmed

with paradise in the rich nat-

ural orange and copper browns

of the bird of paradise plumage.

Osprey ranks next to paradise,

but is becoming too expensive to

be used alone. Goura often

takes the place, and is also rising

in price. The latest novelty

shown is the palette of breast

feathers, edged round with a

fringe of osprey or goura. These

palettes are posed in various

ways, but are generally used in

pairs, and with one them stand-

ing up the hack of the

crown of the hat. Many feather

fancies are made up of breast

and osprey or goura. Quite the

newest of these are the stand-up

bandeaux, made of little stand-

up strands or tufts of osprey or

goura that encircle the crown of

Paradise and Osprey favored in spite

of price—Goura, because less expen-
sive, replacing osprey—The palette the
latest feather novelty—Ostrich fancies

come in immense variety—Manv new
thing's showing in feather fancies —
Trimming novelties for Fall.

s.1,1,,1 shape of close clipped plush
deaus in Oriental colors

the hat, finishing with a

palette or high mount of

the same feathers. Trim-

mings that envelop the

crown come in goura,.

blondine, novelty ostrich-

and fancy plumage, and
often these are so full

that all the crown and much of the brim is hidden.
Often these effects terminate in fan-like motifs, imi-

tating the popular aeroplane bow. Often these ban-
deaux spring out of a wreath effect of small birds,

such as humming birds, or a garland of small vari-

colored flowers.

Quills and quill effects are very prominent, and
come in all kinds of fantastic designs and in color

blends of all the novelty colors. Eagle quills, condor'

quills, owl quills, and quill effects in ostrich and other

feathers are shown in endless

variety.

There are countless novelties

that are beautiful and attrac-

tive in ostrich novelties. Slight-

ly curled French plumes and
Amazon plumes are largely

drawn upon to provide trim-

ming for dress hats.

Coque feather's are again to

be good, especially in curly ef-

fects on the question-mark

order. Curly coque mounted
high on sticks of breast feath-

ers form one of the high nov-

elties.

Little novelty pieces of

breast in the shape of a spear-

head, small palettes, rings and
a variety of other forms, come
in vari-colored natural feathers,

in the richest blues, greens, reds

and yellows, and are used to

give life and character, to .the

larger mounts. Very few feath-

ers are in solid colors, and the

color combinations, as a rule,

are extreme, but the effect is

siood.



MILLINERY Dry Goods Review

Our Search is Bearing

Abundance of Fruit

"VX7 E have searched every likely corner of

* ™ the millinery market for our Fall

range, and it has been a search accompanied

by the greatest success in our history.

The result is shown in a most abundant har-

vest of novelty millinery of all descriptions

—

novelties that will appeal to the buyer and

wearer alike.

The growing popularity of McCall Service

has been evidenced during the past season.

It means much to progressive buyers.

The D. McCALL COMPANY,
Limited

Toronto

WINNIPEG, OTTAWA, MONTREAL,
QUEBEC, VANCOUVER.
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Dry Goods R( viev. MILLINERY

This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

You can buy your Nets direct from the oldest Net Manufacturers

in the world

John Heathcoat& Co.
London, England

Patentees of the first Lace
and Net Machine in 1808

SILK

Illusions

Toscas
Veilings
Dewdrop Nets

SILK

Brussels Nets
Dress Nets
Tucked Nets
Alencon Nets

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of R the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline

STOCK CARRIED BY

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, TorOlltO
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

Head Office and Salesrooms: 13 Ironmonger Lane, Cheapside, E. C.

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton. England
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THE
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*̂
MAKE

of high-grade Tailored Hats for

Morning Wear. Also Un-Trimmed

shapes in the Latest Paris Styles.

MORRIS & SAWARD
21/22 Gt. Castle St., Oxford Circus

LONDON, W., England
Wholesale Only

INCREASED DEMAND FOR RIBBONS.

Ribbons are enjoying a generally increased

demand, and the promise is for a continuation of

this condition, as so many of the new shapes are at

their best when trimmed with ribbon. The fact that

it is so long since ribbons were really fashionable

lends the impetus of novelty, and that dur-

ing that period, ribbon designers have had
plenty of time to bring out new ideas, are

all factors in fostering the present vogue. For
the coming fall the manufacturers at Crefield, Ever-

field and elsewhere are putting out some really won-

derful ribbon novelties, and it would seem that the

demand for ribbons is to continue and to become

stronger and more marked.

Just because plumage is so high, and because

manufacturers have been encouraged by the summer
success of flowers, something in the flower line is sure

to be shown for fall. Flowers are used by Parisian,

milliners to emphasize the beauty of feather garni-

ture, and it is not impossible that they will find a

similar outlet when the fall season opens. A novelty

that should be mentioned is stiff roses and fruit fash-

ioned in patent leather in impressionistic colors.

INCREASED DEMAND FOR BROCADES.

In materials there promises to be a greatly in-

creased demand for brocades, both with a raised pat-

tern and with flat designs, and plushes, particularly

of the short-napped variety, will be very much used.

Heavy lustrous satins on the order of satin soleil are

new and will be much used for draped full soft

crowns. Metal incrusted damasks ,and silk crepes are

also included in the list of fall materials.

In Paris, jewelled chin straps are taking the place

of those of flowers, and it is possible that this fashion

will continue over into the autumn. Also, their pres-

ence is leading towards the production of cabochons,

jewelled bands, festoons and tassels in Oriental colors.

The Bulgarian effects are giving way to Japanese,

Chinese, Assyrian and Indian patterns in rich Ori-

ental tints.

Velour and felt lead in. autumn shapes, and many
of the felts have the under side faced with a contrast-

ing color.

©

Washington, June 25.—Free sugar in 1916 and

free raw wool are now established in the tariff re-

vision bill, having been approved late to-day by the

Democratic caucus of the Senate after two days'

fight. The sugar schedule, as reported by the major-

ity members of the Finance Committee and practi-

cally as it passed the House, was approved by a vote

of 40 to 6. Free raw wool, as submitted by the

majority and just as it passed the House, swept the

Senate caucus by a vote of 41 to 6.
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS
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The Latest Indications in Fur Fashions
ALTHOUGH the sea-

son is not yet sufficient-

ly far advanced to give

a forecast of next sea-

son's styles, there are

indications which point

to the probable develop-

ments. In some respects

garments will conform to the general fashions. Cut-

away models' are 'being shown largely, and will

doubtless be among the most favored styles for next

season. In length, also, the fur garment follows

pretty much along the lines set down for fabric

styles.

The trend seems to be toward mannish lines.

Straight-line effects are shown, hanging from the

shoulders with a severity in many cases which sug-

gests masculine styles. In some models seen the

backs have been slightly fitting, but in no case have

they been in any sense close-fitting.

The sleeves carry out the general effect, being

for the most part on straight lines, with an unusu-

ally deep cuff.

The idea of fulness is carried rather to extremes

in some models. It was predicted early in The Re-

view that fulness above the waist-line would be a

feature, and this has been amply borne out. These

models are perhaps a little extreme, but they will

find much favor, and already have exerted an influ-

ence on staple styles.

In the matter of lengths, it is still an open ques-

tion, although the trend would seem to indicate that

45 inches will be a popular length. It is quite appa-

rent that short lengths are to meet with favor in

some furs, but there will be at the same time a dis-

tinct demand for full lengths. Many models 52

inches long have been seen, and other lengths are

found, varying between that and the shorter length.

It is claimed that the shorter garments are smarter

and more in keeping with style trends, and this un-

doubtedly has much to do with the tendency to

reduce the length. Motor wraps and coats are being

made 52 inches long, and those for social wear also

tend toward that length.

COMBINATIONS A FEATURE.

A feature of the season will be the favor shoAvn

to fur combinations. It has become quite the craze

Novelty is pronounced and many
original garments are being shown—45
inches is a favored length — Combina-
tions of fur are taking well — Bright
linings are shown to conform with
general style trend.

to combine various furs

in the more stylish gar-

ments. Thus, Russian

ermine is used with

mink, Persian lamb or

seal. A Russian rat

motor coat may be seen

with beaver collar and

cuffs, fashionably deep.

NOVELTIES SHOWN IN MUFFS.

The craze for novelty is very marked in the mat-

ter of muffs. Pillow and shield shapes are among

the most favored. Deep fringe is shown on many

muffs. The sizes vary all the way from 10 x 1
v to

1i x 22, and 16 x 20. Among the novelty features

are a deep bias fringe and heavy drop cords and

tassels. Heads and tails are, of course, shown in a

good many models.

BRIGHT LININGS.

A feature that cannot be overlooked is the bright-

ness of the linings. It was inevitable, of course, in

view of the vogue of brilliant colors, that vivid shades

would be introduced into fur styles. Necessarily,

also, the desired brilliancy could be obtained only in

the nature of linings. Satins, broches, repps and vel-

vets are being employed for this purpose. The solid

shades include rose, cerise, saxe, pearl and various

browns and tans. Patterns and flowered linings

are seen to some extent. The patterns follow along

the accepted lines, and include cubist, post-impres-

sionistic and Oriental ideas and designs.

Cranbrook, B.C.—Chas. Emslie has opened a

men's furnishing store.

Calgary, Alta.—The new department store of the

Hudson's Bay Co. will be formally opened on July

18. It will be opened by a fitting ceremony, the

details of which have not yet been decided. The

building is now sufficiently completed for inspection.

About three weeks more of work on the interior re-

mains to be done. Six hundred hands will be em-

ployed in the new store—an increase of 450 over the

present staff, and the payroll will be l>etween $400,-

000 and $500,000 per year.
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ART IF!
In the July 1st, 1912, issue of this

paper, an article appeared on page 37 headed "Caracul Industry
for Canada."

But why experiment "in cross-breeding Araby or Persian
Sheep and the American Mutton Sheep, to produce a Caracul
suitable for garments?" Why try to reach results hoped for,

way down South in Texas, in far-away Canada? Why form
"Companies in the Canadian North-west in the hope of produc-
ing a richer fur than Texas is trying to raise?"

For that matter, why pay the very high prices demanded for

natural pelts of Seal, Persian Lamb, Chinchilla and other fur-

hearers, when perfect reproductions can be had at very much
lower prices? Truly did this paper say in the article referred

to, that "Prices of all furs are increasing at such a rate, etc."

As well as ink will permit, we show a few examples of our Shelton Artificial Furs,, and other fabrics.

But it is not possible to give even a partial idea of their beauty and quality, pictorially. The originals must
be seen to do them justice.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Fig. 1 shows relief design, crescent effect on seal plush, with relief tipped plush for collar. Fig. 2. Imitation moleskin
two-toned effect, with tiger plush for collar. Fig. :!. Brocaded effect on taupe se;il plush, with civet cat and tiger effect

on plush for collar. Fig. 4. Cubist effect en Mad; seal plush, with Balkan for collar. Fig. 5. Real moire effect on
black seal plush, with Balkan for collar.

These accurate reproductions baffle experts. They can only tell the difference between them and true

furs, by feeling and smelling

—

not by appearance. Think that over! Our nearly 60-year-old Guaranty
stands sponsor for everything made in our Shelton Looms.

The Canadian Cloak and Garment, and Cutting-up Trades will find that Shelton reproductions fairly

glow with profits, popularity and added satisfaction, when fashioned into seasonable garments. Their cold-

and-wind-resisting properties specially adapt them to the Canadian climate. Their weights are not oppres-

sive. Unlike real furs, they do not stimulate perspiration, nor render their wearers susceptible to colds.

Space fails to tell about their other unusual and desirable qualities. Visiting buyers should come here and see.

la< invited, (let acquainted with us to-day. Reap the benefits this season, and in those to follow.

Sidney Blumenthal & Co., Inc.
Founded in 1854

395-401 Fourth Avenue, New York
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Tl J ±1 reached us recently unsolicited from two of Canada's

I uCSC LsCltCTS best ready-to-wear manufacturers.

They prove one fact that we have been trying to drive home to manufacturers,

and that is, that we reach the real buyers in the dry goods and departmental stores

R S Cooper G Crawfoiid

MA1RTTIN ^5 SMITM C©MPANY9 IL-iMnrroo

ILahmkh* IIDriksskh, Waists axv* M?ii>ioivas
P«0"E J-nciiCn 3730

340 AND 350 SORAUREN Ave .

Toronto, <Di^t-
May 29th-13-

Messrs The Dry Goods Review,

Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs,-

We think that it is only right that you

should know that we are well pleased with the result:

obtained from advertising in "The Review"*

We have many inquiries asking for samples

is well as orders from garments illustrated in our

advertisement, which means new customers.

As a means of reaching buyers your paper

certainly fills the bill.

Yours very truly,

JAS.il. MARTIN & SMITH COMPANY,LTD.

d^J-^u^-
(/ i resident.

r.S. We might mention that one Inquiry has resulted in

orders amounting to over $1000.00, One Thousand Dollars,

in a year.

M & t> Co. Ltd.
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of Canada despite all arguments that you have heard to the contrary by papers

that have an axe to grind of their own.
The reason "The Review" is read by the buyers is because its information is reli-

able and authoritative. Watch "The Review's" columns. You will always see

the news first in "The Review," the trade paper that is necessary.

jr.*w
TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1792

After Office Hours

PARK 1296

COLLEGE 3423

MISSES' MISIJN UNDERWEAR

CHILDREN'S OUTFITTERS INFANTS' WEAR

Home & Watts, limited

DUNCAN AND ADELAIDE STREETS

Toronto, canaba Kay twenty- seventh,

nineteen thirteen.

I.Iessrs. Dry Goods Review,

City.

Gentlemen,

We are enclosing- you two enquiries re-

cently received, as result of our advertisement

in the 'Dry Goods Review 1
. These speak for them-

selves as to the value of your paper. These ere

tut two of the many we received, and result in

new. customers added to our list.

We hope that other merchants will not

procrastinate, but will get in touch with the

manufacturers through the medium of your paper.

Very truly yours,

HOLS & WATTS LIMITED.

' /
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Activity Dominates the Knit Goods Industry
THE KNIT GOODS
industry has been ex-

tremely active, business

in many lines having

been practically unpre-

cedented. Firms have

in some lines been forc-

ed to refuse orders or to

delay delivery indefin-

itely owing to the large

volume of business pre-

viously placed with

them. The outlook for

the future is that this

active demand will con-

tinue unabated. Manu-
facturers have complain-

ed in some instances

about collections, claim-

ing that it has been

hard to get their money
in, but the dissatisfac-

tion) felt on this score

has not been sufficient to

offset the satisfaction

felt with the volume of

business.

FALL UNDERWEAR.

There has been a very

heavy demand for heavy

underwear for the fall

trade. One manufac-

turer writes to The
Review: ""We are en-

tirely sold up for this

year on our lines of

these goods, the demand
for which is unprece-

dented.
'

'

There has been no

marked change in the

fall lines. An increased

degree of interest has

been shown in union

suits, and some good or-

ders have been placed

for same.

Manufacturers arc very busy and in

many lines arc sold up—Prices may
be advanced in some lines—Novelties

promised in sweater coats—Better
grade of hosiery is being sold and col-

ors are more popular.

m E7V
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SPRING UNDERWEAR.

There has already

been considerable busi-

ness placed for spring

1914 knit underwear.

The feature of the mar-

ket undoubtedly is the

possibility, no, the pro-

bability, of increases in

price. There has been

considerable heard about

this, but nothing defi-

nite can yet be given

out. In some lines the

prices will almost cer-

tainly remain' the same,

but there is undoubtedly

a strong possibility of a

readjustment in other

lines. The reasons are

the increased cost of

raw material and the

very rapid advance in

manufacturing costs.

In the matter of un-

derwear styles, there is

a growing favor for

union suits. The public

have taken kindly to the

light weight and short

length varieties, and

more men are wearing

underwear of this kind.

In women 's union

suits there will be new

shapes introduced,
which will in some re-

spects be quite novel. It

is impossible as yet to

give any definite state-

ment as to the new

trims, but the manufac-

turers are taking steps

To improve their output

iu a number of respects.

SWEATER COATS.

As has already bevu
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f^KVl

We're Filling Repeat Orders

for "Harvey Brand" and "Airywear" Underwear

DEFEAT orders

daily coming for

a r g

• the

"Harvey Brand" Elastic

Swiss Ribbed—the bum-

mer Knitted underwear

for ladies and children.

The range is complete and

we will give prompt atten-

tion to all repeat orders.

"Airywear" Too
is coming in for large re-

peat orders. This is the

ideal Summer underwear

for ladies and children. It

is knitted in such a way as

to leave the fabric with

500 small ventilation holes

to every square inch. This

makes "Airywear" ai

ideal Summer underwear, cool, light and sanitary.

Send for a trial order of these two famous lines

of Underwear and you will be delighted with the

results.

Sold direct to the retail trade.

'Harvey Fine Sw
Ribbed Lisle.'

Harvey Porous Birds-Eye Ilet.

Harvey Knitting Company, Limited
Woodstock, Ontario

Maritime—F. S. White, St. Stephens, N.l

McCluns:, 33 Melinda St., Toronto, Ont.
and Alberta—H. P. Lang, Vancouver.

AGENTS:
Ouebec—P. de Gruchy & Son, 207 St. James St., Montreal. Ontario—J. E.

Manitoba and Sask.—W. Barrowclough, Woodstock, Ont. British Columbia
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stated, the sweater coat will continue along conserva-

tive lines, but the fall ranges will not be entirely de-

void of novelty. In fact, some extremely novel ideas

will be exploited, and, although they may not be gen-

erally taken up, enough will be seen to lend a dis-

tinctive touch to the showings.

It is stated that the general vogue for brightly

colored materials and highly elaborate trimmings in

freakish patterns will be reflected to a certain degree

in some novel sweater coat lines. Some garments will

be seen with collars and cuffs trimmed with silks in

to the effect, however, that the new lines cut on this

order will not bulk very largely in the fall ranges.

Lengths will not differ radically from the past

season, although it is impossible as yet to make any

definite statement on that score.

Colors also will remain the same, although some

new shades will be introduced. The brilliancy of col-

orings this year will undoubtedly have its effect on

customers' selections. Women will feel more prone to

buy sweater coats of pronounced hue, knowing that,

no matter how striking the garment may be, it will

not render them conspicuous. It is probably safe to

assume that the brighter shades will have a wider

preference than ever before.

This does not mean, however, that there will be

any falling off in the demand for the staple colors.

Greys, tans, whites and blues will be as popular as

ever in the usual shades and combinations. White

promises to be a leader, closely followed by maroon,

cardinal and greys. Pastel shades will be seen in

many numbers.

The influence of general styles is more likely to be

felt in the matter of combinations. Some bright com-

binings of color will be shown.

For men's wear, the mackinaw promises to be

popular. It will not, however, obtain a sufficient

vogue to injure the sale of men's sweater coats. The

Norfolk is the most popular style in' mackintoshes.

pity Angora three-quarter coat with
ap to match. Reproduced from

"Knit Goods.
"

cubist and Oriental designs and in futurist and post-

impressionistic colorings. These coats will undoubt-

edly be attractive and right in line with present fash-

ions, and for that reason may have some sale; but the

large bulk of the business will still centre in the

staple numbers.

Several manufacturers state that they are not

finding much of a demand for blazers. Others have

found the feeling more favorable, but on the whole it

seems that the demand has not been tending that way.

In the matter of style, it is too early as yet to speak

authoritatively, but it seems likely that the lines will

not be altered to any appreciable extent. It is prob-

able that some cutaways will be seen as a concession

to the general style trend. Some were shown several

seasons ago, but did not obtain much vogue at the

time. Now that the cutaway idea has been intro-

duced so strongly in general styles and has found

such wide favor, it is possible that the cutaway

sweater coat will find a readier market. Advices are

COLORS IX

For some seasons colored hosiery has not been en-

joying a very heavy call. But with the present craze

for bright colors in everything, the question arises as

to whether or not the craze will extend itself to hos-

iery. To complete the average costume of the woman
of to-day colored hosiery is a necessity in< a great

many eases. The slashed skirt has also had a great

deal to do with this. When skirts were so long and

full that a glimpse of hosiery was seldom seen it did

not matter so much what colors were worn. With the

introduction of the close-fitting skirt the hosiery ques-

tion became of more importance ; and now that milady

has taken to wearing skirts slashed variously at both

sides or at front and back, thus giving not only

glimpses, but in some cases unobstructed views of the

ankle, the hosiery question becomes one of utmost im-

portance. The hose must match the costume or the

whole effect is lost. Thus colored hosiery of the finer

variety is finding a very big demand indeed.

The same reasons account for an increasing de-

mand for better grades. Now that the ankle is shown

so generously, it must be shown properly shod. The

demand for expensive hosiery has increased very

markedlv.

—®—
R, Thompson Smith, founder of the Oxford Wool-

len Mils, died June 24th at his home in Parrsboro,

N.S. He is survived by a widow, three sons aaid two

daughters.
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The Home of

Reliance Sweaters

We ve leen making Sweater Coats for ten years and know

now,^tsd are now desirous of coming in direct commuui-

you.

are new and natty,

[man will soon call on you.

:e doubly sure that you will not miss seeing

this excellent range of high class knit coats, drop us a

line to-day.

Trie Reliance Knitting Coy., Limited

King and Batnurst Sts., Xoronto



Getting Better Profits Out of Knit Goods

THE COMPLAINT has

often been heard that

the dry goods man to-

day is unable to place

as large a percentage on

knit goods to cover the

cost of doing business as

is charged in other de-

partments. This is due to the keenness of competi-

tion' in the first place, and to unnecessary timidity

in the second.

There is no reason why the margin put on knit

goods should not be as large as in other departments,

or at least in accordance with the position occupied

by the department. The merchant who refuses to do

this either sacrifices his owm profits or puts upon

himself the onus of putting a higher margin on

other lines to make up the loss. This is a serious

mistake, as it inevitably results in curtailing sales in

the lines thus handcapped.

Some merchants have a set percentage to cover

their cost of doing business, and this percentage is

applied over the whole stock. This system is too

rigid for general purposes, however, and in most cases

a more elastic method is adopted. The percentage on

each line is fixed separately, according to certain con-

siderations. In the first place, the merchant must so

regulate his schedule that the total charge will equal

that obtained if a rigid application of a fixed percent-

age had been adopted. This can only be done by

very closely dissecting the departmental figures to

show the amount of profit that each is paying. The

percentage to be fixed on each line will be deter-

mined by conditions of competition',, the nature of the

stock carried and the position of the department in

the store. Thus, if the dress goods department occu-

pies a front position in the store, it will be charged

with a larger share of the rent than the knit goods,

which is located farther back. On high-priced goods,

also, it is necessary to fix a higher percentage, as the

turnover is not likely to be as rapid.

There is absolutely no reason why the knit goods

should not be judged on the same basis as all other

departments. It may be that competition is so keen

that in certain localities merchants feel they must

reduce the margin they are putting on the goods in

get a look-in at the trade. There is another remedy,

however. Careful' and at the same time aggressive

handling of the department will bring it to the point

where a fair share of the trade can be secured without

putting the pruning hook into the profits.

Careful buying is the first consideration. If the

buyer sees that he is getting the best on the market

a1 the riirht values, he need fear no competition.

The department must be handled ag-

gressively—Properly displaying goods
helps to increase the turnover very con-

siderably—Pushing quality goods

—

The vexed problem of overhead expen-
ses—Is a large enough percentage
charged?

Other stores may offer

goods at a cheaper

price, but they will not

be able to offer better

values. It will be pos-

sible for him to offer the

best of values, and at

the same time make a

fair profit.

He must at the same time, however, take the right

steps to impress the fact on the public that he is

offering the values. If he leaves the goods on the

shelves, the public will continue to buy elsewhere,

under the delusion that low prices constitute value.

The stock must be very aggressively and intelligently

exploited. In the first place, a prominent location in

the store should be allotted. This will make it pos-

sible to display the goods where people will see them
to advantage. The knit goods stock should also get

a larger share of window space publicity. In a great

many stores, knit goods do not figure very much in

the window displays, with the possible exception of

sweater coats and hosiery. The proprietor, or per-

haps the display manager, believes that the public

will be interested only in goods which are attractive

in themselves. This is a fallacy. The public is

keenly interested in values, and a good display of

underwear will often attract as much attention as an

arrangement of showy goods with a more popular

appeal.

The sales staff can do a great deal to raise the

standard of the department to the point where it

would be possible to charge the full margin for the

cost of doing business with a fair profit on top of

that. If the salesman would take pains to "learn"

the stock, and then to explain to customers why a

certain garment is the best possible value, there would

be less cheap stuff sold at purely competitive prices.

The trouble is that the salesman is too prone to place

the garment on the counter before the customer, and

name the price, leaving the customer with only one

basis on which to compare the article with what he

or she has seen in another store—the comparison of

price. The customer does not realize to the fullest

that the garment he is fingering will wear better, be

more comfortable, and keep its shape better than

what he was shown down the street. But he does

know that he has to pay fifty cents more for this one.

And that consideration will weigh very heavy in his

mind. If the salesman were to point out these facts

in convincing manner, he would have no difficulty in

closing the sale.

An important consideration, also, is the handling,

and pushing, of quality goods. The public is becom-
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How is your Stock of

Closed Crotch Union Suits?

T would be well to see it is fully up to

standard, as there will be considerable

demand for these garments.

There are so-called Closed Crotch garments on the market, but as these

are infringements, there will be a large demand for Penmans.

Closed Crotch Union Suits

Are Patented

in Canada by the Cooper and Johnson Co. The right to manufacture these

garments exclusively in this country has been purchased by Penmans,

Limited, and all

Infringements will be prosecuted

through the Courts; one case is now awaiting settlement and will un-

doubtedly prove an expensive item to the parties infringing.

Not only makers but retailers

held liable

when handling infringing goods. Consequently, we wish to warn all part-

ies desiring Closed Crotch to procure "Penmans" and save trouble.

Penmans Limited, Paris, Canada
Underwear Sweaters Hosiery
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ing more convinced all the time of the wisdom of

buying the best quality. While there will always be

a demand for cheap underwear and hosiery, the ratio

Sweater Coat in Norfolk style, with or without
belt. It is made of finest yarn and being six

ply is adapted for Fall and Winter use. It is full

fashioned and seamless. Shown by courtesy of
Williams-Trow Knitting Co.

of high-priced stock sold is growing. The solution of

the difficulties under which some merchants are labor-

ing is to specialize on better grades where a better

percentage is Obtainable.

Strange Hosiery Designs

FOR women who like hosiery novelties in any form,

there are plenty to choose from, says the Hosiery

Trade Journal of Leicester, England. Curious effects

are contrived with stripes in lace on silk stockings.

varying from about an eighth of an inch to a fine

hair-line. These are so cunningly wrought that they

give elegance to the most ungainly ankle. A very

ugly outcome of the clock, however, is the fashion

for curious designs of reptiles and so forth, which
are embroidered on the front of the stocking. Little

marmots, squirrels and lizards are among the ani-

mals so reproduced, the eyes being supplied by means
of gems. The floral lace stockings, however, in

black are very neat, the rose and orchid designs be-

ing particularly attractive. The smaller flowers, such

as violets and lilies of the valley, are treated in stripe*

or little bunches.

«

Outlook Good For States

MARSHALL Field & Co., Chicago, advise as follows

regarding the condition of trade:

Total sales in dry goods show a gain for this

period of the year in comparison with those of the

corresponding period of a year ago. Current busi-

ness through the mails and from the men on the road

has kept up remarkably well following the pre-in-

ventory sale and in view of the low temperature dur-

ing the early part of the week. Collections continue

1 letter than normal.

Orders manifest much interest in lines that are

being shown for Fall delivery. Our representative?

traveling through the Southwestern States report

very favorable crop prospects, and good business is

coming from that section.

Much enthusiasm is apparent among merchants
of the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain States in

consequence of good immediate retail business and
the excellent outlook for abundant crops.

©

Retail Merchants Association

The retail merchants of Sarnia met and elected

the officers of their branch. A meeting had been held

about three weeks previously, in which the merchants
decided to form a good strong organization.

T. H. Maher and R. C. Doyle, representatives of

the Provincial Board of the Association, spent a few
days in the town in order to increase the member-
ship roll ,and they succeeded in enrolling a large

number of merchants.

The following officers were elected

:

President—R. E. Le Suer.

1st Vice-President—J. D. Mills.

2nd Vice-President—J. McAllister.

Secretary—Homer Robertson.

Treasurer—J. Gammon>.

Worn by the

Best People

Sold by

the Best

Dealers

UNDERCLOTHING
PUREST WOOL ONLY UNSHRINKABLE

TheC.TurnbuM Co. of Gait Limited.GALT Ontario

Manufacturers of
Tumbulfs High-class
Ribbed L nderu'ear

for Ladies and
Children. Turn,
bvlfs "M" Bands
for Infants, and
••CEETEE-
Shaker Knit
Sweater Coats.
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JAEGER PURE WOOL
WITH

STEFANSSON'S EXPEDITION
TO THE

ARCTIC
PREVIOUS

EXPEDITIONS
Sir H. M. STANLEY,

Equatorial Africa, 1887.

Dr. NANSEN,
Arctic, 1893.

JACKSON-HARMSWORTH,
Polar, 1894.

WELLMAN,
Polar, 1898.

DUKE OF ABRUZZI,
Arctic, 1899.

ZIEGLER-BALDWIN,
Arctic, 1901.

NATIONAL ANTARCTIC
("Discovery"), 1901.

NATIONAL ANTARCTIC,
Relief, 1902.

ZIEGLER-FIALA,
Polar, 1903.

PREVIOUS
EXPEDITIONS

ARGENTINE,
Antarctic, 1903.

ZIEGLER,
Polar, Relief, 1905.

WELLMAN,
Polar, 1907.

BRITISH ANTARCTIC
(Sir E. SHACKLETON),
1907-1909.

Ex-President ROOSEVELT,
Mid-Africa, 1909-10.

DUKE OF CONNAUGHT,
Mid-Africa, 1910.

BRITISH ANTARCTIC
(Captain SCOTT, R.N.), 1910.

AUSTRALASIAN
Antarctic Expedition, 1911

(Dr. DOUGLAS MAWSON)

IMaA^^f^
-¥-

u

THE CANADIAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION (1913)

takes with it JAEGER PURE WOOL OUTFITS of

Underwear, Overwear, Slippers and Camelhair Blankets.

Not only is Jaeger Pure Wool Clothing recognized as necessary for such expedi-
tions, but it is especially adapted for the extreme variations of the Canadian
climate.

Jaeger Pure Wool Underwear is made in all sizes and weights for men, women
and children, and its hygienic properties are such as to protect the body from
the ill effects of either heat or cold.

For Catalogues and Trade Terms apply to

HP lAEfEP SANITARY CVQTEM company,UK. JALbfcK WOOLLEN OiOlCilVl LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE 243 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL
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5TWk
UNSHRINKABLE

WOOLMade of the finest wool obtainable,
and manufactured in England under
perfect conditions. Your customers
can rely upon the utmost satisfaction
if they wear JAY. You and they will

be fully protected if each garment
bears the above trade mark.

Send enquiries to the wholesale agents:

I. & R. MORLEY, - G. BRETTLE & CO.
LONDON. ENG.

Imperial Brand
Men's Pure Wool Underwear

WHERE genuine value is the policy of a store there Imperial Brand Underwear
is found and appreciated. In grappling with the problem of underwear com-
petition we have long since proven that specialization reduces the cost of pro-

duction and enables us to offer values that defy competition.

We are men's wool underwear specialists and as such are prepared to give the trade

a service in this line that is second to none—to give values that have the ring of genu-

ineness.

Our samples of wool underwear are at your service. Send a postal to-day to your

wholesaler asking for them.

Present Balbriggan Needs—sort your stock of summer underwear with '

' Imperial

Brand. '

'

Kingston Hosiery Company
Established 18S0 KINGSTON

9S
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Driving Home
Facts
WITH

&l #eorge
UNSHRINKABLE

Underwear
The installation of a range of St.

George Woollen Underwear in

your men's underwear depart-

ment for Fall and Winter 1913-14
will prove to you beyond a doubt,

will drive home the solid fact, that

the best underwear trade of the

men is obtained through giving
them the right thing at a right

price.

It will prove that your trade ap-
preciates the genuine, pure un-
shrinkable wool feature of un-
derwear—the feature that has
made the St. George brand the

standard underwear of the Can-
adian man.

It will prove that from your and
your patrons' standpoint it pays
to buy the best. We're anxious to

prove St. George value to you.

Ask your ivholesaler to show you
samples,

Let us prove these statements

with our Fall range of samples

Schofield Woollen Co., Ltd
OSHAWA, ONT.

ft!)
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools
Established

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15's, 12's,

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&c, &o.

C'STfc*

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

' 2 and 00

Worsteds,

Ac, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descend!

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

( -
IK" Ss** WASHABLE LCTTZR*
* -^=**^- HBMM iMinoiorirr.

Ntftf
Si

Warehouses ^^^^^^^^=s"^ '., * *Y

KRAUTHEIMER& CO., London. ENG." J

Textile Soaps
A SPECIALTY

THIRTY-FIVE years' experience in the

manufacture of textile soap in England
and in Canada.

Send for Samples and Prices

LONDON SOAP CO.
(A. G. Phillips, Prop.)

LONDON, ONTARIO
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It Is Not Too Late
To place your orders with us for prompt delivery of

KNITTED GOODS
For the Coming Fall

from our large and most complete range of all varieties of Knitted Goods. We
wish to draw your attention particularly to our showing of

"BUTE" and "ESKDALE"
Women's Fancy Knitted Woollen Vests

Do you want something different ; something that takes you away from the same

old lines you have been showing for the last several seasons ? These two lines of

Westfield Brand Women's Knitted Vests will do that for you.

"BUTE" in Striped Designs, to retail at $1.75 each

"ESKDALE" in Solid and Heather Shades,

to retail at $1.50 each

f\

-P«f

A real Scotch Knit, well napped, pure

Wool Vest, well finished edge and

dainty buttons to match each color.

Made in best shades and combinations

of shades to match Fall suitings.

John M. Garland
Son & Co.
OTTAWA, CAN.

10 J
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Silk and Cotton Woven Labels
and

Skein Dyeing

The particular merchant knows that his

goods are not complete until they are neatly

labeled.

Our exclusive labels excel in design and
workmanship.

We are also completely equipped for skein

dyeing and specialize in hosiery, silk, arti-

ficial silk and mercerized cottons.

We are sure to please even the most par-

ticular customer.

Write to-day for samples
and price list.

Narrow Fabric Weaving and Dyeing
LIMITED

Gait, - Ontario

Style and Quality

These are the features

that account for the in-

creased popularity of

"\

TIGER BRAND

>)

"Tiger Brand
Underwear

UNION SUITS WITH
"COMFORT" CLOSE-
FITTING CROTCH

BACK of Tiger Brand Underwear

stands a well equipped plant with un-

paralleled facilities tor the manufacture of

wool Underwear.

We manufacture a complete range of wool

underwear in union and two piece suits.

Tiger Brand is famous for its heavy elastic

ribbed unshrinkable garments. Values range

from $9 to $12 for two piece suits and $18

to $24 for combinations.

We ask special attention to our
close fitting crotch combinations.

Send for samples to our agents.

The Gait Knitting Co.
Limited

GALT, ONTARIO
•nts: Ontario. J. E. McClune. Toronto.
Montreal. Maritime Provinces. Fred S.

Hanlev. McKay. Chisholm Co.. Winnipeg

V.
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When buying Hosiery
ask for

HAWLEY'S
"HYGIENIC BLACK"

There is no better
Dye in the World.

Every Pair
Warranted Fast

toWishing, HardWear
and Perspiration,

Works - Hinckley, England.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Underwear

For Fall 1913

Before placing your order for Fall goods kindly await the call of our
representative, who will be able to show you many improvements in

our well known brands, viz:

eceiSTEReo

in Womens', Misses', Children's and Infants' Vests, Drawers and Combinations.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Sole Selling Agents

RICHARD L. BAKER CO., 100 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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Stockings That Stand

That is Given Them
THE PLAYFUL GIRL

Little Daisy

A RE you getting your share of the trade in

^ ^children's hosiery, or are you taking just

what comes naturally to you?

Taking business and getting business are

two different things.

With a good showing of Little Darling and

Little Daisy Hosiery you will get business that

would never be yours without these two

widely known lines.

Your jobber has them.

Sfte Cfjtpman^olton 3^mt
HEAD OFFICE i

HAMILTON, - CANADA

MILLS

HAMILTON - WELLAND
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the Scrub, Scrub, Scrub

by the Young Creeper

THE ROMPING BOY

Little Darling
r
I ^HESE two lines of children's hosiery give
* the greatest amount of genuine satisfaction

in wear, appearance, and fit.

They appeal to mothers everywhere because

they are the most profitable kind they can buy.

Little Daisy and Little Darling Hosiery are

made of the best Australian wool—come in all

the choicest shadings.

Order from your jobber.

ting Compnp, Htmtteb

E. H. WALSH & COMPANY
Sole Selling Agents

BRANCH OFFICES:
COR1ST1NE BLDG, HAMMOND BLOCK,
MONTREAL WINNIPEG

HEAD OFFICE:
MANCHESTER BLDG.

TORONTO

RESIDENT AGENTS:
VANCOUVER, B. C

ST. JOHN, N. B.
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Kayser Silk Gloves

We are now in a position to fill orders

for the following Kayser Silk Gloves

:

Short Gloves
403-2 clasp---One star quality, in black, white and colors.

653-2 clasp---Two star quality, in black, white and colors.

903-2 clasp---Four star quality, in black and white.

Long Mousquetaire Gloves
2700-12B length 20 inches) One star quality, in black,

white and cream.
2700-16B length (24 inches) One star quality, in black,

white and colors.

2700-20B length (28 inches) One star quality, in black,

white and colors.

2800-16B length (24 inches) Two star quality, in black

and white.

2800-20B length (28 inches) Two star quality, in black
and white.

3000-16B length (24 inches) Four star quality, in black

and white.

We would strongly recommend our customers to consider
carefully their stock and prepare for the inevitable de-

mand for long gloves during July.

Perrin Freres & Cie.,
Sole Agents

Montreal
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Radium Hosiery

Women's Hose
We have on hand a complete and carefully

selected stock of all our special numbers of

women's cotton and lisle hose to retail at 25

cents.

Also silk lisles and silk boot hose to retail at 50 cents, in

black, white and tans, either SEAMLESS or FASH-
IONED.

In thread silk hoes we have special selected numbers to

retail at 75 cents and up, in black and colors. Sizes 8 to 10.

Men's Half-Hose

Our stock is now complete in the way of men's 25, 35 and

50 cent silk lisle half-hose in both SEAMLESS and

FASHIONED. In silks we have numbers to retail for

50 cents and up, plain and accordeon ribbed in either

seamless or fashioned. Black and colors. Sizes 9 to 11^.

Perrin Freres & Cie.,
Sole Agents

Montreal
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DOMINION BRAND
Sweater Coats

A Popular Line

That Cements
Patronage

DOMINION BRAND
Sweater Coats, on ac-

count of

their fine
selling-
points, are

maki n g a
name for
themselves among
the up-to-date mer-
chants of Canada.

Made in fashionable
styles in the most pleas-

ing color combinations,
these goods simply sell

themselves when dis-

played in your store.

*> ra*. '(

Unlike several brands
of sweater coats
which contain a large

quantity of cotton,DOMINION
BRAND garments
consist of nothing
1 mt absolutely pure
worsted yarns.

These are some of

the reasons why Bur-
ritt novelties look so

good, wear so well

and why your cus-

tomer always comes
back for more. If

you have never stock-

ed this popular line,

send us a sample
order and learn for

yourself how quickly
it sells. Or see our
representative who
will have a complete
range of Fall and
Winter goods.

A. Burritt & Company
dominion;imills

MITCHELL ONTARIO

There's a new word in the Hosiery
Dictionary—• Hermsdizing''

International Success Crowns

The New "Hermsdizing" Pro-

cess—The Greatest Hosiery

Improver Since Hermsdorf

Fast Black

THE hosiery manufacturers and ex-

porters of Chemnitz report world-wide
demand for "Hermsdorf Brilliants"

—

the colored cotton hosiery processed by the

"Hermsdizing" method.
You will know "Hermsdorf Brilliants" by
their soft and silk-like texture, by the beauty
of their colorings, and by the absolutely even
distribution of the dye. '"Hermsdorf Bril-

liants" have none of the streaks or blotches

that usually mar colored cotton goods of this

grade.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" come in all colors

—

complete lines—and are guaranteed by the

house that invented the real fast black.

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony
American Bureau : 235 W. 39th St., New York

Booklets, cuts, show cards, etc., sent free
on request.
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Look at "Bentro" Knit

The Big Business Line For Fall.

The Line that will appeal to the ladies, because
of its stylish and up-to-the-minute appearance.

Because of the superior quality and finish of all

garments from the lowest to the highest priced

lines.

The accompanying photograph shows our E/l
Line of Norfolk Jackets. Made of the very
finest of Saxony Yarn in the most appealing
combinations of colors, full fashioned and seam-
less, it is without doubt the daintiest coat on
the market.

Specially adapted for all outing purposes and,

because of heavy shawl collar, for winter use.

Write for samples of our range

The Williams -Trow Knitting
Company, Limited

Stratford, Ontario

AGENTS:—J. M. Robertson & Co., 70 Bay St., Toronto;
Geo. A. Harris, 120 King St., Winnipeg.

Manufacturers and
Jobbers

Should bear in mind this import-

ant fact, if they desire to

approach the retailer who him-

self practices and believes in

advertising, it is obvious that an
appeal to him through advertis-

ing in "The Review" (the paper

he reads) would most likely

meet with greater success than

any other method.
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HEALTH BRAND

UNDERWEAR
The underwear that lives up to its name—healthful to the wearer, healthfu
any underwear business.

It comes in pure wool, wool and cotton mixture, and cotton.
All sizes for men, women, and children.
"N e're booking large orders every day for immediate and later delivery.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal

I i I

CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
Our range in Ladies' Fancy Handkerchiefs, for this Season 1913 is the largest

and most complete, we have ever had the opportunity to put before oui cus-

tomers. Embroidered Corners, Filet Embroidery, etc.

Fancy Boxes containing one. two, three, four and six handkerchiefs are selling

from samples, most freely. A very attractive range.

Our Assortment of Men's Printed Bordered Handkerchiefs is also complete and
prices the lowest on the market, besides all other lines in plain Handkerchiefs.
WRITE FOR PRICES, and see that your order is in our hands in good time,

so that you can receive the full assortment.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

!_!

I T
Every fiair of YEiWW 1 iJ vUA/VliO is guaranteed

Kid gloves bearing the name "Pewny" can be relied upon explicitly
' to give satisfaction. There is a rock fast guarantee behind them which

protects you and your patrons.

We are Canadian Agents for these famous gloves and without hesitation

recommend them to you. Build your kid glove trade on the Pewny
foundation.

See the Fall samples now.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED -

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS
MONTREAL

CO
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Review's Information Bureau

Replies are first sent to enquirers by mail, then published here for

general information of " Review " readers. Names of correspon-

dents will be given on request. Address : Dry Goods Review, or

Men's Wear Review, 143 University Ave., Toronto.

BIAS BINDING OF LA.WN.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—"Who are the mak-

ers of bias binding made of lawn, either with both

edges folded or without. It is used in binding cot-

ton garments such as aprons. Will want it in

white and in large spools of say 1,000 yards."

Narrow Fabrics Co., 14 Court St., Toronto: Gait

Narrow Fabrics Co., Gait.—Editor.

MACHINE FOR PRINTING.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—Can you tell me
where to secure a self-inking roller pad to put name
of firm on paper we use for wrapping."'

National Advertograph Co., Victoria Street, Tor-

onto, make a machine for printing advertising mat-

ter on wrappers. —Editor.

* * *

CORSET BRANDS.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—''Who are the

manufacturers of C. C. a la Grace and American

Lady corsets?''

The Crompton Corset Co., Toronto, handle the

C.C. a la Grace corsets and the American Lady Cor-

set Co., Detroit, Mich., handle the American Lady
Corsets.—Editor.

* * *

WINDOW DRESSING.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—"Where could I

take a course in window dressing and card writ-

ing?"

Shaw Correspondence School, Toronto, for card-

writing; International Correspondence Schools,

Scranton, Pa., and Economist Training School. 231
W. 39th Street, New York, have,window trimming
courses.—Editor.

* * *

FANCY POST CARDS.

Editor. Dry Goods Review.—"What firms make
fancy postal cards, souvenir booklets, etc., Canadian
firms preferred?"

Nerlich & Co., Toronto; Raphael Tuck & Sons,

Montreal; Stedman Bros., Brantford.—Editor.

* * *

ADDRESS OF FIRM.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—"Would you kind-

ly mail us the address of Cluett, Peabody & Co."
44."> River Street, Troy, N.Y.—Editor.

* * *

COST MARKING.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—"What is the best

style of cost marking 9 Could you kindly suggest

one or two?"

We are mailing yon a copy of The Review of

February 5, in which an article appeared, dealing

extensively with this subject,—Editor.

* * *

BUST SHAPES.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—"Who are the man-
ufacturers of bust shapes, composed of haircloth

and canvass, already for fitting into coats?"

Toronto Pad Co., Toronto; Green Shoulder Pad
Co., Boston, Mass.—Editor.

COUNTER CHAIRS.

Editor. Dry Goods Review .--"Where is the store

counter chair, similar to enclosed drawing made?"
Try A. S. Richardson & Co.. Toronto, or Grauss

& Bros., 312 Broadway, N.Y.—Editor.

«
Where Weekly Half Holidays are Observed

(Continued from page 80.)

Prescott—No half holiday observed.

Preston—No half holdiay observed.

Picton—Close Thursday afternoon during July
and August.

Renfrew—No half holiday.

Rockland—No half holiday. Stores close at six

o'clock Tuesday and Friday of each week.

Strathroy. Out.—No half holiday.

Stratford, Onto—No half holiday.

(Continued on page 120.)
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DRESS GOODS AND FABRICS
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Crepes Are Growing Most Rapidly in Favor
SILKS HAVE been

liberally ordered for

fall, due in part to tbe

universal belief in the

extensive vogue for

silk fabrics, and be-

cause buyers are assur-

ed that the consump-

tion of silk fabrics will reach a mark well in advance

of the past two seasons. Another factor that makes

for big orders is the wide range of materials favored,

which is comprehensive,

and includes almost all

the leading makes of silk

materials, and also tbe ex-

tending of the color range.

Even a moderate stock for

fall will include high

colors for rtimmings, and

dark novelty shades for

street and afternoon wear,

and soft colors for dressy

gowns and evening as

well as black and white.

And in addition there

will be a range of printed

silks for trimming.

The vogue of crepe

materials is growing.

Crepe de chine heads the

list. This material has

been ordered extensively

both in plain cloth and in

brocaded patterns in white and all the leading nov-

elty shades, hoth light and dark, for dresses, waists,

Satins continue in strong demand —
Silks in a broad range ordered for Fall

—Fancy prints selling well — Post-

Impressionistic patterns are finding a

decided preference.

Printed chiffon in Martine colors. Shown by Thompso
Laces & Veiling Co.

and for many other pur-

poses. Other soft crepe

materials are in exten-

sive use, and closely

rivaling crepe will come

satin fabrics. For the

better trade, charmeuse,

both plain and bro-

caded, is increasing in favor. Soft satins, such as

liberty, paillette, and in less expensive makes, messa-

line, will be big sellers. Moires are also predicted,

and have had some vogue

already. Moires that are

wanted are very souple.

and are intended for

dressy suits and dresses

and for evening gowns.

Not only do moires come

in solid color, but beauti-

ful two-tone and fancy

effects are seen. Paris is

also showing silk serges or

surahs in thick, heavy

weaves, and a very good

wearing silk that is com-

ing into more general use,

louisine. This silk has not

been used for some time,

but its wearing qualities

should help to bring it

back to favor. Cord

weaves are represented

this fall by velour effects

and faille fine bengalines and Ottoman weaves.

(Continued on page 116.)

Printed trimming silks: 1, Indian; 2, Fancy Floral; 3, Futurist pattern. She
in Futurist colors. Thompson Lines ft Veil

112
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Fall and Winter

CLOAKINGS
Never in our whole experience have we made such

a comprehensive showing of Fabrics for Ladies'

Coats and Wraps of all kinds.

Never have we had as many good selling lines,

in fact the sales on some of our lines have been

so great that we are experiencing some difficulty

in getting enough to satisfy our needs with any-

thing like reasonable delivery. Merchants who
put off buying till the season is on, will find it

hard to get what they want on quick notice, as we
will have to take care of the orders already in hand.

Our Designs, Fabrics and Prices are Right

Line your Coats with "Empire" Satins,

the best Satin Lining on the market.

P/is6e{&Qi
7

u(dJtimi(ed

Montreal Toronto Quebec
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Ratines and Crepes are Selling for 1914

THE PERIOD of the

year has come when the

trade is occupied in

clearing out goods as

advantageously as pos-

s i b 1 e , and therefore

there are good offer-

ings on the market at

prices that have nothing to do with general condi-

tions. The feature of the season has been the big

demand for high-priced novelties, and goods of this

class have been in short supply all the season

through. Ratines and materials decorated with ra-

tine yarns have held first. Crepes and crepe novel-

ties have been strong sellers, and have increased

their lead now that the 'heated season is approach-

ing, with the interest of the buying public centered,

now that the end of the season is approaching, on

embroidered and novelty printed lines. Crepes with

brocaded patterns worked out in ratine yarns are

also a high novelty. Voile has become a .-tuple

cloth, and fine sheer voiles have had an immense

outlet with the cutting-up trade. Printed voiles

have formed one of the season's successes.

Crepes in a variety of weights and in a wide range

of qualities are being strongly featured for fall and

winter. Some of the novelties come in silk and cot-

ton, in crepe de chine weaves. Crepes of this class

and cotton voiles in novelty colors are to be given

a prominent representation for fall selling. Silk and

cotton crepes with brocaded patterns promise to be

a very strong item.

Jobbers, garment manufacturers and large buyers

are beginning to place orders for spring, 1914. Re-

tailers will be interested to learn that practically the

same materials that have sold this season are being

bought for spring, 1914. Ratines and ratine novelties

remain in the highest favor, and buyers have placed

orders for them freely. Numerous qualities of white

cotton ratines, ratines in solid colors aud in novelty

weaves have beew bought largely by the leading

manufacturers making ladies garments. Ratine and

its near ally, sponge cloth, is a new material, and,

moreover, it has been found to be a practical and a

good wearing material. It wears well and washes

well and pressing out takes the place of a lengthy

ironing process. Ratine, therefore, has proved its

title, and now finds itself as a generally accepted ma-

terial. Ratine yarns are also very much used to

ornament other cotton fabrics, and very many of the

1914 novelties promise to he of this character.

Crepes are much in the same position as ratines.

The improvements that manufacturers have made in

the production of crepe effects that are permanent,

The distribution of cotton materials for

next Spring promises to be .along the
lines at present established—Ratines
and ratine novelties and crepes come
first and voiles in the new printings are
strong—Orders for 1914 are now being
placed.

and the better dyeing

resulting in the produc-

tion of softer colors

that closely approxi-

mate those of silk fa-

brics, have given crepes

a high place in cotton

fabrics.

Printed voiles are also favored in the new floral

patterns in cretonne and Jouy effects. Poplins and
piques are staple fabrics and will be wanted another

season for useful dresses, skirts and for children's

wear.

Manufacturers of women's waists are looking for

a good season, for at last, owing to the return to

fashion of the waist of one color or material and
skirt of another, women are becoming used to a break

in the waist-line. Moreover, the two-piece coat dress

as well as the suit needs a waist to complete the cos-

tume. Pall waists are showing in a variety of soft

materials, the most important of which is crepe de
chine. This material has been a big seller during the

present season, and promises to be just as important

this fall. All kinds of crepe, both silk and cotton.

are highly thought of, and dainty semi-tailored

waists, made of sheer embroidered crepe, are to be

particularly good. Waists of this kind are made
very smart by being touched up with printed crepes

or voile or crepe in plain color. Plain sheer Brussels

nets and embroidered Oriental allovers are made into

dainty waists with the addition of trimmings of Ma-
lines, shadow and Oriental laces. Buyers are partic-

ularly interested in these net waists, as they promise

to be a big feature during the coming fall. Net

waists are to find a rival in waists of a shadow lace.

With transparency a big factor and chiffon one

of the most used of materials for dressy wear, the

chiffon waist promises to be important. Very much
used for the dressy waist is the new crepe chiffon.

Soft draped effects in waists promise to be much in

evidence, and the majority of waists are gathered

or pleated onto the shoulder and also blouse consid-

erably. Fichus are seen on many of the dressy waists

and are of chiffon or net and lace. Vest effects are

prominent, or there is a shirred tucker: and fashion

dictates that the neck finish shall leave the neck bare.

This is followed out in the better-priced waist, but

designers have prepared a number of models showing

the high neck in waists intended for the more conser-

vative trade.

More waists than usual this season fasten in front.

and the latest idea is the surplice closing, which

wraps over and dispenses entirely with either buttons

Continued on Pace 118.)
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GRAND
PRIX

FRANCO-BRITISH
EXHIBITION. 1908

GRAND
PRIX

TURIN
EXHIBITION. 1911.

IT IS ESSENTIAL

WHEN BUYING YOUR COSTUME

VELVETEENS
THAT YOU SHOULD MAKE SURE
THEY ARE IN GUARANTEED FAST-

TO-RUBBING DYES.

ALWAYS INSIST ON GETTING

WORRALL'S
FAST DYES
THE DISCOVERY OF THESE DYES IS THE
RESULT OF YEARS OF EXPERIMENT,
AND HAS GIVEN TO VELVET QUITE A
NEW VALUE FOR COSTUMES & GOWNS.

IT WAS FOR THE EXCELLENCE OF THESE VELVETEENS, FOR COSTUME PURPOSES,
THAT THE

GRAND PRIX WAS AWARDED
TO J. & J. M. WORRALL LIMITED, BOTH AT THE FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION IN 1908,

AND AT TURIN IN 1911.

GRAND
PRIX

FRANCO-BRITISH
EXHIBITION, 1908

GRAND
PRIX

TURIN
EXHIBITION. 1911.
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Improving Conditions in Dress Goods Dept

NO ADVICE can be

given that can fit the

personal .needs, nor can

it be pertinent to the

case of every merchant.

Therefore, common
sense must be exercised,

and only such of the

following article applied as may be adapted to the

particular requirements. The plan proposed may be

found by many merchants difficult to be acted upon
simply because their time is taken up attending to

a mass of detail work that could with advantage be

relegated to subordinates, whose time is not so valu-

able. The plan proposed is for the merchant to con-

centrate all his energies for a given time upon the

improvement of one department. And as the dress

goods department, from long usage, has always been

held as the most important, it is the first one selected.

Moreover, in these days when ready-to-wear is grow-

ing so largely in importance and novelty business is

taking the place of staple, there are many problems

in dress goods retailing that the concentrated atten-

tion of the merchant for a period would tend to solve.

At any rate the fact that special study had been

given to the meeting of changing conditions in this

department would result in practical advantage.

The first point is a large one, for it takes in the

department as a whole and involves a study of its

gross sales, and its percentages of increase, and the

possibilities that exist of increasing the amount of

business. Every merchant recognizes that there are

limitations beyond which it is impossible to increase

his particular trade. Possibly, concentration on this

point might reveal some field of activity yet un-

worked that might be developed, if only the right

policy were pursued. The merchant should look over

his mailing lists for some years back and make note

of the number of customers gained and lost. He
should note the ones that have grown prosperous,

and as to whether he still retains their custom; or if

he does, if their purchases have increased in accord-

ance with the change in their worldly circumstances.

If he finds that the general prosperity of his custo-

mers has increased during the past few years, while

his dress goods department is only doing about the

same rate of business, he must conclude that he does

not adequately serve his clientele, and that the goods

he carries are no longer suitable to their needs.

Therefore, the question before him is as to whether

it would pay to stock higher-priced materials and
materials that have more style value.

To help the merchant who is considering this

point, the Review would suggest that he inform him-

Concentration will assist merchants in

building up bigger business — Is the

location of department suitable? — A
pattern department will be found pro-

ductive of largely increased business.

self as to the rate of

profit the larger stores

obtain on high novelties

that are in great re-

quest. Take as an ex-

ample crepe de chine

during the past season.

A very good cloth, that

could be laid down at $1.10 per yard, sold at retail

in the Toronto stores for $2.50. Of course, novelties

of this kind are not staple, and the buyer has to use

his own judgment in the placing of advance orders.

He also has to study more and keep in touch with

fashion tendencies, but the extra risk and extra work

bring extra profit. The reputation for having ad-

vance styles is one that has to be built up carefully

before much headway can be made in this direction.

THE LOCATION OF THE DEPARTMENT.

After deciding this point, the merchant might

study the location of his department in the store and

decide as to whether a change might not be advisable.

The big stores often make a change in the location

of different departments, and by this means get their

customers circulating around the store. If, in addi-

tion to a change, improvements and increased com-

fort for customers is assured, the change will be sure

to be favorably received.

BUYING BETTER MATERIALS.

Now that three or four yards make a suit or

gown, women are buying better qualities of mate-

rials. When a woman pays $2.50 or $3.50 per yard,

even though the hill is no larger than when she

bought cheaper materials and a longer yardage, she

likes to take time in making her selection. Also, she

does not like to be jostled around by other customers

in the process. 1; is because more room can be given,

more privacy and better light, and because the fit-

tings of the department can be made more in accord-

ance with the high-class materials carried, that so

many stores are locating the dress department on the

second floor. A few yards of carpet and uniform

modern fixtures, including plenty of table space,

make a wonderful difference in the appearance of the

department, and, provided you can interest your trade

sufficiently to cause them to walk through, even when

they have no conscious want to fill, you must find an

increase in business. This last point is a hard nut

to crack, but what has been done in other stores can

be done in yours. And the ready-to-wear department

is doing it every day. Never forget that the looker

is 'both a possible customer and an advertising me-

dium of the best kind, as she is unpaid and disin-

terested.
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Sunrise Longcloth
is a favorite for whitewear. This

is but one of the many uses.

SUNRISE LONGCLOTH is the Standard White Cotton
sold in Canada. It is of even, flawless texture, pure snowy,
white, excellent wearing qualities and splendid values.

EVERY WHOLESALER CARRIES IT.

Made and Guaranteed by

DOMINION TEXTILE COMPANY, LIMITED
Selling Offices :

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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The way in which displays are made should also

come under consideration. Goods should be showni,

aud not kept all the time on the shelf, but they should

not be shown for so long that they become familiar.

THE PATTERN DEPARTMENT.

One important adjunct to the dress goods depart-

ment that many merchants do not take seriously is

the pattern department. This is because they fail to

realize that so many women who like to be well

dressed save dressmaker's charges by either making

up their own materials or by employing a competent

woman to carry out their own ideas. To these

women a good pattern, showing how to cut the new
skirt or the latest blouse and sleeve, is a valuable

boon. Therefore, the pattern department serves to

attract valuable customers—customers who can buy

a number of dresses in a season—because they save

dressmaker's charges and do not count the money
value of their own time.

The pattern department should be close to the

silks, or, if possible, between the silks and the dress

good. There should be a neat cabinet and plenty of

will buy, not just dress materials alone, but linings,

trimming? and notions.

Possibly he will not be making much money out

of his pattern department, but the merchant should

figure on the advertising and business that results.

CO-OPERATION IN BUYING.

Matching difficulties are always aggravated in the

smaller centres, and while it is not possible to abso-

lutely eliminate them, co-operation in buying with

other departments should be insisted upon in the

interests of the dress goods department. Many a sale

of a dress length of material has been lost simply

because it could not be matched up with trimmings

and buttons. This is a mutual loss and all depart-

ments suffer. Samples of dress materials, silks and

velvets should be available to the buyers in other

departments, and if a case arises where trimmings

are not available the buyer in question should be

asked to explain. Silks, velvets, foundations and

trimming silks can all be had to match, and in many

cases all the buyer has to do is to quote the color

number to the jobbing house. Of course this does not

1 and 3. Brocaded satins. Shown by Silks Co., Ltd.

fashion sheets. Women are employed in all up-to-

date dress goods departments nowadays, and a very

good plan would be to have the salesgirls in the dress

department serve in the pattern department turn

about. The saleswomen should know the new pat-

terns and which materials in the department would

be suitable to the patterns carried. As it is, many
sales are made through the influence of the pattern

department, and, with the increased knowledge

gained by knowing both stocks, this feature could be

increased.

Many merchants will spend money in advertis-

ing to get women to visit the store, and if they buy

at all, the merchant thinks he has got value for his

money. If he will put in a pattern department

worthy of the name, and see to it that the stock is

kept up-to-date and that numbers and sizes are al-

ways in stock, he will find that numbers of women
will be called into his store daily just to avail them-
selves of his pattern service. Moreover, these women

1

2. Brocaded cotton ratine. Shown by R. D. Fairbairu & I i.

apply to high or fancy colors, but when a color is

fashionable, trimmings to match are always procur-

able.

@
Ratines and Crepes Are Selling for 1914

(Continued from Page 114.)

or hooks. This idea makes way for numerous changes

which can be accomplished by wearing guimpes with

different finishes with the waist.

Soft-finished silks, such as brocadtd satin, soft-

finished satins and moires, will be made in this man-

ner, and the edges of the closing mil be simply

finished by a silk cord. Attractive vests of net and

lace and lace frills will trim both the front and the

sleeves.

Fashion decrees that the smart waist shall be

collarless and have the full-length sleeve. Many de-

signers do not favor this innovation, and are suiting

the length of the sleeve to the style of the waist, using

16
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NU-SILK
(Made in Canada)

The Latest and Best in FINE DRESS
Quality, Finish and Color guaranteed,

favourably with the best imported lines.

LININGS.
Compares

Order from your Wholesaler

The Montreal Cottons Ltd.
(Sales Offices)

Toronto - Montreal - Winnipeg

The "PIRLE" Finish.
(Regd.)

"INDISPENSABLE FOR THE OPEN AIR GIRL."

The Editress

'LADY'S REALM'
(London)

"Tbe outdoor girl
who loves to cycle,
walk, and drive,
will never wear
anything but a
'PIRLE' costume,
when she once don-
ned one. It may be
the shower of May
or the storm of
November, her neat
cloth dress will re-
main unspotted and
unshrunk. and,
when dry, will be
as fresh as when it

came from the tail-

or's hands."

MADGE'
in

'TRUTH"

says;—

"Every dressmak-
er ought to leave
out a bit erf selv-

edge somewhere
with the 'PIRLE'
stamp on it, as this
affords an absolute
guarantee for the
wearer. The propri-
etors undertake to

make good any
materials so stamp-
ed that has been
actually damaged
by rain."

m
Copyright

THE "PIRLE" FINISH stamped on the selvedge.

'Pirle" finished Cloths and made-up Skirts in great variety to be obtained from Leading Importers.

if «ny difficulty, T h.e Bradford Dyers'Association, Limited, 39 Well Street I 128-129 Chemp.ide
please write to ' BRADFORD I LONDON
Attractive showcards supplied free o£ charge through leading importers. England.
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The vogue for

LOUIS
Velveteen

55

is established without a

doubt for the coming

season. The great de-

mand for this brand

during 1912 will evid-

ently be surpassed in

the season 1913-14.

Traders should a t

once write to their

jobbers for the new

shade cards.

Fast Pile and Per

manent Dye—pre

eminent for its

charming lust-

rous finish.

CAUTION
LOOK FOR THE FIVE LETTERS

STAMPED ON THE BACK

L-O-U-I-S
Manufacturers :

—

57 Newton St., Manchester, England

y

the full-length sleeves on the plainer waist and the

three-quarter length on dressy models.

The dropped shoulder, as well as set-in sleeves,

are featured, and the sleeve continued as a yoke up
into the neck is a new innovation. Various forms of

yoke effects are much used. Some of the new sleeves

suggest the Bishop, and others are plain tight Direc-

toire sleeves, trimmed with pleated frills. Tiny
fancy buttons, particularly French pearl buttons,

either white or tinted, are very much used.
"

©
Crepes Are Growing Most Rapidly in Favor

(Continued from page 112.)

Metallic effects in brocades are a high novelty,

and matelasses come in the same class.

The trade is evincing a decided preference for

printed silks in post-impressionists, Persian, Indian

and Oriental patterns. These are developed both in

the brilliant colors fashionable in the spring and in

softer tone effects. Jony patterns and floral patterns

or dark grounds are particularly well thought of.

In transparent materials, chiffon, crepe chiffon

and nino are to be very much used. These materials

come in all the range of colors and alos in painted

and printed effects, some of which are brocaded with

metal. @

Where Weekly Half Holidays Are Observed

(Continued from page 111.)

St. Mary's. Ont.—Close Wednesday afternoon

during July and August.

Simcoe—Close Thursday afternoon during July

and August.

St. Thomas—Merchants generally close Wednes-

day afternoon during July and August. Grocers

close same afternoon in June, July, August, Septem-

ber.

St. Catharines—Close "Wednesday afternoon dur-

ing June, July and August.

Sarnia—No half holiday observed.

Sudbury—No half holiday. Stores close 6 p.m..

except Saturday, from May 1 to September 1. and

8 p.m. balance of year.

Tillbury—Thursday afternoon : June. July and

August.

Teeswater—No half holiday observed.

Tavistock—No half holiday.

Toronto—Grocers generally close Wednesday

afternoons.

Thorold—Wednesday afternoon: grocers and

barbers.

Tillsonburg. Ont.—It is proposed to close siores

on Friday afternoons during July and August.

Windsor—Retail grocers close Thursday after-

noon during summer months.

Wapella, Sask.—Thursday afternoons during

summer months.

Welland. Ont.—No -half holiday.
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FOR RAINY DAYS

DUSTPROOF
as well as

SHOWERPROOF COAT
Rec ? Trade Mark

proofed by
THE-tf/HM'vavarC'lJ?

The "Cravenette" proof is rain and weather resisting, be-

cause it treats each separate fibre of the cloth; it is perma-

nently rainproof, water running off as from a duck's back.

The ventilation is perfect, the goods being porous

"Cravenette" fabrics in great variety in black and colours,

and ready-to-wear Coats and Cloaks in tasteful and fashion-

able styles, are readily obtainable FROM ALL LEADING
IMPORTERS.

In case 01 any difficulty in obtaining, please -write to

[
Facsimile St.n

The CRAVENETTE Co..
Ltd., affix their stamp only
to such goods as are suit-
able in quality for Shower-
proof purposes. Therefore,
this stamp is a guarantee
not only of Shower-prnnf
properties, but also of the
Quality of the Material.

ATTRACTIVE SHOW CARDS FOR WINDOW
DISPLAY CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH
WHOLESALE IMPORTING HOUSES. S

PRIESTLEY'S DRESS GOODS
The Standard by Which Others are Judged

Each succeeding season more Dress Goods Departments rely upon PRIESTLEY'S
Dress Goods as the backbone of their stock. Merchants have learned that
PRIESTLEY'S Dress Goods are dependable in every respect. From the view-

point of fashion and selling value they are invariably correct.

We are assured now the following fabrics are good for the coming season

:

VELOUR COTELE
BEDFORDS

DIAGONAL CHEVIOTS
FREISE CHEVIOTS
JACQUARD CHEVIOTS

FREISE BOUCLE
WHIPCORDS

Make PRIESTLEY'S Dress Goods the foundation of a bigger and better

Goods business for you.

We are Sole Canadian Agents.

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREALm
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FALL SEASON 1913

Fashion Demands
Pile Fabrics

^HIS phase in the Dress Goods situ-
A ation for the coming season has been
met with infinite care by our buyer.
The goods described are a few only of

what our range includes.

Widths. Price

32-in. Madras Silk Plush, Slate, Sax Blue, Mole,
Laurel, Navy, Black $2.75

44-in. Moonbeam Chiffon Velvet, Sax Blue,

Steel Grey, Tan, Brown, Laurel Green,
Marine Blue, Seal Brown, Navy $2.50

24-in. Two-tone Extract Cord Velvet, Grey,
Sax Blue, Marine Blue, Laurel Green,
Black and White, per yard 75c

50-in. Velour Delaine (a Wool Velvet), Slate,

Electric Blue Tan, Med. Brown, Navy
and Black $1.10

50-in. Cord de Roi Delaine (a Wool Velvet-

Corduroy), Slate Grey, Mole, Brown,
Navy and Black $1.20

50-in. Wool Knapp Serge ; Navy and Black
only ....•• $1.10

50-in. Wool Astrakan; Navy and Black $1-35

The W. R. Brock Company
(Limited), Toronto
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FALL SEASON 1913

Ready to Wear
Announcement

AS usual "Her Ladyship" Brand gar-

ments will include ranges that more
than ever eclipse former efforts in the

assemblage of style features. Our aim
is to put on the market goods commend-
able to the merchant who desires lines

that sell easily, and bring a further re-

turn of business.

We are showing large ranges of:

French Flannel and Delaine Waists, also our Nov-
elty Three-in-One Waists.

Ladies' and Misses' Sweater Coats, newest in shades

and latest style attainments.

Misses' and Children's Coats in a big range of new
features in bear cloth and tweeds; suitable for the little

tot or young miss.

Ladies' Flannelette Wear: Our assortment in-

cludes everything that the winter trade demands, also a

good showing of house gowns, etc.

Underskirts: All descriptions, sateen, moire and
satin, both black and colors.

The W. R. Brock Company
(Limited), Toronto
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SILKS
Silk Fabrics, Silk Threads, Silk Ribbons, Silk Cords

We invite a critical inspection of our Fall range of samples when our represen-

tative calls. Our values are unexcelled. Silks in different qualities suitable for

all trades.

We are the only manufacturers of Silk Ribbons in Canada. Buy direct from
the makers and increase your profit.

STAMPED EMBROIDERED LINENS
Our latest 1913 catalogue will be supplied to the
trade only, on application.

BELDING PAUL CORTICELLI, LIMITED
Silk Manufacturers

Mills:

Montreal, St. John's,

Coaticook, P.O.

Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg,

Vancouver and Sydney, Australia

pp- Good Coat Linings are essential if you wish to please your customers

[Kirk's Permanent Finish_

'PERMANENT' FINISH for ITALIANS
'-pHIS FINISH on Botany Weft Italians is well known to the trade, and has been so

-*- successful that it has come to be regarded as a guarantee of the wearing qualities of

the Linings, as well as the superior quality of the Finish, and is quite unapproached by any

other process. The goods are absolutely permanent to the tailor's iron, lustre and handle

are always maintained, and pieces kept in stock improve in appearance. The black is dyed

by the latest and most improved method. ^___
Look for the SELVEDGE and END ot PIECE Stamps. Xo guarantee without.

PATTERNS showing FINISH and full particulars can be had on application to

The BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION, Limited, JLYJ^S^EBdon.
Showrards jor "Window Display may be hod by applying through Wholesale Importing Houses
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Popularity Increasing Immensely

This' is Your
Protection

PATENTED

*^bnM.JLMtffi**
1

'^KKISEMBOSSt^

An Exact Reproduction of Hand Made Lace^

Manufactured'solely by BirkJn &, Co. Nottingham, England

Also Manufacturers of High Class Washing Valenciennes
and Exclusive Novelties in Dress Laces, Allover Nets, Etc.

Canadian Agent : A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

The most perfect re-

production of Hand-

made Goods. Un-

equalled for

"Strength, Beauty,

and Value."

LACE
CURTAINS
AND NETS

Pronounced by ex-

perts " The Aristoc-

racy of Window De-

coration."

N.B.—Our Mr. A. J. Burrows from Nottingham visits the Canadian retail trade twice a
year and a communication from you will ensure a call.

Sole Manufacturers :

T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Broadway, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND
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I I

SILKS
Everything in plain and fancy silks

Good as silks have been the past season they promise to be more in demand for Fall than
ever. Our Silk Department is a rapidly growing one for our values add new customers
every year. Our Fall range consists of:—
COLORED SILKS.—Epingle, Chiffon Taffeta, Glace Taffeta, Messaline, Duchess Messaline.
Charmeuse, Satin de Chine, Untearable Serge, Crepe de Chine, Tamaline, Moire, Foulard
Tussors, Shantung, Moirette, Japanese Crepes, Hat Crepes, Embroidered Crepe de Chine,
Broche Silks.

BLACK SILKS.—Satins, Merveilleux, Paillette, Duchess, Messaline Grosgrain, Faille Fran-
caise, Bengaline, Ottoman, Chiffon Taffeta, Peau de Soie, Moire.

Black and Colored Velveteens, Corduroy, Couche Silk, Velvet Mantle and Mantle Plush,
Broche Velveteens and Broche Plush. Write us.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

I I

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobber*

SCOTCH

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.
Montreal and Toronto

Every Ambitious Merchant

SHOULD
READ

SALES

PLANS
A collection of

three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting busi-

ness, including a
great variety of

practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICL $2.50

Sent postpaid only on receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO
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ART OF DISPLAY
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The Part August Plays in Display Campaign
AUGUST is chiefly

noted in the merchan-

dising worlds a? the

month of furniture

sales. Dry goods mer-

chants, who conduct

furniture depart nien|ts,

fall into line with this

custom and feature their furniture stock during the

month. This necessitates, of course, a continual

series of furniture windows during the month.

The planning of displays of this order is very

largely a matter of tasteful selection and proper

grouping articles are arranged in the window to

represent a certain room in the house and the suc-

cess of the display depends upon the completeness

with which the idea is carried out and the harmoni-

ous effect of the whole. It is not necessary to state

that mixing of periods is a cardinal sin which all

display men- should avoid; the necessity for picking

articles to match in every respect goes very deep,

however and involves many considerations. Per-

haps the greatest element that enters into success is

the arrangement of details to give a homelike ap-

pearance to the display. Placing a book here, scat-

tering a few magazines around, even introducing a

waste paper basket, will often give the touch to a

display which is needed to win approval.

Merchants who do not carry furniture, will still

be able to take their share in the August race for

this class of business by featuring their housefur-

nishing stock. Rugs, carpets, curtains, drapes,

shades and kindred lines should be featured during

the month.

There is another reason for the pushing of house-

furnishings during August. Housewives are gradu-

ally getting away from the old idea of making a

thorough housecleaning in the spring. More and
more are falling into the habit of housecleaning in

the early fall, their idea being to begin the winter

with a house thoroughly clean and shipshape. In-

as much as the summer sees many homes closed up
while the winter is the time when social activities

reach their height, the facts seem to point to the

fall as the logical housecleaning time. A good mam*

Furniture sales are a big feature —
The prevalence of Fall house-cleaning
leads to the featuring of housefurnish-
ings—Summer lines must be cleared
out during the month — Children's
ready-to-wear displays in order.

housewives are starting

to divide it up, accom-

plishing a certain share

of the work in the

spring and the balance

in the fall.

This means that

the late summer and
early fall will see an increasing demand for the

goods that are required at housecleaning time—car-

pet beaters, carpet stretchers, vacuum cleaners, etc..

It also means that there will be a bigger demand
for housefurnishings, as people will be refitting some
part of their homes following the cleaning up. A
"fall housecleaning window" would be a business-

getter.

CLEANING UP STOCKS.

August serves the valuable purpose also of clear-

ing up summer stocks. For this reason, the display
campaign for the month will consist very largely of

bargain showings. Stocky showings of summer
lines, which it is desired to clear out, such as neck-
wear, hosiery, gloves, embroidery remnants, laces,.

ribbons, etc., will be the usual run.

It is also necessary to do a certain amount of
stock clearing in ready-to-wear, which will mean
the arrangement of displays of summer blouses,
wash coats and suits, wbitewear and so on. Some
merchants make a good feature of a semi-annual
blouse sale, featuring other lines at the same time
and effecting a pretty sweeping clean up of the sum-
mer ready-to-wear lines.

Late August is found a good season to bring
forward children's suits. The reopening of the
schools means that countless "small fry" will re-

quire new clothes before opening day. Displays of

suits for boys and girls of all ages, ranging from
the five-year-old kindergarten to the girl just enter-

ing collegiate, will be found to exercise a big influ-

ence on sales. Good effects could be secured by in-

troducing some such realistic touch as a background
representing a school in the distance. Wax figures

should be employed whereever available
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An original showing of panama hats arranged by E. A. Wilson, display manager with Glanville 's, Limited
Calgary.

Opening window with pictorial background, arranged by E. A. Wilson with Glauville's, Limited. Calg;
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The

"Wishbone" Hanger

Patented by

John Thomas Batts

B
Sole Canadian Agents

and Licensees :

Jones Bros. & Co.,

Limited

Toronto, Can.

The "Wishbone" Hanger
Absolutely the best made, being the only Garment
Hanger that strictly conforms to the human shape.

No Wrinkles

No Bushelling

Increased Sales

No Broken Collars

No Extra Pressing

Increased Profits

Satisfied Customers

No. 1— 91 Men's withoutK* : $23.00

No. 1 — 91-3 Men's with

Sr

n,

,o"

older
: : $25-00

F.O.B. Toronto

Packed 100 in box

If you have never used the "Wishbone" send 25c for sample.

Jones Bros. & Co., Limited
! STORE FITTERS TORONTO, ONT.
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A Message From the C.W.T.A.

President

Attention, Members of the Window Trimmers Association : Don't let other plans interfere with

your attending the Second Convention in August. If you don't attend, you will certainly miss a

lot of valuable instruction and a general good time. No efforts have been spared to make the

meeting an excellent one. The committe have secured a large hall in the heart of the business

district close to Yonge street. This hall has every convenience for your comfort during your stay

here. There are rest rooms, smoking rooms, checkroom, wash room, a fine stage for demonstration

purposes and everything necessary to carry out our splendid programme. In connection with the

convention hall is another large hall where exhibits of all kinds of fixtures, flowers, figures, card

writers supplies, etc., may be seen. Requests for space are coming in and from present indications

this exhibition hall will be all taken up by exhibitors.

The committee are securing Mr. Nowak who is an expert on fabric drapery and will give lectures

and demonstrations in this line. Besides this we are securing the services of Mr. Cowan who last

year gave us such an excellent insight into how windows are trimmed in other cities. Mr. Koerber

of Philadelphia will likely be here and treat us to his splendid demonstrations and explanations. Mr.

Busch and Mr. Hess and several others will also assist in making the programme interesting.

The displays of fixtures, forms, etc., will be on

be highly interesting and instructive.

big scale and in short the whole programme is to

It is absolutely necessary that we have a big attendance to insure success. Come prepared to say

something. If you have some new ideas bring them along. Bring along a new member if you can.

We will gladly welcome any merchant or any one interested in our programme.

Look up the announcement in the D. G. Review relative to the contest. The medals are worth

trying for as they are beauties. See that your photos are listed under the right headings. You have

still a month to get some good pictures taken. Read over the rules governing the classes carefully.

There is a big list of prizes this year and every consideration will be given you in order to secure one.

If you have any suggestions along any line or if you have any ideas for bettering our association

don't fail to "spiel them off" at our meetings. Make it a point to get here anyway. If you are not in

good standing square matters up with the secretary when you come. A good, jolly, instructive three

days attendance will put new life into you, will broaden your experience and make you more

profitable to your employer. Tell him this and see that he pays your expenses here. You are en-

titled to this and Mr. Merchant will find it money well invested. So come along boys on the 11th

August and help us make this 1913 convention a banner one.

H. HOLLINSWORTH.
Pres. C.W.T.A.
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Place Your Ord
Early

No. 1139—Flexible Figure

for Fall Delivery
"Quality First"— is our motto —and everything we make

has our guarantee behind it. (jet in touch with us at

once, we can help you solve some of your selling problems.

The Beautiful "Eiffel" Bases
(See cuts in this advertisement)

are unexcelled.

These bases are made of cast metal and will not dinge or

break. They are also fitted with rubber tips on the feet,

to prevent scratching finely polished surfaces.

We recently received the largest order for metal display fix-

tures ever placed in Canada, and all the fixtures were ordered

with "Eiffel" bases—over 3000 stands.

Let us send you our new catalogue. We
make everything7y°u will require

to outfit"your store.

A <4»>fc>
A
'A«- ii_

No. lud K
Glove Stand

No. 234 No. 251

Shoe Stand Shirt Stand Eiffel T Stands

CLATWORTHY& SON,umi,ed
161 King Street West

TorontoEstablished 1896 Incorporated 1908
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Send Your Display Man to Convention

MR. MERCHANT, are you satisfied with your

windows? Do you realize their value f Let

in, say here that whether you are satisfied or

not give your display manager (whether he bi

mi ordinary clerk or one who professes to be a

trimmt r) a dinner and s< nd him to our Toronto

Convention where he will see what others are

doing and tvhat is going to be done the coming

season. If In has any "get" in him, he will

se< for himself that window trimming needs

work and hard work but if also means busi-

ness and such business that you will never get

miles* your windows are for e,ver displaying tin

right goods and displaying them in the right

nnniner to attract: your customers. Hear in

mind, that, to have your windows talked about

by the public, you are making an impression

that will do you good. For people are becom-

ing educated to the art that is attached to tins

important profession. They notice the taste of

your trimmer in blending colors and then

will also copy for their own use, drapes and

combination of shades and trimmings. When
people begin interesting themselves in matters

that are so necessary to themselves it is up to

you, Mr. Merchant, to hap your man up-to-

date in every way. Get him to be proficient

in even the smallest detail connected with this

jinrt of your business and flu results will sur-

prise you. I can only say that a visit to the

Window Trimmers Convention in August will

be tuell repaid before your fall season is half

over. Do not forget, sir. that yon are over-

looking your most important advertising

medium when you neglect your windows in

the smallest way.

Practical Pointers on Window Display Work
W I X D \Y TRIM-
MING is an art in

which a man is never

at the top for every sea-

son brings forth its

novelties in trimming

as in other things.

There is always some-

thing to learn, one has never finished studying. A
good man will notice a dress on the street which

has some novelty in it, he is not satisfied until he

has mastered the effect. A combination of color

strikes his eye. And next day it is in his window.

You cannot afford to be asleep if you intend to make
good. Practice studying color whether in the sky or

garden or in art and see if you cannot combine

similar shades for your profession. I have often

wondered whether the vivid shades so fashionable at

the present time originated in some passing glance

at a flower bed, where as a rule one sees such queer

yet fascinating combinations. Notice the way a lady

carries her parasol or handbag? Jot down in your

book all these pointers, they come in useful. The
main fact is be ever alert for everything which has

novelty attached to it.

One thing that is absolutely essential to good trim-

ming is clean windows and clean floors. Do not let

dust and old fittings and stands accumulate at the

back even if they do not show. Yon can always see

them yourself. It is none too early to begin think-

ing of the coming season. Work out ideas of your

own and do not wait to see what others are doing.

Some hints on methods to get best

results from windows—Study life out-

side the store for ideas and effects —
Find combinations for effective blend-
ing and ideas for life-like posing —
Frequent changes are a necessity.

Written for The Review by F. J. Thompson.

Even if you do use

someone elses' idea, at

the end you have not

wasted y o u r time.

There must be some

points out of your own
thoughts which will im-

prove the other man's

idea. The two main features for the first two months

of a season are Dress Goods and Silks and Ready

-

to-Wear and Millinery. Of course if you have more

than two windows you can divide this up into three

or four. "With regard to the Dress Goods and Silk?.

be sure you have the right idea of the new shade?.

Do not put in a window, for the opening of ordinary

colors. Have something extraordinary and yet in

good style, even if you go to an extreme so long as

it is attractive and will draw the attention of passers-

by. Do not be afraid of being called eccentric. If you

know for certain that those colors are being worn in

Paris or London, you can afford to care little for

remarks. For instance at the opening this Spring I

had a silk window in Purple. Cerise and Paddy

Green. It was vivid, but it was talked about. I

knew the colors were right and the season has proved

it. For of all combinations these three colors have

been the prevailing ones. You want the novelty to

start the season.

Your background should be of a neutral shade or

very soft tones. Do not put too much goods in for

opening or any special display.
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3WW8H??|SKira55

A handsome and original ledge decoration arranged by F. J. Thompson, with W. E. Ml

Be first with the new drapes. There is no doubt

that the Futurist and Cubist drapes will be a big

feature this season, hut keep up your full form

drapes. They are certainly the most important fea-

ture for selling goods. The new drapes are no doubt

great for showing fancy silk with plain colors to

match, but the people like to see the styles and if a

trimmer is proficient in this art, he can keep the

ball rolling as far as business is concerned.

At the commencement of a season do not leave

your windows in too long. Change a drape occasion-

ally and at least trim twice a week even if you have

to work a little overtime. Try the idea of self color

windows. Nothing is more attractive than a window
of tans well blended or blues shaded to perfection.

See that you have the right accessories that are worn
with the goods shown. Do not show parasols with
silks for fall or evening gloves with heavy dress

floods. 1 have seen such things. They are to say the

least, had taste. For yonr ready-to-wear window get

some ideas of posing your ligures as naturally a- pos-

sible. Two .figures facing each other, one offering a

ipse and the other with hand outstretched to receive

if <;ives a decidedly good impression. Be always
changing yonr figures. It is a simple matter to

change a, suit or coat and yet it means a great deal
to the department

Always show the latest goods. Sometimes it is

a hard matter to get them for the window hut fight

for it. for that is the main feature of the windows to

show correct styles and quality. Keep your windows

attractive and they will bring business. Study the

art of display in trade papers. Join our Association

of Window Trimmers and attend the convention in

August. Yon will learn more in the three or four

days there than yon would studying in the usual

way for a year, for you get the actual work of ex-

perienced trimmers from all parts of America. Get

your employer to send you or arrange your holidays

so that you spend part in making yourself a pro-

ficient trimmer, one of the most important profes-

sions in the business life of to-day.

CHARGE VOUB WINDOW SPACE TO THE DEPARTMENTS.

The windows, being as important as the news-

paper advertising should be charged up to every

department and so help in the expense of decorations.

backgrounds and salary of a good trimmer, who, not

only works during business hours, but if he ha- his

profession at heart will spend a greater part of

his spare time for the benefit of his employer, which

ought to be worth something. One of the best

methods of charging departments with window space

(Continued on page 148.)
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A. neat opening showing of ready-to-wear styles, by F. J. Thompson, with W, E. Maxwell. St. Thomas.

A neat setting of curtains by E. A. Wilson, dis[>l;
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FORMS
that capture
the mighty
dollars

—

The L) ana r

The day of inert, careless

display is fast closing, to be

superseded by the brisk,

aggressive movement that is

spreading like wild-fire all

over the country.

There is no possible excuse

for lackadaisical window
publicity in modern stores.

If times are bad, good dis-

plays will help create busi-

ness; if times are good you

can get your full share by

presenting your goods in an
attractive manner.

The D. and P. ready-to-wear

and drapery forms are the

most modern and attractive

display forms on the market.

They put life into dead win-

dow displays and turn goods

into profitable business.

Our 1913 catalogue will be

sent on request. Write for

it to-dav.

No. HI. Price $35.00.

Dale and Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., Toronto
JVlanufacturers of High Class Forms and Fixtures
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Other Merchants'
Experiences

A small Store in a town of 8,000 people installed a

KAWNEER STORE FRONT and increased their busi-

ness 35 per cent in six months. Another ' store, in a

town of 30,000 people, increased their business 40 per

cent by installing a KAWNEER FRONT. They applied

their advertising appropriation to new KAWNEER
FRONTS and this increase resulted. Not only did they
increase their business but now they are able to attract

people into their Store that before did not trade with
them at all. Another Merchant in a small town of less

than 5,000 people writes us: "My new Front is a dandy
—nothing can touch it in the whole section." Another
Merchant writes: "We now have the swellest Front in

the valley, and do highly recommend it." A clothing

Merchant in a town of less than 5,000 people writes:

"We would not do without our KAWNEER FRONT
for double the price."

And so on straight through the country—in big cities and
small towns. Merchants are making money with their

KAWNEER STORE FRONTS. The increase in business
KAWNEER FRONTS create is done with no addition of
operating expense. Merchants from coast to coast arc

paying dividends through their KAWNEER FRONTS—
their KAWNEER FRONTS have paid for themselves, and
are now boosting the receipt columns. Surelv their time-
proven successes with KAWNEER STORE FRONTS is

evidence enough—our claims would mean nothing unless
based on actual experiences of retail Merchants.

You have never seen a "bankrupt sale" sign nailed to a

KAWNEER FRONT.

You have never seen a merchant regretting his invest-

ment in a KAWNEER FRONT.
You have never heard a KAWNEER
wish 1 had the old Front."

Investigate—look around ask Merchants behind KAW-
NEER FRONTS what they think of them - ask them
what their increase in business has been since KAWNEER
was installed- ask them if they have any difficulty in

moving seasonable lines. See if you can find out-of-date
Stock piled up in the basemen) or on their hack shelves.

LET YOUR NEW FRONTi

No matter what your retail busines;

is every sale necessarily passe:

through that stage of attraction

You have located your Store in tht

channel through which most peoph

move—you're endeavoring to at

tract them—endeavoring to compe
their attention and you know th<

greatest attraction to-day is the Stor

It constantly talks to the crowds
1 out of 10 or

6 out of 10 ?
Out of every 10 people that pass your Store, how many stor

to study your displays? 1 or 6—or more? The number
that you attract is entirely dependent upon your Store

Front." Get out your pencil—how many possible customers
in your town or city? How many pass your Store daily'

How many pass your Store more than once a day .' How
many at present study your windows? and how many buji

of you?
Vital questions—each one. You can increase your business

with a KAWNEER FRONT—in the same way thousands ot

other Merchants have. Each day you are losing the atten
tion of scores. Make vours a "6 out of 10" Store.

With a KAWNEER FRONT you can
regulate the ventilation of your show
windows—open up the ventholes in

the winter and keep a fresh circula-

tion of air along the inner surface of

the glass (where it is effective), and
in summer make your windows dust-

tight. That simply means 365-day-
and-night service. Thousands of

Merchants are now using their win-
dows every minute. Let us show

Merchant say: "I

roil How.

Eliminate Repair Expense
Cut out the leaks! Stop paying out profits for Store Front i

pairs and paint—put in a KAWNEER FRONT and forget "afte
expenses." When you buy a KAWNEER FRONT you pay for i

but once—you won't have to spend "fifteen" or twenty" eael
spring for upkeep expense. Water can't leak or seep througl
the interlocking solid metal mouldings of a KAWNEER STOR]
FRONT—the life of a Store Front depends upon the life of th
material of which it is made in KAWNEER only solid copper
brass, bronze or aluminum is used. You know- those metal
don't rust. rot. warp or deteriorate in any way. A KAWNEEI
FRONT is a permanent investment not oulv of durability bu
of sales-ability as well. When you bur a KAWNEER FRON!
you've contracted for a live, efficient, profit-bearing salesman fo
life no vacations—no days off— no -soldiering." It will boos
for you 305 days and nights of every year—always telling yon
own story in your own way.

Kawneer Man
Francis J. Piym '

78 Duchess Street,
Branches in
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FIT YOUR OWN BUSINESS
nt! Front. The crudest show window
Vt Will create some sales—and the

number of sales made is in direct

proportion to your show window

fforts. This is a proven fact —
p backed by the experience of thous-

ti ands of Merchants in every city and

town in the country.

(
M

'

1
<

J.

, ,

The Right Front Will Make
"Steady Money"

&ef*

here are any number of different types of Store Fronts

—

or big Stores and little Stores—and the Front for you is

tirely dependent upon your own conditions. Don't decide
rupon a Front like "Smith & Co." simply because it strikes
.'our personal fancy. First see what your business needs.
Simply the installation of a new Front will not increase your
)usiness as you hope—it must be an individual, made-to-
fit Store Front for your Store, and none other. There are
nany Fronts of KAWNEER Type 23 in use, for example,
a Jewelry Stores, Shoe Stores, Clothing Stores and so on,
ut they are not all alike—the difference is in the propor-

tions—the depth of the windows, the
height of the bulkhead, the size of
the doors, the angles at the corners,
the height of the prism glass etc.

There are many points to determine.
There is one type for your Store

—

let ns help you determine that one.
WlSsl IS L-> Our experience in planning Store

Fronts has been the experience of
thousands of Merchants during the
past seven years. We've worked with

(Merchants in large cities and in small towns. What we
ihave learned surely enables us to help you.

iKAWNEER was conceived by a practising Architect—one
who specialized in the construction of Store Buildings—he

!
I learned what Merchants actually needed, then combined the
structural with the commercial requirements into one prac-
tical Store Front—KAWNEER. That was seven years ago
—now you'll find KAWNEER FRONTS wherever you go-
big cities and little towns. More than 10,000 Stores have
adopted KAWNEER during the last 18 months. Guide
yourself by the experience of other Merchants.

ufacturing Co.
Pt.sidtnt

Toronto, Can.
Most Large Cities

Seven Years' Experience
Studying, planning, manufacturing and installing

modern Store Fronts for seven years is what we've

been doing. Working with Merchants—helping
them design their Fronts—overcoming obstacles,

creating new ideas. That's been our experience. We
can help yon—we can give yon ideas that have made
money for other Merchants—we can tell you what
not to do as well as what to do.

Let us show you. We are specialists—originated the
solid, all-metal Store Front—pioneered the new Store

Front evolution and are organized to work with you
no matter where you are located. KAWNEER ser-

vice has been developed for you—we've been working
seven years to equip ourselves to work with you —
now we're ready.

"Boosting Business No. 21"
FREE TO YOU

Many photographs of the busiest, profit-bearing Store
Fronts in the country are shown in this book. This
is strictly a Merchant's book—planned and printed
for you. It not only shows photographs of many
fronts, but it shows drawings of suggestions. Look
them over—you will get some ideas. We've got a
copy for you—it's in an envelope, stamped and ready
to address to you.

Just a card, "Send Boosting Business No. 21" will

bring yours in next mail. You won't be obligated

—

you won't be forced into buying. We want to show
you what we have done with the modern Store Front.

COUPON
KAWNEEB MANUFACTURING CO.,

78 Duchess si.. Toronto, Can.

Kindly send "Boosting Business No. 21," witnoul
gation, i" me.

Name

Street and Nil

\r,
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Clothing Store of A. McFarland, Brantford. Ont.

Equipped with the Taylor-

made Rack and Hanger System
This store gives an excellent impression of one of Canada's most progressive merchants.

You will see each garment is displayed on an individual hanger, keeping the suit in perfect shape. We have

equipped hundreds of stores with Racks and Hangers, and it is reeognized as the most satisfactory way.

These Racks are made five feet high for men's suits and six feet high for ladies' garments. We would be

pleased to ship you a sample Rack on approval. In ordering please state if you want to use them for Men's

Suits or Ladies' Garments. Prices on opposite page.

THE TAYLOR MANUFACTUR
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The Taylor-System of Garment Hanging

THE TAYLOR Bar-Steel
Tube Rack System has

not only revolutionized
the method and manner
of hanging clothing, but
has cut the expense of
the high- priced fancy
clothing cabinets. Where a
merchant can afford to
spend his money for fan-
cy fixtures, clothing cab-
inets may be O.K., but
where a man wants SYS-
TEM, concentration, pro-
tection, and neatness,
TAYLOR TUBE RACKS
are best. Some of the
largest clothiers in Cana-
da and the U. S. are using
our racks with great suc-
cess. Send us an order.
You will be pleased.

Extra Heavy Over-
coat and Ladies'

j.d Suit Rack

Dry Goods Review-

Dispenses With High
Priced Clothing Cab
inets for they serve
the same purpose.

Double Bar-Polished
Steel Tube Racks.

Shipped Knocked Down—and re-
quire no tools to set them up.
Mounted on the famous Ball
Socket Rollers.

Net Prices, F.O.B. Factory.

6 feet long, 4 posts $ !).()0

ti feet long, 6 posts 10.50

8 feet long, 6 posts 11.50
10 feet long, 6 posts 12.50

OXIDIZED STEED TUBING.

6 feet long, 6 posts $13.00
8 feet long, 6 posts 34.00

10 feet long, 6 posts 15.00

Suit Racks stand 5 feet high and
26 inches wide. The Overcoat
racks and Ladies' Garment racks
stand 6 feet high. Same price as
*uit rack.

Made of 1% ini

lulling, gilt
socket

h polished steel

fittings, ball
rollers.

r-«W
,

6 feet long, 2
S feet long, 3

10 feet long, 3

posts $ 8.00
posts 9.00
posts 10.00

Made of 1% in. Oxidized Tubing
(i feet long, 2
8 feet long, 3

10 feet long, 3

posts $10.00
posts 11.00
posts 12.00

Correct Garment Hangers

No. 31—(oat Hanger.
Smooth hand buff, wax fin-

ish, per 100 $3.50 No. 25—Skirt Hanger.
th hook to skirt at plack-

ier 100 $6.00

No. 54—Combination Suit
Hanger.

With wire attachment to

prevent trousers from slip-

ping off, per 100 $10.00

No. 90—Wire Skirt Hanger.
)lds skirt folded as shown.

100 $4.1

We are the Largest

Dealers in Hangers in

Canada

No. 33 I B—Combination Suit
Hanger.

Per 100 $7.50
No. 33, same without bar,
per 100 6.50

No. 33. B. Boys, 15 inches
wide, per 100 7.50

No. 39, B. Overcoat, 20 in.
wide, per 100 8.50

No. 39. Overcoat hanger with-
out bar, per 100 7.50

No. 34 I B—Combination Suit
Hanger

bar, per

64—Combination
Hanger.

With wire attachment to pre-

vent trousers from slip-

ping off, per 100 $ 9.00

No. 64—Boys. 15 in. Same p

No. 31 XB—Suit Hanger.
With tacked trouser bar,
per 100 $5.00

No. 92—Ladies' Combination
Suit Hanger

With wire attachment to
hold skirt, per 100 $6.00

No. 321—Combination Suit
Hanger.

With inserted bar, per 100 .$ 5.00

No 74—B Comb—Suit Hanger.

With rounded neck piece and
curved arms. The most perfect

garment hanger ever made.
$15.00 per 100.

Write for New
Catalogue No. 96

Mail Orders
Promptly Filled

ING CO., HAMILTON, CANADA



The Use of Colors for Display Purposes

How colors can be
the best effects —
illustrations.

IN FIFTEEN blocks

of fashionable Fifth

Avenue shopping dis-

trict in New York, as

viewed in one after-

noon, less than six win-

dow displays were
found in which the ex-

hibition of merchandise did not suffer because of

unwise color combinations and contrasts.

The color qualities of goods are affected by juxta-

position, by daylight, by artificial light, and by

colored lights. Yet these very qualities, and their

appeals or lack of appeal to human interest are but

little understood. It is especially important that

merchants and salesmen, in arranging and exhibit-

ing goods, should realize that a color, good in itself,

when alone, remains harmonious or becomes in-

harmonious when shown with other colors.

RED AND GREEN ARE POPULAR COLORS.

Red is the most popular color. It is the first

choice of the uneducated and of savage and barbaric

people. It excites and enrages animals. A child

who is given a toy paint box will use more red than

any other pigment. Green, when low in tone and

inclined to yellow, as in nature, is a restful color,

and next to red the most popular. But a combina-

tion of primary red with primary green presents two

active and excitable colors. One is the complement
of the other, and when placed together, each is

shown at its greatest intensity. The red then ap-

pears redder and the green greener than under any
other conditions.

Women, because bhey give more constant

thought to the -election of articles for personal

adornment and the decoration of the home, arc more
sensitive to the personal appeal in color than are

men. Kverv shop window, every store shelf, every

counter, gives an opportunity for the use of color in

making this personal appeal. Properly used, it is

er present silent salesman.
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Written by Will Bradley in ''System." and re
produced from that magazine.

blended to get

Sonic practical

Among the unedu-

cated, the color sense is

crude and barbaric.

With education comes

refinement. For ex-

ample, a woman of the

peasant type will wear

a green skirt and a red

waist with each color of full primary strength.

While the personal appeal of these two colors i> as

great to the woman of education, her sense of refine-

ment suo-o;ests a full suit of green, so low in tone that

it is almost black, to which she will add only a touch

of red. such as a single rose.

NATURE I'SES PURE PRIMARY COLORS SPARINGLY.

Nature employs green in large masses, though

seldom in its absolute purity. In the spring, when

nature displays 'out a few colors, the green in the

grass and leaves is at its brightest, but as other colors

come, the green "row darker and grayer, forming

only a background. Red in nature is never found

in masses .hut only as in flowers, a few bird- and

the spots on butterflies. A child will fill its arms

with red roses. A woman of refined tastes will ar-

range one red rose with a few sprays of green leaves.

This one fact is a key to color in salesmanship. In

tlie appeal to popularity colors are used in large
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Make Every Display

Bring Big Business

See the new Fit-

ting Form, perfect-

ly adjustable t

b m y pose. Style

absolutely correct.

No. 41AA. as cut,

$7.50. Same, with-

out Flesh Colored

Bust. $6.75. Same,

without tilting de-

vice. $5.50. Sizes 32

to 10.

by using

Richardson's

Wax Figures

and Display Forms
It is not the number of displays

yon have that counts; nor yet is

it the size, quality or effective-

ness of the displays, it is purely

a matter of dollars and cents, a

matter simply of the amount of

business each display brings to

your store.

Study your displays and find out

which bring the business, and at

the same time uphold the tone of

your store. There is a great

wave of display reform spread-

ing over the country at the pres-

ent time. The agitation is for

simpler displays, with the goods

or garments draped or displayed

as naturally as possible, giving

the lines of the latest styles and
pose of the human figure.

Richardson's drapery forms

are correct in line and allow

of most effective and natural

drapes. They give an easy,

graceful drape to the gar-

ments, and dignity to your
place of business.

Richardson wax work is in a

class pre-eminently above the

usual—natural, likelike features,

finish and poise of the head.

Richardson wax forms are busi-

ness getters.

Jo. ITS. with
lalf-Wax Arms.

$36.00, specially
a (1 a p t e il for
h i g h - grade
G

lach limb adjust-
able separately up,
d own. sideways.
forward, etc., made
of flesh colored
wood for shoes and
stockings.
Price, with iron
stand. $:S0.OO, or
with wax hands,
$27.00. Ask for No.
2 head, if this one
is desired.

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
Oldest Manufacturers of Wax Figures and Display Forms in Canada.

Showrooms—99 ONTARIO STREET
Factory — 101

TORONTO
141
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quantities which nature uses sparingly. Refinement

demands the discriminating choice shown in nature.

The red waist and green skirt are barbaric. The
appeal is natural but primitive. The dark green

suit and red rose is refined and a repetition of nature.

SALESMEN SHOULD NOT SHOW ONE COLOR CONTINU-

OUSLY.

With an understanding of these general princi-

ples, salesmen will realize that it it unwise bo allow

a customer to view consecutively several pieces of

merchandise of practically the same color or to allow

a customer to give any extended visual consideration

to one color without permitting the eye to see the

complementary colors.

ARRANGING OF GOODS FOR COUNTER AND SHELF
DISPLAY.

Inasmuch as one color appears of a different hue
when placed beside another, and loses purity when
viewed without its complement, care should be given
to the display of goods on shelves and the showing
of goods on counters. The different color tables show
the effect of various combinations, and the follow-

ing specific example illustrates the application:

Imagine that the color worn this Spring is purple.

One merchant displays this color among other
dark fabrics, the prevailing note of which is either

blue or red. If the customer's eye roams to the
shelves that contain blue and then back to the
violet, the violet will seem to be reddish in tone or

almost purple. If the eye roams to the shelves con-

taining dark reddish-brown cloths and then back to

the violet the latter will seem bluer, and this blue

will be of a greenish hue. Such conditions leave

the customer in doubt as to the quality of the color

he contemplates purchasing.

A merchant who understands the laws of color

harmony would place his violet upon shelves which
are tinted with yellow-white, and upon adjoining
shelves he would show cloths of the lighter shades
of yellow. If this arrangement were not possible,

he would keep a bolt of yellow cloth upon his count-
er or in some other manner convey that color to the

eye of the customer.

Imagine again that the sale depends upon the

violet being stronger in red than blue. Knowing
the laws of color, the salesman associates it with a

bolt of blue cloth, to impart a red tone which it

does not contain.

PROPER BACKGROUND FOR STORE WINDOW DISPLAY.

Unless for a permanent exhibit in which it forms

a definite part of the color scheme, a store window

should never have a background of highly finished

wood of any definite color. Stained wood of any

tone should only serve as a background for ma-

terial which is used or worn under similar condi-

tions. Men's clothing constantly associated with

desks and the panelled walls of offices and clubs

can be shown against stained wood.. But if the

windows throughout are in one strong tone, cloth-

ing in colors not complementary to that tone will

suffer by contrast.

If stained wood is used as a background to a dis-

play of women's apparel it should be some such color

as silver gray and the tone should be very light.

Light gray cloth or paint tinged with either a little

blue or a little yellow is the best background for a

window or cabinet in which the display undergoes

constant change.

It is common knowledge that a dark background.

by reason of the contrast, always lightens the colors

in the merchandise displayed; and, conversely, that

a light background darkens the colors. A dark

background gives the glass of the window the re-

flecting qualities of a mirror. A light background

robs it of this quality.

CUSTOM AND TRADITION IN WINDOW DISPLAY.

Many of our decisions and actions are occasioned

by custom or tradition. Thus the merchant of

one locality will use in his window display, green

plush parlor furniture on a red carpet or vice versa,

because it has always been customary in that and

similar neighborhoods; while in the window of the

merchant on the avenue there is shown on a rug in

low tones of green, some library furniture in fumed
oak and on the library desk two or three books

bound in red and green. The first display is

directed to the primitive and uneducated: the latter

to the refined and educated. Tbese two examples

of the use of colors in store windows are analogous

to those of the wearing apparel. In each case the

persona] appeal is made through the two colors

—

red and green.

AN EXPLANATION <>K THE COMBINING OF COLOR.

The laws which control the effect that one color

lias upon another and the effect of all upon the eye.

while full of subtleties that are absorbingly inter-

esting to the artist, may be so divided and simpli-

fied as to prove of value to the layman. Under

such a plan in the mixing of pigments, we arbi-

trarily divide the spectrum into the three primaries.
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red, yellow and blue, and the three secondaries,

orange (red combined with yellow), green (yellow

with blue), and violet (blue with red). When these

secondaries contain more of one color than of the

other, they form new hues. Thus, more red with

blue changes violet to purple ; more blue with yellow

changes green to peacock green; and more red with

yellow changes orange to vermilion. The three

primary colors combined in the right proportion give

black; when they are thin and not of full value,

they give gray. If in this last combination, there

is more of one color than another, the gray takes

that hue, blue-gray, yellow-gray, or red-gray, as the

case may be.

WHY COLORS BECOME DULL AND LOSE PURITY.

The addition of black to any color combination

makes it darker, white makes it lighter. Thus white

added to yellow makes straw; black added to a com-

bination of blue and red in which there is more

of the former, gives indigo. Inasmuch as the pig-

ments which we call colors are in reality substances

possessing the power to reflect some rays of light and

to absorb others, we lose blue and yellow in red

material and get only the rays which are red. We
lose red in green material and get blue and yellow,

which, when combined, give green.

To see any color in its full purity the nerves of

the eye must be affected by all the colored rays

which thus form white light. By this, we know
that the complement of a color is the color or colors

which it does not contain. Green is the comple-

ment of red, and red of green. In displaying mer-

chandise without the complementary color, that

complementary color gradually forms as a film be-

fore the eye and seems to be mixed with the

original. Thus in looking at red we gradually lose

its purity and see it tinged with green. But by

showing green with red, the green rays concentrate

in that object and each color appears at its greatest

purity. In referring to the accompanying table of

harmonies of contrast, it must be remembered that

while pure spectral colors form the basis of scienti-

fic deduction they are too strong and harsh for

general use except in small quantities.

Inasmuch as merchandise seldom presents color

of full intensity, it is necessary in arranging any

display to give careful consideration to the quality

of each color. For instance, if the goods displayed

are in gray tones, which send to the eye very little

pure color, a single touch of contrasting spectral

color will seem vivid and focus too much attention.

CORRECT COLORS FOR DIRECTORS' ROOM.

A directors' room or an office to be used for con-

ferences that require concentrated thought, should

be arranged in a harmony of low tones such as

olives, browns, russets and grays. When the desk,

tables and chairs are in any of the brown stains

usually applied to oak, the rug might be in an olive-

green of about the same shade as the oak. These

two tones—brown and olive—may be either dark

or light and the room will remain restful. If the

room is kept in a harmony of one tone throughout,

such as olive-brown, or in blue-gray, red-gray, yellow-

Continued on page 148.

Hints on Color Combinations for Displays
THE FOLLOWING hints on the proper combinations of shades and tints to make harmonious displays
are taken from Mr. Bradley's article in "System":

Dinner Table.—A harmony of yellow running from white to pure primary color, contrasted with a
single note of purple-blue: white table cloth, china and glass with gold decorations, yellow center piece,

candles, candle-shades and chrysanthemums, yellow-brown almonds, dark purple grapes.

Men's Hats.—Light gray background, darker gray soft hats on slender gray standards, black derbys
on slender vermilion standards.

Dress Goods.—Fabrics of delicate bluish-grays or tints of blue against ivory white background into

which there is introduced an occasional note of gold or golden orange.
Millinery.—On a pale grey-green background show hats in tints of yellows, pinks and blues. Use

with these a large black hat with black plumes and two white hats. Keep the yellows near the black and
the pinks and blues near the white.

Men's Clothing.—On a dull yellow-gray background show yellow-brown, red-brown, green-blue and
black, keeping the three latter together, with the former a connecting note with the background. The
green blue forms the contrast necessary to beautify the browns.

Furniture.—Show only one wood, one period, and one color at one time. Select a low tone of the com-
plementary color for the background and use a single high note of the complement such as flowers or a
book cover to get a livening touch to overcome somberness.

Wallpaper.—Do not place in bright daylight papers that are intended for artificial lights. Use
bright luminous patterns that suggest out of doors, such as natural flower and leaf patterns.
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Look into the "Walker Bin" Ideas for Your New Fixtures

The above illustrates Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co.'s Show Cases used in one of Canada's Live Dry Goods Stores

Many of the best stores throughout the Dominion are installing the "Walker Bin" store fixtures, wall cases, silent salesman
glass counters, and special cases for gloves, hosiery, underwear, ready-to-wear, millinery, umbrellas and parasols, etc. They
are the latest in design and finish, and are of the best workmanship throughout. If you are building, remodelling or antici-
pating refitting your store, submit your plans to us and let us figure on your requirement. Our prices are right. Our service

is the best

The WALKER BIN & STORE FIXTURE CO. BERLIN, Ontario

What Good Fixtures

Mean to You
They mean first of all, the appearance of pro-

gressiveness ; they mean more, they stand out

strongly as progressiveness itself. They mark
your store as a live

issue and attract the

better trade, creating

sales by showing your

goods to the best

vantage.

"Toronto Brass"
Fixtures

represent the most use-

ful, practical and hand-
some that are on the

market. Prices are

right,—all styles of

finish.

New Neckwear Stand.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co.
17-21 Temperance St.

TORONTO

Manufacturers' Forms

The ready-made garment manu-

facturing trades of Canada are ad-

vised that our models for the Fall

and Winter of 1913-14 are out.

A handsomely illustrated folder

showing the style changes in these

patent forms sent upon request.

J.R.PALMENBERCSSONS
Established 1852

710 Broadway, New York

Factory : 8» «nd 91 W>st 3rd St.. New York

Boston Salesroom

30 Kingston St. 110 Bedford St.

Baltimore Salesroon

10 & 12 Hopkins Pla
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Easier Dictation—Easier Transcribing

That's the way of the DICTAPHONE
It's the direct method of dictation—no lost motions in between. Your

operator really copies what you say. You get through your stack of mail

much faster than you would by any other method of dictation and you
have the comfortable feeling in your inside, right along, that the first ten

letters you dictated were already in process of typewriting the minute
you said "Yours truly," on the tenth one—and you can keep ahead of

your operator all the rest of the day.

You get your morning's mail off your mind and back, ready to sign,

before you could otherwise get through dictating.

Telephone or write to our nearest branch, or better yet call

Calgary, Alta.—517 First St.

Halifax, N.S.—Granville & Sackville Sts.

Hamilton, Ont.—Clyde Block.
London, Ont.—426 Richmond St.

Montreal, Que. 303 McGill Building.
Ottawa, Ont.—Hope Chambers.

Quebec, P.Q.—1230 Rue St. Valier.

St. John, N.B.—73 Dock St.

St. John's, Nfld.—Columbus Bldg.

Toronto, Ont.—52 Adelaide St. W.
Vancouver, B.C.—322 Pender St.

Winnipeg, Man.—247 Notre Dame St.

Write for catalogues and full particulars and a complete list of all branches,
one of which may be nearer to you than any of the above, to

TME BI£TflPAtfAE
(REGISTERED)

52 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, TORONTO

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, Sole Distributors

Exclusive Selling Rights Granted Where We Are Not Actively Represented

Positions are open in several of the large cities for high-grade office specialty salesmen

1 i:
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The DICTAPHONE is the busy man's ideal

amanuensis—always ready, invariably accurate,

unlimited in speed and endurance.

The Dictator dictates just as he would talk to

the telephone.

There is no better proof that you need a

DICTAPHONE than the fact you haven't time

to give it consideration.

Dictate to the DICTAPHONE; it saves your
time, your money and your nerves.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
(Freight Claim Department)

BEFORE (By Stenographic Method). AFTER (By DICTAPHONE R. R. System).

Letters cost each
Total letters per Month
Total Stenographers

5V2
35,000

34

Letters cost each
Total letters per Month
Total Stenographers

2V4
55,000

RESULT:—Claim clerks disposing of 40 per cent, to 50 per cent, more claims per man, and writing 50
per cent, more letters with two-thirds as many operators.

Stop Watch Time Test of Dictaphone System
(As held by the Mertz Automobile Company)

TYPISTS
WORKING DAYS WORDS MITVITTFS ^ ORDS PERMlJNUltS MINUTE

STENOGRAPHIC
SYSTEM 9 6 219,128 11,478

;

19
DICTAPHONE

SYSTEM 4 6 | 341,571 11,865 29

Dictaphone System with 44% of the stenographic force did 122,000 more words in one
week, or TEN WORDS MORE PER MINUTE.

The DICTAPHONE lightens the Steno-

grapher's work.

It is invariably the fastest, cleverest

Stenographers who appreciate the DICTA-
PHONE—Why? Dictation is direct. Hear-

ing is far easier than hearing plus note-

taking, and note-reading.

The typist does not do more work but

more typewriting.

U(>
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A 3,000-foot Installation of

J-M Linolite
A notable feature of the big, new store of Lipman,

Wolfe & Co., Inc. is the show-case lighting. This con-

cern realized that" well-lighted merchandise is merchan-
dise half-sold and accordingly selected the system which
had proven its value for making sales in hundreds of

other stores throughout the country. They installed

the

Frink andJ-M Linolite

Systems of Lighting
J-M Linolite Lamps are tubular in form, one inch in diameter and almost a foot long, with a filament

running from one end to the other in a single straight line. When placed end to end, they give one
continuous LINE OF LIGHT, without the disagreeable shadows and "spots" formed by the ordinary
incandescent lamp.

By means of Frink Eeflectors this LINE OF LIGHT IS EVENLY DIFFUSED OVER THE ENTIRE
AREA to be illuminated. There is no glare or reflection to interfere with the customer's vision. The goods
are always perfectly illuminated in their true colors; and even the smallest and most irregular articles can
be effectively lighted by this system.

Owing to the absence of heat, J-M Linolite Lamps, unlike ordinary electric lamps, can be used to light the most
delicate or perishable merchandise—leather, celluloid, fancy jewelry, confectionery, etc.,—without causing the slightest
injury. Furthermore, as they do not heat up the show-case, there is no danger of glass being broken by cold drafts.

Our Engineering Dept. will gladly submit plans for the illumination of your show-cases, windows and store,
using either the J-M Linolite or Edison Base lamps. WRITE NEAREST BRANCH FOR CATALOG NO. 410.

The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Limited

Corset Dept., Lipu

TORONTO
Sole Selling Agents for Frink Products

MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

LAMSON

Have you a New Way Store

The New Way Crystal Wardrobe
is the modern device for displaying
ladies' outer garments. Made by
Grand Rapids Show Case Company
(Grand Rapids, Michigan) --and adopt-
ed by the foremost merchants of
Canada and the States.

Show Rooms and Factories:

New York Grand Rapids
Boston Portland

Chicago

Economy \

AMSON CARRIERS keep your selling staff busy at the work you
•mploy them for—waiting on trade.
Chej prevent interrnotipna and mean shorter waits for your custo-
ners Euan when the clerks run their own change.
They mean a double check on every sale, whether it be "take"—
send —"charge"—or "cash." ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR.

WIRE-CABLE-TUBE—BELT-PICKUP CARRIERS.

The Lamson Company, Boston, U.S.A.
Representatives in all principal cities.—SERVICE—
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The Use of Colors for Display Purposes

(Continued from page 143)

gray, or silver-gray, it can not be occupied for any

length of time without tiring the nerves. Light

tones of gray-green are restful to the eyes, but every

office that is continually occupied should be pro-

vided with the complementary color to relieve the

eyestrain. Obviously this color note can not be in

the shape of a single bright spot, such as a bouquet

of red roses in an olive-green room, or yellow chrys-

anthemums in a blue-gray scheme, as this one strong

note would focus attention and divert thought. In

one instance an emerald scarf pin, worn in a room

colored throughout in tones of brown, was so con-

spicuous as to become confusing, and placed the

man who had to look at it at a disadvantage over

the wearer. A ruby would have the same effect in

an olive-green room.

To cite an illustration:

Imagine a man wearing an olive-brown coat and

hat, a brown suit, brown shoes, reddish-brown cravat,

and in his cravat an emerald. Suppose that he

enters an office which is furnished throughout in

tones of brown, and places his hat and coat where

it can be seen by himself but not by his conferee.

Immediately we have a subtle setting for a melo-

drama. He has his companion at a disadvantage.

If he wishes by a sane and logical presentation of

his case to furnish a convincing argument, he will

be handicapped. While the olives of his coat and

hat so harmonize the browns as to rest and not ex-

cite his own eye nerves, the emerald, because it is

the one vivid complementary color note to the

brown, will so focus and hold the eyes of the ob-

server as to distract his attention from the subject

under discussion.

TAGS, PRICE TICKETS AND ATTENTION CARDS.

A price ticket or any card shown with merchan-

dise should be in a contrasting complement to the

original display. It should never be so large or in

such strong color as to obtrude unduly and thus weak-

en the color in the merchandise. White goods may

be made to look pure or blue-white by a card of a
light orange tone; they may be made to appear yel-

lowish or cream-white, by a card of light blue. In

each case the printing should be in a darker tone of

the same color or the printing may be orange on a

cream card and blue on a white card. Following

the same principle, an orange card should be used on

blue goods, yellow on violet goods, greenish-yellow on
purple goods, green on red goods, blue on orange

goods, violet on yellow goods, purple on greenish-

yellow goods and red on green goods.

If the goods are light in tone, use a- light card

and print in a darker shade of the same color. If the

goods are dark, use a dark card and print in black

on the red, yellow and green grounds, and in white

on the blue, violet and purple. As the card is smaller

than the display, its color may be more intense.

Practical Pointers on Window Display

(Continued from page 133)

is that in use at Simpson Co., Toronto. Our Presi-

dent, Mr. Hollingsworth would benefit many mem-
bers if he would explain his system. I am using

part of the system myself and find it very helpful.

But I could not attempt to explain the whole method.

No doubt during the convention he will give us a

few ideas on this matter.

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Che Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates

per 100
free sample

by mail

100 Brager Speei

THE SUPERIORITY
of the BEAGEE BACK and
HANGEE SYSTEM over
all other similar devices is

manifested by its wide use
throughout the American
continent, and its continual
adoption by additional en-

thusiastic merchants as

well.

NOTE OUE PEICES.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.
25 Duty on These Goods

B. BRAGER, 49 Crosby St
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SATIN AI.1MIMM FINISH
6 feet long. 4 posts Sti.tXi

8 feet long. 6 posts S.iKi

10 feet long, 6 posts 9.00

.. Stt^.8,!' 1 NewYork, U.S.A.
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SCHICK'S

ALL STEEL BALING PRESS
Fire Risk DECREASED by using a Steel Baler

The ideal Baler for waste paper, rags, straw, excelsior, etc.

Makes bale weighing 150 lbs., measuring 18x20x33. Floor space requires 2y2 ft.

Write for Catalogue A ,
prices and discounts.

They are an absolute fire protection and reduce your insurance.
They are cheaper than others when consideriug quality and efficiency.

A Baling Press pays for itself in a short time.

DAVENPORT MFG. CO.,
DAVENPORT, IOWA,

U.S.A.

F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T

COMING!! F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T
F-I-R-S-T F-I-R-S-T

BERT L.

DAILY, OF DAYTON, OHIO

will be at the C.W.T.A. Convention,

Aug. 11, 12 and 13. I want to meet you.

"Perfect 5traid
•'The Brush that's first in everythiag."

WRITE FOR CATALOG—and be sure to

see me at the Toronto Convention.

LEARN-SOMETHING-DIFFERENT

EARN
MORE

Quickly and effectively increase your
efficiency and earning power by learning

RETAIL ADVERTISING
WINDOW TRIMMING
SHOW CARD WRITING
RETAIL SALESMANSHIP

Send for our valuable Free Book No. 20

ECONOMIST TRAINING SCHOOL

It SHOWS the
yards in bolts
of cloth, or rib-

bon, lace or -

embroidery. We
send it on ap-
proval, FREE
of all expense
to you, for com-

parison with any device which you may be using, or so that you
may satisfy yourself whether this sort of thing may be satisfactorily

done. Our machines are used in over '20,000 stores. Let us show you.
A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

STORE MANAGEMENT—COMPLETE
ANOTHER NEW BOOK

By FRANK FARRINGTON
'"" bo° 1' '° Retail Advertising Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
Management—Complete"

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS
Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-Tbe Slore Policy—What it shonld be
to hold trade. The money-back plan. Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivering goods.
Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroad
fare. Courtesy to customers.

ABSOLUTELY NEW JUST PUBLISHED
Send us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and ( it isn't

worth the price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., Mat Lean Publishing Co.

TORONTO
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Join the bq

Thirty-Three Va
Handsomely Engraved

Silver Loving Cup.

10 Gold and Silver

Medals.

Cash Awards.

2nd Annual Contest
1913

OPEN TO WINDOW TRIM-
MERS, CARD-WRITERS
AND ADVERTISERS

Awards to be made at the August
Convention, Canadian Window

Trimmers' Association.

C. W. T. A. Window Decorating
Contest.

Classification of Prizes:

Class i—Annual Grand Prize.—Silver loving cup, suitably engraved,

for the best six displays, original window and unit trim photographs sub-

mitted by contestant during the year. Cup to become property of the win-
ning decorator each year. Presented by Dry Goods Review.

ORIGINAL WINDOWS.
Class 2—Open to all trimmers in cities of 100,000

or over.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For the best window of the year showing most
beautiful and original background and groupings.

MERCHANDISING WINDOWS.
Class 4—Open to all trimmers in towns and cities

up to 50,000.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For the best display, merchandising or business-
bringing windows judged by sales and effective ar-

rangement for such event.

HOLIDAY OR OPENING WINDOWS.
Class 3—Open to all trimmers in cities from 50,000

to 100,000.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For best holiday or opening window, millinery and
ready-to-wear display.

MEN'S WEAR WINDOWS.
Class 5—Open to men 's wear trimmers of Canada.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For best men's wear units and furnishing tables or

windows dressed, showing arrangement of units in

completed trim.
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/s this year

[uable Prizes
FLORAL DECORATIONS.

Class 6

—

1st Prize .... $10
2nd Prize - - - • $ 5

For best window or interior decoration, artificial

flowers being used.

BEST COUNTER OR LEDGE TRIM.
Class 8

—

1st Prize $5
For the best arranged overhead or counter trim of

merchandise from any department.

BEST GROUPING OR DRAPES.
Class 7

—

1st Prize .... $5

For the best display of drapes or ready-to-wear
grouping arranged in the department windows or cases.

BEST BACKGROUNDS.
Class 9

—

1st Prize $5

For the best background setting used during the
year, for anniversary, opening or sale.

TERMS OF CONTEST:
(a) Trimmers are eligible to enter In any class without restrictions, except that no trimmer can enter a class in a city of less

population than that stipulated.
(b) Any number of photographs can be submitted, but one view only Is necessary to enter competition in any class.
(c) Photographs must be of this year's work, since August 1st, 1912, and must not have been submitted In uy other contest.
(d) All photographs to be forwarded to the secretary by August 1st, 1913. Pictures will be returned to contestants after the

Convention, if requested.
(e) Contestants must give detailed description of windows, color scheme and general plan, cost, etc., marked on back with

name and address, and whether for Annual Contest. Class number must also be designated.
(f) All windows to be judged under numbers, any identifying marks must be removed.

C. W. T. A. Cardwriting Contest

CLASS 1—FANCY WINDOW CARDS (General).
First Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
Second Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.
CLASS 2—AIRBRUSH CARDS.

First Prize Cash $5.00

Second Prize .... Cash $3.00

CLASS 3—ORIGINAL HOLIDAY CARDS
(Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving).

First Prize Cash $5.00
Second Prize .... Cash $3.00
Third Prize .... Cash $2.00

CLASS 4—PLAIN SALE CARDS (General).
First Prize Cash $3.00

Second Prize - Cash $2.00
Third Prize Cash $1.00
CLASS 5—ALL PEN LETTERED CARDS.
First Prize Cash $3.00
Second Prize - Cash $2.00
Third Prize Cash $1.00

CLASS 6—PEN LETTERED PRICE TICKETS.
(In groups of six)

First Prize Cash $2.00
Second Prize .... Cash $1.00
CLASS 7—AIR BRUSH PRICE TICKETS.
First Prize Cash $2.00
Second Prize .... Cash $1.00

TERMS OF CONTEST:
(a) Cards entered must be first used in merchandise displays.
(b) Not more than two cards to be entered in class 2, and 4. Not more than three cards to be entered In class 3, and nob

more than six cards in classes 1, 6, 6, and 7.

(c) No air brush cards to be entered in any class except 2 and 7.

(d) No contestant can enter more than three classes.
(e) All cards must be of uniform size. None larger than half and none smaller than 1-16 of regulation sheet 221n.x28in.
(f) No card to be entered in more than one class.

(g) Each card must bear the number of class in which it is to be entered, but not the contestant's name and must be sent
not later than August 1st, 1913.

C. W. T. A. Advertising Contest
CLASS 1—GOOD ADVERTISING.

First Prize - - C.W.T.A. Gold Medal Second Prize C.W.T.A. Silver Medal
Awarded for the best all-round advertising, including general publicity opening and sale announcements.

TERMS OF CONTEST:—
(a) Announcements must have appeared this year.
(b) All copy must be original.
(c) Not more than six examples to be entered in contest. (d) All ads. to be judged on points: 1—Editorial and descrip-

tive text; 2—Layout; 3—Typographical effect; 4—Originality of ideas.

Contestants must be members of the C.W.T.A. and staff employees in Canadian stores.

Contests close August 1st, 1913. The award committee decisions to be final.

All photographs, show cards and advertisements to be available for publication in Dry Goods Review.

Canadian Window Trimmers' Association
143 University Ave. Toronto
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DRESS ACCESSORIES

The Trend of the Early Fall Neckwear Line
NECKWEAR design-

ers have been busy

with the staple range

for catalogue houses

and for early furnish-

ing cheap lines for raid-

season sales. Now the

question of wha(t will

be new is looming up and visits to other fashion

centres in search of novelty styles are the rule.

Present styles are being reproduced in Fall materials.

Collars that have been made in crepe are now show-
ing in satin and brocade. A pretty collar pointing

near the shoulder line and again at the back was
developed in white brocaded satin under which was
placed a collar of chine silk in a soft shade of blue
green, the Oriental pattern printed in dull reds,

blues, and lavenders on the warp appearing as the
light struck the collar. This collar finished with a
knotted tie of the green silk. Another collar was of
black and white striped satin and white satin trim-

med with elongated scooped out buttons of red
galalith. Stocks are used by the more conservative
trade, but are kept light and lacy. A typical stock
was built up of rows of Malines lace and purple velvet
and trimmed with cut-steel buttons. The jabot was
large and was of net and lace pleated towards the
centre. The new jabots are all large and many of

them are square and bib-like.

The prevailing taste in neckwear is still for arti-

cles that are fine and fluffy and therefore fine net

and Malines, shadow and Oriental laces play a most
important part in the production of neckwear.

Medici frills and Medici collars are sure to be

strong in the corning Fall and many new develop-

ments and ideas may be expected along this line.

Paris is showing the collarless neck with tin- V-

shaped opening and frill effects to fill in may be

expected.

Even at the present time the guimpe and the

chemisette are the backbone of the neckwear de-

Present modes in Fall materials—De-

signers abroad in search of new ideas

—

Guimpes and chemisettes a big item

—

Many novelties in boudoir caps—Some
of the most popular models.

partment, and may be

expected to be stronger

than ever when Fall ar-

rives. This is because

the guimpe or chemis-

ette turns the low-neck-

ed dress into a high one.

Another idea that

will make these articles popular is the appearance of

the blouse that wraps over in surplice fashion. The

;

•--.

r
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1. Magpie veiling

shown by Canada^^CSVo*. Veiling Co. 2 and 3.
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guimpe with the vest and pleated lace frills is neces-

sary to finish properly a waist of this kind.

Neckwear houses report an increasing business in

boudoir caps. The new caps are miracles of dainti-

ness and, as they are made oi crepe-de-chine, crepe

voile and net. they ran be rolled up in anv shape and

(Continued on page 154)
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[PROFITS I
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in

Colored Veilings
Saxe, Sand, Navy, Black, White, Tan, etc

Exclusive Patterns

in the latest colors in

Veils and
Veilings

Allovers
for Fall Trade. Shadow
or Heavy in Paris and

White.

Also SILK ALLOVER
in Black, White,

Champagne, Saxe, Navy,

Old Rose, etc.

Laces
We carry a

complete and immense
range of Valenciennes,

Shadow, Net Top,

German and Silk Laces,

etc.

Also

Flouncings
of Silk or Cotton.

Vanity
Bridal and Communion Veils

Rhinestone Ornaments, Hair Bands, Garnitures, Frogs, etc.



Study the Class of Trade in Your Location

Oriental allover shown
Novelty Import Co.

Sunshine effect in Plauen lace
collar. Shown by Novelty Im-
port Co.

MANY SMALL stores

could materially in-

crease their profits if

they only kept an in-

telligent look-out for

saleable novelties at

moderate prices. Too

many small stores, in

many novelty lines, carry only junk. There are

localities where junk sells, but in sections of the

larger cities and in small stores that serve a pros-

perous community some relation between the spend-

ing powers of the store's natural customers and the

class of article carried should be observed. No use

putting into stock the very highest-priced neckwear,

or the last extra extreme in veiling, but fairly good

neckwear that is up to date and attractive will sell

and sell in quantity. This point has been proved

over and over again when the buying has been in

shrewd hands. Why stock two or three pieces of

shabby veiling that are so far behind the style that

in the big stores they have long ago found their

way to the discard when novelty houses put up ex-

cellent assortments of veilings cut in veil lengths

with which goes a sample card to sell from. The
veilings are popular sellers and while up to date in

mesh and pattern are not too extreme for general

selling. While on the subject of veilings it should

be remarked that it is surprising that so few milliners

attempt to do a veiling business. One would naturally

think that the veiling business would go with the

selling of hats and that when the sale of a hat was

completed the sale of a veil to go with it would

naturally follow. Milliners ought to be in a special

degree qualified to buy and sell veilings to advantage,

and a good point about the veiling business in the

millinery store would be that it would help to keep

business going and to reduce expenses during the

Guimpe of fine net with vest of shadow lace, edged
with frill of pleated Oriental lace giving Medici
effect at neck. Shown bv R. D. Fairbairn Co.

Successful handling of fancy lines a
matter of showing goods and turning
over stocks—Proper fixtures should be
used for the display of novelty lines

long between seasons

periods. Also that it

would bring customers

into the store for veil-

ing to whom it would

be possible to sell bar-

gains in clearing lines.

The selling )f all

novelty lines such as veilings, neckwear, laces,

trimmings, etc.. lies largely in the matter of suc-

cessful display and quick turnover. Counter cases

attractively trimmed are necessary for here the more

expensive goods can be safely shown as they are well

within view but cannot be handled. Fixture trims

are important and the use of palms, ferns, or arti-

ficial flowers all render the department attractive and

draw trade. Proper display fixtures for showing-

neckwear, veils, and other items are a matter of pure

economy, as they rank as silent salesmen. Round
mirrors on stands should have a place in the neck-

wear and veiling department as many 'wish to try

the effect of the veil, or piece of neckwar. Wax
heads, showing the latest in neckwear, the new mode
of arranging trimming or a hat with a veil novelty

draped in the latest manner are all aid* in making
sales and turning stock.

@
Trend of the Early Fall Neckwear Line

(Continued from page ln'2)

put into a corner of the suit ease without damage.

Sometimes the crepe is lined with chiffon, or the

chiffon is lined with net. Ribbon run pleated frills

of net are put on to give the Dutch cap effect, and

one smart cap trimmed with flowered ribbons was an

artistic reproduction of the mid-Victorian night-cap.

Flowers made of satin and ribbon marabout and

lace formed the usual trimmings of these dainty

caps. Buyers who have nor stocked these caps

would he wise lo do so. They are invaluable on the

train as a cap can he drawn over the hair while in

the berth ami it need not he taken down.
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One Half
YearAgoTo-day
we showed you our spring

lines of:

Venise Allovers and Collars

Oriental Allovers and Laces

Flouncings, Veilings, Nettings

Malines, Chiffons,

Scarfs and Silk Knitted Shawls

You should see our

Fall Lines Now
IF

repeat orders are any criterion of the success of

the Spring range, we are right in making the state-

ment that every merchant who handled this range
has had phenomenal business from it. To these

merchants we do not hesitate to say that you will

do even better with our Fall goods.

TO the merchant who has not yet handled our
line we say, "Put them in this Fall and you
will do equally as well as he who has already

tried our range," and a great deal better than you
have any idea from your knowledge of other lines.

Write to-day for samples, or we will, on request,

send you an assortment (express prepaid) for your
ipproval.
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Orientals Are Coming Rapidly to the Front
ORDERS PLACED so

far for Fall have been

for shadow and Orien-

tal net laces and have

come rather from the

manufacturing than

from the counter trade.

The lace dxess and: the

shadow and Oriental lace waist are going to be big

features in Fall business. Light laces are in the

lime-light and Paris is talking about Chantilly but

deep Chantilly flounces such as Paris is using run

into more money than is usually paid in the popular

trade and shadows and Orientals promise best for

the ordinary run of trade. Shadows have had a

good run and buyers are beginning to ask what

next; and net tops and Orientals it would seem are

the laces that promise to follow on. Where the

narrower laces are used Malines laces are growing

in favor. Tn the heavier laces Cluny is selling, but

the demand is coming more from the fancy goods

section, than from that of dress trimmings. Cluny

and Torchon are firmly established as serviceable

laces for trimming whitewear and will be freely used

for that purpose. Guipure and Venise are always

represented and manufacturers of these laces are

making great efforts to capture their share of the

business going.

Plain nets and novelty nets are promised a big-

season. The net waist is going to be good and net

will be wanted extensively to combine with other

materials in the making of evening and party

gowns. Neckwear manufacturers and manufactur-

ers of dresses are placing large orders for plain nets

for making into chemisettes anci guimpes, and yokes

and vests, etc. The preference for sheer clinging

transparent fabrics includes chiffon. Chiffon is used

for waists and dresses and forms the main portion

of the waist of the more dressy gowns. Crepe chiffon

is a new make that has scored a success in the present

season, and will be still more used in the coming
Fall. Printed chiffons in Marti no. Tony and Futur-

ist patterns, and in floral patterns and metal bro-

cades arc also among the novelties for fall selling.

Big orders placed for shadows—Light

laces as yet—Fancy nets and chiffons

have a big sale—Metal laces for trim-

ming evening gowns.

For trimming even-

ing and dressy gowns

metal laces in antique

finish are in evidence

and promise consider-

able prominence when
the materials for even-

ing wear are shown. -

Malines have been growing in importance and

are selling in all the new colors. New York at the

present moment is using Malines in abundance, and

nine out of ten hats shown by Fifth Ave. milliners

show Malines trimming in some form or other. Dress

hats are made of both white and black Malines.

Paris is also using Malines and at the June races the

hat with the velvet or satin crown and maline brim

is the latest. Malines in such colors as orange, tango,

apple green, plum, cerise and currant are used to

drape hats of straw.

Net tunics in black, white, and in the prevailing

colors beaded with jet, crystal and colored beads and

beads of gold and silver. These tunics take the form

of waist and peplum and long tunic and waist.

Growing Vogue of Ribbons
The vogue of the sash increasing rib-

bon sales—Many handsome novelties

brought out for Fall—A wide selection

of very bright and attractive patterns

shown.

The more advanced the preparations for the com-

ing season become, the more prominent becomes the

position of ribbons, Not only is ribbon trimming

growing in importance for millinery purpose-, but

ribbon is coming into nse for sashes and trimmings.

The vogue of the fancy hag means a large increase

in the sale of ribbons.

And all these uses are over and alxive the many
staple demands such as for hair ribbons and for

trimming whitewear. Incidentally it should lie said

that more ribbon than ever is being used for this

purpose.

Novelty lace Maltese

and embroidered effect.

Shown by Canada Veil-

ing Co.
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pE. :tMiti§iiS CO. LIMITED

R.C.WICKWARE .LINOTON STREET WEST.

TORONTO,
CANADA

Laces,
Embroideries,

Curtain Nets,
Madrasses,

and Curtains.

1914's Latest Novelties

Just the novelties that will bring business to

your store—the kind that will tone up your

stock and turn dead departments into live ones.

Our Specialties are

:

LACES, EMBROIDERIES, CURTAIN
NETS, SCRIMS, LACE CURTAINS,
MADRASSES and HANDKERCHIEFS.

OurJ"representative£will be calling on you
shortly with a complete range of our lines.

Give him an opportunity to demonstrate the

excellence of "Lace Goods Co." Values.

The Lace Goods Company Limited

Empire Building

64 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
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The sale of ribbons for sashes for completing

summer gowns is very large as practically every

gown has a sash or girdle of more or less elaboration.

Black velvet ribbons are much used for this purpose

and there is some call for purple. Wide satin, taffeta

and faille ribbons in white and pale colors are being

extensively sold for summer sashes.

The class of ribbon garniture now being featur-

ed in millinery is well calculated to display to the

utmost the beauty of the new ribbons. These can

hardly be classed either as rosettes or bows but are

rather made up of long wired loops mounted high

in ornamental designs. On account of the way in

which they are used and the wide variety of new
effects ribbon trimmings promise to take the place of

fall. For the Christmas counter trade for the fancy

bags now so much used, these ribbons are assured a

heavy sale.

®

Many girdle and fabric belt novel-

ties are now on the market. This
girdle goes round the waist and
knots on the hip. Shown by E. D.

Fairbairn & Co.

others that have been in vogue and, therefore, have

lost their novelty. Satin, Ottoman and taffeta are

all shown in all the leading colors, and buyers are

much interested in moires both plain and with fancy

striped edges. Moire ribbon backed with satin in

contrasting color, and moires in two-tone effects are

new. Plaids are showing and, as Paris is adopting

plaids, they promise to be good. Roman stripes are

again put out and this time with more promise of

success.

Plush ribbons, both plain and in fancy effects

are among the high novelties and velvet and velour

ribbons both plain, printed and brocaded are very

much in evidence. The new Maritine patterns, the

Jouy and Dresdens. and the brilliant colored Post

Impressionistic and Oriental designs afford a host

of beautiful patterns from which the milliner can

choose in which to carry nut her brimming ideas this

Long Gloves for Fall

Properly managed children's depart-

ments pay good profit—Kid skins dear-

er in Europe—Whites are still selling

best.

Owing to the fact that buyers have not been

inclined to place orders other than to fill in known

wants, glove stocks are not large. Spring and sum-

mer business has been good and stocks are in good

shape.

The pronounced demand for white continues,

particularly in the longer lengths where little other

than white is selling. White is also the best seller

in waist lengths its only real rival in colors being

found in tans. Black gloves at the present moment

are in exceptionally poor demand.

For fall selling the sleeve of the dressy gown

promise to be % length or shorter and therefore the

long glove will be the best seller. Street gloves will

be wrist length but buyers expect that the long glove

will sell best.

Prices are very firm and indications are that any

change in the situation will be in the nature of an

advance rather than a lowering of price. Glove

leathers in Europe are very firm. Kid skins are ad-

vancing and manufacturers are facing demands for

higher wages.

With the growing importance of the children'^

garment department, children's goods in other lines

are receiving more attention. Heads of glove de-

partments that have featured children's gloves are

well pleased with the results. Many stores now carry

a very complete line and the selection of the proper

assortment has become a matter of importance.

Manufacturers are realizing this fact and instead of

making children's gloves a side line in which to

use up imperfect skins and odds and ends left over

from the cutting of men's and women's gloves, chil-

dren's gloves are now made from specially selected

skins, and are made up by experts that do nothing

but sew children's gloves. Style? are as smart and

the cut and finish is as perfect as in the lines intend-

ed for men's and women's wear. Tans are the best

sellers in children's lines.
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H.e?W
SERVICE

to

BRASSIERE

BUYERS 1

Style 1954 (Illustrated)

Price, $12.00
Per Dozen

WITH H. & W. Service you add our service to your merchandising ability—the result is, your

problems are simplified.

We furnish you with brassieres for every retailing demand and yet your stock investment is

minimized.

H. & W. Sheathline Brassieresare figure moulding—they are scientifically designed as to lines, sizes, etc.

H.r&|W. Service to Brassiere Buyers is an innovation that every merchant knows about—all the leading

retailers in the larger cities of Canada arejiow handling this line with great success.

H. & W. Sheathline Brassieres range from $4.25 to $30. Samples sent on request.

George C. Batcheller & Co., Selling Agents H. & W. Company
New York: 1 30 Fifth Avenue Chicago : 1 68 Adams St. San Francisco : B.F. Wellington Factory, Newark, N.J.
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The Vogue of Veilings

Colored veilings the new feature—Big
showing of novelty meshes—The frame
veil is finding a wide measure of favor.

Business in veilings has grown to considerable

proportions during the past season, and the feeling-

is that an even greater improvement will come about

when the fall opens. The demand is still for fine

and dainty meshes, and for quiet, neat patterns.

Novelties are beginning to be shown, the newest so

far being a small pet design resembling a Futurist

rose connected with a very fine slender mesh. One
prominent feature will be the call for colors. This

will mean the stocking of navy and brown as well as

black and magpie for the popular trade and the ex-

tending of the list in the larger centres to include

Saxe, purple, taupe and green. Possibly other high

colors will be shown but their use will be more for

display purposes and the sale will be limited.

Every effort is being made to increase the lead

of veilings and when sample collections are com-

pleted the range will be found to cover a great vari-

ety of novelties in pattern and mesh. Craquelles

and fancj^ nets are also good. Complexions in flesh

and black are also in favor.

While no one width is exclusively taken owing

to the return of the small hat, 18 in. veiling is sell-

ing. Another idea that has caught on to some ex-

tent is the frame veil. This veil has no pattern over

the face to irritate the eyesight, the pattern forming

as it were a frame around the face. Another novelty

is the vanity veil with just one or maybe two pat-

terns that form a patch-like ornament and which

serve the same purpose as the patch, namely to call

attention to the fairness of the skin.

At (lie present time washing veils of embroider-

ed net are having some sale. Auto veils of chiffon

and crepe chiffon are good and there are several

made veils in chiffon that are interesting the trade.

Canada And The Money Market

(From The Toronto Star.)

We are glad to note that in discussing the posi-

tion of Canada in the London money market Sir

Edmund Osier does not take a humble or apologetic

tone. He says:

"The securities sold by Canada during the past

ten years are the best that have 'been created in any

foreign country or in any overseas Dominion. I say

that most thoughtfully and carefully, for I am sure

this fact cannot be controverted.'"

He adds that the borrowing of Canada is finally

determined by immigration. Either financial assist-

ance must be obtained, or the volume of immigration

must be contracted. " I do not think we are to blame

in any way. London likes to blame when money is

tight, and to praise when it is easy."

Investments in Canada are sound as a whole.

Whoever thinks otherwise must declare that he has

not confidence in Canada. Of course there are, and

always will be, investments or speculations that are

not sound. No country can guarantee all the pro-

mises made by dealers in real estate or promoters of

companies. The greatest money market in the world

must have experts who are capable of judging these

things.

Nor is the capitalist a person who dispenses favors

and is entitled to gratitude. He lends money, not

for philanthropy, but for interest and dividends.

When Canada was a poor and obscure country we
did not observe capitalists rushing to its aid. The

promoters of the Canadian Pacific Railway had the

utmost difficulty in raising money until the success

of the enterprise was absolutely assured. The rail-

way was built through the generous aid of the people

of Canada. They gave twenty-five million dollars, a

large mileage of railway already built in very diffi-

cult parts of the country, made a generous loan, and
endowed the company with twenty-five million acres

of land. The big capitalists as a class had neither

the courage nor the foresight to put their money into

what afterwards became a splendid and lucrative

concern. The whole credit is due to a few enter-

prising Canadians and to the people whose land and
money set the railway on its feet. The money mar-

ket, as usual, helped those who helped themselves.

If capitalists get an attack of cold feet now they

will regret it, as they regret that they lost the oppor-

tunity of investing in the Canadian Pacific Railway

in the feebleness of its infancy.

Reviewing the monetary situation. The Finan-

cial Post says:

—

There continues to be no general complaint as

to the banks taking care of their customers' needs in

so far as legitimate commercial requirements are

concerned. Funds are not being provided by the

1 tanks for capital expenditure. If there had been

any serious curtailment of commercial credits the

volume of ordinary business would immediately

show signs of contraction, of which no evidence

is to be found. The banks have applied pressure in

eases of credits over extended. The effect of this will

be salutary. Pressure applied has not resulted in

embarrassment that materially affects general busi-

ness, nor. does it appear as though it would.
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This profitable agency is

yours for the asking
Get in ahead of your competitor and add this important service to your
store—a service for which your customers have been waiting a long time.

We need one representative in your town to take orders for

Accordion Plaitings

Hemstitching

Plaited Shirts

Covered Buttons

Hundreds of wideawake merchants throughout Canada have made large profits

with very little money expended—why not you? Our display card in your
fancy goods department or in your windows will ensure you a constant demand
for this work. The first application from your town receives the agency

—

so write at once for display card and prices.

TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO.
600 YONGE ST. TORONTO, ONT.

Fancy Parasols
in

Clearing Lots

$6.50 $9.00 $12.00 $15.00 $18.00 $24.00 per.
p
doz.

Write for particulars

or sample lot.

The Irving Umbrella Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturers

79-83 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

First favourite with

ladies everywhere

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

{"The Grip Thai
Grips and

Never Slips
'

')

For men as well

as women are ap-

preciated for their

super-quality.

Jlre you participating in the good results?

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

FAIRE BR05 Co., Limited
Leicester, England
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P. C. Corsets
embody more genuine

comfort for the wearer

— more real business

for the merchant

The outstanding feature of P.

,C. Corsets is the absolutely new
and correct styles, the refined

reflection of Paris modes em-

bodied in every line of every

style. Nor do they stop there,

for back of the fine appearance

and the correct lines are qual-

ity and scientific construction

that ensures the wearer perfect

:omfort, shape retention, and

ong wear of the corset. The
3

. C. Fall, 1913, models are

ready. Let us submit them.

Write a card to-day for samples.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd.
QUEBEC

Ontario Branch, 126 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

^oomrsr/r/oM/OjY/? srrotfOArT-o.

PAPER BOXES
FOR

LADIES WEAR

PAPER BOXES
FOR

SILVERWARE

"special:'
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS FOR

XMAS TRADE

PAPER BOXES
FOR

GENTS WEAR

PAPER BOXES
FOR

EVERY WARE

- - THINK IT OVER - -

The advertisements appearing in this paper each issue are there be-

cause it pays the advertiser and for no other reason.

Is it not about time you investigated this proposition, and not let the

other fellow do all the talking to the man you should be selling?

You can talk across Canada in full page space to live dry goods deal-

ers for $25 an issue if you contract for twenty-four insertions. Worth
while, isn't it?
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Business PromotionThrough
Trade Press Efficiency

is to be the keynote of the most notable gathering of technical, class and

trade journal editors and publishers ever held in America. No live manu-
facturer, sales manager, advertising man, trade paper editor or publisher

can afford to overlook the

Eighth Annual Convention of the Federation of
Trades Press Associations in the United States at

the Hotel Astor, New York, Sept. 18, 19, 20, 1913

Two sessions will be held daily. There will be editorial, circulation, advertising

and publishing symposiums under competent leaders. Many of the leading editors,

business managers, buyers and sellers of advertising, and authorities on modern
merchandising methods will take part. On Friday afternoon, September 19, there

will be a mass meeting, with addresses by representative business and professional

men, on subjects of timely interest to editors, publishers and advertisers. Dis-

tinguished guests and worth-while speakers will be at the annual banquet, which
will be made a memorable social occasion. No matter what may be your connec-

tion with the trade journal field, if you are interested in the idea of business pro-

motion through trade press efficiency, if you believe in business papers for busi-

ness men, you will be welcome at all sessions.

Full information may be obtained from

The Committee of Arrangements
WM. H. UKERS, Chairman, 79 Wall Street, New York.

The Federation of Trade Press Associations in the United States

President Secy.-Treas. Vice-President
H. M. Swetland Edwin C. Johnston E. C. Hole
New York New York Chicago
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FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS
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Securing Good Service at the Lowest Cost
GOOD SERVICE is

just as essential in the

fancy goods and notion

departments where

numerous sales for

small amounts are the

rule, and larger sales

are the exception. Just

as much time is often consumed in making a sale

that totals ten cents as ten dollars, and how to give

the proper service in the departments where small

amounts rule is a problem for many merchants. It

is just as important that the customer in the ten

cent transaction be as ef-

ficiently and satisfactorily

served, as when the larger

amount is in question.

Of course, in a measure

one transaction balances

the other, but to the mer-

chant gifted with keen business

acumen something more is needed and

the whole proceeding is anomalous.

Therefore, he is apt to seek ways and

means of keeping the time cost pro-

portionate. To do this it is necessary

to reduce to the smallest limit the ex-

penditure of time and effort consumed

in making the sale of low priced arti-

cles. This does not mean that expert

salesmanship is not required, but at

the same time the means of reducing

the charge for salesmanship without

neglecting the customer is worth some

consideration. This is done by means

of counter trays or bunks for small ar-

ticles with a place for a price card so

that the customer can easilv read it.

Free use of price tickets helps to sell

goods which retail at comparatively
low prices—Half the transactions of

buying are done by customers them-
selves when department is managed
right.

and by means of the

liberal display of price

cards where bunks and

trays are not possible.

All stock is kept on dis-

play and ticketed so

that the customer part-

ly waits upon herself,

and the sales girl has in the majority of cases only

to make the check and take the money.

This method of display, and universal pricing

means that cheaper and less experienced help can

he employed in this section, and so long as these

younger and compara-

tively untrained girls are

impressed with the neces-

sity for courteous atten-

tion to customers' re-

quests and are carefully

supervised to see that they

give service, this cheaper service an-

swers excellently. The sales help re-

ceive training before they are draught-

ed to more important departments.

All merchants who have tried this

price card system are satisfied with the

results. The price card forms an effici-

ent salesman of which the cost is trif-

ling. Moreover, this salesman is al-

ways on the job and is always ready to

answer the customer's question of how

Brooch of Baroque
pearl, crystal beads
and mock jewels used

to hold drapery folds

on dressy and evening
gowns. Shown by A.

Weyerstal & Co.

Any merchant who is inclined to

sliuht these departments because the

average sales are so small should reflect

upon the excellent profits obtained on

small articles. Moreover, notions are

staple and sell 12 months in the year

T.utton novelties in glass, porcelain and galalith. 1, 2, 3,

plaid, while 8 is mottled to match fancy cloths
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Ideal Hair Goods Company
Specialists in HAIR GOODS, HAIR ORNAMENTS, NOVELTIES, JEWELRY

"Ideal" Combs, Barrettes and Hair Ornaments are rapid

sellers, being correct in style, well finished, and A. 1 value.

The above illustrated Barrette costs $1.25 per doz. Send for

sample.

Hair Nets
A profitable business

in Hair Goods depends
largely on the measure
of satisfaction you give

with Hair Nets. Re-

member, it is the custo-

mer who comes back
who makes your busi-

ness grow You may
sell a woman an inferior

Hair Net just once, and
she will be apt to avoid
your store forever after.

Shoppers may get fooled

now and then, but the

dealer who disappoints

them gets the worst of

it in the end.

1

Switches
We carry a very large stock of

Switches and can match any shade.

Prices are the most reasonable in

the trade. Send for sample of our 24

inch Switch (shown above). Price

$18.00 per dozen.

95

JDEAL
Let This Trade Mark

Protect You.

"Ideal" Hair Xets are the best

and "make good" wherever intro-

dueed. Send for one gross and get

(his handsome glass top oak finish

cabinet with metal partitions. Price

$9.00 per gross, no charge for cabin-

et. The cabinet will keep your stock

in good condition, and promote sales.

Can either be hung up on the wall

or placed on counter.
We have other Nets from 1.75

to $4S.(>0 per gross.

The Ideal HAIR GOODS CO.,
Hair Goods, Hair Ornaments, Novelties, Etc.

77 YORK STREET, TORONTO

Limited
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Belts and Sashes are Now to the Front
SAVE FOR the short

period last Summer
when patent leather

belts were selling to

complete the Middy

blouse, for a long time

now the belt business

has been going from

bad to worse. Military and Oriental

fashions are bringing the belt and sash

to the fore and visions of another per-

iod of fabric belts are beginning to daz-

zle the eyes of the belt manufacturers.

Belts and sashes are a marked feature

on Summer gowns. Indeed, it might

be said that at present Paris is sash

crazy and that girdles and sashes are

seen in bright colors and in a variety

of styles. The sash that girdles the

waist and coming round again knots

on the hip low down, is one of the most

fetching of the numerous sash modes

now showing. In its extreme mode,

this sash is twisted round and round

until it completely covers the hips be-

low which it is knotted in long ends.

This mode is modified for popular sell-

ing and the long girdle, made of a bias

piece of soft satin with the ends shirred

and formed into a padded ball, prom-

ises to take as it is equally effective when

worn with a gown that has eitber the

high waist or the normal waisUine.

The art departments generally

have had a good season as women all

over the country are purchasing pieces

of fancy work to embroider while sit-

ting on the porch of their Summer
homes. Stamped goods such as child-

ren's dresses, baby caps, corset covers,

gowns, drawers, combinations, etc.,

ready made up, so that when the em-

broidery is done the garment is com-

plete. The great popularity of French-

made hand-embroidered underwear ac-

counts for the big sale of this class of

goods.

The art embroidery houses are in

the midst of preparations for Fall and

novelties are being received every day

from the manufacturers. Embroideries

are the whole thing this season and the

study to produce some pattern, that is

new and effective and which is not too

Military and Oriental fashions have had
this influence—Fall preparations well
advanced in art and embroidery lines

—

Floral, Dutch tile and Bulgarian pat-
terns the novelties—Buttons come in

many shapes.

Tasse'.s in

coming to

jot beads.
a tiiinin

Shown by
sta) & Co.

cut jot and
the front as

Tassels are

tig feature.

A. Weyer-

great a task on the en-

ergy and time of the

worker, is paramount

with the manufacturer.

The introduction of the

new wood silk has re-

sulted in the produc-

tion of handsome rais-

ed patterns that are very easily worked.

There is a return to floral patterns but

they are more artistic and a decided ad-

vance over those that were in vogue be-

fore. The colors are more natural and
the shading is very natural. Clover.

fuchsias, wild rose sprays are among
the new patterns. Bulgarian patterns

in the now well-known brilliant color-

ing and in the characteristic colorings

are taking quite a hold, and are sure to

he popular in the Fall season. Cushion

tops, hand bag's, tie-holders and the

numerous small articles, that are pre-

pared for the Christmas trade, are dec-

orated with Bulgarian designs. One
reason why these patterns are sure to

take is because they are so simple and

so easily worked as the stitches used are

mostly outline, chain and satin stitch.

Another easy stitch is the darning

stitch and a particularly good effect

that is easily worked is the Dutch tile

pattern. The pattern is tinted and the

silk doubled is matched to the tinting.

The border is worked in button-hole

stitch and the square is filled in with a

trellis in long stitch.

English ideas of comfort are taking

hold here now that so many Canadians

are visiting home and so mam Old

Country people are visiting here. One

innovation is the use of cosies for tea

and eggs. Charming for the breakfast

table are the reed baskets holding four

eggs and the dainty printed crepe cosy

to keep them hot. One particularly

taking pattern matches the blue willow

patterned ware Japanese patterns on

pink or blue grounds are also to be had.

Cushion- are bordered with a cord

girdle or have em's of fancy fringe and

when the cushion is of mercerized rep

or poplin in wood brown or dark tan

shades the bright wood silk fringe is

used.
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See that

hump?

The DeLong Hook and Eye Company

of Canada, Ltd.

Makers of the famous

"See that hump?" DeLong Hooks and Eyes

Hook and Eye Tape, and Safety Pins

To meet the demands of our

steadily-increasing Canadian

trade, we have established a

factory at St. Mary's, Ontario.

Good notion departments

never get "out of" DeLong
Hooks and Eyes,—you can't

afford to be "out of" the article

that is the world's standard in

its line.

The DeLong Hook and Eye Company of Canada, Ltd.

St. Mary's, Ontario
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Reed egg stand and cosy in wil-

low plate pattern. Shown by

Hambly & Wilson.

The new centrepieces are wanted in large sizes

from 36 to 54 inches being the ones called for. This

also applies to runners, and runners up to 1
1 - yards

long are usual sizes.

There promises to be an unusual variety in fancy

bags for the coming Fall and many handsome

effects are shown even in the cheaper varieties. Bags

made of Maerame cord are new, and bags of satin

or moire combined with metal lace are good. Mam-
handsome embroidered bags are seen, couching stitch

combined with cross-bar stitch being usually emp-

loyed. All of these bags have handles of handsome
cords fastened to the bag with large knots.

Pouch bags drawn together with a cord made of

leather, velvet, moire or beaded in Oriental and flor-

al patterns occupy a prominent place, and the moire

or velvet bag pleated into the frame and drawn to-

gether at the bottom with large tassel form the latest

in shopping bags. In sympathy with the more orn-

ate character of the dresses for Fall, the bag is a

departure from the one of plain leather.

Buttons still form one of the most important of

the trimming accessories for the coming Fall, and

are even more used for this purpose than for the

legitimate one of fastening the garment. As might

be expected they are very handsome and come in a

variety of fancy designs. French pearl buttons are

in big vogue, running from the size of a pea up.

Some are tinted to match the colors of the materials.

Baroque effects are also good. There is a large offer-

ing of small buttons in colored crystals in jewel-like

effects. These buttons have numberless uses for

trimming neckwear, blouses, vests, etc. Among the

novelties are buttons of glass with Oriental and Post-

Impressionistic designs and fancy plaid effects. But-

tons in fancy plaids are also showing. Jet is talked

of but so far there has been no decided run on jet

buttons.

Jei is more to the fore in trimming lines and is

especially well represented in the buckles and tassels

that are to be so much used to catch up the folds

of soft drapery. Occasionally a few rbinestones are

used to give life and sparkle, but speaking generally,

rbinestones are not as much used as last year. Crys-

tal beads and jet are also combined.

>i

w

w
E'RE BUTTON WISE
Wisdom in the manufacture of buttons comes only after long years of prac-

tical experience and the careful study of trade conditions. We are authorities

in everything in the line of buttons, dress trimmings, ornaments, etc. Our
Fall range is ready for your approval. See our range early.

A. WeyerStall & Company, Button Manufacturers

Branch Office: Montreal and Winnipeg.
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The name behind the

goods is your guarantee

for the quality.

"Julian Sale"
Fine Leather Goods

The Best Sellers on the Road

SEE OUR TRAVELLERS
THEY ARE
ONTHE WAY
VERY season we widen

the range of our lines

in Fine Leather Goods,

Leather Goods Novelties, and other novelty lines that fit right in with the sell-

ing policy of the house and there's not a store in all Canada which could not

find one or more lines that will fit right in with their regular stocks—add quality

to the whole round of merchandizing generally, and yield a handsome profit to

the dealer. Our lines this year are immense in variety and novelty. Just the

lines the best stores would be

pleased to offer to the best

people. Our travellers are on

their way now, and within a

day or so you are likely to get

word from them just when you

may have the pleasure of seeing

the " Julian Sale" samples, and

booking your order.

Trade Catalogue and Price List on Request

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Company,

Limited

105 King Street West, Toronto
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H.&J. Mesh Bags
In German Silver.

Unbreakable and Ring Mesh.
ALL SIZES.

In a large variety of Engraved, Cut

Out and Engine Turned Frames.

At Absolutely the Lowest Prices.

Samples on Request—Quick Deliveries

Hibbert & Jaslow

H.&J.
401 Broadway
NEW YORK

207 St. James St.

MONTREAL

nlimnle
20 different designs ni

market i. of Cluny, Cluny
and Venetian Lace.

All sizes of Doylies. Centre Pieces, Sideboard and
IVilspread < 'oxers.

lies lie sent

G. & S. Kassab & Co.
14 St. Helen Street, Montreal

DOMINION BUTTON
MANUFACTURERS, Limited

57 WATER ST. NORTH, BERLIN, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Lines of Buttons

—

Ivory,Horn,Pearl and Pearlette

-? «T~
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There are Hundreds of Dollars'

Worth of Trimming Business

to be done Every Year.

The trimming department is one of the

most important in the dry goods business

to-day. It is important mainly from the

fact that upon satisfactory trimmings hang
the possibilities of thousands of dollars' worth of dress

goods business.

We specialize on Braids, Buttons, Cords, Dress Trim-

mings, Fringes, Girdles and Ornaments, all of the latest

design.

Also Frillings and Ladies' Neckwear

Write for samples.

The Moulton Manufacturing Co., Limited
MONTREAL

ART NEEDLEWORK NOVELTIES
Our range for Fall embraces many new ideas

and novelties.

If you are interested in securing novelties for

Fall trade a little time spent with our traveller

going through our line of samples will be to

your benefit.

STAMPED GOODS
CUSHION TOPS
FRINGES

TINTED GOODS
KNITTED NOVELTIES
D. M. C. THREADS

BERLIN WOOLS
CUSHION LOOPS
GUEST TOWELS

We are selling agents for Flossilla Royal

The highest quality of artificial silk floss in the trade.

Hambly & Wilson, Toronto
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The Present Tendencies

PANNIER, SADDLE
and

TASSEL BAGS

Materials and Colors

JUST NOW there is a strong drift towards softness in material,

and yielding gracefulness of outline.

This is revealed in our

Pannier, Saddle and Tassel Bags

Soft leathers and Silk Moire are used in a variety of the season's

most charming colors. There are also

Appropriate Fittings

Such as Purse, Mirror and Puff. These lines will be strong sellers

for some time, as they are strictly in accord with the tendencies of

the period.

P. W. LAMBERT & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Fashionable Leather Novelties

64-66 Lispenard Street, New York.
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Sell Dress Shields that you
know about—and that your

customer knows about

—

Dress Shields made by the

firm that has for years stood

for Quality.

SELL

Dress Shields

for more profit

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.

Toronto, Canada
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In AH TheWorld No Other Line Like This

In addition to over 1,000 new American "Rite"
ideas, we have the newest novelties from Paris,

Vienna, Berlin and London, personally selected at

these centres.

We are prepared to make deliveries for your Early
Fall Opening, as well as Holiday business.

Every Infants' Wear Department Buyer

—

Every Toilet Goods Department Buyer

—

Every Art Goods or Novelty Buyer should deter-

mine to visit

Our New and Dainty Showrooms

Our customers know Ave arc "Rite"—they need no
reminder. We want to make new friends and
prove that our novelties, prices and ideas are
"Rite." You surely want new novelties—trade
bringers—quick sellers and profitable.

If you are not coming to New York, let us send
you one of our $25, $50 or $75 Sample Assortments.

Xo. 885

No. 2311

Xo. 87
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been

GREENSHIELDS'
Fancy Goods Department

We beg to advise our customers that it would pay them to make an early visit

to this Department, and secure some of the new lines we have in the way of

Fancy Novelties, which have been bought for the Christmas trade. It is usual
for the vast majority of these items to be picked up early in the Season, and
at a later date our stock becomes very depleted, and our assortment is not
nearly as good. These lines have to be purchased by us early in the year, so as

to arrive in Canada during the months of August and September, and there
is no possible chance of repeats.

We would specially bring the following items before you, which have
largely sold throughout Europe,

—

Persian Ivory Goods — this assortment consists of the following lines:

Clocks—new designs which will be shown by the majority of Houses for Christmas,
1914, are being shown by us for Christmas, 1913.

Manicure Sets.
" Stands.
" Boxes.
" Articles, each in individual boxes, such as Polishers Knives, Scissors, File, etc.

Shaving Stands, Brush Stands, Vanity Cases, Powder Boxes, Soap Boxes, Perfume
Boxes, Baby Sets, Razor Sets, Scissors and Thimble Cases, Mirrors, Dressing Case,
Statues, Trays, Jewel Cases. Desk Sets.

We also have a large line of the following items :

—

Smokers' Mahogany Tables, Metal Ash Trays, Metal Razor Sets—and Shaving Sets,

Children's Novelty Bags—the best lines ever shown in Canada from 25c to 50c.

Leather Bags, Beaded Bags, Metal Bags, Jewel Cases, Japanese Silver Cases, Japanese
Solid Brass Candle Sticks, Fern Pots, Jardinieres, Metal Clocks, Mahogany Clocks
and Clocks with Westminster Chimes, various prices up to $30.00 each.

Metal Desk Sets, Fancy Work Baskets from 25c to $5.00 each—retail.

Fancy Japanese Bamboo Baskets to he used for Flowers, Ferns, Cake and Fruit,

Waste Paper.

Hand Painted China—Vases, Fern Dishes, Tobacco Jars, Ink Stands and Pin Cushions
and Sachets.

Pin Cushions with Hand Crocheted Covers which can be taken off and laundered—size
of Cushion 9 inches, six designs, in square and six in round, which we offer at
the sensational price of $27.00 per gross. No order accepted for less than 6
dozen.

Papeteries—six dozen assorted to case at $9.60 per gross; six dozen—12 styles—at

$27.00 per gross.

Xmas Cards, Tags and Labels, Perfumes and Talcum Powders.

Our new range of Fancy Pins is very interesting — these are taking the place

of side combs and back combs and are very much in vogue in Europe.
We are now large handlers of Stamped linen goods—which is a new departure
for us.

We are daily adding to our Art Fancy Goods lines and our assortment is up-to-

date.

We have discontinued carrying Dolls, Toys, and such lines.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREALm
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Beauty Quality

|P
Unseen—Naiad Protects

Naiad
Dress

Shield
is absolutely free from rubber, sul

phur and poisonous cement.

Naiad can be sterilized and wash-

ed and ironed.

Naiad stands the consumer foi

lightness, durability, economy
comfort and hygiene.

Naiad stands the test of the

dealer for salability, stock-turning

profit and "clean selling."

Naiad never goes bad.

Samples and prices on application

Wrinch, McLaren
& Company

^Sole CanadianJManufacturers

77 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

The Best and Newest

FALL BUTTONS

FORSYTH KIMMEL CO.
Limited

THE BUTTON HOUSE

Wait for our samples

Forsyth Kimmel Co.
Limited

BERLIN, ONTARIO

Every Ambitious Merchant

SHOULD
[READ

SALES

PLANS
A collection of

three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting busi-

ness, including a
great variety of

practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICE $2.50

.Sent postpaid only on receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO
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You Must Have Buttons!

Convert your Cloth, Silk and other waste

Cuttings into Covered Buttons by

The Turret Button

Machine

as used by the principal manu-
facturers throughout Great Britain.

Output 35 gross per day, and every

button perfect.

BUTTON MOULDS
at Bed Rock Prices

The largest Dress Button Manu- »

Jacturers in Qreat Britain %

The TURRET BUTTON Co., Limited

12-14 Westmoreland Place, City Road
LONDON N.

CABLES: Zoeform London Western Union A. B. C.

The Standard Hair Company, Montreal

The Largest Manufacturers of High

Grade Sanitary Hair Rolls in Canada

Secure a stock of the lines illustrated and you will have

what your customers will want for Fall.

Insist on getting our goods.

The trade mark above, in blue on hair goods is a guarantee of

style, quality and value.

1716

Ask your -wholesaler

for quotations ooo
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS

Chinese Designs are in Greatest Favor

mohairs.

LATEST IMPORTS in

d r a p e r i es, especially

from France and Aus-

tria, show a strong ten-

dency toward mohair

grounds. Alpaca is one

of the newest fabrics,

and is likely to meet

with great popularity, judging by the way it has al-

ready been received. Whether the designs, the shades

of colorings, and general effect produced by the dra-

peries now appearing will be of long duration it,

doubtful, as many, especially the cubists, are inclined

to be faddish even to freakishness ; but one thing

would appear rather certain, and that is that mohairs

are likely to have a great run. Being very adaptable

to the printing of almost any color and design, and

being fabrics which retain their stiffness always, in-

clining to improve rather than depreciate through

exposure to moisture, it is now thought that manu-

facturers will turn strongly to these, making this the

greatest change in draperies for next season.

Following the new
movement in art styles

which originated in

France, samples of Cub-

ists are now being

shown by some manu-

facturers. These are in

ail sorts of colorings,

and ishow exceedingly

crude contrasts — so

much so that one artist

has explained them as

"a scheme whereby in-

sane artists may be

given a chance to earn

some money." It is not

thought that the Cana-

dian trade will enthuse

greatly over these, as

they are too freakish,

and follow too closely

upon Bulgarian effects,

recently so popular in

dress fabrics. Canadian

trade seeks something

The influence of the Orient felt in

housefurnishings—Cubist designs are
being introduced, but may not find

much favor with the trade as a whole

—

Strong tendency is shown toward

effecti bay window grouping,
ideas in draping.
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more conservative both

in colorings and design.

One cubist, a sample of

which has already been

received, shows a strong

tendency towards In-

dian designs and color-

ings. This being of a
much quieter order than most may meet with some
popularity, but of the others, the life would appear
from the outset to be short.

On high-class goods there appears stronger favor
than ever for damasks. New York is sending out
samples of damasks almost exclusively, chintzes being
greatly neglected. High tariff on linen goods coming
from the States puts the price here up so high that
people wanting a really good thing might just as well
go a little higher and have a damask.

CHINESE DRAPERIES INTRODUCED.

Throughout all Europe and also extensively in

New York, Chinese draperies, many of them on mo-
hair grounds, are being introduced. That these will

have to come here would

appear obvious; but so

far any attempt to force

them has been met with

a rather marked degree

of failure. In rugs, all

Chinese stuff is exceed-

ingly good. Gorgeous

colorings have met with

great approval, but so

far the hangings have

not been taken up so ex-

tensively. One of the

greatest charms about

these hangings is the

manner in which they

overcome the necessity

of having a number of

little things in a room.

The rugs and tapestry in

themselves decorate a

room so completely that

many nick-nacks appear

quite superfluous. For
this reason these Chi-

ng latest
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^HE largest and most comprehensive line
we have ever produced.

The goods themselves fully back up and add
to the reputation this house has established
for making the kind of Wall Paper that the
consumers want and buy.

Wait for our salesman, he will visit you soon.

STAUNTONS LIMITED
941 Yonge Street

WALL PAPER MANUFACTURERS
TORONTO, ONT.
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A handsome display of housefurnishings shown by McKinnon's, Lii

display manager.
Weyburn, Sask. Kickley,

nese effects should be especially good for summer
homes, but, as already stated, they have not yet be-

come popular to any great extent.

GETTING BACK TO PERIOD DESIGNS.

New chintzes are getting back to tapestry and

period designs, and show a strong tendency towards

larger, heavier designs. These go finely in big rooms,

where there are big spaces to cover. New silk

chintzes are running fairly strongly in high-priced

goods now, but favor appears to be turning by pref-

erence to damasks. Shadow effects have been run to

death, and as the same designs are now being intro-

duced in cheaper goods, these are likely to go out

altogether.

SUNFAST MATERIALS TAKE.

One style of drapery likely lo make a bio; feature

is sunfast materials, now being shown to some extent

both by jobbers and retailers. These are guaranteed

to stand in sun, and to be unaffected by being boiled

in soda. If this latter test is successfully withstood

there need be little fear about the fastness of the

colors. Materials are all plain and used for curtains

only.

Montreal, Que.

—

J

Hannan Stores over

the busi

J. Hannan, who founded the

years ago, is retiring from

Showing Assembled Goods
Big stores have adopted the idea

of showing model rooms—This is

necessary to induce customers to

buy goods that will match.

To show in displays of housefurnishings as

nearly as possible a finished effect is more and more

becoming the aim of sales managers of wall-paper,

drapery, carpet and furniture departments. For

this ] impose furnished rooms, furnished houses, and

many other devices are being introduced in retail

stores, to serve at once as models of good taste by

showing only such draperies, rugs, etc., as are in

keeping with the style of designs and colorings

worked out in other furnishings in the room, and

also to display furnishings so as to further develop

the uncompleted ideas of customers coming into the

store.

Move attention is being paid than ever to the

decoration of the home, the feeling being that even-

room shonld be cheerful and inviting, that either

harmony or contrast or both, should be worked out

to such an extent as to cause a feeling of restfnllness

instead of inciting irritability through lack of suhV

ability between the different furnishings. It i~ only

through presentino: goods before the consumer in

finished form that such an end may be accomplished.
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ORIGINAL GENUINE

"A Square Deal in Every Square Yard"

Nature's Own Floor Covering

The Standard for Years

9 Reasons Why
1

—

CREX is the pioneer wire-grass floor covering
and still maintains its supremacy.

2

—

CREX owns and controls practically all the
choicest wire-grass fields.

3

—

CREX owns exclusive patented machinery
which twists strands into cable-like rope.

4

—

CREX puts honest value in every yard. Note
the weight—body—substance.

5—CREX designs are heavy - substantial. No
skimping—no saving—anywhere.

6—CREX warp is highest grade obtainable. Has
to stand severest tests—that means longer life.

7—CREX cord-edge binding—made for and used
exclusively by us—makes best finished grass
rug on market.

8

—

CREX trade-mark name woven almost invis-
ibly in side binding on rounded edge—protects
both dealer and consumer.

9

—

CREX original designs and color combina-
tions in wide range of sizes make it possible to
supply most any demand.

9 Points to Remember
1—CREX has imitators, but every imitation is

easily recognizable. There's a vast difference.

2

—

CREX users have long realized its superiority
as the original and genuine.

3— CREX users are satisfied. They make good
customers because they always want more.

4—CREX is a household word. It means HIGH-
EST PERFECTION in grass floor coverings.

5

—

CREX needs no apology. It speaks for itself

—stands alone—above comparison.

6- CREX sales are greater than all competitors
combined. What's the answer? The public
wants the best.

7

—

CREX advertising—to dealer and consumer

—

is straightforward—above-board. The trade-
mark is pointed to with pride.

8

—

CREX lias millions behind it—a world-wide
reputation—and that reputation we propose to
maintain and justify.

9

—

"CREX" woven in side binding means high-
est quality and genuineness. That is what the
public wants and will insist on.

Our new HERRINGBONE weave — in rugs and runners—has
already met with popular favor. They are decidedly heavier,
most attractive in appearance, designed specially for porch and
office use. We know they will please your customers. Testi-
monials from merchants everywhere are most gratifying. Write
for color catalogues and price list.

CREX CARPET COMPANY, Df 377 Broadway, New York

Originators of Wire-Grass Floor Coverings
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Profits in Eliminating One-Broom Power
progressive

ideas take

IN THIS
age. new
hold rapidly. The lux-

ury of yesterday is the

necessity of to-day.

People are quick to

grasp the possibilities

and enjoy the benefits

of the new things that man's inventive genius places

on the market.

The wish of the housewife, weary from the daily

struggle with dust and dirt, for something to lighten

labor, has been realized in the vacuum cleaner. A
house can now be cleaned most effectively with prac-

tically no effort at all. In the past, the home was

painfully and inadequately housecleaned once a

year by one-broom power and it took a week or ten

days. Now the work can be done, and done right,

in two days.

It is not so very long ago that people first began

to realize what a vacuum cleaner was. To-day, so

rapid has been its progress in the public esteem, it

is recognized as one of the greatest of household

conveniences. Soon—and the time is very close in-

deed—the vacuum cleaner will be regarded as ab-

solutely essential in the house; just as necessary, in

fact, as a range for cooking or a lighting system for

illumination.

The vacuum cleaner, from the standpoint of the

housewife, is one of the greatest labor-savers ever

invented. No more painful manipulation of the

back-breaking broom, no more laborious household

upheavals during the annual spring housecleaning

time; the vacuum cleaner will do it all.

Dry goods merchants should realize the import-

ance of the vacuum cleaner and its extreme salabil-

ity. It is indeed a line which should be handled in

the housefurnishings department and given the

prominence of special featuring. It is in every

sense a suitable line to handle as the furnishings de-

partment contains carpets, rugs, carpet sweepers and

all supplies and materials for covering floors and

walls. Dry goods men who have not yet taken up

the line or who, having taken it up, have handled

it in a lukewarm way, should manifest an immedi-

ate interest in the same.

The present is a splendid time to feature the

vacuum cleaner. In the Summer, doors and win-

dows are left open and a great deal of dust and dirt

blows into the house. Constant attention is needed

if the house is to be kept clean. As a further reason,

if a further be needed, people are adverse to heavy

labor during the warm weather. Sweeping over a

heavy rug or carpet with a broom is far from pleas-

should handle
vacuum cleaners and feature them
prominently at the present time—The
value of the cleaner—Demonstrations
should be held—Salesmen require a
good share of practical knowledge.

pears

time.

ant work at any time

and particularly not

when the mercury has

crept up to a point

where dense heat and
humidity begin. In the

mind of the housewife,

a vacuum cleaner ap-

highly desirable indeed during the summer

It is customary to hold household goods sales in

midsummer for the double purpose of creating a de-

mand in a department which would otherwise be

very quiet and for cleaning out odds and ends of

stock. Why not hold a sale of vacuum cleaners as

a special feature of furnishing's week?

The chief feature would be a demonstration.

People are sometimes skeptical on the scene of the

practical worth of any innovation ; but, whether they

are skeptical or not. the surest way to convince them
of its value is to show it to them in working order.

And thus the demonstration has come to be an ac-

knowledged factor in the sale of goods.

The demonstration should be conducted by a

thoroughly experienced salesman and demonstra-

tor. By showing how rapidly and thoroughly rugs,

carpets, drapes and upholstered furniture can be

cleaned, it will not be difficult to impress on those

who attend, the value and utility of the machine.

The demonstration would necessarily, of course, be

held in the housefurnishing department where the

necessary stock i- found and also where the greatest

amount of room is afforded.

The event should be advertised thoroughly, not

only in the newspapers but through every other

medium of publicity. A window display should be

put in a, day or two prior to the demonstration: in

fact, some merchants have the demonstration right

in the window. This is not advisable, however. It

results in the collection of a crowd of people in front

of the window, nine-tenths of whom can be counted

as merely idly curious. It is not the interest of pass-

ing men and boys that it is desired to secure but

that of housewives. It is desirable also to have the

demonstration where it is possible to talk to the

audience and answer questions, which, is impossible

where it is held in the store window.

The event should be advertised also by means of

signs in other departments of the store. They will

serve to rouse the curiosity of practically all who
visit the store and turn their steps toward the house-

furnishing department.

(Continued on paare 188.)
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r
CANADIAN
LINOLEUMS

AND

OIL CLOTHS
LINOLEUMS FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
TABLE OIL CLOTHS, STAIR OIL CLOTHS

ENAMELLED OIL CLOTHS

Designs, Quality and Prices

Our goods are
made to suit the

requirements of
the Canadian cli-

mate and trade,

and their ever in-

creasing popular,

ity is proof that

they give sat-

isfaction.

are

Right
Samples

of our goods
are in the

SEE

OUR

hands of all

Wholesale
Dry Goods

SAMPLES Jobbers

Manufactured by

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited

Montreal )
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Original Effects are Secured in Wallpapers
PROBABLY THE new-

est thing in wallpapers

for 1914 is shown in

plain, all-over effects,

with indefinite patterns

and scramble effects.

Beautiful blended and
mottled grounds, with

Tiffany and iridescent shades of colorings, are much
in evidence. On some of these are 'printed rich, exqui-

site designs, which are strongly in keeping with the

backgrounds. More than ever is harmony worked out
in colorings used, the attempt being decidedly to har-

monize rather than to contrast.

In ceilings, too, these same mottled Tiffany and
iridescent shades of colorings are being worked out, so

that both walls and ceilings will be after the same
order.

Either to set these off, or to relieve the indefinite-

ness, panel effects and strappings are being introduced
freely. A large number of beautiful borders, mainly
in cut-outs, crown and base decorations, and strap-

pings of various kinds, are

being made to harmonize
perfectly with the range of
papers shown. These allow,

probably more than ever
before, of the individuality

of each and every house-
wife being worked into the

decorating of every room.
The harmonies are worked
out in such a way as to

show a keen perception of
color values, both relative

and contrasting. With pan-
elings or borders also

worked out to harmonize

perfectly, a woman who
wishes to give her own per-
sonality and temperament
to the home, can, by the

introduction of these to

suit her desires, work out

almost any effect in plain-

ness and appropriate sim-

plicity of design, which she

may wish. "For the par-

lor," states one manufac-

turer, "people will stick to

period decorating, but liv-

ing rooms will be real liv-

ing rooms, devoid of all set

styles, and decorated in a

Homes can be decorated to suit the

householder's fancy—Newest thing for

1914 is shown in plain all-over effects

with indefinite patterns—Some of the

latest effects.

manner which will make

them at once cheerful

and inviting.
'

' Manu-

facturers claim that this

year wall-papers are so

designed that what is to-

d a y considered the
height of good taste in

decoration may readily be obtained. The general sim-

plicity, they claim, when combined with originality, is

such as to produce an effectiveness hitherto unknown

in the art of house decorating.

This year an effort is being made to match dra-

pery with wall papers, and thus have cushions, cur-

tains, bed covers and wall papers all to correspond.

Catering to this demand, some wall paper manufac-

turers are carrying cretonnes to match, first buying

the cretonnes and afterwards drawing the borders,

crown and base decorations, using the same patterns.

Those shown are largely cut-out decorations, and serve

to emphasize even more strongly the harmony in color

and design existing between the draperies and wall

papers

Colorings in the main

are worked out in tans,

browns and blues, but of

these probably blues are

being forced hardest. One
large retailer states: To

put the matter roughly

into proportion, there will

be ten blues sold next year

for every two being sold

now."

Many leathers, gilt

papers, chintz designs, etc.,

will continue to be sold,

and probably form the

greater hulk of sales when
totalled, bul the papers

described above are likely

to be most popular

amongst those who look

for something decidedly

new. a departure from

the older lines which,

though good in their day,

have now fallen below the

line of greatest popularity.

In these latter a paper

is this year being printed

on entirely new weaves in

burlap and woven effects,

showing appropriate de-

signs in wash colors .which.

cut-out frieze showing an Egyptian motif with
strapping and ornaments over plain oatmeal
ingrain. Shown by courtesy of Staunton 's,

Limited.
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A NEW ATMOSPHERE IN
ART VALUE

WATSON-FOSTER
WALL PAPERS

THE 1914 LINE

Now Being Shown

Will prove this Company is producing

WHAT THE PEOPLE WANT

And we have never been able to

say with the same conviction,

WE HAVE THE GOODS

The Watson-Foster Company, Limited

Montreal
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being transparent, permits the weave effects to show

through the printed coloring matter. Thus a slight

departure is made to present another attractive effect.

"Choosing a wall paper is like choosing a wife;

m
it I*

iiMaiMisiaamMaiituieitmiaeMk

A pretty cut-out frieze and base, trimming of gay
flowers and brightly plumaged birds are hung
over a plain weave effect. The whole decora-
tion suggests the Japanese influence. Shown by
courtesy of Staunton's, Limited.

you have to live with your own selection." Thus, in

the retail store, display must of necessity form a very

large feature in order that customers may receive

some definite idea of how a wall paper is going to

look when in finished form. Particularly, this year, is

display in as near to finished form as possible neces-

sary. Papers alone are inclined to look plain, so that

in some cases a feeling of unattractiveness even to

dissatisfaction might be felt, but when hung the

appropriate simplicity of the whole is brought out

and results in marked satisfaction.

•
Banishing One-Broom Power

(Continued from page 184.)

As illustrating the fact that there is a great deal

of very profitable vacuum cleaner 'business to be

picked up by the merchant who goes after it prop-

erly, a manufacturer of one of the most satisfactory

cleaners oni the market makes the statement that they

have sold from 10 to 40 machines in each of several

smaller towns and cities where their salesmen have

concentrated for a few days within the past four

months. Each vacuum cleaner, selling at $45, repre-

sents a clear profit of $10. In every case the sale

was the result of a short demonstration. Thus, in the

town of Gait this concern has recently sold about 50

vacuum cleaners; in Owen Sound, 15; in Oshawa, 20;

in Port Hope, a town of 4,000, 20 machines have been

sold in the past three months; in Lindsay, 20; "Wel-

land, 15; Wingham, 10 machines. This is business

that the merchant might easily have had.

The Robinson Co., Napanee, a very progressive

firm, have done remarkably well with their machines,

which are demonstrated in the housefurnishing de-

partment, having already disposed of seven or eight

cleaners, and are pushing their sales not only in town
but in the country surrounding. The almost general

use of electricity creates the opportunity.

The merchants should understand that very little

risk is assumed in handling an efficient machine. Each
has an absolute guarantee, and the manufacturer re-

pairs them free of charge, but as indicating that any
such emergency is somewhat infrequent, the manu-
facturer of the machine referred to states that out of

1,100 cleaners sold to date not ten have been returned

for repairs or as the result of dissatisfaction. Those

that were returned had been almost invariably mis-

used.

A health and labor

THE CADILLAC
VACUUM CLEANER AND SWEEPER

Vacuum cleaners are now recognized as a necessity, not a luxury. Do
you handle them in your house furnishing department where they may
be demonstrated just as effectively as in the home?
The Cadillac is a moderate-priced vacuum cleaner that gives absolute
satisfaction doing the work of machines twice the price. We want agents
in several "good territories and offer liberal discounts to live mer-
chants.

Write to-day for agency.

The Clements Manufacturing Co.,
78 Duchess Street, Toronto Limited
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The Cadillac Vacuum
Sweeper means utility,

durability, efficiency.

Guaranteed satisfac-

tory. Write for prices.
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Five

The

rive

©int
With five large factories at our command and located at the best shipping point

in the East, we are enabled to offer advantages to our customers that they are

unable to secure elsewhere.

We manufacture a complete line of Chairs, Mattresses, Bedsteads and Furni-
ture, and can give values as yet unequalled in the furniture trade.

Concentrated
Buying Means
Lower Prices
With such facilities as we
have we are enabled to

offer our customers the

lowest prices on all lines.

It is immensely to your

advantage to buy in car

lots wherever feasible and
we make it so with our

five factories at your ser-

vice. Your freight rates

will be lower than if you
bought in small lots from
different manufacturers.

Try the Big Five carload

point this time.

Victoriaville
Surface Oak
is Unequalled
We are noted for our very

fine quality Surface Oak
Furniture, and we have

our claim of best values

verified every day by fur-

niture men all over the

country. Our catalog will

tell you a tale that will be

worth your while to look

into. Victoriaville Sur-

face Oak Furniture is

made of guaranteed high-

grade lumber. Send to-

day for our catalog.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co.
THE BIG FIVE CARLOAD POINT

VICTORIAVILLE QUEBEC
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Reproductions of Museum Rugs
Orientals!

We carry in stock for immediate delivery a full range of very exclusive high grade

designs in

SEAMLESS WILTONS
OUR QUALITY TABRIS EXTRA

Made by SACHSISCHE KUNSTWEBEREI CLAVIEZ
ACT. GES., ADORF, Votgtland (Germany)

Write for color cards. Rugs sent for inspection to reliable merchants'

Otto T. E. Veit & Co., Toronto
Room 406 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West

Dearden
9

s

Monogram ntt Quilts
J^dade oy Jonathan Dearden GX Co., Limited
11-13 Bridgewater 'Place, JVfanchester, Julius: Bolton, Lancashire

We make a specialty of weaving names, designs, crests, etc., in

quilts for big users, such as Railroad and Steamship Companies,
Institutions, Hotels, etc.

Merchants who cater to this big business are in a position to get

a fair margin of profit without carrying any extra stock—no
chance for loss from left-overs.

Let us know the requirements of your local hotels, etc., and
submit conditions to us. We will quote prices that will enable
you to do a profitable business.

R. H. COSBIE, Limited
30 Wellington St. W. Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

ISO
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The "EUREKA" Vacuum Cleaner
KeepsYour Store Clean and Sanitary

The merchant who uses the EUREKA Vacuum Cleaner in his

store is keeping it in a most cleanly and hygienic condition and is,

at the same time, boosting its sale to the best possible advantage.

For these reasons the vacuum cleaner is a line particularly adapted

to the dry goods trade.

The Eureka cleaner has special selling points that

sell the machine at sight. Note the wheels on

the end of the nozzle that make it easy to oper-

ate. Costs only 3-4c. per hour for electricity to

run it. We guarantee the " Eureka " absolutely

or money refunded.

RETAILS AT $45.00

Illustrated folder gladly sent upon request.

Onward Manufacturing Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO

Toronto Show Rooms - 423 Yonge Street
Western Distributing A Bents:

Moncrieff & Endress, Limited, Scott Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

a LAMMERMOOR " Scotch Blankets
Guaranteed made wholly from PURE WOOL

The Perfect Scotch Blanket
Bath and Crib Blankets

SCOTCH CHEVIOT
(Twill Weave) and

SCOTCH BATH
(PlainWeave) in stan-

dard weights and
qualities.

CRIB BLANKETS,
in standard sizes, in

both weaves.

BORDERS in Sky
Indgo and Pink or to

special shade if re-

quired.

ENDS Plain Whipped
or Satin Bound.

Manufacturer

WM. LA1DLAW
Cumledge Mills, Duns, Scotl;

The Original "Highest Grade"
Scotch Home Made (bare finish)

and Hospital Blankets

For hard wear these

Blankets are unex-

celled.

The"HYGEIA," Red

Cross all wool Hospi-

tal Blanket is the
standard for Hospital

use.

BORDERS, Sky, Indigo

and Pink, or unbor-

dered.

TO MERCHANTS
If you carry the " Lammer-
moor " Scotch Blanket, you

will be in a stronger position

to compete for the large con

tract work in your city.

AGENTS
Western Canada: The Fraser-Mather Co.

228 Chambers of Commerce, Winnipeg
lOl.Welton Building, Vancouver.

Eastern Canada: W. H. Baker,

84 Wellington St. West, Toronto
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TO MERCHANTS
The " Lammermoor" Scotch

Blanket will stimulate the

sales in your Blanket Depart-

ment and enhance your repu-

tation for selling high class

goods.
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GOOD ,VALUES
Mean

QUICK SALES

When the goods you sell stand for quality

and absolute reliability, they sell easily and
make a friend of every customer.

In the production of really high-class

goods we are doing better than ever. No
other similar lines in Canada are made from
better materials or finished with more care.

The Fall trade for DOWN COMFORT-
ERS, COTTON QUILTS, PILLOWS and
CUSx-jljluNS will be with us almost at once.

Send for our latest samples and price lists,

and make your bedding department pay bet-

ter than ever.

The Toronto Feather and
Down Co., Limited
Where the reliable goods come from."

35 Britain Street, Toronto

EASTERN AGENTS:
Messrs. J. F. Hughes & Co., Cor. St. Catherine and

University Streets, Montreal, Quebec.

Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of It!

THE MacLean Publishing Company are continually

offering their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these? They offer

:

i An excellent training in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a 100 point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.
143-149 University Ave. - Toronto
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Clothes, Methods and Men
TWEEDS are still fairly strong for fall, but for

spring the trade wants fancy mixed worsteds, in

small patterns.
# # •

Greys, blue-gveys, and browns are good for fall,

but for spring greys are rapidly gaining the upper

hand.
* # *

'

' The strength of browns is now rapidly waning, '

'

states one manufacturer's agent. "I haven't sold

half-a-dozen of them to all the Toronto wholesalers

"

—sales being for next spring's suitings.

• • #

In keeping with tall, slender effects and clothes

following more or less directly along individual lines,

plainer, quieter and smaller patterns prevail. The
tendency seems more strongly for small checks and

mixtures than for stripes, some manufacturers claim-

ing that by spring stripes will be completely dead.

# # *

Long, soft rolls, soft fronts, and a general absence

of padding—three conspicuous characteristics of the

clothes to be worn next fall.

mm*
Following the warm reception given the Norfolk

in New York, it would appear quite probable that

double-breasted effects should become more popular

than ever.

* # •

Close-fitting coats and trousers, in so far as they

make styles, look smaller, but without giving the ap-

pearance of tightness, will still share a large amount
of popularity.

• * •

The shawl roll collar, in ulster overcoats, proved

neatness and efficiency to be two of its leading char-

acteristics last winter.

Though naps and chinchillas are likely to be

strong again for next winter, manufacturers' agents

predict for them a short life on account of showing

rubbing too readily. To fill the place, they claim

that cheviots in plain checks and green and brown

mixtures, are most likely to be introduced.

# # •

For a really dressy overcoat the plain box-back

One of the latest cap styles, the
"Horseshoe." Shown by

Cooper Cap Co.

Fancy backs are likely to be introduced more
strongly than ever.

regular Chesterfield, in styles similar to those shown
last year, will be hard to beat.

* * #

Need is felt amongst manufacturers for lighter-

weight overcoats, but the Northern and "Western trade

will still continue to seek a coat of sufficient weight

to keep out as much cold as ever.
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to take the floppiness
out of soft cuffs—

KantKracK
COATED LINEN

Soft Cuff Insert
Like soft front shirts, soft double cuffs are here to stay—they're comfortable and where
comfort is, there public favor centres. One thing must be overcome and that is the flop-

piness of the soft cuff. Here it is—the KANTKRACK Soft Cuff Insert
>
which when

placed in the fold of the cuff and held with the links gives a much neater appearance.

It removes the only objection to soft cuffs. The insert is made of a coated linen and may
be washed off with soap, water and sponge. Sells at 15e pair—good profit.

Send for sample order to-day. Note the illustration above—the difference between the cuff

with and without the insert.

(Made in Canada)

The Parsons and Parsons Canadian Co.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

THE NEW
HOME OF
KANTKRACK

SS8W-*

tyt z ttv^

With the additional

facilities offered by
our new factory we -

will be enabled to

more easily meet
the rapidly - grow-
ing demand for

KANTKRACK
products; collars,

cuffs, cuff inserts,

etc. We offer this

improved service to

you. Watch for the
New styles we are

bringing out this

season.

''One grade only,

and that the: best''
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A Change
in the Batting Order

ON AND AFTER JULY 1st.

HE name Cook Bros. & Allen, Limited, will

be substituted for the Art Tailoring Com-
pany, Limited, Toronto.

The personnel of the organization remains

precisely the same, viz : W. K. Cook, C. W.
Cook and A. M. Allen, the change being

necessary, because we feel that it will bring

the management into closer and more inti-

mate relationship with the trade generally

and the new friends that we are making

each season.

Of course, our trade-marks "Art Clothes"

and "Art Tailoring" will be continued, to-

gether with their high prestige which

dealers find such a valuable asset.

The "Art Clothes" sign on your door will

add class to your store.

Cook Bros. & Allen, Limited
TORONTO

(The Art Tailoring Co.)
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Why not Feature
Special Orders for Fall?

HE simple fact that a suit has been made to

order does not place it above criticism. It is

the quality of the tailoring, designing and

fabric which safeguards the agent and his

customers.

ART CLOTHES meet all the requirements of

those who demand and desire high

quality. They go a step farther than fitting

perfectly, for they touch the hundred per

cent, mark in every particular.

Fall and Winter equipments ready July I.

After providing for a waiting list of over

fifty applications that could not be supplied

ast season, we will have a very limited

number of outfits, so immediate application

will be necessary.

Applications from reliable mens' wear stores or depart-

ments only considered—positively no cleaning or press-

ing stores or canvassers.

Cook Bros. & Allen, Limited
TORONTO

(The Art Tailoring Co.)

mm
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Here's the Agency You
Have Been Looking For

Hundreds of merchants in all parts of Canada are

building a wide-awake business with the smart men's
trade of their town, without carrying a large stock or

taking any chance whatever.

You can do the same by sending to-day for the Crown
Tailoring Agency.

Our proposition to you is worth looking into

We supply our agents with a complete outfit, which
will enable you to cater for the trade of the made-to-
measure man.

You can guarantee your patrons perfect satisfaction

with every order.

Send a postal now while the offer is open.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
Our New Address: 533 College Street, TORONTO
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THE LAST BIT OF SHRINKAGE IS GONE
MILLER DUCK COATS ARE MADE ABSOLUTELY UNSHRINKABLE
The men who wear service clothing will tell you how much this means to them—and how it will do away with one of

their greatest troubles and annoyances.
Ask your barber, your grocer or dentist,—anyone who wears washable clothing—he will convince you to

SECURE THE AGENCY FOR

MILLER GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLES
This line is unique. It is the only line guaranteed unshrinkable and will give absolute satisfaction to your customers.
You will not have to apologize for the fit or make at any time—either before or after laundering, hut will always
carry your customers' good will—the good will that goes with such a satisfactory purchase.
Each garment is custom-made with every feature and improvement that could add comfort, style or wear. Each gar-

ment is made of full bleached duck woven from fine selected triple strand Sea Island cotton—the best obtainable
and pre-shrunk before and after making by our own special process; positively removing the "last bit of shrinkage.''
Honestly, now don't you think the agency for this strong line is worth more to yon than to your competitor?
Then write us at once and get 'it.

THE MILLER MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
251-3 MUTUAL ST., TORONTO, ONT.

Features of the

Miller Brand Coat

Inside of Coat —
showing wide i French )

facing and wide mili-

tary braid covering but-

ton fasteners.

Ten Styles

One Price

$18d<
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%*

(RYAN)

GLOVES
THE Gloves that will build a permanent and satisfactory

business for YOU.

T) YAN Gloves are made for every purpose where hard wear
^^and good appearance counts, and they are backed by our
unqualified guarantee.

SELL the RYAN GUARANTEED GLOVE for AUTO,
DRIVING and STREET WEAR. By doing so you will

be building for the future, for your customers will come back
for more.

Ryan Gloves Satisfy.

the ROBERT RYAN CO.
Three Rivers, Que.

E. H. WALSH & CO., Selling Agents

(Registered)

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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Your Clothing Success
is tied up in the quality of the interior foundation
of the coats you handle. Poor canvas fronts mean
broken back fronts and lapels—mean dissatisfied

patrons. If von insist on your clothing being made
with the REGISTERED

Coat Fronts
you will never have a kick.

These fronts are made to keep their shapes as

long or longer than the outside fabric will last.

They are thoroughly cold water shrunk, and made
by experts. The EVERLAST FRONT will

retain the shape longer than any hand-made front
will. Every front bears our stamp.

We also specialize on LADIES' BUST FORMS.
We solicit your inquiry.

Toronto Pad Co., Limited
569 Queen St. West, TORONTO

Manufacturers and

Jobbers

Should bear in mind this import-

ant fact, if they desire to

approach the retailer who him-

self practices and believes in

advertising, it is obvious that an
appeal to him through advertis-

ing in "The Review" (the paper

he reads) would most likely

meet with greater success than

any other method.
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Deacon Shirts
Original Designs

We are ready to serve you with a very complete showing of men's

and boys' shirts, ranging from the heavy working shirt to the

finest novelty silks and flannels.

There are shirts for the working man, the outing man, the

business man—shirts for all tastes, for every daily requirement.

Let us submit our range of samples to demonstrate the original-

ity of Deacon designs and superiority of Deacon values.

The Deacon Shirt Co.
Belleville Ontario

To Wholesalers and Manufacturers
Just What You're Looking For A Sure Seller

FASCOL PRINTS
THE SHIRTINGS FOR SEASON 1914

Fast Colors

x~> , Smart Clothes
yjUGTClHTCCS British Manufacture

Up-to-date Designs

STOCKS NOW READY
MANUFACTURERS: Geo. Tingey & Co., Ltd., 43 Mosley Street. Manchester, Eng.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: Dingman & Co., 12 Sheppard Street, Toronto

LONDON OFFICE: 15 Watling Street, E.C.
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Star Brand
Neckwear

ALLEN'S REAL
BENGALINE

THE travelers are out with the full

range of Fall neckwear, included in

•which is an extraordinary showing of

Allen's Real Bengaline—the finest range of

styles and shades you'll see this Fall.

Star Brand neckwear holds a high position

with the better trade throughout Canada.

It will pay you to either write for samples

to-day or ask us to have our representative

call.

Van Allen Co.,
LIMITED

Hamilton, Ontario

PIM'S

IRISH POPLIN

?oi Ties

etc
TeT»

0&Z
C*

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Writefor Special Clubbing Rates

Kindly mention this

paper when writing

to advertisers.
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ENGLISH FURNITURE
We solicit enquiries from Furnishing

Drapers, or those contemplating
establishing a department for the sale

of superior and exclusive imported

ENGLISH FURNITURE
Constructed to withstand the

severest climatic conditions.

Reproductions from authentic Antique models a specialty.

B. COHEN & SONS, Limited
ESTABLISHED 1848

LONDON,
\9.\\

Curtain Road, ENGLAND
g^-^«f—

=

ct—!aagr
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mm^k HW&C?
UNDER THt SHADOW

Represented by MR. A. W. GLIFFE who can be communicated with at The Windsor Hotel,
Montreal ; The Queen's Hotel, Toronto ; Royal Alexandra, Winnipeg ; Vancouver Hotel,
Vancouver. Our representative carries samples of the latest ranges of Ribbons, Laces, Nets, Chiffons,
British and Foreign Dress Goods, Printed Cotton, Dress Silks, Velvets, Etc.

Canadians when visiting London are invited to walk around our warehouse and inspect the above goods ;

also our showrooms, devoted to Mantles, Costumes, Gowns, Ladies' and Children's Millinery Straws, Flowers.

Feathers, Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, Etc.

Indents sent direct have special attention. Usual shipping terms.

ABC CODE, FIFTH EDITION

Telegrams :

Churchyard, London

aft \ wiSfe^**.

n:! SMS.! Ip-M^Kl
ffillfff''

la

;:,

Factories, 10 and 11 Warwick Lane, E.C.
Factories, 29 to 33 Warwick Lane, E.C.
Factories, Paternoster Square, E.C St. Paul's Churchyard, London

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION
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Buyers of Ladies' Silk and Real Hair
Nets

are advised to take an early opportunity of securing samples and compar-
ing styles of some of the newest and most serviceable novelties in their

goods which are now being put on the Canadian market.

Retailers should ask their Supply House for samples and prices

which will be sent free, and show cards of these Hair Nets are also given
away gratis.

Goods will be sold through the Wholesale Houses only and anyone
unable to procure these Nets, should ask the name of a supplier from
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

o*
THESE Noy^

°^ Challenges All ^7\
THE "TOREADOR" NET

The Smaller
Meshes at the one

side needed.

Hold up all loose

hair under the

Chignon.

This net lies

grace fully and
invisible to t h e

shape of the
Coiffure.

SHOW
CARDS
FREE

SmallerJeshes 4 "^W fe_G

ONE SIDE NEEDED

,

'"
: anil I

It is made in

three sizes of

Back Nets and
one size in Fringe
Nets of the Best
Silk Procurable.

Each net is guar-
anteed perfect
and specially pre-
pared.

InReal Human
hair there are two
sizes in Back
Nets and two
sizes in Fr i n g e

Nets.

Show cards free.

Made in England.

The "TOREADOR" Silk and Real Hair Back Net and also other Special Numbers
in Silk Back Nets and Fringe Nets, such as the "Hide and Seek," "Samson,"
"Neat Nape," are all guaranteed perfect and made in England.

Show Cards Free Please ask for Samples
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BUSINESS-PRODUCING FRONTS

(REPRODUCED FROM A PHOTOGRAPH)

THE NEW OR THE OLD?
This picture shows exactly what a new Zouri front will do for any store—possibly your store.

Back of the Zouri set Plate Glass front is a prosperous business. The store beside it with

the old-fashioned front is vacant—unattractive—and practically unrentable.

Attractive—Business-Producing Store Fronts are secured by the use of

SAFETY fr BURGLAR-PROOF
SETTING for PLATE GLASS

OPERATING UNDER MURNANE AND MARR PATENTS
Manufactured by the

£mm imw>n Ma^ak Ujupuj:
221-251 West Schiller Street, Chicago, U.S.A.

Descriptive matter and cost of installation can be secured by addressing any of the following Canadian Selling

Agents, who carry a stock and can make prompt deliveries.

W. H. Clark & Co., Edmonton, Alt*. Cushing Bros. Co.. Calgary, Aha.
Prairie Glass & Paint Co., Winnipeg, Man. Saskatchewan Supply Co., Saskatoon, Sask.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers,

but for which the editors of the "Re-
iew" do not necessarily hold themselves

INTERESTING THEMSELVES IN
CANADA.

The increasing wealth of Canada is

showing itself in many ways, but

perhaps mostly in the home, where
people of taste naturally like to sur-

round themselves with objects of

taste. A wider range in furniture,

more on the European plan is to be

found, and some of the most artistic

and durable pieces come from Eng-
land.

Messrs. B. Cohen & Sons, Limited,

furniture manufacturers, of Curtain

Road, London, are interesting them-

selves in Canada and are hoping to

do the trade here that they are now
doing in the States. Drygoods men
on the lookout for an enterprising

and remunerative line should con-

sider this proposition which we feel

would make their stores even more
attractive.

HAVE NEW SHOWROOMS.

The Rite Specialty Co. of New
York City are now settled in their

new showrooms at 35-37-39 West
36th Street, where they will be glad

to welcome Canadian buyers interest-

ed in infants' novelties. If you want
something new for the baby de-

partment don't fail to call at the

"Rite" salesrooms.

DOUBLES CAPACITY.

J. E. McDonald, wholesale custom
tailor, has moved from 115 King
East to 160 John Street, Toronto. In

his new quarters he will have

double the capacity. The new work-

shop will be modernly equipped and

with light on four sides.

HAUGH BRAND LINES.

The Defiance Manufacturing Co.,

Toronto, Canada, manufacturers of

duck clothing, shirts and men's
furnishings, have issued a booklet,

covering their Haugh brand lines.

Among the goods shown are white

duck coats of all varieties and for all

uses, outing trousers, running pants,

boy scout suits, motor coats, dusters,

Norfolk suits, aprons, waterproof

suits and hats.

BUTTON FACTS.

"Button Facts for Button Users,"

is the title of a booklet issued by

the Turret Button Co., 12 to 16

Westmoreland Place, City Road N.,

London, Eng. It gives in brief form
a story of the manufacture of the

Turret button machine, with views

of the manufacturing plant of the

company. Another booklet is in-

closed showing the line of button

moulds supplied by the company.
All varieties of buttons can be made
by the use of the Turret machine and
moulds.

IN NEW BUILDING.

The Crown Tailoring Co. have

moved from Adelaide Street to their

new building at 553 College Street.

The new building is large and ca-

pacious with light on all sides, which

is a valuable asset in a manufactur-

ing plant. It is equipped with all

the latest machinery and manu-
facturing devices. The company will

be in a position not only to present

an even larger range, but on ac-

count of improved and enlarged

facilities, will have a much larger

rapacity.
• • •

BAIRD'S PAPER MODEL.

The Baird Machine Co., Bridge-

port, Conn., have issued a booklet

showing the Baird system. Every
"Baird*' press during its course of

manufacture is finished and fitted

for the various attachments. The
press is then stripped and becomes a

plain press. A customer can buy
the press in this condition paying

no more than for any standard press

of like capacity. At any time it is

found desirable to add back or side

roll feed, transfer or dial attach-

ment, the press is ready for their im-

mediate application. Any set of

attachments can be ordered from the

factory with full assurance of their

perfect fit and ready application.

Within reason, even special attach-

ments can be ordered, which being

built to standard at the factory, will

be found to align with the machined

seats on press. The transfer and

stop attachment in connection with

roll feed permits the performance of

one more operation than would be

possible without such equipment.

Particular attachments suitable for

special requirements of individual in-

dustries, built according to same

plan of easy application. The book-

let is most ingeniously illustrated

with cut-outs, showing how the

presses work.

MANUFACTURING MITTS AND
GLOVES.

R. J. Long & Co., a new manu-
facturing firm, have opened at 543
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Richmond Street West, Toronto.

They are manufacturing mitts,

gloves, mocassins, high grade sweat-

ers, lumbermen's socks and wool

mitts. The company will sell to the

jobbing trade exclusively.

Mr. Long was formerly vice-presi-

dent and general salesmanager of the

Acme Glove Co. While with that

company he came into close touch

with both the wholesale and retail

trades in Eastern and Western
Canada. He is so thoroughly in

touch with the requirements of the

market, that the success of the new
company is assured.

• • •

A NEW COMPANY.

The M. A. Holladay Co., Limited,

is a new company that has been
formed to take over the business of

Sandersons, Limited. This firm is

clearing out the balance of the San-

derson stock and in future will de-

vote its energies to the further

development of the ladies' neckwear
department. The ladies' neckwear
manufactured by Sandersons,

Limited., always enjoyed an enviable

reputation with buyers, and this

branch will continue under the same
management and the new firm will

strengthen and develop its output in

every possible way. In addition to

making neckwear this firm is making
plans to branch out into other manu-
facturing lines. Blouses have al-

ready been added and a range of

samples is almost complete. Dresses

will also be added in the near future,

and in all lines added the high

standard attained in their neckwear
department will be lived up to.

* * »

PULLMAN'S IMPORT A NEW
YORK DESIGNER.

The novelty line for fall which M.
Pullan & Sons is just com-
pleting will be full of in-

terest for the buyer who is

looking for style as well as fit and
finish, as it is the work of a new
designer who has recently come to

Canada from New York. Before his

arrival in Toronto he made up the

fall range for a New York firm of

garment manufacturers, and many
of the best models of this line he

is duplicating for the Canadian
trade. The suits are specially attrac-

tive and the cut away effect is

produced in graceful sweeping lines.

L. I. Pullan, of the firm of M.
Pullan & Sons, is now in Europe in

the interests of the firm. Mr. Pullan

is visiting all the big fashion and
manufacturing centers in search of

the latest novelties in mateiials and
the newest fashion ideas.
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Best for over seventy-five years, but no more expensive than the ordinary kind
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6 Cord COTTONS- 3 Cord COTTONS
"SHAMROCK" best
machine REELS for
STORES, Dressmaking,
Shirtmaking and other

M A N U FACTURING
purposes, also "Holly"
six-cords.

IRISH LACE THREADS
ne made in all usual Nos. and Lengths.

Samples of a few specified numbers free to Trai

Crochet Cottons

Manufacturer

for MANUFACTUR-
ERS, etc. Right or Left
Twist. Soft or Glace
Finish; on TUBES,
CONES or BOBBINS,
also on reels for Job-
bers, etc.

me this paper

Makers: HICKS, BULLICK & CO., Limited, Sackville Thread Works, BELFAST, IRELAND
(Not Connected with any Combine) Representatives in the principal centres

FOUNTAIN AIR BRUSH
Model A Price $20.00

The Standard Air Brush of theJWorld

•Send for Catalogue C-79.

Thayer & Chandler, Chicago

i^\NE inch space in this

Department will cost

you $25 for 12 insertions.

TOYS
of the below - named
type are the manufac-

ture of
Bing Bros., Nuremburg

SEE THEM AT
381 FOURTH AVENUE

New York.
The Bing's Miniature Railway System
Mechanical as well as Electrical Iron

Engines
Stations, Signals and Lamps

Patent Walking Animals
Flush and Felt Toys—Mechanical Boats
Automobiles—Steam Engines
Attachments—Enamel Kitchen & Dinner

Sets
Enamel Taa & Coffee Sets—Wash Sets
Moving Picture Machines—Post Card

Projectors
Magic Lanterns.

Thi Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers. Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago. 111.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENCIES WANTED
ENGLISH FIRM OF MANUFACTURERS OF
Hair, Hair Goods, Hair Nets, as used by high-
class hair-dressers and stores, desire to ar-
range a Canadian agency on commission with
established sound house who has a good con-
nection in the trade for Toronto, Montreal and
district. Arrangement for stock to be kept in

Canada would be made. For further particu-
lars, write to Box 97, Dry Goods Review, 88
Fleet Street, London, England.

EXPERIENCED SALESMAN WANTS GOOD
line of dry goods or men's furnishings on
salary or commission. Address ,T. J. T., Dry
Goods Review, Toronto.

AGENT WANTED—TO REPRESENT HIGH
class London fancy linen manufacturers who
are prepared to advertise him. Must have
good connection. Box 6. The Canadian Dry
Goods Review, 143-149 University Ave., Tor-

FOR SALE
FRESH, CLEAN, STOCK OF SHOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings in growing
village of Courtright on St. Clair River. Write
J. T. Locke, The Ark, Corunna, Ont., for in-
formation.

OPPORTUNITY IS NOW OFFERED TO
purchase the stock and goodwill of G. L.
MacKay, Limited, ladles' costumers, Regina.
Excellent stand, and one of the best equipped
stores in the West. Good lease and reasonable
rent. Apply to G. L. MacKay, Ltd., 495 Yonge
St., Toronto.

MISCELLANEOUS

TURNER'S NATURAL COTTON BOLLS FOR
decorations and souvenirs are unexcelled.

Write for booklet and reduced prices. Samples
postpaid, dozen, 40c; half dozen, 20c; 2 for 10c.

James H: Turner, The Cotton Boll Man, Car-

rollton, Georgia, U.S.A.

ORDERS WANTED

WANTED—ORDERS FOR FINEST HAND-
made Irish Crochet Laces, Insertions, Picot-

edges, Beadings, Motifs, Collars, Yokes,

D'Oyles, etc. M. Hughes, Scotch Street Bridge,

Armagh, Ireland.

TOOKE BROS.' ANNUAL MEET-
ING.

The annual general meeting of the
shareholders of Tooke Bros., Limited,
was held June 26th, the report of
the year's business showing a profit

of $107,356.18. The surplus of ac-

tive assets over liabilities is now
$624,773.23.

The president reported that the
same conservative principles in stock

taking and in the valuation of assets

had been followed, as in previous
years. It was stated that notwith-
standing the slightly depressed con-

dition of business, the company's or-

ders for future delivery were largely

ahead of those at a similar date last

year, and that an extension to the

company's plant at St. Henry was
under construction to take care of
the increasing: demands of the busi-
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ness. The following Board of Direc-

tors was elected: B. Tooke, W. A.

Tooke, A. J. Brown, W. F. Heney,

B. G. Winans, A. B. Edgar, E.

Foster and W. S. Barker.

At the subsequent meeting of the

new board, the following officers

were elected: President, B. Tooke;
vice-president, W. A. Tooke; manag-
ing director, E. Foster; secretary-

treasurer, W. S. Barker.
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Fall 1913 Range
Ready For Your Approval

CALL WHEN IN THE CITY

If you're in the market for some real live

numbers for your Fall showing we suggest

that you make an early inspection of (May-

son Garments.

Our 1913-14 range is the "cream" of the

fashion market—the "top rung" thoughts

from the best designers.

ClaysoD values leave no room for criticism,

the fit and finish are in every way consistent

with the high ideals of the best trade.

Our representative will be pleased to show
you the entire range. Call, if you can,

when in the city.

The Clayson CoM Limited
Manufacturing Misses' and Women's Dresses and Skirts

280 College Street,

TORONTO
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Crepe de Chene Blouses, as illustrated, are one of the big

features for Fall business.

The vogue for Crepe in Silk, Chiffon, and Cotton goods

in every variety is so pronounced that manufacturers predict it

the leading waist material.

Sec our range of novelties with salesmen, or write us.

LADIES' WEAR LIMITED
84 Wellington Street West, Toronto

W. F. GOFORTH
ARTS and CRAFTS BLDG. Managing Director

Vancouver
HAMMOND BLDG.

Winnipeg
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Business PromotionThrough
Trade Press Efficiency

is to be the keynote of the most notable gathering of technical, class and
trade journal editors and publishers ever held in America. No live manu-
facturer, sales manager, advertising man, trade paper editor or publisher

can afford to overlook the

Eighth Annual Convention of the Federation of
Trades Press Associations in the United States at

the Hotel Astor, New York, Sept. 18, 19, 20, 1913

Two sessions will be held daily. There will be editorial, circulation, advertising

and publishing symposiums under competent leaders. Many of the leading editors,

business managers, buyers and sellers of advertising, and authorities on modern
merchandising methods will take part. On Friday afternoon, September 19, there

will be a mass meeting, with addresses by representative business and professional

men, on subjects of timely interest to editors, publishers and advertisers. Dis-

tinguished guests and worthwhile speakers will be at the annual banquet, which
will be made a memorable social occasion. No matter what may be your connec-

tion with the trade journal field, if you are interested in the idea of business pro-

motion through trade press efficiency, if you believe in business papers for busi-

ness men, you will be welcome at all sessions.

Full information may be obtained from

The Committee of Arrangements
WM. H. UKERS, Chairman, 79 Wall Street, New York.

The Federation of Trade Press Associations in the United States

President Secy.-Treas. Vice-President
H. M. Swetland Edwin C. Johnston E. C. Hole
New York New York Chicago
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Methods of Simplifying the Store System
A STORE system

which tells at any mo-
ment within .002 per

cent of the exact

amount of the stock on

hand, which satisfactor-

ily records cost, selling

price, special deduc-

tions, profits, percentage expense and other

important items, which gives good service

in one of the largest dry goods stores in

an industrial and market centre of over '2,000 popu-

lation, and yet which requires for its operation an
office force of one stenographer who handles the

system in addition to her other duties—this is the

store system in vogue in the dry goods store of

Spencer Stone, Limited, at Chatham, Ontario.

From first to last the object has been to secure

at quick notice such facts regarding the business

as are vitally important in the simplest manner
possible. Any undue elaboration or multiplica-

tion of forms has been rigorously avoided. And, for

a store whose business every year runs into substan-

tial figures, this simple system is, in the opinion of

Spencer Stone, the head of the business, giving very

satisfactory results.

Assuredly, it is simple and economical. These

facts are self-evident. One stenographer—two loose

leaf department records — one cash sales book and

one bank journal—these, with the aid of the ordinary

counter check books constitute practically the en-

tire system.

The business now conducted by Spencer Stone,

Limited, is one of the oldest businesses in Chatham.

Founded upwards of half a century ago by the late

Thomas Stone, the business has been conducted by

Mr. Stone himself, then by Mr. Stone in conjunc-

tion with his son, Spencer Stone; later, by the firm

of Applebe, Stone & Applebe; and finally, since the

dissolution of that firm, by Spencer Stone, Limited.

Spencer Stone, son of the founder, has the active

management of the business. Throughout the many

Details of system used in store of Spen-
cer Store, Limited, Chatham—Business
has been successfully conducted on cash
basis for four years—A brief resume of

how transactions are checked up.

Written for The Review by William Edward Patk

years of its successful

career, its conduct has

always been largely in

the hands of the Stone

family, a family which

has also been honorably

associated in many oth-

er ways with Chatham's
commercial and public life.

For purposes of efficiency the store is divided

into departments, each department being, on the

records, indicated by a letter of the alphabet. The
corresponding letter appears on the counter check

books used in the department.

Throughout the system which keeps track of the

various phases of the business done in the depart-

ments, simplicity has been the keynote—the object

consistently sought and successfully attained. For

recording purposes, two loose-leaf volumes are re-

quired. These may be termed, respectively, the De-

partment Record and the Department Sales Journal.

In the Department Record is kept a daily record

of the total sales and purchases of each department.

A separate loose leaf sheet is assigned to each de-

partment. Into this record the bookkeeper enters

the amount of the day's sales each day, as shown

by the counter checks from that department. As the

invoices of goods purchased come in, the goods are

checked over, and the correct amounts for each de-

partment are apportioned, and entered in the record

for the proper department. These purchase items

are recorded, not daily of course, but as the in-

voices come in. The other items, in connection

with profits, expenses and percentages are figured

and entered whenever the bookkeeper in charge of

the work has opportunity. In actual practice, a

total for any department can be struck at prac-

tically a moment's notice, the work of keeping up

the entries never being allowed to fall behind.

An important item in connection with the record.

and one which demands careful attention, is the

credit notes. Whenever a reduction is made, in con-

SUMMARY MONTHS ENDINI

Form used by Spencer Stone, Limited, in compiling store records.

2
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Form used by Spencer Stone, Limited. See accompanying article.

nection with a special sale or otherwise, a record

is made of that reduction ; as, without keeping track

of these reductions, the totals might prove mis-

leading. As it is, the record gives a pretty com-

prehensive survey of each day's business, and proves

of invaluable assistance in keeping tab of the various

departments.

The form used for this record is a simple and

not unusual one, and a glance at it will help

to elucidate the method along which the system is

worked out.

The identical form is used in the companion

loose-leaf volume, which may be termed the De-

partment Sales Journal. The only difference arises

in filling in the form. In the Department Record

the department letter is entered at the top of the

page and the date in the first column on the left

hand side of the sheet. In the Department Sales

Journal, which summarized the figures for all the

departments, the month is entered at the top of the

sheet, and the departments in alphabetical order in

the left hand column. Thus, the same form serves

for both books.

Every month the totals of each department in

the Department Record are struck, and these totals

are transferred to the Department Sales Journal,

where a summary is made; this summary in turn

giving the total of the month's business for the

entire store.

The system is easy to operate. It is simple.

So long as the item of reductions is carefully watched

and entered, there is nothing to throw the record

out of gear, so to speak. Yet, despite its simplicity

—

or perhaps as a result of its simplicity—the system

has been found by the management to be of very

great service in keeping tab of information which is

really worth having.

But two other books are required to make up

the entire store system. These may be referred to

as the Cash Book (or Cash Sales Book) and the

Bank Journal.

In the Cash Sales Book there are but two items

to record. This book is an ordinary bound volume,

ruled with but three main columns—one for the

date, one for the cash sales, and one for the amount

deposited in bank. Thus:

Cash Sales. Date. Deposited in Bank
$200. June 23, 1913. $200.

The figures given, are, of course, merely illus-

trative.

The firm makes it a practice to deposit in the

bank each day's entire receipts, even to last, least

cent. Only a certain stipulated amount of cash is

kept in hand, and this amount is constant and

unvarying. As a result of this practice, a great

deal of confusion is avoided, and the cash is very

easily kept track of.

The Bank Journal keeps track of the amounts

disbursed. Every payment is made by check, which

in turn greatly assists in preventing the confusion

which might result were little amounts occasionally

disbursed in cash. "Have a rule for everything and

stick to it religiously," is, in itself, a mighty good

rule to follow where a store system is concerned.

The Bank Journal would rule up something like

this:

Amount of

No. Check. Expense. Mdse. Sun.

$100 $400

19.11 68.89

Disbursements, it will be noticed, are recorded

under three heads—expense, merchandies and sun-

dries. The nature of the expenditures to be classi-

fied under each of these heads will be readily under-

stood by any drygoodsman. Under the Stone sys-

tem, not merely is a record kept of the disburse-

ments made through the banks, but it is possible

also to keep a record of the general classification of

each expenditure; and, where one check is charge-

abl to two of the classes (as, for instance, to ex-

pense and merchandise) to subdivide the amounts

and keep track of both.

This system has various advantages. One is its

economy. Another is its simplicity. A third is that

it gives good service. Furthermore, it is possible for

the auditors of the firm to go through the records

of an entire year's business and check over every-

thing inside of half a day.

(Continued on page 10.)
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Plans for a Store Along Modern Lines
Editor, Dry Goods Re-

view:

—

As a subscriber and
one who appreciates the

Review, I am taking

the liberty of asking

you to submit either

through the Review or

by Utter a suggested lay-out for a proposed modern
store, size 100 by 132, corner property and two-

storeys high. We have the following departments:

Ready-to-wear garments for women and children

;

general dry goods, silks, dress goods, linens, etc.

;

millinery : housefurnishings
;

groceries ; boots and

shoes; men's furnishings; furs; fancy goods, small-

wares: ladies' neckwear; jewellery."

"Roominess" a feature in the arrange-

ment of the store fixtures — The ad-

vantages of a mezzanine floor—How
departments could be placed to the best

advantage—The necessary equipment.

The information given in the above letter is hard-

ly explicit enough to enable The Review to give plans

with any certainty of filling our correspondent's re-

ouirements to the letter. Nothing is said, for in-

stance, to give any idea of the relative importance of

the various departments. It must be assumed, there-

fore, that the departments would follow the ratio fol-

lowed in the average

store.

The Review presents

the accompanying

plans, which were not

prepared especially for

the occasion but which

seem in most respects

to fill the requirements. The only point where the

plans shown fail to coincide with our correspondent's

requirements is in the matter of a fur department,

which is not provided for. This lack could be read-

ily filled, however, by making room for the fur de-

partment in part of the space alloted to ready-to-

wear and millinery. There is plenty of room on the

floor for this purpose.

The plans submitted contain one feature not

specified but which has become a part of practical ly

all modern stores—a balcony or mezzanine floor.

Separate plans for the mezzanine floor have not been

shown but it would be situated at the rear of the

main floor, continuing right across the back and up
one side as far as the wardrobes marked in the

men's furnishing and clothing department. It
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would be approached by the stairway marked on the

plan, the stairway continuing up to the next floor.

On the mezzanine floor would be located the

offices and cashier's desk, rest room for customers

and the boot and shoe department. The advant-

ages of this arrangement will bear enumeration. It

is well to have the offices away to some extent from

the confusion of the store. Situated on the mez-

zanine floor, they would be removed to some extent

from the busy sections and yet would be readily

accessible. The cashier's desk, situated at one cor-

ner of the floor, would be in a perfect strategic posi-

tion for a cash carrier system to all departments on

the floor below.

The rest room for the convenience of customers

has become a feature of practically all modern stores.

The mezzanine floor is the perfect location for this

room. It is far enough removed to give privacy

and the elevated position makes it possible for people

in the rest room to watch the store below for the

arrival or departure of friends whom they may have

accompanied there or made an appointment to meet.

Placing the boot and shoe department on the

mezzanine is also a good stroke, as this department

is best patronized when it affords a certain degree of

privacy.

ARRANGEMENT OF DEPARTMENTS.

The plans show the following departments on

the main floor: Men's furnishings and clothing,

fancy goods, neckwear, smallwares, jewelery, dress

goods and groceries.

On the first floor are the ready-to-wear, millinery

and housefurnishings departments. Furs could also

be given a place on this floor.

The size of the store is sufficiently large to

leave plenty of aisle room and to plan the arrange-

ments and the placing of the fixtures in a "roomy"

manner. Entrances are provided on both streets and

adequate provision is made for window display. The

windows below the side entrance would be largely for

the use of the grocery department.

5
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The Business Outlook

THERE CAN be no doubt that the business out-

look has improved most markedly. Reports from

the West, which has been the seat of the trouble

all along, are much more optimistic and encourag-

ing, indicating that business there has become more

active. It is also gratifying to note that the east

has seen an acceleration of trade activity. The real

cause has been the spell of extremely warm weather.

This has given the merchant a chance to dispose of

his Summer lines. With demand thus operating along

seasonable lines, the merchant is turning his atten-

tion to fall lines and is showing more willingness to

place orders.

It seems reasonable to assume that the worst is

now over. Money is still undoubtedly tight and

will remain so until after the crops have been har-

vested but there are indications to show that relief

is bound to come. Crop reports have been most

favorable and, unless conditions change and become

most distinctly detrimental, the harvest will be a

bountiful one. This, coupled with the fact that the

flow of immigration into Canada is stronger than

ever, assures a better tone to conditions all around

in the fall.

Preparing Good Advertisements

IN THIS issue an article appears from the pen of a

capable retail advertising man, giving some of the

rules he observes in preparing his copy. The rules

laid down are practical and commendable from

every standpoint. Several "tips" are given for get-

ting the best work out of the printers whicli ad.

men might well adopt.

The article emphasizes one point very clearly

and that is the necessity for attractiveness if results

are desired. The public have become educated to

a high standard of advertising. Most people have

come to appreciate when an advertisement is weak

and when it is otherwise. A weak announcement is

not likely to win much attention. Having been edu-

cated on the high-class advertising which appears in

the popular periodicals, people can appraise an ad.

at a glance and, if it lacks attractive qualities, they

promptly "pass it up" as not worth their notice.

To make an advertisement attractive, the writer

must see that be prepares his copy properly. He

must avoid crowding, one of the commonest faults

of retail advertising. Overcrowding is caused by the

ad. writers anxiety to get as much matter in as the

space will allow. He should curb this tendency and

endeavor instead to see that the matter he writes is

well displayed and set off with plenty of white space,

the lay-out should be well-balanced and careful

selection should be made of heading and body type.

One of the first essentials is to get the copy in early so

that the printers will have plenty of time and thus

be able to set the ad. up properly.

To prepare attractive copy, the ad. writer must

make a study of the subject and give his closest

attenion to every phase of advertising.

Collecting Small Debts

No one can give a good reason why the collec-

tion of small debts due merchants should not be

made easier. Tn Alberta the retail trade is greatly

G
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interested in getting in their money even after a

judgment has been secured against the debtors.

At a recent meeting of the Edmonton Board of

Trade, a report was submitted by the retail section

in regard to a communication from the Calgary

Board of Trade respecting the collection ot small

debts for which judgment had been obtained. Fol-

lowing was the report:

—

"That the retail section of this board recom-

mends that representations be made by the board

of trade to the premier of Alberta, and the three

representatives of this city in the legislature with

a view to securing amendements to existing pro-

vincial legislation designed to facilitate the col-

lection of small debts in cases in which judgment

has been obtained but in which the debtor,

though apparently able to pay, fails to comply

with the court's order to do so; and that the sug-

gested amendments should conform in principle

with legislation in effect in the province of On-

tario, a number of states of the Union, and par-

ticularly in the province of British Columbia, un-

der which there is a penalty clause (section 6,

ohapter 57) making it binding on a debtor

against whom judgment has been obtained either

to live up to the order of the court or, if demand-

ed, to submit to the court good reasons for not so

doing; and upon failure to do either, the court

has power to commit such debtor for contempt."

It would seem to the average layman that the

request of this body is nothing but fair. What is

the use of going to the expense of securing a judg-

ment if one cannot collect the money afterwards?

Such a law would appear to be a farce and it is to be

hoped the Alberta retailers will succeed in their

request.

©

Beginning Reforms At Home
IT HAS been frequently stated that among the best

customers of mail order houses are to be found the

wives and families of retail dealers in cities, towns

and villages. To substantiate this contention there

is reprinted below a letter to a mail order house,

which was a part of an article written for a daily

paper on the humorous side of this phase of business

dealing:

"Dear Sirs.—When sending my order, kindly

omit label of your firm on the outside of parcel,

because my husband runs the biggest store in this

town and it would spoil trade and put us in the

hole if it was found out we dealt with you. Be-

sides, I have a rival here who copies everything I

wear, and I don't want her to get wise to where

I purchase my things.—Mrs. S. B."

If retailers are anxious to lessen as much as possi-

ble this mail ordering practice, they must begin the

housecleaning at home. If it should be found out

that a merchant in a certain community finds it more

convenient to buy goods from an outside source than

from among his fellow dealers, what excuse has he

for preventing his own customers from doing like-

wise? Let every merchant buy all the goods he does

not handle at home and set a good example to the

community.
•

The Passing View

MANY daring effects will be seen in fall milli-

nery styles.

• * *

WARMER weather has made a big improve-

ment in the business situation.

HUNDREDS of thousands of immigrants will

locate in the Canadian West this year, and still

there are some who fear for the future!

HAS the narrow skirt come to stay? asks a con-

temporary. Certainly there is not at the present

time any sign of a falling off in the popularity of

the tight skirt.

• • •

THE FINANCIAL tightness does not seem to

have affected the general public to any appreciable

extent as yet. A word to the wise is sufficient.

Merchants should push collections now and push

them hard.

«

$1,000,000 Silk Shipment

Victoria, B.C., June 26.—The C.P.R. steamship

Empress of India is expected to report here about

8 o'clock on Friday morning. She has on board a

silk shipment worth $1,000,000 for New York. There

are several hundred Chinese passengers aboard, but

the cabin list is light.

7
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ART OF DISPLAY
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Splendid Attendance at C.W.T.A. Expected
THE IMPORTANCE
of window displays is

manifesting itself to a

greater extent every

year. It is one of the

unlimited sources of

the retailers' business.

This is becoming more
evident on every side. Many retailers, who only a

short time ago thought that a small outlay for win-

dow displays was an unnecessary expense, are now
appropriating large sums for decorative goods, fix-

tures, etc., as well as paying large salaries to men
who do nothing but dress their windows and oversee

the interior decorating. Why this change? It is

because they have been forced to acknowledge that

this has become a distinctly separate and important

branch of the store's publicity.

Now, as a result of this, can they afford to neg-

lect it in any shape or form? This is a somewhat
idle question as any retailer knows that any feature

that is a source of business gain for him cannot be

neglected in the least detail, that it must be fostered

and petted so that it may produce the best possible

results.

To the young man who has chosen window
trimming as his profession the same ideas will apply.

If he wishes to become an artist in his work he must
grasp every opportunity to raise himself a rung-

higher. He must originate ideas, he most be cap-

able of developing ideas into large schemes, he must
be open for suggestions, on the alert to take one

idea from here and another from there and mould
them into one mammoth whole.

In many of the smaller places throughout the

country the business and profession are managed
from the one source. The man who buys the goods

is the man who displays them in the show windows.

To this man the art of display is of as great, if not

greater, importance than to the professional window-

trimmer.

The many businesses, professions and trades

throughout the world have long realized the import-

ance of organization, the retailers have their "Retail

Merchants' Associations," the industrial men have

their "Manufacturers' Association," doctors have their

"Medical Councils," lawyers have their "Law Asso-

Officers of the C. W. T. A. are very
arranged—Special rates will be secured
terest—A good programme has been
ranged—Special rates will be secured
from railways and hotels—Booths are
selling rapidly.

ciations," all placing

immeasurable value on

the mutual benefit

gained by meeting to-

gether to exchange

ideas, discuss new

themes, and by united

effort bring their re-

spective vocations into the limelight.

In view of these facts the Canadian Window
Trimmers' Association was formed in 1912. The pre-

dominating idea of the association was to advance in

every way possible the art of display, to exchange
ideas, and to give an excellent opportunity at a

small cost for obtaining education in the profession,

and thereby increase the business getting power of

artistic display, to encourage better showing of mer-

chandise. They decided to offer prizes of various

kinds for different divisions of the work.

A most successful initial convention was held in

August last year with over eighty members present,

when addresses were given by many prominent mem-
bers of the profession in Canada and the United

States. This convention was so successful that it was

decided to make it an annual event, and to hold the

next meeting in Toronto on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, August 11, 12 and 13 of this year.

The spacious Victoria Hall at the corner of Queen
East and Berti Streets, has been obtained, this build-

ing being especially adapted for gatherings of this

kind. The seating capacity of the hall is 400 with

room for manufacturers' exhibits of display goods,

etc., and a stage admirably suited for the demoinst ra-

tions that have been arranged for. These are to

be given by men who are at the summit of the

profession in Canada and the United States, among
whom are such well known personages as Mr. Xowak
of the Economist Training School of New York : Mr.

Cowan of the Koester School, Chicago : Mr. Bosch,

Jerome Koerber of Philadelphia, and G. Wallace

Hess, who needs no introduction to cardwriters and
of whom an authoritative American paper speak- as

••The foremost department store cardwriter in the

world." These men by a number of lectures, talks

and demonstrations, will show those present what is

being done elsewhere, and what can be done in

the way of most effective and easily executed win-
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Attract People

To Your Store

by putting in one of these hand-
some Easy-Set Store Front Sys-
tems that look so inviting and lure

so many people into the store.

Easy-Set Store Front Systems are built of

brass, burnished copper, and combinations
of brass and copper, with heavy leaded and
plate glass.

The price of the average front is comparatively low.

Just drop us a card saying that you are interested in knowing what it would cost

to put one in your store, and we will send a man down and give you an estimate.

There is absolutely no obligation on your part. We believe that we will be able to show
you that the cost of an Easy Set Front for your store will be so low that it will appeal to

you as an exceedingly desirable investment.

Get posted upon this famous Easy Set Store Front System to-day. Write for particulars to

Consolidated Plate Glass Co. of Canada, Limited
241 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

Forms

—

everything for the

betterment of display

Full figure draping has become very much
the vogue in the better displays throughout
Canada and the States. The form here illus-

trated is the Colonial Draping form which
at $1.1.00 is supplied with separate flesh color-

ed enamel yoke. It is so constructed that it

stands alone very firmly when draped and may
be fitted with shoes and stockings.

We have everything that's new in forms
for better displays. Write for our latest

fully illustrated catalog.

Dale and Pearsall, Toronto
106 Front St., East

JVLanufacturers of High. Class Forms ani
Figures
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Main assembly room in Victoria Hall, corner Queen and Berti Streets, Toronto. The Second Annual Con-
vention of the Canadian Window Trimmers is to be held here Aug. 11, 12 and 13, 1913. Part of this and
a similar hall is reserved for manufacturing displays, as shown in diagram.

dow and interior displays. The programme cannot
fail to be full of interest and very educational to both

window trimmers and merchants who make it a point

to take advantage of this annual event of the C.W.
T.A.

Window trimmers bearing their own expense of

the trip to Toronto for this convention will never

regret the outlay.

The officers of the association are arranging with

the railway companies and hotelmen for special rates,

concerning which at time of writing no definite state-

ments can be made.

The list of prizes appear elsewhere in this issue

and anyone who has a picture of display or an

effective card should exhibit it. Whether the pro-

ducer considers it a prize winner or not, it will

at least give him publicity and advertise him amongst
the fraternity. The membership fee is very low, be-

ing placed at $2 and this is only intended to cover

prize expenses, etc. The rent of the hall will be

paid from the receipts of the booths, which have

been selling rapidly, allotments being made as ap-

plications are received.

Everything promises that the second annual con-

vention will be a bumper affair. Many merchants

throughout the country have signified their intention

of furnishing the expenses of the trip for the direct

benefit of both themselves and their employees, which

idea cannot be too strongly considered, while other

display men have decided to attend at any cost, real-

izing the personal advantages gained.

The association, though in its infancy, is a won-

derfully thriving infant and a huge one to what most

associations are in their juvenile stage.

The National Association of Window Trimmers

of America which meets this year on August 4, 5, 6

and 7 in Chicago, began with thirty members and

the last convention ( 1912 ) had an attendance of over

600. The officers of this association estimate the at-

endance for the coming event to be between 800 and

1,000.

It will be the good fortune of the Canadian asso-

ciation to obtain the strong features of this meeting

and benefit thereby.

The growth of the National Association illus-

trates the advantages the Americans obtain from

their organization, and the popularity which the idea

is gaining across the line. The retailers acknowledg-

ing that they are getting more money out of their

windows and the trimmers delighted that they are

getting more telling effects in.

@
Methods of Simplifying the Store System

(Continued from page 3.)

As to the accuracy and utility of the system, a

total for each department or for all the departments

can be struck on very short notice; and the expe-

rience of the firm since the system has been in

vogue shows that the stock as shown by the actual

stock-taking varies at most only a hundred dollars

or so from the amount as shown by the records. It

is customary in some departments, where no measur-

ing is necessary, to take stock twice a year. In

(Continued on page 86.)

in
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I Like to Shop at Such Stores

Everything is so Tempting."
Have you ever stopped to think what the appearance of your
Front—of your windows—really has to do. with your prosperity?
Do you realize how essential it is to properly display dry goods?

The Dry Goods Store Front

You may have a wide Front, a narrow Front or a corner Store

—

it makes no difference, KAWNEER is built to adapt itself to

any condition. Right straight through the country, big cities

and little towns, you will find prosperous Dry Goods Merchants
behind KAWNEER STORE FRONTS. Their Fronts produce sales.

Every one of you are endeavoring to attract people to your
Store—to make them interested in your Store—and experience
shows that a KAWNEER STORE FRONT will create more inter-
est and produce more sales than any other advertising and
selling element.

Kawneer is an All-Metal Front
Just think how long a solid copper Store
Front would last—and think of its appear-
ance. If you don't want a copper

KAWNEER FRONT we make them in brass, bronze or aluminum
—in almost any finish. By using solid metals KAWNEER
FRONTS are permanent. Your first check pays the entire bill,

and it closes your Store Front account. The "fifteen" and
"twenty" that you ordinarily spend for repairs and paint on a
wood or iron Front adds to the net profit column after your
KAWNEER FRONT is installed.

Show Window Ventilation
"Have been in business 42 years—had 41 winters of frosted win-
dows, put in a KAWNEER FRONT last fall—have had one win-
ter of clear windows. We consider our windows our best draw-
ing card." That's what a Dry Goods Merchant wrote us. His
experience is like that of thousands of Merchants. For 41
years they could not use their show windows in winter on ac-
count of trust and sweat now they have the constant service of
their KAWNEER STORE FRONT 365 days of every year .

10,000 Kawneer Fronts Installed in 18 Months
During the last 18 months more than 10,000 KAWNEER FRONTS
have been installed. For seven years we've specialized in the
manufacture, planning and installation of modern, trade-produc-
ing Store Fronts. No matter where you go you will find them
producing sales—creating profit for the Merchants behind them.

If©H FX0NIS

"Boosting Business No. 21"
Here's a coupon for you to fill out to-day
—send it to us and it will bring "Boosting
Business No. 21"—a Merchant's book on
Store Fronts.

It contains information, photographs and drawings of the most
efficient big and little Store Fronts in the world. The sugges-
tions are offered after working with thousands of Merchants in
the designing and installation of their Fronts. Guide yourself
by their paid-for experience. This book is compiled for you
Merchants, and goes to you free. If you are at all interested in

modern Store Fronts, this book will help you out—it contains
money-making ideas. Just fill in the coupon and send it to us
to-day—each day you are without a KAWNEER FRONT you're
losing sales—you're losing profits.

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.
Francis J. Plum, 'President

78 Duchess Street

TORONTO, CANADA
Branches in most principal cities

11

! COUPON
j

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.,
(

i 78 Duchess Street, Toronto, Canada
,

[
Gentlemen—Kindly send me "Boosting '

• Business No. 21 "without obligation to me.
[

' Name »

1 Street
J

1

City or Town
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Roor*i

WASHROOM

DRESSING-

ROOM

CHECK ROOM

Smohknc-
Room

Storeroom Washroom

Exhibitor Spacb: 6x6 f^f 8 x 0/eeA Jx/o/ceA O^*. c A6x8 » 8 x 9 " 8 x
12.

feci- (OO 3^.FooH
Interior layout of Victoria Hall, Toronto, showing manufacturers display space arrangement of booths and
assembly, reception and smoking rooms for the Second Annual Convention C.W.T.A., Aug. 11, 12 and 13, 1913

Toronto business centre and main thoroughfares, showing the location of Victoria Hall; Second Annual
Convention C.W.T.A., Aug. 11, 12 and 13, 1913.
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Make Your Ready-to-wear

Displays Effective
Make Them Do Your Goods Justice

Whether your display takes shape in your department or

in the window—whether it is a rack of the new coats or

suits, or a nicely dressed form, make it do your goods
justice.

47 S gives a dainty and elegant effect to display. %
arms are a new and valuable feature of this form, and
the feet, in place of the regular iron base, add greatly

to the effect, especially where short length skirts are

displayed.

No. 47S, with Half-Wax Arms, $36.00, specially adapted
for high-grade Gowns.
Each limb adjustable separately up, down, sideways, for-

ward, etc., made of flesh colored wood for shoes and
stockings.

Price, with iron stand, 30.00, or with wax hands, $27.00.

Ask for No. 2 head, if this one is desired.

41 AA. This new display form lends itself to any kind
of display, adjustable to any angle, giving a graceful
pose. Its lines are absolutely correct for the new
costumes|

No. 41 AA, as cut $7.50

Same as No. 41 A A, without flesh colored bust. . . $6.75

Same as No. 41 AA, without tilting device $5.50

Sizes 32 to 40.

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
Oldest Manufacturers of Wax Figures and

Display Forms in Canada
Showroom 99 Ontario Street TOPOMTO
Factory 1 01 Ontario Street 1 URUl^l 1 U

One Hundred Easy Window Trims
NEW—JUST OUT The Only Popular-Priced Window Trimming Hook.

The Only Book with inexpensive Window Trims.
The Only Window Trimming Book Written Exclusively for the Small Store.

224 Pages. 104 Full Page Illustrations.

Bound in Cloth. Price $1.00 Postpaid.

Includes backgrounds and displays for all classes of goods, each illustrated and
clearly described so that any clerk can handle it.

All the materials are from the store or can be supplied at very little if any cost.

This is just the kind of a book the merchant with limited capital, unable to employ
experienced window trimmers has been looking for. With this booK he can change his

window once a week and have enough ideas to last two years.
It is the biggest value and the most practical book on the subject ever offered.

SYNOPSIS
PART I.

Chapter I.—Using the Windows—The
general principles of display. Some
specific instances. Some combination
window display offers.

Chapter II.—One Idea Window Dis-
plays—Advising against trying to show
all the goods at once.

Chapter III.—Window Display Profits
—How to make windows actually pro-
duce direct sales.

Chapter IV.—Showing the Goods —
No matter what the class of merchan-
dise, sales are increased if it is attrac-
tively displayed.

Chapter V.—Window Displays that
Cost Nothing—Some special windows
described and illustrated.

Chapter VI.—The Use of Window
Fixtures—Displays can be. made much
more attractive with modern fixtures.

OF CONTENTS
Chapter VII.—Let the Money in

Through Your Windows-Making a suc-
cess of a paint department through
attractive displays.
Chapter VIII.—Keeping Frost from

Windows—Suggestions on this import-
ant subject from several, sources.
Chapter IX.—A Few Suggestions for

Easy Displays—These can be arranged
with but little expense.
Chapter X.—Window Card Pointers-

Some good suggestions in the making
of show cards and the correct colors to
use.
Chapter XI.—Show Window Photo-

graphs—How to take good pictures,
avoid reflection and get proper contrast.

PART II.

Practical Displays—One hundred win-
dows, each illustrated and described so
that any clerk can arrange them with
little or no expense. (143 pages.)

The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.
BOOK DEPARTMENT

143-149
UNIVERSITY AVE. Toronto

13
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A display of children's suits arranged by F. L. Kirkley, with McKinnon's, Limited, Weyburn, Sask.
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A hosiery display with original features, dressed by K. A. Wilson, tor Glanville 's, Limited, Calgary.
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How Colors Should be Combined

To simplify the application of color to salemanship the spectrum is here arbitrarily divided into three

primary and three secondary colors; the mixtures being those of colored dyes or pigments and not of colored

light.

Primary Colors:—Red, Yellow and Blue.

Secondary Colors:—Orange (red combined with yellow), Green (Yellow combined with blue), Violet

(blue combined with red).

Gray Colors:—Yellow gray (orange combined with green), red-gray (orange combined with violet), blue-

gray (violet combined with green).

All of the above colors are made darker by the addition of black and lighter by the addition of white.

Any combinations of two or three primaries, with or without the addition of black or white, takes the hue of

the color or colors which predominate in the mixture and all the colors of merchandise may be analyzed by

the above rules and the deductions applied in the manner described throughout the various tables and the

article.

The effect upon black when placed next to colors:

Yellow and orange make black blue ; red makes black greener
;
green, blue and violet make black dull and

rusty.

Black is always satisfactory in association with two luminous colors and is preferable to white in the

following arrangements:

Red with orange, red with yellow, orange with yellow, orange with green, yellow with green.

The effect upon white when placed next to colors:

White next to red becomes tinged with green ; next to orange, tinged with blue ; next to yellow with blue

and becomes whiter; next to violet, with yellow; next to green with red.

White adds to the intensity of all colors and is preferable to black in the following combinations

:

Red with blue, red with violet, orange with blue, orange with violet, yellow with blue, green with blue,

green with violet.

The effect upon gray when placed next to colors:

Same as white with the exception that it appears lighter when next to blue and violet.

Grey is preferable to black in the following combinations -

Orange with violet, green with blue, green with violet.

EFFECTS OF CONTRASTS OF COLOR.

Excellent :—Normal red with blue, orange-red with blue, orange-yellow with violet, yellow with violet,

greenish-yellow with violet.

Good :—Scarlet with turquoise, scarlet with blue, orange-red with violet, orange-red with turquoise, orange
with violet, orange with turquoise, orange with blue-green, orange-yellow with purple, orange-yellow with
blue, yellow with purple, greenish-yellow with purple, greenish-yellow with normal blue, yellowish-green

with blue, blue-green with violet.

Good, but strong:—Normal red with blue-green, normal red with green, orange with blue, yellowish-

green with normal.

Fair :—Normal red with green-yellow, scarlet with green, orange-red with yellow-green, orange-red with
purple, orange with green, orange-yellow with turquoise, greenish-yellow with orange-red, blue-green with pur-
ple.

Strong, and hard:—Greenish-yellow with scarlet, normal green with purple, normal green with orange-
red.

Poor:—Normal red with yellow, scarlet with yellow, orange-red with blue-green, orange-yellow with blue-

green, yellow with normal red, yellow with turquoise,,yellowish-green with purple, normal green with, scarlet.

Bad :—Normal red with violet, scarlet with violet, orange with purple, orange-yellow with green, yellow
with blue-green, yellow with green, greenish-yellow with turquoise, normal green with turquoise, blue-green
with blue, blue-green with green, blue-green with yellowish-green, blue-green with turquoise.

A choice in combinations of color which are not in accordance with the rules of harmony or contrast :

—

Red with yellow is better than red with orange.

Red with blue is better than red with violet.

Yellow with red is better than yellow with orange.

Yellow with blue is better than yellow with green.

Blue with red is better than blue with violet.

Blue with yellow is better than blue with green.

Red with violet is better than blue with violet.

Yellow with orange is better than red with orange.

Yellow with green is better than blue with green.

15
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The Color Question is Still Unsettled
THE COLOR question

seems to be the unset-

tled one at the present

moment, for Paris is

making much of the

black hat and the com-

bination of black and
white. Authorities say

that this influence will apply only to the early

autumn modes and that its influence will be ex-

hausted and colors will be in first place. For the

popular trade on this market the best selling colors

are purple, saxe, cherry, cerise, emerald and coque

de roche. The more exclusive trade are evincing

a preference for dark colors, such as tete de negie,

corbeau, Russian green, purple, ruby and deep pea-

cock and old blue.

The appearance of the black hat seems to be due

to a wish to tone down the vivid color of the gowns.

This is illustrated by the costumes worn at the French
Derby by two mannequins from the Maison Lewis.

These gowns were of chiffon satin and tulle in vivid

shades, but their hats were modified versions of the

Directoire poke made of black leghorn and trimmed
with pleated bands of white tulle held in place by
broad ribbons in the colors of the gown. Many
smart models have velvet crowns and the brims of

pleated tulle with a touch of vivid color added by

the use of a flower or a ribbon bow.

A decided craze for tulle is predicted, and both

tulle and lace will be used on between season. Velour

satin and close clipped plush are also materials that

Black and white is indicated for early
Fall colors later—Malines is given a
high place in Fall materials—Feather
bandeaux and high mounts lead in plu-
mage novelties—Ribbons are important
and flowers, berries and foliage are sell-

ing to some extent.

will lie much used.

The shapes put out
tor fall are small and
medium. The crowns
are round, and the

brims turn up either all

round or at the side and
back. For the early

satin hats are being shown by the best makers,
and the all-black satin hat promises to be a high
class feature. Velour and plush will be good, and
hats suggestive of jockey cap and helmet shapes are

shown. Medium large shapes come on the Rem-
brant order, and poke effects on First Empire and
Directoire lines are very much shown. Back trim-

mings are showing and many models have reveres

provided for carrying this kind of trimming. A
very smart advance model in this style was made of

a plateaux of furry plush of a deep rose shade. The
trimming was of chiffon wisteria in all shades of

amethyst mixed with paradise aigrette. The flowers

and aigrette were fastened to the centre of the
plateaux and radiating over the front and sides of

the crown while at the back which was turned up in

a broad revere, was placed a large looped bow of rose

and amethyst striped ribbon.

Though black fabric hats relieved with white or

color are to begin the season later plushes and velours

in rich deep tones and trimmed with handsome bro-

cades and plumes are to he supreme.

The elongated profile is noticed on a good many
models particularly on those intended for street wear.

Fall shapes shown by courtesy of Millinery Commissioners, Ltd.
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jMtlltnerp <©oob£ Jfor Jfall

FROM AUGUST 18th

We will show a line of

Exclusive Nifty Millinery Goods

right up to the last word in style, for

IMMEDIATE and EARLY TRADE
When you visit the market come and see us

Room 20, 77 \ork St.

First Floor, Nordheimer Building

Make a note now in your memo book to do so. Do
something to

STOP FORGETTING

to see us when in the market. We guarantee your visit

will produce profit-bearing results for you.

Continental Jlanufacturers; i£>2mbtcate

Htmttetr

ROOM 20, 77 YORK STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

17
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Millinery Opening Announcement

^ ,
Fall 1913

Strachan, Burden & Plaskett,
Limited

TORONTO

^ We extend a cordial invitation to every

milliner who visits Toronto to call on us

and inspect our range—compare our values

with others.

Strachan, Burden
& Plaskett, Ltd.

Flower and Feather Specialists

76 Wellington St. W.
I TORONTO

We are the largest exclusive Flower and Feather House in Canada.

A
We Are Ready For Your Millinery Orders

FOR FALL 1913
If you have purchased from us heretofore you know that our styles, our
values, and our prices are right.

We make Hats and Shapes of every description and sell them to you at

Makers Prices. Write at once for sample order and quotations. It will

mean larger profits for your millinery department.

MOMTEEAL MAT & FEAME €®M5PAMY
SKF®sft - - MOMFEEAL

MANU-

FACTURERS

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited
96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

Montreal Agents : S. E. PORTER & CO.. Blrks BuUding

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates

is
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Some Fall hat shapes shown by courtesy of Millinery Commissioners, Ltd.

Amazon shapes with brims rolled evenly on both

sides and the fancy satin shapes that made their

appearance late in the present season are some of

the new things shown so far. Velour hats will share

honors with those of plush and French felt, and the

colors are old gold, bright green, cerise, cherry, rose,

purple, leaf and peacock.

Tulle has already been spoken of and among the

season's materials moires stands high. Moire is used

smoothly stretched over both brim and crown and

faced either with plush satin or velvet. Panne
velvet has again made its appearance. Among fancy

silks plaids are important. Blue and green plaids

striped with black, white and gold are favored. Chif-

fon and crepes are retained and are used for cover-

ing crowns and facing brims.

Aigrette and paradise are too high priced for any

but the expensive trade. Therefore on this market

and in the States preparations are being made to

run numidi and coque in the place of these.

Bandeaux, particularly of the Pocohontas style, are

strong in all these feathers. Bandeaux are strong

also in breast and ostrich, ending in made wing
effects or fancy mounts. There is a very wide show-

ing of ostrich novelties, the majority of which are of

the quill or stick-up order. Wings are good but they

are fancy effects and are made to fit into the trim-

ming scheme. Austrian pheasant and natural feather

effects are particularly good and there are any num-

ber of fancies used to combine with ostrich and other

novelties. Many of the novelties are distinctly mili-

tary in character. A new idea is shown in the

palettes made of dyed or natural feathers and goura.

These palettes come in black and white and in a full

range of color combinations. Combination effects

are strong in ostrich and such as grey and coque

de roche, rose and grey, blue and tete de negre, rose

and taupe. Balkan green and black are among the

most striking.

Milliners should carefully note the greatly in-

creased importance of ribbons. Ribbons are appear-

ing in many forms on the new hat. Ribbons are gen-

erally arranged in the form of high ornaments placed

either at the side or back, crowns also are draped with

ribbon and the whole hat is covered with wide fancy

ribbon. Many novelties are showing in plush and
velour ribbons and in plaids, double faced moire and
Roman stripes. Taffetas, moires, failles and satins

come in all the new shades. Guimpes and bands in

novelty effects are also being produced for banding

round the crowns of street hats.

Flowers have scored a fair success in the season

that is passing—quite enough for their makers to put

out lines with a fair amount of confidence for fall.

Roses, as usual, stand first and are particularly well

thought of in rich ruby and rose tones. Roses are

showing in purples, golds, coque shades and brilliant

greens, and there are large poppies in the same colors

Narrow bandeaux of breast with flat bow of breast and coque. Colors coque de roche and tete de nege. Narrow ban-
deaux of breast in brown and sand color, with made wings of the same. Novelty wing effect in purple shades
touched with natural feathers in irridescent greens. Coque and breast novelty in white and natural. Shown bv
Strachan, Bunion & Plaskett, Ltd.
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that are attractive. These flowers are made of silky

plush velvet and satin and many of them have silky

white hairs giving a frosted surface through which

the body colors shine. Berries, fruit and foliage are

also selling better this season than for many years.

Later on fur is expected to come to the front.

The high novelty will be fox and hare dyed in

deep yellow tones. Novelty furs such as fitch, mar-

mot, leopard, jaguar, and tiger are high style. The
close-haired black furs such as caracul, broad-tail and

baby lamb, both real and imitation, will be strong.

Hare in both black and white will be the popular

contribution and bandeaux effects in black and white

and countless ornaments made with the head and

tiny tails are to be good sellers.

-®-

Some Recent Hints from Paris

Cross aigrettes, flowers, ribbons

and tulle are featured—The latest

ideas in colorings—Fashionable

trade are asking for the darker

shades,

Paris, July 14.

AT THIS time of the year the Parisian milliners

are not showing very new things as their trade is

only with private customers who are looking for

summer hats. Therefore it is difficult to give any
complete idea of what will be ordered out for the fall

season for which the American trade will soon be

giving their orders.

From reliable sources it is learned that very large

orders have been placed for July and August de-

livery on "panne soleil" plush, and this article com-

bined with feather bandeaux will make up into very

smart millinery.

Shapes are of medium size, the crowns usually

round, and at present milliners are using brims of

Milan braid, hemp or Italian straw, with the crown of

soft satin. The brims are often flat, but many
shapes have brims which turn up all round.

Ribbons form a very important trimming, and

are often used for covering the shape, as well as for

making the crown. Ribbons are also used for drap-

ing the hat when made. Marines tulle is in immense

vogue and is used mostly to make pleated collarettes,

which cover the brim of the hat. As a rule this is

black but white is used also. Taffeta is again put

forward as a millinery material, and the black taffeta

hat promises to be a big mid-season feature. The
crown is of the taffeta and the brim of pleated tulle

with a bunch of rubis roses placed at the side of

the crown.

Paris is using much aigrette and cross. Crowns

are covered with it, or standing up in colonel.

Aigrette is also placed vertically around the corner.

This use of aigrette with a brim that turns up gives

the impression of Indian head gear.

When flowers are used it is in small boquets or

in wreath effect mixed with wheat. Daisies and pop-

pies are showing in natural colors.

Quills are in good demand for tailored hate, and
condor quills both natural and extracted are fixed at

the back of the hat.

Feather bandeaux with wiug-like ends promise to

be a big feature. The wings are posed either

at the side or back.

At the present moment the entirely white hat is

very fashionable, and broad white quills are much
used. These quills are very scarce and therefore the

richest of all for stylish millinery. The most asked

for all the "miror" quills.

Wings are of minor importance, and bandeaux

are most prominent in ordinary feather line. Ban-

deaux are made with lyri tail pinnies.

As to colors, black and white are preferred, next

corbeau and beige and Mastic is very new.

The smartest color blendings are corbean and

white, white and beige, corbean and mastic. The
smartest people are showing a tendency to ask for

dark shades such as tete de negre. corbean. Russian

green, purple, ruby and old blue.
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Millinery Announcement
The D. McCall Co., Limited

TORONTO
will be ready to show on and after

M O N DAY
August

the Eleventh
Pattern HatS Displaying the latest Parisian,

London and New York ideas com-
bining our own special designs.

Untrimmed Shapes Comprising everything of dis-

tinction originating from either

European or American markets.

Millinery Novelties The greatest variety of carefully

selected millinery creations, each

of individual merit.

Vve cordially invite your inspection

THE
D. McCall Co., Limited

TORONTO
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Top row, left to right: Nov-
elty in ostrich and breast;
novelty stick-up in black and
white; feathers effect in Au-
strian pheasant.

Lower row, left to right:

Breast and wing bandeaux;
feather novelty; bandeaux and
quills in ostrich. Shown by
Elliott, Sherring & Co.

Top row, left to right:

Numidi stick up; stick up of

treated feathers in black and
white, with base of natural
breast in irridescent green;
ostrich quill in purple shades,
the rib covered with natural
feathers in metallic greens,
and the base forming a bow
effect in purple breast.

Bottom row, left to right:

Military feather effect; Poco-
hontas bandeaux in coque and
breast; two feather novelties
of natural feathers, showing
the Chinese influence; feather
novelty in two colors. Shown
by Elliott, Sherring & Co.
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REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees of the first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

Qf ' \T Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

OIIjIV Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

stock carried A B FISHER 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain

valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Many
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

mhk:
Ideas From the 1914 Whitewear Lines

in flat lines—Color

in some lines.

DESIGNERS are busy

with the whitewear line

for Spring, 1914, and

seldom has there been a

season when the shap-

ing of the outer gar-

ments has had so much
influence over the line.

This is occasioned by the fact that women wear

fewer garments and, therefore, the set of the under-

garments is of more importance. As the outer gar-

ments closely follow the figure, of necessity the gar-

ments worn under them must fit closely and take up

the least possible space. Therefore, the materials

used are as sheer as possible and the trimmings are

applied in flat lines. Fine nainsooks, sheer lawns

and sheer cotton crepes are the materials used, while

the embroideries are very light and are worked on

the softest and finest of cloths. The drawn thread

effect is the newest feature and this is combined with

patterns that are a near approach to lace. The laces

used are Malines, Cluny, Valenciennes.

There are many novelties in the line now pre-

paring, one of which is the use of net pleat ings and

flounces for trimmings, and net is used in com-

binations with bands of embroidery to give a lighter

effect to the trimming. Skirts of nainsook have the

frills of net because this material goes into and is

lighter and more clinging.

Among the new garments may be mentioned the

chemise and brassiere in one garment. The upper

part or brassiere is made of insertions of lace and
embroidery and is attached to the lower portion by
a double beading through which a ribbon is threaded

and which can be removed for convenience in laund-

ering. The chemi-pantaloon is a garment intro-

duced last year to take the place of a knitted under

garment. The cut follows the lines of the body and
fits easily with no fullness. The advent of the bras-

siere has quickened the sale of drawers. The now
drawers still retain the circiuar cut, but are closer

fitting around the edge, many indeed being on the

cullotte order.

(Jown novelties include the model cut with the

kimona sleeve. A new idea is the gown with the

very low neck and the long sleeve. Another model
is short and has the sides slashed and the bottom edge

Garments must follow the lines of the

figure—Materials used are very sheer

as a result and trimmings are applied

being introduced

trimmed with a frill of

embroidery.

The use of color is

also a feature but there

is some doubt as to how
it will take here. Col-

ored bands of batiste

are used to finish .both

neck and sleeves or the collar and cuffs of the gown
is cut in colored cloth.

Crepe garments are increasing in favor and
dainty flowered crepes are \ised for skirts, gowns and

combinations. There are many qualities in white

crepe used and these are trimmed with Cluny.

©

Straight Line in Coats
This is still a feature—Dressy and
evening models are draped and
trimmed with fur—Shorter models
are being taken for the city trade

—

New coats are narrow around the

feet.

THE LATER models in Fall coats are cut almost

precisely on the same lines as those shown when

the season first opened. Any change there may be

comes in a shortening of the length and in the use

of novelty materials, such as brocaded woollens,

tnatelasses, and plush effects. These shorter models

are being taken for the city trade, but for useful

wear and for the country sections the longer coat is

most favored. The new coats are narrow around

the feet and are looser from the knee up, and are

gathered into a band or draped over in some fashion.

The armholes are wide and the sleeves are on the

Mandarin order, or are set very low down onto a

long shoulder. Scarcely two coats show the same

collar, but nearly all models are convertible and can

either be worn open or buttoned high up.

In the novelty line appearing now are showing

evening coats in high colors and in pastel shades.

Silk matelasses, moires and brocades are the leading

materials. Long loose lines prevail, and the majority

are cut kimona or with the dropped low shoulder and

wide armhole. Fur and marabout bands are used to
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trim and the linings are in brilliant shades or in

novelty printed silk. Some of these coats have the

Medici collar, and handsome novelty buttons are used

for fastening or there is a handsome frog placed low

down. Many evening cloaks are knee length, but

other models are three-quarter.

©

Silks Are the Best Sellers

Dresses because of their wide range
are important—Many coat dresses
are two-piece—High-colored trim-

mings shown—Vest effects are
numerous.

THE DRESS line is very important because dresses

are now procurable for every occasion. Women
can buy ready-made either a simple house dress, or

one for the street, or an elaborate calling, dinner, or

party gown. Therefore, the list of materials used is

a long one and the style question a varied one. In

the cheaper models simple straight line models are

produced in serge, panama, Bedford cord, with col-

lar and cuffs of fancy silk and a little relief trim-

ming of the same.

Many of the coat dresses are two-piece and the

new wool crepes are used effectively in making them
up. Dresses of this kind show touches of high color

in the shape of trimming silks introduced in vest

effects and again in the collar and cuffs. The skirts

show modified drapery and are cut close in at the

feet and are looser above.

It is the silk gown that is most important this

Fall and all the satin finished silks are selling from
charmeuse to messaline and crepe de chine is in par-

ticular favor and comes both in street and in even-

ing colors. Crepe meteor is well taken and there is

some vogue for moire. Boleros are new and are

appearing with the coat-tail at the back. Vest ef-

fects are too numerous to describe. The skirts are

narrow cut and the slash is discreetly introduced.

Drapery is increasing in favor, and becoming more
elaborate and many tunic ideas are shown. Buyers
are greatly interested in velvet dresses, and colors

are selling better than black.

New Features in Corsets
The natural figure line closely fol-

lowed—The new brassieres more
trimmed—Moderately low bust and
long skirts are the main features in

the cheaper grades.

WHATEVER change there may be in the line of

the corset is made with the idea of following more
closely the lines of the natural figure and the giving

of the utmost degree of softness and flexibility to the

corset. The tendency is more and more towards

the appearance of the uncorseted figure and the

newest cut which permits the rounding of the ab-

domen to show is an advance in this direction.

Nevertheless it is not possible for the average woman
to dispense with her corsets, but the corset is so

soft and pliable that the greatest comfort is secured.

The hips are still suppressed and the back is flat-

tened. This feature means that corsets laced in front

are more favored than ever. There is little or no

change made for the coming season in the lines of

popular priced corsets. The moderately low bust

and the long skirt well held down by hose sup-

porters are the main features in the cheaper grades.

The low bust of the corset and the extreme

transparency and softness of the materials used for

the waist make the brassiere a garment of great

importance. Not only has it to support the bust,

but it is in plain view, therefore the new models

are decidedly ornate. The new style brassiere is

made of embroidery flouncing or bands. The upper

edge contains an embroidery beading through which

a ribbon is run and the lower edge is darted so as

to shape it to fit the bust. Some brassieres are

held on the shoulders by double edged embroidery

straps and some have the shoulder piece cut in one

with the body of the brassiere.

For evening wear and for wear with dainty

gowns brassieres of net and lace or sheer lawn and

lace are shown very much trimmed with Valen-

ciennes and real Cluny lace.

Novelties worth considering are the rubber bras-

sieres for reducing purposes. For the stout woman
the brassiere that is boned and which gives some

support is usually preferred. Models are showing

with the bones arranged so that they are easily

slipped out when the brassiere is to be washed.

®

Low-Belted Models Strong
Designers making great use of this

idea for juniors' and children's

wear—Buttons are the chief orna-

ment—Fal
most used.

LOW BELTED models because they are so adapt-

able to the needs of children's, juniors, and misses'

wear have been very generally adopted. This style

certainly leads in misses' and children's coats and the

big majority of attractive models are made in this

low belted style. This low belt is even applied suc-

cessfully to coats of caracul and lamb, the belt and

collar being of fancy plush. Smart coats of Zibeline,

Cheviot or Bedford cord have collar, single revere

cuffs and belt of novelty plush. Buttons are the

chief ornament and the colors are deep blue, red

and brown combined with black. Velvet, corduroy,

cheviot, zibeline. Bedford cord, chinchillas and

(Continued on page 30.)
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DRESSES WORN AT THE LAST FRENCH RACE MEETING
Left side, top. It is a long time since waist and skirt in distinct contrast was worn at any great dress event.

The waist is of organdy, and the skirt of black charmeuse draped both back and front. The hat is one of the new
shapes, with brim of black straw turning up evenly all round. The crown is of Malines, with a pleated frill of
the same standing up round the crown. This frill is white, and the sweeping plume is of black paradise.

Top figure, on the right. The gown is of white charmeuse, draped with chiffon, and the waist and tunic
is of crepe de chine, with an under bodice of tulle and chiffon. The flower at the waist is of ruby velvet and
black chiffon, and the foliage is of black tulle. The military cap has a large mount of coque, with breast effect,

at the base of deep ruby.
Left corner, bottom row. Gown of yellow cotton crepe with bolero edged with printed crepe, and short

tunic of the same. There is a pleated frill of lace finishing the neck, and the % sleeves are lace trimmed.
The hat is of tete de negre satin, trimmed with two ostrich plumes shaded from yellow to tete de negre.

Lower right-hand corner. Gown of Nattier blue satin with waist of chiffon in the same shade, and deep sash
of printed silk. The sleeves are part chiffon and part satin, and are finished with pleated frills of net. The
waist is cut very low. The hat is a poke, with full crown of satin and with bunches of small pink flowers
laid around the crown.

Gown of white crepe and full kimona waist of the same. The tunic sleeve facing and collar is of dark
blue satin. The crown of the hat is of white satin and the brim of blue velvet, with a fancy ostrich plume
posed at the back.
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Are You Feeling The
Money Pinch?

Can you estimate the value to your business of a concise, clearly-

written and comprehensive review of business conditions and in-

fluences likely to affect them? A review on which you can

rely for guidance in your business dealings? A review that covers

the whole Dominion—and more? In short, such a review as is con-

tained weekly in The Financial Post of Canada.

The worth of such a review to your business is

[inestimable, the price only $3.00 per annum

The Present Money Stringency

was predicted by The Financial Post Long before it began to be

felt. Its opinion was deduced from a study of such indicators as

are dealt with weekly in The Post. Such as Bank Clearings —
Trade Figures—Canadian Bank Statement Analysis — Railway

Earnings — Crop Conditions —Building Permit Figures—Stock

Market, Business and Financial Conditions.

For Your Business' Sake Read The Financial Post

Vvrhe to-aay for Sample Ciofiy

THE FINANCIAL POST I

OF CANADA I

COUPON
Kindly send sample copy of Financial

TORONTO, CANADA Post to following address:

Offices: i
Name.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
Street and Number

VANCOUVER LONDON,|Eng.
NEW YORK CHICAGO | City or Town Prov.



The Suit Season Expected to Open Early

EVERY indication Buyers now in the market in search of pose are being sampled,

points to an early open- opening novelties — Popular lengths AU skirts are narrow

ing in the suit section ^ m and 38_Cutawav models lead— particularly around the

of the garment depart- . „ , . , , ,, . , feet and many ot them
ment. The suits now A11 skirts are narr0W and the new ldea

are looser higher up.

shown at the opening of is drapery effects, revealing the feet. Drapery effects are

the season are high class strong, but there is not

garments and many much real fullness,

women select early because lines are unbroken and The new idea in drapery is to have the fullness

the latest novelties may then be procured. Also pulled up in front revealing the feet. This idea

women find that they need a dressy garment for the is extreme and hardly appropriate for general adop-

fine davs of the Canadian fall. tion.

Many buyers are already

in the market making se-

lections of suits and nov-

elty coats for these early

openings and they are

well inclined towards suits

as their stocks are in good

shape. Manufacturers are

showing a more varied

line as buyer's find their

customers are being less

influenced by set rules

than they used to be and

provided the suit is attrac-

tive and the salient style

points are there.

The length of the pop-

ular priced suit runs about

36 to 38 in., but makers

of high grade suits are

conforming less and less

to a set rule in this respect

and are making the suit

coat shorter or longer, in

accordance with the other

features of the design.

Cutaway models lead and

there is a break at the

waist line whether it is at

the normal point or set be-

low. Most models are

bloused either back or

front and the Poiret or

Balkan model is shown in

a variety of effects. Models

are also appearing with

vests and it looks as

though this was a smart

item that would be strong-

er before the end of the

season as so many mate-

rials suitable for this pur-

Suit of plain and cut velour. The skirt shows
a tunic of the plain, with the lower part of

the cut cord fabric. The oddly cut coat
shows a peplin and vest of cut velour, and
there is an inner vest of embroidered velvet
which fastens high to the throat, but is

collarless.

29

The drop shoulder, the

Raglan, and the kimona
cut sleeve with the . arm-

hole good and wide are

universal. Girdle and sash

effects are strong and the

collar as a rule is inter-

changeable and can be

buttoned high at the neck
or worn open forming re-

vers. Buttons stand fore-

most among trimmings
and the odder the shape

the smarter the button.

Facings and trimming
touches are of novelty

plushes in two-color bro-

cades such as black

and gold, ruby and
black, black and pur-

ple, moire is also used

and printed novelties in

big variety. Braid and
braid passementeries, and
fancy braids are much
used trimmings. Fur
collars and cuffs and
bands of fur are very

much used. Buyers do not

appear to be much im-

pressed with the possibili-

ties of the skirt with the

slashed hem. Apart from
other consideration the

slash is not suitable for

Canadian winter wear.

®
SALESMANSHIP is more

than mere putting to-

gether of words. But a

ready tongue is a large

part of it.
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Low Belted Models Strong
(Continued from page 26.)

boucles are the leading cloths and in fabric furs

seal plush, astrachan and caracul and lamb are the

sellers.

Careful attention is necessary to produce dresses

that will build up trade in junior models, for the

junior is not only hard to fit but the style must
neither be too childlike nor too mature. In this

class coat dresses are strong and some very smart

models are being shown. Designers wisely have not

followed the draped effects to any extent, but have

kept to simple styles. Belts and girdles are a fea-

ture and many are in the low belted Balkan effect.

This effect has been well taken up for children's

garments as it is wonderfully well suited to unde-

veloped figures.

®

Improved Waist Outlook
New waists of net, shadow and Ori-

ental laces — Transparency the

prominent feature — Organdy the
new fabric—Fichu and vest effects

are good.

NOW THAT fashion has broken the effect at the

waist line and is advocating the waist that is of a

different color to the skirt, the waist manufacturer

sees better times ahead. And another encouraging

feature is the many new ideas that are being in-

corporated in the new line for the coming fall sea-

son. The two leading ideas that dominate are the

fichu and the vest effects. The fichu waists are as a

rule made up in surplice fashion and extreme models

have no fastening and just cross over. These waist's

are intended for wear over a guimpe.

More interest at the present moment centers in

the vest effects and many buyers expect that they

will dominate the season.

The new waists are of the sheerest type with

fine nets, shadow laces, and the newer Orientals as

the leading materials. Sheerer still is the latest ma-

terial that is coming to the front and that is or-

gandy muslin. It is some time since organdy was

worn and therefore its use comes as a novelty.

Chiffon and crepe chiffon are two leading waist

materials.

Waists of net, chiffon lace, etc., have to have

some kind of a lining. Popular priced models are

lined with Jap silk, but net is lined wth shadow

lace, and lace with net and the trimming of these

linings is made quite a feature, ribbons, laces and

embroideries all being used.

Crepe de chine, both plain and brocaded, stands

first in the line of silk waists. White is the best

seller, but flesh color is high style. Brocades and

plain satins are good, but most interest is taken in

the waists made up of printed silks. When the

waist is of fancy silk the vest is of plain, or the

plain silk waist has the vest of fancy silk. A new
idea in vests shows tab ends coming outside the

belt.

All smart waists show the collarless neck and
the low V front, and this feature is used with long

sleeves. The sleeves are tucked to below the elbow

and left loose, to form a puff, which is set into a

cuff that is finished with a fluted frill. Many models

show the three-quarter or elbow length sleeve set

in low or cut in one with the waist.

Lace Outlook Promising
Paris is featuring light laces

—

Metal laces indicated for the trim-
ming of dressy gowns—Outlook is

decidedly more promising in eYery
way.

Taking all conditions into consideration, very fair

orders have been placed for fall selling for suitings

and dress fabrics. One reason that makes for better

orders is the variety of weaves that are favored for

the coming season, and the increasing interest taken

in colors.

Brocades are the high novelty, and these effects

come in many cloths. Cut velour brocades are the

high novelty. Patterns formed of ratine yarn on

ribbed or serge grounds arc showing, and some very

handsome effects having a blister or matelasse pat-

tern, have taken well. Cotebe grounds, with a bro-

caded pattern, have been sampled by the majority

of the cutting-up houses, and include garments made

up from this fabric in novelty colors. Velour is the

leading high-class material, and is showing in plain

and in cut stripes. The way in which ratines and

eponges have sold this spring has raised these mate-

rials into second place for fall selling. These

materials are samples in a variety of qualities and

in plain and im novelty effects, but plain cloths are

decidedly the best sellers. Eponges are also selling

in weights suitable for wraps and cloaks, and come

in plain weaves, stripes and brocaded patterns.

Cord weaves in coteles, and diagonals in plain

and in two-tone effects lead in popular priced lines.

Poplins have been taken up to a certain extent for

simple dresses. For many purposes serges keep their

place, and diagonals and wide wales have sold freely.

Checks are attracting considerable attention. For

some time now Paris has been interested in checks,

and many authorities look upon them with a favor-

able eye for next winter. During the present spring

interest has been displayed in black and white checks,

and many smart suits have shown the skirt of the

cluck, with the coat of plain cloth. For early fall

wear it is quite possible that more striking plaids will

he used in like manner.
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Buyers Looking for Soft Finished Materials
WITH THE opening

of the retail season in

sight the trade is be-

coming interested in

assorting novelties, and

in the advance showing

for spring, 1914. An
early opening for fall is

promised and the many novelties in weave and the

brighter lines that will prevail should make the

openings unusually interesting to buyers. Eponge
weaves in big variety promise to be very strong. This

material has been the big summer success in cotton

fabrics and an equal popularity for fall is looked for,

more especially because this fabric is so well adapted

to the warm rich shades now indicated and because

it drapes so effectually. The very high novelty

comes in the velour weaves these cloths are wonder-

fully soft and bright and are very attractive.

For fall light weight fabrics of soft wool will

make a decided gain. These materials are intended

for dresses, and come in such weaves as cashmere,

Henrietta cloth, wool crepes, taffetas and batistes.

Poplins are good and serges and cord weaves are

staple. Suitings are doing remarkably well. The
composse idea is bringing back plaids and the plaid

skirt worn with the coat of plain will be high style.

Jacquard patterns are strong and practically all the

leading weaves come decorated with jacquard pat-

terns.

The latest material on the market is duvetyn.

Duvetyn is made either in silk and wool, or silk

and cotton. This fabric is popular in European
fashion centres and authorities believe that it will be

even more worn another year than it is at the present

time. This is a suiting material and the name peau

de peche—peach skin indicates its soft downy finish

of this new cloth. Duvetyn comes at present in high

colors and also in printed effects for trimming pur-

Eponges showing in big variety—High
colors the mid-season novelty—Light-

weight fabrics of soft wool will make a

decided gain for fall—Raw wool situ-

ation is interesting.

The opening of a new season makes the raw wool

situation interesting. Quietness rules in the wool

market, and the trade is awaiting the outcome of the

July wool sales. Meanwhile, it may be said that

fine wool and tops are steady at the present level.

New business is hard to do as holders see no pros

pect of being able to sell stocks on hand at any re-

duction on present

quotations. Holders are

not worrying about the

future of merinos and
fine crossbreds as their

position is regarded as

well assured, but there

is less confidence ex-

pressed in the standing of medium and coarse grades,

as the great bulk of the raw wool on hand is of

this kind. The most talked of feature at present

is the active business that is being done in English

wools and the high prices that are being paid.

Dress colors are deep and rich, and for dressy

and evening wear are very brilliant. The darker

shades for autumn are dark Russian green, purple,

dark ruby and old blue. The more brilliant shades

are cerise, mastic, citron, Balkan green and copper.

Pile Fabrics Are Important
The demand covers a wide range

—

Plushes, velvets and imitation furs

showing in big variety—Ame-
thyst, ruby and magenta are lead-

ing colors.

Every indication points to a wide distribution of

pile fabrics in the coming Fall. Fashion has set the

stamp of her approval unmistakeably upon such ma-

terials as plush, velvet and velours, and the demand
is coming from all sections of the trade. Hats will

be made of these fabrics, and not only will they

be wanted for garments but elaborate suits and after-

noon costumes will be wholly or partly made of one

or other of the above mentioned pile fabrics. Not

only is the plain material showing in the rich Fall

colors, but there are a host of novelties appearing.

In expensive goods there are embossed and brocaded

patterns as well as plush or velvet figures on crepe or

silk grounds.

Printed novelties are strong in trimming velvets

and the popular Bulgarian effects are being succeed-

ed by a host of Oriental and floral patterns in a rich

but slightly more subdued medley of colors. Stripes
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and plaid* are also featured and a good deal of faith

is being expressed in plaid trimmings for Fall.

For wraps, suits and for costume purposes colored

velvets and plushes are more favored than black.

Amethyst, ruby and magenta are leading colors and

fur will be used extensively for trimming these gar-

ments.

Every effort has been made to produce the softest

possible texture and finish in the new plushes and

velvets so that they may cling and drape as grace-

fully as a soft silk or woolen fabric. The demand
for wide widths is insistent and all but trimming-

velvets and plushes now come in 36 and 40 inch

widths.

Velours, cloaking, plushes, and imitation furs

are beins brought out in quantity to satisfy the

popular demand of outer garments. Fur plushes

are also being extensively used for trimming and

millinery purposes and for making up into inex-

pensive >ets to take the place of real fur.

Novelty Season in Silks

Stocks are in excellent shape

—

Many novelties showing both in

weave and in prints—Oriental and
new art patterns will have the call.

Right up to the advent of the heated season.

silk fabrics sold freely and stocks are in excellent

shape for the beginning of the new season. With

the opening of the fall season only a few week-

ahead buyers are searching for the latest novelties

to show on the opening days. Certainly there is

novelty and variety enough and to spare, for satins.

charmeuse, messalines, moire Ottomans, crepe de

chine, crepe meteor, and brocades, as well as printed

silks and plaids are all indicated.

Crepes are particularly desirable and crepons

and heavier crepe fabrics both plain and brocaded

are selling. Plain and crinkled crepes are used for

the waist of gowns while the rest of the gown is

made of satin or some other silk material. Brocades

and crepes are also to be combined. Crepe de chine

is particularly favored both for dresses and waists.

A very thin crepe material called crepette conies

printed in Oriental and new art patterns. Cord

weaves such as Ottomans, velours have been well

taken by the cutting-up trade. Failles are also con-

sidered and faille brocades are good. Brocaded fab-

rics with metal threads are selling for expensive

wraps and evening gowns. Soft souple moires are

very handsome and the double faced moires are

among the richest fabrics offered.

Chiffons, both plain and printed and brocaded

in metal figures are in immense vogue. Party and

evening dresses are made up of combinations of

chiffon, satin and crepe and lace and the waist of

the majority of silken gowns are made of chiffon.

All buyers are specially interested in printed

novelty silks. Persian, Oriental and Joury designs

have sold well but for the high-class trade Chinese,

Japanese, Egyptian, and the new-Art patterns will

have the call. Paris also favors plaids and fancy

plaids and Roman striped silks are to be used for

saslis and other trimming purposes.

©

Many housewives, while quite desirous of having

a beautiful home, and from a financial standpoint

willing to bear a fair expenditure to have that home
beautiful, fail in their attempts for the reason that

they are not sufficiently capable of seeing the finish-

ed effect resulting from the putting together of vari-

ous effects. As one artist in the drapery department

of a large Toronto store recently put it. "You see a

lady admire a certain hanging and finally buy it.

It has appealed to her and she t>;oes away perfectly

satisfied. She next enters the rug department and

there again buys something which strikes her at the

moment but has no relation whatever to the material

already bought. Thus from department to depart-

ment. When she puts all together in her own home
is it any wonder that dissatisfaction is the result and

that all returnable goods are sent back?

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto



Fabric Novelties Making Their Appearance
European manufacturers preparing to

duplicate their Spring success with

novelty cottons — Warmth without

weight still an important feature —
Many printed novelties both in wool

and silk—Serge still a leading fabric.

New York, July 14.

A SEASON is ahead in

which high novelties in

weave and effect are

promised, judging from

the fabric collections

that are coming from

abroad. Manufacturers

in Europe have noted the great success made by

novelty cotton weaves, and are planning to dupli-

cate this success again with materials appropriate for

the winter season. The newest and most notable

among silk materials is duvetine. This material

has a finish like suede leather, and though used as

a suiting fabric is more popular when printed or pat-

terned and use for trimming purposes. There is a

development taking place that brings vests as a com-

ponent part of the suit into prominence and duvetine

is the most favored material for this purpose. Duvet

is another new fabric. This material shows down
like tufts closely set upon a light woven background.

The effect is particularly soft and silky, but each

tuft is distinct. This material is printed in the new
art patterns and promises to become one of the

most successful of the new trimming novelties.

As the buying season advances everything goes

to emphasize the growing importance of pile fabrics.

Dress plushes in solid colors are in the front rank

and many of the silk novelties now coming out show

plush figures as the ornamentation. Crepes and

chiffons are showing with plush figures and will be

used for drapery and for handsome wraps. A fea-

ture of the season is the many cotton plushes shown
by the European manufacturers which promise to be

a big factor in popular priced retailing. Other nov-

elties in pile cloths come in velvet surfaced cords and
rib effects. These cloths promise to be well received

as they are very handsome and though apparently of

the heaviest most winterlike weight are in reality very

light, being the warmth without weight class of

materials. Velvet cords of this class appear on

grounds varying in weight from serge to chiffon and

the chiffon effects are used for the developing of

evening gowns.

Following out the rough idea they are showing

many materials decorated with knotted yarns. These

yarns appear on chiffons and crepes and also in can-

vas and etimine weaves. Novelties of the class indi-

cated appeal at present only to the high class trade,

but they show the direction in which fashion is

facing and indicate the class of materials that are

expected to follow the brocades that are now ap-

proaching the position of the most popular material.

Brocades and jacquard materials are showing in

quantity. There are bro-

cades in serge grounds
in plush, velvet, or silk

crepon, brocades on
cord and cotete grounds
in wool fabrics. All

through the silk line

brocades are strongly
represented. This applies more thoroughly to satins

and crepes. The high novelty in silks comes in the
printed materials. Printed silks have taken a strong
hold in Paris and this fall will see their recognition

they are retained plaids are the newer development
should bring them into the lines of popular retailing

for the spring season of 1914. These silks are some-
thing distinctly new and the patterns are not merely
a repetition of old ideas but are of the modern art

type.

Tussahs have been out of style for some years
now but there is a movement that favors tussah yarns
again. The best of these new weaves are crepe like,

and it is expected that before next spring these

novelty tussahs will have made a place for them-
selves.

Rich brocades particularly those interwoven with
metal threads will be wanted for evening cloaks.

Plain satins are strong and charmeuse is ordered
heavily in advance for fall.

Plain fabrics in dark rich colors that afford a

good background for fancy trimming silks, or which
form one with novelty materials will be high style

for fall and winter. Velour de laine, wool bengaline,

fine cashmere and soft finished materials on the same
order are most favored. Another strong develop-

ment is in the direction of wool crepes. That fabrics

of this nature should prove a success is a foregone

conclusion when the present position of silk and cot-

ton crepes is considered. Fancy weaves in solid colors

stand next in order. The class of effects that are

most promising are the brocades, jacquards and
damasse weaves, and buyers are taking these goods
for making up into simple dresses and combination

suits.

Checks and Shepherd's plaids have been very

much worn during the spring season and while

they are retained plaids are the newer development
and plaids promise well particularly in blue and
green.

With a long list of new fabrics against them as

well as the fact that they have been worn so long,

serges are still holding there position. Paris is also

renewing the interest in serges and no stock will

again be complete without a full representation of

this material.

:;:;
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original ledge trim in the store of Youell & Wrong, Aylmer.

FUR FASHION TREND.

The fur sets brought out for fall are remarkable

for the variety of shapes and the numerous and

novel combination ideas featured. The fact that this

is the case reflects great credit on the designers,

for the number of furs that can be used in the

production of popular priced fur sets is becoming

more limited each year. Clever arrangement and

the use of the markings of the fur in such a way

as to use them in the production of trimming

schemes is responsible for the attractievness of the

present line. Fancy ornaments, silk tassels, puffings

of silk and satin novelty braids, as well as heads and

tails are some of the many means used to give

variety of effect. The new neck pieces are on the

stole order but are shaped around the throat so as

to fit up more snugly about the neck. This rounded

cut is a very great improvement and one that adds

materially to the warmth and comfort of the stole

or tie. The muffs are all large and flat and the

trimming effects are as varied as those used on the

neckpieces.

So far the 45 in coat has sold best in furs and

the idea developing seems to favor the more fanciful

shapes in the cheaper furs. Fanciful cut and drapery

effects prevail and special care must be taken in

giving the necessary suppleness of finish to the

skin. Practically all the leading models feature cut-

away ideas and finish with a rounded point at the

back. Collars are varied, but the newest collars

stand up in Medici fashion and have a V shaped

opening at the front. The smart cut shows the full-

ness above the hip and tight below. Fancy cut

models are shorter in length.

Big Deal in Ottawa

One of the largest mercantile and real estate

transactions in the history of Ottawa was completed

last Wednesday, when the A. E. Rea Company

bought the good-will, assets, real estate, etc., of the

C. Ross Company.

The C. Ross Company have been in business for

forty years, and occupy a similar position in Ottawa

to the position occupied by the B. Altman Company

in New York.

The A. E. Rea Company have increased their

capital to $2,000,000, are building an extension to

their present store covering five acres of floor space,

are adding two extra storeys to their present store,

and will have one of the most up-to-date stores in

North America when completed. It is their inten-

tion to amalgamate the two firms under one roof as

soon as building conditions will warrant.
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Fabrics Are in Request

Crepes, ratines and voiles retain

their lead for another season

—

Conditions are generally healthy

in the cotton goods market.

Conditions are generally healthy in the cot-

ton goods market. Stocks are low and this

is apparent in all sections of the market, and

applies equally to manufacturer and to the

jobbing and retail trade. The feature that

has most bearing upon the coming season is

the uncertain money situation and the fact

that those who have to borrow are finding it

hard to obtain the usual accommodation.

Taking it on the whole the general outlook is

and prices are firm.

The Fall outlook for wash fabrics is de-

cidedly promising. Crepes and ratines, be-

cause of their adaptability, will sell well for

Fall. Crepe under-garments, because they

save trouble, are coming into more general

use, and ratine is an ideal fabric for indoor

wear. Crepes and voiles and cotton novelties

will be wanted for evening wear.

Crepes ,ratines, and voiles are being order-

ed out for Spring, 1914. Printed voiles and

cotton crepes in soft Oriental and new art

patterns are well thought of and good orders

have been placed for these materials, decor-

ated with wood silk stripes and figures. The

fancy is for jacquards and crepes, voiles and

ratines so decorated that it can be sold at

popular prices, are in special demand. Ra-

tines are firmly established and are showing

in bordered effects, in stripes and in printed

patterns.

Cottons in plush effects are the high nov-

elty and the new patterns come in velour and

in knotted yarns. Plisse or woven plait fab-

rics that retain their pleat when washed and

ironed is another novelty advocated.

In staple materials, pique in soft finishes

is holding its own. This material has been

vjell ordered by the cutting-up trade for next

Spring. White voiles, crepes and India lin-

ens are included in the staple lines that sell

freely. Heavy cotton suiting, and kindred

materials suitable for childrens wear are

also being ordered freely.

Showing Assembled Goods

Not having followed out the various movements

in art, or having been educated to picture together

two different articles, a great number of people have

no definite conception of what is in good taste, and

what is not, until they actually see them together,

and thus unless some concrete standard is set before

them, find difficulty in attaining perfect satisfaction.

Where departments /are not large enough to

work out the furnished home idea, other methods

need to be resorted to. More and more emphasis by

energetic salesmen and department heads is being

placed upon sketches and illustrations. The idea

in brief is to present before the customer a sketch

of a well draped room, or while the customer is stat-

ing what she would like, to sketch roughly the

finished appearance of the room as she describes it.

Thus by presenting before her in black and white

what she has described, the customer has a chance

to tell beforehand whether the room will suit her,

and also a splendid chance is given for suggestions

and little artistic touches on the part of the sales-

man or artist.

A good sketch, whether it be one of many in

stock to show models in furnished rooms, or whether

it be the framing in crayon of the customer's desires,

will often do more good than an hour's talking as a

customer is thus given a chance to see whether the

finished effect will meet with her ideas, and to de-

termine whether the salesman has completely grasp-

ed the ideas she has expressed.

Display forms one of the essentials of success

in housefurni«hings, and in this display the import-

ant feature is to present before the customer the fin-

ished effect. There is no question that this is trend

which methods are taking, and that the nearer the

salesman can approach to this, the more successful

is he going to be.

©

Fancy Trimming
Fancy linens are an important item all the year

round, for the manufacturer is always to the fore

with some novelty, but the Fall of the year and the

Christmastide is the real harvest period in this de-

partment. For present selling verandah sets consist-

ing of cloth and table napkins with the wide striped

satin borders so well liked and embroidered in color-

ed designs in the corners, are new. For later on,

when the vacation is over and bridge and euchre are

the rule, the tea cloth has the ace of diamonds, hearts

spades and clubs embroidered in the corners and the

napkins match. Show towels, guest and full size

baby towels, both ready embroidered and stamped for

working, are among the most active lines on the

market.

Linen prices are very firm and deliveries are

slower as a rule than are liked.
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Fall Line Is Full of Salable Novelties

ostrich, marabout
bands selling

THE TRADE is pre-

paring a wonderfully

varied line of salable

novelties for fall selling,

and buyers are appar-

ently unable to resist

their allurement for or-

ders are coming to hand
freely. In no line is novelty more fully exploited

than in that of trimmings. Bands of fur are to be

used on all kinds of gowns both for evening and day

wear. Cony and hare are strong, and marabout,

swansdown and ermine, both real and imitation, as

well as other furs, are all selling. Beaded all-overs,

bands and garnitures in crystal, pearl and jet, and

in rich effects in colored beads in Japanese and

Chinese colors and designs are to be very much used.

Ornaments are showing in big variety and brooch

effects, buckles, tassels and pendants of all descrip-

tions are come in great variety. These ornaments

are used to drape the soft crepes and chiffons or their

weight drag folds drapery into the prevailing long

lines.

Rhine-stones are again

to be a big item and are

effectively combined

with beads and mock
jewels and also with je 1

.

Jet garnitures and trim-

mings are also expected

to be good. Tassels are

particularly strong.
They come in jet, jet

and jewels, and in silk

effects, and also in

beads and pearls.

The chiffon floral

garnitures, so much
worn a season ago, are

much too pretty to drop

out of favor, and are

showing in beautiful

new effects and in all

the new rich colors so

prominent at present.

Tunics are a big line.

The new tunics are of

the softest sheerest nets

Chinese and Japanese ideas and colors

strong in beaded trimmings—Jet com-
ing to the front in the form of tassels

and garnitures—Fur trimmings and
and swansdown

•.'

_J

Verandah set of Irish linen,

the cloth and napkins em-
broidered ik color. Shown by
W. H. Baker & Co., 87 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

or tulle, and are either

draped, straight, or in

waist and peplum ef-

fect. Black beaded

with jet and crystal or

jet alone is excellent,

but all evening and
pastel shades are fea-

tured and the designs are of great beauty, crystal

beads being combined with gold, silver, colored ir-

ridescent beads and mock jewels in various colors.

The tendency is for fancy effects in bags, and if

the truth must be told the buying is very largely

at present confined to fabric effects. Manufacturers

are putting out a very attractive leather line consist-

ing of purses and vanity bags. The new ideas come
in the shape of pannier, saddle and tassel bags in

soft finished leathers and in moires. These bags are

draped to match the gowns and are developed in all

the leading colors. The leather bags are moire lined

and the fittings include mirror, powder puff, change

purse and memorandum tablets.

With the returning

vogue of sashes and

girdles belt manufact-

urers see an opening for

fabric effects and many
novelties of this class

are shown. The newest

are made of bias messa-

line or taffeta and are

just knotted once

around the waist. Vari-

ous finishes are adopted

such as deep fringe, tas-

sels, balls of the mate-

rial or the ends are

faced with contrasting

color and turned up
with fancy buttons.

Very handsome pan-

nier bags are made
from the new printed

silks combined with

satin or velvet. The bot-

tom half is of the plain

fabric and the upper of

the printed joined by

Bridge of Irish linen, the cloth

embroidered with ace of
hearts, diamonds, clubs and
spades. Shown bv W. H. Baker
& Co.
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THE NAME BEHIND THE GOODS IS YOUR GUARANTEE FOR THE QUALITY

The Travelers are on the Road
with "Julian Sale" Leather Goods and

Novelty Samples

Carrying five big sample trunks each—the

biggest line they ever "left home with"

—

the best lines of samples in all lines that

"Julian Sale" ever had the pleasure of

opening up—bigger variety—greater as-

sortment—more novelty—better values.

Attractive goods for the holiday trade come
in for a special word, featuring some very
exclusive imported goods that will force

trade for themselves "on sight."

Watch for the traveler's advice card say-

ing when you may expect him.

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Company, Limited
105 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO
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You Must Have Buttons!

Convert your Cloth, Silk and other waste

Cuttings into Covered Bi

The Turret Button

Machine

as used by the principal manu-
facturers throughout Great Britain.

Output 35 gross per day, and every

button perfect.

BUTTON MOULDS
at Bed Rock Prices

The largest Dress Button Manu-
facturers in Great Britain

The TURRET BUTTON Co., Limited

12-14 Westmoreland Place, City Road

LONDON N.

CABLES: Zoeform London Western Union A. B. C.
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fancy braid or fringe, and the silk is pleated into a

handle made of different colored cords plaited to-

gether.

Each season the line of cheap jewelry is more effec-

tive and moderate priced jewelry is now produced in

such good taste that it is appropriately worn on all

occasions and women who can afford jewelry that is

much more expensive buy it. New art produc-

tions in bright colors are full of interest and promise

much activity because they are in the effects in

which fashion is interested. Pendants are a big line

and Oriental looking effects set with imitations of

semi-precious jewels are decidedly new. Fine and an-

tique gold set with jade and having pear shaped drops

of the same are among the most attractive numbers.

Lorgnette chains and neck chains and necklaces

made of various combinations of metal and bright

colored Oriental looking glass beads are included in

the new lines.

"*" The shape is the big thing about the button this

season and manufacturers have excelled themselves

in the production of novel shapes. Many buttons

are made of colored galalith. A large oval plaque of

old ivory colored galalith had the center carved in

Oriental design, and tinted and touched with gold.

Quite opposite was a button that looked like a sec-

tion cut from the thick twig of a tree, the outer part

being deep purple and the inner part lighter in color

and showing rings like the center of a branch.

Squares, cubes, hexagons, and peculiar pyramid

shapes as well as ovals and olives and balls come in

all colors and combinations, many bearing carved

centres tinted in Oriental colors or bearing Futurist

devices. Galalith and pyroyline are much used and

crystal still keeps its place particularly for tiny trim-

ming buttons so much used. Ball buttons in all sizes

are particularly good, especially in French pearl both

in smooth and in baroque effects. Rhinestones have

become very popular, but are too pretty to be dropped

and the much predicted vogue for jet seems at last

destined to arrive. Buttons are still much used for

trimming purposes, and should vests become as

popular as expected there will be a big demand for

striking button novelties for their decoration.

Simple styles still rule in hair dressing and there-

fore the manufacturers of puffs, curls and switches

have little to do. Not that false hair is not worn at

all, for it is used to supplement tresses that are too

scanty. There is no piling up of the tresses onto

the head as styles as now worn tend to preserve the

outline. Some ornamentation must be used and

this comes in the shape of jeweled pins and band-

eaux. Imitation platinum, amber, demi-amber and

hell pins are ornamental with enamel and are set

with Rhinestones and mock jewels. As a rule the

stones are set in the head of the pin, but often there

are metal tops that are jewel set. The tops of these

pins are rounded and curved in various shapes and

they are sold in pairs.

Buyers of Ladies' Silk and Real Hair Nets

Smaller Meshes

Show cards free.

Made In England.

Please ask for samples.

are advised to take an early opportunity of securing samples and

comparing styles of some of the newest and most serviceable

novelties in their goods which are now being put on the Canadian

market.

Eetailers should ask their Supply House for samples and

prices, which will be sent free, and show cards of these Hair

Nets are also given away gratis.

Goods will be sold through the Wholesale Houses only,

and anvone unable to procure these Nets should ask

the name of a supplier from THE DRY GOODS
REVIEW.

ONE OF THESE NOVELTIES

Challenges All

The "TOREADOR" NET
REGISTERED

The Smaller Meshes at the one side needed.

Hold up all loose hair under the Chignon.

This net lies gracefully and invisible to the shape

of the Coiffure.

It is made in three sizes of Back Nets and one

size in Fringe Nets of the Best Silk Procurable.

Each net is guaranteed perfect and specially

prepared.

In Real Human hair there are two sizes in Back
Nets and two sizes in Fringe Nets.

The "TOREADOR" Silk and Real Hair Back Net and
also other Special Numbers in Silk Back Nets and Fringe

Nets, such as the "Hide and Seek." "Samson," "Neat
Nap," are all guaranteed perfect, and made in England.
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DRESS ACCESSORIES

Fichu and Medici Neckwear Latest to Date
Many novelties in guimpes and large

jabots shown—Boudoir caps big sell-

ers—Fact that throat is exposed gives

the keynote to present styles in neck
dressing—New Collars high at back.

THE FACT that the

throat is exposed gives

the keynote to the pres-

ent styles in neck dress-

ing and all neckwear
fashions are made to fit

in with that fact. This

gives an element of

novelty and picturesqueness to present fashions. The
new collars at the back are high and flaring, and
these high-backed collars are usually of lace and are

wired and transparent. A new innovation is the

wearing of these collars with evening and very

dressy gowns.

The surplice outline is coming strongly into

vogue for furnishing waists and dresses. This means
that various forms of fichu effects will be good.

Various forms of collars have fichu ends attached.

Pleated frills and flutings appear on most of the new
neckwear.

Surplice guimpes are new and the majority are

trimmed with flutings of net or light lace. Guimpes
continue to be the standby and the advent of the

surplice waist will add to their vogue.

Large jabots of net and lace covering the front of

the waist, and arranged so as to fit in with the V
opening at the neck, are sure of a prominent place

in fall neckwear.

A new comer in the neckwear field is the vest.

Vests are made of brocaded or printed fabrics and
follow the lines of a man's vest. Many are cut low

in front fastening only with the lower buttons and
having the upper buttons on one side with the but-

ton-holes at the other. Mannish vest pockets are

placed on each side.

Another strong line with

the neckwear houses is bou-

doir caps. Cape are made of

crepe de chine net and pleat-

ed shadow lace and are ex-

ceptionally dainty and be-

coming. Pale pink and pale

blue are the most used colors,

and tiny satin flowers are

used to trim with. To the

woman who travels one of

these caps is a positive boon, Oriental lace allover
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as the hair can be cov-

ered with one of these

caps at night in the

sleeper and need not be

taken down. These

caps are uncrushable

and can be rolled up
and tucked into any

corner of the suitcase.

Boudoir caps are in most stores carried as a sec-

tion of the neckwear department and where the sale

is pushed by means of proper display sales are in-

creasing as these caps have a definite use.

Sale of Ribbons is Large

Prospects good for the coming fall

—Many novelties put out by Euro-
pean manufacturers — Popular
colors are white, pink, blue, and to

a certain extent black.

Ribbons are more fashionable than ever and the

mid-season sale is very large. The present demand

is for white, pink, and blue, and to a certain extent

for black, particularly moires and velvets. Moires

and satins and taffetas are the best selling numbers.

For the coming Fall the European manufactur-

ers have placed upon the market an extensive collec-

tion of novelties. Of these, the velour effects in

Oriental, Egyptian, Chinese and new Art effects are

most interesting. Among novelty ribbons may be
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mentioned the ratine and crepe effects which come
in solid colors and printed in a variety of designs.

Other novelties are the Roman striped ribbons, and
the fancy French plaids. These are showing in rich

shades in many colors and the duller effects stand

first in favor. The principal use for these ribbons is

for sashes but they will be used by the millinery

trade as well.

The big movement for millinery purposes comes
in moire, failles, satins, and taffetas and wide widths

will be wanted for the high looped bows. Deep rich

•colors are favored among which are corbeau, tete de

negre, deep dull red, deep plum, copper, vert Rus-
sian and taupe.

STORE MANAGEMENT—COMPLETE
ANOTHER NEW BOOK

By FRANK FARRINGTON
A Companion book to Retail Advertising Comple

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Mana

but the largest prol

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS
Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.—The Store Policy—What it sbonM b<

to hold trade. The money-b«ck plan. Taking back goods
Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivering goods
Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroai
fare. Courtesy to customers.

ABSOLUTELY NEW JUST PUBLISHED
Send us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and f it isn

-

worth the price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., MacLean Publishing Co.

TORONTO

Every Ambitious Merchant

SHOULD
READ

SALES

PLANS
A collection of

three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting busi-

ness, including a
great variety of

practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICE $2.50

iSent postpaid only on receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO

What a Canadian Buyer Saw at Ascot
At Ascot last week it was the general comment that the display of beautiful real laces was greater

than laid been seen at any such function for several years . Lace that ivas absolutely priceless was

used for over-dresses, tunics, flounces and parasols. Alencon, Chantilly, paint <!< Venise, Irish

needle-point, Duchesse, Carrick-ma-cross and other choice laces were noted .

By the way, here is a hint for colors for Fall. Paris is blue crazy—blue in all shades, light, dark

and mid. All skirl* are draped. Brocaded and figured goods are much in vogue. Hats are very

small, and quantities of tulle are used. The fad of the moment is the reversed jabot—that is the

plain collar round the throat and the jabot with miniature Medici effect at the back instead of at

the front.

Veils dotted and spotted and plain and fancy are ivorn in profusion and it is noticeable th< y add more

to the comfort of the wearer than any other dress accessory. If in doubt of this staU nu nt I would

ask Milady to go for a motor ride of say 20 miles, leaving her veils at home. When she arrives at her

destination her hair is flown about, and heavy with dust, her eyes are tired and painful, her skin is

sunburned and blistering. So much for her feelings, and as to her appearance, there is but one

verdict—unsightly. The same applies to water trips—the reflection of the sun on the water is too

strong for the eyes, and hard on the complexion. Everyone agrees that a soft green or blui veil

affords all the protection necessary and is much more becoming than smoked glass or goggles. The

wearer finds the dainty veil hides a poor complexion, improves a good one and protects it. and it has

become an indispensible article of dress instead of simply an accessory.
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CANADA VEILING (ft.

Be sure to call and see our 50 new
Parisian Models showing every style of

Ball Gown, Dinner Gown, Evening
Dress, Bridal Gown, Reception
Gowns, Fancy and Plain Tailor-made

Suits and Evening Wraps

Ostrich Feather, Marabout, Moire and Ermine
Plush, Neck Ruffs and Stoles are being featured

for evening wear.

Scarves and Bulgarian Girdles and Drapes for

the opera.

The preference for veilings is for neat, small, novelty

effects, suitable to wear with the small and medium
sized hat in vogue at present.

Laces in Flat Venise, Light Bohemian and Fillet

Bandings and 18 in. Lace Flouncings are going
to be good sellers this Fall.

We have a large and complete assortment
and take this opportunity to invite your in-

spection on August 25th, and following days.

CANADAVEILING CO
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FALL OPENING

We invite inspection of our excellent lines of Fa]

Veilings, Laces of all kinds, Dress

Trimmings, Tunics, Chiffons, etc.

We carry an exceptional range of Novelties

Company Limited.
59 WELLINGTON ST , WEST., TORONTO. ONt\

MBaiiB/f

]

i

Turn enquiries

for Accordion

Plaitings,

Hemstitching,

Plaited Skirts,

Covered Buttons

into Do/Iars

Writejor the Agency

With the daily increasing de-
mand for plaitings, hemstitch-
ing, etc., a service such as
we offer one merchant in
every town and city in Cana-
da is a real money maker for
you.

Every order means money to
you without any expense
whatever, and very little
trouble.

Send to-day and secure the
exclusive agency for your
town. We will furnish dis-
play cards and prices. Write
now. .1

TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO.
600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

ADS and SALES
By HERBERT N. CASSON

A Study of Advertising and Selling from the

Standpoint of the New Principles

of Scientific Management

Something in it for Every Advertiser, Advertising Manager,

Corporation, Salesman, Sales Manager, American

Business Man.

CONTENTS
Chapter

I. Can thePrinciples of Effici-

ency be Applied to Sales ?

II. Efficient Salesmanship

III. A Sales Campaign—How
to Start It

IV. Face toFace Salesmanship

V. The Evolution of Adver-
tising

VI. The Weak Side of Adver-

Chapter
VII. The Principles of Effici-

ency Applied to Advertis-
ing

VIII. The Building of an Adver-
tisement

IX. An Analysis of Current Ad-

X. The Future ot Advertising

XI. Public Opinion

XII. The Professional Outsider

PRICE, $2.00 NET
Postage, 13 cents additional

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT

MacLean Publishing Co.,

143-149 University Avenue, Toronto
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Lace Outlook
The outlook is decidedly more promising for

laces. The lace dress and the lace waist is once more

a factor and dressy gowns show the combination of

lace, satin and chiffon. Reports from European

fashion centres show that lace is being abundantly

used and this would indicate that laces will be more

in evidence next year than for some seasons. Fashion

is favoring transparent fabrics and this alone should

bring about an increased demand for lace. There is an

attempt being made to revive the flounced dress and

lace flounces are used for this purpose. Deep flounc-

ings are also used for tunic and drapery purposes.

The laces favored at present are of the lighter makes.

Fashion favors Chantilly and Alencon, but wide

flounces of these laces run into money and for popu-

lar selling shadows and net-top laces will be substi-

tuted. The net tops favored are light and filmy and

with more net than pattern. Allovers and wide

flouncings are the big sellers.

There is a very heavy demand for all kinds of

fancy nets. Soft, fine nets are used abundantly for

yokes, drapery, frillings, ruches for foundations for

dresses, and for making and lining blouses, and also

for neckwear purposes.

Malines is indicated strongly in millinery and is

also good for trimming waists and gowns.

Another indication favors metal laces for trim-

ming purposes. Gold and silver are taken in antique

finish and steel is to be used to some extent. Even-

ing gowns of rich brocade or moire are trimmed with

these handsome laces.

Veilings have been good sellers, though at pres-

ent the usual mid-season dullness is apparent. Every

indication points towards a return of activity later

when the cooler days of early Autumn make the

wearing of a veil pleasant. Smartly dressed women
in Paris have taken to the veil just as they have tak-

en to the small hat. And to correspond with the

vogue of sheer d?aphamous fabrics, veilings are as

light as possible.

The high novelty in Paris at the present time

shows light fancy patterned meshes illuminated

with bright spots of high color. The colors most

seen are purple, Balkan green, terra cotta, and yel-

low.

There will be no lack of novelties in veilings dur-

ing the coming season and color will be the feature.

Besides the illuminated effects before mentioned,

colored mesh veils, and colored veils in lace, Malines,

and Shetlands will be shown. Many novelty effects

in chiffon auto veils will be shown a little later.

Novelty blues are strongly indicated for Fall and

blue will be the leading veiling color with Saxe par-

ticularly in evidence. Purple will be good, and the

new sand shade will take particularly with the bet-

ter trade. Navy, black, white, and tan will form

the staple shades.

ARE YOU THE MAN AT THE HELM?
Are you running your ship of business along the shortest and safest course to the harbor of success?

Or are you going a roundabout way, scratching and scraping along the rocks of loss and failure.

Get in the right course, be on the lookout for
successful run.

lew thoughts, ideas, schemes, etc., and you will have

STORE MANAGEMENT COMPLETE
is a guide that will show you how to get the maximum trade and profit out of
your business. This book is written by Frank Farrington (a companion book to
"Eetail Advertising Complete.") It tells all about the management of a store.

The following is a synopsis of one of the chapters:

CHAPTER V.—THE STORE POLICY—What it should be
to hold trade. The money-back plan. Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivery goods.
Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Courtesy. Re-
bating railroad fare. Courtesy to customers.

"Store Management—Complete" is bound in cloth, contains 272 pages, 16
full page illustrations, and 13 chapters. $1.00 brings this book to you postpaid.
Money refunded within 10 days if not satisfactory.

Absolutely New Just Published

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLean Publishing Co.

143-149 University Avenue TORONTO
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STOREY UPON STOREY
Story Upon Story

If Cass Gilbert, architect of the cloud-high Woolworth building, didn't stop the
contractors when they had the first floor steel up, because the building didn't
look finished.

II He was content to wait while, storey after storey, higher and higher, the
structure reared its bones above the common level.

*i\
He was satisfied to wait while the details of his plans were worked out—piece

by piece, storey by storey, week after week, month after month, until the fin-

ished giant stood out one day in all its glory—catching the first rays and the
last of an approving sun.

'j He had a vision of the giant structure when the plans were drafted. He
knew that success was ahead. The owners of the building had confidence in

him and backed him up. The contractors followed specifications to the letter,

and a big success and an everlasting monument to man's genius, nerve and
pertinacity was the result.

\ There would be more and greater business successes if there were more Cass
Gilberts as advertising managers and more Woolworths to back them up.

Advertising successes are built up just as the Woolworth building was—storey

after storey, according to a preconceived and well defined plan.

1! There are too many one-storey advertisers. They can't catch the vision of a

big success, or if they can, they get dizzy-headed when they contemplate the

height. They lack the nerve to back the advertising architect, and they doubt
the greatest of all contractors—printer's ink.

f It will take months, and sometimes years to build up a big business through
advertising.

^1 But once that building goes skyward, neither the adverse winds of compe-
tition, nor the earthquakes of changing conditions and hard times will ever

shake it! There is only one condition—the foundation must be as solid as

the rock upon which the Woolworth Building stands, and that foundation must
be Honest Goods and Honest Prices and Honest Service. If you can build on

these, there is no limit to the possibilities of your business. Otherwise your
structure will totter and crumble over your head—as it should.

* Get the vision of a bigger business ! Start to-day to make it a success through
advertising, column upon column, story upon story, week after week.

_
Keep

at it. That's the idea! Keep everlastingly at it till results come in a satisfying

measure.

U It is not necessary to begin with large space; begin small and enlarge as

the business grows.

t And then keep on keeping on

!

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue TORONTO, CAN.
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Floor Styles Have Now Become Established
THE CARPET trade

of the past year has

been a question for the

retailer to handle with

gloved hands. In fact

it is doubtful if any de-

partment of merchand-

ising has gone through

more constitutional changes. Prices have changed,

different colors have been in demand, and patterns

have varied to a great extent. In short, the whole

trade has passed a transition point and now the field

lies more open, and heavier buying may now be done

if conducted with care and foresight.

The new designs and colorings have very thor-

oughly established themselves and as all experienced

buyers well know that carpets have less changes of

style than the majority of other departments of re-

tailing, they will no doubt feel more justified in

placing orders.

Many retailers realize the price situation will ob-

tain goods early. The prices through Canada have

been increased along some lines as much as five

per cent, while others have been altered to a slight

degree only. The market in Great Britain, how-

ever, has risen much more, and the very recent

changes will in the near future have a decided effect

upon the market in Canada.

The position of floral designs has waned and sank

out of sight although they held sway for considerable

time and enjoyed great popularity. They have now

given way entirely to the distinct Oriental designs.

These are becoming extremely popular mostly in

very small patterns and, although some carpet man-

ufacturers are showing larger designs, it will require

some time for them to gain a marked popularity.

The big medallion pattern which has been popular,

formerly in the floral schemes, and then with the

advent of Oriental designs it assumed a more con-

ventional aspect, has decidedly gone backward and

fallen from popularity.

Colors have had their change like other features

of the carpet trade, while Oriental designs would nat-

urally demand high colorings and vivid combina-

tions yet there is a most decided demand for browns

and blues. The time-honored reds and greens have

to a great extent been replaced by light browns, al-

New colorings and designs are being-

taken favorably—Oriental designs on
the small order are now the most pop-
ular—Browns and blues are the lead-

ing shades—Prices have advanced in

manv lines.

most bordering on the

fawn shades, although

many darker shades

are shown, and by
blues or combinations

in which blues are very

prominent. This latter

color appears to many
as being more or less of a fad. yet it is exceedingly

effective and the shades shown are very tasty in-

deed.

The major cause of these two shades holding a

popular place, is the fact that so many people are

using leather effects and other schemes of brown
for decoration purposes, and as companion shades

for these there are none as effective for genuine
artistic combinations as the browns and blues. Those
who do not wish to have entire brown effects find

blues exceedingly sympathetic.

The various changes which house decorating and
furnishings undergo, is at the bottom of changes in

floor coverings.

For many reasons the day of the piece carpet

has passed and the rug has usurped its place. Piece

carpet is now seldom used except for filling large

contracts, as hotels, etc. The rug of to-day has great

advantages over the carpet of yesterday. The effect

of the rug is charming to the original carpet, while

for house cleaning facilities the rug has its greatest

advantages.

Amongst the best quality of carpets the Wiltons

are preeminently the leaders. This is used partic-

ularly in the short pile weaves, while standing out

most prominently among the cheaper lines are found

the tapestries in very effective designs.

Novel Trimming Idea

A novel trimming idea is a brooch of baroque

pearl set in crystal beads and mock jewels, and fin-

ished with a fringe to match or tiny drops and tassels.

These brooches take the place of buckles and are

just the thing to combine with the draperies of

chiffon, lace, and crepe. Beaded trimmings par-

ticularly pearl and crystal effects are good.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by

but for which the editors of the "Re-
view" do not necessarily hold themselves
responsible.

MOVE TO NEW QUARTERS.

Seward Brothers, manufacturers

'

agents, Montreal, have removed from
251 James Street to 112-116 Nicholas

Building, where they have more com-
modious sample rooms for displaying

their lines of knitted goods. Their

new telephone number is Main 627.

CANVAS COAT FRONTS.

That the ordinary hand-made can-

vas coat front has in the past been
loosely put together, and thus in

many cases been the cause of allow-

ing the different materials to pull all

out of shape when exposed to wet,

has long been recognized by the

trade. The trade, however, have not

failed to overlook the fact that prices

paid for coat making have not been

great enough to justify manu-
facturers spending much time or care

with any one part of the garment,

and thus that part which has been

hidden has been the one to suffer

most.

To fill this gap, and provide a good
foundation upon which to build the

rest of the coat, ready made, can-

vas coat fronts are being universal-

ly introduced throughout the States,

and only recently have begun to be

manufactured in Toronto. The
Toronto Pad Company are said to be

the first to introduce this branch of

industry into Canada, but so wide is

the field and so successful has been

the introduction of these fronts, that

other firms are likely soon to follow

in the same line.

A comparison between this special-

ly made coat front and the ordinary

hand-made front is referred to as a

comparison between a closely quilted

one-piece structure and a loosely

stitched structure run upon a

straight machine and without suf-

ficient backbone to prevent being

pulled out of shape upon exposure

to wet. The former which by the

Toronto Pad Company has been

called the "Everlast" is quilted

closely so that the canvas hair-cloth,

padding and stay linen for buttons

and button holes, are fastened firm-

ly together as if they were one piece.

Particular care is taken to render

this coat front such that a tailor

wishing to alter the shape slightly

can do so without in any way in-

juring the rest of the front, and at

the same time with very little diffi-

culty. The hair-cloth is cut bias so

that the hair runs across the front.

Thus a tailor can readily draw in the

shape a little in order to make it

fit the body snugly. Should longer

lapels be desired, by cutting a little

hair-cloth off at the shape this ef-

fect is secured, and so on with other

necessary alterations to make a per-

fect fitting garment for every in-

dividual.

The Toronto Pad Company have
installed special machinery for the

construction of these canvas fronts,

and have employed all experienced

hands. That this is a branch of the

trade in which there is great room
for development there is little doubt,

and manufacturers expect to be

kept running steadily at full eap-

paeity.
• • •

THE NOESTING PIN TICKET.

Much of the success in drygoods

retailing is made up of .the attention

given to small details. Ticketing is

important and every article shown in

the well appointed store is ticketed.

When the multiplicity of articles

carried in stock is considered any
device that saves time because it can

be handled quicker is of importance.

The "Noesting" ticket is a time

saver because the operator who is

ticketing has not got to be careful of

his or her fingers as is the case when
the ordinary ticket is used. The
fingers can go into the box with per-

fect safety, and even a handful can

be grabbed up if needs be. This is

because the Noesting has a perfectly

rounded point that will not pierce the

skin, but which passes through the

intersections of the threads of the

cloth and does no damage to the

fabric. Because the ticket can be at-

tached without damage to either

finders or fabric this ticket is suited

as no other pin ticket can be to the

marking of delicate fabrics such as

laces, or of fancy articles that a

bloodstain would damage. Moreover,

there is no danger of injury to the

employee's fingers. This is a point

that even from a selfish standpoint

is worth considering, as a bad hand

may mean the loss of services diffi-

cult to replace at a busy time, or

even a serious case of blood poison-

ing. Neatness is another point

in favor of this pin ticket.

The " Noesting " is made in

all the standard sizes, and is

neatly printed with the name of

the firms using it. It is attached to

the frock by means of a double

wire firmly attached to the sides by

machinery and ending in a perfectly

smooth rounded point.
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This ticket is made at one opera-
tion by one of the wonderfully in-

genious machines that are becoming
so numerous nowadays. The card
is wound around a drum or cylinder

from which it feeds itself into the
machine. This card is guided past
a stamp which prints the ticket and
further on the wire is attached and
cut. Next the ticket is automatically

cut and drops out ready finished at

the side.

DOHERTY MANUFACTURING
CO. IN NEW BUILDING.

To build up a successful garment
manufacturing business presupposes
a large share of perseverance and ex-

ceptional ability along many lines

and in many cases is the life-work

of an individual or group of in-

dividuals. To come to front in the

course of a few years and make a

notable reputation for producing a
high class line of dresses and waists

in a comparatively short number of

years is a notable achievement of

which any firm may be proud.

Less than ten years ago the two
brothers who are principals in the

firm of the Doherty Manufacturing
Co., manufacturers of fine waists

and dresses, were making waists on
a small scale indeed over a store at

the corner of Spadina and College.

Even then their waists were talked

about because of the extra style they

put into the garments. Soon larger

quarters were needed and a move
was made to Spadina and Bang
Street. Here dresses were added and
a few months ago the firm moved
again; this time into their own
building. This building is situated

at 310 Spadina Avenue and is of the

most approved modern construction,

replete with every known appliance

for facilitating business, and with

all the latest elegances of fitting in

the way of marble, brass and oak.

Even in New York the show room
would attract attention, both for

size, elegance, convenience and com-

fort. The floor is carpeted in a

green mossy carpet on which the foot

falls noiselessly. And easy chairs of

leather and golden oak are grouped

around. The wardrobes are in rooms
separated from the show room
through doors at each end so that a

double set of customers can be at-

tended to without each interfering

with the other.

The Fall line, now about complete,

shows the latest ideas from Paris

and New York in evening and party

gowns, that retaining the elements of

foreign style have been deftly toned

down when too extreme for the criti-

cal taste of the Canadian woman. In
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Not an Enterprise

for the "Quitter"
(§ "If there is one enterprise on earth,"

says John Wanamaker, "that a 'quitter'

should leave severely alone, it is advertising.

To make a success of advertising one must

be prepared to stick like a barnacle on a

boat's bottom.

^ "He must know before he begins it that

he must spend money—lots of it.

CJ " Somebody must tell him that he can-

not hope to reap results commensurate

with his expenditure early in the game.

<J "Advertising does not jerk ; it pulls.

It begins very gently at first, but the pull

is steady. It increases day by day and

year by year, until it exerts an irresistible

power."
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the production of these models Paris,

Berlin, Vienna and London have been

searched for suitable materials such

as beautiful beaded tunics and trim-

mings, shadow and Oriental laces and
nets, gold and silver laces, chiffons,

plain and printed, soft liberty satins,

messalines and crepes, in all the

new shades. This line includes dainty

little dresses of messaline and chiffon

at around $10.00, as well as rich

models in cloth of gold, silver net

beads and fur that will retail around

the $100 mark, and one and all bear

the impress to the perfect taste and

knowledge of color combination that

have served to lift this firm to the

first rank in such a short period of

time.

Watch the Advertisements
The proprietor of one of the largest stores in Western Canada told one
of our representatives this week that he always reads the advertisements,

and passes the "Review" on to buyers in the different departments. He
finds it pays him to keep in touch with goods offered in advertisements

in the "Review."

The Review is now giving a service

with its two issues each

month that is impossible with a monthly paper.

You will always find the news first in "The
Review." The paper that does things.

IT WILL PAY BUYERS
to purchase their wants from manufacturers and wholesalers advertis-

ing in the "Review." They represent the good houses in their parti-

cular line.

Progressive manufacturers usually have the best values. Progressive

manufacturers advertise.

Byard Mfg. Co 38

Canada Veiling Co 41

Consolidated Plate Glass Co. . . 9

Continental Mfrs. Syndicate ... 17

Dale & Pearsall 9

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co... 18

ADVERTISING INDEX
Goulding, G. & Sons 23

lleathcoat, John. & Co 24

Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.. . 37

Kawneer Mfg. Co 11

King, J.. & Son 32

McCall, D. Co 21
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Montreal Hat & Frame Co. ... IS

Richardson. A. S. & Co 13

Strachan. Burden & Plaskett . . IS

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co. . 42

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co 42

Turret Button Co 37



MEN'S WEAR SECTION

Features of This Number

The importance of good store fixtures.

Effective methods of stocking shirts.

I low merchants are using Parcels Post .

.Making good use of space above fixtures.

Style indications noted in Spring hats.

Future of washable neckwear assured.

Another advance expected in men's suitings.

The show card is the salt of the window.

Making the store windows pay a profit.

How to lay out an attractive advertisement.

The proper regulation of bargain sales.

How retail merchants can make more money

A men's store with many good features.

Who foots the bill for the advertising agent?

The value of a distinctive background.
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Inside Out Again
When a man complains of the laundry-man turning

his collar inside-out, sell him a KANT KRACK
—the kind that requires no laundering, the kind that wears and is always clean. Few men who know the

advantages surrounding KANTKRACK collars will wear ordinary linen.

These are coated linen collars (waterproof) that may be washed off with snap and water: no trouble.

Made in all the leading styles for Fall, 1913. Send for Samples.

" One grade only, and that the best
"

(Made in Canada)

The Parsons and Parsons Canadian Co.
HAMILTON ONTARIO

To Wholesalers and Manufacturers
Just What You're Looking For A Sure Seller

FASCOL PRINTS
THE SHIRTINGS FOR SEASON 1914

Guarantees

Fast Colors

Smart Clothes

British Manufacture

Up-to-date Designs

STOCKS NOW READY
MANUFACTURERS: Geo. Tingey & Co., Ltd., 43 Mosley Street, Manchester, Eng.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: Dingman & Co., 12 Sheppard Street. Toronto

LONDON OFFICE: 15 Watling Street. E.C.
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What Advertising =

Appropriation?

Advertising has become a very essential

part of the retail business. No one doubts

now that advertising can be made the

direct means of increasing the turnover.

A question often asked is: What ratio

should the amount set aside for advertising

bear to the total turnover? What percent-

age should be allowed for this purpose?

For the best practical replies to these

questions The Review will pay from $2 to

$5 each.

All replies must be in by August 13.

i! Address Editor, Dry Goods Review, 143 U

University Avenue, Toronto.

OTf=>TT<=— IE
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The Importance of Good Store Fixtures

DOES THE average

merchant of to-day pay

enough attention to his

store fixtures? Is he

keeping up with the

few who are always

striding ahead and get-

ting away to a lead on

the rest of the field? If he is not, he is losi:

of his best holds on the purchasing public.

The question which confronts many merchants

and causes many to halt is, "Are fixtures worth the

money"? To these let us answer by another ques-

tion, Is any equipment for doing business worth the

money? Are salesmen to whom a weekly salary is

given worth the money? The fact of the matter

is, there are many salesmen who draw a weekly

salary and are not as beneficial to a firm as a few

good fixtures which cost a great deal less.

The term "store fixtures" may properly be

divided into three main classes, viz. : Display, stock-

keeping and service, any one of which cannot be

given too much consideration by the up-to-date re-

tailer of the present <lay. They play a most im-

portant part in modern merchandizing. Goods to

be sold must be shown and when shown it must

be done to best advantage. Goods cannot be dis-

played to best advantage without the necessary equip-

ment.

There is nothing that has a greater depreciating

effect on the real value of goods than to be dis-

played in a haphazard, lifeless way. It is to be re-

gretted that the psychological effect of a neat and

effective display is undervalued by many. Goods

carelessly displayed beget in the mind of a pros-

pective purchaser the same careless sentiment.

In order that goods may appear at their best,

they should be shown in their most natural form.

How effective the wax figure is for displaying gar-

ments. The imaginative instinct of the public dis-

plays itself in many ways, but often plays tricks

when the question of how a suit or dress will appear

when donned by individuals. How often is a dress

sold from the show window with almost the exact

trimmings that some master in the art of display

has designed and executed in good taste and origin-

ality. Little imagination is needed on the part of

the purchaser and the sale is made. The public

like to be shown and many people are too intellect-

ually lazy to think things for themselves. How often

this is demonstrated by, "I want a suit like so

and so." The instinct of imitation begins when we

are born and ends when we die. We all have it.

But why is it? Simply because we are too lazy

to tax our dormant imaginations.

No merchant can expect to keep his

business up to the mark if he does not

have his store modernly equipped —
Goods do not sell unless properly dis-

played—Storing the clothing properly.

ig one

How useful are pro-

per display stands in

the modern store. How
invaluable both for dis-

play and the keeping

of stock are the large

roomy showcases and
"silent salesmen." One

of the greater difficulties that are met with in stores

is to display goods, yet keep them clean and fresh,

without subjecting them to every bit of dust that is

raised and then rub it in with a brush. Goods sub-
jected to such usage soon deteriorate in value and lose
their fresh appearance that is so essential.

The wardrobe holds an equal if not more im-

portant place with showcases and "silent salesmen"
for the proper care of stock. "What an uncomparable
difference there is between a coat crushed in the

shoulders, creased in many directions across the back.

dusty around the edges, and the smooth, neat, clean

appearance of a coat fresh from the wardrobe.

Fixtures in mahogany effects and display tables

of the same material are very strongly featured in

modern stores and produce a very stylish effect which
of necessity should be in keeping with the goods

sold.

Efficient service cannot be given too great con-

sideration. The buying market offers equal oppor-

tunities to all merchants. What one merchant can

buy another can, and the market of efficient service

equipment is also open to all merchants on an equal

basis. Good service is as important a factor as good

goods. The public demand it. It is the factor

that will hold regular trade and "clinch" the new.

The time that every sales person feels like selling

and every customer feels like buying is when a

"rush" is on, and the system and equipment stand

out prominent}* as the standard of measurement for

what beneficial results will be obtained in the way

of satisfied customers and money in the till. Which
things are, in short, the goal of successful retailing.

Fixtures are equipment and no one can expect

to win in any race unles he is equipped. The ath-

lete who enters a contest will stand a poor chance

if he wears his heavy boots and cumbersome clothes.

He must first have an equal chance with the rest of

the field, so must the merchant who could expect to

win in the race for business.

Advertising will bring people to a store but

appearances, value and service, will hold them. It

is by the combining of all these that trade is

'clinched." Good advertising backed up by good

appliances for handling the business, will create the

permanent trade and successfully handle the tran-

sient portion.
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Views of a Palatial Store

A view of the interior of
one of America's most 'pa-

latial stores devoted to

men's clothing, the Hub,
Chicago. This shows one

of the floors devoted to

men's clothing and gives

an idea of the methods
adopted of stocking the

goods. The store is fitted

throughout in most com-
plete manner.

This is another view of the

interior of the Hub, Chi-

cago, showing the section

devoted to boy's clothing.

This picture gives an idea

of the wonderfully com-
plete lighting arrange-

ments in this store.
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Effective Methods of Stocking Shirts

TO THE retail merch-

ant handling men's fur-

nishings, the systematic

storing of stock becomes

of supreme importance.

Below are given three

different systems of

stocking shirts which

have been worked out in three Toronto stores and

each found exceedingly successful, considering the

various classes of trade.

The first is that of Wilfred Stollery, corner of

Bloor and Yonge streets. This system may be de-

scribed most briefly as the sample system.

Here instead of showing a number of sizes in

each shirt, only one size is shown and complete

ranges given in every pattern. The size chosen is

15 as this is the size from which greatest sales are

made. All samples are kept in drawers, and the

store divided into different sections, each of which

is given a number to avoid confusion afterwards.

Thus the various sections or fixtures are numbered

fixture 1. fixture 2. etc., which for sake of brevity

is reduced to Fl, F2, etc.

In keeping track of location of stock all informa"

tion is marked right on the collar band of the sam-

ple shirt. Thus if a certain shirt is stocked in fix-

ture 5, then F5, is marked on the band. The num-

ber of the shirt, stamped by the manufacturer is

made use of in hunting up a shirt from stock as

this is a more accurate method of locating it than

by attempting to remember the exact pattern and

color, after the customer has made his choice.

All information regarding sizes now in stock in

the various shirt is also given on the collar band.

The whole story told on the band reads A345, F5.

14% to 16% and in long form means "Shirt A345

is stocked in fixture 5. In this shirt we have sizes

14% to 16% now in stock." When lines get

broken up, the sizes out of stock may also be mark-

ed on the sample shirt, thus preventing any sales-

clerk from hunting through a host of boxes for a

size which is not there. In cases of this kind, the

story is then extended to A345, F5, 14% to 16%,
out 15%, 16. Meaning that sizes 15% and 16

have been completely sold out in this shirt.

In addition to the convenience derived from

this system from the standpoint of keeping track

of stock, Mr. Stollery finds it to contain many other

advantages. Thus in waiting upon a customer,

after finding out whether a shirt with soft French

cuffs is desired or one with stiff cuffs, the salesclerk

can direct the customer to the section where the

style of shirt desired is sampled. Here by pulling

Toronto merchant sells from sample

and has quick system for locating de-

sired patterns and sizes—All informa-

tion is marked on band of sample shirt

—Other methods adopted by aggressive

stores—The need for thorough system.

out two or three draw-

3rs, the complete stock

in the various ranges

may be set before him
without the delay caus-

ed by hunting through

a number of boxes,

opening these, and pil-

ing up boxes and shirts in an irregular mass on the

counter or display stand. Should the size desired

be out of stock information to this effect is right on

the sample shirt so that without delay the sales-

clerk can direct the customer to look at some other

patterns.

Another advantage is that the customer always

receives a clean shirt and not one which has been

handled by salesclerks and customers alike. Sam-

ples are kept in size 15, the size in greatest demand.

so that it sometimes happens that to fill a custo-

mer's wants that sample shirt has to be given out.

By the time stock is thus reduced the sample shirt

naturally has several markings on it but by knock-

ing off the price of laundering there are very few

customers who will raise any objections to taking

this last one.

But of the whole system probably the greatest

advantage derived is the overcoming of the neces-

sity of taking down a number of boxes, throwing

out the stock, and replacing unsold goods in their

proper places after the customer leaves.

The other two systems are those employed in

the King Street and Yonge Street stores of Dunfield

and Company, Toronto, Ontario. In the King
Street store the trade catered to is quite of

a high-class nature. Most customers coming into

the store take plenty of time to pick out what they

want, and are particular about getting something

really good. Here then for appearance sake much
counts on the fixtures displayed. For the sake of

uniformity the firm has provided special boxes, all

of uniform style in which to keep hosiery, shirts,

and all boxed goods. Two ranges of shirts are kept

in each box. Thus a 15 shirt in two different pat-

terns each in pink, helio, and blue, for example,

are stocked in one box. As each shirt is numbered,

all reserve stock is kept in the cellar and forward

stock filled from that.

The particular advantage of this box system is

the neatness in appearance and the benefits derived

from labels on the outside of each box telling what
the box contains. H. H. Fisher, manager of the

Kino- St. store states: "For a high-class trade such

as we enjoy here there is nothing better than the

special box system, but in a store like our Yonge
(Continued on page 57.)
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How Merchants Are Using Parcels Post

SINCE THE an-

nouncement was made
that a parcels post-

system was to be in-

augurated in Canada,

retailers have been tak-

ing a great interest in

the working of the

measure started at the first of the present year in the

United States. Men's Wear dealers there are using

the parcels post to good advantage in many cases.

It will be interesting to quote some opinions from

Men's Wear, New York, relating to this problem:

Leo. T. Marcoux, of Broas, Galloway & Co., Bay
City, Mich., vice-president of the Michigan Retail

Clothiers' Association, writes:

"The parcel post being in its infancy, there are

many features of this system of Uncle Sam's that

are as yet almost unknown to us as retailers, and
many of which only time itself can reveal. That

the parcel post will be of great benefit to every re-

tailer, is being proven with us in our own business.

We have, during the past five weeks, ordered many
items to be shipped by post, and the speed and easi-

ness with which they were handled surprised us.

But, above all, the saving made, when one compares
what we've paid the express company for similar

service, is remarkable.

"As an example, I will take a retailer who sells,

in his tailoring department, about 150 suits a year,

and that his store is 300 miles from the city where
these individual packages are shipped. He has been
paying an average of 60 cents a package, the entire

shipping cost amounting to $90. Under the paral

post plan, he can have this same amount of goods

sent to him, as a cost of not over $55, thereby saving

$35, or nearly one-half. And, if he wisbes to be
more sure of their delivery, he can add $15 for in-

surance, and still save $20 a year. This is just an
instance of one part of a men's wear business. I

will venture to state that in small shipments of fur-

nishings the saving in a year will be such as to sur-

prise most every retailer.

"My firm is keeping an exact record of what 1913
will prove in featuring parcel post in preference to

the express companies, and I think the result will

prove interesting."

Walter Caplinger of the Marks & Benson Com-
pany, Madison, Ind., writes: "We are conducting a
campaign for parcel post business, advertising our
mail order department in seven counties tributary

to Madison—telling the people that we stand ready
to do business with them either by mail or in person.
We offer to pay postage on any order of $1 or more,

Men's wear dealers in the United
States are taking advantage of new sys-

tem to reach outside trade—Several
describe the steps they have taken to

meet new conditions—Some find par-

cels post an advantage with outside

trade.

and will refund pur-

chase money if goods

are not entirely satis-

factory.

"Time has been too

short to tell what the

effort will result in, but

it is undoubtedly a

great convenience to the rural people, as they can

send orders and have them delivered at their doors

the next time the mail carrier passss. Even though

the' business by mail does not result in anything

great, to say the least, it is good advertising, show-

ing to the public that you are alive to the advance-

ments and are anxious to co-operate with anything
wihch proves a convenience to the trading public.

The merchant who keeps out of the push will realize

only too soon that he is not known in the commer-
cial world."

Abe Rosen, of Rosen Bros., Muskegon, Mich.,

secretary of the Michigan Retail Clothiers' Associa-

tion, writes: "We have used the parcel post a great

deal in getting small shipments from the whole-

salers and find it a great saving. The service is just

prompt as express and the charges much less. It

hasn't been in operation long enough for us to tell

how much effect it will have on our business with

our out-of-town customers."

The manager of a well-known New York de-

partment store, in discussing the new postal service,

stated: "At first I was trifle chary about adopting

this parcel post way of delivering goods. It looked

to me at first as though I was simply going to pay

Uncle Sam a good-sized share of our narrow margin

of profit. The cost of delivering goods to suburban

residents by our own wagons and of delivering to

buyers beyond the suburban district, by express, is

one of the chief items of expense in a great store

like this.

"Well," he added, "I discovered that we were

using two horse teams and two men to deliver pack-

ages over routes that required two days to make a

delivery in order to carry small parcels to ouv cus-

tomers. More than 50 per cent of our deliveries in

the suburban district were of parcels that are within

the parcel post limit of eleven pounds and six feet

in length and circumference.

"After I discovered those facts it didn't take me
long to see economy and good service in the parcel

post. I fully believe we are saving 25 per cent, on
the cost of delivery of goods sent by this system. All

I want now is to have Uncle Sam adopt the C.O.D.

(Continued on page 56.)
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Making Good Use of Space Above Fixtures

WHETHER conscious-

ly or unconsciously to

the customerer entering

a store the more attrac-

tive that stare is, the

better it looks, and the

more homelike it feels.

Therefore, one of the

first essentials in arranging goods is to give out the

impression that the whole store staff, right from

junior man to manager, is alive, and know some-

thing about the lines they have to offer.

The accompanying photograph shows the use

made in the "annex" of the T. Eaton Company's

store, Toronto, of space above wall cases and fixtures

for display. Here goods are continually shown, in

attractive form, and in a manner suggestive of the

season for which they are intended.

Speaking of these displays, A. E. Booth, man-

ager of the furnishings and hats departments stated

:

"A customer always likes to purchase his furnishings

in a store where things look attractive. A good dis-

play will not fail to catch his eye. Whether the

articles shown suit his tastes from the standpoint of

color schemes and styles or not, he is compelled to

feel, 'That's nice. Quite probably they have some-

thing here which will suit me exactly,' or even,

'That's great. It should look as well on me as it does

there, and if it's going to look anything like that

on me I'll certainly buy it.'

"Just how many goods we sell from these dis-

plays above our wall fixtures is difficult to calculate.

Certainly they give the store a finished effect, and
make a very marked improvement over the appear-

ance presented by the same space filled up with stock.

That in itself is worth much.
"The ideal way, of course, would be to have that

space cased off, and lighted so as to show up clearly

all goods in the cases. This, while showing goods

to better advantage, would also prevent furnishings

on display from becoming shop worn and depreciat-

ing in value."

In the Eaton store these displays are changed
every week. Much the same furnishings, or rather

a set of furnishings, are used from week to week.

Upon becoming soiled, goods such as shirts, collars,

etc., are sent to a laundry, after which they are again

quite suitable for display purposes. At the end of

the season these are sold out as shop-worn goods at

reduced prices, so that at least something may be

realized on them, whether it count for profit or

not.

Dealing with the question of display A. E. Apted.

display manager in Eaton's, states: "The whole idea

Valuable space is found on ledges and
above cases for display purposes—The
appearance of a store can be greatly im-
proved in this way—Mam^ sales result

from ledge displays—In the T. Eaton
store.

is to present ever}-thing

in most perfect lifelike

form. The value of dis-

playing a neck-scarf de-

pends greatly on how
that scarf is tied. If in

the display it shows up
well, an intending pur-

chaser looks at it from the standpoint of "That should

look just as attractive on me. I'd better have it', nev-

er considering whether he can make as neat a knot

but taking that part for granted.

"It's the same principle as applies to displaying

furniture. If we want to sell a man a $1,000 parlor

set, we don't take him amongst our stock, but before

the hour arranged for him to come down we take

that set, arrange it in a suitably decorated room
so that we will be in a position to say to him 'Here's

exactly what you want and just as it will look in

your home.'

"Power of display," continued Mr. Apted, "con-

sists not so much in arrangement of goods in a win-

dow, though that must not be overlooked, as in mak-
ing everything shown approach as near to perfection

as possible.

"Another strong feature is to make everything

appear seasonable. Those canes, tennis racquets, club

bags, etc., add greatly not only to giving a finished

effect, but also to following out the idea of sum-

mer furnishings. The same applies to those little

bamboo fixtures, which are simply part* of a bam-

boo fishing rod. They, too, lend themselves to add-

ing to the general effect. Flowers for all seasons

are attractive, and may be used to advantage with

almost any display."

When judiciously used, the space above wall fix-

tures may make or marr the whole general appear-

ance of a store. A space for stock is by no means

the only use to which it can be put.

How Merchants Are Using Parcel Post

(Continued from page 55.)

system of collections by carriers as they do in Ger-

many. We are going to run a big series of adver-

tisements announcing our scheme of the parcel post

delivery, either on orders in person or by mail."

Department stores and other concerns will be

aided by an order defining what class of printed

matter may be inclosed with articles sent by the par-

cel post. Many persons, in returning articles, have

compelled department stores to pay in the aggregate

a large amount of money in postage because the
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An interior view of the men's wear annex of the T. Eaton Co., Toronto. This pho
ledge decorations employed. Note also the showcase decorations. The store i

unit displays.

graph gives an idea of the artistic

one long succession of tasteful

senders have written on the cover, thus making the

matter first-class. An order just published provides:

"It is permissible to inclose with matter of the

fourth class an invoice showing, in writing or print-

ing, the name and address of the sender and of the

addressee; the names and quantities of articles in-

closed, together with inscriptions indicating, for

purposes of description, the price, style, stock num-
ber, size and quality of the articles; the order or file

number, date of order, and date and manner of ship-

ment; the initials or name of the salesman, or of

the person by whom the articles were packed or

checked. When it is desired to send merchandise

as first-class matter under ordinary posage stamps,

the package should be sealed or otherwise closed

against inspection to avoid any confusion in the

mails as to their proper classification.
7 '

ft

Effective Methods of Stocking Shirts

(Continued from page 54.)

St. store where there is a big rush demand, such a

system would be an absolute hindrance.

"In our Yonge St. store we have large cases,

somewhat after the wardrobe style, with glass door

fronts hung on weights. Here all shirts are kept

in pigeon holes, 14's right up in one vertical sec-

tion from top to bottom, M^'s in the next. 15's in

the next, and so on. This allows of carrying a

heavy stock right on display, and is especially bene-

ficial for stores having a heavy turnover. There

the idea is to wait on as many customers as possible

in the least possible time.

With this case system, when you show one size

you show all sizes, and to show any particular line

all that is necessary is to pull down all the shirts out

of that pigeon hole.

"The greatest disadvantage is that with contin-

ual demand, stock is all exposed whether drawn
from or not, and thus rapidly becomes dusty and
shop worn. Such a system is only for the man
with the big turnover, and not for the small or

high-class store."

ft

To Move to New Quarters

The firm of Chappies, Limited, dry goods mer-

chants of Fort William, have leased the entire ground
floor of the new grain exchange building now in

course of construction at the corner of Victoria and
Syndicate streets, and will occupy their new quar-

ters as soon as finished. The new block will pro-

vide the finest business location in the city and will

acord five times as much space to Chappies as the

quarters they occupy at present. In preparation for

the moving they are announcing a big sale this

week.



Clothes, Methods and Men
Time For Stock Clearance

THE TIME has come when the men's wear dealer

must take steps to clear out his summer stock.

Although all summer lines will continue to sell in

more or less large bulk for the next month, the

bulk of the business has been done. For instance,

few men, comparatively speaking, will buy straw

hats from now on. They have made their purchases

and are likely to "get along" with what they have

for the balance of the season. Shirts, collars and

wash ties will continue to sell but the best of the trade

in these lines has been done and any men's furnisher

who faces the end of July with a heavy stock of

such goods on his hands had better bestir himself

if he desires to avoid a loss.

It is never advisable to carry over stock from

season to season. Although masculine styles do not

change, with the kladeiscopic rapidity of women's

they never stand still very long. New ideas in hab-

berdashery are quite as certain as in feminine clothes

and what sells well this season may not do at all

the following year. Thus, if a dealer finds a heavy

demand for long pointed collars one year he cannot

afford to carry any stock over because the following

year may find some other novelty shape in col-

lars usurping the market.

Quite a number of the best men's furnishers are

already engaged in a wholesale effort to clear out

summer stocks. It takes a certain amount of cour-

age to clean out stocks but it pays in the long run.

—m—
Clearing Out Hats

ONE TORONTO men's wear dealer is now offering

all the straw hats that he carries in stock at the

fixed price of $1.15, while all panama hats are being

sold at $4.15. This is somewhat of a heroic measure

to adopt so early in the season but it is bringing a

heavy demand and, as all grades are offered in

together, the price averages up satisfactorily. The

result will be that this dealer will start the fall

with a clean hat stock.

Using Current Events

THE MERCHANTS of Hamilton, Ont., are realiz-

ing the value of taking advantage of current and
popular events and making them business getters.

The city of Hamilton is taking great pains to cele-

brate the hundredth anniversary of its first appear-

ance on the face of the globe (although it was

far from being a city at that date)

.

The event is a mammoth one and will flood the

city with old residents who have not forgotten the

place of their birth and will see great changes in

their old home town.

The celebration dates have been set for August

11 to 16, and the retailers are quietly preparing

for the event and, before the time arrives, will

show that they have not been napping.

The value of taking advantage of current events

cannot be too strongly emphasized, and there are

many retailers and advertisers who do not realize

the great source for business and publicity that such

occasions offer.

Current events always lay open a broad path-

way to the minds of the public, and the most suc-

cessful publicity men grasp this fact as a drowning

man will seize a plank. They clearly see through

that side of human nature which we call interest.

They know that, to drive home an argument, the

attention of the object must first be gained, and

the publicity man sees that this has already been

done and it only remains for him to obey the natural

law which is to follow the line of least resistance

and his point is gained.

The value of being a "live wire" is very great.

It is the live wire that causes our greatest conflagra-

tions, and makes the effect of its work known
throughout large areas. The live wire publicity man
causes conflagrations that have wonderfully telling-

results. In many ways current events afford an in-

expensive and very effective form of publicity. The

fact that reports of current happenings are constantly

appearing in the press, both paves the way and
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backs up what is seen in a window or read in an
advertisement.

The principle which prompts the display men in

the large cities to take advantage of such events as

"horse shows," "race meets," "automobile shows,"

etc., may well be imitated by those in smaller places

as well as given more consideration in the larger

centres.

®

Hat Styles In London
RETAIL hatters in London are advertising hats

with three-inch crowns and two-inch brims. Never-

theless quite a few of the leading houses are selling

straw hats with a wider brim, two and one-quarter

inches being the narrowest width stocked by some of

the best stores. The ribbon is invariably black ex-

cept where club colors are worn.

S^-

Outing Wear For Men
IN LONDON the white socks habit for outing wear

has "caught on" this summer. Belts are being sold

on a wider pattern than for some time. The most

favor is accorded to belts about two inches wide with

covered buckle of the same color.

©
Melita, Man.—W. H. Grant and Co. are running

a piano contest, which started on July 2.

Canada's Foreign Trade
OUR NEIGHBORS in the States measure their

foreign trade by exceedingly bulky figures, exceed-

ingly bulky as compared with those which represent

the foreign trade of Canada. When, however, the

per capita trade is ascertained the comparison is very

encouraging to Canada. Dealing with the external

trade of our neighbors, Bradstreets in a recent issue

states

:

"The foreign trade of the United States aggre-

gates $4,250,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June

30, 1913. While this is an encouraging record com-

pared with Canada's, it seems we have no cause for

envy on this side of the line. Canada's foreign

trade for the last fiscal year 1912, totalled over

$1,000,000,000. That is United States' foreign trade

is to Canada's as 4% to 1.

"Since her population is, however, to Canada's

as 11 is to 1, we have a start of them per capita of

about $3 to $1. Our trade per head is about $11,

whereas that of United States is only $4.25. The
progress of the foreign trade of the United States,

however, has, like Canada's, been a steady upward

sweep."

—

©

Work has been started on the additional story

to be added to I. L. Matthews dry goods store in

Port Arthur. The new floor will make it a three-

story building and will add greatly to the space in

the store. The estimated cost is $1 8,000.

MEN' APPAREL AS SEEN BY THE CARTOONISTS

The parti-co i its various ramifications,

icago Daily Tribune.

r,9

The bow has been moved from the side, so the

following locations are suggested.



Early showings of hats for Spring, 1914. Shown by courtesy of Jas. Strachan, Toronto, representing E. Guillet & Sons,
Ltd. Straw hat shown by courtesy of Wm. Wyndham, Toronto, representing G. F. Glassco & Co.

Style Indications Noted in Spring Hats
Manufacturers are busy arousing in-

terest—A fairly definite idea is now had
as to what next season will bring forth

—Changes likely to be made in trim-

ings—Innovations being introduced.

ALREADY HAT man-

ufacturers have begun

to get busy in order to

arouse interest amongst

the wholesale trade with

regard to next spring's

showings. While there

is still plenty of time

for a change in styles, it is considered that a fairly considerably narrower

definite idea is now had as to what is to be most popu- likely to be a popular width. This shows a marked

lar. and with this idea buying has begun, reduction from 24 to 27 lines, now being shown.

Though strong for Fall, the heavily rolled brims Still there is a strong tendency towards novelties

would appear short lived. They will not die rapidly, in trimmings. Bows are again shown on the quarter

however, but will see some semblance to their form as for Fall but the tendency is to get away from ef-

of crown as in width of

brim. The main differ-

ence, however, comes in

the tendency to get

hack to quieter forms of

rolled brims.

Regarding t r i m -

mings, bands are to be

Seventeen lines or less is

in the hats for the fol-

lowing spring. In brief,

rolled brims will again

be good, but will not be

followed out to such an

extreme.

In crowns the ten-

dency appears towards

the tapered rather than

the full, yet tapering is

not marked to any great

degree. With this crown

a slight drooping effect

is presented in back and

front, thus lending har-

mony throughout. One

stiff hat, typical of what

is to be good for Spring.

measures 5 inch x 2

inch, back x 1 1-4 inch

side. When compared

with hats typical of this

Fall's showings and

measuring 4 3-4 inch, x

2 inch, or 2 1-8 or even

5 inch, x 2 inch, to

2 1-2 inch., there would

appear to be not so

much change in height
Some samples of straw hats which indicate the trend for

next season. Note the high crown in each case.

fects produced by bows

at the hack. Novelties

of all kinds are being

worked out in bows,

some with buckle-, some

with buttons in diagon-

al arrangement, some

slide bows and some

plain staple effects, but

the tendency is strong

to keep away from these

latter.

When compared as

a whole with the show-

ings for Fall the ten-

dency seem to be to pro-

duce a hat smaller in

appearance, through ab-

sence of heavily rolled

brim and full crown,

hut otherwise with only

slight changes.

Newest blocks from

New York for soft hats

show very little change

in most lines. Probab-

ly the most striking

novelty is a small hat

for young men as is
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herewith illustrated. In some of the larger cities

the up-to-date retailers have already had some of

these for Spring, but further than that they have

not yet penetrated. One striking feature is the

snap brim with welt rim, the former made on pur-

pose for turning into various shapes, either down
all round, up all round, or down in the front and

up in the back. To allow of wearing with brim turn-

ed down all round quite a drooping effect is given

both in front and back

This hat has a twenty-four line band with a fancy

bow on the back and is finished with a fancy cord,

Two styles which indicate the trend in caps and hats. The
lower is very extreme, however.

the color of the band, for decorative rather than prac-

tical purposes.

As to colors, green has now come to be regarded

as a staple and is likely to be quite popular for still

another Spring. Beaver, too, is strong in New York,

but so far the Canadian trade has not bought heavily

of this line. Smooth rather than rough effects are

likely to be most popular.

In sailor hats quite a marked change is to be

brought into effect generally next Summer. Already

some hats with high crown and narrow brim have

been worn, but only by a few more fashionable dres-

sers. These, however, are likely to be quite common-
ly worn during next season. Popular measurements

are 3 inches x 2 1-4 inches and 3 1-8 inches x 2 1-4

inches or 2 inches. The tendency, too, is to get

to a narrower band measuring about 20 to 24 lines,

which will tend to magnify the height of the crown.

Speaking of this hat, one local hatter states, "The
crown is much more sensible than that worn this

Summer, as practically anybody can wear it, but as

a protector from the sun's rays the brim is less sen-

sible."

Sennit straw is again likely to have the biggest

run, but a number of splits will be found as well.

Regarding trimmings, even greater novelties than

ever are shown. Fancy bows of all kinds, made up
with buttons ,or buckles for trimmings are display-

ed. The whole tendency seems to be to get away

from the staple stuff, and add variety by a difference

in trimming in something either plain or fancy.

Large Crowds at Sale

Montreal, Que.—Women have generally been

credited with being the champion bargain-hunters,

but to use a slang phrase, they had nothing on the

men of Montreal when the Hannan Stores, of Mon-
treal, announced a half-price sale of men's furnish-

ings recently. The sale was announced in one of

the evening papers, in full page space, and the fol-

lowing morning at 9 o'clock, when the stores open-

ed, the sidewalk was blocked with a struggling mass

of male bargain-hunters. It was estimated that dur-

ing the first day of the sale over 8,000 men visited

the store, while many others unsuccessfully tried to

gain admission.

The rush at the stores was so great that the doors

were only opened at intervals to allow the customers

to come in or depart with their purchases. At the

noon hour the store was closed from 12 to 2.30 p.m.

to allow the clerks to get their meals and to re-

arrange the disordered stock. During the days fol-

lowing the rush continued as great as on the opening

day and the management announced that the sale

would be carried on until the stock was all disposed

of.

This saje is the preface to a reorganization of

the Hannan Stores. M. S. Burrows, who has con-

ducted a men's furnishing store in Duluth for many
years, has become vice-president and general man-

ager of the business. J. J. Hannan, who founded the

business in 1872, will continue as president of the

company, but will take little active interest in the

conduct of the business. There are two Hannan

stores at present, one on St. James Street and the

other on Peel Street. It is quite likely that a third

store will be opened shortly on St. Catherine Street.

Textile Industry

London, July 7.—The June statement of the

Board of Trade shows increases of $38,274,500 in

imports and $39,321,000 in exports. The imports

of food stuffs and raw material each increased $15,-

000,000 while the principal gain in exports was in

manufactured goods including $7,500,000 in cotton

textiles.
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Future of Washable Neckwear Assured

THE FUTURE of

washable summer neck-

wear would now seem

fully assured. During

the present season sales

have been remarkably

heavy, and judging

both from the orders

which are still coming in, and the general favor with

which these scarfs have been met during the past

two seasons, there is every reason to believe that next

season will see even keener inquiry than ever.

Several reasons for this are at once apparant.

Colors which are attractive in themselves, and lend

themselves to simple designs are now being made
quite fast, so that the wash tie becomes not a thing

to be worn once and discarded, but something which

continues to look equally well after being laundered

as before.

For appearance during the summer months
nothing can come up to the washable silk neck-

scarf. These while possessing the appearance of

quality, have also combined with them a lightness

and coolness which at once produce an effect quite

desirable in the summer costume. Then there is the

scarf made from mercerized cotton cloths, which

have a silky appearance, and at the same time have

all the advantages of being made out of a stronger,

more durable cloth, as well as being less expensive.

During the past few years also, but particularly

during the past season, there has been a strong

tendency amongst clothing manufacturers to intro-

duce lighter suitings, which will not only possess

a neat stylish appearance but will also form a cool,

light weight, and comfortable summer costume.

Linen effects of all kinds, lustres, and even silks are

now becoming quite strong, and manufacturers pre-

dict that before many more seasons these will be

the rule rather than the exception, as at present.

In the South, silk is becoming quite common, and
having been given a trial which has proved it quite

a success is likely to grow in favor here.

Following up the introduction of these suitings,

there is a stronger call than ever for all lines of

washable neck scarfs. To be in harmony with the

lightness and coolness effected by such suitings, a

lighter, cooler, more summery scarf is required, and

to fill this requisition, the wash scarf is in keenest

demand. Great developments have been made in

this line of neckwear during recent years, and so

confident are manufacturers of its future success

that they claim that as yet developments have only

begun. In colored neckwear for fall the striking fea-

ture of some lines now being introduced is a de-

Washable scarfs have met with great
favor — They present an attractive

appearance, and the colors are fast

—

Borders made up of bars of three dif-

ferent shades are being featured for

the Fall trade with considerable suc-

cidedly gay, full border

made up of bars of

three different shades

of the same color, to-

gether with two bars of

contrasting colors. Thus
one shown having a

dark background of red

and black, has a border beginning with a deep red,

working into a cerise, then a band of gold followed

by a wider one of blue. Similar schemes are also

worked out in purple, mauve and other colorings,

the gold and blue bands holding throughout.

Another line is shown with herring bone stripes.

A sample of the flowered patterns which are becoming
popular in men's neckwear. Reproduced from Men's

Wear Review.

But of all. floral effects are likely to be most popular

and will be worked out in fairly large designs and

larger scarfs.

To such an extent have plain ties now become a

staple line that all furnishing stores will almost of

necessity have to carry a good range. Colorings in

these run much the same as during past seasons, the

only change being a variation in the size of the

scarf.
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Advances Expected in Men's Suitings

THAT PRICES on

men's suitings during

the next six months or

more are likely to be

high is now a fact com-

monly recognized by

all manufacturers,

agents, and buyers.

Two reasons are given for this: first, the shortness of

the wool crop in Australia which is now making

itself felt by causing every wool sale in London to

show an advance, and second the abnormal and un-

looked-for heavy demand for woollen goods in every

form but probably more particularly in sweaters

and suitings.

Dealing with this abnormal demand, one Tor-

onto wholesale woollen house recently stated to The

Review: "Prices are now high, and merchants can

expect that when they come to buy spring goods,

they will have to pay a considerable advance as

most wholesalers have been holding down in spite

of the fact that they have been paying an advance

all the way up to 6d. per yard. Averaging up one

contract on blacks and blues with another has kept

prices down, but on account of the abnormal sale of

these goods, big contracts which were intended to

average up have been used up, and many of the

houses to-day are actually using contracts made for

next spring to fill orders. Consequently the advance

may be a little more serious and sudden than if busi-

ness of that class of stuff had not come so strong."

At present there is no outlook for lower prices

for at least the next six months, although some

people think that the zenith has been reached and

it is only a matter of time until an easier feeling

begins to make itself felt.

As to materials themselves there appears to be

quite a common feeling that tweeds have reached

their height and that as a natural result worsteds

will come to the front. While some houses have

again bought heavily in tweeds still they have a

feeling that worsteds will be the stronger feature.

For summer fabrics, where light weight and dur-

ability are two necessary factors, greater satisfac-

tion can be obtained in worsteds than in tweeds.

Hence there is a tendency in next spring's showings

to swing to worsteds for that reason.

With a view to being different from the com-

mon herd, the fashionable dresser is quite likely to

wear a tweed, but so far as popularity goes, worsteds

will be much in advance.

For next summer there is a tremendous show-

ing of greys in milled finished cloths, a showing-

greater than for a number of years.. Effects are all

The shortness of Australian wool has

shoved prices up—Stiff advances with-

in the next six months are predicted

—

Worsteds are coming to the front—

A

good demand for trouserings evidenced.

small and greatly favor

fine stripes and small

neat checks. Tenden-

cy is so strongly in this

direction that the

plainer stuff can be

had, the better. This

in itself is a great ad-

vantage to the average merchant as it removes the

necessity of carrying a wide range, two or three

covering the whole ground.

Greys and blacks and whites with a large show-

ing of patterns such as shepherds' and gunclubs'

checks in a variety of colorings after the greyish

order will be most popular. In many cases a little

color is sprinkled in, giving a very effective appear-

ance.

There is a tendency to get back in some cases to

Glen Urquhart checks. Up to the present time

these have never been big sellers as they are suit-

able only for certain builds of men, but it is now
quite apparent that a strong effort will be made to

bring out a few patterns after this class.

The great volume of business being done to-day

by manufacturers is on plain goods in blacks, blues,

and greys, and appears steadily to be getting great-

er. For next season so far as can now be judged

the outlook is that these will be more in demand
than ever. This fact in itself is one of the main

features tending to higher prices, as has been al-

ready referred to.

The buyer of one of the Toronto wholesale

houses who has just returned from London, states:

"Contrary to all expectations, in England browns

are being shown very extensively for next spring

and have been taken up very freely by London

concerns." This is quite contrary to what was ex-

pected and predicted by Canadian manufacturers,

who believed browns to be completely dead for

spring 1014, and who still are featuring most

strongly greys, blacks and whites, blues, and blacks.

Following in the natural course of the black and

blue trade, there is every prospect of a general re-

vival of the troubling trade. Most houses are al-

ready showing larger ranges of trouserings than

have been shown for some time claiming that pios-

pects for this class of business are extremely good.

This, of course, is only natural considering the tre-

mendous run for plain effects in blues and blacks.
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The Show Card is the Salt of the Window
MOST PEOPLE eat.

Some eat for the sake

of eating, some eat to

live. If they don't eat

they're not people,

they're corpses. It mat-

ters not who you are or

what you eat you need a

certain amount of salt

in your daily diet—you
require it to tone up
your system. So it is

with the showcard and

the window. A judi-

cious amount of show-

card is necessary to the

tone of a store display,

no matter how high

class, no matter how
cheap.

It is not a question of

whether a store should

use showcards, but a

question of what style

of cards should be used.

It is a matter of con-

siderable importance to

every business, whether

in the infantile or the

adult stage and should

be thoroughly settled

before any definite poli-

cy is arrived at.

HIGH CLASS MEN'S

STORES AND THE
CARDS.

The writer was re-

cently plunged into an
argument by a depart-

ment manager of one

of Toronto's leading

men's stores, making
the statement that high

class stores were grad-

ually banishing the

window card and would
ultimately discontinue

its use entirely. Now
this statement was not

manufactured out of

whole cloth, but was in-

spired by the stand a

very limited number of

high class men's wear

stores had taken in one

Have merchants the right idea about
the use of suitable showcards as an
auxiliary to modern window display
and store advertising—The printed vs.

the hand-lettered card — The advan-
tages of the latter variety demon-
strated.

Written for The Review by J. C. Edwards.

in:

i.

Ties
—rich Shadings
in Real Bengahnes

One Dollar

BenoalitieTi
rachV shadings -

—

Three samples of cards which are dealt with in the

accompanying article.
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or two of the larger

American cities.

It was not a matter
of whether the card was
of value to them, hut
simply a case of being
different. Some people
would eat better with-
out salt in it just to be
odd. The fact remains
just the same that the
show card is not dying
out, but is growing in
popularity every day.

Stores that never
used cards before are
advertising for young
men who can handle
the brush nicely. Stores
that employed a sales-

man who could make
their cards in his spare-
time are now employ-
ing men who do noth-
ing else. The card is

just one spoke of the
big wheel of publicity.

The wheel can get
along without it and
not break down, but it

certainly is the stronger
for having this spoke.

THE STORE WITHOUT
WINDOWS.

Ask the merchant or

manager if. for the sake

of exclusiveness, he

would abandon the use

of his window displays

and trust to Providence

to turn customers into

his store. Yet it is a

well known fact that

there are stores in Ber-

lin. Germany, that are

so exclusive -.nd high

class that their store

fronts are absolutely

devoid of any sem-

blance of a window dis-

play. They even go so

far as to keep their

goods securely hid in

cases without class
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CHALLENGE
iCOLLARS

Linen Collars minus
the laundry bills

Challenge collars are quickly replacing the ordi-

nary, unserviceable liueu or celluloid collar.

Made of real liueu and coated with a fine water-

proof preparation that can be readily cleaned

with water and soap. Challenge collars are in

reality linen collars with the laundry bills cut

out. There is satisfaction for the wearer of

Challenge collars—satisfaction in appearance,

comfort and wear. .Made in six grades, each
superior to any other make at tin' same or higher

prices.

A sample order will convince you.

The Arlington Company
of Canada, Limited

54-56 Fraser Avenue, Toronto

Eastern Agent : Duncan Bell, 301 St, James St., Montreal
Ontario Agents: J. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington E-, Toronto
Western Agent : R. J. Quieley, 212 Hammond Block, Winnipeg

"KING EDWARD"
SUSPENDERS

Retail 50 Price

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of "King
Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.
BERLIN ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

05

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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fronts and the would-be customer sees nothing, but

beautiful fittings and well groomed salespeople when
he or she unwittingly breaks into this domicile of

exclusiveness. The chances are everything is hermet-

ically sealed in glass retainers and warranted anti-

septic (imagine buying sox done up in sealed glass

jars).

Certainly some cranks would appreciate such ex-

clusiveness, but their business is so small that the

merchant who would cater entirely to them in the

average Canadian or American town or city would

find the sheriff at his door before long.

THE CARD REFLECTS THE STORE'S TONE.

Who would think of seeing a small dainty plain

lettered ticket in a noted "bargain shop"? Who
would expect to find a glaring red letter air brush

shaded, full-sheet card in a high class furnishing

store or in a window of evening gowns? Such com-

binations would show a mental deficiency deplor-

able to the last degree in the person who was re-

sponsible for the offense. Cards should be used in

each and ' every case that befit the display, that

reflect the tone of the store, and that create a

good impression rather than give offense. If such

cannot be obtained (and that is a circumstance very

unlikely to arise), then the writer would say by all

means don't use cards, for more harm than good will

be done.

Don't offend the good taste of the man or

woman who looks on you as an authority on the

correct things to wear—and more than that don't

treat them in the "cat, rat, hat" manner by labelling

your goods
—"This is a tie."

SHOWCARD NOT A LABEL.

Where is the man with the average amount of

grey matter, who does not know a tie from a shirt?

Being a wearer, more or less, of both, the normal

man is quite able to distinguish one from the other

without having a label placed on each stating what

they are. The top card of the three here illustrated

is a notable example of the label sort. It tells noth-

ing of interest to the observer except that the arti-

cles shown are dollar ties. There is absolutely no

reason given why any man should part with his hard

earned "greenback" so that he might possess one of

these ties. If the author of the card had even said

that the ties were Real Bengaline or some other

sort there would be sufficient reason for the price

—

ties may sell at 25c, but Real Bengaline ties are

known to be much more valuable than the ordinary

silk cravat.

THE SHOWCARD MUST TELL A STORY.

What story does card number one tell? Nothing

but the price and to a great many, value is not

apparent unless, they are told the quality which war-

rants the price attached. Card No. 2, or the middle

one of the three tells quite a story in a very few

words.

—

"Ties.—Rich shadings in Real Bengalines"

gives the prospective buyer a very clear description

of the quality of the ties and draws attention to the

richness of the shadings. It is more than a label

it is an advertisement condensed, but concise.

Human nature is a funny thing and if you make
a close study of human tendencies you will find that

a man, or woman too, if they know ever so little

about the article they are looking at, will be sure to

let you know of this knowledge. It is a case of not

wanting to appear ignorant and it is this fact that

makes the use of a showcard that gives information

highly commendable. If you're behind the counter

just watch this demonstrated, next time you have a

card in the window giving the name of something

that is an attraction and see if you don't have people

asking for the goods by the name. This has been

tried and always proven a fact beyond a doubt.

SAVING THE SALESMAN TROUBLE.

There is more than one side to this feature of the

good showcard. If a customer comes in and asks

for a tie, what chance has a salesman to know the

sort of tie desired. The only way he can do is to

size up his customer as best he can, which is often

very far out. If, however, his customer asks for a

Real Bengaline tie he knows in a moment that he

is prepared to buy something fairly good and does

not show 50c lines when he sees a possible sale of

a dollar tie. This saves time and trouble for the

salesman, economizes the customer's time and creates

general satisfaction throughout the whole transac-

tion. Does that not sound logical? It is the truth.

THE PRINTED CARD.

Go to your printer and get a price from him on

one card printed in black only and see what he

will charge. A card such as the middle one shown

here would cost at least 75c and even at that the

printer cannot make much, for the time required in

setting it up and putting the form on the press

would run away with his profit. Were it possible to

run a hundred or so all the same then the price

would be very little per card, but no store requires

more than one of any one window card.

Printed cards at their best look printed and

always remind one of quantity not quality, there-

fore have the appearance of cheapness about them

that prevents their use in the better stores, even dis-

regarding the price. However if the hand lettered

card is not procurable, a printed card such as No. 2

(the centre) gives a very neat appearance and stands

out well in a window. The white space brings the

inscription out much more prominently than if the

lettering covered the card. Note the difference be-

tween the two upper samples of printed cards. The

top inscription while much larger is not nearly so

readable, bearing in capitals of an outline type.

Lower case letters are always easier to read than all

capitals.

(Continued on page 75.)
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Allen's
Real Bengaline

—a nifty tie for smart dressers

Talk about fads and fancies, talk

about knitted effects—they're all

alright, but when it comes down to

catering to a man 's real taste, then
it's Bengaline for the smart
dresser.

The Allen Bengaline ties are in a
class infinitely superior to the
usual lines being offered. They
are worth your while investigating
now.

Drop a card to-day for samples.

Van Allen Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ontario

W Suspender
V Permits free movement of the

body and shoulders. No bind-

ing, no strain anywhere, no
stretching of fabric, no wear and
tear on buttons.

These are the SELLING POINTS of

the Kady. All that men of action de-

mand. It's the suspender they come
1 back for. Push it.

The Double Crown Roller is the Kady's
great feature. A patented device so

simple and perfect that duplication is impossible. Im-

i has been attempted. The straps slide

t of the shoulders,

Attractive signs and store cards free. Write for literature.

DOMINION SUSPENDER CO. NIAGARA FAILS, CANADA

A boy's a boy
no matter what

Who would have a boy
anything else than a
romping, rollicking

boyish boy? You know
the parental tendency,
Mr. Merchant, is to buy
boy-proof clothing in-

stead of attempting to

curb the boyish spirit,

and you know that if

you supply such cloth-

ing you have the par-

ents' trade assured. So
why not handle

Lion Brand

Bloomers

These are the strong-
est, nattiest boys' pants
made to-day. Our
values are right, too.

Send to-day for our
range of Fall samples.

"The Jaxkson Bloomer"

The Jackson Mfg. Company
CLINTON, ONT.

Factories at :— Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich
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Making the Store Windows Pay a Profit

THE FOLLOWING
interesting atricle on

''making the window

pay" is reprinted from

Men's Wear, New
York:

It is the attractive

window display that

pays best.

The unattractive window pays some dividends.

Any kind of a window display that shows goods or

that lets the people look at them helps some. But to

get along with shiftless windows is like getting along

with any kind of shiftless methods or equipment,

a poor proposition at best. The first thing to be

considered is the window itself, its construction, its

position, its size.

The window should reach low enough so that

it is easy to see into it. The floor ought not to be

higher, if possible, than some 18 or 20 inches above

the pavement outside. It should preferably be all

one pane, at least up to the height of the displays

used. If the store is on a corner, the corner ought

to be given up to window space, so that the displays

may be seen by people travelling either street. A
window in the corner will prove more profitable

than a corner door.

If the front is so narrow that to have two win-

dows with a door between makes the windows too

small for successful use, it will pay to change the

door to one side and make one good-sized window.

It is a mistake to think that as the windows or the

front construction happens to be, so it must remain.

If there must be a post in the window any-

where, it should, of course, be the smallest iron post

that will do the work, rather than a more or less

cumbersome timber affair.

If it is necessary to have the window down to

the level of the store floor to make it of the right

height outside, it will usually pay to sacrifice two

or three inches to have the floor above the store floor

enough so that dirt on the floor will not as easily

get into the window.

There should be no slope to a window floor.

Many windows are built with a slope, and some-

times there is a reason for it. Oftener it is a handi-

cap to the trimmer. If a slanting floor is wanted

temporarily, one may easily be constructed for the

occasion.

Of course the back of the window should be en-

closed. This may be done with a paneled wood-

work back in the natural wood or in white enamel

paint, or with clear glass, ground glass, painted

glass or mirrors. If the store requires all the light

An interesting review of the conditions

which govern the use of store windows

—Something about the size and con-

struction of windows — How they

should be lighted to show goods wT
ell.

that can possibly be Let

in through the win-

dows, glass backing to

the window will be

much better than wood

or mirrors, though

p a i n t i n g the glass

white or using a fancy

or ground glass will not keep out light.

THE WINDOW FLOORING.

While tile or parquet flooring is very pretty in

a window, I believe that southern pine is better.

There are often occasions when it is desirable to

drive tacks or nails into the floor, and the fancy

floor makes this impossible, and then in dressing

the windows more often than not the window floor

is covered to carry out some color schemes or other.

Of course, where the window displays arc- always

made up with some of the modern adjustable fix-

tures which do not have to lie nailed, tacked or

screwed, and where there is no desire to create novel

display effects other than can be produced by such

fixtures, something like a tile floor is no doubt best.

It i- possible, however, to have a removable floor of

tiling or parquetry, or imitation, so that the ad-

vantages of both plans may thus be secured. The

same thing is in p. measure true of the window sides

and back, where special window displays often call

for nails or tacks, which would soon ruin fancy

woodwork.

Should the store be deep and narrow, the top

of the window front ought to be given up to some
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A stocky but well assorted display of lgs in the store of G.
Percy Curzon.

B. Ryan & Co., Guelph. Arranged b}

kind of prism glass for lighting the interior better,

and across this glass may be placed the store's sign,

in colored or fancy glass, which will not affect the

lighting and yet will occupy space where it will be

conspicuous and out of the way. The prism gla«s,

even in the transom over the door, saves light bills

and makes the store come nearer to being a daylight

store. The best modern fronts, instead of having

posts in the corners where the front and the en-

trance-way panes of glass come together, have the

glass fastened by clamps or rivets or with a mere

copper molding. This all helps to make the goods

more conspicuous and plainly visible from all direc-

tions. It is well worth the difference in the cost.

DOING AWAY WITH REFLECTION..

There are some store locations where the reflec-

tions of light on the glass front are such that at cer-

tain times of the day it is practically impossible for

the pedestrian to see into the windows at all. I have

seen windows where one could not set a glimpse

through or behind that glaring reflection, even In-

getting close to the glass and twisting the head this

way and that. This reflection can be avoided by

1 laving the window pane tilted a mere fraction in

or out from the top. Getting rid of the reflection,

too, enables one to get good photographs of the win-

dow displays in the daytime, a thing which cannot

he done successfully when the window pane is a

mirror of everything that is outside of it.

An old-fashioned store front may be the sign

of permanence and reliability on the part of the

dealer, but that is unimportant. To-day a store

front must sell goods. It must pay the rent. Peo-

ple expect it to make them want to buy.

The man with a front that will not show the

goods ought to borrow the money as soon as he can

and change it. The returns from a modern front

will pay a handsome dividend regularly upon the

necessary investment.

In connection with the window, the doorway

should, of course, lie considered. If it is of the depth

of the window, or more, it will allow people to stand

in it and look at the goods in the windows in stormy

weather. It increases the available window front at

the service of the public who want to see.

C9
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thing an furnishings in the men's wear department of G. B.

Percy Curzon.
van & Co., Guel inged by

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DOOR.

The door itself ought to be easy to open. A
single door is more desirable than a double door,

unless the single door must be wide enough so that

it is a distinct effort to open and close it. Under

any circumstances, the door by which people come

in should be built and hung so that a slight woman
can turn the catch and push the door open and shut

with no apparent exertion.

We have till met store doors that made us wish

for an axe. The kind of a store that obliges one

to climb about three steps and push open a door held

in place with a spring that snaps the door shut with

a bang or whizz as soon as it is released, makes the

customer try another place next time. Such a door

is as hard to get out of safely as it is hard to get in.

It almost kicks the visitor out into the street. The
door should he of glass, of course, and it should

stand open whenever the season permits. An open

door is a suggestion of welcome and of itself a ten-

dency to draw in tlie public. It is an invitation.

THE LIGHTING OF WINDOWS.

The proper way to light windows is with hooded

lamps on the sides and at the top of the window.

The electric wiring should be placed under a mold-

ion beside the sash. Each lamp should be hidden

by a reflector that throws the light all upon tbe

goods in the window instead of out into the street.

There is no need of lighting the street any more

than it will be illuminated by the diffused light

reaching it.

The idea that there should be a flood of light

pouring out into the street so that people will ex-

claim as they pass is not considered sensible. The
light is needed on the goods. The lighter they are.

the more vividly they will stand out. and the dark"

er the street outside, the brighter by contrast the

window appears.

In connection with the matter of lighting ii

should be remembered that white paint in the wood*

work will help to make the window light. A dark

(Continued on page 75)



How to Lay OutAn Attractive Advertisement

Written for The Review by W

ADVERTISING is as

much a necessity to the

growth of the modern

business house as rain

is to the growth of the

trees and plants. A
merchant has to make
an annual appropria-

tion for the advertising of his business and naturally

looks for the ways and means of securing the great-

est returns. There are many channels through

which he can spend his money sensibly, but the most

important, to the dry goods man is the newspapers,

and if he sees that the advertisements which appear

over his name are well written and laid out and he

backs up his announcements with absolute fair deal-

ing he will find that his money is well spent. The
first feature in writing an ad. is to make it look

different from those appearing on the same page or

issue, let there be something about that ad. to make

it stand out from the others. This difference in ap-

pearance strikes a note of inquisitiveness to the

brain, through the eye of the reader and they nat-

Pointers on the typographical phases of

advertising—The value of balance and
white space—Best types to be used

—

Give printer plenty of time to get out
ads.—Do not crowd matter in ad.

IK

urally continue reading. Then if

teresting to the point

of containing convinc-

ing facts and argu-

ments, as to quality,

use, and price you have

made a prospective cus-

tomer.

In laying out "dif-

ferent" copy don't by

any means crowd your

ad. ; don't try to get in-

to 10 inches of space

what would fit half a

page. You can get a

good idea of how many
items will go into a cer-

tain amount of space by
getting your rule and

studying the advertise-

ments of some of the big

stores throughout the

country.

When you have

chosen the item or

items for your ad.

think up a good phrase

or sentence for intro-

ductory display—such

as "Don't let your

neighbors have the bet- A sp

your copy is m-

A Carnival of Baqgain Giving

Thousands of Yards of Quality Dress Fatrty fodffly Tttfouj

„r*f Qfrjynat-trW Supptiti »

K**V 4 Rtel OU f«.teW Salt of B~uW*l Tatk Linmi-MoJe

.&*& W Pllloy Cam Mmkm amd olit, Dom.dk N,c<L

ter garden" (to be used

in heading an adver-

tisement of hardware or

seeds). A good phrase

heading your ad. helps

to arrest the readers' at-

tention and convey that

note of inquisitiveness

mentioned before ; but don't overdo it with too many
words in too big or heavy type. The shorter the

sentence the better, and if it is set in too large

or black a type it will outbalance the ad. ; and bal-

ance is a big factor in display and general appear-

ance.

If you are using cuts—and their use is advisable

whenever possible—be sure they art not too large

or too heavy, and thoroughly up-to-date in the styles

and features they are to illustrate, as nothing makes
so bad an impression as an illustration that is several

seasons old, illuminating an announcement of "the

latest innovations, etc." Figure cuts used in ready-

to-wear, if drawn looking to either side and not full

face, should always be placed facing reading matter,

as though it really had something to do with the

description, and, wher-

ever you can, balance

one cut used to one side

of the ad. with another

on opposite side.

Balance your sub-

heads as evenly as pos-

sible, as well as sub in-

troductions, and when
pressroom facilities per-

mit insist on all dis-

play phrases, headings

and sub headings being

set in the same face

type, in different sizes

of course. This will al-

so help the uniform ap-

pearance of your ad.

For headings and dis-

play in everyday an-

nouncements of De-

partment and Dry
Goods Stores, it will be

found that the Chelten-

ham face type is the

most suitable, it being

easily read and is about

the most neat appear-

ing; next in order, in

the opinion of the writ-

sigyssrap^i

\-sr.~

>v Win. Owen.
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PLUS

The New garment which is the greatest improvement in Men's wear in many

years.

The Shirt TAILS turned into DRAWERS. Absolutely CLOSED
CROTCH and CLOSED BACK.

This garment is made in COAT STYLE, as shown in the cuts, and so nicely

balanced that it FITS PERFECTLY.

Cannot possibly work up out of the Trousers.

NO BINDING in the crotch—NO ADJUSTING to do—NO BUTTONS
at the BACK—NO FLAPS to button over—Only ONE PLY of goods—NO
BUNCHING of UNNECESSARY MATERIAL anywhere, and PER-
FECT FREEDOM for all hygienic purposes.

"OLUS" is also the perfect Combination Under Garment as all the features of

the Shirt apply to the Underwear.

For the purpose of putting this Garment into the hands of dealers throughout

Canada as quickly as possible, so that they may have the opportunity of confirm-

ing for themselves all we claim for it, we will ship by August ist, by express

prepaid, one dozen only fine Percale "OLUS" Shirts, assorted sizes, 14^2 to 16^.
Assorted Hair lines on White ground, with double Soft Cuff and Laundered
Neck Band, to any dealer sending cash or money order for $13.50.

Any goods may be returned at our expense, and money will be refunded if not

satisfactory in every way.

The above offer is to expedite the introduction of "OLUS" and this will be the

only occasion on which we will ship orders direct. Samples of our line of

"OLUS" Shirts and Underwear will shortly be in the hands of all the leading

Wholesale Houses.

The "OLUS" garment is patented in Canada, and all the rights under the

patent are controlled by us.

%&%MUm%tiet&tfi&**
%«&*'
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1. The illustration shows the first steps
putting on the "Olus" Garment. Notice
perfect adjustment of the crotch; the am
opening enabling one easily to slip the
arm into the sleeve.

2. This picture shows the "Olus" garment
with both arms through the sleeves. It shows
the natural hang of the front, falling per-
fectly into line for buttoning. Note the coat
cut of the front.

3. Here we show the front of the gar-
ment entirely adjusted. We call your at-

tention to the snappy appearance. The
shirt tail now performs a useful and sat
factory function.

4. The rear view of the "Oil
Shirt. Rather startling, isn't
in the back but—

Combinatioi
No openinj

5. By unbuttoning at the leg, the tail readily
swings back, leaving a clear wide opening,
more satisfactory and more sanitary than any
open back garment.
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Mid Winter Clearance Sale at the Merit Store
TKc -Annual Event at which all Thnfty Houtewives and Mothers stock up in

those many items which the Family is requinnt every day- -thereby saving many

a dollar, to use for stme other need, or put by iot a miny day.

And there are Substantial Savings to be Made 1b each of the Forty Depta.

amis 1 Ivts 1 fo(»os

dtk au Ut Mk Untoiral *•tt m-trf *rr^r.^7"t
fiBf -

r ,, _. „, „ _..,

,

,UK =r-^~.~~-~-m?m^
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=--- --C=l ~-----S3 Woa«r«»*# «•»«» In Ike Clearance Sale
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Clearance tile tjjgg In the Boyi

G1t<!« Molten Many OtpprtmitUg to Igg
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A sample of advertisement prepared by Wm. Owen. Note
the splendid balance.

er are Jensen and De Vinne, while, for bold display,

Ad Style will be quite strong and heavy enough and

not too black, and in all cases use caps and lower

case combined, not caps alone, as it is far easier

to read.

Introductory matter should not be carried across

six or seven columns. It is hard for the eye to

follow the lines. Far better to set it in two columns

of half that width; or better still in a four or five

column measure with white space either side.

And don't use too much rule. White space

always makes a good divider except when you have

an item or items which you wish to emphasize and

make stand out. Then you can "box" it with rule of

a weight in keeping with the balance of your ad.,

and if the "box" is to one side of the ad. endeavor

to balance it with another about the same size on

the opposite side.

In writing up your descriptive copy find out

the points about the article you are taking up that

will be of most interest to a prospective customer,

get acquainted with your subject, then go ahead and

say your say just as though you had the customer

in front of you and were pointing out those features

in person. Make it interesting and newsy, but be

sure and state facts. Don't let your imagination run

away in a flow of fancy words. Tell the truth in

plain language, so that the majority will under-

stand.

Endeavor to get your copy into the printers'

hands as early as you can. You are helping your-

self in doing so, as it gives those who are to handle

it more time to set it up, and you get a better

looking ad than if you leave it to the last moment
and they have to rush it through.

Prices in almost every instance should be given,

but not in too big or heavy a type. If, however,

you are announcing a sale with special reductions it

is advisable to display the figures in a bolder face

type and if desired give original price or the actual

value of the goods. Don't however, in the latter in-

stance, boost the value. Just say what its real worth

is, as nothing is more harmful to the prestige of your

store than a prospective customer being disappointed

in finding the goods have been misrepresented.

And don't be afraid to put the store's name where

it will be seen. The writer has known of instances

where one has had to look twice before seeing who

it was advertising. A suggestion on this point is:

Always have the store's name in the same face type

so that the public will in a short time recognize it

at a casual glance. The best thing to do is to get

the store's card writer to make a neat design, sax-

two or three columns wide and about one inch high

and have a cut made from it.

The foregoing features will, if adhered to close-

ly, help the merchant a great deal in getting up good

trade pulling advertisements, and so increase his

'
iminwn. !

|

XgE MERIT STORE

Advertisement prepared by Wm. Owen.
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business. Should any reader wish for information on

type, such as sizes—how many words will go into

an inch space, etc., the writer would suggest asking

the local printer or lay-out man at the newspaper.

—©

Making the Store Windows Pay a Profit

(Continued from page 70)

finish or one of natural wood will absorb an im-

mense amount of light. This is just as true of the

whole interior of the store as of the windows. All

of the things that help to show goods in the window

help to make the window attractive. An attractive

window is one that is more than merely pretty. It

is possible to make a window display conspicuously

pretty without making it a selling display. Win-

dow attractiveness should amount to something-

more than mere beauty of goods or symmetry of

arrangement.

FREAK DISPLAYS.

In planning to use a window for the display of

goods it should be remembered that the chief ob-

ject of the window is to bring trade, to make people

want to buy, so thait the store will make more

money.

Some men when they set out to decorate a \vinr

dim say to themselves, "Here is where I make the

people sit up and take notice. I'll get up a window

exhibit this time that will start something." And
then they get a live owl or something else that has

just about much to do with the clothing business

and put it where it will attract attention, because

no one ever saw a live owl in a window before. They

make the display a freak exhibition, and think

they have scored a hit because everybody stops to

look, forgetting, or not noticing, that everybody

goes on after looking, thinking, "Owl in a store

window. How funny !" instead of, "They sell good

clothing in that store." The principle is the

same as that of making a show card so fancy or so

freakish that everybody who sees it thinks of the

beauty or the eccentricity of the card and never of

what it has to say.

It ought to go without saying that no window
can be attractive unless it is clean. It ought to, but

evidently it does not, because every now and then

we see a haberdashery window that is anything but

clean. Of course the best dealers, the live wires of

the business, keep their windows clean. They
know that it pays them well to do it. But unfor-

tunately there are not a few dealers who apparent-

ly are not so wise. It is thoughtlessness, careless-

ness, that troubles such dealers. When they stop to

think about it they realize that there is nothing to

be gained by the slight saving of energy represented

in a postponement of the window washing. Every

store has an employee who expects to have to wash

windows when the time for it comes. It is the fault

of the proprietor alone if he lets the work go. Peo-

ple cannot help but reason that where the windows

are dirty or unattractive the goods will be somewhat

the same way. The reasoning is sound, too. It

generally works out that way.

A window is not apt to draw passersby strongly

when there are two or three people behind it look-

ing out. On that account it is a poor plan to let

employees loaf when they can stare out of the win-

dows, or let anyone else loaf there, either. This is

one reason why the backs of the windows ought to

not to be transparent.

Plenty of people hesitate to stop and inspect the

goods in a window if they feel that they are to be

watched while doing it. They will certainly not

look with the same attention to what they see that

they otherwise would feel. Tf you doubt this, just

notice how von yourself feel about stopping in front

of windows that are lined inside with spectators.

You will find yourself passing on without much of

an idea of what the window contained.

The Show Card is the Salt of the Window
(Continued from page 66)

THE HAND LETTERED CARDS.

The lower card shows the hand lettered sign card

demonstrates the grey band effect obtainable with

the brush and grey paint which if printed would

mean a two-color job and would represent a prohibi-

tive price. Practically the same message is given

the public in both the hand lettered and the printed

cards, but the effect is much different and can be

varied to suit the taste of the artist or card writer.

The silhouette tie adds a touch to the card which

amounts to attractiveness. The eccentric form of the

lettering and the hand-made appearance of the price

and dollar sign all give an individuality to the card,

and this is desirable where possible.

On the whole the hand work is to be very much
recommended because no effect that can be obtained

by printing is too difficult for the cardwriter, but

he has at his command effects that could be ob-

tained only at prohibiting expense if printed.

NEVER THE OVER-FANCY CARD.

One thing is glaringly evident and hat is the fact

that there is a growing tendency toward the use

of the dainty tasty card in preference to the glaring

sign. The small neatly lettered card is to-day the

card of the better stores and will continue to be.

The writer is very much in favor of the pen

and small brush work without the use of the air-

brush which has been cheapened by splashy card-

writers trying to see how much color they could get

on one card. Such cards are seen in the windows

of the cheap trashy stores of large cities. Avoid the

over-fancy card—stick to quality effects.
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The Proper Regulation of Bargain Sales

The limit to be put on the number—It

depends largely upon the size of the

place—Quality business will not suffer

if the sales are handled with proper dis-

cretion.

MUCH HAS been said

in recent issues of "The
Review" concerning

the conducting of bar-

gain sales and the rela-

tion that the bargain

sales side of business

should hold to "Quality

Business."

In the June 18 issue of The Review the follow-

ing problem was propounded:

"What limit should be put on the number of

bargain sales, to prevent the loss of quality business?

How should this branch of the business be regulated

to secure the desired result in the way of increased

turnover without at the same time hurting the qual-

ity connection of the store?"

Some of the replies received are appended

:

A Definite System Needed
In regard to bargain sales, it is a delicate ques-

tion to place a "limit" but it must be said that

bargain sales when carried on should be carried on

in accordance with some definite system. Whether
they be weekly, monthly, or semi-annually, to be

entirely successful they must be regular, not con-

ducted in "fits and starts," because every customer

who looks for a bargain (and it is a very small

percentage who do not), soon acquire the habit of

watching the papers for your offerings, and as a

result you will find that customer helping to swell

the crowd at the most of your bargain sales.

Bargains advertised must be bargains given or

very soon your advertising expense will be spent to

little or no avail. The popular saying, "You may
fool some people all the time, and all people some of

the time but you can't fool all the people all the

time," is well applied to bargain advertising.

If your stock is large enough or you can obtain

the goods without drawing on your regular stock a

bargain day on one specified day each week is enough

for any place no matter how large and by this means

you can certainly "clinch" new customers and make

them regular visitors to your store.

The "bankrupt stock" sale and "overloaded" sale

have many repelling features. The unsuspecting

public have been caught too many times on these.

They give a store a "cheap" appearance, make peo-

ple think the business is on the decline, that the

heads of the firm are unable to keep their business

in hand, are unreliable, and on few occasions have

these proven to be permanent business getters.

The semi-annual sale should be conducted for a

short time only and

not "killed" and can

best be conducted at a

time when business is

slow, January (or Feb-

ruary) and July. To
conduct a sale of this

kind in April and Octo-

ber as has been suggested by some is to use up win-

dow space, counter space and advertising space,

which should be occupied by goods that are in de-

mand by virtue of the time of year and is then

liable to interfere with quality business.

Subscriber.

A Schedule Suggested

What limit should be put on the number of bar-

gain sales to prevent the loss of quality business?

We are pleased to note that our position taken in

former article, viz., That it is possible to hold bar-

gain sales and yet retain quality business is now the

standpoint from which the "Dry Goods Review"

proposes the above question.

If bargain sales are to carry due weight, move

the people and the goods, increase sales and profits,

bold the people and bring them back again and

again for the extra values, while the business holds

and increases its turnover and profits on goods sold

to people who demand quality, then we think there

must be a limit to the number of bargain sales and

the wise merchant will seek to so arrange his business

that each class of business may prove a stimulant to

the other. «

People looking for bargains will be pleased to get

them at a store having a reputation for good quality,

while the quality trade will raise no serious objec-

tion to extra values when assured of the maintenance

of the best quality.

The frequency of bargain sales will, in some

measure, have to be regulated by the size of the

town or city as well as by the proportion of the

different classes of trade.

Occasions will come from time to time through

poor buying or through extra good buying which

will almost demand a special effort to be made irre-

spective of pre-arranged plans, but we think some

definite plan for the putting on of special sales at

regular times should be followed and adhered to as

closely as possible in the best interests of the busi-

ness. In cities and larger towns it would be an oas.v
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools

Scotch

Fingerings

Vanguard,

15'8, 12'S,

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns, z£j5
Ac, &o.

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

h and 00

rT^T Worsteds,

&C, &G.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

/fjde cf

YIVYIAN
BENGALINE
SILK&W00L

±m*
THE HIT OF THE TRADE

44 Shades in $4.50, $6.50 shapes, 7 day
delivery.

Use the show card as above,
14 x 11, 4 colors and embossed

Neckwear Department

Crescent Mfg. Co.
Limited

MONTREAL

PIM'S

IRISH POPLIN

#&* trvos ^d<Loe8,
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matter to arrange for a special sale for every month,
as well as an occasional extra sale, while in villages

and smaller towns a mid-summer clearing sale and a
mid-winter clearing sale might meet all requirements.
It would possibly work out in the medium-sized
towns that from four to nine special sales could be

put on without any serious injury to the business

seeking to hold its its trade for quality goods.

Herewith you will find suggestions which meet
with approval for medium-size gowns, some of these

I would hold for a month and others only 10 days
or 2 weeks

: January a clearing sale of winter goods

;

February, a white goods sale ; March, millinery open-
ing or smallwares sale ; April, spring dress goods and
silks

;
July, a clearing sale of summer goods ; August,

a harvest sale; September, millinery opening or
ready-to-wear; October, fall dress goods and silks;

November, hosiery and underwear, and December,
Christmas sale.

While putting on these special sales and in many
cases talking price and extra values for the special
lines under consideration the matter of quality
should at the same time, and persistently, be pre-
sented - W. C. Forman.

Two General Sales Only
I find that it is absolutely necessary to hold two

large, general sales each year, in order to keep the
stock properly cleaned up and bring the turnover
up to where it ought to be. At these sales every,
thing that is becoming a trifle old or out-of-date is

marked down to a price which will sell it. These
goods make good leaders and to them should be
added all the special snaps that have been picked
up for the sale and possibly a few items bought m
large quantities and sold at about cost, although I
am not so certain that the latter system pays. April
and October are good months for these sales, as the
public is then open to purchase in large quantities
and besides turning a large percentage of the stock
carried over into cash, it gives the merchant a chance
to realize on some of the new stock which has just
come in. Quick returns mean easy financing. Then,
of course, the usual mid-summer and mid-winter
sales are necessary to clean up as nearly as possible
the balance of the stock for which the season is

about over. Outside of these four sales each year, I

should have nothing but specials in certain lines,

which are necessary for various reasons and which
always tend to attract people to the store, besides

accomplishing the specific purpose for which they

were intended, such as placing on the market extra

quantities of goods specially bought or reducing an
over-supply. K. M. Stephen.

Favors Weekly Sale

I think weekly bargain sales are a great advant-

age and do not interfere with quality business pro-

viding they are conducted in the right manner and
on staple goods not bargained as new goods; I don't

mean goods just received but goods that have for the

first time been put on the market in your town or

city. It has come to the day now when everyone

regardless of their station in life are looking more or

less for bargains.

Advertising is the strong point, to know how to

word same, when to put it in and the general tone

of your ad. Don't put your ad headline with 'Stock

of so and so at 20c on the dollar," or '"bankrupt

sale," etc. Have a good reason for the sale and after

your headline give your reasons or tell how you

came about to sell these goods at bargain prices.

Headlines as quoted above do not interest your qual-

ity customers. They at once run away with the

idea that there is something wrong. Advertise your

bargain two days ahead if you only advertise once in

a while but if you are a daily advertiser advertise

one day previous.

Re goods to offer at bargain prices: Say you

were in the habit of keeping a certain line of prints

and you find they are not satisfactory. Get rid of

them without a bargain if possible and then when

your newT line comes in advertise it at a bargain.

Price merely is an introductory offer. You know

the new print is O.K. in every respect. Every

merchant should try out a new article for himself.

Do not leave it for your trade to find out whether

the goods are faultless or not. Guarantee your goods.

Nothing goes farther to-day than that, and if youi

bargains are as you represent them in your ad., you

will always have successful sales. Say the print, for

instance, has a name stamped on it. If in your

introductory bargain sale, it proved as you said you

don't need to bargain that again. Your trade knows

the quality that is in it. They will ask for it. The

same thing applies to every brand of goods that,

you know are O.K. In smaller towns you can hard-

ly conduct a sale of this nature each week, but take

a line of goods you find are not moving satisfactory,

fault being in the color or something of that nature.

Buy two or three more pieces in the colors wanted,

advertise it and you will find the new will sell the

old, and not hurt quality business. Get the people

coming, get them satisfied, stand behind your goods

and bargain sales and with the right man behind

them you are bound to make a success and not hurt

your quality trade. G. E. Hagerman.
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Periods of Depression and "Tight Money

"

only serve to accentuate the value of Standard lines of real quality and
excellence that the Public can recognize.

JAEGER PURE WOOL WEAR
has established a 30-year reputation for real value and is therefore a safe

proposition for the Merchant.

He is sure of his trade, sure of his profit, and makes no bad stock.

This is a so-called bad year, but our trade is bigger than ever.

For Catalogues and Trade Terms apply:

HD I A 17T 17D SANITARY CVQT17M company,
UK. JAJtULK WOOLLEN OlOltlVl LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE AND WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE 243 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL

Keep your finger on
the pulse of your
underwear business

Don't prescribe for it haphazardly. Have you made a habit of buying without going

thoroughly into the merits of the lines you handle, or do you insist on comparison?

We do not ask you to select Imperial Brand Pure Wool Underwear.

We ask you to compare it with the lines you already know or any others you will know.

If you put it on the dollar for dollar basis you will realize the reason why we say our

30 years' experience in specializing has placed our line as the standard.

We are specialists in Men's Natural Wool, Men's Elastic Knit, Men's High Grade
Imperial, Men's Double Thread Balbriggan. Present delivery orders attended to

promptly.

These goods can be obtained from the leading wholesale houses.

Write for samples to-day

KINGSTON HOSIERY COMPANY
KINGSTON Established 1880 ONTARIO
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How Retail MerchantsCan MakeMore Money
OCCASIONALLY we

find a retail merchant

who is in business more

as a pastime, some-

thing to take up his

time, a place where he

can have an office, meet

the people, jolly with

the traveling men, etc., writes T. H. Butcher, of

Battle Creek, Mich. He does not really have to be

in business and does not care particularly how much

profit the business returns him. We all envy him.

But most merchants are not fixed that way. We
have got to constantly keep figuring how we can

make our business pay us better. Expenses keep

creeping up, rents are higher, wages are higher, more

expensive fixtures are demanded, etc. The many

fads, fancies and freak styles force us to carry much

heavier stock than a few years ago. Instead of

turning our stocks offener, as we should do, we find

it is hard to turn them as often. The retail game

to-day is an entirely different proposition than it was

twenty years ago. The merchant of to-day must

keep an "eagle eye" on his business every minute. If

he does not the other fellow will, and beat him to it,

Most of the merchants of to-day watch the selling

end of their business carefully, planning sales, devis-

ing selling schemes, judicious advertising, bettering

their store service and equipment. But how about

the buying end of it? Do they give enough time and

consideration to this most important part of their

business?

Ask any traveling salesman if nine-tenths of the

merchants are not careless in their buying and do

not do a great deal of it by guess. They know they

do. I have had salesmen tell me that in many cases

they really felt guilty to take the order as given to

them and sometimes suggest going more carefully

through the stock to see if they could not proportion

the order better. The salesman and the wholesaler

want the merchant to buy what sells. They do not

want him to accumulate a lot of dead stuff in their

line that must be closed up at a loss. No
!

They

want to see their stuff sell, and at a profit to the

retailer, then the next time they come to them they

are met with a smile, not a grouch. So I say again,

Mr. Dealer, use more care in your buying of mer-

chandise.

When the salesman comes for your advance

order on your underwear, gloves, hosiery and other

lines do you know just how many of certain sizes,

colors and styles you sold during the past season, all

your duplicates, special and advance orders? You

should know, in order to give your advance order as

nearly as possible in accordance with probable re-

quirements.

System is needed in the buying end

—

Some men are natural born buyers, but

they need the assistance of a system to

avoid over stocking and investment in

poor colors—An aid to good buying.

Buying might well

be divided into two es-

sential parts:

First. Good judg-

ment in the selection of

manufacturers, materi-

als and style-.

Second. Buying the right proportions of sizes,

colors and styles.

In the first part some seem to be '"natural born

buyers ;" others acquire it from experience.

But the necessary knowledge in the second part

cannot be "born into a buyer," nor can it be acquired

by experience. This particular part of the buying, in

most cases, is done more or less by "guess work."

That's why most of us merchants have too much
money tied up in poor-selling colors and styles.

For a long time I have been working on a way
to keep such a record without too much '"red tape"

and extra time. I have spent much time and thought

upon it and tried out many schemes until I finally

hit upon a plan that is so simple, and yet so practical,

that I wonder it has not been used long ago.

It has proved such a success in our own business

and in the business of several of my acquaintances

in the men's wear line that it occurred to me that

others might wish to adopt it. I will be pleased to

send sample sheet and explain the system to anyone

who is interested.

—®—
Gloves For Men

GRAY SILKS for men continue to sell in gratifying

large quantities, and there is a good demand for

"chamois suedes," says the Glovers Review. That the

increase in the popularity of men's silk gloves may
be taken as another indication of the growing ten-

dency of men to pay greater attention to gloves as

an essential part of their wardrobe. It is not so

long ago that the average man gave little thought

to handwear other than as a means of protection

against the cold and made purchases according to his

bare requirements for each season. There has been,

however, a gradual change from this procedure dur-

ing the past few years and sales of men's gloves have

mown larger in volume. Nowadays the man who

would be well-groomed provides himself with correct

handwear for all occasions and the keen observer

of the trend of fashions can see in the more pro-

nounced demand for men's silk gloves the further

development of a custom which had made rapid

strides in a comparatively short period of time. It

(Continued on page 82.)
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SUSPENDERS

Guaranteed for one
year.

S. E. Porter

&Go.

Complete St<

on Hand

Birks Building,"

MONTREAL

Worn by the

Best People

Sold by the

Best Dealers.

Manufacturers of Turnbull's high
class Ribbed Underwear for Lad
and Children. Turnbull's "M" Bar
for Infants, and "CEETEE" Shake

i^mm^mmmmimmfmm:

Our

TRAVELLERS
Will call on you about

September 1st

Showing Complete Lines by

YOUNG & ROCHESTER
London, Eng.

Shirts, Neckwear, Gowns etc.

TRESS & CO. London, Eng.
Hats and Caps

COHEN&WILK^ManchesteisEng.
Raincoats and Ulsters

And many other imported specialties

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

What Are You Doing To
EARN MORE
BE MORE

The great body of those holding subordinate positions to-day are using only twenty-

five per cent, of their real energy and ability, and a large number of them realize it, but

do not understand how to get out of their rut.

Each month, Dr. Marden, the greatest of optimistic writers, contributes to MacLean's

Magazine an inspiring, helpful article addressed to just that class of employees, ambi-

tious young men and women workers who are anxious to get ahead, who are determined

with all their might to be somebody, to do something, to become exceptional employees.

The writer aims to touch the highest springs of such employees' aspirations, and no one,

after reading Dr. Marden's articles will fail to put forth fresh and better-directed efforts

to forge to the front. Dr. Marden's purpose, however, is by no means to make his readers

dissatisfied with their lot, but rather with themselves for not getting more out of the

part assigned them in life.

The reading of these articles on success may be the turning point of YOUR life. Send

$2.00 to-day to the MacLean Publishing Co., 143-149 University Ave., Toronto, and your

subscription for MacLean's Magazine will be immediately entered for one year.
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A Men's Store With Many Good Features
AMONG THE most
flourishing of Hamil-
ton's clothing retailers

and among those that

are rapidly coming to

the front is the Lyon
Tailoring Co. with

plant and local re-

tail branch at 114-116 James Street North.
On June 7, 1900, this firm began business as a

pressing establishment and a short time later began
custom tailoring. In 1904 they moved into their

present premises which at that time were much
smaller than the firm now occupies.

Shortly after this they added furnishings to

their stock, but in 1908 owing to the enormous
growth of the clothing department of the business

the furnishings were discarded. These, however, were

replaced in 1911 when changes gave sufficient room
for replacement.

Since its inception the firm under the able man-
agement of L. Lyons, the senior member, and S.

Lyons, the junior member, has met with rapid ad-

vancement until now they have six branch stores

throughout Ontario, at Brantford, Chatham, "Wind-

sor, Sarnia, Guelph and St. Catherines.

The Hamilton branch deserves special mention

because of the special features it exhibits. A plan of

the show windows appears in this issue and upon

examination will show distinct features. The value

of window space has been carefully considered and

the policy, "if you have to be shown, I'll show you,"

is well brought out. It would indeed be difficult to

find another store with as much window space ob-

tained in the same frontage.

A prosperous appearance in the front of a store

will indeed do much to attract the trade of "men who

care."

The interior of the store is neatly arranged.

Long tables on which the web goods are displayed, fill

one side, and the other is occupied with furnishings

Lyon Tailoring Co., Hamilton, have
large amount of display space in ratio
to frontage—How this is obtained —
Stock arranged in store in a most
attractive manner — Company has
grown rapidly of recent years.

and web goods. The
selling space has a

depth of 75 feet, and
behind this are the
offices.

The second floor is

utilized for a stock and
cutting room, and on

the third floor are the spacious rooms where the fine
art of tailoring is carried on. Everything in this
department is productive of comfort for the em-
ployees

. The place is well lighted and ventilated
insuring health to the employed.

*

Keeping Stock Clean
THE OAK HALL branch in Hamilton, Ont., occu-
pies the first two floors of the building at 10 and 12
James Street North, and recently a new arrange-
ment of the stock has been necessary to meet the
growing demands of the trade.

The stock carried consists of men's and children's

clothing and furnishings, the second floor being
used mainly for children's goods. The space on the
ground floor is required for men's wear where the
suits are all displayed on hangers. This prevents
creasing of the goods and breaking of the shoulders
which is generally the result when clothing is piled
on tables.

A novel idea is employed for brushing and clean-

ing the clothing. A vacuum cleaner with uphol-
stery brush attachment is used for this purpose, and
makes a very satisfactory and thorough method of

keeping clothing in good shape. By this method
the clothes are not rubbed glossy or the dust rubbed
into the seams by a brush, but the vacuum thorough-
ly extracts all the dust and it is carefully gathered
in the machine and not raised from one article only
to settle on something else.

The furnishings occupy a prominent place at the

front of the store and in a well-lighted section.

v^/W/V k//WDO>V

Passageway
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(James St /te
Lavout of entrance to the Hamilton store of the Lyons

Tailoring Co.

—m—
Gloves for Men

(Continued from page 80.)

is apparent that the prejudice of men against the

wearing of silk gloves is being overcome, at least

to a considerable extent. Whatever the true reason

may be for the increased demand for men's silk

gloves it is approaching a magnitude that creates

genuine enthusiasm among manufacturers and re-

tailers, who see in the general adoption of the cus-

tom vastly increased business in a line which in the

pas* hap presented, at the best, but limited possibili-

ties.
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Who Foots the Bill for the Advertising Agent?
THE ADVERTISING
agencies of the United

States have rendered an

inestimable service to

the advertisers of the

country. They have

proved themselves to

be advance guards of

trade and industry, bringing to the manufacturers

and wholesale and retail merchants splendid ideas and

promotion plans which have built fortunes for men
who had the courage and foresight to adopt such

plans, but they have always been placed in the unfor-

tunate and unfair position of having to collect all or

the major part of their remuneration from the pub-

lishers.

GETTING SOMETHING FOR NOTHING.

Short-sighted advertisers, thinking they were

getting something for nothing, accepted that situa-

tion gleefully, and through the custom of years, the

practice has become almost universal, carrying with

it unfortunately abuses which have stood in the way
of real development of the art and the business of

advertising.

It is said that in China the judges take their pay

from the client whose favor they decide and that as

a consequence the judicial decision goes to the client

who offers the judge the largest fee.

It is said that there are some architects who
look to the contractors and supply men for the major
portion of their reward, charging a very nominal fee

to the thickheaded client who thinks that he is get-

ting something for nothing.

It is said that there are physicians who accept

pay for specifying this or that brand of pill or pow-

der, and others who collect fees from the local drug-

gists to whom they send their patients with prescrip-

tions.

The advertising agency acts as the advertiser's

purchasing agent: In what other line is the pur-

chasing agent permitted to collect fees from the peo-

ple from whom he buys?

It is not necessary for me to say to you or to

any man that such wrong practices do injury to the

calling or profession in which they exist.

On the other hand, the fact that the advertising

agencies in the main have had the courage to recom-

mend media impartially with the ultimate end in

view of giving that client the largest money value

for the space bought, reflects credit upon the personal

honesty of the men who control the agencies that

are thus impartial.

But there is another phase to the question, and
that is, what kind of an agency, honest or dishonest.

Address by K. K. Shuman, of the

Shuman-Booth Co., Chicago, delivered

before the Trade and Technical Section

of the Associated Advertising Clubs of

America, at Baltimore, June 10, 1913.

when it comes to plac-

ing contracts in the

trade and technical

press?

To begin with, no

man can ask another to

work for nothing, and
to end with the stronger

and better trade and technical journals have found it

necessary to refuse to give commission to advertising

agencies.

Here is the same old story or what will happen
when an irresistible force meets an immovable ob-

ject—an impossible condition which results in innu-
merable ills, which are as lamentable as they are

unnecessary. Two great forces, the advertising

agency and the trade and technical publisher, in-

stead of working in the same direction for the com-
mon good of the advertiser, meet with locked horns,
while the innocent bystander, who has the money
to spend, is deprived of the benefit which should come
to him through the intelligent use of good copy in
trade and technical media.

LOW RATES A BARRIER.

Even when publishers do offer commissions to

agencies on business which those agencies create,

the rates charged by this class of journals are so

small that 10 or 15 per cent commission is wholly

inadequate to cover the cost to that agency of writing

the specialized copy that is necessary for the client

in such media.

The result of this condition is that the larger

agencies who employ high priced copy men ignore

trade and technical journals altogether, whether they

offer a commission or not, and that the smaller

agencies who work on a cheap basis throw out of

court all journals that offer no commission and some

:

times cannot resist the temptation of giving prefer-

ence to the journals, usually the weaker ones, which

offer the highest commissions, in the hope of being

able to make enough in the aggregate to pay them

at least something on the deal.

INJURY TO THE WHOLE FIELD.

If the client happens to be ignorant of relative

values of media, he soon discovers that his campaign

is unproductive of results and condemns all trade

and technical journals out of hand as being poor

advertising media, and in reaching this conclusion he

is given every possible help by every advertising

agent with whom he talks.

EDUCATION NECESSARY.

There is only one way out of this difficulty,

gentlemen, and that is an educational campaign
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which shall make it incontestably clear to ever pres-

ent and prospective buyer of space in trade and tech-

nical journals that if he wishes the services and ad-

vice of advertising agencies in the preparation of his

copy or in the strategy of his campaign, he must

expect to pay for it as he would for any other

professional or business service rendered. To this

end, in protection of the advertisers from their own
mistaken folly of expecting to get something for

nothing, I recommend that all the publishers of

worthy trade and technical journals get together and

agree absolutely to offer no commission to any agency

whatever even when that agency apparently creates

the business; but on the other hand, to make it

known to the advertising world that they are willing

and desirous of accepting business through advertis-

ing agencies and that by mutual agreement the ad-

vertiser must pay the agent for the services rendered

by the agent.

BASIS OF AGENCY RECOGNITION.

It is also possible and feasible for the publishers

of the trade and technical journals in a spirit of pro-

tection to the advertisers, to adopt a standard of re-

cognition of agents and to accept copy only from

such agents as they have as a body agreed to recog-

nize as being capable of handling trade and techni-

cal copy and capable of advising wisely manufacturer

and merchant in his use of trade and technical jour-

nals as a wise and necessary link in his whole chain

of publicity.

A WORTHY MISSION.

The privilege of setting in motion a new force

which shall put advertising on a basis of impartial

honesty and shall forever free it from the stigma of

being a hold-up game is now presented to the pub-

lishers of trade and technical journals.

As leaders in the mercantile and industrial world,

as men whose influence with the captains of trade

and industry is so inexpressibly great—you publish-

ers have a duty to perform which you only can per-

form; and the new order of things which you can

inaugurate as no one else can—the education of the

advertising world to paying for what it gets to the

man by whom the service is rendered—will be wel-

comed by no one more heartily than by every honest

advertising agency in the United States.

THE ADVERTISER THE GREATEST GAINER.

And the greatest benefit that will accrue will come

to the advertiser himself; for after this new order

of things is ushered in the unworthy journal will

fall by the wayside, and by the great law of the

survival of the fittest, each trade and each industry,

each profession and each calling will have back of

it journals of consummate merit and will be freed

from the incubus of the grafting and begging pub-

lication which has done so much hurt through the

past fifty years to the reputation and good name and

standing of journals which had rendered, as all good

journals render, service far and beyond any compen-

sation that thev ever receive.

Express Rates Reduced
IN ACCORDANCE with the order of the Railway

Commission, western express rates will be reduced

starting on July 15. The wording of the order is so

extremely technical, however, that it is found diffi-

cult to arrive at an understanding as to what the

reduction will be. A complete explanation of the

order appears in the current issue of the Board of

Trade News, prepared by Mr. Marshall, the traffic

expert of the Board of Trade. Mr. Marshall gives a

number of examples to show how the new rates will

compare with the old and it will be interesting to

give a few of the rates he has worked out to show

the way the reductions will affect transportation

charges. In each case the weight of the parcel is

assumed to be 100 pounds.

From Toronto to Minnedosa, Man., there is no

reduction. To Brandon and Kemnay. Man., the rate

drops from $5.25 to $5. To Briswold, Man., Moo-

somin, Sask., and other points in that district the

rate from Toronto is reduced 50 cents. To York-

ton, Sask., and the neighborhood the reduction is

75c—the new rate being $5.50. Parcels consigned

to Regina, Calgary or Edmonton will go for $1 less

than formerly, while the rate of $9.25 to the *oa3t

is $1.25 lower than before.

These reductions, while they appear small, will

bulk largely in the charges paid by a merchant or

shipper in the course of a year. It would pay all

western merchants to secure copies of the explanation

made by Mr. Marshall. Commenting on the work

he is doing, the Manitoba Fress Press says: "The

work of Mr. Marshall as an official of the Board of

Trade grows more and more important. He is a

competent rate expert and meets the railway and

express officials on an equal footing. The advantage

of a traffic man of his standing and high character

to merchants and shippers of this city is incalcul-

able."

®

Method of Simplifying the Store System

(Continued from page 10.)

departments where measuring is an incidental, stock-

taking is merely an annual event. Where so large

a business is done as in the Stone store, the varia-

tion referred to is extremely slight.

So economical a system is rendered possible,

however, largely by the fact that there ate no credit

sales to record, no retail accounts to be kept track

of. The cash system has been in vogue for some

four years past. At both the purchasing and the

selling ends of the business, cash is the rule. The
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The Value of a Distinctive Background

The display man has an especial opportunity to show originality in his hack-grounds. Original

effects can be secured with little effort and expense in some cases. Where a background supplies

the setting for a display, it is frequently all that is required to carry out the idea that the trimmer

is working upon. Thus a landscape background will serve to turn the display into an outdoor scene

without much else in the way of setting.

Two drawings are shown of home-made backgrounds arranged by a Canadian window trimmer, both

of which have a certain degree of originality. The top sketch lias a e a hist suggestion and its attrac-

tiveness is added to by the introduction of floral effects. This background requires little effort, but

in appearance has the advantage of simplicity. Tin sketch below is of an outdoor scene. This back-

ground is of white ratine over packing case hoards. It was used for spring window trims and conse

quently was finished in bright colors, red and green predominating.
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cash system of doing business eliminates the necessity

of keeping retail accounts, a bill book, and other

incidentals.

"The cash system has been in operation here for

about four years," said Mr. Spencer Stone, when
interviewed. "Our experience is that it is immense-
ly preferable to the credit system.''

Asked if the introduction of the cash system had

affected the amount of business done, Mr. Stone re-

plied encouragingly

:

"The first year we found a slight falling off in

our total sales. Once the system was firmly estab-

lished, however, we speedily made up for that, and
business went right on increasing. Our sales so

far this vear show a quite satisfactory increase over
1912."

Manufacturers and
Jobbers

Should bear in mind this import-

ant fact, if they desire to

approach the retailer who him-

self practices and believes in

advertising, it is obvious that an
appeal to him through advertis-

ing in "The Review" (the paper
he reads) would most likely

meet with greater success than
any other method.

TWO CENTS PER WORD
You can talk across the continent for two cents per word with a WANT AD. in this paper.

Arlington Co., of Canada, Ltd. . . 65

Berlin Suspender Co 65

Burnley, Thos. & Sons, Ltd 77

Canadian Converters 72,73

Crescent Mfg. Co 77

Craftana 65

ADVERTISING INDEX

Crown Tailoring Co
Outside Back Cover. Men's Wear

Dominion Suspender Co 67

Jaeger, Dr., Co 79

Jackson Mfg. Co 67

Kingston Hosiery Co 79

Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co. 50

Porter, S. E.. & Co 81

Pim Bros 77

Turnbull, C, Co SI

Tingey, Geo. & Co 50

Van Allen Co 67

Wreyford & Co SI
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A Message From the C.W.T.A.

President

Attention, Members of the Window Trimmers Association: Don't let other plans interfere with

your attending the Second Convention in August. If j'ou don't attend, you will certainly miss a

lot of valuable instruction and a general good time. No efforts have been spared to make the

meeting an excellent one. The committe have secured a large hall in the heart of the business

district close to Yonge street. This hall has every convenience for your comfort during your stay

here. There are rest rooms, smoking rooms, check room, wash room, a fine stage for demonstration

purposes and everything necessary to carry out our splendid programme. In connection with the

convention hall is another large hall where exhibits of all kinds of fixtures, flowers, figures, card

writers supplies, etc., may be seen. Requests for space are coming in and from present indications

this exhibition hall will be all taken up by exhibitors.

The committee are securing Mr. Nowak who is an expert on fabric drapery and will give lectures

and demonstrations in this line. Besides this we are securing the services of Mr. Cowan who last

year gave us such an excellent insight into how windows are trimmed in other cities. Mr. Koerber

of Philadelphia will likely be here and treat us to his splendid demonstrations and explanations. Mr.

Busch and Mr. Hess and several others will also assist in making the programme interesting.

The displays of fixtures, forms, etc., will be on a big scale and in short the whole programme is to

be highly interesting and instructive.

It is absolutely necessary that we have a big attendance to insure success. Come prepared to say

something. If you have some new ideas bring them along. Bring along a new member if you can.

We will gladly welcome any merchant or any 0113 interested in our programme.

Look up the announcement in the D. G. Revi iw relative to the contest. The medals are worth
trving for as they are beauties. See that your photos are listed under the right headings. You have
still a month to get some good pictures taken. Read over the rules governing the classes carefully.

There is a big list of prizes this year and every consideration will be given you in order to secure one.

If you have any suggestions along any line or if you have any ideas for bettering our association

don't fail to "spiel them off" at our meetings. Make it a point to get here anyway. If you are not in

good standing square matters up with the secretary when you come. A good, jolly, instructive three

days attendance will put new life into you, will broaden your experience and make you more
profitable to your employer. Tell him this and see that he pays your expenses here. You are en-

titled to this and Mr. Merchant will find it money well invested. So come along boys on the 11th
August and help us make this 1913 convention a banner one.

H. HOLLINSWORTH,
Pres. C.W.T.A.

^7
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We want one reliable firm

in every town to act as

agents for Crown Tailoring
IVrite To-day

Our Proposition is Worth While

No Extra Stock For You To Carry

Our complete outfit, which will enable you to take

orders right away for high class tailored-to-measure

men's suits, is at your command, providing we have
no agency in your town.

Our proposition is one that will interest the live merchants.

A postal to-day will bring the in-

formation you desire write it now,

for it costs only one cent, but may
mean thousands of dollars to your
bank book.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
Our New Address: 533 College Street, TORONTO
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TaJ^e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-

tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE ~~

"

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE,

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURER.
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The Knit Goods
Special

Buyers of Knitted Goods will be inter-

ested in our Special Knit Goods Num-
ber to be issued August 6th.

It will inform them, not only upon con-

ditions in the Knit Goods Market, but

will describe and illustrate the latest

style features embodied in domestic and
import ranges for Fall and Christmas
sorting, and Spring, 1914. It will also

include several important merchandis-
ing suggestions.

This fine number should appeal to

manufacturers. This issue will enable

them to announce new lines as their

representatives go to the trade, and
will place them in touch with the men
who are planning for a greater Knitted

Goods Department.

Forms close Wednesday, July 3,0th.

Arrange now for space.
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Featuring

Knitted Goods

August 6th, 1913
Vol. XXV. No. 15
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£a©m Bleach
The Sun's Pure White Light
—the worlds greatest linen-bleaching agent

has been tlie chief element in the bleaching of "Old Bleach" linens ever since their in-

auguration over half a century ago. The same process (grass and sun bleaching) has been
used in Ireland (the greatest linen producing country in the world) for hundreds of years.
And it is this process along with a climate particularly adapted to linen producing' that
has made "Old Bleach" famous throughout the civilized world for its delightful, soft.

snowy-white texture, for its life and long wearing qualities.

If you haven't seen the 1913-1914 range of dainty "Old Bleach" designs—write to-day for
our samples. Call when in the city.

R. H. COSBIE, Limited
Irish Linen Agency

30 WELLINGTON STREET WEST TORONTO

Rooster Brand
FOR

CrdwJ/ Over All
" f\l A a

MACKINAW SMOX
Khaki, Green, Brown, Red, Check Back,

Black, Etc.

RIDING BREECHES
Whipcord, Bedford Cord, Khaki, Etc.

TROUSERS
Worsteds, Tweeds, Homespun, Corduroy,

Whipcord, Bedford Cord, Etc., Etc.

SHIRTS
Scotch and Canadian Flannels of every variety.

Tartans, Corduroy, Plain Box Cloths, Diago-

nals in High Colors, Tweeds, Meltons, Serges,

Khaki in Cotton and Wool, Etc., Etc.

Overalls White Coats Bar Vests

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited
FARNHAM, QUE.

Montreal Office, 501 New Birks Building

Australian Trade
Are You Interested ?

If so, The Draper cff Jlustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription $2.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy ivill be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our London Office,

71 Queen St. E.C.

Publishing Offices:

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
Londan, 71 Queen St., E.C.
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1 Canada's Largest House-Furnishing Suppliers

House Furnishings That Furnish The Home
This season we have extended ourselves hy visiting all the markets of Europe to secure the latest

novelties and conceptions known to the House Furnishing Trade.

We] areTsending special House Furnishing travellers all over Quebec, Ontario, and the Lower
Provinces, who"will have a complete range of all our House Furnishings.

FOR SPRING—we are showing
70 patterns of seamed and seamless squares,

60 patterns, including our celebrated Snowden Seamless Axminster and Parquet quality.

25 patterns of Wiltons.
10 patterns of Brussels.

WE SPECIALIZE ON SEAMLESS WILTON SQUARES IN ALL SIZES.

CARPETS, BODY, BORDER and STAIR
The most up-to-date range we have ever carried.

We are specializing this year on Shield Brand Quilts, and draw your attention to our

(Friday Special) at $1.05—size 70 x 78. Our range will embody Satin Quilts for both

wood and brass beds (cut out corners).

OUR FALL STOCK of DOWN COMFORTERS is COMPLETE
Prices range from $3.25 to $40.00 each.

ALL BLANKETS ARE IN STOCK AND WE CAN DISPATCH
ORDERS WITHOUT DELAY

CRETONNES-—the largest and most complete range in Canada. Prices ranging from

7V2c to $3.00.

SATEENS—all qualities and prices from 10c to 35e per yard.

LACE CURTAINS—Our range consists of allover patterns, floral patterns, period pat-

terns, in both single and double borders.

BUNGALOW NETS—In stock in all qualities, designs, and prices.

NOVELTY SCRIM CURTAINS—which are so much in demand, are stocked in 25
patterns.

This season we have added CURTAIN RODS, WINDOW SHADES (THE ONLY
SANITARY PILLOW ON THE MARKET) VELOURS. CASEMENT CLOTHS,
COUCH COVERS, TAPESTRY CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS.
DRAPERY TRIMMINGS to match all piece goods, in both Velours and Cretonnes.
We will be showing a complete range of LINOLEUMS for import.

If you are not one of our regular House Furnishing customers, do not delay. Begin now, by
dropping us a post card, and our traveller will put you on his list of many satisfied customers.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, Montreal
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Stnberprten"
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

For Boys' Play Suits & Rompers
Girls' School Frocks

Women's House Dresses

Anderson's

"KINDERGARTEN"
CLOTH

Specially Constructed for Hard Wear
A Popular Retailer

Can be Ordered from any
Canadian Wholesale House

WM. ANDERSON & CO., Ltd. U7J j\
PACIFIC MILLS, GLASGOW P**

SCOTLAND li
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GUARANTEED BY THE B. D. A.

arc in style and in season all the time. Let the

B. D. A. guarantee guide you in Mohair buying—in-

sure your sales and protect your profits. It's the

whole world's standard of excellence foi all Mohair

Fabrics.

ALL THE NEW BRIGHT COLORS
are represented and the range of staple shades is

larger than ever.

English Mohairs (guaranteed by the B. D. A.)

never lose their beautiful lustre, shed dust and are

unspoilable by dampness. Their draping qualities

make them specially suitable for the present modes.

Ask your wholesaler or importer to show you the

new est colors and patterns.

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Ltd., of Bradford, England.

Advertising cuts (free-) and further information may be obtained

by addressing the .American Bureau, at No. 239 West 39th St.,

New York Cn .
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Uebenkam s for jHovehies

AUTUMN SEASON—1913—
Our collection of materials for Autumn and Winter

fashions are worthy of your inspection. We are showing

the latest creations in high class novelty dress silks, velvets,

ribbons, etc. High colorings will be in big demand for

the fall season, and the great range of qualities in silks, with

the variety of colorings, will prove most interesting. Some

of the stylish materials are:

Embroidered and Stamped Velvets,

Chiffon Dress Velvets and Plushes,

Corduroy Velveteens, Velours Broche,

Broche Satins and Charmeuse, Fancy Crepe DeChenes,

Printed Ninons, Peau De Peche,

Fancy Ribbons, Silk Moires.

DEBENHAMS ^a- LIMITED
Bay and Wellington Sts.

TORONTO

^
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Some News From

DEBENHAMS
Montreal Warehouse

We beg to

announce our

FALL

MILLINERY

F OPENING

For

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1st

and Following Days

Special Note—We shall exhibit a large num-
ber of the latest Paris Models,
strictly imported; also Novel-
ties in Millinery Materials.

Ready for early buyers Aug. 12th.

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
18-20 St. Helen St., Montreal

1 1 1 Sparks St., Ottawa 70 St. Joseph St., Quebec
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HORROCKSES'
FLANNELETTES

Are Made
From Carefully Selected COTTON.

The nap is short and close,

no injurious chemicals are used.

QUALITY, DESIGNS AND COLOURINGS
ARE UNEQUALLED.

If purchasers of this useful material for Under-

wear all the year round would buy the best English

make, they would avoid the RISKS they undoubt-

edly run with the inferior qualities of Flannelette.

See the name
' HORROCKSES
on the selvedge

every two yards.

ANNUAL SALE
upwards of

TEN MILLION
Yards.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

Manchester and London, England.
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AIREDALE
THE SEAL OF SATISFACTION IN

Men's Ribbed Woollen Underwear
a

"Red Label"

Blue Label" This is an exceptionally well

made line and very fine yarn,

retailing at from $1.35 to $1.50

per garment.

Absolutely all pure wool and
unshrinkable.

You must have, to hold your
trade, a really reliable line to

retail at $1.00 per garment.

We offer "Airedale, Red
Label" as the best to be had
for that money.

A well finished, absolutely re-

liable garment.

SPECIAL PRICE IN CASE LOTS

We will gladly mail samples and

quotations on request

JOHN M. GARLAND
SON & CO.

OTTAWA, CAN.
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The day ofthe pin ticket injury isfast disap-

pearing—the"Noesting" is the humane way

TRADE
This is the harmless pin

ticket you have been look-
ing for—the ticket that

eliminates all chance of

injury to the operatives

or the customers.

The "Noesting" is made
in every size for every

purpose. The rounded
points prevent injury to

the goods and are easily

attached.

We hold the patent right to manufacture these pin tickets in Canada,

and have every possible facility to supply the demand

for a ticket of this kind. Write to-day for a

sample box and price list showing the

various sizes we make.

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
495-517 Wellington St. W., Toronto

Compliment
Your Patrons
What compliment more befitting- the high
ideals of a live Canadian store can you give
the good housewives of your town than to

offer them a nice assortment of the 1914
showing of

LIDDELL'S
GOLD MEDAL

LINENS
You compliment their godd judgmenl in

even suggesting to them these rare and
exclusive linens—the linens that have stood
for the highest quality workmanship and
fabric for over a hundred years.

Our 1914 range is the finest yet. Call on
us when at the Exhibition, and see the new
range.

R. H. COSBIE, LTD.
IRISH LINEN AGENCY

30 WEST WELLINGTON ST., TORONTO

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler

.

ROBERT HENDERSON
8* ("^(~) Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto
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There's a Record in the Register
Before the Customer Gets the Goods

The "Get a Receipt" plan enforces a record inside the register before the

goods are wrapped. The receipt is wrapped in the parcel and the receipt must be

made before the receipt is issued.

This record is the clerk's own acknowledgment that he has sold a certain amount of

goods and will be responsible for a corresponding sum of money. It is your receipt for the

transaction.

This protects your business, shows you at all times just where you stand, benefits

your customers, saves time and increases profits.

Write for information to-day about the National Cash Register that is built for the

particular needs of your business

The National Cash Register Company
285 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Canadian Factory: Toronto, Canad;
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To The Merchant

We announce with much pleasure the Annual Exhibi-

tion Sale to take place as usual. This event is attractive

to the Dry Goods buyer, as one in which he can visit the

Canadian National Exhibition and also complete the final

purchases for the fall. We strongly advise merchants to

come to the market, and particularly invite participation in

the advantages offered by this annual event. Special sale

inducements in all departments, which include Staple Goods,

Dress Goods, Silks, Woollens, Tailors' Sundries, Smallwares,

Hosiery, Underwear, Gloves, "Her Ladyship" Ready-to-

Wear Garments for Women, and Mens Furnishings and

Work Clothing of every description.

The date for Annual Exhibition Sale is August 2$th to

September 6th, inclusive, being concurrent with the Millin-

ery Openings and Canadian National Exhibition. Special

rates on all roads.

We extend you a hearty welcome to every service our

warehouse and shipping facilities can offer for yo tit-

convenience.

The W. R. Brock Company
(Limited)

Warehouse— TORONTOS.W. Cor. Wellington & Bay Sts.
A W IV W 1> J. KJ

10
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
The Recognized Authority on the Canadian Dry Goods Trade

Vol. XXVI. TORONTO, AUGUST 6, 1913 No. 15

FEATURES OF THIS NUMBER
Establishing a Record for Retail Advertising.

Criticism of Canadian Merchants Resented.

Handling Both Women's and Men's Clothing.

Review of Conditions in Knit Goods Industry.

Canadian Women Have Money for Smart Hats.

New Styles in Hair Dressing Introduced.

Practical Suggestions for Fall Opening Windows.

Big Attendance Assured at C.W.T.A. Convention.

EDITORIALS:—Canadian Merchants and Their Critics

—A Canadian Fashion Show—Protest Against Styles

—The Business Outlook—A Remarkable Record and a

Moral.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
JOHN BAYNE MACLEAN, President -.- H. T. HUNTER, General Manager

(ESTABLISHED 1888)

Cable address: Macpubco, Toronto; Atabek, London, Eng.

PUBLISHERS OF

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.
F. M. Alexander, Manager T. B. Costain, Editor

W. E. Hopper, Montreal Representative Miss L. Dixon, Associate Editor

F. A. Coclcburn. Toronto Representative S. S. Moore, Ontario Representative

CHIEF OFFICES.
Building; Toronto, 143-1'

ncouver, H. Hodgson, 2

GREAT BRITAIN—London, Eng., E. J. Dodd, European Manager. 88 Fleet St., E.C.. Telephone Central 12960-

UNITED STATES—New York. R. B. Huestis, 115 Broadway, N
Dearborn Street, Telephone Randolph 3234.

FRANCE—PariB, Desbarats Advertising Agency, 1 Rue Rossini.
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Establishing a Record for Retail Advertising

R. H. Williams & Sous, Limited,
Regina, hold Made-in-Canada sale

and advertise event by taking
twenty pages in one issue of paper
—Other publicity measures—Sale

was a great success—A brief his-

tory of an enterprising firm.

The following article tells of perhaps the most

remarkahle advertising effort ever made by a retail

firm in Canada—or elsewhere. Aside from the fact

that the publicity campaign was conducted on an

unprecedented scale, the sale was a remarkable one

from the fact that it was conducted to boost the sale

of home-made goods. It was a big success and all

merchants will be interested in learning of the

methods adopted in handling this unique event.

—

Editor.

When R. H. Williams and Sons, of Regina,

Sask., who conduct "The Glasgow House," ran

twenty full pages of advertising in one issue of the

Regina Leader, they established a record. Never

before in the history of Canada has a retail advertis-

ing effort been planned and carried out on so broad

and daring a basis.

The twenty-page advertisment was run in con-

nection with a made-in-Canada sale conducted in

the Glasgow House for one week. The magnitude

of the publicity undertaken to make this sale a suc-

cess, resulted in its being a decidedly unique event.

The sale attracted attention in all parts of the West
as well as in Regina.

C. W. Hansford, the advertising manager of the

Glasgow House, handled the publicity end of this

sale, and can, therefore, claim the unique distinc-

tion of having seen more of his own copy in one

single issue of a newspaper than any other advertis-

ing man in Canada or, perhaps, in the world. Al-

though manufacturers supplied some of the copy,

the bulk of it was prepared by Mr. Hansford and the

high standard of the work reflects much credit on

him.

MANUFACTURERS HELPED.

Mr. Hansford explains that when the idea of

running a made-in-Canada sale was first conceived.
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Na EVENING LEADER

Reproduction of the twenty pages of advertising which
appeared in one issue.

it was felt that as the manufacturers of Canadian

products would benefit by this extensive exploita-

tion of home-made goods, they would be willing to

lend their active and extensive co-operation. Ac-

cordingly an effort was made to interest a number of

the manufacturers whose goods it was intended to

feature. Almost without exception the manufactur-

ers were willing and, in fact, glad to assist in the

work. It was largely due to this co-operation that

it was found possible to carry out the sale in so

elaborate a scale and with such a marked degi

success.

In some cases the manufacturers sent in copy,

but in a great majority of cases the advertisements

12
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were written by Mr. Hansford and his staff. There

was a particular advantage in this, in that it was

possible to feature in the advertisements the identi-

cal lines of goods which were carried in stock. Fur-

ther, it was possible to make the copy more definite

and more closely adapted to local conditions.

The twenty pages were run practically together,

thus constituting a distinct section of the paper.

Uniform style was adopted throughout. Thus at

the head of each page was a black block extending

across the top with the words lettered on it in white

:

'"Glasgow House Made-in-Canada Week." A star

border was used on all the copy and typographical

uniformity was observed on all the pages. The

pages were carefully laid out, with a discerning eye to

attractiveness and effect. Practically all articles

listed were illustrated. The bulk of the cuts had

been secured through the co-operation of the manu-

facturers.

SINGLE LINES ADVERTISED.

A feature of the sale was the fact that in practi-

cally all cases but one line or make in each depart-

ment was featured. The particular brand or line

^elected was featured very strongly.

Some of the pages were printed in two color?,

red and black.

OTHER PUBLICITY FEATURES.

Newspaper advertising was backed up energeti-

cally in all other lines. The ads. appeared on the

C. W. HANSFORD,
who planned the twenty-page advertisement.

Friday preceding sale. On Monday morning, the

windows were filled with special window trims, with

the goods which had been featured in the advertis-

ing. Andrew W. Murdison, the display manager,

was in charge of this branch of the sale. Inside the

Msmsmmsmmm wmwwm
Bell's Reliable Footwear

For Men and Women

Be up-to-date and buy

Robin Hood Pomdge

Oat* in Tubes

Two pages from Canada's largest ad., published in Regina Leader, July 4, 11113. The copy throughout was exceptionally well prepared
and the typographical arrangement very creditable. Note that the name of the local firm is given prominence in each advertisement.

13
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.-tore, special efforts bad been made also in give the

establishment an attractive, almost a gala, appear-

ance. The lines on sale were, of course, prominently

featured.

SPECIAL (iOODS SECURED.

Iii many cases goods were made by the manu-

facturers specially for Ibis sale, particularly for win-

dow display purposes, and in this way. a number of

lines which ordinarily would not be displayed until

the early fall were shipped on by the manufacturers

in advance in order that they might be sold in con-

nection with this made-in-Canada sale.

LARGE CROWDS ATTENDED.

Intense interest was created throughout the city

and vicinity. When the -tore doors were thrown

open on Monday morning, hundreds of interested

persons were on band to see the display and. in a

great many cases, to buy goods. This interest was

maintained throughout the week, the store being

crowded at all time.- and sales being brisk.

RES! I.TS FROM SALE.

The results were quite up to the expectations, li

would perhaps be better, however, to give Mr. Hans-

ford's statement in this connection :

"So far as the actual results of the sale are con-

cerned," writes Mi'. Hansford, "the -ales for that

week were very greatly in excess of the correspond-

ing week of a year ago, and while it is very difficull

to give figures on the different line- of goods -old.

we can state that, without question, the sale has

been a splendid success. We have bad numerous
enquiries from outside the city in regard to this sale,

the novelty of which, no doubt, attracted ureal at-

tention, and we are quite positive that as a dired

result of this sales' effort, the Glasgow House has

\cry materially added to it- prestige as one of the

most progressive -tore- in Western Canada."

I SED l'ci; M.\ Jl. ORDERS.

The advertising proved a big business getter in

another direction. Some thousands of copies of the

ads. were mailed out to mail order customers in thai

section. This brought a very large number of en-

quiries and -ales.

SOMETHING ABOUT THE FIRM.

In connection with this record-hreaking event

something about the firm conducting the -ale will

he of interest.

R. 11. Williams, like many other old-timer- in

the West, arrived in Regina by ox cart over the

prairie from Winnipeg, in 1881. It was not until

late the next year that the -teel of the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway was laid to Regina.

Mr. William- came from Stabler. Out., and for a

while after reaching Regina followed up his line of

business, which was that of building and contract-

ing.

Regina at that time was mostly spread along

South Railway Street, and passengers on the C.P.R.

train- could easily take the census of the coming
metropolis by -imply counting the number of peo-

ple on the station platform.

AX EARLY ADVERTISEMENT.

The first advertisement of the Glasgow I'

appeared in the Leader (then a weekly paper) of

Tuesday, August 28, L888, in which the public of

Regina was informed that •'the business so long
carried on by Alex. Sheppard having changed hand-.
will now lie known a- the 'Glasgow House/ " The
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advertisement announced that a full line of mer-

chandise was always kept on hand, and that farm

produce would he taken in exchange for goods.

Even at this time the firm recognized that adver-

tising was a big factor in building up a business,

and the old files show that they used more space

than any of the other local merchants. Instead of

writing up an ad. and allowing it to run from one

year's end to another without a change, as seemed

to be the general custom at that time, it is interest-

ing to note that the Glasgow House advertisement

was changed after running two weeks, to announce

a fall sale, and that they have adhered closely to the

policy of continuous and up-to-date advertising

ever -ince.

THE FIRM'S FIRST STAND.

Business was begun in what is uow Kelly's drug-

store on South Railway Street, between Scarth and

Hamilton. Only twelve hundred square led of

floor space was available in this frame building, bul

it was ample for the needs of the store at that time,

and indeed, among the "business blocks" dotting

the south side of the road running parallel with the

C. P. R. tracks, it appeared quite a respectable size.

However, after the town once began to grow

there was no holding it back, and the Glasgow

House kept pace in such a splendid way that in two

years it was found necessary to move into a larger

building.

South Railway Street was still the main

thoroughfare, with Broad Street making a strong

hid for second place, SO a building near the main

corner was chosen, which was destined to house the

Store until the present handsome big building was

erected on the corner of Hamilton Street and Elev-

enth Avenue in 1910.

Many Regina citizens will remember shopping

at the Glasgow House in their old stand near Broad

on South Railway, which is at present occupied by

.1. F. Robinson & Co. When R, II. and J. K. R,

Williams took possession there was a combined

Hoor space of 4.GS0 square feet, comprising two

floors and a basement, but alter live years of steadily

expanding trade, it was found necessary to increase

this by building an addition, thus securing 13,2^0

square feet. This was done in 190.5.

AX IMPORTANT MOVIC.

Five years later, the Glasgow Bouse celebrated

the opening of their present large department store

opposite the City Hall by a reception and dance in

the new building, while to-day workmen are again

busy enlarging the store to double its present size.

When alterations have been completed, the store

will be five storey- in height, besides basement, and

will contain 112,000 square feet of floor space, as

against the present area of 48,000 square feet.

The management expect to have at least three

complete floors fitted up by the lirst of October, and

the remaining two will he rushed as fast as possible.

Many new departments will be added, among
which will be hardware, wall paper and china, while

nil of the prcM'nt departments will be enlarged.

In addition to the store, a large warehouse was

litiilt last year on the corner of Smith ami Seventh

Avenue. It is a brick building two storeys and base-

ment, with spur track connections, and has over

f Hoot- space,



Criticism of Canadian Merchants Resented

A GENERAL feeling

of indignation has

been aroused in the

dry goods trade of Can-

ada by the publication

in "The Draper and

Drapery Times," of

London, England, of

an anonymous communication warning British

wholesale firms against business with dry goods

stores in Canada under present conditions. The

correspondent cites cases of goods being sold at

"give away prices," the idea being to secure a turn-

over, not a profit. "They have not taken stock for

two years and I don't think they dare face the

actual loss they have sustained : it must be enormous,

running into thousands of dollars."

He warns English houses against "big losses" if

things go on as they are going. At one point he

mentions that he refers to "one or two firms only,"

but the whole impression of the article is that such

a condition is general. Indeed he goes on to declare

that "large houses carry too much stock," and lose

large sums in unloading.

"The Draper" accepts responsibility for the

false charges of THE UNKNOWN by dubbing him

a "well-informed correspondent," declaring that

"the warning he utters is one that cannot be lightly

disregarded," and by the heading "Price Cutting in

Canada—a warning to British wholesale firms."

"Unwise," "untruthful," and "ridiculous," were

some of the comments made by the wholesale

men and manufacturers when shown the article by

The Review. ,

"The whole communication is untrue," declared

a director of W. R. Brock & Co., Limited. "It is

ridiculous to say that any reputable house is delib-

erately selling all its goods at a loss. The Canadian

retailer is not a reckless man, while so far as business

conditions are concerned, the people we do business

with are taking their discounts more and more all

the time.

"Then so far as sales are concerned, you will

find more in London stores in summer almost than

anywhere else."

"A knock from some disgruntled person," was

how Mr. John Peace,, manager of J^hn Macdonald

& Co., viewed it. "It is not the case that the dry

goods men are overstocked," he declared. "The

market has been high the last year or two and they

were more cautious in buying than ever before, ex-

pecting a drop in prices. So far as Canada is con-

cerned, it is quite true that the banks are not ad-

vancing money with real estate as collateral, but

every other condition in Canada is prosperous."

Correspondent of English paper who
warns British manufacturers against

selling to Canadian merchants arouses

warm feeling among wholesalers here

—The merchandising methods* of Cana-
dian dry goods men upheld.

A. B. Fisher, who
represents English and
German manufactur-

ers said: "I don't

think for one moment
that there is reason for

fear as to general con-

ditions in Canada. It

is true that many merchants are selling stuff at re-

duced figures as the season goes on, but not many
sell at such prices as are mentioned there. Styles

change too rapidly here for a man to carry over

goods from one season to another, and our people

demand greater assortments than in England. I am
speaking from a personal knowledge of retail stores

all over Canada.

"It is different in England. Go to some of the

provincial places and you will see stock that has

been untouched on the shelves for years, instead of

being sold at lower prices to make way for more

modern and fashionable goods. 'If you don't like

it you can go elsewhere.' seems to be their motto.

The average turnover of an English house in com-

parison with those in this country is very low. A
man like the writer of this letter is hardly qualified

to advise merchants in this country, nor to judge

them as he has done. The conditions in the two

countries are so radically different."

Another manufacturers' agent who has been in

business in Canada for over twenty years, R. H.

Cosbie, declared the letter was "very unwise, not

truthful and calculated to do a lot of injury to the

trade in this country. Quite evidently it is not writ-

ten by any lover of Canada," he added.

"At the end of a season's trade milliners and
others sell lines of 'perishable' goods at such prices

as he mentions, but not staple goods. Canadian

merchants are not reckless, but are business men
who know they have to pay and as a rule buy on

short date terms. For some time past they have

been making preparations for such conditions as

now exist."

London, Ont.—The death occurred of Lt.-Col.

John William Little at his summer residence, Hazel-

dean. The late Col. Little was one of London's most
successful business men. and despite his extensive

commercial interests he always found time to assist

in the advancement of the city. He was 65 years of

age, and was horn in Montreal, coming to this city

when a comparatively young man. In 1875 he en-

tered into partnership with Mr. George Robinson in

the wholesale drygoods business, the firm being first

established in the old warehouse opposite the present

large warehouse on Richmond Street.
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An Unfair Charge
The letter referred to reads as follows:

I notice in your issue of June 21 a short arti-

cle on Summer sales held in the spring. I can

quite sympathize with the views expressed there-

in. The trading described is not fair trading,

and I am surprised at wholesale houses allowing

their goods to be sold at giving away prices. It

only lowers the value of goods sold and made by

them.

"But I might say that the English draper

has nothing to complain about, compared with

the amount of price-cutting that goes on here.

Prices are no object to some traders; they will

sell goods at any figure for turnover. I have

seen goods that have been shipped from Eng-

land, costing 4s. lid. doz. sold at 10c. 6s. lid.

goods at 13c, 9s. lid. goods at 23c Also goods

costing on this side $4 . 50 sold at 29c. $1 goods

at 69c, and so on. These goods are not "stick-

ers," but good live stuff that moves off quicker

than salespeople can handle it. This sort of

thing is done by one or two firms only, I would

make clear, whose one idea is to make turnover
—profit is out of the question; they dont want

it! They have not taken stock for two years,

and I don't think they dare face the actual loss

they have sustained; it must be enormous, run-

ning into thousands of dollars.

"I know this, that if I was a member of one

of the large British wholesale houses I would

demand a certified statement from a reputable

accountant. If they don't demand this, some

day wholesale people on your side will have to

face a serious loss. It costs any departmental

store 25 per cent, to sell goods; that is the lowest

figure. I am sure that if some of the London,

Manchester, and Glasgoiv firms only knew what

is taking place, and had representatives on the

spot, their counting-house heads would have

some anxious hours. The houses that give most

goods away are those that are always wanting

extensions on the 4-th or 15th of the month, and

pay big percentages—6 per cent, and 8 per cent,

for overdue accounts. Is this sort of thing fair

to those who are trying to do an honest business?

"If English houses allow matters to go on as

they are going they must be prepared—I warn

them—to suffer big losses. What I am stating

is fact, and should be looked into. Limited com-

panies in England are compelled by law to issue

balance sheets, but the necessity does not seem

to exist here.

"Generally speaking business is not good in

the dry goods trade in Canada. Large houses

carry too much stock, with the usual result—
that they have to unload thousands of dollars'

worth at less than cost.

"The houses that are making money—and

some are—are those that take their discounts,

buying carefully and selling at a profit."



WHAT OTHER DRY GOODS
MERCHANTS ARE DOING
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An Addition Built

Woodstock.—Moore and Doherty, clothiers, have

built an addition to their store, 43 by 23 feet. The

new addition is attractively finished; has a polished

hardwood floor, metal ceiling and large prism glass

windows at the back, affording plenty of daylight,

while a row of handsome electroliers down the centre

of the entire store, offer excellent lighting facilities

for proper buying at night.—m—
Enlarging Their Store

Peterboro', Ont.—Pursuing the progressive policy

that has always characterized the Cressman Com-

pany, Limited, work has been begun on a new addi-

tion to the store which will provide for several new

departments and the enlarging and remodelling of

others. An addition is being made to the rear of the

third and fourth floors, the new section being 60 ft.

by 40 ft., and extending through two stories. This

work has begun already and to meet the increased

weight the rear wall will be reinforced in the lower

stories. The present back wall on the third and

fourth floors will be knocked out the walls between

the departments on these floors and also on the

second, will be removed, thus giving an increase of

twenty-five per cent, of space on these floors.

®
Holding Piano Contest

Belmont, Man.—Geo. Tumoth, dry goods and

clothing merchant, is holding a piano contest. Votes

are given with every purchase at the store and the

person securing the largest number of votes gets the

instrument.

The voting will be continued until December 31.

Midsummer Clearance Sale

CALGARY, Alta.—Snell's, the "House of Quality,"

are holding their annual midsummer clearance sale,

in an effort to clear out Summer stocks. Some very

particular values are being offered in ladies' and

misses' suits. The reductions offered, range from

$15 suits regular price cut to $9.95 to $35.00 suits

cut to $22.25. A reduction of 20 per cent, is offered

in waists.

A special three-hour rush sale is held from 7 to

10 o'clock Saturday evenings, at which unusual

values are offered.

Inspiratory Talks to Employees

COURTESY
Courtesy is the minute-
hand of the all-day clock
of this store.

To beat your best, be weli,

polite aid a good listener

When you speak, use a few
words, and drop them
gently and distinctly.

Give information, but d?
not argue.

A courteously soft answer is a conducting rod to

carry off the lightning of hasty words.

SIMPSON

It is not the least of the problems of the head of a

retail store to maintain a high standard of efficiency

in the sales staff. It is, at the same time, one of the

most necessary points. When efficiency is lacking in

the sales force, business will suffer, no matter how

well managed every other branch may be.

The Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, have adopted as

a means of inspiring the members of their sales staff

to better things the plan of enclosing printed slips in

the pay envelopes, containing terse, pointed advice

and suggestions. The slip contains a different mes-

age each week and in this way the management are

well to place before each employee messages of a dis-

tinct educative value.

IS
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store, Peterboro.

Annual Store Picnic

PETERBORO' Ont.—The sixth annual picnic of the

Cressman store was held here recently. In past

years the picnic has been a half-day event, but this

year it was made a full day. A boat was chartered

for the occasion and about 80 people in all went

along. The picnic is a strictly store affair, no out-

siders being allowed to go along.

The programme of the day comprised a sail down

the river and through Rice Lake. A start was

made at 9 a.m., and the first stop was at Gore's

Landing for dinner. The trip was then resumed to

Jubilee Point, where games and sports were held.

After supper had been served, the party returned on

the boat, arriving at 10.30 p.m. Music and refresh-

ments were provided by the firm.

The Cressman picnic has become quite an an-

nual event, and is now one of the regular summer
fixtures of the stores.

A Successful Outing

THE TWENTY-FOURTH Annual Picnic of the

Retail Drygoods and Boot and Shoe Merchants As-

sociation, of Canada, took place at Otterburn Park

on Thursday, July 17. Owing to the fine weather

and the cheerfulness displayed by the various mem-
bers, one's keenest anticipations were aroused, nor

were they disappointed in the slightest manner for

the committee of affairs carried everything out with-

out a hitch. The fine weather which prevailed

greatly aided the spoiling events which were hotly

(•untested. J. A. Beaudry. active secretary of the

Retailers Association, of Canada, T. Oakes, President

of the excursion, C. R. Lasalle, president of the sports

committee and W. N. Bonin, president of the recep-

tion committee, deserve sincerest congratulations for

the way they filled their various posts. The follow-

ing is a list of the various organizers of the picnic:

Albert Lasalle, J. W. Moreau, J. A. Beaudry, J. W.
Tobin, T. Oakes, C. R, Lasalle, Wm. Bonin, J. O.

Boullerice, J. E. Benard, David Deschamp.

©

After Mail Order Business

CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.—Moore and McLeod
are making an effort to increase their mail order

MOORE & McLEOD

Charlottetown, P. R. I.

Enclosed find $ for which I wish you to send me by mail

postpaid waists as advertised in the Patriot. I want size

and I would like a •• <•••••

(mention hereon whether you want tailor style,

or lingerie, high neck or low.)

Name

Address

Money hack if you say so.

business, particularly in ready-to-wear lines. The
panel reproduced is placed in all their advertisements.

It is worded so that it can be clipped out by people

outside the city and used as an order blank.
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A Time-Saving System

HAMILTON, Ont—R. McKay & Co., have a system

which assists the advertising men most materially in

their work and prevents delays in the collection of

the material necessary for advertising copy. Slips

similar to that herewith reproduced are sent to each

department, giving hour at which the items from that

A REMINDER.

Department

Please furnish your Items to appear in night's

paper tor selling not later than o'clock

on

NOTE.—Items mnst be in the Advertising Department by 10.00 a. m., two days before the advertisement

R. McKay 8c Co.

department for a certain advertisement are to be

turned in. These slips are returned with the items to

the advertising department.

The rule followed is to have all items in the ad-

vertising department by 10 a.m., two days before the

advertisement is to appear. This gives the depart-

ment plenty of time to get the copy properly ar-

ranged and facilitates the turning out of good ads.

®

Find Advertising Pays

IN THE column opposite is shown an advertise-

ment of the Dauphin Mercantile Co., Dauphin.

Man. The lay-out and arrangement of this ad. is

typical of the style adopted by the firm in all their

publicity.

They believe in giving the public authentic

style news and in mentioning each line separately.

In sending this sample to The Review, they wrote:

"We have tested this for years and find that this

style of advertising pays us very well indeed.

There are some faults to be found with this ad.

from a typographical standpoint, but on the whole

the lay-out is a very creditable one.

The feature of this advertisement, of course, is

the way that the style trend is succinctly explained

—a feature which other advertisers might adopt

with beneficial results.

Dauphin's Largest and Most Exclusive-Store

TJwDauphinMarcantileCoHLW,
this week «

for Fall 1913
nous Earlv a

"ill bv the pW

• completed tbe purchase of our Women s Ready To-Wear Coat-
An assortment, for quality and style, superior to any season, pre-

s it is, we feel our customers are interested in knowing just what
ailing stylo for tbe coming fall and winter

The Trend of

Fall Fashions
WOMEN'S CLOTH COATS

STYLES
son of novelties. a

Fiifhion* are shewn, tbe dominating features of which

LENGTHS
The correct lengths will be the 4o inch and 4% inch with cot-away styles pre-

i

prevailing, but the M> inch and 5? inch Coats will be strongly in demand for the !

'

LINES
stylishThe [-tianjhijine figure" mil mil be in vogue and in many of

garment- ibis, is strengthened by the oddity ?f--:et, •rhicna' in_tiii

by contrasting pipings on the seams, most of the garments feature the cut-away
tiont- fir rounded corner*, which give a very stvlish appeaiunce to tbe garment and

fall CdaTsTvill ttnquesti rIjIv bo l popular [X>im relating t

SLEEVES
Large aim holrs. including iet-in and kimoaa sleeves and in some cases the

combination of both will, without doubt, be one of tha leading etyle features for

tin.- coming season. In the higher class novelty coats, the sloping shoulder will

be much in favor and in all cases the ordinal-)- sleovo is much larger in the arm hole

COLLARS
sily all convertible, closin

vere climate, and yet the

ness of the garment.

WAIST LINE
As mentioned before this will be a novelty seasc

Bulgarian effects will be fashionable, there vv dials,

styles, which lend themselves so admirably to t!

coats will be in strong dennnd.

role long- waisted or i

land for short waist*

d

. sleeve. Combination
|

FABRICS
Probably never before has there been shot n such a wealth of beautiful coat

materials, both as to weave and color combination as for the coming fall season.

The cloths as shown in the new samples reflect all the latent tendencies such as:-

Moss Cloths in solid and beautiful two ton* colorings; Cut Chinchillas; Cur Vel-

ours in solid and two tone effects; Pile Fabrics including- Plush. Molette. Astra-

chao, and beautiful Two tone Diagonals. Boucles. Curl Cloths. Whimey Clovhs.
Tweeds and Mixtures, Including many Scotch effects. Zibclines, Herringbone
Diagonals, etc.

FASHIONABLE COLORS
Greys, Black w,ll ,

-TRIMMINGS
Corduroys, \ elvets

Hatching color* and i

«r Balkan colors, vvil

2 50 Oez. Sweet

Juicy Orange
SATURDAY BARGAIN

|

PER DOZEN

23c

raid the work
Absolutely guaran

teed fast colors.

SATURDAY BARGAIN
12 1.2c Yard

Men's Spring Over,
coat*

Scotch Tweeds, luathei

mixtures. Begular price

jiaoo
NATTRP.A V BARGAIN

$«..0O

New Wash Fabric

TheDauphinMercanlileCo. ,Ltd.
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THE

TRIOWAIST
IIHTUII II! II

1

111111111 1 III III I II 1 1 II 1 1 II I III I III II III II! I II

I

The group shown illustrates only
one waist. The three distinct,

handsome styles are quickly and
easily arranged by manipulation
of the revers. The changes can
be made while the garment is

worn.

Four differ ent patterns :

—

168 and 169 at $12.00 doz.

153 and 154 " 13.50 "

YOU CAN SELL THE LINE

Write for descriptive booklet or

sample half dozen

l!lllllll!!lllllini!llllilllllllllllllllllll!lllll!i:illlllii

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limited)
MONTREAL j
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Handling Both
Women's and
Men's Clothing

Vineberg's Ltd., Mont-
real, handle both lines

very successfully— Find

that one department does

not interfere in any way
with the other — Each
department is operated

on absolutely distinct

basis.

view of the men's department in the berg

A description of the

Vineberg store—Depart-

ments are kept separate,

though there is no dis-

tinct dividing line—No
high fixtures are used

—

Store is equipped on the

most modern lines,

In the following article a brief description is given of a store where men's and women's clothing is

handled successfully in conjunction. It has been found that the handling of either line does not

in any sense hurt the sales in the other. The departments are kept absolutely distinct, both as re-

gards location in the store and in sales records. A system is being worked out whereby the records

for each department will be kept absolutely distinct—a valuable feature.—Editor.

IT HAS been contended by some that men's and
women's goods should not be handled together, but

there is at least one store in Montreal that is success-

fully catering to both sexes. Vineberg's, Limited,

who opened up a specialty ready-to-wear store last

year have four departments, ladies, girls, mens and

boys. The only lines carried in stock are clothing

and accessories. The large volume of business done

indicates that the departments do not conflict, but

that on the contrary one helps the other.

The Vineberg store occupies the ground floor of

the Kellert Building, a ten-storey structure at the

corner of St. Catharine St. W., and St. Urbain St.

It has an imposing front with splendid show windows

on the two streets. The arrangement of the depart-

ment is such that each is separate though there are

no pronounced dividing lines.

The main entrance is on St. Catherine Street, with

a commodious side entrance from St. Urbain Street.

Immediately in front of the main entrance is the

dress accessories section, with the ladies department

on the right and the men's department on the left.

At the rear the girls' and boys' departments are situ-

ated. Rooms are also provided at the rear for altera-

tion work, fitting, shipping and card writing, etc.

The office is located in a balcony at the rear which

affords a view of every portion of the store.

NO HIGH FIXTURES USED.

The window backgrounds and all the fixtures in

the store are of mahogany. One noticeable feature

of the interior is the absence of high fixtures. Sil-

ent salesmen counters, low tables and show cases, ail-

easily accessible, are utilized. Price tickets and sign

cards are freely used and practically every piece of

merchandise in the store is on display.

For the cheaper classes of dresses and coats, cir-

cular display racks are used, while the more expen-

sive garments are shown in plate glass cases.

CHARGE MADE FOR ALTERATIONS.

In making alterations a small charge is usu-

ally made, depending on the cost of the garment. As

a rule the purchaser is not averse to paying the

Continued on page 26.
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for making

Overalls, Uniforms,
Shirts and

Coats

FOR the protection of the trade and
in order that all dealers and con-

sumers may know the genuine
Stifel Pure Indigos from imitation and
unestablished brands, the mills are now printing the name 'on the
back of all Indigo Drills, Prints and Denims. The name appearr
dotted lines, forming the name Stifel as fac-simile shown here.

TRADE MARK-REGISTERED

For the Genuine, look for this name on the hack of the cloth of

your garments.

Stifel 's Indigos have been manufactured for over seventy-five years and
have been continuously on the market all the time. They received the

gold medal award at the St. Louis Exposition and are recognized by the

trade as the standard and best Indigos made. The manufacturers guar-

antee them not to break in the print and to hold their beautiful, brilliant

blue color longer than any other fabric. They are sun-proof and tub-proof

and, while soft and pliable, are easy to wash. They are constructed for dur-

ability and strength and wear like leather.

CLOTH MANUFACTURED BY

J. L. STIFEL & SONS

Best for over seventy-five years, but no more expensive than the ordinary kind
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Catering to Both Branches of Trade

A ready-to-wear display with an elaborate background setting. Shown by Vinebergs, Limited, Montreal.

A men's clothing display shown by Vineberg's, Limited. The background is an unusually elaborate one for

this elass of window.
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A view of the women's department in the store of Vineberg'e, L , Montreal.

Manufacturers and

Jobbers

Should bear in mind this import-

ant fact, if they desire to

approach the retailer who him-

self practices and believes in

advertising, it is obvious that an
appeal to him through advertis-

ing in "The Review" (the paper

he reads) would most likely

meet with greater success than
any other method.
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PERSISTENCY IN ADVERTISING

One stroke of a bell in a thick fog does not give

any lasting impression of its location, but when
followed by repeated strokes at regular intervals

the densestfog or the darkest night can not long con-

ceal its whereabouts. Likewise a single insertion

of an advertisement—as compared with regular

and systematic advertising— is in its effect not

unlike a sound which, heard but faintly once,

is lost in space and soon forgot. — Printing Art

Handling both Women's and Men's Clothing

(Continued from page 22)

charge, though some contend that alterations should

be made free.

By a system of checking returns the revenue of

the different departments is kept separate so that

it is possible to tell just what each department is

doing. Mr. Vineberg is now working out a plan

whereby a closer check will be kept on the depart-

mental receipts and in fact all details in connection

with the purchase of goods and their delivery to the

several departments will be kept track of.

Vineberg's Limited advertise extensively in the

daily newspapers and have had excellent results this

year from sales held in June and July. They con-

template a big sale in August also.

When writing to advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

ad. in the Review.

Store Management-Complet*

ABSOLUTELY NEW

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
BY

FRANK
FARRINGTON
A Companion Book to

Retail Advertising

Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Management-
Complete" tells all

about the management
of a store so that not
only the greatest sales
but the largest profit
may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS

Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-THE
STORE POUCY-What it

should be to hold trade.
The money-back plan.
Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates.

Sellini remnants. De-
livering goods. Sub-
stitution Handling
telephone calls.
Courtesy. Rebating
railroad fare. Courtesy
to customers.

JUST PUBLISHED

Stnd us $1 .00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't worth the

price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., MacLean Publishing Co.

TORONTO
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In All TheWorld No Other Line LikeThis
In addition to over 1,000 new American "Rite"

no. 100 ideas, we have the newest novelties from Paris,

Vienna, Berlin and London, personally selected at

these centres.

We are prepared to make deliveries for your Early
Fall Opening, as well as Holiday business.

Every Infants' Wear Department Buyer

—

Every Toilet Goods Department Buyer

—

Every Art Goods or Novelty Buyer should deter-

mine to visit

Our New and Dainty Showrooms

Our customers know we are "Rite"—they need no
reminder. We want to make new friends and
prove that our novelties, prices and ideas are

"Rite." You surely want new novelties—trade
bringers—quick sellers and profitable.

If you are not coming to New York, let us send
you one of our $25, $50 or $75 Sample Assortments.

No. 89 No. 681

^FF1^^ ^^

35, 37, 39 W. 36 St., New York
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Canadian Merchants and Their Critics

IN THIS issue, reference is made to a communica-

tion which, appeared in an English trade journal,

warning British manufacturers to watch their ac-

counts in Canada. It was stated that the Canadian

retailer was a price-cutter, selling goods at reduced

prices with the object of building up a big turnover,

and disregarding the profit side entirely. It was

charged that the dry goods man in this country is

rash and speculative in his methods and the advice

was given that British manufacturers should watch

credits closely.

It is quite apparent that the writer of this re-

markable letter is either naturally jaundiced in his

views or sadly prejudiced on the score of Canada.

In addition, he has demonstrated a ridiculous lack

of judgment and a total inability to judge of relative

conditions in the trade in the old country and in

Canada. It is not necessary to go to any length in

refuting statements so apparently biased and un-

just, but at the same time it would not do to allow

this libel on the trade to go unanswered. The gist

of the charge is that Canadian stores are not sound

financially. This is answered by the failure records

for past years, which show that the percentage of

firms going into liquidation in Canada has in reality

been very small. It was smaller last year than ever

before. We have no figures available to enter into a

comparison of relative conditions in this country and

in England, but we feel confident that any such

comparison would not reflect unfavorably on the

financial soundness of the trade in the Dominion.

To state that retailers in Canada are continually

clearing out stocks at reduced prices and to draw the

conclusion from this that they cannot be making

enough to ensure their financial solidity, is showing

a sad lack of knowledge on the score of conditions

here. It is not possible in this country to hold stocks

over from season to season until they can be sold at

the price fixed in the first instance. This would be

the one sure way for the retailer to put himself out

of business. The Canadian people are heavy spend-

ers and they demand the latest. If a retailer finds

toward the end of a season that he is overstocked, he

realizes that he must clear the goods out at once if he

expects to ever sell them. To hold on to the stock

until the next season would mean that he would

sell very little of it then, if any, and in addition

would seriously hurt the reputation of his store as a

place where up-to-date goods are offered. Hence the

clearing sale, a very essential feature of modern

retailing.

A Canadian Fashion Show
AN IMPORTANT venture is to be undertaken in

Toronto, to wit, the holding of a "Canadian Fash-

ion and Home Show." The idea is to get together

people from all parts of the country interested in

fashion's problems and to give exhibits of gowns made

by Canadian manufacturers. The project has been

launched with the most distinguished support, the

list of patronesses including many of the leaders of

Toronto society.

The idea is a good one. If carried out on a suffi-

ciently comprehensive scale, it should perform a

much needed function. There is and always has

been a distinct Canadian style standard. Styles for

Canada are not arbitrarily settled in Paris, London

or New York, although, of course, the inspiration

comes from the big fashion centres. World styles

are modified and adapted to meet the requirements

and the ideas of the Canadian woman. Thus a style

show, aimed to give a review of seasonable styles as

interpreted in Canada will prove an important and

beneficial event.

Among other things it will, demonstrate a fact,

which is perhaps not fully recognized,—that the

Canadian woman is a thoroughly up-to-date dresser

and that styles in this country are modern and quite

on a par with fashions elsewhere.
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Protest Against Styles

QUITE A little news matter has found its way into

print recently with reference to protests against some

of the extreme feminine styles seen in the large

cities. It is reported that the police have even gone

to the length of arresting women, who appeared on

the streets in costumes which exposed more of the

figure of the wearer than the myrmidons of the law

deemed proper. Loud protests have been uttered

against the tendency toward transparency and other

vagaries of fashion which, when carried to excess,

might be regarded as indelicate.

No one with common sense would defend such ex-

treme styles as the skirt, slit so high that the hosiery

is displayed to the knee. There can be no question

that the wearer of such a costume would stand con-

victed of a breach of decency. There is no call for

the authorities to interfere in such cases, however, the

notoriety gained by the wearing of indecent cos-

tumes should be punishment enough in itself.

At the same time, those who voice their con-

demnation of the present style trend base their judg-

ment on the extremes seen, failing to recognize the

salient fact that the trend as exemplified in the

average costume is toward more sensible and health-

ful apparel. The short and tight skirt has replaced

the voluminous, trailing kind which collected germs

and dirt. This style has brought with it such a de-

gree of additional comfort that it is doubtful if the

future will see any radical departure from it. There

is a general tendency toward more natural costum-

ing and toward comfort. The idea that woman must

be muffled from head to foot is being discarded and

though some ridiculous extremes have been put out,

the tendency should not be regarded as other than

a step in the right direction.

The Bi Outlook

The outlook is more hopeful than at any time

this year. Reports and predictions of a highly dis-

mal and pessimistic order are still heard, and there is

no dodging the fact that in some lines and in certain

localities business is not all that could be desired.

The pinch of money has been felt, and is still being

felt more or less severely by all engaged in manufac-

turing and commercial pursuits. With full cogniz-

ance of these conditions, it is still quite within rea-

sonable bounds to assert that the outlook has im-

proved to a very satisfactory extent.

The uniformly favorable crop reports are having

a good deal to do with the uplift tendency. It is

generally felt that a good crop is all that is needed

to dispel the gloom clouds which have so obscured

the business horizon so far this year. Good crops

will mean plenty of money put into circulation

—

the only condition needed to-day to make the coun-

try completely prosperous. Thus the splendid re-

ports on crops which come from every section of the

country are hailed as harbingers of the prosperity

which the fall will bring.

®-

A Remarkable Record—and a Moral

Twenty full pages of advertising in one issue!

This is, indeed, a remarkable record for a retail store.

In this issue is told the story of the idea which

grew in the minds of the management of a Western

store until it developed into a really remarkable

merchandising effort. A week's sale devoted to

made-in-Canada goods and heralded in by the un-

precedented publicity of twenty full pages of adver-

tising in one issue of a newspaper was the outcome

of the idea. That it proved a wonderful sale in

every respect goes without saying.

The success achieved by the firm in question does

not indicate necessarily that the idea could be car-

ried out just as successfully by merchants in all

parts of the country. A great opportunity is needed

to justify the carrying out of a publicity propaganda

on a scale of such magnitude. But the Made-in-

Canada sale of the Glasgow House, Regina, demon-

strates in most convincing manner the possibilities

of advertising. It is a long step from the modest

cards, which merchants inserted a few decades ago,

to the twenty-page broadside of the Glasgow House.

The difference represents the advancement which

has been made in advertising methods and possibil-

ities.

One cannot fail to recognize the fact that adver-

tising is one of the greatest factors in business to-day

when it is possible for a firm to undertake so ambiti-

ous a plan and get results in keeping with the mag-

nitude of the publicity efforts.
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PBSBEE •:

June Races Bring Lingerie Gowns to Front
Embroidered nets, organdies and sheer
Batistes, and light laces make their ap-
pearance at the Chantilly Derby and on
drag day—The flounced tunic the new
feature—Gowns of charmeuse have
tunics of net or chiffon with double
flounces of lace

SINCE THE early part

of the season the lead-

ing model houses have

heen making lingerie

gowns for customers

who always dress in ad-

vance of the modes, but

it was not until the

Chantilly Derby, and the Prix des

Drags that the lingerie gown re-

ceived the stamp of general ap-

proval. The new gowns are of the

real lingerie type, and are being

turned out by such houses as

Paquin, Poiret, Bernard and Cher-

ent. Therefore, it is seen that the

best couturiers are responsible for

the new fashion.

Lace and embroideries are both

used, and the laces are invariably

of the light type with Malines

effects particularly strong. Net

effects are also good either em-

broidered or having applications

of imitation needle

point. Valenciennes,

Chantilly, and Milan

are other laces that are

freely used in combina-

tion with net and tulle.

These laces are chiefly

used in the form of deep

flouncings and allovers.

The flounced skirt is the

1 newest fashion feature, but lace is

used extensively to drape the

bodice and to form the tunic. The

latter is caught up at the sides or

in front with the folds fastened

under some form of ornament.

Quite a novel idea is the flounced

tunic. This new arrangement

brings the flounces about midway

of the figure and the skirt below

is draped with the folds pulled up

in front in Oriental fashion. The

skirt wraps the figure closely at
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Snapshotted at the Paris races

The hat indicates the

trend toward high trim-

med effects in plumage.

Gown worn at the Paris races
showing the vogue of
laces and transparent
fabrics.

the feet and, being

raised in front, it re-

veals the feet and

ankles, and the flounced

tunic gives a broad look

between the hips and

knees. Some flounces

have a slight boning at

the edge, suggesting the costume

of the Oriental dancing girl. Em-

broidered organdy is greatly used,

and shares the field with very sheer

batiste and net. The corsage is

very transparent and leaves the

neck and arms freely exposed. It

is very much draped and crosses

surplice fashion and often there is

a fichu added.

What are termed "garden

gowns '

' are very much worn. These

are made of voile or cotton crepe

and are much worn with loose

coatees modeled along the lines of

our great-grandmothers' bed-

gowns. These coatees

are made of taffeta, or

satin, in green, lemon,

cerise or old blue

shades. Little vests in

the above shades are

also worn with white

dresses.

With the advent of

summer weather,

are becoming even lighter and

more transparent. Tulles, chif-

fons and crepes are draped over

charmeuse and the softest of

satins, and when these tulles and

chiffons are in crystal jet or rhine-

stones the effect is wonderfully

beautiful. The lightest of tulles

and nets are used for the corsage

and though bold, because so much

of the flesh is revealed, these

There is a decided disposition

•aists are wonderfully becoming.

A typical costume seen at the
Paris races. Tassels are

very much in favor as
shown here.
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If it has not been

there—it's coming

A tip from the "Star Brand" man
—a tip that will interest every wide-awake ready-to-wear buyer in

Canada—one that will mean bigger Fall and Winter business for his

department. Here it is.

We have prepared an excellent range of Fancy Blouses, including:

the newest cloths, such as Crepe Voile, Crepe Ratines, Crepes and
Bulgarian Voiles, in all the most fashionable shadings, latest designs

and trimmings, which will be delivered in October—right when your
lines will be broken, and in time for the Early Winter and Christmas
trade. If the range lias not been presented to you, it's coming. Wait
for it. Wait for our fine range of Whitewear. We give prompt
delivery and absolute satisfaction.

The Star Whitewear Mfg., Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO
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in many quarters to bring back some of tbe more
audacious fashions of the Directoire period, and in-

stead of revealing as now the feet and ankles, the slit

skirt lets us see the lace stocking clasped at the knee

with a jeweled garter. The sash of the softest taf-

feta is another feature from this period and the waist

Dinner frock of midnight blue satin empirelle, draped on
either side with overdress of painted ninon, the corners of
which are weighted and trimmed with an Egyptian cabo-
chon. The bodice is trimmed with a high band of satin rib-

bon and finished with Egyptian embroidery and Scarab.
Although the model is low cut it has a high inset of real
Malines lace, giving the effect of a yoke. The same lace is

used for trimming the sleeves. Shown by H. H. Winder, of
Riegel & Langer, Montreal.

composed only of a scarf of chiffon or Chinese crepe

printed in rich designs and ending with crystal tas-

sels or fringes. When the straight skirt is of lace it

is veiled with delicately embroidered tulle. This tulle

is rarely white, black, blue, yellow, green and deep rose

shades being the colors most favored. A large satin

bayadere usually completes this toilette and the bod-

ice is wholly of tulle over lace, so light and transpar-
ent that the back, breast and arms are apparently
quite bare. The bare neck is youthful looking and is

in high favor and is seen even with the plainer tailor-

mades.

Black and white is again much employed and some
of the most successful of the most recent gowns show-
ed this combination. Black, white and a color is also

good. A typical dress of this class was of banana-
colored satin, veiled with two Chantilly lace flounces

—one white and the other black. The all black dress
particularly, when made of taffeta is very much worn.
One of these black taffeta dresses seen at Chantilly
was of black taffeta with the skirt draped up in front
and slightly open to show the feet. Around the hips
black tulle flounces were placed, giving the wide effect

that is so new. The bodice was cut in kimona fashion
and was set in pleats, and the yoke was of flesh pink
chiffon with tiny tulle flounces filling the V in front.

This yoke is really a guimpe and the bodice is put on
over it.

TWO TYPES OF SKIRTS.

It should be noted that there are two distinct types
of skirts favored at present, the product of two rival

schools. One is the draped skirt caught up and open
in front, and the other is straight and severe in line

and worn with either a short or a long waist. Dresses
having the straight skirt fasten from waist to hem,
and the blousy bodice is simply belted in at the waist.

Already this type of dress is appearing in velvet and
some of them have the collar of fur. Fur, it is said,

will be the preferred trimming for woollen and vel-

vet fabrics, with skunk and mole the furs most used.

The Medici collar is growing in favor, and be-

sides are yokes and collarettes trimmed with pleated

frills.

THE VOGUE OF DUVETYN.

A new material that has a velvety feel and appear-

ance is brought out for gowns and suits. For present

wear it is made in cotton and is called "duvetyn."
For winter wear the same weave comes in silk and is

named "duvetyne." Another winter fabric that is

sure to find favor is marabout velvet. This velvet is

with colored flowers, and Oriental patterns and de-

signs. Printed silks are to have a great success, and
the season is to be a great one for ribbed wools and
silks. Among other revivals come cashmeres, some of

which are bordered with palms in many shades. Moire

is another revival, and in its new form the moirage

shows large palms in bright contrasting colors. Vari-

ous Indian patterns in varied colors are also seen on

moire grounds.

Fancy flowered stuffs on the Martine, are a big fea-

ture. One pattern noted is the conventional "pot of

flowers " or " trolly Kant.
'

' This comes in the bright-

est shades, the pot in one sample being green and the

flower red with a black centre, and the pot resting on

a yellow line with the ground color of a bright

Madonna blue. Velvets and duvetyns striped., strip-

ed black, green, blue, red and violet, like the skirts

worn by Italian peasant women, are used for vests

and sashes.
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Evening Gowns

Day Gowns

Race Frocks

Ostrich Jylounts

JVLodel Osfireys

Velour Hats

Real Laces

Lace Flounces

Bandings

Flower Jylontures

Beauty Roses

Picquets

M We beg to announce that Mr. Herbert H. Winder has just s
= returned from Europe, and is now receiving novelties com- =

billing the daintiest expressions of Fashion with Vogue in

= its most fascinating form. §
Novelties that count can be had in Gowns, Laces, Millinery,

= Flowers and Model Ostrich Mounts. M

During the month of August we shall exhibit copies of

§ models in gowns from Mdmes. Paquin, Drecol, Callow =
Soeurs, Boue Soeurs, Martini, Worth, and we tender you JE

= herewith our invitation of inspection. =

Further, if you are not able to pay us a personal visit, may s
S we have the honor of an enquiry from you. =

| Gebruder Riegel& Langer |
319-322 King's Hall Bldg. |

I St. Catherine St. W., Montreal, Que. |

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIM
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The Selling Season for Suits Has Opened

priced suit is 36
effects in skirts.

THE SUIT season, as

predicted, is opening

early, and the retail

trade are now showing

their first shipment of

fall suits. The models

shown ai-e not extreme

in style, nor are the fea-

tures very pronounced, but they are models that can

be worn on any cool day. Nor are they of the cheaper

type for departments find that the policy of showing

cheap models in last season's styles is neither a pay-

ing proposition nor one that adds desirable reputa-

tion to the store featuring them. The models on show

range in price from $25.00 to $40.00, but, in this con-

nection, it should be borne in mind

that the trade is no longer demanding

such cheap grades as formerly.

The suits shown are Aery smart

and attractive and are developed in

such materials as brocaded rep, fig-

ured Bedford cord, wool ratine, and

soft rough wide wale serges, and the

colors are Persian, blue, navy, golden

tan, brown and black. Some of these

suits have skirts of shepherds check

or of black and white mixtures with

long backed short fronted coats of

jacquard or plain serge.

The skirts are fashioned with the

raised waist line gathered across the

back, and modified drapery of the

flat tailored order is very much in

evidence. The majority of coats are

broken at the waist line and there is

girdle satin or cord. The simple col-

lar effects are of long pile plush,

printed velvet, and Oriental embroi-

dery. Braid and passementerie trim-

mings are used, and novel shapes in

buttons to tone in with the colors are

Advance Autumn models showing in

the big retail stores—The materials are

brocaded reps and Bedfords, wool
ratines, and wide wale serges. Cuta-
way coat is the leader—The popular

inches Draperv

A striking evidence of the military influence on sty

shows the straight cut of the coat with the sash

The skirt show's the pulled-up drapery in front

mount is of the much talked of coque.

freely used. When the

models are all of the

one material the coats

are smart cut away
models.

Many buyers are in

the market looking over

the later models and
placing orders for merchandise to show when the for-

mal fall opening takes place. These buyers find that

the problem of selection is one that requires individual

solution, as the variety shown is greater than usual.

Though there is a well-defined range of style features

and the same ideas dominate, designers recognize the

infinite value of (lie individual equation and strive

to be original in their adaptations of

the present styles.

The cutaway coat is the leader and

the standard length for the popular

priced suit is 36 inches. But the cut

of the coat is varied so that the suits

are very different in effect. Some of

the later models are cut off at the

waist line, and some of these show a

fancy vest. Others are sharply cut

away from just below the waist line

and end with a blunt point at the

middle of the back. Again others

have the corners just rounded, and

some show oddly cut effects. The

majority of the fall models follow the

Mouse outline and the fullness is

drawn into a peplum and the join is

concealed by a wide stitched belt of

the material or a girdle of silk or

satin. Sashes at tin- back or side are

a feature of many coats. Departures
from this type take the form of the

Balkan or Poiret blouse much modi-

lied or newer, are straight cut and cut-

away in front from above the waist

showing a fancy vest.

extreme, but it indicates a distinct trend. The sua

Dg a vest in front and trimmed with novelty braid,

tier Bounces. The hat is in helmet shape and the
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Autumn Calls Forth

An Assemblage of

Novelty Styles Cred-

itable to Our Expert

Designers.

The number of new styles that we

add every week to our already com-

plete line proves to be of great inter-

est to those who see Patrician

Fall Suits and

Coats

We therefore, extend an invitation

to all merchants and buyers to call at

our show-rooms when in the city

and look through our range of Fall

coats and suits in which you will

find our above statement to be true.

THE

Patrician Cloak & Suit
COMPANY

Samuels Building, King and Spadina

TORONTO
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Even in the cities the newest form of skirt will

require an unusual amount of introduction, for the

draping is in front and presents the appearance of

Street dress of prunelle serge made
with the waist opening in bolero
effect over a vest of lace and
with revers of brocaded velvet
to match. The collar is formed
of a line of dark fur and the
same fur edges the wrists. The
girdle of black satin encircles
the waist and ties on the hip
and is finished with silk tassels.
The skirt is slit at the sides and
the peg-top effect is given the
knee by three tucks.—Shown by
R. D. Fairbairn & Co.

being pulled up so as to show the feet. Tunic skirts

and skirts that show slight drapery suggestions are

the ones meeting with most favor.

-®-

A Wide Choice in Coats

For practical garments the range in

lengths is from 45 to 52—Smart
wraps will be knee length or three-

quarters—Materials will be very
rich.

BUYERS have a wide choice presented this season

in separate coats, and will have to exercise their

judgment as to what type of garments are most

likely to prove saleable in the stores that they repre-

sent.

The trade that features the practical garment

has taken coats running from 45 to 52 in. long, and

a very big business has already been done on this

type of garment. Another feature in these practical

garments is the collar that is convertible and which

buttons up to the neck when required or which can

be left open to form revers in front. A number of

long straight-cut coats with wide belts placed low

down are included in the line of practical models. A
few of these models really blouse either at the back or

front.

The city trade will take shorter models and the

really smart wraps will be knee length, or 34-length.

These wraps are being made of rich, beautiful, bro-

caded and matelasse fabrics. These coats are very

much draped and have the shaped band narrowing

the garment in towards the feet. The upper part is

either kimona cut or the shoulder line is much
elongated and the armhole is very wide. Deep yokes

and Watteau pleats at the back are other new fea-

tures. Fur collars and cuffs and fur band, or mara-

bout or ostrich bands are much used on the more

dressy coats.

The materials are very rich. Wool velours, ra-

tines, matelasses, brocaded wools in two colors, chin-

chillas, curl cloths, boucles, mixtures, rough soft

diagonals and the fur plushes are some of the many
now weaves used for making the new Fall

Peterboro', Ont.—Mrs. Percy S. Reid and Gilles-

pie Stewart have taken over the Reid store and will

conduct it under the firm name of Reid & Co.

Prospects for Separate Waists

Outlook brightens—Fashion favors
lingeries—Waists of light lace and
fancy nets big sellers—Pronounced
vest effects are seen.

THE PROSPECTS are decidedly brighter for the

separate waists, as the idea of the waist and skirt in

contrast is growing. Many of the new waists are of

fancy nets or shadow laces trimmed with silk and

chiffon. White crepe de chine, both plain and bro-

caded, and waists of mescaline and satin are strong

in the semi-tailored models that are so fashionable.

(Continued on page 42.1
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GOLDHAMER
GARMENTS
are Exclusive, High Grade

There's a style about Goldhamer tailor-made
garments which will be found in no other
range shown this Fall. From the cut to the
finish, from the outside fabric to the linings,

everything goes to make up high-class truly

man-tailored suits and coats.

Value is a strong feature of Goldhamer garm-
ents, and a good reason why you should en-

deavor to see the Fall range at your earhesl

opportunity.

Don't fail to examine our novelty linings. When
in the city, call at the address below and ex-

amine our range carefully.

Special attention given to mail orders.

Send for samples

THE

Goldhamer Cloak Co., Ltd.
310-316 SPADINA AVENUE

TORONTO
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Striking Models Are Being Shown in Dresses
BUYERS ARE becom-

ing interested in smart

dresses for street wear

made of wool materials,

and the promise is for a

big season. These dresses

as put out recently, are

very attractive and the

smartness and the practical

nature of the styles have greatly

impressed buyers with their sal-

ability. Almost all of the lighter

weight materials that will drape
well are included in the list of

materials employed, and the

color list includes all the novel-

ties in shades for the coming
fall season. Copenhagen, sap-

phire, paon, navy, plum, wis-

teria, taupe, nickel, tobacco,

Russian green, terra cotta, and
rose shades are represented, and
some models come in checks.

The late models are often all

in one color with sash and girdle
of black satin. Plaids and
Roman striped silks are the lat-

est trimmings and are used for
sashes and to trim the waist.
Vest effects are strong and
revers of brocaded velvet are
used and the sash that passes
round the waist and ties on the
hip is a big feature. Bolero
effects and postillion backs are
other items. Fur trimmings are
used on many dresses.

Some of the New York
dresses show the draped front
effect, but in its more modified
forms, which give just a sugges-
tion of the more exaggerated
types and have just a graceful
fullness. This style is more seen
in the silk dresses, and those of

crepe than in wool materials.

Many of the new dresses are fur-trim-

med—Models shown in woolen, silk and
in combinations of satin and wool fa-

brics—Fashion influence strong in lin-

gerie—Many novelties have been
brought to the front.

The waist is extremely
simple. Soft loose drapery with

kimona or set in sleeves, and
either with surplice or with vest

effects, are showing. When the gown is at all elabor-

ate the waist is of chiffon and net, which matches the

gown in color.

Fancy costumes in many cases have smart little

Coat of silk aud wool brocade showing
the new drapery effects. The hand-
some buttons are in the two colors

and the collar is of rich brocade. The
lining is of printed satin in rich

Oriental pattern.—Shown by Gold-
hamer Cloak Co.

coats t<» complete them

for street wear. These

models are in satin and

plaid silk or in serge

and satin, or wool crepe

and satin. The skirts

are narrow and slashed

as far as the hem, and

the drapery effects are so con-

trived to give the fullness above

the knee.

TRANSPARENT MATERIALS.

The present fashion tenden-

cies are having an unusually

strong influence on lingerie gar-

ments. >The vogue of the split

skirt has created a demand for

very dressy underskirts. These

underskirts are cut narrow and

measure, as a rule, under two

yards at the hem. They are of

the very sheerest materials and

are very elaborately trimmed

with laces, ribbon, and embroi-

deries. Crepe de chine is much
favored for this type of skirt,

and many are of net. Due to

the many sheer crepes and voiles

worn, the double paneled petti-

coat has made a success. These

skirts have a double panel both

front and back, so that there is

no shadow to be seen. For the

coming spring, this skirt will be

introduced into popular priced

lines, as well as shown in the

high class numbers. This policy

has been followed before with so

much success that whenever pos-

sible manufacturers are more

than willing to put out popular

sellers in the cheaper as well as

in high quality grades. The cor-

set cover of net and allover lace

is another garment that is made

necessary by the very sheer

nature of the waists now worn.

Another new feature is the in-

creasing demand for narrow cut

drawers.

—

©

Brockville, July 22.—.lames Moore, drygoods

dealer and merchant tailor, was taken suddenly ill at

the market this morning, and died three hours later

at his residence, of acute indigestion.
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The idea of tins garment is

thai the one size will lit all waists

from 20 to 28 inches .

There is no complicated adjust-

ment at all. There are no buttons.
no strings. The skirt closes with
snaps on an endless stay. Once
closed, the skirt fits gracefully —
without any bunching or fulness.

The patent consists of an inser-

tion of specially prepared elastic

in the waistband. This elastic is

so treated and prepared that it

will last as long as the garment
itself. There is no doubt about
this—we will replace any which
prove defective

We make Eppo in Blackeye silk

moires, Egyptme taffetas, also in

silk, and sateens.

We control the Canadian right

exclusively, but your wholesaler
will supply you. Get a sample to-

day. A display of this new idea

will increase your sales.

W&ntotL
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A Glimpse into the conditions

operators work—A large, airy, well-

1

£ r

as

Not Crowded Into Stuffy City Streets

It is generally conceded that the quality of workmanship is affected by the conditions

under which operators are required to work, as well as the facilities at their disposal.

Away from the crowded noisy thoroughfare and the smoke-laden atmosphere of a

busy city, Laurentian Whitewear is manufactured by contented, healthy operators in

a factory Hooded with the pure, white light of day, ventilated with the most

scientific system and made cheerful the year round with fresh country air.

So much for conditions.

THE DIAMOND WHITE
THREE RIVERS

Quebec Province—J. A. MORIN, 130 St. Joseph Street, Quebec. Ottawa and Eastern Ontario—W. R.

LAMONTAGUE. Maritime Provinces—L. E. JONCAS, Royal Hotel, St. John, N.B..

or Halifax Hotel, Halifax.
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under which Diamond Whitewear

lighted factory, fresh country air

A Flood of Bright Daylight From All Sides

The Laurentian Whitewear factory is well equipped with the most modern
machines and facilities for turning out the highest quality garments by the most

skilled operators we can employ. Our designers are men of long and extensive

experience in selecting styles that appeal to the people.

If you have not seen the complete Fall range we suggest that you "Wait for the

Laurentian man" and in the meantime send a card asking for his early attention.

WEAR COMPANY, LIMITED
QUEBEC
Montreal—Z. P. BENOIT, 48 Herald Building, Montreal. British Columbia and Alberta—A. R.

WYNESS, 801 Mercantile Building, Vancouver. Manitoba and Saskatchewan—
D. T. PERNFUSS. Western Ontario—W. H. PITON, 410 Empire Bldg., Toronto.
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Prospects for Separate Waists

(Continued from page 36.)

Collars on the Medici order are seen on many of the

new waists, but many models show the plain high

collar, particularly in the popular priced numbers.

Nearly all models seen so far have a more or less

pronounced vest effect and this is just as apparent in

Gown showing the front drap-

ery that is coming into

vogue. The material is

satin crepe over brocade
and the coat is of chiffon

and satin. The collar is one
of the new pleated ones
of the Medici type.

the very sheer waists as in the more fanciful num-
bers and the vest effect is heightened by the use of

knotted tie ends and fancy buttons.

The large number of gowns that have the trans-

parent waist are materially improving the position

of the lingerie waist and a better season than in

years is expected this Fall for the lingerie waist.

Voile is again featured and cotton crepes in the new
sheer weaves are leaders, batiste lawns, fancy cottons

and Jap silks are all included in the new line.

The chiffon waist in spite of its long vogue stands

first for dressy wear, and the fact that the bodice of

the majority of the new gowns are of chiffon means
that the chiffon waist will be again a seller. Fancy
crepes, such as crepe tentation will rival chiffon.

Very dressy waists of chiffon and crepe are showing
in very bright colors, such as emerald, purple, Saxe

and gold, cerise and coral.

Coat Dresses Are Strong
Features in misses' and junior lines

—The skirt of check and waist and
peplum of plain, the new feature-
Smart girdles and sashes.

MANUFACTURERS making misses' and junior

dresses are finding a demand for street dresses in coat

effect with the blouse and peplum of plain color and
the skirt of shepherd's check. Later it is expected

that fancy plaids will take the place of the black and
white checks.

Coat effects, Russian blouses. Xorfolks and mid-

dys, particularly in the low-belted styles are very

prominent in all lines of children's and misses'

dresses. The sash fir belt placed low down seems

slated for a very large vogue in children's lines. Gay
plaids and printed silks are much used for these

sashes and the trimming touches on the rest of the

dress is to match. Fancy buttons and simulated

button-holes are also favored trimmings.

ic of [fee over
chaniieuSe. The mantle 1-

of chiffon embroidered
ami beaded in Chinese pat

Party frocks are developed in lawn lace and em-

broideries and also in voile and cotton crepe. Dresse-

of this class are the most practical for cbildren's

wear as a visit to the tub renews their freshness. Very

effective trimmings are provided by the smart sashes

and girdles of flowered and plain satin ribbons.
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Crescent Mfg. Company
LIMITED

Montreal

MAKERS OF

Whitewear to the "Canadian Lady"

The Best Workmanship,
The Best Materials.

WE ILLUSTRATE A FEW SKIRTS

To retail from $1.00 each and up.

Slips, Corset Covers, Gowns,

Combinations, Drawers, Skirts,

Children's Wear,
Made from Finest Nainsook,

Mulls, Crepes, Crepons, Silks.

Crescent Mfg. Company
LIMITED

Montreal
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DRY GOODS REVIEAV

DO you know of

any dry goods

dealer, anywhere in

Canada, who does

not subscribe to the

Dry Goods Review?

If so, you will be doing him

a good turn by giving us his

name and address, so that

we may send him a sample

copy and an order blank.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Canada's Only Semi-Monthly Dry Goods Paper

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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Bat Wins Model

This style, first brought out in two or three fabrics, has gained such rapid
and widespread demand, that we are now making it in many cloths, including:

VVVN

Tan, Grey, Olive and Brown, Fancy Mixtures
Black, Blue and Tan, Gabardines
Tan, Olive, Oxford, and Grey, English Coverts,

Scotch Homespuns.
ALL KENREIGN SHOWER PROOFED

If attached coupon is mailed at on
for use as a show card and

V%^\ C Kenyon Company

we will send a reprint of the above
special price list with swatches.

TERMS, NET 30 DAYS.

cX^ Fifth Avenue Bldg.,5th Ave. and 23rd St. ""

*>*

New York
45

BOSTON *

501 Washington St.
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The

Clayson Co.
Limited

Take College

Car to

280
Make our office and

show-room oue of your

chief visiting points

when at the Toronto

Exhibition. Combine

business with pleasure.

We have many very in-

teresting numbers be-

ing prepared which

will be ready then. Be

sure to see our entire

Fall range of dresses.

280 College Street

TORONTO

PETTICOATS
pel i

ated skirt is our No. 649 I aillette

i garment that "ill outwear *ilk

or satin, and yet has an appearance that rivals

either. The soft, rich, lustrous effect of the Paillette

finished fabric is very much in demand at the

present time, and warrants you stocking a com-

plete range ol these skirts in all the best shades.

tade ill colors. Write

dozen assorted.

The Form Fitte Co., Ltd.
Formerly MacKay Bros., Limited

Manufacturers of Kaybro Garments

182 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
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Home & vvatts Juvenile Dresses

for Canadian Kiddies

FALL 1913
The "Home & Watts" Fall range of dresses for Juven-

ile Canada comes as near perfection as possible. Our
constant aim is greater achievements each successive

season. We believe we have a line this Fall that far

excels our usual high standard—a line that will pull

the business of the mothers and get the fancy of the

children.

Send for a sample order to-day and size up the H. & W.
line for yourself.

Call when in the city and inspect our new showing.

HOME & WATTS, Limited
19 DUNCAN STREET, TORONTO

<x&Kzz£fjatizxzMZ&z?
j^S^I/jY <2A*WCrsW!£jPBOWS

<0OOJKrsrA>/cA0fOM0 szro/?o//7V.

PAPER BOXES PAPER BOXES
FOR FOR

LADIES WEAR specialT
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS FOR

GENTS WEAR

PAPER BOXES XMAS TRADE PAPER BOXES
FOR FOR

SILVERWARE EVERY WARE

V^TE extend an in-

vitation to
every Canadian mer-
chant \ to visit our

sample rooms at the

above address while

at the Canadian
National Exhibition.

HERCULES
BOXES

LIMITED,
TORONTO

IT WILL PAY BUYERS
to purchase their wants from manufacturers and wholesalers advertis-

ing in the "Review." They represent the good houses in their parti-

cular line.

Progressive manufacturers usually have the best values. Progressive

manufacturers advertise.
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We are

KIMONO
Specialists
and are known as such

all over Canada. Mer-

chants who know the

"KASSAB" KIMONOS
send us open orders and

rely upon our judgment

to select their stock for

them, giving us only a

price limit. This plan

has been adopted by

many of our customers,

and has proved most

satisfactory. Let us help

you. We make kimonos

Flannelette

Silk

Crepe, Wool
and Cotton

Challie

(Plain and 'Fancy)

In a Variety

of Styles

so comprehensive as to

meet all requirements.

All goods are entirely on

approval and may be

returned at our expense.

"Kassab" Kimonos are good sellers,

and bring splendid profits.

Kassab Kimona
Mfg. Company
14 St. Helen St., MONTREAL

only skirts

Skirts in the latest styles, newest cloths,

and of exceptional value, skirts that re-

present the long experience of practical

men who for the past ten years have manu-
factured nothing but skirts.

AVe invite you to call and inspect our
Fall range when in the city or write and
we will forward sample garments (express

prepaid).

Our range will interest you if you handle
women's and misses' skirts.

W. H. Wright & Co.
433 Queen Street W., Toronto

Near Spadina Avenue

Your Best Ad.

Costs Least

It is not the ad. that costs
yon most that always reaches
the buying public when they
want to buy—when they are
ripe to make a purchase. The
man who is looking over his
stock of ties, his clothing,
etc., with the idea of replen-
ishing, is the man you want
to talk to. One of our

Hcuidsottie

Woven Labels

with your name nicely work-
ed in silk will take your
place and suggest your store
as a suitable place to pur-
chase his requirements. It
speaks more effectively than
you can do yourself. These
handsome labels will speak as
effectively to a woman as to
a man. Label everything that
is worth a label. Write to-
day for samples and prices.

Colonial Weaving
Company, Limited

PETERBORO', ONT.
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Fashions of the London Season

THE FOLLOWING has been received by The
Review from a Canadian now in Europe. He writes

interestingly of style trends as follows:

Now that the season is over and the sales are in

full swing, there is time to pause and consider the

characteristic features of the modes, which have made
their debut during the past few months. There has

been no startling denouement, rather by slow and

sure degrees has 'la Mode" been leading her votaries,

to delight in dresses that are the acme of refinement

and beauty. The expert chroniclers of modes are

able with an almost clairvoyant power to predict

the fashions for the Autumn, for albeit there may be

a few of what in popular parlance may be termed

''shilling shockers" their life is sure to be brief.

The sash has played an extremely prominent role

this season, the mere waistband with two ends being

the prerogative of the "flapper." The smart mon-
daine requires something far more elaborate, she

simply revels in the bayadere sash fashioned of the

most exquisite ribbons. It is draped over her hips

and loosely knotted on one side. In addition to this

is sometimes seen a broad band of ribbon, which in

front is laid on above the knees and is then grace-

fully curved, carried round to the back and tied in

a flat obi bow.

As a matter of fact the "maitres couturiers" con-

sider that there is no more important accessory, as

the simplest dress by the aid of one of these can be

lifted out of the realm of the commonplace.

Quite a new sash that has so far only been viewed

by the privileged few is known by the name of the

Mermaid, it is fashioned of exquisite Oriental ribbon

;

in front it takes the form of a rather broad band,

then it widens out until at the back just below the

waist, the dress is almost entirely concealed from
view, while at the base the mermaid tail is suggested.

Sashes of black moire ribbon are being prepared for

the Autumn, their salient features being handsome
bead embroidery at the ends.

The consensus of opinion is that evening dresses

of all kinds will be more ephemeral than ever, and
in many cases ribbon will be employed for strength-

ening as well as for decorative purposes, as a matter

of fact corsages will be almost entirely composed of

it. Furthermore ribbon when skilfully arranged is a

valuable "aide de camp" in imparting that much-to-

be desired long "line" effect to the figure.

As usual with the advent of the cold weather,

tailor-mades will lead the van for promenade wear,

but they will be of a very elaborate character, sup-

plemented with sashes and waistcoats, both of which

will be composed of ribbon, in order that the har-

mony of the scheme may not be broken there will be

quaintly cut motifs of ribbon on the cuffs and
sleeves ; later on it is believed that the same idea will

be repeated on the skirts. Patch pockets on the

skirts as well as quaint little breast pockets will be

made of it.

In the realm of millinery, ribbon will carry all

before it, especially as it is known that the Queen
seriously objects to ospreys being worn ; furthermore,

it is pleasant to be able to record the fact that rib-

bon is now as light in weight as the proverbial fea-

thers, hence a hat of ribbon will not cause the least

inconvenience to the wearer.

The white felt hats which have already made
their debut are trimmed with it, likewise the new silk

eponge hats, for the sports enthusiast and for motor-

ing.

In the latter instance the ribbon is draped round
the crown, but is so arranged that when desired a

portion can be unwound and forms a chin strap.

These hats are rather costly affairs, viz., 35s., this is

their sole adornment. They are made in all the

fashionable colors, to match the sports coats and hose.

The modern woman owing to the strenuous life

she leads, has to devote a certain amount of time to

rest, and as a consequence during the last decade a

new garment has been evolved, the rest gown. Now
this is deemed essential not only for the smart mon-
daine, but for the woman who may be earning a few

pounds a week or as well for the mother who has to

keep the home going on not too generous allowance.

Naturally, these gowns vary in material, but they are

all trimmed with ribbon, sometimes they are made
of pretty muslins, at others of cashmere or nuns veil-

ing, or again they may be fashioned of a beautiful

broche. The sash in a great variety of guises is intro-

duced, the economically minded woman spends a con-

siderable amount on this accessory, having the very

best ribbon of a non-committal color, as she knows

that it will do duty on more than one garment,

®

Montreal, Que.—The police are engaged in an

effort to discover the person or persons who on Thurs-

day night broke into a side window of the Fit-Reform

Company's store at 444 "West Catherine street and
took away a quantity of clothing, the value of which

is estimated by the company at about $100. The
thieves were evidently surprised or disturbed at their

work as a large quantity of goods was discovered

hidden in a yard in the rear of the store.
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KNIT GOODS NEWS
OWOE
Review of Conditions in Knit Goods Industry
THE TRADE in knit-

ted goods has assumed

enormous proportions

during recent years. The

demand for goods has

increased and as a re-

sult there have been

many new manufactur-

ing concerns launch out into the sea of competition.

The truly wonderful development of the industry has

been already commented on in The Review, but it is

impossible to begin a review of conditions in the trade

without referring to this great outstanding fact. The

quality of goods as a whole has had a great tendency

to become much better, although a great many

cheaper grades of goods have been placed on the mar-

ket, these have not received very substantial popu-

larity, and have been unable to depreciate the posi-

tion of better goods. The demand for fine quality

grades has increased.

The growth of the knit goods trade has not been

of the fady and unstable variety, which enjoys popu-

larity for a short time and then dies away, but it has

been a growth of earnest and lasting demand.

The cause of this increase may be attributed to

many things, one of which is the popularity of

sweaters for outing purposes, and another the fact

that very few people are nowadays making their own

goods. In former days wool produced on the farm

was put through its various stages of treatment and

manufactured into garments under the peasant roof.

Many also bought web cotton and manufactured their

summer goods in a similar way. The present day

machines have overthrown the greater part of this

home manufacturing, because these people are realiz-

ing that it pays them better to sell their wool and buy

their goods in the ready state.

Apart from all this stands out the fact that our

population is increasing at a marvellous rate and the

consumption of goods is proportionately greater.

This increased demand for knitted goods has not

been confined to any one branch of the trade, but has

been of a very general character. The most noted

growth, however, has been among the outing

which have had a very steady growth.

Business has been good on the whole—
It is expected that stringency will soon
pass—Higher prices are predicted as

result of acceleration in wool prices

—

IT. S. tariff bill the cause—Develop-
ment of the industry.

WOOLEN SUPPLIES LARGE.

The woolen market has had, and if having, a de-

cided incline, and it will

not be surprising to see

this tendency upward
last for some time. The
crop of wool this year is

very large and some

manufacturers look for

a decline in prices on
that account, but the majority expect to see prices

go steadily upward.

If the American tariff bill that is at present under

discussion, carries, and wool is placed on the free

list, the price of it will almost certainly rise in

Canada.

Present indications are that prices on woolen goods

next year will be about ten per cent, higher than at

present. This must be or the goods will be of a de-

cidedly cheaper grade. Some manufacturers will meet

the problem by increasing prices, while others may
meet it by decreasing the quality and it only remains

for the retailer to elect which principle he will follow.

To raise the retailing prices on staple lines is an

action that many merchants do not care to undertake.

There is, however, only the one alternative and the

merchant who wishes to gain a reputation for quality

will not hesitate to raise his prices.

For the present season the manufacturers report

business this year quite up to that of 1912, while

many others have had a considerable increase over

last year. This, of course, applies mainly to placing

orders and it will be handled satisfactorily by most

mills. Repeat orders, however, may be more difficult

to obtain, as many manufacturers will not feel justi-

fied in venturing out on a speculative basis and mak-

ing a quantity of goods to meet repeat orders, as has

been their custom in other years, when the money

market was not so tight as it is at present.

STRINGENCY OF SHORT DURATION.

This tightness of money should be of very short

duration. The year 1912 seemed to be a great specu-

lative year in nearly all countries and everybody

plunged. Immediately they regain the surface and

recover from the shock, commerce will move along

a little more briskly.
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Quit taking chances on
your Underwear

You may have been selling this firm's goods and that firm's

goods, but you MAY NOT HAVE HEARD OF HUMPHREYS
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR. READ THAT OVER
AGAIN and LISTEN to what we will tell you.

HUMPHREY'S have sifted years and years of experience
from WOOL Growing to the perfected GARMENT WHICH
WE SELL.

FIRST the WOOL —the VERY base of the SUCCESS. It's

grown on the PASTORAL FIELDS of the MARITIME
PROVINCES, where grazing sheep near the SEA have pro-

duced for all time the best of NATURAL WOOL.
Then we select the WOOL ; SELECT it by EXPERTS.
WHEN IT COMES TO OUR NEW, WELL-EQUIPPED
MILL, the EXPERTS still are in CONTROL and the webb of

perfection that is woven into these UNSHRINKABLE
HUMPHREY'S IS UNRIVALLED FOR DURABILITY,
COMFORT and SATISFACTION.
We have specialized on MEN'S UNDERWEAR; We have
studied the comfort and common sense end of UNDERWEAR.
Look at any of our garments. THE COLLAR WILL
STRIKE YOU FIRST.

SHREWD BUYERS WILL SAY, WHY?
Well, it is a special tubular webb woven to fit the neck cosily,

with a FLEXIBILITY and strength that MAKES FOR BOTH
COMFORT and DURABILITY. It cannot tear and cannot
get a raw edge to irritate.

The sleeves and body are thick and well shaped and the fact

that we BACK EVERY SINGLE GARMENT BY OUR
GUARANTEE OR MONEY BACK should appeal to all

thinking MERCHANTS.
THINK THAT OVER NOW, and then WRITE US FOR
FULL PARTICULARS, because we are anxious to let you
share in our EXCELLENT PRODUCTS IN WOOL.
TO-DAY IS THE DAY TO WRITE US. IT MEANS
MONEY IN YOUR PURSE.

Humphreys Unshrinkable-Underwear Ltd.
MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
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Few Essential Changes in Sweater Coats
THE RAPIDLY in-

creasing demand for

knitted goods has exhi-

bited itself very strong-

ly along the lines of

sweaters and sweater

coats, the latter being

unmistakably the

Tailored sleeve ranks as most important
of style changes—The position of Nor-
folks and blazers—Manufacturers are

striving to perfect the collar—Many
convertible collars now shown—Shades
are found in two extremes, either

sombre or bright.

standing through its

many advantages as

compared with the pull-

over sweater. Among
these many advantages,

the ease with which it

may be put on or taken

off is an important fac-

greater. tor. This is decidedly a change from the old time

These articles of both men's and women's apparel sweater. The style of the coat offers many more op-

have confirmed their usefulness and comfort, for so portunities to the manufacturer of artistic trimming

nianv purposes, that they have established themselves than does the sweater form.

as a necessary requisite of every person's wardrobe. Essentially there have been no marked changes of

For winter outing the sweater has long been popu- style during the past year. The most important made

lar but it is only in recent years that it has obtained lie in the lay of collars and in neck trimmings,

such a marked popularity for summer wear. This tailored sleeve noted.

may be due to some extent to changes in our climate, The tailored sleeve is predominant in all forms of

but more probably it is

due to the convenient

and useful styles that

the manufacturer is now

putting on the market.

The time is decided-

ly passed for the retail-

er to pack up his assort-

ment of sweaters in

April and store them in

his stock room, not to be

brought out until Octo-

ber. The reverse of this

is now the case. Many re-

tailers who formerly had

their orders dated Sep-

tember 1 are now having

them dated June 1.

And, if they are not

then forthcoming, there

is somewhat of a discon-

tent in the mind of the

merchant.

The pull-on sweater

now finds its important

place only among the

athletic goods, but even

for these purposes it

may soon fall from its

exalted position, due to

the perfecting develop-

ments of the sweater

coat. These have been

assuming remarkable

proportions in recent

3
rears along other lines.

The sweater coat has

obtained its popular
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Balkan coat, shown by Eeliance Knitting Co.
weave and lay-down collar.

Note t'aut

the coat. Some manu-
facturers are making

these without stitching,

but the sleeve is incor-

porated with the main
body of the garment.

This tailored sleeve is

remarkably popular
and very effective, es-

pecially so in ladies'

coats.

Norfolks are holding

their own, and while it

is doubtful if they will

ever be extremely popu-

lar, the possibilities that

they afford for trim-

ming should, when taken

advantage of by the

manufacturer, give them

considerable popular-

ity. Some of these are

now shown by wide-

awake makers, with the

straps woven into the

main body of the sweat-

er, with extra plies of

yarn, giving more of a

strap effect than a real

strap. This part of

trimming for the Nor-

folk was originally sewn

on to the coat, and was

not as effective as this

newer style. The belt is

also made of a rock

weave and a strip of the

same runs along the
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MONARCH-KNIT MONARCH-KNIT MONARCH-KNIT

MONARCH-KNIT
The standard

for style, quality and .
'

workmanship

WHEN
YOU BUY

MONARCH -KNIT
goods, you are sure

of getting the best

value and the most
up-to-date styles of

Sweater Coats and
Fancy Knitted Goods.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Limited
Head Office, - Dunnville, Ont.
Factories at DUNNVILLE, ST. CATHARINES, ST. THOMAS, BUFFALO

MONARCH-KNIT MONARCH-KNIT MONARCH-KNIT
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sleeve from the highest part of the shoulder to the

euff and gives a very stylish effect.

The blazer coats are receiving only a limited popu-

larity, but this is due mainly to the fault of the re-

tailer, who has not given them nearly the sufficient

amount of prominence to make them popular. The

blazer has been placed on the market in some cheaper

grades and has had a number of buyers, but the better

class of garments has been kept too much in the shade,

Motoring coat with convertible hood. Panel drawing shows
the hood thrown back on shoulders forming a sailor

collar. Shown by courtesy of Monarch
Knitting Co.

or not bought in sufficient quantities. The present

fashions of very bright colors in women's dresses and

accessories should cause an exceedingly great demand
for the blazer.

Sailors for spring and summer, 1914, will be quite

strong. These are gaining in popularity very quickly,

especially in misses' and children's goods.

SOME GOOD MODELS.

The accompanying cut shows an entirely new de-

parture in the form of a motoring coat. The garment,

as the name implies, is especially adapted for use

when motoring and should prove exceedingly popular

with the better class of trade. The hood when not in

use may be thrown back and worn in a sailor collar

style. The cord and tassel, as well as the button trim-

ming, adding greatly to the harmony of the garment.

The coat is made in nearly all plain shades, of

which greys and reds will no doubt be most in de-

mand.

An exceedingly tasty creation for women's wear

is the Balkan coat, an illustration of which is given in

this issue. The garment has character, which is some-

what different to the ordinary knitted coat, and should

make a direct appeal to buyers with fastidious taste

in the matter of style and appearance.

It is shown in a number of plain and fancy weaves

and in any desired combination of shades. Besides

the staple colors, it also features such novelty tones as

straw, orange, cerise, grey, helio, plum and purple.

The garment is made in a variety of qualities and

prices, the latter ranging from $18.00 to $46.00 per

dozen.

The perfecting of the collar is a subject that is

engaging much attention on the part of the manufac-

turer. This seems to be a source of great possibilities.

The most popular of those now on the market are the

roll and shawl collars. These differ very little in

many respects. The roll collar is shorter yet stands

higher, while the shawl collar spreads out more across

the shoulders. Some are made in a medium shawl de-

sign and may be used as a roll or shawl form as de-

sired.

The Varsity collar is quite popular and by many
people it is preferable to the more complex adjust-

ments of the newer designs.

The idea of embodying several uses in the one collar

is a scheme that is very rapidly growing in favor, and

one of the main causes for this is the fact that some

manufacturers are developing the idea along very use-

ful lines, and producing articles that appeal to the

practical side of human nature.

One maker of sweater coats is showing a collar with

four distinct uses. These are, vest, coat effect, shawl

collar, and snug fit. An examination of the foregoing

list shows that practically all uses of the sweater coat

are involved in one garment, making many good

selling points to one article.

THREE-QUARTER COATS.

Among the important schemes that are new for

ladies' coats is a three-quarter length coat full-fash-

ioned and seamless, trimmed with hand crocheted but-

tons and made mostly in fancy weaves and monotone

colors.

Brockville, Ont.—James Moore, a retired Broek-

ville merchant, died suddenly to-day of heart failure.

He was identified with the retail dry goods and mer-

chant tailoring trade for almost forty years, estab-

lishing himself in business here in 1870. Ten

years previously he emigrated from Londonderry,

Ireland, where he was born in 1837.
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P enma n s

Sweater Coats
have always meant profit and reputation for the merch-

whose customers demand the latest and best in Quality

Style. This season's line of Penmans' Sweater Coats are

exception to the rule—they represent the style and quality

that is bound to appeal strongly to men and women alike.

Like all Penman Garments, our sweaters are full-fashioned

—the characteristic shapeliness is lasting because it is

knit into them. Every Penman Sweater Coat is knit sep-

arately, hand finished and carries a margin of profit

that will please you.

See our exceptional range of unique and high

class goods now in the hands of our agents.

Penmans Limited

Paris, Ont.
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The Canadian Public

and the Wise Dealers

DEALERS who sell "Zimmer-
knit" are "cashing in" on

a tremendously popular line,

and we are sparing no effort to

increase its popularity. Every
season brings further improve-
ments in, and additions to, the

line.

To-day we offer the most com-
plete and satisfactory range of

light-weight underwear that has

ever been shown in Canada— if

you don't know this ask your
jobber or any of our agents to

show you the new samples for

1914.

E. H. WALSH, TORONTO
Agents for Quebec, Maritime Provinces, Mani-

toba, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

W. R. BEGG, TORONTO
Agent for Province of Ontario.

A. R. McFARLANE, VANCOUVER
Agent for Province of British Columbia

ZIMMERMAN MANUFACTURING
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Have "Discovered"

ZIMMERKNIT
UNDERWEAR

are "Featuring" it

THE 1914 line of "Zimmerknit" is now being shown
—with special emphasis on some newly-added lines.

Among these, should be seen the Linen Mesh, our new
Porous Knit, the fine Elastic Ribs, and the Ladies'

Directoire Drawers. These latter are in white and
black and in delicate shades.

We continue to make our well-known range of fine

white Egyptian and lisle goods in two-piece styles and
in combinations; also our Dutch Neck Jerseys for misses.

The Men's Goods are more complete in range than ever
before, and the line of "Zimmerknit" bathing suits and
jerseys is still prominent in our samples.

Whatever may be your requirements in Summer Under-
wear, those requirements are completely satisfied in the

"Zimmerknit" line.

Do not fail to stock up well on "Zimmerknit" for next
season—there's going to be a bigger-than-ever demand.

COMPANY, LIMITED, HAMILTON
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Saxony coat with novelty stripe and shawl collar.

This is a particularly serviceable coat for outing and
athletic purposes. Especially photographed for the
Dry goods Review.
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Are you looking for some
snappy styles in Knit

Coats ?

The cut is a reproduction of our
E|l Line of Norfolk Jackets. Made
of the very finest of Saxony Yarn
in the most appealing combinations
of colors, full fashioned seamless.
it is without doubt the daintiest
coat on the market.

Specially adapted for all outing
purposes and because of heavy shawl
collar, for winter use.

Do you want a range of knit coats

that will bring the smart trade to your

store and get the young folk talking

about you and your natty Knit Goods?

This is the best advertising you can have.

'Bentro"-Knit
—the knit coats with

quality, style, finish

Every effort is put forth in the manu-

facture of these coats with the view of

turning out a quality superior in every

detail, quality of workmanship, quality

of fabric, quality of finish.

The "Bentro"-Knit Coats are

noted throughout the trade for

their smart stylish appearance and cor-

rect cut.

Write for samples of our range

The Williams-Trow Knitting Co
Limited

STRATFORD, - CANADA
AGENTS:—J. M. Robertson & Co,, 70 Bay St., Toronto; Geo. A. Harris, 120 King St.,

Winnipeg; T. W. Nixon, 607 Mercantile Bldg. , Vancouver, B. C
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Advances in Underwear Prices Probable
THE UNDERWEAR
department is one that

will very shortly be en-

gaging the attention of

every retailer. The

medium weight lines

will soon be selling rap-

idly and heavier goods

for winter will be brought into the foreground.

The subject of sorting for fall and winter lines is

one that requires more thought this year than is gen-

erally given to it by the merchant. Sorting lines will

will be more difficult to obtain, and some retailers will

no doubt be disappointed when manufacturers are

unable to ship them goods immediately upon request.

Placing orders on fall and winter lines has this

year been well up to the average ; in fact, for the

greater part it has been considerably above that of

other years. This condition of affairs, however, is not

an authoritative indication that such will be the case

with sorting orders. The

reverse of this may pos-

sibly be true. The cause

is easily seen. The pres-

ent financial conditions,

although the worst is

now apparently over,

will very probably in-

fluence the manufactur-

er to a great extent and

a much smaller bulk of

goods will be made up

on a speculative basis.

In other years this was

a customary thing for

the manufacturer to do,

since he was then in a

much better position to

fathom the trade, and

with some degree of ac-

curacy to estimate the

probable consumption

of his goods. Tins will

not be so easily done

this year and thus sort-

ing orders will be hard-

er to obtain on short

notice.

The tendency has
been on the whole for a

greater demand of bet-

ter quality goods in

winter wear, and this

should be favorable to

the advancing of prices

A review of conditions on this market

—

Combinations are gaining ground

—

Some innovations are being introduced
—Close fitting knees for women's draw-
ers—Ribbed goods are finding much
favor—One-piece bathing suits are be-
ing shown.

A new feature shown by J. K. Moodie & Sons, Hsu
ilton. showing both a side and front view of

gusset in the "No Kind' ' undervest.

in wool goods. This,

from present indica-

tions, is bound to come.

Manufacturers' prices

have already advanced

a little and no doubt

the first of the year will

see a more- decided rise.

This will force the retailer to advance his prices if he

wishes to retain quality and yet get the customary

margin on his merchandise.

COMBINATION SUITS ARE GAINING.

Combination suits appear to be gaining in favor

very rapidly for both summer and winter wear.

Since combination suits were first put on the market
they have undergone a number of changes, chief of

which lies in the patterns for crotch openings. Ex-
periments have been made on these and the result is

nowr becoming apparent in the form of a greatly in-

creased demand for this particular garment.

Women's fine winter

wear is trimmed for the

greater part with plain

braids attached to the

garment by a fancy

hemstitching weave.
This makes a very effec-

tive trimming and is

much more serviceable

than fancy finishings of

Lace, etc.

Ladies' black eques-

trian tights or pull-overs

have been gaining a

little in popularity, but

of course their sale to

some extent is limited.

Children's rompers in

a fairly heavy weight

of wool are going better,

but they have not the

popularity that they de-

serve, as they have

proven themselves to be

a very serviceable ar-

ticle of children's wear.

It is questionable if

the volume of business

in spring and summer

goods for 1914 will be

up to that of other

years. The source of

doubt on this question

lies in the fact that re-

peat and sorting orders
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| "Reliance"
strictly high-class

knit coats for men
WELL TAILORED, NOT FREAKY

There are absolutely no freak or novelty styles

about the Reliance range of Men's Knit Coats.

The average well-dressed man shrinks from

wearing anything in knit coats, but real tail-

ored styles. They are neat, dressy and show

quality.

Reliance Knit Coats are as staple as wheat,

handsome in design and well finished.

Watch next issue for further new creations.

JVrite to-day for

samples of the

knit coats that

appeal to

men who
care.

The

Reliance Knitting j

COMPANY, LIMITED

King and Bathurst Streets

TORONTO

iiri.i.iiriiiiiiriiiiiiii'iiitiiJiiiiiiiiitriiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiT.
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for 1913 have not been up to the standard. This has

probably been due to the backward spring and late

summer, but regardless of these it is generally be-

lieved that the greater number of retailers have been

able to clear out their lines, and if this is the case,

then the present backward year will have only a slight

effect on business for spring and summer, 1914.

The spring lines will shortly be in the hands of

travelers and they will exhibit many slight features

that are somewhat original. There is a decided ten-

dency toward very close-fitting knees in women's

drawers. This is required by the form shaped and

clinging outer garments which are so strongly in

vague. The loose-fitting drawers that have been used

heretofore have been too bulky to suit the present

eccentricities of female attire.

One manufacturer shows a decided novelty in the

form of a directoire drawer. This garment is made
of silk and silk-finished material and is entirely closed.

It is quite close-fitting and has an elastic inserted

around the extremities and also around the waist.

This band above supports the garment, making it fit

closely to the corset. They are made in solid colors

and these involve a large number of shades. The

bright tones are very prominent in order to corres-

pond with the popular high colors of women's wear.

A decided improvement in women 's vests is shown

in the accompanying illustration. The gore placed

in the sides has an effect that will be welcomed by

most women. This prevents curling up under the

corset, which is so characteristic of the old style gar-

ments.

In men's wear the most popular idea is combina-

tion suits with half and three-quarter length legs

and short sleeves. One manufacturer shows a fine

ribbed combination in half-length with a french elas-

tic band which comes immediately below the knee.

The shoulder is an athletic cut with a band running

from the tip of the shoulder upwards to the collar

band to strengthen this portion and keep it from

stretching. The idea will meet with approval by men
who are fond of combining neatness with comfort.

Ribbed goods in both men's and women's wear

are gaining ground very rapidly. Balbriggan gar-

ments have had great popularity, but fine ribbed

goods in the better qualities are usurping their place.

The linen mesh and porous knitted garments have

the usual showing for both men and women. The

quality of these textures is noticeably a little better, as

is necessary in order that they may compete for wear

with the other weaves.

White and linen shades are made stronger than

colors. Highly-toned underwear has never been very

popular, nor does it show any indications of it at the

present time.

ONE-PIECE BATHING SUITS.

A new idea in one-piece bathing suits is shown for

both men and women. The suit, although a one-piece,

has a two-piece effect. This has a great advantage

over the regular two-piece garment which when wet
would sometimes give trouble at the points, where join-

ing was necessary. This one-piece garment with two-

piece appearance will no doubt be in great demand.

®-

Hosiery Mills Are Rushed
Going at full capacity to meet
demand—A larger assortment of
better quality goods shown—Cash-
mere half hose in light weights sell-

ing well—Some price indications.

HOSIERY mills have been going to their full capa-
city to supply the demand of placed orders for win-
ter, and are getting ready for production of spring
and summer goods. Canadian mills are now assum-
ing a much greater form of concentration work. Some
concerns that formerly made small quantities of vari-

ous kinds of hosiery are now specializing along one
separate branch of the trade.

An authoritative report from American manufac-
turers states, that regardless of financial stringencies

and tariff upheavals the United States hosiery mills

are completely sold up to midsummer, 1914. This is

a good indication for increase of business along this

particular line of merchandise.

A glance through the array of goods that are dis-

played for the buyers' inspection shows a larger pro-

duction of better quality goods than is generally

shown.

Cashmere half-hose in a light-weight, but finely

woven quality, seem to have a strong hold for winter
wear. These are also very useful as an all-year-round

sock.

Many excellent varieties of silk and artificial silk

hose are shown and values are particularly good.

A very weighty artificial silk half-hose is offered

at $3.40, while an exceedingly good all silk article

with six-ply heel and toe may be obtained at $4.25.

Another half-hose, very similar to this in many ways,

the greater contrast being mainly in weight, is shown

at $8.25. These are dyed in solid colors, including

black, and form a beautiful assortment. Some grey

all silk with black heels and toes in good weight sock

may be had at $5.25, while for lower priced hosiery

a mercerized lisle with spliced linen heel and toe is

offered at $2.00.

Among the displays of children's goods an exceed-

ingly fine stocking, with a quadruple or four-ply knee.

is shown in sizes 4 and 4i
2 at $2.10. and larger sizes

at plus 15 cents up.

A child's very fine silk and wool stocking, in all

colors, including black and white, is offered to be re-

tailed at from 35 cents up.
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Don't Open The Switch

until yoft'S^vBgg^^

IJNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

IT'S easier to avert a wreck than it is to straighten it out

after it has occurred. Before you decide on switching

your underwear business from a well tried and proven

line to a side track that may be unsafe, examine the future

prospects well.

"St. George" and "Woolnap" Underwear offer the safe road

to a successful wool underwear business in your men's depart-

ment. They offer values that are proven by the best wearers

in the country. Let us have your 1913-14 underwear business.

Ask your jobber to show samples.

Schofield Woollen Co., Ltd.
OSHAWA, ONT.
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Novelties Are Featured in Knitted Caps
THE CAP and glove

trade is one that from

year to year shows many
of the same character-

istics. Placing orders

for the coming season

have been quite up to

the average and most

manufacturers report a greatly increased demand.

Color ranges in these goods are governed as usual

by the tones most featured in sweater-coats. Greys

in pearl and smoke shades with brown in both light

and medium tones constitute the bulk of the showing.

Reds are also very prominent. These are featured

mostly when combined with white or grey's.

The accompanying cuts show some of the new
styles that are produced. Number 1 shows a novel

idea in women's wear, consisting of a fancy knitted

tarn with a pliable wire placed around the inner side

of the external border. This permits the wearer to

alter the shape of the hat to suit the fancy.

Number 2 shows a boy's hockey cap with a fancy

woven pull-down. This novel trimming adds greatly

to the appearance of the cap.

Number 3 depicts a useful thing for boys. It is

a skull shaped cap and fits closely to the head.

Number 4 exhibits a distinctly new idea for winter

outing, especially tobogganing. It completely envel-

opes the head and neck.

Two flaps, one extending down the front and the

other down the back, fit

snugly and admirably pro-

tect the wearer's chest and

upper spinal cord.

One manufacturer shows

an exceedingly artistic

ladies' cap, which consists

of a wide banded pattern

with a rosette and two

tassels on the side.

Another striking design

seen has a strap-like trim-

ming on the side, in a

feather pattern and placed

at the same angle that a

feather would occupy on

tin- side of a hat.

Senorita scarfs in wool

or artificial silk with

fringed ends are quite

popular. In fact, this

knitted style has sprung

very suddenly into favor

in both men's and women's

Sonic of the latest ideas described

—

Senoula scarfs in wool or artificial silk

with fringed ends are popular—A note-
worthy development in the home manu-
facture of knit gloves—Placing has
been quite up to the average in all

lines.

wear. The very fancy

weaves in extra large

sizes are shown exten-

sively for evening pur-

poses.

The woolen glove
trade is growing rapid-

ly and some new goods
are this year put on the market by Canadian manu-
facturers. Up to the present time domestic made
gloves have been mostly of loose weaves, but this year

the real Scotch-knit gloves, which are very close in

texture and resemble the brushed goods to a consider-

able extent, are being manufactured in Canada. They
are made both in the welted cuff and with domes or

buttons. The latter has a leather binding along the

edge. Retailers will welcome the fact that these are

now made in this country and will be more easily

obtained than formerly.

©—
Calgary, Out.—Quick action on the part of Fire

Chief Smari and his men saved the Pryce Jones
store on First street west from total destruction short-

ly after 8.30 last night, and instead of the building

being a heap of smoking ruins this morning, barely

$1,000 worth of damage has been done by fire and
smoke, while the salvage methods employed by the

firemen saved the stock and building from any (lam-

age at all by water.

Assortment of novelty caps described in detail under the heading caps
this issue. Shown by B. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford.
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^31

We're Filling Repeat Orders
for "Harvey Brand" and" Airywear" Underwear

p EPEAT orders are
-^ daily coming for the

"Harvey Brand" Elastic

Swiss Ribbed—the Sum-

mer Knitted underwear

for ladies and children.

The range is complete and

we will give prompt atten-

tion to all repeat orders.

44

Airywear" Too
is coming in for large re-

peat orders. This is the

ideal Summer underwear

for ladies and children. It

is knitted in such a way as

to leave the fabric with

500 small ventilation holes

to every square inch. This

makes " Airywear " an
ideal Summer underwear, cool, light and sanitary.

Send for a trial order of these two famous lines

of Underwear and you will be delighted with the

results.

Sold direct to the retail trade.

'Harvey Fine Swiss

Ribbed Lisle."

'Harvey Porous Birds-Eye Ilet

Harvey Knitting Company, Limited
Woodstock, Ontario

AGENTS :

Maritime— F. S. White, St. Stephens, N.B. Ouebec— P. de Grouchy & Son, '.'07 St. James St., Montreal.

Ontario—J. E. McClung, 33 Melinda St., Toronto, Ont. Manitoba and Sask.—W. Barrowclough, Wood-
stock, Ont. British Columbia and Alberta—H. P. Lang, Vancouver.
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Few Essential Changes in Sweater Coats

(Continued from page 54.)

EXTREMES IN COLORS.

The position of colors in sweater coats lias a rather

singular aspect, due for the most part to conflicting

influences. The shades are mainly of a very quiet

tone or of an exceedingly bright effect. Men's goods

are mostly of the quiet shades, while women's goods

are either of the sombre variety or of exceedingly

bright colors. There are very few of the mid shades

shown among the new lines. Greys in both pearl and

smoke shades, browns in light and dark tone, and

navy bines are predominant as the more quiet shades,

while in the brighter colors scarlets have first place.

In combination colors, such vivid associations as pur-

ple and red are to be seen. The greens that were so

strong in other years have now no place among the

popular goods, except in some cases as trimming for

whites, etc.

FINISH AND WEAVE.

The finishes and weaves have a somewhat varied

nature, although the bulk of these are thinning out to

one or two that are bound to become leaders.

Cardigans are very strong and have many excel-

lent points, while worsteds are about the same as

usual. The most noted advancement, however, lies in

shaker knit goods. These have had a great popularity

with the Americans and are obtaining a firm and fast

hold on Canadian trade. The wearing quality of these

goods is one of their very strong features. Their

weight appears to give them increased potential.

Brushed goods giving Angora effects are shown by

some makers, but their popularity is still a little

limited.

STORE MANAGEMENT—COMPLETE
ANOTHER NEW BOOK

By FRANK FARR1NGT0N
ipanion book 10 Retail Advertising Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
lore Management-Complete" tells all about the

mem of a store so that not only the greatest sales

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS
Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-The Store Policy—What it shonld be

to hold trade. The money-back plan. Takina back goods.

Meeting cut rates. Selling remnants. Delivering goods.

Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroad

fare. Courtesy to customers.

ABSOLUTELY NEW JUST PUBLISHED

Send us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't

worth the price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., Maclean Publishing Co.
TORONTO

What Are You Doing To
EARN MORE
BE MORE

The great body of those holding subordinate positions to-day are using only twenty-

five per cent, of their real energy and ability, and a large number of them realize it, but

do not understand how to get out of their rut.

Each month, Dr. Marden, the greatest of optimistic writers, contributes to MacLean's

Magazine an inspiring, helpful article addressed to just that class of employees, ambi-

tious young men and women workers who are anxious to get ahead, who are determined

with all their might to be somebody, to do something, to become exceptional employees.

The writer aims to touch the highest springs of such employees' aspirations, and no one,

after reading Dr. Marden's articles will fail to put forth fresh and better-directed efforts

to forge to the front. Dr. Marden's purpose, however, is by no means to make his readers

dissatisfied with their lot, but rather with themselves for not getting more out of the

part assigned them in life.

The reading of these articles on success may be the turning point of YOUR life. Send

$2.00 to-day to the MacLean Publishing Co., 143-149 University Ave., Toronto, and your

subscription for MacLean's Magazine will be immediately entered for one year.
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i4*\ Dealers who desire

1' 1 "individuality" in
Knitted Goods
should stock

(
•PRIDE OF THE WEST"-

hand knit
garments.

•
i

For Men

*^JlM' Women and

V * Children.

These '

' aris-

^
h, '^w

tocrats of

\ >• knitted
• coats

'

' represent the

highest standing in

sweater coats, and
sell themselves. The

• cut illustrates one of

^ our leaders, but we
B want you to see our

• • a t a 1 o g u e a n d

samples.

«^--n„ TfTJI/rAt

70,m110
-mills

lTD'

TTNI" VANCOUVER, B.C.

HAND KNIT PURE WOOL

Not an Ounce of Cotton
is used in the manufacture of the yarn that

goes into

Dominion
Brand

Knit Coats
every thread
is absolutely

pure worsted
yarn of a

quality that

makes each
number, i n
our immense
range, a value superior to

any other at the same
money. We not only make
this statement unhesitat-

ingly, but we back it up
with the goods themselves.

Let us present our sam-
ples for your closest in-

spection.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO

f %

Hosiery Dictionary—
'

iHerms<lizing'
1 '

Produced by the New
"Hermsdizing" Process the

Greatest Hosiery Improver

Since Hermsdorf Fast Black
Here is a new factor in successful hosiery retailing—

a

factor that all progressive buyers will take advantage of.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" have a permanent, soft, silky

lustre and an evenness of color that rivals silk hosiery.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" come in the widest possible range

of colors—from the softest tints to the brightest hues.

"Hermsdi/ing" is applied to the finished fabric—obviat-

ing the "streaks" which so often mar the appearance of

cotton hosiery in bright colors, and adding a silken gloss

that is practically laundry proof

.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" are obtainable in all sizes and all

shades for men and women.

All Hosiery Buyers

are cordially invited to write us for further information

anil names of German hosiery manufacturers from whom
"Hermsdorf Brilliants" may be obtained. Advertising

co-operation will be freely given to firms introducing

"Hermsdorf Brilliants."

Cuts and copy for advertising HERMSDORF FAST
BLACKS are always immediately available. Write to

New York Bureau.

"The Name That Sells the Stocking"''

Works:—Chemnitz. Saxony
American Bureau:-235 West 39th Street. New York City
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IT PAYS
to Handle the Products of

MERCURY MILLS

Because :

—we sell direct to the retailer, consequently there

a larger retailer's profit.

—we have new and better equipment, which me
new and better quality.

—our lines of hosiery and underwear, absolutely first

quality, are such that they will attract the customer worth
while and keep his custom.

N.B.
Children's Hose, ljl and 2|1 ribbed cashmere, black, tan, white, sky.

pink and cardinal. Reinforced to stand hard wear. A specialty.

Women's Hose. .Mercerized, cashmere and silk, in black and colors.

Men's Half Hose. Silk, retailing at 50c and $1.00. Cashmere, 25c to

75c. Mercerized, with linen reinforcement, 25c. Silk and wool and silk splice

cashmere 50.

Men's Underwear. A full line—the best made.

Write to the Mercury Mills at once. You wil! find that

immediate attention is given your order, be it large or

Our travellers cover Canada.

Representatives
uuebec and Northern Ontario - - J. Carson, Montreal
Ontario - - - A. J. & D. S. Little. Toronto
\I;niitul>;i anil SaskaUhew an. Ehvorthy & Rumble. Winnipeg
Alberta --•-'-- A. ,T. Snell. Calgary
British Columbia - - - R. A. Creech, Vancouver

Mercury Mills Limited

Hamilton, Canada
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Periods of Depression and "Tight Money"
only serve to accentuate the value of Standard lines of real quality and excellence

that the Public can recognize.

JAEGER PURE WOOL WEAR
has established a 30-year reputation for real value and is therefore a safe proposi-

tion for the Merchant.

He is sure of his trade, sure of his profit, and makes no bad stock.

This is a so-called bad year, but our trade is bigger than ever.

For Catalogues and Trade Terms apply

:

nD IAETI7D SANITARY CVCTTM COMPANY,
LJlY. JAlLbiLlV WOOLLEN OIOllLlVl LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE AND WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE 243 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL

When buying Hosiery
ask for

f >v HAWLEYS
/ L^J yHYGIENIC BLACK"
1 - -6$ 1 There is no better

1 fill
1 Dye in the World.

^L W\k

J Every Pair
/ Warranted Fast

^^k ^k
toWishing, HardWear

Pan-icy
and Perspiration.

Works - Hinckley, England.
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ALL-WOOL UNSHRINKABLE

Underwear
Every Customer who purchases
JAY Underwear will be a

satisfied customer.

Viewed at front every point of view—comfort,
durability, weight, range of sizes, cost—JAY
is emphatically the underwear for Canadians.

The patented improvements, securing greater comfort and
durability, added to the high skill dis-

played in its manufacture, have made
N.B.—Every genuine
JAY garment bears

this Trade Mark. JAY
THE WORLD'S LEADING WOOLLEN UNDERWEAR

Wholesale Agents : I. & R. Morley ; Geo. Brettle & Co.

LONDON, ENGLAND S,«U; Ad. Servif

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Underwear

For Fall 1913

Before placing your order for Fall goods kindly await the call of our
representative, who will be able to show you many improvements in

our well known brands, viz:

KCCISTEKCO

in Women's, Misses', Children's and Infants' Vests, Drawers and Combinations.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Sole Selling Agents

'*"*" [RICHARD L. BAKER CO., 100 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools

Scotch

Fingerings

Vanguard,

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

h and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost,

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*

PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentialiv

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

HEALTH BRAND
UNDERWEAR

Is knit on scientific principles.

Perfectly form fitting. Lasting in

wear, and combining qualities not

to be found in ordinary Under-

Ill Pure Wool,

Wool and Cotton Mixtures

and Cotton

Made in all sizes lor Men, Women
and Children. There is profit and
satisfaction to the dealer, in hand-

ling this Underwear.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL
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Imperial Brand Underwear
will bring you the best wool underwear

trade in your town or city

The merchant who looks to his own interest and that of his men patrons can do no
better than carry his search for wool underwear values into the camp of "Imperial
Brand."

This is the famous line of all-wool underwear—the li

exclusive efforts of wool underwear specialists who
"Imperial Brand" for the past thirty-three years.

Our samples of wool underwear
are at your service. We make:
Men's Natural wool. Men's
Elastic Knit, Men's High
Grade Imperial. See our 1913-14

samples.

Kingston

that represents the hest and
ave labelled their product

We are taking orders for pre-

sent delivery for a very tine

range of Men's Double Thread
Balbriggan Underwear.
Write for your requirements

to-day.

Hosiery
Company

KINGSTON, ONTARIO
Established 1880

Body -Fitting Suits
Dr. Neff's
Famous
Underwear
This i> the most perfect body-

conforming underwear on
the market—comfortable in

fit, soft of texture and of

great wear.

Comes in two-piece ami
union suits. Send for sam-
ples of our Fall and Winter
range to any of the following

agents:

Mr. W. R. Mosey, Toronto, aKent
lor Ontario; John \V. Peck .V Co.,
Winnipeg, for Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan and All>ert:i: John \V. Peck *
Co., Vancouver, for British Columbia
and the Yukon.

THOS. WATERHOUSE &
COMPANY, LIMITED

INGERSOLL ONTARIO

Maple Leaf
Underwear—the acme of wear

This brand of wool underwear
has stirred up the most favor-

able comment in The underwear
trade for the past few year-,

li is t lie brand on which to build

a high-class trade. It will get

the business of the men who
appreciate perfection in lit.

comfort and Ion?: wear.

Sec the range now.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Ltd.
INGERSOLL, ONTARIO

HAROLD F. WATSON. WELDON & CO.. Selling Agents
Coristine Bldg.. Montreal.
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One Hundred Easy Window Trims
NEW—just our The Only Popular Priced Window Trimming Book.

The Only Book with inexpensive Window Trims.
The Only Window Trimming Book Written Exclusively for the Small Store.

224 Pages. 104 Full Page Illustrations.

Bound in Cloth. Price $1.00 Postpaid.

Includes backgrounds and displays for all classes of goods, each illustrated and
clearly described so that any clerk can handle it.

All the materials are from the store or can be supplied at very little if any cost.
This is just the kind of a book the merchant with limited capital, unable to employ

experienced window trimmers has been looking for. With this 1>ook he can change his
window once a week and have enough ideas to last two years.

It is the biggest value and the most practical book on the subject ever offered.

SYNOPSIS
PART I.

Chapter I.—Using the Windows—The
general principles of display. Some
specific instances. Some combination
window display offers.

Chapter II—One Idea Window Dis-
plays—Advising against trying to show-
all the goods at once.

Chapter III.—Window Display Profits
—How to make windows actually pro-
duce direct sales.

Chapter IV.—Showing the Goods —
No matter what the class of merchan-
dise, sales are increased if it is attrac-
tively displayed.

Chapter V.—Window Displays that
Cost Nothing—Some special windows
described and illustrated.

Chapter VI.—The Use of Window
Fixtures—Displays can be made much
more attractive with modern fixtures.

OF CONTENTS
Chapter VII.—Let the Money in

Through Your Windows—Making a suc-
cess of a paint department through
attractive displays.
Chapter VIII.—Keeping Frost from

Windows—Suggestions on this import-
ant subject from several sources.
Chapter IX.—A Few Suggestions for

Easy Displays—These can be arranged
with but little expense.
Chapter X.—Window Card Pointers

—

Some good suggestions in the making
of show cards and the correct colors to
use.
Chapter XI.—Show Window Photo-

graphs—How to take good pictures,
avoid reflection and get proper contrast.

PART II.

Practical Displays—One hundred win-
dows, each illustrated and described so
that any clerk can arrange them with
little or no expense. (143 pages.)

The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd. 143-149
UNIVERSITY AVE. Toronto

BOOK DEPARTMENT

SILK AND COTTON

WOVEN LABELS
AND SKEIN DYEING

If you are confident that jour goods are right

—

label them. The woven label will bring more
results than you imagine. It is more than
an ornament, it acts as your representative.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE LIST

Narrow Fabric Weaving and Dyeing
LIMITED

Gait, - Ontario

SMStomi

Worn by the

Best People

Sold by the

Best Dealers.

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates

Textile Soaps
A SPECIALTY

THIRTY-FIVE years' experience in the

manufacture of textile soap in England
and in Canada.

Send for Samples and Prices

LONDON SOAP CO.
(A. G. Phillips, Prop.)

LONDON, ONTARIO
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SMOKE

Big Attendance Assured at^C.W.T.A.
From all sections of

Canada, letters are

reaching the secretary

of the C. W. T. A. with

pledges of support for

the second annual con-

vention which will be

held next week in To-

ronto.

For only the second year, this organization is at-

tracting a surprising amount of attention in Canada,
and in one mail membership fees came from bright

young window dressers in Moose Jaw and Regina,

two of the leading Saskatchewan cities. Both are

planning to attend the convention, and the indica-

tions are that the initial attendance of eighty last

year will be far surpassed.
The opportunities afforded during the three

days are hard to over estimate. It will be three days
of a constant personal exchange of new ideas between
the brightest members of the craft in Canada: three

days of suggestions put forward freely by men whose
brainy conceptions in window publicity have brought
them to the top in advertising circles in America;
and three days of informal discussion of their

theories and useful adaptations of those theories to

tin' window dressers of Canada.

Who are these leaders who will set out for you
the secrets of their success in the great stores of

America?

Advices from all quarters show that

there will be a representative attend-

ance at second annual event—Brief

summary of the programme—Canadian
meeting will reap benefit of the conven-

tion at Chicago.

the best work of Mr.

Hess, — the cards that

made him (famous.

The address of Mr.

Hess will contain ma-
terial that will be ap-

plied in scores of stores

in this country in the

Fall and Winter. Yes. and next spring campaigns.

Mr. Nowak. also of the Economist Training

School, New York, will demonstrate the latest

styles of fabric draping, a knowledge of which will

add variety to your work in an important essential

of artistic window advertising.

In addition to these arrangements are being

concluded for several other speakers who will illus-

trate models of successful window dressing. Besides

these a member of one of the largest advertising

agencies in Canada will show how to get the best

value out of newspaper and other space, a business

that particularly in the -mailer places, falls upon

the window dresser, directly or indirectly.

Nor in reviewing the valuable features of the

coming programme should the address of the presi-

dent be forgotten, for in it Mr. Hollingsworth will

call upon experiences of over fifteen years in deal-

ing with the progress of window trimming.

The exhibits of the manufacturers themselves

ill be prolific of ideas in fitting up your windows.
Mr. Hurst, of the Economist Training School, the background part of the dressing and other acres

New lork, will speak in window trimming, and sories for display.

illustrate his points by stereopticon views of windows Victoria Hall, at the corner of Queen East and
and their auxiliary, interior dressings. Mr. Hurst's Berti streets, where the convention will he held, is

range covers the largest cities of the United States suited admiral.lv to the purpose. The hall, an bl-
and lie occupies a prominent place on the program- terior view of which has appeared already in The
mm- oi tiie Chicago convention this week. Review, will seat 400. Besides this the booths for

Mr. Wallace Hess, of Chicago, who has come to the manufacturers' exhibits of fixtures, forms, etc..

be known as "The fore- wiU be erectea in an al-
most department store CONVENTION IN A NUTSHELL. Joining room. A wide
card writer of he world. g,^. 8ee<md ^w convenfwn QJ f])e

stage will be available for

'
flis important branch oi

Canadian Window Trimmers' Association. the demonstrations.
wind™ display as ,vcii a- M,^ : w Twsd ^ Wednesd The prize winning pho-
an all through the store

lugwt u 12 and 13 tographs alone will be
department will be set in

Place:'Toronto, Victoria Hall. *™*h a visit to the con-
a new light tor many Hotels:-^ a day, including meals. vention; The competi-
'
rmadian card men. and Fare:—Reduced rates. tition lhif >'eav wil! 1>e

demonstrations given of
'

keen and dosens of en-
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Kawneer Arcade Store Fronts Produce Business
If your store is not less than 30 feet wide you

could use a KAWNEER STORE FRONT to a

big advantage—the biggest commercial advant-

age being the ability to show every line every

day.

Think of the stock on your back shelves

that is bringing you absolutely nothing

in return for your investment. If properly dis-

played you could quickly move it and at a good

profit. To feature the seasonable lines and still

give prominence to the staple lines is ideal

—

that's the reason for the development of

KAWNEER ARCADE
STORE FRONTS.
The above is a photograph of

a KAWNEER ARCADE
STORE FRONT. This

merchant more than doubled

his display space by adopting this type. Each
line of merchandise in his store has its separate

display space—segregated from the others, still

combined to give the whole a most attractive

appearance.

The Arcade type of Store Fronts is of recent

development and unless properly designed to fit

the existing conditions, it offers many disad-

vantages. We have worked with a multitude of

merchants in planning, manufacturing and in-

stalling their KAWNEER ARCADE FRONTS
and our experience will not only be of value to

you but it will save you money in the ultimate

VM% FRONT

increase in business. Let us talk over your

Store Front—we have business-producing ideas

for you.

BOOSTING BUSINESS NO. 21

For you merchants we've compiled a Store

Front book—"Boosting Business No. 21." It

contains photographs and drawings of many of

the busiest big and little Store Fronts in the

country. The information this book contains is

worth dollars to you—it is compiled after work-

ing with Merchants for seven years. During

the last 18 months 10,000 KAWNEER STORE
FRONTS have been installed—surely this ex-

perience enables us to co-

operate with you on your

new Store Front.

This book goes gratis to you

For this coupon. You won't

be obligated — you won't

have to buy a KAWNEER STORE FRONT.
We want to show you what we have done to

develop modern business-creating KAWNEER
STORE FRONTS, then it's up to you to decide

for yourself. We can show you letters about and

photographs of Store Fronts that have revolu-

tionized businesses—and there isn't a retail

business in the country that could not Increase

its business by installing a KAWNEER STORE
FRONT.

Just fill in this coupon and

of "Boostino- Business No. 21.

d for your copy

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.
Francis J. Plyn, President

78 Duchess St.

Toronto, Can.
tranches in most principal cities

c°tf
o* ,\&°

tffC
3?
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lows of Youell and Wrong, Aylmer, Ont.—Not<
lv small space at the disposal of the display

tries have been received. Fourteen prizes arc offer-

ed in the window competition, including the Silver

Loving Cup presented by the Dry Goods Review

:

eight for the card-writing contest and two for adver-

tising,—C.W.T.A. medals.

Many merchants have announced that they will

bear the expenses of the trip for their employes, and

others no doubt will follow their far-sighted ex-

ample if the benefits are placed clearly before them.

Many window trimmers, of course, will defray the

cost themselves, but will be amply rewarded in ex-

tending their personal equipment and thereby rais-

ing their own value and increasing the remunera-

tion for their services in a field whose importance is

becoming more recognized every year. The three

days of the convention will be the most valuable

••summer school" in window trimming, card writ-

ing and advertising that could be desired in this

country.

The president. Mr. Hollinsworth says: "It i- ab-

solutely necessary that we have a big attendance to

insure success. Come prepared to say something. If

you have some new idea- bring them along. Bring

along a new member if you can. We will gladly

welcome any merchant or any one interested in our

programme. A good jolly instructive three days"

attendance will put new life into you. will broaden

(Continued on page 84.)
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Join the bo

Thirty-Three Va
"7 Handsomely Engraved

Silver Loving Cup.

10 Gold and Silver

Medals.

Cash Awards.

2nd Annual Contest
1913

OPEN TO WINDOW TRIM-
MERS, CARD-WRITERS
AND ADVERTISERS

Awards to be made at the August
Convention, Canadian Window

Trimmers' Association.

C. W. T. A. Window Decorating
Contest.

Classification of Prizes:

Class i—Annual Grand Prize.—Silver loving cup, suitably engraved,
for the best six displays, original window and unit trim photographs sub-

mitted by contestant during the year. Cup to become property of the win-
ning decorator each year. Presented by Dry Goods Review.

ORIGINAL WINDOWS.
Class 2—Open to all trimmers in cities of 100,000

or over.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For the best window of the year showing most
beautiful and original background and groupings.

MERCHANDISING WINDOWS.
Class 4—Open to all trimmers in towns and cities

up to 50,000.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For the best display, merchandising or business-
bringing windows judged by sales and effective ar-

rangement for such event.

HOLIDAY OR OPENING WINDOWS.
Class 3—Open to all trimmers in cities from 50,000

to 100,000.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For best holiday or opening window, millinery and
ready-to-wear display.

MEN'S WEAR WINDOWS.
Class 5—Open to men's wear trimmers of Canada.

1st Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
2nd Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.

For best men 's wear units and furnishing tables or

windows dressed, showing arrangement of units in

completed trim.
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ys this year

luable Prizes
FLORAL DECORATIONS.

Class 6

—

1st Prize - - - - $10
2nd Prize - - - - $ 5

For best window or interior decoration, artificial

flowers being used.

BEST COUNTER OR LEDGE TRIM.
Class 8—

1st Prize $5
For the best arranged overhead or counter trim of

merchandise from any department.

BEST GROUPING OR DRAPES.

For the best display of drapes or ready-to-wear
grouping arranged in the department windows or cases.

Class 9

—

BEST BACKGROUNDS.

$5

For the best background setting used during the
year, for anniversary, opening or sale.

TERMS OF CONTEST:
(a) Trimmers are eligible to enter in any class without restrictions, except that no trimmer can enter a class in a city of leas

population than that stipulated.
(b) Any number of photographs can be submitted, but one view only is necessary to enter competition in any class.
(c) Photographs must be of this year's work, since August 1st, 1912, and must not have been submitted In ajiy other contest.
(d) All photographs to be forwarded to the secretary by August 1st, 1913. Pictures will be returned to contestants after the

Convention, if requested.
(e) Contestants must give detailed description of windows, color scheme and general plan, cost, etc., marked on back with

name and address, and whether for Annual Contest. Class number must also be designated.
(f) All windows to be judged under numbers, any identifying marks must be removed.

C. W. T. A. Cardwriting Contest

CLASS 1—FANCY WINDOW CARDS (General).

First Prize—C.W.T.A. Gold Medal.
Second Prize—C.W.T.A. Silver Medal.
CLASS 2—AIRBRUSH CARDS.

First Prize Cash $5.00

Second Prize .... Cash $3.00

CLASS 3—ORIGINAL HOLIDAY CARDS
(Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving).

First Prize Cash $5.00

Second Prize .... Cash $3.00

Third Prize .... Cash $2.00

CLASS 4—PLAIN SALE CARDS (General).
First Prize Cash $3.00

Second Prize .... Cash $2.00
Third Prize Cash $1.00
CLASS 5—ALL PEN LETTERED CARDS.
First Prize Cash $3.00
Second Prize .... Cash $2.00
Third Prize Cash $1.00

CLASS 6—PEN LETTERED PRICE TICKETS.
(In groups of six)

First Prize Cash $2.00
Second Prize .... Cash $1.00
CLASS 7—AIR BRUSH PRICE TICKETS.
First Prize Cash $2.00
Second Prize .... Cash $1.00

TERMS OF CONTEST:
(a) Cards entered must be first used in merchandise displays.
(b) Not more than two cards to be entered in class 2, and 4. Not more than three cards to be entered in class 3, and noti

more than six cards in classes 1, 5, 6, and 7.

(c) No air brush cards to be entered in any class except 2 and 7.

<d) No contestant can enter more than three classes.
(e) All cards must be of uniform size. None larger than half and none smaller than 1-16 of regulation sheet 22in.x28in.
(f ) No card to be entered in more than one class.

(g) Each card must bear the number of class in which it Is to be entered, but not the contestant's name and must be sent
not later than August 1st, 1913.

C. W. T. A. Advertising Contest
CLASS 1—GOOD ADVERTISING.

First Prize - - C.W.T.A. Gold Medal Second Prize - C.W.T.A. Silver Medal
Awarded for the best all-round advertising, including general publicity opening and sale announcements.

TERMS OF CONTEST:—
(a) Announcements must have appeared this year.
(b) All copy must be original.
(c) Not more than six examples to be entered in contest. (d) All ads. to be judged on points: 1—Editorial and descrip-

tive text; 2—Layout; 3—Typographical effect; 4—Originality of ideas.

Contestants must be members of the C.W.T.A. and staff employees in Canadian stores.

Contests close August 1st, 1913. The award committee decisions to be final.

All photographs, show cards and advertisements to be available for publication in Dry Goods Review.

Canadian Window Trimmers' Association

143 University Ave. Toronto
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OVERCOAT RACK.
Same price as Suit Back, G feet high.

Extra cost for side rods.
Polished steel or oxidized.

lor (i and 8 feet $1 .
25 each

For 9 and 10 feet $1.50 each
Overcoat Rack 6 feet high. Suit Racks 5 feet high.

DOIBI.K BAR POLISHED STEEI. TUBE RACKS.
feet long. 4 post s $ . f) . 00

6 feet long, 6 posts $10.50
X feet long, fi posts $11.50
10 feet long, <> posts $12.50
$2.50 extra to above prices for oxidized tinish.

No. TIB. Combination Suit
Hanger, curved to fit shoulder.
Wedged in centre. Absolutely
solid $15.00 per 100

Double Deck
Rack

For Boys' Suits and
Short Garments

This is our regular Overcoat Rack,

6 feet high, fitted with side rods

adjustable up or down or remov-
able.

Why stack your Boys' Suits in

corner of your store?

It doesn't cost much to hang Boys'

Suits up, and the Boys appreciate

the attention given to their cloth-

ing, same as you give the men's.

Many people have the idea any-

thing is good enough for a boy.

But the merchant who goes after

the Boy's trade in the right way.

makes many lasting customers,

and the Boys' trade is just as cast-

as any other if the same attention

is given to his wants.

If you are not hanging up your

Boys' Clothing, let us equip your

store before your new Fall Cloth-

ing comes in. Let us know the

number of suits you have and the

door space, and we suggest the

best length rack.

Send us your order to-day.

The Taylor Mfg. Co. - Hamilton, Canada
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IVe extend our Best IVishes for the success

of the 1913 Convention of the JVindow
Trimmers of Canada

A Cordial Invitation

is extended to the members of the Canadian Window Trim-
mers ' Association to visit our factory and sample rooms in

Montreal.
We have an exceptionally fine assortment of French Wax

figures and display fixtures and showcases of every
description.

Have you received our big new catalog. If not, write

for one.

Offices and Sample Rooms:
247-249 Craig Street West

Delfosse & Company
Factory

:

1-3-5-7 Hermine Street

MONTREAL

A 3,000-foot Installation of

J-M Linolite
A notable feature of the big, new store of Lipman,

Wolfe & Co., Inc. is the show-case lighting. This con-

cern realized that well-lighted merchandise is merchan-
dise half-sold and accordingly selected the system which
had proven its value for making sales in hundreds of

other stores throughout the country. They installed

the

Frink andJ-M Linolite

Systems of Lighting
J-M Linolite Lamps are tubular in form, one inch in diameter and almost a foot long, with a filament

running from one end to the other in a single straight line. When placed end to end, they give one
continuous LINE OF LIGHT, without the disagreeable shadows and "spots" formed by the ordinary
incandescent lamp.

By means of Frink Eeflectors this LINE OF LIGHT IS EVENLY DIFFUSED OVER THE ENTIRE
AREA to be illuminated. There is no glare or reflection to interfere with the customer's vision. The goods
are always perfectly illuminated in their true colors; and even the smallest and most irregular articles can
be effectively lighted by this system.

Owing to the absence of heat, J-M Linolite Lamps, unlike ordinary electric lamps, can be used to light the most
delicate or perishable merchandise—leather, celluloid, fancy jewelry, confectionery, etc.,—without causing the slightest
injury. Furthermore, as they do not heat up the show-case, there is no danger of glass being broken by cold drafts.

Our Engineering Dept. will gladly submit plans for the illumination of your show-cases, windows and store,
using either the J-M Linolite or Edison Base lamps. WRITE NEAREST BRANCH FOR CATALOG NO. 410.

The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Limited

Corset Dept., Lipman, Wolfe & Co.. Inc.. Portland. O

TORONTO
Sole Selling Agents for Frink Products

MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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Practical Hints For Fall Opening Displays

the fa;
will soon be up- : -

This annual parade

of the ar.:

- the hardesi

-

and originality of the

v trimmer, for

the las hese Fall opening? haw

to he millinery displays alone. Ready to wear

claims tress g Is house furn-

and evening gown? have a place all their own. The

resov.: - window trimmer will be t;

the uti - e eaeh their distinctive -

he will find it will serve him in go - -'.art in

to plan his Fall campaign.

He needs - -
- >r it is the

- :* openings that in reality seem to make

the store spring into life: they are in reality, the

_ :* the new store year. Summer with its

haphazard trade is ss _ ".he lethargy of heat is

thrown off by the purchasing public: their renewed

- ihem to look with a new vim not only

at their own work, but all the nume: as s

their environment, of which your store will form

one. Be res - the challenge the

thrust upon you. or your rival may stipersedr

In many centres the Fall displays serve a

double purpose. There is the logical one. the open-

ing of a new season. There is a second ere.

the holding of fall fairs, which draw crowds for a

- _ sit to your town or - iue to

these, perhaps, that the evolutio' of millinery
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the walls, and a rich carpet underneath. A happy
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evening Iress. as rasl t the s

the gowns could not induce without. The ensemble
seemed perfect : the window was the cynosure of the
gaze of thousands for several days.

Some ideas for original trims—Scenic
backgrounds will be used to a greater
extent this Fall

—

Backgrounds should

reflect the tints of Autumn—The Pea-
cock drape, is the latest drape to be in-

troduced—Suggestions for trims.
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3 dis
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One of the best

- - sing this
]
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walking
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and the colors on the frames themselves
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mums. not too profuse to distract attention from the
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pumpkin vines draped in a garland effec:
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it the

•>e design for a screer.

stenc:'. sing - hat are appropriate

-- -

kinds dainty chairs will be - -
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ii,.u Cases and Deep Dress Goods shriving used In

Goods stores.

Quality Show Cases
What a difference a few good show cases (silent salesmen) make In the appea
ence though is in the increase in sales that result.

Walker Bin Special Cases tor gloves, hosiery, underwear, reaily-to- wear millinery, umbrellas and
_
parasols are of the

latest design and finish, besl workmanship throughout. If you are building, remodelling or ant...paling refitting your

store, submit your plans to us and let us figure on your requirements. Our prices are right—service the best.

of a dry goods store. The

The WALKER BIN & STORE FIXTURE CO., LTD. BERLIN, Ontario

One of the few sure

ways of increasing

your business.

is by using good display fixtures

and plenty of them. Display fix-

1 hits such as the

Hall-Borchert
Adjustable and Non-Adjustable

Dress Forms
show the goods at their very best

advantage and in their most

natural way. These forms will

put singer into the display of

your goods.

Write For Catalogue

"Use them in your windows."

The Hall-Borchert Dress Form
Co. of Canada, Limited

41-45 Lombard St., Toronto

Write for details on our new stands and ask for late pointers,
most of them explained in our booklet on showing women's
wear. See our latest catalogue and a 20 page booklet that
excels them all for clever drapery and display.

J.R.PALMENBERCSSONS
Established 1852

710 Broadway, New York
Faciory: 89 and 91 W. st 3rd St.. New York
Boston Salesroom Baltimore Salesroom

30 Kingston St. ,110 Bedford St. 10 & 12 Hopkins Place

s:{
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this fall. A good effect is secured for stands and

seats of various shapes, by covering the outside with

a mixture of sawdust and white alabastine, giving

an al-fresco effect.

PEACOCK DRAPES.

One of the newest drapes for the Fall, which is

already being used in Chicago and New York win-

dows is the "peacock," an odd but very effective

shape. The idea was suggested by the fable of Eve

acquiring her characterictics from various animals

thai preceded her. The peacock symbolized vanity

and love of dress. What more natural then than to

construct a form to represent this bird of vain

plumage? "The form is made in half-relief," says

a fashion authority, "the body and neck being hol-

low, and with goods up to 36 inches wide the neck

van be covered up to the top of the head, simply by

rolling and folding the goods around the hollow

space." The "top knot" is made of ribbon in one.

two or three loops as desired. "Aigrettes, hair orna-

ments or even small plumes could be used for the

purpose. A button does duty for the eye. The tail

folds will be easily understood, being made much

the same as with shell form drapes." A secondary

drape could be made extending from the mouth of

the peacock.

A simple garden design would be appropriate

for a background.

ORDER OF FALL DISPLAYS.

The order of the Fall displays will be determin-

ed by space and local conditions. Where there is

a "fair" the first display usually consists of a com-

bination of dress goods and hats, the latter believed

by many to be quite as effective as "accessories" as

if they occupied the whole space. The presence of

milliners, however, will demand a distinct display

of head gear a few days later.

The ready to wear displays are more easily ar-

ranged and are often chosen to lead off in the Fall

openings. Novelties and special models are often

quite worth the extra expense in added imparting

an exclusive or high class touch to the general dis-

plays.

®

Big Attendance Assured at C.W.T.A.
(Continued from page 76.)

your experience and make you more profitable to

your employer. Tell him this and see that he pays

your expenses here. You are entitled to this. Mr.

Merchant will find it money well invested. So come

along, boys, on the 11th August, and help us make
this 1913 convention a banner one."

The new ideas set forth at the Chicago conven-

tion this week will be presented to the Canadian

assembly.

The amount of the reduction in the fares will

depend on the attendance. Regular tickets should

be secured and refunds will be made by the com-

panies on presentation of certificates issued by the

secretary before the close of the convention.

Hurrah for the second annual convention of the

Canadian Window Trimmers' Association, in To-

ronto. Aug. 11. 12 and 13. 1913.

-$-

Sy. A. Horwitt. who has been conducting a

men's furnishings store on St. James street. Mon-
treal, announces that he will in future carry a stock

of exclusive ladies" waists, gloves and hosiery. It

will be interesting to note the success of the venture

as Mr. Horwitt's store is in the centre of the financial

district. A unique feature of the new service is a

corps of representatives of the shop who will call

upon prospective clients at their convenience and
submit samples for their inspection.

f Duly and Express

'It SHOWS the
s in bolts

of cloth, or rib-

bon, lace or»
embroidery. We
send it on ap-
proval. FREE
of all expense
to you, for com-

parison with any device which you may be using, or so that yon
may satisfy yourself whether this sort of thing may be satisfactorily

done. Our machines are used in over 20,000 stores. Let us show you.

A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal. Que.

Edmonton, Alta. St. John N. B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N.S. Vancouver. B. C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont. Victoria, B. C. Winnipeg. Man.
Hamilton, Ont.

Western Canada
TORONTO, CANADA
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THE SUPERIORITY
of the BRAGER BACK and
HANGER SYSTEM over

all other similar devices is

manifested by its wide use

throughout the American
continent, and its continual

adoption by additional en-

thusiastic merchants as

well.

NOTE OUR PRICES.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

25 Duty on These Goods

B. BRAGER, 49 Crosby St., S^l""* New York, U.S.A.

Satin Aluminum Finish

6 feet long. 4 posts $6.00
8

"
6

" 8.00

LAMSON

Lamson Cash and Parcel Carriers
—bring to you the means of mechanically doing important work
heretofore done by hand, and at the same time doing it much
better, quicker and cheaper. ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR!

Wire, Cable, Tube, Belt and Pickup Carriers.

The Lamson Company, Boston, U.S.A.

—SEKV1CE=

Have you a New Way Store

The New Way Crystal Wardrobe
is the modern device for displaying
ladies' outer garments. Made by
Grand Rapids Show Case Company
(Grand Rapids, Michigan) --and adopt-
ed by the foremost merchants of

Canada and the States.

Show Rooms and Factories:

New York Grand Rapids Chicago
Boston Portland
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2nd ANNUAL CONVENTION

Canadian Association of Window Trimmers

Victoria Hall, Toronto, 1913

MONDAY, AUG. 11th.

-Will H. Bates, Chief Instructor of The School of "Window Draping.
Demonstration of Draping. Mr. Bates is one of the most expert drapers of dress goods, and is an author-
ity ou "Fashion Draping." He will show in detail a number of handsome and practical drapes that will

be made public for the first time. These new drapes will be based upon the coming Fall styles.

Will H. Bates, instructor of draping in the Koester School, is conceded to be an undisputed authority
ou this subject. During the past few years be lias introduced many strikingly original ideas in the
handling of all kinds of dress fabrics, that have proved extremely popular throughout the country. Mr.

ites' system of handling goods is highly artistic, and. at the same time, is eminently practical from
a selling point of view. lie will demonstrate to the convention a number of entirelv new and very
effective ideas for presenting the new fabrics in the fashion of the coming season

vine minutes of previous meeting.
mil communications,
ec ou Membership.

TUESDAY, AUG. 12th, 1913.

if Chi. ago. Demonstration of Show Card Writing. .Mr. Hess is considered by many to be
tmenl store card writer of America. He will show the most approved methods Of making
kinds and will explain how to get the best results with various kinds of brushes, pens.

<i. Wallace Hess is without question the best known show card writer in America, and has done more
than any one man to advance that art to its piesent high standard. Mr. Hess' demonstration at the last

convention was one of the most popular features, for the coming meeting lie is making special prepara-
tions and promises some entirelv new features thai will be of utmost interest to every practical card

writer. He will deal particularly with pen lettering and will tell some "straight from the shoulder"
truths about materials anil tools, that will prove a revelation even to old timers in the card writing game
Adjournment for lunch

-C. .1. Nowak, Draping Instructor. Economist Training School of New York.

C. J. Nowak, instructor for The Economist Training School is very widely known as an expert display

manager. He will demonstrate the methods of draping dress materials in accordance with the fashions

of the coming season. Each step in the arrangement of these drafts Will be more clear to those in attend-

ance with a view of their use by retailers in their Fall Openings These drapes will be done without cut-

ting the materials.

.Mr. Nowak will also have on exhibition an Immense volume showing actual photographs of more than

one hundred drapes. He will also have on display another huge book showing window background
designs, interior decorative ideas and other suggestions tor store decoration and merchandise display.

Adjournment for Dinner.

School—Stereopf i<

and deliver an .

lecture in Convention Hall. lie will show practl-

idow dressing based on practical ex-
i.—A. E. Hurst, of Economist Train!

eal and instructive window displ
perience.

Al. Hurst, of the Economist School, of New York, is an all round window dresser, show card writer and
advertising man who is too well known to require any introduction. Mr. Hurst has some very interesting

things to say on the business side of the window dresser and card writer's work This will be a prac-

tical illustrated talk on a subject that is vita! to us all. that is. how to make the most of our positions.

WEDNESDAY. AUG. 13th, 1913.

i.—Appointment of election officers.

Nomination of officers for the coming year.
Election of officers.

Presentation of Prizes.

i.

—

Installation of New Officers.

Selection of Next Convention city.

Experience .Meeting —This will be a free and easy session, in which all members and visitors are invited

to take part. It will be for the purpose of exchanging information on all subjects pertaining to the

window trimmer's or card writer's work. Everyone is at liberty to ask as many questions as be wants to.

And these will be answered from the experience of those present. This will be an important and instruc-

tive feature of the convention. All kinds of fixtures and materials will be at hand, and there will be ex-

perts in every line of window work, including many of the leading window dressers of Canada. If any
visitor wants to know how a drape is made or bow anything else is done, it will be executed on the plat-

form by an expert using the proper fixtures and materials. No matter what you want to know, there will

be someone there to tell you and show you how it should be done.
Adjournment of the Convention.

SPECIAL FEATURES WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT THE MEETINGS.
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No 5762 Garland made of natural Beech leaves covered with Autumn shaded fireproof fol age and

fruits. Illustration shows garland two (2) yards Long. Price complete, $3.80 each, or $1.90 per

yard. Beech garlands may be had without fruit and foliage at 40c a yard.

PRICES.—Our prices are as low or lower than any.

QUALITY.—We carry all grades from a tissue paper to silk and velvet.

CUSTOMERS.—We can refer you to our customers, Marshall Field & Co., T.

Eaton Co., Strawbridge & Clothier, Mandel Bros.. L. S. Donald-

son,* Mannheimer Bros., Joseph Home.

QUANTITY.—We supply the largest and
best stores in America. We
never fall down on deliv-

ering the quantity of ma-
terial wanted. No order

to small, none to large.

Our Fall Catalogue, Illustrated in

Colors, is the most complete and
'finest catalogue ever issued.

No. 5278.

HYDRANGEA
SPRAY.

No. 5278. Of one
extra large and one
smaller cluster of
flowers ninl fine

leaves. Flowers in

any color.

Each $0.60

Per dozen 6.00

Hydrangea may be
had in any color or

shading.

No. 632.

OAK LEA1
SPRAY.

Per dozen .

.

No 324A. of 12
large beautifully
autumn colored
grape leaves.

Doz. yds $ 1.00

Gross yds. .. . 10.00

. 90.60

. 6.00Per gross

No. 632A. Sume
with 12 leaves.

Per dozen .. .$ 1.50

Per gross . . . 15.00

No. 633.

MAPLE SPRAY.

Per dozen $0.60

Per Gross 6.00

Per dozen $ 1.50

Per gross $15.00

No. 5275.

SUNFLOWER
STALK

No. 5275. 48 Inches
high, flowers are
well made of the
best material, true
to nature.

Each $ 1.00

P,r dozen . . . 10.00

L. BAUMANN & CO.
Largest Importers and Manufacturers 357-359 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago
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Canadian Styles

Number
MANY novelties in Ready-to-Wear

Garments and Furs are making
their appearance since early lines

were announced and placed. These novelties

mean a great deal to the progressive store

and department. THE REVIEW will pay

particular attention to these fashion develop-

ments in its September 3rd Number. Fore-

casts for Spring are always suggested bv

these late styles, and THE REVIEW will

also deal judiciously with that phase of the

situation.

Advertising forms for this

important issue close Aug. 27.
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STOREY UPON STOREY
Story Upon Story

If Cass Gilbert, architect of the cloud-high Woolworth building, didn't stop the
contractors when they had the first floor steel up, because the building didn't
look finished.

II He was content to wait while, storey after storey, higher and higher, the
structure reared its bones above the common level.

]\ He was satisfied to wait while the details of his plans were worked out—piece

by piece, storey by storey, week after week, month after month, until the fin-

ished giant stood out one day in all its glory—catching the first rays and the
last of an approving sun.

*: He had a vision of the giant structure when the plans were drafted. He
knew that success was ahead. The owners of the building had confidence in

him and backed him up. The contractors followed specifications to the letter,

and a big success and an everlasting monument to man's genius, nerve and
pertinacity was the result.

\ There would be more and greater business successes if there were more Cass
Gilberts as advertising managers and more Woolworths to back them up.

Advertising successes are built up just as the Woolworth building was—storey

after storey, according to a preconceived and well defined plan.

II There are too many one-storey advertisers. They can't catch the vision of a
big success, or if they can, they get dizzy-headed when they contemplate the

height. They lack the nerve to back the advertising architect, and they doubt
the greatest of all contractors—printer's ink.

^ It will take months, and sometimes years to build up a big business through
advertising.

*i But once that building goes skyward, neither the adverse winds of compe-
tition, nor the earthquakes of changing conditions and hard times will ever

shake it! There is only one condition—the foundation must be as solid as

the rock upon which the Woolworth Building stands, and that foundation must
be Honest Goods and Honest Prices and Honest Service. If you can build on
these, there is no limit to the possibilities of your business. Otherwise your
structure will totter and crumble over your head—as it should.

Tj Get the vision of a bigger business ! Start to-day to make it a success through
advertising, column upon column, story upon story, week after week. Keep
at it. That's the idea ! Keep everlastingly at it till results come in a satisfying

measure.

If It is not necessary to begin with large space; begin small and enlarge as

the business grows.

\ And then keep on keeping on!

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue TORONTO, CAN
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS

r:>- .

The Trend in Curtains and Draperies
THE WORK of artistic

house furnishing offers

almost a boundless op-

portunity to the house

decorator who has a

a moderate capacity for

original ideas. The re-

sources for new colors,

patterns, etc.. are more limited in furnishing trade

than in most branches of merchandising, so it is.

therefore, up to the buyer and salesman to originate

and develop new schemes and individual ideas. To
the average householder the problem of artistically

decorating the home is one of greater magnitude than

they give it credit for, and if this is left to themselves

their best efforts will probably result in the end in

considerable dissatisfaction on their own part.

The reason for this lies in the fact that, although

they may have a good imaginative power, they have

not the experience to guide them, nor are they com-

plete masters of the situation in any manner. Colors

are liable to clash and the harmonious effect, which

the skilled decorator alone is able to accomplish, is

lacking.

Therefore, it behooves the salesman modestly and
without too much show of assumption, to take charge

of the customers' wants and in a. strategic manner
to guide them past the shoals and reefs, with the

ultimate result that perfect satisfaction will be pro-

duced in the mind of that customer, and a much
bigger order obtained than would otherwise have

been the case.

The beautifully rich shades in blues, browns,

and tans that are now shown to such a large extent

offer great opportunities of artistic accomplishment

on the part of the salesman.

Tans lead the field for nearly all purposes, and
in order to relieve too great a monotony of this tone,

blues are used to a considerable extent and these

seem to be rapidly growing in favor. Blues are also

used to a great extent as the major color with tans

and browns as the relieving agent.

Greens for decorative purposes have always been

used in large quantities, and being the most staple,

are hard to displace. They do, however, hold a sub-

ordinate position on the color card for present show-

ing.

Tans and bines predominate in decor-

ative schemes—Velours are growing in

demand—Egyptian cloths favored for

upholstery purposes — Tapestry cur-

tains in soft colors are stronger than

ever—Hand-washed blinds introduced.

Velours are growing

in demand very steadily

and have such an ex-

ceedingly rich appear--

ance that they will com-'

mand a place for truly

artistic purposes which

few other draperies can.

Tapestries and French verdures mainly in small

designs hold their customary place and are fabrics

tip t are difficult to substitute to any degree of satis-

faction.

Egyptian cloths some of which have been recently

placed on the market are meeting with considerable

favor. This is an excellent firm material and give-

great satisfaction for upholstery purposes, as well as

being used for some form- of drapery, where exceed-

ingly soft and drooping effects are not absolutely

necessary.

TAPESTRIES ARE STRONG.

Tapestry curtains in solid colors with borders and

tassel trimmings will have a stronger place than

usual. It was thought some time ago that tapestries

were waning but they have had a strong revival.. It

has long been an acknowledged fact that chenille

goods were dying and in fact they have now practi-

cally passed into oblivion. With them arc going the

plain colored curtains with fancy borders. It was at

one time thought that these would displace the tapes-

tries, hut such has not proven to l>e the case.

Extremely tasty designs are shown in net curtains

with perfectly plain centres and a very noticeable

absence of trimming. This consists mainly of nar-

row insertion although some patterns run into a con-

siderable width. Marquisette- hold an equal place

with nets in popularity and many exceedingly pretty

patterns are shown in these.

The Nottingham lace curtains which have recent-

ly been used only in the cheaper grades are now los-

ing the hold they have. The nets, marquisettes, and

scrims are now replacing them in these cheaper lines

as well as in the better qualities.

HAND WASHED RLINDS.

An entirely new departure has appeared in win-

dow blind manufacture. This is in the form of a
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SPECIALISTS
in *

furmiotiq
FABRICS

Telephone :

CITY 2514 (4 Lines)

Cable Address :

BOTCHERBY, CENT., LONDON.
A. B.C. Code. 5th Edition

WE SPECIALISE IN

Silks, Tapestries, Velvets, Upholstery Leathers,

Printed Linens, Cretonnes, Silk, Linen and Cotton

Velours, and Every Variety of Guaranteed

Fadeless Fabric for the Canadian Market.

Our Canadian representative, Mr. Wm. Dodd,
shortly leaves for the Dominion and will visit

all important points to the Pacific Coast. He
will carry a most comprehensive line, and buy-
ers are invited to inspect this before placing

their season's orders. They are also asked when
visiting London to call at our establishment,

where every facility exists for their accommodation.

ST0M4RPS LIMITEP
7, 8, 9, 10, PATERNOSTER BUILDINGS, LONDON, E. C. ENGLAND

OTHER OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES
South Africa: Mr. H. S. Potter, Freeman's Chambers. Cape Town: Pinn's Buildings, Johannesburg.

Australasia: Mr. G. H. Lander, 31 Queen St., Melbourne. India and Far East: Mr. T. Adair, 38 Kiangse Road, Shanghai.
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hand-washed

We Plead Guilty

of making the kind of wall

paper the people want.

We keep on doing business

with the old customers and

gaining new ones every day.

This comes from a recogni-

tion that we make the kind

of wall paper people want

to buy.

Our representatives are now
covering their respective

territories—please take ad-

vantage of their visit and

inspect the line.

STAUNTONS LIMITED
WALL PAPER MANUFACTURERS

941 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

hlind and has an extremely beautiful

appearance. The effect is of a soft stippled tone and
is being received with great popularity by housefur-

nishers. A very disagreeable characteristic of the
older machine-washed blind was the presence of a

thick oily substance. This is entirely absent with

the new blind the appearance being of a linen fabric

effect.

Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of It!

THE MacLean Publishing Company are continually

offering- their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these ? They offer :

i An excellent training in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

• Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a 100 point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.
143-149 University Ave. Toronto

Kindly mention this

paper when writing

to advertisers.
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WATSON-FOSTER
WALL PAPER

FOR

1914

A little better than seems necessary

AT THE PRICE

A good deal better than we've done in

the past

Up to the present in Variety of what the

Public wants, New ideas in Fabric and

back-ground effects, Cut-out borders,

dainty designs, etc., and yet a low end

which so far seems to have sold itself.

Thirty salesmen are on the road, one nearing you.

Th WATSON-FOSTER Co., Limited
MONTREAL
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Watch for Claviez Museum Rugs at the

Exhibition Oriental Reproductions
Made by SACHSISCHE KUNSTWEBEREI CLAVIEZ, Act. Ges.,

Adorf, Vogtland, Germany

Introduce yourself to our representative in charge of our Rug Exhibit at the

Canadian National Exhibition and he will show you the most interesting range

of Museum Reproductions that you can well imagine. Our showrooms will also

be open to all visitors who care to call and inspect our range—no obligation

to buy.

We are centrally located—a few minutes walk from the Union

Depot—Make our office your headquarters while at Exhibition.

Write for color cards. Rugs sent for inspection to reliable merchants

Otto T. E. Veit & Co.
Phone Main 2592

Toronto
Room 406 Empire Building, 64 Wellington St. West

The Lowest Priced Vacuum Cleaner
AND AS GOOD AS THE BEST |

e
x
e
h'Tb^ ,

T
o^

"The Cadillac" is without a doubt the best moderate priced vacuum cleaner

cm the market to-day, it will do absolutely all that is required of*it. It em-
bodies the highest degree of efficiency in work and in durability. Cleans
everything'. "The Cadillac" Vacuum Sweeper is a wonderful little Labor

saver. It's the last word in sweepers. Made in Canada. Exclusive territory

given. Write fof prices.

Be sure to look up our exhibit in the Manufacturers' Annex.

The Clements Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
78 Duchess St. oeP t e Toonto, Ont.

- - THINK IT OVER - -

The advertisements appearing in this paper each issue are there be-

cause it pays the advertiser and for no other reason.

Is it not about time you investigated this proposition, and not let the

other fellow do all the talking to the man you should be selling?

You can talk across Canada in full page space to live dry goods deal-

ers for $25 an issue if you contract for twenty-four insertions. Worth
while, isn't it?
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Business PromotionThrough
Trade Press Efficiency

is to be the keynote of the most notable gathering of technical, class and

trade journal editors and publishers ever held in America. No live manu-
facturer, sales manager, advertising man, trade paper editor or publisher

can afford to overlook the

Eighth Annual Convention of the Federation of
Trades Press Associations in the United States at

the Hotel Astor, New York, Sept. 18, 19, 20, 1913

Two sessions will be held daily. There will be editorial, circulation, advertising

and publishing symposiums under competent leaders. Many of the leading editors,

business managers, buyers and sellers of advertising, and authorities on modern
merchandising methods will take part. On Friday afternoon, September 19, there

will be a mass meeting, with addresses by representative business and professional

men, on subjects of timely interest to editors, publishers and advertisers. Dis-

tinguished guests and worth-while speakers will be at the annual banquet, which
will be made a memorable social occasion. No matter what may be your connec-

tion with the trade journal field, if you are interested in the idea of business pro-

motion through trade press efficiency, if you believe in business papers for busi-

ness men, you will be welcome at all sessions.

Full information may be obtained from

The Committee of Arrangements
WM. H. TJKERS, Chairman, 79 Wall Street, New York.

The Federation of Trade Press Associations in the United States

President Secy.-Treas. Vice-President
H. M. Swetland Edwin C. Johnston E. C. Hole
New York New York Chicago
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Indications Point to Big Sale of Neckwear
REPORTS FROM
Paris emphasize the

fashion of the decollete

waist and the collarless

neck, both of which are

distinctly favorable to a

big sale of neckwear.

Waists are simple and

the surplice closing will be good. These are the

basic lines from which designers are working, but as

yet there are only indications to point the way.

Models seen so far show Medici features combined

with collars that lie on the shoulders and with

pleated revers. This is what is showing at present,

but the season is barely opened and later we may
expect a flood of novelties designed along these lines.

The new Medici collars are being developed in the

lightest and filmiest of laces and Malines lace is

much favored, particularly when the lace is un-

pleated. When a pleated collar is used, both Oriental

and shadows are seen, and in both cases the support

is given by a boning of very light wire.

This is the class of neckwear showing at present,

but doubtless later on use will be found for the

heavier materials, such as silks, . satins and em-

broideries. The fact remains that the tendency is in

favor of filmy, frilly effects. Fichu effects are also

candidates for favor and even the combination of

the fichu and the Medici collar is being tried. The
adoption of the surplice closing on so many waists

would seem specially to indicate that fichus would be

good, but they have never yet had any great measure

of success on this market. It cannot be denied that

Collarless neck and decollete waists

favor a big demand—Designers busy
with Fall line—So far the Medici and
fichu styles are shown—Big season
for frills, ruchings and pleatings is

assured.

they are well adapted to

the finishing of the V-

neck. The fact that

they are usually so ex-

tensive and elaborate

goes against the ready

sale, and at present

though some models

are quite simple the majority are elaborate, some

being a mass of pleated frills.

Another big season for frills, ruchings and pleat-

ings is assured as they will be used to outline the

edge of the neck and waist and to finish the edge of

the long sleeves.

The only really new feature introduced so far is

the separate vest or waist coat. The very latest suit

models are so cut that these vests are necessary, and

there is a wide choice of fancy materials presented

from which the choice may be made.

£

Fashion Says Light Laces
Shadows the best sellers—Growing
interest in Orientals and nets

—

Some indications favor combin-
ation effects-—Use will probably be
found for all varieties of laces.

FASHION still says light laces for Fall, but lace

seems to be highly favored and when one class of lace

i> firmly established the rule seems to be that fash-

ion soon finds a use for the other makes. Lace too.

(Continued on page 100.)

The "Sunshine Girl" Collars in Irish crochet and Shadow Venise la
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sterling Novelties For Fall 1913
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Sterling
"All that the name implies"

Exclusive in

Design
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The few lines here showu
serve only to emphasize the
exelusiveness of the Sterl-

ing range now being shown
for Fall, 1913, business,

bcerling designs are noted
throughout the trade for
their exelusiveness and fast
selling qualities. Sterling
designs are the very last

word of Fashion.

The flouncings and banding
on the left side are the new
craquele shadow lace. The
flouncings on the right are
all made in three widths
and promise to be the fea-

ture of the coming season.
Note also the new novelty
feature for use in lingerie

—the Lace Corset Cover
shown on the right side at
the top.

The meagre display of neck-
wear merely indicates the
trend of the newest ideas
we are showing. We carry
scores of designs.

Our wide buying connection
gives us the pick of the
market for the latest de-

signs and best values.

Sterling prices are right
and are always consistent
with quality making values
that are marked.

Wait for the Sterling Range
It will pay you to do so

Sterling Lace
& NoveltyCo.

TORONTO
80-82 Wellington St. West
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Color the Novelty in Veilings
The veiling trend—Meshes are fine

and patterns are neat—Colored
dots the style feature—Demand is

expected to show a revival as soon
as heated period is over.

THOUGH the present demand is negligible, veilings

are expected to show a revival when the heated

period is over. The hats for Fall are small and
medium and with the hat of this kind, the veil is

always a necessity. Fall novelties are coming to hand
and there is plenty of desirable novelty showing.

Color will be the chief feature in the new veilings,

and such shades as Saxe, green, tan, purple, navy
and grey are selling. Magpie and black and white

are strong, and complexions are also selling. Shet-

land lace veils are receiving attention and silk lace

veils in soft Shetland finish and in all the above

mentioned colors are featured.

The latest novelty is the light mesh veil spotted

with bright colored dots in such colors as purple,

green, terra-cotta and yellow.

Lightness and softness characterize the meshes

used and the patterns are small and neat. Hexagon
meshes, and craquele effects are in high favor when
combined with small neat patterns. Importers are

expecting a particularly good season with scarfs.

Beaded novelties are in high favor. A new idea is the

scarf of chiffon or net with a line of crystal or jet

outlining it, and the ends gathered into a handsome
to match .

Montreal, Que.—The death occurred on Saturday

morning at his residence, 260 Prince Arthur Street

East, of Mr. John MacLean, for many years engaged
in the wholesale millinery business in this city,

Born in Elgin, Scotland, where he learned his busi-

ness, Mr. MacLean came to -Canada forty-three years

ago and founded the firm of John MacLean and
Company.

@

Fashion Says Light Laces

(Continued from page 96.)

forms such a beautiful and easily used garniture that

it is seldom long out of use. Just at present the

buying runs largely on shadows, particularly those

having grounds on the craquele order. Later it is

expected that net laees in embroidered and Oriental

types will be good. There is a decided feeling for

Mechlin and Malines laces. Paris is talking Chan-
tilly, Alencon, and Milan laces, and also laces in

combination effects. The flounced skirt is the new
note and flounces are applied just above the knee,

giving the outline that is full at that point. Lace

flounces are to be used for tunics and drapery effects.

The vogue of nets is already a strong one, and
nets are hard to keep in stock. Manufacturers of

waists and dresses are using quantities of net. At

present the majority of yokes are made of plain net.

and nets are extensively used for waists. Evening and
party gowns are of net. combined with lace and
chiffon, and lace gowns have net foundations.

Top row 'left)—Pan-
nier shaped mesh bag
with carved frame ami
stripe as ornament of

gold and pearl. Shown
by F. D. Elliot Co.

Top row (right).—En-
velope bag of morocco
leather. This bag conies

in all novelty colors.

The fra^ie is inside and
there is a pocket at the
back. The lining is of

white cord silk and
there is a flat change
purse and a mirror.

Shown by Flett,

Lowndes & Co.

M i d d 1 e — Novelty
change purse with cat 'a

head set with jeweled
eyes. Shown bv F. D.

Elliot Co.
Bottom row (left).

—

Novelty mesh bag with
carved frame and with
mesh of rings and dia-

mond shaped metal
plates. Two stripes of

pearls in gold settings

decorate the front.

Shown by F. D. El-

liot Co.
Bottom row (right).

—

Small shopping bag of
grain leather in two
colors. Shown bv Flett.

Lowndes & Co.
'
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TT/'E have just completed shipping
* * Fall orders which were placed

in advance by hundreds of our cus-

tomers who recognize what "Novelty
Import" values and designs mean

—

quick sales and better profits. If

you have not placed your advance
orders with us, see our lines of

Exclusive
Novelties

= for -

Autumn
which our salesmen are now showing
for immediate delivery.

Your first purchase will start your de-

partment on a new road of prosperity,

which you will realize when you com-
pare "Novelty Import" values and
styles with all other lines.

Call and see us when in the city this

Fall.

Novelty Import Company
The Lace and Veiling House of Canada

76 BAY ST., TORONTO
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Embroideries Still in Vogue
Lingerie gowns are again fashion-
able—Flounced gowns of embroid-
ered organdy and sheer batiste
worn at the Paris races—Embroid-
ered flouncings on softest shades
of blue and rose chiffon are selling.

THERE is no concealing of the fact that embroider-

ies as a dress trimming have had very little call dur-

ing the coming season, and that their use has been

almost entirely confined to providing trimming for

lingerie and other staple purposes. The wheel of

fashion is always changing and the fact that embroi-

deries are coming into vogue again is vouched for by
the latest news from Paris. The June races saw the

leading model houses putting out lingerie gowns,

and the embroideries used in their make-up were of

a new type. These new embroideries are worked on

organdy muslin and the softest and sheerest of ba-

tistes, voiles, and crepes, the aim being to produce an

embroidery that will fall softly and drape in soft

graceful folds. Should the use of embroideries

materialize, a definite change in the situation will

come about.

For the Fall season, embroidered flouncings

worked on the softest shades of blue and rose chiffon

and silk voile are selling. These come in wide
flouncings and will be used for tunics and for drap-

eries over gowns of satin and charmeuse.

James Morgan, senior member of the firm of

Henry Morgan & Co., Montreal, is about to give a

holiday trip to those of the firm's employes who
occupied positions with the house when the busi-

ness was transferred from Victoria Square to the

present store on St. Catharine's street. Some time ago
Mr. Morgan purchased a very fine property in Ber-

muda, and it is at this place that the twenty-one
employes will spend a fortnight as the guests of

their generous employer. When Hy. Morgan & Co.

moved to their present premises about twenty-three

years ago they had 300 hands, and of this number
twenty-five are still connected with the establish-

ment, but as four of them are in Europe as buyers

for the house, only twenty-one will take part in the

Bermuda trip. The firm at present employs about

fifteen hundred hands.

Tassels, cabochons and ornaments

are to be much used. Some higb

novelties in tassels, shown by the

Sterling Lace and Novelty Co.
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P. C. CORSETS
Have you ever really
tried to make your
Corset Department up-
to-date? You know
how particular the
Modern Woman is in

the way of style and
taste. Whv not meet
t h e GROWING DE-
MAND FOR BETTER
CORSETS, and make
the Corset Department
the Big Feature of
your Store?

We have interested the
leading merchants all

over Canada in this
1, and would

like to help you de-
velop the Corset branch
of your business into
your Best Paying De-
partr

Save your 407r duty on
importations and stock
the famous P. C. COR-
SEST—a better and as
stylish a garment.

Just what your customers

have been looking for

Accordion

Plaitings,

Hemstitching,

Plaited Skirts,

Covered Buttons

Take advantage of the in-

creasing demand for this

work and turn enquiries

into orders by being our
exclusive agent for your
town. With little or no ex-

penditure, hund reds of

wide-awake Canadian mer-
chants have made large pro-

fits. Why not you?

Our display card in your
window or store will insure

you a constant demand.

Don't let /our competitor
get this service for his

store. Write to-day for dis-

play card and prices.

TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO.

600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

DEPOSE

Pewny's
Kid Gloves

We are Agents for this famous Glove and
carry a full stock at all times. The demand,
constantly increasing, testifies to their ex-

cellence.

They are manufactured in GRENOBLE,
France by experts in the Glove business.

A guarantee of satisfaction accompanies

every pair you sell.

You can confidently recommend them to

your customers.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Agents for Canada
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS

OMOl
No Radical Departures in Fur Styles

THESE ARE the

days when the sublime

faith of the fur dealer

is being subjected to a

withering test. When
the man about town is

puffing in his shirt

sleeves and "humidity"

is the Weather Man's excuse as we upbraid bin

cause he will not make his official mercurial record

reach that point in the nineties we feel it should—

to coincide with our heated

blood—then it is we admire

the man whose poise is not

upset as he handles lovingly

the wintry coats and muffs

and stoles and ties and tells

von he is unafraid.

Shorter lengths seem to be favored, al-

though some longer models are being
shown— Cutaway lines are strong—Nov-
elties in muffs— Elaborate stoles are

seen—It is not anticipated that any
shrinkage in priees will be seen.

>e- able question that you

•'Furs down

He shakes hi

this year?'
7

i head and

smiles a confident smile.

"Not one iota." "Are you

one of those who thought

they would? Did you hold

off in your spring buying

thinking there would be a

slump?" Not a bit of it. So

long as Europe calls for

them, hungrily, they cannot

slump. And some will even

be higher than last year.

That is the natural evolution

in furdom."

Yes, he says, sale- were

rather off in spring. You

see, lasl season was 'had in

some ways, and men were

caught with bigger stocks on

their hands than usual. So

they bought lightly. Then

there was the other class

mentioned before, who class-

ed furs in the milder sec-

tions of the country as ex-

travagances that ill-befitted a

tight money period. But al-

i tdy prospects are brighten-

ing and orders to com-

plete deficits in Spring-

stocking are beginning

to come in.

Will the breeding of

black foxes have any ef-

fect on the fur market

in Canada? is a reason-

t to the fur dealer.

With his real business at the tips of his fingers,

ms to pause a moment as if this were a question

he had not considered. As.

indeed, he had not. Black

fox prices do not worry

many Canadian dealers.

They tell you the ordinary

•'black fox" in stoles could

not be distinguished from the

red variety when he was

alive. A dye. not death,

changed his hue.

No. real black foxes cost

too much for every day trade.

Xew York is the mecca for

most of these skins in

America, and even Xew York
-ends them on to Europe. If

a Canadian wants a set of

Mack fox furs he gives

his order far in advance, and

generally the firm cable.- for

-kins. May be three -kins

come back at about $5,000

apiece, though some speci-

mens come for less. So for

$15,000 or $20,000 a fine set

can be procured But it does

not pa\ to stock them. If

the breeding proves success-

ful, the price must drop:

that is the ordinary logic of

supply and demand.

Dismissing then this latest

hero of business romance,

what will be the more popu-

lar lines this season Persian

lamb will be amongst the
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TO Canadian Cloak and Garment Manufacturers, and the Cutting-up and
Millinery Trades: Greetings! Although the border separates geographical-

ly, there is no real line of separation between us. We can be of great aid

to each other. Your 25 per cent, preferential duty, so far as our creations are

concerned, is a good deal like a bogy man. It need not disturb you.

If you compare the quality, condition and landed vast of your European importations,

with the same factors in our shipments, the advantage will be found to lie in dealing with us.

Moreover, it will often be worth more than the 25% duty, for you to receive shipments prompt-
ly. Your orders will go from Shelton by rapid transit. You will sell the invoice, or cut up the

fabrics long before even "rush" European purchases could reach your port. The gain in time
over European importations will also make yon independent of Dame Fashion's changes. You
will not be caught with a stock of unsold goods.

We show examples of our Artificial Furs, and two of our inimitable RELIEF effects. We
manufacture the latter in a novel and effective manner, wholly different from embossing. These
RELIEF fabrics will wear much better than the embossed. They can not be found elsewhere.

The effects are on the order of Brocades and Matelasses, for which there will he a big demand.

Reading from left to right: Fig. 1 shows large dotted cited on seal Plush, with Balkan for collar. Fig. 2, Flower
hrorailrd effect on Seal Plush, with RKIJEF design. I'luxh Collar. Fit/. :i, Large and small inrerted Crescent design on
Seal Plush, with tipped colored plush for collar. Fig. 4, Persian design on Seal Plush, with Ermine for collar. Fig. 5,
Watered Moire effect on Seal Plush, with RELIEF Tipped Plush for Collar.

Shelton Artificial Furs are indispensable for your severe winters. They reproduce accurate-
ly the skins of 35 fur-bearing animals, have all their advantages, and some which real furs do not
possess. Garments made from Shelton Artificial Furs are not oppressively heavy, do not promote
undue perspiration, or predispose to colds, and cost very much less than those made from real pelts.

Our business experience of almost sixty years underlies everything bearing the Shelton
tag. Inquiries invited. It will pay you well to "do business with us.

Founded in 1854

395-401 Fourtl

Treasurer

Ave., at 28th St. New York
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leaders, with mink in good demand. Then there

will be a revival of the old-time favorites, beaver

and red fox. One reason assigned for this is the

rebellion of the public against imitation.

"Coon has been used to imitate sable: and

American opossum to replace coon, and there have

been imitations of lynx, and black cats have been

made over into black foxes, but it takes something of

Fur-lined coat showing the trend in length
and out.

an artist to imitate beaver and red fox." was an ex-

planation given of the revived fashion.

Alaska sable, of course, keeps up its popularity.

Fur men. uninfluenced by sentiment as to it- origin,

always have regarded it as one of the most useful

and satisfactory of fins, and the public, for the most

part, have followed the rapid increase of price. Mole

and ermine will also be good sellers, although ermine

unlike most of the others, shows an advance in price.

Leopard is also shown, with muffs to match.

The length of ladies' coats has been one of the

puzzling problems facing the manufacturers this

year. There appeared to be some revolt against the

extreme lengths of last season. 50, 52 and 54 inches.

Some picked on the other extreme, 36 inches : others

divided their stock pretty well between the two, and

a few have compromised at 42 to 44 inches, and now
are rejoicing at New York support in some plates re-

ceived a few days ago. These coats are sharply cut

away in front. They are quite loose at the" waist,

but tight around the hips. In fact they follow pretty

well a line sloping slightly in from the shoulders to

the bottom. The "semis" of last year are discarded.

Most of them are finished plain at the back and the

bottom. A few lines with kimona or "set in" sleeves

are shown, but the most are of regulation pattern.

One advantage, particularly this year, in the

shorter coat, is that it will be less expensive, a

a help in merchandizing. In a seal one that last

year would cost $1,000. the decrease on this account

would amount to nearly $200.

While most of the Persian lamb coats have col-

lars of the same material, one sample is shown with

sable collar. This is adapted chiefly for motoring as

it is soft and warmer than Persian lamb. For walk-

ing it would look rather heavy.

Fur lined motor coats follow last year's lines

pretty closely.

A handsome combination coat for street wear

and the theatre, is made of Hudson seal and lined

with fancy silk velours. This is reversible even to

the sets of buttons which are duplicated on each side.

The retail price would be about $500. Another
sample has the upper part of Australian opossum and
the lower of Hudson seal.

The most popular line in ladies' coats for the

Northwest this year will be of the old favorite, musk-
rat. This varies according to the quality of skin.

but an average one is being made to sell at $100.
"Not a cent more because it has frills," is the usual

Western practical attitude.

The West, as one manufacturer remarked, de-

mands a common sense coat, for the extreme cold

forces most people to wear them. Hence they are

prepared to discard the "fashionable" or fancy lines

of the East, and demand good but essentially heavy

heat-producing goods. Coon -kin coat- for men
have been the natural complement, but price* have

advanced so rapidly the last few year- that a serious

problem i- confronting the trade.

STYLE OF Ml ITS MODIFIED.

The style of muffs has been modified. The great

breadth of last year has been felt unsuited to the lack

of length. For this year the length is increased so

as to secure a square effect, or the width i- slightly

decreased. Either wav does, to avoid the contrast,
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Nor has the "open" style commended itself as

strongly as the designers thought. Most of the new

ones are closed, as they were in the olden days. The

demand for warmth would seem to have triumphed.

The pockets are retained in a small proportion, but

most are without.

The fashion in muffs this year so fax as the

choice of furs is concerned, goes to fancy, and even

fantastic lines. The plain article of a single fur

must give place to two. some of them in orderly

arrangement, the inside of one fur. and a trimming

of another, but often as not the inner one takes a

diagonal direction, as if it were cut on the bias.

Many of the combinations are novel and quite

handsome. Hudson seal with blue opossum : Per-

sian lamb and blue coon ; Persian lamb and sable.

Persian lamb and ermine, grey squirrel, monkey

trimmed, etc. Ermine and leopard make a bright

combination, and leopard running aslant, with

black monkey trimming will catch many a choice.

A particularly handsome one is an ermine run-

ning crosswise, with black fox trimming, and green

silk showing between the rows of the ermine.

For those who dislike contrast, bowcver. and

fail to appreciate the blends mentioned above, every

stock will contain the plain Persian Lamb, ermine.

mink and seal. Grey lamb, so popular a few years

ago, is still kept in stock, for a few who call for it.

chiefly in children's goods, but the use is confined,

dealers say. mainly to a section of Quebec province

east of the capital.

ELABORATE STOLES SEEX.

The style in stoles remains about the same, al-

though, following the American fashion, none will

be worn with one end thrown over the opposite

shoulder, and the other wrapped closely around the

form. Some of these are very elaborate, and rover

the whole front, as if replacing the coat, but the de-

mand in Canada does not appear so far to run in

this direction. Hudson seal in plain and shadow

effects, and mink and Persian lamb appear to be

the favorites. Many of the combinations seen in

the muffs are worked out in stoles also. The styles

include all varieties from those nearly full length

to those that come nearly to the waist. Most are deep

at the back. A mink stole of the latter style has tails

in the centre and a zig-zag effect on the bottom.

Heads and tails and passementerie trimmings will

be as popular as ever.

Ties are found in all the staple lines. A Persian

lamb sample has a flap on either side down the front

and ball trimmings. This style shows up particularly

w^ell in ermine. One butterfly tie, has one end pass-

ing through a fold as a fastener and going close to

the throat for warmth.

Model illustrating trend in fur

styles—The muff as shown promises

to be popular shape.

Altogether enough novelty will be found in the

season's showings to tempt many a customer even

under abnormal weather conditions such as prevailed

last year.
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New Styles in Hair Dressing Introduced
WITH MORE compli-

cated fashions in dress

comes a corresponding

change in the manner
of dressing the hair.

The simple style that

has been fashionable for

the past few years is

passing' and the hair is

Simple styles giving way to styles that

are high and full—The change favors
the sale of artificial hair and ornaments
—Pins, pendants and necklaces strong
—Novelties in art needlework— Bead-
ed trimmings strong—Tassels in big
vogue.

1 fuller and higher.

The height is towards the back rather than the front,

the front being arranged in a low pompadour, the

line suggesting the shape of some of the new hats.

This change has been coming about for some
time, and it is pretty certain that the new style will

lead for the coining Winter, as it is decidedly becom-
ing to the majority of faces.

The manufacturers of artificial hair and also of

hair ornaments will welcome the change as it is per-

fectly obvious that additional hair will have to be used

for the proper construction of this style of head dress-

ing. One of the most favored of the new styles shows

a large roll of hair extending from the forehead to

the nape of the neck with the hair at the sides waved
and drawn softly up to the roll at the sides. The
casque is still retained, but is is becoming higher

and in the new form additional hair is required. The
new hair dressing, it will be noted, is arranged with a

view to the wearing of the high collar as the hair is

drawn off the neck.

The new style is distinctly favorable to a more
extensive sale of combs, pins and hair ornaments.

Bandeaux will he important and. for evening-

wear, the linked, flex-

ible bandeaux, set with

Rhinestones and mock
jewels, will be good. The
metal part as a rule is in

platinum finish. Pearls

both natural and tinted

are in evidence. Aigret-

tes of marabout and ostrich and the more expensive

heron are posed either right in front or following the

line of the hair. Bandeaux of narrow bands of shell

set with Rhinestones are included in the list of nov-

elty effects. The new combs have a thick roll of shell

covering the band, and this is variously decorated

with Rhinestones. Pins are either square-headed or

in horse-shoe shape and the vogue of the Rhinestone

setting is still strong. The novelty in barrettes shows

a netting of shell. Pins and combs come in demi-

amber and this effect is considered decorative enough

without the addition of stones.

JEWELEKY LINE IMPORTANT.

The cheap jewelry line promises to be of great

importance this Fall. The fact that the neck is to

be hare and the corsage low. offers a big field for the

selling of necklaces and pendants. Necklaces of

pearl beads, jade, pink or white coral, crystal, amber,

and cherry red beads are to have a big vogue. In

the more expensive kinds come the strings of Indian

beads in soft Oriental colors. The platinum effect is

strong in pendants, and the pendants are both artis-

tic and handsome and are showing in the new art

Combs of novelty shapes shown by ideal Hair Goods Co.
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A tonic to your whole dress

shields trade

—

Helps your salesgirls and
your customers alike.

Dress Shields Chart

Display it at your
notion counter.

Sell more and bet-

ter Dress Shields.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co
Toronto, Canada
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effects and in Empire and Oriental designs, and are

both enameled and set with mock jewels.

Bar pins and brooches are of either platinum

effect or fire gold. The bars are long and slender, and

the lu-ooches are of the new art shape. Small pendants

are often attached and much use is made of enamel,

mock jewels and tinted pearls.

Fall lines in the art embroidery department are

about complete, and the assortment is a large one.

The rose rambler patterns, though the idea is not

new. are . appearing in new combinations. The
brilliant tints and the way in which the wood silks

pad up has led to a re-introduction of floral patterns

in natural designs and colors. Rose patterns always

sell, but are really not so pleasing as some of the other

effects, among which special mention may be made
of clover and fuchsia patterns. Not only are cushions

worked in these floral patterns, but table covers, run-

ners, centre-pieces, many kinds of bags, tie-racks,

ribbon holders, hair-receivers, and the many other

articles that are decorated with hand embroideries.

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.

Among Christmas novelties, bisque figures are

new, and the most attractive follow the form of the

mannequin dolls, only they are of pottery and have

some kind of basket or box which holds the velvet

covered pin-cushion. Fruit forms, such as pineapples,

bananas, strawberries are made of velour and

satin and form very pretty cushions. Cinderella

dolls rising out of a velour pumpkin, are something

new. A sectional pin-cushion with a small emery

cushion attached is both pretty and useful. Sectional

cushions are set into small shallow7 baskets of sweet

grass and some very elaborate cushions of delicately-

tinted satin are wreathed with chiffon flowers with

velvet centres. For the baby come heart-shaped

cushions divided into four with ribbons, and decor-

ated with ribbon bowr
s. The top half contains safety

pins and the bottom half the ordinary pins. Chiffon

and ribbon flowers are used to decorate handkerchief
• cases, veil and glove cases that are made of delicately

tinted silks.

Makers of leather bags have had to offset the attrac-

tiveness of the fabric bag by paying extra attention

to the novelty effects in leather. Fine grained lea-

thers, such as pin seal and morocco are used in high

colors, such as Nell rose, Callot blue, Russian and

Emerald green, brown, grey and tan shades. Fancy

grained leathers giving a two-toned effect are very

much liked and the pockets intended for the change

purse and vanity fittings are shirred in elastics to give

a richer effect to the linings, and moire and ribbed

silks are preferred to plain effects. The new bags are

medium-sized and flat and a feature is made of the

safety fastenings. Some safety catches have a lock

piece of metal that hinges over the catch, and other

models have the frame concealed under a flap that

is secured by a spring fastener at the side.

Novelty bags are of the pannier variety and hang

from the arm by a ribbon, the finish at the point

being cither fringe or a handsome tassel. These bags

are brought out in suede leather and in moire, and

also in beaded effects worked in Japanese and Chinese

patterns in rich harmonious tones. Mesh bags also

have taken on the new outline and show the fringed

and tasselled effect. The shaped frames are in

antique silver, richly carved, while the mesh which

is, showing the latest Par
Shown by Meal Hai

deas in hai

Goods Co.

ornaments.

ha> fancy plates in bright metal often with a band in

shell effect as a trimming. Small change purses ex-

hibit a high degree of artistic fancy. The one illus-

trated is typical, it is in the form of a cat's head with

eyes of green stone-.

The outlook is very bright for an extensive use

of novelties in colored beaded embroideries with the

designs mounted on sheer white or colored nets. Rich

trimmings of this class will be strongly featured, the

lead being taken by beaded novelties in Oriental

effects in duller tones, and floral patterns worked in

dec]' tinted pastel tones. Chinese and Japanese mot-

ifs in headed and embroidered effects promise to he

very fashionable. Not only will headed bands and

separable motifs be used but there will be a big sale

for beaded allovers for boleros, coatees and tunics.

Resides colored heads, silver and gold heads, crystals.

pearl-, both natural and tinted, and Rhinestones and

jet will enjoy a great vogue this season. Read band-

ings and lead motifs will be largely employed for

trimming tunics.
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Unseen—Naiad Protects

Time is the Test

with the

NAIAD
DRESS
SHIELD

It is the real test with any article worth
while.

The Naiad Shield value is unapproached
because it does not deteriorate with age

and fall to powder in the dress.

More—it is cleanly and out and out

hygienic and sanitary.

It can be sterilized after use by immersing
in boiling water for a few seconds and
pressed with a heated iron.

Guarantee with every pair

—Samples on application.

Wrinch, McLaren
& Company

Sole Canadian Manufacturers

77 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

First favourite with

ladies everywhere

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

{"The Grip That

Grips and
Never Slips")

for men as well

as women are ap-

preciated for their

super-quality.

Jlre you participating in the good results ?

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

FAIRE BRO? Co., Limited
Leicester, England

All Kinds of Buttons
We are extensive makers of buttons of all kinds. Our line

for Fall is far and away ahead of our previous best, and will

meet fashion's latest decree with "flying colors." Let us

send you a trial order. Give us an idea what your require-

ments will be.

Let us hear from you.

A. WEYERSTALL & CO.
TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates
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To Boost Bag Department Sales

New Patent

Frame Bag
(as illustrated)

in Moire Silk, all colors, at

$15.00 doz.; in Real Morocco.

black, tan, navy, and grey, at

$36.00 a doz.

A decided and practical

novelty.

German Silver

Mesh Bags
(unbreakable Mesh)

5 1 2 inch, ornamented frame

—$21.00 a doz.; 6-inch nar-

row assorted pattern frames,

special pendants — $24.00 a

doz.; 8-inch special heavy

ornamented frames in grey or

bright finish, $39.00 a doz.

Write for Sample*

HIBBERT & JASLOW
207 St. James St. Montreal

A GARDEN of BAGS

The New Duplex Style Pannier Bags.

Chic Draped Models. Reversible Bags.

Long Purse Effects.

Dainty, Fancy Linings. A Revel of Soft Materials.

Fittings in New Metals. Real Creations Throughout.

P. W. LAMBERT & COMPANY
Fancy Fabric and Leather Novelties

64-66 Lispenard St., New York
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S. D. Co. only few minutes from
Canadian Industrial Exhibition Grounds

UNION
DEPOT

SOUTH

Front Street

EXHIBITION
GROUNDS

Take Bathurst Car

£ Upon arrival at Union
«^* Depot take Bathurst car g3

& going west, transfer to £,

*H Queen car at Queen, go c

west tu Dowling Ave. pui
J5.

up at S. D. office (a few c/>

minutes' walk from Exhi- jT

bition grounds). n

if at Sunnyside depot,

take Queen car, going

east, to Dowling Ave.

King Street

Queen Street

Take Queen Ca

Sunny-
side
Depot

S.D. -*1

NORTH
SMITHDENTREMONT CO.. Ltd.

We extend a hearty invitation to you to call on us when, at Toronto Exhibition. Make our office

your headquarters. See our extensive range of Combs, Barrettes, Hair Ornaments, Fancy
Buckles, etc.

THE SMITH-D'ENTREMONT CO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

1475-1477 Queen West, Toronto

You Must Have Buttons!

Convert your Cloth, Silk and other waste

Cuttings into Covered Buttons by

The Turret Button

Machine

as used by the principal manu-
facturers throughout Great Britain.

Output 35 gross per day, and even-

button perfect.

BUTTON MOULDS
at Bed Rock Prices

The largest Dress Button Manu- tV^
facturers in Qreat Britain fi

The TURRET BUTTON Co., Limited

12-14 Westmoreland Place, City Road

LONDON N.

CABLES: Zoeform London Western Union A. B. C.
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DRESS GOODS AND FABRICS

Ratines andjCrepes Selling for Spring, 1914
RATINES maintain

their position as the

leading effects in cotton

novelties, and, even now
that the season is draw-

ing to a close, it is only

here and there that any

price concession is

made. Ratines stand first for the coming Spring and

the cutting-up houses and big importers have ahead)

placed orders for novelty effects in this cloth. 1 la-

tines are showing in a big variety of weaves and qual-

ities and in both white and solid colors. One new

feature is the introduction of checks. Checks are

strong in other lines and the fact that they are sell-

ing and are promising to increase their lead in dress

fabrics is responsible for their appearance in cotton

goods for Spring, 1914.

Crepes have made good this season, as the weaves

have been so improved that they wash perfectly, and

the fact that they as well as ratines require no iron-

ing are a strong factor in their favor. Crepes for

next Spring are showing in white and in solid colors

and in fancy stripe effects. More expensive lines

show printed floral patterns, and it is in this direc-

tion that the novelty development for the coming sea-

son is expected.

Voiles, both plain and printed are staple, and
white voile is again purchased for lingerie blouses

and dresses.

Organdy muslin has not been used for some time,

but is being revived, and it looks as though this ma-
terial would have to be included in the list of fabrics

for the coming Spring and Summer.

Silk and cotton crepes in solid colors, both in

plain cloths and in brocaded effects are big sellers for

the Fall season, and are showing for Spring selling in

an even bigger range. These crepes imitate as closely

as possible the much wanted crepe de chines, and

satisfy the trade that demands a novelty fabric at a

low price.

Poplins and piques are staple and have been

ordered freely by the cutters-up who make simple

and wash skirts.

Checks the novelty in ratine cloths-

increased their lead — Piques and

leading staples—

S

colors in plain and

Crepes have

poplins the

Ik. and cotton crepes in solid

brocaded effects are big sellers

The Silk Situation

THE SILK situation presents no new features. This

is inventory period both with the wholesale and retail

trade. Stocks are well cleaned up and buyers are

confident of the position of silk materials during the

coining season.

Fashion news from Paris, showing the materials

that have been most worn during the height of the

Paris season, has given additional strength to satin-

faced silks. Charmeuse is favored for the high class

trade, but soft finished satins are in a leading posi-

tion. This fact is adding to the selling strength of

messalines and higher prices are being asked for this

material. Manufacturers who specialize on dresses

are taking messalines in quantity for not only are

messaJine dresses selling in quantity, but this silk is

used extensively to combine with crepe and chiffon,

tulle and lace. For evening and afternoon wear,

light and transparent materials are combined with

lace and soft satin. Soft crepes, such as crepe tenta-

tion, and chiffons, are made up with lace and satin.

Crepe de chine is in particular request and may be

said to be staple at present. Manufacturers are mak-
ing ureat use of crepe meteor, as it unites the weave

of crepe with the popular satin finish. For evening

wear, preference is given to flowered crepes in Dres-

den colorings and designs, or to crepes with large

floral patterns brocaded with gold or silver threads.

Chiffon is used for draperies and the demand for

tulles and nets promises to be greater than the supply.

Brocades are confidently advocated, and are show-

ing in all silk materials. Crepes, satins and chiffons

show velvet and velour figures in solid color. Moires

(Continued on page 116)
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Rough Materials Still Lead
Solid colors and fancy weaves dom-
inate the Fall season—Plaids and
checks the novelties in fancies

—

Wool fabrics of nature similar to

eponge cloths and ratines are favor-
ed in both cloaking and suiting
weights.

FASHION still favors rough materials, and the

cloths that will dominate are of the warmth without

weight class. The remarkable success that has at-

tended the selling of sponge cloths and ratines in cot-

ton goods this Summer is placing wool fabrics of a

like nature in a leading place, and these fabrics are

favored both in cloaking and suiting weights. An-
other influence in the high placing of these materials

is that they are especially handsome in the rich colors

featured for the coming season. Not only are ratine

cloths selling, but ratine yarns are used to decorate

other fabrics, and are particularly used to produce

the brocaded patterns that are high style for the com-
ing fall.

Plain velours and cut cord velour cloths have sold

well as wool materials having a velvet finish are very

prominent. Brocaded effects are among the style

leaders for the coming season. Buyers are showing

interest in cheviots, particularly those cloths that

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

have a curled yarn finish. Pebble cheviots are also

being taken.

Serge is the leading staple, and also retains its

place, as the material from which smart tailor-mades

are developed. Both at Longchamps and Chantilly,

tailor-made suits correct and simple in cut and devel-

oped in serge were noted. The smartest have straight

cut jackets with slightly rounded basques with the

front opening over a waistcoat of striped silk. An-
other serge suit had the skirt draped up in front to

show the feet and the long straight-cut jacket open-

ing over a waistcoat of flowered linen. The sleeves

were very long and had turned back cuffs. Plaids

and checks show promise of further development

when once the season opens. Black and white checks

have sold well during the spring and checks, darker

shades as well as fancy plaids, will be featured among
dress novelties for the coming season. Novelties

having over-plaids of boucle yarn are included in

many collection-. —m—
The Silk Situation
(Continued from page 115)

will come in for a fair measure of favor. They are

showing in evening shades for gowns and wraps, and
also in deeper colors for afternoon wear. Silk ma-
telasses are showing in evening shades and in two-

tone effects for evening and for handsome afternoon

wraps.

Printed silks are doing well up to date, the Ori-

ental effects have sold freely, but for the novelty sea-

son new ideas chiefly in Moral patterns are being pro-

duced. The new printings come in softer and more

subdued colors. Printed silks are not only used for

trimming touches, but manufacturers of the better

class are making large use of them for lining wraps

and suit coats. Printed novelty materials are being

put forward for the vests which form so important a

feature in the new tailored models.

Buyers who feature novelties are interested in

plaids. The new plaids are chiefly in blue and green.

with over-plaids of white, yellow and red. Plaids

arc used for sashes, vests and other trimming pur-

poses. In the same class with plaids come Roman
stripes.

Kindly mention this

paper when writing

to advertisers.
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MONOPLANE

FLANNEL
A perfect woven wash flannel,

has the wearing qualities of flue

wool. Unlike wool, it will not

scratch or shrink.

For

PYJAMAS
NIGHT GOWNS
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
SHIRT WAISTS
SKIRTS
BOY'S BLOUSES
MEN'S SHIRTS

For

the HOME
the OFFICE
or OUTDOORS
MONOPLANE is without an

equal.

Dominion Textile Co.
LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

i
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"PERMO'' FINISH
(Regd.)

The " Permo " Finish is one of our latest novelties giving a result

previously unattainable in Dress Fabrics

Pieces treated by the " Permo " Process con-

tain no Cotton and, being made from the best

Wool and Mohair, have graceful draping pro-

perties, the lustre is permanent, the goods repel

dust, do not shrink or spot with rain, thus mak-

ng with their extremely attractive appearance

most perfect combination of usefulness and

beauty.

"Permo" Finished Fabrics of the latest styles

can be obtained in Black and all the newest

Colours in Plain or Fancy effects.

NO GUARANTEE WITHOUT STAMPS
Facsimiles of which are shown below.

(Setvedge stamp.)

*'£Ce44?t<7'

(Stamp at end of piece)

RIPLEY'S

Showcards in several styles, sent

free of charge on application to

leading Importers.

Fabrics dyed and finished by Branches of the B.D. A. are sold by leading Merchants throughout the

World. Patterns showing Finishes advertised on this page, and of many others, adaptable for all

purposes, with full particulars, can be had on application to. ~3 £«*8 — —

The BRADFORD DYERS' ASSO., Ltd., ?I 8^ 9
S
cEap^London

>.

'FASTOLITE "

(Regd.)

This dye which is fast to light has been recently introduced, and is applicable

to all wool Coatings and Dress Goods. The Colours do not rub and the

general result is a great advance on goods dyed by ordinary methods.

When buying, insist on seeing the

"Selvedge" and " end of piece"

stamps as shown herewith.

NONE GENUINE
WITHOUT.

(Selvedge Stamp.)

An exceptionally attractive and beautifully printed

showcard (in colours), 1 7^ in. deep by 1 3/4

in. wide, supplied free of all charge, on appli-

cation to leading importers.

C-^ Dye * Finish guaranteed by

The Bradford Dyers'Association Ltd

(Stawp at end of piece.)
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GRAND
PRIX

FRANCO-BRITISH

EXHIBITION. 1908

GRAND
PRIX

TURIN
EXHIBITI0N.I9II.

IT IS ESSENTIAL

WHEN BUYING YOUR COSTUME

VELVETEENS
THAT YOU SHOULD MAKE SURE
THEY ARE IN GUARANTEED FAST-

TO-RUBBING DYES.

ALWAYS INSIST ON GETTING

WORRALL'S
FAST DYES
THE DISCOVERY OF THESE DYES IS THE
RESULT OF YEARS OF EXPERIMENT,
AND HAS GIVEN TO VELVET QUITE A
NEW VALUE FOR COSTUMES & GOWNS.

IT WAS FOR THE EXCELLENCE OF THESE VELVETEENS, FOR COSTUME PURPOSES,
THAT THE

GRAND PRIX WAS AWARDED
TO J. & J. M. WORRALL LIMITED, BOTH AT THE FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION IN 1908,

AND AT TURIN IN 1911.

GRAND
PRIX

FRANCO-BRITISH
EXHIBITION, 1908

GRAND
PRIX

TURIN
EXHIBITI0N.I9II.
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" If we'd had our

' Cravenettes ' we

should have been

all right."

BUYERS OF SHOWERPROOFS SHOULD
ASK FOR THOSE HAVING THE

PROOF
Reg ? Trade Mark

The"CRAVENETTE" Co., Ltd., affix their \^r(jye/jU^
stamp only to such goods as are suitable y^' * —^
in quality for SHOWER-PROOF purposes

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE PRINCIPAL IMPORTERS

PROOFED BY
The -firawndk C° W

Facsimile of Stamp.

DUST-PROOF as well as SHOWER-PROOF

Therefore this stamp is a guarantee, not

only of SHOWER-PROOF properties, but

also of the QUALITY of the material.

IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY. PLEASE WRITE TO

The CRAVENETTE CO., LTD. w^6
, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE, ThTtS

id Booklets ma

PRIESTLEY'S DRESS FABRICS
DRESS GOODS with an enviable REPUTATION

Priestley has been supplying women of fashion for gen-

erations with weaves of Dress Goods to fill every want.

Every Season New Creations Appear. We are showing
amongst a large range of seasonable lines, their Jacquard
Cheviots, Freise Cheviots, Diagonal Cheviots, Whipcords,
Velour, Cotele, Bedfords, Friese Boucle.

PRIESTLEY'S SERGES are Standards the world over.

You will find in Priestley's range of samples the high-

est and latest creations in Dress Fabrics.

Sole Agents for Canada.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED - - MONTREAL
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Popularity Increasing Immensely

Thislis Your
Protection

PATENTED

An Exact Reproduction of Hand Made Lace

Manufactured solely by Birkin &, Co. Nottingham, England

Also Manufacturers of High Class Washing Valenciennes
and Exclusive Novelties in Dress Laces, Allover Nets, Etc.

Canadian Agent : A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

The most perfect re-

production of Hand-

made Goods. Un-

equalled for
" Strength, Beauty,

and Value."

LACE
CURTAINS
AND NETS

Pronounced by ex-

perts " The Aristoc-

racy of Window De-

coration."

N.B.—Our Mr. A. J. Burrows from Nottingham visits the Canadian retail trade twice a

year and a communication from you will ensure a call.

Sole Manufacturers :

T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Broadway, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND
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MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

CanadianWomen Have Money for Smart Hats
INDICATIONS for a

good millinery season

are very promising and

the trade is quite enthu-

siastic over the pros-

pects for the coming sea-

son. Once more it has

been demonstrated that

it is fashion, and not temporary financial condi-

tions, that make or mar a millinery season. Fashion

has been more favorable during the season just clos-

ing, largely because more trimmings were needed, and

there was more for the milliner to do than just sew

on a plume or stick-up.

The season opened early, and the early trade made
a feature of the small hat in brilliant colors. This

class of hat was unsuitable for summer wear, and a

wonderfully good mid-season business developed in

Panama hats. Though the flower trimmed Panama
made little or no impression, Panamas were ribbon

trimmed, and this fact has

served to clear stocks and

create a shortage in rib-

bons that will continue

through the early fall sea-

son.

Just at present the

smart woman is asking for

the hat of velvet and tulle

in all black, just touched

up by a flower in vivid

color. Late summer outing

hats in fine felts in white

and pale are also showing,

so that the milliner has had

a succession of salable no-

velties right through the

season with which to at-

tract customers.

The millinery section

of the dry goods trade has

felt the stringent condition

of the money market less

than any other branch and

this fact forms a valuable

comment on the nature of

the present money tight- Fail model shown by

The money stringency is not affecting

sales in the millinery business—Past
season has been an excellent one and
prospects for the Fall are of the best

—

Trimmings stocks have been pretty well

cleaned out.

ness. Women are less

prone to enter into

schemes of a speculative

nature than their mascu-

line competitors and in-

stead of buying real es-

tate have paid their bills

and met their trade obli-

gations. Consequently there is little complaint coming

from the millinery section.

Another significant fact has a bearing on the pre-

sent money shortage showing that is not of a nature

serious enough to be felt so deeply as to curtail the

buying powers of the woman who wants a new hat

sufficiently to make any appreciable difference to the

volume of trade. Business in the millinery section

may not have shown any expansion during the pass-

ing season, but it has not gone behind.

All this forms a happy augury for the season just

commencing, and taken together with the fact that

fashion is advancing along

lines that favor a reason-

able use of trimmings, and

the wearing of hats that

are real creations of the

millinery art rather than

of the shape and the fea-

ther manufacturer, means

that a good season can with

reasonable assurance be ex-

pected.

Generally speaking, the

crop prospects are of a

most re-assuring nature,

and a bountiful harvest

will further relieve the pre-

sent money situation.

Money will not go a beg-

ging, but it looks as though
conditions in Canada
would improve this fall.

In fact, the trade is confi-

dently expecting that con-

ditions will improve ma-
terially and is working
on that assumption. In

any case, prospects for a
brisk Fall season in mil-

linery are of the brightest.ourtesv of Debenbams
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The D. McCall Company, Ltd
IS THE PLACE TO STOP

Our Showing Commences

Monday, August 11th
and from that day on we will be prepared to

show the finest class of millinery and the

largest range that has ever been presented

in Toronto by any one house.

Come to the City when it is most convenient

to you and you will find us at your service

when you come. Our time is yours—make
your selections carefully and in comfort.

Our show rooms will be open to the trade

during the Exhibition, and a cordial invita-

tion is extended to all to make our place

your headquarters.

Look us up—94 Wellington St. West.

Just one minute from Union Depot.

The D. McCall Company, Ltd.

TORONTO
Winnipeg, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec, Vancouver
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Trimmings and Made Hats in Evidence
IDEAS are becoming
well advanced and the

situation in the mil-

linery world is becom-

ing more denned.

There is plenty of vari-

ety shown and indica-

tions point to the show-

ing of models that are decidedly extreme. There are,

however, plenty of models that are both new and

practical and, if wise discrimination is exercised,

nothing that is unsaleable need be stocked. Small

and medium-sized shapes built on simple graceful

lines are showing. The crowns are soft and often

formed of a drapery of the trimming. The chief fea-

ture of the later models is the high side flare and this

is accentuated by the manner of trimming and there

are special fancy feather effects designed to con-

inue this line. Many of the hats are on the Louis

XVI order and droop over the face in front having

the low crown and brim practically a continuation

of one line, and having the

high lifted flaring back

with the trimming massed

there. Soft moderately

full crowns are very dis-

tinctly featured and there

is a tendency towards high

rounded crowns that with

the brim recall the men's

hats of the Valois period.

Rembrandt tarns are still a

feature and a new idea is

to apply a full soft gather-

ed tarn crown to a sailor

shape. Hat brims are also

decorated with the soft

tam ruche. Some very

smart Continental shapes

are seen, particularly am-
ong the imported Paris

models. One imported by
a leading millinery house

was of paon plush soleil

—

a material that closely re-

sembles panne velvet. The
shape was a round close-

fitting model with a nar-

row drooping brim, and

the three-cornered shape

was given by the drapery

of black moire watered in

palm-leaf pattern. The
trimming on this hat was

a miniature palm tree in

ostrich.

Conditions are very favorable to a good
season—Shapes generally are small and
medium with soft crowns and much
bent narrow brims—The left side flare

a new feature—Soleil plush and short
napped plush prominent fabrics.

Fall

The plush soleil, and

the moire with the fig-

are formed by the water-

ing represent two of the

newest fabrics, panne

velvet will be used and

also much erect pile vel-

vet. The smooth, short-napped plush is one of the

most favored materials of the season. Even at this

early date fur is prominent. White fox, black fox,

Isabella, and grey fox are used in bands and in

fringe effects placed on either side of a heavy ribbon

band. Fur crowns are also good and fur bands and
girdl >s are much used.

Paris is greatly taken up at present with the but-

terfly motive and butterfly effects are much seen in

feathers. Posed right in front and laying over the

crown, a Paris model had two butterflies made of

riffle birds' feathers and ostrich. These butterflies

were attached to the ends

of slender stripped vniiils

which were bowed back

with their weight.

RIBBONS ARE IMPORTANT.

Ribbons are important,

and fancy ribbons are in

high favor. Fancies are

decidedly scarce, as the

manufacturers have been

busy with orders for the

late Summer trade. Wide
ribbons in all the weaves

are very much wanted,

particularly in moire, taf-

feta, faille and cord

weaves. The new cord

weaves are more on the

nature of heavy reps than

Ottomans.

DESIGNS IX NEW FANCIES.

The new fancies are

very rich in color and yet

are decidedly dark in tone

and the designs are along

Oriental and new art de-

signs. Rose designs are

very beautiful and are in

strong contrast to the weird

Howers that are the pro-

duction of the Futurist

ideas in art. Some good

Cubist patterns are show-

onstrati's the

tendency toward high trimmings. Shown
by Debenham's, Limited.
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When in the market

for this FalPs buying

Remember

to visit Room 20, 77 York Street

We will show special lines in

Flowers, Mounts, Hats, Velvets,

Plush and Ribbons

You'll save money
and get the right styles

One way to make money in your millinery department

is to save in buying. You do that by buying here.

Continental Jflanufacturers; ^pnotcate

Htmtteb

ROOM 20, 77 YORK STREET, TORONTO, ONT.
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ing, but for the most part Indian, Chinese, Japanese

and Persian patterns and colors rule. Plaids are

talked of for sashes, and as they are coming in silks

and dress fabrics, should have a place in millinery.

Novelty quills and quill effects will score heavily.

Stripped quills have any number of novel endings. A
quill effect may be formed of breast and topped with

coque or other fancy feathers. Among the novelties

is the palm tree, the trunk of which is of split braid-

ed together and the top of short ostrich, imitating

the branches of the tree.

It can hardly be said that natural wings are good

for the wings showing are so manufactured that they

take on square, triangular and butterfly forms.

"Wings are made up with breast in many forms

A neat Fall model, especially photographed for The Eeview.

and are shaped with a view to fit them for their par-

ticular place in the trimming scheme. Wings are

connected together by means of narrow bands of

breast and the popular Pocohontas band invariably

ends in a pair of wings. Wing effects are made to be

used in pairs, and the new palette effects are intend-

ed to be used in the same way.

Coque is expected to be good, and is seen chiefly

in tall aigrette effects in curled question mark effects.

Imitation aigrette, particularly those of vulture are

good and numidi is expected to take the place of

ospreys.

The time honored millinery opening that has

so long been such a marked feature in the

Toronto market will not be universal this

year, as about half of the Toronto millinery

firms are holding to the old custom, and

about the other half intend making no special

display For many years the big buyers have

been coming in before the openings, and each

season seems to be augmenting the ranks of

buyers who come into market at the earlier

dates Also it has got to be that the leading

stores hold their first openings at the same

date at which the big wholesale millinery

openings are held. This means that their

Imi/ ing is finished and they are out of the

market before the official opening takes

place.

This tendency is increasing each year, and

as so many of their best models are not only

sold, but shipped before the opening day, the

prms dissenting feel that they have not a

fairly representative collection of millinery to

show on the official opening day. The firms

who are to make no special opening this year

are D. McCall Co., Ltd., J. D. Ivey Co., Ltd.,

John C. Green Co., Ltd. These firms will be

ready for buyers by Aug. 11, and will show

patterns and novelties, while buyers continue

in town.

Ostrich comes in such handsome and varied

forms that description is impossible and striking

ostrich novelties are one of the features of the earli-

est Paris mode'ls imported. Ostrich quills and plumes

have every imaginable twist and kink, but with all

these effects are very handsome. Full-headed French

curled plumes are very much used.

Another novelty is the aigrette effects in peacock.

There is little left to remind one of the natural fea-

ther for peacock comes in all colors and combina-

tions. Goura, paradise and osprey are strong in ex-

pensive millinery.

The colors as seen on the imported hats, while

vivid and rich, are decidedly dark, but these dark

shades are combined and enlivened with richer

colors, thus tete de negre is combined with paon,

terra-cotta or cerise, black with mossy emerald, or

gold and taupe with deep rose pink.
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Gage Brothers <3& Company—Chicago
Producers $f Correct Millinery*

New York Headquarters, ' - 11 W. 32nd St.

i
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This TRADE MARK \WM [ \-4M [/! Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees of *he first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

QI ' I/" Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

OIIjIV Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alenco n Nets.

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

stock cakr.ed'a_ b FiSHER) 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain

valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Many
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.
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D .B .Fisk &-Company
NewYork <225 North Wabash Ave. St. Louis.

QgWestSo'-'St CHICAGO 1013 Washington Ave
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

AN INTERESTING EXHIBIT.

Buyers visiting' Montreal will find

much to interest them in the show-

rooms of Gebr. Riegel & Langer, 319-

322 Kings Hall Building, St. Cath-

erine St., west. The Canadian

branch of the business is in charge

of H. H. and J. C. Winder and is run

in conjunction with the London house

of Winder & Co.

Although they have only been es-

tablished in the Canadian offices for

ahout three months, they are already

becoming known as importers of the

highest class fashion requisites, such

as model gowns, Viennese flowers and

montures, model feathers, laces, mil-

linery and novelties for exclusive

wear.

H. H. Winder has just returned

from Europe and J. C. Winder is now
on the other side. Novelties express-

ing the thoughts of fashion are now
arriving and on exhibition. In their

laee collection they only cany in

stock the newest designs as applied

to the model dresses and when they

receive a model showing lace or trim-

mum' they always receive with that

modeb a stock of the lace that is

used. J. C. Winder now being in

Europe, is on the lookout for any

models that appear in Paris or

Vienna having lace or trimming em-

ployed in their creation, and imme-

diately the markets are searched by

him in order that the Canadian

trade may receive the exact articles

simultaneously with Paris.

@
RELIANCE KNITTING COMPANY

BRANCHING OUT.

The Reliance Knitting Co., Ltd., of

Toronto, have for some time been

known to retailers as the producers of

exceptional values in sweater coats.

This firm has now been manufactur-

ing these goods for almost a decade,

and their productions have found a

speedy way into merchants' stocks

through the medium of the jobber.

The retailer is now going to have

an opportunity of obtaining the pro-

duct of this firms' manufacture di-

rect from the makers' machines.

The business has been branching

out remarkably during recent years,

but until the present time has mar-

keted its goods only through the job-

ber. Now it has branched out and

will sell directly to the retailer, be-

ing in a better position to cope with

their demands.

This will be a great advantage for

both the buyer and the seller and

those who have handled their pro-

ducts will be pleased to know that

the business has grown to such an ex-

tent that this is possible.

This firm is also branching out on

another venture. They have recent re-

purchased a new underwear plant for

the manufacture of men's ribbed

union suits, shirts, and drawers. The

machinery will shortly be installed

and it is expected the plant will be in

full operation some time during the

present year.

A complete range of underwear

samples of this class will be ready

for buyers ' inspection about Uecem-
ber.

The progressiveness of the concern

is indeed worthy of comment. In

consideration of the firm's past

record and management, it will not

be surprising to see an underwear

business of considerable magnitude

built up in a short time.

RAPID GROWTH OF THOMAS
WATERHOUSE CO.

"One of the mills that is making
great progress in the knitting is the

Thos. Waterhouse Co. Ltd., of Inger-

soll, who manufacture the Maple
Leaf brand and also the famous
brand known as Dr. Neff's Sanitary

Underwear. The growth of this firm

is something wonderful; they start-

ed some six years ago manufacturing

one line of underwear and have in-

creased their plant more than five

times the capacity it was then and
are still unable to fill orders for the

above brands of underwear."

The Review is now giving a service== =====
s
with its two issues each

month that is impossible with a monthly paper.

You will always find the news first in "The
Review." The paper that does things.

TWO CENTS PER WORD
You can talk across the continent for two cents per word with a WANT AD. in this paper.
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FOUNTAIN AIR BRUSH
Model A Price $20.00

The Standard Air Brush of the World

Show-Card Writers and 'Window-Trimmers
cannot afford to be without one.

Send for Catalogue C-79.

Thayer & Chandler, Chicago

i^vNE inch space in this

Department will cost

you $25 for 12 insertions.

TOYS
Bins Bros., Nuremburg

SEE THEM AT
381 FOURTH AVENUE

New York City

mechanical andRailroads,
signals, etc.

i '(instructing sets, steam engines and
attachments; ocean liners and war
boats, automobiles, steam rollers, mov-
ing picture machines, post card pro-
jectors, toy ranges that really '-jok.

?hen sets, un-

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry 6oods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers. Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago, 111.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENCIES WANTED
ENGLISH FIRM OF MANUFACTURERS OF
Hair, Hair Goods, Hair Nets, as used by high-
class hair-dressers and stores, desire to ar-
range a Canadian agency on commission with
established sound house who has a good con-
nection in the trade for Toronto, Montreal and
district. Arrangement for stock to be kept in

Canada would be made. For further particu-
lars, write to Box 97, Dry Goods Review, 88
Fleet Street, London, England.

EXPERIENCED SALESMAN WANTS GOOD
line of dry goods or men's furnishings en
salary or commission. Address J. J. T., Dry
Goods Review, Toronto.

FOR SALE
FRESH, CLEAN, STOCK OF ;HOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings In growing
village of Courtright on St. Clair River. Write
J. T. Locke, The Ark, Corunna, Out., for in-
formation.

MISCELLANEOUS
TURNER'S NATURAL COTTON BOLLS FOR
decorations and souvenirs are unexcelled.

Write for booklet and reduced prices. Samples
postpaid, dozen, 40c; half dozen, 20c; 2 for 10c.

James H. Turner. The Cotton Boll Man, Car-

rollton, Georgia, U.S.A.

ORDERS WANTED

WANTED—ORDERS FOR FINEST HAND-
made Irish Crochet Laces, Insertions, Picot-

edges, Beadings, Motifs, Collars, Yokes,
D'Oyles, etc. M. Hughes, Scotch Street Bridge,

Armagh, Ireland.

Every Ambitious Merchant

SHOULD
READ

SALES

iPLANS

A collection of

three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting busi-

ness, including-

a

great variety of

practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICE $2.50

Sent postpaid only on receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO

"TO MANUFACTURERS"
Live Agents desire lines for wholesale dry goods trade.

Many years' experience and a thorough knowledge of the field.

Cover regularly Winnipeg and the West.

R. D. FRASER
303 Ryan Commercial Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Kindly mention

this paper
when writing

ad ver t isers.

Two Cents Per Word
You can talk across the continent for

two cents per word with a WANT AD.
in this paper.
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Take Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —"—

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE .
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Ladies' Home
Journal Patterns

are like a friend who has visited the arbi-

ters of fashion and comes into your home

with the latest verdict. The only differ-

ence is that no human friend could bring

you so much accurate news, so often —
once every week.

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
New York
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Does it Pay?
Does it pay to advertise on pro-

grammes, church calendars and so

forth?

A vast amount of money is still

spent in Canada in the course of a

year on such forms of advertising.

Are the returns from such adver-
tising worth while?

For the best practical replies to

these questions The Review will

pay from $2 to $5 each.

All replies must be in by Septem-
ber 15. Address Editor, Dry Goods
Review, 143 University Avenue,
Toronto.

n
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Sherwood Store Planned on Original Lines
A DECIDEDLY hand-

some and unique build-

ing is the new store of

the C. W. Sherwood Co.

at Regina, now in

course of completion. It

will be ready for the

formal opening by
October 1.

The accompanying illustration gives a good idea

of the construction of the building. It was planned

and carried out according to approved principles of

modern store construction, the double purpose being-

followed of making an attractive building and hav-

ing the best possible facilities for lighting and ven-

tilating. Both objects have been attained in fullest

measure. The building is unusually attractive in

appearance. That it will be well lighted and venti-

lated is quite apparent. Each floor will be flooded

with light from all sides.

The store is unusually well equipped with show

windows. The picture does not give an adequate idea

of the real size of the windows which are both large

and well equipped. They have unusual height and
depth.

SHOWCASES PLACED DIAGONALLY.

A number of original plans have been followed

out in the ground floor plan. As there are two

It will be ready for occupancy by
October 1—Designed to give maximum
facilities for lighting and ventilation

—

Showcases placed diagonally on main
floor to give aisle between entrances

—

A list of managers.

main entrances on ad-

joining sides, an aisle

has been run from one

entrance to the other

diagonally across the

store. To make this

possible the show cases

have also been placed in

a diagonal direction in the corner of the store lying

between the entrances.

The various departments are placed as follows:

Basement—Hardware, china, toys, trunks,

leather goods, electrical goods.

Ground floor—Men's furnishings and clothing,

drugs, smallware, dress goods.

First floor—Ladies ready-to-wear, millinery,

housefurnishings.

Second floor—Groceries, meats, bakery, lunch

room.

Third floor—furniture.

DEPARTMENT MANAGERS.

The managers of the new store will be as fol-

lows:

A. M. Bunt, store manager, formerly with Mc-

Kinnon's, Ltd., Weyburn, Sask.

E. II. Beaford, advertising manager, formerly

with the Stewart Dry Goods Co., Louisville. Ky.

Continued on page 14.)

A view of the splendid new store of C. W. Sherwood Co., Regina.

2



Sales Concentrated on Individual Lines

A DRY GOODS store

in a town or city

bordering on the United

States possesses advant-

ages and disadvantages

from its location that do

not enter into consider-

ation of the more in-

land merchant.

It is the customs duties, of course, that make all

the difference.

It needs only a glance at the windows or inside

of the store of a wideawake merchant who is after

"American trade" to see the lines which have a

special drawing value. He has it over his competitor

across the border in woolen goods, underwear, sweat-

ers, and so forth. He will do a thriving business in

linens too, in laces, embroidery, etc. And generally

speaking, in imported goods where the "preference"

gives him the cut in cost that means a cut in

selling price. His sales are up just because many

of his customers have a dislike to making confidantes

of the customs officers. Niagara Falls and Windsor

are points in question.

Then again there are the disadvantages: where

Canadians take trips and are quite as unfriendly to

their own customs men.

To the home merchant,

home business is held still

more valuable, and there

is a variety of opinions as

to how this can best be

won. There is one

merchant to whose success-

ful methods The Review

will refer in a later issue,

who has no faith in sales.

There is another store,

opened recently, that pur-

sues an opposite policy,

Northcott's. It is farther

up the street, and as it has

two competitors nearer the

border naturally counts on

less business from visitors

and transients. It is the

home trade this firm is

after. The head, B. L.

Northcott, spent 30 years

in a Toronto wholesale

firm, latterly as buyer; the

son had fifteen years' expe-

rience with the same
house. They opened up

Successful methods pursued by
Northcote's, Niagara Falls—Sales

are held regularly, only one line be-

ing featured— Newspaper space

has been used to advantage—The
sales have proven uniformly suc-

cessful.

with a large stock, more
than double what the

only available premises

could hold on one floor,

and were forced to do

business in the base-

ment as well. Soon they
will have larger quarters

in a new building that is under way : large windows
too, for that window display is one of the strong

elements in salesmanship, is a deep-rooted theory of

father and son.

Their main reliance in drawing custom to the
new undertaking, however, is in "bargain" sales

—

rather a novelty in the Falls. Liberal use is made of

local papers, and where the nature of the goods and
the prices will appeal, they advertise in the press

of Niagara Falls, New York.

Their bargains are usually limited to a single

it may be table napkins, or duchesse char-line :

<Mr@k&fr£)

THIS WEEK SPECIAL SILK SALE

Duchesse Charmeuse
40 inches wide

69c yd.
Colors—Ivory, sky. pink, Copenhagen,

navy, grey, biscuit, etc., etc.

Pure Silk French Cluiion.
42 inches wide, per yard

Suitable for Veiling Silk Ore

B. L. Northcott
Gay Block, Queen Street, Niagara Falls. Ont.

meuse, or French and English dress serges, or um-
brellas, or towels and towelling, or dress goods gen-
erally. All of these have done duty in the last few
weeks, and on each occasion the advertisement has
been limited to the single line, and the window has
hacked it up with a striking display.

Not a failure has resulted, in so far as increasing

sales in that line, and

^ drawing in new customers,

that might be good for

future orders,.

Concentration is suc-

ceeding.

Not only are the win-

dows utilized to push par-

ticular lines, but show

cases inside the store. The
firm desired to increase

sales of baby's goods, and

fitted up a display in

which a large doll attract-

ed attention to the dresses

and coats, and shoes and

bibs and stockings. Even

the needs of the bath were

not forgotten, in a tiny

sponge and delicate cake

of soap.

High up on one wall of

the building outside is

painted the title: North-

cott's — "The Ladies'

Store."

50c
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Good Year Ahead for Display

THE MEMBERS of the Canadian Window Trim-

mers' Association deserve congratulations over the

outcome of their recent convention. Under super-

ficial conditions that were not all encouraging they

reached a decision that cannot fail to strengthen

the whole organization in the upbuilding process

that has been begun with energy and confidence by

the new executive, with the support of so many of

the members. It was recognized instinctively that an

amalgamation with the national organization would

be suicidal to the Canadian Association for many
years to come. The merging of its identity in the

larger body could not fail to retard the growth in

Canada of a proper appreciation by the merchants

themselves of the important place occupied by the

window trimmer in the successful merchandizing of

their goods. It could not fail to throw into the back-

ground if not prevent entirely the discussion of prob-

lems peculiar to Canadians. It could not fail to

weaken the esprit de corps that invariably depends

for strength on a limited membership. The Cana-

dian Window Trimmers' Association, if we mistake

not, will justify within a single year its right to work

out its own individuality.

To Mr. Nowak and Mr. Hess, whose helpfulness

and willingness were equally in evidence, the thanks

of the organization are due in an unusual degree.

The Review wishes for the C.W.T.A. on entering

its third year a strengthening of its membership and

a widening of its service to the window trimmers of

Canada, and pledges its own support to the full to

back up the loyal executive that is at work already

on plans for a splendid convention in 1014.

@—
Attend the Canadian National

THE GREAT Canadian National Exhibition opens

in Toronto on Saturday, August 23, and lasts until

September 8. This event has developed into the

greatest annual exhibition on the globe, and it is

a great privilege—to those who have the oppor-

tunity—to attend it.

In this age we live to learn. The more we know
and the better we utilize the knowledge at our com-
mand, the greater will be the pleasure derived from
the work we have set out to do. Someone has stated

in epigrammatic language that "the more we learn

the less we know." And it is a fact sometimes that

when people see the greatness of things at such an
exhibition as the Canadian National they realize the

smallness of the local sphere around which things

have been revolving for them.

Dry Goods Review urges as many members of

the trade in Canada as possible to attend thi- ex-

hibition. The exhibits by manufacturers of goods

the trade handle will alone be worth a great deal. If.

therefore, holidays have not yet been had it would
lie a profitable outing to attend the Canadian
National Exhibition this year.

Handling Quality Goods
A CERTAIN hardwarenian doing business in a small

town has never pushed the sale of cheap lines. There
is a considerable amount of cheap business done in

the town but he does not get any of it. That part

of tlie trade lie has allowed others to monopolize

and he himself gets what might he termed the quality

trade. He finds that there is enough demand for

the better class of goods to keep him busy supply-

ing it.

If this dealer can afford to ignore the demand for

cheap lines, there is no excuse for the many who.

though more favorably situated, still push the sale

of cheap lines in preference to quality goods. It i<

not intended to say that hardwaremen should ab-

solutely eschew the handling of goods of a cheap

grade. This would not only he poor policy from the

standpoint of the dealer but would also be a hard-

ship on the public; for there always will be a cer-

tain demand for low-priced goods which must be

satisiied. The example of the dealer in question can

be accepted as proof, however, that it pays to in-

cline the policy of the store toward the featuring of

quality goods, carrying the cheap grades as a

necessary side line.
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Saskatchewan Crop Estimate

IT IS NOW practically assured that the West will

come forth with a great yield of grain this year.

Writing from Creelman, Sask., a western correspond-

ent of this paper says that the Saskatchewan crops

are exceedingly good taken as a whole, and that an

optimistic feeling among the people is rapidly

growing.

He has forwarded an estimate of the yield of

grain in Saskatchewan, compiled by the Provincial

Department of Agriculture. This estimate and com-

parison with last year's yield is as folllows

:

Bushels. Bushels.

1913. 1912.

Wheat. 125,557,014 107,167,700 18,389,314

Oats. . . 121435,630 107,619,948 13,815,682

Barley. 10,137,897 8,319,584 1,816,313

Blax... 13,539,819 14,171,214 (dec.) 631,269

Total.. 270,670,459 237,278,446 33,392,013

This shows that altogether the yield this year in

Saskatchewan promises to be more than thirty-three

million bushels ahead of 1912.

The decrease in the flax is due to the small

acreage of that crop in the province this year and
not to any failure in the production per acre.

The increase in the yield of wheat is ap-

proximately eighteen millions, in oats thirteen mil-

lions, and in barley two millions. The decrease in

the flax crop is slightly over half a million.

The government estimate is based on a yield of

twenty-two bushels to the acre for wheat; thirty-

three bushels for barley, and fourteen bushels for

(lax.

The following is the final statement of the num-
ber of acres of each grain under cultivation :

Wheat, 5,707,137 acres, an increase of 6 per

cent, over 1912.

Oats, 2,689,905 acres, an increase of 9 per cent,

over 1912.

Barley, 307,309 acres, an increase of 15 per cent.

over 1912.

Flax, 967,137 acres, a decrease of 17 per cent,

under last year.

According to the latest crop reports from the

correspondents of the department of agriculture,

harvesting will be general throughout the entire

province by August 20th. In the district in the

neighborhood of Maple Creek, Fifty per cent, of the

barley is already cut, and a fair quantity of the oats

and wheat. It is estimated that in the Regina dis-

trict the fifteenth of August will see the cutting of

wheat well under way. The crop in this district and

throughout the province is well up to the average

height, and during the past fortnight it has improved

greatly, though in the districts of Rosthern and

Humboldt the crop will be retarded to some extent

through the damage by hail storms.

The average yield for the provinces, as far as can

be determined from the reports of the correspond-

ents to date will be about twenty bushels to the acre,

a proportionate increase over last year.

Slight frosts have been recorded in the Wey-

burn district, though little damage of any kind

was done the crops. The weather during the past

few weeks has been excellent for ripening, and it.

is believed that in a few cases the crops have ripened

too rapidly.

There is as yet no demand from the farmers for

harvest labor, but it is expected that the first ap-

plications will come in within a few days.

flh

The Value of Service

SOME MERCHANTS do not appreciate to the

fullest the value of a reputation for service. The

other day a hardwareman lost a customer, who had

dealt with him for twenty years, on three successive

visits to the store he (the customer) had to wait for

ten minutes before a salesman approached him.

There is a dealer in a Western town who has built

up the largest priced sales staff in town and a motor

truck for delivery purposes. He gives the public

top-notch service. Another hardwareman in an

Ontario city, who has been in business for thirty

years, still has a large turnover, despite the fact that

he does no advertising and does not carry the latest

goods. He has a reputation for absolute fairness and

honesty and has always striven to give courteous

and efficient service. His reputation for service re-

deems to some extent his unprogressiveness in other

respects; in fact, it is what keeps his business in

the front rank.

It is an unfortunate circumstance that so many
merchants do not recognize the value of gaining a

reputation for service. Speaking generally of all

trades, the percentage who do endeavor to win the

esteem of the public in this way is surprisingly small.

In a great many city stores, the service given is

perfunctory and abrupt. A courteous attitude is

not deemed necessary ; and the attention given to

delivery is very scant. Where women congregate,

the trials of the shopper is a topic which occupies a

large part of their time.

A fact which many merchants have failed to

recognize is that a large percentage of people desire

good service more than low prices. They may deal

occasionally with the man who cuts prices, but the

man who is always courteous and looks after his

customers right will be the one they go to regularly.



Fur Styles Which Are Finding Favor
A TOUR of the whole-

salers and manufactur-

ing furriers formed the

subject of an article in

the last issue of The Re-

view. In this issue will

be presented some of

the novelties seen in the

largest retail houses, as well as the views held con-

cerning the tastes of the public to which they, al-

ready, have begun to cater in filling early orders for

late fall delivery.

It should be noted first of all that there is no

pessimism in regard to the demand for furs from the

public. In nearly every instance the large houses

have stocked up more heavily even than last year.

The general impression that they were left with a

serious holdover from the season before seems to

have little foundation. In the line of prices, as has

been pointed out, there is nothing to indicate a be-

lief that the public will be short of money. The
range of prices compared with last year shows little

variation. Perhaps in the mind of the Fashion Mas-

ter the decree for a shorter coat, a 40-inch in place

of the 50-54 of last winter, bore some relation to

the cost. But to offset this abnormal consideration,

is the fact that the demand for the longer coat

comes strongly from the retailers who have thus

gauged in advance the desires of their prospective

customers. Then again the 45-inch medium length

is more popular than the shorter line. When it comes

to prices generally there is no noticeable change. It

may be said that mink are cheaper, that seal and

ermine are higher, but the tendency with many of

the manufacturing houses who take orders as early

as February for the next season is to give a practical

guarantee that there will be no change of price

within the next twelve month, for their own pur-

chases of the raw article are usually sufficient to carry

them well into the season itself.

"When it comes to a question uf styles many
novelties will be found every year, the offspring of

the ingenuity of two continents. This year it may
be revealed in new combinations for trimming, and

in fancy linings. "Give me something different," is

an annual cry with a certain number of the small

proportion of human beings who are fortunate

enough to afford the change. They refuse the styles

of the year before. But the tendency of the vast

majority is conservative, quite apart from the weight

upon the inside lining of their pocket books. Furs

in a peculiar sense are a "thoroughbred" article

—

even some of the better class imitations. They can

stand alone without any "fixings." That is why so

A review of the lines being offered in

the large stores—Furriers have put in

heavy stocks, anticipating a good de-

mand — Little variation in range of

prices — Some extremely handsome
novelties shown.

many reject ornaments,

elaboration of any

kind, for furs are suffi-

cient unto themselves.

That is why a coat is

worn year after year,

and the long style will

always be popular as a

complete covering and shield ; that is why the stand-

ard styles grow into an honored old age. And so it

will be this year.

Hudson seal and Persian lamb retain all of their

popularity for coats. Leopard coats are more likely

to be seen in the windows as a novelty than a com-

mon feature of the stock. Some furriers are inclined

to discourage the development of public taste along

this line as there is a limit to the supply. Mole-

skin is also more of a window variety, while beaver

and muskrat are rather of the nature of staples that

will be disposed of to a definite number of customers

in northern and western sections. "With these furs

used for the bodies of the garments are an endless

variety of others for trimming, or combinations of

these.

Civet cat, Alaska sable and leopard are among the

popular trimmings with an affinity between Persian

Lamb and Baltic or Hudson seal. There is a good

demand also for squirrel and chinchilla.

The reversible coat will again have a fair sale.

It is made usually of Hudson seal or Persian Lamb
with brocaded silk lining. Indeed all the linings

are inclined to be of fancy design and brocaded silks

are the most popular.

For fur linings Hamster, muskrat and squirrel

will be commonly used.

Among the new models at Holt, Renfrew & Co.,

are the following:

Baltic or Hudson seal in 42 and 45-inch lengths

in smart designs.

Hudson seal, 50 inches long, with collar and

cuffs of chinchillla. lining of shot silk, with the body

part plain and the fronts and skirt draped with rat-

tail lacing.

A model which will be more popular in the

United States than in Canada is made entirely of

civet cat, 52 inches long, and sells at from $175 to

$250. Another of civet cat is relieved by a three-

inch trimming of Alaska sable which also goes

around the skirt. The cuff is deep and the sleeve

set in. The length is only 40 inches. There is no

collar.

Leopard coats promise to be quite popular. One

that will attract much attention is a beautifully soft

Chinese leopard cat coat with the spots much less
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accentuated than in the ordinary skin. This has a

collar of Alaska sable lying loosely on the coat ex-

cept for a small attachment at the back. It is 52

inches long and is sold at $350. Another with the

large spots has cutaway fronts and is lapped over

very widely, with the front cut on the bias. It is

trimmed with dyed plucked otter which also forms

the skirt ten inches wide. The lining is of brocade.

Plain Persian coats will be as good as ever, as

will Baltic or Hudson seal. These are being shown
in all the lengths, from 36 to 54. Both styles of

sleeve, the set-in and loose, will be /ound.

A handsome Persian lamb design that is attract-

ing attention has a dyed otter collar and a separate

skirt of the same. The lining of the skirt is of gold

braid. The coat is a cutaway, 45 inches long.

Another Persian coat has collar and cuffs and a

band across the waist all of Baltic seal. It is a semi-

loose with straight front and slightly tightened at

the hips. The lining is a fancy one with bands of

silk laced together.

In sets black fox will be as popular as ever. It is

made mostly in long straight effects, though the

shaped ones will be worn also. The prophecy that

mink would go off in public favor this winter turns

out to have been mistaken for it will have as great

a run as in past years. Many stoles are slightly

shaped with a two-strand effect.

In ties Persian lamb and mink will be most

used. For novelty furs, civet and Alaska sable,

leopard, Hudson seal, red fox, raccoon and ermine

have the call. White fox has some sale also, al-

though the price is up. Ermine is in the same posi-

tion as to cost, but mink will be found to have drop-

ped slightly. Lynx is selling fairly well at a little

lower price in black and natural.

In muffs as was stated in a preceding issue the ex-

treme shape that was fashionable last year has been

modified. The width lias been increased so that the

common shape this winter will be about 14 by 7

inches. The closed muff will far outsell the open.

The plain ends are pretty well discarded for a more
fancy one, a shirred pocket shape of silk, the shirring

running slightly over the outer edge. Pockets are

the exception. The old favorite pillow shapes will

cover the majority of makes this year.

The prices run from $50 to $150, while a $25
line is being made out of Summer skins.

One muff that looks out of the ordinary is of

black fox with the heads set at each of the lower

corners and the bushy tail projecting from the centre

down in front.

A fancy set of odd design consists of a muff of

Hudson Bay sable of ten skins draped on a bed of

brocaded silk velours. The skins are attached sep-

arately with the heads at the back of the muff. This

is worn with a twelve skin stole of the same fur, in

the two-strand pattern and fastened with cords. The

two are marked $1,150. This fur comes high and

yet a fair sale is expected. Pillow muffs run as high

as $1,000. A six-skinned fancy ruff sells at $425,

and a fancy stole that will be at the Exhibition will

bear a ticket labeled $2,150.

Copper sable will be found in similar styles and

for this too there is a steady demand that at least

warrants the stocking of this fur despite the fancy

prices.

The popularity of the mole skin was for the

most part the growth of last year. Some firms in

anticipation are doubling their stock. A good coat

full length will sell at about $165, although one

French model comes as high as $500. The muffs

run from $20 to $65, while stoles with straight effect

cost from $20 to $40.

In lined coats a green serge is shown with a square

shawl" collar and cuffs of opossum.

Some of the samples noticed in the stock of the

Sellers-Gough Fur Co., were as follows:

Coat of Hudson seal in loose semi-fitting style,

with a full animal collar and cuffs of black fox

;

fancy silk crochet buttons.

Hudson seal with collar and cuffs of Persian

Lamb, silk lining and cutaway.

Hudson seal with collar of lamb but cuffs of seal,

length 52 inches.

Persian Lamb with long roll collar down to the

waistline and much cutaway ; length 45 inches.

Black Russian pony, with roll collar, 52 inches

long.

Black Russian pony, long shawl collar and cuff

of black American opossum, semi-box style.

Black Russian pony, with extra wide shawl collar

of civet cat; large silk ornament in front and satin

lining.

Black Russian pony, with collar and cuffs of gold-

en beaver.

Hudson seal with short military collar of Per-

sian Lamb and square cut Persian Lamb front, and

cuffs of the same. This has pleated lining.

The old-time ulster coat of Russian pony with

modern shawl collar and let-in kimona sleeve and

lining of purple silk.

The stoles are inclined to be short, but carry all

the ornaments. One of mink of eight skins shows

seven tails in front and two heads at the back. An-

other of eight skins has a sailor collar with the skins

shaped at the back. Two heads and four tails hang

from each of the ends in front. Another has the

heads reversed back and front. A simple but popular

line has a square back finished with the heads and

fronts finished with tails and paws, four distinct

stripes showing.

Many have the cape style wide over the shoul-

ders Avith deep pointed back, and the fronts trimmed

with tails.

(Continued on paji'e 10)
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Good Sorting Season Expected in Fancy Lines
IT TAKES a season

like the one now clos-

ing to make the average

retailer realize the true

value of the fancy goods

section in the store.

Fancy lines are well

recognized as money
makers but in the season that is passing they have
furnished to many stores the means whereby a diffi-

cult period has been successfully tided over. Possibly

too because the buying this season, even for a section

has had to be carefully handled, these departments

have shown extra profit, and have inculcated the les-

son that careful buying is at the root of all success

in dry goods merchandising. There are articles that

are staple and which sell year in and year out, such

as needles, pins, hairpins, elastic and many others.

But even here there are retailers who miss their

way to paying profits. Many merchants do not look

for enough when buying these staple articles—they

take what is offered. Sometimes a little search would
reveal a better article at a lower price, or a better

article at the same price that is now paid. Profits

made on notions are large and sales though small

are numerous, and a properly run notion depart-

ment should be a big money maker.

In departments where novelties form the big bulk

of the stock a wise and safe rule is never to repeat

the article. No matter how big the demand has been

nor how often the article may be asked for. Re-

member stock left over is as a rule totally unsale-

Jet and Brilliants the New Feature in

Trimmings—Tassels, Cabochons, Orna-
ments and Bands All Selling—Frogs,
Cord Tassels and Braids in Big Demand
—The Semi-military Idea is Introduced
in Numerous Ways—Outlook is Bright
for Trimmings.

in in numbers and the

promise is that they will

be greatly interested in

the new goods.

The outlook is bright

indeed for the trim-

ming department for

fashion is in a sumpt-

uous and lavish mood. There is a very extensive

vogue for trimmings of many kinds. Jet has been

promised for two or three seasons, but now jet as a

trimming feature seems to have arrived. The con-

trast between the filmy materials now worn and the

jet ornaments, bandings, cabochons. tassels, etc., is

just on the lines in which present day fashion de-

signers delight. Narrow edgings, narrow and wide

bandings in exquisitively fine patterns, or in bold

handsome designs, the lines of which are emphasized

by the use of rhinestones, steel and crystal beads,

jewels and sequins, and also cabochons. tasselled and

drop ornaments of all kinds are showing in big

variety.

Tassels, ornaments, brooches, medallions and wide

and narrow bands worked out in pearls and bril-

liants, crystal and tinted beads.

Fashion is also favoring gold and antique silver

laces, particularly in braid and Bohemian patterns.

Detachable motifs worked out in gold or silver bands

arc also among the novelties.

In embroideries in the shape of hands and galoons

the Chinese and Japanese designs are the newest.

able and this left over stock can soon eat up the These are worked out in rich yet delicate colorings

profits made on the goods sold. Therefore it is a

very safe rule not to repeat but to buy something else

that is new and fresh in the place of the good selling

number.

Prospects are good for a better than average assort-

ing season. When first fall samples were shown there

was very little disposition on the part of buyers to

order ahead until the financial situation in Europe

had cleared somewhat. The end of the Balkan war

means an improvement in the money situation, and

taking the whole of Canada the reports from the

majority of centres would seem to indicate that the

crops this year are above the average. Therefore the

trade is looking forward to brisker business during

the coming fall. Buyers are now beginning to come

in quaint floral and conventional designs. These

embroideries are worked in silks enriched with metal

threads.

The semi-military fashions and the feeling for

Directoire modes are creating a feeling for frog-.

tassels and braids. Small frogs come with a single

loop and the larger ones carry cord chains and tas-

sels. Cord tassels are combined with chenille and

some of them are headed with flat cabochons. Large

motifs are worked out in fancy braids and some of

them have braid covered simulated buckles and are

intended as a finish to the back of the coat. Plain

and fancy braids are showing in big variety and the

newest have the picot edge.
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IdealHair Goods Company
Specialists in HAIR GOODS, HAIR ORNAMENTS, NOVELTIES, JEWELRY

Real
Novelties
Our stock of hair ornaments,

novelties and jewellry, show-

ing the latest Parisian ideai

in hair ornaments, souk of

which are here illustrated is

the most complete we have

ever shown to the trade.

Stock up now for Fall and

Christmas as some of these

lines will not last long-. You

will find it pays to buy

"Ideal" goods whether in

hair goods or novelties.

Ideal
Hair Nets

i he Leading seller in the hair

uoods department. See that

you are well stocked up with

this rapid seller.

Send lor one gross and get a

handsome glass top, oak
cabinet with metal parti-

tions. Can be either hung on

wall or stand on counter.

Price, $9.00 per gross, no

charge for cabinet.

We have nets ranging in

price from $1.75 to $48.00

per gross.

Visit us at our sample rooms
We will welcome any merchant or buyer at our sample rooms at any time. Drop in dur-

ing Exhibition and inspect our stock. You are under- no obligation to buy, but we want
to show you the best assortment of hair goods and novelties ever offered to the trade.

They will prove live sellers. Don't fail to visit us.

The Ideal hair goods co., Limited
Hair Goods, Hair Ornaments, Novelties, Etc.

77 YORK STREET, TORONTO 24^SS„K
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Bags are following the lines of the gowns and new
millinery and come in fanciful models. Pannier or

Pompadour bags come in every material and are

gathered in at the bottom and finished with an orna-

ment or tassel. Even the mesh bags are made in

this shape. The novelty in mesh bags is the new
weaving that gives elasticity to the bag and increases

its capacity. Another new feature makes such an

improvement and is so simple that the wonder is

Much more modified ideas are put out for gen-

eral selling. Plaid and flowered silks, moire and

panne velvets and soft satins are worked up into the

new girdles, and fringes, tassels and rosettes in con-

trasting colors are some of the new ideas featured.

The Canadian manufacturers are putting out

girdles in styles suited to the Canadian trade. These

girdles are less extreme, but are very attractive and

more than complete with imported lines in the ques-

Left: Pannier or pompadour bag. A
new feature is that one end of chain
is attached to each side, preventing
the bag from falling back when
opened.

Right: Elastic mesh bag. The part
below the frame will stretch several
inches, so great is the elasticity.

Shown by Sterling Lace & Noveltv
Co.

that it has not been used before. This is the fasten-

ing of the chain handle to each side of the frame so

that one side of the bag does not fall back when
opened. Pannier bags come in various soft leathers,

and in moire and striped silks. All the new bags are

furnished with mirror as well as change purse.

Metal vanity cases are going to be a big feature.

Cases a little larger than an ordinary watch are at-

tached to a metal chain. Expensive cases are of

sterling silver and the chain is made in the form of

beads. Square and oblong cases come in chased and

engraved metal, and the metal is also made in open

patterns backed by leather in the popular shades.

A novelty in vanity cases is all of leather and

opens Like a case. < >n one side is the mirror and

powder puff pocket, under which is placed a pocket

for visiting cards, while on the opposite half is

placed a celluloid writing pad, a bill pocket and a

change purse. The leather is of various kinds and

comes in all the fashionable colors.

After being dead for many seasons fashion has at

last consented to revive the belt and the girdle.

Every gown and many of the new suits need a girdle

to complete the effect and New York is showing belts

and girdles in big variety, not only in styles, but in

materials. The extreme mode shows the girdle en-

circling the waist and completely covering the hips

and tying with a knot or bow low down.

tion of price. This has been found to be an im-

portant item as when the price runs above a reason-

able figure buyers find that the silk and the ribbon

department is drawn upon for material and the high-

priced belt is copied. When the price is moderate

the department makes the sale.

Not only girdles, but belts are selling. At present

the demand is for patent leather belts and belts of

white kid. The high novelty in leather belts is the

wide belt that is the belt about 4 in. wide made of

Suede leather. This is in keeping with the new

velvet and pile fabrics. These suede belts come in all

the new colors and the buckle is covered with the

leather.

Fur Styles Which Are Finding Favor
(Continued from Page 7.)

The Alaska sable stoles are of simple design with

silk ornaments. Many are extra wide over the shoul-

ders.

The fox stoles are more elaborate, and are fin-

ished with full animal effect, heads, tails and paws.

These are found alike in pointed fox and red. One

pointed fox stole is of two-skin full animal style with

head crossed at back and finished with large ! eads,

tails and paws. A muff to match this is finished in

full animal style with large heads, tails and paws,

with soft silk linings and eiderdown bed.

10
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"JULIAN SALE" IS& LEATHER GOODS

VISIT OUR
SAMPLE
ROOMS

We specially invite the trade to visit our sample rooms on the

first floor in the "Julian Sale" Building where we are showing

a must complete line of "Julian Sale" travelling goods—leather

goods—leather and other novelties—a number of lines specially

chosen and imported for the coming holiday trade. Whether you

have any notion of placing an order with us or not, you are

welcome to make the sample room your business headquarters

while in the city. You can make all your appointments for

business or pleasure. Meet me at the "Julian Sale" Sample

Room.

THE JULIAN SALE LEATHER GOODS COMPANY, LIMITED
105 King Street West, Toronto
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You Must Have Buttons!

Convert your Cloth, Silk and other waste

Cuttings into Covered Buttons by

The Turret Button

Machine

as used by the principal rrranu

facturers throughout Great Britain.

Output 35 gross per day, and every

button perfect.

BUTTON MOULDS
at Bed Rock Prices

The largest Dress Button Manu-
{

facturers in Qreat {Britain t

The TURRET BUTTON Co., Limited

12-14 Westmoreland Place, City Road

LONDON N.

CABLES: Zoeform London Western Union A. B. C.
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS

Increased Business Reported in Carpets
A REVIEW of the

carpet trade sho w s

greatly increased busi-

ness so far this year

over the corresponding

eight months last year.

Although financial re-

ports have not been too

bright there is, nevertheless, a great spirit of optim-

ism amongsl the retailers in the East, and this view

seems to be based on a firm foundation. The West,

however, has not been so bright. Money has been

so much tied up that long dating was necessary on

goods. Of course the present outlook appears as

though wholesalers and manufacturers will have no

cause for fear on their delinquent accounts.

Business in the West was previously so booming

that it cannot be expected but that a little recession

would come some time, and now that it has come

and is passing over, Western business may be a

little more relied upon.

The popular colors of light and medium tones, of

brown have gained a very substantial position and

form an exceedingly effective finishing when carried

out with good taste and judgment.

Blues hold a popularity that is steadily gaining

and will be used considerably more in the paear

future. Heretofore they have been used mainly as

a relieving agent for the browns and tans, being a

color that is especially adapted for the purpose, but

recently they have been, to a great extent, gaining

the major place.

To sonic people the blue may seem too extreme

or too faddy, and although the more conservative

housefurnishev will receive it doubtfully, it will al-

most certainly have a big run before it dies out.

The Oriental patterns are the predominating!

effects and are made for the greater part in small

patterns. Some medallion designs are shown but

they are of small effects.

The Smyrna small vug or mat is increasing very

rapidly in demand. In fact, the demand exceeds (lie

supply by a great deal. When these died out some
years ago it was thought they had gone for a long-

while, but their return is coming much sooner than

was anticipated. The Axminster, Brussels and other

forms of mats have not given as complete satisfac-

Conditions have been very brisk in

kousefurmshings — Browns and blues

are very strong—Oriental patterns are
strongly in favor—Increased demand is

being shown for down comforters —
Popular patterns.

tion and the result is a

sudden demand for the

heavier an I reversible

rugs. The Smyrna,

being a rug that may
he made, m various

color combinations that

are easier to manufac-

ture than many other, has caused such tasty designs

to he produced that they must appeal to popular

taste*.

The accompanying illustration shows a unique

pattern that should be received with popularity now
that Persian and Oriental designs are so much in

favor.

It is an old Persian effect. The original is found

'n South Kensington Museum. London. The min-
ute detail of design is very difficult to reproduce in

any hut a wool rug.

Ingrains are having considerably more demand
than in recent times. One manufacturer states that

he has had to put much machinery into use that had
been idle for several years.

—m—
Increased Demand

The turnover in down comforters has been of an

increased volume thus far this year from the whole-

saler's standpoint. Many people thought that ow-

ing to the mild winter of last year the comforter

trade would sutler a decrease, lau this has not proven

to be the case. Placing orders have been consider-

ably ahead of other years, and the turnover for the

coming season is being planned on to be of much
greater volume than formerly.

The patterns shown are mainly of the small

floral or conventional design and some exceedingly

pretty ranges of designs and colors are shown. A
very popular idea is that of comforters made from

satin and sateen with the same pattern in both

fabrics.

The allover pattern is considerably in promin-

ence with floral. Persian and Oriental designs.

The dry goods store of Hugh McLean, llensall.

was totally destroved by fire.
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Cotton, Wool and Down Filled Comforters

Cushions and Pillows

The Right Goods
When Wanted

Draw from this

Large Stock

Immediate
Delivery Assured

Our comforters in cotton, wool and down tilled carry with them
the sales swinging power appreciated by the trade everywhere

—

they sell quickly and with good profit.

With our immense stock of high grade cotton, wool and
down tilled comforters, cushions and pillows, etc. we can guar-
antee quick delivery of goods at all times which is in itself

a point worth while taking into consideration in placing either

regular or rush orders.

When in the city at Exhibition time, call at our warehouse
and look through our range of samples.

Get in touch with us to-day. We have something that will in-

terest you. Samples will be sent upon application.

MANUFACTURERS

The Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co., Limited
6 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO

Factories : Toronto and Milton

John S. Brown & Sons, Ltd.
Linen Manufacturers

BELFAST IRELAND WHAMR ClO
CANADIAN WAREHOUSE: V

84 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO Vgsgrgff,

We extend to merchants the benefits of direct first hand purchasingf rom

MANUFACTURER'S STOCK
which bears the reputation as

The Best in Irish Linens

The Shamrock Brand Quality
VISIT OUR EXHIBIT

Canadian National Exhibition
MANUFACTURERS' BUILDING, North Entrance

INSPECT OUR STOCK
84 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

SHAMROCK

13
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Sherwood Store Planned on Original Lines

(Continued from Page 2.)

M. L. McKenzie, building, maintenance and elec-

trical department, formerly with the Stewart Dry-

Goods Co., Louisville, Ky.

R. J. Baker, accountant, formerly with the Robt.

Simpson Co., Toronto.

E. E. Dession, adjustment and import depart-

ment, formerly with the Thiel Service Co., of Canada.

W. L. Hall, buyer for small wares, laces, em-

broideries, art goods, drugs, handkerchiefs, jewelry,

leather goods and books, formerly with the Consoli-

dated Dry Goods Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

James A Ives, buyer for hardware, china, etc,

formerly with W. H. Scroggie, Limited, Montreal.

R. Hard, buyer of shoes, formerly with W. H.

Scroggie, Limited, Montreal.

J. C West, buyer of carpets, draperies and wall

paper, formerly with W. H. Scroggie, Limited, Mon-
treal.

Jas. Baxter, buyer of men's and boys' clothing

and furnishings, formerly with W. H, Scroggie,

Limited, Montreal.

Geo. Salter, buyer of furniture, formerly with T.

Eaton Co., Toronto.

A. R. Montgomery, buyer of groceries and meats,

formerly with Bedford Dry Goods Co., Brooklvn,

N.Y.

J. H. Gould, buyer of gloves, hosiery, underwear

and umbrellas, formerly with McKinnon's. Limited,

Weyburn, Sask.

J. H. Dunlop, buyer of mantles, whitewear, cor-

sets, millinery, infants' wear, formerly with T. Eaton

Co., Toronto.

Watch for the CADILLAC
AT CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION

.Merchants visiting the big Fair should not miss seeing the best moderate priced
Vacuum Cleaner on the market. Arrange for the agency in your territory now.
as there is a big demand. Our demonstrators at the Fair will be glad to show
you the many talking points of the "CADILLAC." Several styles, both Electric
and Hand Power, prices ranging from $9.50 to $35.00. Write to-day for dealer's
prices and descriptive matter.

The Clements Manufacturing Co,, Ltd.
80 Duchess St., Toronto, Ont.
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Novelty Styles are Shown in Fall Neckwear
THE VOGUE for low

neck dressing is to con-

tinue, and will exercise

a marked influence

over the type of neck-

wear that will sell in the

coming Fall. The ma-

jority of the new dresses

both of the street and dressy type have the V open-

ing at the neck. This V opening and the favor ac-

corded to the Medici type of neckwear is responsible

for the new Medici frillings. These frillings are of

Cisse or tulle because these materials do not droop

when pleated or fluted as is the case with net or lace.

Buyers are alive to the great possibilities that lie in

the new type frillings and are placing orders freely.

Soft drooping frillings for finishing the new sleeves

are prominent and for this purpose side pleatings of

shadow and Oriental lace and net are being taken.

Autumn styles are crystallizing and everything

is substantially of sheer materials and in fluffy

effect. Size is also a factor and even the plainest

piece is large and important. Medici effects and

fichu modes are the novelty styles and are put out in

a variety of styles. Some of these are extreme but

the later modification can be depended upon to evolve

practical styles. Of the two, Medici effects seem to

be most promising for this market. Double pleat-

ings of lace or net coming around the neck and either

extending to the waist or having a collar short at

the back and pointed over the shoulder are good.

Various kinds of revers and jabots are also used as

a finish.

The New York market is confidently expecting

the fichu styles to have a great run for Fall. Fichus
are featured in a variety of attractive designs. Some
reach to the waist line while others come only to the

bust. Some fichus have rounded backs formed of

folds of lace and net while others have pointed collars

and all are edged with pleatings of lace or net. Fichu
sets are also new; that is the fichu comes with cuffs

to match.

For present selling, collar and cuff sets develop-
ed in net and Oriental or shadow lace are a big item.
The collar is narrow at the back. The depth here
never exceeds 5 inches and is often narrower still.

These collars describe a straight line across the back

Medici and Fichu Styles Most Promi-
nent—Medici Pleatings and Ruckings
of Tulle and Cisse Promise to be a Big-

Novelty—Stocks and Wide Jabots Good
—Many Novelties in Plauen Effects

—

Size is An Essential Feature.

and the point comes

over the shoulder, the

main portion of the col-

lar being in front. Cra-

quelle and fancy nets

and shadow and Orient-

al lace are the materials

used, some collars being

cut out of wide flouncings of these laces. Pleatings

of net or lace invariably finish the edges and there

are cuffs to match. These collars are very much in

vogue to wear with the smart gowns of silk mater-
ials and with the more fanciful of the new suits.

Canadian neckwear houses are featuring stocks

made of light laces and finished with wide jabots.

These models they believe will be important as the

stock form a protection for the neck and at the same
time the wide jabot will fill in the opening in front.

The Canadian climate is more vigorous in Winter
and modes of this class will fill a popular want.
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1, -, ti—Allover baud and flouu

Co. 3, 4, 5—Collars of light V
injf in new shadow effect on fine net ground. Shown by Novelty Import
nise and Irish lace and cuff set. Shown by Novelty Import Co.

Guirapes with either low or high collars, and

showing many of the features popular in neckwear

promise to continue their popularity this Fall.

Neckwear houses are putting out a splendid

assortmenl of boudoir caps. These caps have been

great sellers all through the present season, and a

very much larger demand is looked for during the

(•inning Fall and Winter. Another item of dress

that is beginning to be shown is the fancy vest. Paris

certainly favors this fashion and tthe possibilities

seem to Ik- in favor of an extensive development.

Plauen manufacturers are putting out a very at-

tractive range of collars in the new short back shapes

and in collar and cuff shapes

The Glove Situation

It is becoming pretty certain that the feminine

styles for fall and winter gloves will call for short

whites with blacks and tans next in importance.

United States manufacturers recently reported that

the proportion of whites being sold was nearly seven-

ty per cent. There is a marked lack of interest in

novelties. Heavy four row embroidery is still favor-

ed, especially black on white and white on black.

Large quantities of cape gloves and Mochas have

been ordered. Long gloves will of course have a fair

demand. Buyers are inclined to the opinion that

the twelve and sixteen button lengths will give place

to a great extent to the twenty and twenty-four, as

sleeves will be long for day dresses.

The u;love market for 1914 promises to open with

small stocks of leather in the hands of the tanners

for delivery, with small qualities of lambskins in the

process of tanning, and with raw stocks chiefly in

the hands of collectors and dealer- held at prices of

twenty to twenty-five per cent higher than those of

last year. This means higher priced glove leather

for next season. Last year there was an advance in

the price of raw lambskins of foreign origin amount-

ing to about ten per cent. The market of 1913

opened with this advance and closed with prices

fully fifteen per cent higher than the highest of

L912. Tanners on account of the high prices were

only moderate buyers. Now with the bulk of the

stock held by collectors the tanners must operate

at prices twelve to twenty per cent higher than this

year's values. South African Cape is still high and

shoe tanners outbid the glove men for a large por-

tion of the supply. Europe is takinu four hundred

thousand of the one million supply of Arabian

"Mocha" skins which originally came over to Amer-

ica.

Black gloves for evening wear are slowly coming

back into fashion. Many of these are buttoiiless

while others have fancy buttons from the wrist to

the extreme edge of the glove.

Cue of the new fancies in silk gloves is to have

the long wrist net covered, and where the net joins

the body of the glove is a tiny frill or ruff of lace.

Some of the white silk gloves are covered above the

wrist with black lace of more or less elaborate design,

which give a smart effect to an all-white costume.

Lace mitts such as were worn long ago are re-

turning and may be seen at teas next winter. The

advantage of this style is that the fingers are left

bare.

Hi
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WELCOME
We extend a Hearty Invitation to our many

customers to make our Warehouse

their Headquarters During Exhibi-

tion and Millinery Opening.

L

Company Limited.
59 WELLINGTON ST, WEST., TORONTO. ONt.

—

^

NOVELTY
IMPORT
COMPANY
76 Bay Street
TORONTO

DUYERS visiting Toronto
--^during Exhibition and Mil-

linery Opening are invited to call

on us and see our novelty lines

OF-

The Lace and Veiling

House of Canada LACES VEILINGS MALINES
CHIFFONS NECKWEAR SCARFS, etc.
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Light Laces are in Favor
The Lace Vogue Rapidly Corning
Into Favor—The New Shadows,
Nets and Chantillys the Leading
Laces—Dancing Frocks Made of

Lace.

Starting in Paris with the beginning of the pres-

ent season a strong vogue for light laces has sprung

up. This fashion has spread so rapidly and is so

attractive that further development is confidently

looked for. Gowns developed solely of shadow or

Oriental lace flouncings are the new idea. The skirt

is formed of three flounces mounted on a net slip

without fullness, and the waist made in fichu or

surplice fashion is wholly of the lace and net. As a

general rule the necessary touch of color is given

by running colored or flowered ribbons through the

net skirt under the lace flounce and the girdle or

sash is formed of the same ribbon.

Dancing frocks are made of lace combined with

soft satin and chiffon, and lace draperies and tunics

are worn over gowns of silk materials.

The light types of laces dominate at present, but

che object seems to be to bring back laces into favor.

Once lace becomes firmly established the beauty of

the fabric is sure to bring continuance. Once light

Get this profit-

able agency

We are assisting hundreds
of merchants in all parts
of Canada to increase their

profits manifold with very
little expense and without
taking any chances what-
ever.

We offer a live merchant
in every town and city in

the Dominion the exclusive
right to take orders for us
for

Accordion Plaitings

Hemstitching

Plaited Skirts

Covered Bottons

The first dealer in each
town writing us gets the
agency.

Get in ahead of your com-
petitor and add this profit-

able business to your store.

Send a postal to-day for
prices and display card.

TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO.
600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

laces come to their own the run on the heavier effects

is sure to follow. At present it is the light types of

filmy construction that are featured, and this kind

of lace is most used in the form of flounces and all-

overs.

• Shadow effects on net grounds seem to be the

newest novelty, and some patterns of this class are

of wonderful beauty. Orientals or net tops are com-

ing to the front and the craquele effects promise to

be very prominent. Malines laces are growing in

favor and in the trade that can buy expensive novel-

ties Chantilly and Chantilly and shadow combina-

tions are good.

A feature that should be noted is that motifs in

heavy patterns are showing in many of the new de-

signs.

Orientals. Chantillys and shadows are well

shown in black. Colored laces are also on the card.

Some of them come in soft Oriental designs and

colors.

®

A store in Paris. "The Sport." attracted large

crowds by a huge stocking outlined in chalk in the

window. They were pushing a hosiery sale.

IS
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Some of the ribbon novelties for

Fall. Printed plush, velvet, pat-

terned in Cubist, Impressionistic and
Futurist patterns. Shown by D.
MeCall Co.

Veiling and Scarf Novelties

Fine Irregular Meshes and Neat
Patterns the New Feature

—

Novelty Colors in Great Request
—There is a Great Revival of In-

terest in Scarfs-

The small hat and the cool winds of Autumn
form a dual combination that it is felt will greatly

benefit the veiling counter, for, it is difficult to keep

the hair in order without a veil when the wind is

strong and moreover, the veil is a decided adjunct to

the complexion and one made necessary when the

influence of the shadow7 made by the wide brim is

removed. The new veils come in small exceedingly

neat patterns held together by very light meshes in

craquele effects or fine tulle meshes. Plain nets are

also good. Color forms the high novelty, and Saxe

blue is expected to create somewhat of a furore.

There was some vogue for Saxe this Spring and it

was found to be a most becoming color. Sand is an-

other new shade that promises well. The name this

season is given to a shade that is almost old gold in

tone and which is decidedly brighter than the accept-

ed tint. Purple and plum are other tones that are

expected to sell, and Royal, navy and Paddy green

and brown are colors that will round out the collec-

tion. Black and magpie and complexion effects arc

also included.

The beauty veil made of net and having just one

patch or spot intended like the patches of the eight-

eenth century to draw attention to and by force of

contrast to heighten the brillance of the complexion
comes in the new colors. A new idea is to sell the

veil in an envelope from one that is kept out as a

sample.

The waist part of many gowns is made from a

scarf just draped and from this to the scarf draped

over a plain waist is but a short transition. Be it as

it may but there is a big revival in interest in -carls.

Scarfs come in chiffon and in nets and tulles and are

embroidered and beaded. High novelties come in

tulle or chiffon of two colors one lining the other.

The edges are secured together with a line bead and

the ends are gathered together and finished with a

tassel of glittering crystal and colored beads. These

are some of the advance novelties but theSine is

large and new numbers arc being constantly added.

-m-

The Future of Embroideries
The revival of the lingerie gown which has been

a feature of the Paris races promises to help the sale

of embroideries as a novelty article—that is distinct

from the staple use that embroideries always enjoy.

The new embroideries are worked on the very sheer-

est of materials particularly on voiles and crepes.

When batiste is used it is as fine and sheer as possible,

but the newest revival is the use of organdy muslin

as a ground. Patterns are in heavy blind and in

lacy effects, but there is a host of novelties promised

of which it is somewhat difficult to obtain information

as the manufacturers at this stage prefer not to be

explicit. Every effort is being put forth to produce

attractive patterns that it will be impossible to over-

look.

Embroideries for staple uses and for counter sell-

ing are very attractive and there seems to be a dispo-

sition to use them increasingly in the production of

lingerie garments. The Madeira patterns that so

closely resemble the real work is again a prominent
seller.

19
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Advance Novelties Shown in Dress Materials
THERE IS little or no

change in the situation

in wool dress fabrics.

Fashion still favors

rough-surfaced cloths,

and the warmth with-

out weight idea still-

predominates, and fa-

brics that are soft and clinging are in greatest re-

quest. A feature this year is that the same cloth is

brought out both in dress and cloaking weights. This

applies to the velour cloths, eponges, wool brocades

and boucles. For popular selling cord weaves are

strong. Ottomans, Bedfords, whipcords and coteles

in soft effects are all in a high position. Poplins and

reps are well represented.

Brocade designs in wool materials and in silk

and wool effects constitute the high novelty. Bro-

cades are showing on rep and cord grounds, or ihe

pattern is worked out in ratine yarns on a poplin or

serge ground. Brocaded velour is the high novelty

with the pattern cut or stamped in.

There is no doubt about the early opening of the

season for even at this early date the large city stores

are commencing to show high-class novelties in dress

fabrics. This is the obvious outcome of the offering

of advance models in Fall suits. The materials

shown were high-class and expensive and come
chiefly in suit lengths. The putting on sale of ma-
terials of this class enables the woman who wishes

for exclusive styles in cut and material to make her

own selection and have the material made up by her

own tailor. Such a showing also draws women into

the department and forms an excellent preparation

for the true season as it interests prospective buyers

in the new materials. Women at this period are all

on the qui vive for hints concerning the new modes
and, therefore, this advance display is quite timely.

The suitings shown have the finish and texture

of velvet or silk. The greatest novelty of all is the

new cloth called "duvetin." This material is very

soft and has a velvety finish and surface. It is really

a velour de laine that has been given the pressed

finish of panne velvet.

Velour de laine comes in cord effects both length-

ise and diagonal, and in cut in brocaded effects.

Colors in this material are rich and deep as in velvet

City stores showing high novelties for

Fall in dress lengths—Duvetin the new
fabric — Brocades and cord novelties

strong—Plushes share the activity of

velvets—No doubt about early opening
of season.

purple,

green,

ashes of violet

cress green.

and the colors now
showing are very hand-

some in this fabric.

Some of the new colors

shown in velours and

kindred fabrics are

Gobelin, tapestry and

Royal blue, Vatican,

taupe, stone, pistachio

rust on brass, ma-
hogany, wine, raspberry, rose, yellow-stone and wood
and pheasant brown.

Eponges are showing in a variety of weaves,

prominent among which are the cord and the bro-

caded effects. Brocaded astrachan cloth with the

pattern in black and sunk into the fabric is also

shown, and matelasses in suiting weights are also

showing in these two-color effects. The combin-
ations most seen are blue and black, purple and
black, rose and black, brown and black, and grey

and black.

@

Soft Satins in the Lead
Crepes important—Moires in plain
and novelty effects new—Satin sur-

faced fabrics are prominent —
Charmeuse leads in better priced
satin.

All tendencies lead to the placing of soft-finished

satin-faced silks in first place for the coming Fall

season. According to Paris news, charmeuse. liberty.

and other soft satins are more used than ever, and

though silk materials are selling in wide variety, soft

satins are firmly entrenched and will be freely used

for street and evening costumes, and in the heavier

makes for handsome wraps. Satins are selling both

in plain and in brocaded effects.

Charmeuse leads in the better priced satins, but

for popular selling satin de chine, and messaline

leads, and duchesse is taken where a richer, heavier

silk is required. Mescalines are showing in brocaded

effects and also printed in dark floral and in Oriental

and new art patterns. Silks of this class will be much
used for trimming purposes and in the better trade

for the lining of handsome wraps.
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Make Your Exhibition Trip

Pay Expenses

If you are in the market for some real money mak-
ing lines for your fall and winter trade, we would

suggest that you make our warerooms one of your

main calls when in the city during the Canadian

National Exhibition.

Whether you are open to increase your stock now, we
extend an invitation to you to call and see the line we
handle and compare our values in Silks of all kinds,

Ribbons in plains and fancies, Ties, Handkerchiefs,

Fancy Linens, etc.

JDe sure ana call, vv e re only pve

minutes from Union Station.

CTieS i Ik$Company ,Ltd.

55 BAY ST. TORONTO.ONT.
Thomas Block Ca/p£iT>if,Al£a,.
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Silk crepes remain in high favor. There is a

wide demand for crepe de chine, and crepe meteor

and a wide range of novelty crepes 1 oth in all silk

and in silk and cotton are big sellers. Brocaded crepes

are extensively taken and for evening wear printed

crepes in floral, Jouy and Pompadour patterns are

showing. Crepons are the high novelty and plain

and fancy effects are expected to show a further de-

velopment as the season advances.

Matelasses promise well and are shown in all

wholesale collections in weights suitable for suits and

costumes, and in coating weights as well.

Moires are again out as novelties and the newer

waterings in patterned effects are very handsome.

The palm pattern is one of the best and silks of this

class are indicated strongly as a novelty silk both for

use in millinery and in the production of handsome

wraps.

Brocaded designs in plush or velour on satin,

ribbed silk, and chiffon or silk voile grounds are

high novelties in expensive goods.

Evening materials are of the sheerest and most

diaphanous weaves such as chiffon, crepe tenjation,

silk voile and kindred weaves. These materials < ome
printed in floral and new art patterns and brocaded

in silk and metal.

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.
Montreal and Toronto

Big Pile Fabric Season

Erect pile velvets in wide widths

and chiffon weights in big demand
—Panne the novelty in millinery

—

Big vogue of imitation furs—

A

wonderful season is ahead.

There is every indication that pile fabrics will

have a big run and that one of the biggest seasons

that has ever been is ahead of these fabrics. There

has been no such remarkable development in favor

of pile materials for a long- period and the manu-

facturers of these materials are finding their mills

taxed to the utmost to fill orders. There promises

to be a remarkable development in favor of wide silk

velvets for dress and suiting purposes. One feature

that favors this is the number of yards required at

the present time and the economy in cutting because

of the wide width of the fabric. This means that a

velvet suit is now well within the means of a woman

with moderate means. Therefore with velvet so

fashionable a large business is anticipated. The big

demand will come for chiffon weights in erect pile

velvets in 40 inch widths. Erect-pile velvet- in

narrow widths are being taken for trimming and

millinery purposes. Panne velvets, panne velours

and panne satins or velvet soleils are leading fabrics

in the millinery market.

Plushes share the activity of velvets, and will be

wanted for millinery and trimming purposes, and

for the development of luxurious evening wraps.

Brocaded plushes and velvet, and plush and velvet

figures on other materials are included in dress novel-

ties. The strength of the position of pile fabrics is

indicated by the introduction of novelties in i

plushes in brocades and in plain weaves. Velvets of

this class come in printed novelty effects in striking

new art patterns and colors.

When velvets are stnmg velveteens are always in

vogue, and plain colors in chiffon weight, and in

fancy printed effects are receiving recognition.

Plushes and velvets in imitation of natural furs

are to have an immense vogue. These fabrics will be

used for trimming and millinery purposes, for coats

arid for costumes. Lamb, broad-tail, mole, otter.

beaver, civet cat. and ermine are the imitation furs

most in vogue.

@

Messrs. T-. N. Poulin, Limited, of Ottawa, dealers

in dry goods, hoots and shoes, crockery, etc. have ex-

tended their premises until they occupy 52,272

square feet of floor space. The frontage is 132 feet.

This firm gives each of its employes a half holiday a

week in addition of course to all statutory holidays.

Besides this each employe gets one week for summer

holidays at the expense of the firm.
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ALL READY
When all our collection of choice merchandise is gotten together

we take a particular pride in the fine showing we are making for

Fall and Winter in Ladies' Coatings of every description, Nov-

elty Suitings, as well as Fany Worsteds and Tweeds for Ladies'

Tailor-Made Suits, of which many styles are made exclusively

for ourselves.

We have a fine showing of Household Linens and are the sole

distributing agents in Canada of the celebrated Empire Satin

Lining.

We extend to all merchants and buyers visiting Toronto dur-

ing the Exhibition a hearty welcome to inspect our stock and

use our premises, where telephones, writing .materials and

every possible information is at their disposal.

DEPARTMENTS
MEN'S FINE WOOLLENS. TAILORS' TRIMMINGS

LADIES' COATINGS and COSTUME CLOTHS
HOUSEHOLD LINENS and SATIN LININGS

NISBET & AULD, Limited
32 and 34 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

owoe
Wide Field in Dresses

Both Simple Numbers and Those That
Are Most Elaborate Are Included in

the Fall Range—The Lines Follow the

Figure and Give the Slender Effect

—

Suggestion of Drapery in All But
Simplest Models—Sashes and Girdles a

Big Feature.

THE SECTION devoted to dresses has become a

large one in the majority of stores, for the line has

a natural tendency to increase. When once the sell-

ing of the simpler sorts has been successfully accomp-

lished it is only an easy step in advance to put in

those that are a little more elaborate, for the fitting

and selling problems are practically on a line.

Naturally, therefore, there is a wide difference in

materials, and in the make-up of the dresses shown

but certain points are general through the lino.

There is some suggestion of drapery about all but

the very simplest models, and many skirts show a

split of a few inches which can often be buttoned if

the wearer so wishes.

Sashes and girdles are a big feature. These (Mine

in silk or ribbon in contrasting colors and in plain

striped and printed effects. The adjustment of those

sashes affords great scope for the designer, and is re-

sponsible for much of the style of the dress.

Though designers are very much in evidence and

apparently voluminous they follow the natural lines

of the body and are skilfully contrived to bring out

the long lines and give a slender effect. Tunics are

coining in strong and flounces are indicated for even-

ing and party gowns of net, chiffon and lace.

The coat in contrasting material has become very

popular on late Summer gowns, and this idea promis-

es to be strong in the combining of plain and fancy

materials such as brocade and the new checks and

plaids. Vest effects are gaining ground and when
the dress is of soft material the cut is often on sur-

plice lines and finished with a fichu. Medici collars

and frills of tulle are used as a neck finish. The
smart model this season leaves the neck bare and has

a more or less modified V front opening. There is

no standard length to the sleeve, and while street

and tailored dresses have the full length sleeve and
many of the more extreme models show very ornate

long sleeves in Bishop fashion, finished with pleated

net or lace frills, quite a number of gowns for dressy

wear have the much liked % or shorter sleeve.

broehe, sleeves and
ouble drape over a

ning gown of black crepe me
yoke of Brussels net arid Marines la

foundation of black Chantilly lace. Trimmed with rhiue

stone an. I pearl trimming in the form of a spider.' Shown
by H. H. Winder, of Riegel .V Langer, Montreal.

Sleeves are very short on evening gowns and when
the new scarf waist is worn there are practically no
-1('('\ 6S
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'

^triciait

GatmeTrtS

WE ARE ALL READY

FOR YOUR VISIT

Our sample rooms and offices are at your disposal dur-

ing your visit to the fair, and, in fact, any time.

Buyers and merchants are invited to inspect the finest

range of Fall and Winter coats and suits ever shown
to the trade, at low prices, notwithstanding high cost

of labor and materials.

Our designers have eclipsed all previous efforts, and if

you are looking for high-class novelties, the kind that

sell, see the "Patrician line."

We are situated at King and Spadina Ave., right on
your way to the grounds of Canada's National Exposi-
tion. Drop in and see us; you are always welcome, and
are under no obligation to buy.

P.S.—SEE OUR NEW SPORTING COATS

The Patrician Cloak and Suit Company
<*We .w/fV9 SAMUELS BUILDING

KING and SPADINA

Toronto
25
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The Novelty Coat is Shorter Novelty Features Are Shown
The Chief Feature of Assorting
Styles is the Shorter Length of the
Fall Coat—Only Utility Models
Are Full Length Now—Seven-
eighths and Three-quarter Coats
Established.

Late Models Show Many New
Ideas—The Dressy Suit Leads for

Fall Selling—Cutaway is Still the

Style.

The beginning of the assorting season sees seven-

eighths and three-quarter lengths in coats firmly es-

tablished, and full lengths selling only to the country

trade that is most conservative when it comes to

changing styles. Buyers are beginning to come to

market in numbers and are busy picking out novel-

ties to feature at the openings. Within certain lim-

its there is considerable variety offered and the buyer

has to use both his knowledge of the fashion trend

and his knowledge of how far his clientele will go in

the taking up of new and extreme styles. While it

is not profitable to buy over the heads and tastes of

customers it is a good investment to buy a few mod-
els for display purposes that are in advance of the

modes of the buyer's town. Though these models

may have to be sold at cost or even at a sacrifice they

will create talk and the fact that they represent the

modes that are pictured in the fashion journals will

be commented upon. Therefore, their value lies in

this comment and in the fact that your customers

will gain confidence in what you say about coming
modes. This confidence is extremely valuable when
style changes come about as it is safe to say that

your displays will be watched and the goods you
show accepted.

The dominating features this Fall are the shorter

lengths, the high neck fastenings which are often

convertible, the straight loose shapes, the Mandarin
sleeves and in more dressy models the rich materials

and the presence of more or less drapery. No length

rules for the really smart coat, and the length may
be any one that the designer feels will best bring

• out the points of his model. Lengths vary from 30

inches or shorter to 45 and 48 inches long and the

tendency is for the smart coat to be cut on the

shorter lines.

Collar forms are varied. Some of them have a

stole end that can be draped around the neck.

Others are made with fur collars or collars of imi-

tation fur that lit up to the neck. Other collar arc

in modified Medici shapes, high at the back and
falling away in graceful points in front.

All new models are cut very full around the

hips and shoulders and the waist-line is h,,rdly

indicated. Many models are bloused, some of them
quite low. One smart model in boucle cloth wa>

bloused into a deep band of brocaded velvet well be-

low the hip line and was finished by a deep peplum
thai was moderately cul away in front. The collar

and cuffs were made of the brocaded velvet.

When a line shows lots of novelty it can confi-

dently be expected to sell. Judged by this rule a

very good season should be ahead for suits. The

Suit of plain ami Hoi. Hoy chock

serge. The color combination is

velvet and black. The coat is of

the checked material and the skirt

(it the plain serge. The skirt is

slightly drape. 1 on each si. to of the

front panel an. I there is a slash at

each si.le filled in with the check,

shown by Goldhamer Mfg. Go.

new suits are full of novelty and the big majority

tire in quite dressy effects for fashion does not favor

(Continued en page 2S. "i
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The Fall Season Opens Early in New York
New York, Aug. 17.

THE SEASON is open-

ing early in the ready-

to-wear department in

the large stores, for buy-

ers are finding that it is

a profitable game to

show advance models at

this time of the year. Women are attracted by the

bargains offered in summer models, and are delighted

to find that there is a glimpse also to be obtained

into the future modes. The very freshest modes
made up in the newest of materials are now shown
first, and the woman who is tiring of summer modes
and who feels that the cooler days of autumn are on

the way becomes a ready purchaser. When the

beauty of our autumn days is remembered the de-

velopment is sensible.

The new idea is the three-piece suit or more
properly the three-piece costume for the garment as

now shown has very little of the tailored effect about

it. Tlie waist part is usually of chiffon matching in

color the other material. Coats are complicated but

whether short or long are cut away sharply in front.

often up to the waist to disclose either the waistcoat.

the sash or elaborate drapery. When the coat is

short the drapery of the skirt is arranged so as to

give the effect of a long coat. Fur and fur materials

are the best liked trimmings and novelty buttons and
braid and cord ornaments are freely used.

The new materials have scored a success with the

garment manufacturers and duvetine, velour, velour

de laine, velvet plush, and brocades are those of

which the more expensive costumes now showing are

made. Eponge novelties, jacquarded poplins cords

and reps, and matelasses are used in making up the

lesser priced suits. Not only are velvets and plushes

used alone but these rich materials both plain and

brocaded are being combined with plain cloths and

silks and the smoother fur fabrics such as broadtail

and baby lamb are being made up into suits.

Buyers are taking kindly to the idea of the

checked or plaided skirt to be worn with the plain

cloth skirt. Rob Roy and Shepherd checks are favor-

ed and also chicken track and other fancy effects.

Makers of separate skirts are finding encouragement

for the idea that the wearing of the skirt and waist

in contrast is coming into increasing favor. They
have put out a line of skirts in such materials as vel-

vet plush, imitation fur and in charmeuse, satin

and crepe in the lighter materials. These skirts are

modeled along decidedly dressy lines and buyers are

rinding these new models attractive.

Drapery effects in the popular priced models, and

Fall models already on sale—Buyers in

New York and the larger centers find it

profitable to show high-grade suits and
dresses at this early date—Many three-

piece models selling in expensive suits

—Evening and dressy coats are very
handsome.

elaborate drapery when
the skirt is expensive

form the ruling modes.

Extreme models show

the Oriental influence

and are caught up in

pleats in front. Other

models show drapery in

front with the back plain. The peg-top style is

prominent, and so is the skirt with the fullness placed

below the hips. Sashes are in evidence and are

wound around the waist and tied either at the front,

side or hack.

Staple models are produced in serge, eponge,

cords, poplins and fancy mixtures, and there is some

call for skirts of tartan plaid.

The coming season promises to be an important

one for the sale of dressy coats and handsome even-

in- wraps. The materials brought out are unusually

n7-iTand attractive and the draped effects are very

becoming. The new garments are made in kimona

fashion with the loose sleeve set on low down, and

there is loose drapery to below the knees where the

garment narrows down to the hem. Many have the

fullness draped up in front in Oriental fashion and

have the appearance of being only \vrapped over in

front instead of fastening.

More practical models have the drapery effect

suggested but even here the cut is loose about the

shoulders and hips, and a graduated band is used to

give the narrow hem effect. The newest form of

collar comes in the form of a straight band which

stands away from the neck. The Medici which is

high at the back of the neck, and open in front to

show the throat is used in many forms. Straight

bands of fur are new and the shaped fur collar is

used, some of which have long scarf ends that can

be worn either hanging down or draped around. The

latest Paris idea in fur is fox dyed in a brilliant

shade of yellow. This is bringing red fox to the front

here but white and grey for ermine, mole, seal, broad-

tail, skunk and fitch are the best liked furs. Cony

is used on the cheaper models and the new fur fabrics

are extensively used. Expensive coats are made of

rich brocaded velvets, satins or plushes, etc., but the

cheaper coats are developed in novelty wool brocades,

matelasses, imitation fur plushes and curls. These

come in bright colors, such as Saxe blue, emerald,

rose, gold, flame, purple, sapphire and mahogany.

Not only are the materials bright colored but rich

brocades, and satins printed in brilliant colors are

used for linings. Very high class wraps are lined

with printed chiffon in modern art patterns.
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Not only is the season beginning early in suits,

but dresses are being purchased for immediate de-

livery, aud now that the summer is advancing there

are many women who are glad of the addition of a

smart gown of somewhat heavier material to their

wardrobe.

Serges are the Best Sellers

Straight Line One-piece Dresses
Cut on Blouse and Skirt Lines Most
Favored—Balkan Models Growing
in Favor, Both for Misses and Chil-

dren's Wear.

Buyers are preparing for an early showing of

children's wear in view of the needs of the small folk,

who are nearing the close of the holiday season and

who will soon have to be outfitted for the Fall and

for colder weather.

Smart attractive models are showing for Fall both

in wool and in washing materials for washing dresses

can be worn during -all but the coldest weather under

the warm soft fabrics of which the Winter coats are

made. School rooms and houses are steam-heated

and therefore cotton dresses are warm enough.

Notwithstanding the many new materials in the

field, serge is the best liked and the leading material

though novelty colors rival to some extent the ex-

tremely popular navy. Dresses for children's wear

are less like copies from mothers' gowns than usual.

Straight lines predominate, and the blouse and

pleated skirt rules. Low-belted models are growing

in favor as this is a style that is specially suitable to

the child's figure.

Balkan models are strong for Misses' wear and so

are one-piece dresses with the peplum attached giv-

ing the appearance of a suit. The majority of these

dresses fasten in front and are finished both with a

high and a low neck. Touches of color are used to

trim, a very frequent way of doing this being by

lacing up the yoke or vest with colored laces. Sashes

and girdles and wide belts are very much in evi-

dence.

Lace and Lingerie Waists
High Favor is Shown—Some Novel
Touches That Distinguish the New
Waists—Sleeves Both % and Full
Length.

Many attractive features are seen in the now Fall

waists. Styles are not quite so simple but the vest-

fichus fancy collars and frills are so attractive and so

new that buyers become enthusiastic over the new

models.

There is more novelty than usual in sleeve lines

- and more latitude allowed in choice, for both full-

length and 3
/i or shorter are equally fashionable

and it depends upon the character of the design

which is used. No matter which style of sleeve is

used the dropped shoulder is the best liked cut,

though when the waist is of chiffon crepe or soft

silk the kimona cut is used and the wide Mandarin

arm-hole is sometimes featured in high-class waists.

The majority of the waists shown have the low

neck finished with a rolling collar, a fichu or Medici

frill. Some models have the yoke and high collar

but they are designed specially for the very conserva-

tive trade.

Waists of net and of shadow lace or Oriental net

are very popular and as the new styles favor the

net or lace waist worn with a material skirt the sale

of this class of waist promises to be very large. Many
of these waists are touched with color and these are

equally as good sellers as the waist that is all white.

Lingerie waists promise a good Fall season with

voile, crepe, and lawn as the leading materials. For

Fall wear sleeves are full length and both semi-

tailored and more ornate models are on the market.

Both high and low collars are seen and the frill fin-

ish of pleated lace for neck and front is decidedly in

evidence.

In material waists, crepe de chine and fancy

crepes lead and chiffon is the favorite for the dressy

waist. Soft satins, both plain and brocaded are shoe-

ing, but the high novelty is the waist of plaid.

©
Novelty Features Are Shown

(Coninued from page 26.)

the tailor-made at the present moment. Cutaway

and blouse models lead, though there >eems to be a

leaning towards modes showing a vest of embroidered

silk or brocaded velvet. This is a development that

may come' later. While there is little change to

chronicle as far as general outline goes, the preval-

ance of fancy cutting and the introduction of new

touches and details gives a totally new appearance to

the later models. When styles are gone into, coats

are still cutaway, and bloused either back or front or

both and are belted with satin girdles or sashes or

have a braid girdle at the waist, Kimona cutting,

deep shoulders and set in sleeves rule and fur, fancy

velvets and plushes as well as braids and fancy but-

tons are the accepted trimmings.

Skirts have changed perhaps more radically for

there is a decided tendency towards tightness below

the knee relieved by slashes that, as a rule, can be

worn either open or buttoned up. Modified drapery

and considerable looseness from the knee up is au-

nt her marked feature.

Poiret blouse effects are showing for Misses and

-lender women and the more modified types seem to

he growing in favor.
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BRAND

SPECIAL LEADERS ONLY
IN

Corset Covers, Gowns, Skirts,

Drawers, Princess Slips
We make every garment to sell at a special price which will enable you to offer it

as a leader and still have a good margin of profit. We supply Canada's big stores

with their specials. We can interest you. Some very live numbers ready for

immediate delivery. Write direct.

The F. G. Hayward Co.
The Corset Cover House of Canada

37-41 Richmond Street East, TORONTO

Manufacturers and

Jobbers

Should bear in mind this import-

ant fact, if they desire to

approach the retailer who him-
self practices and believes in

advertising, it is obvious that an
appeal to him through advertis-

ing in "The Review" (the paper
he reads) would most likely

meet with greater success than
any other method.
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MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

DWD
Extreme Styles Shown
Shapes Are Medium and Small and Are
Soft and Draped—Tarns and Double
Brims a Late Feature—Feather Novel-
ties Come in Immense Variety—The
Vogue of Ribbons Increasing—The
Pork-pie Hat is Shown Strongly.

EVEN BEFORE August 11, buyers began to come

into the market. This was not unexpected as the

placing business had been done on a cautious basis.

Therefore, it was felt that the assorting trade would

be large and that buyers would be in early. Fashions

are decidedly more favorable to the milliner than

they have been for some time and as this is what de-

termines the profitableness or unprofitableness of a

season as a rule, the trade is confident that the season

now commencing will be a good one.

The late importations and 'the extreme style

models which are now appearing confirm this view

as the later millinery repeats the soft draped effects

that are the distinctive feature of the new costumes

and suits. All crowns are soft or draped in some
fashion and draped and double brims promise to be

a big feature. Beret and tarns, some of which are of

immense size, are showing.

The best liked shapes are small and medium,
and both high back and high side flares are promin-

ent. Many models are on the Louis XVI. order.

Many exceedingly smart turbines are shown. The
newest are in the elongated pork pie order and are

soft and indefinite as to outline. Another good mod-
el is the Continental turban. This really is a round
crown shape, the brim of which is a continuation of

the line of the crown, and the three-cornered effect

is given by the arrangement of the drape which

forms a collar around the crown.

The latest cry in shapes is the sailor with a square
crown composed of four pieces of velvet or other ma-
terial. A Maria-Guy sailor with a square crown of

plush had as trimming a feather ball placed at each

corner.

Another new feature is the tarn crown of lace

placed over one of velvet or satin the under crown
being a soft one of satin or panne velvet and which

is both lower and smaller than the one of lace. A
variation of this idea shows a high wired frill of lace

3IH1
which is much higher than the hat crown and pulled

over to one side as though the wind had blown it

there.

Among the more remarkable shapes are those

with the brim flaring extremely high to the back

on the left side. Brims of this kind are very narrow

in front and on the right side. Another idea is a

New Fall model imported by Debenhame.

narrow underbriro that is almost a bandeaux covered

with draped velvet over which comes a soft upper

brim of either the same or one of the novelty ma-

terials. One the most striking models yet produced

shows the hat divided in half lengthwise and one-

half of both crown and brim of one color while the

vest is in some sharp contrast. A hat of this type was

of tete de negre plush and Balkan green plush soleil

which is so like panne velvet. The trimming con-

sisted of two large flattened out roses in the green

shade placed on the brim one in front and one at

the back.

This is a season when the milliners' taste is go-

ing to count, for the smartness of a model lies in the
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use of somewhat startling but artistic trimming
touches. There promises also to be great scope for

the milliner who is an accomplished draper for it is

only the sure and deft touch that can prevent some
models having a dowdy home-made look.

Another eccentric shape is on the coolie order.

It has a tiny soft crown about the size of a bread and
butter plae perched to one side of a coolie shape,

giving a brim that flares wide as well as droops at

one side. Much of this effect is produced by the

bandeaux underneath. The trimming used is of the

An extreme model, showing the tread
toward semi-military effects.

stripped quill variety which is placed flat over the

crown of the hat and has a butterfly or other motif

made from ostrich and fancy feathers. A model

seen was of taupe panne with the underbrim lined

with rose pink moire upon which was placed two flat

black velvet roses.

Velvets and plushes are the leading materials.

Panne is the novelty velvet, but the erect pile is also

very much used. Plush soleil closely resembles

panne velvet and there is much use made of short

pile plush. Soft thick satins are too, much used and

moire, chiefly in novelty waterings is very much in

evidence.

Tulle is much used on late Summer millinery

but is little seen on Winter models, and millinery

authorities do not seem to look upon it with favor

for Winter millinery. Lace, however, is favored.

Chantilly is used for high transparent crowns over a

lower crown of velvet, plusn, or satin, and high wired

frills of Chantilly. These are placed around the

crown of the hat and stand up six inches or so from

the brim. Some of these frills are bent to one side

as though a gale of wind had caught them. Fancy

feather effects are shown in a great variety of new
and interesting designs. The big majority come in

aigrette effects and the stripped quill idea or the

breast or feather stem with a fluffy design on top is

prominent. Butterfly fancies are becoming a craze

and butterflies are developed in almost every conceiv-

able variety of feather. About the most effective are

butterflies of fancy feathers mounted on ostrich

quills which quiver with every movement of the

wearer. Often there is a group of butterflies treated

in this fashion. Another oddity is the palm-tree

mount. This is made of ostrich with the flues 1 >raid-

ed together to form the trunk and the tips of the

feathers forming the leaves. Large bow effects are

also made of ostrich and other feathers. Feather

bandeaux and Pocohontas effects are selling.

Goura is a leading novelty in more expensive

effects and is featured in fan and pallette, and in

aigrettes and bandeaux.

Peacock treated so that its origin is difficult to

trace and dyed and extraded to rob it of color is

shown in aigrettes and high mounts. Nuniidi is

strong among expensive feathers.

What may be termed oddities in ostrich are

shown in a variety that is truly wonderful, and these

as well as full French plumes will be in extensive

vogue.

The outlook for ribbons is decidedly encouraging,

the sole trouble this season being to obtain the goods.

For this cause, fancy ribbons will be scarce, and the

plain ribbons are in none too great a supply.

Plush ribbons head the list of novelties. They
come in rich colors with printed pattern? of fruit

and flowers in brilliant shades. Velvet designs on
printed satin grounds make wonderfully effective

ribbons. The new chenies come in Cubist, Futurist

and Post-Impressionistic patterns, the colors being

brilliant but on the rich and dark order. Beautiful

wide ribbons in solid color are markedly in favor.

Moire is very much used and so is taffeta, faille and
heavy ribbed weaves.

The leading colors are tete de negre, prunelle.

mahogany, seal brown, emerald and Russian green,

deep navy, rubis, paon, taupe, ami deep amber.

Every indication points to a great use of fur

when the season becomes a little more advanced.
The new idea in Paris favors fox furs dyed in bright

colors. This is bringing such furs as red fox and
fitch to the front in New York. Fox furs in black

and white, civet cat. and both black and white coney
will 1)0 very much used, as well as ermine, mole and
Persian and baity lamb. Fur plushes will also be

extensively used. Feather novelties such as ban-
deaux, quill and other erects are imitated in fur.
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The Label that invariably

indicates Exclusiveness

Exclusiveness is the key-

note of our business—in

production and distribu-

tion.

An inspection of our collection of Millinery Novelties is invited.

The cream of the Parisian and Viennese Salons is on exhibition in

our spacious showrooms.

Viennese Flowers and Moutures
Model Ostrich Mounts

Model Ospreys, Beauty Roses
Velour Hats, Picquets, etc.

ALSO

A unique selection of evening gowns, day frocks, race frocks, real

laces, lace flounces, bandings, trimmings, etc.

Our showing is now complete. May we serve you?

Gebruder Riegel & Langer
319-222 King's Hall Building

St. Catherine St. W., Montreal, Quebec
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Should Add Other Lines
Many Lines Can be Easily Carried
With the Millinery Stock That Will
be at Their Best When Millinery
is Between Seasons— Various
Lines of Fancy Goods Could be
Handled.

Now that a new season is commencing the at-

tention of milliners is again drawn to the fact that

various lines of fancy goods can be advantageously

combined with millinery. The advantage of carry-

ing a veiling stock is obvious and now that veil

lengths can be had in individual transparent pack-

ages there can be no question about the matter of

keeping up a varied and well assorted stock even

when the space available is small. Milliner.- enjoy

exceptional opportunity for selling veiling. For

particularly in a season when the small hat pre-

dominates should it be an easy matter to sell a veil

to wear with each hat sold. This should only be a

matter of introduction—first the hat—then the veil

suitable for wearing with it forms an easy and nat-

ural transition, and the milliner should naturally

know the right veil for wearing with each model

sold. Once establish a reputation for always having

up-to-date novelties and the right in veilings, and

the veiling stock will not only show profit, but it

will be the means of drawing customers into your

parlors or store. Then it will be the veil that in-

duces the purchase of the hat, instead of the pur-

chase of the hat leading to the buying of the veil.

When milliners are striving to clear stock when
the season is waning, the more customers that can

be induced to visit the store and the more visitors

the store has the greater is the opportunity created

for getting rid of surplus stock. There are many
other lines that milliners can handle profitably, am!

many of them are most in demand when there is

little doing in millinery proper. Some of the line-

suggested are art needlework, hair goods and hair

ornaments, toilet articles, ladies neckwear and vari-

ous lines of fancy goodls. Some milliners add in-

fants and small children's garments and do well

with them. Milliners should remember that the

addition of one or more of these linos docs not moan
any addition to overhead expenses, but a reduction

of the same and an opportunity to make more
money out of the same given space.

Damage of $30,000 was done by fire to the dry
goods stock of James Paton and Co., of Charlotte-

town, P.E.I.

Seaforth carried a by-law granting free rental

and no taxes for five years to the Clinton Knitting

Company.

Late Ideas From European
Fashion Centres

Lace and tulle very much used.

Paris is taken with transparent
effects.

From European fashion centres comes the news

that lace is experiencing a strong end of the Summer
revival there. Black Chantilly and shadow thread

laces are the rage there. Not only are these fine light

laces being made up into brims, but they are stiffen-

ed with wire and formed into trimmings for very

dressy shapes. These transparent brims are the

logical following of the very transparent gowns.

The use of tulle continues and emphasises the re-

markable tendency now developing in millinery to-

wards brims and trimmings that are light, and ethe-

real in effect and developed in rich dainty and

transparent fabrics, such as tulle and lace. The
collar of lace is the latest extravagance of the mode.

It is wired and stands high above the soft crown of

satin velvet or plush, for though it is the dog days

the smart woman is wearing all of these Winter

fabrics and is adding fur besides. Furs, I might

add, are most fashionable when dyed in bright

shades of yellow and handsome fox is so treated.

The butterfly is a new motif that is featured ex-

tensively at present in Paris. Butterflies of lace are

perched upon the back of the small hats now worn.

.Lace quills and feather effects made of lace are also

very fashionable.

It looks as though the lace brim with the addition

of a crown of velvet to give a Winter-like effect might

have a reasonable chance of success this season.

The new dress hats that have appeared recently

are small. One was a black velvet turban-shaped like

a Turkish fez cap. The trimming was the remark-

able feature and consisted of a high mount of para-

dise feathers placed right in the centre of the crown

and standing straight up, and a bridle of pearl beads

i 'lie -Hand passing from side to side under the chin

and the other and longer chain coming from the

back of the hat. The pose was quite rakish, being

well to one side and just exposing the left eye. An-

other evening model was decidedly Empire in type.

It was a helmet shape of gold lace bordered with disc-

of jet and having an ornament of jet drops radiating

from a centre cabachon. A bridle of jet goes under

the chin.

The all black hat or the black hat relieved with

a dash of color will be well worn this Fall and the

familiar black and white is in for a strong revival.

All the Parisian modistes are making great use of

tulle and Chantilly lace, Bridles have been made

of ribbon and flowers, but for Fall will be developed

in jet, jewels and pearls.
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The Fashion Parade at Longchamps Course
THE MORNING of

the 29th June, awoke

in brilliant sunshine,

everything looking
pleasant, predicting an

ideal day for the annu-

al great race meeting at

Longchamp. and the

annual fashion parade.

What a Canadian saw at the Paris races— Styles which will influence the
Spring, 1914, styles—Small round hats,

with straggly, impertinent plumes seen.

Written for The Review by E. Dunn

I drove down from the

Grand Hotel, Paris, in a large brake .at noon for the

race course, not to see the races, but only a business

object, namely the Fashion Parade. The drive out

was pleasant. The bushes everywhere were vividly

green, and the famous tulip tree, in various gardens,

by the wayside, was in a mass of white blossom.

At the race course everything looked brilliant. The

second race over, the fashion parade began, beauti-

ful young women, most perfect in figure and fea-

tures, were there, illustrating the new fashions, and

colors, for Spring, 1914. Taffetas, plain and shot,

were much worn, and the small round hat, with a

straggly impertinent plume, or a spiky hussar aig-

rette, seemed greatly in favor. A good many stripes

were to be seen, stripes allied with plain material

chiefly, and the colors were vivid. Scarlet was worn,

so was green ; but the smart tints of the moment run

in banana, lemon and tobacco shades, with some

touch of brilliant color to lift them out of monotony.

The most striking suit was a shot lemon and mauve

ribbed taffetas, but much more effective, and attract-

ive, were the simple taffetas, charmeuses, or satin

cloth tailor-made suits, worn with a chiffon and lace

corsage, and a hat of smart lines simply trimmed

with wings or with one of the popular hussar aig-

rettes, which stick up so arrogantly in front of six

hats out of ten this season.

Brocade effects are featured very strongly, in the

ratine weave especially, the brocade in the design of

floral effect or rococo idea. Bedford cords arc again

prominent, especially with a brocaded design be-

tween the wide cords. In this particular, the favorite

colors seem to be Beige chocolate, tangerine, old rose,

Saxe blue and lemon. Tangerine brocade effects are

strongly worn. Printed cotton crepes are really out-

standing in very glowing colors in pretty floral do-

signs, and also the conventional patterns. The hats

worn are really a revival of the third empire, I

should say, a genuine old world Leghorn hat that

dips slightly over the face and hair, wreathed with

small red poppies, blue cornflowers, barley and blow-

aways, and tied with black velvet. This is a type

of hat that at times in a crowd, such as at the race

course, strikes a distinctive note, and has its success

when worn by the "right woman." Crepe de Chine

is again coming to the

front, in silk especially,

every sample house is

showing this silk in

their Spring selection.

I saw a pretty gown of

pale yellow silk crepe

de chine, and very fine

white chantilly lace with sash and Parma chiffon.

The dress was prettily tucked up at each side, with

silk rosettes to match, with mid-Victorian revivals

and flowers, and frills, we return to "curls"' and
Leghorn hats with ribbon streamers and floral

wreaths. Yellow was worn long ago. and is again in

the "high art" period. To-day, we have every vari-

ation of yellow, from palest primrose, to lightest

orange, and very often these shades are blended to-

gether with good results. The sash will again play
an important part in Spring and Summer fashions.

All sorts of pretty fads are indulged in, and I saw
a colored sash worn as the "Guards." Sashes were
worn, not so long ago, over one shoulder, and just

loosely tied on the opposite hip, like a ribbon, the

beautiful blue garter. Graceful costumes in very fine

thin blue serge, with lingerie collars, and little vest>

of ivory "ninon de soie." Coats of net in white, or
ivory, over black silks are favorable. Shot silk

coats are very favorable, with sashes of same color,

streaming loosely down back. A striking dress, was
of mustard yellow silk paillette, with sash of same
color girding the waist, and also a sash streaming
down back. The old-fashioned "swallow tail" coat

effect is coming back. I saw a white silk coat this

style, with black lace covering and red sash of silk,

girding the waist. Bulgarian silks are prominent.
Square shaped parasols, trimmed with Bulgarian
silk, with lace to match, about five inches deep from
the rims, are much in demand. After noting the
most striking colors. I left the course, and wandered
back to Paris. I boarded a passenger steamer and
sailed up the beautiful Seine and got back lo the
Grand Hotel, having enjoyed my trip to the Fashion
Parade grounds.

Striking color combinations have little place in

the gowns now showing, the gowns being usually of
one shade of color, with the vest, belt and collar in

contrast. In spite of the favor with which drapery
effects are regarded the best liked models come in

the simpler styles. Tunics are in high favor and
drapery suggestions are good. Some of the new-

tunics are wired and the Oriental pulled up in front

drapery is in considerable favor. *
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Come in and
see us

The largest exclusive flower and
feather house in Canada cordially
invite you to visit their show rooms
during the

Fall Millinery
Openings

Come in and inspect our range. Yon
are under no obligation to buy. Com-
pare our values with others, and you
will then realize just why the millin-

ery buyers who know, buy our line.

Our travellers will be on their respec-

tive routes first week in September.

Strachan, Burden
& Plaskett, Ltd.

Flower and Feather Specialists

76 Wellington St. W.
TORONTO
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DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited

96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO
Montreal Agents : S. E. PORTER & CO.. Birks Building

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Writefor Special Clubbing Rates
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jWtllmerp for Jfall

Buyers who are looking for close prices

coupled with right styles, will find things

to suit at room 20, 77 York Street.

Velvet, Plush and Velour Hats,

Beaver and Felt Hats

Plushes, Velvets, Ribbons, Flowers,

Ostrich Goods, Etc. A visit will pay

you.

You are welcome to use our office for

appointments, correspondence, etc., and

be under no obligation to make any

purchases.

Continental Jflanufacturer* ^pnbtcate

Htmtteb

ROOM 20, 77 YORK STREET, TORONTO, ONT.
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This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees o£ the first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

SILK
Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

STOCK CARRIED
BY

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

T© th® MMm<BFj Tradl
WE offer a large variety of shapes in Felt, Velvet,

Plush, Moire, Silk and Beaver Hats at the

lowest prices that can possibly be produced.

Call or write at once for an assortment of samples,

and see an exclusive line of Buckram shapes at $2.25

per dozen ; separate crowns $1.25 per dozen.

M©MTEEAL EAT & FMAME COMIPAMY
3ii Motor© B®m® Stor®®ft8 Wesft

ADVERTISING INDEX

B Gebr. Kiegel & Tanger 33

Brock, W. E., & Co., Montreal
Brown, John, & Son

C
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg.

Co., Ltd 13

Clements Mfg. Co 14

Continental Mfrs. Syndicate 39

D
Dale & Pearsall

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co.

G
Page Brpft & Co

31 Germain, Smith & Birks

13 Goldhammer Cloak Co.

Hayward, F. G., & Co.
Heathcoat, John, & Co.

I

Cc

J
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K
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M
Montreal Hat & Finnic Co.

X
Novelty Import Co
Nisbet & Auld

P
Patrician Cloak Co

S

38 Julian Sale Leather Goods Co..

35 King, J., &

Ideal Hair Goods Co 10 silks Company, Ltd 21

Strachan, Burden & Plaskett 3S
T

Turret Button Co 11

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co 17

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co IS
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Features of This Number

Are Canadian Men Good Dressers?

What Canadian Men Are Wearing.

Approved Methods of Eandling Clothing.

What Percentage For Advertising Outlay?

Suiting Styles Passing Transition Stage.

Soft Hats Are in Remarkable Demand.

Review of Conditions in Knitted Goods.

Quieter Patterns Are Favored in Neckwear.

The Clearing Sale—Its Benefits and Evils.

Second Convention of C.W.T.A.

Demonstration of Draping by C. J. Nowak.

Lecture on Showcards by Wallace Hess.

How United Efforts Brought Increased Trade.

Small Patterns and Quiet Tones in Shirts.
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Reliance Knitted Coats
These coats are somewhat different from the ordinary sweater

coat. They are strictly high-class, well tailored, to suit your particu-

lar customers that wear neat, dressy clothes.

These coats are our own product, designed by experienced men who

have specialized in producing coats that are well finished and hand-

some in design. Coats that have a style all of their own.

It will pay you to stock ''Reliance" creations, the kind that brings

the customers hack to the store. Write for samples and prices to-day.

The Reliance Knitting Company, Ltd

King and Bathurst Sts., Toronto
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Are Canadian Men Good Dressers?
ARE CANADIAN men
well dressed? Are they

slow in adopting new
styles? Do they take

to fads? Are they will-

ing to pay the price for

a good article? Of

what should the ward-

robe of a well-dressed man con-

sist?

The Review has asked these

questions of a number of prom-

inent Canadian men's furnish-

It is generally agreed that they are

—

They take up innovations very slowly,

however, and seldom go in for extremes
—New collars are taken up most rapid-

ly of all style changes—What Canadian
men wear—A review of coming styles.

This bow of
foulard with
polka dot is in

g rea t demand.

and haberdashers.

a fair agreement as

Yes, Canadians are dressin letter every

ers, tailors

They show

to the first

year.

Slow in taking up new styles, the most agreed.

Particularly the extreme styles: those destined to

existence for a single season. In this they agree that

Canadian men display a pretty fair discrimination.

Others were found who made a sweeping charge: ii

took six months' perseverance before a new style was

a "go" in Canada. They were like that heroic type

from a certain American state: they wanted to lie

"shown.
-

* The single exception, one student of men's

fashions would admit, was col-

lars. The new styles were

adopted without a moment's

hesitation—or never.

The last mentioned is the

owner of a shop that has a good

class of permanent customers.

as well as a large transient trade.

"One of the best proofs of

Canadians' hesitation in adopt-

ing new styles was an unusual

line, perhaps, of furnishings^

knitted bathing suits in a

sweater style," he told The Re-

vieiv. These are becoming very

popular in New York. The ad-

vantages are obvious, or at least

I have thought so. They do

not fit tight to the skin like the

old style and are therefore more
modest. Then, being of loose

weave they are porous and the

water runs out at once. They
sell at $2 and up but it was

nearly six months before we
could sell any, except to an ac-

tor who had seen them in New
York.

"White silk hose are

very .slow in being

adopted. So will the

raised tuck on dress-

shirts. Bow ties are an-
other example. These
have taken nearly a
year to become popular.

Men here won't buy a new
thing right off the bat. They
want to see it worn first,

Backing it up does little good.
"Stock bow ties are slow in

going. These come in plain
shades, black, grey, blue, red

ii. and are quite popular on the stage.

us seem the one exception. The public
took quickly to the long ".-inch points this summer
and they are also taking up those with a Madras
stripe in colors. Bui usually we have to carry the
latest stock six months before it starts moving read-

Stanley
n o i- i b

English
"The

Shop."

.1 I.

'Colli

ilv

One
dashery

decided
lare below the knot. Courtesy of
Stanley & Bosworth, "The English
Shop."
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NOVEL DIVISION OF MEN.

downtown dealer in ready-to-wear and haber-
makes a novel division of his steady custom-

ers: two-suit men, three-suit

men and four-suit men. The
latter are a somewhat rare varie-

ty and he designated them as

"young men with good incomes,
and unmarried." The latter

addition implied that the pos-
session of a thrifty wife would
transfer them to the "three-
suit" column of domestic
economy.

Contrary to all principles un-
derlying increased bulk sales,

the three-suit man seemed to be
the particular favorite of this

merchant.

"He's the man," he told

Men's Wear Review, "who will

come in for a suit in March, one
of medium weight, a grey, or a

blue with a hair line, or some-
thing else that is a change from
his winter suit. This does him
for a couple or three months but
with the hot wave in June he is

back again for the summer suit

—light in shade and material.
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Now up to this summer it would be a two-piece

suit for him, but we sold more three-piece ones in

this line this year than the other. Not that the vest

is worn much more during the day, but most men
have come to the conclusion that the cooler nights we
often have call for a vest, and if their summer suit

is minus one, it means a complete change to another

suit.

"In the fall he is back, of course, for a blue suit

or some other dark variety for the winter, and of

course takes a turn at his early spring suit.

''The 'two-suit' man discards the light summer
suit : his spring suit must do him in early fall as well

as summer, and his choice is a medium between the

dark fall and the extremely light summer..

"Our 'four-suit' man is the one who is liable to

make his choice any time during the year: he buys

This tie is a "made-
to-order" of imported
silk, and shows the de-

cided flare below the
bow. The well-spaced,

round wing collar is

quite in fashion. Court-
esy of Stanley & Bos-
worth, '

' The English
Shop."

his suit on the same principle as most men their ties

—any one that takes his fancy and at any time.

"Of course I do not include suits for dress or

other special occasions: that is another matter."

Another reply as to Canadians and styles, placed

Toronto and Ottawa in a class by themselves so far

as early displays of fashions and their adoption are

concerned. The men of Montreal were set behind—

-

but that might be due to local prejudice. Detroit

and Buffalo were said to be behind Toronto, and

no other American city ahead except New York.

EXPENSIVE DRESSERS.

There are Canadians who are not content with less

than a dozen suits a year at a cost of at least $1,000.

These would include five or six business suits, spring

and fall overcoats, a winter coat, probably two, in-

cluding a Chesterfield, a frock coat, a dinner suit,

an evening suit, a walking coat, and several for a

particular line of recreation, boating, golfing, motor-

ing, etc.

Then there is the class who spend $500 a year
on their clothes. These men do not discard their

dress and dinner suits after a single season ; they do
like the great majority of mankind, make them last

for two or three. They have fewer overcoats like-

wise, or else use one a couple of seasons. Their ex-

penses for business suits are almost as large, how-
ever. A fair guess was made that there were some
150 men in this class in Toronto and about 000 in

Canada.

But, leaving aside the struggle to make the aver-

age Canadian man dress better, and disregarding

that perpetual struggle between the devotees of Eng-
lish fashion and American fashion, explanations in

one leading stores of Canada furnish some interesting

material on what will and will not be popular in

men's wear this Fall.

To begin with, the edict against padded should-

ers continues stronger than ever and any incipient

rebellion has been crushed. Nature has triumphed
against what an English novelist recently described

as a projection from the shoulder, a good six inches

beyond that limit set by the Creator even for the

Goliaths of the Universe. No, all the shoulders here-

after will "fit the form."

The stiff collar promises to be obsolete soon, and
instead the soft roll collar is growing in popularity.

As to length, most will be a trifle shorter. Patch

pockets on side and breast are other features of the

new styles. The sleeves are narrow, and the waist

line, unlike the pronounced English make, is in-

visible. The trousers follow the narrow fancy, al-

though they have not reached the extreme of seven

or eight years ago. "Of medium size, smaller in

the leg. and with a break over the instep," is the

description by one tailor, which applies to main-

lines of ready-to-wear as well.

Vest
—"high cut" But, as for several months the

tendency has been to encroach on the cravat and

the view of the shirt, the fall styles favor a slightly

lower cut than the extreme. Even at that the vest

will show inside the buttoned coat. Some clothing

men add a narrow cuff and collar to the vest.

Tucked waistcoats in rich tints are in strong de-

mand. For evening wear some firms are using a

black piping on the white, and a white piping on

the black vests.

As to shades, greys in small checks and black

and white plaids will be very popular. Blue, grey

and black with narrow hair lines" running through

are always good sellers and navy blue in serges

and worsteds retain their immemorial hold. There

is a decided difference of opinion as to browns : some

declare them "absolutely dead"; others have stocked

up, though not as heavily as a year or two ago.

and declare that "brown mixtures are good for fall."

CONTROVERSY AS TO SHIRTS.

Shirt fashions will arouse keener controversy than

for several years past, especially in dress lines. The



What Canadian Men are Wearing

THE FOLLOWING article was written for The Review by one of the best known makers of men's clothes

in Canada, a man who numbers among his customers more than one whose orders exceed a dozen suits

a year

:

Selection of Materials, Suitings—Plain tones as during the past season or two will be very popu-

lar. If selecting material with patterns one will find narrow stripes, numerous styles, in small checks, and
quite a sprinkling of glen urquharts in various shades of greys, olives, reddish browns and straight

browns.

All stylish overcoatings will be of soft texture either in smooth or rough finish, and the shades

will be of blue mixtures, olives, greens, greys and browns in equal popularity. Ulsters will be mostly

of fancy backed coatings, half-lined and without belts.

Style—While there will be no radical change there is a tendency to get away from the narrow,

tight, clinging lines that the best shops have been producing this last year or two. Canadians and our

friends across the line do not as a whole take kindly to the small garments, particularly for business wear.

SHOULD WEAR WALKING COATS.

Our business men should wear more walking coat suits during business hours. They give a smart

appearance to a man and one does not feel overdressed by wearing them. They are harder to fit and
make, consequently they give the wearer the appearance of having his clothes made to order.

Wardrobes—The average well-to-do man in Toronto has an up-to-date one consisting of

One dress suit,

One dinner suit,

One double breast frock or cutaway.

Frock suit.

Four overcoats—2 Chesterfields, 1 Ulster and 1 slip-on or raincoat.

Three fancy vests not including dress vests.

Two business suits for each season, spring and fall.

Of course there are men innumerable who buy this much or more every season, year in and year

out, but the list given above is a fair average for the well-to-do class.

More Canadians go south to Florida, Bermuda or other Southern resorts each succeeding winter.

They should have a special wardrobe for this trip. This would consist of lighter weights and shades

than the summer clothing worn at home, viz. : very lightweight ilannels and serges in tans, greys, cream

and blue shades. The best shops have been showing the last few years a cloth well adapted for wear both

here and in the South. It is known by various names, such as fresno, polo cloth, poral and panama.

It makes up exceptionally well and being very porous it is cool and for its weight retains its shape and

looks extra fine.

NEW LEASE OF LIFE FOR FANCY VESTS.

Fancy vests will from now on take a new lease of life. The last year or two they had lost their

popularity. White should always be worn with a dress suit, and made of silk or pique. Fancy woven
silks in light shades should be worn with the morning coat and for dinner preferably black or dark grey.

For this age of motors, it would be well to mention that motoring is very hard on. clothes, par-

ticularly for the man who drives his own car, and he should at all times, when out of the car, look just

as well as his friends who probably do not use motor cars. This especially during business. The motor

car owner requires more clothes and these must be looked after carefully.

pique with the French double cuff is on hand again, main in fashion as an example of quiet, good taste,

Many advise an unstarched cuff for dinner and a and most dealers agree that, with the majority of

starched for evening wear but the softness of the the public, this will not be superseded by any other

former for most people destroys the dressiness, fashion.

Linen shirts with white tucked bosoms are carried T , . , » -, , , , , ,., ,

. ... , . . ._,_. In shirts for everyday wear, black and white and
in many stores and will be pushed In opposition , . . . ., .• . i r>- i
, ,, ,, -. , , - ,f m ,

r
... ™ blue and white continue as staples, rink patterns

to the pique as the latest fashion. These will offer , . , £. * .,,-,,,,. i c , , . . . are having a more active sale this year, and a lew
the double choice also of starched or unstarched , ,

f
°

French cuffs. Nor must the old line of plain linen

bosom single cuffs be forgotten: this will always re- (Continued on page 47.)
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Inside view of Oak Hall, Toronto, showing th hoys' department wth double rows of sliding

cabinets. Altogether 10,000 suits are hung up in this "keep the form" style in this store. The tables are

used for displaying the goods which are returned to the cabinets instead of littering up the store. Cus-
tomers appreciate the chairs for resting while they make their choice. This method of showing the goods
takes up onlv one-third the room of the piled ut> co niters.

Approved Methods of Handling Clothing
THIS METHOD of

handling clothes adopt-

ed by Oak Hall,

Toronto, will commend
itself at a glance, as

combining the preserva-

tion, of the goods in

fine condition, ease in

handling, and a saving of • space. The illustration

shows a view of the north side of this large estab-

lishment, running the full length of the store, nine-

ty feet, and taking in the boys' department. A sim-

ilar arrangement has been adopted for men's clothes

at the south side, while in the center are three rows

of grouped cabinets, somewhat different in design.

But every suit is held by a "wishbone" hanger, hand

made to conform as nearly as possible to the human
shape. To the same hanger are attached the

trousers and vests. In the case of overcoats, the

cabinets are of course made to suit the length of the

goods. Not only throughout the section devoted

to the public, but the reserve stockroom, 40 by 32

feet, has similar equipment. No less than 10,000

suits or overcoats are thus hung up so that creases

are impossible and every one. When shown to a pros-

pective customer, retains a dressy appearance. The

importance of this towards success in making sales

can hardly be over-estimated.

The operation of the side-wall cabinets is ob-

vious from this illustration and numerous others that

Sonic ideas embodied in the equipment

of the Oak Hall store, Toronto—Five

times as many customers can be accom-

modated as under the old counter sys-

tem—No back to windows in this store

have appeared in this

magazine. The "slides"

work readily in and out,

and nearly 100 hangers

can 1 le accon 1 1 nodated

on each.

Another feature that

proves its advantages at

first sight are the tables. These are provided with

chairs for the customers and the salesman unhooks

each suit and brings it forward for insjiection. It is

returned to the slide before another is brought out.

There is no piling up of goods, no counters are re-

quired, inspection is simpler, and the customer is

not tired out by the operation, which is made to

appear a pleasant rather than a tedious task. From
the point of view of a space-saver, J. C. Coomhes.

the manager, estimates that five times as many peo-

ple can be served in the same space as under the old

time system of piled-up counters.

In the centre of the cabinet will be observed a

triplicate mirror which many clothing dealers—with

their customers—regard as an essential.

The central cabinets are entirely of glass and

work lengthwise instead of by the end. as is the

case with the side cabinets.

Another point in the equipment of this commo-

dious store, which is not shown in the illustration, is

the absence of "hacks" to the windows. This detail
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is the especial pride of the manager who takes credit

for the idea.

"One advantage of leaving the entrance to the

windows open," said Mr. Coombes, "is that there is

the same temperature beside them as in the rest of

the store, with the result that the surfaces never

freeze in winter. Another is, of course, the added

light we secure for our store, which, generally, is

shut off entirely by the wooden background. And a

third is the fact that passers-by can see right through

our store, instead of only the windows and the

small strip visible through the front doors.

"A man from St. Louis who was looking for point-

ers was in here a day or two ago and was quite

taken with this idea, and told me he was going

to adapt it to his St. Louis property."

©

Are Canadian Men Good Dressers?
(Continued from page 45.)

A new style of shirt that some look on with con-

fidence as a good seller has a short stiff bosom with

the pattern running across. Some are pleated. The
advantage of the short bosom is the lack of encum-
brance or the bulging of the vest.

Taffeta shirts in quiet designs promise to become
popular for business wear and some houses have been

stocking heavily for the Fall.

In collars the verdict is unanimous that the close

fitting double style is doomed. The whole tendency

to-day is to one slightly open, starting in some cases

at the top, and in a few lines half way down. The
difficulty with the tie in the close-fitter probably is

responsible for the innovation. One brand is slightly

parted even at the top. The long three-inch points

which became popular suddenly this summer are

likely to disappear, temporarily, with the cooler

weather.

The vogue of the double collar is face to face

with a formidable rival, however, in the turn down
collar with the round wing. This design appealed
at once to the popular fancy and has been selling on
every side. Against it the sharp points are having a

hard and losing struggle and the "straight" collar

that has stood so long for dress purposes is vanishing
from view. The round wing is particularly well

adapted to the bow tie: indeed it is probable that

the dress bow established this collar for evening wear,

just as vice versa the collar itself has been the reason

for the renewal of the wearing of bows for business

dress.

BRIGHT COLORS IN TIES.

The fall ties show an even stronger leaning than
before to bright colors, and a tendency to a wide
flare below the bow, and large flowing ends. Knitted
ties are much fancied again. They are a trifle wider,

in plain, bias and cross stripe treatments.

During the summer bow ties have after a long

struggle established a hold on the public. The ap-

pearance of the rounded wing collar was partly re-

sponsible for this as the combination created a favor-

able impression at once. The simple navy blue polka

dot design was one of the best sellers but all kinds of

plain and fancy foulards were in demand.
The "single end" bow is a new idea that is already

showing signs of becoming popular. The purpose

is not so much to secure a curved end on one side

only—that is a mere detail—as to stow away in some
convenient place any surplus length that is so annoy-
ing, particularly to men who wear low sizes in collars.

With the new design, as shown in the illustration,

only one end is broadened, and the other is taken

care of by being carried up under the collar and
behind the neck band. It is specially adapted for

dress purposes and where a wing collar is worn.

Elsewhere are given cuts illustrating some of the

latest designs.

The summer season has witnessed the usual run
on silk socks in black, tans, greys and whites, and
the brighter hues with silk workings. White has
had a hard fight but seems to be winning a permanent
hold with the public. It will be used to a less ex-

tent this fall with light shades of grey. Black in

silks, cashmeres and woolens will be the standard win-
ter stock.

In gloves the regulation tans and greys and
whites will be sold for their appropriate occasions

as before. Natural chamois is gaining a hold for

morning wear, with black points for dinner and
evenings. A rather "thoughtful" line, from a lady's

standpoint is a white kid with the palm made of net,

which is designed to prevent soiling of the waist in

dancing.

®
Featuring One-piece Suit

The idea of specializing on one-priced suits is

one that appears to be growing in many
places. While there are a number of such
firms who make nothing hut a one-priced suit,

$14, .$15, or $18, as the cost may be, there are many
others who carry almost a full assortment, but keep
all except specialized suits in the shade, so to speak.

Such concerns, since they know in detail what it

costs to make a suit, are in a position to produce these

goods at a greater profit than those who make almost

equal quantities of all prices since their methods are

fully systematized and no wastes in trimmings, etc.,

are encountered.

There is a class of trade which this system clin-

ches firmly. They are those of limited means who
decide what price of suit they want and not what
kind of suit they want. Not meaning to infer that

they do not obtain variety of style in these houses,

because as a matter of fact they do, but the predom-

inating idea when they start out to buy a suit is.

•'What shall I pay?"
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What Percentage for Advertising Outlay?
WE START out with

the proposition that

every live business con-

cern desires to hold and
increase its trade, to the

utmost, and that in or-

der to do so it must ad-

vertise, for advertising

pays.

There are many kinds of advertising, and many
ways of getting the advertising to the place where it

will bring best results, but the production of good

advertising costs money and the placing of it in

the channels which will bring best results costs more

money, and the questions every man must solve is:

How much money can my business afford to invest

in advertising? and how can I get best returns for

my investment? (Notice I said invest, not spend,

for we should look upon our advertising as an in-

vestment, and one that requires as well thought out

consideration as any other of the investments which

the business man must make, and should be, made
with due regard to the returns which may be gained

therefrom). This will be decided by many condi-

tions. First: The age of the business, the initial

expense for advertising in introducing a business, or

an article, may well be allowed to bear a much larger

proportion of cost in comparison with the amount of

business done than would be thought advisable in a

business which is well established. Second: When
a business is established, and results may seem to

have reached a satisfactory basis, the proprietor- may
think it wise to reduce the amomit invested in ad-

vertising believing that a considerably smaller

amount will hold the business at its present condi-

tion, but to me the much better ideal to plan for, and

question to ask would be : How much per cent of my
present receipts may I judiciously, and successfully,

invest in advertising in order to keep my business

growing to its full possibilities and have as little

waste as possible in expenditure? In the third place.

the number and class of my competitors, with the

amount and quality of the advertising done by them,

would require to be considered, and would have its

influence in determining the amount I would require

to invest in advertising. And yet further the classes

of people I had to appeal

to, and the means by

which I co aid best reach

them would be a factor in

determining the amount I

would require to invest in

advertising.

My idea would be that

not less than one per cent

of the gross amount of

Opinions of correspondents as to the
amount which the merchant should
expend on advertising—Some say 2 per
cent, others advise as high as 5

—

Conditions of each business must be
considered.

business done ought to

be invested in advertis-

ing every year, in con-

ducting an established

business, that often-

times two per cent may
be required to hold

present business, and
provide for a steady growth, and that as high as

three per cent may be wisely invested in introducing

a business.

With some lines of business which carry with

them an extra profit the investment may, with ad-

vantage be much larger, but each business requires

to be considered by itself, carefully, the different

kinds of advertising tested and the sources through

which it may best reach its public tried out, and as

far as possible results tabulated, comparisons made,

and the appropriation wisely distributed in propor-

tion to results obtained. H. C. FORMA N.

lve Per Cent the Limit

To make a definite statement regarding what ratio

of a store's turnover should be appropriated for ad-

vertising purposes is a problem which it is doubtful

if any person can solve. If every man who ad-

vertises successfully were to prepare statistics of his

advertising expense of past years, there would be

such a wide diversity of opinion as to be amazing.

Copper is absolutely insoluble in water but placed

in nitric acid (aqua fortis, or literally, strong water)

it is very soluble. Sugar or salt on the other hand

is quite soluble in either.

Thus it is with business and advertising. Some

businesses are like salt or sugar. Their natural com-

binations are such that their problems are dissolved

with just enough advertising to keep them from be-

coming dry and crisp, while others require the ad-

ministration of a powerful advertising solvent in or-

der to eliminate the formations of metallic strength

with which they meet along their path to success.

There is no doubt, however, that advertising is

the aqua fortis of all business getting problems, and

whatever the cost or whatever percentage of turnover

is appropriated for advertising, it will be returned in

ample quantities. Sometimes this return is imme-
diate, more often only a

small portion is quickly

obtained, the remainder

exhibiting itself a consid-

erable time after the ad-

vertisement has been in

circulation.

No part of business ex-

pense is so well used as

that spent on advertising

4S

The Problem.
Advertising has become a very essential

part of the retail business. No one doubts now
that advertising can be made the direct means
of increasing the turnover.

A question often asked is: What ratio

should the amount set aside for adv( rtising bear

to the total hi mover.'' What percentage should

be allowed for this purpose?
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The Importance of Advertising

The quality of advertising to-day is different in almost all its essentials to what it tvas only a

few years ago.

Advertising to-day is of a vastly superior quality to what it has been another times, and this

necessitates a better man to write that advertisement. This man is not obtained at any small ex-

pense and his employer is anxious that his work will be most effective he will not be willing that

his time be spent on cheap advertising.

The most successful ad. man of modern times is not the fellow who can write preposterous

phrases. Advertising has had three important changes within the last two decades.

The first form was what might properly be called the pugilistic stage, when the man who
would ornament his expressions with words which when articulated, would sound like the boom-
ing of an English Artillery corps tvas looked upon as a master of advertising.

Then came the day for the flowery gentleman. To write an ad. it was necessary for him to

have a rich flow of words with many syllables. The more the etter. His ad. was not finished

unless he had decorated it with elongated words and phrases.

The next stage and the stage of the present day was that of the better educated advertiser. It

was necessary-that he have a good flow of language but it must be of the unassuming variety.

Words of one, two, and sometimes three syllable* (but never more) was and is the advertisement
that is read by all classes of people (the best educated being among the first applaudcrs) , and this

is the one which brings the first return.

There are many cases where only a small proportion of the real benefits of an advertise-

ment are obtained after it has been put into circulation. Fully three-quarters of the returns are

often delayed for a considerable time.

A thorough business man who has traveled a great deal, has visited Neiv Zealand, Australia,

Germany, France, The British Isles, and United Stales, in fact has been in almost all parts of

the civilized world, has made the following remark,—"In all my travels I have never seen a
successful business concern that is not a great advertiser." This from such an authority speaks
volumes for advertising.

It is now distinctly evident that much more money must be spent on advertising than was
done a number of years ago . If a business man wishes to be in the mercantile game he must
get there with both feet.

schemes, and should be considered (by those who
use systems which detail every expense), as a dis-

tinctly separate account from the others which are

placed under the head of advertising.

While some concerns may get along with a small

amount of publicity and still do a fairly large busi-

ness, yet if they are able to cope with a larger turn-

over, they should advertise more. But there are a

few growing concerns that should spend less than

four or five per cent on publicity. This, of course,

takes in all forms of the publicity side of the firm.

It is difficult to follow any stereotyped form of

advertising because when business is dull much ad-

vertising should be done, while when business is

good the advertising should be kept full of snaps in

order to keep up the boom.

SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISER.

Believes in Liberal Advertising

The question of what per cent of a merchant's

turnover should be spent on advertising may be con-

sidered with the same thought as, what percentage

must be spent to sell goods?

Advertising is beyond doubt the most direct

means of increasing the turnover, although the ad-

vertising expense of any business is not a direct and
unerring indication of that concern's turnover.

To meet with success in any venture we must be

willing to pay the price of success, whether that price

he hard labor, dangerous chance, or intelligent in-

vestment of our means. We must be willing to give

our time, energy or money, and these to no small

degree if we wish our venture to have a successful

outcome.

Conditions are changing rapidly in this respect.

What policies men had years ago regarding adver-

tising would be of no use to-day. Present require-

ments demand that a man advertise, and not only

that he buy space in some circulating medium, or

eiett a mammoth sign along the wayside, but he must

intelligently use that which he has so bought or

erected. When he has gone a mile he must add on

another mile, and still another and so on, until he

no longer thinks of miles but in multiples of these.

Having begun advertising, his money will come
quicker and easier, and this he must invest in the

same profit-paying stock which he made it in, that

it may yet bring forth more talents.

When we regard advertising simply as an invest-

ment, which in short it really is, a person has no

hesitation in putting into this investment all he pos-

sibly can.

A business which has a turnover of $100,000 a

year can easily afford to spend from $3,000 to $4,000

of this on advertising investments, and a concern

with a turnover of $200,000 should not feel that they

were straining a point by spending from $5,000 to

$7,01)0 on their publicity department. A. E. R.



Suiting Styles Passing Transition Stage
MEN'S SUITING
styles are now passing-

through one of those

transition points in

which an almost com-
plete revolution takes

place. This branch of

men's trade exhibits the

cyclic order to an even more marked degree than
the greater part of male attire. Loose fitting gar-

ments follow tight-fitting and these in their turn
are followed by the former. Checks follow stripes,

plaids follow checks, and stripes again follow plaids,

and so on with only slight modification from year
to year and from radical change to radical change.

Thus we have now reached that point where
the loose-fitting garments are giving way to the
tighter and more form shaped variety. The stripes

that have been dominant for many years are giving
way to checks.

As a natural sequence to the advent of checks
we will shortly see the large plaid designs. These
are at bottom only, magnified checks of varied char-

acter.

The tight-fitting or half-English suit is establish-

ing itself very strongly. While it has not met with

an exceedingly great burst of popularity it has grown
very rapidly, and will shortly be accepted as a mat-

ter of fact.

The demand in Canada for this newer style

varies considerably with the locality. The eastern

trade has accepted it definitely. The west still de-

mands the loose-fitting garments. While again on

the Pacific Coast the tight-fitting style is followed

very closely.

The trade as a whole, however, has been in better

quality goods. This is indeed gratifying as the

manufacturer is in a position to produce better style

Tight-fitting or half-English suit is

establishing itself—Stripes are giving

away to checks—Plain colored goods

in favor—Three-buttoned sack seen

—

Materials which are being most used.

and fit in garments

when the material is of

a more reliable grade.

The wool market has

recently experienced a

decided rise in prices,

and it is feared that this

will not end where it

now is hut will gradually soar to a much
higher point. If the tariff bill in the United
States carries, and there is almost certain to be some
change, whether it does so or not, and free raw wool

is admitted to that country, the increased demand
will raise the price considerably. If on the other

hand this is not placed on the free list, the tariff on

woven fabric and manufactured goods will undoubt-

edly be lowered to a great extent and this in itself

will have a wonder-

fully telling effect

upon the price of

woollen fabrics.

While the most

marked pattern is

the checked design

yet many almost in-

visible effects are to

be seen. The wide

stripe is a thing of

other days, hut very

line hairline stripes,

sonic of which can

scarcely he seen are

very popular indeed.

The heavy tweed

effect has lost ground

rapidly and its place

has been taken by

worsteds, many of

which have a soft fin-

Popular suiting designs

featuring the extremely
small designs. Shown
by McAlpine Richardson
Co.. Toronto.
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"KING EDWARD"
SUSPENDERS

Retail QQVrice

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of "King
Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN ONTARIO

/fjt/e of

YIVYIAN
MNGALINE
SILK&WOOL

None Better

irVi'n

THE HIT OF THE TRADE
44 Shades in $4.50, $6.50 shapes, 7 day

delivery.

Use the show card as above,

14 x 11, 4 colors and embossed

Neckwear Department

Crescent Mfg. Co.
Limited

MONTREAL
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ish resembling the cheviots to a considerable degree, the fabric is thick yet it is by no means heavy.

Plain colored goods are strong. Navy blues, since but of a fine grade and very warm,

being staple lines they are always strong, will be The patterns are large checks and plaids in colors

even more so in a short time. This is no doubt main- in scarlet, green, tan, and grey in combination main-

ly due to the fact that many persons who are too ly with black and presenting exceedingly pretty

conservative to be attracted by the new patterns effects. These patterns are all reversible and form

will resort to these plain fabrics until they have be- an internal finishing to the garment,

come thoroughly climatized to fashion's decree. The coat will almost certainly prove very pop-

Browns are featured as something distinct in ular with both men and women for motoring, curl-

colors. The shades are of a rather medium tone ing, skating, and various outing purposes. Many
with a tendency toward lighter effects. people will welcome the garment for these uses be-

The two buttoned sack is in reality the most cause, although an overgarment yet it is not cumber-

popular. Many, however, are actually three-but- some around the legs.

toned but the top button is more of the false nature, The Ulster overcoat with large collar which may
coming in the lowest extremity of the collar it is be buttoned up closely to the neck seems to have

almost entirely obscured by this, while it may be come for permanent stay, and considering the gar-

used if desired. ment from the standpoint of comfort this is not by
The soft roll collar falling quite far down the any means an amazing fact,

front of the coat is most popular and indeed very
a ,. mi , ., e xl , n - HEAVY WEAVES FOR OVERCOATS.

effective. Ihe upper extremity of the lapel forms

with the main collar what is known as the pointed Overcoat fabrics in very soft yet heavy weaves are

collar. This consists of a much closer fitting V shap- enjoying great popularity. These heavy weaves

ed joining that has been customary for that portion made from a very soft yarn have the advantage of

of the coat. making the garment rather light but decidedly warm.

Norfolks for spring will be exceedingly popular ^hawl collars with a long roll are by far the most

as a novelty, and many very stylish ideas are shown popular. These are extremely dressy besides being

by some manufacturers. distinct from previous styles.

The great quantity of these have yokes and this The Raglan shoulder or shoulder made in one

offers a source of considerable individuality. A piece with the sleeve is decidedly a thing of the past,

novel idea is a series of three small pleats on the This part of the coat is now made with a wide seam,

front of the coat, running from the yoke to the and in distinct sections.

belt only, others run to the bottom of the coat. They Coat linings have recently undergone a marked
all have vents, some of these in the form of an in- change. The fancy and highly colored linings have

verted pleat but this style will not be nearly so pop- given way to self-lined materials. These are very

ular as the fully open form. effective and are carried out in exceedingly tasty de-

Some belts completely encircle the waist while signs in many fabrics,

others only extend around the back and terminate

in front at the location of the pleats. . -—@
Patch pockets are going to be used considerably

on both Norfolk suits and summer goods. Imports of Furs

Vests are cut rather highly up and show at least The total imports of fur skins, undressed, into

one and in some cases two buttons above the coat. the United States during the first nine months of

A shawl collar will be an addition that will be the fiscal year 1913 were $11,436,679 as compared

well received as a trimming for the vest. with $11,736,833 one year ago. Imports of dressed

Fancy waistcoats, although always used by a furs and manufactures were $6,065,928 and $6,464,-

small number of dressers, will be very much strong- °^0 respectively.

er in the near future. Light colors are gaining in From various countries there were as follows

:

favor and the darker shades will shortly follow.
VN ID \

Trousers will for the greater part have cuffs. 1913 1912
These relieve the plain appearance of the tight fit- Undressed $1,651,495 $1,660,053
ting garment and also add considerably to the Dressed and Manufactured. . 65,428 68,252
hang of the trouser.

«, .,, , , ,. , , • •, . GREAT BRITAIN.
Sleeves will lie made comparatively plain and for _ . ... 190 „ iqQ47R

the most part will have only two button trimming.
nuiesecl

' „' "'.'.' ,'

nr J to
Dressed 723,399 .

12.b00
A decided novelty and a garment that is growing

rapidly in popularity with our cousins across the GERMANY.
border is the Norfolk jacket. This is made from Undressed 3,230,646 4,763,959

a checked mackinaw with a brashed finish. Although Dressed 1.802.440 l.» 70,1 03
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools

Scotch

Fingerings

Vanguard,

15's, 12's,

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&o., &c.

<ff >+

•..«>

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

3 and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, ni*. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

Imperial Pure Wool
—the underwear

of thirty years
standing

Under

—the result of

specializing on

one line

wear
When we look back over the past thirty years of phenomenal success we become stronger ad-

vocates than ever of the specialization of any line.

Especially is underwear-making- benefited by specializing on one class of goods, for experience is

the best teacher and devoting the entire facilities of one factory to these goods is the surest way
to attain the experience.

We specialize on the manufacture of wool underwear, including: Men's natural wool, men's
elastic Knit, men's high grade Imperial. We also make some excellent values in men's double
thread Balbriggan.

Ask your wholesale house for Imperial Brand.

Write for samples to-day.

KINGSTON HOSIERY COMPANY
KINGSTON Established 1880 ONTARIO



Soft Hats are in Remarkable Demand
THE HAT and cap

trade is one that has

this year felt the tight-

ened condition of the

money market to prob-

ably a greater degree

than some other
branches of merchan-

dising. While some dealers report a decided ad-

vance over last year yet there are many others who
have found a marked decrease. However, by a rea-

sonable balancing of current reports it may be in-

ferred that there has been a fair increase.

The most marked demand for fall trade lias

been in soft hats. These will be particularly stylish.

There are many occasions for which the -oft

hat is not the correct thing, and again the hard hat

holds its place with a Hercules grip for general

wear, and there will be many of these sold, yet the

volume of business for fall and spring will be dune

in soft hats.

These hats are somewhat varied in character.

Although the shapes have a great deal of similarity,

there is a decided difference in the material.

There is not much doubt but the better quality

cloth hats will be the leader, inasmuch as they have

so many things in their favor. They are much
more indestructible than most other hats and, if

they become crushed or soaked in a rain, they are

not so liable to be completely ruined. They are

made for the greater part with well stitched crowns

and brims, and many excellent patterns of cloth

are shown in them. The most favored of these ase

decided checks while many are of a somewhat indis-

tinct design, others are in perfectly plain patterns.

The colors are for the most part brown while many
greys are shown. These latter tones shade into the

green effects and then vary until decided colors are

reached. These greens are distinctly nobby and will

no doubt enjoy considerable favor.

A novelty which will meet with great approval

for early fall and late spring is a soft silk hat. made
from both silk and cotton mixtures and taffeta silk.

The brim is quite rigid while the crown is very

flexible. The hat is decidedly light and cool and
will give excellent service for business men. etc.

The soft felt hat holds a strong place and has a

somewhat more dressy appearance than those made
from other materials. The brims are for the most
part of a flat nature with a gentle curve on the sides

which adds considerably to the character of the hat.

A glance through a. fairly representative range of

of these shows browns, and greys the most promi-
nent, although greens do not by any means occupy

Best quality cloth hats are selling well.

—Browns, greys and greens the pre-

dominant shades—Tendency is toward
higher crowns in hard hats—Much ex-

perimenting being done with the bow

—

Larger shapes shown in caps.

a subordinate place. A
great strength is shown

in some shades that

can scarcely be classed

as greys or greens, in

fact to persons with

lack of color discern-

ing abilities the classi-

fication would be utterly impossible, the shades be-

ing so decidedly characteristic.

For high-class trade the velours will be greatly

in demand. These are shown almost entirely in

reliable quality, and will make a great appeal to

business and professional men who are fond of some-

thing which is decidedly of a better grade than that

which is worn by the masses. The colors for the

greater part are of rich brown effects although grey

and green are shown in large quantities.

THE POSITION OF THE BOW.

The position of the bow seems to be a source

of bead wear, shown by Cooper Cap Co.,

Toronto. In the cap note the plaid .lesion and large peak.

of great experiment on the part of the manufactur-

er, and the outcome ha- been that the bow is now

placed at the back which i- the most distant point

possible from the original location. Some are

shown on the three-quarter but their popularity is

-mall as compared with the hack position.

Hard hats are changing very slightly from what

they were a year ago. Recent styles have been de-

cidedly too extreme, many persons being unable to

wear them because of the extraordinary shape-.

Continued on page 58,
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To Wholesalers and Manufacturers
Just What You're Looking For A Sure Seller

FASCOL PRINTS
THE SHIRTINGS FOR SEASON 1914

Guarantees

Fast Colors

Smart Clothes

British Manufacture

Up-to-date Designs

STOCKS NOIV READY
MANUFACTURERS: Geo. Tingey & Co., Ltd., 43 Mosley Street, Manchester, Eng.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: Dingman & Co., 12 Sheppard Street, Toronto

LONDON OFFICE: 15 Watling Street, E.C.

Boys' Clothing in every
sense of the word

Lion Brand is truly boys' clothing if for no

other reason than the fact that it gives the

greatest percentage of service that has ever

been embodied in any boys' wear.

It is boys' clothing because the boys them-

selves appreciate the natty styles.

Write for sample order. First, write for

catalog.

The Jackson Mfg. Co.
CLINTON FACTORIES AT ONT.
CLINTON, GODERICH, EXETER, ZURICH.

Wreyford & Co,
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers

We are Specialists in Men's Wear —
Everything new, that is also good, we can
supply. The Leading Manufacturers we
represent are

:

Young & Rochester
London and Londonderry

"Wy'anar" Shirts and Pyjamas in Zephyrs,
Oxfords. Silks and Taffetas—Select' Neck-
wear for Christmas now ready.

Correct Dress Wear

Tress & Co.
London and Luton

High Class Hats—Caps and Straws.

Shown by best trade in Canada and U.S.A.

Latest Styles—The "Rosmar," The
"Strath."

Dominion Agents for "Aquatite" Coats for
Rain and Shine in Gabardine, Silk and
Ulster Cloths.

Call when in Toronto or ask for our
travellers to call on you.
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KNIT GOODS NEWS

Review of Conditions in Knitted Goods
HOW MANY retailers

are taking advantage of

early shipments and
pushing knitted goods

now? Those who are

not are, in the opinion

of many, losing a good

opportunity of increas-

ing their turnover to a great extent in these lines of

merchandise.

The new Fall lines of sweaters and sweater coats

have such attractive features that they do not require

a great deal of pushing, but if given a little in the

way of exhibiting their advantages for outing wear

for early Fall, such as boating, motoring, etc., the

turnover would be greatly augmented. The cool

evenings of Autumn are productive of great results

in the way of starting people to think of protecting

their bodies, and it only remains for the retailer to

offer suggestions by suitably displaying the goods;

and his stock is kept moving.

Another source of business should lie in the way
of outfitting in all requirements for boys who will

soon be leaving home and migrating back to college.

This class of trade is generally good and many lo-

calities have a number of these boys in their midst,

who if given a little attention, would turn over con-

siderable business.

Light weight sweaters should be exceptionally

good for Fall, especially in the lighter saxonies.

These being produced in so many grades that selec-

tion may be made, suitable for any time of year.

Many people make use of a light saxony coat under a

heavier one of the same material, a cardigan, or wor-

sted, for extremely cold weather outing in Winter.

For the more frigid times the cardigan or heavy

worsted has advantages over the saxony, but many
men who are given to outdoor sport keep both

weights in their wardrobes.

The combination collars have many points which

make them popular at all times of the year. The fact

that the garment may be used with the heavy looking

collar obscured in moderate weather, and by a simple

manipulation, may be buttoned up snugly, is a strong

selling argument. There are many roll and shawl

collars that are also useful in this respect and almost

vie with the combination collars for usefulness.

Retailers should be taking advantage of

early shipments by purchasing knit

goods now—Quiet colors and solid tones
are favored in men's sweater coats

—

Will shipments be hard to obtain in

underwear in Spring %—Fewer patterns
in hosierv.

There are few shawl

collars, but by a simple

roll may be converted

into almost any effect

desired.

QUIET COLORS

PREDOMINATE.

Solid shades and quiet colors are decidedly the

predominent characteristics of new Fall goods, and

exceedingly rich tones are shown in pearl greys,

light browns, and tans, while a quantity of rich red is

also exhibited. To stress the popularity of these

shades and increase the demand for them some prom-

inent stores are making window displays of solid col-

ors. If greys are exhibited, then grey only can be

seen in the window, and likewise with tans, browns,

or reds, as the case may be. These make very effect-

ive displays and when the scheme is artistically car-

ried out and the whole spiced up with an appropri-

ate card, it cannot fail to be attractive and also a busi-

ness bringer.

STANDARDIZING SIZES.

A problem that has long been engaging the atten-

tion of dealers in sweaters and sweater coats is that of

a standardizing of sizes. This is being dealt with by

American manufacturers with a view of co-operation

in size standards and it is not before this scheme is

due, as it is the cause of great difficulty among
dealers.

SELLING MEDIUM WEIGHTS.

The time to sell medium weight underwear is

now. This could be turned over and good profits

made on it if it were just given a little more prom-

inence and displayed in the windows at this time of

year in place of so much Summer goods that are sold

at reduced prices and no gain made, with turnover so

meagre that it is not worth the trouble.

Combination suits are now becoming easy sellers.

These through gradual improvements which have

been worked out from time to time have firmly estab-

lished themselves as being vastly superior to the older

form of two-pieces.

Indications point to an extra trade in spring un-

derwear. American mills state that previous to July

20th over 70 per cent, of their business had been
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DO YOU want the

agency for a line of .

tailOrea-tO~meaSUre xxr ITH an immense organi-

7 7 • 7 7 7 VV zation behind us for the

C fOt ft1 nCf that SellS production of men's superior

-111 * /-»
quality suits and coats at popu-

with little Ausninq ? la* p
+

rices
'

we offer a ?™ meT~

lAsiviw ,,%,*,, \, 2/ *1,t/,|,, ",y chant or progressive tailor in===^^^==^=^=^^=
every town and city in Canada,

the exclusive right to handle the complete range of "International Tailoring."

Our garments are perfectly tailored and have good trimmings. Our garments

are those which fit.

We want live men to handle this proposition. Are you one?

Write for samples and literature giving full particulars. It's worth your while

We also cut, make and trim your own goods.

Snterrtattonal ^tailoring Co., Ittmteb
62=64 fofjn At, 24 Jtlercer At, Toronto

*<C 9>

THE HALL-MARK OF ed No. 282,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP A ND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

PIM'S

IRISH POPLIN

.tVftC
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done for Spring, 1914. This shows that American
dealers are gauging the trade and by no means fear-

ing for the future.

Repeat and sorting orders for Spring will no
doubt be hard to obtain, because from all present in-

dications the supply is not going to be equal to the

demand. This is the result of numerous forces ex-

erting their influence on the trade. The most im-

portant of these is the conditions that have been pre-

valent in the West. Owing to the financial scare

which is now happily looking as though it would
shortly pass over, many mills have laid plans to pro-

duce a limited quantity of goods for stock purposes

of filling short orders. And as a result when Spring

business opens up there will very probably be such a

demand that what small amount of goods has been

made up will be rapidly consumed and other orders

will have to await production.

Hosiery trade is assuming a little firmer position

from time to time. It is now not nearly so much of

a gamble on varying season goods as has been the

case in the past.

There is a great tendency now for people to wear

the same weight hose the year around, save for the

case of heavy wools. Many persons use light cos-

tumes in all seasons, while others prefer heavy lisle,

mercerized, or silk for either Summer or Winter.

This is an advantage from both the retailers and

manufacturers standpoint as they are not so liable to

accumulate dead stock.

Heavy woolen goods are an important exception

to this, however, but these only constitute a limited

and, proportionately to other lines, a decreasing por-

tion of men's hose.

Pattern designs in men's hose are becoming less

and less popular as time goes on. This may be attrib-

uted to the fact that there have been so many cheap

and glaring patterns on the market, thai they have

no longer remained a novelty, and as a result have

fallen from favor.

Plain colors in lisle, mercerized, or silk fabrics are

used most extensively. Flashy tones have little

favor, but the quiet shades are extremely popular.

Double sales and reinforced heels and toes are

becoming almost necessary requisites of all grades

and weaves. Some silks and lisles, as well as artificial

silks and mercerized goods are shown with four, and

even six-ply heels and toes. These reinforcements

make a stronger selling feature in men's hose than

women's or children's, and should be given great

stress by the salesman in describing his goods to the

prospective customer.

-@-

Soft Hats are in Remarkable Demand
(Continued from page 54.)

The result of this is a demand for return to

higher crowns which next season will be even more

marked. With the higher crowns will come the

deeper bands which are even now showing change.

The brims are exhibiting a little more curve than
has been customary.

LARGER CAPS SHOWN.

Caps are of decidedly larger shapes. This has
been the result of a gradual growth and many mer-
chants foreseeing this have in the past bought only
what they felt confident of being able to clear from
stock.

The large square peak has entirely displaced the

smaller and more rounded style. This increased
size is demanded on account of the greater flare on
the main part of the cap.

The plaid patterns are decidedly becoming the
most popular design. These are very stylish and
should meet with great popularity by persons who
have a fondness for the more dressy effects.

Small checked designs in black and white and in

two-tone brown combinations are very strong, par-
ticularly so for use with suits of similar designs.

The extremely large checkered design which has
been so noticeable in recent times is too conspicuous
and faddy to live long and is already on a rapid
decline. Its outlook is of a decidedly limited char-
acter which is generally the case with such extreme
departures.

One manufacturer shows a very effective fancy
cap called the "Clifton." It has a double raided

seam at places where sewing is necessary, and has
several small box pleats running from the band to

the external border of the cap.

Some excellent combination silk and wool caps
are shown and are very effective. They are very
light in weight and admirably suited for' early Fail
and late spring wear.

®

Changes in Fur Tariff

The Senate Finance Committee of the United
States with the approval of the Democratic caucus
has made the following changes in the tariff bill

as it relates to furs:

1-—Furs and skins of all kinds not dressed in any
manner are exempt from duty. The House had
placed an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent, on all

except dogs, goats, rabbits ami hares.

'2.—Twenty per cent on furs dressed on the skin

not advanced further than dyeing. In the House
it had been fixed at 30 per cent.

3.—Thirty-five per cent, on manufactures of fur

—a change from 40 per cent.

4.—Forty-five per cent on all articles of wearing

apparel composed of or of which fur is the component
material of chief value—in place of 50 per cent.

The measure is expected to pass about the middle

of September.
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vvm. H. LeJshman & Co.
Limited

119 Adelaide St. "West, Toronto

CANADA'S BEST TAILORS
TO THE TRADE

are now showing their complete

range of samples and models

for

SPRING 1914

Samples for made-to-measure ord-

ers supplied to reliable merchants

MAKERS OF THE BEST TAILORED GARMENTS FOR MEN



Quieter Shades are Favored in Neckwear
NECKWEAR manu-

facturers report busi-

ness so far this year to

be not quite so booming

as a year ago, and in

view of this do not feel

justified in making any

definite estimate as to

what will yet come. Some, however, are laying plans

for coping with a larger demand. It is to be hoped

that this will lie the case, and in fact it could be ex-

pected, in as much as there remains almost one half

of the year and by all means the better half from the

standpoint of the neckwear trade.

The late Summer had no doubt a telling effect

upon wash goods trade, but this is no reason why

the fall selling should be backward in any way. The

Xmas trade should be a bumper one and no doubt it

will be so.

The good-will feeling between man and man

which exhibits itself more and more every year in

the way of Xmas gifts, is productive of growing re-

sults in the form of an increased necktie trade. There

seems to be no article for any purpose whatever which

has such a free exchange as neckwear.

Tasty and attractive goods is the standard of mea-

surement by which this Xmas turn-over may be com-

puted. If the retailer wishes to obtain the bulk of

this trade in his locality, he must arrange his stock

with that end in view. While it is a recognized fact

that some lines will sell at Xmas that would never

sell at any other times of year, yet' no retailer can

expect a great turn-over with a stock, the greater part

of which has been shown in his windows and display

cases at various times throughout the year. The

stock must be well sorted up with popular and tasty

goods.

The patterns shown by manufacturers for ball

and Winter trade are very tasty and effective indeed.

The colors are not loud and gay or the combina-

tions clashing in any degree whatever.

The lack of glaring colors is a very conspicuous

feature of Fall lines. Plain diades are most in prom-

inence and these with tasty border designs form the

bulk of the showing.

The border designs for Winter will be more

popular than ever. Many people remark that the

border tie is more suited for Summer when it may

be worn without the vest and shows the pattern.

This is not exactly the case. While the wearer is

no doubt fond of wearing the tie that the pattern

may be shown, this border has been a great deal of

benefit to the retailer for display purposes. A win-

dow full of plain colored ties, and particularly those

The vogue of vivid ties is not likely to

last long—Quiet tones are being shown
in Fall and Winter lines—Vivid borders
are seen, however, in many lines to off-

set the quiet shades employed—Some
popular ideas.

of quiet shades, would

not attract many pass-

ers-by, but a window
with a display of beau-

tifully artistic borders

will have many inter-

ested admirers.

Color effects are

mainly in tones of blue, brown, grey, and two shades

of reds. Of these last named, cardinal is most fav-

ored.

While, as has been mentioned above, shades are

mostly of a very quiet nature, yet the trimmings are

more vivid. This is no doubt intended to bring out

a striking contrast with the mild tones.

The cravat made from fancy designed silk is de-

cidedly a thing of other days. As toggery history

repeats itself it will no doubt return but, for present

times, it has no place in up-to-date furnishings.

(Continued on page 97.)

New design
fli border on

m ties shown by Tooke Bros., Ltd. Note the

the left and medallion pattern on the right.
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MIS
Dq)tt4

Illustration shows our new Long
Point Collar sold with Crescent

Lounge Collar and French Cuff

Shirts. The ideal soft collar.

All fabrics from the ordinary

Cotton to the most exclusive

Silks are shown in our new range.

Crescent ilanufacturtns Co.

Htmiteb

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver
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The Clearing Sale-Its Benefits and Evils

at present seems

furnishers an

sales, many others

and follow a policy

layinc

ire giv

if -tin

A QUESTION which

is worthy of a great deal

of thought and one that

oiler- vast scope for de-

hate, is that of clear-

ance sah's. This is es-

pecially open to criti-

cism within the orb of

the men's furnisher, whicl

reached a very acute stage.

While many high-clas

great stress on Summer
ing them a wide berth

less the better."

There are many departments of retailing where-

in bargain sales do not injure the regular business.

hut men's trade must he handled with great consid-

eration in this respect.

In the first place to make any success of a men's

wear sale most merchants think that a prime essen-

tial is to plaster the windows and entrance of the

store, and very often completely on to the street,

with glaring signs. Something extremely striking,

in order to stop the passerby.

Although this method may he to some extent use-

ful yet it has been overused by -'Going out of busi-

ness" and "bankrupt" sales and it is now associated.

wherever it is seen, with the result of a falling off in

business. That store is a marked spot as a "bargain

-tore.'' and when really dependable goods are wanted

they are generally sought elsewhere. Much more

conservative methods should be used than those which

have so much prominence now. Some goods which

are faddy and very novel should, of course, be got-

ten rid of, but why should good dependable merchan-

dise be slaughtered along with these? It is quite

true that some catchy goods are effective in adding

"spice" to a sale, but why does this necessitate the

use of the guillotine with every article m a store'.''

This idea of retailing has been growing rapidly

for some time, but it is quite different to-day from its

standing when first practised. In the earlier stages

it was considered soon enough to begin the Summer
sale the latter end of August and beginning of Sep-

tember, at which time oversupplies were gotten rid

of very satisfactorily. It then became the ambition

of every retailer who approved of clearance sales to

get into the held before the other fellows.

This eagerness to be first kept growing rapidly,

until now we see clearance sales, and slaughter sales.

conducted at the very time when regular business

demands all the advertising, and window space

available.

This is a problem that is not given enough thought

by the average merchant who plunges into

price-cutting habit.-. Unless the retailer wishes to

convert bis business into a veritable bargain house,

Men's furnishers have begun to hold

clearance sales much earlier than usual

—Is this advisable ?—The price cutting

problem—much slashing' is now indulg-

ed in which seems far from necessary

—

Some values now being offered.

he cannot afford to uti-

lize the major portion

of his publicity depart-

ment to sole advertis-

ing, when if the same

space were intelligently

used for pushing sea-

sonable goods, the more
substantia] trade would be obtained and held.

'Idie cause for your goods remaining in stock i>

very often due to the fact that when they should be
selling, they are quietly reposing in the rear of a

-belt or carefully boxed and huddled in a dark cor-

ner of the stock room, lest they might escape and be
seen by those who would buy them.

One objection frequently raised to the conduct-
ing of bargain sales is that people become too well

acquainted with the cost of goods, or get a fallacious

conception of what margin the retailer has when he
-ell- goods at regular prices. And this makes men
look for bargain times as they are certain that they
will come.

Many city stores are quoting such prices ae 50e
ties at 33c and 36c, 50c hose 35c, or •"» prs. for $1.00,

50c underwear 33c, 75c ties for 39c, $1.75 and $2.00
shirts for $1.0(1. While there may be reasons tor

some of these prices, yet there are some of them that

seem irrational when the quality of the goods offer-

ed is considered. Latest patterns and colors in ties

and solid shades in hose sold at prices which could
scarcely replace them at wholesale list prices.

There is no doubt but that more conservative

schemes than those now in use should be employed
when it is desired to increase business at certain

times.

The slashing method is no doubt used to valu-

able purpose on good.- with perishable properties,

such as many -tores offering novelty styles in $2.50

and $3.00 hats for $1.00, $7.50 and $8.00 Panama
hats for $3.50. The offering of men's $25 suits at

$18.75 and $10. To which some custom tailors use at

extremely dull seasons is more rational than that

which many others use of slashing into them for

$16.50 before the quiet season is really due.

If goods can lie bought at a bargain by the re-

tailer so that he may sell them at reduced prices, and

yet have a good margin on them, the axe method
should even then he used with conservatism.

There are too many retailers who mark the cost

of goods according to the invoice price, not taking

into consideration the expenses of transportation,

etc.. and having no system by which they can total

to invoices the costs of conducting business. There-

fore as a result when looking through the stock and

marking goods down, a suit found to cost $12.50 will

be considered cleared if sold at that price. Whereas

as a matter of fact that suit co.-t considerably more.
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They Sell The Clothes
because the Everlast Coat Front will retain the

shape of coat as long as the coat lasts.

Because the canvas is cold water shrunk made
by modern machinery in charge of experts. The
bust and shoulders are worked out to give that

perfect tailored effect.

Coat Fronts
are now being used by the leading manufactur-
ers, as they have found out that tliey can guar-

antee you better suits at no increase in cost.

Write to-day for prices and particulars.

Toronto Pad Co., Limited
569 Queen St. We«t, TORONTO

MAPLE LEAF
UNDERWEAR

will do more to promote
your best interest than
any other similar brand of

wool underwear on the
market.

It is the real essence of
underwear value and has
held the leadership for
nearly half a century.
Try out Maple Leaf Un-

shrinkable Underwear this
season.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Ltd.
INGERSOLL, ONTARIO

HAROLD F. WATSON. WELDON & CO.. Selling Agents
Coristine Bldg.. Montr

Dr. Neff's

PURE WOOL

Underwear
Soft, Close-fitting,

Comfortable

It's almost a safe bet that
you have heard of this famous
health and comfort promoting
wool underwear. Now you
may see it by simply making
the request for samples.

Write to-day and we will be
pleased to get in touch with
you.

Thos. Waterhouse
& Company, Ltd.

INGERSOLL, ONT.

Messrs. Mosey & Urquhart,
Toronto, agents for Ontario.
John W. Peck & Co., Winnipeg,
for Manitoba. Saskatchewan
and Alberta, John W. Peck &
Co., Vancouver, for British
Columbia and the Yukon.
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THE NEW IDEA
SHIRT AND DRAWERS ONE GARMENT

OLUS

We are now introducing into Canada "OLUS," the new garment which is

the feature of men's wear this season.

The idea is that the shirt tails are turned into drawers.

''OLUS" is made in coat style as shown in cuts.

Here are the salient features of the "OLUS" Shirt:

Just one ply of goods. It is so nicely balanced that it fits perfectly. Absolutely

closed crotch and closed back, and perfect freedom for all hygienic purposes.

"OLUS" Shirts stay in place, cannot possibly work up out of the trousers.

There is no binding in the crotch, no adjusting to do. "OLUS" Shirts have
no buttons at the back. There is no bunching of unnecessary material any-
where.

All the features of "OLUS" Shirts apply to Underwear, making a perfect

combination undergarment. "OLUS" is the only coat-cut union suit on the

market.

In a word, "OLUS" is the practical and logical garment to wear, and is now
an established success wherever it has been shown.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
In order to get "OLUS" into the hands of dealers throughout Canada as

quickly as possible, we will ship immediately, express prepaid, one dozen only
fine Percale "OLUS" Shirts, assorted sizes, 14

V

2 to 16

V

2 , assorted Hairlines

on White Ground, with double soft cuffs and laundered neck band, to any
dealer sending cash or money order for $13.50.

Your money will be refunded at once if you are not absolutely satisfied with

the goods, which may be returned at our expense.

This will be the only occasion on which we will ship orders direct, and this

offer is only made in order to quickly introduce "OLUS" Shirts. Samples
of "OLUS" Shirts and Underwear will shortly be in the hands of all leading

Wholesale Houses.

Write to-day for this introductory order—you need these new ideas to give

your store prominence. And this "OLUS" idea is right-up-to-the-minute. Send
off your order right now, be the first in your section to show this brand new
garment.

The "OLUS" garment is patented in Canada and all rights under the patent

are controlled by us.

]$$mM
c/JlimUeaC
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OLUS
THE NEW IDEA

l The illustration shows the first stops in

putting on the "Olus" Garment. Notice the

perfect adjustment of the crotch; the ample
opening enabling one easily to slip the left

arm into the sleeve.

This picture shows the "Olus" Garment
th both arms through the sleeves. It

natural hang of the front, falling
buttoning. Note the

3. Here we show the
front of the garment en-

tirely adjusted. We call

your attention to the
snappy appearance. The
shirt tail now performs a

useful and satisfactory
function.

i. The roar view of the "Olus" Combination
Shirt. Rather startling, isn't it V No open-
ing in the back, but—

READ OUR SPECIAL OFFER
65

5. By unbuttoning at the leg. the tail

readily swings back, leaving a clear wide
opening, more satisfactory and more sani-

tary than any open back garment.

ON OPPOSITE PAGE
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An Extra Comfort Feature Found
Only in cjfov1<k Shirts—the

Prevents that Spot"
Protects the neck in front as well as in the back.

Not affected by laundering.

"The greatest thing that ever happened to a shirt."

Even before the NEK-GARD was added, TOOKE Shirts were the

most popular and the best sellers in Canada. The introduction of this

exclusive improvement gives still another weighty advantage to the

Dealer who sells

Sfovffiz, Shirts—made only by

TOOKE BROS., Limited
Mont re a 1

Manufacturers of Shirts, Collars and Neckwear and Importers
of Men's Furnishings.

Toronto Warehouse

—

Winnipeg Warehouse

—

58 Wellington St. West 91 Albert Street
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and ail our designs are

confined to us for the Dominion of Canada.

''TOKENO" Cloth, which we have featured and
which has become very popular during the last few
years, has no peer.

TOOKE BROS., Limited
MONTREAL



OFFICERS OF THE C.W.T.A.

Top row—J. L. Maude (Secretary 1912-3), and E. P. Burns (member of executive and winner of Dry Goods Review cup).

Bottom row—J. F. Thompson (Secretary-Treasurer), J. A. McNabb (President ), Warren Andrews (Vice-President)',

Henry Hollingsworth (Honorary President).

Second Annual Convention of C.W.T.A.
THE CANADIAN
W indo w Trimmers'

Association has passed

its second milestone and

is entering' upon the

third year of its exist-

ence with a sturdy

stride.
_

..--'"

The second annual convention which was held in

Toronto on Monday and Tuesday, August 11 and L2,

proved to be a decisive point in its career. There

came before il a suggestion that is inevitable in near-

ly all young organizations, whether to retain its own

identity or to merge in the larger National organiza-

tion that meets each year at Chicago.

There was not an instant's pause: from the floor

of the convention there went up a unanimous acclam-

ation that the Canadian Window Trimmers' Associa-

[ian must live its own separate life, whatever its co-

< pcrative relations to kindred organizations.

SERVED AS A STIMULANT.

pie of drawbacks confronted the members
al lh' o tsel this year —an attendance (hat fell far

I clow the number expected, and the failure of sev-

eral manufacturers to fill up the allotted space.

These seemed to serve rather as a stimulus, and a

vigorous, hcpeful and confident executive was chos-

Display men gather at Toronto —
Addresses delivered by experts in drap-
ing and card writing — Proposal t<>

merge with the National Association of

America is defeated—Strong officers

elected for ensuing year.

en headed by Mr. Mc-

Nabb, Mr. Andrews.

Mr. Horns and Mr.

Thompson.

Already plans are

afoot for a campaign

that will continue for

the full year, and back-

ed by faithful colleagues, the outlook for 1914 is most

bright. As it was. the convention of 1913 did its

work, and provided sessions that were acknowledged

to be worth many times the effort- put forth to at-

tend, even at a personal expense to many and the loss

of some yearly holidays.

HELPFUL DEMONSTRATIONS.

The denominations of C. J. Xowak in draping.

and of (i. Wallace lless in card writing could not

have been excelled in the clearness and simplicity

with which they presented the principles that lie un-

derneath both art-, and in the generous spirit that

was ready to explain away the difficulties of less ex-

perienced members of their craft. It was a common
remark that the sleeve pattern of Mr. Xowak. carried

away by every member, was in itself worth the trip.

The prize competitions produced ail extensive

display in every department, and the inspection oi
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One eitr a
large and one
smaller flow-
er, No. 188
straight
petal. $4.80
per doz. ; No.
241, curled
petal, $6.00
per doz.

Special Announcement
We offer, for delivery about October 1st or 15th, pome very

attractive numbers in artificial flowers for decorative purposes. To
ensure prompt delivery orders should be booked not later than
September 5th. Do it NOW! No duty to pay. No delay with
customs, etc. All prices quoted are net F.O.B. Montreal.

Compare the prices quoted here with any others. Quality con-
sidered they cannot be equalled.

It will be worth your while to investigate. Samples will be
furnished if desired.

Autumn leaf vines (as Illustrated),
46 inches long, splendidly colored.
Grape leaf. Maple leaf, Oak leaf.

Price

:

12 leaves, $1.50 doz. $15.00 gross
24 leaves, $2.00 doz., $20.00 gross

Caladinm Plants. (As illustrated).
One of our host sellers. A splendid
decoration for ledges or any kind
of interior trim. Departmental
stores are selling huge quantities.
Can be retailed at 50 cents. 22
inches high, 12 different flowers,
red and pink, $3.60 per dozen.

Ailiantum Leaves—Green—$5.00 per

Hundreds of other lines of

artificial (lowers, palms, plants
begonias, dracoenas, sea moss, etc.,

for every purpose.

L. J. A. DER0ME
Limited

35 Notre Dame Street West

MONTREAL
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these with friendly criticisms by Mr. Nowak, Mr.

Ilollinsworth. the retiring president, and others,

proved a helpful feature out of the ordinary.

The banquet last of all. set the seal of good

fellowship and unity upon a convention that had
worked itself out upon most profitable lines.

A SUITABLE HALL.

After a short conference and social meeting on

Monday morning the convention adjourned until

the afternoon. Victoria Hall, the place of meeting,

was well chosen, with a large auditorium, a wide

stage for demonstrations and ample space at the rear

for exhibits by manufacturers and the display of

photographs and showcards. A dozen neat screens of

beaver board formed the partitions. Near the door

was the secretary's book for registrations.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRKsS.

When the afternoon session opened Mr. Hollins-

worth, of the Robert Simpson Co., Limited, Toronto,

the president, delivered an address, which contained

much helpful advice from one who as he said had

"been through the game," and was constantly look-

ing for new ideas to improve his own equipment.

"Hundreds of thousands of dollars pass through

the hands of our employers yearly mainly through

our efforts in display," he said.

They ought to appreciate the conditions that

had brought them into contact with experts at little

cost: men who were willing and anxious to tell of

their own experiences. It was only a short time

since the advertising man could obtain any educa-

tion in this way. For himself he would be pleased

to answer any questions he could on draping, and
any other line of the window dressers' work.

WINDOW DRESSER IN LARGE STORE.

What does window dressing amount to in the

large stores? First of all it was absolutely necessary,

said Mr. Ilollinsworth, to study the routine of a de-

partmental store advertising, ticket writing, and the

different advertising stunts.

"You must be able to originate schemes for get-

ting the dollar.

"Many lack the essentials that fit them for greater

positions. They lack generalship. A man to get a

big job has got to be able to plan advertising cam-

paigns. A man in a big store must be able to handle

men. He must get good assistants; he must pull

with them and see that they pull with each other,

so that there is no discord in their work.

"He is up against critical buyers of different tem-

peraments and he must keep complaints from going

to head office.

ONLY IN ITS INFANCY.

"Are you only a window trimmer? Then you

are not a man who can be trusted with the whole

scheme of advertising. They don't want to have to

tell you the particular line of goods that is going in.

They wTant a man to handle it from A to Z. They
want it taken out of their hands."

In Canada the window dressing game was only in

its infancy. The manufacturers wTere getting on to

the fact that it was productive business.

There was an opening in Canada for a man who
could organize window dressing staffs in the various

towns for manufacturers' displays, from fountain

pens to pianos, an opening independent entirely of

the retailers' demands. This would open a great

field for the window trimmer.

"You must be alert to anything that will get

new business," concluded the President. "You will

be looked to for ideas to boom things, and if it goes

through it will be a feather in your cap.

"I hope you will all go home feeling that you

have learned something."

COMMITTEES AND JUDGES.

After Mr. Hollinsworth's address committees were

appointed as follows:

Entertainment—H. Ilollinsworth. J. L. Maude,

J. A. McNabb.
Judging window displays—C. J. Nowak, Econ-

omist Training School, New York: R. M. Beau-

champ, John Murphy & Co.. Montreal: II. Black,

Dry (ioods Review7
.

Judging card writing—Wallace Hess, Chicago;

Bert L. Daily, Dayton, Ohio: II. Patterson, Dry
Goods Review.

Advertising—Three newspaper representatives

with Mr. Wylie as chairman.

A BUSINESS MEETING.

The Tuesday morning session started off with a

prolonged discussion on the future of the Associa-

tion. Various lines of development for the future

were taken up by the President. One was that the

Association affiliate with the National organization of

the United State.-, by which Canadian members

would pay the fees of that body and attend the an-

nual convention in Chicago.

To this objections poured in thick and fast.

Unanimous opposition was expressed in the first place

to a merger, as the identity of the Canadian body

would be destroyed. The greater expense of a trip

across the border was another serious difficulty. A
third was the doubt as to whether the actual assist-

ance from the larger body's gathering would be as

great as before a smaller in Canada.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NATIONAL.

A threatened disruption of the National did not

tend to support for the affiliation proposal. Both

Mr. Nowak and Mr. Hess were inclined to think that

New York members would break away from the par-

ent association and form an eastern one. with a sep-

arate convention, and probably an entirely separate

organization, on the grounds that "the manufac-

turers were running the National." In that case

Canadian members might prefer New York to

Chicago.

Mr. J. A. McNabb, later elected as president, led

the opposition, and was supported by Mr. Thompson.
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Which Store Would You Patronize?
Where would you go to buy? Here's a typical street

scene—this KAWNEER FRONT "stands out'"

from all others. The Merchants behind this

KAWNEER FRONT are making money on the in-

vestment—22% increase since this KAWNEER
FRONT was installed. No matter what your busi-

ness is, where you're located or who you are

—

you
need a KAWNEER FRONT in your business—it

will produce an increase—this fact is backed by the

experience of thousands of Merchants—5n big Stores

and little Stores. Every day
Merchants all over the country
are adopt ing K A W N E E R
STORE FRONTS to modernize.

10,000 Kawneer Fronts In-

stalled in 18 Months.
For seven years we've been
manufacturing, planning and in-

stalling KAWNEER STORE
FRONTS—10,000 put up during the last 18 months.

Every Merchant realizes, to a degree, the import-

ance of a good, attractive Store Front and those

Merchants who have investigated have installed

KAWNEER—they realize its power. The crudest

Ifim p&ootII

show window will create some sales—and the am-

ount of business made is in direct proportion to the

energy put in show windows.

BOOSTING BUSINESS NO. 21

Here's a coupon for you to fill out and send to us

— it will bring to you "Boosting Business No. 21"

—

a Store Front book compiled and printed for you

Merchants. It contains photographs and sugges-

tions that will mean an increase in your business.

The information contained in

"Boosting Business No. 21"
has been collected by seven

years of specializing in the

manufacture, planning and in-

stallation of modern KAW-
NEER STORE FRONTS. Just

fill in this coupon and send it

to-day—every day you are

without a KAWNEER FRONT you are losing

sales—losing actual profit.

It won't obligate you in the least—we want to show

you what we've done in seven years to modernize

Store Fronts.

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.
Francii J. Plyn, President

78 Duchess St.

Toronto, Can.
Branches in most principal cities

4,oOV
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Mr. Greenhill, Mr. Andrews. Mr. Hess, Mr. Nowak,

a representative of The Dry Goods Review, and

others.

"The Canadian Association must stand • on its

own feet," said Mr. Greenhill. "So far as a meeting

place is concerned, Toronto is by far the most cen-

tral."

Mr. Maude declared that there were 500 men in

Canada who should be members. He had noticed a

great deal of improvement in window dressing since

last convention.

"Not for the world should we let the Canadian

end drop," maintained Mr. McNabb.

"The cost of the convention is exceedingly small

when the results are considered," Mr. Hollinsworth

maintained. No merchant in Canada should ques-

tion the cost of sending men to the convention.

"Keep your local Association," urged Mr. Hess.

Finally the idea of amalgamation was voted

down, and a business committee chosen to discuss the

financial and other aspects of the convention and

the Association in general.

The members were : J. A. McNabb, Peterborough

;

F. J. Thompson, St. Thomas; W. C. Greenhill,

Brantford; H. Black, Dry Goods Review.

These later in the day brought in a report em-

bodying the financial statement of the secretary-

treasurer. Mr. Maude, and recommending the elec-

tion of officers for the coming year. The financial

statement showed that the C.W.T.A. had paid all ex-

penses in its first year, and reached its second con-

vention with a clean sheet. The expenses of this in-

cluded $40 for the hall; $60 for demonstrator's ex-

penses; $84 for "dividers"; $40 for medals, etc. It

was also decided that no one was eligible for a prize

whose fees were not paid up.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The elections were then proceeded with. Mr.

Hollinsworth declared he could not act for another

year, as did Mr. Maude, and they were allowed to

retire with expressions of regret. The services of

Mr. Hollinsworth were retained officially by his

appointment as honorary president.

J. A. McNabb, of Richard Hall & Son, Peter-

borough, for several years assistant to Mr. Hollins-

worth, and for the last two years window dresser for

R. Hall & Son, was the unanimous choice for the

office. Last year he was chosen second vice-presi-

dent.

For first vice-president, Warren Andrews, of St.

Thomas, was the choice, and "Eddie" Burns, of the

Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, for second vice. F. J.

Thompson, of W. E. Maxwell, St. Thomas, was elect-

ed secretary. "He knows the dry goods trade

throughout," was Mr. Ilollinsworth's comment in

proposing Mr. Thompson. Mr. Maude was asked by
Mr. Gre'enhill if he would consent to act as assistant

secretary. In declining on the ground of absence

from the city. Mr. Maude promised his co-operation.

The Executive Committee was selected as follow-

:

W. C. Greenhill, of Brantford; R. M. Beauchamp. of

John Murphy & Co., Montreal: F. C. Kickley. of Mc-

Kinnon & Co.. Weyburn, Sask: Perry. Dry Goods

Record, and II. Black, Dry Goods Review.

Membership Committee—J. McNichol, Allen &
Cummings, Moose Jaw; Whitesides, Aylmer; W. G.

Moir, Robinson Co., Hamilton.

The appointment of a prize committee for next

year was left to the executive.

Demonstration of Draping by C. J. Nowak

After the business adjournment, Mr. Nowak took

the platform for his discussion and demonstrations on

display work.

The boys had heard a great deal of Mr. Nowak's

accomplishments, but they little realized the treat

that was in store for them. Mr. Hollinsworth in in-

troducing him had spoken in a very forcible way
about his abilities and a great deal was therefore ex-

expected. In this not a member was disappointed,

everything that he did seeming to be so vastly better

than was anticipated, He works with incredihlc

speed and his discussion and demonstration^ were

full of interest from start to finish. Whether the on-

looker was himself a display man or not. anyone who
saw the work and the method of production could not

help but feel that the proper displaying of merchan-

di-e is truly an art. It is doubtful if there was a per-

son present who did not feel that the art was rich in

resources for originality and achievement, and the

respect for their choice of vocation rose like the

mercury when the thermometer is taken from an ice

hath and placed in the open glare of a mid-day sun.

In opening, Mr. Nowak urged the boys to con-

duct their window trimming operations with the

merchandising end of the business in view. Win-

dows arc intended for the substantial increasing of

business and. therefore, they should he utilized for

that purpose. The window trimmer must stick to

styles and follow them very closely, lie must find

out by every means possible what the style produc-

tions will he three or four months hence, and re-

produce these in his windows in order that the entire

community will watch for his displays with eager-

ness to see what they may rely upon to he worn.
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La Mode Store. Louisville. Ky.

£m

HAVE A STORE FRONT LIKE THIS
iss-producing STORE FRONT similar to the above, and with perfect light, unobscured

SAFETY fr BURGLAR-PROOF
SETTING for PLATE GLASS

OPERATING UNDER MURNANE AND MARR PATENTS
Simply write our nearest agent. He carries a stock and is prepared to give you good service.

CANADIAN AGENTS
W. H. Clark & Co.. Ltd.. Edmonton. Alta. Cushing Bros. Co., Calgary. Alta.
Saskstchewan Supply Co.. Ltd.. Saskatoon. Sask. Prairie Glass Co.. Winnineg. Man.

wiii tkmwm M<eteb >£ompz
General Offices and Factory, 223-247 W. Schiller St Chicago, 111.
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Exhibitions to be considered successful must

bring people into the store. Shows of uninteresting

things are not productive of this.

A main essential of success is to make the women
talk about the store. This makes great advertising as

/ fc«
i rV
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Pattern for sleeve referred to in report of Nowak
demonstration.

This sleeve pattern of C. J. Nowak made the "hit" of

the 1913 C.W.T.A. Convention, and every one carried off a
copy. Make your pattern of heavy manilla paper and cut

out your sleeve of cardboard, as described in the account of

the convention in this issue. The measurements are marked
plainly; the total length of the pattern from top to bottom
is 22 inches. The cross line marked 5% inches is measured
four inches from the top, and the 7%-inch width is six

inches from the top. The small projecting square near the
center, on the right-hand side, is for pinning on to the
upper section when both are folded. The three dotted lines

at the top are to be cut, and the two outer ones slightly
lapped over the center one. These, when pinned on top of
the shoulder, help retain the rounded form and increase the
width. This sleeve has the advantage of falling in a natural
position and not "akimbo," as the arms often are. For the
left side the cardboard is rolled up the opposite way.

the women are the people who do the buying for the

entire household. They generally handle the money
from the dispensing standpoint.

Mr. Nowak stressed systematic work a system by

means of which ideas when they occur may be re-

tained. Memory is often too tricky to be relied upon.

Ideas should be dotted down in a book or other memo
and left to rest for a while, then brought out to be

pondered over and developed. To most men ideas do

not come just at command and when wanted, but

most frequently come in bundles and when least ex-

pected. It is these tramp thoughts that should be

clasped, whether they appear in the small hours of

the morning when sleep and consciousness are in a

conflict for supremacy, or at the noon-day lunch,

they should be marked down before they escape.

This is the secret of many a successful man and an

extremely favorite resort of President Lincoln.

The speaker urged the importance of clipping

designs of drapes made in other towns and cities,

from newspapers and trade papers, and of keeping

them for reproduction and development.

A demonstration on the draping of a sleeve was

the first to be proceeded with and in this Mr. Nowak
seemed to open a bomb. A correct sleeve draping is

a problem that has often engaged the attention of the

window trimmer. None could obtain anything

nearly natural or perfection, many others have given

it up completely as a bad job. A cut of the pattern

used by Mr. Nowak appears in this issue and shows

the relative proportion of the parts. It is very simple

FIRST PRINCIPLES IX FORM
DRAPING.

BY C. J. NOWAK.
The reason many think- the yard goods de-

partment is dead is that it is not displayed in

/,< eping with the times.

The man who "puts over" one. two or three

telling drapes into the show icindow is the

most talked of person in town among the wo-

men, and they are the buyers for the family.

Don't rely only on. memory. If you hare no

system you wont make a successful display.

Make a sketch of your window before you
start and do all the work you can in your
workshop in odd hours, so as to lessen the

time the blinds are down,—and save yourself

from wilting at the heat.

The sleeve is possibly tin most important
part of form draping.

Don't put a train on every drape you put in

the window.—only on evening gowns. The
average man pats a sweep on to overcomt de-

fects in the bast

.

In all finished drapes use a pair of slippers,— it incidentally helps the shoe department.
You must study the styles. Look at what

is to be worn litre, or four months ahead and
use these in your draping. A woman will

gauge the stor< by its styles. If sht can de-

pend on you for yetting tlu m, it means your
store lies e/os, sf to her heart.

Feature window draping from the merchan-
dist end. Novelty draping is all right, but

it tends to distract from the selling end.

If yon stick to style you'll win every time,

and that's what the boss likes to see. It de-

pends on that whether your envelope is to be

increased month by month.
Simplicity is the keynote in cubist draping.

The merchandise is shown to best advantage.
Keep that always uppermost in your mind;
don't get away from the merchandise.
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SCHACK'S
Fall Flower Book

20 Pages, 21 x 14 Inches—Over 300 Illustrations.

The Greatest Book Ever Issued by a Dealer in

Artificial Flowers
This book on window and store decoration is by far the best we have ever published. It is filled from
cover to cover with new and attractive ideas for fall decorating'. For months the artists in our special
designing department have been busy creating the new decorative schemes that appear in this book, and
which will appear later in the windows of good stores all over the country.
All of the suggestions offered in this valuable book are practical. Every one of them has been actually
carried out to the smallest detail in the windows of our display room. By following the simple directions
given in Schack's Fall Flower Book, you can get the same beautiful effects in your own windows at a
small cost.

Send NOW for our big FALL FLOWER BOOK, NO. RY45. It contains more BRAND NEW ideas on
window trimming than any other book that was ever printed. That is saying a good deal, but when
you see the book you will be convinced that we are telling the truth.

It will only cost you a stamp and will be worth many dollars in ideas and the saving you can effect.

We have sent out good catalogues before, but this is the best we have ever issued. Don't wait—Write
now.

THE SCHACK ARTIFICIAL FLOWER CO.
1739-41 Milwaukee Ave. CHICAGO

OUR LATEST
CATALOGUE
IS FREE

and will undoubtedly! be a

great help to you in solving

the problems of displaying your

merchandise.

Send for a copy now

—

£$

CLATWORTHY
& SON, LIMITED e

The largest makers of
Fixtures in Canada.

161 KING ST. W.,
TORONTO

75
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and beyond doubt the most effective sleeve form

available. It is made from cardboard, and this

should always be examined before the pattern is cut,

as board will always bend much better one way than

the other. Having ascertained which way it will

bend best, the pattern should be placed with the long

axis parallel to this. Then when the card-board is cut

it is simply rolled into the form of the sleeve and

fastened with paper fasteners. The long projection

on one side of the forearm portion is used for fast-

ening into the upper arm by means of a slit. This

gives a decided flexion to the elbow. The upper

extremity is slit in three places and these portions are

turned well over the tip of the shoulder in order to

give that part a well rounded effect.

The sleeve hangs at a strikingly natural position,

an effect that as a rule is exceedingly difficult to

obtain.

The first procedure in draping the sleeve is to

fold the material and pass this through the form

from above downwards, the end is then pulled

through far enough to allow the end to be taken up
again to the shoulder. The faded goods are then

fastened by pinning underneath the sleeve in order

that the seam may be out of sight, and the surplus at

the end is then tucked back into the hollow sleeve. A
little extra goods may be used at the shoulder to form

an effective trimming at that point.

The pattern is the same for either arms, but the

cardboard, after being cut, must be rolled one way
for the left sleeve and the opposite way for the right.

Mr. Nowak then proceeded with the draping of a

gown, showing tunic effect. The effect was executed

in two materials and when finished showed a work

of remarkable ingenuity. The cutting and fitting

of an expert dress-maker could not have been more
exact from the viewpoint of a few feet distant-

The accompanying cut shows a draping that was

next performed by the demonstrator, and is beyond

doubt a masterpiece in the art. A twenty-yard piece

of silk was used without any cutting whatever, the

entire garment being made from this.

The drape requires the use of a form which has

an open back. As a rule these are entirely closed in

that region, but by using a few tools a slit may be

made about four inches wide, and extending from

between the shoulders to about the back of the

knees. This slit is for the purpose of receiving all

the surplus goods, and will no doubt shortly be a fea-

ture of all the new display forms.

The ends of the material are first used to drape

the sleeves similar to the method mentioned above for

such purpose. The goods are then carried down in a

transverse manner around the waist, and pinned in

front. The lower selvedge is then caught at a point

opposite this pin, brought up and pinned at the

waistline on the side or back. From here the ma-

terial drops to the floor and is caught up in two

pleats at the knee and draped around behind in three

distinct folds. On the other side the goods are left

plain to the floor. From the lower extremity the

goods are carried backwards and upwards and an

end is formed and passed forward to be tackled close

to the medial line in front. The lower selvedge is

folded and tacked. The goods are then carried up-

wards, an end formed and passed over the shoulder.

One angle of this end is tacked about the medial line

Drape arranged by C. J. Xowak from single

piece of silk goods without cutting.

and half way from collar to belt. The other is car-

ried downwards and backwards to find attachment at

the waistline. The arm is removed and goods drawn

back tightly and fastened behind, when the arm is

again replaced. A little folding of the surplus goods

around the collar forms an excellent trimming for

this part.

Surplus goods arc stowed away in the slit at back

of form and enough left out to supply a panel down

the back. This is accomplished by forming an end,

(Continued on page 90.)
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Jp Suit Season Means
^Blouse Season

No. 19a. Price $0.50

I

With the advent of the suit comes the
demand for fancy blouses and the neces-

sity of using sane methods for their

display. The

D. and P.

Blouse Forms
make the showing of blouses the simplest
and most effective—allow of a most nat-

ural "goods - shown - as - they are-worn"
method of display.

The I), and P. range of forms, fixtures,

etc., is most complete and correct in style.

We're in touch with the requirements of

the best trimmers in the country.
Send for our new catalog. No. 18a. Price $5.50.

Dale and Pearsall, / 06 Front St E., Toronto
JVlanufacturers oj High Class Forms and Fixtures

Are you interested in store

display advertising?

v9*Eff Is'

tr.s

a *!

2." a

» 6-5

~3§

We wish to call your attention to the

importance of keeping your windows al-

ways bright and attractive by using good
fixtures.

Richardson's

Wax Display

Forms
offer the most modern ideas in display
advertising. They are unique in point
of life-like expression, in natural finish.

They are made by the most expert wax
workers who aim at perfection in every
line.

It will pay you to adopt this progressive
advertising idea.

New Form and Wax Figure Booklet is

just out. A Postal will bring it to you.

Is

jj;

m

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
Largest Manufacturers of Wax Figures and Display Forms in Canad

Showroom—99 ONTARIO ST.
Factory —101 TORONTO N

£*T.

.

No. 41 AA
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Lecture on Card Writing by Mr. Hess

Although it was planned that Mr. Hess should

take the Hour at ten-thirty on Tuesday morning, it

was not until an hour later that he began his address

and demonstration in which he gave the boys some

of the best ideas, both theoretically and practically,

that it had been their good fortune to get since the

days when they first began to wield the artists brush.

Those who heard Mr. Hess last year knew what to

expect and got even more than they expected, while

those who heard him for the first time were more than

pleased with his lecture and individual demonstra-

tions. His office, when not lecturing, was a very

popular place for the boys, and he was kept busy ans-

wering the multitude of questions that were showered

at him from all sides and at all times. If any of the

boys went away without finding out what they want-

ed it was not for lack of clear explanation or back-

wardness in asking a questions, because Mr. Hess was

always delighted to get a chance to tell them some-

thing of interest. The interest of the boys was the

deepest interest of Mr. Hess and he took great pain-

in his explanations.

In opening he remarked that he intended through

the course of his lecture to criticize any cards of

those exhibited which he thought were worthy of

mention, and stated that he hoped no one would feel

hurt by any remarks he should make as it was a ques-

tion whether a constructive or destructive critic does

the most good.

A successful publicity man, he continued, must

first obtain a good grasp of the English language.

This was one of the prime essentials and no man
could afford to neglect it no matter how much he

thought he knew, he would still have something to

learn. He referred to the "Correct English" maga-

zine which was published in the United States, and

said that it was an excellent thing for the brushing-up

of anyone's English.

Mr. Hess states that show card writing came from

England, and about forty years ago it first made its

appearance in New York. The English are masters

of the air-brush and for the greater part are superior

at pen and brush lettering.

He states that throughout France, and the Re-

public to our south, they are almost without excep-

tion demanding the small lettering. No person

wants a card that may be read across the street. The
windows on one side of the street are enough for

passers-by to observe at one time. The small pen

lettering is therefore by far the most popular, both

for sale or high-class display cards.

For small lettering, Mr. Hess pointed out the

advantages of the Leeman music pen over all others.

This pen derives its name, not as some people thought

because it made a noise when in use, but because it is

used by music writers. The music pen may be

swung around a corner which is almost an impossi-

bility with a Soenecken pen. The speaker also drew
the attention of those present to the fact that the

music pen must be pulled down and not up. The
Soenecken pens for some purposes are preferred to

the music pens. In order to get a Soenecken pen
flexible it should be very carefully handled and this

method was thoroughly explained.

Mr. Hess thoroughly explained the work of suit

case lettering and advised for the purpose the use of

the Soenecken pen for the smaller, and camel hair

brushes for the larger letters, with a waterproof ink.

These brushes, he explained, should be well cared for

and washed off with turpentine. Great care should

be taken with the cloths that are used for drying

these. They should be kept in a galvanized iron box

because if they are left lying around in contact with

wood or paper they are liable to cause a fire.

To the beginner of card writing the speaker gave

good advice upon how to go about his work, and in

this he brought out many points which, while in-

tended for the beginner, were of great value indeed

to many who had had long experience.

The card should be laid out in neat form, long

words should he substituted for short ones, and vice

versa where it is necessary to give lines a neat or uni-

form appearance.

Much time is saved by the use of stencils for lay-

ing out the card. An assortment of these will always

come in handy to the card-writer.

Large price cards are not necessary, nor should a

great deal of reading matter be put on a card, but

care should be taken to give sufficient wording that

it may have body.

Lower case letters are used considerably the most

by the best card-writers. Much advertising is done

in lower case type, and the show card is to a great ex-

tent in conformity with it.

Lettcrine is the best coloring to use, although dis-

temper colors are excellent.

Mr. Hess strongly recommended the use of guide

lines when more than one letter was necessary for a

card. In the accompanying cuts, which he discussed

at considerable length with the boys, it will be noticed

that along the margin are marks which are intended

to he joined to form guide-lines.

Fancy decorations add considerably to the appear-

ance of a card and particularly a small corner dec-

oral ion. Germany manufactures many of these and

a number of American and Canadian card-writers use
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them, but there are American firms who manufac-

ture these and which are a great deal more satisfac-

tory than those from over the water.

Air-brushes to give good results should be clean.

It is in this that many air-brush workers fail to pro-

duce the best results from their efforts.

Ideas for cards should be sought for in many
sources, they may be copied from any source ex-

cept the opposition store windows.

Diploma lettering is productive of good returns,

and a card-writer who has some idea of really artistic

lettering would get a great deal to do.

The law of averages applies to the art of card-

writing as it does to any profession. Some men will

make it a success with little work, while others will

find it necessary to work harder. One of the prime

essentials of the publicity man is a knowledge of

proper English. Any man who uses "ain't" is not an

advertiser and should be ostracized from the profes-

sion.

Hess Pen Strikes

You've got to come to pen lettering to hold a

job to-day.

Don't stick to card writing alone. Add to it

window trimming and advertising.

"Amatuer" on a show card is not only a disgrace

to the writer but an injury to the store.

Card writers in the big stores stick to "lower

case" letters like people get in the newspapers.

No man who uses "ain't" has a right to teach

another man advertising. Seek to improve your
English.

Show card writing came to New York from Eng-
land 40 years ago. You can't touch the hair brush

work of London.

There is no more reason why a man should be-

come a skilled card writer than a great surgeon or

anything else. The "law of average" applies.

"Careful and intelligent" practice, not practice

alone, makes perfect. You've got to use your head.

Sign painting and card writing do not necessarily

go together. I loathe the odor of turpentine.

®

H. S. Morrison, a pioneer in the dry goods busi-

ness in Toronto, died in Rochester, N.Y.

Fire, smoke and water damaged the premises of

W. J. Chantler, Moose Jaw, to the extent of $15,000.

The stock consisted of men's furnishings.

A deputation from the Shipping Federation of

Montreal interviewed the government to protest

against a recent bylaw passed by the Montreal Harbor
Board requiring shipping companies to furnish a full

description of all goods imported into Montreal. They
declared that this information was not supplied them
by the senders.

More Customers Will
Enter Your Store

—

if your window is inviting.

Now we can't give you the display

inside the window, but we can give

you the store front display outside.

In our EASY-SET Store Front Sys-
tem, we believe we have perfected

the most inviting and attractive kind
of store front manufactured to-day.

We build these EASY-SET Store

Fronts in brass, burnished copper
and combinations of brass and cop-

per, with leaded and plate-glass.

The price of the front is low and will

return interest upon the investment
immediately.

Write for full particulars now. We'll
send and give you an estimate with-

out any obligation whatever upon
your part.

Address

:

Consolidated Plate Glass Co.
of Canada, Limited

241 SPADINA AVE., TORONTO
PHONE COLL. 8000

Private Branch Exchange connecting all

departments
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POND LILY SPRAY.
No. 5003. 24 Inches long. Just the thing for a

Mirror decoration. Made of large very natural Water
Lilies and finely veiled leaves, branches soft with
rubber tubing as true to nature as possible.
Per spray $ 1 oo
Per dozen lO.oo

THE LATEST

We are the largest importers
and manufacturers in

the World.

FOXTAIL SPRAY
No. 5425. A very attractive and most original dec-

oration shown—the talk of Europe—21 inches high.
Bach $0.40
Dozen 4.00

POPPY VINE.
No. 5009. Made of fine Mus-

lin flowers and leaves true to
nature.
Per dozen $13.00
Per gross 30.00

BIRCHBARK
FOR COVERING BACK-
GROUNDS, POSTS AND

FLOWER POTS.

Per pound $ 0.15

Per 100 pounds 13.50

Five square feet to a pound

CORKWOOD

Per pound $0.08
Per 100 pounds 7.00

Our Fall Catalogue illustra-

ted in colors is the most

complete and finest

catalogue ever

issued.

L.Baumann&Co.
357-359 W. Chicago Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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WOODBINE SPRAY.
No. 5063. In Autumn colors, very effective, inches

Each $ 0.45

Per dozen 4.50

Per gross 45.00



The Winners in the Competition
The announcement of prize winners in the decorating, showcard writing and advertising con-

tests was made after the final business session on Tuesday afternoon and the result was: E. P. Burns of

Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, won the silver loving cup, donated by the Dry Goods Review, for the

best six original window and unit trim photographs, submitted during the year, in class 1. E. A. Wilson
of Granville, Ltd., Calgary, won the gold medal, and J. A. McNabb of R. Hall and Son, Peterboro,

the silver medal for the most artistic and original background and grouping, in class 2. F. L. Kickly of
McKinnons, Ltd., Weyburn, Sask., won the gold medal for the best holiday or opening window in class 3.

E. K. Dalmore won the gold medal for thebest men's wear units and furnishings, tables

or windows, in class 5. E. Mcllroy of J. Mickleborough Co., Ltd., St. Thomas, won the $10
or interior decoration with artificial flowers being used, in class 6. E. J. Meadows of McLaren Co., Ltd.,

St. Catharines, won the $5 prize for the best display of drapes or ready-to-wear grouping, in department
windows or cases, in class 7. R. T. D. Edwards of Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., won the gold medal and
R. Theobald of J. Mickleborough Co., Ltd.. St. Thomas, won the silver medal in the showcard contest.

J. McNichol of Allen Cummings Co., Ltd., Moose Jaw, won the gold medal, and J. A. McNabb of R.

Hall & Son., Peterboro, won the silver medal for the advertising exhibits.

The advertising contest was exceedingly close, and the winner will have to keep his machinery
going day and night if he does not wish to be nosed out of it next year. The class of exhibits that

were made was of a commendably high standard and bespoke great powers for publicity art in the con-

testants.

In rendering their decision on the advertisements the judges said of the winning series: "This

shows good careful work and looks like useful advertising. In write-up and general descriptions it is well-

worded and just about enough write-up is used. There is an advantageous use of spaces and cuts and a

good use of boxes. The headings are clean. There is no exaggeration or too profuse use of superlatives.

This entry is best in general effect and arrangement. Masses of type and cuts are used rather than

division lines. There are excellent groups of goods. It is useful work and entitled to credit."

Banquet Brought Convention to a Close

A long table was filled with members and repre-

sentatives of the exhibitors on Tuesday evening in

Williams' Cafe on the occasion of the banquet. The
new president, J. A. McNabb, was in the chair, and

at his right, J. L. Maude, as toast master, and on the

left, the retiring president, H. J. Hollinsworth. An
entertaining opening hour was spent in reminiscen-

ces of the olden days.

"The association and its future success"—the

toast now closest to our hearts as Mr. Maude express-

ed it, followed the drinking of the King's health.

"The convention of 1914 has even now begun,"

said Mr. McNabb in responding, "and it will be a

great success, I feel sure." The views of the members
had been broadened by addresses like those of Mr.

Nowak, and these would tend greatly to the big

success of the coming Pall openings.

A benefit fund for members in distress or trouble

was suggested by Mr. Hollingsworth in replying to

"Past president and retiring officers." This would

be an unselfish object beyond all thought of personal

gain.

The speaker urged all to work for their mutual

interests. They should not feel that others in the

same line in their town or cities were competitors;

there should be no antagonism. Such an idea was

a big mistake.

"The more competition the better for yourself;

your employees will do more for you. It will bring

up the standard.

Mr. Hollinsworth referred to his own experiences

in getting better positions for members of the asso-

ciation.

"There is a demand through the universe for

window dressers." declared Mr. Mowetson, a well

known traveler for a New York house who was pre-

sent. "There is a demand in New York even. One
bouse has been advertising for a window trimmer for

live years—what do you know about that?''

Mr. Mowetson recalled the time 20 years ago,

when the step-ladder was the chief tool in the window,

and dressing started at the ceiling. He had been

called in recently to reproduce for his old firm a

window he dressed 17 years ago, and as he had plan-

ned it carefully, he was able to do so, "and I tell you

it made a hit." (Cheers and laughter).

Mr. Maude suggested a careful canvass of the

window dressers among the hardware men. and gro-
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"THE HARVEY 99

SUMMER-WEIGHT
UNDERWEAR

is now in the hands of our travellers, who are on the
way to see you with the finest, largest and best assorted
range ever shown to the trade.

We have prepared for a big demand and will give
excellent deliveries on all orders placed for the coming
season.

The line comprises

:

Elastic Swiss Ribbed Ladies' Under-
wear

a Airywear" both Ladies' and Mens'

Boys' and Girls' Combinations in Latest

Styles

It will pay you to wait for "The Harvey Brand" man,
who is backed up by a factory supervised and under
personal direction of Underwear Spcialists of long-

experience, with unexcelled facilities for manufactur-
ing high grade underwear.

Compare the line with any other offered to the trade,

and you will stock "Harvey Brand" for 1914.

We sell direct to the Trade. Buy from the makers.

"Harvey Porous Birds-Eye Ilet.

'Harvey Fine Swiss
Ribbed Lisle."

Harvey Knitting Company, Limited, Snt^o
AGENTS :

Maritime—F. S. White, St. Stephens, N.B. Quebec—P. de Grouchy & Son, 207 St. James St., Montreal.
Ontario—J. E. McClung, 33 Melinda St., Toronto, Ont. Manitoba and Sask.—W. Barrowclough, Wood-
stock, Ont. British Columbia and Alberta—H. P. Lang, Vancouver.
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cers, and others in order to swell the ranks and in-

crease the importance and benefits of the C.W.T.A.

Mr. Hollinsworth again pressed home his re-

marks earlier in the evening, as to the proper rela-

tion to rivals. "Don't keep mum about your being

at this convention with the idea that they might steal

a march on you next year. You should be tickled

to death to tell them what you have learned. Make
friends of them. It's in the common interests. Bury
all jealousies."

Mr. McNabb followed up by recounting his ex-

periences in Peterborough, where the rival window

dressers now were working together and often in-

dulged in ''round table" conferences.

The show window he regarded as the only effect-

ive way of fighting the mail order trade.

He asked for the loyal support of all present for

the officers of the association.

A camera was considered by Mr. Nowak as his

best help in advancing. It was the camera that had

drawn outside attention to his own work and started

a series of articles that finally resulted in his ap-

pointment as an instructor.

"Is it good enough to photograph?" was a ques-

tion that should be asked of every display. Night

was the best time for reproduction, when the full

opening stop should be used for five to seven minutes.

Mr. Nowak concluded by urging all to keep

scrap albums and stud}" what others were doing and

assimilate their ideas. Books should be studied on

every line in which the trimmer was engaged.

Short speeches were give nalso by Messrs. J. A.

Jervis, Ottawa; Greenhill, St. Thomas; Burns, To-

ronto; Boucher, Montreal; Andrews, St. Thomas;

Perry, of The Record, and Black, of The Review,

while Mr. Murdison, of Regina, contributed a cou-

ple of capital songs in Harry Lauder style.

"Auld Lang Syne' closed the convention of 1913.

Convention Notes

Jack McNabb says the sleeve pattern he got was

alone worth his two-dollar entry fee.

Veale says he'll come again next year if it is to

hear Mr. Nowak alone. Now that's the spirit.

The association started its record financial year,

at the opening of the convention, with a clean sheet.

Moose Jaw won the advertising contest and Cal-

gary the C.W.T.A. gold medal for window trim-

ming. Here's to the West!

Doesn't Mr. Hess like to see the boys get along?

Well now. He couldn't have shown them more in-

terest if it had been his favorite sport.

Hearty votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Hol-

linsworth, Mr. Maude, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Hess, and

The Dry Goods Review for their services.

The association is indebted to the Beaver Board
Co., of Ottawa, and the Sherwin-Williams Panel Co.,

of Montreal, for the material for the screen dividers.

St. Thomas is apparently out for Peterboro's num-
ber, judging from the publicity they gave themselves

by attendance and prizes, they are out to win some
distinction.

If Harry Hollingsworth is acknowledged the

father of window draping in Canada, Mr. Dale

thinks he will put in a claim as grandfather—he
started in at window work 35 years ago.

The experience of Messrs. Hollingsworth and
Maude, former president and secretary respectively,

will be valuable to the incoming executive, and they

can be counted on as active, not "associate" members.

St. Thomas had the largest delegation from out-

side of Toronto in F. J. Thompson of W. E. Max-
well; Warren Andrews of Anderson Co., Limited,

and Edwin McElroy of J. Mickleborough, Limited.

What is in the air around Peterboro' that leads

so many publicity men to fame? Its past records

shine with men who have made good there, and others

who have begun there and are winning fame else-

where.

Among the places represented were Montreal;

Huntingdon, Quebec; Ottawa, Picton. Belleville,

Napanee, Midland, St. Thomas, Peterborough, Brant-

ford, St. Catharines, Chatham, Windsor, Hamilton

and Toronto.

Regina has the honor of sending a delegate the

farthest distance, "Harry Lauder" Murdison as he

came to be called. Mr. Murdison dressed the win-

dows for the new famous "twenty-page ad" of the

Glasgow House.

Winner of The Review's silver cup in 1912 and

President of the C.W.T.A. in 1913 is pretty good

going for "Jack" McNabb, of Peterborough. And
those who know him say he can keep going at the

same gait on the 12-months' Presidential Marathon

in which he has entered.

£

The Larned-Carter Overall Company of Detroit

has opened a branch at Sarnia.

Miss Elizabeth McCreary has taken over the mil-

linery business of Mrs. R. J. Moore, Treherne. Sask.

The late Frederick Wyld, of Toronto, formerly

a wholesale dry goods merchant, left an estate of

$622,585.54.

Werner Bros., of Elmira, will open a dry goods,

millinery and house furnishing store in Hespeler,

Ont., about September 1.

John Hockin, one of the best known millinery

travelers in Western Ontario, died at 3 Grange Road,

Toronto. He was first engaged with Bray ley &

Co., then with the D. McCall Company, and at the

time of his death with George Goulding * Sons.
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Patent Finger-Tipped Silk Gloves

A Guarantee in Every Pair

Kayser Silk Gloves-The World's

Standard —The Favorite in Canada

Once again we point out the importance of your giving us your
help by placing your

Advance Orders Early

Ever since we secured for Canada the Kayser Silk Gloves the

demand has been hard to cope with. The German plant is in

shape to look after a still larger Canadian business, but we want
early orders to give you first deliveries on time, and consequent
satisfaction on sorting orders.

To sell Kayser Silk Gloves is to do the

silk glove business of your community

Our salesmen are posted on lengths and colors. Order with
confidence when our man calls.

Kayser Gloves are made known

to your customers continuously.

Kayser Silk Gloves are sold exclusively in Canada by

PERRIN FRERES& CIE
28 Victoria Square, Montreal
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How United Effort Brought Increased Trade
OTTO B ueh rmann
writes in Men's Wear,
New York, as follows:

Co-oper a t i o n ap-

pears to be the order of

the day, and the experi-

ence of a man who be-

lieves in it so firmly,

that it has worked deep down into his system is

given to my readers as an illustration of what can be
done by pulling together. The story is worth the
reading.

Some clothiers may ask, "Why do you tell the
story of a co-operative movement in different lines?"
Because as a representative man in his community,
this certain clothier has utilized the possibilities of a
co-operative movement to enable him to sell his

goods. He is one of the main springs of the retail

clothiers' association in his state, and to hear him
talk about what can be done "by all working to-

gether" would enthuse the most pessimistic dealer in
the trade. He believes what he says, and he practices

what he preaches.

His talks at the state clothiers' conventions have
the foundation of experience; sometimes they may
not be as smoothly spoken as by others, but they teem
with good horse sense. Possibly friendship for this

man may have its influence on the relator of these

occurrences, but as he does things, and has made a

success of his business, he can well be held up as

worthy of consideration.

He is not a "money-grubber," pure and simple;

he is a clothier to whom you can "show" a thing. He
would stand and give away five-dollar bills at the rear

of his store, and trust to his knowledge of human na-

ture, the cause and effect of values, and a correct

policy, to make twenty-dollar bills come in the front

door. He scatters money to increase his business.

This man lives in a small city in the corn belt of

a middle western state, and is an aggressive, live

young Irishman, who, with the pugnacity of a son

of the Emerald Isle, is always "doing things." He
is the "boss" of the dominant party in his city; he
is the moving spirit in the sporting world of the com-
munity, and every young man in town, as well as

every boy, regards "Jim" as his own personal friend

to whom he takes all his private and public worries

;

for on whom else can the boys rely, except on "Jim,"

to put up money for the baseball, football, basket-

ball matches, etc? Pay him back? What man or

boy in town would dare try to beat Jim? The
standing of such a one in the community would be

away below the bottom of the list of "fellows," if he

should fail to pay his obligations to this common

A Co-operative Effort on the part of

Merchants Eesulted in Much Trade
From Outside Points Coining to Town
—A Systematic Advertising Campaign
Played An Important Part—Prizes
Were Offered to Salesmen:

friend. Make a note of

this fact, Mr. Clothier;

it is not the legal obliga-

tion which makes "the

boys" pay up ; it's the

m oral obligation t o

"stand in right" with

Jim.

Youngsters will pay their "debts of honor," but

they do not feel the same obligation to pay a mercan-

tile liability. It's the human nature of the thing

which offers a point for study. They pay friends and
associates, but let strangers "wait." Are you a stran-

ger? Or are you a "friend" of the boys?

But to come back to the story of what "Jim" did

recently : The city had no special claim, or attraction

as a trading point, being within one hundred miles

of a metropolis, besides there were the always present

jealousies of a local community with which to con-

tend ; and as these had to be first overcome, he chose

the biggest men in the town, in the sense of being

broad-minded, to assist him in his purposed under-

taking.

He called in the most prominent dry goods mer-

chant first, and drew his attention to the great num-
ber of automobiles in the country, and suggested to

him that if the owners of these machines could be

attracted to the city, it would bring a large volume of

trade. Most women were in no way hampered by

the lack of knowledge necessary to handle a machine,

and all knew how to drive ; and as the women in his

section do the most of the buying for the entire

family, the idea was to get them to come to this town

to do their shopping.

The dry goods man saw the proposition in the fav-

orable light in which "Jim" presented it, and said he

was willing to join with his neighbors in any effort to

bring the outlying trade: and asked what plan had

been contemplated. But Jim was not going to pro-

pose any plans until each dealer in his particular line

had been enlisted in the general idea. •"You see."'

said he. when telling the writer all this in confidence,

"any plan any one man would advance would have

been talked over, picked to pieces, and discarded by

the crowd ; so, I kept my plans dark until at a meet-

ing of nine merchants, each representing his line, all

had agreed to pull together in this matter: Dry

goods, shoes, clothing, furniture, millinery, hard-

ware, restaurant, grocer and the bank were all rep-

resented.

"I got each man to give his plan, for 1 knew that,

no matter how much it would be modified, it was still

his plan, and he would support it.'
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•y effective displa

The one dealer thought a notice in the news-

papers, announcing free ice cream on certain days,

would be sufficient to bring the women. Another

said he favored circular letters and a bargain day.

Another thought the newspapers in the surrounding

territory could be used, in connection with the local

paper, to bring trade. Another suggested circulars

distributed by messengers.

Each was a plan which these merchants had

used in whole or in part, at some time in the past.

Another suggested keeping open house by turns.

The discussion was continued until the purpose

became definite and fixed, to engage in some sort

of an effort for trade-bringing.

Now came the crucial test of their enthusiasm:

The amount of money each was willing to put up.

In order to equalize the cost, units of $50 were used.

The restaurant man was assessed one unit; the

millinery shop one unit; shoes two units; dry goods

three units; clothing three units; furniture two;

hardware two; the grocer two, and the bank two

units. Jim made it plain that he was paying more
than his average share, but would not kick. The

bank objected to its share, but "came across" when
it was pointed out that it was for the general good

of the city, in which the bank had a vital interest.

One merchant suggested that they go ahead, and

do what was decided on as best, and then levy an

assessment on each member in proportion to the

cost; to this Jim objected most decidedly. "No," said

he, "it's all right to talk nice and enthusiastically,

but when it comes to paying, it's quite another mat-

ter. We will put our names down, give our check

and put the money in the bank; and then if it is not

all used, it can be paid back pro rata. No credit

business for me in an undertaking of this kind.

Money down, before a wheel is turned, and then

there will he no kicking and hard feelings."

After each dealer had signed the obligation to

pay his assessment, and had turned in his check for

the amount, then the question came up as to how to

spend the money.

Now came the time for Jim to spring his plan ;

he told how one single advertisement was of little

value as an educator; how much more valuable two,

ami the more certain results to be expected from the
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A simple but effective unit Co., Toronto.

third ad. Therefore, this campaign must consist of

a series of advertisements. As the merchants all

knew that Jim had studied the subject of advertising

very thoroughly, they were willing to follow his sug-

gestions—all but the one, in which he wanted to

spend the money to have the "copy'' written by some

expert outside ad man. They all balked at this, and

Jim had to be satisfied with the help of the ad man
of the local paper; but as he was one of Jim's

stanchest friends, he caught the bigness of the idea,

and wTrote up some excellent copy.

There were three pamphlets of quarter-sheet size

of twelve pages each to be gotten up. The front,

second page, and back cover were given to the gen-

eral announcement of the advantages of trading in

this particular city. The first pamphlet made a

strong plea to patronize home merchants: the second

showed the basis of self-interest to the consumer to

trade at his nearby city, and the last pamphlet com-

bined and amplified both of these arguments, which

were made still stronger why the money should be

spent at home with the local merchant, directing the

argument at the land owners and well-to-do people.

The advertisements in each pamphlet were made
to conform to the dominating idea, each dealer being

represented with a full-page ad in which he made
some specially strong arguments why people should

spend their money with him.

These pamphlets were now distril uted at inter-

vals of four weeks each, great care being used to place

them in every home within a radius of 25 miles.

Three automobiles were engaged, each with a driver

and two small hoys, one on each side of the machine,.

to run out and put the pamphlets in the houses—not

the mail boxes, but inside of the door of the house;

and in almost every case there was a little story to tell

about the big undertaking. Do you see where the

friendship of the hoys for Jim was an active factor in

this advertising plan? They always mentioned

his name in some connection or other with the un-

dertaking, uninstrueted. but quite naturally, as

might be expected from friends.

There were but as many pamphlets printed as

were to be used; none to spare or be thrown away!

Anything which has no value is usually handed out

without care or interest.

Next, about twenty-line "readers," changed every

week for two months, were published in all the news-

papers within the territory covered by the automo-

biles. These "readers" told of the weekly attractions
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A neat unit arranged by E. P. Burns, with the Hubert Simpson Co., Toronto.

offered by the merchants of the city, in addition to

the bargains named in the pamphlet
;
particularly

emphasizing the Tuesday and Thursday bargains.

In this manner, and by these joint means, the in-

terest and curiosity of the entire country was aroused,

and many visitors who "just ran over to see what the

merchants were doing," became buyers and regular

customers; for everybody is so much a creature of

habit that when once they came to our town to buy,

they were impelled to come again. This applied par-

ticularly to Jim, for his store policy was without a

flaw or question, and his lines of goods the best to

be had in the market.

As Jim's neighbors who had joined with him were

the most prominent and best merchants in the city,

they all supported each other. When a customer

came into the store of one of the co-operators, he was

asked about his other contemplated purchases, and
it was made a point of honor to see that he bought

from one of their number.

A committee of three handled all the money,
made all the contracts and attended to all details.

Jim was, of course, the chairman. "It took a lot of

work," said he, "but it was not as much work as to

worry over a spell of dull trade, such as we always

have at this season. Work never killed anybody; it

is the everlasting worry that takes a man's energy.

Always keep stirring things up. If you can't do it

one way, do it another. It's better to have a fight

on your hands than to have the dry-rot."

To centre the trade in the hands of the ad-

vertising merchants, trade slips were handed each

customer from out of town when they came into

the store; with the request that they present the

slip to the salesman from whom they made cash

purchases and have him enter the amount on the

slip. These slips could only be used when buying

for cash. When the last purchase was made, the

slip was turned over to the salesman, who filed it

in the office, from where they were sent to the bank,

and then the customer was mailed a check equaling

5 per cent, of his purchases; and this sum was

charged to the account of the merchant who had sold

the goods.

Jim said, to hand the buyer this rebate in cash,

was too common and would not have the same

psychological effect as to send him a check from the

local bank. The town and merchant were b-jth raised

to the position of a friend by this way of paying
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the bonus: and the mailing list thus obtained, of

live and actual buyers, was of the greatest value to

the merchants for future use.

The page advertisements in the pamphlets, of

each Jealer, were reproduced in the local paper, at

a reduction from the regular rate, as the com-

position was saved and the printer had a contract for

twenty-seven big ads from the merchants; all con-

tracted for by the committee and paid for out of

the common fund. Jim says he did this to make sure

that every man would do his full quota of advertising.

Thus the papers were full of the undertaking

from week to week. Then came this inspiration tc

the sales people: Prizes were awarded in all the

business houses for increased sales; every salesman

was on his mettle to make a good showing, and the

talk of the town was about the far-away trade which

now come daily. When an automobile load of cus-

tomers were seen coming through the streets, every

sale-man was in a flurry of excitement to ''get a

chance at them."

The sheriff's office in the court house was

secured as a meeting place and reception room, where

a rest room was established for visitors, and the con-

veniences of drinking water, clean towels, soap,

combs and brushes were at the command of the auto-

mobilists to freshen up and arrange their dress. Each

merchant had a large sign hung in the room, telling

the visitors where to go.

The sheriff was glad to get the chance to be a

host to so many of his constituents, and confidentially

told Jim he '•would make the county pay for the little

extras of laundry, soap, etc., used in his office, and it

would not cost the merchants a cent."

Nine firms footed all the bills, and neither firm

spent any more than they would have done singly in

making a special effort for trade-bringing during the

summer months. Had it been planned to include

every dealer, the undertaking would have fallen

through, for the "kicker" is always present, who
wants things done his way or not at all. But these

men, disregarding the criticisms of the outside ob-

jectors, went ahead, paid their money, and got the

business. @—
Demonstration of Draping by C. J. Nowak

(Continued from page 76.)

folding into a panel form and tacking across the

shoulders, from here it extends in a uniform width

to the bottom of the dress.

An excellent but simple idea is used to get neat

finish around the bottom of the skirt. Two pieces of

cardboard are cut, one round and the other square.

These are inserted in the fold of goods around the

bottom. By a close inspection of accompanying cut

the effect of this may be seen. A belt and a few but-

tons complete the trimming as the decorator may
choose.

Mr. Nowak commented on the value of doing dis-

plays in the workroom and when a couple of forms

are ready to place in the window this may be done

with little loss of time. The workroom is also a

great deal cooler place to work than in the window
where a thermometer would frequently register from

a hundred upwards.

On Tuesday afternoon Mr. Nowak took up the

latest novelty in draping along "cubist" lines. The
furore created in New York at the International Ex-

hibition of the "Impressionists, Cubists and Futur-

ists" last Spring was bound to make an inroad of

some description upon feminine fashions. The strange

conglomerations of lines and colors with such bizarre

effects as to draw down an avalanche of terms such as

"absurd," "crazy," "mad," etc.. were reproduced to

some extent in models, but the attempt was not suc-

cessful, except in one direction. The Cubist, as it was

explained, paints what he feels, rather than what he

sees, therefore some of his shapes and conceptions are

intangible to others. His drawings lack the accus-

tomed forms, and seek expression in straight lines,

angles and other geometrical combinations.

It is this aspect of the new movement that has

appealed to the fertile brain of the window dresser

—

as a legitimate and eminently practical and attrac-

tive form of displaying merchandise. So he, for the

nonce, discards the curved forms in arm and shoul-

der, bust and hip, and revels in squares, and rectan-

gles, cubes and triangle.-, and retains alone the long

graceful sweep that may conceal the cruder bases of

his new conceptions. Some of the window dressers

have adopted the clash of colors of the new school,

after the fashion of the Bulgarian invasion, but Mr.

Nowak in his demonstrations limited himself to three

with color harmony and in the first instance to a

single piece of silk. The "fixtures" are simplicity

itself; one an ordinary stand a few feet high: an-

other with triangular pieces of beaver board attached

to it; all inexpensive and easily made.

"Simplicity is the keynote of Cubist draping;

there is no fussiness, and merchandise is shown to

the best advantage,' was Mr. Nowak's introductory

remark. "Keep that always uppermost in your

mind: don't get away from the merchandise."

The first demonstration was a simple drape of

taffeta silk 20 yards long on a straight narrow stand,

six feet high. The silk was folded on its width first

and the selvege edge attached to the top and pinned

down to the bottom. Three loops of decreasing

length were arranged and the tops formed in "cube''

effects. A portion of the silk was gathered around

the base and two sweeps to the right completed this

simple but effective drape.

The second was produced on a rectangular fixture

six feet in height and 1 8 inches wide. The folds were

arranged in a broken line "to get away from the

regular," and the sweep brought from the upper

right hand corner and drown across to the left.
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The Taylor-System of Garment Hanging ^rcJh^ cat

lire Kink System lias

nut only revolutionized
the method and manner
of hanging clothing, but
has cut Hie expense of
the high - priced fancy
clothing cabinets. Where
a merchant can afford to
spend his money for fan-
cy fixtures, clothing cab-
inets may be O.K., but
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Write for New Catalogue No. 96

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

The Taylor Mfg. Company Hamilton, Canada
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Clothes, Methods and Men
Styles at the Derby

A FASHION writer in describing the styles worn

at the Derby of 1913 says that the King favored

a gray worsted frock suit, which was worn buttoned

the whole afternoon. With this was worn a white

shirt and square wing collar, with a necktie of His

Majesty's racing colors, royal purple and maroon.

This was held in position with a tie pin in the form

of a horse and jockey in diamonds. White kid

gloves with black points and a black silk hat com-

pleted the costume. One other day when not ac-

companied by the Queen, His Majesty wore a dark

gray frock coat. On Oaks day the King wore a

grey topper of which he is particularly fond.

Earl Grey, the former Governor-General of

Canada, wore a single-breasted frock with large

double lapels, the points of which reached very

nearly to the shoulder and sloped to a point al the

waist where the coat was held closed by a link but-

ton. The front of the coat was cut away. His shirt

was a soft-fronted one with a wing collar having a

very wide opening and a black satin bow tie. The
waistcoat was double-breasted and cut very deep.

A novelty in collars was worn by Lord Sand-

hurst, a double fold with the outer fold expending

only half way down the collar.

©
The morning coat holds sway in London. King

Manuel, a late convert, wears a black morning coat

and trousers of the same material, with a white

double-breasted waistcoat and a black satin wide-

end tie.

Lord Lonsdale's clothes are the talk of London.
His frock coat which is worn buttoned is cut doubh -

breasted. The lapels are rolled flat to the waist line

and are not faced with silk but are of the same ma-
terial as the coat, a black-faced vicuna. His waist-

coat is double-breasted, white, and is cut very low.

while his tie is of white silk, knotted derby shape.

His trousers were cut very wide and of black-

worsted with a heavy white stripe which he could

carry well with his height.

Width of the Band
ONE OF the problems confronting the buyers for

next season is the style of bands for straw hats, as

on the samples shown to the retail trade the widths

vary from half an inch to three, with bows on the

side, quarter and back. However, the merchant wh

)

has studied his customers in the past knows pretty

well even in new styles what will suit their fancy.

One-Piece Bathing Suits

THE BATHING suit season has been a very suc-

cessful one in the United States. The one-piece

suits have caused some trouble in Atlantic City and

other resorts where the police have driven the wear-

ers into the shelter of the bath house. In Toronto

the one-piece suit was worn by four women contest-

ants in a race across the bay, all of them from Eng-

land or Scotland. The two-piece jersey has as usual

been the most popular everywhere.

©

The shirt manufacturers report a continued de-

mand for the long point collar, and the supply is

insufficient. A new collar along similar lines i<

being made for fall wear, with the inner fold, how-

ever, higher.

Shirts Iwith innumerable small pleats on the

bosoms which were limited to white at first are com-

ing out in fancy patterns, to sell at from $2 to $3.50.

Some authorities declare that stiff front shirts will

be worn extensively. Many will be of the "semi-

bosom" style.
• • •

Some new designs in scarf safety pins will prob-

ably be seen this Fall as well as new ideas in cuff

links and buttons, watch chains, fobs. etc. It is the

general belief that the wrist watch for men has about

reached its height, although the sale for women u

increasing.

02
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Have you tried these famous water-proofed linen collars in your men's and boys' collar

department?
They have two distinct features which recommend them above all others—The long slit oyer

the back button hole, and the flexible riveted flap, reinforcing the usual weak spot.

KANTKRACK are easily cleaned with soap, water and sponge. All the best styles. book
like linen—wears better.

(Made in Canada)

The Parsons and Parsons Canadian Co.
HAMILTON CANADA

Ashton & Pulford

22 Back Piccadilly

IMPORTANT MANCHESTER (ENGLAND)

PYJAMA
Can supply all your re-

quirements in

MAKERS KNITTED or BRAID
GIRDLES, FROGS,
LOOPS, TASSELS,
BUTTONS,TAPES,etc.

iff^\\/^^Tii

SUSPENDERS

(Made in France)

Guaranteed for one
year.

S. E. Porter

&Go.
Sole Agents

for

Canada.

Complete Stock

on Hand

" Birks Building,"

MONTREAL

Boys' Hosiery
Girls' too

The boy and girl-proof hosiery is the kind the
paternal heart yearns for—the kind that cuts the
darn out of the weekly housework; in other words,
the

Dominion Brand Hosiery
These hose give the most all round satis-
faction of any brand to-day. They pro-
duce larger hosiery sales and give good
profits. —

-

We make a complete range
of knitted caps and mittens,
and invite the request for

samples.

A. Burritt
& Company

DOMINION MILLS

Mitchell, O
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The grey top hat is being worn by young men
in England as well as the elderly ones the last lew

months.
• • •

The popularity of black and white and brown

and white checked! trousers in Paris has created a de-

mand for caps and cloth hats in similar patterns.

• • •

The old style of linen cuff is being revived. One
sample shows the link holes well back on the cuff

where the links hold the linen close to the wrist and

allow the ends to Hare. In another the flare is not

so pronounced.
• • •

The fashionable straw hats in Paris are high in

the crown and narrow in the brim. The young men
show a partiality for the rough braids and the saw

tooth edges. The Panama hat is not having a very

good season, being seen mostly in the country and

at the seaside and very few in town.

pllllllllllilllllllllllllilllllllllllllill

Miller Brand
Duck Clothing

"AHEAD OF ALL"

| Barbers', Bartenders', Doctors'

and Butchers' Coats

We specialize on duck clothing of all

{j kinds for all classes of trade and are the

exclusive manufacturers of

Miller's Guaranteed Unshrinkable*

Duck Clothing

famous for its shape retaining qualities.

Costs one price, sells at one price.

Write to-day for the agency for your

town. m

| Miller Manufacturing Co. |

| MUTUAL ST. TORONTO |
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Quieter Shades Are Favored in Neckwear
(Continued from page 60.)

The small checked necktie in Clack with white

and two-toned shades of Crown will have moderate

popularity. This is mainly to match suits of similar

patterns. Cross-barred goods, while making a nar-

rower tie, will be used to some extent, although they

Late patterns in neckwear. Shown bj

of Crescent Mfg. Co.

11 not have the same prominence that they have had

recent times, as the wider ends are by far the most

owing in demand.

The cross-barred cravat has one strong thing in

i favor, and that is it is cut the long way of the

aterial and is not pulled out of shape when it he-

mes wedged in a collar as sometimes happens the

as cut tie. To obtain the wide end. however, there

no alternative, but the material must be cut

agonally.

®

A change from the usual type of straw hat with

the Clack band that may become fashionable is a

light tan straw trimmed with a golden Crown rib-

bon finished with a hand-tied how.

f

TheC.Turnfaull Co. a* Gait . LimitedJSAtT Oiifcari



Small Patterns and Quiet Tones in Shirts

THE INFLUENCE
which the popularity of

any one scheme or fea-

ture in men's wear ex-

erts upon the other fac-

tors of furnishings is

greater than is gener-

ally realized, although

it exhibits itself to a greater extent with every new

departure of toggery.

This is even now being exhibited very distinctly

by the way in which the quiet colors of men's neck-

wear are influencing those of men's shirts. These

have entirely discarded the loud colorings and have

settled down to mild tones and small patterns. These

quiet shades are the characteristic feature of men's

neckwear, and the small patterns are also an out-

standing point of men's suitings.

Thus it has come about that now the demand in

men's shirtings is for small patterns, mainly in hair-

line stripes, and there is an entire absence of loud

colors or large designs.

DEMAND FOR FLANNELS.

There has been a decidedly increased demand
for Fall and Winter along the line of flannel shirts

with double curls and flannel collar to match. This

style of shirt has heretofore been sold considerably

in Summer goods, but this year has been eagerly

sought after for Fall shipment.

Concerning the Spring 1914 styles, little can lie

said as yet. Manufacturers are busy getting out

goods for samples which will shortly be in the hands

of the travelers, and then more definite statements

may lie made.

SHAPES IN COLLARS.

Collars have recently been undergoing consid-

erable change, but as there are so many staple lines

which the masses of people wear, that new styles

have a very slow progress except with men who fol-

low styles very closely.

The double collar with a wide opening in front is

slowly and steadily growing in popularity, but it will

take considerable time to displace the close-fitting

collar because this offers such a neat and tidy

appearance.

Fancy white collars, mainly those with satin

bands, are going to be used a great deal. The qual-

ity of these collars, together with the rather neat

designs in which they are produced insure for them
a rather steady demand.

The long pointed, low, stiff collar which recently

made its appearance is from all present indications,

The tendency is all toward quiet color-

ings and in small patterns, mainly hair-

line stripes — A demand for flannel

shirts for Fall and Winter—The trend

in collars—Long-pointed variety not

likely to last.

doomed to a short ex-

istence, and that with

not too many favorable

admirers.

Most manufacturers

are not pushing this col-

lar to any extent as it is

an article which re-

quires more cutting than is necessary with the aver-

age collar. To this may be added the fact that the

article is not neat in appearance. In view of these

things, it is not surprising that many are foretelling

only a short existence for this article of male attire.

The very narrow wing collar is growing rapidly

in popularity as an article of evening dress. It is so

decidedly different from the old style straight col-

lar which has been in use for so long that for the

purpose of a change at least, it is not surprising to

see it meeting with approval.

The long pointed soft collar is one that may have
a good run fur Summer 1914, although its popularity

will scarcely he of large proportions. The medium
length point will no doubt be far more popular than
the longer ones, especially because the long point

tendency to curl up at the ends when in use.Ik

The manufacture of a soft collar with a low neck
hand is a problem that has difficult characteristics.

Owing to the manner in which the tie must fit into

the collar a wide fold is necessary, and this is difficult

to obtain with a narrow neck band and still produce
a neat, dressy effect.

AN ATTRACTIVE RANGE.

Montreal—The new shirtings for spring 1914

will he offered to the trade this month. While there

are no startling departures from last season the range

of goods shown is a mighty attractive one.

Striped goods occupy a very prominent place as

heretofore. These are shown in all degrees of strip-

ings from the close hairline stripe to the wider stripe

or several stripes at intervals. Among the novelties

are colored moires. These come in all shades and

should prove good sellers. Russian cords, with the

cords of various shades, are another attractive line,

and fancy mercerized goods with silk stripes should

also meet with favor.

Mercerized materials are likely to be among the

most sought after, also French printed percales,

Madras, zephyrs and fine Oxfords. There seems to

be a continued demand for the better class of fabrics

and dealers are finding that it is not so difficult as

they supposed to dispose of higher class, higher

priced garments.

The manufacturers predict that soft cuffs will be

stronger than ever next season. This prediction is

(Continued on page 98.)
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers,

but for which the editors of the "Re-
view" do not necessarily hold themselves
responsible.

THE GOLDHAMMER CLOAK CO.

The Goldharurner Cloak Co., lo-

cated at 312 Spadina Avenue, is a

recent organization that is devoting

its energies to the production of

strictly high-class garments— gar-

ments that not only show the most
recent fashion touches in cut and

line, but are developed in the newest

weaves and have the most recent

trimmings. To thus keep in touch

means that both the management
and the buying and designing staff

is always on the alert, and that the

closest watch is kept on the Euro-

pean and leading American fashion

centres, and the new styles are

copied and made applicable to the

Canadian trade.

Not only do the garments made by

this firm exhibit the latest and fresh-

est touches of the mode, but they are

made up in surroundings that en-

sure good workmanship. The build-

ing is one of the most recent, the

handsomest and best equipped of the

many new garment factories that

have gone up in this neighborhood.

The offices are spacious and hand-

some, and fitted with every comfort

and convenience for the buyer. The

manufacturing space is well lighted,

and all the most recent appliances

that tend to perfection of finish and

the proper turning out of the gar-

ments are installed.

Besides high-grade suits and coats

and wraps, this firm specializes in

evening wraps. This is comparatively

a new departure in this market, and

the line of samples now ready for

visiting buyers is composed of many
handsome garments.

©
RELIANCE KNITTING COMPANY

BRANCHING OUT.

The Reliance Knitting Co., Ltd., of

Toronto, have for some time been

known to retailers as the producers

of exceptional values in sweater

coats. This firm has now been manu-

facturing these goods for almost a

decade, and their productions have

found a speedy way into merchants'

stocks through the medium of the

jobber.

The retailer is now going to have

an opportunity of obtaining the pro-

duct of this firms' manufacture di-

rect from the makers' machines.

The business has been branching

out remarkably during recent years,

but until the present time has mar-
keted its goods only through the job-

ber. Now it has branched out, and
will sell directly' to the retailer, be-

ing in a better position to cope with
their demands.

This will be a great advantage for

both the buyer and the seller and
those who have handled their pro-

ducts will be pleased to know that

t lie business has grown to such an
extent that this is possible.

This firm is also branching out on
another venture. They have recently

purchased a new underwear plant

for the manufacture of men's ribbed

union suits, shirts, and drawers. The
machinery will shortly be installed,

and it is expected the plant will be in

full operation some time during the

present year.

A complete range of underwear
samples of this class will be ready
for buyers' inspection about Decem-
ber.

The progressiveness of the concern

is indeed worthy of comment. In

consideration of the firm's past

record and management, it will not

be surprising to see an underwear
business of considerable magnitude
built up in a short time.

—@—
CADILLAC VACUUM CLEANER.
The Cadillac combination vacuum

cleaner and carpet sweeper here

illustrated is being offered to the

trade by the Clements Manufactur-
ing Co., 78 Duchess Street, Toronto.

The machine is built low in order

that it may be used under beds,

couches, etc. It weighs eleven

pounds and contains three bellows.

Power is generated from the axle in

such a way that all the bellows are

in action at the same time. The
handle is adjustable to various posi-

tions. The dust box is made of metal.

The brush is two inches in diameter
and is held in position by a specially

constructed spring. It can be used

as a vacuum cleaner without the

brush by removing the carpet sweep-

er attachment. It is claimed that

the dust bag can be easily removed
and that no dust escapes during the

operation of the machine. It is

claimed that the machine runs with-

out noise or vibration.

@—
HAVE OPENED BRANCH.

The International Tailoring Co.,

which is well known throughout the

United States, and whose name has

been recognized as a guarantee for

values, have recently opened up a

branch in Toronto for supplying the

Canadian trade.

This branch occupies spacious

compartments at 62-64 John St..

The products of the concern are

marketed entirely through mail ord-

er by means of representatives in

towns and cities.

The company supply samples of

goods and everything necessary for

obtaining orders, such as well color-

ed style plates, measuring accoutre-

ments, etc.

Besides manufacturing their own
goods they also make up any goods

supplied them by or through retail-

ers, cutting and supplying all the

trimmings for these. This is an en-

tirely new departure and should be

met with great approval.

The representatives of this con-

cern throughout the country will

have the best of facilities for handl-

ing a full range of suitings and giv-

ing their customers great selection

without the necessity of carrying a.

large stock of goods.

This system of clothing business

will be particularly beneficial to mer-

chants who on account of eranlped

quarters are unable to handle large

stocks of ready made clothing.

The range of goods carried by the

firm features some excellent showings

of high class suitings that will no

doubt win a reliable popularity.

—©

THE COOPER CAP CO.

To become the largest hat and cap

manufacturers in the Dominion of

Canada has been the ambition of the

Cooper Cap Co. of Toronto.

For about fifteen years this con-

cern occupied premises on King St..

but owing to the growing demands
for their goods they were forced to

seek quarters where they would not

be so restricted, but could expand

from time to time as occasion requir-

ed.

With this end in view they built

their present magnificent factory at

the corner of Spadina and Grange

Ave. This they equipped with the
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most modern machinery which could

possibly be secured and with a copi-

ous staff of efficient employes are now
able to produce from 250 to 300 dozen

caps per clay. In their present fac-

tory they have 45,000 square feet of

floor space in use for manufacturing

purposes.

The workmanship which is produc-

ed in Cooper hats and caps is of the

quality which is as near perfection

as it is possible to obtain.

—

©

"

RETURNS FROM BRITISH
MARKETS.

Robert C. Wilkins, jun., has re-

turned from a visit to the British

markets, having- visited London,

Manchester, Bradford, Huddersfield,

Glasgow, Belfast, etc., in the interest

of Robert C. Wilkins Company,
Limited, of Farnham, Que.

©
A NEW PETTICOAT.

it will no doubt be of interest to

the trade to learn that a new patent-

ed petticoat will be placed on the

market for spring, 1914.

Under Canadian patent No. 149646,

W. N. N. Smith, of the Ann of Ger-

main, Smith & Birks, Ltd., Montreal,
will present what will be known as

the C. G. Slip-on Petticoat. Patents

have also been applied for in other

countries.

The principal object of the new
garment is to overcome the annoy-
ances incident to the transparency of

skirts. The garment is open all the

way down the front, and is lapped in

front about 12 inches. A wide double

panel runs down the back from the

hips to the bottom, thus making it

four-ply. The waist band is adjust-

able to any size, and the garment can

be very quickly put on or taken off.

There is a growing tendency to-

ward wearing apparel that may be

quickly adjusted, and the new petti-

coat should be very popular. It is

light in weight, and, owing to its

peculiar construction, is not at all

bulky.

—

@

NEW TOOKE NOVELTIES.
Tooke Bros, are now showing their

new spring novelties in men's shirt-

Lags, and the range is certainly one
of which to feel proud. Many at-

tractive designs are shown in fancy
mercerized goods, moires and Rus-
sian cords, etc. Tn collars there is a

splendid array of soft collars, and

the new pique and Madras, which

have taken the popular fancy this

season. The tie department is offer-

ing some very attractive novelties,

and in men's furnishings generally

the Tooke line for spring is one that

merits especial attention from the

trade.

REPRODUCTIONS OF HISTORIC
RUGS.

Otto T. E. Veit & Co. are illustrat-

ing in this month's edition an old

Persian pattern, the original being

found in the South Kensington

Museum, London, and is known to

practically every carpet dealer. The

reproduction of this rug has been at-

tempted by many manufacturers in

Brussels, Axminsters, Wilton, etc..

but their efforts were futile. The

minute detail of design and deep col-

oring baffled every attempt of dupli-

cation. The Sachsische Kunst-

weberei Claviez, Act. Ges. Adorf IV.,

represented in Canada and U.S.A. by

Otto T. E. Veit & Co., Toronto, will

exhibit this famous old Persian pat-

tern at the Canadian National Exhi-

bition.

All rugs made by the .Sachsische

Kunstweberei Claviez up to 12 ft.

wide by 24 ft. long are seamless. The

wool used is the finest the market

supplies, and the sheen of them

equals the real Oriental.

It may interest many to know that

the justly celebrated Austrian Im-

perial Hunting carpet, in the posses-

sion of the Austrian Court, and

valued at $1,500,000, is reproduced

by this firm. Authorities maintain

that this rug was presented by-

Peter the Great to the Austrian

Court, and has remained with them

ever since. Imagine the tremendous

amount of work necessary to make
this rug in ancient times. Even in

our advanced age and aided by bril-

liant scientific discoveries, to repro-

duce this piece of antique carpetinu

necessitates the use of 10,000 Jac-

quard cards, all working at the same

time, and 22,000 threads over the

width of the loom, yet this loom is

served by a single attendant.

The Sachsische Kunstweberei

Claviez, in order to show the Can-

adian public these masterpieces of

the modern weaver's art, have not

spared expense, and a visit to their

exhibit at the Canadian National Ex-

hibition, where a person is free to in-

spect the goods at their leisure, will,

no doubt, remain a pleasant memory
of the 1913 Exhibition.
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A NEW IDEA IN MEN'S
GARMENTS.

Considerable interest has been

treated in the trade by the announce-

ment of The Canadian Converters'

Co., Ltd., that they have secured the

rights to manufacture the Olus gar-

ments. Another announcement con-

cerning this new combination gar-

ment will be found in the advertising

pages of this issue of the Review.

The outstanding features of the

Olus shirts and undergarments is

their convenience and practicability.

These shirts have all the popular fea-

tures of the coat shirt, with the

added feature of the closed-crotch

drawers. They have had a phenom-
enal sale in the United States, and
hundreds of inquiries have been re-

ceived about the garments from Can-

adian people, both would-be wearers

and dealers.

Owing to the lateness of the sea-

son no attempt is being made to

get the line into the hands of trade

generally this season, but orders for

spring are pouring in from all over

the country, and it looks as if the

success of the American makers

would be repeated in Canada.

The shirts slip on very easily over

the right leg, button down the front,

onto the left leg, forming a complete

union suit. The cut of the garment

is so constructed that there is no

binding, no pinching or bulkiness,

but a general feeling of comfort and

freedom. With this garment there

can be no "hitching up" of the

shirt. The drawers hold it down
without strain or pull. It just fits

naturally. That is the whole secret.

The materials shown in the spring

range comprise plain and figured per-

cales, Madras, Soiesette, zephyrs,

fine Oxfords and mercerized fabrics,

in a complete range of prices for all

classes of trade.

It is claimed for the undergar-

ments that they are the only real

closed-crotch combinations on the

market. There is no opening in the

rear, but the garments are so cut

that they can be readily opened a

few buttons at the front and thrown

back. It is the only coat-cut-front

undergarment in existence. All the

features of the skirt apply to the

underwear. It is convenient, com-

fortable, and is made in all the popu-

lar cloths, in a wide range of prices.

The slogan: "Turn the shirt tails

into drawers," is one that should

"catch on," and the makers are pre-

paring for the very great demand
that seems bound to develop. It is

intended to add a line of pyjamas,

with the Olus features, to the range.
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Small Patterns and Quiet Tones in Shirts
(Continued from page 95.)

based on the experience of this year together with

the indications from across the border. The Ameri-
can trade is buying largely of the soft double cuffs

without the lounge collars.

With regard to the collar situation, it is claimed

In stiff collars the manufacturers as well as the

retailers will be glad to note that the close-fitting

models are going out and cutaway models of medium
heights are growing more in favor all the time.

Fine pique and satin stripe Madras have had an

enormous sale during the summer and they look to

be as good, if not better, for next season. They are

r: -i

New spring novelties in shirtings.

Russian cords (all shades)

Moire (all colors) ; and fancy
mercerized cotton with silk

stripe. Shown by Tooke Bros.,

Ltd., Montreal.

The collar is known as the " Ber-

lin " shape. One of the new
striped Madras goods which
have been so popular. This
collar is also made with the

stripes running vertical. It is

also a good seller in the plain

groods.

that the soft collar is still a big item and that this

line is by no means dying, so far as popularity is

concerned. Although a considerable quantity of

fancy hairline stripes and colored goods have been

offered the tendency seems to be to get down to

staples and plain and fancy whites and the lighter

tones like pearl, champagne and sky. These look to

be the proper thing in soft collars for the coming

season and a complete line will be shown.

being largely worn b;

very attractive models

the better dressers and some

arc shown for the coining sea-

Mackenzie and Griffin, men's clothiers, who occu-

pied most of the lower floor of the Y.M.C.A. building

in Sydney, <M>.. had a lire loss of $20,000, half cov-

ered bv insurance.
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Business PromotionThrough
Trade Press Efficiency

is to be the keynote of the most notable gathering of technical, class and
trade journal editors and publishers ever held in America. No live manu-
facturer, sales manager, advertising man, trade paper editor or publisher

can afford to overlook the

Eighth Annual Convention of the Federation of
Trades Press Associations in the United States at

the Hotel Astor, New York, Sept. 18, 19, 20, 1913

Two sessions will be held daily. There will be editorial, circulation, advertising

and publishing symposiums under competent leaders. Many of the leading editors,

business managers, buyers and sellers of advertising, and authorities on modern
merchandising methods will take part. On Friday afternoon, September 19, there

will be a mass meeting, with addresses by representative business and professional

men, on subjects of timely interest to editors, publishers and advertisers. Dis-

tinguished guests and worth-while speakers will be at the annual banquet, which
will be made a memorable social occasion. No matter what may be your connec-
tion with the trade journal field, if you are interested in the idea of business pro-

motion through trade press efficiency, if you believe in business papers for busi-

ness men, you will be welcome at all sessions.

Full information may be obtained from

The Committee of Arrangements
WM. H. TJKERS, Chairman, 79 Wall Street, New York.

The Federation of Trade Press Associations in the United States

President Secy.-Treas. Vice-President
H. M. Swetland Edwin C. Johnston E. C. Hole
New York New York Chicago
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no investment

—

just a foot of space and a like

share of your time and goodwill

The Ideal Clothing Business
is the one that makes the least demand on your bank account—re-

quires the smallest amount of dead stock, gives the greatest turn

over and produces the most profit.

You take absolutely the smallest percentage of chance in

carrying the Crown Tailoring made-to-measure samples—your

profits are assured, your sales will increase steadily as it becomes
known that you carry these samples. You run no risk of misfits.

We have the finest proposition ever offered the Canadian
trade—an "all wool" proposal that will interest thousands of

Canadian men's wear merchants.

We guarantee you perfect satisfaction, you guarantee your

patrons the same.

We supply our agents with a complete outfit—only one agency

in every town.

Write to-day before an agency is secured in your town.

Write now.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
Our New Address: 533 College Street, TORONTO
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Ta\e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-

tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —
Toronto INFORMATION WANTED

DATE

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE .

NAME
ADDRESS,
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Canadian Styles

Number

MANY novelties in Ready-to-Wear

Garments and Furs are making
their appearance since early lines

were announced and placed. These novelties

mean a great deal to the progressive store

and department. THE REVIEW will pay

particular attention to these fashion develop-

ments in its September 3rd Number. Fore-

casts for Spring are always suggested by

these late styles, and THE REVIEW will

also deal judiciously with that phase of the

situation.

Advertising forms for tins

important issue close Aug. 27.
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Featuring Canadian Styles

September 3, 1913

In this issue :

''A c om p le t e

system for a

departmentized

general business
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Rooster Brand

SPRING
I Crow// Over All 1914

Travellers now on Active Service

SOFT SHIRTS that sell.

TROUSERS that won't rip.

WHITE COATS that keep Canada

clean.

SUMMER CLOTHING that is soothing.

OVERALLS that are over all.

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited
FARNHAM, QUE.

Montreal 501 New Birks Building

Ottawa Room 8, 62 Bank Street

Winnipeg 16 Silvester, Willson Building

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of Australasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription 3)^,5(J Mailed Free

Specimen Copy -zvill be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our London Office,

71 Queen St. E.C.

iblishing Offi

Melbourne,

Sydney,
Londan,

Fink's Buildings

Post Office Chambers
71 Queen'St., E.C.

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
Xj CjO Drv Go°ds Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

Every 4mbitious Merchant

SHOULD
READ

SALES

PLANS
A collection of

three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting busi-

ness, including a

sjreat variety of

practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICE $2.50

.Sent postpaid only on receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO
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This Big Warehouse

is Crowded

with Goods

YOU want

Ready

for

your

requirements

for

Fall

Sorting

Lis

We are prepared to meet the heavy demands that are sure to be made in all departments for
Fall Sorting. Our stocks are of a size and diversity to adequately meet your wants.

Your orders, whether given to our travellers or sent by mail, will receive prompt and accurate
attention.

Don't lose sales. Order NOW the goods your customers will surely want.

Our travellers are showing many Spring lines. Watch for them.

About that Smallware Sale!
To those who have not put one on, we recommend you strongly to arrange for one this Fall.

Write to-day to our Smallwares Department, and we will give you full particulars about this

big money-maker.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal
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AUTUMN 1913 SEASON

VELVETS
AND

VELVETEENS

Pile fabrics will be in strong demand throughout

this season and in anticipating the feeling for these

materials we have added several very interesting

qualities in novelty effects. Some of the most

interesting are

Velour Superbe, Peau De Piche,

Brocaded Velvets, Dress Plushes,

Velour Broche, Printed Velvets,

Chiffon Dress Velvets,

Corduroy Velveteens,

Stripe and Broche Velveteens.

Debenhams (Canada) Limited
TORONTO
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Debenhams Montreal
FALL SORTING 1913

Displays of new and individual features
for trimmings and untrimmed shapes.

OSTRICH PARADISE OSPREY
in bandeaus and novelty mounts.

BUTTERFLY'S SMALL WINGS
Imitation Ospreys, Fancy Feathers.

Hats—Shipments every week in all the
newest shapes and latest materials.

Fancy Ribbons
Moire Silks

Fancy Velvets
Erect Pile Velvets

Velour Charmeuse

Some of the leading materials.

Your mail orders receive prompt and
careful attention.

DEBENHAMS (CANADA) LIMITED
18-20 St. Helen St., Montreal
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Awarded the Certificate of The Incorporated Institute of Hygiene.

Established

1791.

"The
Test
of

Time.'

HORROCKSES,

Longcloths, Nainsooks, Cambrics, India Longcloths, etc.
See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
See Horrockses' Name on Each Sheet.

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality
See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited
Manchester and London, England.
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The Fabrics that you must buy
English Mohairs, guaranteed by the B.D.A., enjoy a year-round
demand—and are always in style. The English dyers are con-

tinuously producing new and beautiful shades in harmony with
the trend of fashion.

From a practical point of view English Mohairs are supremely
good. From the style standpoint—they are well assured by con-

stant use by noted Parisian originators of dress.

See the latest colors and patterns in English Mohairs guaranteed
by the B. D. A. at any wholesalers or importers.

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Ltd.
OF

Bradford, England
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''UNDER THt SHADOW

ST. PAULS
CATHEDRAL

Represented by MR. A. W. CLIFFE who can be communicated with at The Windsor Hotel,
Montreal ; The Queen's Hotel, Toronto ; Royal Alexandra, Winnipeg ; Vancouver Hotel,
Vancouver. Our representative carries samples of the latest ranges of Ribbons, Laces, Nets, Chiffons,
British and Foreign Dress Goods, Printed Cotton, Dress Silks, Velvets, Etc.

Canadians when visiting London are invited to walk around our warehouse and inspect the above goods ;

also our showrooms, devoted to Mantles, Costumes, Gowns, Ladies' and Children's Milliner)' Straws, Flowers.

Feathers, Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, Etc.

Indents sent direct have special attention. Usual shipping terms.

ABC CODE, FIFTH EDITION

Telegrams :

Churchyard, London

mil

wmtt$:tt
^

Factories, 10 and 11 Warwick Lane, E.C
Factories, 29 to 33 Warwick
Factories, Paternoster

sxt
IS; 1I St. Paul's Churchyard, London

* -? t ^.iJLv

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION
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Make Every Sale Count
Get all uthe Profit from Your Fall Trade

No merchant can fail to overlook the profit on

even a single sale.

The National Cash Register will enable you
to get all your profit by stopping losses from

mistakes and carelessness.

It compels every clerk to make correct unchangeable records ol

each transaction.

It prevents the failure to charge goods sold on credit.

It enforces accurate records of money received on account and
money paid out.

It keeps you in touch with the details of all departments of your
business and enables you to manage it to better advantage.

It Will Increase Your Profits—Write For Information.

The National Cash Register Company
285 Yonge Street, TORONTO

Canadian Factoiy: Toronto, Canada
7
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CHARLES PERRIN & CIE
KID GLOVE MANUFACTURERS

Grenoble, France

FERDINAND BARBIER
Sole Agents for Canada

16 McGill College Avenue
(Corner St. Catherine Street West)

Montreal

Compliment
Your Patrons
What compliment more befitting the high

ideals of a live Canadian store can you give

the good housewives of your town than to

offer them a nice assortment of the 1914
showing of

LIDDELL'S
GOLD MEDAL

LINENS
You compliment their good judgment in

even suggesting to them these rare and
exclusive linens—the linens that have stood

for the highest quality workmanship and
fabric for over a hundred years.

Our 1914 range is the finest yet. Call on
us when at the Exhibition, and see the new
range. «

R. H. COSBIE, LTD.
IRISH LINEN AGENCY

30 WEST WELLINGTON ST., TORONTO

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA

:

Calgary, Alta.

Edmonton, Alta.

Halifax, N.S.

London, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.

St. John N. B.

Vancouver. B. C.

Victoria, B. C.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous,
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, w"tT™Mc«K
TORONTO, CANADA

Kindly mention this

paper when writing

to advertisers.
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Hosiery, Gloves, and Underwear

Take advantage of our values, made possible by purchases

before the recent heavy advance in prices. Desirable goods

are going to be still higher, and will be scarce at reasonable

prices.

HOSIERY for Men,

Women and Children

TRADE MARK

°fi
^IOR QUP^

K

SILK AND LISLE
GLOVES

Fine

Underwear
<*tf Gi

An examination of samples of Crown Brand Hosiery
is a liberal education as to what is correct and The sa,es of this brand of

saleable. Exclusive styles and well bought goods «"»»erwear *»> Increasing

always prove attractive. The largest and best assort- >'early-

ed stock in Canada is at your service for assorting.
Special values in silk hosiery.

REGISTERED.

The output of Crown Silk and Lisle Gloves
increased enormously in 1913, and we are

prepared for a still further increase for 1914.

Crown Gloves have given satisfaction for

quality of material, cut and wear. All Crown
Silk Gloves are made with Crown Double
Tips, assuring satisfactory wear, and a per-

fect fit is guaranteed. Quality guaranteed.

Our travelers are now showing for the Spring Season sam-

ples of Kid Gloves, Fabric Gloves, Hosiery and Half Hose

of every description, and "Corona Mills" Underwear.

Kindly inspect our samples and note the values offered

Mclntyre Son & Co., Limited
Sole Canadian Agents for

ROUILLON GLOVES TREFOUSSE GLOVES

Victoria Square
MONTREAL

47 Rorie Street

WINNIPEG

Offices in Halifax Ottawa Peterboro Toronto London Calgary Vancouver
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NOVELTY FABRICS
These are some of our Fashion Novelty Weaves in

Dress Goods for Fall Wear:

WOOL BEDFORD CORD, 47-8 inch, with colored hair-

line stripe, tan, brown, reseda navy and black,

at $1.00

WOOL BEDFORD CORD, 50 inch, in a neat .lacquered de-

sign, olive, tan and Copenhagen only, at 90

RENOVA SUITING, 51-inch. A rep foundation, with a

heavy ratine stripe. A very handsome material in

the following shades : Cinnamon brown, taupe grey,

laurel green, navy blue, black and white, at.... 1.75

JULIATA BEDFORD CORD, 50 inch. An extra heavy

Bedford Cord woven diagonally, tan, slate, Alice blue,

marine blue, navy and black, at 1.35

TWO TONE BOUCLE EPONGE, 54 inch, emerald and

black, gold and black, cherry and black, at ....2.25

JACQUARD WOOL EPONGE, 46 inch, in shades of drab,

grey, castor, cinnamon, brown, cardinal, magenta, navy

and marine at 1-35

Faille Princess

This is another silk fabric which has

found much favor this season. It is after

the nature of an eolienne, but is made with

a raised cord, which makes it much firmer

and to drape better in the garment. Comes
in the following shades: Cream, sky, pink,

bisque, Alice blue, old rose, tan, brown,

navy and black.

Pile Fabrics

There has been an enormous demand for

all classes of pile fabrics, and the indica-

tions are that they will be more popular

than ever this coming' season.

MADRAS SILK PLUSH, 32 inch, at $2.75

MOONBEAM CHIFON DRESS VELVET, 44-inch, at 2.50

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

TORONTO

10
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System for Departmentalized General Business
How the MacNamara Company of Chapleau, Ontario, handle their

various departments—Separate records are kept of sales of each
clerk daily, as well as sales in each department daily—Expenses
are divided up among the various departments—A complete sum-
mary of a year's course of management.

Written for The Review by W. R. MacNamara, President and General Manager.

REPLYING to your

correspondent who
enquires as to whether

it is possible or expe-

dient to put a genera]

business of $50,000 per

year on a department

basis, I would answer

"yes," most emphatic-

ally, to both questions.

When I took charge of

this business four years

ago, it was about the

size of the business in

question and I resolved

then to put same, as far

as possible, on a depart-

ment basis, and have

ever since been working

on my system until I

believe I have it nearly

as I wish it.

In outlining my sys-

tem I take it for granted

that the parties in ques-

tion are already run-

ning a set of book- com-

plete in so far as to en-

able them to take off a

monthly trial balance,

etc., with expense ac-

count, freight and ex-

account, profit

THE PROBLEM.

, Quebec, , 1913.

The Dry Goods Review,
143 University Avenue,

Toronto.
Dear Sirs,

I am after information—I fancy many other

country merchants are in the same fix as I am—
would like to know my own business.

Have a good village and country trade; stock

about $1,500; annual business about $50,000.
Take stock annually and know our profits for

the year, but everything, dry goods, groceries,

boots, paints, etc., are jumbled up together. As
fur us I know one line may be showing a good
margin, and we may be handling other lines at

a loss.

Would you think it possible or xvise to sys-

tematize a business of this kind? In the cities

they have their separate departments, but could
it be successfully worked in the smaller places,

and if so, where can we get the necessary knowl-
edge to effect the change? Like many others 1

personally had no special training; began in a

small way and gradually increased the busi-

ness.

I think any suggestions along this line will

be appreciated by many others as well as by the

writer. Yours truly.

The Review wrote to the Macnamara Co..

Limited, of Chapleau, knowing that they have
an admirable system to cover the specified

points. Mr. Macnamara's reply is herewith
presented. Countless readers will join with The
Review in extending thanks to him for his

splendid explanation of the workings of this

system.

and loss, merchandise

or trading accounts, etc.

Without such a system

it is impossible to de-

partmentalize and so

many merchants seem

to consider that the

customers' ledger, cash

book and an attempt to

keep track of what they

owe is all the book-

keeping necessary that

it is hard to know
where to start.

Apart from my cus-

tomers' account—loose-

leaf ledger. I have a

wholesale ledger, gener-

al or private ledger,

cash book, sales book,

invoice book and jour-

nal.

My general ledger

contains trading ac-

count for each depart-

ment, expense account,

freight and express ac-

count for each depart-

ment, bank account,

profit and loss account,

interest account and

discount account, also

capital stock.

12
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A view of the store of the McNamara
Trading Co. Mr. McNamara Is shown
in the inset at left.

CALL STOCK INTO SCRIBBLERS.

We will suppose we are starting off the jear and

wish to put our business on a systematic departmental

basis. The first thing necessary is to take stock. In

order to get this accurately departmentalized I have

always called all stock into scribblers, and re-copied

into the inventory book, relegating each article to

the department to which it belongs while doing so.

This of course involves more work but has the ad-

vantage of speed in calling in the stock from the

shelves, which I try to arrange to do all in one day,

and also prevents errors in departmentalizing which

are almost bound to occur in the rush of getting the

stock called in.

SEVEN DEPARTMENTS.

I have always divided my stock into seven de-

partments, as follows: Department A, groceries; de-

partment B, dry goods and ladies ready-to-wear; C,

gents' furnishings and clothing ; D, Boots and shoes

;

E, house furnishings; F, hardware; G, butter and

eggs.

THE DEPARTMENTS.

A, Groceries.

B, Dry Goods and Ladies' Ready-to-Wear.

0, Gents Furnishings and Clothing.
D, Boots and Shoes.

E, Home Furnishings.
F, Hardware.
G Butter and Eggs.

There are of course in a general store a lot of lines

that it is hard to know where to place and which
do not deserve a department of their own. These I

have tried to classify as well as I could and once

501
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FIGUEE 1. FOR EECORD OF EACH CLEEK.

When the duplicate of each counter check goes up to the cash girl she enters the total, $11.00, to the credit of

clerk "H," opposite the number of the cheek itself, 22. In this way a daily record of the sales made by each

clerk is kept. There are separate columns for cash and credit sales.
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DEPARTMENT DAILY SALES STATEMENT
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FIGURE 2. KEEPING DEPAETMENTS SEPARATE.

This sample page out of the department sales statement shows the seven items on a counter check divided up
amongst six departments, A being groceries, B dry goods, C gents' furnishings, D boots and shoes, E house furnish-
ings and hardware. All bills made out each day, whether for cash or credit sales, are treated in this way, and at the
end of the day the totals of each column show the total sales in each department. These amounts are transferred to
another book, where the monthly records of each are kept.

placed in the department decided on it soon seems

natural that they should be so included. These are

items such as traveling goods, stationery, jewelry,

etc.

Having taken stock, a balance should then be

taken, as is usual. Then to start the new year each

department should be debited in the trading account

with amount of stock as per inventory.

The Macnamara Co., Ltd.
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FIGURE 3. SIX ON ONE BILL.

Facsimile of a counter check showing
goods belonging to six departments on the

one bill. This is forwarded to the cash

girl, who enters the total amount to the credit

of clerk "H" in one book (see figure 1), and
divides the separate items amongst the proper
departments (see figure 2).

Now to departmentalize the sales, which is one of

the biggest difficulties with most general stores. After

trying several ways I have adopted the following

system

:

SEPARATE CLERKS, SEPARATE DEPARTMENTS.

I have two books ruled as figures one and two,

one headed Clerks' Sales Book, and the other De-

partment Sales Book. In the first book, each column
represents a clerk, and each half column the cash

and credit sales of that clerk respectively. Each
clerk is supplied with counter check book, the usual

duplicating style, and each has to account for every

check in this book. In the event of one being de-

stroyed in any way it has to be reported to the

office and marked ''Void"' in the space allotted it in

the Sales Book. In the other column each column
represents a department and each half of column
cash and credit sales of this department respectively.

Now let us imagine that a sale has been made as

per enclosed counter check marked Fig. 3. This sales

slip in duplicate is sent over the cash car-

rier to the cash girl who checks total, makes change,

stamps customers check (paid), and returns to clerk.

ENTERING UP DIFFERENT ITEMS.

You will now notice that this is check No. 22.

clerk H. In the clerks sales book, therefore, in

column H, space marked 22 and cash portion of

same (sale being a cash one) entry is made of $11.

being total amount of the sale. The girl then takes

the check and enters it into the Department Sales

Book. You will see the first item is Boots $5. This

is entered in Cash Column, Department D. The
next item being a skirt goes to department B. and

so on until each amount is entered to the depart-

ment to which it belongs. If the sale had been a

charge sale, exactly the same method is used except

that the charge column in each book would be used.

At the end of every day the totals of the two

books are got. (I have found it necessary to in-

14
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stal an adding machine to get this done promptly

and correctly). Of course the cash sales for each

book must be identical as also the charge sales. This

has the effect, of course, of a double check on your

sales as well as showing which clerk is selling the

goods, and departmentalizing the sales at the same

time. It is of course necessary that the girl in

charge should know to what department each item

belongs, and at first it is necessary to have an item-

ized list, but as she gets accustomed to her work

and learns this, she will not need it.

The Daily Sales are then posted from the De-

partment Sales Book to the General Sales Book, in

which I have a record of every day's business since

we opened the doors. The months' totals are then

posted to the credit of each department in trading

account.

CHARGING UP THE PURCHASES.

The next manner is to have the purchases charged

correctly to each department. In a general busi-

ness, many lines often come on one invoice and to

obviate that I had printed an invoice book as per

Fig. No. 4. You will notice that there are seven

columns, one for each department, and besides this

there is a total column in which the total amount
of the invoice is entered in red ink. From this

column the amount is posted to the credit of the

respective wholesale house in the Wholesale Ledger.

The invoice is then entered item by item and carried

forward, an item at a time, to the Department
Column to which it belongs. This is totaled up as

you go along and of course the total of the first

column must equal the totals of all other columns

combined, or there is a mistake somewhere. This

book gives you a permanent record of your invoices,

that can be referred to at any time by looking up
item in Wholesale Ledger and turning to Folio Num-
ber. The total for each department at the end of

the month is charged up, to that department, in

the trading account.

The Freight and Express are divided to each

department as the bills are paid, and charged daily

from the Cash Book to the right department of the

Freight and Express Account.

GENERAL EXPENSE ACCOUNT.

The one item I have found hard to properly de-

partmentalize is that of expense, so I have a General

Expense Account and do not attempt to classify ex-

pense as we go along. In a store such as ours

clerks are not held down to one part of the store

and warehouse room is shared by all departments;

delivery expense is also shared by all departments

and so on. At the end of the year I take the

total expense and the total sales of the whole store

and find percentage it costs to do business. Then
from the total sales of each department it is an

easy matter to apportion the expense that should be

charged to each.

RETURNS OF ARTICLES.

I have forgotten to mention, with regard to sales,

that there are of course a certain amount of returns.

If this has been a cash sale and the money refunded,

the amount has to be paid out of the General Cash

and charged directly to the department from the cash

book.

If it were an article returned and to be credited

on some customers account the clerk makes out a

"credit" slip and same is marked in both Sales

(Continued on page 40)
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FIGURE 4. INVOICE BOOK.

This is used for dividing the items of each purchase among the different departments. For instance, the total
amount of one invoice, $77.24, is kept in a column by itself, from which it is posted into the wholesale ledger. The
name of the firm and the amount appear in red ink. Below are entered the three items in black ink, and the totals,

$65.00, $3.00 and $9.24, are entered in the respective columns assigned to each department. These are totaled up as you
go along, and the amounts, month by month, charged to that department in the trading account. The amount of the
first column must, of course, balance the totals of the other seven.
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Formal Opening oi

Modern Ideas H;

Reinforced concrete and steel

structure — Double show win-

dows on arcade plan give splen-

did facilities for display—The
arrangement of the departments

—Some of the good features of

this modern store.

Progressive retailing methods

are adopted—Windows and ad-

vertisements are worked in con-

cert with best results — How
opening day was carried out —
Splendid results achieved.

A view of the new store of J. F. Merchant & Sons.

ONE of the finest stores in the eastern part of

Canada is that recently opened by J. F. Mer-

chant & Sons, Sydney, Cape Breton. The illustra-

tions presented give splendid views of the exterior

and the most important departments.

The new building is 100 feet long with a 43-

foot frontage and is three storeys high. It is built

of reinforced concrete and structural steel faced with

brick. Facing on Charlotte street, the main busi-

ness street of Sydney, it has a commanding posi-

tion. A feature which gives it added prominence is

the modern construction of the store front with its

double tier of show windows on the arcade plan.

The windows are large, being 16 feet high and 12

feet deep and splendid opportunities are thus pre-

sented for adequately and prominently displaying

the stock.

WttOOH I

I

H
t>

Mercha

M/YDOW

Plan of i rout of

STREET
the new it store.

Inside, the store is fitted up on modern lines.

All interior furnishings and fixtures are of oak and

cypress. The floors are of concrete, covered with

oiled hardwood. As will be seen from the illustra-

tions, each department has glass showcases for the

display of goods; and wardrobes with glass fronts

are used in the ready-to-wear department.

Careful attention has been paid to the problems

of lighting and ventilation. The store is airy and

light in all departments.

ARRANGEMENT OF DEPARTMENTS.

The ground floor is devoted to general dry

goods, divided into the following departments:

Dress goods, linens, wash goods, curtains, patterns,

gloves, neckwear, hosiery, notions, ribbons and

trimmings. A men's and ladies' tailoring depart-

ment is also located on the main floor in a separate

section, with a separate entrance. Entering the

store on the dry goods side, one is confronted with

an array of glass showcases which extend to the ex-

treme end of both sides of the central aisle. These

silent salesmen are always dressed with appropriate

and attractive merchandise and make a fine show-

ing. At the extreme end are the manager's office,

the accounting office, the cash desk, and the parcel

wrapping department, A parcel basket carrier sys-

tem has been installed, connecting with each de-

partment, and it has been found a great conveni-

ence.
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Handsome New Store of F. J. Merchant & Sons

ve Been Carried Out—Store Well Equipped

One of the most attractive features of the store

is a wide oak staircase, which gives access to the floor

above. Palms and other green plants are kept at

each side, making the stairway an unusually attrac-

tive feature.

On the fii^t floor above are the mantle and ladies'

ready-to-wear department. As will be noted in the

unusual amount of display space for the frontage.

views of this part of the store, the ready-to-wear

section is spacious and welhequipped, making it pos-

sible to carry a largely assorted stock and to display

the goods to best advantage. In the whitewear sec-

tion on the same floor, corsets and lingerie are kept

on display on ledges and counters. On this floor

also are reception and fitting rooms.

A view of the main floor of the J. F. Merchant & Sons store, showing the novelty and smallwares
department.

17
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Another view of the ready-to-wear department in the Merchant store.

The top floor is given over to the tailoring and

dressmaking workrooms. The basement is used for

general reserve stock and for shipping purposes.

THE FORMAL OPENING.

The formal opening of this fine new store was

held on June 13 and was made a red letter event in

every respect. Every department was decorated at-

tractively. Particularly good use was made of the

ledges for the display of piece goods, drapes, etc.

Potted ferns and flowers of all kinds were distribut-

ed throughout the store. An innovation for that

section was hiring of an orchestra for the opening-

day. The orchestra played all day for the entertain-

ment of the shoppers and visitors, who greatly

appreciated this feature.

The opening day was a success in every way.

Large crowds filled the store at all hours and busi-

ness in every department was brisk.

GOOD PX TBLICITY WORK.

The firm believe in good publicity work. F. C.

Grant who has charge of this end of it. looks after

the trimming of the windows and writes the adver-

tising. He is a display man of six years' experience.

two in Canada and four in England, where he had
charge of the windows of a large West End store in

London. The windows for the opening as shown
in the photograph were prepared by Mr. Grant. The
large window to the left was trimmed with Bul-

garian silks, rich brocades, dresses and blouses with

Bulgarian trimmings. The color scheme was both

striking and attractive as a result. This window-

proved a splendid seller. Wash goods and acces-

sories to match were shown in the centre window

while that to the right was devoted bo men's min-

ings and straw hats. A uniform scheme of floral

decoration was used in all the windows for the

occasion.

Mr. Grant is a firm believer in working the

windows and the advertising space together. He
always shows in the store windows the goods which

arc being advertised at that time; and viceversa. The
publicity appeal has. therefore, double pulling

power, as people see the article they have been read-

ing about and read about the articles they have

seen.

A PROGRESSIVE FIRM.

J. F. Merchant & Sons are a progressive firm

and. when it is considered that they have been in

business seven years only, the fact of their progres-

sivciicss becomes very apparent. J. F. Merchant is

president, while the buying and business managers
are V. Merchant and Fred Merchant. The latter

lias charge of the tailoring section. The dress goods

and staple departments are under the charge of E.

Hawkins and the mantle, ready-to-wear and lingerie

departments are managed by Miss O'Callaghan.

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES.
Tin' construction of the store front gives a

double row of displays.

A special pattern deportment is maintained
with a large filing cabinet.

The offices are on a high elevation with a

splendid view of the whole main floor.

The dress goods department is advantage-
ously placed, having all one side and the rear

of the store.
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A view of the dy-to-wear department in the new store of .(

The Worlds Markets

Leipzig, Germany.—Russia has been the heaviest

buyer. In England business is still quiet, but in

France and Belgium it is good. Skunk is not

selling well as the buyers are unwilling to pay the

high prices. American o*£ yiim is much sought as a

substitute. There was ah iost no business done in

mink. America is a good buyer of moles. Blue,

silver and cross fox are much in demand.

A later despatch states that the skunk market lias

improved.

Paris—Fur trimmings will be even more in evi-

dence than last year. "Many of the effects though

odd and bizarre give a chic to the costume which

no other trimming possibly could. The fashion of

furs was never stronger and so long as it continues

garments will sell regardless of the increase in the

cost of the raw material." Skunk, fox, ermine and

fitch wall, in all probability, be the leaders here.

Moscow.—The year's collection of white fox is

estimated at 20,000 skins. Pony is being neglected.

SOME SALES PLANS.
The goods in many cases are priced. Large

cards with bold figuring are used for the pur-

pose.

The most attractive lines are displayed in

the silent salesmen with price cards.

All ledge space is used for drapes and unit

trims.

All windows are changed at least twice a

week.
Good service is provided by the parcel car-

rier service.

New York—An impression that Persians are get-

ting cheaper is really an erroneous one. The raw
material is so poor and good skins so scarce that the

difference in price does not amount to much. While
the general price will be somewhat cheaper real fine

furs will be scarcer than ever. The change in style

of fur coats promises to favor Persian again. The
real coffee bean curl is as much in demand as the

broad-tail Persian (flat curl or ribbed) skins. Foxes

sell well from the cheapest to the dearest. Ermines

have reached higher prices than ever before. Moles

remain in very good demand but only for the very

best. Leopards are wanted by specialty houses. The
cloak trade is using fur trimmings in large quantities,

consisting of skunk, fitch, chinchilla squirrels, fancy-

colored white foxes and moufflons. Indications are

for an extensive use of fur trimmed garments.

While manufacturers have not sold as much as they

would like to, the prospects are for a very good year.

Washington—The Secretary of Commerce has

announced his intention to lease twelve islands on the

coast of Alaska to the highest responsible bidders

for the rearing of foxes. Public interest has been

aroused by the remarkable results achieved in this

industry in the eastern part of Canada. The de-

mand for foxes by breeders has been so greatly in ex-

cess of the supply that live foxes of some varieties

bring many times the amount that could be secured

for their pelts. A report on the breeding of foxes on

the Pribyloff Islands says: "The results of the expe-

riments in feeding and selective breeding that are

now in progress give reason to believe that the output

can be greatly increased and the quality of the fur

enhanced."
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Business Outlook is Bright in Canada
THE year 1913 will go

down in history as a

period of extreme un-

certainty. Not only

has the situation in the

Balkans kept the pot of

international politics

boiling and the political

situation in most countries been disturbed by events

of deep significance but the commercial outlook has

been tinged with extreme uncertainty. The latter

condition has been felt more or less in all civilized

countries, owing to financial tightness caused by the

war. It has perhaps been felt most in Canada where

local conditions have combined to bring the finan-

cial tightness to an acute stage. Canada's troubles

during the past six months have been the result,

paradoxically enough, of too much prosperity. Efforts

made by the over-sanguine and the speculative to

make national progress exceed the speed limit, by the

popular methods of value inliation and real estate

gambling, left the country financially exhausted.

Too much money had been tied up in land and in

enterprises from which it could not be withdrawn.

The result was that the banks suddenly felt the need

of conserving their resources and credit lines were

drawn closer. As the inevitable, concomitant, money

became scarce and not a few enterprises felt the

pinch. The financial tightness still obtains and will

continue for some time.

And yet behind it all, the uncheckable prosperity

of the country has been felt. The manufacturers

have been turning out the goods, the retailers have

been selling. With so much building going on (the

amount of building done has been large despite cur-

tailment) and immigrants pouring in by the thous-

ands daily, it would require nothing short of a world-

wide financial panic to bring about a condition of

hard times. It now seems certain that the underly-

ing soundness of business conditions throughout the

country, will bring about the righting of financial

conditions.

It is generally felt that the Fall will see a defin-

ite turn in business. The crops will be the determin-

ing factor. If Mother Earth's yield is good, prosper-

ity will return in undivided measure: if the yield

is not up to expectations, conditions may quite possi-

bly take a turn for the worse. There would be noth-

ing to check the rampant pessimism which always

makes itself felt when affairs become strained and

which plays such a big part in bringing about "hard

times" if the crop turned out poor.

Fortunately there is little or no reason to antici-

pate such a contingency. All reports to dale have

Conditions during year have been good
in the dry goods trade, slowness oi col-

lections being the one deterrent feature

—Manufacturers and jobbers have been
busy, and retailers have found trade

good—Influx of immigration a favor-

able sign —

been most favorable,

crops in all sections of

the country are good;

in fact, from many lo-

calities is heard the con-

fident claim of a bump-
er showing. All that

could prevent the reap-

ing of a bountiful harvest now would be an unpre-

cedented spell of unfavorable weather. The farmers

for the most part have ceased worrying.

FINANCIAL IMPROVEMENT COMING.

ide of the question.Dealing with the financial

the Financial Post says:

Now that the worst phases of the Balkan troubles

are apparently over there is little doubt that a much
1 ctter feeling will speedily exist and that capital and

The Montreal Star's view of the financial situation. The
money tightness may be a blessing in disguise.

credit will soon be flowing in more normal volume.

This is notwithstanding the fact that the aftermath

of the war in the way of financing and reconstruction

has still to be reckoned with by the various states

concerned.

There is another reason also why there should be

a better situation before long in money. The Post

pointed out some eighteen months ago the fact

that money would probably tighten noticeably in

Canada because of the world-wide expansion of trade.

The counter movement which is under way now

should before many months show considerable con-

trary effect upon the money market. The shortage

of capital has had its effect of producing liquidation

in most of the important countries of the world and

this liquidation and easing oil' oi business may be
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Why business is dull in stocks.

—Kctten, in New York World
A partisan view of the U.S. Currency

Bill, which, nevertheless, gives

a side line on the reason for

financial uncertainty.

Is Mars going to continue

wide financial uncertainty
ing activities in another
—Murphy, in San Fra

the world-
by start-

quarter,

ncisco Call.

expected before long to lessen the demand for money, prospect*. One of the best informed men on the

and consequently make money easier to secure for crop outlook told The Post yesterday that "crop con-

necessary purposes. In Britain on the contrary trade ditions are rosy all through the country.'^ That ex-

has been phenomenal. pression crystalizes the agriculture situation at the

present time. The West is so large that even if bail

i;i:-assuring crop outlook. an(j frost strike certain parts of the country there is

Canada is fortunate this year again in its crop Continued on page 26.

A WELCOME VISITOR. IS THIS THE REASON .'

The Canadian farmers have welcomed Old Sol this summer. Rather to be expected that the world would have a scare in

His visits bring prosperity. a "13" year.

—Ireland, in Cleveland Despatch.
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Securing the Maximum Results
From Advertising

The Standard of Retail Advertising in

the Dry Goods Trade is High, But Many
Have Neglected to Get Their Work
Down to a Strictly Business Basis

—

Guess-work is Still Indulged in—Eules
for Preparing Copy That Will Bring-

Sure Results— Placing Advertising
Where it Will Bring Results.

eview by the Advertising Manager of a large retail store.

THERE MUST be at least $60,000 spent every day

in newspaper advertising by the retail dry goods

men of Canada. It is impossible, of course, to find

a way to arrive at correct figures. Some merchants

will spend several hundred dollars on a single in-

sertion of an advertisement; others do not lay out a

red cent from one year's end to the other. But the

amount named is probably a conservative estimate of

the average sum expended each day in printers' ink.

It is equally impossible, of course, to arrive at

figures which would give an idea of the returns the

daily tribute of $00,000 brings. It certainly runs

well into the hundreds of thousands, when indirect

as well as direct results are considered. The one sure

thing in this connection is that the returns are not

nearly as large as would be the case, if this whole

volume of advertising were capably planned and

efficiently carried out. It is agreed that a certain per-

centage of advertising is wasted through the lack of

knowledge of those who plan and carry it ovit. Just

what this percentage may be is purely a matter of

theory and conjecture but there can be no doubt

that it i- a largo one. And it is largest in the field

of retail advertising, because this branch is conducted

in many cases by men to whom advertising i- a side

issue, a -ingle detail in a day crammed with work

and responsibility of all .kinds. The advertising of

the manufacturer, which is placed in magazines and
periodicals with wide-spread circulation, is generally

prepared by men who have made advertising their

whole work. Even at that, a certain percentage of it

"misses fire." The retailer, who writes his copy in

his office after hours, or who dashes it oil' between

interruptions during the pell-mell rush of the busi-

ness day is still more likely to find his appeals to the

public devoid of the "inspired spark" which brings

results.

It is not intended by this to endeavor to dampen
the retailers belief in the necessity of advertising or

to arouse doubts as to its potency. All advertising

—

except the occasional samples seen which awaken

ridicule or scorn—all advertising pays. It is better

to do a very little advertising, even if that very little

is done very badly, than to do none at all.

The point which it is desired to make is this:

That the results from retail advertising could be

doubled, tripled, nay multiplied several times over,

if the guess work were eliminated and the whole

volume of advertising done on a basis of efficiency.

The standard of advertising in the dry goods

trade is higher perhaps than in any other branch of

retail trade. - .More tnoneyy is spent on cuts, and

in the larger stores, special ad. -writer- are employed.

But even at that, a great deal of guess work is shown

in the advertising of a majority of the stores; and

the results do not reach the maximum by any mean?.

An incident comes to mind which will lie worth

quoting for the lesson it teaches. An Ontario mer-

chant of long standing found that the details of his

business were growing heavier just at the time when

he felt he would like to start taking thing- a little

easier. The solution was to take in a partner and

this was what he finally did. being fortunate enough

to secure a young man with a small capital ami an

unlimited amount of energy and initiative. They

made a, splendid team hut there were time- when a

flash of opinions occurred. The elder man was in-

dined to conservatism: the junior partner was a

progressive, a strong believer in advanced methods.

Advertising was one of the first topics discussed.

" We don't do enough," -aid the younger man.

'• We do too much." corrected the elder. •"Our re-

sults from advertising have been meagre.

" The value of advertising i< not a debatable ques-

tion," said the other, respectfully hut firmly. " Bow
can you tell what results you have had?

"

" T have never believed in doing things by guess

work. 1 have a system for everything." said the

senior. " For years T have had records kept of the

sale of article.- advertised for certain periods ofter the

appearance of the advertisement. It ha- been a rule

to keep all statistics relating to sales, and 1 can get

you figures to show what every advertisement we
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have run for the past ten years has brought in. Go
over the records and you'll find that the results,

while they have covered the expenditure, have been

just as I said—meagre."

The junior found that copies of all advertising

had been filed also and it did not take him long to

put his finger on the trouble." You do not believe

in guess-work," he told the senior partner, ''but

there has been one member of your staff who has, the

advertising man. His whole work has been based on

guess-work. I find that he has seldom quoted

prices, and more seldom still used illus-

trations. He has allowed the printer to use anti-

quated. ] tress-worn type and to throw the matter to-

gether in a slovenly, unattractive fashion. Typo-

graphical mistakes have been the rule rather than

the exception. I am not surprised that yoru re-

sults have been meagre. On the contrary, I am sur-

prised that there have been any results at all."

The junior took over the advertising himself

and an immediate change was felt. He was not what

enthusiasts arc wont to term a "born ad. -writer,"

nor was he in any sense a genius. Popular opinion

has it that ad. -writing is a field where the genius

only can win: that the turning out of successful ideas

is a matter of inspiration. While undoubtedly the

ideas for greal advertisements have sometimes come
as flashes of inspiration, such cases are the exceptions

to prove the rule that advertisements arc best prepar-

ed when business principles and foresight guide the

pen. The same rule applies to practically all achieve-

ment. Popular conception of Edgar Allan Toe. for

instance, is of a literary paranoic, delving into the

depths of a fevered imagination for Tories of horror

and mystery. Poe, on the contrary, was one of the

most business-like of writers. He decided on creat-

ing a certain effect ami then thought for the best

way of accomplishing it. conceiving his weird stories,

not in momentary Hashes of almost occult under-

standing, but step by step and by logical development

of ideas, lie wrote "'I'he Raven," on much the same
principle that Euclid employed to work out his pro-

positions.

The junior partner prepared his advertising on

a certain fixed plan. "The object of an advertise-

ment," is the way he explains it. "is to sell goods or

to get people so close to the buying stage thai they

will visit the -tore. To accomplish this, there are a

number of things that an advertisement must do.

"The first is to have an individuality to make it

stand out from the rest. Newspapers have column
after column of ads. and those lacking distinguishing

features will not get unanimous attention. The first

step is to put something into the copy which will

attract notice. My own method of accomplishing

this first step has been the creation of a distinct style

of my own. I bought special type for the printer to

use and a special panel. T had a distinctive kind of

lettering for the firm name and had a half-tone cut

made of it. My ads. have been different from any-

thing else appearing in the local papers.

"The second step, having attracted attention, is

to favorably impress the reader with the general

appearance of your ad. It is not sufficient to halt the,

readers' glance. A very poor ad. will do this by

reason of its very weakness. The ad. must be at-

tractive enough to hold as well as arrest the attention.

Only a bright-looking advertisement will be read

through. I have found it necessary to use plenty

of illustrations, to have the lay-out neatly balanced,

and the whole redolent of typographical excellence,

in order to insure my copy being read by the people

I want to reach.

"The third step is to get the interest aroused in

the articles advertised. To do this, it is necessary,

first, to he featuring the right kind of goods. Pretty

nearly 30 per cent, of advertising efficiency is in pick-

ing the right goods at the right time. They must

lie described tersely but convincingly and. in a great

many cases, illustrated.

The last step is to close the sale, as far as it is

possible to do so at long range. This is largely a

case of quoting the right prices. Some merchants get

the price right to bring sales and then ruin their

chances by keeping this trump card up their sleeves,

waiting to play it when customers enter the store.

Others quote prices hut hurt their results by poor

judgment in fixing the price. And don't think that

cutting is the alpha and omega of popular price fix-

ing. Too low a pries will often be quite as harmful

us one too high. People conclude that the article

must be a cheap one."

The firm now get the best of results from their

advertising. They have eliminated guess-work and

have advertised according to a fixed plan, designed

to make their advertisements the kind that people

read.

co. it) ADVERTISING AND BAD.

Rut it is not only in the matter of preparing copy

i hat the retail advertiser fails to get anything like

maximum results. How ami when to advertise are

points on which many have very vague and waste-

ful ideas.

PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS.

Merchants should be careful to place their adver-

tising where it will be sure to do good. The local

newspaper is the safest medium. Before signing to

take space <>n a programme or in any such publicity

side issue, consider carefully what the results are

likely to be. How many will see it? Will they see

il at a time when they would lie likely to read it?

Would they he the kind of people you want to

read it, anyway?
Hundreds of thousands are placed in this coun-

try every year in advertising schemes which may per-

haps bring some return but cannot give the investor

anything like the return he should get.
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WHAT OTHER DRY GOODS
MERCHANTS ARE DOING

V-A C7:

Alarm Clock Sales Held

L\ SEVERAL towns and cities in Canada Alarm

Clock Sales are being held of dry goods stocks,

among these, Welland, Ont., Moncton, N.B., and

others. The idea is thus explained: "You've been

wondering why we call this a Big Ben Sale. Surely,

you know Big Ben, the alarm clock that wakes you

every morning or that you have seen advertised in

all the magazines. Well, he's the fellow that's run-

ning this sale, and this is how he does it: Every day

of this sale the Big Ben Alarm goes off at 10 and
10.30 a.m., and between these two alarms you. or

anyone else can buy some one line of goods at a price

even below regular wholesale cost. See the big

square below for full particulars.

These special bargains included in one ease 250-

yard spools at 4 cents each, or 47 cents a dozen;
white lawn waists, $1 to $1.75 for 67 cents: white
long-cloth. 12 cents, for 7%c; and 8 oz. pearl bats for

57 cents. One store made it a condition that a pur-

chase of 50 cents must have been made before 10
o'clock before anyone could take advantage of the

10-10.30 < ;BigBen" prices.

A Moncton store paid $1 in goods on the opening
day to each of the first five persons under the age of

18 who entered the store when the doors were opened
at 9 a.m.

ft

New Hudson's Bay Big Store Opened
Calgary, Alta.—With military pomp and cere-

mony, the magnificent new six-story store building
of the Hudson's Bay company was opened to the

public at 1.15 o'clock this afternoon by the turn of

a golden key in the hands of his honor Lieutenant-

Governor G. H. V. Bulyea of the province of Alberta.

It covers an area of 32,500 square feet, is 250x130
and is 143 feet in height from the floor of the base-

ment to the roof of the observation gallery. It is

built of steel faced with white terra cotta, of the

standard design adopted by the company for all its

stores, and has six storeys in addition to the base-

ment.

Entrance to the store is gained through four

commodious vestibules, two on Seventh Avenue and

two on First Street west.

The roof has been fitted out as a children's play-

ground. Patrons can leave the youngsters here un-

der charge of an experienced matron and have the

assurance they will be well looked after. Sand pits,

sea-saws, merry-go-rounds, and swings have been pro-

vided, and from the observation gallery which com-

mands a bird's-eye view of the city, patrons can watch

the children at play.

A special feature is the Elizabethan restaurant on

the sixth floor. This has been furnished entirely in

the Tudor style, and everything is in keeping from

the leaded cathedral windows to the oak panelled

walls and moulded ceiling. The furniture is of the

Elizabethan period and suits of armour of the 14th

century add to the antique tone of the whole.

®—

Specialized Window Displays

Till': ROSS COMPANY, of Welland. dry goods

merchants, are winners in window display. The

man who is responsible for the window dressing is

T. W. Gordon, who has been 30 years at it in Canada

and in Buffalo.

When The Review called at the store a short time

ago one large window was proclaiming a sale of

corsets, one line at one invariable price. 79 cents.

Mr. Gordon left no chance for mistaking that 79

cent price, nor that corsets in thai window at least

were •"the whole thing." Nor did the firm trust to

the selling from this display alone: the town paper?

announced it, and once again. 70 cent corsets, regu-

larly sold for $1.25, "never less." held the fort alone.

It is not surprising then that there were few of the

ten dozen of those corsets left after a 3 or 4 days'

sale.

Mr. Gordon's principle of window dressing is to

centralize on some one line, rather than to secure a

general display that is bewildering in its variety

without fixing any special article in the memory.

Generally he uses store lines: on unusual occasions

he omits these altogether, but still maintains it is

good window value.

For instance, when the Volunteer Firemen's

Association of Ontario met in Welland. the public

saw a firemen's window in The Ross Company's

store: a house supposed to be on fire, with an electric
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"Her Ladyship" range of
Whitewear and blouses for

Spring 1914 is now on the
road.

It is exceptionally well sel-

ected and has met with
much favorable comment
from those who have al-

ready seen it.

We know you will like it.

Say when we may send our
traveller.

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

Montreal
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fan fluttering a combination of colored paper out of

a window and the top to represent flames. Tiny

ladders were thrust up to the windows and dolls, to

represent the fire-fighters, were upon them. Dust

bane made grass and felt paper the walks. This

window took the prize and Mr. Gordon thought it, as

well a good local advertisement for The Ross Com-
pany.

So he fits us for Christmas, and old boys reunions,

etc.

@

Giving Oil Paintings

Calgary, Alta.—The Pryce Jones store has in-

augurated a unique premium system. Oil paintings

are given away with all purchases over a certain

amount. With purchases amounting to $10, a paint-

ing size 14x22 is given free. With purchases amount-

ing to $20, paintings size 22x36 are given.

A professor has been giving exhibitions in oil

painting twice daily from 10 to 12 in the morning
and from 2 to 4 in the afternoon.

Another method adopted to please shoppers is

the serving of tea free in the basement of the store.

©—

Monthly Dollar Sales

Calgary, Alta.—Glanville's, Limited, have in-

augurated the custom of holding a dollar-day sale

once each month.

-*—
Cleveland Style Show

Cleveland, Ohio, was the scene of an extensive

fashion exhibit in charge of the Association of

Women's Wear Manufacturer.-, who are affiliated

with the Manufacturers' and Wholesale Merchants'

Board. Nearly 2,000 merchants from the United

Suites and Canada attended. Forty manufacturing

concerns had exhibits of coats, suits, dresses, skirts.

waists, knitted goods, children's clothing, millinery,

dress fabrics, furs, etc.

The feature of the exhibit was a stage presenta-

tion at the Metropolitan Theatre when one hundred
and twenty-three of the choicest styles of garments

and millinery were shown on forty of the handsom-
est models in Cleveland's stores. As an introduction.

a poem, "Shadows of the Past," was recited, while

figures representing these were silhouetted on a

screen. When the year 101:: was reached, twenty-

models walked out and dispersed themselves in

groups.

"Cinderella's Dream" was a fantastic idea in

which her sisters first displayed their rich gowns and
then the fairy godmother touched Cinderella with

her wand and her old clothes fell awav. revealing

her clothed in one of the daintiest and newest of

"creations."

In "The Cleveland Fashion Book" models ap-

peared one by one as if pages of a huge fashion

book, and then stepped from the "page" and dis-

played the fine points of the garments each wore.

In another, the models came on the stage in

autos and then stepped out.

In "The Pageant of the Flowers," twenty-three

models walked out on platforms built from the stage

and threw flowers to the audience, while displaying

a new series of fashions.

Business Outlook is Brighr in Canada
Continued from page 21.

little doubt that an, at least, average crop will be

harvested, and every business man in a large way,

knows what this means to the commerce and indus-

try of the country.

WILL STIMULATE BUSINESS.

Although some people think that this Fall's crop

is needed to set the Western country again on its

feet, so to speak, after what many consider the specu-

lative debauch of the last few years, it is unquestion-

able that this year's immense creation of new wealth

will be distinctly felt bv business of the country.

London,, <'nt.— Arthur's dry u'""
n

- si ire on Dun-

das Street. East London, was broken into Wednes-

day afternoon some time between 2 and 4.30 o'clock

and $20 in money taken from a cash register.

Halifax, Aug. 22.—As a result of the inaugura-

tion of direct sailings between Halifax and Italy this

city may become the site of a silk manufactory if

negotiations now under way materialize. The cheap

and direct transportation between this city and the

great productive centres of raw silk in Italy is looked

upon as the basic advantage for such an industry. Re-

presentatives of a large American manufactory of

silk have been in the city looking over the grounds.

A good definition of the word '•competent" is:

"The ability to co-operate with other people."

There has been an undeniable improvement in

business conditions. The last traces of pessimism

among business men are passing away.

• » •

The latest fad in housefurnishings is to cover the

floors and walls with funereal black, relieved, in the

ease of the wall paper, with grotesque splashes of

vivid color. This idea conies from Vienna and is

termed "high art."
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Canadian Styles

THE CREATION of Canadian styles is purely a

matter of development and adapted interpretation

of foreign style trends. Although it may be stoutly

maintained that Canada has a style standard all her

own, it would be idle to attempt to disprove that our

styles are strongly influenced, if not invariably in-

spired, by the Paris, London and New York stand-

ards. If Paris decrees the small hat, or the pannier

skirt, or the predominance of any color, Canadian

styles will follow. It is not common for a new trend

to find its commencement in Canada, withou.1 any

relation to the style trend of the world's capitals.

At the same time. Canada does not accepl the

decrees of the fashion centres absolutely or unques-

tioningly. Extreme ideas do not take in this coun-

try, the average Canadian woman being blessed

with a degree of common sense which keeps her

from indulging in styles which are too conspicuous

or verging n the indelicate and bizarre. The ideas

which find favor in the bigger centres of the fashion-

able world are assimilated and adapted for Canadian
use. In this way, many styles which seem quite

distinct often spring into being.

There is, accordingly a distinct Canadian stand-

ard; and the term "Canadian styles" has a deep
significance. The women of Canada dress according
to the -Ivies which become established in this coun-
try. With recognition of this fact, The Review has
published each fall a Canadian styles number, de-

voted to the most popular lines introduced for use in

the country and to the interpretations of the style

trends as adapted and approved.

The Merchant and the C.W T.A.
THE FUTURE plans of the C.W.T.A. are referred
to elsewhere in this issue. With such an enthusiastic
and capable set of officers, it is certain that the asso-

ciation will see a prosperous year. It would help

considerably, however, if the merchants lent more
direct and tangible aid. The association has but one

object for its existence—the improvement of the

standard of window trimming in Canada. Thus the

merchant has as much to gain from the continued

growth of the association as the display man. If

more display men can be enrolled as active members,

the stores they serve will benefit thereby. The out-

standing feature of the recent convention was the im-

provement noted in the work of the men who had
been members of the association from the outset.

They had clearly profited.

It would be in the best interests of each merchant

whose displax manager has not yet allied himself

with the association, to see that he becomes a mem-
ber at once.

©

The Departmentalized Store

A TENDENCY winch ha- been most marked of re-

cent years has been toward the individualizing of

the various departments of the store. Each depart-

ment has become more distinct, with problems of its

own. The result is that merchants are finding it

necessary to departmentalize their stores, creating

each department a distinct business more or less,

which must stand on its own legs.

This necessity arises from the fact that, with a

large business comprising many departments, leaks

will rapidly develop unless each branch of the busi- -

ness is closely watched. If a proper system is not

employed by which the results can be told in each

department, it is impossible to trace and prevent

leaks. The profits may be lost through weaknesses

which cannot readily be detected.

The necessity for such a system is felt by many
merchants, -who have not been able to find one to

suit them. Dry Goods Review has received requests

on various occasions for articles bearing on this prob-

lem. In response, the leading article in this issue

is presented—a description of a system, planned and
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perfected by an Ontario merchant, who is using it in

his -tore at the present time with great success. This

article is worthy of closest attention.

©

Efficiency in Salesmanship

THE OLD saying that goods well bought are half

sold has a large share of truth. But still it is not

difficult to imagine conditions where goods which

had been bought on the most advantageous basis

would never sell.

The fact of the matter is that the presence of a

good salesman is fully as important as the advan-

tages of having secured the goods on the best terms.

Special value alone will not sell goods unless there

is someone there to demonstrate the value. Neither

for that matter will a good salesman be able to create

business unless the goods he offers have the value.

Both sides of the proposition are of the same import-

ance and both are quite indispensable.

The maintenance of a thoroughly efficient sales

staff is, therefore, a problem which every dealer must
face. If a merchant can keep his salesman up to the

mark, he need not worry about his volume of busi-

ness. On the other hand, the merchant who does not
maintain a high standard will not get far ahead, no
matter how well equipped he may be in other respects

and how energetic his methods in every other way.

The first step in maintaining efficiency on the

sales staff is to carefully watch the matter of appoint-
ments. Shrewd selection and rejection of applicants
will help more than any other single factor. Hav-
ing good material to work on in the first place is the
prime necessity. With good material, careful train-
ing will develop a competent staff.

An important point is to see that the salesmen
become "drygoodsmen" in the real sense of the word,
that they get to know the stock and acquire a knowl-
edge of every line carried.

The Biter Bitten

The Passing View
Canadian women are generally acknowledged to-

be well dressed. It is safe, therefore, to claim a high
standard for Canadian styles. To dress well, without
going to extremes, is the object aimed at—and gener-
ally attained.

A cartoon published in another part of this issue

gives a good explanation of the unstable financial

conditions. Currency is shown as a "toper" who has
spent his time hobnobbing with "speculative inter-

ests" at the bar of frenzied finance. If currency can
be persuaded to keep away, a rapid "sobering up"
should be the result.

IT'S a long lane that has no turning. Likewise,

even the worm will turn. These two proverbs are

recalled to mind by an incident which is reported

from Kansas. So many peculiar things, by the way,

are credited to the state of Kansas, ranging from the

ten-year marriage bill to the discovery of the Houn'

dog song, that one is inclined to accept anything

emanating from show-me land with a grain of salt.

The incident in question, however, is backed on the

best of authority as an actual occurrence.

One often hears recited the ingenious methods

adopted by "dead-beats" to escape their creditors and

the wiles that are used to stave off payment of debts.

It is a welcome change to be able to tell how an

ingenious merchant trapped slow-pay customers into

settling up. He did it by using Parcels Post, by the

way.

This merchant, who is located in Kansas, had a

number of accounts that had been standing on his

books for months, in some cases even for years.

Dunning letters had been sent out repeatedly with-

out any response so this merchant had practically

decided to write the accounts off when the thought

struck him that what could not be done by the usual

method might be accomplished by strategy. He hit

upon the scheme of sending a parcel by Parcels Post

to each of the delinquent debtors. The parcel in

each case was stuffed with excelsior and on top was
the receipted bill for the amount owing. The parcels

were sent COD., the expense of delivery being met
by the merchant, Thus each collection cost him
just 15 cents. The way it worked out was as follows:

A owed the merchant $4.85. The mer-

chant enclosed a receipt for $4.85 and sent the par-

cel collect, for that amount, A looks at the

formidable looking parcel and decides that he had
better pay for it. The messenger has previously ex-

pressed ignorance of the contents and for all A
knows some friend may have been sending him a

valuable present, Curiosity conquers, he pays the

bill and. opening the parcel, finds his receipt.

Curtain

!

This scheme was worked on several score slow-

pay customers with success in each case. Some of

the "dead beats" were wise enough to swallow their

chagrin and remain discreetly mum. thus saving

themselves from ridicule. Others loudly proclaimed
the trick played upon them and demanded redress.

They claimed that the ruse adopted by the merchant
was illegal but the district attorney, to whom the

matter was referred, gave it as his opinion that the

scheme was perfectly legal, there being no fraud or

imposition, that the recipients of the parcel were not
obliged to take it. but that once having accepted the

parcel, they were not entitled to a refund.
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CENTRAL CANADA
EXHIBITION
OTTAWA, SEPTEMBER 5th to 13th

THE

When in Ottawa see our Blankets

and Sweaters. This will be a big

season for these two lines .:. .:.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
CORNER QUEEN and O'CONNOR STS. OTTAWA, ONT.
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ART OF DISPLAY
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Results of the Second C.W.T.A. Convention
THE CANADIAN
Window Trimmers' As-

sociation convention of

1913 has now passed

into history but the

practical lessons learned

in those two days are be-

ing reproduced in the

present displays for fall openings in a score and more

of Canadian stores.

Looking back upon the proceedings with a two

or three weeks' perspective, one begins to realize just

how helpful and considerate the spirit of the leaders

really was. This must not be limited to the admir-

able demonstrations of Mr. Nowak in fabric draping

and Mr. Hess in show card work, models of lucid

teaching. The honorary president, Hr. Henry Hol-

linsworth, dean of the associa-

tion, held a place peculiarly his

own, providing from a rich per-

sonal experience of twenty years

and more the material for ex-

hortation and rebuke, pointed

criticism and commendation,

and an enlargement of the hori-

zon of his fellow-members, by

an insight into the possibilities

that awaited the intelligent ex-

ercise of their gifts.

CO-OPERATION.

The convention would be an

eye-opener to members of other

crafts had they been given a

glimpse into the spirit that

characterized its operations.

The keen rivalry of competitive

display did not taint the person-

al relations and conduct of a

single man by the narrow

marks of jealous ill-will. One
man told of a call he made on

another farther down the street,

at which he communicated to

him some of the ideas that ap-

pealed most to him at a recent

convention. Another told of a

round-table conference he had

It is Believed That a Splendid Year is

Ahead—New Officers Are Capable and
Devoted to the Work—Window Display
Work is Developing Rapidly as Shown
at Convention—Plans for the Coming-
Year.

This suggestion from Mr.
Nowak was a new "wrinkle"
It is self-explanatory; an opening
cut in the back of the form for
stowing away surplus draping.

with the other window
dressers in his own line

in a small city, where

local rivalries are apt to

be the more intense.

Where else would an-

other body of men in

competition display so

evident and sincere a spirit of co-operation?

A RAPID DEVELOPMENT.
Cue of the outstanding impressions that must

have been made upon every one present was the real-

ization that the science of window dressing is in a

condition of rapid development. This development
stage is applicable more to details of practice than to

principles. The latter have been tolerably well work-

ed out and adopted. It needs only a glance at win-

dow dressing of ten years ago

to make out a prima facie case.

Ten years ago the biggest stores

in America started at the ceil-

ing with their drapes; loaded up
the space with a conglomerated

mass of goods of all descrip-

tions and departments; piled up
the florid backgrounds and even

foregrounds that proved a total

eclipse to the merchandise that

they pretended to aid in dis-

playing; and the step ladder

was the chief ornament and as-

sistant of the amateurish uten-

sils. All this is fast disappear-

ing in the revolution that has

involved merchandising in all

its activities.

THE DUTY OF THE MERCHANT.
Nor did the convention fail

to emphasize the failure of

many merchants to appreciate

at anything like its commercial

value the products of the win-

dow dressers' brains. How
broad a field for working in

here; how sterile at present.

how fertile it may become ! And
perhaps no other act could illus-
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Suppose You Were to Install a New
Store Front

What would you do—how would vou go about
it?

One way is to call in John, the local Carpenter,
and say, "I am going to put in a new Store
Front—one like Smith's—what will it cost, and
how long will it take you to do the work?"
Another way is to go about it in a systematic
and practical way—that is if you expect to

modernize—to increase your business. Just
stop to think—couldn't we, as Store Front Spe-
cialists with seven years' ex-

perience, having worked with
thousands of Merchants in
building Store Fronts, natur-
ally plan a better Store Front
for you? Why, during the
last' 18 months, 1 -2.000

KAWNEER FRONTS have
been installed. We ought

to know Store Fronts from the ground up—not

simply from the construction end, but from your

commercial end as well. We've worked with

Merchants—we have learned your requirements

—we have learned what not to do as well as

what to do.

KAWNEER IS PERMANENT
A Store Front made of either solid copper, brass,

bronze or aluminum will last indefinitely —

that's KAWNEER. Pay for it just once, then
close your Store Front account. It will pay for

itself in a few months by the increased sales it

produces. And you won't have to spend "15"

or "20" each spring for paint or repairs—and
each time it rains you won't have to rush to

the windows to rescue the merchandise on dis-

play. The interlocking mouldings make
KAWNEER STORE FRONTS leak-proof.

BOOSTING BUSINESS NO. 21

it's a Merchants' Store Front

book consisting of informa-

tion and suggestions we have

learned in seven years' ex-

perience. See photographs

of many of the big and little

Store Fronts that have

refounded business—learn what thousands

of Merchants have proved about store Fronts,

bet their paid-for experience guide you

—let it save you money. We're specialists—Store

Fronts is our business and we believe we can

co-operate with you to make yours a bigger,

better-paying business. Just drop a card for

"Boosting Business No. 21"—no obligation.

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.
Francit J. Plum, Praident

78 Duchess St.
co-

Toronto, Can.
Branches in most principal cities

1S>^ *"
&«
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trate a proper recognition more plainly than a prop-

osition from the merchant that the firm assume all

the expenses connected with a visit of their display

man to the C.W.T.A. convention of 1914. It will

repay you, many fold.

The new executive headed by the president, J.

A. McNabb. may well be called the "men of the

hour."

The new president's sturdy words of faith in the

objects of the C.W.T.A. and in the capacity of the

window trimmers of Canada to support the official

body to the extent of making it a force in merchan-

dising circles, will continue to ring clear through

the remaining months of his tenure of office.

The other officers " are men who can be relied

upon to do splendid Avork during the year. M.

Thompson will be an efficient secretary in every

sense of the word.

OFFICERS 1913-14-.

Hon. President—H. Hollinsworth, Toronto.
President—J. A. McNabb, Peterborough.
First Vice-President—Warren Andrews,

St. Thomas-
Second Vice-President—E. Burns, Toronto.
Secretar[/-Treasurer—F. J. Thompson, St.

Thovni.s.

Executive—W. C. Greenhill, Brantford; R.
M. Beauchamp, Montreal; F. G. Kickley,
Weyburn, Sash.; — Perry and H. Black,
Toronto.
Membership Committee-—J. McNichol,

Moose Jaw; — Whitesides, Aylmer; IF. J.

Moir, Hamilton.

One of the advertisements sub-

mitted by Mr. McNichol, of

Allan-Cumming Co., Limited,

who won first prize. A very

attractive advertisement.
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(Store of Vogel Brolhers, New York City.

Have a Store Front Like This
You can make your store most inviting and clearly express the high class you

want associated with your store by using the

SAFETY fr BURGLAR-PROOF
SETTING for PLATE GLASS

OPERATING UNDER MURNANE AND MARR PATENTS
Our agent nearest you carries a complete stock and can give you good service.

Write them for estimate of cost for your store, sending pencil sketch and measure-
ments.

CANADIAN AGENTS
W. H. Clark & Co.. Ltd.. Edmonton. Alta. Cushing Bros. Co.. Calgary. Alta.

Saskatchewan Supply Co.. Ltd.. Saskatoon. Sask. Prairie Glass Co.. Winnipeg. Man.

General Offices and Factory, 223-247 W. Schiller St., Chicago, 111.
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Group of the winning cards by
Robt. C. Edwards, with the
Robt. Simpson Co., Toronto.
They came in for high com-
mendation from everyone.

EXCELLENT SAMPLES OF TRIMMING.

The competitions in window displays brought out

scores of photographs that were scanned intently by

the members and the high order of the work fur-

nished countless suggestions that will be worked

out with various innovations in the succeeding

months. These displays, stimulated by The Re-

view's loving cup, will prove one of the strongest

educative features in all these conventions. In this

issue are presented several views taken from the

albums of the "cup man," Eddie Burns. In subse-

quent issues others will appear of prize winners from

Calgary, Alta. ; Peterborough,
\
St. Thomas; Wey-

burn, Sask., etc.

In addition appear selections from the prize win-

ning cards and advertisements, which called for high-

ly complimentary references from the judges.

A message from the new president is the first of

a series of articles that The Review will publish in

coming issues with the object of placing before (lie

window trimmers and their employers the sterling

advantages of the Association and its annual con-

vention.

ADDITIONS TO PRIZE LIST.

In the list of prize winners at the convention of

the Canadian "Window Trimmers' Association in the

last issue of The Review there were some omissions.

In class 4 for merchandise windows the Gold

Medal was awarded to W. C. Greenhill, Brantford,.

and the Silver Medal to F. J. Thompson. St.

Thomas.

In the Floral Decorations the second prize of $5

was awarded to "Warren Andrews. St. Thomas.

@

The Turnbull Catastrophe

Peterboro'. Out.—The J. C. Turnbull Co. store

collapsed as a result of a weakening of the supports

during the process of renovating the building. Five

people were killed, two sales ladies and three custom-

ers. Many others were injured.
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Hall-Borchert
Adjustable and Non-Adjustable

Dress Forms
will put life into

your displays

What greater asset can you have than

facilities for good window and de-

partment display. It is an old say-

ing that "Goods well displayed are

half sold" and while the phrase is

worked over-time it is nevertheless

very true. The Hall-Borchert ad-

justable and non-adjustable dress

forms will put life and interest into

your show windows and brighten up
your department displays. They
show your ready-to-wear garments to

the very best advantage.

The adjustable forms may be made
to fit any garment without padding

it out. They are time and labor

savers and real sales producers.

Our Special Offer
to introduce

The lower right hand cut represents

a model which we are offering at

very special prices to introduce.

Canvas covered display A^ AA
model - «J> # .VJV
Cloth covered display-

model $5.00
Write for booklet to-day

We want live merchants to handle

our adjustable and non-adjustable

forms in every town and city in Can-

ada. There is a great demand for

them with home dress makers. They
are indispensable.

WRITE TO-DA Y.

The Hall-Borchert Dress Form
Co. of Canada, Limited

158 Bay Street, Toronto
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The Work of the Coming Year

The recent convention at Toronto was very encouraging from many standpoint.-;, particularly

on account of the enthusiasm which those in attendance showed. That the association is assured

of a healthy growth is now apparent, To make this growth more rapid, the hearty co-operation

of every member will be required.

The officers of the association have taken upon themselves a heavy responsibility and the

future of the work Avill depend not only upon their efforts but upon the membership as a whole.

The success of a movement of this kind depends to a great extent upon the men at the head of it

but to a still greater extent perhaps upon the work of the individual member. By keeping up in-

terest the whole year around, by writing letters to the officers and to The Review; by getting

others interested in the work, each member can do a great

deal toward the success of the association.

There are two developments which the new year must

bring forth. One is the securing of a larger percentage of

members from among the display men of Canada. There

are five hundred display men in the country who are eligible

for membership. Every one of these men should belong.

Those who have not yet cast in their lot with us are missing

a great deal. They are losing the opportunity to acquire

new ideals and new ideas by meeting other men engaged in

the same business and by learning from the leaders of the

profession who are brought over to the convention each

year to demonstrate the latest methods. The annual con-

vention is serving as a •clearing houses of ideas" where the

display men from all parts of the country mingle together

for the exchange of ideas, resulting in mutual benefit. If

each present member takes it upon himself to help to his

utmost during the coming year, we can secure a large per-

centage of those 500 display men as members before next

convention.

J. A. McXabb.
First of all, get every man in your own town. Get

them interested sufficiently to work for the association. With
individual co-operation of this kind, we will have the majority of the display men of Canada as

members before another year has rolled around.

The second object which we must aim to achieve this year is the maintenance of interest at

all times. It is the rule for the members of any association to display a keen interest around con-

vention times and no interest at all between times. What we must aim at this year is to prevent

any cessation of interest, to keep the members interested in and working for the association every

day between now and next convention. If this can be done, the future success of the association

will be absolutely assured.

To keep the interest up, the officers have determined to have something of interest to an-

nounce in each issue of The Review. A Christmas window competition will he conducted and

all members will be heartily invited to enter. Other ideas will be announced in due time. Alto-

gether, it is planned to make the coming year one brimful of interest for the display men of

Canada.

Youi truly,

J. A. MeNABB.
President.
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Gvadxides

The following Economist Training School graduates are

all first prize winners at the recent conventions

This forcibly reflects the value of Economist instruction and assists in
answering that important question, "Where shall I go to secure a prac-
tical and thorough retail mercantile training?"

.T. of A. Convention,C. E. GREEN, Display Manager for
H. Leibes & Company, San Francis-
co, Cal., winner of first prize at the
N.A.W.T. of A. Convention, Chicago,
111., for the best and most original
window display for holidays or
openings.

HARRY W. HOILE, Display Man-
ager for Loveman, Joseph & Loeb,
Birmingham, Ala., winner of first

prize at the N.A.W.T. of A. Conven-
tion, Chicago, 111., for the best win-
dow display of men's and boys'
ready-to-wear, also winner of second
prize for the best display of mil-
linery.

J. E. HANCOCK, Display Manager
for Schwabe & May, Charleston, W.
Va.. winner of first prize at the
N.A.W.T. of A. Convention, Chicago,
111., for the best window display of
notions, also winner of second prize
for the best display oT men's and
boys' hats.
A. J. EDGELX, Display Manager
for Donovan's. Lancaster, Pa., win-
ner of both first and second prize

at the N.A.'
Chicago, 111., for the best drawing,
or water color suggestion for a win-
dow trim background.

E. G. MEADOWS, Display Manager
for McLaren & Co., St. Catharines,
(int.. winner of first prize at the
C.W.T.A. Convention, Toronto, Can.,
for the best display of drapes ar-
ranged in a department store win-
dow.
JAS. McNlCHOL, Manager for The
Crossman Co., Ltd., Peterboro, Ont.,
winner of first prize at the C.W.T.A.
Convention, Toronto, Can., in the
advertising contest.

FRED SICARD, with R. H. Macy
& Co., winner of first prize in win-
dow trimming contest at New York
Fashion Show, held at the Grand
Central Palace.

FRANK E. DREHER, Shamokln,
Pa., winner of first prize in window
trimming contest at New York
Fashion Show, held at the Grand
Central Palace.

The Economist Training School
231-249 West 39th Street, New York

Our twenty-four page catalogue gives complete information, costs, and
class formation dates. It's free, if you return this coupon.

Please mail information on
Retail Advertising- Retail (Salesmanship
Show Card Writing Books on Retail Subjects

Display Managing, Window Trimming

Name .

.

Address

Delfosse Forms, Fixtures and Wax Work
have the touch of Superior Skill.

The window reflects the character of the store as the eye indicates
the mental capacity of the human being. Poorly dressed, ill equip-

ped windows bespeak a second
or third rate business behind
them. What do yours say?

With our modern and attrac-

tive fixtures they can be made to

reflect quality, tone and selling

value.

Our big catalogue with 1,000
illustrations will give you many
suggestions. Write for it.

Delfosse & Co.
Offices and Sample Room:

247-249 Craig St. West

Factory: 1-3-5-7 Hermine Street

MONTREALNo 623 Hat $30.00 per doz
No. 668 Shirt Waist Bust with enam-
elled neck, in different styles. Shin
Waist Busts range from $3.00 to $6.00.
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An Appeal From the Secretary

TO THE BOYS WHO WERE NOT AT
CONVENTION.

Why were you not there? Have you any idea

of the new drapes for the coming season? If not

you will be disappointed at missing the splendid

demonstration by Mr. Nowak of New York of the

very latest Post-Impressionist and Cubist and full

form drapes. These demonstrations in themselves

were worth a good deal more than it would have cost

you to be present. The knowledge you would have

gained would have placed you firm in the front

ranks. I wonder if your employers realize the value

of this association. These meetings are the only

way in which you can gain practical ideas of new

ways and it is up to every merchant to see that his

staff is represented there for his own benefit.

We had a great time, boys, but we would have

had a better and more enthusiastic time had you

been there.

Now boys what are you going to do this sea-

son? Do you intend to boost our association and

make it a great success? We have got a good foot-

THE BEVIEW IS MADE SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE.

Dry Goods Review is in receipt of the fol-

lowing letter from P. W. Hunsicker, secre-

tary of the International Association of Win-

dow Trimmers.
"At the 16th annual convention of the

National Association of Window Trimmers

of America, our name was clmnqed to the

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION of

WINDOW TRIMMERS. The association

also voted to make your Magazine one of our

special representatives for the coming year.

Many new features for the good of the asso-

ciation hare been /"/'// up. One of the most

important will be the organization of Local

Associations in every city of 50,000 or over.

Another important feature is the Educational

Committee which is to prepare educational

matter to be sent to the trade journals and to

local associations which is to uplift and ad-

ranee the art of window display. We trust

we can aierit your support in our efforts. Our
association is now on a much stronger founda-

tion. We now have a small treasury to back

us up, and have the support of some of the

best display managers and window trimvm rs

in the United States, We wish to express our

sincere thanks for your support given us the

past year, and trust we may depend on con-

tinued co-operation in oar efforts for better

window displays."

ing. Business men are realizing the value of being

associated with us. Manufacturers are more than

keen on increasing the membership. They intend

to help us. Now boys it is up to every individual

member to make or mar this association. Be a

member of good standing and send in your sub-

F. J. THOMPSON.

scription as early as possible. Get every trimmer in

your town or city to join. Send all subscriptions to

secretary. Write to me and let me get into com-

munication with all of you.

Now boys you see what you can get for your

money

:

1.—The opportunity of gaining knowledge which

you cannot do without to be up-to-date.

2.—The competitions for all classes of dry goods

and men's wear, advertising and card writing.

3.—The opportunity of increasing your useful-

ness.

I need your cooperation; do not be afraid to trou-

ble me with letters, write often, all of you. I will do

my part. Above all be sure and send your sub-

scription now. All members of good standing will

have an opportunity of entering in a novel competi-

tion for Christmas. The prizes for same have been

kindly donated by The Dry Goods Review, our own

paper. Remember, only members of good standing.

Now boys keep this in mind. I wish you all every

success. .
Yours truly.

F. J. THOMPSON,
Secretary.
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THE SUPERIORITY
of the BRAGER BACK and
HANGER SYSTEM over

all other similar devices is

manifested by its wide use

throughout the American
continent, and its continual

adoption by additional en-

thusiastic merchants as

well.

NOTE OUR PRICES.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.
25'. Duty on These Goods

B. BRAGER, 49 Crosby St., °°LS a
E
y
ast New York, U.S.A.

Satin Aluminum Finish

6 feet long. 4 posts $6.00
6 " 8.00

LEARN-SOMETHING-DIFFER

EARN
MORE

Quickly and effectively increase your
efficiency and earning power by learning

RETAIL ADVERTISING
WINDOW TRIMMING
SHOW CARD WRITING
RETAIL SALESMANSHIP

ECONOMIST TRAINING SCHOOL
12 31 --43 W. 39 TJ ST. NEW VCRK



Developments in the Work of the Display Man
Simplicity is a strong feature—Backgrounds should uot be

allowed to dwarf the goods, and for this reason too elaborate

backgrounds are not advisable—Attention must be given to

details in trimming any display.

Written for the Review by E. P. 5, Winner of Cups

AT LAST the progressive merchant has come lo

realize the value of the show window. For proof,

we have only to mention the great amount of atten-

tion that the management of the firm gives this most

important branch of the store, admitting it is the

best form of advertising and spending large sums in

a year to make the show windows a success.

In order to be successful the trimmer of to-day

must extend himself to the limit. Do not throw in

a window in any old way and pass it over by saying.

"Oh, well; it is just in for one day and will be on

l

next morning."

Don't do your work that way. but trim your win-

dow as if it were to be permanent and to stay in for

years. Make it just as complete in every detail and

able to last as long as one of our big skyscrapers. It

is the detail that counts, and there is no excuse for

a trimmer these days falling down if he displays

good taste and watches his detail work, and is on the

job.

THE NEW STYLE.

I am sure all trimmers are beginning to under-

stand the change of style that is passing over win-

dow dressing: I mean in not overdoing displays by
making them too elaborate, but keeping to plain,

simple, merchandise trims. If you at tempt special

backs, keep them plain and neat. Always bear in

mind that we are trimming the firm's windows in

order to sell their merchandise, not the backgrounds.

Therefore, it shows better taste and is more effective

not to overdo the background part of window dress-

ing.

All displays of merchandise except one which I

shall mention later on, have one set rule to follow,

and a trimmer who can make a success of a neck-

wear window should lie successful in trimming a

glove window, or shoes, hose, millinery, linens, etc.

for all these lines are displayed on the same order.

SKILE IX FABRIC DRAPING.

When, however, we come to fabric displays, it

calls for a little different method of trimming. This

lends itself to the skill of the trimmer to a greater

extent than any other line of goods. Fabric drap-

ing requires a great amount of study on the part of

the trimmer, and in order to master this difficult

part of his work he should obtain a good idea of all

lines of materials, including styles, quality, colors

and their uses, etc.

The feature of successful window dressing is an

expert knowledge of all classes of merchandise. A
trimmer who has the practical experience in every

line is the trimmer who will always be in demand.

: -sssft »g
One of the winning window trims by E. P. Burns, with the Robert Simpson Co. A clever sample of the

stocky display.
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Dale & Pearsall Wax Work
is without an equal for perfect lines, superior

finish and natural expression.

Our wax workers are men of long practical experience, and are ex-

perts in human expression. They put more than usual life into their

work and make D. and P. Wax Forms 100 per cent, more effective,

and therefore more valuable as display advertising mediums.

Dale and Pearsall wax forms are taking the first place on
the Canadian market, and are the favorites with the best

window trimmers everywhere. Let us submit our catalog,

which pictures many of our finest models. Our ready-to-

wear forms are a big feature with us. Be sure to write
to-day for our catalog. Brighten up your stock of forms for

the Fall displays with a few from the D. and P. line.

For your Fall Win-

dow and Interior

Draping try D. & P.

Mermaid Forms.

No. 40. This is a very desirable

form built on perfect lines. Has a

separate flesh colored enamel yoke.

It is also used extensively for dis-

playing costumes. Made of strong

paper mache covered white jersey

oth $7.50

MANUFACTURED BY

DALE AND PEARSALL
Manufacturers of High Class Wax Figures and Display Forms

106 FRONT ST. E. TORONTO
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LAMSON

Why Pay a Dollar. For a Dime's Worth of Work?

,AMSON CARRIERS are a practical economy, they insure fair
istribution of labor, instant ilri.cti.m ..t mistake*, centralized cash
r charges, and Quick Service! ASK VOIR NEIGHBOR!

Wire, Cable, Tube, Belt, Pickup Carriers.

The Lamson Company, Boston, U.S.A.

SERVICE

Have you a New Way Store

The New Way Crystal Wardrobe
is the modern device for displaying
ladies' outer garments. Made by
Grand Rapids Show Case Company
(Grand Rapids, Michigan) --and adopt-

ed by the foremost merchants of

Canada and the States.

New
Show Rooms and Factories:

York Grand Rapids
Boston Portland

Chicago

STORE MANAGEMENT—COMPLETE
ANOTHER NEW BOOK

By FRANK FARR1NGT0N
on book to Retail Advertising Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
Management—Complete" tells all about the

but the largest profit may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS
Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-The Store Policy—What it shonld be
to hold trade. The money-bock plan. Taking back goods.

Substitution. Handling telephone calls. Rebating railroad

fare. Courtesy to customers.

ABSOLUTELY NEW JUST PUBLISHED

Send us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't

worth the price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., MacLean Publishing Co.
TORONTO

No. 220T

Write for details on ou
most of them explainet

stands and ask for late pointers.
booklet on showing women's

rue and a 20 page booklet that

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
Established 1852

710 Broadway. New York
Factory: 8» and °i W.st 3rd St.. New York
Boston Salesroom Baltimore Salesroom

30 Kineston St. 110 Bedford St. 10 & 12 Hopkins Place
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The humane way of ticketing is the most

firofitahle way for you
and the humane way is the "Noesting'' way—the way that prevents salespeople, operatives or cus-

tomers from injuring their hands and fingers by tearing and pricking them on sharp pins. The
"Noesting" pin ticket is fitted with round smooth pointed pins.

This harmless pin ticket

not only protects a person's

hands, but it cannot
scratch and tear fine

fabrics. In this way your
loss from injured goods is

greatly reduced. The
"Noesting" will not injure

the finest fabric—it can-

not for it has no points

that will catch. This is

worth considering from a
profitable standpoint. Can
you afford to use the old

style ticket instead of

"Noesting?"

trade: The "Noesting" pin ticket

is made in every style that

is required in the dry
goods and clothing trade

either wholesale or retail.

We hold the patent right

for Canada and are prepar-

ed to supply the demand
which is increasing every

day. The "Noesting" is

the ticket the trade has

needed for a long time. It

is here to stay.

Write to-day for

box.

sample

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
495-517 Wellington St. W., Toronto

Sole Distributing Agents for British Columbia, Smith, Davids Wright. Vancouver. B.C.

Make Selling Easy By

Effective Dispky Forms
Do Your Goods Justice

Whether your display takes shape in your department or

in the window—whether it is a rack of the new coats or

suits, or a nicely dressed form, make it do your goods
justice.

47 S gives a dainty and ele-

gant effect to display. M> arms
are a new and valuable feature
of this form, and the feet, in
place of the regular iron base,
add greatly to the effect, espe-
cially where short length
skirts are displayed.

No. 47S, with Half-Wax Arms,
$36.00. specially adapted for
high-grade Gowns.
Each limb adjustable separ-
ately up, down, sideways, for-
ward, etc., made of flesh col-
ored wood for shoes and
stockings.

Price, with iron stand, $30.00.
or with wax hands. $127.00.

Ask for No. 2 head, if this
niie is desired.

41 AA. This new display form
lends itself to any kind of
display, adjustable to any
angle, giving a graceful pose.
Its lines are absolutely cor-
rect for the new costumes.

No. 41 AA, as cut $7.50
Same as No. 41 AA, with-
out flesh colored bust. $6.75

Same as No. 41 AA, with-
out tilting device $5.50

Sizes 32 to 40.

Ask for new TBook!et

of Forms, etc.

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.

She

Oldest Manufacturers of Wax Figures and
Display Forms in Canada

99 Ontario Steetlowroom . t»» Untario steet TfJDrjWTrj
Factory 101 Ontario Street
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DRESS GOODS AND FABRICS

qk&oi 3MOBC
Big Interest in Novelty Cottons for Spring
ENCOURAGED by the

reception given to nov-

elties in cotton dress

materials during the

past two seasons and

by the prices that have

obtained, the manufac-

turers have put out ex-

tensive collections for the spring of 1914. The

attention has been given more to the production of

novelties in the fabrics now featured than to the pro-

ducing of new materials. Therefore, there is no

change in styles and the fabrics that have sold so

well this summer are those featured, only in an in-

finite variety of new combinations and effects.

This means following the trend of fashion thai

no material change is expected to take place in the

present figure line, and that the same weights and

finishes as are now used will continue in demand for

another season. The production of high class cotton

dress fabrics has made for extended and profitable

business, as these fabrics are now worn on occasions

for when silks and fine wool fabrics were exclusively

used.

So pronounced have been the outlined tendencies

that manufacturers have put out unusually largo

and varied collections and the difficulty is to make
choice of the most saleable and attractive among the

many new effects offered.

The general fashion tendencies point to a con-

tinuance and further development of the combining
of a plain and fancy material in the one garment.

and to the continued vogue of the coat dress as now
worn. Another movement points to the introduc-

tion of two and three tier flounced effects, and to

novelties in the way of using the flounce as a trim-

ming and in the way of tunics, peplums and kindred

modes. Tbese modes will apply to such cotton fab-

rics as voile and crepe, and pre-supposes laee as a

trimming.

With materials carefully suited to the trend of

style and with fabrics that need no introduction as

their wearing and draping qualities, and their limi-

tations and possibilities are well known both to the

manufacturer and consumer, it is safe to predict a

big year for cotton novelties. Another feature in

their favor is that while of the same familv and

Ratines, crepes and voiles shown in a

big variety of novelty effects—Intro-

duction of two and three-tier flounces a

feature of styles — Checks and plaids

coming into prominence — Jacquard

effects.

weave there is a dis-

tinct and decided diff-

erence that is unbridg-

able between the ex-

pensive and the low-

priced cloth. There-

fore, while the popular

priced cloth receives

the selling benefit of the generic name, it by no
means enters into conflict with the high-grade fab-

ric. Therefore, it is safe to predict a big spring and
summer season for cotton novelties ranging from
15c to 25c and up to $3.00 or over per yard.

Right up to the end of the season ratines of good
quality have been scarce, and difficult to keep in

stock. When any material runs so strongly to the

end of a season, the fact that it will be a leading

fabric in the one succeeding is always assumed. This

places ratines in a leading position.

Checks and plaids are coming into prominence
in all lines of textiles and among high novelties

checked and plaid ratines in soft colors in the new
art tones are given a high place. These show checks

velvet brocack
by Brophj

: for jackets and mantles. Shown
Parsons & Eodden.
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DRESS, SUIT
and COAT

MATERIALS

FOR FALL SORTING
We have a very comprehensive assort-

ment of cloths in all weights, patterns and
colorings, adaptable to this season's styles

and fashions, which will add tone and pro-

minence to your Dress Goods department.

Note these lines for immediate delivery:

Brocaded Velvets, (self-tones) for Jackets,

Mantlings, etc., also Plains and Corduroys at

popular prices. We control the celebrated
"La Vogue" quality Velvet.

Two-Tone Bedford Diagonals, Royal Polo
Twills and Bulgarian Cord Ratines for Suit-

ings. These are shown in popular colorings and
will be much sought after.

Jacquard Polo Twills and Jacquard Wool
Charmeuse in a great variety of patterns and
colorings are big sellers for dresses and suits.

For Coatings, among the novelties shown are :

Close-Curl effects in colored Astrachan, Re-
versible Tweeds in new patterns and Bedford
Cords.

Our stock is complete in Chamois Gloves,
Worsted Hosiery, Ladies', Misses' and
Children's Sweater Coats, and all small

woollens. Your orders will receive

prompt and careful attention.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO MAIL OREJERS

Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Limited
25 Victoria Square Quick shippers Montreal, Que.

Offices in Ottawa Toronto
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Left to right: Bulgarian cord
ratine for suits; two-tone Bed-
ford diagonal suiting; Bedford
suiting; colored Astrachan in

close curl effect for cloaks;
Jacquard wool charmeuse for
dresses. Shown by Brophy,
Parsons & Bodden.

in grey, blue grey, sky and Copenhagen, 1 trick and

rose pinks of yellow and Nile greens, mauve and

tan combined with white. Many of these soft toned

checks have over plaids in one or more color. Two-

toned cloths in white and color to match are shown,

carrying out the combination idea.

Ratines are showing in brocaded effects, and

ratine yarns are freely employed for the ornamenta-

tion of sheer cotton dress materials in the form of

stripes, checks and figures. Ratine suitings in white

Cotton Materials.

Crepes—Embroidered and plain and with
ratine stripes and brocades. New embroidered
crepes come in white and in floral effects and
sprigs in the new greens, blues and pinks and
mauve shades.

Ratines—Two-tone effects, checks and plaids

in soft shades are high novelties.

Voiles—Plain cloths and printed in Dresden
and Jouy patterns in fruit shades.

Piques—Bedford cords, reps, poplins and cot-

ton suitings are the popular staples.

Voiles of sheer weave and firm texture will con-

tinue to be the leading staple, both in colors and
white and printed in Dresden and floral patterns.

Piques, Bedford cords, poplins, and suiting cot-

tons are all included in the more staple lines.

•

Softer Colors are Shown
The reaction from the striking

shades has brought black and com-
binations of black and white to the
front—Checks in soft shades a
prominent feature.

THE GENERAL tendency is towards the use of less

eccentric and in favor of softer colors and while

illuminating colors are still bright they are less vivid

than a year ago. Also when materials in solid color

come in the bright shades they are reserved for

special occasions or for sport coats. The riot of high
color that obtained last spring has spent itself and
though color stands high the colors featured are in

rich yet subdued tones. The reaction has brought

and in solid colors are showing in various weights

and at all prices. Cotton suitings of all descriptions

are brought into line with the prevailing tendency

by ornamentation with ratine yarns.

From the fashion standpoint crepes stand high.

Crepe weaves have greatly increased in favor during

the past summer, and the general interest taken in

both silk and wool crepes means that a great advance

in favor will take place in the cotton fabrics next

spring. Manufacturers of women's garments are

making preparations along these lines and are pre-

paring to feature cotton crepes extensively. Novelty

effects are extensively shown, the chief decorations

being produced ratine yarns in jacquard effects.

Embroidered crepes are extensively shown both in

simple sports and dainty floral figures, and in more
pretentious new art designs, in which the new art

colors are extensively used. Printed crepes particu-

larly in Dresden and Jouy effects form a most im-
portant line.

Colors for Spring, 1914.

Blues—Corbeau, petrol, navy, royal, canard,
Gendarme, turquoise, sky, grey blue.

Brown—Tete de negre, fur, yelloiv tans,

orange, rust.

Greens—Russian, emerald, chartreuse, tilleul.

Greys— ^awne, numidi, nickel, pearl.

Reds— Cherry, ruby, mahogany, brique,
coral, rose.

Purples—Violet ,wisteria, mauve, heather
blueberry, grape.

Combinations of black and white, checks in

soft tones with over checks of bright colors—
Fruit shades.

black and white combinations strongly to the front

again either with or without dashes of relieving

color. The combining of black and white with some
one or two novelty colors in minute quantities is one

(Continued on page 50).
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MONOPLANE

FLANNEL
A perfect woven wash flannel,

has the wearing qualities of Quo

wooL Unlike wool, it will not

scratch or shrink.

For

PYJAMAS
NIGHT GOWNS
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
SHIRT WAISTS
SKIRTS
BOY'S BLOUSES
MEN'S SHIRTS

For

the HOME
the OFFICE
or OUTDOORS
MONOPLANE is without an

equal.

Dominion Textile Co.

MONTREAL
LIMITED

TORONTO WINNIPEG

ww I



Silk Materials Are Advancing in Price

ACTIVE PREPARA-
TIONS are beginning

to be made for the

spring season of 1914.

One feature that buyers

must he prepared for is

an advance in the price

of silk materi a 1 s.

Though the consumption of raw silk has been ex-

panding during the past two seasons, prices have

been kept down by the accumulated stocks in the

hands of manufacturers. These stocks have been

well drawn upon, and are running low at the present

time. The advances in raw silks means that an aver-

age of about 12 per cent, has to be paid for the raw-

material, and manufacturers have advanced the price

of silk fabrics about 6 per cent. Manufacturers state

that though silks have been selling profits have not

been satisfactory, therefore, with a period before the

trade in which every indication points to an increas-

ing use of silk materials, commensurate increases in

price may be looked for.

Crepes are offered in big variety. Crepe de chine

is looked upon as staple, and for the new season is

showing in both brocaded and embroidered novel-

ties. Satin-finished crepes and crepes in heavier

weights for suiting and street dresses are confidently

shown. Silk crepons are spoken of as the novelty,

and large buyers state that they are in line with

the general fashion movement. In ulra lines blister

crepons are showing, both in all silk and made up

into silk and wool novel tit's.

From the yardage stand-point, soft finished satins

still lead, and all satin surfaced silks have a high

Crepes strong of Spring, 1914—Satins

the popular staples—Moires indicated

for separate skirts and dressy suits —
Prints the high novelty—Advance in

raw silks is raising cost of finished

fabrics.

Suitings id overcoatings. Shown by W. E. Brock,
Montreal.

place, and are freely sampled in the spring collec-

tions. Messalines satin de chines, paillettes and kin-

dred weaves are all staple, and will sell as long as the

styles now favoured are retained.

Moires and moire vel-

ours are very active.

They are selling in

black particularly, and

in dark rich colours for

separate skirts, dressy

suits and coat dresses.

In novelty silks,

printed effects are strongly indicated. Dresden and
Jouy patterns are the leading novelty for evening

wear, printed on ivory and soft-toned grounds. This

applies particularly to crepes and crepons. For the

spring novelty these Dresden and Jouy effects are

being prepared printed on dark grounds, such as

duck green numidi grey, petrol and taupe. The
new material in silks is duvetvn, and this fabric and

Silk Materials.

Crepes—Crepe de chine, plain, printed and
embroidered crepes: crepons and blister effects

tin hiph novelty. Satin finished crepes strong.

Satins—Soft satins such as messalines, satin

de chine, paillette, liberty, duchesse and kindred
weaves are the leading staples. Charmeuse leads

in high priced lines-

Novelties—Printed silks., moires and duve-

corded silks are shown printed in new art patterns.

These patterns are intended for trimming purposes,

and for the vests that are expected to be a fashion

feature in the near future.

•
Montreal, Sept. 2nd.—Fire, believed to be of

incendiary origin, did about $50,000 damage to the

stock of Debenhanvs, Limited. Montreal, importers

of dry goods and millinery, early this morning. The
loss is covered by insurance. The Debenham build-

ing, which is situated at 18 and 20 St. Helen street,

is divided in the centre with a fire wall and metal

doors and one half of the building escaped the

flames. The fire, coming at this time of year when

fall stocks are heavy, would naturally be expected

to interfere considerably with the firm's business.

but as one side of the building is intact arrange-

ments have been made to* handle the business from

there until repairs are completed to the damaged

portion. The firm announces that within three or

four days they will be in a position to carry on the

business as heretofore. All mail orders will be given

prompt attention.

This is the second millinery establishment to

suffer by fire within a short time as John B. Caver-

hill & Co.*s warehouse. St. Peter street. Montreal.

was damaged considerably by fire about two weeks

ago.
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GRAND
PRIX

FRANCO-BRITISH

EXHIBITION. 1908

GRAND
PRIX

TURIN
EXHIBITI0N.I9II.

IT IS ESSENTIAL

WHEN BUYING YOUR COSTUME

VELVETEENS
THAT YOU SHOULD MAKE SURE
THEY ARE IN GUARANTEED FAST-

TO-RUBBING DYES.

ALWAYS INSIST ON GETTING

WORRALL'S
FAST DYES
THE DISCOVERY OF THESE DYES IS THE
RESULT OF YEARS OF EXPERIMENT,
AND HAS GIVEN TO VELVET QUITE A
NEW VALUE FOR COSTUMES & GOWNS.

IT WAS FOR THE EXCELLENCE OF THESE VELVETEENS, FOR COSTUME PURPOSES,
THAT THE

GRAND PRIX WAS AWARDED
TO J. & J. M. WORRALL LIMITED, BOTH AT THE FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION IN 1908,

AND AT TURIN IN 1911.

GRAND
PRIX

FRANCO -BRITISH"

EXHIBITION, 1908

f:/yST- DYED
VELVET EEN

S

J. 4 J M.WORRALL Limited MANCHESTER
THE PREMIER VELVETEEN DYtKS OF THE WORLD.

% /GRAND
^PRIX
^ TURIN

EXHIBITI0N.I9II.
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Materials for Spring 1914
Brocade and jacquard novelties

strong—Increased vogue of checks
—Cord weaves have a strong repre-
sentation—Serge the big staple.

The spring business is developing very slowly in

dress materials, and the trend of buying is more
unsettled han is at all usual at this date.

Brocades seem to have the attention of the mar-

ket at the present moment and brocades are included

in all the new lines forspring. These come in ratine

figures on light weight grounds, and is jacquard

patterns on ribbed grounds. Line brocades on gar-

bedine are some of the new things shown great in-

terest is manifested in checks, and though great in-

terest is taken in black and white novelties much
attention is given to colors. Light checks in soft-

yellow tans and browns. Delft and China blues,

blue greys, pearl, sotf mauves, pinks and greens are

the high novelties. These checks are intended for

making up in combination effects with plain

materials.

Crepes and crepons are shown extensively. Cre-

pons have not been shown for many seasons and
blister effects are included among the high novelties.

With crepe weaves strong in both cotton and silk

materials, and in view of the draping qualities of

these materials crepes both in wool and silk and wool

mixtures should take a high place. Cord weaves

are favored in diagonal, and vertical weaves. Bed-

fords are showing in two tone effects and there are

many novelties in fine cords. Poplins are showing
both in wool and in silk and wool material- and
promise to be important in spring lines.

Softer Colors are Shown
(Continued from page 46)

of the schemes favored by modern art. Not only is

black and white good but checks showing the com-
bining of several soft shades form the very newest

feature, and this effect is strong both in cotton and
wool goods. The line of novelty silks is not at this

period sufficiently advanced to show this tendency.

Yellow shades are very prominent abroad and in

high-class merchandise such colors as gold, brass

and greenish yellows will rule. For the general

trade their place will be filled the yellow tans, orange

and rust shades.

Soft, yellowish greens will be extensively used in

making up the fashionable check combinations and
the more vivid shades such as emerald and Russian
will come in embroideries and for illuminating pur-

poses. Soft rose, pinks, and coral shades are the

colors that more nearly approach the vivid tones of

a year ago. Deep cherry shades, brick red and ma-
hogany are all good, and the blueberry tones, violets

and soft mauves promise to be good.

The grey shades, particularly taupe and the new
numidi shade will be excellent and pearl will be
combined with white in the formation of the check-

ed patterns that promise so well.

A special sale was put on by all the merchants
of Sackville, N.B., and large numbers from out of

town were attracted by the hosts of bargains offered.

The local sales were also much larger.

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

Sewing and Crochet COTTONS
The "SHAMROCK'
suitable for Stores

^rate price.

and, 6 COEDS, are of the very best quality,

various Manufacturing requirements, at a

Also 3 CORD, soft and glace, on tubes, cones or bobbins, and holly

6 cords. Enquiries invited, stating requirements.

Makers: HICKS, BULLICK & CO., Ltd., Belfast, Ireland
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The

UPIRLE"
(Reg'd)

Finish.
"Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl."

A "PIRLE" COSTUME
does not mark or cockle with rain.

"Lady's R^alm" says:—"The outdoor girl who loves to
cycle, walk, and drive will never wear anything but a
'PIRLE' costume when she has once donned one. It may
be the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat
cloth dress will remain unspotted and unshrunk, and.
when dry, will be as fresh as when it came from the
tailor's hands."
"Madge," in "Truth," si'ys :—"Every dressmaker ought

to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with the
'PIRLE' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guar-
antee for the wearer. The Proprietors undertake to
make good any material so stamped that has been
actually damaged by rain."

" Pirle " finished Cloths and made-up Skirts

in great variety to be obtained

from Leading Importers.

If any difficulty, please write to

The Bradford Dyers' Association,
Limited

39 Wall Street I 128-129 Cheapside
Bradford. ' London.

England.

THE LABEL

that stands for
sun and grass
linen bleaching

The linen industry of Ireland is noted
the world over. It has been one of the
main industrial occupations of the Irish

peasantry since the early days of the

sixteenth century. In that time the

development has shown considerable/

changes in the method of bleaching re-

sulting from the increasing demand for

Irish hand-made linen.-.

First it was grass and sun bleaching

(the real beauty of the original Irish

linens) , then chemicals came into use

to facilitate speed and in many cases

ate being employed exclusively. To-

day "Old Bleach" linens are bleached

entirely in the original way with the

sun and grass and are therefore of a

much softer, whiter finish and have
more life than the fabrics killed by
chemicals.

"Old Bleach" range of plain and fancy

linens for 1913-14 is particularly inter-

esting. Write to-day for the samples.

R. H. Cosbie Limited
Irish Linen Agency

30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
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SILKS
Silk Fabrics, Silk Threads, Silk Ribbons, Silk Cords

We invite a critical inspection of our Fall range of samples when our represen-

tative calls. Our values are unexcelled. Silks in different qualities suitable for

all trades.

We are the only manufacturers of Silk Ribbons in Canada. Buy direct from
the makers and increase your profit.

STAMPED EMBROIDERED LINENS
Our latest 1913 catalogue will be supplied to the
trade only, on application.

BELDING PAUL CORTICELLI, LIMITED

Mills:

Montreal, St. John's,

Goaticook, P.Q.

Silk Manufacturers

Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg,

Vancouver, and Sydney, Australia.

for wet

weather ;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

Rec ? Trade Mark

proofed by

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof.

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE PRINCIPAL IMPORTERS.
IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WRITE TO

Always insist

this Stamp as

the b^ck of el

^: The CRAVENETTE CO., Limited (Dept. 6) Well St., BRADFORD
:ry yard. v * '

throueh the Who
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The most perfect re-

production of Hand-

made Goods. Un-

equalled for
" Strength, Beauty,

and Value."

LACE
CURTAINS
AND NETS

Pronounced by ex-

perts ".The Aristoc-

racy of Window De-

coration."

N.B.—Our Mr. A. J. Burrows from Nottingham visits the Canadian retail trade twice a
year and a communication from you will ensure a call.

Sole Manufacturers :

T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Broadway, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND

Popularity Increasing Immensely

ThisfisjYourlj

Protection

PATENTED

B/W\ B

*MftK IS EMBOSS

An Exact Reproduction of Hand Made Lace

'*%»; '
B

Manufactured solely by Bifkill & Co., Nottingham, England

Also Manufacturers of High Class Washing Valenciennes
and Exclusive Novelties in Dress Laces, Allover Nets, Etc.

Canadian Agent : A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
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Dodge the Pessimist!

A pessimist is a man who cannot see the good in anything. He
is short-sighted, grouchy and usually wants to be left alone.

Leave him alone.

A man who cannot see good in ADVERTISING is a pessimist.

He is out of alignment. He is out of focus.

Leave him alone. Ostracize him. It's his only hope.

Beware of the man who does not advertise and of unadvertised

goods.

The printed word costs money and is permanent. It is everlast-

ing evidence which cannot be disclaimed or disputed. Because

of this it tells the truth. It may be attractive, but nevertheless

the truth.

Favor the salesman of an advertised house. He has back of him a

liberal policy which is invariably reflected in his goods and in the

service of the firm he works for.

Read the advertising pages of your trade paper, and get to know
the firms who advertise. They are the people it will pay you
to deal with. Advertising is their way—the modern way—of

telling you that they are reliable, up-to-date, and in every way.

good people to do business with. Furthermore it stamps them as

optimists.

Dodge the pessimist. He doesn't want your trade, anyway.

If he does, why doesn't he say so?
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*4

FinishThe

for Lustre, Alpaca, or Mohair Twills.
f~* REAT attention has been given to producing a
^"^ Black Dye and Finish on Lustre, Alpaca and

MohairTwills better than anything previously obtained,

and after extensive experimenting over a long period

the result is that the " P.N.C." Finish has no equal in

the market. Its special points are great brilliancy,

clearness of dye, fastness to rubbing with a greater

permanency to the Tailor's Iron than has ever been

previously attained.

The fast black has also the great advantage of being

perspiration proof.

NO GUARANTEE WITHOUT STAMPS.
facsimiles of which are reproduced at side.

PATTERNS showing FINISH and full particulars

. . . from . . .

?£R MA
. ^ON-CtfOC/r /Selvedge

Stamp)

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Limited
39Well St..BRADFORD
128 and 129 Cheap-

side. LONDON

Priestley's Dress Goods
Try the Priestley foundation for
Your Dress Goods Department

It has served as the basis for more successful

dress goods departments in Canada than any

other brand. From the view point of extensive- .

ness, correct style, and real value, Priestley's

Fabrics have little competition.

Let us show you our extensive range for Fall

and Winter, 1913-1914. The values will interest

you. Wait for the Greenshields representative.

We are Sole Canadian Agents

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT

SHIELDS LIMITED, Montreal

VELOUR
COTELE

DIAGONAL
CHEVIOTS

FREISE
CHEVIOTS

BEDFORDS

WHIPCORDS

JACQUARD
CHEVIOTS

FREISE
BOUCLE

GREEN
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS

OWOE
Viennese Art Introduces Weird Styles

HAVE YOU seen the

latest from Vienna in

drapery?

And didn't it almost

knock you silly?

You looked, as The
Buyer — no ordinary

salesman this time—
tossed out face upwards, a few yards of it, with a

quizzical smile lurking around his lip's corners.

"Mercy, what a fright!" you gasp, and keep on

looking, in a vain effort to make head and tail of

it. It's so big, so splashy, such a shapeless mass of

figures, as if copied from a two-year-old's letter to its

"muddie."

No, not "big," it's "huge"! And your mind turns

pigmy size and you grope blindly to conceive the

giant forms that these would suit. You think it

must have been on one of Kipling's leagues—wide

canvases, with "brushes of comets' hair," that they

were fashioned. Their tone is so loud they almost

seem to scream, these new creations of the craze of

the New Art.

"sit up and take notice."

"We'll make people sit up and take notice,"

you hear the far-off, strangely calm, but triumphant
voice of the buyer exclaim. You see, he's used to it

by now. He's like the physician whose nerves are

impervious to the personal influences, to the suffer-

ings, of the patient. He is there to do the opera-

tion : the buyer "to make the public sit up and take

notice."

WHITEWASH BRUSH
WOULD DO.

Here is one of them,

—

never mind the shapes or

what sort of figures each

color is assigned for: if

you're curious, bring in

the two-year-old aforesaid,

hand him a whitewash

brush and colors as fol-

lows :

Burnt orange.

Sage green.

Royal blue.

Dark green.

Draperies on Futurist Lines, With
Glaring Colors and Fantastic Patterns
Are Now the Latest Thing—The Apex
or is it the Abyss? of This New Art is

Found in Black Settings, Carried Even
to the Extent of Black Velvet Carpets

Terra cotta.

Shades of tan—don't

stop at two of these.

Black.

White.

Or this one

—

Mulberry shades, two

or three.

New pattern for chair. A sample of high
Viennese art.

Peacock blue.

Lilac.

Green.

Yellow and white.

Black.

WORSE THAN THE DESCRIPTION.

In a third, something that's meant to be a tree,

but looks more like the outline of an egg, is blue;

the yellow and white are supposed to represent flow-

ers, and there are queer spots of black put in to fill up
space.

How do you like it, And remember that the

original is worse than the description—the latter be-

ing the product of The Review's—not The Buyer's

—

half-dazed mind.

These are what they call a "riot of color."

But the scene changes : the brilliant colors fade

;

the sun is clouded; and, one almost added, the judge

puts on his black cap. Perhaps a funeral scene

would better describe it.

LOOKS LIKE A FUNERAL.

Take a heavy black line one inch wide ; and put

another on either side at the distance of one inch.

Connect the three by

heavy black stripes 1-Sth

or 1-1 6th ofi an inch apart.

Repeat this several times

on your linen and break

the monotony by a "con-

ventional" design of white,

say three inches wide and

two deep.

Make it into a linen

bath robe.

Then get some white

"Turkish" toweling: treat

it in the same way. and

you have one of the latest

Viennese ideas. This is

BlACK
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1 ENGLISH FURNITURE
We solicit enquiries from Furnishing
Drapers, or those contemplating
establishing a department for the sale

of superior and exclusive imported

ENGLISH FURNITURE
Constructed to withstand the

severest climatic conditions.

Reproductions from authentic Antique models a specialty.

B. COHEN & SONS, Limited
ESTABLISHED 1848

1-19LONDON, 29-3i Curtain Road, ENGLAND
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I
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Post impressionistic patterns

in draperies.

high art. Milady walking demurely in her funereal

bath robe, carrying a bath towel to match.

Curtain falls.

An hour later Milady is ready for the street.

She has used a piece of the linen that that bath robe

was made of for her dress but has had the white de-

sign painted in a deep blue, and terra cotta. Tbe

heavy black lines are still there, and the cross bars

of black. In her hand is a silk parasol, of identic-

ally the same pattern.

She is a devotee of the latest Viennese Art Plates,

a "Futurist" Fashion Number.

The Buyer here laid an uncanny finger on the

arm of The Review.

SOMETHING IN STORE.

"We're holding these black ones back: people

might think them too extreme. We intend to try

them on the bright colors first; educate them UP to

these others."

You see we were right after all: those bright ones

made us gasp; the black, almost shudder. The

"riot" with the shapeless forms indescribably blend-

ed, is nearer our, undeveloped (?) conceptions than

the plain black—heavy black—stripes of Milady's

bath robe.

here's the abyss.

Do not imagine you have reached the abyss of

Viennese High Art.

At the Toronto Exhibition you may see a room

with

—

White walls and black stencil.

Black and white draping like the bath robe of

earlier mention.

Black reed chairs.

And black velvet carpet

!

Now you have reached the apex, or is it the

abyss of Viennese Art.

It took some time, but finally The Review recov-

ered sufficiently to take critical notice of some of the

latest fall showings.

The new hangings are divided between hand

blocked silk poplins, linens, and "cut" cotton vel-

vets, the last mentioned being special lines. The
Austrian designs such a* have been pictured already.

promise to dominate the field this fail. While they

are around there is not room for anything else; they

will compel all eyes to be turned upon them, so bril-

liant are they in coloring, so daring in their con-

ceptions.

Among some of the combinations—being of the

"Futurist" school the designs defy description—are

the following:

Orange and terra cotta and black.

Pink and yellow.

Blue and yellow.

Orange and terra cotta and black.

PARASOL WITH THE DRESS.

One •'unit" that did not transgress as much as

mosl of the preconceived notions is made up in

linen for draping and dress goods, and silk of the

same pattern for a parasol. The colors are green,

mainly, with a line of brown running through. The
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The Watson-Foster Co.

offer a better roll of wall paper

for your money, no matter

what grade you select.

And that is why their travel-

lers are just now wearing a

pleased expression. Notice it

when one of them calls, which

he will do shortly.

The WATSON-FOSTER Co., Limited
MONTREAL
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parasol has a black knob, and rest of handle of
white enamel

; steel rods with ends tipped with white
ivory, cover of green and brown China silk.

Another linen has a design with flowers of mul-
berry and red, with each petal outlined in purple
and green leaves with outline in purple. Black spots
here and there completed the color scheme.

REED AND NATURAL WOOD CHAIRS.

Mention has been made of a black chair to suit
the black and white linen draping and black carpet.
Some of the chairs are of a weird appearance, quite
in keeping with the unorthodox display, although
often contrasting instead of matching literally.

One has a circle, geometrically uneven, of bright
red with a blotch of white as a center, and around
it, here and there, sets of two semi-circles, close to-

gether, of black. This chair looks like a freak un-
less surrounded by other unconventional furnishings.

Another chair has a background of purple with
bright yellow leaves and white flowers.

NO FANTASTIC COLORINGS IN THESE.

There is a new type of chair, curiously enough
of Austrian origin, that lacks the fantastic coloring
of those described above, and modeled rather upon the
old Greek lines. They differ, however, in having the
legs and framework heavier than is usual. These are
likely, if one may venture a guess as to public taste,

to secure a firm hold.

They are a combination of reed and natural
wood, the regulation type of all these new lines. The
reeds alternate in black and reddish brown. The
"posts" and legs are thick, with the tops and bot-

toms black and the rest natural wood. This has a
semi-circular back, more like an arm-chair.

A table to match has a black top, with posts of

natural wood and spool-shaped legs of black. This
"spindle" design is carried out in a whole suite of

furniture.

CANARY COLOR POPULAR.

On the top of this table a set of tea dishes rested,

of canary colored pottery.

This color, by the way, is popular in the new
designs, and is found almost entirely alone. Velvet

carpets are made of this and pottery. Lamp shades,

too, are found, of larger design than last year and
with the top "opening" almost as wide as the bot-

tom. Gold braid and fringe impart a handsome
effect.

Wall papers, as might be expected, follow the

fantastic bent of fashion in glaring color schemes.

One sample consists of a series of stripes of varying

widths in green, maroon, white, black and purple,

alternating. Another is a true "Futurist" descend-

ant, with a queer-shaped rose—at least that is what

it is supposed to be—in a mixture of reds, the flower

itself being fully one foot across.

Juook after the special quilt orders

DEARDEN'S MONOGRAM QUILTS
jyiaae by Jonathan Dearden & Co., Limited
11-13 'BriJgewater 'Place, Manchester JVlilh : Solton, Lancashire

Have you ever considered the number of quilts that are used
by hotels, hospitals, large boarding houses, asylums, and all such
public and private institutions, railway companies, steamship
companies, etc.?

You have some of them in your town, so why not go out after
their business? Get a estimate from them on their annual re-
quirements and let us quote on them for you.

You have no stock to carry and the turnover is quick and
profitable.

Send for samples to-day, either plain or with monogram.

R. H. COSBIE, Limited
30 Wellington St. W. Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY
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\T 7E frequently have

* * requests ff ro m
Merchants asking if

they can secure cuts

shown in the Editorial

section of "The Re-

view."

These cuts can be se-

cured at less than actual

cost if applied for im-

mediately after each

issue to

Engraving Dept.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Toronto

/^\UR big new line for
^-^ 1914 is now being

shown by our salesmen-
it's worth looking at.

STAUNTONS
WALL PAPERS

are easy to sell and
return big profits to

the dealers who handle

them.

Popular designs at popular prices

or artistic novelties of the highest

type.

All can be depended on to give

sure satisfaction and "make good"
with your customers.

STAUNTONS LIMITED
WALL PAPER MANUFACTURERS

941 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

"MllIiHliir
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS

H«BE
Fur Styles as Shown at the Exhibition

SELDOM HAS the art

of display emerged

with a more creditable

record than it has

achieved at the Cana-

dian National Exhibi-

tion this year in con-

nection with the fur

showings of the large retail houses. When figures

clad in fur coats, stoles and muffs, can call forth

exclamations of admiration that equal those of the

handsomest of evening gowns, then, indeed, the day

of triumph has arrived. The chic, dainty and fash-

ionable goods; the resources of the milliner's art that

were called into play to see them off, and the skill

of the window trimmers that wrought them into

composite shape, were as three handmaidens in con-

junction, that might well lay claim to the honorable

title of the Three Graces of the Exhibition.

While some of the displays followed conservative

lines and limited their showings mainly to the stan-

dard fashions, otbers made novelties, the chief fea-

ture. Ordinarily, the public is wont to "pass up"

al least the half of these as "impossible" or "outland-

ish," devised for the most part to attract attention

with no hope of conciliating the tastes of any but

the ultra fashionable. Not so with the novelties

shown this year. The ingenuity was quite as strik-

ing as before, but it was developed along lines that

were the reverse of bizarre, that they rather were

dainty, and quiet, and would not jar by a too violent

combination of contrasts. Hence the universal

praise bestowed upon them, and the strengthening

of the hold of furs themselves as a necessary depart-

ment of a complete wardrobe.

Ermine which promises to hold sway as one of

the dressiest of furs,—perhaps because being "flat"

as well as glossy it looks the most natural transition

between cloths and furs,—figured in the majority

of the combinations. A handsome effect was secured

by an en nine revers with tails and trimmings on a

broad stole of Persian lamb. A large muff of Persian

land) trimmed with ermine along the sides and a

bar of the white ran across near the bottom. Silken

cord trimmings and tails added to the rich effect.

Another Persian lamb muff had a triangular piece

piece of ermine along the top and coming to a point

Visitors were delighted with the ex-

hibits—Fur styles have been carried to

a highly attractive standard — Much
doubt still exists as to the length,

though three-quarters seems to be re-

garded with high favor.

in the centre of the

front, again with silk-

en cord trimmings.

One of the oddest

stoles on exhibition

was not black fox

pointed, but white fox

with black pointing,

and a large muff of the same fur. the heads and tails

being used in each.

A broad Hudson seal stole was trimmed on the

bottom with civet cat, the three heads on the upper
part and three tails near the ground, on each side.

An unusual combination was shown in black fox

and ermine. The fox was thrown across the shoul-

der, head and tail falling down along the respective

arms, and an ermine "collar'" attached to it. The
muff was of a similar design, the fox forming the

upper part, and the ermine in a narrower piece fall-

ing in the centre, with silk ornaments and tails. A
certain lack of "cohesion" between the two fur- was
suggested by the design, that would exempt this set

from the general description given before.

Copper sable and silver fox made into stoles were

much admired and a Hudson seal coat with fitch

trimming also attracted attention, as this fur is not

as common yet in Canada as in the States and
Europe.

Coming to a question of cost the following were

among the prices asked : Alaska seal set, $1 ,350

:

moleskin coat. $650: Persian lamb coat $475; Hud-
son seal and ermine. $350; mink set. $4S0

: jet of

white fox pointed, $350 : copper sable stole. $300.

MOSTLY THREE-QUARTERS.

The coats were mostly three-quarter length, of

Hudson seal, Persian lamb and mole, one of the lat-

ter being cut away on one side and draped. One or

two of mink were also shown.

One novelty must not be forgotten: a shopping

bag of leopard.

In addition were several exhibits of whole -kin-.

Persian lamb, mink, civet cat. etc.

Tf one might judge by "Exhibition" displays,

the medium length of coat will hold sway. Still as

lias been pointed out in previous issues, the trade
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The Advantages to Canadians of Blumenthal's

The above view shows a comer of one section of our Showrooms, at the address at foot. Cloak and Garment Mfrs.,
the Cutting-up and Millinery Trades, and allied industries will be interested in the piece fabrics shown.

Observe the accurate reproductions of some fur-bearers' pelts, in our Artificial Furs, also our very attractive BELIEF
effects, the latter being exclusive originations of our extensive plant at Shelton, Connecticut.

These RELIEF effects are on the order of Brocades and Matelasses, possessing all the advantages of embossed materials,
plus the added virtue of lasting much longer. Although we have a full line of embossed fabrics, we say frankly, that our
BELIEF effect fabrics resist wear much better than embossed. They are made by wholly different processes.

America's leading Cloak and Garment Mfrs. have used Shelton products for many years. They tell us we are as "indis-
pensable" to their business welfare as their factories are.

Canadian Mfrs. will appreciate getting shipments from Shelton promptly, instead of having to wait for weeks (or
months) for slow importations to arrive from Great Britain and the Continent. We enable them to avert being caught
with unsold wares if fashions change swiftly and radically! You can order from us more frequently and in smaller
volume, because you can get quick shipments in cas.e of unusually heavy demands.

THESE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING CAPABLE OF BEING MANUFACTURED ON VELVET AND
PILE PLUSH LOOMS. WE MAKE SILK VELVET RIBBONS ALSO. Inquiries invited.

Founded in 1854
mm®

-401 Fourth Ave., at 28th St.

Treasurer

New York
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Off the Usual Line
The long whitt coney is still in demand for opera wear, in a plain straight coat with shawl

collar.

Linings of cants can hardly be too fancy this Fall. Brocades fire very popular .in bright col-

ors, and gold braid and rat tail are called on to increase the effect.

Buttons are of plain crocheted silk or plain fur, to match the trimming. If then is Persian
trimming on Baltic seal the buttons are of Persian Lamb, and vice versa.

A fancy stole of Russian sable will be shown at the Toronto Exhibition with a price ticket of

$2,150. A draped muff of Hudson Bay sable formed of ten skins to be worn with a twelve-skin

stole is a set that costs $1,150.
There is rather more demand this Fall for fur rugs as decorations. The favorites are leo-

pard, at from $25 to $45, tiger, from $100 to $150
;
grizzly bear, $100 to $225, and polar bear

from $60 to $250.
Deer heads are selling at from $6.50 to $J2. A particularly imposing Canadian buffalo head

is marked at an even $1,000.
For northern climates and the west of Canada, beaver and muskrat will be the furs most

worn this winter. As these coats are used in no sense as ornaments, but for very practical purposes
they naturally will be long, the 50 and 52-inch styles. The beaver run from $225 to $350, and
the muskrat from $65 to $125.

An inexpensive and rather dainty tie is of Canadian ermine with head passing through a

loop of ermine. The cost is $20, while the Russian fur comes at $35 to $40.

is hopelessly divided on this point. One dealer in-

formed Dry Goods Review that "even now when the

winter buying has been begun by outside visitors we

are still as much at sea as ever about the length: 36.

the forties, and the fifties. Therefore we have to be

careful not to make up too many."

There is this, however, to be said : whenever a

decided opinion is expressed by any dealer, be al-

ways calls the three-quarter, 40-45 inch coat, as the

r.H."'.-14 favorite. And usually he adds, "loose back

or semi-fitting, wide sleeve, cutaway." It seems

pretty clearly established, moreover, that the major-

ity of people will want plain coats with collar and

cuffs of the same fur as the body.

Also, the consensus of opinion in regard to

muffs is that the pillow style, medium size, will carry

by an overwhelming majority, with a tendency to

much larger and irregular forms in fox.

As for neck pieces the small but wide styles will

be the most popular, the ones that do not overlap the

muffs, but provide warmth over the shoulders

—

fashion and common sense in friendly unison.

A glance at the latest showings in the stores in-

clude the following:

—

An ermine stole, unusually handsome, with one-

sided effect—which is growing in popularity—fancy

back trimmed with tails and ornaments: three heads

in front and ornaments. The muff to match was a

fancy pillow style trimmed with heads and tails.

The combination was worked out to the extent that

the muff was lengthened on the right, as if to bal-

ance up for the stole being shorter on that side'.

An ermine muff had a trimming of Hudson seal

laid on the bias, while in the tie matching it. the

Hudson seal formed the widening ends.

A mole-kin coat was trimmed with ermine, in

dolmine cape effect and the large pillow muff of

mole was trimmed on top with the ermine.

As the season advances the variety in trimming
becomes more marked: it may well be that public

longings may be whetted thereby, and purse-strings

relax under the coquetry of the new styles.

A particularly handsome crossed fox set is fin-

ished with the head at the left corner of the shoul-

der and the tail starting at the waistline in the stole,

while the muff has the head at the upper right hand
corner and the tail at the lower left.

Some of the Canadian beaver stoles are in cape

style and trimmed with fringe, and have muff to

match.

Most of the mink muffs are made in flat pillow

style. Few are open. While the general style is

plain, some are finished with natural tails across the

bottom. One has the head in the centre of the front.

The Persian Lamb muffs are finished with silk

ornaments and are inclined to be more fancy. One
sample is of a large rug style made to a point finished

with heavy silk fringe. Pointed fox muffs and red

fox are invariably in full animal style.

Natural, black and blue wolf is also used to a lim-

ited extent, with the heads, tails and paws. Mole

skin is usually made in shadowed stripes.

George Smith, for several years a member of the

firm of W. 11. Payne & Co.. woollen goods. Toronto,

died at the age of 74. Coming out as a young man

from Scotland, he worked first in the Page dry goods

store on the site of the present Eaton store. Later

he spent some years in business for himself in Pais-

ley. Out. Death was due to injuries from a street

car.
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Established in 1852

MOOSE HEADBRAND
1913-14 CATALOGUE

is now ready for distribution to the trade.

For stock sorting we can give you

prompt deliveries on any of the

following:

CLOAKS
Seal, Mink, Persian Lamb, Near Seal, Hudson
Seal, Plain and dropped Muskrat.

NECK PIECES
Ermine, Mink, Hudson Seal, Muskrat, Persian

Lamb, Fox, Wolf, Sable.

MUFFS
Persian Lamb, Fox, Hudson Seal, Mole, Mink,
Ermine, Alaska Sable.

COATS
A full line of Fur and Fur-lined.

SLEIGH ROBES, CLOTH CAPS

L. GNAEDINGER SON & CO.
90-92-94 St. Peter St. - MONTREAL
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Uncommon Fur Values
Your attention is requested to the very exceptional values we are offering in

PERSIAN LAMB, MINK, WOLF and FOX, HUDSON SEAL, MUSKRAT. ELEC-
TRIC SEAL, etc., etc.

We ask you to look through our entire range of samples now, with the view of picking
up some real money-making values. Place your orders for immediate delivery.

Our new Catalogue and price list is now ready and will be mailed to you on request.

Many new styles illustrated.

Our representatives:

Mr. John Maitland
for Ontario

Mr. Martin Williams
for Western Canada

Laberge, Chevalier & Company
Jylakers of Stylish Furs

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

SYSTEM.FOR DEPARTMENTALIZED
GENERAL BUSINESS

(Continued from page 15)

books in red ink. When adding up the sales these

amounts are not included hut on the contrary are

themselves added up and deducted from the total

sales of their respective departments.

KEEP SEPARATE RECORDS OF

Sales of each clerk daily.

Sales in each department daily.

Invoices of each department from whole-
salers.

Freight and express expenses of each de-

partment.
Money paid out in refunds by departments.
Articles returned by customers or to whole'

salers, according to departments.
General expenses, including salaries, store,

warehouse, delivery, etc., are totaled for year,

and divided up amongst the different depart-

ments, based partly on relation of total sales.

Then take stock at end of year, and balance

up for each department to find net profit.

In case of goods returned to a wholesale house

I use the Journal, and debit the house with the

amount while giving the department credit.

FINDING HOW EACH HAS PAH).

At the end of the year stock is taken once again

and the department given credit for the amount of

stock on hand. The balance then taken gives you
your gross profit for that department for the year.

Charge against this the freight and express, belong-

ing to each department, as also the proportion of

expense worked out as I have before said. The
result gives you the net merchandise profit of each

department for the year.

Transfer this net profit to your Profit and Loss

Account, and transferring the balances of your Dis-

count and Interest Account to the right side of your

Profit and Loss account, and debiting same with

"Bad Debts*' written off your ledger, you will have

the gross net results for the year.

Recharge to each Department Trading Account

the amount of inventory, for which they have been

just given credit, and start the next year resolving

to get even better results.

This, roughly speaking, exemplifies my system.

There are of course numerous details that crop up

from time to time that one has to work out for

himself. For instance our town being a railroad

town, with no surrounding country, the item of

Trade or Due Rill Sales does not bother us. Not

having this to contend with I have not had to work

out a system for same but have no doubt it can be

carried out along similar lines.
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DRESS ACCESSORIES
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Veils are Chosen for Picturesque Effect
THE TRADE is en-

thusiastic over the pros-

pects in the veiling-

field, for both abroad

and on this continent

there is every evidence

of the remarkable favor

with which veilings

are regarded. Now that so much drapery is worn,

the veil fills a real need and serves to give the final

touch and finish to the whole toilette. Soft drapings

are characteristic of the new season's fashions and
a great deal of attention is being given to the care-

ful adjustment of the veil over the face. The best

veilings come in simple, dainty, and soft effects, and
the patterns and meshes must be becoming to the

face. Styles are picturesque and the veil must be
chosen to increase this effect. The favorite meshes
are craquele effects and light hexagons, and there is

a decided tendency towards buying the colored veil.

This is not to be wondered at when the becoming-
ness of the veil Is being made such a big feature. At
preseut the colors taken are in the staple order with
blues coming first, The order in which colors are

selling is as follows:—Saxe, navy, sand and brown
and both black, and white veils are big sellers. Some
white veils with a pronounced pattern in black are

among the novelties. A white veil with a black edge
is featured as the "Bobby" veil. This veil is worn
so as to give the black chin strap idea, an innovation

seen in millinery this season. Not only is the

"Bobby" veil worn so that it gives the chin strap

idea but it is put on in the "Harem" or Sultana
fashion—that is the lower part of the face is veiled

leaving the rest from just below the eyes bare.

The "harem" veil is one of the most striking of

the novelties shown at the opening period. Half of

this veil is in heavy border effect and this reaches

above the tip of the nose while the upper half is in

lighter mesh. This veil makes the eyes prominent
and shrouds the lower part of the face.

At Newport and some of the more exclusive

American summer resorts, smart women are wear-

ing these veils in true Eastern fashion ; that is the

veil covers only the lower part of the face and the

wearer has to be recognized by the upper part and
eyes alone.

Many unusual ideas are being shown
in veilings—Veils are being worn in

Harem fashion, with upper part of face
partly visible—The latest Harem veil— Prospects for veilings are of
brightest.

being well taken

the

Though these veils

are extreme and will

not touch the popular

trade, they are paving

the way for flowing

drape veils. For this

purpose, lace bordered

veils are strong and are

i|> by the city trade at the present

time. There is quite an art in arranging this float-

ing veil, for it has to be carefully adjusted over or

rather around the brim of the hat. and can then be-

worn either over tbe face or thrown back and allow-

ed to flow loosely over one or both shoulders. Some
of these veils have a ribbon run in the upper edge to

assist in their adjustment over the brim, and the

long veils themselves are made of Chantilly and

other fine laces. White lace veils are most fashion-

able just now but later the run promises to be on

black and colors.

A novelty in lace veils is the frame veil. This

veil can be worn either floating or drawn under the

chin. There is a heavy lace design broken, where

the face comes, by a square of unpatterned mesh
with a light border.

1 B

Top—Dresden printed vi

eolored embroidered figure

stripe and colored embroide
Laee & Novelty Co.

67

es. 1 and 3—Crepe voiles with
2—Voile neige with ratine

d figures. Shown by Sterling
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Harem veil: Bordered lace veil. These promise to be among the season :

features. Shown by Thompson Laee & Veiling Co.

The prospects are for a big season in black veils

and also in such colors as Saxe, navy, sand, green,

prunelle, mahogany, taupe, and mastic.

Veils will be used more than ever for automobil-

ing and in made chiffon veilings the ombre effects

are the novelty. One color forms the centre which
shades out to a contrasting color in the border.

®

Many Embroidery Novelties
Very attractive effects are being
shown—More embroidery is used
on the lingerie waists for Fall and
on sheer crepes, voiles and batistes.

IT IS difficult to interest the average buyer in em-
broideries at the present time. Fashion authorities

contend, however, that the outlook is good, and point

to the fact that the new cotton goods are more or less

decorated with embroidery.

The fact that lingerie waists are to be more worn
than for many seasons should put life into the em-
broidery business, as makers-up are making good
use of the beautiful and dainty effects that St. Call is

putting out. The patterns are simple and show
strongly the influence of Japanese and Chinese de-

signs and many of them have centres of filet and
other nets. Very fine Madeira patterns are also used.

The materials on which these embroideris are ex-

ecuted are very fine and sheer. Crepe stands first

both for Fall and the coming Spring. Voile and
the very sheerest of batiste are also used.

Though the edges of flounces and bands are al-

most straight as a rule, the square point and the wall

of Troy or Greek key is introduced for special pur-

poses. Deep flounces are showing but move favor is

shown to the 18 inch and 27 inch width- and the

mtlet

bandings are also in narrower

widths. These flounces show

the panel effect strongly pro-

duced by tapering design's run-

ning up at intervals from the

body of the pattern.

The use of color with white

is so strongly established that

it is safe to run over into an-

other season. Very delicate

effects are produced by the

appliquing of sheer colored

hatiste on crepe mull and
filling in the pattern with fine

effects in white embroidery.

Manufacturers of lingeries

garments are using more em-

broideries in their new lines

for January showing and the

connection promises to be large.

biggest

Waistcoat embroidered in Persian colors. Shown by Sterling

Lace & Novelty Co. Tapestry trimmings shown by

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.

$

Fire damaged the dry goods store of II. Breslin,

Toronto, to the extent of $3,000.

The stock o( Diekerhoff, Raffloer & Co.. im-

porters of tailors" trimmings, Toronto, was damaged
to the extent of $10,000 by fire.
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Every indication points to a

big season in

Laces

Veilings

jVLalines

Chiffons

JHeckwear

Scarfs and

Netting
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Our line will give you satis-

faction in correct styles and
prices.

Look over the line with our

travellers, or write us and we
will send you a good assort-

ment, express prepaid, for your

approval.
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Increased Attention is Being Paid to Lace
THE USE of lace

flounces is the domin-

ant note to-day in Par-

isian Summer styles.

Flounces are used for

peplums, tunics and

last, but not least, for

three-tiered and flounc-

ed skirts. But the flounced skirt now fashionable is

a scant skimpy affair compared with the voluminous

flounced skirts of the Victorian era. Not only are

the flounces scant and skimpy but the foundation

closely defines the figure and the raising of the

drapery in front and the

draping of the foundation

skirt gives a decidedly

Oriental touch. Indeed

the alliance of Oriental

modes with light airy

laces and nets form the

strongest novelty note in

present styles.

The newest, thing in

tunics is the lamp-shade

which is boned slightly or

edged with a cord or a

band of fur making it

stand away from the fig-

ure. Another version is

the tunic or peplum over-

skirt of pleated net or

chiffon.

Lace, net and chiffon

are used in quantity for

the waists of gowns.

Lace waists, particular-

ly those of shadow and

Oriental or embroidered

net laces, have been

among the big sellers for

the early Fall trade. Light

Venise laces are also being used for making into

waists and, though their vogue is growing, they

have not sold as well as the waists of shadow and net

lace.

For trimmings and for general use the demand
centres largely upon light airy laces. Shadows are

by far away the best sellers and some of the new
shadows are very beautiful. Many eraquele grounds

are seen and combination effects, showing the use of

two or even three meshes, are good. Patterns in

shadow effect on fine net grounds are a new feature.

but the latest development in shadow laces is the

demand for black.

Fashion favors flouncings of light laces

—Net, tulle and chiffon to be freely-

used—Chantilly the high novelty —
Orientals and shadows lead in popular
lines—Metal laces used in millinery and
for trimming evening gowns.

i in otifs nf real Cluny 1

Martin-Smith Co,

ORIENTALS GROWING IN

FAVOR.

Orientals are grow-

ing in favor, and wide

rlounces of embroider-

ed nets are being used

for draperies and for

three-tiered and gowns

made in tunic form. In more expensive laces, Chan-

tilly, Alencon and Mechlin are very much favored.

Chantilly is wanted in both black and white. The
extreme mode of the moment shows black Chantilly

combined with white. Quantities of nets. Malines

and chiffon are to be used

and both ihese materials

and laces will be combin-

ed with satins.

As in other periods,

when any particular lace

has come to the front, the

vogue of one kind brings

others into use. Lace

forms too effective a trim-

ming to remain long in

the background. There is

ample evidence that the

lighter forms of Venise.

are coming into favor.

Bands, allovers and

flouncings of great beauty

are showing and laces of

this class are beginning to

sell in fair quantity. These

laces are being used by

the eutters-up to trim

waists of crepe and voile,

and are indicated as the

trimmings for gowns of

the same class of mater-

ials. Manufacturers are

also using real Irish Cro-

unv laces, all of which points to a further

t in favor of the heavier laces.

aee. Shown by

diet, and C

developmei

£

An Encouraging Outlook

The home land, our greatest customer, is enjoy-

ing a measure of prosperity that is almost unprece-

dented, and on all sides the fulfillment of a bountiful

harvest, both in the West and in the other great

provinces of the Dominion, is reported. And there

is little doubt that proceeds of the harvest now in

progress will do much to dissipate the financial clouds

that still linger.
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| Popular Veilings
|

In Newest Patterns and Colorings —including Black, j
§ Brown, Navy, Saxe, etc. 1

| Laces |
1 Shadow and Heavy Laces and Allovers

| Christinas Novelties
|

GARNITURES

BLACK
SHADOW

LACES

| BLACK
I FROGS

BLACK
TASSELS

SHADOW
FLOUNC-

ING

1 Dress Trimming, Crepe De Chene, Chiffons, Nets, etc.

CompanyLimited
Q9 WELLINGTON ST . WEST .,' TdRONTO. ONT.
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DeBevoise

The Basic Policy of the

DeBevoise
Brassiere - Business

Outlined by its President

When we began making Brassieres we were
alone in the field—and there was lots of "Clear-

ing" to be done, too.

In those days most people thought a Brassiere was some kind of hard-

ware—but 19 seasons of DeBevoise national advertising have fixed that.

The field we broke ground in alone back in 1904 is getting pretty crowded
these days. I guess the DeBevoise harvest looks good from the outside.

Then, too, some folks think Brassieres are as easy to make as corset-covers.

They're not.

What's the vital difference between the two, anyhow?
The fit—the effect on the figure and gown. Not the trimming.
The strain—the wear and tear in actual service. Brassieres that rip or

stretch out of shape don't fetch the re-orders.

The need of different patterns to suit different types of figures. An
inadequate pattern-assortment cripples a store's sales.

The need of new patterns when corset styles change. Compare our Line
this Fall with our Line last Spring.

Every season, Brassiere-making demands greater skill and finesse.

Complete Fall line now in the hands of our travel

best selling Canadian numbers

VOSS & STUFF
Sole Distributors

12 St. Helen Street,

DeBevoise
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Even with our unequalled experience and facili-

ties, it costs us lots of time and study and money
to get our new patterns exactly right.

The temptation is to sidestep all this—to cut

down on designing expense so as to be able to

pile on the trimming and make a fancy number
that looks pretty on the counter. The trimming
is the easiest part and some folks seem to think

it's all that's needed.

Intelligent buyers

—

both sides of the counter,

mark you—know better. They know that

"showy" Brassieres that don't fit right or wear
well, hurt a store's reputation and lose good
customers.

We know it too. That's why the basic policy

of the DeBevoise business has always been "Fit and Quality First."

Sticking to this policy in the face of white-hot competition has made us

what we are to-day—the world's biggest Brassiere-makers.

Our line for Fall embodies this policy as never before. Lots of fancy

numbers at popular prices, too. If you like our policy, you'll like

our line.

Let the DeBevoise be a permanent business-builder for you as well as

for us. You'll be in good company—6,000 of America's most successful

Brassiere-Buyers are sending us their Fall orders.

De Bevoise

(Signed)

Chas. R. DeBevoise

lers. A post card brings you a selection of the

kept in stock in Montreal.

MANN, Limited
for Canada

Montreal, Que.
DeBevoise
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Better Ribbons Demanded
A good class being sold—Ribbons
are being largely used this season
for hats, neckwear, sashes and
trimmings—A big demand for wide
ribbons, mainly in Dresdens and
fancy colored effects.

An outstanding feature of the ribbon business is

the pronounced favor for high-class goods. The
tendency seems to be all towards the finer qualities.

This is true of the plain silk and satin ribbons ;is

well as the fancies. For instance, where in past

season's it was hard to sell plain failles moires or

satins, at a wholesale price of 22 or 23 cents, this

year the same class of goods in wider numbers are

readily selling at 2>1 x/<± to 45 and 55 cents wholesale,

and dealers say they have no difficulty in disposing

of them at a good profit.

Of course, there is a real fashion for ribbons this

year. The people want good goods and they are

willing to pay the price. Ribbons are being used for

nearly every purpose in women's apparel—for bats.

neckwear, sashes and trimmings of all descriptions.

Manufacturers of ready-to-wear garments are using

large quantities of ribbons in making up waists and
dresses and some unusually attractive effects are pro-

duced. ,

"

There will be a big demand from now on for

wide ribbons, mainly in Dresden's and fancy colored

effects for making up fancy-work bags, opera bags,

etc., for Christmas gifts. Some very handsome de-

signs in fancy floral patterns are shown, many of

the liner qualities sellii

wholesale.

at $1.25 to $1.75 per yard,

Judging from the experience of the big depart-

mental stores in the large centres, dealers will make
no mistake in stocking liberally in the better class

of ribbons and there is no doubt that this department

can be made to show splendid profits if the higher

class lines are kept to front and attention centred on
them.

Not only are ribbons strong in the milliner}* sec-

tion but the vogue of the girdle and sash is having

as wide-spread a following as that of the ribbon-

trimmed hat. For this purpose there is a growing

call for plaids and Roman striped ribbons, and on

evening gowns and dresses for Misses' and junior

wear fancy ribbons are increasingly used. The late

Summer has seen the long-waisted Poiret blouse in

extensive favor, and many Fall models in the child-

ren's and junior line follow this mode, and many of

these models are completed by a flowered ribbon

sash.

With the sash an assured feature and with a

wealth of novelty ribbons for the development into

fancy work novelties an unusually active counter

trade is expected.

The high novelty comes in plush ribbons with

post-impressionistic flowers in high colors in black,

and such colors as taupe, brass and brique grounds.

(.'ul list patterns and Futurist effects are also featured

but generally speaking, the color effect is more sub-

dued than last season. Velvet figures on satin

grounds, and dark rich effects in Chines are the high

novelties.
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or

R

elephone

elegraph

ell our

ravellers

your

ibbon

equirements

Barry

Ribbons

All indications point

to this being a big

ribbon season.

Reports from fash-

ion centres, the world

over, predict the free

use of ribbons for al-

most every depart-

ment of woman's
wardrobe.

Wide Ribbons, for

Sashes and Bows.

Medium and Nar-

row Ribbons, in

Satins and Taffetas

for fancy work and
other purposes.

Wide Fancy Ribbons in large variety to retail from 75c to $2.75 per
yard. Our assortment is complete. Don't wait until the goods are sold

out. See our travellers if possible.

Assorted lots of six or twelve ends each could be sent subject to your ap-

proval. Give us an idea to work on.

Our Mail Order Department will give you efficient service. Orders
shipped the same day as received, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Winnipeg Branch:

222 McDermott Ave.

St. James Street - Montreal

"Ribbon Specialists
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P. C. CORSETS
ALLOW NATURAL BODY MOVEMENTS

Elegance, Grace

and Comfort
Modern corseting is closely

allied with the P. C. scientific

corset construction. Our models
no matter what style or lines

they show are built on the
most hygienic principle, giv-

ing ease to the body, grace to

the poise, and conveying an
elegant fit and appearance to
the gown.

P. C. Corsets are exact re-

productions of Paris models.
Let P. C. solve your corset

problems. They overcome en-

tirely the womanly desire for
foreign makes, saving the ex-

horbitant duty and giving you
a good profit and ready sale.

Illustrated Catalogue mailed
upon request. Samples sent
prepaid.

Parisian Corset Manufacturing Co., Limited

QUEBEC
Ontario Branch— 126 Wellington St. West, Toronto

KLAUBER&CO.
ST. GALL, SWITZERLAND

Manufacturers of

EMBROIDERIES
Calais Laces

NEW YORK WAREHOUES:
Broadway at 18th Street

TORONTO OFFICE

:

T. H. Litster, 27 Wellington St. East

MONTREAL OFFICE:

H. Kaegi, Room 404 St. Nicholas Bldg.

First favorite with

ladies everywhere

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

("The Grip Thai

Grips and
Never Slips

'

')

for men as well

as women are ap-

preciated for their

super-quality.

Jlre you participating m the good results ?

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

FAIRE BRO? Co., Limited
Leicester, England

Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of It!

THE MacLean Publishing Company are continually

offering their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these? They offer :

i An excellent training in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a ioo point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.

143-149 University Ave. - Toronto
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Where Novelty is Monarch! I Novelty reigns supreme in the Sterling lines of -Laces. Embroideries.

^nJ^J I neckwear and accessories of all kind-. They represent the advance ideas

..^ " M of Parisian originators and the best designers in the world. In quality

and style they are all that their name implies
—

"Sterling."

Our range for Fall and Winter 1913-14 is one worthy of our past records.

Our values are right up amongst the foremost because we have buying facilities that are sec-

ond to none and we use them.

Our range is at your service. Wait for our representative.

The Sterling Lace & Novelty Co.
80-82 Wellington St. W. Toronto

This agency is

a profit-puller

The wide-a-wake merch-

ant who gets the exclu-

< yjmM\
;

sive agency of his town

for

1
>

Accordion Plaitings

Hemstitching

Plaited Skirts

Covered Bottons

JmBL
will find a large increase

in his profits at the end

(if the year. Our display,

card in your window or

store will create a con-

stant demand for this

work.

If you want more busi-

ness, get this profitable

agency for your store.

* f
"Write to-day for display

card and prices.

1 ORONTO DR ESS PLAITING CO.
600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

PEWNY'S KID
GLOVES

Every Pair Guaranteed

There's a "pure Sterling," rock-bound
guarantee behind every pair of Pewny's
(doves that serves to protect you and
your trade.

A satisfactory kid glove trade means
more to your business than the. mere
profit you make through this depart-

ment. It means satisfied patrons for

your store.

Being Canadian agents for these fa-

mous gloves we stand back of the

makers guarantee with our recommen-
dation and personal guarantee. See our
Fall samples now.

^*0E M*A?K

GREENSHIELDS
LIMITED

MONTREAL
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FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS

1>-:L

Buyers are Showing Interest in Fancy Lines
BUYERS ARE in

town in quantity, and

the novelty houses are

getting their full share

of the business. Buyers

show particular interest

in trimmings, for a big

general season is pro-

mised. The new trimmings are more

beautiful and varied than they have

been for years, and the line is full of

novelty and colour. Gold and silver

trimmings will be used, and there are

many striking novelties in crystal, jet

and coloured beads, and pearl em-

broideries. Handsome motifs, separ-

able effects, bands and allovers, as well

as buckles, cabochons, and pins are all

selling.

Tunics are in high favour. Some

of the most beautiful and costly are

hand painted or embroidered, and are

further enriched with crystal and tinted

bead embroideries. Tunics come

coatee, peplum, and tunic effect, while

others show points below the waist.

Rhine stone and brilliant effects are

beginning to be shown, but it is prob-

able that these effects will become

stronger as the winter season advances.

The high novelty at the present

moment comes in the tapestry trim-

mings. The newest of these come in

Japanese and Chinese patterns and

colours, while others are in Persian pat-

terns and colours. The newest designs

are in fine coloured threads, and are

worked in flat tapestry stitches. Some

are of artificial silk, and are more on the

order of embroidery. These trimmings

will be very much used for vests and

for flat trimming touches on handsome

garments.

Tassels and drop ornaments both in

silk, cord, jet, and in crystal beads and

pearl are showing. Everywhere in the

fashion world there is a tendency for

Buyers in for openings placing good all

round orders—There is an all round de-

mand for trimming novelties—Tunics
selling extremely well—Girdles a com-
ing line—Boudoir caps a strong line

—

Novelty tassels. Shown
by Moulton Manufactur-
ing Co.
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drapery and

pendants, cabochons,

slides and fancy orna-

ments are to be used to

finish sashes and hold

folds in place. Goods
of this class have been

well taken, and their

sale has exceeded expectations.

Paris is evincing a predilection for

fancy vests and embroidered vests part-

ly in semi-ready effect are on the mar-

ket. All the new colors such as duck,

petrole, green, numidi, carrot, brique

and mahogany are featured and the

embroidery is done either in Eastern

or floral effects in the Post-Impression-

istic colors. All of these vests show

little revers at the neck and some of

them have embroidered vest pockets.

It is a long time since girdles were

worn but the trade is taking to them

rapidly. The girdle is an important

feature on the majority of gowns and

the detachable girdle promises to be

worn with the dress and with the sep-

arate skirt. The width is increasing

and the wide Japanese girdle with the

obi bow at the bark is the latest expres-

sion. Not only is black asked for but

girdles made in all the novelty colors

are strong, and the floral rosette, and

novelty buckles fours, and fancy tassel

fringes for the ends are big features.

These girdles are daintily made and

are softly boned, the boning being pli-

able enough to follow the contour of

the figure, and not stiff enough to in-

terfere with the draped effect.

In buying girdles styles that are not

too simple and which can be easily

duplicated should not be selected. If

this is done the trade goes to the silk

or the ribbon counter, and the belt de-

partment furnishes the idea. Exces-

sive pricing has the same result. Where
i hoc points have been guarded sales
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Buyers of Ladies' Silk and Real Hair
Nets

are advised to take an early opportunity of securing samples and compar-
ing styles of some of the newest and most serviceable novelties in their

goods which are now being put on the Canadian market.

Retailers should ask their Supply House for samples and prices

which will be sent free, and show cards of these Hair Nets are also given

away gratis.

Goods will be sold through the Wholesale Houses only and anyone
unable to procure these Nets, should ask the name of a supplier from
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

o¥ THESE NOy^

° Challenges All *

THE "TOREADOR" NET

The Smaller
Meshes at the one

side needed.

Hold up all loose

hair u n d e r the

Chignon.

This net lies

gracefully a n d

invisible to the

shape of the
Coiffure.

SHOW
CARDS
FREE

Smaller Meshes

It is made in

three sizes of

Back Nets and
one size in Fringe
Nets of the Best
Silk Procurable.

Each net is guar-
anteed perfect
and specially pre-
pared.

In Real Human
hair there are
two sizes in Back
Nets and two
sizes in Fringe

Nets.

Show cards free.
Made in England

The "TOREADOR" Silk and Real Hair Back Net and also other Special Numbers
in Silk Back Nets and Fringe Nets, such as the "Hide and Seek," "Samson," "Neat
Nape," "Fitzwell," "Halo," are all guaranteed perfect and made in England.

Show Cards Free Please ask for Samples
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Frogs

have been satisfactory. The point should be noted

that girdles are high style and that no display of fall

fashions will he complete that dues not include

girdle novelties.

Boudoir caps are more sold than ever. Women
are taking to these dainty caps for morning wear as

it saves them the trouble of elaborate hair dressing

in the morning. These caps are also used for travel-

ling. Crepe de chine is very much favored for the

crown of the cap as it is uncrushable and can be

folded up into the smallest space to pack in bag or

suit case. Fine net and shadow and Mechlin laces

are used in shadow and ruffle effect to trim combined

with narrow ribbons and ribbon flowers. Simpler

caps are made of shadow lace or net lined with

chiffon and of dotted and embroidered crepe or

muslin.

Any article in art needle work that sells at the

present time must have a definite use. Quickly done

and effective embroideries are in high favor. Mac-

rame embroidery done with macrame thread on

coarse linen and both linen and thread is the latest

development. The open work corners and the con-

necting lines are much on the style of "Iledebo"

while the embroidery is worked in simple all-over

stitch. The pieces made in square shape are simply

hemmed but both fringe and Cluny lace would form

an appropriate finish.

Bag novelties are numerous and among the best

liked are macrame and crochet bags. Macrame bags

are knotted in string colored and colored macrame

patterns and finished with fringe of the same. The

newest idea in crochet bags shows Venise motifs

produced in crochet and fastened together with a

background of needle-made lace stitches. The bag

is lined with satin and there are two pieces of feather-

bone used to form the top. The handle is made of a

crochet cord fastened to brass rings which are

crocheted over sewn to each corner of the top of the

bag. Bags of this kind could be drawn together in

pannier fashion and finished at the bottom with a

tassel. The same shaped bag is also developed in

iridescent steel or jet beads the handle being made
of straps of satin ribbon or the bag could be worked

and attached to a metal frame.

Clean Up the Books

Harvest time is one of the seasons of the year

when the retail merchant, who does business on the

credit basis, should endeavor vigorously to push col-

lections. It is, of course, necessary to keep collec-

tions well in hand at all times of the year, but there

are seasons when special efforts are necessary, as for

instance after harvesting when the farmer has plenty

of money to square off his indebtedness.

It is customary in a great many cases for farmers

to run up hills with the merchants of the locality on

the promise to pay as soon as harvesting has been

completed and crops have been realized upon. While

such promises are frequently fitted to the letter, it is

generally necessary to exert a certain amount of

pressure to get accounts straightened up even when

the persons owning the money have plenty in hand.

Another reason for pushing collections in the

Fall is the imminence of Winter. Winter not only

sees increased expenses, but it also brings decreased

productiveness. The. farmer has few sources of

revenue during the winter, and many trades are at

a comparative standstill. Money is. therefore, scarce

in Winter time. Lucky is the merchant who can

get the bulk of his book accounts settled in the Fall.

Still another reason for pushing collections at the

present time is the scarcity of money. The need for

vigorous and unremitting effort increases in direct

ratio to the difficulty experienced in securing settle^

ment.

A systematic campaign at the present time will

be found productive of results.

Clean up the books!
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No. 990

A Letter to You
While this sheet is filled with the best special-

ties and novelties of the sort, they hardly repre-
sent "all sides of the question." Multiplied
many times they give an idea of the extent of

the "Rite" line of over 5,000 items.

Even a catalog would not do us justice. A
catalog could not, because we constantly make
changes and additions—keep months ahead of
our market—are the originators of our field.

This makes "Rite" Specialties and Novelties
the strongest attractions of their kind you can
have.

If you are not coming to New York or want
some of our every-day sellers at once,

Let Us Send You One of

Our New $25, $50 or $75 Assortments

If it does not meet with your entire approval,
return at our expense.

Trusting to receive your order and that we
may have the pleasure of seeing you in our new
Showroom if you should come to New York, we
are, Verv trulv yours,

W¥Wm

35, 37, 39 W. 36 St., New York
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For Early Fall

SILK PANNIER BAGS
and

SADDLE BAGS
Late Fall and Winter

PORTEMONNAIE BAGS
Odd-Shaped Frames

THE TRADITIONS of the house for Fabric Creations are sustained
by the SILK Pannier Bags and Saddle Bags. In immediate demand.
The Portemonnaie Bags in leather have very attractive vanity fittings

and novel-shaped Frames—oblong, oval, square, round, triangular,

etc. Favorite leathers are barley grain seal and barley grain goat.

Also pin seal.

P. W. LAMBERT & CO.
Makers of Fabric and Leather Novelties

64-66 Lispenard St., NEW YORK

jfall styles;

demand:

—

SILK ORNAMENTS
TASSELS
GIRDLES
BUTTONS
BRAIDS
FRINGES

We make a great variety

of beautiful designs, at

best values.

THE

MOULTON
MANUFACTURING CO.

LIMITED
MONTREAL

Money in Good
U T T O N S
Mor«ey id buttons'' may mean

money "tied up" in buttons. Money invested
in good buttons is never "tied up," but is a

producer of profit. Weyerstall buttons, dross

trimmings and ornaments bring quick profit-

able return-.

We're at your service with the finest range.

A. WE.YERSTALL & COMPANY
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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For Sale by all Leading Wholesale Houses
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You Must Have Buttons!

Convert your Cloth, Silk and other waste

Cuttings into Covered Buttons by

The Turret Button

Machine

as used *by the. principal manu-
facturers throughout Great Britain.

Output 35 gross per day, and every

button perfect.

BUTTON MOULDS
at Bed Rock Prices

The largest Dress Button Manu-
facturers in Qreat {Britain

The TURRET BUTTON Co., Lm,ud
12-14 Westmoreland Place, City Road

LONDON N.

CABLES: Zoeform London Western Union A. B. C.
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The Prospects for a Successful Season
Much (lei tends upon the merchant

—

A proper stock must be
showu if results are to be satisfactory—Business conditions
are improving and it is certain that sales in the ready-to-wear
will be heavy.

A SEASON when business has to be coaxed seems to be

before the trade, due to the fact that money is not as

plentiful as usual with the free spending classes. There

seems to be no reasonable doubt that rightly handled the

season should be a fairly good one—perhaps one in which

performance is better than promise, though no hope as to

record figures and extra expansion can be held out.

Though the money stringency cannot be said to have

passed, already the prospects in this respect for legitimate

business are brighter.

In spite of all, infinite finesse and careful attention

will have to be paid to all details of business if the manu-
facturer and the merchant are to obtain an adequate share

of the business this fall.

In preparing for the fall campaign the retailer will

have to take into consideration that extra inducement

will have to be offered. This applies perhaps not so much
to values as to styles. Judging from the lines of garments

prepared for the fall season now opening by the manu-
facturers of women's and children's garments, they have

been fully alive to this phase of the situation. Never be-

fore have lines been so attractive, so fully up to the

minute in style and smartness, and never before has such

a wealth of novelty in the shape of new materials and

trimmings been put on representation.

Certainly the manufacturer has fully done his share.

and now it is up to the retailer to afford the buying pub-

lic a full opportunity to pass on the garments shown.

Buying so far has been conducted on the most conserva-

tive lines possibly in many cases from necessity. While

wise caution is commendable Canadian retailers are re-

minded that it is not possible to sell the goods he does not

show, and that a skimped stock particularly in the ready-

to-wear department must result in great loss of business.

No one pretends that this business will not be done. Times

are not so hard that the women of the Dominion are going

without the garments they think needful. Therefore,

there is business to be done if only the necessary stock is

carried and the right garments selected. The man on the

spot has great selling advantages if he will only make
the most of them and a carefully selected stock well dis-

played and well advertised should bring satisfactory results

both iti profit and reputation,

Coat of \ clour of exceedingly novel
cut. The low dropped shoulder and
the high fastening at the neck are
new features, ami so are the collar

and cuffs of civet cat.
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Wait for the man with

"STAR BRAND"
WHITEWEAR

A few years ago who would have thought of associat-

ing whitewear styles with Paris, the greatest fashion
centre of the world? Then it was quality, but to-day
style holds a predominant position in all kinds of

wearing apparel the world over.

There is a touch and go about "Star Brand" gar-
ments that suggests American smartness, an appeal-
ing tone that says Parisian, a

quality that is distinctly

British.

This combination makes a
strong bid for the trade of the
masses as well as the more ex-
clusive—it's the combination
that turns your stock into dol-

lars and brings repeat orders.

We are as careful in the selec-

tion of styles for our white-
wear as we are for our lingerie

dresses, and it is this care and
discriminating judgment that
brings repeat orders for Star
Brand whitewear each season.

The "Star" men are now call-

ing on the trade with the full range of Spring whitewear
samples. Have they called on you % Be sure to give the line

your best attention and thorough inspection when it is pre-
sented. There may be values that you never dreamed of.

There may be styles that are quite new to you.

Don't miss looking through the Star Brand Spring Whitewear
range.

The Star Whitewear Manufacturing Co,
Berlin, Ontario
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New Suits are Straight Cut-Latest Ideas

THE NEW suits even

\\ hen the models are of

the plainer variety, are

straight cut and do not

lit in at all at the waist

line. Many models

show freakish cutting

at this point that divides

the coat into a waist and pepluin effect. Some

models are on the blouse and peplum order joined

under a girdle of satin or a fancy cord. No matter

what form the upper part of the suit coat takes, the

cutaway front gradually lengthening to a point, at

the back is featured on the majority of coats. This

sounds as though there was much sameness here but

the real fact is that there is great variety.

The newest feature in connection with the suit

coat is the introduction of the waist coat. Waist-

coats promise to receive much attention and the

probability is that the vest will become more marked-

ly popular as the season advances. Just at present

the suit coat with a vest is a novelty and figures as

such with the general trade.

The average length of the suit coat is about 36

to 38 inches. This is at the longest point at the back,

for models are numerous that are quite short in

front. Lengths, however, are not so arbitrary this

season and there are models which show both a

longer or a shorter coat. The coat length must be

suitable to the style of the suit.

Dressy suits are elaborate and show trimmings

of braids and buttons, and collars and cuffs of fancy

plush or fur. The sleeves of these models are put

into an elongated shoulder and the armhole is loose

and wide in mandarin fashion. A number of these

sleeves are cut in one with the coat.

Skirts show new features, many are slashed and

the tendency is to narrow them around the feet.

They are wider from near the knee up and there is

more or less fullness pleated into the waist of the

really fashionable skirt. Very often the peg top is

achieved by either buttoning over the skirt a few

inches or by running a few vertical tucks just above

the hem or band. Strictly tailored suits have plain

skirts, but on the more dressy models the skirts are

draped in various styles and tunic effects very nuich

favored.

Ml the new materials are made into suits and
in the higher priced garments the wool brocades.

boucles, and eponges are most favored. Cord effect

and diagonals and serges are good in popular priced

suits. Two-tones and novelty colors are strong with

and while the Tarn or Rembrandt effect is retained.

Combination suits with the coat made of solid

All Coats Are Cut Away Style, Many
Short in Front and Long Behind—No
Arbitary Length, But Around 36 and 38
Are the Popular Lengths—Newest Fea-
ture is the Introduction of the Waist-
coat—Tendency is to Narrow Skirts at

the Feet.

and black,

color and the skirt of

check or plaid are com-

ing to the front and

garments of this class

have been taken by all

the leading buyers in

black and white, tan

and black, Royal blue

and violet and black.

Coat dress: Peplum waist of bro-
caded woollen, with slashed and
draped skirt of check. Shown bv
Clayson Mfg. Co.

McLeod Bros., of Calgary, who style themselves

"The Great Clothiers of the Great West" have opened

a large new store. Tn April last they were burned

out.
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Special.

Good mannish serge, satin-

lined, finished with hair-cloth

hust forms—ipiO.50.

ktticiait

See the Patrician range

of Suits and Coats

at your earliest

convenience.

A number of novelty suits' and coats

have been lately added to our already

extensive range that will be sure to in-

terest you.

See them for the sake of comparing

them with the lines you have already

seen or are liable to see.

Send for our samples and select some
good window display numbers, there

are many. Our styles are correct,

new, natty. Our values are without

an equal in the trade.

Patrician samples sent on request.

P.S.— Be Sure to see our new Sporting Coats.

The

Patrician Cloak & Suit Co.
Samuel Building

tfiada TORONTO
King and Spadina

tfiade.
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Make Room For a Fe
THEY'RE MONEY MAKERS

The Laurentian line of shirt waists for 1914 will eclipse

everything on the road. It comprises the nattiest styles we
have ever offered and values that will surpass our usually

high standard.

Keep plenty of room on your order book for a range of

Laurentian Waists for they are live wires and will appeal

to you on sight. They're money makers from the start off

and will give your customers entire satisfaction in wear,

appearance and value.

Drop a card to-day to ensure prompt attention. Samples sent

on request.

THE DIAMOND WHITEW
THREE RIVERS

Quebec Province—J. A. MORIN, 130 St. Joseph Street, Quebec.

Ottawa and Eastern Ontario—W. R. LAMONTAGUE.

Maritime Provinces—L. E. JONCAS, Royal Hotel, St. John, N.B.,

or Halifax Hotel, Halifax.
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w Laurentian Waists
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

What plans have you decided on for your 1914 buying?
Have you included an early inspection of Laurentian?

Our 1914 showing of LADIES' DRAWERS, CORSET
COVERS, GOWNS, SKIRTS, PRINCESS SLIPS and
COMBINATIONS is well worth your early attention. The
range is exceptionally large and well assorted, showing num-
bers that will not be seen elsewhere, styles exclusive to the

Laurentian line.

Laurentian whitewear values are unequalled anywhere. Be
sure to see them.

Include Laurentian in your plans for 1914. Wait for the

Laurentian man.

EAR COMPANY, LIMITED
QUEBEC

Montreal—Z. P. BENOIT, 48 Herald Building, Montreal.

British Columbia and Alberta—A. R. WYNESS, 801 Mercantile Building, Vancouver.

Manitoba and Saskatchewan—D. T. PERNFUSS.

Western Ontario—W. H. PITON, 410 Empire Bldg., Toronto
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Waist of flesh colored crepe chiffon with
collar and Medici frill of Oriental lace.

The collarless neck and the long sleeves

are high style for the coming Fall.

Shown by Meyer Mfg. Co.

The Styles in Waists
The Long Sleeve and the Collarless

Neck the Leading Features—Crepe
and Chiffon Lead in Dressy Waists
Soft Satins Featured in Tailored
Styles—Better Outlook for Lin-

geries.

THE outlook for the separate waist is brighter than

for some seasons for fashion by introducing the

transparent upper part to the gown is stimulating

the waist trade. A tendency that should be marked

by all buyers is that the smart waist is loose and

blousy due to the increasing vogue of the natural

figure. More fullness is seen in all waists and yokes

and gathers are noted.

Preference is given to simple styles and the ma-

jority of the new waists button in front. A great

variety of trimming effects appear on the fall waists

the newest of which is the soft fluffy vest. Pleatings

of lace or net are much used and in many cases form

the collar. Collars are either on the Medici order or

show the short backed flat collar that is shaped with

long points on the shoulder. A few are in modified

sailor design. All collars are soft and transparent

and are made of chiffon, shadow lace or net. Some-

times there is a double collar one transparent ma-

terial and the other of plain or brocaded satin or

crepe.

In silk waists chiffon and crepe de chine lead.

Shadow laces and Orientals are good, and waists

made of lighter Venise laces have been taken. Sur-

plice fronts and fichus decorate waists of this class,

and vest effects are also prominent.

Soft satins are used for tailored and semi-tailored

models. Lingerie waists are expected to sell later.

Cotton crepes, voiles and sheer batistes are the lead-

ing lingerie cloths.

Fall model of boucle cloth, showing the
new straight cut, convertible collar and
drapery suggestions,

dated Cloak.

Shown by Consoli-
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Pg^S**** i and
catetui

rAtiaAian
A

1
PARIS

Home & Watts
Children's Garments

Nice range in stock for

immediate delivery. Sam-

ples sent on approval and

open orders carefully

attended to.

HOME & WATTS,
LIMITED

19 DUNCAN ST., TORONTO

!il
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New Art Influences are Leading for Fall

Paris, September 2.

SUMMER GOWNS
are mostly white, and

worn with long Norfolk

jackets or peplum
blouses of vivid color

such as emerald green,

sulphur yellow, or a

deep rich shade of violet and with lessening frequen-

cy of cerise. When the coat is not worn the color

touch is added by the hat, shoes and hose, or newer

still, by the fur boa dyed in brilliant yellow.

Next to all white comes the checked or striped

skirt, the ground color being white and the stripe or

cross-bar being in such colors as red, Persian blue,

navy or violet, and the coat matching the color of

the stripe. Some of the smartest dressed women are

giving an original touch by wearing the skirt with a

coat instead of one of color. When this is worn the

whole costume is more in the nature of a coat dress,

and is often worn with one of the new wraps, giving,

when the wrap is thrown back, the appearance of a

long vest.

Flounces certainly have arrived as far as Paris is

concerned and, what is more important still particu-

larly to the makers of laces and embroideries, the

fashion seems destined to spread. It is not just the

flounced skirt alone but the tunics, peplums, and
overskirts are all simply flounces arranged in differ-

ent manner.

Poiret is responsible for the wired or lamp-shade
tunics and the direct source from which he received

his inspiration is the Persian play-poem "Le Min-
aret." This tunic is made of a flounce of Alencon or

Chantilly wired so that it stands out at the lower

edge, and reaching midway between the hip- and
the knee. From the same source comes the beaded
girdle from which hang festooned chains of pearls

and brilliants and the large jeweled clasps. As a

rule, these flounced models show the raised drapery
in front revealing the feet and ankles. In sharp dis-

tinction come the simple straight-line dresses of

mousseline and Chantilly lace that are decidedly

Directoire in effect.

TRANSPARENT WRAPS.

So great is the rage lor soft filmy transparent

materials at the present time that wraps are made
of this class of materials. These wraps are %-length
and are shirred into the high Japanese collar that

stands up around the shoulders. Linon is used for

making both these wraps and dresses and is a new
cotton material that might be mistaken for chiffon.

Sometimes printed mousseline is used, lined with

the above mentioned material.

Both black and white and rich colors

are typical of the new mode—Poiret,

the first exponent, is followed by other
leading houses in introducing gowns
modeled on '

' modern art
'

' lines-

BOAS ARE REVIVED.

Practically no gown

that is smart has a col-

lar that covers the neck.

Therefore, there is

need of some protec-

tion when winds are

chilly. For this pur-

pose the ostrich and marabout boa is being revived.

The new boas are quite short and are worn around

the neck. Many of them are really collar pieces and

fasten at the side, leaving short ends to fall down at

the back. The tulle dog collar, while not new, prom-

ises to be much worn in colors and combinations

that match the hat and gown.

In millinery the big feature is the crownle^- tur-

ban. The first of these models was launched at

Auteuil last February, and was merely a band of

straw with an almost invisible crown composed of a

single thickness of tulle. Now the transparent crown

has arrived in numbers and crowns the brim and en-

velops the bead in a halo.

To those who follow the development of present-

day fashions the presence and prominence of black

and white is a matter of no surprise. The most vital

influence at the present time is that of the new art

movement : and Poiret of all the couturieres is its

most faithful exponent. Poiret is the pioneer in

dressmaking of modern art ideas, and belongs to the

same school as P>akst who has been producing gowns

in collaboration with Madame Paquin. These cou-

turieres have inaugurated an entirely new conception

of dress, and now that the eye is becoming educated

to the new line, and the Oriental lavishness in color

and tone other model houses are following in the

wake and producing gowns of the new school.

In the decorative schemes of the "new art" black

and white are tised as the foil to strong color, and this

fact explains the place and the puzzling prominence

accorded to black and white at the present time.

WIDELY COLORED FABRICS.

Never before has the opening of a season seen the

introduction of such richly colored fabrics. Not only

are they gorgeous but they have lost the element of

garishness that marked the colors of early Spring.

The shades are brilliant, but they have been toned

and look as though they had been mixed with just

the right amount of neutral tint. The reds and the

blues one select- instinctively as the leading tones,

though taken alone emerald green is the most prom-

inent among the leading colors.

There are reds that verge on purple, and others

that are nearly brown, and brick tints that lose them-

( Continued on page 123.)
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I Cotton Waist and J

Blouse Trade
| for 1914

|
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| You will shortly be asked to |

| make your selections. When |

|
buying, remember that

—

| Fashion dictates for 1914 season a |

| garment, neat, plain, and not fussy. |

|
The over trimmed blouse that has |

| had such a sale in the past will be 1

| out of date. |

| The garment that you will handle 1

| to advantage will conform to the 1

| plain, neat styles which pre- 1

| dominate in the American market, j

| Avoid the noisy styles at $8.50 and |

| $9.00. Your customers will not 1

| want them next season.

| Fashion's leadings are plain and j

j unmistakable. Follow the advice |

| given and make a profit instead of |

|
a loss out of your Waist and Blouse; |

| business in 1914.

|
N. B.—Our travelers are now on j

| the road and will soon call on you |

| with our full range. Do not buy §

| until you see what we have to show |

1 you. |

B <>00<KXK>0<KKX>0<>00<K>0<KK^
§}

| Grreenshields Limited j

Montreal

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllll!l!!!lllllll!lllllllllll!lllllllllll!llllllll|||||||J

PETTICOATS

Skirts without a rival
The above illustrated Kaybro petticoat is No. 998

made of silk jersey cloth in all the season's best

shades, with perfectly matched flounces of Paillette.

This skirt is made with the famous form fitte waist-

band that is easily and quickly adjusted without

leaving it bunched around the waist-line.

Write to-day for a trial order,

you want, return them.

If they're not what

The Form Fitte Co., Ltd.
Formerly MacKay Bros., Limited

Manufacturers of Kaybro Garments

182 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
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lots taken at the Grand Prix, and on Drag day, showing the use of lace for tunics, peplums and drapery.
The centre figure is wearing one of the new flounced dresses. Note the exceedingly freakish parasols and
the vertical feather effects on the hats, also the new pannier bags finished with a tassel. Shown by courtesy
of Germain, Smith and Birks.
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The largest

E xclusive
Coat House
in Canada

COAT VALUES
THAT EXCEL
The style that is embodied in the National Brand
Coats helps to make the values doubly attractive

and to promote satisfactory sales. Our range of cloth coats, motor
coats, and rain and waterproofs is worthy your early inspection and
will present a choice that you might think impossible from one line.

Travellers now out. Let us show you.

The National Rubber Co. of Canada
TORONTO
60 West Front St.

S. M. Hansher, Representative.

MONTREAL WINNIPEG
Ryan Commercial Bldg.

C. Coppelman, Representat

Labels
Artistic Silk

Woven Labels
Are Real
Trade Pullers

From the moment
they leave your store at-

tached to the goods un-

til they are relegated to

the rag bag they are ad-

vertising you—some one
is seeing your name who
is interested.

Advertising of this

kind pays well for it ex-

ploits the name of your
store to the man or

woman whom you wish
to reach.

Ask us to submit
samples and prices.

ColonialJWeaving
Company, Limited

PETERBORO', ONT.

One of our leaders

A Big Seller
No. 1216—Bretonne net waists
in white or Ecru, it is lined
throughout with China silk

—

I rimmed with wide shadow
giving long shoulder

effect, also finished with fold
of self colors, silk and dainty
buttons.

Price $27.00 per dozen.

ORDER A TRIAL
DOZEN TO-DAY

Meyer Manufacturing Co,
WAIST SPECIALISTS

Samuel Bldg., King and Spadina, Toronto
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Business PromotionThrough
Trade Press Efficiency

is to be the keynote of the most notable gathering of technical, class and

trade journal editors and publishers ever held in America. No live manu-
facturer, sales manager, advertising man, trade paper editor or publisher

can afford to overlook the

Eighth Annual Convention of the Federation of
Trades Press Associations in the United States at

the Hotel Astor, New York, Sept. 18, 19, 20, 1913

Two sessions will be held daily. There will be editorial, circulation, advertising

and publishing symposiums under competent leaders. Many of the leading editors,

business managers, buyers and sellers of advertising, and authorities on modern
merchandising methods will take part. On Friday afternoon, September 19, there

will be a mass meeting, with addresses by representative business and professional

men, on subjects of timely interest to editors, publishers and advertisers. Dis-

tinguished guests and worth-while speakers will be at the annual b " jquet, which

will be made a memorable social occasion. No matter what may be your connec-

tion with the trade journal field, if you are interested in the idea of business pro-

motion through trade press efficiency, if you believe in business papers for busi-

ness men, you will be welcome at all sessions.

Full information may be obtained from

The Committee of Arrangements
WM. H. UKERS, Chairman, 79 Wall Street, New York.

The Federation of Trade Press Associations in the United States

President Secy.-Treas. Vice-President

H. M. Swetland Edwin C. Johnston E. C. Hole
New York New York Chicago
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GOLDHAMER
THE NAME THAT STANDS FOR
QUALITY IN THE WORLD OF

Suits and Coats
Backing up the Goldhamer reputation for attractive, quality garments comes our high grade
range for Fall and Winter.

This range is without a doubt the most attractive that has ever been presented for the approval

of the trade. It consists of many strong selling numbers in suits and coat-

—

natty styles,

exclusive fabrics, well trimmed and finished throughout.

The Goldhamer garments are strictly high class man-tailored in every respect and present possi

hilities for the Fall business that are unequalled.

You'll do well to get in touch with this line at an early date if for no other reason than to

compare. !

When in the city call at the address below and examine our range.

Special attention to mail orders.

St ii 'I for samples. an nf your servit

The Goldhamer Cloak Co., Limited
310-316 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

Coats to be Big Sellers

The New Line Full of Practical

Novelties—Variety Marks the Ma-
terials, and This is Made More
Extensive by the Number of Imita-

tion Fur Fabrics and Novelty

Plushes Used.

UNDOUBTEDLY coats have opened the season

well and buyers are regarding the new coats with

favor for the new line contains an unusually largo

number of handsome garments that not only attract

the eye hut are both comfortable and becoming to

wear. As in suit coats, the lengths vary and any

length from 25 to 48 inches is correct hut because of

climatic conditions the longer lengths will find most

favor on the Canadian market.

Another feature that makes for the popularity of

the new coats is the convertible collar. All hut the

novelty garments show this feature, and the garment

can he either buttoned up to the neck or worn with

revers. The cutaway front is almost universal as a

garmenl is much more comfortable and has a more

graceful line when the fronts are so shaped.

The sleeves are varied, hut preference is given to

the Mandarin and deep shoulder set in effects which

give a loose arm-hole and a full roomy sleeve. A

new feature is the introduction of a yoke giving the

opportunity for more elaborate drapery effects. The

coats are cut so as to lie full above the knee and

straight below and all the dressier models have

either drapery suggestions or decidedly full drapery.

The use of fur plushes or real fur is another fea-

ture that the openings have strongly emphasized.

\nioiig the furs so used Civet cat is prominent. The

list of novelty cloths is a long one and every taste

can he suited. The principal cloths are boucles, wool

brocades, matelasses, diagonals, velour cloths, chin-

chillas and others.

Pile fabrics such as imitation furs, and plain and

fancy plushes, promise to he a big feature. Persian

lambs, baby lamb, Astrachan, mole seal and other

plushes, civet cat. oppossum, ermine and other furs

are cleverly imitated and are Used for coats as well

as for trimmings, Coats used for serviceable wear

are (ait on straighter lines, but the novelty garments

show drapery effect, and are lined with satin in

brilliant shades.
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The Trend of Styles in the Knitted Industries

THE DEMAND for

knitted goods is season-

ably active'. Placing

orders on fall and

winter lines were quite

up to the average this

year; in fact, on some

lines the business

placed showed a splendid increase. It is staled by

some manufacturers that sorting orders have not been

in keeping with the volume of business placed earlier

in the year. This is probably due to the fact that

western merchants have felt the financial tightness

to the extent of proceeding on a conservative basis.

They have resorted to buying from hand to mouth,

in some cases keeping their stocks light.

In some lines it is found difficult to secure repeat

orders. The manufacturers foresaw a period of

money tightness, and did not, on that account, stock

up as is usually done in anticipation of repeat

orders. The result is that in not a few lines mer-

chants find it bard to get repeat orders filled on time.

In underwear, there is much talk of an advance in

prices. Some manufacturers have already advanced

their prices. Retailers will be compelled to follow

suit, and it would not be surprising if the spring saw

a higher basis set all around.

CLOSE-FITTING GARMENTS.

Spring lines will soon be complete. In women's

underwear a marked characteristic is the tendency

toward close-fitting lines. This is necessitated by the

mode which makes all garments of the clinging

variety. Witb the tight skirt, which reveals the lines

of the figure to an extent never attempted before, a

close-fitting under garment becomes a necessity. The
result is the production of garments with close-fitting

knees, and, in some cases, with elastics around the

extremes and the waist. This makes the garment

unusually snug.

The spring will see a wider development of the

combination suit idea for men. The utility and good

points of the combination suit are being recognised

more all the time. This recognition will be evi-

denced in the wider representation of combinations

in the spring lines.

Half and three-quarter lengths will be popular.

Men are seeking more for comfort, and the spring

Talk is heard of higher prices in under-
wear—The growing favor of union suits

—Better qualities of light knitted lines

are being put on the market—Develop-
ment of the demand for sweater coats

—White hosiery for spring.

lines will reflect this

tendency in the pro-

portion of short-lengths

shown. Linen mesh
and porous knitted

goods will be more in

evidence for the same
reason.

In connection with the manufacture of linen mesh
and porous knit lines, it is interesting to note that

better quality lines are being produced. This is due

to the increased demand for this class of goods, which

has caused manufacturers to put more attention to

the perfecting of lines and the production of the best

quality possible.

THE SWEATER COAT TRADE.

The demand for sweater coats is larger than ever

before. It is now acknowledged that a sweater coat-

is an essential part of the wardrobe. Everyone has a

coat, from the octogenarian to the six-months' old

child. They are needed for all occasions and all

seasons.

Consequently the demand shows a rapid increase

all the time. This is accelerated by the fact that the

sweater coat is taking the place of the draw-over

sweater. With the perfection of the sweater coat
for all purposes, it has rapidly found favour with

the sportsman.

Styles are not showing any radical changes,

although development in matter of detail goes on

apace. Manufacturers have been doing a lot of ex-

perimenting in the matter of collars, with the result

that many useful and ingenious shapes have been

devised. The underlying idea has been to find a

collar which would serve purposes and be adaptable

for all kinds of weather. Thus coats are now seen

with collars which can be made to serve in all tem-

peratures. Shawl and roll collars are finding the

most favour.

Xorfolks are easily holding their own. Blazers,

however, have not been accorded anything like the

degree of favour that they have gained in the United
States. With fashions running strongly to bright

colours, the blazer coat has gained more headway,
and could doubtless be made quite popular if the re-

tailer were to take it up strongly and give it plenty

of publicity.
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Knit Coats of

Excellence

Has the Beaver Brand range been

presented to you—the range that

will mean the knit goods success of

many a department this Fall and

coming Winter?

Beaver Brand
Full Fashioned

Norfolk

The coat here shown is one of the

most attractive and popular we
have ever shown for the men's

trade. It is a neatly tailored-to-

form coat, well made and finished.

This is only one of our immense
range of plain and fancy knit coats

which it will pay you to see at your

earliest opportunity. " Beaver
Brand" values are second to none.

"Beaver Brand" styles are sure

winners.

We • also make a full range of

women's and children's coats,

toques, caps, tarns, sashes, mitts,

etc.

R. M. BALLANTYNE, LIMITED
Manufacturers of Beaver Brand Knit Goods

STRATFORD ONTARIO
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THE HOSIERY INDICATIONS.

There is every indication that white v

high favour for spring in hosiery. The aid

shoe manufacturers are planning for a big season in

white footwear, and this will mean a corresponding

\ ogue for white hosiery.

©

Big Cotton Crop Indicated

With the increased acreage and the generally

favorable progress of the United States cotton crop

in date, a yield in excess of the record crop of some-

thing more than sixteen millions bales grown dur-

ing the season of 1911, seems altogether likely for

the present season.

Although droughty conditions and boll weevil

depredations have somewhat impaired prospects in

Texas and Oklahoma, the eastern part of the belt

gives excellent promise.

It is, of course, too early to predict with any cer-

tainty the size of the crop. With favorable condi-

tions for a while longer a yield considerably in ex-

cess of 16,000,000 bales might be realized. Esti-

mates are running anywhere from 15,000,000 to 17,-

1)00.0(10 bales. Consensus of opinion, however, is

that if the crop is not actually the largest ever

grown, it will be a close second to the largest.

—©—
Wool and Worsted Yarns

The wool and worsted yarn market showed a

slighl improvement during August. Conditions,

however, for the most part had been so unsatisfac-

tory that any change at all could not well fail to be

in the nature of :i betternien. Some price irregular-

ity is still reported, but spinners are more uniformly

holding to quoted prices than they have been. The

firmer attitude of wool dealers doubtless i- largely

responsible for this. The knitting yarns are decid-

edly the most satisfactory department of the market.

The strike among the sweater and fancy knii goods

manufacturers of Greater New York is. however,

being felt. a.number of knitters in this territory hav-

ing requested that order.- on their contract- be held

up pending the settlement of the trouble. It i.- be-

lieved that the strike will not be of Long duration

and that it will not cause any protracted unconveni-

ence to spinners. Knitter- in other sections are ex-

tremely busy. and while not placing much new

business on yarns just now. continue regularly to

receive large deliveries on old specifications.

—©—
Demand for Union Suits

Discussing the market for union suit.-. ""Knit

Goods says:

—

The sale of union suits seems to have exceeded

the expectations of most persons in the market.

Practically no underwear mill of importance is now

without a line of tlii- type of garment, and all re-

port a good business for the spring season. Demand
for the union suit has shown a good increase in the

west, where it originated, but it has been mosl sur-

prising in the east, where it appear- to be just e-lah-

lishinji its popularity in a large way. Mills who for

some time past have been specializing in this type

of garment state that the coming into the Held of so

much additional competition has not affected them,

but that, in spite of it. they have generously increas-

ed their initial order- a- compared with former years.

Worn by th

Best People

Sold by

the Best

Dealers.

' Turnfaull Co. of Gait , Limit ed.GALT Ontario

Manufacturer) of
TurnbuWs High^lass
Ribbed Underwear
for Ladies and
Children. Turn-
bull's" M'' Bands
for Infants, and
-CEETEE-
Shaker Knit
Sweater Co,

Knitted Goods That Are Easy To Sell

This cut shews one of our specially designed Sweater Coats. We have a great

many other stylos for men, women and children. Every number has an

"individuality" that appeals strongly to those who appreciate good goods.

"The Pride of the West"
brand is one that o,i\os satisfaction

both to the dealer and the buyer. It

combines STYLE with Quality. We
stand back of our label.

Write atalogue ami iples.
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"Reliance Knit
•>«>

1

4fe

wt
Varsity Coat

New Style. Plain and Fancy Weave
901 "V" Neck

We are showing in these two cuts, styles of coats which are immensely

popular with the sporting world- Now is the time to send us your orders for

club outfits. We can supply you with any combination of colors. Write us for

samples of Sweater Coats, Sweaters, Sox and Toques, and have your local

clubs see them.

The Reliance Knitting Company, Limited
KING and BATHURST STREETS, TORONTO

niiiiiiiniiniiiiNiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMinriiiiiiiiniiiiii^
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«<
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IJNSHRINKABLE
> UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

Here's a straight

tip to the mens
wear merchant

Li There is absolutely only one kind of men's underwear you

can afford to handle and that is the BEST—the kind that

gives your patrons one dollar's worth of satisfaction and

comfort for ioo cents.

We do not wish to intimate that "St. George" and "Wool-
nap" underwear is the best, for there is many another brand

that apparently gives unquestionable service, but do say,

however, that these brands have yet to fail in living up to

our representations.

They give most complete satisfaction in wear and comfort.

They are made not to fit where they touch, but to fit all over

and to fit with ease, giving the wearer perfect freedom of

action without bagginess. All we ask is comparison fair ii
and square. J J

Schofield Woollen Co., Ltd.
OSHAWA, ONT.

>» «<
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SBHiliEifil !i
s.iS.:_£ „>H=_.: = Hill •

BSSISiBl

Have You Seen the

Harvey 1914 Range
^/Summer-Weight
Underwear Yet??
The greatest success possible in the history of the Canadian

underwear trade has been achieved by the Harvey brand in

its short life.

We do not take the credit for this, except that we have

introduced it well and it was just what the public wanted.

Take for instance the AIRY-
WEAR with its very porous tex-

ture (500 tiny holes to every

square inch), it has brought in

hundreds of repeat orders dur-

ing the hot weather of this sum-

mer. This in itself is undeni-
"' le proof of its great popular-

ity with the people.

We have a plant and equipment

second to none for the manu-
facture of our several lines and

can handle a vast amount of

business in men's and women's

cotton underwear. We're out

after business and our prices are

right. Don't miss seeing our full range of samples.

( hir line comprises:

Elastic Swiss Ribbed Ladies' Underwear: "Airywear," both

ladies' and men's; Boi/s' and Girls' combinations in latest

styles.

Send a request to-day for our representative to call or to send

samples for your inspection.

Harvey Knitting Co., Limited
WOODSTOCK, ONT.

'Harvey Porpus Birds-Eye Ilei."

'Harvty Fine Swiss
Ribbed Lisle."

AGENTS:
ONTARIO

J. E. McClung, 33Melinda
St., Toronto, Ont.

QUEBEC MANITOBA and SASK.
P. de Grouchy & Son, 207 St. W. Barrowclough, Wood- F.

James St., Montreal. stock, Ont.

British Columbia and Alberta—H. P. Lang:, Vancouver.

MARITIME
S. White, St. Stephens,

- -: :
-

.
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The Standard for Style

"MONARCH
Sweater
Knit goods for all—for

men, women and children.

LIVE WIRE

Monarch Knitting
Head Office DUNNVILLE, ONT.
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Quality &\fybrkmanship

KNIT
Coats

99

Styles that are ^jr

unequalled, values
that excel.

L5.-S 1.
','"'<*.'

SELLERS M 53

Company, Limited
Factories at: DUNNVILLE, ST. CATHARINES, ST. THOMAS, BUFFALO
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Produced by the New "Hermsdizing " Process—the

Greatest Hosiery Improver Since

Hermsdorf Fast Black

"Hertusdizing" is applied to the finished fabric—obviating the "streaks"
which so often mar the appearance of cotton hosiery in bright colors,
and adding a silken gloss that is practically laundry proof.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" have a permanent, soft, silky lustre and an
evenness of color that rivals silk hosiery. "Hermsdorf Brilliants" come
in the widest possible range of oolors—from the softest tints to the
brightest hues.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" are obtainable in all sizes and all shades for
men and women.

There s a new word in the

Hosiery Dictionary—
"Hermsdizing"

"The Name That Sells the

Stocking."

All Hosiery Buyers

are cordially invited to write us for further information and names of
German hosiery manufacturers from whom "Hermsdorf Brilliants" may
be obtained. Advertising co-operation will be freely given to firms
introducing "Hermsdorf Brilliants."

Cuts and copy for advertising HERMSDORF FAST BLACKS are
always immediately available. Write to New York Bureau.

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony

American Bureau:

235 West 39th Street

New York City

Health Brand
Underwear

This brand stands for everything

that is good in pure wool, wool

and cotton mixture and cotton

underwear.

It comprises a complete range

of sizes for Men, Women and
Children, in all styles and all

qualities.

Have we booked your order yet

for immediate or later delivery?

See the range at your earliest

opportunity.

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

TRADE*

MADE BV
tGQDERlCH KNITTING CO

Hosiery and Mitts

the old reliable

Maple Leaf Brand
The Brand that is made up to a stand-

ard, not down to a price.

Pure wool and fast colors in woollen

worsted and Cashmere.

Every pair guaranteed.

Ii our agent has not called on you, send

for samples.

Goderich Knitting Co., Ltd.

GODERICH, ONTARIO
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Penmans
Sweater Coats

have always meant profit and reputation for the

merchant whose customers demand the latest and best in

Quality and Style. This season's line of Penmans' Sweater

Coats are no exception to the rule—they represent the style and

quality that is bound to appeal strongly to men and women alike

Like all Penman Garments, our sweaters are full-fashioned— the

characteristic shapeliness is lasting, because it is knit into them.

Every Penman Sweater Coat is knit separately, hand finished

and

—

carries a margin of profit that will please you.

See our exceptional range of unique and high class

goods now in the hands of our agents. .5;

Penmans Limited

Paris, Ont.
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Little ^BeF Darling

The twin- sister lines of child

With the largest mills in Canada fully and most modernly

equipped for the exclusive manufacture of hosiery, and

nothing but hosiery, we offer the merchants of Canada the

greatest values ever presented to an appreciating people

—we offer the famous "Little Darling" and "Little Daisy"

hosiery for infants and children.

These little stockings are well and favorably known by the

mothers of Canada from East to West. They sell at a

moderate price and give the dealer a handsome profit.

TOje Cfnpman=3|olton Unit
HEAD OFFICE:

HAMILTON, - CANADA

MILLS:

HAMILTON - WELLAND
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Little REGISTERED. Daisy

-proof hosiery forJuvenile Canada

"Little Darling" and "Little Daisy" hosiery are sister

stockings of the "Sunshine" line and like all Sunshine

hosiery give the maximum amount of wear and comfort.

These stockings are made of the very best Australian lambs'

wool, dyed with sanitary and fast dyes in black, cream, tan,

sky blue, pink, and cardinal. Every pair is perfect before

it is labelled with the Sunshine trade mark.

Place your order now for your children's department

requirements for Fall and Winter.

tins Co., Htmtteb
E. H. WALSH & COMPANY

Sole Selling Agents

HEAD OFFICE:
MANCHESTER BLDG..

TORONTO

BRANCH OFFICES:
CORISTINE BLDG., HAMMOND BLOCK,

MONTREAL WINNIPEG

RESIDENT AGENTS:
VANCOUVER, B. C.

ST. JOHN, N. B.
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Imperial

Brand

Pure Wool
Underwear

The "Imperial" line embodies values

that are unexcelled. The verifica-

tion of this statement lies in the fact

that our line is meeting with greater

success each year and that, in most
cases, the first order is but the fore-

runner of many repeats.

For the last third of a century we
have been specializing on Men's
Natural Wool, Men's Elastic Knit,

Men's High Grade Imperial, Men's
Double Thread Balbriggan, and we
make this statement, without fear of

contradiction, that "Imperial" brand
offers the merchant more value in

Men's Underwear than any other

line on the market.

Present orders attended to promptly.
Send to your wholesaler for samples
of both wool underwear for your pre-

sent and Fall trade and Balbriggan
Underwear for Spring 1914.

Kingston
Hosiery Co.

Established 1880

KINGSTON, ONT.

Perfect Fitting Coats

Natty Weaves
From the plain weaves to

the natty fancies our range
is most complete.

Dominion
Brand

has an enviable name
among the best stores and
with the best people of

Canada.

We make a very com-
plete range of knit coats for

men and women, showing
the nattiest styles, nicely

tailored, neat, attractive.

Have you seen the
Dominion Brand range? If

not, write for samples.Ifiip
A. BURRITT & COMPANY

DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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Here are the reasons why it will

pay you well to specially feature

Mercury Underwear
C We use only the highest grade of yarns and knit our under-
wear on machines which are all new and representative of the

last word in modern equipment. This ensures quality goods.

C We sell direct to the retailers. You can get a greater

profit or give a better garment for the same profit— if you buy direct.

C. Our sizes are based on the individual measurements of 6,000
men.

C Among other features, you will find incorporated in the

garments, shoulder straps, large pearl buttons, elastic snug-fitting

cuffs, and strong, flat covered seams.

C, Mercury Underwear is absolutely first-class in style, fit and
finish and just the sort that will attract the customer worth
while and hold his trade.

Mercury Hosiery
is of the same high standard. We have endeavored to prepare
mote select lines, embodying special ideas, rather than to manu-
facture, a big line of ordinary goods. Concentrating our effort,

in this way we hope to better competing lines, and thus merit

a growing share of your business.

Mercury Mills Limited,
Hamilton, Canada

Representatives
yuebec and Northern Ontario - - J. Carson, Montreal
Ontario - - - A. J. & D. S. Little, Toronto
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, Elworthy & Rumble. Winnipeg
Alberta - - - - - A. J. Snell, Calgary
British Columbia - - - R. A. Creech, Vancouver
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Ladies', Misses' and Children's Underwear

For Spring 1914

Before placing your order for Spring goods kindly await the call of our
representative, who will be able to show you many improvements in

our well known brands, viz:

and call your special attention to the new patent Pandora Style in Women'
Misses', Children's and Infants' Vests, Drawers and Combinations.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Sole Selling Agents

RICHARD L. BAKER CO., 100 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

VANGUARD Knitting Wools
Established

Scotch

Fingerings

Vanguard,

15*8, 12's,

Fine.

fx>

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

? and 00

C Worsteds,

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
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JAEGER PURE WOOL
We have now introduced

new line of

FINE PURE WOOL CREPE
for

SHIRTS, WAISTS AND PYJAMAS
in a great variety of designs

We shall be pleased to send you pattern sets.

Our travellers are now on the road with our full line of

samples for Fall Sorting orders and novelties for Spring.

If you are not a Jaeger Agent and would like to see the

goods, send us a post card.

DR. JAEGER $ggg SYSTEM SKE*
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE 243 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL

All-wool Unshrinkable

Underwear
tHS Z&4<DIMG SNGLISH UND8ZWm&

^r^Y^>

fy*HRWKP&b

We mention below three features of JAY
Underwear which will appeal strongly to

your customers:
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ZIMMERKNIT
Steadily Mounting in Sales;

Every Dealer

WE have taught the Cana-
dian public to expect
high-grade Summer Un-

derwear at a reasonable price.

We've proved that a line can be
/produced to please the most particu-

lar, without asking fancy prices for it;

and we've left a fair margin for the

dealer, besides.

It's all in the knowing how. Up-to-date methods, ma-
chinery of the very latest type, and careful finishing

—

these are the factors that combine to produce underwear
superiority. They have enabled us to offer you, in

Zimmerknit, the best-value line this country has seen.

Your jobber will be pleased to show you the samples of our 1014 line.

Or write any of our agents listed below :

E. H. WALSH, TORONTO
Agents for Quebec, Maritime Provinces,

toba, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Mani-

W. R. BEGG, TORONTO
Agent for Province of Ontario.

A. R. McFARLANE. VANCOUVER
Agent for Province of British Columbia

ZIMMERMAN MANUFACTURING CO#A.
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UNDERWEAR
An Inevitable Fast Seller With
Who Handles It

THIS line is not only satisfactory—but also pro-

gressive. When we started out, a few years
back, making this high-grade underwear, we de-

termined not only to be in the lead then, but to stay in

the lead, by improving the line each year.

Adhering to this policy, we are offering, in the 1914
range of "Zimmerknit", several new lines that merit
your special consideration—lines the like of which have
never been offered in Canada before.

See, for instance, the "Zimmerknit" Linen Mesh—note its superior finish,

its strong weave, its soft surface. Its wonderful value; you'll sell many of

these garments, for your customers can see at a glance how truly unusual
they are at the price.

Then there's the new "Zimmerknit" Porous Knit — another line that bids

fair to create something of a sensation when shown to the discriminating

public.

Note, too, our fine Elastic Ribs; and do not overlook the regular lines, either

—the well-known "Zimmerknit" range of lisle and mercerized goods, the

Egyptian white and colored balbriggan, the cashmeres and merinos.

The Canadian public are now fairly well acquainted with the name "Zimmerknit" and a large sec-

tion of the country has been converted to these really superior goods. The dealer who knows where
his profits lie, will take full advantage of this, by prominently featuring "Zimmerknit" goods in his

show cases and in his store windows.

'ANY, LIMITED, HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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Darker Shades Favored in Fall Millinery Lines

Small and Medium Shapes, Softly

Draped and With Rounded Crowns
Selling—The Favored Trimmings Are
Elongated Feather Mounts and Rib-
bons Posed High—New Dark Shades
Have Triumphed—Fashion Has Wear-
ied of the Over Brilliant Colors.

THE NEW dart

shades have triumph-

ed, for fashion has

soon weaned of the

over brilliant colors

brought out last spring.

Bright shades are still

retained but they are

only used in modest touches to bring out the rich-

ness of the new colors and to form pleasing trim-

ming contrasts. The new colors are corbeau, petrol,

duck, tete de negre, seal, fur, taupe, numidi, garnet,

rubis, mahogany, Russian green and dee]* shades of

violet and such shades as tango, tilleul, brass, gold,

del, rose, Balkan, emerald, cerise and Royal are

used as trimming tones. Black is very fashionable

and the all black hat, or the hat of black and white

as well as navy and white promises to be well worn.

A new feature that Paris is now introducing is the

use of pastel shades as relief tones.

The shapes shown at the openings arc by no

means startling and though different their outline is

not exactly new. Their novelty and the slight touch

of eccentricity that is present is achieved by the

placing and posing of the trimming. All the hat-

are either small or medium, that is, nearly all, for

here and there a large drooping shape is seen.

Crowns are as a rule low. soft and round and the

effect of the hat is flat, but height is given by the re-

markably smart trimmings of fancy plumage and

ribbon. The crown is decidedly the main feature.

and while the Tain or Rembrandt effect is retained,

it is different from last year's. The new Tarn- are

draped and puffy and raised high on one side. When
a pressed shape is used the Tarn is often simulated
l>\ means of a puffing of the material cut on the

bias and shirred and placed around the crown. Us-

ually the brim is turned up and the movement of

the crown follows the shape of the brim. Sailor

shapes with low round soft fabric crowns placed on

flat or slightly rolling brims arc very numerous.
Often there is the effect of a double brim given by

placing a lilted fold of material over the real brim.

.Many Rembrandt and all the Louis XV shapes show
the bandeaux. In the Louis models this bandeaux
is across the bach, in other shapes it takes the place

of the cap worn in Rembrandt's time and gives the

correct pose to the hat.

There are many unus-

ually smart novelties

shown in draped ef-

fects, and the trend of

fashion here seem.- to

favor helmet and toque

effects. The crown

shows either antique line- or favors the "Bobby"
helmet and the chin strap is often a trimming fea-

ture.

TRIMMINGS Wll.L BE FEATURED.

The general opinion seems to he that trimmings

will h. more featured than for some seasons and that

it will he a season in which milliners' work will

count. This means that fabrics will he greatly

wanted as milliner- are draping shapes with velvet.
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O^
A Delightful Fall

Millinery Showing
A Service That Pleases

Unapproachable buying facilities are re-

sponsible for the prevailing popularity of the

McCall range of millinery.

The Fall range is in every way a showing
worthy of the position we hold in the millinery

trade of Canada. Merchants who know the
benefit of the McCall service are pleased with
it for it not only savors of value and prompt-
ness but it ensures the correct styles when they
are new.

McCall selling service is the result of an un-

paralleled buying service.

Let the McCall service assist you.

The

D. McCall Co., Ltd
TORONTO

Winnipeg

Quebec

Ottawa Montreal

Vancouver
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Trimming novelties shown

by courtesy of

Strachan, Borden & Plaskett

panne plush, or the new material called duvetyn,

which is really a kind of velour. Thick rich satins,

moire, and faille silks and brocades are also used.

Many of the present models show transparent brims

of lace or tulle and tulle wings, and butterfly effects

of lace are used for trimmings. Many authorities do

not think that hats of this kind will go through the

winter.

Fancy feathers seem to have the centre of the

stage and the majority of these novelties are high

and tower above the low, soft crown. Stripped quills

and tree and torch effects are new and graceful and

fashion favors these and other quill and dagger or

sword effects. Antennae ending with butterfly or

other feather motifs are particularly good, and all

long straight thin fancies are in demand. Paradise

fancies come in these long straight effects, and

aigrettes made of burnt peacock and cas-car are

good.

Ostrich novelties are strong in coateau, minaret,

quill, palm tree and other novelties. Broad full

plumes are fashionable, and ostrich bandeaux are in-

cluded among the novelties selling.

Small wings are used in quantities for decorating

sailor models and models with tightly turned up

brims. Triangular wings mounting high above the

hat, numidi and novelties made of the feathers of

the velvet bird are among the many feather novel-

ties brought out this season.
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Ribbons will appear in everything in the shape

of a hat next season. Hats for all purposes show

ribbon garnitures, and ribbons and plumage are

frequently seen together. Besides bows and arrange-

ments of ribbons are crushed around the crowns, or

made into shaped or stiffened crown bands finished

with pleated cockades. Narrow cord or moire rib-

bons are used for pleatings or are seen together like

straw braid to cover crowns or brims.

Though plumage is so much used a flower trim-

med model is seen here and there. Contrary to her

usual custom Reboux is using flowers on dressy hats

of velvet or plush. One hat she shows is a large

velvet capeline, trimmed with a wreath of lilacs.

mixed with small apples and plush in natural

shades. The flowers showing are richly colored and

are of plush, velvet and -ilk. and such flowers as gar-

denias, begonias
v

dahlias, chrysanthemums, and
roses are shown. Patent leather flowers, and flowers

that look like porcelaine are high ~ovelties. FVuits

are also shown chiefly in plush and velour. The

kinds selling are cherries, peaches, lemons and small

apples.

There is a feeling for ornaments and those best

thought of are of jet.

Among the new things brought out during the

opening period is the use of chenille. It is some

time now since chenille was freely used, and there-
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Two special offers in ready to wear
and trimmed hats for women.

Lots of 25 only at $3.00 each. Women's
trimmed hats made of plush, velvet,

silk and satin, no two alike, look

well and will sell quick.

Lots of 25 only at $1.50 each. Women's
semi-trimmed and hand made shapes
in velvet and silk all ready for the

trimming to go on. Assorted styles

and colors.

Continental Jfflanufacturerg'
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This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees of the first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

SILK
Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

Also Fine Cotton Nets

STOCK CARRIED
BY

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

fore it is new. Chenille in solid color, and in many
colored new art patterns is made into smart street

hats with the aid of satin or panne, and one smart

sailor model showed this material combined with

of chenille and the trimming was bunches of

patent leather. The under brim and the crown were

patent leather cherries.

The Outlook for Flowers
Stiff and Quaint New Art Effects

Showing—Fruit and Flowers of

Plush Showing—Wheat Promises
to be Good.

THOUGH only in a minor position flowers are not

altogether neglected. The high novelties come in

i In' form of Cnbist roses. These are square petaled,

and one half is of one color, while the other is in a

color that is in strong, not to say violent contrast.

Nature is not considered in the formation of these

roses and any colors or color combinations may be

used. Modern art roses made of patent leather and
rubber materials that form a flower that is still' look-

ing and quaint are also new and stiff-looking flatten-

ed out roses, camelias, poppies, Christmas roses and
flowers on this order are showing. Many of these
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have the backing of one color with the pile of silvery

tinted hairs making a kind of frosted effect. Cher-

ries, plums, peaches and small apples come in plush

and are painted and tinted to imitate nature. Vari-

ous kinds of berries in scarlets and berry reds, pur-

ples and greens are combined with frosted foliage.

Foliage has sold better than for some seasons. Velvet

foliage in all the new colors is showing. Stiff

petalled roses are made of metallic cloth and black

velvet flat roses are much liked. Wheat is in evi-

dence the best liked being made of black velvet or

gold or silver cloth.

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Writefor Special Clubbing Rates
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Gage Brothers
£r» Co.-Chicago
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FOUNTAIN AIR BRUSH
Model A Price $20.00

The Standard Air Brush of the World

Send for Catalogue C-79.

Thayer & Chandler, Chicago

i^vNE inch space in this

Department will cost

you $25 for 12 insertions.

TOYS
of the below-named type are

BING BROS.. Nuremburg.
See them at 381 Fourth
Ave.. New York.

The Bing's Miniature Kail-
way System—Mechanical
as well as Electrical
Iron Engines. Trade

Stations, Signals and Lamps
Patent Walking Animals

Plush and Felt Toys—Mechanical Boats
Automobiles—Steam Engines
Attachments—Enamel Kitchen and Dinner

Sets
Enamel Tea and Coffee Sets—Wash Sets
Moving Picture Machines—Post Card Pro-

jectors
Magic Lanterns

!0CKJ?JflTERSON

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER8 OUR E8PECIAL HOBBY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines. Window
Decorations. Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions. Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago, III.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENCIES WANTED
ENGLISH FIRM OF MANUFACTURERS OF
Hair, Hair Goods, Hair Nets, as used by high-
class hair-dressers and stores, desire to ar-
range a Canadian agency on commission with
established sound house who has a good con-
nection in the trade for Toronto, Montreal and
district. Arrangement for stock to be kept in

Canada would be made. B'or further particu-
lars, write to Box 97, Dry Goods Review, 88
Fleet Street, London, England.

SCOTCH WOOL GLOVES—AGENT WANTED
to sell to Canadian Jobbers. Apply F. W. L.
Stephen, Bogie Bridge, Mills. Huntly, Scotland.

GENTLEMAN. AGE 33, 18 YEARS' Ex-
perience all branches of dry goods shipping
trade, would give benefit of his experience to
first-class Canadian importers, as their
Manchester representative. Capable of match-
ing, buying, testing and passing goods. Al
references. Box 40, Dry Goods Review.

NOTTINGHAM FIRM MANUFACTURING
Laces, Nets. Veilings and Embroideries, re-
quire representatives on commission for To-
ronto and Montreal. Only those conversant
with the trade and having sound connection
with the Making up and Wholesale houses
need apply. Box 101', DRY GOODS REVIEW.
88 Fleet Street. London. Eng.

FOR SALE
FRESH, CLEAN. STOCK OF SHOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings in growing

village of Courtright on St. Clair River. Write
J. T. Locke. The Ark, Corunua, Ont., for in-
formation.

OPENING FOR DEPARTMENTAL STOKE OR
large Retailor. Now Building, in best location,
fast g*i wing Western City, exceptional oppor-
tunity. Investigate. Apply Box 41.

ORDERS WANTED

WANTED—ORDERS FOR FINEST HAND
made Irish Crochet Laces, Insertions, Picot-

edges, Beadings, Motifs, Collars, Yokes.

D'Oyles, etc. M. Hughes, Scotch Street Bridge,

Armagh, Ireland.

SKEIN DYEING
We have special equipment for

Sweater Coat Yarn dyeing.

Good matches, level dyeing and

easy to wind.

We can handle batches up to

250 lbs.

NARROW FABRIC WEAVING & DYEING, LTD.

GALT, ONTARIO

GOOD RETAIL BUSINESS FOR SALE

well assorted and in first-class condition. Five years' lease.

Full particulars as to stock, sales and location can be
obtained by communicating with the undersigned. That
this business is on the market at the present time is due
to under-capitalizat ion.

THE CANADIAN CREDIT MEN'S TRUST
ASSOCIATION LIMITED, ASSIGNEE

502-504 Leader Building, Regina, Sask.

"TO MANUFACTURERS"
Live Agents desire lines for wholesale dry goods trade.

Many years' experience and a thorough knowledge of the field.

Cover regularly Winnipeg and the West.

R. D. FRASER
303 Ryan Commercial Bldg., Winnipeg, Man.

Kindly mention this

paper when writing

to advertisers.
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Corsets, Brasseries, Lingerie

The Very Low Bust Leads in

Corset Models—Much Trimmed
Brassieres Are Featured—Com-
binations and Slips Big Sellers

—

Lingerie Must Follow the Lines of

the Figure.

Practically all new corset models arc designed to

give the soft corsetless figure. The demand for the

very low corset that comes only a few inches above

the waist line is increasing and manufacturers are

taking no thought for the shaping of the bust hut

are devoting all their energies to dealing with the

lower part of the figure. Low busts, long skirts and

the broad waist are the three big features of the new
models. Skirts are extremely long and the hips are

made as small as possible. The back is flat, and (he

cut is such as to permit the rounding of the ab-

domen to lie seen. Elastic bands and gores are used

to permit comfort when seated. These are as a rule

placed both back and in front.

Increased attention is being given to corsets -hat

lace in front this has followed upon the placing of

models that lace in front on the market at popular

prices. With present modes the lace in front oorsel

is an advantage as it gives a more perfect and un-

broken line at the back.

The materials manufacturers are using arc as

soft as it is possible to u^e for the purpose. Coutil is

used for popular priced corsets but both silk and

cotton tricot is used in fashioning high grade model.-.

Manufacturers are overcoming the initial difficulties

in using these materials and are using them more
freely.

The brassiere is indispensable either for the stout
or the slender figure with the present low corset.

Brassieres come in as many styles as corsets and the

saleswoman should be shown which models to choose

for the different types of figure. The brassiere is

now no longer a bust confiner alone but takes the

place of the corset cover. Tt is now made of sheer

materials, and is daintily trimmed with lace and
embroidery.

Combinations and princess slips continue to be

favored in whitewear, though the wearing of brassi-

ere and drawers has somewhat affected their sales.

Princess slips cut upon the prevailing narrow lines

and made of sheer batiste, nainsook or crepe are big
sellers. Owing to the acceptance of the slashed

skirts princess slips are very elaborately trimmed
around the feet, and because of the transparency and
sheerness of the waist the neck and sleeve receive

the same attention. Princess slips of crepe-de-chine
are also favored.

The new night gowns are extra attractive. The
tendency is to use deep yokes and sleeves of lace and
fine embroidery. The necks are cut square and the

sleeves are very short on the newest models. The

slip-over gown is in great demand and the majority

of the models shown are in this style. All drawers

and undergarments are cut in form-fitting lines

and this makes the designer's take a more arduous

one as the line of the figure has to be gauged. Ma-

terials are of the sheerest and the trimmings used

consist of Hat lines of lace and embroidery. Ribbons

run through many widths of headings and large soft

rosettes and bows are freely used.

—®—

Low-Belted Models Lead
Balkan Suggestions and Ideas Pre-
dominate Both in Coats and Dresses

—

The Combination of Two Materials the

newest Feature in Children's Dresses

—

Patent Leather Belts Strong.

THE BALKAN blouse idea has taken a strong hold

in the children's line. This style is shown in many
variations, running from just the suggestion given

by the use of the low belt or girdle to decided blouse

effects in Balkan style.

Another new idea, that is gaining ground is the

use of two materials in designing children's dresses.

The <kirt will be made of stripe or plaid and the

blouse of solid color or the reverse. Bright scarlet,

cherry red, and King's blue arc all used with black

and white in the production of very small children's

dresses.

The Russian blouse or dress is featured in a

number of attractive styles and with these dresses

the patent leather belt often takes the place of the

belt or sash. Sashes are used as the finish to all but

the plainest of useful dresses. These are arranged
so as to give the long waisted effect ami as a rule

bright colors are used.

—©—
New Art Influences Are Leading for Fall

(Continued from page 92.)

selves in orange and then shade out to pink. Many
of the new blues are on the peacock order, and there

are the slatey grey blues, and the blues shade into

lavender. All the Oriental shades of blue, particu-

larly those colors seen in Chinese paintings, pottery

and embroidery are strongly in evidence.

REIGN OF SILKS.

As for materials, one feels that the reign of silks

is at its height, and fashion is decreeing the wearing

of silks at morning, noon, and night. Even the

tailor-made is to be of silk or velvet and we are to

have trimmings of tulle, and sashes, scarfs and
draperies of chiffons, mousselines and crepes. Not
only are Chinese blues to be worn but crepons and
crepes abound and the brocades are patterned with

dragon figures and other typically celestial designs

Many of these are in black and gold.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

A COMPLETE LINE OF GLOVES.
The Acme Glove Works, Limited,

salesmen, will show in their spring-

line after September 1st a complete

range of ladies' imported kid and

suede gloves, having made arrange-

ments with the old-established firm

of Domenico Silva Co., of Milan,

Italy, to handle their full line for

Canada.

" Silva 's gloves" were sold in this

country for the past two years by

Cais & Co., Ltd., Montreal, but this

latter firm has already discontinued

business, and their former president,

Mr. Henry Valle, will represent the

Acme people in Europe, looking af-

ter their interests there, inspecting

all gloves purchased by them, thus

guaranteeing them and their custo-

mers not only prompt deliveries, but
uniform and "top notch" selections.

This new foreign department will

be in charge of Mr. W. G. Butler,

who was connected for years with

Messrs. Mclntyre, Sons & Co., and
lately with Cais & Co.

A large and complete stock of all

grades will be carried at the Mont-
real factory after September 15th.

TASSELS AND FROG ORNA-
MENTS.

The Moulton Mfg. Co., Ltd., Mon-
treal, say:—"Advices from our rep-

resentative, who is now returning

from an investigating and buying
trip to Paris, Berlin and London, are

to the effect that tassels and frog or-

naments are the strong features for

this season. Among the novelties in

fancy dress trimmings, are silk and
tinsel braids of trailing design, with

rhinestone and bead effects, also

small silk rosebud and fruit effects,

and mostly all in 'pompadour" or

pastel tones, also, motifs in bead and
rhinestone effects in exquisite pastel

shades."
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Ta\e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-

tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —

—

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE r

ADDRESS
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GEM Dress Shields
Handsome Profit-makers for the Retailer—will be

featured in Kleinert's National Advertising this Fall.

M3LE TTI

GEM
Dress Shields

For women
Dress Shield p:

They have an un-

covered on both side

exceptional

err/ s GEM

nig of pure rubber

ith fine nainsook.

A little hiuher in price,— very much
higher in quality.

Like all Kleinert's Dress Shields the

GEM can be washed in hot water and
ironed hack to perfect freshness.

Dress Shields
i a nil KwricHr, junc

Dress Shields

Chart

ECE toe*: tit

This copy will be

used in September

and October maga-

zines.

To get your share

of the business this

advertising will cre-

ate, order a repre-

sentative assortment

of Kleinert's Gem
Dress Shields.

I. B. Kleinert

Rubber Co.
TORONTO CANADA
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Let ji

KAWNEER
Store Front Tell Your

Story 365 Days and Nights
Each Year

Just think what a KAWNEER STORE
FRONT can do for you—for your business.

It can shout your name and business 365 days
and nights of each year. There isn't an adver-

tising or selling element in your entire business

that will produce as many sales—as much net

profit as a KAWNEER FRONT. That isn't

merely an idle claim—it's a fact backed by the

experience of thousands of

Merchants in all sorts of re-

tail businesses—big and little.

LET SPECIALISTS WORK
with you um,0f<m

If you were to build new
show cases, cabinets, carriers

or lighting fixtures you
wouldn't call in your local carpenter and tell

him to go ahead with the work. If you were

to buy an automobile delivery truck you
wouldn't go to your wagon maker. Just so

with your Store Front. Your only reason on
earth for adopting modern systems is to create

new business. For seven years we have specil-

ized in the planning, manufacture and installa-

tion of modern KAWNEER STORE FRONTS.

Our experience has been the experience of

thousands of Merchants—we have worked with
them and know Merchants' requirements.

When you think Store Fronts—don't simply
think of two windows and a door—make yours

individual—make it lit your own business. Our
business is to help you determine the kind of

Front you need, then install

it.

ne BOOSTING BUSINESS NO. 21

[f you haven't sent for your

copy of "Boosting Business

No. 21," do so at once. It is

a Merchants' Store Front

hook—containing photographs of many of the

finest big and little Store Fronts in the country.

suggestions that will appeal to you. and Store

Front information that has taken us seven years

to compile. If you are interested in increasing

your business, let us work with you—first send

for "Boosting Business No. 21." It won't obli-

gate you—we want you to see what we have done

in seven years to develop modern, sales-produc-

ing Store Fronts.

Kawneer Manufacturing Co,
Francis /. Plym, President

78 Duchess St.

Toronto, Can.
(ranches in most principal cities

**$%&* ......
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The Dry Goods Trade at the Exhibition
THE TORONTO Ex-

hibition is doing on a

large scale just what

the dry goods mer-

chant, who is alive to

modern business possi-

bilities, is doing in his

own store—striving to

build up business and create trade by attracting and

educating the public taste. But the dry goods mer-

chants all over the Dominion are beginning to re-

ceive more specific benefits than just general busi-

ness from the great exhibition for their trade must

be directly influenced by the information gained at

the Exhibition as to new lines of goods that

manufacturers are showing. And of late years the

exhibits must have exercised an important influence

in directing the acceptance of advance styles.

It is not that the country cousin sees what her

city cousin is wearing, but it is the showing of the

lalesc modes in imported gowns, and in housefurn-

ishings that is educative. Only a limited number
of manufacturers have seen fit to join in this work,

but the big Toronto stores have always had highly

representative exhibits and never were they more in-

teresting than this year.

In taking a view of the style features at the Ex-

hibition, one naturally begins with the much dis-

cussed black and white bed-room as it is so character-

istic of the principles of the Modern Art School that

js bringing about a ncv era in both decoration and

dress. This Modernist or Futurist movement had
its inception in Vienna, and the exceedingly clever

room exhibited by the R. Simpson Co. forms the first

real opportunity given the Canadian public to see a

really serious example of Modern Art decoration.

Owing to the limitations of the space allotted, the

majority of the visitors who viewed the exhibit failed

to notice the touches of vivid relief colors in the frieze

of Viennese pictures which are so important in carry-

ing out the color effect.

These prints could be more easily studied at the

end of the Simpson exhibit in the main aisle of the

Manufacturers Building. Moreover, these figures

Exhibition visitors introduced to

"Modern Art"—The black and white
bedroom and Chinese reception room

—

New art influences dress—Handsome
advance models in suits, gowns, wraps
and millinery shown—Canadian manu-

have special interest as

they show the ideas of

this new school in the

matter of women's dress

and their importance

can be better appreciat-

ed when it is stated that

the artists of the new
school do not disdain the designing of articles of

dress or furniture as they say that the artists' mission

is to convert the useful into that which is artistic and
beautiful.

Such artists as Bakst who designed the costumes
and the stage settings for the Russian dancers, Tribe,

Barbier, Drin, Pichanot and others are designing
gowns for the leading Paris couturieres.

It is under the influence of this school that Paul
Poiret has been working from the first both in dress

and decorative house furnishing designing, and he
promises to be regarded as the leading pioneer in a

movement that looks as though it were ushering in

an entirely new period in dress and decorative art.

And this period is gradually unfolding as the eye
becomes educated to the Persian and Russian figure

outline and the Oriental lavishness of tone and color.

Another phase of this many-sided art movement
was shown in the Chinese reception room that at-

tracted so much attention to the Eaton exhibit. This

room had a solid black carpet and walls of glowing
rich red, relieved with great gold dragons. The cur-

tains and furniture coverings were of black and gold

brocades and the relieving touch of white was given

by the curios and floral decorations.

Not only did these rooms excite great interest but

the utmost attention was paid to the imported mod-
els in women's gowns and accessories, and to all ex-

hibits, of advance styles shown by Canadian manu-
facturers. Nor was it the eternal feminine only that

was interested, but the beauty of the articles held a

charm for masculine eyes. Fashion news does travel

these days and an amusing proof as to its circulation

was afforded before the large glass rase containing

the model gowns, etc.. shown by the T. Eaton Co.

A couple—a grey-haired farmer and his wife—were
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looking into the case and the gown that caught their

attention was one of the new draped up in front

models that has the split skirt rat away in front,

showing both feet and up to the calf of the leg. And
moreover, attention was drawn to this display by net

stockings worn over flesh pink and by a jewelled

clasp fastened above the foot. "Father there's a

split skirt," exclaimed the lady. "Where?" eagerly

responded the old man. And they both crowded up

to the case to see the new style of which both had evi-

dently heard but which they had not seen before.

The gown that attracted their attention was of

coral pink velour-de-laine with the skirt split and

draped up in front. Over this skirt was hung a

tunic decorated with rows of black stitching and

simulated button holes of black satin and jet buttons

about the size of a quarter. The waist was full and

baggy and had a yoke with the button and button-

hole trimming. The arm-hole was wide and the

sleeve set in onto a very low shoulder. The distinct-

ive feature of the whole gown was a Japanese sash

of black and silver brocade that enveloped the figure

from just below the bust to the hip line in front and

disappearing under a panel at the back, re-appeared

in knotted and fringed ends below the tunic.

Very rich and at the same time very wearable

was a suit of Gendarme blue brocade. The coat was

cut away and the back panel draped. The skirt was

also draped at the sides and was tight below the knee

and full above. The collar and a square vest in

front was made of skunk fur.

One of the most beautiful evening gowns shown

was of coral pink charmeuse, slashed in front, and

with a narrow draped train at the back ending in

two pointed tasseled ends. The tunic was of cra-

quele net in a deep butter shade embroidered with

irridescent beads in coral and grey blue shades and

gold and silver. More of this net draped the bust

over which was placed a drapery of grey blue chiffon

ending in wide angel sleeves finished with a gold,

blue grey, pink and silver tassel.

A delightful little pearl grey crepe waist was cut

with a peplum and belted in across the back and

sides by a belt covered with milk white and silver

beads. The collar matched and there was a vest

effect beaded onto the material in front.

Among the minor accessories shown were jeweled

shoe buckles, fans, and beaded and envelope hags.

Many of the hats were decidedly small and were

trimmed with fur and high feather mounts.

W. A. Murray & Co. showed some lovely opera

wraps in their case, and choice seemed to lie between

a very much draped model in electric blue brocaded

velvet with flat draped collar made of tailless ermine

and one of ivory white brocade with the collar made
out of a black fox-skin laid flat over the shoulders

with the tail on one side and the head opposite.

Another handsome wrap was a limousine coat of

.1 panoramic view of Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto, taking in the Manufacturers' Building,
Press Building, the Grand Stand, the Dairy and Applied Arts Buildings, and the big fountain. Lake
Ontario is just beyond the Manufacturer* Building.
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rich ribbed purple velvet with stole of mole-skin and

pretty tricorne hat of mole with the brim faced with

purple plush and tall fancy ostrich plumes in purple

and mole color.

John Xorthway & Sons showed many handsome

coats and the fact that lengths are not arbitrary this

season was a marked feature of this exhibit.

Just across the aisle from the Northway exhibit

the Irving Umbrella Co. showed some advance novel-

ties in parasols. Many were of great beauty, one be-

ing of white satin veiled with pink and blue shot

chiffon put on plain over the satin cover. The edge

was formed of a colored picot edged ribbon printed

in white and dull rose shades. Another white satin

was veiled with black lace, and a white satin had the

chiffon veiling and flounces of velvet ribbon alter-

nating with bands of embroidered chiffon.

Distinctly new are the coaching umbrellas with

the handles covered with braid to match the covers.

These coachings were shown in purple, National,

Russian green, golden brown, and ruby. Suitcase

umbrellas, gold-mounted handles, and gold handles

for gentlemen's presentation umbrellas made up a

notable and attractive display.

Silk hose spells Paris or Europe to the majority

of their wearers and, therefore, it seemed to be a

matter of surprise to the majority of exhibition visi-

tors to find that silk hosiery is made in Canada.

Therefore, the Penman exhibit of silk hosiery in

black, tan, white and opera shades was quite timely

and one that showed how the home industries are

expanding.

It is safe to say that no woman visitor to the ex-

hibition missed the attractive white show case all

sprinkled over with green shamrocks that held the

really beautiful exhibit of Irish linens made by John
S. Brown & Co., of Belfast. All the hand-embroid-

ered pieces, and pieces trimmed with Irish Crochet

lace were back with green paper, that showed the

fineness of the linen and the beauty of embroideries

and lace to perfection. The majority of articles

shown were tied with green ribbons and attractively

boxed, thus making a special appeal to merchants

who are in search of appropriate novelties for the

Christmas trade. Also all articles bore tickets in-

dicating their use. This feature was of advantage,

fust, because so many new articles for household and

table use are being constantly introduced and because

when boxed a ticket is needed in most cases to show

Avhat the article is. The Review is informed that the

whole exhibit has been sold to John Catto & Co., of

Toronto.

Right at the main entrance. Nisbet A: Auld were

showing a case of Canadian-made suiting and coating

materials. These were shown cleverly draped on

forms so as to give a good idea of the appearance of

the finished garment. The fancy checked coalings

are for sports coals and for auto wear. The centre

form showed the new composite effect, the skirt being

of check and the coat of diagonal in solid color. This

drape is carried out in black and white. Other com-

binations indicated are purple with purple and white

check. Copenhagen with check to match, grey and

tan also with matching checks.

The Dominion Ostrich Feather Co. showed a choice

selection of the newest ostrich fancies and mounts in

all the new colors. Particularly beautiful are the

wide full headed French plumes so much used on the

best millinery this season, and there is a large selec-

tion of fancies in solid color and in two-tone novel-

ties. The unique decoration of this case consists of

the bunches of ostrich feathers in their natural state

just as they are received from the dealers in raw

feathers.

J. & J. Cash & Co. had a booth in charge of a

capable demonstrator for showing their leading spe-

cialties. Part of the demonstration consisted of the

distribution of a neat booklet showing a number of

the various styles in woven names, single and double

initials and numerals used for marking personal and

household linen. Also the hemstitched and lace

edged bands and rufflings, washable ribbons in var-

ious widths for threading through the headings with

which ladies underclothing is decorated.

This firm also specialize in "Coventry"* wash

trimmings which are guaranteed to be absolutely

fast color. These trimmings are largely used for

trimming children's clothes, kimonas. dressing

sacques and other articles that have to be constantly

in the wash tub.

Other features are the loom-shaped four in hands

made in wool and silk poplin and fine cotton and

their friction bath towels and friction gloves.

Nothing suggests the progress Canada is making
in nation building more strikingly than the increas-

ing interest taken by foreign manufacturers in the

trade of the Dominion. Chiefly through the instru-

mentality of the C.P.R. an exhibit of Austrian goods

formed one of the leading attractions of the Process

Building. Here was housed a notable display of

numerous lines of novelties and expensive fancy

articles in the making of which artistic instinct and

good taste form a very necessary adjunct, and in

which the dry goods merchant is specially interested.

The exhibit included braids, galoons. laces, beaded

bags and leather novelties. Viennese evening and
dress -hoes, artificial flowers, feather novelties for the

millinery trade, jewelry, hair ornaments, hat-pin-.

glass buttons, fabric gloves, ladies* neckwear, velour

and felt hats and bodies mesh bags and metal frames.

Bohemian laces, hand-made and embroidered under-

wear and many kindred lines. The exhibit was ar-

ranged in glass, the woodwork of which was enamel-

ed white and decorated with the conventionalized

Imperial eagle in black. At the entrances to the ex-

( Continued on Page 6)



The Linen Manufacturing Industry of Ireland

THE MAGNIFICENT
steamer "Duke of Ar-

gyle" from Fleetwood,

with the writer on

board, sailed stately in-

to Belfast Lough har-

bor, on the early morn-

ing of July 8th of this

year. To the left of the harbor is the famous ship-

building yard of Harland and Wolff, where some of

the largest ocean-going liners are built. I left the

steamer very early and arrived in the heart of Belfast

before 7 a.m. Everything seemed quiet except pass-

ing some of the linen mills, from which the sound of

machinery seemed familiar to my ears—the sounds

I used to hear long ago, when I lived right amidst

the linen weaving industry of Scotland. Belfast as

a city is compactly built. The buildings in the main

business thoroughfare are all modern. The new city

hall, with its lovely marble interior, is an imposing

edifice.

The linen industry of Ireland is already known

to be world-wide but the improvements in this par-

ticular industry are extraordinary. Centuries ago,

textile manufactured goods, relied chiefly on the

hand-loom for their production, although then these

goods were undoubtedly the acme of quality and dur-

ability. These days are practically passed. Few
hand-looms are going, except in parts of Ireland, es-

pecially in linen weaving in the old country. The
pleasant refrain of the hand-loom shuttle to the good

wife in days long gone by, was a joy and gratitude

as she depended solely on the hand-loom productions

to bring in her daily maintenance and family sup-

port.

Drifting for an instant to the Scottish Linen in-

dustry, which was centuries ago, situated in Fifeshire,

the hand-looms played an important part in the

manufacture. In Dunfermline Museum to-day

relics of these by-gone days are exhibited. There
you have banners, flags and most curious of all, the

"seamless shirt" woven on the hand-loom by the late

Henry Meldrum, made from Prussian flax, and
woven ready for wear, without one seam. It is a

work of art, and so greatly prized by his descendants,

that they gave it to the above mentioned museum as

a relic of their old handicraft.

The linen industry today is an entirely different

occupation. Manufactories are all over the north of

Ireland, making linens of every description for every

part of the civilized world. In Belfast, I spent an
hour or two with one of the largest manufacturers,
going through his mill and seeing a demonstration

A Visit Paid to the Seat of the Industry
by a Canadian Buyer—A Brief Descrip-
tion of the Processes of Manufacture

—

The Lace Industry of Ireland—The
Gradual Disappearance of the Hand
Looms.
Written for The Review by E. Dunn, dry goods buyer for

C. W. Sherwood Co., Regina.

of the various methods

of production which

may be of some interest

to readers.

In the commence-

ment of the linen

manufacture, the buy-

er of the flax fibre

plays an important part in the making. He must

thoroughly understand the strong and weak points

of the flax, and the testing machine, which he some-

times handles, vividly points out the durable quali-

ties of the bunches he inspects, generally prior to

ordering. The spindles of the yarn are in different

weights, and vary accordingly in price.

The designing of the patterns and card-cutting

are prominent in the manufacture, and preparing

the size or dressing of the flaxen threads is a unique

feature of the industry.

The' mounting of the loom and preparing for

the weaver is not an easy task, for the special orders

depend greatly to a certain extent on the way the

manager carries out his ideas, and the length of the

web he intends to run. Weaving to-day, has become

a work of art. The skilfulness of the linen weaver

is cunningly displayed, and although she may fin-

ish the web with a few flaws, the outstanding feature

of the design on the cloth is marvellous.

Now in linen weaving the general rule is to have

the warp much stronger than the weft, the idea be-

ing that the warp has to withstand much friction

from the reed of the loom working backwards and

forwards upon it. In weaving and washing the con-

tinual rub in using, this strong warp chafes the

weaker weft, and every careful housekeeper must

have noticed that her linen is not weaving into holes,

but into "ladders." The rungs of these tiny "lad-

ders," are the threads of the warp.

After the web comes off the loom, it parses onto

the service room for inspection. The cloth passes

through the cropping machine, clipping off all stray

or loose threads. Other methods are employed, but

too numerous to detail here. After leaving the in-

spection room, the cloth is sent to the bleaching

fields.

The bleaching process turns the brown flaxen

damask into the whiteness of the driven snow. The
glossy, snow-white linen leaving the bleaching fields

is a sight worth seeing.

BLEACHING PROCESSES VARY.

The bleaching processes of to-day vary. Some
are under the guidance of usual bleaching prepar-

ations, and others the grass bleached finish. The
latter method, although most durable, is practically
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done only in the north of Ireland. I passed through

Newtonards on my way to Belfast from Donaghadee.

In the former place the goods are all grass-bleached.

It was a pretty sight to see the beautiful linens all

stretched out on the grassy lea, relying solely on the

sun's rays to turn them, as it were, from the natural

brown flaxen color of the damask into the glowy

whiteness of snow. The soft, mellow finish on these

goods is without exception unsurpassed. They feel

to the touch like as if they were actual silk.

Irish table linens have, therefore, risen from the

lowest possible grade to the highest of textures, orig-

inated centuries ago on the hand-loom.

In County Armagh I visited a hand-loom factory

and bought their output for C. W. Sherwood Co.,

Ltd., Regina, It consisted chiefly of cloths and
napkins in the better qualities, which have the real

actual wearing qualities, as the linens wer.o long ago.

I visited large embroidery wcks. The growing de-

mand for embroidered linens in Canada is unprece-

dented. I visited the rural district of the north of

Ireland and the humble peasants' home, where the

peasant girls do the hand-embroidery, which is so

much appreciated all over the world.

THE PEASANT LACE-MAKERS.

Driving out in a jaanting car from Portrush to

Bushmills, I visited some of the peasant lace-makers.

Real Irish hand-made lace is prized by all. One old

peasant woman, whom I found busy with the lace

pins and sitting on a stone (cut from the steps of

Giants Causeway), said that for forty years she had

made lace collars, etc., worn now by most of the

crowned heads of Europe. I drove back to Portrush,

along the beautiful sea coast, passing on my right

hand the ruins of Dunluce Castle so famous in his-

tory. I got back to Belfast just in time to get my
train to Lame, thence by boat to Stranraer. When
I left Belfast I fully enjoyed my trip to Ireland and

when I sailed back for Canada again, my boat pass-

ing Ireland's rugged coast, I strained my eyes, gaz-

ing on the vanishing coast, longing with joy for my
return visit, to "Erin the Green Isle of the Sea."

©

The Dry Goods Trade at the Exhibition
(Continued from page 4)

hibit the Canadian coat of arms was also used giving

the new art combination of black and white and
touches of high color.

THE EXHIBITS.

The dry goods exhibits may be enumerated as

follows

:

Toronto Carpet Co.—A splendid showing of rugs,

with a side room in which bungalow and Summer
cottage rugs were displayed. A feature was a rug

which had been used in the made-in^anada train

and which, despite the fact that it had been walked
over by 281.336 people, looked as good as new.

Office Specialty Co.—An exhibit of filing cabin-

ets and all office appliances.

/. S. Brown and Sons.—A fine exhibit of Irish

linens. A wide assortment of best grade linens were

shown. Two old-fashioned spinning wheels gave an

added touch of interest.

Nisbet and Auld.—An attractive display of suit-

ings so cleverly draped on forms that they gave the

appearance of having actually been made up. Checks

were shown prominently.

Royal Feather Co.—An attractive display of

plumes, tips and trimming novelties.

J. R. Moodie and Sons—A splendid showing of

knitted goods. A wide range of articles was displayed

and a competent staff was on hand to demonstrate

them.

A. R. Clarke and Sons.—A unique display of

Winter goods and lumbermen's supplies, including

mitts, gloves, caps and coats of the neaviest mate-

rial.

Empire Fur Co.—A handsome assortment of

furs. A number of animals stuffed gave a realistic

setting.

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co.—A fine showing

of ostrich plumes, feathers and novelties.

National Cash Register Co.—A large exhibit of

registers attended by numerous sales and demonstrat-

ing staff. In addition, the N.C.R. Co. had a moving
picture booth on the grounds where free entertain-

ments were given.

Otto T. E. Veit.—A fine assortment of imported

rugs. A striking feature was the showing of repro-

ductions of historical rugs.

Levon Babayan.—A splendid display of Oriental

rugs, including some very unique and valuable

pieces.

Irving Umbrella Co.—A very fine showing of

umbrellas and parasols, all varieties of shapes and

materials being displayed. A fine assortment of

handles was shown.

Oriental Carpet Co.—A wide aisle through a line

of exhibits was used for an unusually tine display of

Oriental rugs. A typical setting was supplied by the

use of Oriental lamps and decorations.

Woolnough Corsetiers.—An attractive display of

corsets.

London Feather Co.—A fine showing of feather-,

plumes and trimming novelties.

Spirella Corset Co.—A display of corsets, includ-

ing a splendid variety. A good feature was a form
which moved automatically, showing the ease with
which the corset responded to each motion.

Crompton Corset Co.—A very fine assortment oi

corsets, arranged in attractive manner. A large

assortment was shown.

Penman's, Limited.—One of the finest exhibits

in the building, occupying a complete block. The
goods were displayed in a solid oak structure with

(Continued on page 18)
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The National Exhibition

The National Exhibition held annually at Tor-

onto has become a feature that Canada may well be

proud of. The drawing power that it exerts year

after year is absolutely unique.

If there is one thing that the Exhibition accom-

plishes, it is the arousing of a sense of pride in the

growing scope of Canadian products. After a tour

of the buildings, one realizes as never before the

immense resources of the country and the stand that

our manufacturers are taking in the indus-

trial world. The exhibits demonstrate the strides

which home industry has taken. The fair teaches the

Canadian that home-made products are second to

none.

This was most amply demonstrated in regard to

dry goods. Although the number of manufacturers

who exhibited was comparatively small, the goods

shown were remarkable for quality and variety of

range. The exhibits further demonstrated that Can-
adian manufacturers keep pace with world-wide style

trends, garments and furnishings being shown which
reflected the very latest and most advanced ideas.

For the retailer, the Exhibition had a valuable

lesson. The demonstrator was an adjunct of prac-

tically every exhibit. The manufacturers had not
depended on people seeing the good points of an ar-

ticle; a practical demonstrator was there to "show"
them. The results were multiplied several times
over by this means. That the retailer should carry

out the idea of demonstrating goods in his mer-
chandising methods, was a lesson carried away from
the "Fair."

©
A Word for the Split Skirt

UNDER THIS caption, Munsey's Magazine discuss-

es the question of the split skirt in a most rational

and fair way. It points out that present' styles are

comfortable and sensible. The article is well worth
reproducing:

'"A shocked world," says the magazine, "is hiding

its eyes with its hands—and peeking through its

fingers—in horror at the immodest split skirt and
the thin petticoat.

"As a matter of fact, both the split skirt and the

pettiooatless costume have much to recommend them,

from a woman's point of view. The skirt, with its

naughty little slit at the side, which admits not only

of freedom of movement, but of the gaze of the

passer-by, is no more immodest than past vagaries of

fashion, and has the virtue of being at least an affair

of material comfort to the wearer.

"Once upon a time the women wore hoop-skirts

which bobbed up and down with the breeze, and ex-

posed not only the ankles of the wearer, but goodness

knows what besides in the way of lingerie. Then
came the bustle, which, when one really comes down
to it, was no more or less than a most vulgar accen-

tuation of a certain portion of the anatomy. Then
came the tight basque, which showed off the form

with unerring accuracy, suggesting what it did not

reveal. All these freaks of fashion were manifestly

vulgar, unnecessary, and unsightly.

"When tight skirts force women to remedy their

crippled condition, they are charged with immodesty.

Their attempt to make the general effect more com-

fortable and sensible is called bold.

"Instead of praising them for possessing sufficient

originality and courage deliberately to slit the skirts

that made them hobble about like idiots, there are

some who hoot, gaze, and poke fun at them.

"That it is the women who have to wear the

skirts is a fact that does not seem to appeal to the

large majority of the stronger sex—the Peeping
Toms who throw the mud. They never tried to

wear a skirt.

"This is the twentieth century, and women have
passed out of the veil-wearing stage. The split skirt

—or, more correctly speaking, the splitting of the
skirt—is the unconscious practical manifestation of

7
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the trend of the time, and an unofficial announce-

ment to the world at large that women no longer

dress for the delectation of the male eye alone.

Whether it is for his good or for his bad, they have

announced themselves as determined to have a rea-

sonable amount of comfort and freedom. They have

cast off responsibility for the real or alleged lure of

their arms and their legs, and have become human
beings. The slit is a little declaration of independ-

ence all by itself.

So it seems as though it were up to the men to get

the habit of seeing women dress comfortably and

naturally.

Development of Lighting

THERE HAS been a movement on foot for the last

ten or more years, which has received little attention

from the public except in the form of passive recog-

nition of the results which have been achieved. We
refer to the work of the illuminating engineer in the

direction of improved lighting facilities.

The necessity for proper and economical lighting

for public buildings, commercial enterprises and

dwellings has long been recognized. Engineers have

been striving to find methods of securing the best

diffusion of light rays. To bring such light to bear

that a room at night could be made as bright as day

was an expensive operation and not entirely a satis-

factory one, as the light thus obtained was dazzling

and hard on the eye. By screening the source of the

light, much has been done to make lighting restful.

Wide reflecting surfaces are used to diffuse the light

and in this way a room can be lighted with a smaller

use of power than would otherwise have been neces-

sary and the light obtained, while quite vivid enough,

is even and restful.

The results of the research work of the illuminat-

ing engineer is chiefly noticed in public buildings,

such as theatres and in manufacturing plants. The

source of light in the modern theatre is often con-

cealed from sight but the whole interior will be

suffused with an even, soft light which throws every-

thing into clear view but is entirely restful.

The merchant should consider if the lighting

facilities in his store are of the best. The lighting

of the store is a matter of importance. Goods are

doubly salable when they are shown in a clear light.

Also, the faulty arrangement of lights will soon run

into money. Perfecting a lighting system is a meas-

ure of economy.

The Shops Act

THE LOT of the retail merchant is not the easiest

in the world. He has plenty to worry him, in addi-

tion to the fact that he usually has enough work on

his hands to keep him busy twenty-four hours each

day. But the Canadian merchant can thank his stars

that he is not facing one source of annoyance that

has pretty nearly doubled the troubles of the old

country tradesman.

An ordinance called the Shops Act is in operation

in England, which provides the hours which a store

can remain open, fixes the working time of em-

ployees and arbitrarily makes provision for a half-

holiday one day each week the year around. To

make matters worse, no uniform date for the holiday

is set and different days are observed In different sec-

tions of the country. That confusion results goes

without saying.

Exceptions are made in the provisions of the act

to allow shops which sell necessities to remain open.

What articles can be listed as "necessities'' is fixed

by the Act. It happens, that many articles included

in the list are carried by dealers in conjunction with

other lines and this fact is seized upon by dealers as

an excuse for evasion of the law.

The Act further fixes a certain interval which

must be allowed shop assistants for tea. stipulating

that the tea hour must be somewhere between 4 and

7 o'clock. An amusing case arose out of this pro-

vision a short time ago. It seems that one of the

inspectors (the country has been overrun with in-

spectors since the Act went into force) walked into

a store and found an assistant having his tea at a

quarter to four. This was such a flagrant infringe-

ment of the act that the inspector at once laid a com-

plaint and the proprietor of the store was '"haled up."

Evidence was given for the defence to show that

proper intervals for meals were allowed to all assist-

ants, but, as the solicitor for the defendant pointed

out there was nothing illegal in an employee who had

nothing else to do having tea before the appointed

hour, so long as he had the legal interval in addi-

tion. The chairman of the bench stigmatised the

prosecution as childish, and added that if the magis-

trates supported the inspector in such a ease they

would soon be asked to say that an assistant was

committing an offence if, during the interval for tea,

he declined to eat and drink.

There is an amusing side to everything, even to

the Shops Act. If interpreted literally, the act would

compel tradesmen to work, eat and sleep according

to a schedule as fixed by the laws of the Medes and

Persians. We don't just know how the taking of holi-

days might effect things. As viewed from this dis-

tance, it might be an infringement of some provision

of the Act.
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Fur Fashions Are More Clearly Defined
THE FURRIERS of

Canada, wholesale and
retail, enter the Fall

season with a very

hopeful feeling. The
summer months, usual-

ly very dull, have been

watched with eagle eyes

for indications of what the cooler weather was like-

ly to bring forth. The spring sales had been poor

—

nearly every one admits it now—the retailers had
been afraid to stock up, for they were nervous about

the financial possibilities of the general public. Not
only so, but in many cases much of last winter's

stock lay piled away in crestfallen shape, from the

continuous rejections that had been handed out to

it after an open winter in the earlier part.

Those summer indications, however, pointed in-

variably to more cheerful prospects. It was evident

that the public had money to spend again on furs

—

or at least intended to have the furs. And it was
noticeable also that the quality of furs that would
be chosen was no second-class, cheap grade. Tight
or easy money, it was the best they wanted. That is,

the best so far as choice of fur was concerned. It

may be—some manufacturing furriers think it is so

—that the demand for the three-quarter coat is dic-

tated largely by the smaller pocket books. Or, again,

questions of weight and a modified taste may have
settled it.

"Give us the best you have

of the buyer these days.

"none of the cheap stuff/''

A manufacturer who covers Ontario and the

West of Canada told The Review that a certain

buyer for a large house came in this month. He,
thinking he must needs cater to loiver prices this

year, set before him some medium-priced lines.

"None of that cheap stuff for me," and he brush-

ed it aside. "Do you know it's only the cheap stuff

I've left over from last winter. We sold all our high
class goods, and I'm after nothing else."

Not a bad indication for any line of business

on the verge of a new season.

Three-quarters length is now fairly

well established—The prospect for a

good season in furs is very bright —
Buyers are calling for the best grades

—

Placing orders have been satisfactory.

That is the cry

Encouraged by ad-

vance showings the

houses started this

month with their full

complement of travelers

both in the East and
the West for "place"

orders. The character

of the orders they are taking, as indicating the lines

that the public are demanding, will be explained

from actual transactions in later issues of The Re-
view. By that time it will be possible to tell with

certainty the fur styles of 1913-14.

where the public decree styles.

And only then. It is a curious fact, remarked
by the manufacturers and buyers for large retail

firms this year more than ordinarily, that the pub-

lic are the real dictators of fur fashions. In millin-

ery and usually in ready-to-wear garments, in hats,

men's suits, etc., the fashions are fixed in advance.

Not so this year in furs. The length of the coat,

referred to in earlier issues, is a case decidedly in

point. The makers were "up in the air." They
had their choice of the favorite of 1912, the 50-52-

inch long type, or the short 36-inch. Some chose

the compromise length, 40-42, and are now hailed

as good guessers, or men of foresight. They call

themselves lucky. But as a matter of fact no one

actually knew.

TO SHOW THE "SLASH."

There are various explanations, now that the

shorter coat has been established as well as the time

of season can make it sure. One wholesaler gave

it as his opinion that the real reason for its popu-

larity is that it leaves room for the lower part of

the skirt to be displayed : which is a vital phase of -

feminine dress now that this part has become so elab-

orate, with the conspicuous slash, or the fancy trim-

ming. This may be said to be a new position

for furs to occupy, conforming to the essential fea-

tures of fashionable dress. Not only in the shorter

style, but in the narrower effect below the hips, it

follows the fashions of dress. Add to this the

sharply defined cutaway effect in the front, stall-

ing near the waist.
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A REVOLT?

In the same breath, almost, one is tempted to

"take it all back." Furs following the ordinary

decrees of dress fashions ! A revolt is already in the

bud. The Review was shown a coat, whose idea was
not even conceived when the spring samples were
sent out. It is fuller at the bottom; falls straight

down so to speak; and is only slightly cut away,
the curve beginning not at the waist, but a mere
couple of inches from the bottom. A New York
fashion authority in comparing this latest type with
the earlier, says: "In contrast is the straight

coat where the garment hangs from the shoulders
without being drawn in. This is an up-to-date mod-

One of the novelty lines of the season: A
leopard coat in the fashionable three-quarter

length, with civet cat trimming on collar and
cuffs, and a small pillow muff of civet to match.
A stylish effect is produced by a touch of civet

cat in the hat. The coat itself is cutaway.

THE PRICE OF FURS.

Gossip on fur prices is interesting if not par-
ticularly edifying. Fur prices and grocer;/ mid
meat prices hold distinct positions there is no
record of a Household League for the Allevia-
tions of tli' Misery Caused by the High Price
of Furs; nor do ladies of leisure and good in-
tentions open auction sales of ermine or black
fox. Furs and a Lower Cost of Living go their
separate ways without a clash.

It has been stated that with few exceptions
the cost of furs will not be materially increased
this winter. Perhaps a two-year comparison, or
more, will serve better.

Skunk—The barnyard name is becoming as

popular in Europe as the alias—is higher this

year. So too last year, and if a four-year period
is considered, the price has doubled. That is

pretty well agreed.

Mink has advanced about 25 per cent in two
years.

Hudson seal nearly 35 per cent in that time.
Persian lamb over 30 per out. If a ten-

year period is taken it has doubled. A coat that

was made for $225 in 1893, would cost $4.50—
some say $500, to-day: one of the full length
o n es.

Our own beaver and muskrat have gone up
rapidly although both seem stationary this year.

A ml so with nearly every other line.

Fortunately, however, for the dealer the pub-
lic have been "educated'' even more rapidly,

and, with far higher prices for the raw mate-
rial, are willing to accept these and improve
on the quantity and quality in their latest fur

demands.

el" "and will be very popular with conservative

dressers who prefer more width at the lower edge."

As has been stated before, the self-garment, that

is. all of the same fur. is far more popular than those

that are trimmed.

THREE STYLES FOR OXE COLLAR.

The low shawl collar continues to be worn. One
sample shows the collar cut in two on each side, and

arranged so that it can be buttoned close to the neck,

or half way down, or left with the low shawl effect.

When it is intended to be lapped over in either of

the former styles, the lining is of satin instead of

fur to avoid bulkiness. The deep cnffs. 6 or 7 inches,

seem now to be well established.

A glance at the September coats reveals a neat

device that is certain to he appreciated. It is used

to save the fancy trimming in the long (50 inch")

10
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The Latest Ideas of Canadian Furriers

An Eiderdown cloth is replacing the old standby, flannelette, for use between the lining and the

fur. It gives a softer, "woolier" effect.

Canadian ermine is giving the Russian a close run this year for popularity.

Lynx has taken a drop of 40 per cent, in price. It was very popular and so largely used last year

that the price jumped up high. Its fashion has given place largely to fox, and doivn goes the price.

White Thibet electrified makes a very presentable white "fox."

Natural A ustrian cross fox is replacing red fox as it is cheaper. It is being used for muffs and stoles.

"Vee" rat is the latest for coats, muffs and stoles. It is made in Germany out of the snouts of musk-

rats pieced together v-shaped and comes in large pieces. These are fitted alternately, and give a "shadow"

effect as in moleskin. The sets cost little more than one-half of whole muskrat fur.

South African leopards are becoming fashionable for automobile coats. The Chinese variety, of

deeper fur, but not as strongly marked, are usually relegated to be floor rugs. Length and a loose fit are

the requisites for motoring coats.

Plucked beaver threatens to take the edge off the old favorite mink for sets. Some furriers think

the latter has been in so long that the public will turn temporarily against it.

For girls of 17 or 18 this year natural wolf, grey, will be a leading line. Sets of these will sell very

reasonably, the wholesale price being as low as $25 or $27. Blue seems "off the market."

coats from being worn out or mussed by wading

through the slush of January thaw?.

THE "KICK STRAP."

It is known as the ''kick strap/' not elegant, but

a most apt instance of illuminating slang. For about

eight inches along the bottom of the coat the lining

is covered with black satin. At the top of this, the

fancy satin lining is scalloped and trimmed with

braid of the same shade, thus adding to the appear-

ance without as great a contrast between the colored

and black satin. The fancy lining is continued to

the bottom, so that if the black wears out, there will

still be a lining left.

DOLMINE SHAPE REVIVED.

In neck pieces the old dolmine shape is coming

in again. In this, it will be remembered, the cape

is shaped so as to extend down each arm. This Fall

in some samples a strap is fastened under the cape

and the arm put through it, so that the fur moves

with the arm.

The "shield" mutt', narrowing at the bottom like

the shield in olden times, is making a bid for pop-

ularity. It is found in mole, Persian, beaver and

mink. As to the latter, several houses report that its

popularity is on the wane, except for the finest

grades, the darkest shades, as it has come into such

general use. Beaver is one of its most natural

rivals.

SUBSTITUTES.

The present season will present some interesting

examples of "substitutes," and when fur men start

ESTABLISHED 1904FURS
Our representatives are now out with a complete range of high grade furs in all the leading
novelty styles for present delivery. We are showing a special range throughout the West

—

lines and values that will appeal strongly to the Western trade. Do not fail to see our repre-
sentative when he calls.

R. L. JOSE
75 BAY STREET TORONTO
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this game, it is carried out as a high art. Usually

—

unlike ordinary lin'es—strict honesty is practised. It

looks as well, it may wear better, and as an indis-

pensable of every substitution to be worth the while,

it costs less.

Sheared Coney for Hudson seal. That is one of

the coming season's substitutions that promises to be-

come a popular one. It takes the fur connoisseur

to detect the difference and one advantage is that

NEW YORK NOVELTIES.
Shaded seal and ermine are amongst the

most fashionable this year, and are often com-
bined with each other or other furs in strik-
ing contrasts, sable, skunk and red fox. fn*

example.

Some of the sets are very attractive. Where
fox skins are used, the scarf is made as nearly
as possible the shape of the natural skin. If
only one is used the head and brush tail hang
in front and the paws are drawn together for
the clasp.

Frequently some unusual combinations of
fox occur: red with white, or black with pointed.
Often the ends are fastened at one side below
the waistline.

In some scarf* the end* are extended and
drawn behind to meet below the point in the
back.

The Medici collar of ermine is a stylish
feature of many coats.

Trimming of ermine is seen not only on
the edge but with an "inlaid" effect. The but-
tons in such cases are also of ermine.

A band is often used on the edge of a coat.
In a moleskin sample, the bands extend around
the whole coat in a novel style, starting from
the front, coming upwards, crossing in the cen-
tre of the back, and extending over the shoul-
ders, finish the front as long lapels.

Seal will grow in favor and will be used
both in sets and in coats for dress occasions.
These are all short, the long models being lim-
ited t omotoring and other utilitarian purposes.

coney leather does not rot like Hudson seal when it

is dyed.

Another is called "skunk opossum." It simply
is American opossum dyed to represent skunk.
(Alaska sable). It can also be made into a very close

imitation of Isabella fox.

This will be used chiefly by millinery houses in

trimming hats in strips about three-quarters of an
inch wide.

FITCH DOUBLES ITS PRICE.

Another millinery trimmer known chiefly by its

absence is fitch. It is a matter of tradition—a sorrow-

ful memory—that the Canadian trade, almost with

one accord, refused fitch early last spring or let New
York draw off all the supply by purchase. Now those

who want it find that the New York price is exact-

lv double. What would they not give for it now?

The demand is chiefly for the natural fitch in canary

shade.

HAS SKUNK MET ITS RIVAL?

But this is a millinery digression from the sub-

ject of substitutes. A third one, of a rather different

nature, is the replacing of Alaska sable by black

bear, the cub's skin being utilized. The two are

much alike—long and "wooly"—and the bear is con-

sidered fully the other's equal in wear and appear-

ance. In cost the manufacturers' rate* for one sam-

ple set compare as $55 to over $100—in favor of

the bear for economy.

Sic transit gloria "Skunki"?

$-

Weekly Meetings Held

Commencing Thursday, September 4. the mem-
bers of The Ladies' Garment Section of the Cana-

dian Manufacturers' Association, recently formed in

Montreal, inaugurated a series of weekly meetings,

which are expected to prove very helpful to the

membership. It is planned to have meeting- every

Thursday at 12.30 o'clock at the St. Regis Hotel.

This gives the members an opportunity of meeting

together, and discussing informally problems con-

nected with the garment trade while enjoying their

noonday repast. Members have the privilege of in-

viting a friend who may be either connected with

the garment trade or a retailer who would be likely

to be interested in the matters under discussion.

The meetings held thus far have been very well

attended, and the members have voted them a pro-

nounced success. Both members and visitors have

had suggestions to offer that were well worthy of

consideration. At one of the meetings there was

quite an animated discussion on the subject of hav-

ing a "Made in Montreal Week," modeled somewhat

on the lines of the recent successful "Made in Chi-

cago Week," in that city. One of the members who

was in Chicago during the course of this successful

event was very much impressed with the idea and

thought it could be very profitably worked out in

the Canadian Metropolis. There has also been a

discus-ion on the question of holding Style Shows

and comments and criticisms were made oi -hows

held in other cities. It is expected as the value of

these gatherings become better known, the atten-

dance will be considerably increased, and that they

will be looked forward to with considerable interest

by the members. The Secretary of the association

is George E. Fraser, 2103 Esplanade Ave., Montreal,

and he will be glad to give any information concern-

ing the affairs of the Association to any one interest-

ed.

12
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ART OF DISPLAY

Drapes Should Illustrate the Latest Styles
THAT DRAPING
should illustrate the

latest styles as well as

the newest goods, is a

vital principle in win-

dow display that is not

always appreciated.

With some whose per-

spective is not as wide as it should be, there is a

feeling that if the new line of goods is displayed

prominently and tastily, that is all the public needs

to induce it to buy that particular line of merchan-

dise. This is a dangerous mistake. Easier to sell

old-fashioned goods "done up" in a new-fashioned

way than to induce a woman to forget your old-

fashioned style of draping and think only of the

goods you draped. It's

like handing out your

merchandise in worn-

out or scuffed packages.

You are "showing-

goods" under a serious

handicap.

But in draping you

go even farther, where

the "package" compari-

son will not work. While

the package should be

attractive, few value it

in itself. Not so in

draping goods. Women
often depend on the

window dresser for new

styles in suits or dress-

es. If they feel you are

furnishing them with

the latest fashion plate

every time you raise

your blind, you will win

their gratitude, their

confidence and their

custom. Watch for

the styles that will be

"all the go" a couple of

months or so ahead ;
try

them out in your win-

dow and you will, in a

Some of the Latest Ideas in Draping
Introduced by Progressive Display Men
—New Peacock Form is Creating Much
Interest—Flounced Skirt the Latest

Parisian Idea,

new and most effective

manner, link up display

with merchandising. It

is only another example

of the theory of the

necessary co-ordination

of every department of

the business.

In illustrating the new styles in your draping it

should not lie assumed that you must dress up the

full form to resemble a made-up garment so closely

that it will be mistaken for one. The general idea

can he made clear if you follow the usual lines of

form draping. The other kind of drape would re-

quire far more time than you are likely to have at

your disposal, and in carrying out the details you
won Id have so much
folding and pinning of

goods as to damage the

stock—and such is not

a weakness of the mod-
ern skilled trimmer.

This does not imply,

on the other hand, that

a drape can be thrown
together so carelessly as

to detract attention

from the material itself.

A well-known master of

drapery has pointed out

that the majority put a

train on every kind of

dress to hide defects in

the base or get rid of

a surplus, lending an
unnatural effect. The
surplus material can be

taken care of just as

easily by the opening in

the back of the form, as

illustrated in the last is-

sue of The Review.

Moreover the sugges-

tion to let a pair of

shoes show below the

skirt has the double ad-

vantage of improving
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Spring opening .lisp ml millinery arranged by E. G. Meadows, with McLaren & Co.

Limited, St. Catharines.

the looks and scoring one for the shoe department.

The new "peacock' form, referred to in The Re-

view in the early August number is creating much
interest and is becoming a popular form in which

to display the rich brocades and bright colors of the

fall. The draping is simple to learn, the tail folds

being much the same as skirt folds with ordinary

shell forms. The "top-knot" is made of loops of

ribbon, and the surplus can be disposed of by wrap-

PRIZE WINXING DRAPES.

The drapes shown herewith were the work

of E. G. Meadow*, with McLaren and Com-
pany, Limited, St. Catharine* Mr. Meadows
won the competition for best drapes at the

recent C.W.T.A. Convention. The irindou

displays an also tht work of Mr. Meadows.

ping it around the head and neck. Phis form of

drape was used at the Chicago convention by Art

Bates.

One of the latest Parisian ideas is a "flounced

skirt, "in which the tunic effect i> made to stand

out from the figure by a fine wiring along the edge,"

says an exchange. The flouncings may be of shadow

lace or chiffon. The hooped effect is secured by very

fine wire threaded along the edge of the all-over

lace.

(Continued on page 18.)
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Full form drape.

Material b lack
and white stripe

worsted, trimmed

with black satin

ribbon. The yoke

is of lace.
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Brighten up your Displays
Use forms that set off the grown

Make your windows reflect

quality," tone and selling value
and brighten up your depart-
ment displays by using such
modern display forms as our
No. 47 S and 41 AA. They
show your ready-to-wear gar-

ments to the very best possible
advantage.

No. 41AA. The original moulds
were designed by an artist high
in authority on Costume, Suit
and Waist models. We guaran-
tee Ilic lines and proportions to
conform to the correct styles.
We also use a clever device which
allows the form to be tilted to
various angles and is a great
aid in making the skirt bang
properly.

No. 41 A A. as cut $7.50
Same as 41AA. without flesh

colored bust $6.75
Sam,' as No. I1AA. without
tilting device $5.75

Sizes 32 to 40.

47 S gives a dainty and ele-

gant effect to display. V2 arms
are a new and valuable feat-

ure of this form, and the feet,

in place of the regular iron

base, add greatly to the effect,

especially where short length
skirts are displayed.
No. 47S, with Half-Wax Arms,
$36.00, specially adapted for
high-grade Gowns.
Each limb adjustable separ-
ately up, down, sideways, for-

ward, etc.. made of flesh col-

ored wood for shoes and
stockings. „„„„„
Trice, with iron stand, $30.00,

or with wax hands, $27.00.

Ask for No. 2 head, if this

one is desired.

Ask for new Booklet

of Forms, etc.

A.S.RICHARDSON & CO.
Oldest Manufacturers of Wax Figures and

Display Forms in Canada
Showroom 99 Ontario Steet T/^p/^|lVIT|**|
Factory 101 Ontario Street

What Is Your Store

Window Worth?

We know of some stores who figure

their window space as worth $10 per
front foot per week.

We know of some other stores who
know their space to be worth $20 per
front foot per week.

And the difference is not in location,

either. It's merely a question of the

attractiveness of the store front.

The latter store fronts are built upon
the EASY-SET Store Front plan. A
plan which we believe is the most
modern, inviting store front system
in Canada to-day.

We build these systems of brass, bur-

nished copper and combinations of

brass and copper, with leaded and
plate glass. .

-

Write for full particulars to-day.

Mention the length of your store

frontage.

The

Consolidated Plate Glass Go.
of Canada, Limited

241 SPADINA AVE., TORONTO
PHONE COLL. 8000

Private Branch Exchange connecting all

departments

15
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Companion displa; -wear, accessories and millinery. Mr. Meadows was 1913 winner for best
display of drapes and ready-to-wear grouping.

illustration at left shows two

tone brown diagonal suiting,

Norfolk shape, with lace yoke,

black and brown fancy but-

tons, and black satin ribbons

on shoulders.

I Lusl rat ini at right shows brown

stripe velour three-quarter

length coat, high girdle skirt.

white satin vest, cardinal but-

t mis on collar and \ est.

16
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Let D. & P. Forms Help You

Trim Your Windows ^
D. & P. forms are a very necessary part in executing

those striking window displays which your window

trimmer formulates in his mind. The refined features

of the face, the poise of the head, and the charming

coiffure of our wax work will lend beauty, dignity

and selling power to any gown. A very popular form

is the one illustrated on the left—our No. Kl, at $35.00.

D. and P. Blouse Forms

With cool weather now in our midst, the demand for

fancy blouses to go with suits is steadily increasing.

Why not get this business for yourself bv displaying

your line of blouses on D. & P. Blouse Forms. These

forms show at a glance just how the garment will look

on the wearer.

Send for our new catalogue describing more fully these

and hundreds of other forms.

No. 19a. Price *(>. 50

Dale and Pearsall, 106 Front St E. y Toronto
Jylanufacturers of High C /ass Forms and Fixtures

Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain

valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Many
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.



The High Value of Distinctive Show Cards
Individuality is a Valuable Asset to the
Card Man and Results Follow—Will
Surman is a Card Man Who Has
Achieved a Distinctive Style of His
Own.

TO MAKE his work absolutely distinctive is the

great objective point of the card man. If he can

turn out work which will be quite different from
that done by any one else, he can count himself

a success.

The advantages of a distinctive style are ob-

vious. By this means, the card man creates an indiv-

iduality which the public soon learns to recognize.

People come to know the style of cards affected at a

certain store. They recognize them at a glance.

A card man who has achieved a distinctive style,

is Will Surman, with Chappies, Limited, Fort Wil-

liam. Specimens of Mr. Surman's work have been

reproduced before in The Review. The four cards

herewith shown are typical of Mr. Surman's style.

He believes in using illustrations on all his cards and

it is very seldom indeed that he prepares a card

which lacks the distinctive touch of an illustration.

Some of these are secured by cutting out figures

from magazines and pasting them on the card. As
every card man knows, this method can be em-

ployed with the best of results, the appearance of

the finished card being fully as good as if the draw-

ing had actually been done on the card. Often,

however, Mr. Surman does his own art work. The
drawing on the card "Meet me at Chappies" was done

by Mr. Surman. This drawing was in a distinctive

style, the figure being done in plain wash and the

furniture merely outlined. The effect was both

striking and original.

Perhaps the point where Mr. Surman gets the

biggest part of his originality is in the matter of

wording. Stereotyped phrases and old-time methods

m
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Cards by Will Surman, with Chappies, Limited,
Fort William.

of wording do not appeal to him. He has struck

out on a new line for himself. His phrases are

crisp and to the point. He seldom uses more than

half a dozen words. Sometimes, he employs epi-

grams and quite frequently his cards have an allitera-

tive swing to them which is plea cing. "The subtle

art that makes fair woman fairer," is a typical phrase.

He has adopted one style of lettering which he

carries out at practically all times— an outline let-

ter, with bold, heavy lines.

-m-

Two more of Will Surman's distinctive cards.

The Dry Goods Trade at the Exhibition

(Continued from page 6)

glass front show windows, facing in all directions.

The exhibit included sweater coats, hosiery, under-

wear and all varieties of knitted goods.

John Northway & Sons.—A striking display of

.ready-to-wear. Some very handsome coats and

suits were shown. This attracted a lot of attention.

Brinton Carpet Co.—A display of carpets and

rugs. A noteworthy feature was the covering of the

floor with a black velvet carpet.

Drapes Should Illustrate the Latest Styles

(Continued from page 14)

A new five-in-one draping form was shown at

Chicago. This is so constructed that it may be taken

apart and used as a full form, a three-quarter, a

waist or neckwear form, or taken as two shell forms.

A photograph of the prize-winning draping at

the C.W.T.A. is reproduced in this issue.
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DRESS ACCESSORIES

SMOKE
Veiling Novelties Featured

Colored Veilings Promise Well

—

Bordered Lace Veils and Light
Lacey Patterns a Big Item.

THOUGH the weather is hardly propitious, ex-

cellent advance business has been done in veilings, for

it is expected that the first hint of cool weather

will bring brisk business. The new Fall hats are

smaller than for some seasons, and, therefore, will

need the finishing touch given by a veil. Manu-
facturers have put out a line that is full of novelty.

Color is to be the chief feature and such shades as

Saxe, sand, navy, purple and grey are the sellers.

Bordered lace veils in these colors and in black prom-
ise to be a big feature. Lace patterned veilings par-

ticularly in soft Shetland finish are receiving much
attention.

Lightness, softness and neatness of pattern are

the leading characteristics of the new veilings and

both hexagon meshes and craquele effects combined
with small neat patterns are in great favor.

High novelties are numerous, such as the

"Harem", the "frame" and the "beauty spot" veil.

The latest edition of the latter shows various floral

devices used instead of the spot or patch.

There is an increasing interest on the part of

buyers in scarfs; and novelties for the holiday trade

are beginning to appear. A new idea is the scarf

of chiffon often double and of two colors edged with

a line of crystal or jet and drawn into a tassel to

match. Beaded and iloss silk embroidered scarfs are

also new.

Beaded tunics form a live item. These come in

all the new deep rich tones and in pastel shades

and gold and silver beads, pearl crystal and tinted

beads as well as jet, pearl and rhinestones are used

in ornamentation. The shapes vary from coatee

effects to long peplum and tunics, and some are really

overdresses.

1. Girdle of black satin finish-

ed with a made rose of flame
color. The ends have fancy-

passementerie tassels.

2. Malines and leise Medici
ruches, the latest novelties in

frilling lines.

3. Fichu with vest and Medici
frill, made of fine white net
and trimmed with pleatings of

the same. Three small black
silk buttons on either side fin-

ish the shirred vest.

Shown by E. D. Fairbanks &
Co.



Novelties are Showing in Neckwear Lines

THERE IS no doubt

about the importance

of the position of neck-

wear for the season that

is just opening. Al-

ready good business has

been done on the more

staple styles and de-

signers are busy with the novelties that come out for

the openings and for the mid season. The dominat-

ing influence in neckwear to-day is the collarless

gown, and all neckwear has to be designed with the

view that it is to be worn with a dress that is more

or less decollete. Materials are dainty, light and

filmy in the extreme. Net is in high favor and

many smart pieces are of net alone. Shadow lace is

much used particularly in popular priced neckwear.

Oriental is the coming lace and Malines, Valen-

ciennes. Alencon and other net

laces are much en-evidence.

There is a greater tendency to

use the lighter forms of Venise

than has been manifested for

some time past.

All the new styles are made
of soft materials that lend

themselves to graceful draping,

and the novelties are larger

and fuller. Pleatings and ruch-

ings are extensively used, and

give the touch of becomingnes-

and individuality that is such a

strong feature in present styles.

Fichus and Medici effects lead.

The new fichus show a collar

back and arc so arranged that

the pleats and drapery fall into place without

trouble. The fact that fichus needed expert arrange-

ment has always been a bar to the sale of this type

of neckwear. This bar lias been to a great extent

eliminated in the new models.

The new Medici effects do not close in front but

are drawn into the collar at the side of the neck,

leaving the front of the throat exposed. Medici

collars showing this effect are showing in a host of

pretty effects that promise to be numbered among
the leading features of the season.

A few novelties are making their appearance

modeled on the lines of the Japanese collar. These

models give a somewhat thick-necked appearance.

and arc scarcely to be ranked in the lines of neck-

wear that are intended for popular selling. Its

presence -hows the tendency, and is the only really

original feature.

Importance of neckwear is being de-

monstrated—Materials are dainty and
fitting — Oriental the coming lace —
Novelties making their appearance

based on Japanese lines.

Dainty collar shown by Novelty Import C

The variety of col-

lars is very large and

practically any pretty

model will sell. The
latest coat collars are

double pleated affairs

one ruffle being net

and the other specially

designed lace. Sometimes the lace pleating is on top

and at others the net pleating is placed over the lace.

Though many collars are of net and lace there

is an increasing disposition towards the use of more
color. A new idea is a double effect the bottom col-

lar of lace and net and the upper one of silk. Often

this double effect is simulated. The more vivid

colors such as carrot, brique, National, duck, emer-

ald, purple and gold are the new colors. Cerise is

used but is not quite as popular as it was with the

lust trade. There is a distinct

revival of black and white.

In popular priced lines the

high stock collar made of lace

or net and with a voluminous

jabot effect is good. These col-

lars show touches of color and
the jabot is wide. Gruimpes

enjoy to the full the popularity

gained during the spring and
summer season and every fin-

ish that is used in neckwear is

shown in the line.

Medici frills of leisse. and

tulle and the frilling by the

yard in white, colors and all

the new color combinations

are included in the seasons best

sellers. Frillings and ruchings of lace and net are

also in strong demand.

OPENING UP WELL.

The season is opening up well in the ladies neck-

wear department and while it cannot be said that

any model that is distinctly new has been brought

out there is a wealth of variety shown built up on

the prevailing models. The newest feature is the

use of more color. All the new collars and neck-

pieces show touches of color and the popular black

and white is strong as ever. Modified medici effects

with the pleated frill or ruffle around the neck forms

the leading motif. The ruffle either ends at the

side of the throat or forms a long Y and both are

popular.

fichu novelties are strong and many of them

have the bat collar, the standing ruff and fichu ends.
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Where Ribbons Are Used
THERE "BARRY'S"ARE KNOWN

The name "Barry" throughout the

ribbon trade of Canada is as common
and has a paralleled significance to

"Sterling" in the silverware trade. It

means the best that is possible in all

kinds of ribbons — the standard by

which other brands are judged.

The

BarryRibbons
leave nothing to be

desired

neither in style, value or assort-

ment. Our range this season is very

extensive, covering the season's re-

quirements from the tiny baby ribbon

to the widest widths, in all kinds of

plain ribbons.

You certainly will need some nice

Fancy Ribbons for Christmas trade, as

well as for Millinery purposes. We
have prepared for this demand and
have the stock.

See our travellers or write and tell us

your needs.

You might just as well buy your rib-

bons from the Specialty House which
really carries the stock.

Barry Ribbons
Have a Country-

wide Reputation

Walter H. Barry & Company
270 St. James Street MONTREAL
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One thing that increases the saleability of the new
fichu effects is that they are ready draped and do not

require a lot of arranging but fall into place when
put on. Pleatings and rufflngs are stronger than ever

and to those of lace and net are now added the pleat-

ings and rufflings of tulle. These are known as the

Medici effects because they stand up of themselves

around the neck while lace frilling requires to be

wired. Besides black and white, all the new colors

and various combinations are featured. There is a

very good demand from the more conservative trade

for light lacy transparent stock collars with wide and

important jabots attached. Guimpes are good as ever'

and the sale of yokes is very large. Guimpes and
yokes are shown with stocks and a big variety of col-

lar finishes.

There is a heavy demand for boudoir caps, and

designers are constantly adding new and pleasing-

designs.

Ribbon Trimmings Used
The Great Vogue of Sashes and
Girdles Increase Eibbon Sales

—

Wide Ribbons in Solid Colors
Selling.

NOW THAT the season is opening the growing im-

portance of ribbons becomes more clearly seen. Rib-

bon trimmings are extensively used not only on

popular priced millinery but on the most expensive

hats. Crowns are draped with ribbon and huge up-

standing bows and loops of ribbon are a favored trim-

ming. For these purposes taffeta, faille, merveilleux,

cord and moire ribbons are shown in widths ranging

from 48 to 68 lines. Narrow repp and cord ribbons

are used to cover crowns and for cockades and pleat-

ings.

Some of the leading colors are tango, brass, ma-

hogany, seal, Balkan, Russian, emerald, national,

sapphire, duck, cherry, flame and beauty reds, ruby,

linden green and ox-blood.

New warp prints come in deep colored fruit and

flower patterns and in Cubist and Futurist novelties.

Plush, panne and velour novelties are very prom-

inent.

The advent of the sash and girdle presents great

opportunities for the ribbon department and sashes

ready tied are prominently featured.

@—
Light Laces Prominent
The All Lace Dress a Feature

—

Twenty-seven-inch Flounces the

Big Sellers — Nets in Great
Demand.

LACE IS seldom out of fashion long and the corner

seems to have been turned at the present time. Paris

has favored lace all through the summer season, and

according to indications lace will be extensively used

this fall. The all lace dress is a feature. This style

is developed from 18 or 27 in. flouncings combined

with allover to match. Flouncings are used for

tunics, coatee and draperies over satin or crepe.

The laces favored are of the lighter makes.

Shadows lead and Orientals are coming into high

favor. In more expensive laces Chantilly leads. Very

handsome novelties in black and white, that is the

pattern black on a white net ground, are shown.

Other novelties come in combination effects, and

there is some talk about Alencon and Milan. There

is also a good popular demand for Cluny and for flat

Venise in bands and edgings. Mechlin and Malines

is selling in narrow widths.

Importing houses are finding it hard to keep nets

in stock so great is the demand for both plain and

novelty meshes. Manufacturers of waists and dresses

are using nets in big quantities and net is largely

used in the production of neckwear and for yokes

and guimpes.
«

Advance in Glove Prices

This is Predicted by Manufac-

turers and Glovers—Dealers Must
Prepare Themselves for This—No
Change is Shown in Demand for

Next Season.

STYLES in kid and fabric gloves for spring show

practically no change from the present season.

Manufacturers and jobbers, however, state positively

that prices, especially in low-priced lines of kid

gloves, are bound to show a marked advance before

long. The dollar kid glove, they say. will soon be a

thing of the past, that is, in so far as a reliable article

is concerned.

There are many cheap gloves on the market,

made of inferior or second or third rate skins, and

these will for a time serve to supply the demand for

a " cheap glove," but dealers must very soon face

the issue that higher prices will have to be paid and

asked for quality goods.

There is not likely to be much change in the

higher priced lines, for these have not been subject

to the keen competition and the strong demand of

the cheaper qualities. In order to satisfy the trade

that has been calling for low-priced goods, the jobber

has been forced to sacrifice his profit little by little.

The cost of manufacture has steadily increased, but

thus far the increase has been borne almost entirely

by the jobber, who has been compelled by strong

competition to hold prices pretty steady, despite the

fact that goods were costing more to make.

Primarily the reason for the advance in prices

is the higher cost of skins, which every season are

getting scarcer.
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LEADERS
Black Shadow Laces

Black Frogs

Black Tassels

Christmas Novelties

Veilings

Allovers

Shadow
Flouncings

Nets of all kinds

CompanyLimited
jTON ST, WEST., TORONTO, ONt.
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Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of It!

THE MacLean Publishing Company are continually

offering- their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these? They offer

:

i An excellent training- in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing- Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a 100 point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.
143-149 University Ave. - Toronto

|li:i!l!l:::;'!V::?-I;ni^I- illill^SJ

Agents
Wanted
Everywhere
Merchants, here's just the 5
opportunity you've been S
looking for—a good, profit- 881!

able, exclusive agency for i!S

a service your customers |g
have been needing. We 53
want one wide-awake deal- J5|

er in every town and city 'Si

in Canada to take orders S
for

Accordion Plaitings

Hemstitching

Plaited Skirts

Covered Buttons

This agency requires no «
outlay of capital; takes up

jjjjjj

no valuable room in your Jg

store—simply put our dis- S
play card in your window B
and the demand for this >
work will ensure you con- g
stant orders. If you want gj

results, write to-day for ™
display card and prices. S

! TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO. 1
iii"!

600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

-'
-"
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Patent Finger-Tipped Silk Gloves

A Guarantee in Every Pair

KAYSER SILK GLOVES
are recognized as the World's standard. They are sold by the leading Shops in London,

just as they are in New York. The same thing holds true of Pari?. Berlin, Vienna and

other large cities of Europe.

Julius Kay'ser made the silk glove business. It took many years to develop it but to-day

the silk gloves made by him are satisfactory in every respect.

There are so many points about Kayser gloves—distinguishing them from the ordinary

—that it would be impossible for us to tell you about them in this advertisement. Give

your customers KAYSER and you give them the best that can be had. The best gloves

and the best value.

Booking for the coming Spring has been going on in the States and Europe, for the past

two months.

Sales have been phenomenal. Long gloves have sold in about the same proportion as last

year.

Place your orders with confidence and plac 3 them early.

We cannot deliver early (and you will want your Spring goods by the time the season

comes on) unless you give vis ample time to make the goods.

We cannot rush the work. It must be done slowly and with the greatest care, and only

by the best work people.

Our salesmen will tell you the right proportion of long and short gloves—also the right

colors.

Kayser Gloves will be advertised to the customer, in the daily papers, this coming Spring.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE
28 Victoria Sq. - - Montreal
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Novelty Goods Showing in Wide Variety
THE RETAIL dress

goods season may be

said to be fully open

now. and it cannot be

said that there is any

one material t h a, t

promises to dominate.

Fall business lias been

done on a wide range of both colors and materials

which is a complete change from recent years.

Eponges, velour cloths, the new duvetyns, Bedford

cords, whipcords, crepes, fancy cheviots, diagonals,

poplins and various weights in serges are all shown.

The color range is also more extended and such

colors as Balkan blue, gendarme, ruby, terra cotta,

mahogany, Russian green, purple, blue grey, taupe,

yellow tans and pheasant and seal browns are show-

ing. Black and white checks and fancies, checks in

color and black and to a limited extent Scotch and

fancy plaids are all included in the fall showing.

Not only is the range of fall materials a long one

but it is made more extensive by the fancy effects

featured in the leading materials. First place in

this class must be given to the brocades. Velours

come in brocades and cords. Ratine yarns are ap-

plied to many materials in the form of brocades,

and vertical and diagonal stripes. Whipcords come
in shot effects and in new effects that are softer in

finish and looser in weave. Bedford cords, coteles

and reps are showing both in brocade and jacquards

and also in two-tone stripes.

In expensive materials the newest material is

duvetyn. The original material is of French manu-
facture is composed of silk and wool and has a soft

velvet like panne finish. This material is high-

priced and sells around $3.50 to $4.50 per yard.

More or less *lose imitations are being put on the

market and these materials are so attractive that

they are being taken up by buyers.

Big preparations have been made for a good

season in coatings. Many of the novelty suitings

No One Material Leads—Fall Business

Done on Varied Lines, Both as to Ma-

terial and Color—Fancy Effects Are

Being- Featured in Leading Materials.

are duplicated in coat-

ing weight and rough-

faced fabrics on the

chinchilla and cheviot

order are showing

Boucles are good and
there is an immense
"ine in fur fabrics, and

brocaded velours and plushes,

©

Outlook for Novelty Cottons
High Priced Novelties Well Con-
sidered for the Coming Spring

—

Raw Cottons Show a Sharp Ad-
vance—Prices for Cotton Fabrics
Firm.

DURING THE past few weeks there has been a

complete reversal in the situation in the cotton mar-
ket. Early in August the outlook was for raw cot-

ton at lower prices as the crop was supposed to be a

large one. Due to unfavorable weather in the cot-

ton growing states this condition has been changed
and in raw cotton during the past week there has been
an upward movement that has carried the raw mate-
rial up to 13c, that is 3c over the year's lowest point.

Many buyers regard this advance as speculative but

never the less its influence has been to firm prices

and bring out more business. Stocks are low in

all staple lines, and it is probable that advances may
come that will put cotton goods on a parity with

the new prices for raw cotton. Fall needs are sup-

plied and orders are booked for spring, though needs

are not as well supplied as they would have been

had financial conditions been in better shape.

The movement in favor of high grade cotton

fancies continues and novelty cottons to retail up to

$1.50 and $2.00 per yard will again be a big factor.

There is little change in the class of materials chosen

and manufacturers have contented themselves with

bringing out new ideas in crepes, ratines and voiles.

Crepes have improved their position during the

nast summer and the fact that the weaves now in-
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troduced did not shrink, and kept the crepe effect

after the tubbing process was demonstrated has led

to placing them in high favor.

Crepes for the coming spring are decorated with

ratine yarns, or are printed. The novelty, however,

comes in the embroidered lines. The patterns come

in floral effects, and in new art effects that are de-

cidedly extreme. These patterns are totally different

from the high colors of last spring both in color and
effect, the colors chosen being bright yet soft greens,

pinks and blues. Crepes with an embroidered dot are

showing in small and medium sizes.

The printed patterns are very much on the order

of those used on the silk crepes of the present season

being patterned in Dresden and Jouy in somewhat
strong colors.

v

Printed voiles are strong and here the Dresden

and Jouy patterns lead, and there is a decided prefer-

ence for neat floral effects. Ratine yarns are applied

in both crepe and voile and both checks, stripes

and brocaded effects are showing.

The introduction of fancy checks and plaids is

the high novelty in ratines. Plain cloths are shown

to match and the use of check and plain color in the

one costume promises to continue over into the spring

of 1914.

Magnificent Fall Display
Plain Velvets, Brocades and
Plushes Shown in Street and Even-
ing Shades— Crepes in Many
Weaves, Moire, Velour and Dres-

den Prints High Novelties.

THE opening displays of fall silks and velvets this

season is magnificent. Chiffon velvets in 40 in.

widths and at prices varying from $3 . 00 to $7 . 00

per yard are showing in a wonderful range of lovely

colors. Velveteens in chiffon weights and in colors

scarcely less rich are also of interest. Brocaded

velvets and velveteens, chiffon velvets on charmeuse,

ninon and chiffon grounds, velvet velours, shot terry

cords, and plain and fancy plushes are included in

high-class opening displays.

Silk crepe fabrics such as crepe de chine, crepe

meteor, crepe charmeuse and satin finished crepes

come in both street and evening colors and in plain

and brocaded effects. Printed crepes in Dresden and

floral designs, and flowered chiffons, voiles and

ninons are shown in a wide range of shades, and

patterns produced by the waterings are among the

new ideas. None of the new materials have usurped

the place of soft finished satins such as satin de

chine, messaline and other makes that drape effec-

tively. There is some talk of plaids but little inter-

est is shown in them so far in this market.

KINGS
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobber*

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

Store Management-Complete

Store

Manage"
1

ABSOLUTELY NEW

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
BY

FRANK
FARRINGTON
A Companion Book to

Retail Advertising

Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Management-
Complete" tells all

about the management
of a store so that not
only the greatest sales
but the largest profit

may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS

Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V -THE
STORE POLICY- What it

should be to hold trade.

The money-back plan.
Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates.

Sellinr remnants. De-
livering goods. Sub-
stitution Handling
telephone calls.
Courtesy. Rebating
railroad fare. Courtesy
to customers.

JUST PUBLISHED

Send us $1 .00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't worth the

price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept, MacLean Publishing Co.

TORONTO
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

^wow:

Silk Dresses are Selling Most Freely
UP TO DATE the big-

gest business has been

done in silk dresses,

messalines, silk poplins,

crepe de chine, crepe

meteor and other nov-

elty crepes being the

sellers.

The majority of these dresses fasten in front and

there is either some vest effect or suggestion or the

waist fastens over in a more or less modified sur-

plice fashion, all skirts are more or less draped and

many have a modified slit at either the front or side

which is often filled in with a pleating of bright

colored satin, suggesting an under skirt. Many
models have a peplum giving a coat effect and there

is quite a variety of finish and effect obtained by
the shaping of these peplums. The low neck and
the long sleeve is high style for the season now
opening and all but the very dressy gown is appear-

ing with full length sleeves. When the sleeves are

short they come either well below the elbow or well

above it. Every sleeve finishes with a pleated frill

of net or lace and the newest sleeve of all is cut

in modified bishop effect and is shirred into a more
or less decorated band cuff.

Collars as a rule are of flimsy materials and are

kept as light and as soft as possible. Crepe de chine

is a favored material, and many gowns carry a dou-
ble collar, one of satin, over which falls a collar of

net or shadow lace. Vest effects and yokes of fine

net are high style, but shadows and even light Venice
laces are also used, and very often the stock collar

is used as a finish. Should a change be desired it is

an easy matter for the wearer to remove the yoke
and substitute one of the guimpes that are so pop-
ular at present.

Buyers are greatly interested in velvet dresses

and many smart models for later trade are showing.
These dresses are made along the same lines as those

above described. Crepe models show more drapery
and here the tunic becomes of importance. Models
with the tunic side or box pleated are new. One
model of this class had a Russian blouse made of

accordion pleating over a skirt drawn up into grace-

ful drapery under a buckle at the right knee. This
buckle was covered with the crepe. There was a vest

Messalines, Poplins and Crepes the Best
Sellers—This Season's Models Fasten
in Front—Drapery Effects Strong

—

Party Models in Shadow Lace and Net
Showing—Velvet Dresses Big for Mid-
season's Selling.

effect of Oriental lace

and collar to match

and a very wide draped

girdle with sash ends at

the side.

Dainty party dresses

are made of shadow or

Oriental lace over net.

The net slip has a wide hem of brocaded silk and the

skirt is draped up in tunic fashion and the girdle

and trimming touches on the waist are of the same
silk as the hem. This model comes in all white and
with the brocade in colors. Models developed in wide

flouncings show the deep tunic and are drawn in just

below the knee by a sash of satin ribbon with bow
used to drape the tunic in front. The waist is cut

in surplice fashion and both waist and skirt is decor-

ated with small ribbon roses.

Popular Priced Suits
Plain Tailored Styles Are Shown

—

Modified Cutaway Coats and
Straight or Peg-top Skirts the Fea-
ture of These Suits—Serges,
Cheviots, Diagonals and Wool
Brocades the Cloths Used.

RETAILERS who have shown suits early have done
good business for they have found that women were

ready for a smart new suit to wear in the early

autumn days. In looking over the stock in retail

departments it is the apparent variety that is most
striking. This effect is due to the use of so many
different materials and to the extended range of col-

ors and also to the varying lengths of the Fall suit

coat.

Suit coats run about 36 in. but this length

is only at the back as the gracefully curved cutaway
line may end either right at the waistline or any-

where below it.

The early selling has been done chiefly on suits

of a more or less dressy type but now interest is be-

ginning to be taken in suits of a more practical nat-

ure. These suits are the plain tailored effects of a

season when fashion favors the more dressy models,
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and while they retain the general outline are simpli-

fied. The coat is cut on straight lines and there is no

real waist indication thus eliminating one of the chief

fitting troubles. As a rule there is ^ome break at

the back, generally in the form of a panel which

ends a little above the normal waist line and giving

a long effect that is very flattering to a short figure

and which serves to break the line when the wearer

is too tall and slender. The cutaway is the feature

of the season and is seen on all tailored suits but

on more or less modified lines. Two tailored fea-

tures seen on all suits of this class are the plain

notched collar and the straight coat sleeve finished

with a plain cuff at the wrist. The lapels of the col-

lar are of the material of the suit, the collar being of

fancy brocaded velvet, plain, velvet or novelty silk,

and the closing is accomplished by three fancy but-

tons.

Some of the more expensive models are cut so

as to give the peg-top effect and are narrower at

the feet and more roomy above with the fullness put

into stitched tucks and slot seams at the waist line.

The majority, however, are cut with plain nar-

row skirts. Navy serge is still the best liked material

for the tailored suit, but some very handsome

models are made of the new brocaded woolens, and

of Bedford cords and two-toned diagonals. Fancy

cheviots are also in evidence, and for the cheaper

suits tweed effects and mixtures in dark tans and

browns, novelty blues, and greys are the best sellers.

Distribution of Waists
ALL INDICATIONS point to a bigger distribution

than for some seasons of white cotton waists during

the coming Fall. Designers are at work on lines for

the late Fall and Christmas trade and some really

smart models are resulting. Plain and novelty

crepes and white cotton voiles and to a more limited

extent sheer batistes and lawns are employed. While

a good deal of trimming is used the effect is simple

and follows the line of the waist. Touches of em-

broidery appear on the yoke and sleeves, and the

collars and fronts are trimmed with light Yen be

edgings and narrow bandings.

The low neck and the long sleeve is the smart

combination and a wealth of ingenuity is being-

spent upon the designing of pretty sleeves, for the

designer rightly judges that the sleeve finish lias

much to do with the sale of the waist. While a few

models are in surplice fashion, finished with a pleat-

ed frill of shadow lace, various forms of flat collars

as a rule finish the neck. Other new ideas come in

the vest effects and in the narrow peplums that come

below the waist. Narrow vests are also used and

elongated yokes that give the dropped shoulder.

Much beading is used in putting the more expen-

sive waists together and many of them are trimmed

with real Irish crochet and Cluny laces.

In more dressy models, lace and net waists have

been the big sellers so far. Colored chiffon waists

are beginning to be asked for in all the leading colors

to wear with the new Fall suits. This tendency is

not so pronounced as in some seasons for fashion is

favoring the waist differing from the skirt.

Separate Skirts Selling
Peg-top Models in Black and White
Checks and Stripes and in Moire
Velour Selling — Manufacturers
Well Pleased With the Outlook.

MANUFACTURERS are well pleased with the sep-

arate skirt outlook, for the separate skirt is now being

advanced to the landing of a novelty garment. The
big call at the present moment is for checked plaid

and fancy striped models in black and white to wear

with black coats. Skirts of this kind are made very

smartly. They are slashed at the front or at the side

the slash being sometimes filled in with a panel of

vivid hued satin such as King's blue. Paddy green

or carrot and the color repeated in the buttons used

to trim the skirt.

All these skirts are more or less pleated or -birred

into the waistline giving a more or less extreme peg-

top outline. Separate skirts made of moire in Mack
and such colors as seal, navy and taupe are featured

in imported lines. These are cut precisely on the

same lines as the checked and striped models.

@

Good Separate Coat Season
Variety a Feature, Both in Cloths
and Lengths—Canadian Manufac-
turers Show Handsome Evening
and Limousine Models.

C( )ATS ARE selling well and buyers are confident

that a big season is in progress. There is a wonder-

ful variety in materials and for city wear the shorter

% and knee lengths are very much en-evidence.

Favor is given to boucles and rough cloths chiefly

of the warmth without weight type and the smart

coat is as a rule lined with bright hued satin. For

out of town wear longer coats reaching to within a

few inches of the hem of the gown and not so sharp-

ly cut-away are selling as these garments are more

practical for country wear. These are developed in

boucles and double-faced mixture cloths. Many oi

hhese models are belted some having a deep four or

five inch belt placed below the hip but which does

not draw in the garment. This belt is stitched on

and often is only placed in front.
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All colors are convertible and can be worn either

with open revers or buttoned up to the throat. In

novelty coats the development is a wide one. Hand-

some models are made from the new plush brocades,

brocaded woollens and animal plushes. Coats of

Persiana, mole seal, and other novelty plushes have

sold well. There is a strong tendency to shorter

models in coats of this type and the kimona cut and

the wide Mandarin sleeve is beginning to be featur-

ed. Evening coats and dressy limousine coats are

now put out by Canadian manufacturers and some

very handsome models are shown of this type. Fur

trimmings are a feature that promise to become more

popular as the season advances.

Dresses and Costumes
Dresses Are Shown in Extreme
Styles and in Useful One-piece

Models—The Silk Dress the Big
Seller—Buyers Interested in Vel-

vet Dresses—Party Dresses are De-
veloped in Satin, Shadow Lace and
Chiffon.

The importance of the dress line is shown by the

wide range of costumes and dresses included. These

range from the extreme styles produced in exclusive

fabrics to neat one-piece dresses that are wanted for

street and morning wear. Not only are styles varied

but the list of materials is a long one. Silks are

particularly prominent and dresses of soft satin ma-

terials such as messaline and paillette have proved

so far about the best sellers with all manufacturers.

From a fashion point of view crepes are strong

and crepe weaves are selling in silk, cotton and wool

fabrics. Crinkled crepe, satin finished crepe, crepe

de chine, crepe meteor are all favored.

In wool materials serges lead, the softer 'makes

being more in demand than the suiting cloths. Other

cloths such as poplins, Bedfords, coteles, and wool

brocades are also favored.

Street dresses in two-pieces, the coat being in

solid color and the skirt of check to match, have had

a big sale at the openings. The coats come in blouse

and peplum style and the skirts are more or less

draped and as a rule have the slit either in front or

at the side or sides.

Evening and party dresses are made of shadow-

lace, over satin. More expensive dresses show the

use of chiffon and tulle and are trimmed with bands,

fringes, and motifs of crystal and pearl beads.

All models from the simplest to the most elabor-

ate feature drapery effects. These run from just a

suggestion to the extreme mode that shows the

caught up in front idea. Most buyers are taking

the low draperies cut on fairly conservative lines.

Another feature that is general is the girdle

finish at the waist. Sometimes the girdle comes

in high color but black is more often used, and the

form is very varied, no two models being alike. The
ends are indifferently placed at the side front, or

side back, the back or even in front.

All the leading colors are shown in dresses. For

street and useful wear preference is given to dark

rich colors such as Persian blue, navy, dark tans,

golden and seal brown, Russian green, mahogany,

garnet, violet and nickel grey. The best liked even-

ing shades are rose and coral pink, yellow, tango,

gold, del, sapphire, pearl grey and mauve.

Only evening and very dressy gowns show the

short sleeve. The model most used has the

long drooping shoulder and the sleeve attached

reaches to the wrist and is either straight or drawn

into a band in modified bishop fashion. Frills of

lace or net are frequently used to finish.

AVith the long sleeve the low neck finish is uni-

versal. As a rule there is a vest of some kind and
either frills, Medici, or the new collar narrow at the

back and pointed on the shoulder is the accepted

finish. Plush, velvet, satin, lace and lines of fur are

used for both collars and vests.

Buyers are very much interested in velvet dresses

and colors are selling better than black. Many ex-

cellent models are in coat effect with peplums mr^re

or less on the cut-away order. The skirts are draped
and the slit is a feature.

Novelties in Trimmings
Present Styles Call for Many Kinds
of Trimmings—Novelties in But-
tons—Jet Buttons a Big Item

—

Tapestry Trimmings Selling Well.

THE NEAV fashions call for numerous and elaborate

trimmings among which buttons hold a high place.

Opening novelties are now showing and here jet plays

an important part. Small sizes, are used for orna-

menting waists, neckwear and minor accessories,

while the larger sizes are used both as fastenings and
trimmings. Ball buttons are in undiminished favor

and all the new season's colors are represented in gala

like celluloid and ivory lines. Very much like are

the flattened balls with discs of mother-of-pearl let

in. These buttons come in all the new art shades

and are very handsome.

Some of the new buttons are tinted in fancy plaid

effect and others are carved and colored in Chinese
or new art patterns. Crystal buttons are still to the
tore and come in jewel shades to match the new ma-
terials. Novelty shapes such as olives, ovals, squares,

etc.. are very much in evidence. Tapestrv trim-

mings are bidding for favor and are strongly fea-

tured in the early season showings.
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GALT ROBES
—the graceful elegance of these robes is

well-known throughout the Canadian trade.

Ueady-to-wear men everywhere tell us that the "Gait Fleece
Holies" are the best proposition they have ever had in

their Fall and Winter stock of ready-to- wears.
These beautiful robes arc not only graceful in appearance.
but they are elegantly finished and in the best styles and
shades.
The range has been greatly enlarged and willl meet the
rapidly growing demand for Fleece Robes. They will be
a money-making investment for you. Send to-day for our
samples. Prices range from $:«> to $78 dozen for long, and
$14 to $27 for short.
These three new numbers of eiderdown robes are readj
for sorting—delivery in two weeks.

THE RANGE IS LARGE
EVERY ROBE IS RIGHT

B1287—$54.00.

B1287 and 1282.—Plain wool eider-

down in military effect, large patch

pocket and girdle. Piped through

out with satin, trimmed with silt

cord and new style combinatior

eiderdown and satin buttons. Mad«
in shades of grey, scarlet, cope,

cardinal, mauve and old rose ma-

terial.

Bl'iH'J—SI4S.01).

B1274—Ladies' Norfolk Jacket

specially designed for skating and
outdoor wear. A very warm gar-

ment of light weight. Convertible

collar, may be worn either as a low

neck or buttoned closely around the

throat. Large patch pockets. Made
up in scarlet, cardinal, grey and
Copenhagen.

Bl>74—$36.00 doz.

Two weeks delivery and electros furnished

Martin & Smith Co., Ltd.
Makers of Women's Waists, Kimonas, Gait Fleece Robes.

350 SORAUREN AVENUE :-: :-: TORONTO
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A Marked Revival of Ribbon Trimmings
NOW THAT the open-

ings are over it is seen

that there has been

quite a reaction in favor

of darker colors, though

the accessories are often

in rich high shades.

Smart wide season mil-

The Ultra Smart Mid-season Hat is All
Black and is of Velvet and Lace

—

Black and White Combinations, and
Dark Rich Shades Relieved With Vivid
Trimming Touches to Come Later

—

pensive goura and nu-

midi are substituted.

These latter feathers

are by no means cheap.

Cnque is in consider-

able prominence both

in the form of mounts
and bandeaux, and

iinery has run largely to all black and black and there is a wealth of novelty feather effects chiefly

of the stick-up and couteau variety.

Cassowary is a natural plumage which somewhat
resembles paradise. It is used in the form of high
fancy aigrettes. Peacock is also used much in the

same manner. Velvet bird fancies are also new and
are most favorably regarded. Velvet bird butter-

white. This, it is expected, is now at its height, and

the run on colors will come with the wearing of the

real Fall hat.

Milliners are combining velvet and lace in a

thousand ways, and transparent brims and collars

placed around low round or tarn crowns of black

velvet and wired under a satin cord, are numerous, flies are mounted on high ostrich stripped quills and
two, three or four of them are used together, and
every movement of the wearer sets them dancing
and quavering, bow effects are also made of this

plumage. White pigeon feathers are used in the

form of bands and for crown coverings that are so

close that thev look like

mrl

Butterflies fashioned out of tulle or lace are among

mid-season trimming novelties.

There is a marked revival in the use of

trimmings. Not only are the trimmings of

but many draped crowns are wholly of riblx

hats are made of narrow

ribbons used like braid.

Ribbons are also plaited

and used in this manner.

Taffetas, velvets, satins,

cords, moire.- and faille

ribbons are all command-
ing attention. Large loops

and bows are seen, and

among the ribbon novel-

ties come the plaited ef-

fects and cornucopia

stick-ups. The new stick-

ups it should be noted

have a tendency to bend

towards the front of the

hat instead of the back.

The smartest are fully 12

in. high and are posed di-

rectly in the centre of the

front.

In spite of the high

cost of paradise and os-

prey, it is extensively

used, and where these

feathers are found too ex-
Beret model of Mack velvet with bandeaux of jet.

The pallettea at the back are of breast and goura.
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velvet. Fancy ostrich is

much en-evidence and a

new form is the three-

headed plume which
when placed upright falls

in shower or pom-pom
effect : well liked also are

are the brush or major-

domo plumes of ostrich or

(cque. and there arc

numerous sword or dag-

ger effects that are much
en-evidence.. The Paris-

ian has been wearing the

velvet hat since mid-sum-
mer and the coming fall

promises to be a big vel-

vet season. Panne soliel,

panne velvet. velour.

plush and moire are other

leading materials. Bro-

cades are also to be ex-

tensively used.

There has been quite

a reaction from the ex-
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When the McCall man calls

You can be assured that he has something new to show.

Our service is such that our men are kept constantly

in touch with our unequalled buying department.

Whether or not you are in actual need of anything,

allow the McCall man a few moments of your time.

In this way you will always know what the outside

millinery world is doing and saying.

"Old Dame Fashion's" thoughts and whims ai^

always reflected in the McCall millinery range.

Look for the McCall vian.

D. McCall Co., Limited
T O R O NT O

Winnipeg, Vancouver, Montreal,

Ottawa, Quebec
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MILLINERY
An inspection of our samples will con-

vince YOU that our values

are the bestQin the

market.

MELLES & CO.
LIMITED

3 Cripplegate Building, Wood St.

LONDON, - ENGLAND
Branch Establishments:—

Paris, Manchester, Liverpool, Edinburgh,

Glasgow, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver

GERMAIN, SMITH & BIRKS
LIMITED

Selling Agents

MONTREAL, 43 Union Ave.
Arthur Roy, Representative

TORONTO, 104 Balsam Ave.
J. S. Whyte, Representative

VANCOUVER, 432 Cordova St.
J. K. Marshall, Representative
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Gage Millinery play now inIour Chicago
Salesrooms, also in New York at 11 W. 32nd St.

We are 'Producers of Correct Millinery

Headquarters for all Forms ofMillinery Merchandise

Gage Brothers & Co., Chicago
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iWtlltnerp for import
Jfor Spring; 1914

W$Ht are styototng tfje jSeto 3faea£ tn

spring Jffltlltnerp

The creations that will be absolutely
right for next spring,

Our representatives are out now. See
the line even though you do not place

an order. You'll know ahead what will

be the right and correct ideas. An in-

spection of our line is an education to

everyone interested in millinery, and
it's up to agressive retailers to know
what's in the market.

DECIDEDLY RIGHT THINGS, YET DIFFERENT
because of the dash of originality.

DOES THIS INTEREST YOU?

Continental Jlanufacturettf

i&jmbtcate, Htmtteb
77 YORK STREET TORONTO, CAN.
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This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees of *he first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

QI ' TT Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

OlLiIV. Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
STOCK CARRIED

BY
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited
96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

Montreal Agents : S. E. PORTER & CO., Birks Building

A Marked Revival of Ribbon Trimmings
(Continued from page 32.)

tremely bright colors of early spring, one result of

which is the present popularity of black and white

combinations, and the featuring of dark rich colors

such as tete de negre, Russian and bottle green,

ruby, mahogany, purple and brown. Blue is a lead-

ing color, and national, peacock, and deep sapphire

shades and grey blues are all fashionable shades.

So far the shapes shown are all small and me-
dium and among the most striking of the new fea-

tures air brims that flare high towards the back.

Usually the brim is narrow in front and graduates
inwards the extreme height at the back.

&

Tiraidl®

We offer a large variety of

shapes in Felt, Velvet, Plush,

Moire, Silk and Beaver Hats at

the lowest prices that can possi-

bly be produced.

Call or write at once for an as-

sortment of samples, and see an

exclusive line of Buckram shapes

at $2.25 per dozen separate

crowns $1.25 per dozen.

lEAh 3HIAT ami

FMJ^MIE €© n

3Si Ktofar-© Dunan® Sft=
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FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS

mow: stilus- -«ji

The Fancy Goods Line is a Strong One
SPEAKING -GENER-
ALLY it cannot be

said that orders are of

satisfactory size, for the

trade is acting with

great caution. Import-

ers, manufacturers and

jobbers feel that before

the season is over, business will be well up to the

average as the buying public is just as much inter-

ested as ever in the new productions and novelties,

and the assortments of fancy articles now on the

market is varied and so attractive that money is sure

to be forthcoming for their purchase. Moreover in

spite of the smallness of the orders placed, the goods

selected have invariably been of the better and more

expensive class.

With the opening of the season of the year when

hair ornaments are most important merchants

should watch the progress of the changes coming

about in the dressing of the hair. The simple styles

now in vogue are passing and styles that are fuller

and higher are coming into favor. The front is

arranged in a soft low pompadour and the hair is

arranged high at the back. This change it will be

noted is in keeping with the lines of the new millin-

ery, and is arranged to admit of the wearing of the

new Medici neckwear. Manufacturers of artificial

hair and of hair ornaments will welcome this

change, as it will create a demand for additional

hair, and also for more ornaments. The most popu-

lar of the new modes consists of a roll of hair ex-

tending from the forehead to the nape of the neck

with the hair waved at the sides and drawn up to

meet the roll. There is a low pompadour in front

and often a soft fringe shading the forehead. The

casque is retained hut it is becoming higher. Jewel-

led pins, and long combs to place on one side of the

long roll have the first place in ornaments for day

wear.

There is a large and special display of bandeaux

and mounts for evening wear running from glitter-

ing bands of rhinestones in flexible setting to ban-

deaux two or three inches in width of metallic and

jewelled passementerie that passes around the front

of the head ending under ornaments often decorated

with tassells. The butterfly motif is frequently

Buyers conservative in Their Purchases
The Hair to be Dressed Higher—This
Change Means That Artificial Hair and
Ornaments Will Sell— Increasing Sale

of Belts and Girdles—Business Leads
in Useful Articles in Art Needlework
Lines.

used and is seen made
df pearl beads -trilli-

on wire and bent into

shape. Ostrich mounts,

marabout and ostrich,

and the more expensive

osprey mounts are all

shown and are often

posed right in the centre of the forehead.

This is the period of the year when notions and

dressmakers' sundries are in special request. There-

fore merchants should see that stocks are well as-

sorted and that makers of needles, pins and other

sundries are reliable and the best values obtainable

for the money. Nothing is more annoying than

pointless pins or pins which leave a mark on silk

fabrics or line materials, or needles with bad eyes

that take double the necessary time to thread and

which cut the thread after short use. Many women
will buy none but standard makes of thread, but

should a new make be put into stock it should be

carefully tried out and tested before it is ottered for

sale. Do not forget that changes of fashion bring

novelties in notions to the front. Owing to the use

of the standing frill and the Medici collar this Fall,

lightly constructed silk covered and rust-proof

foundations will be wanted. There are several on

the market and this sale is assured.

Numbered among useful novelties are the darn-

ers and needle cases combined. The top of the darn-

er screws off and the handle is hollowed to form a

receptacle for the darning needles.

Ever since fashion emphasized the girdle and

the belt, the sale of these lines has been increasing.

Judging from the way in which the big city stores

are featuring girdles and l>elts and the increasing

interest taken in them by customers a better season

than in years is before the trade. Girdles ajnd

sashes lead the market and the tendency is for the

very wide effects, the newest feature being the obi

bow combined with a girdle reaching from just be-

low the bust to well onto the hips. This is by no

mean- the only number for the assortment is be-

wildering, and arms from models that are simply

shirred to draped affairs with elaborate sash ends.

Many are in two colors with a large hand-made silk

rose rosette as a finish and sash ends drawn into
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Holiday Goods
OUR NEW CATALOGUE

SttPafci Ready Oct. 1st.

^ttj

y<4 u*j

^ HI

Contains over 550 pages

of Holiday Goods, in-

cluding all the very

latest novelties in Fancy
Goods, Toys, Dolls,

Games, Xmas Decora-

tions, Fancy China,
Glassware, Toilet
Goods, Smokers' Sund-

ries, Smallwares.

Write for catalogue to-day.

NERLICH & CO.
146-148 Front Street W.

(opposite Union Station)

Toronto
Montreal Winnipeg Quebec
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handsome ornaments or tassels. Just at present

belts and girdles are made of satin but it is very

1 unliable that both plain and brocaded velvets will

be used later. Black, of course, is the best seller,

but there is a very strong demand for such colors

as carrot, Persian blue, National, emerald, tango and

cerise.

Not only are girdles selling but there is a decided

movement in belts of suede, and of ribbed silk, bro-

cade, and moire velour. Plain suede belts about four

inches deep with broad buckles covered with the

suede in all the leading colors are shown. Belts of

moire, brocade and ribbed white silk lined with color

and with buckles covered with the same fabric are

new. Some of the new belts are combination of belt

and girdle. The belt is of suede and has a folded

sash with fringed ends drawn through slashes. Dull

rose, Callot blue, dull emerald and tan shades are the

leading belt colors.

Something that will be of use seems to sound

the keynote to the choice of what is selling in art

needlework. All the Summer season the big de-

mand has run on lines that are practical as well as

ornamental. Manufacturers are paying more atten-

tion to the production of designs suitable for ladies'

underwear, dressing saques, waists, and garments

including dress for children's and infants' wear.

The vogue for embroidery work of this class, and

;dso for the embroidery and embellishing of useful

articles for the household.

This tendency was most marked in the beautiful

needlework shown in the Women's Section at the

Toronto Exhibition as fully three-quarters of the

exhibit was made up of articles for personal wear and

household use. Another feature was the prominence

given to crochet work. Bed-spreads showed em-

broidered centres and wide borders of crochet in filet

effect or in Reticella patterns. The application of

crochet bands to the decorating of guest towels is a

comparatively new feature. One towel had a 3 in.

baud of rochet let in above the hem showing a con-

ventionalized poppy pattern. Three sprays of pop-

pies in shades of dull pinks worked in darning and

outline stitch were placed above the hem. Another

crochet insertion showed a row of mice and a but-

terfly pattern was most decorative. Very little cross

stitch was shown but a towel worked in colors show-

ing a line of pillars flower pots and blossoming

shrubs in dainty bright colors was delightfully

quaint. Many handsome patterns in darned work

were shown. There was less punched work, and

many embroidered cushions, table-cloths and kin-

dred articles were decorated with highly artistic de-

signs in natural colors. Clover, fuchsias, and rose

spravs were the designs most seen.

FOR SALE
High class dry goods, milliuery and ladies' ready-to-wear
stock on one of the busiest thoroughfares of the City of

Regina. Saskatchewan. The stock amounts to approximate-
ly $:is.0O0, and is in first-class condition. An early sale

must be effected, and this is an excellent opportunity for

a drv goods man with moderate capital. There is a five

years' lease of the store, which covers ground floor and
t lie floor above, two years of which lease has yet to run.

Rental of the store, $4,000 per annum. Terms of sale, loca-

tion of store, and further particulars as to the business
can be obtained from the undersigned.

The Canadian Credit Men's Trust As
501-504 Leader Building. {Assignee)

ition Limited
Regina. Sask.

GOOD RETAIL BUSINESS FOR SALE
An excellent opportunity for a first-class retail raeiohant in one of the
most rapidly glowing (owns of Southern Saskatchewan. A general stock
of approximately Kl.00fi.nn. well assorted and in first-class condition.
Five years' lease. Foil partieulais as to s(ock. sales and location can
In obtained li\ c .nnniiuical nu with the undersigned. That this business
is mi the market at the present time is due (o under-capi(aliza(ion.

The Canadian Credit Men's Trust Association Ltd. Assignee
502-504 Leader Building. Regina. Sask.

Kindly mention this paper when writing
to advertiser.
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AGENCIES WANTED
ENGLISH FIRM OF MANUFACTURERS OF
Hair, Hair Goods, Hair Nets, as used by high-
class hair-dressers and stores, desire to ar-
range a Canadian agency on commission with
established sound house who has a good con-
nection in the trade for Toronto. Montreal and
district. Arrangement for stock to be kept in
Canada would be made. For further particu-
lars, write to Box 97, Dry Goods Review. SS
Fleet Street, London. England.

FOR SALE

FRESH. CLEAN. STOCK OF SHOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings !n growing
village of Courtright on St. Clair River. Write
J. T. Locke, The Ark, Corunna. Ont., for In-
formation.
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Features of This Number

Displaying Goods in City Men's Wear Stores.

Do Program Advertisements Prove Profitable?

Problems of Launching a Business.

The First Essentials of Retail Salesmanship!

Few Words, and Short Ones, Card Man's Slogan.

Staying in the Home Town.

Business Conditions Show Improvement.

A Strong Talk on the Art of Salesmanship.

Importance of Typographical Co-operation.

Spring Shirts Will Appeal to the Artistic.

Hats are Reverting to the More Staple Styles.

Brilliant Shades Will Still Be Found.

Spring Styles in Neckwear.

Men's Clothing Will be Along Quiet Lines.

Styles in Suits for Small Bovs.
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'Reliance Knit

723

One of the recognized

features of "Reliance

Knit" garments is the

up to sample goods
which we deliver.

We are not issuing

a catalogue this season.

Write us for samples

or drop us a card to

have our traveller call

when in your vicinity

for sorting orders.

Read Reflect Remember
When placing orders you are assured of getting goods exactly in style,

colors and sizes as ordered. Our mills are so conveniently situated to the
trade, we are in a position to make splendid delivery.

Toronto being the shipping centre of the Province facilities are such
that the customer has only one carriage charge to pay.

1 he Reliance Knitting Company, Limited
KING and BATHURST STREETS, TORONTO
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Displaying Goods in the Men's Wear Store

THE WORK of the display man is both heavy and

trying. He must always have something new, some-

thing original to show. Further, he must make his

work conform to certain rules. There are laws which

he cannot transgress and which make it essential for

him to carefully study the details of his work.

There are many points in connection with the

arrangement and combination of colors which must

not be overlooked. Scientists have found that human
vision is defined by light waves varying in length.

The longest waves leave the impression of red on

the sight, while the shortest show violet. This is

the scientific reason for the fact that some colors

make a stronger impression than others. One thing

which the display man must always bear in mind
is the necessity for so arranging his displays that

they will make the strongest impression possible.

Some window trimmers make the mistake of

arranging their color combinations on too conserva-

tive a scheme, "men do not like loud colors," is

the way they reason it out. "Therefore, it would

not do to show loud shades. Good dressers would

not be attracted."

That is where they make a mistake. The first

essential of a window display is to attract attention.

Plan of new store front.

A large assortment of ties, for instance, all of dark

shades, would never do this. There would be noth-

ing to catch and arrast the eye. If, however, a few

ties of light shades, even of what might be termed

loud colors, were introduced there would be some-

thing to attract the passerby. If a display were made
entirely of scarfs of light shades, the result would

he a display which few men would pass without

stopping to inspect.

Of course, a window display is designed to sell

goods and thus merely to attract the attention of

passing masculinity is not enough. The display

must next arouse the desire of possession. "And
there," the conservative display man will say, "there

is the rub. A man of good taste will not be induced

to buy when he sees an assortment of colors which
do not appeal to his sense of fitness."-

Some weeks ago a certain haberdasher got in a

stock of neckwear which was distinctly novel in the

matter of pattern. He had an assortment placed in

his store window, selecting for the most part the

lightest and brightest shades. The display attracted

a great amount of attention and the ties sold "like

hot cakes," as the saying is. The shades shown in

the window proved popular but what impressed the

merchant most was the fact that a great many men,
who were known as good dressers on the conservative

order, dropped in and asked if ties of the order

shown in the window were carried in darker shades.

This incident—one of daily occurrence in the best

stores by the way—brings forward the facl that a dis-

play does not necessarily arouse interest solely in

the goods shown. A well-planned window will bring
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Neat unit arranged by E urns, with the Robert Simpson Co., Tc

people into the store to ask for other goods. Thus

the trimmer does not need to limit himself in the

selection of color combinations to such shades as

would appeal to the most refined dressers. The good

dresser will understand, when he sees goods of

bright hues on display, that the showing is to attract

attention and that he will be able to find what he

wants in the stock inside.

The proper showing of neckwear is an art. Colors

can be blended and combined successfully only by

those who have studied carefully the effects of the

juxtaposition of certain colors and the action of

light. The display man, who has given study to

the subject, will understand that the placing of cer-

tain shades together will almost certainly affect the

attractive power of either or both. Thus one color

either tones down another shade or makes it still

more vivid. The light of the sun will make certain

shades appear faded out and shallow while with

others it will deepen the tone and intensify the

shade.

FALL MEN'S WEAR TRIMS.

Men are not as attentive to the matter of season-

able dress as they should be. Carelessness is the

explanation. It is quite customary to see men still

sporting their battered straws and their creased and

sadly unseasonable Summer suits around the end

of September. It is not necessary to warn a woman
that the time has come to get a new Fall hat ; but it

is with a majority of men. The men's furnisher,

therefore, should mark the passing of each season by

prompt and prominent exploitation of goods for the

new season. A display of Fall hats will bring realiza-

tion to the tardy that the time has come to relegate

the old straw or the panama to the limbo of unseason-

ability.

A matter which will soon engage the attention of

the display man, is the preparing of Thanksgiving-

windows. The trims immediately preceding this

holiday should be typical and suggestive of the spir-

it of the holiday. In the men's wear store, atmos-

phere is largely a matter of background. The pre-

paration of a Thanksgiving window becomes, there-

fore, very largely a matter of the preparation of a

suitable background. A suggestion along this line

is presented. This background could be prepared

with little labor and less expense and yet would be

attractive and sufficiently typical.
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Unit arranged by E urns, with the Robert Simpson Co., Toronto.

AN ELABORATE STORE FRONT.

The last few years has seen a marked evolution

in the fronts of men's wear stores. This has been

due very largely to the growing recognition of the

importance of the window as a trade-getter. In

order to present as large an expanse of display space

as possible to the passing public, many ingenious

fronts have been created. One of the latest ideas

is shown in the accompanying illustration. This
store has a comparatively narrow frontage but

through the extension of the entrance back and the

arrangement of windows on each side, the display

space available is greater than many stores of double
or even triple the frontage can show.

The development of the store front idea is the
highest tribute that can be paid to the importance
of window trimming.

The Passing Hour
Now is the time to clean up the books.

An early start isn't everything—but it goes a long

way.

A better financial feeling is noted already, since

good crops became a certainty.

* * *

The merchant who gives his time to small de-

tails should not expect large profits.

* » *

Make the peak load of achievement to-day, the
starting point for the efforts of to-morrow.

Salesmen are born, not made. And yet, a born
salesman will not become a good salesman, unless

he has also capacity for hard work.
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Qtifels Indigo Cloth
QJ Standard for over 75 Years

For Overalls,

Uniforms, Shirts
J|

and Coats
This trade mark on the back of the

is your guarantee against all

imitations of the Indigo Cloth
that has held the confidence

of garment makers and wear-
ers for over 75 years—on its

{inapproachable merit.

Nothing can equal Stifel Indigo
Cloth for service and satisfaction.

Insist upon Stifel's Indigo Cloth—the
world's standard.

CLOTH- MANUFACTURED

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
INDIGO DYERS and PRINTERS

NEW YORK
260-262 Church St.

TORONTO
14 Manchester Bldg.

MONTREAL
100 Anderson St.

BALTIMORE
" •> W. Fayette St.

Sales Offices
ST. LOUIS

426 Victoria Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA
839 Market St.

BOSTON
68 Chauncy St.

CHICACO
223 W. Jackson Blvd

SAN FRANCISCO
Postal Telegraph Bldg.

ST. JOSEPH
201 Saxton Bank Bldg.

KANSAS CITY
205 De Graw Bldg.

ST. PAUL
242 Endicott Bldg.

WINNIPEG
400-02 Hammond Bldg.

The Wear is There
Years of specializing

in boys' clothing
have enabled us to

make Lion Brand
Clothing one of the
most profitable lines

a dry goods store can
handle. Made of good
wear - resisting ma-
terials,

Lion Brand

Bloomers

catch the practical

eye of the mother,
and the stylish ap-

pearance ins tantly
pleases the boy. These
are the strongest, nat-

tiest boys' bloomers
made.

Write to-day for

catalogue. "The Jexkson Bloomer"

The Jackson Mfg. Company

ictories at

CLINTON, ONT.
— Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich

PINTS

IRISH POPLIN
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DoProgram Advertisements Prove Profitable?

Answers Secured to This Question Are
A Imost Unanimously in the Negative

—

Some Deny That Any Results Are Ob-
tained — Whatever Returns Are
Secured Are Decidedly Indirect—This
Form of Advertising is Non-productive-

THE QUESTION sub-

mitted in the last issue

of The Review was one

of deep import. For

many years, merchants

have paid out large

sums for advertising in

church programmes

and so forth. The practice is not nearly so general

now, but still a great deal of money is paid out each

year for the purpose. Do the returns warrant this

expenditure ?

The question, as submitted in The Review, was

as follows:

Does it pay to advertise on programmes,

church calendars and so forth?

A vast amount of money is still spent in

Canada in the course of a year on such forms

of advertising. Are the returns from such

advertising worth while?

All of the replies received, with one exception,

expressed the opinion that the results obtained were

too meagre to justify the expenditure. Some flatly

denied that results were obtained.

The one exception stated that "he had won the

good will of customers by so doing and helped to

retain it by that means."

Some of the replies are appended.

DOES NOT BELIEVE IN IT.

When I first started to advertise, I devoted a good

share of the appropriation to the various kinds of

advertising that you mention. The churches got

their full share and pretty nearly every athletic

event that came along meant a position on the pro-

gramme for me. I got general results from my ad-

vertising. I could see that. But the results were not

satisfactory. I did not for a moment waver in my
determination to advertise, for I was most thoroughly

convinced that publicity pays. It became very evi-

dent to me, however, that there was something wrong
with my methods and I started in to find out what
it was.

I decided that I would test all the advertising

that I did after that. When an article had been
advertised in the newspapers, I watched sales of that

article for some time after date of publication and
compared the figures with previous sales. I soon

found most convincing evidence that my newspaper

propaganda was paying me; in fact, after a few
weeks I abandoned my efforts to trace results from
newspaper ads., so obvious had it become that I was
getting direct results in satisfactory measure. In the

meantime I had been trying to trace my programme
advertisements with little success. If I had a card

on the programme for the Baptist Church social, 1 8sks if it pays.
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watched to see if my
sales with members of

the Baptist church had
increased. I was un-

able to find material

difference in the vol-

ume of business that I

was doing with the peo-

ple thus appealed to. Once a very good customer of

mine, an elder in the church, came to me and said:

"A , I'm glad to see that you are advertising in

our weekly programme. We need the money and

we appreciate what you are doing."

This expression of good will encouraged me and

I heard similar statements from time to time from

other church goers. But, as stated before, sales did

not increase.

Going into the figures, I found that I was spend-

ing a lot of money in that way every year. This

money, applied to the good purpose of increasing my
newspaper space, would bring results tenfold. I

determined to drop everything else and increase my
newspaper space. I did so and soon found that the

results had fully justified my action.

Whenever I was approached after that to take

space on programmes and so forth, I always firmly

declined to have anything to do with it. My
church friends were a little aggrieved but I did my
best to show them my position in the matter. And
I don't think that I lost any business by it.

I am against programme advertising, first, last

and always. Dry Goods Max.

IS NON-PRODUCTIVE.

Does it pay? That is the question, and an im-

portant question it is, for on the answer given the

dry goods merchant of to-day has to decide the

course he shall pursue, or the action he shall take in

many different conditions and circumstances of

business. Had the question simply been, Does it pay

to advertise? our answer would unhesitatingly have

been "It certainly pays to advertise, and the better

the advertising the bigger is the pay. Wi-e mer-

chants are therefore on the outlook for opportunities

to do good advertising and get best returns for their

outlay.

Good advertising has in it many elements, s.'rae

of which it is not our province at the present time to

discuss, but one very important element the adver-

tiser will seek to have right will be the channel

through which it shall reach the public, and he will

produce style and quality fitted to do the best work

for the varying sources.

Your question deals with advertising through the

channels of programmes, church calendars etc.. and
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools
OE W- Established

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15*8, 12's,

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns, "^Z^j
&o. t &o.

•'sti^

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

0>2 and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools,

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
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THE STORY OF A $2.50 CARD.
7 took the back page of a programme for a special evening session of a convention at a

local church. It cost me $2.50.

The attendance was 202 by actual count, so that half of the programmes printed were
never distributed. Two-thirds of the attendance was made up of young people below 20 years

of age and children. The "buying power" of the gathering was very small.

After the meeting I noticed that programmes were left on every seat or under the chairs.

During the meeting little attention was paid to the programmes as far as I could see.

I decided that I was advertising to people whose trade I did not want at a time when
they were not at all inclined to give any heed to business matters.

The $2.50 was a loss; a small amount, truly, but small leaks will sink a ship.

(Extract from reply submitted by a merchant in a small Ontario town.)

Good advertising brings direct, tangible results.

Some may only bring indirect results, while from

much advertising it seems impossible to trace any

results, and I would place advertising on pro-

grammes, etc., for the most part in the non-produc-

tive class, in the way in which it is generally con-

dueled. It is possible that some of it may bring in-

direct results, but not, I would judge, such results as

would show any dividend on the investment, and

I would lie skeptical about even having the invest-

ment returned.

Generally, the programmes, etc., are distributed

at a place of meeting where there are many other

things to attract and hold the attention. The adver-

tising is merely incidental and relegated to a back, or

unnoticeable position and is in many cases not even

read. If noticed, it is only casual and makes little or

no impression and therefore does not pay.

Let the advertiser write the advertisement, ar-

range the printing and display of both it and the

programme. Have them distributed just a day or

two before the event, in the homes, and again at the

place of meeting and I think it might be possible to

get a return on the investment, if too much money
were not paid for the privilege. But few societies or

churches would consent to this, and if they did, the

result would be an advertisement more than a pro-

gramme, or church calendar.

W. C. FORMAN.

DOES NOT PAY.

In reply to your question, "Does it pay to adver-

tise on programmes, church calendars and so forth?"

would say in my opinion it does not. We have tried

it and used as good copy as in our other advertising

and in no ease have we ever been able to trace any

result, We have selected a special line at a very low

figure—a line very much in demand at the time, and

advertised it alone in a church calendar and did not

have one enquiry. Two weeks later we used the

same thing at the same price in our regular adver-

tisement and had direct returns at once.

An instance with direct bearing is the following:

Our store is situated in the best suburb of a "Western

city. There are six dry goods stores as well a- all

other lines in this part of the city, also all branches

of the church. A lady one day asked me to take

space in a cook book they were getting out. She

said she wanted me to take a page for a special reason.

I did not belong to that church, but as we had several

good customers that did, I took half a page without

asking for the "special reason" as it did not interest

me. A few days later another dry goods man and I

were talking. He had also taken space—and he told

me the "special reason'* was that a man who did be-

long to the church in question had tried to control

the book for our district promising to take a page,

but if anyone else took any he would not touch it.

As the committee thought they could get more than

one page from the rest, they turned down his offer.

I watched this thing exceedingly closely for a te-t

and I do not know of one dollar's worth of business

it brought us, or do I think the other man lost 5c

by turning down his own church's magazine. He

saved his money. We lost ours. Since then I am
through with that style of advertising and business

has shown as big an increase this year as any year

without this style of advertising and in spite of tight

money.

SrnscRir.ER.—m—
Toronto. Out.—J. M. Ferguson, who died sud-

denly in Toronto Wednesday, was a well-known

commercial traveller. Mr. Ferguson Wednesday

afternoon visited the warehouse of the W. R. Brock

Company. limited, by whom he was employed, but

feeling unwell went to bis room at 3 o'clock. He

died the same evening about 9 o'clock. It is be-

lieved that acute indigestion was the cause of death.
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DEACON SHIRTS
>>

Spring 1914

OUTING AND
WORKING SHIRTS

Our Traveller will call on you in a

few days with our Spring range.

We would be pleased to have you
compare the styles, prices and ma-
terials with other makes- We spe-

cialize on soft negligees, with soft

cuffs, separate, reversible or at-

tached collar, or without collar.

THE

Deacon Shirt Co.
BELLEVILLE ONTARIO

IMPERIAL $&£
MEN'S UNDERWEAR

FOR thirty years our factory has been specializing on pure

wool underwear. The result is that, to-day, we conscien-

tiously believe there is no other brand of underwear on the

market that offers the merchant as much value for his money as

Imperial Brand Pure Wool Underwear.

We are specialists in Men's Natural Wool, Men's Elastic Knit,

Men's High Grade Imperial, Men's Double Thread Balbriggan.

Orders for Fall and Winter trade promptly attended to.

Ask your wholesale house for Imperial Brand.

Write for samples to-day.

KINGSTON HOSIERY COMPANY
KINGSTON Established 1880 ONTARIO
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The Problems of Launching a Business
THE FOLLOWING
interesting discussion

on the problems of

starting in business

with a limited capital

was prepared by M. W.
Cresap and published

in Men's Wear of New
York:

In the early nineties, a young man with an

abundance of courage and little else turned his face

away from his native village toward the growing

Southwest. In twenty years he has realized more
than he ever dreamed of even in his rosiest air cas-

tles. He is the head of a great clothing institution,

with a corps of managers and an army of clerks.

How did he do it?

There are more explanations than one, but, for

the purposes of this article, we will lay aside the

fact that, through his natural talents, he succeeded

where others failed. One reason why he connected

with the horn of plenty is because the city where

he located grew and multiplied and grew again,

and he grew with it.

Growing up with the country is not the easy

and rapid road to success and fortune that it was a

few decades ago. The country for the most part has

become settled; pioneering is largely over. Op-
portunities are still great, but success now must be

attained by great skill; by greater knowledge of

business; by strict adherence to certain fixed princi-

ples of trade, and by a showing of great efficiency.

We do things nowadays more scientifically than

formerly, and it is necessary that we should.

Many young men are better off to stay where

they are and to turn their ambitions toward taking

part in perpetuating what has already been built.

The men who are young now must eventually take

the places of the men who are growing old. The
heads of all the great stores to-day will to-morrow
be displaced by the young fellows who are now do-

ing the hard work on the firing line. The oppor-

tunities for young men in this respect are very great,

and no young man should get the notion of "being
his own boss" until he is sure that what he is leaving

does not hold an opportunity for him. Most em-
ployers nowadays who have their own interests at

heart will give capable young men every chance.

This discussion, however, does not concern the

young man who follows in the footsteps of someone
who has already attained success. That is another

story, and an important one. The tnings which the

editors of this magazine want to consider here are

Interesting Discussion of the Proced-
ure to be Adopted in Starting a Store
to Avoid the Shoals Which Beset the
Beginner—The Proper Stocking of a
Store—How Capital Should be Laid
Out.

the steps to be taken

and the principles to

guide a man just

launching in the cloth-

ing business.

First, then, we will

mention two prime

qualifications — two
things which every man must have. These are ex-

perience and capital.

It is obvious that a man has no place in a busi-

ness unless he knows something about it. In cloth-

ing, he must know merchandise; how to buy it and

how to sell it. It is assumed, therefore, that every

man who proposes going into the business has at

least a fair knowledge of it.

The next thing in importance to experience is

capital. The amount depends upon the size of the

city, but no clothing business should be started any-

where with an available capital of less than $4,000

or $5,000. Many of the men now in business have

started on less, but any amount much less than $4,000

involves a gamble.

The first step is to find a town. The wise young

man will make himself well-known to the house or

houses from which he expects to make his pur-

chases. The sales manager and credit man will

make every effort to find a desirable place for a start.

They will be anxious for his success because it means

a permanent outlet for their goods, and the young

man is justified in seeking and relying upon the ad-

vice of some reputable wholesaler.

When the town is decided upon, the next move is

a location. It is very important to get a store in

the right place. Some men have succeeded by start-

ing on second floors; others have induced customers

to walk down an alley; but those cases are so con-

spicuously few that the average young man should

conclude that he is not a genius but just an ordinary,

hard-working citizen, and that he will, therefore,

have to follow the fixed rules of business.

Out of his $5,000 he will spend $1,000 for fix-

tures. He ought not to spend any more than that,

and even less, if possible, but in the extravagant air

of to-day it is impossible to go very far for as little

as $1000. This means that the young merchant is

then left with $4,000 to invest in stock. He is justi-

fied in buying about $6,000 worth of goods. Of

course, this is more than he has money for, but be-

fore the bills are due he will have sold some of the

goods and should be able to discount all the bills.

The amount of goods he will sell in a year on a

stock of goods of this size ought to be $25,000;

we will take that for our figure. The rental should
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Don't plan your business turnover
on your capital—try special order
tailoring and double your business

Take advantage of the growing demand for men's tailored-to-measure clothing
without investing any more capital in your business. Whether you are a pro-

gressive merchant or tailor you will find the "International Tailoring" of real

interest to you and your trade.

Our prosposition is a live one and you should look into it.

The International organization in its immensity stands behind this proposition

with a service second to none—perfect tailored garments, good trimmings,

perfect fit, and right up-to-second styles.

Write for samples and literature giving full information.

WE ALSO CUT, MAKE AND TRIM FROM YOUR OWN GOODS.

3nternattonal bartering £o. f Himitth
62=64 Jotm &l, 24 jfHercer ftt, Coronto
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vvear & Tear"KING EDWARD"
SUSPENDERS

Retail QQVrice

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-
promoting construction and excellent finish of "King
Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.
BERLIN ONTARIO

— If you had a brand of stockings that you could

^ conscientiously offer mothers as one that would= greatly lighten her— eternal darning, do
= you not think that

= such a make would
r= meet with large

== sales? Made of"

SB absolutely pure— worsted wool,

= Dominion Brand
= Hosiery
= is just the grade of
== stocking that will= withstand the wear
S and tear of the ac-— five Canadian boys— and girls.

SEE We make a complete
s= range of sweater
555 coats, knitted caps,= and mittens. It will= certainly pay you to
SB see them. Write for= samples, or wait for
E5 our traveller.

1 A. BURRITT & COMPANY |= DOMINION MILLS

= MITCHELL ONTARIO
||
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cost anywhere from 3 to 5 per cent of the sales,

or anywhere from $750 to $1,250 per year. A little

variation in rent, one way or the other, is not im-

portant if a merchant can get the right location.

Now comes the actual buying. Beginning mer-

chants have the fault that they are apt to overbuy

on everything. The feeling of proprietorship is

strong, and it is only human nature to buy from too

many houses.

The best advice that can be given such a young
man is to consult a good, level-headed credit man, go

over his plans for buying, and listen to what this

credit man has to say. If he is not satisfied, let him
try another credit man from some other house,

either in the same or a different line of business, and

the chances are that ninety-nine times out of a hun-

dred he will get the same identical advice from both

places, showing that general ideas of business are

very well understood all around. The first inter-

view will always be with the credit man. The mer-

chant should furnish letters of introduction, espe-

cially one from the bank stating that he has on de-

posit the amount of money represented by his cap-

ital. The credit man thereupon will suggest that

the merchant pay part cash for the first order; the

money would otherwise be temporarily idle, and to

pay about one-half cash means the earning of some
extra discount, which represents a small profit on the

first transaction.

To continue expressing things concretely, we will

assume that the young man is to open his store on

September 1. Out of his $5,000 he has spent $1,000

for fixtures, he has bought $6,000 worth of merchan-

dise, half of which he has paid for, leaving $1,000

cash with which to open his store. He does not

really need that much cash, but most men like to

have it on hand ; it gives a comfortable feeling.

The next move is to let the public know he is in

business. Formerly merchants depended on their

signs, their personality and their show windows.

Nowadays merchants utilize those forces, of course,

but in addition they talk to the whole public within

their entire area of trade through newspapers, maga-

zines, letters, street cars, etc.

Advertising is a business by itself; it reflects the

character and policy of the store, and unless it is

done right a wrong impression will be given, which

only time can eradicate. An advertisement in a local

newspaper is a salesman talking to many people at

once, and, if done poorly, it creates a worse im-

pression than a poor clerk who comes in contact with

only a limited portion of the public.

A merchant can afford to spend about 4 per cent

of his sales for advertising. On a capital of $5,000,

and annual sales of $25,000, his outlay should be

about $1,000 per year. He should not try to thinly

cover the whole field of mediums; better concentrate

on a few and cover them well. If the capital em-

ployed is $10,000, the rental, advertising expenses,

etc., suggested above can be multiplied by two; if

$20,000, by four, and so on up.

A merchant may have ample capital, excellent

location, attractive store, good .merchandise and good

advertising, but all these will not bring success. They
must be backed up with a broad policy of dealing

with the public. One eminent meronant has "serv-

ice' as his slogan, and service means thinking first

of the customer in every transaction.

When the buying public once has learned that

this policy is faithfully carried out it will stand

as a continual stimulus and men will be brought to

trade in such a store through the word-of-mouth

advertising of its customers. There Is no harder

thing for a merchant to thoroughly learn and prac-

tice than a broad policy of dealing, and none is so

essential to success.

The office end of a business should be kept

carefully in hand. A merchant must know stock,

sales, profits, expense and indebtedness at all times.

Unless he has this information he does not know
how his business is tending. It is easy to eat up
profits by too much expense, and unless a merchant

knows how he is running the safety of his business

may be imperiled.

Credit may be extended to desirable trade: it helps

t<> make business, but the young merchant must ex-

ercise <-aiv. otherwise too much of his capital will be
tied up on his books. A good rule is to pick your

own credit customers, as far as you can, instead of

letting them pick you.

The hard test for a new merchant usually comes

after the first season in business. The stock of

goods which at first was $6,000 has been depleted

by sales. On September 1, in the fall, and March 1,

in the spring, the season's stock should be reduced

to the lowest possible point and the new goods un-

packed.

Otj the opening bills, our young merchant paid

half cash, and, with his sales, he had the money to

easily discount the remainder. When the second

season comes he should see that he maintains that

record. To lose discount is to sacrifice profit and to

impair credit. The system of interchanging infor-

mation and the reports which are gathered from

one source or another are such that credit men in

the wholesale houses know promptly whether a mer-

chant is a discounter, no merchant should ever per-

mit himself to be indexed as slow.

As business increases capital is increased by add-

ing to it the profits of the year, but temporary cap-

ital may be obtained in another way. When a mer-

chant finds his business so good that it requires a

larger stock of merchandise he gets In touch with

his hanker. Ranks exist for the purpose of assisting

legitimate business, and. if not utilized for this pur-

pose, their functions would be defeated. A mer-

chant borrows in the spring or fall when he needs

money to discount his bills. The diNCOunt saved is

(Continued on page 63.)
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The First Essentials of Retail Salesmanship

The true salesman sends every

customer away satisfied—Those

who cannot be interested in high-

priced lines should be given as

close attention as those who can

be worked to swell the sales

books.
Up-to-date Salesman — " Something in the way

of a fancy tie, sir?
"

SOME TIME ago, the proprietor of a large men's
wear store, who always made it a custom to put a

printed slip in the pay envelopes of his employees,

handed out the following advice in that way

:

"A salesman is the one who can sell a cus-

tomer something he had not intended to buy
and send him away pleased."

This is partly true; or, at least, it gives half of

what goes to make a salesman. And it has ignored

what is, in the opinion of the writer, the most essen-

tial half.

The first duty of a salesman is to satisfy the

customer in regard to the matter which brought him
(the customer) to the store. If a man has asked

for cuff studs, the first duty of the salesman is to

see that a suitable pair of studs are found for the

customer. After that he may proceed in an endeavor

to interest his man in a new shirt to go with the

studs, and a new tie to go with a shirt, and so on.

The chief weakness in many salesmen is their

proneness to give perfunctory attention to people

who have asked for a small article and cannot be

interested in other lines. They make the sale, or

fail to make it, in a listless or a hurried way which

makes the customer feel that he has no right in that

store. The customer seldom comes back.

An incident comes to mind, which bears on this

point. An old man, quite apparently from the

country, entered a men's furnishing store in an On-

tario city and asked to see a pair of "braces." The
clerk looked him> over critically and decided that he

was a "brick" and consequently "no good." Bring-

ing out a few pairs of suspenders, the salesman be-

gan to make suggestions as to other articles such as

shirts, socks, and collars. The farmer, however,

stated that he was in a hurry and needed the braces

only. Losing all interest, the salesman left the sam-

ples before the customer to make his selection and

did not vouchsafe any further remarks or even pay

any more attention Not finding just the kin

wanted, the customer left the store and repaired to

another where he was very courteously waited upon

by a clerk who had learned the lesson that civility

and assiduity are the two prime essentials of sales-

manship. The farmer secured what he wanted, as-

sured the salesman that he was in too much of a

hurry to look at anything else and left. The sales-

man did not unduly press him and was rewarded by

a return visit in the course of a fortnight when the

farmer bought a new suit of clothes and a rather

complete stock of furnishings.

The second salesman did not on the first occa-

sion sell his customer something that the customer

had not intended to buy. Nevertheless, he had ful-

filled the obligations which rest on a salesman to

the letter. He had sent his customer away pleased.

The duty of a salesman is to send every customer

away pleased. And this can be done only by giving

the best of service to everyone and under all circum-

stances. —o—
Regina, Sask.—The Regina Trading Company

will make important changes October 1 when they

take over the offices of Anderson & Lunney, in which

will be located the boys' furnishing department.

Port Arthur.—Henderson Bros, are holding a big

stock clearance sale. Among other bargains, they

are offering a limited number of $3.00 shoes for $1.

# * «

Woodstock, Ont—By the death of Thomas Har-

rison, Parker, which occurred last evening, Wood-

stock loses one of her oldest citizens. Born in Cum-

berland, England, nearly 86 years ago, the deceased

came to Canada when young and, with his parents,

resided in Petrolia. More than 50 years ago he came

to Woodstock and here he carried on a drygoods

and clothing business in partnership with the late

J. D. Hood, afterwards city treasurer.



Clothes, Methods and Men
Something About Clearing Sales

THE DISCUSSION in the last issue of The Review

on the advisability of early clearance sales has cre-

ated quite a little comment in the trade. It is recog-

nized that the clearing idea is being carried to an

extreme which hurts legitimate business to no small

extent. For instance, a number of prominent stores

in a certain place will start to sacrifice their stock of

straw hats late in July or early in August, offering

them at prices which attract a brisk demand. The

result is that no dealer in that place can sell any

more straw hats at the regular prices that season,

whereas the regular selling season should have lasted

several weeks longer. This practice results in the

curtailment of profits very considerably. Many

men's wear dealers state that they think the clear-

ance sale idea, is being overworked. One man—

a

firm believer himself in the practice of not carrying

stock over from one season to another—expresses

the opinion most emphatically that the rushing in

of clearance sales before the regular selling season

is over has cut all the profit out of some lines for

him and, presumably, for everyone else; and should

be stopped by all sensible dealers. This is undoubt-

edly a question which should be given thought by

every men's wear merchant.

®

Light Apparel for Men
THE PAST Summer has seen a strong revival of

light colors for men. A well-known writer on men's

styles, states that "since the South African war I

have not missed an Ascot, and during those #years

I never remember seeing men garbed in such light

colors as this year." The well dressed men of Lon-

don, Paris and, to a less degree, of New York, have

been appearing in white top hats, white gloves, white

waistcoats, trousers of unusually light shade and even

in worsted morning coats of a silver-gray shade. As

a result, any fashionable event has been an almost

bewildering spectacle of men presenting the appear-

ance of being dressed almost entirely in white. Some

men have not gone to the extremes but have affected

medium tones. Thus, the dove-colored hat has had

quite a vogue. Great numbers of them have been

seen everywhere. And it is freely predicted that the

dove-colored hat is here to stay. Not many have

been seen in Canada. But, who knows?

-©-

A Great Fad Coming
IT IS not often that a fad for any one color develops

in men's neckwear. Usually there is a wide range

of shades to choose from, with no particular shade

usurping a predominant share of favor. But every-

thing points to a fad developing next Spring for

green. All shades of green will be in favor and it

seems a certainty that more of that color will be

worn than anv other shade.

t-

Staying In The Home Town
IN ANOTHER part of this issue an article appears

dealing with the advisability of the young man stay-

ing in his home town. The young man who stays at

home and gets a thorough grounding in whatever

line he has chosen is following the best course. To

tempt out into the world before equipped with prac-

tical experience and knowledge is risky, and, in most

ease? at least, unwise. Some men have " fared out
''

5C
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into the world to make their fortune, equipped with

a rugged determination only, and have made for-

tunes. They are the exceptions to prove the rub.

In the great majority of cases the result of a prema-

ture sally away from home is that the young man

gets into a narrow rut, where he is compelled by

force of circumstances to remain. At the same time,

it is not intended to advocate the stay-at-home policy

It is rumored that men's styles may hark
back to the ideas of 1830.

Some possibilities.

as the only one to pursue under all circumstances.

When a man has " stuck to his knitting " in the

home town and become thoroughly proficient, he

then needs the broadening influence that brushing

with the outside world gives. It then pays him to

get out and meet new people, experience new condi-

tions, and face new and broader problems.

m-

A Novel Device

LIKE the " endless caravan " immortalized by

Bryant in his " Thanatopsis "—there seems to be no

end to novel window display " stunts." They vary

from the interesting to the mildly amusing; from

the grotesque to the bizarre ; from the unique to the

ludicrous; from the mere eyecatching to the really

worth-while. And pedestrian-attracting " stunts
"

of any and all of the types enumerated have been

employed with varying success by the " Hat Box,"

an exclusive hat store operated by I. E. Laventhal at

219 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Cal. The

window attractions have been, in most instances,

conceived and originated by C. Ray, manager of the

store. One of the most novel and timely window

attractions recently employed by Mr. Ray consisted

in placing into a display case in front of the store,

which is reserved for novelty advertising purposes, a

300-pound cake of ice, into which three straw hats

had been artificially frozen. A notice was posted on

the case to the effect that five hats would be given

free to the five persons making the nearest guesses as

to how long it would take for the cake of ice to melt.

Everyone was invited to indicate his guess on slips

of paper provided for the purpose, and in this way,

Mr. Ray states, over five hundred valuable names

were secured for their mailing lists.

®
Thoughts In Brief

Clearance sales are alright but they should be

held only at clearance times.

* * »

Another much-needed invention is a golf ball

that will whistle whenever it is lost.

The straw hat should be taboo after the first week

of September. Start showing Fall hats.

* • •

Somebody could make a fortune by inventing a

raincoat or an umbrella that would be at the right

place whenever it rained.

* * •

The Canadian man is probably the most sensible

dresser in the world. He seldom takes up fads and

he carefully eschews extremes. He is conservative,

but exacting in all respects.

The cartoonist and the straw hat.
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FewWords,and Short Ones, Card Man's Slogan
A GREAT deal is said

about the practical side

of cardwriting and the

ambitious card writer

has no difficulty in se-

curing information

with reference to proper

methods of workman-
ship. But what of the other

side of it, the problems of

card wording?

The wording of a card is

fully as essential as the

workmanship. A cleverly

phrased card, executed in

weak and careless style,

would attract very little at-

tention; no more, in fact,

than a well lettered card

which was poorly worded.

Bright wording and neat

workmanship are equal es-

sentials.

In wording a show card,

the writer must bear one

paramount consideration in

mind. He must arouse in

those who read a desire for more information and,

by creating this desire, bring them into the store.

That is t lie purpose which the card must serve.

To achieve this purpose a card must "have the

punch." It must go right to the root

of the matter, telling enough about a certain article

in convincing style to half convince the gazer and

make him look for complete conviction.

Necessarily, the card must be terse. Tell what

there is to tell in as few words as possible. An
epigram in three words will tell more to the gazer

than a long rigmarole.

Some time ago the now famous advertising

phrase, "Eventually—why not now?" was not so gen-

erally known and a men's furnisher used it on a

A dissertation on rules for card word-
ing — Terse phrases, right up to the
point, are needed—Alliteration can be
used to good advantage — Long words
must never be employed — Some ex-
amples, good and bad.

f'iihen they"

\ftj ma tee

betler

5hiri5

than ©ure

-

~fe>r the tnonci)'

Mfell have 'em.

•>

Catchy wording of card by Carl
Meiers.

card featuring a new
style of collar. Every

man who saw that card

became interested and

the dealer sold a large

number of collars. The
effect was better several

times over than if he

had worded his card: ''This

is the coming collar.

Be one of the first to wear

it," or some such form of

phrasing. In four words,

the thought desired to be

conveyed was expressed in its

most perfect form. In addi-

tion, it left in the mind of

the reader, the desire for a

little more information.

THE METHOD TO ADOPT.

The best method to adopt

in reducing a sentence or

group of sentences to the

most laconic form, is to re-

write the matter several

times, each time making it

shorter. After drafting the wording for the first

time, go over it carefully, pruning out all unneces-

sary words. If it is found advisable, revamp the

sentence, putting it in brief form. Finally, if it is

possible, go over it again and "boil it down" some
more.

For instance, a display of suits is being put in

the store window and the card writer must empha-
size certain points. He desires to point out that

the suits are the latest cut, that the firm will guaran-

tee to fit any customer to his complete satisfaction,

and that the price fixed is a remarkably reasonable

one. On the first draft, he evolves something like

this:

'These suits are cut on the most approved lines

SOME TERSE RULES FOR CARD WRITING
Few words and short ones—that is the best motto the card man can adopt.

The wording of a card is fully as essential as the workmanship.

An epigram in three words will tell more to the gazer than a long rigmarole.

Go over it again and "boil it down" some more. Make everything as brief as lingual lim-

itations allow.

An alliterative phrase gains wider praise than it really merits,

hong words are as much out of place on a showcard as a plowhorse would be on a polo field.
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and a fit is guaranteed every man. A bargain at the

price."

This was too obviously long and cumbersome, so

he started in to use the blue pencil. The result

was as follows:

"Suits on best lines at lowest prices. A fit guar-

anteed."

This did not suit still as the cardwriter desired

to letter his card in large and bold style. He wanted

six words at the most and yet felt that he must

bring out the three points. Finally he kept boiling

SNAPPY PHRASES FOR CARDS.

She will like you in one of these suits.

Going to the dance? Everything you need

here.

These straws show the way the style goes.

Bathing suits going doivn—in price-

Hats meant for handsome men.

Cold winds: Muffle up.

You need that fall overcoat now.

Let us help you to dress correctly

Warm and wholesome—worth the money.

Defy winter's blasts.

These gloves keep the fingers warm.

Man's one extravagance—a good stickpin.

All kinds of ties. All good form.

Satisfy that craving. Get a fancy vest.

Eventually—Why not now?

Gentlemen's suits—They hit the right note.

Pumps, for the dancing man.

the matter down until he got it condensed into the

desired length as follows

:

"Good style, better fit, best price."

The best advice that can be given to cardwriters

is to make everything as brief as original limitations

allow. Caesar told us much in his, "I came, I saw,

I conquered," as some war correspondents will tell

in three columns of word painting. A card with

four words—if the four words have been selected

with discrimination—will be many times more effec-

tive than a card with a dozen words.

THE USES OF ALLITERATION.

One of the most potent weapons that the card

writer can use in making his efforts bright is alliter-

ation. An alliterative phrase rolls smoothly off the

tongue and gains wider praise than it really merits.

Public speakers of a mediocre order have sometimes

won reputations as orators solely through a knack of

alliteration.

A card which is worded in this way will always

be recognized as clever. Such phrases as "popular

prices prevail" and "superb style standards," have

been used with best effect by card writers and ad-

men. It is better to designate a collar, which is cut

on sensible, comfortable lines as a "comfort collar,"

than as a "sensible collar."

At the same time, the effort to achieve allitera-

tive effects can be carried too far. Slangy adjec-

tives are too frequently introduced, such as "classy,"

"nobby" and "nifty". These words can be used on

occasions to good effect but they do not improve with

overuse.

DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES.

The best card writers are those who have the gift

of descriptive phrasing. A man who can find the

way to describe an article so that the reader gets a

complete idea of it, can get results every time. Such
phrases as "wears like iron," "advanced refinement

in ties" and "the collar of comfort" are found high-

ly effect ive.

SHORT WORDS BEST.

It is a cardinal rule that the cardwriter must use

short words. Long words are as much out of place

on a showcard as a plowhorse would be on a polo

field. They are too heavy and cumbersome. They
take up too much space and cannot be taken in at

a glance. People do not expect or appreciate the use

of "jaw-crackers." The card writer who penned the

words, "The apotheosis of present styles" was getting

away beyond the people who would see that card.

For all they knew, he might be making the asser-

tion that the articles shown were intended as a

burlesque on styles.

Few words and short ones—that is the best mot-
to the card man can adopt.

®
The Perfect-Knit Mills, Limited, Listowel, have

been incorporated, with a capitalization of $50,000.

Westboro, Ont.—The first dry goods and gents'

furnishing store to be conducted in, Westboro will be

opened shortly by John Stewart ^ i the Richmond
Road.

y



Advantages of Staying in the Home Town
"ON MY word Pete I

can't understand why
you want to stay here

at this job and in this

dead old town. You
have often heard me
talk of getting a job in

the city, and now I

have a chance and I'm going. If you're game to go

too, why just say the word, and I can get my friend

to work you in at the same place."

These words were spoken by a young man about

18 years of age as he was mechanically dusting a

row of shoe boxes of a general store in the very quiet

town of R . The boy who was thus express-

ing himself was popularly known as Fritz. He was

actuated with a burning ambition to gain distinction

in the mercantile world, but this ambition was of

the impatient variety. He was willing to pay a

price for fame but not willing to pay the necessary

amount in the way of earnest endeavor. His nature

was somewhat shifty. If surrounding conditions

did not work harmoniously to his liking his policy

was to seek for those that did. Which, by the way,

is like a phantom ship, never reached.

Pete, at the time Fritz was speaking to him, was

in an energetic and enthusiastic manner wrestling

to relieve a box of oranges of its stubborn cover. He,

too, had ambition of the burning variety, but he was

a boy given to deeper thought, and with a keener

sense of foresight than his co-worker.

The two boys had been brought up in the little

town, had attended school together and being

friends had obtained work in the same store.

The town was not large, in fact it was much too

small for Fritz. To him it appeared that his ideas

were of too great magnitude to be worked out in

such a small and unimportant place, so he chose

the city as a promising locality.

To Pete, the small town appeared to be a mine

rich in resources, a place where he could get a good

general knowledge of his business. He had many
original ideas which he wished to work out on the

unsuspecting inhabitants of the little own. He could

live there at a great deal less than he could in the

city. He had, moreover, the comforts of home which

few boys appreciate.

A month a'&r the conversation in the store,

Fritz was stand *n& behind the dressgoods counter of

a department s/ore in the city. He was thinking of

poor Pete still WTest'ling with the orange boxes and

feeling sorry for his old pal. Pete, at the old store,

was still appearing every morning in good time to

get the sweeping done and then dig around to see

A story which tells how one young
fellow stayed in a country store and
gradually worked his way up to a lucra-

tive position, while his chum went to

the city and fell into a rut—A story
with a moral.

how much more he

could learn.

The next two years

Fritz spent selling dress-

goods and of these he

obtained a somewhat

thorough knowledge,

but what little ac-

quaintance he had formerly gained of general dry

goods was gradually disappearing, and by the time

two Summers had passed was almost at the zero

point.

The environment of the city was not as produc-

tive as he had anticipated. In his boarding house
he had none of the comforts of home, so had to seek

other forms of recreation. In the Summer time his

room stifled him and odors coming up from the

kitchen drove away his appetite every time he en-

tered the house. How lonesome everything was.

What few friends he had made were scattered over

the city he knew not where. He never could make
'

friends with the boys in the boarding house. They
were of an entirely different type to Fritz. He
would rather be alone than in such company. Many
times he thought he would seek another house where
conditions were better, and the boys more to his lik-

ing. But no, those houses were too expensive for

He could not pay the required price from hishim.

small weekly income. So he had to stay where he
was although the street cars rattled past his win-
dow and awakened him from his first dozy dreams.

Then, too, there was always the knowledge that the,

room was inhabited with living things he had never

seen in his own comfortable home.

When winter came the surroundings were no
better. He thought that to wile away some lonesome
hours he would obtain some good dry goods liter-

ature and better fit himself for his job, which, owing
to his meagre knowledge of the trade, he feared

might end any Saturday night. The first night he
attempted to read in his room he was so cold that he

put on his overcoat, and turned the dim-looking gas

burner as high as possible in order that what little

heat it would give might keep his circulation nearer

normal. This ended all attempts to make hi? room
a sitting room. He wondered if they would let him
go down stairs with the family. The boy in the next

room told him that that was never done. His home
was his room or the cold street, so by scraping along

and doing without proper clothes he saved enough

money to allow him to go to the cheap shows and
poolrooms, where he was a little warmer than on the

street or in his room.

Pete, at the old home town, was enjovin£ all the
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comforts of home. Around the store he gathered

up trade magazines and papers and devoured their

contents on the lawn, in the shade of the big maple

tree, and in colder weather he gathered himself into

a big chair before the dining room heater and read

until the fire put him to sleep. Then, after a

nightly visit to the pantry he would go to bed and

sleep, as he would say, "like a brick."

If Pete was asked how cotton was going he could

tell its exact price in any state. When his employer

wanted to know just where wool stood, Pete could

supply all the information he wanted. He could tell

him that sugar had gone up three cents and that the

leather market was in a shaky condition. He knew
that clothing was to be a little looser fit next year,

and that hats were to have more curl to the brim.

There was no part of the business that he did not

understand.

Four years after Pete and Fritz had parted the

wholesale concern of K & Sons were on the

outlook for a competent man to handle their Western
trade. Their representative, Mr. , who cover-

ed that territory which included the little town,

strongly recommended Pete to the firm. It was de-

cided to give Pete a trial although they well knew
that when Mr. S recommended anyone he

was a man who knew his business.

Pete's experience on the road was full of ex-

perience, mixed with some adventures and not a

little romance. Three years were sufficient to show
his firm that he had business ability and integrity.

They saw an opportunity of opening a store in a

new northern town. A proposition was made to

Pete to go as manager with prospects of owning the
business. This he readily accepted, being very anx-
ious to settle down and put an end to a romance that

had occurred "along the road."

Ten years later Pete took over the entire business

as his own. This had grown to enormous propor-
tions, as the town grew to a city, and now each de-

partment has its own head and a system was worked
out that was perfect.

Where was Fritz? Not where was he, but where
is he and where is he likely to stay ? By hard work
and after he had come through many tight corners,

because Fritz was by no means a weakling, he finally

secured the position of manager of the dress goods
counter and to this position he seems to be anchored,
although he many a time thinks of that day at the
old general store, when, while Pete was after oranges,
he in his haste had grabbed handfulls of lemons.

Was there ever a story that was more true to

present conditions than that just related? How
often does the young man in the country store see

far off fields in the city, and through his color olind-

ness think they are green? How often does he, in
his haste to gain distinction, choose lemons while the

other fellows are taking their time and making sure

they get oranges?

Almost every day we see young men who have

but a spattering knowledge of business, pick up from

the place where they could get the bast general

knowledge and drift off into some place where they

get into a rut and stay for the balance of their lives.

It is not meant to be inferred that men should

not specialize along any line which attracts their

interests. To specialize along some branch is by far

the most productive of results. But the choosing of

what branch a man wishes to concentrate his powers

on is a matter of extreme difficulty and importance.

To most beneficially make such a choice a man must
gain a high piece of ground, from which lie can see

the lay of the land, and then follow the policy of

the bull-dog/'smell out your opportunity, then hang
on."

Many a young man leaves his country home and
enters the city store, drops into the first department

that is opened to him, makes just about enough
money to keep up a bare existence, probably a miser-

able one at that, gets disgusted with his outlook, loses

his ambition, and lands, well! it is hard to say.

Many just drift along from one thing to another,

wherever the wind blows them, until the earth in her

kindness opens up and receives them, and they are

lost and forgotten, yes, completely forgotten, not

even a piece of marble to mark the spot where they

were last seen.

Other men will take an inventory of themselves

and know where they stand. They will get all the

general knowledge they can, and then from their

advantageous ground they spot out their goal.

Wherever they go or whatever they do, it is a step in

the direction of their vision. Their whole being is

thrown into their work, nothing is done half-hearted-

ly, but thoroughly, and with a determined face and
set teeth.

The city offers opportunities to the man who is

thoroughly competent, but without this proper
equipment his chances for success are very slight

indeed.

What is the good of a thousand shoe factories

giving you their entire product, if your feet don't fit

the boots? What is gained by a thousand openings
as a store manager, if a man only knows how to do
the janitor's work?

Many a young man wants to try the city because
he thinks that, there! is the opportunity of gaining
salesmanship experience. This is a great delusion.

It is an acknowledged fact that in small cities and
country towns, there is more genuine salesmanship
ability found in the average man, than in a host of

city stores where the clerk acts like a machine, and
makes a person wonder if it is a mummy, or a man
bereft of vocal organs wearing out in wilful waste
good shoe leather on the other side of the counter.
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Business Conditions Show Improvement
THAT BUSINESS
conditions have im-

proved is evidenced by

the fact that more busi-

ness is being done.

There is an improved

tone generally. Of

course, the increase is

not large, when compared with the figures of past

years. Business men are not surprised at this, hav-

ing made up their minds not to look for extraordin-

ary increases, as they did in the past. They are quite

satisfied this year with a normal increase and accept

same as evidence of an improvement in conditions

which will spell brisker trade next year.

Although in some respects business is not yet

up to the mark, it is safe to assert that the commer-

cial public have safely passed the panicky stage. Any
fears which might have been held a few months ago

have disappeared with the upgrowth of confidence

in the stability of commercial conditions. It has

been demonstrated that commercial stagnation does

not follow a sudden tightening of money.

Business men are watching financial conditions

closely. In dealing with the situation, Financial

Post says:

"The outlook for the remainder of the year is

that money will tend towards greater ease. Last

week we said that we expected to see a turn for the

An increased volume is being done —
Panicky stage has been safely passed

—

Money will be easier for the remainder

of the year, according to financial men.

better towards the end

of the year, but in the

meantime money will

be tight. The crop in

Canada has to be mov-

ed and for that under-

taking the banks are

comfortably well equip-

CROPS ARE SAFE.

Any doubts which have been entertained

on the score of the crops have been effectually

dispelled. Reports from many districts hare
been received to the effect that the safety of the

crops is now assured.

With a continuance of good weather, the

year's yield of wheat will be placed in storage

with a minimum of loss. Conditions so far

have been practically perfect and the work of

getting in the crops has not been impeded in

the least degree.

The effect of this satisfactory condition, is

incalculable. Business h/ts felt the impetus of

a new spirit of optimism. A more active tone

is noted all around. Retail business has picked

up, manufacturers are showing more readiness

to extend operations. With the promise of a

good crop fulfilled, there is no reason why pros-

perity in fullest measure should not again be

enjoyed.

The crop situation as seen by the cartoonist.
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Attractive unit arranged by Geo. E. Keast, with Marks and Price, Yonge Street, Toronto.

ped, but they are not too confident as to the future.

They are still keeping a tight hold on the reins and

are not relaxing efforts to keep up strong reserves

and keeping going the ordinary commerce of the

country. To do that they are just as watchful of

speculation as they were six weeks ago.

It seems agreed among financial men that condi-

tions are sound but they very wisely restrain any
expressions of confidence and preach moderation to

their clients. This attitude is a wise one, as it will

help to put business generally on a sound basis and
eliminate rash and speculative development.

The Problems of Launching a Business

(Continued from page 59.)

always more than the interest paid to the banker.
After the bills are discounted the banker is paid out
of the money that comes from subsequent sales.

Only a small part of the merchants who fail cause

a loss to their creditors; most of them lose their

own capital, sell out, pay up and quit; some die in

the harness and their estates barely pay out.

The fundamental causes for their failures are

few:

First—Lack of managerial capacity. Most mer-_

chants make money when the business is small ; they

do most of the work themselves and watch every

penny of expense. When the business gets bigger,

and some of the important work must be done by
employees, the weaknesses of the manager become
apparent. Here a genius for organization is neces-

sary.

Second—Ignorance of the facts about the busi-

ness. Instead of knowing every day all about the

size of the stock, expenses, profits, they guess at such

things.

Third—Lack of concentration. .
Many a good

merchant is spoiled by a little success. Instead of

sticking to the business which gave him his first taste

of prestige, he permits himself to be dazzled by other

things, such as real estate speculation, political hon-

ors, and other outside ventures. Some men make

them pay; more do not.

Fourth—Underestimating opportunities. In

towns there are too many mediocre stores and too

few really good ones. Merchants are prone to be too

quickly satisfied, thus making room for new and

more lively competition.

©

The rolling stone gathers no moss. And what's

more, it never rolls up hill.
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A Strong Talk on the Art of Salesmanship

THE following address

was delivered by Otto

Buehrmann at the

annual convention of

the Michigan Retail

Clothiers' Association

:

Selling is the vital

feature of the clothing

business. Money will buy goods anywhere, at any

time; but how about the selling? " Aye, there's the

rub."

Facilities for buying are thrust on the clothier

from every side. The road is made so smooth, so

agreeable and so easy to travel that we hardly realise

we are going anywhere but to the highest peaks of

success, according to the honeyed words of the seller,

who, when the bill of goods is purchased, slaps us

on the back and congratulates us on our wonderful

skill and perspicacity in the selection of the mer-

chandise just booked.

What man but loses his head at this moment and

swells up like the proverbial toad when the salesman

tells us, " It's no art for you to buy, Mr. Clothier, you

are a born buyer, and there are none other like unto

you !
" Who ever talks over the order just given

at this moment, critically, and considers the long,

long, weary days before him during which he will

have to wrestle and tug with the mistakes he may
have made in selecting the suits so easily bought, but

now so hard to sell.

The curses in secret at the mistakes of the buyer,

whose enthusiasm made him neglect his duty, and

caused him to relax his vigilance for an hour, are

too numerous and deep to record on the tables of

the trade happenings.

Every one of us has had this experience, and yet

we go smilingly to the shambles to be slaughtered

again and again. The musical arguments of some
of the salesmen drown the reasonings of common
sense. This, gentlemen, is the cause of much trouble

at the selling end of the business. Every one of us

knows how fearfully expensive mistakes are, and

when a carefully prepared memorandum from a co-

rect stock sheet up to the minute is carried it is the

safeguard against this evil. When sizes, styles, and

quantities are noted as carefully as the dimensions in

the plans for a house they will prevent overbuying

when followed, and goods well bought are among
the trade bringers we are always looking for.

Every clothier here present is, or should be, seek-

ing for some method by which he can sell more

goods, some additional means by which he can ac-

complish this. For the moment he ceases to have the

ambition to increase his business, that moment he

Address by Well-known Authority of

the Clothing Trade in the U. S. —
Methods of Selling More Goods—How
to Size Customers—The Closing of the

Transaction.

begins to go backward.

Some clothiers will

say: "It is no use to

make any unusual

effort in my town;

there is but just so

much trade to be had,

and I get my share of

it, and it is foolish to spend money trying to increase

my business."

If this man discounted all his bills last year,

owns his business house, his residence and a piece of

property or two. and has a balance to his credit in

the bank, he it is who is certainly in the best shape

to make the effort to increase his trade, for he has

the money to invest in trade-bringing efforts, which

some of his smaller but more ambitious neighbours

cannot afford. And it is his duty as a citizen to set

an example to his less able townsmen. He it is who
should be at the head of every public movement to

put his town on the map, and in no way can this be

better done than through bringing in the far-away

trade.

The parcel post removes the limitations of neigh-

borhood and opens up a field just as large as any

man or firm can cover. And if he will not be of

benefit to himself and his community he should quit

and give the other man a chance for quit he will if

he does not continue to push and work. Mother

Nature has adjusted these matters of cause and effect

so accurately in business that when a man does not

create a cause no effect will follow, and she forthwith

causes decay to set in with which she equalises all

men and punishes those who refuse to work. It

matters not how seemingly solid the merchant may
be, all things but remain as they are only so long

as they conform to nature's laws.

A story is told that in a churchyard in Holland

lies buried one of the old merchants who prided him-

self on the solidity of his business and his own
capacity to do things. Before he died he had his

tomb constructed of immense blocks of granite, fas-

tened together with huge iron clamps, to perpetuate

his idea of solidity, and had an inscription carved

on the tomb, " This will last for ever." Just as some

clothiers expect their business to last for ever, with-

out further effort. But a gentle wind had wafted the

seed of a tree into the churchyard, where it had

lodged in the crevice between the granite slabs: it

had sprouted and grown, and with but little sod

above to nourish it. the roots of the tree had struck

down until they had found Mother Earth, and,

nourished by her, had gathered force with each ray

of sunshine and every drop of rain, until they grew
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and forced the granite slabs asunder, bursting the

iron clamps, and now there it is, a strong admonition

to men who would gainsay or oppose Nature's laws.

Thus, as the tiny seed became an engine of

destruction, what little thing, what little cause, is

going to disrupt and destroy that clothier's business

to whom we have referred? Even though there be

money, houses and lands now to support it, all mer-

chants must work, and work continually, to k^°,p

their business alive and a factor in this great game,

or it drops out.

The fruits of honest labor are but the means to

greater successes. Success is not always measured
by money, for Nature has other treasures she gives

her children which are just as valuable and ofttimes

more enduring. The greatest gift of all is the

ability to work, to strive for achievement, and will

she let the puffed-up man, with a few, very few,

dollars, as compared with the whole, set the clock

back?

What has Mother Nature to do with clothing?

Just as much as clothing has to do with Mother
Nature, and that is considerable. She produces

every shred of material ; she permits her children to

acquire the skill to use it, and she demands—mark
you, she demands, not requests or suggest?, but

quietly, as the remorseless glacier grinds down the

granite just as surely does she demand a just and

fair observance of her laws, in every detail of the

clothing business. When someone points to the

wonderful success of this or that man or firm, look

for the observance of her laws in the building of

the business. Look back over the records of the past

year and see the clothiers who were ground to powder

between the upper and lower millstones because they

did not obey these laws. Sometimes it was the viola-

tion of the material law; in other cases the moral

law was disregarded.

Do you ask my authority for such statements?

Look into the laws of business as given by the most

successful business man who ever lived, King Solo-

mon. He it was who gave to the world a code of

ethics, morals and salesmanship which has been

tried by the square, compass and plumb line for

countless centuries and found to be " square and
true."

Then why, in the name of common sense, are

these rules to keep the business going at full force

not used every day? Old fashioned? No, not old

fashioned, but too progressive for old fogies to use,

for it takes enthusiasm as well as work to keep

abreast of the times, and too many clothiers lack

this all-important attribute of enthusiasm to do the

necessary work in building a success.

Now to some important details of the art of sell-

ing as understood by the successful man: He first is

wise enough to " limit his efforts to his abilities','

and this means he must know his business and sail

close to shore until he increases his ability to.sail out

into broader seas. In doing this he knows he cannot

sell every customer personally; he must have help,

and to have this help know how to obtain the best

results and make the most sales for him he must

instruct them in the art of selling.

The Greek diamond merchant begins the train-

ing of his assistants when they are but 12 or 14 years

old. Seated in a circle, the merchant gives them
lessons pertaining to the trade, one of which is to

spread a blanket on the ground, and as each boy,

with his hand out of sight, under the blanket, passes

a diamond to his next neighbour, the recipient must

tell exactly what the stone weighs. A failure to

give the correct weight is to receive a good trouncing.

Has any one of the clothiers here ever instructed

his salesmen in the weight of a blue serge? Or does

he knew it himself by the touch? Not that this sell-

ing point is as strong as that of the weight of a

diamond, but it certainly has something to do with

the value. Style, say you, is the factor which now
sells ready-to-wear clothing. Then have you in-

structed the salesman in the styles of the hour? The
fit, the general appearance and wearing value of

material?

It is necessary for your salesman to know every

talking point as correctly as you do to enable him to

sell goods as well as you can. Do you take the new
salesman into your confidence and tell him it is your

ambition to sell more goods than anyone else in your

city or county? Do you instruct him never to mis-

represent an article of merchandise while in your

employ? Misrepresentation is the first sign of decay

which Nature uses to enforce her law, and will surely

undermine the business, for when you " put one over

on a customer " it is at the expense of the house

every time.

Does the salesman understand why he should

know his stock so accurately that each garment is

already fitted, in his imagination, on the special

customer for whom it was made? Does he know the

customer? How did he learn him? Can he in-

telligently explain why he was as quiet as a mouse

when selling this man, and was as garrulous as a

schoolboy with that one? Why must he be polite,

well mannered, and, above all, good natured? Some
say the customer " will buy anyhow, if the price is

satisfactory." Not at this day and time, when the

mails are going into every house in the land with

catalogues from the mail order houses, promising

the most satisfactory service, with samples of the

goods, at prices which catch the buyer.

The salesman is your right hand, with which
you must combat and overcome this influence which
takes so much trade away from the local dealers

to-day.

The days of the old voyagers are over. There are

railroad trains now, instead of packtrains, loaded

with goods coming into your city, and you must tell

your salesman, if he does not please the customer
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with service as well as price, others stand ready to do

so. And that is why your salesman must have an
interest in what he is doing for you. That you are

the boss and he the salesman is relative only; both
must work with the one end in view, success.

Now as to the salesman knowing the customer so

that he will be able to not only sell him, but make
a friend of him for the next sale. You may ask,

How is he going to learn this? It is a question not
easily answered, and that is what has prompted me
to compile a lot of facts and suggestions, in book
form, for the use of the salesmen who wish to "know
the customer." But you can doubtless tell him a
lot about " Mr. Jones, Jim Smith, and Dick Brown,"
as types of the mental, motive and vital customer,
and point out their various peculiarities. Mr. Jones,
the school teacher, away up in the clouds with his
thoughts, has a forehead bulging at the top, and
will not stand much talk. Wait on him quietly, for
he is of the mental type.

Jim Smith is a motive type, always in a hurry
and always going somewhere. Wait on him quickly;
be ready with a correct answer, and don't make mis-
takes, for he has little patience.

Dick Brown is a fat, good-natured fellow, the
vital type, and likes to hear the news, the gossip,
etc. Give him a comfortable, easy-fitting suit, and
don't ask him to exert himself too much in making
the selection, and he will buy all right, for a "stout"
is rarely ever missed unless through stupid ignorance
of the stock or "snippy" conduct. But "Beware the
fury of a patient man," for when once you stir him
up he is a lost customer. A good rule to remember
is

:
"The fatter the man, the easier to sell ; the thin-

ner the man, the harder to sell."

^

These are all natural means of telling the dispo-
sition of the customer, and the unnatural method of
handling him is to tell him you are "It." Trying to

reason him into buying something which does not
look good to him, which he does not think is what
he wants, this is the head route in salesmanship. It

is a long and rocky road to travel and leads to no-
where.

But suppose you tell the salesman to come at him
on his other side ; for instance, say, "You are a man
of whom we wish to make a friend and a permanent
customer, and that is why I am showing you this

suit. It is what you think it is." "Is it all wool?"
asks the customer. "Commercially speaking," says
the glib salesman, who is reasoning with him. "No

!

Not a thread of wool in a carload of these suits," says
the heart-route salesman, who wants a man's confi-

dence.

He it is who, when the suit is being tried on, says,

"No ; it does not fit like it should ; it hikes up behind
where you can't see ; but I am going to have it fixed

to my satisfaction and your pleasure ; and when it is

sent home, if you are not pleased with it, just come
back and we will return your money, for we want

you to feel we are so much interested in your wel-

fare that when you need another suit you will come
right straight to this store." Further, tell your sales-

men, when this argument comes to the tongue from
an honest conscience, it is the heart route in sales-

manship which insures the clothier the success to

which he aspires.

Why is it that a customer will come in, stand

around and wait for "Tom" when there are five or

six other salesmen ready to wait on him? Because

Tom took the heart route to get the good-will of his

customer.

When I have a free hand in instructing the sell-

ing force I begin with the salesman first. I tell him
it is not the customer who is so hard to handle. It

is he himself whom he must learn to control. It's

his good humor and friendliness, his dress and per-

sonality which is to be made attractive, through

attention to the details demanded by the usages of

successful business men. Who ever saw a successful

clothier who was not very particular about his per-

sonal appearance? His speech was keyed to please

the ear, and his conversation was agreeable to all

men, not coarse to please the one, or full of hypocrisy

to deceive the other. His bearing is manly: he

stands square on both feet, he knows that he knows,

and is to be followed.

According to an old Arab saying: "When thou

seest a man who thinks he knows, avoid him. When
thou seest a man who knows not that he knows,

speak to him. But when thou seest a man who
knows that he knows, learn from him."

The knowledge of the earnest salesman is of the

kind that begets confidence which is not betrayed

through ignorance. For the result of ignorance is

the same as that of dishonesty.

To again present the matter of personal instruc-

tion: What set of salesmen, in a heart-to-heart talk

from the one man to whom they look for their bread

and butter, will not take the suggestions from the

proprietor and apply them and be better men morally

and physically? This latter is a highly important

matter, for a healthy body must be behind an active

brain.

The reason why this course is not more often

followed with the salesman is because the proprietor

thinks he is too busy, never considering the great

economies of having fewer men, but better trained,

and we now come to the art of inspiring the salesman

through ambition, for when he lacks this it must be

created and developed, and. like all education, is a

slow process, but when this knowledge is once gained

it stays with him. When once a man feels he is an

integral part and parcel of an establishment, that the

proprietor looks to him to do certain things well, and

comes to him and tells him how it can be done, this

man is strange indeed if he does not respond to such

influence to create loyalty and ambition.

(Continued on page 70.")
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Made of

YIVYIAN
MNGALINE
SILK&WOOL

THE HIT OF THE TRADE
44 Shades in $4.50, $6.50 shapes, 7 day

delivery.

Use the show card as above,

14 x 11, 4 colors and embossed

Neckwear Department

Crescent Mfg. Co.
Limited

MONTREAL

THE HALL-MARK OF Repittered No. 282,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

SHIRTS
NECKWEAR
UNDERWEAR

The triplicate combination that has

won fame for the Star Brand line in

past seasons, and that will do more

than justice to it again during the

coming season.

The three ranges for present and fu-

ture delivery are very extensive. The

values are without an equal.

Order Your
Christmas Neckwear

Now
The big neckwear season of the year

is previous to and around the Christ-

mas holidays. Neckwear seems to be

a favorite with Christmas buyers.

The Star Brand Christmas neckwear

is very exclusive in style, extremely

well assorted and gives promise of

big sales.

Now is the time to place your Christ-

mas order to avoid disappointment in

delivery. The selection now is the

best.

Drop a card to-day for samples.

Van Allen Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ontario
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Importance of Typographical Co-operation
THE SUCCESS of an

ad. man does not lie

solely in his ability to

turn out snappy, force-

ful copy. He must un-

derstand fully the typo-

graphical side of an ad-

vertisement. Many a

good advertisement—good with respect to wording,

arrangement of illustrations, etc.—is marred by the

fact that the printer has performed his part of the

work carelessly, or has failed to carry out the idea

of the ad. man. Frequently the lay-out of an ad.

will be ruined by careless work or faulty interpreta-

tion. An ad. man, to be thoroughly efficient, must

be able to command the co-operation of the composi-

tor, and thus have his work always up to the mark,

in a typographical sense, as well as with regard to

the matter.

This can be done by careful study of typographi-

cal rules, and by keeping closely in touch with the

printing office.

It is chiefly in the small matters where the printer

does not always give the ad. man the most efficient

co-operation—small matters in themselves, but large

Ad Men Should See That They Get Ef-

ficient Support From That End—Small

Slips Mar the Appearance of an Ad

—

All Type Should be Uniform—Criti-

cisms of Advertisements.

in the effect they have

on the appearance of an

ad. Failing to use one

series of type through-

out is the most common
fault. It is not possible

to find many advertise-

ments, except those in

the large city newspapers, where the idea of uni-

formity in type is carried out. Lack of uniformity

is a serious defect in an ad.

In addition to the need for one series, and one

only, it is equally necessary to have a uniform style.

One section of the ad. should not be headed in caps

when the balancing section in the opposite column
is headed in " upper and lower." These are small

details, seemingly, but, as stated before, they play a

large part in the appearance of the printed ad.

These remarks are intended as an introduction

to a criticism of one of the prize-winning advertise-

ments at the recent C.W.T.A. Convention, for the

reason that the ad. in question has no faults other

than those noted from a typographical standpoint.

Mr. McNabb, the president of the Association, pre-

pared this ad., and is certainly to be commended on

the copy, which is well prepared and forceful, and on
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Ad. which won a prize at C.W.T.A. convention. Prepared by J. A. McNabb, with Richard Hall & Son,
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W The "Outing" Brand

Pure

Wool
Knitted

Coats

C 1 §

B51

Frank W. Robinson
Limited

Bathurst and Wellington Streets

TORONTO

THE COATS THAT ARE TAILORED TO FIT"

£ilill§lilllllliillliill§l§lll§l§ll!!lllilillli!llll!|
i , -IliHIll

5 >/
r*V. ^^ s
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Dr. Neff's

PURE WOOL

Underwear
Feels Good—Wears Well

The very softest and best

wool yarns are used in mak-
ing this health and comfort
promoting wool underwear.

That's why these garments
always feel so good and
wear so well—and why the

satisfied customer comes back
for more.

Write to-day for samples.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co.

Limited

Ingersoll, Ont.

Messrs. Mosey & Urquhart,
Toronto, agents for Ontario.
John W. Peck & Co., Winnipeg,
for Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, John W. Peck &
Co., Vancouver, for British
Columbia and the Yukon.

a MAPLE LEAF
I UNDERWEAR
jjjj

Maple Leaf Underwear is the acme

J of underwear satisfaction. These

splendid garments never fail to

5 o-ive the greatest satisfaction be-

jjjjj

cause of their soft, comfortable

B feeling, elegant finish, and durabil-

g ity; and because every garment is

B made of the best of wool yarns.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Ltd.
INGERSOLL, ONTARIO

3 HAROLD F. WATSON. WELDON & CO
CorUtine Bide.. Montreal.

ftilllilllilililiilliiii IlH SilBBJIIIIi

Selling Agents 5
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the general lay-out, which shows good balance and
quite a degree of originality. Had the printer been

equally up to the mark, this advertisement would
have ranked close to 100 per cent, efficient.

Some of the criticisms noted are shown in the

accompanying cut. Too many faces of type were

used, as indicated by the arrows. Observe the lines,

" cotton knit underwear," " summer hosiery," and
" home furnishings," as pointed out by the arrows.

There is a radical difference in these three headings.

A more serious difference is found in the centre

panel, devoted to embroidered dresses. The typo

V„

CHALLENGE

.SALE./

Sale Price $14.75

" " 17.50

" " 19.00

" " 21.50

" " 22.50

Boy's Clothing

& Brown
Main St.

„..,„„„ ,^, It):

A striking ad. It would gain the attention of every reader.

used for the two upper lines is entirely different to

that used for the third line, and the effect is far

from attractive. It would have been better to have

eliminated the third line.

The appearance of this ad. would have been

better had a uniform size and face of type been

adopted for the headings of the various departments.

The heading is not strengthened by the inner

panel enclosing it and the announcement below. It

would have been better had this been left off, or,

perhaps, been run around the announcement only.

The heading would have stood out stronger. The
lines above and below the heading, "Every day of

the -ale a day of wonderful values." should be re-

moved. They serve to cut up the heading.

The advertisement was a forceful one, well

planned and sriappily written; and, as stated before,

any faults to be found were almost purely typo-

graphical.

A Strong Talk on the Art of Salesmanship
Continued from page 66.

I hear on all sides the complaint that men, and
women as well, take no interest in their work; that

all they want is the shorter hour and the larger pay.

This is a condition which is deplorably true, and it

will never grow better unless there is an effort made
to remedy it. The only remedy is through educating

the men and taking a personal interest in their

success.

Five thirty-minute talks every week as to what

should be done—not what should not be done—will

do much to arouse the proper feeling of loyalty and
ambition. The proprietor must practice his own pre-

cepts, and demand correct practices from his sales-

men. "Don't do as I do, but do as I tell you," is

no incentive to the bright, quick and observant man
who is looking for ideas to improve his selling abil-

ity. He must be shown !

Gentlemen, the success of your business lies in

your salesmen. As tiresome and tedious as it may
be to the capable self-made man, who has risen by

his own strong efforts and sacrifices, who has worked
long and hard to reach his goal, this is the only way
to increase the selling ability of your salesmen, and
if the proprietor will but tell his own story to the

careless or indifferent salesman often enough and
long enough, the salesman will begin to see the mat-

ter from the new viewpoint, and the results will jus-

tify the effort.

In doing this the proprietor gets so close to his

salesmen that he too, sometimes begins to see the

situation from a different angle, when he is wise

enough to appreciate the difficulties under which the

average salesman labors. "I used to work hard, and

do thus and so,' says the store owner, "why can't my
salesmen do it?" It is related that the world-re-

nowned tragedian, Booth, was attending a rehearsal

of his troupe, in which there was a supernumerary

whose only duty it was to come on the stage and say

:

"The enemy is upon us." He stalked on the stage

stiff-legged, hands down at his side, and in a mon-
otonous tone announced, "The enemy is upon us."

"Try it again,'' said Booth. "'Say it a little lounder."

Again the same stiff entrance, and the monotonous

voice, although somewhat louder. Another trial with

like results. At this juncture Booth, beside himself

with impatience, rolled out the words in his inimi-

table way and said: "Can't you say it like this?"

With calm stoicism the "Supe" answered, "Do you

reckon if I could say it that way I would be working

for $3.50 a week?"

So with your salesmen. If they were your equal

in the ability to do, to sell, they would not be work-

ing for such wages as you pay them, be the sum
small or large, and this is the ladder you can furnish

them on which to climb. Tell them also there is a

bigger, fatter pay envelope when they are entitled to

Continued on page S2.
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The Sensation of

'

' Tie-dom

VELVET TIES

Absolutely the newest
creation in ties.

Orders are now being
booked for Christmas
trade.

Delivery

Nov. 1st.

This is the

" Something Different"

that the trade has been

waiting for.

They are Selling BIG and

will boost your sales. Order

NOW.

Fancy and Plain Velvet ends with 24 different

colors in the knot. This makes the nobbiest
line^of fancy velvet neckwear in the market.

Our full Christmas range of high grade neckwear
now in the hands of our travellers.

NECKWEAR DEPARTMENT

CRESCENT MANUFACTURING CO.,
MONTREAL

LIMITED
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Spring Shirt Lines Will Appeal to the Artistic

THE SHOWINGS of

shirts for the Spring of

1914 will appeal to the

buyer of artistic tem-

perament more than

those of the past and

several previous seasons.

There is no loud noise

heard from wide stripes in deep colors. Instead, the

long double rows of shirts upon the tables give an

impression of neatness, to which the new silk designs

add a dressy flavor. The whole tendency is towards

lightness in shades and light lines,—hair stripes

—

in the patterns that combine in a pleasing harmony.

The old cry of "vulgarity" in shirts must fade away

before the 1914 samples.

Some of the problems raised in 1913 are being

cleared up : there are absentees in the ranks. Public

feeling towards this or that novelty has been diag-

nosed, and rejection or acceptance is indicated fairly

well by the Roll Call of 1914. Few manufacturers

are willing to run athwart

the inclination of the public,

it may be benevolence or

philanthrophy, but it is bad

business for dividends, and

few risk a second year on an

unconvinced wooing of the

first.

Just one case in point

before taking up the new

fashions: the designers at-

tempted to make soft French

cuffs an element in evening

dress. They have failed ut-

terly : the men who lead, and

the men who follow, would

have none of it, and even the

stiff French cuff has been

given its conge. More
than that, many think that

the pleated linen shirt has

seen its day for evening

dress.

One of the tendencies for

the spring is to discard the

soft collars. It has been

found that the majority of

men do not use them any-

way, and why be forced to

pay for what is discarded?

The lessened cost is designed

to remain in the customer's

pocket.

Quieter Shades and Patterns Will be

the Rule—Pink Stripes Are Showing

to Most Extent, But Will Probably be

a 1915 Development—Contrasts Are

Afforded in Stripe Designs.

L,
These are two of the new Spring styles as shown

by Tooke Bros. The upper one is a French moire,

made up in light blue, tan and heliotrope. The
cuffs are French, unlaundered, with soft collar to

match. No. 2 shows a revival of French prints, in

two shades, with stiff cuffs.
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This does not imply

that the soft collar will

not be worn. It will be

found in practically all

but dress lines, includ-

ing silks. There is a

limit, however, — the

same as is found in the

colors in shirt patterns,—the soft double collars for

sale separately from shirts are in the lighter shades.

As to design in shirts, stripes and plain colors

will dominate. The latter are found chiefly in blue,

mauve, tan and grey, in light rather than deep

shades. In stripes, blues, blacks and mauves will

have the strongest call. It is notable that an attempt

is being made to obtain a foothold for pink which has

been to a great extent, taboo, for several years. This

occurs chiefly in a light plain color, in silks, piques,

linens and cottons. The pink stripe is likely to be

more of a 1915 development.

A glance at the stripes indicates not only that the

deeper shades will be miss-

ing, but also that, even with

the lighter shades, the pat-

terns are not as heavy.

A variation in the stripe

designs, is a fancy trimming

on the cuff and front of the

shirt, of the same color, but

in a deeper shade ; or a heav-

ier pattern from the main

part, so as to secure a con-

trast. This is found in blues

and mauves particularly.

Some white shirts are seen

also with the trimming in

blue stripes, close together,

on fronts and cuffs. These

are found chiefly in $10.50

shirts.

Some firms are showing

lines with plain cotton backs

and silk fronts with soft cuffs

and collars of silk. There is

a feeling however, that these

•'"half and half" goods

will not stir a steady demand,

for although cheaper than

the silk, they cannot be sold

at popular prices and those

who really want silk are will-

ing to pay the price.

lilies, though naturally

of limited sale, will be even
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Underwear and Hosiery
for Spring are now on the
road.

The range is an excep-
tionally fine one — great
care having been exercised
in its selection and it will

please you.

It's in your vicinity now
and a card will bring it to

your door.

Say when.

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

Montreal
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Spring Showings in Shirts

Stripes limited mainly to hair lines.

Heavy lines and deep colors discarded.

Soft French caffs' as popular as in 1913.

Attempt to revive pink in plain shades.

Pleated shirt not so strong.

Mercerized finish with silk stripes to replace silk which is scarce.

French moires in tan, heliotrope and light blue.

Revival of French prints.

French pique in grey as well as white.

Raised satin stripe shown.

"Wood-fibre silk" also used as substitute.

Crepe with black stripe a new line that is being admired.

French cuffs, whether soft or stiff, rejected for dress wear.

Large proportion of shirts without soft collar, and price lowered to compensate.

In $9 shirts and cheaper lines, French cuff little seen as manufacturers claim
it cannot be sold so low.

In outing shirts whites and plain colors most popular.

more popular, their lightness, dressy appearance and

comfortable feeling being factors in their favor that

are irresistible. These are found mostly in light

plain colors, including pink.

Among special lines a pebble crepe with satin

stripe is proving a good seller. Mercerized finish is

being used as a substitute for silk.

Pique for business and dress wear has lost none

of its selling power. A particularly neat sample is

of plain grey. This has a collar to match, as have

all the white lines.

Pleats in the white pique are not so numerous, not

indeed in the white linen. They are found to a lim-

ited extent in colored goods, with hair-line stripes,

but some large manufacturers are discarding them

entirely. Somehow or other the pleats have not

"caught on." In any event, they add to the weight

of the shirt; make the front slightly bulky and cum-

bersome, and, at best are more a Fall than a Spring

line.

In white linen shirts the old-time plain shirt,

without pleats, holds it own for dross wear. As be-

tween pique and the pleated article, pique is in far

greater demand. The cuffs are invariably single and

stiff. The plain open front is far stronger than the

one with the inch-wide single pleat.

Reference has been made to some manufacturers

discarding the soft collars and producing the shirt

without them, giving a guarantee that the collar-less

shirt they are turning out is a better value, or costs

less, than the shirt and collar complete. Other firms

while admitting that most of the collars-to-match

are never worn, declare that the collars are insisted

on by the public, even if they take them home and

never try them on. They seem to have a feeling

that "the collar goes with the shirt,"—and they must

get "all that is coining to them."

DEEPER COLLARS FOR Bo VS.

In boys' shirts the deeper collars are still in de-

mand: one might suspect that the mothers found

them more useful in concealing signs of contact with

sand and the common clay, known as dirt, that chil-

dren somehow exhibit an affinity for during their

hours of play.

The stripes, too. are closer as a rule, and double

stripes are not unpopular. Self colors in tans and

blues are good sellers.

The Passing View-

To start things coming your way. go after them.

It will soon he time to thaw out frozen water pipes.

Advice to be valuable should be well masticated

and digested but seldom swallowed whole.

When a man is nervous and can't sleep he gener-

ally wants a lot of ere lit for getting up early.

» » »

Often a man has a lot of good traits you would

never suspect if he didn't tell you about them.

« » »

One of the profound mysteries of human nature

is why the janitor invariably winds up the swivel

chair to it- limit when he puts the office in order.
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Now is the time

to get busy

We are—and if you will—profits will be bigger

than ever this year.

Our Big 1913 Fall Campaign advertising

"CEETEE"
UNDERCLOTHING

is just about to start, and we want you to

co-operate with us by

Making Your Display of

Ceetee Underclothing

NOW
by linking up the advertisements with the goods

themselves.

This is the only way we can secure the best results

for both you and ourselves. So let us both

Get Busy

The C. Turnbull Co, of Gait, Limited
Gait, Ontario
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Hats are Reverting to the More Staple Styles

THE PUBLIC, so far

as their hats are con-

cerned, are very much
like a scale. Shove it

down on one side and

it must answer to the

pressure, but whenever

the chance comes, it

resumes its equilibrium. The pressure on public

taste last spring was in the direction of low crowns

and wide brims. The grumbling that ensued con-

vinced the manufacturers that one year of it was

enough, and for 1914 they have returned to a more

normal combination: high crowns and narrow

brims. This applies both to straws and stiff hats.

The objections taken to the 1913 models includ-

ed not only the low crowns and wideness of the

brims but their flatness in so far as derbys were con-

cerned, and a large section, covering a considerable

percentage of every retailer's customers refused to

accept the innovation and the older styles had to be

resurrected.

The straw hats that are

being shown compare as

follows :

—

Brim
2i/4 in.

2Vs in.

2V2 in.

2% in.

the 3-inch

2 1
/
4-inch brim

would appear to be the fav-

orite.

There will be a slight

modification in the bands

also. Last spring with the

low crowns some bands were

shown that nearly covered

them, 214 inch band on a

2%-inch crown, or 2 1A on

a 2 1/2-inch. The tendency

for 1914, with the crowns

high, is for the bands to go

in the opposite direction

,

and some extremes show as

narrow a strip as %-inch,

which looks a good deal like

baby ribbon on a towering 3-

inch crown. However, 1-

inch, VA and 1% will be

the prevailing widths, and

have a very neat appearance

at that. After all the straw

Higher Crowns and Rolled Brims in

Derbies Are Seen—Bow is Being
Brought Back to the Side by Degrees
and Many Will be Seen Three-quarters
—Velvet Bands for Straws a Novelty
Feature.

Year Crown
1914 3 in.

1914 3 in.

1913 2% in.

1913 2y2 in.

Of the two

crown and 21/4-

Some Fall shapes in hats
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surely is the main

thing in a hat,—»that

is, in a man's hat, and

the wide ribbon seem-

ed almost to bury the

"poor" crown.

That experiment

with the bow on
;
the

back of the hat will not prove a permanent feature

although quite a few will still be worn that way.

The public accepted it with a reservation and soon

tired of it. They had been brought up as children

to put their hats on with the bow to the left, and

they felt "twisted" when it was any other place.

The manufacturers are going back in two stages as

it were, and most of the new hats show that bow
half way back, at the "three-quarter" turn. Many
in the trade will tell you confidently, that it will be

seen at the side in 1915. As it is, many, particularly

middle-aged men, and older, will refuse the "three-

quarter" bow and insist, as they did last spring, on

a side position. It is to

meet their wishes that prob-

ably every retailer, as every

majnufacturer will carry a

fair percentage of the side

bows.

There are several varia-

tions to the bow in the new
styles, some of them quite

giddy, but harmless. Fancy

bows will be worn to a con-

siderable extent.

When it comes to a ques-

tion of braids, the feeling for

the Spring is in favor of the

heavy quality. One of the

best sellers is the yeddo,

most of which are made in

Switzerland. One manu-

facturer proudly proclaims

it "the hat of the moment."

His colleagues will hope its

existence will be longer than

that. The sennet shares its

popularity, and coarse braids

generally. Of course there

will always be a number who
will demand the finer plaits.

Some Canadian houses

are introducing colored
braids, but most stop short

at pearl greys. Paris, it is

said, is welcoming not onlv
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Two Popular Styles of

TOOKE
Collars and Cravats

WOODSTOCK
(at left)

Vertical Satin Stripe Madras.

Stripes of three different widths.

1/4 Sizes - - - 3 for 50c.

TRANSCONA
(at right)

Plain fabric, in the accepted

style, with graceful, sweeping

curves.

V± Sizes 2 for 25c.

Similar shape in Pique

CLIFFORD
The Cravat at the left is a rich

Bias Stripe — at the right an

Underknot and Border. Our Fall

and Christmas Range abounds in

just such handsome Neckwear.

TOOKE BROS., Limited
MONTREAL

Manufacturers of Shirts, Collars and Neck-
wear and Importers of Men's Furnishings.

Toronto Warehouse: Winnipeg Warehouse:
58 Wellington St. West 91 Albert Street
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the pearl, but brown and green straws, and it may
be that a certain vogue will be created for them in

Canada and the States. A touch of color was seen
on another sample, a yedido with black in pattern

Top.—Spring derby showing higher crown, rolled

brim and three-quarter bow. Shown by Ansley
Dineen Hat & Fur Co.

Centre.—Sennit Straw with high crown and
1-inch band. Shown by Wm. Wyndham (represent-

ing C. F. Glassco & Co.).

Yeddo straw with high crown and 1%-inch band.
Shown by Win. Wyndham (representing C. F.

Glassco & Co.).

around the crown. There is a feeling of scepticism,

however, about the color question.

VELVET BAND NOVELTY.

A novelty in straws that is looked on with some

misgiving, is a velvet band. This is following up

the velvet fashion in ties and ladies' hats. How-
ever, velvet bands have to pass two gauntlets before

spring, the late fall and winter in soft bats, and this

may kill them,—or make them a live element for

straws next spring. For the present a United States

manufacturer calls them "the biggest thing that

ever struck the hat trade."

The double edge or beveled brims that were
affected more or less last season are considered nearly

"done," but the straw edge will be found plentiful.

HIGHER CROWNS SEEN.

In stiff hats, derbies, the tendency as has been

said for the very flat and wide brims and low crowns

has been checked, and for spring the higher crown

with narrow brims and roll curl will be the leading

line. The bow prevents the same difficulties as in

the straw: but here too, the tendency is to the three-

quarter rather than the back, and for the more con-

servative, it will be on the side. For fall and winter

the corded band is selling well, but the plain silk

would seem to be best for spring. Some hats have

simple buckles on the bow, and others have little

feathers stuck in, giving a nifty effect.

POPULARITY OF SOFT HATS.

The popularity of soft hats promise? to be strong-

er than ever, and the derby will have a hard time

to maintain its supremacy. The present fall em-
phasized the popularity of these hats in competition

with the stiff ones, especially for the earlier part of

the season, and the Spring is likely to see this more
than maintained. The good selling qualities have

brought into the market a host of styles, and one

manufacturer remarked, "we have long since given

up the idea of distinguishing every one by names.

We simply call them 'soft' hats."

A PREDOMINANCE OF GREENS.

Felts, chinchilla, velours and the usual run of

tweeds are found in many shapes and styles. The
only element common to nearly every line is the

predominance of greens. This is likely to run itself

out somewhat during the fall, as the public may tire

of the frequent occurrence of the one color, but while

it lasts, it has certainly been a popular line. Olives,

emeralds, and dark or vert green have been the

chief sellers, and of them all. probably the last men-
tioned leads.

Next to green, browns appear to be the most

called for. but there is talk of a revival of pearls for

the Spring.

Green felt hat shown by Ansley-
Dineen Hat & Fur Co.

Spring derby with three-quarter
bow. Shown by Fried. Grills A Co.
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Profitable Business
Lots of It

It's one thing to do a big business and another to

do a big business profitably.

The more money you tie up in stock the larger per-

centage of profit you must make on the business
you do. You must have interest on the money you
have tied up in dead stock as well as profit on the

goods you sell. You must also allow for depre-
ciation of value of the goods left over from season
to season. Here is a proposition that will enable
you to meet the popular demand for tailored-to-

measure clothing.

No Money Tied Up—
Just the Crown
Ta i lo ring Outfit

This outfit consists of the finest range of men's suit,

coat and trouser samples with complete measuring
charts, instructions, style charts, etc., all ready to

take orders for truly tailored garments.

Our method is simple, ensures a perfect

fit and absolute satisfaction to all parties

concerned.
We supply only one agent in a town with

this outfit. Write and find out if the

agency for your town has been taken.

Write To-day.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
Our New Address: 533 College Street, TORONTO
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"Where there is any change in styles is towards a

wider band, while the bow appears more at the back

than in stiffs and straws.

While the Chinchilla hat has a fair sale this

Fall, it is not looked on so favorably for the Spring.

The late Fall and Winter demand will be due partly

at least, to the use of Chinchilla for overcoats. It is

rather rough and heavy for Spring and looks warm.

WHAT OF VELOURS IN SPRING?

There is much difference of opinion over the

velours hat. Unquestionably it is going to be a big

seller for Fall and with the velvet band added, and
handsome lining, it makes a fancy line of headgear.

The Spring demand is not so certain, although many
firms are confident of its staying qualities.

BLUES COMING IN.

While greens have had the call, they are being

challenged from two quarters, both of which are

likely to gain converts: grey and blue. Greys have
always had a strong following, but blues are more
modern. Some were shown in the Spring but sev-

eral new shades, chiefly in velour lines, are arriving

for Spring.

The cloth hats are seen chiefly in tweeds with
fairly large checks, with black and white predomi-
nating.

GOOD SPRING FOR PANAMAS.

The past season has been the best for Panamas
since they first were introduced. Some manufac-
turers actually are feeling anxious over the idea that

the "sales of Panamas in the latter part of July and
August may tend to reduce the demand in the
Spring. This is not the general view. Most feel

that the Spring of 1914 will see a renewed boom in
this line, especially if novelties are displayed to good
advantage as a stimulus to trade. The only disquiet-

ing feature is that the market for good Panamas has
a strong upward tendency and not even the tariff

changes in the United States will be sufficient to off-

set this.

A Strong Talk on the Art of Salesmanship

(Continued from page 70)

it, by reason of what they can do, what they sell and
how well they please the customer. The cold-blooded

figures on the books tell the tale, no guessing there,

and is the standard by which to measure their value.

One word to you buyers: Put yourself under the

microscope and see why you made this or that mis-

take. For you are the only person who can tell why.

I look back on a certain line of suits as the one a good

salesman talked me into buying. Another lot of

which cupidity made me buy three times as many
as I should have done. Another lot where I had ne-

glected to make out my memorandum with exactness,

and doubled on kinds and sizes ,and so on. Each
mistake stands out as plainly as if it had been yester-

day when I made them, and as they came early in

my business career, when I could ill afford them,

they made deep impressions, and I recall the long,

hard struggle that I had to work off these several

lots. Mistakes of this kind can be so easily avoided

that it is the greatest negligence to permit them to

occur.

The selling is so often done in the buying that I

cannot refrain from drawing your attention to this

time-worn subject. But it is none the less important,

and I say, from personal experience, it is the essence

of the business when you buy to sell—not to keep.

This quite naturally leads to the matter of a correct

store policy, the clean, above-board policy with which

you back up your salesmen, giving them backbone

and confidence in the "boss," who "will make it right

every time."

This entire subject has many angles, but the two

points are the buying and the selling, and with a

bridge of good common sense, honesty and hard

work to connect the two, there is no doubt as to the

results in a profitable and satisfactory business, and

this old game of buying and selling can be made a

real pleasure to the clothier.

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the "Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

OFFICES OPENED.
A. Germain, of Germain, Smith, &

Birks, Ltd., Montreal, has just re-

turned from a buying trip to Paris.

Offices have been opened by this firm

in Paris, at 56 Rue du Faub. Pois-

sonniere, under the name of A. Ger-
main & Cie., commission merchants.
Through this office they will be able

to keep in touch with the very latest

dictates of fashion and to secure the

newest models, while they are new,
for the Canadian trade. Thev are

now showing a wide range of model
mantles and gowns, lingerie, etc., in

their Montreal, Toronto and Van-
couver showrooms.

TOOKE BROS. EXTEND THEIR
BUSINESS.

Tooke Bros., Limited, have secured

a controlling interest in the Alliance

Manufacturing Co., of Montreal.

This is one of the most up-to-date

shirt factories in America, specializ-

ing in working shirts, and also

thoroughly equipped to make the

Lower-priced lines in laundered and

boys' shirts.

The product of this factory, which
for a number of years has been sold

through t!it> wholesale houses, will in

future be handled by Tooke Bros.

'

own selling organization, giving their

customers the advantage. Their tra-

vellers will show you samples when
soliciting spring orders.

» • •

FOWKE, SINGER NECKWEAR.
The Fowke. Singer Co.. Ltd.. To-

ronto, have been in business lor the

past eleven years, and have been

manufacturing for the past four

years. Their growth has been rapid,

and the future holds forth the pro-

mise of continued rapid growth. This

is the result of offering a high-class

and well-assorted line, and maintain-

ing a reputation for service. They

now enjoy a reputation of being

among the leading neckwear manu-
facturers in Canada.
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Fourteen Hours
From New York
yet we get the latest styles

in mens neckwear at the

same time that New York's

best neckwear houses do

THIS IS "FOWKE SINGER" SERVICE

Every ounce of energy we have accumulated in our business is exerted at all

times to give the Canadian stores the same style service that the New York
haberdashers get. When a style is produced in New York it will be found in our
range of Regnis Brand Cravats, Cheney Silk Tubulars and Scarfs at the same
time.

Regnis Brand Cravats
Cheney Silk ^1^1%

*&
We're closer in touch with New York neckwear makers and their sources of

style information than any other Canadian house.

We are to-day showing a very strong range of the New York craze

—

Velvets. These are now ready for delivery at $4.50 and $6.00 dozen. Our show-
ing of beautiful Christmas Novelties in both Regnis Brand and Cheney Silks is

most complete.

You'll always sell your stock of these brands first because they are always the

latest.

Enquiries receive prompt and careful attention.

The Fowke Singer Co., Limited
Toronto Canada

Manufacturers of Regnis Brand Cravats

Canadian Agents for Cheney Silk

(Tubulars, Knit Cravats, Scarfs Mufflers

Handkerchiefs, etc.

)



Brilliant Shades Will Still Be Found
FASHIONS in ties,

unlike nearly every

other line of men's

wear, have no clear-cut

division in styles to

meet each season as it

comes. Tie styles, like

moving picture shows,

give "one continuous performance."

Patterns in men's clothes are made up in August,

sent out by travelers in September, delivered after the

New Year, and sold in the Spring. So with shirts

and hats and furs. But new designs in ties are usu-

ally thrown on the market without delay. One of

the largest manufacturers in Canada says he sends

out his ties within fifteen days after the order has

been received. Another remarked that he had order-

ed a special line for Christmas stock, but the early

August and September orders had been so heavy that

he had been cleaned out of this new attraction and

would have to hunt up something else.

Ties are distinct in another respect. Just as there

are no seasons for styles, there are no seasons for

buying. Ties are bought up any time one takes the

fancy. There is a constant

demand, therefore, for

new effects and novelties.

They sell on sight. This is

what is keeping the bor-

dered neckwear to the

front: the plain patterns

do not attract the eyes;

the borders are like the

trimmings on dress goods

—they "make all the dif-

ference in the world."

The contrast given by the

border is just the point of

difference that sells it.

Probably this is why the

over-all effects are not

popular : there is too much
sameness in the one tie.

Hence the last year or

two these bordered ends in

ties have proved the

strongest magnet of the

men's wear stores. They

have been the most attrac-

tive line in window dis-

plays, and by their endless

variety, constantly chang-

ing, have come to be the

live department of the

store and draws trade to

other lines as well.

Fall and Christmas neckwear will show
bright colors and combinations—Velvet
ties are coming to the front as result

of shortage of silk—The revival of the
Ascot — Cubist patterns had short
shrift.

one on the leftTypes of the ne
has a silk knot with the velvet appearing below it.

The other is entirely of brocaded velvet, of a brown
shade, and silk lined. Manufactured by Fowke-Singer
Co., Limited, Toronto, by a special process
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PROSPECTS FOR NEXT
SPRING.

The prospects for

next spring show no les-

sening of the magnetic

power of ties. The bor-

dered ends will prevail

more than ever, and in

the most brilliant of shades and combinations of

brightness ; bow ties, also with bordered ends, will be

considerably stronger after their first year's growth;

the novelty designs will be more ingenious than for

several years, and there will be one color, green, that

in its six shades, will be the one line that no person

can refuse, and maintain that he is. of sane mind.

The details of the new spring trend are given else-

where in this article.

As one season merges into the other and the tie

is always the creature of the hour, the real interest

centers in the late Fall and winter novelties.

VELVETS REPLACING SILKS.

Perhaps the most marked development is in vel-

vets, never up to the present a serious contender with

silks. But the velvet tie is

in for a serious vogue, it

matters not whether this

is from choice or neces-

sity. A strike of five

months in the silk trade

nearly put the New York

manufacturers out of

business so far as filling

their orders is concerned,

and offerings in velvet

have been snapped up

eagerly. In fact the New
York firm that started

putting out a variety of

velvets found itself be-

sieged with orders.

In this issue The Re-

view presents two typical

new lines in velvet ties.

SILK OX THE BACK.

One is a plain velvet

straight tie with the back

of Bengaline silk so that

it will slip easily through

the collar. The edging is

done with an "overlock"

stitch, giving a piping ef-

fect. This comes in the

six basic colors.

The second is more
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Spring Styles in Neckwear
Bordered idea will prevail more strongly

—

Printed effects promise to come into favor
—Green promises to be a "fad" color.

THE CANADIAN Manufacturer thus sized up for The Review
next spring's styles in ties:

"The hordered end idea will prevail more strongly than any-
thing else. This is peculiarly adapted for a suit without a vest
and hence will be even stronger for spring than for fall, and
that will be going some. It is the bordered end that really 'makes'
the tie, gives it a distinctive tone. The salesman values it and
does his best to keep it in, for the reason that it has opened
the way for countless varieties, and the greater the variety in ties,

the larger the sales.

"Printed effects on crepe, foulards and silk failles, will also

be in fashion, and grenadines, which have not been prominent for

several seasons promise to come into favor again.

"It is thought that light colors in silks will largely replace
cotton goods. In fact this tendency has been a growing one for

every season. This popularity over cotton goods will apply also

to lightweight foulards and crepes.

"The bias will, of course, continue as it is necessary for the
border ends.

"Next Spring, for the first time in several years, will have
a 'fad' color. Following the tendency of women's goods, green
will be the dominating factor and will be shown impartially in all

shades, myrtles, olives, hunter's, etc. Blues, as has been their

place with the 'rank and file' of buyers for years, will command
the largest sales and purples will have good support, but for

the 'fad shade, green has been elected.

"The scarcity of silk in the States will continue to force

attention to velvet. Or, perhaps, it will be more logical to say

that the tie men, as an escape from a dilemma, forced velvet

on the public, and now find them demanding it as their right.

The run on velvets promises to outlast the winter and we are

preparing for a good spring trade.

"Knitted goods will continue to be popular. There have
been signs that some retailers have been discouraging them, on
the personal ground that they 'last' too long and so lessen bulk
sales. The public, however, fancy them—not as economical, for

that is almost a negligible factor in tie buying—but simply
because they can dispense with a look into the mirror during
the day: knitted ties know how to keep their place, and they

are the only tie that does.

"Following the working up of a demand for bow ties this

fall, this style gives every indication of a steady growth in favor.

The discovery of the ideal collar was the making of bow ties.

They will be found chiefly in foulards, which seem to suit

them best. While the patterns and shades will not be as 'loud'

as for some four-in-hands, the tendency will be for fancy effects.

Bordered ends will rule, and many novelties will be shown."

NO CHANCE FOR FREAKS.

A query about Post-impressionist ideas in ties, following

the adaptation in Austria to the late Fall and Winter drapery,

drew this reply:

"There is no sign of Futurist or Post-Impressionist influence

in men's neckwear. This attended its funeral before it was

born. These fads followed on the heels of the Bulgarian effects

of last spring. The public soon grew sick of them and perhaps

it was this revulsion of feeling that was a barricade to any at-

tempt to twist neckwear styles out of their natural tendencies."
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elaborate, and has a deep border of brocade velvet

with neckband and tying piece of Bengaline silk.

The tie is finished in a graduated open-end effect.

The brocade velvet comes in a variety of patterns.

PATTERNS EMBOSSED IN GOLD.

There is a rather startling development of the

brocade velvet: patterns are being embossed in gold

on the velvet. In one sample gold and red are stamp-

ed on green velvet. The gold appears on the six basic

colors, with the contrasting color altered to suit the

shade of velvet. Instead of gold, again, the emboss-

ing carries out "self" effects, blue on blue, green on

green, etc. These are likely to be turned out for

Christmas goods.

KNITTED NECKWEAR GROWS IN FAVOR.

"Knitted neckwear has come into unexpected

favor after so ninny had prophesied that it would go

Two new velvet lines, and a beauty for Christmas. The
tie on the left has a knot of silk with a very deep border of

brocaded velvet, and a graduated open end. The center tie

is a novelty in a velvet, lined with Bengaline silk, with a

"piping" of silk along the edges.

out," a manufacturer told The Review. "One rea-

son for this is that the public demand it. This kind

of tie holds up so much better than the silk and

this is an important point, particularly, with the

younger men. In the knitted goods the graduated

shape with knitted ends will have a stronger hold

than ever."

"The biased stripes will hold the field in a pro-

nounced degree," he went on. "This is true both

in knits and flat silks. In fact in these there is

no limit to the colors: these will be in stronger and
brighter and louder effects. In fact you can't get

them too loud."

He stopped to show a few—mostly with college

stripes on the bias, in brilliant colors.

The idea of contrast comes in again in another

line, although in a far more limited degree. Thc<e
new samples are of rep silk with "Jacquard" figure

and six-inch side borders—the figured silk forming

either the "knot" or the part just below the bow.

This comes in the six colors, red, grey, brown, blue,

green and purple.

A "nifty" line that is being tried out for fifty-

cent purposes is an imitation of accordion kind

vAivb. Thia is found in six shades.

A LINE FOR CHRISTMAS.

A line of fancy goods for Christmas has "jac-

quard" figures as a design under the knot, in a con-

trasting color to the ground pattern ; or the reverse,

with the "jacquard" figure forming the knot.

A very handsome sample has a ground pattern

of red shot gold, and solid red with a design of

jacquard figures under the knot. The end is very

broad, and the solid red runs up and down between

the red shot gold.

HANDSOME SWISS GOODS.

Another manufacturer, well known for his ex-

clusive designs, has some handsome new goods that

have reached him from Switzerland.

One is of silk finished with two or three tone

velours effects, with a six-inch black "Natte" at the

ends. Black natte bars occur at intervals in the

main pattern. For ties the natte section may form

the knot, or come below it. In one sample the yel-

low and black give almost a shot silk effect.

This same design, in six colors, will be used also

for reefers. It is reversible and is 12 inches wide

and 48 inches long. The one fold will give four

thicknesses of silk. The 6-inch black natte forms the

end with 11-2 inch black fringe to complete a dressy

and unusually handsome effect.

REVIVAL OF THE ASCOT.

Several manufacturers agree that there will be a

revival of the Ascot tie. with the broad, puffed-up

appearance. This cannot be said to have been gen-

erally popular, but a distinct demand appears to

come from the public for a tie that will fill up

pretty well the shirt front that would show in a

high cut vest. Hence the Ascot is called upon the

stage again after its '•farewell appearance."

To a great extent, however, the collar and tie

prove an inseparable combination, with each modi-

fying or being determined by the other. So long

as the "stand up, turn down." or double collar.

continues, the knot of the tie must be small. This

has. for the most part, driven cotton ties out. As the

collars become more cutaway, the present tendency.

the "knot" of the tie is likely to become broader.
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CONFIDENCE FOR THE SELLER
SATISFACTION FOR THE BUYER

in

vvm. H. Leisnman & Co.
Limited

READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
Merchants who are selling our Ready-to-Wear Garments gain

more confidence with every suit they sell. Their customer gets

the satisfaction that brings him back.

Here are three extracts from the many complimentary letters

we have received from merchants handling our clothing which
should suggest the importance of seeing our Range of Samples
and Models for Spring 1914.

"We have never handled clothing that we could recom-
mend with such confidence and satisfaction."

"Keep up the good work, it's pleasure to sell your cloth-

ing—it satisfies our customers."

"We have thoroughly examined the sample garments sent,

consider them the best'we have seen in Canada, enclosed find

our order."

We have also received a great many letters containing such
expressions regarding Our Special Order Garments. We have
still a limited number of special order outfits we would like to

send to reliable merchants.

Vvm. H. Leisnman & Co.
Limited

119 Adelaide St. West

MAKERS OF THE BEST TAILORED GARMENTS FOR MEN
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EXTREME novelty neckwear—anything especially striking, grotesque or bizarre— is not worn
in Canada to any extent. The Canadian man is quiet in his tastes, that is, comparatively speaking.
He will wear bright colors and striking patterns on occasions; but he draws the line at what might
properly be termed "freak" creations. A representative of Dry Goods Review recently looked over
the lines of a number of Canadian manufacturers and did not find one specimen which could be
described as "freaky" or "bizarre;" nothing, in fact, on a par with some of the extravagant ties

shown in London, Paris and New York. The nearest approach was found, in vivid color com-
binations in bordered ties. Certainly, some very loud combinations were shown.

It is interesting, however, to study the vogue of queer neckwear in the fashion centres of
other countries. The men of London are advanced, dressers and some of the scarfs now worn by the
wealthy class are efficiently striking to warrant the suggestion that the wearers should also corny
the sign, "Stop! Look! Listen!'

Futurist effects, which do not differ in any respect from the earlier Bulgarian patterns, are

finding great favor. One of the large London dealers recently reported that the sales of this line had
been stupendous. These effects are printed both on crepe de Chine and shantung. They are for the

most part very vivid and flashy.

But the outstanding development in London is in printed effects. Ties with printed repro-

ductions of airships, birds, dancing girls and so on, are being shown—and, what is more, worn.
Two specimens of this class are reproduced above. They are typical of a class of neckwear which is

finding acceptance.

Wreyford & Co
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers

We are Specialists in Men's Wear —
Everything new, that is also good, we can

supply. The Leading Manufacturers we

represent are:

Young & Rochester
London and Londonderry

"Wyanar" Shirts and Pyjamas in Zephyrs,

Oxfords, Silks and Taffetas—Select Neck-

wear for Christmas now ready.

Correct Dress Wear

Tress & Co.
London and Luton

High Class Hats—Caps and Straws.

Shown by best trade in Canada and U.S.A.

Latest Styles—The "Rosmar," The
"Strath."

Dominion Agents for "Aquatite" Coats for

Rain and Shine in Gabardine, Silk and
Ulster Cloths.

Call when in Toronto or ask for our
travellers to call on you.

Knit Goods Notes

SPRING placing is now proceeding but the volume

of business dene is not large as yet. Manufacturers

state, however, that the outlook is satisfactory; much

better, in fact, than was believed possible a few

months ago. The surety of a large crop has had the

effect of livening up business generally, as it is now

practically certain that the financial situation will

be relieved.

The opinion is held on all hands that the Spring

will see business as good as ever. In the meantime,

there are indications that spring placing in all lines

of knitted tjoods will be heavy.

COMBINATION SUITS SELLING.

Undoubtedly a feature of the Spring trade in

men's underwear, will fie the increased demand for

combination suits. Men are wearing them more

generally and the dealers are beginning to feature

them stronelv.
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The Taylor-System of Garment Hanging
<T>HE TAYLOR Bar-Steel
•* Tube Rack System has
not only revolutionized
the method and manner of
hanging clothing, but has
cut the expense of the
high-priced fancy clothing
cabinets. Where a mer-
chant can afford to spp-nl
his money for fancy fix-
tures, clothing cabinets
may be O.K., but where a
man wants SYSTEM, con-
centration, protection and
neat less, TAYLOR TUBE
RAC KS are best. Some of
the largest clothiers in
Canada and the U.S. are
using our racks with great
success. Send us an order.
You will be pleased.

2SSa5fS8

Extra Heavy Over-
coat and Ladies'

Suit Rack
Single Bar

Made of 1% inch polished steel
tubing, gilt fittings, ball

socket rollers.

6 feet long, 2 posts $ 8.00
8 feet long, 3 posts 9.00
10 feet long, 3 posts 10.00

Made of iy> in. Oxidized Tubing.

6 feet long, 2 posts $10.00
8 feet long, 3 posts 11.00

10 feet long. 3 posts 12.00

Correct Garment Hangers

?

Dry Goods Review

Dispenses With High
Priced Clothing Cab-
inets for they serve
the same purpose.

Model A
Double Bar-Polished

Steel Tube Racks.

Shipped Knocked Down—and re-
quire no tools to set them up.
Mounted on the famous Ball
Socket Rollers.

Net Prices F.O.B. Factory.

6 feet long, 4 posts $ 9.00
(! feet long, ti posts 10.50
8 feet long, 6 posts 11.50
10 feet long, 6 posts 12.50

OXIDIZED STEEL TUBING.

6 feet long, 6 posts $13.00
8 feet long, 6 posts 14.00
10 feet long, 6 posts 15.00

Suit Racks stand 5 feet high and
26 inches wide. The Overcoat
racks and Ladies' Garment racks
stand 6 feet high. Same price as

No. 31—Coat Hanger.
Smooth hand buff, wax fin-

ish, per 100 $3.50
No. 25—Skirt Hanger.

No. 54—Combination Suit
Hanger.

With wire attachment to
prevent trousers from
slipping off. per 100 $10.00

,„. yu—Wire Skirt Hanger.
Is skirt folded as shown,
'' 10° $4.0

We are the Largest

Dealers in Hangers in

Canada

>mbination Suit
Hanger.

Per 100 $7.50
No. 33. same without bar,
per 100 6.50

No. 33, B. Boys, 15 inches
wide, per 100 7.50

No. 39. B. Overcoat, 20 in.
wide, per 100 8.50

No. 39. Overcoat hanger with-
out bar, per 100 7.50

No. 34 I B—Combination Suit
Hanger.

No. 64—Combinat
Hanger.

With wire attachment to pre-
vent trousers from slip-
ping off, per 100 $9.00

No. 04—Boys. 15 in. Same price.

74—B Comb—Suit Hanger.
With rounded neck piece and

curved arms. The most perfect
garment hanger ever made.

$15.00 per 100.

No. 31 XB—Suit Hanger
With tacked trousci- !,.,,

per 100
With wire attachment to
hold skirt, per 100 $6.00

The Taylor Mfg. Company

Write for New Catalogue No. 96

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Hamilton, Canada
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Chester Suspenders
We are showing the largest and most attractive

line of Holiday Novelties, suspenders, garters, arm
bands, etc., in our new and original holiday packages

to retail from 25c and up.

Our new line of Chester Belts is ready, we have

an enormous range, including everything new in

men's belts, all the newest leathers and buckle effects.

HALLS LIMITED
Brockville Ontario

. j B!
iiiii

"

i», mk i

A Positive

Succcess

Coat Fronts

Bust Forms

HOh, s

will increase your sales. The "Everlast" front is cold water shrunk and so closely

stitched that the canvas, hair cloth, padding and silesia are as one piece. The best cloth

and the finest tailoring must be backed up by a good front. The "Everlast" is ab-
solutely essential if the garment is to retain its shape.

Manufacturers—Write us for full particulars.

TORONTO PAD CO., LIMITED
569 Queen Street West TORONTO, ONT.

S. E. Porter

& Co.

Sole Agents
for

Canada.

Complete Stock

on Hand

Birks Buildine,"

MONTREAL

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Writefor Special Clubbing Rates
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Co
—the collars for every man in every walk of life—the

collars that always look dressy and smart, are easily and

quickly washed with soap, water and sponge, totally elim-

inating the weekly collar laundry bill. KantKRACK
Collars are made in all the season's leading styles in "One

grade only and that the best." Every collar is reinforced

where the usual weak spots occur—the button holes, the

tab.

Made in Canada.

Tfie Pcir^sori<s^PsLT^soriNsC€xri.o.d.i£iri.<^.
HAMIl/TON, ON/TATRilO

*

THE MILLER RANGE
Duck Service and Specialty Clothing com-

prises all the popular styles for all classes of

trade. There are special outfits for

Cooks and Waiters,

Barbers and Bartenders

Butchers, Grocers and Doctors

Each garment is tailored by masters, to

give your customer absolute satisfaction.

THE MILLER AHEAD OF ALL.

Label is also found on

Militia and Cadet Khaki Uniforms,

Boy Scout and Girl Guide Outfits,

Choir Vestments, Academic and
Professional Robes.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Limited
251-3 Mutual St., Toronto

Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated

MILLER GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE
DUCK CLOTHING.

The Loop Tie Stand
The best stand ever invented for displaying

Ties on the counter.

Write for our large Catalogue of Display Fixtures

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
161 King St. West

The largest makers of Store Fixtures in Canada
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Cutaway Collars Strong for Spring Wear
THE SOFT collar has

become a most popular

adjunct of the sen-

sible man's wardrobe,

coming as a develop-

ment of the movement
toward comfortable

dress. Men have found

that the soft collar is a comfortable one to wear,

particularly when the weather is warm. Thus, the

Spring will see a heavy buying movement in the

soft collar lines.

A development in this connection is the tendency

to make negligee shirts without the collars. Manu-
facturers have taken this step because men in a great

many cases buy the shirt with collar attached and

discard the collar, substituting whatever collar suits

them. This practice is so general, it is claimed, that

the loss on the discarded collar is heavy enough to

justify the manufacturer in turning out his lines

minus the collar.

MAY BE CHEAPER.

Some retailers have complained of this new de-

velopment, claiming that customer's believe they are

entitled to a collar with the shirt, whether they in-

tend to use it or not. This difficulty will probably

be gotten over, however, by the fact that the collar-

less shirts may be offered at a reduced price. There

is some talk of the manufacturers who offer this line

reducing the price in Spring.

Of course, in a large number of lines, the shirts

will still be made up with collars attached and prices

will remain the same on these lines.

DIFFERENT FROM SHIRTS.

Soft collars will be worn in different patterns and

shades from the shirt. It has been customary to have

collar and shirt identical in these respects but this

limitation will be withdrawn for Spring wear. Prac-

tically the only change in the shape of the soft ma-

terial collars will be in the matter of blades. The
deep blade will not be worn, the length being very

much modified.

It is impossible as yet to say what the develop-

ment will be in regard to stiff collar blades. The
long pointed kind have proven popular this Sum-
mer, despite several objections, one of which is that

the sharp point has a tendency to wear out the ma-
larial in the shirt. However, it continues to he worn

and, if not pressed into service during the Winter,

will still be seen in the Spring. However, an ex-

treme of this kind cannot hope for a very long lease

of popular favor and, if the long blades are affected

this Winter to any extent, il is not impossible that

the public will have tired of them by Spring.

In any case, they will not be seen to any

Closed Styles Have Gone Out—Many
Stiff Collars Show Madras Stripes, Both
Vertical and Round—Negligee Shirts

Are Being Made Without Collars

—

Silk Collars Are to be Seen in all

Shades.

predominant extent.

VERTICAL MADRAS
STRIPES.

A new feature in

stiff white collars of the

double variety will be

Madras stripes on the

order. Heretofore the

stripes have always been shown running around the

collar but the vertical stripe makes an attractive

novelty.

The Madras stripe will also be seen in white

round wing collars but in this case, the stripe runs

around.

Double collar with Ma.has stripe, show-
ing the cutaway shape. shown by
oourtesy of Tooke Bros.. Lt<l.

ROUND WING POPULAR

The round wing collar promises to be as popular

as ever, particularly for dress purposes. It will be

worn largely both in pique and linen.

In the matter of shape, the cutaway collar will

he almost exclusively seen. The closed ends have

(Continued on page 04.)
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Men's Clothing will be Along Quiet Lines

SUITS AND SHIRTS
will fit in unusually

well next Spring in the

make-up of a well-

dressed man. Both

will follow a quiet

pathway, suggestive of '

peaceful surroundings,

far apart from the strident bustle of the busy thor-

oughfares. There will be no sign of the big pat-

tern, and coarse, rough material will be rarely seen.

Shades and patterns alike will be subdued.

Perhaps the one big change in suitings for

Spring will be the substitution, in a large degree, of

soft finish worsteds for tweeds, and the prevalence of

small checks and hair line-stripes. "Small" and

"hair line": thei'e you have the basis of the manu-
facturers' models. Along these lines, however,

there have been produced some of the most hand-

some designs in many years, and dressy, tasty out-

fits will be the outcome, with the added advantage

of a different piece of cloth for every person you

meet, if need be. No running into a single design

for the Spring of 1914. A good idea of the wide

range can be secured by a glance at the dozen or so

samples shown in this issue.

Black and whites

will be very popular.

These will be found in

small checks, and of

these shepherd's checks

will be as good as any.

Pin stripes are the

invariable style in

stripes.

Gun clubs will

have a large sale, both

plain, and in mixtures

of heliotrope, brown

and heather.

Greys will predom-

inate, in keeping with

the idea for softer

shades. Browns where

shown, will be in the

lighter shades, like

fawn. This shade is

fast disappearing.

Where Scotch
tweeds are used, they

are more of the loose

weave, and strong in

black and white. Some
samples show blotches

No Signs of Big Patterns, and Rough
Materials Will not be Used to any Ex-
tent—Soft Finish Worsteds Will be
Used to a Large Extent—The Popular
Materials.

The Prince of Servia as

he appeared at a recent
function in London. He
is noted as a good
dresser.

of white and black, in

a rough texture like

homespun.

Saxony worsted will

be one of the leading

sellers. One with a

black body and a white

dot is coming in strong

and will divide attention with the gun club check.

A handsome light grey worsted has the feather

check, shown in the illustration.

Another design that is attracting the trade is a

grey worsted with hair lines close together.

Scotch tweed mixtures will divide the field with

greys. The tweeds will retain much of their hold

against the worsteds, for business wear.

While grey will be strong in the centres, browns

still hold a place in the smaller towns and the coun-

try where orders, indicate but little lessening in their

popularity.

The semi-English cut will be the prevailing one

for the sack coat this coming Spring as it has been

for Fall, with soft roll lapels, and rather close-fitting

trousers. The cuff on the trouser which was term-

ed by many a "fad" last Spring will be in again and

be called for to a greater extent than this year.

A cut of frock that is a well dressed English-
popular abroad. Note man at Ascot,
light colored top hat.
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Styles in Suits for Small Boys

SOME VERY attractive suits for boys, ranging from

3 to 10 years, are being sbown by a firm that hither-

to has limited itself to girls' and women's clothes. The
idea came to them from a chance remark of a New
York manufacturer, "Oh, we make over here nearly

every boy's suit that is worn in Canada." So the

new ones seen by The Review are strictly "home
brews."

There is a large range of shades and materials in

the two cuts that have been chosen : Sailors and Rus-

sians, and a tasty dash of color, chiefly in the form

of bands on the arm, and a thread, usually of red,

in the embroidered anchors, secure quite a pretty

effect. The cost runs from $15 a do^en to $39.

The materials which are used in these suits are

chambrays, linens, heavy ginghams and drilles.

The sailor suits have a sailor blouse whose sleeves

are ornamented with a band and an anchor with

embroidered effect. Usually the bands are limited

to the one sleeve, with two narrow bands an inch

or so long run together in a V shape below the

anchor. The vests are of white, with sailor collar

Sailor suit for boys from 3 to 7. Shown
by courtesy of Home & Watts, Ltd.

of plain material, with tie and belt to match. The
trousers are knicker shape with elastic and are fitted

with that essential of every boy's suit, pockets big

enough for his precious nick-nacks.

Others are of Russian style, with an opening

across the shoulder and down the side. Others are

Kussian model for bov of 3. Shown b\

Home & Watts, Ltd.

the sini] >le blouse effect. The sleeves come in both

long and short. Altogther there are 100 models,

an unusually wide range, particularly for a new line.

Some of the ranges are from 3 to 7 and others

from 3 to 10. In some cases the only change in pat-

tern is the leaving off of the Wit at 7 years, and

using a smaller hem and a sailor blouse up to 10

years.

Until these suits have been tried out for a year

it will be difficult to limit the shades and styles

of material for which there is a demand. Greys,

browns and blues seem to take equally well so far.

but in children's clothes the tastes of the individual

mothers or big sisters will override any of the canons

of Fashion. They will he a rule unto themselves

when it comes to their sons or small brothers.

(Continued on pasre 04.1
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MONARCH-KNIT

Dunnville,

Two of the popular Shaker
Knit Coats embodying the $*$$
well known "MONARCH- f

KNIT" standard for style,

quality and workmanship.
Stock these lines for a big

business in Men'sjiKnit
Coats.

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES

Monarch Knitting Co
DUNNVILLE

Limited

Factories at:

St. Catharines,

and Buffalo

ONTARIO

St. Thomas
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Cutaway Collars Strong for Spring Wear
(Continued from page 90.)

gone out entirely and from now on, men will dis-

play their neckwear to a liberal extent.

SILK COLLARS OF ALL SHADES.

A development which will be seen in the Spring-

will be in collars. Manufacturers are making silk

Spring shape in wing collar

with Madras stripes. Shown
by courtesy of Tooke Bros.,

Ltd.

collars of all shades to match the various colors in

silk shirts. This will introduce an unwonted touch

of color into male garb.

Styles in Suits for Small Boys
(Continued from page 92.)

A description of some particular suits, as well

as the special drawings which accompany this article

will convey the best idea of what they really are.

One of the most effective is a brown and white
stripe drill, with a plain brown collar and tie and
belt to match. There are three rows of white edging
on the front of the collar and two star ornaments
at the back. The vest is of plain white with an em-
broidered anchor. The sleeve is ornamented with a

red band and an embroidered emblem, and is tacked
into the cuff and fastened with two pearl buttons.

Another is a sailor suit of blue, with a white vest,

and collar of blue with white edging, and the em-
broidered anchor.

Another is a Russian blouse of Cacel linen with

embroidered scalloping.

The whole idea is to present a wide range of

boy's suits, of wearable quantity, and medium price

and the experiment will be an interesting one as a

new departure in Canadian manufacturing.

€

To Improve Knowledge
Editor, Dry Goods Review,—"Please tell me

where I can secure information concerning card

writing and window trimming. I would like to be-

come proficient at both lines. Should I join the

C. W. T A.?"

To the last question, we answer most emphati-

cally; yes. If you join the C .W. T. A. you will find

the answer to your first question. For a young man
desiring to become proficient in window display

work and card writing, we could suggest no better

way than to become a member of the association. In

this way he would meet expert display men and learn

much from them that he could not obtain in any

other way. The C. W. T. A. is a "clearing house of

ideas," and the members are enabled to keep posted

on all developments in the display profession.

—

Editor.
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Dodge the Pessimist!

A pessimist is a man who cannot see the good in anything,

is short-sighted, grouchy and usually wants to be left alone.

Leave him alone.

He

A man who cannot see good in ADVERTISING is a pessimist.

He is out of alignment. He is out of focus.

Leave him alone. Ostracize him. It's his only hope.

Beware of the man who does not advertise and of unadvertised

goods. •
,

,* *

The printed word costs money and is permanent. It is everlast-

ing evidence which cannot be disclaimed or disputed. Because

of this it tells the truth. It may be attractive, but nevertheless

the truth.

Favor the salesman of an advertised house. He has back of him a

liberal policy which is invariably reflected in his goods and in the

service of the firm he works for.

Read the advertising pages of your trade paper, and get to know
the firms who advertise. They are the people it will pay you

to deal with. Advertising is their way—the modern way—of

telling you that they are reliable, up-to-date, and in every way,

good people to do business with. Furthermore it stamps them as

optimists.

Dodge the pessimist. He doesn't want your trade, anyway.

If he does, why doesn't he say so?
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The
COOPER
Three-in-one

FIT-EZE
CAP

Ensures quick sales and big profits with
one-third your usual stock

This is the cap that is revolutionizing- the Canadian cap trade—Cooper's three-in-one Fit-Eze

—the cap that cuts your stock down to one-third without lessening your assortment or hampering
yourself with a shortage of sizes.

We are the originators and sole manufacturers of this cap and have sold the patent rights to the

largest cap manufacturers in the United States. We are the leaders not the followers and as

such you are assured of buying right. Our values are unequalled, our styles are the very latest.

The three-in-one Fit-Eze cap is by all odds the most comfortable cap on the market to-day.

The Cooper Cap Adjusts

To Fit Three Heads
It is so constructed that it automatically adjusts itself

to fit three sizes of heads, i.e.. a size 634 cap will fit a

6% and 7 as well. This is an almost certain insurance

against loss of sales from lack of sizes.

Every cap guaranteed to be replaced by new cap if

detective.

Write to-day for our samples.

They are well worth while.

THE COOPER CAP CO.
260 Spadina Ave. TORONTO



DRY GOODS REVIEW

Take Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

For Subscribers

TORONTO INFORMATION WANTED

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE,,

NAME
ADDRESS



DRY GOODS REVIEW

Reaches Him At
His Buying Time
A Manufacturer or Wholesaler who has goods to

sell uses "The Review;" first, because our edi-

torial matter is selected to appeal strongly to

the class of trade who can buy his product.

Second, because our paper reaches the trade in

the territory in which he can profitably sell his

product. These are the vital reasons. The
October 1st number of "The Review" will,

editorially, be the most informative and inter-

esting number ever published by any trade

paper on the subject of buying and selling of

novelty goods for Fall and Christmas. This fine

issue, which is our

Holiday Goods Number

will go to press September 24. The dealers ex-

pect to see your announcement in this issue. See

that you do not disappoint them. Right now is

a good time to get that dominating advertise-

ment ready. Shall we reserve space for you?
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The humane way of ticketing is the most

profitable way for you
and the humane way is the "N<

tomers from injuring their hai

"Noesting" pin ticket is fitted v\

This harmless pin ticket

not only protects a person's

hands, but it cannot
scratch and tear fine

fabrics. In this way your
loss from injured goods is

greatly reduced. The
"Noesting" will not injure

the finest fabric—it can-

not for it has no points

that will catch. This is

worth considering from a

profitable standpoint. Can
you afford to use the old

style ticket instead of

"Noesting?"

T F) A D E t^ A R K.

ig" way—the way that prevents salespeople, operatives or cus-
ind lingers by tearing and pricking them on sharp pins. The
rmnd smooth pointed pins.

The "Noesting" pin ticket

is made in every style that

is required in the dry
goods and clothing trade

either wholesale or retail.

We hold the patent right

for Canada and are prepar-
ed to supply the demand
which is increasing every
day. The "Noesting" is

the ticket the trade has
neerled for a long time. It

is here to stay.

Write to-day for sample
l> or.

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
495-517 Wellington St. W., Toronto

Sole Distributing Agents for British Columbia. Smith, Davidson & Wright. Vancouver. B.C.

I Crow/? Over All

Rooster Brand

SPRING
1914

Travellers now on Active Service

SOFT SHIRTS that sell.

TROUSERS that won't rip.

WHITE COATS that keep Canada
clean.

SUMMER CLOTHING that is soothing.

OVERALLS that are over all.

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited
FARNHAM, QUE.

Montreal 501 New Birks Building

Ottawa Room 8, 62 Bank Street

Winnipeg 16 Silvester, Willson Building

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Australian Trade
Are You Interested ?

If so, The Draper of yJustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription 3)^.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy nuill be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our London Office,

71 Qyeen St. E.C.

Melbourne,

Sydney,

London,

Fink's Buildings

Post Office Chambers
71 Queen St., E.C.
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ESTABLISHED IN THE YEAR 1834

We have

everything in

Dry Goods

—

But this time we

want to draw your

attention to a few

Seasonable

Attractions.

Firstly—

Secondly

—

Sec our special advertisement
"CAMOSELLE."

another page in this issue concerning

Thirdly-

Fourthly

Your attention is directed to our CHRISTMAS LINENS and Handkerchiefs:—

CHRISTMAS LINENS.
Our range of H.S. Tray Cloths, 5 o'clock Tea Scalloped Tea Napkins, Cloths,

etc., is complete. Cloths, Towels Hemmed, H.S. or Scalloped and Embroidered;
also Guest Towels, in a particularly attractive range.

CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS.
Embroidered, Corner Embroidered in H.S. or Scalloped are particularly good.

Initial Linen Handkerchiefs, in *4 dozen boxes- a very neat Xmas gift for lady
or gentlemen.

We are showing in our House Furnishing Department an unsurpassed range of
exceptional values in Carpets, Rugs, Oil Cloths and Linoleums, also something
out of the ordinary in Art Draperies, Lace Curtains, Tapestry, Curtains and
Portieres. Write for our special Catalogue of Brass Fixtures and compare our
prices with others.

We are offering great values in Ladies Umbrellas for Christmas trade.—Our
Salesmen have now in their samples a complete assortment from $9.00 to $60.00
per dozen. Latest style handles in individual boxes for Christmas trade.

The following are some of our best sellers:

$2.00 each
E-711-712
$3.75

E-717-718
$4.00

E-725-726-727

$2.50 each
E-713-714

$3.50

E-719-720-721
$4.50

E-728-729-730

$3.00
715-716

$3.75

E-722-723-724

$5.00

E-730-732-733

Finally

VALUES are exceptional—Quote numbers and prices when ordering.

Our Staff of Seventy travelling salesmen are ready to serve you at your con-
venience and any mail order business entrusted to us will receive the careful
attention of our thoroughly equipped MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT.

SEVENTY-EIGHT years' experience of the requirements of the retail dry goods trade of Canada
enables us to stock our departments with goods that CREATE TRADE.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, Montreal
Everything in Dry Goods
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ENGLISH
MOHAIR
(GUARANTEED)

Superior in service, par excellence

in appearance.

Suitable in weight and texture for

all seasons. Staple every-day sell-

ing fabrics. The dust-shedding

durability of English Mohair com-
bined with the rich luster and beau-
tiful colors usually confined to pro-

hibitive materials.

The economical features of B.D.A. English Mohair recom-

mend them as trade-builders.

RIPLEY'S PERMO FINISH

Fabrics of English Mohair and English Worsted interwoven

—drape beautifully, will not crease or spot, damp-proof and

dust-proof. Used by leading European style creators in the

development of this season's fashions.

A most comprehensive range of new and staple shades. Charm-
ing colors that will retain their first freshness through months

of service.

The genuine may be identified by the "Permo" mark on the

selvage and on the tags.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION
LIMITED

OF BRADFORD, ENGLAND
iii. American Bureau, Nn. 239 West 39th Street, New STork City, will gladly furnish further inforuia-

i inn and supply advertising cuts free of charge.
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For Spring 1914
Our travellers are now out to show you our exten-

sive range of samples for Spring 1914.

Everything in

—

Fancy and Staple Dry Goods,

Oilcloths, Linoleums and Carpets

Smallwares and Fancy Goods, etc

Our endeavor is, when competing for your
placing business, not to confuse you with
an unnecessarily large range or to disap-

point you with a small one.

We show a range that includes all the

staple and latest fancy lines but still small
enough to permit of our carrying a large
stock of every number.

This assures you of delivery and of being
able to keep your stock up throughout

the season, with the same numbers.

JOHN M. GARLAND
SON & CO.
Ottawa, Canada
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HORROCKSES
FLANNELETTES

Are Made
From Carefully Selected COTTON.

The nap is short and close,

no injurious chemicals are used.

QUALITY, DESIGNS AND COLOURINGS
ARE UNEQUALLED.

If purchasers of this useful material for Under-

wear all the year round would buy the best English

make, they would avoid the RISKS they undoubt-

edly run with the inferior qualities of Flannelette.

See the name ANNUAL SALE
HORROCKSES " upwards of

on the selvedge TEN MILLION
every two yards. Yards.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

Manchester and London, England.
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Smallwares, Ribbons, Handkerchiefs,

Laces, Embroideries, Buttons, etc.
i s
lligl IIBI

nun oinu

"We are well prepared to supply our customers with the very
Hj best values in all the above lines ; orders and contracts 'for which
Sj were all placed before the late advances in prices.

inn

SMALLWARES
Our stuck is complete with all lines in smallwares and dress-

maker's supplies, including new buttons in jet, ivory and compo- a
sition,—snap fasteners, skirt bandings in the (New Boned Style)

shaped and straight.

B IE

RIBBONS—buy now before the prices are

advanced S

Notwithstanding the heavy advance in the price of raw silk,

and manufactured ribbons, we are still selling our regular quali- 9
ties at old prices and will continue to give our customers the

advantage as long as our stock will permit. Our well known lines

SPECIAL TAFFETA in 3% inch and 5 inch to sell at 10c and
15c. S

S2 Colored and Black Taffeta in all widths from No. 1 to 60

;

S5 Colored and Black Satin Duchess Ribbon in all widths and
colors, No. 1 to 60: also our Premier Satin Ribbon in all the

newesl shades. A full stock of all these lines for immediate,
Christmas and Spring Trade.

| HANDKERCHIEFS
ran

mini

B

s

We believe we carry the largest assortment and stock of

handkerchiefs in Canada; Ladies and Children's II S Lawn in
1
/4, V2, and :i

i
inch Hems from 20c to 65c per doz.

Gent's H. S. Lawn Handkerchiefs from 40c to 85c per doz.
mm

Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs in Vs, Vi, V2, % and Vs inch

Hem from 7oc to $7.50 a doz., all prices between.

Gent's Handkerchiefs in V±, V2 and % inch Hem from 95c

to $8.00 doz.. and all prices between. K

We have a large range and stock of Initial Handkerchiefs
for Children. Ladies and Gents in Lawn, Linen and Mercerized.

Fancy Handkerchiefs in Corner Embroidery, one side, and
all round, also lace edge. A big selection of patterns at all prices

from 40c a doz. to $28 doz.; the better lines in ""- dozens and
single handkerchief to the box. B

lis S

I
Mclntyre Son & Co., Limited

|
£ Victoria Square 47 Rorie Street g

MONTREAL WINNIPEG
Offices in Halifax, Ottawa, Peterboro, Toronto, London, Calgary, Vancouver jg

™ S
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HW&C?
UNDERTHtSHADOW

t»;

Represented by MR. A. W. CLIFFE who can be communicated with at The Windsor Hotel,
Montreal ; The Queen's Hotel, Toronto ; Royal Alexandra, Winnipeg ; Vancouver Hotel,
Vancouver. Our representative carries samples of the latest ranges of Ribbons, Laces, Nets, Chiffons,
British and Foreign Dress Goods, Printed Cotton, Dress Silks, Velvets, Etc.

Canadians when visiting London are invited to walk around our warehouse and inspect the above goods ;

also our showrooms, devoted to Mantles, Costumes, Gowns, Ladies' and Children's Millinery Straws. Flowers,

Feathers, Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, Etc.

Indents sent direct have special attention. Usual shipping terms.

ABC CODE, FIFTH EDITION

Telegrams :

Churchyard, London

Factories, 10 and 11 Warwick Lane, E.C.
Factories, 29 to 33 Warwick Lane, E.C.
Factories, Paternoster Square, E.C St. Paul's Churchyard, London

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION
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Enforced Records Increase

Profits

117HEN a printed receipt issued by a National" Cash Register is furnished your customers on

each transaction, you know positively that your money
is properly safeguarded.

The printed receipt going to the customer leaves a

duplicate record in your cash register, and enables you

to trace the transaction, know who handled it, how
much it was, and whether cash, charge, received on

account, or paid out.

There is a style and size of National

adapted to the needs of your store.

Write for information.

The National Cash Register Company
285 Yonge St. TORONTO

Canadian Factory, Toronto
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Original Ideas Worked Out in London Store
Smallman and Ingram have establishment of considerable mag-
nitude, where advanced ideas have been successfully worked out.

— A thorough system to cover all departments and phases of

store work—Employees are well looked after—Children's depart-
ment a good feature.

Written by H. H. Black Associate Editor of the Review

A FIVE-STOREY, L-shaped

building, with 96,000 square feet

of floor space, forty departments,

and 350 employes, is an institu-

tion of some magnitude.

But add to Smallman & In-

gram's extensive establishment

the handsomest of fixtures: solid

mahogany counters and shelvings,

show cases of rosewood, heavy

plate glass and brush brass trim-

mings, on the ground floor, and

an equipment maintained to a

high level throughout the whole

store : fireproof throughout : steel

staircases: two sets of passenger

and one freight elevator; good

lighting and ventilation; and to

magnitude are added elegance and

efficiency.

Add again the most modern

ideas in regard to the welfare of

employes: a separate lunch room;

individual lockers with keys; a

room for sudden illness ; one hour

and 20 minutes lunch "hour."

Add to this an internal system

that keeps the closest tab on indi-

vidual sales, department sales and

comparisons ; an orderly collection

and delivery of parcels; a special

motor car for rapid service to the

outskirts ; a transfer card system

:

ARRANGEMENT OF
DEPARTMENTS.
Below is given the ar-

rangement of the Small-
man-Ingram store accord-

ing to floors:
1

—

Ground Floor—Dry
goods, men's furnishings,
including clothing; toilet

articles, stationery; trans-

fer office and cash (the last

soon to be transferred to

basement)

.

2

—

Rendu to wear, furs,

whitewear and corsets; fit-

ting rooms, infants depart-

ment; rest-room; millin-

er]/ and private fitting

rooms; manicure and hair-

dressing rooms.
3

—

Furniture, carpets, li-

noleum; stoves.

4

—

General offices, lunch

room, drapery, house fur-

nishings, and, upholstery:

workroom for window
shades, carpets, curtains,

etc.; sample room for all

departments.
5

—

Manufacturing room
for dresses, mantles, pen-

nants, etc.; fitting rooms,

mail order department and
advertising ; alterations,

men's tailoring, receiving

room for incoming stock or

relumed goods: reserve

stock room; office show
curd, writer.

Basem en t
—Toys, from

end »f October. At pre-

sent reserve stock, carpets,

linoleums, etc.

a kitchen that is thoroughly ven-

tilated every seven minutes, and

you have some idea of this institu-

tion both from the standpoint of

service to the public, and the in-

ternal mechanism as it relates to

the firm as a business undertak-

ing.

And in all this, nothing has

been said of the more external,

most obvious features, the goods

themselves: the quality, the range,

the sagacity that governs the buy-

ers in Canada, the United States

and Europe; the conduct of the

salesmen; the orderly and at-

tractive arrangements ; these

things that constitute the basic

condition under which every store,

be it great or small, exists, ex-

pands, multiplies year by year.

But the genius that underlies those

other departments could not fail,

and has not failed in this funda-

mental essential of a large busi-

ness enterprise.

The store of Smallman &

Ingram is a growth of 35 years,

and the active management has

been turned over now to the

nephew and son, respectively, of

the original founders. It is built

in an L-shape, with the main dry
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Balcony view of the lain floor of the Smallman and Ingrain Store,

arrangement of stock ami fixtures.

ng a general idea of the

goods entrance at 14!) to 157 Dundas Street, and the

men's wear and clothing on Richmond, 393 to 397,

the two leading business highways of t lie city. Both

entrances are impressive with windows admirably

adapted for display work.

In its general appearance, the store strikes the

observer as being well lighted, and with roomy aisles

that facilitate shopping movements. Rub. even

elegant furnishings are suggested at the first glance,

,-n i.l ;i closer scrutiny more than bears this out.

The details of arrangements next begin to work

themselves out, the system of "circles" as they are

railed in some stores, although the counters are not

circular but square or oblong. They are arranged

in "units." with cases for goods on each side of a

pillar, altd counter space with two sides and two ends

like a rectangle with access from one side to the

other by the ends.

The next impression is the methodical division of

the floor space and the various units, into sub-depart-

ments, with siims above each: gloves, hosiery, no-

tions, laces, embroidery, spools, etc.

REST ROOM ON MEZZANINE FLOOR.

Half way up the stair case to the second Hoor is

a balcony from which a view can he obtained of the

whole of the ground floor, and which is illustrated in

this article. This balcony serves also as a "'rest

room," and "rendezvous,"—the latter a good adver-

tising feature, surely-, for any store. What better

than this parting greeting and admonition: "'We'll

meet, then, in the balcony at Smallman iV: Ingram's."

"Yes, I'll be there at 10.30 sharp."

Just at this point the attention of The Stroller

from The Review was turned aside by a familiar

sound heard in every factory and lar.ue office build-

ing: the sound of the "ringing in'" of employees on

the Time Clock. Surely not twelve yet!

No. only 1 1.4(1. lacking twenty minutes. But here

they come streaming towards their lockers down-

stairs, in groups of twos, and fours and sixes, until

it seemed that the customers must for the occasion

have taken off their head gear and turned into sales-

men and women. But no, the ywere only a section of

the three hundred and twenty odd employes in the

store that day. Later. Mr. Ingram explained that

11.40 a.m. flitting; it turned out to be one out of

some half hundred—or it is a full hundred—origin-

al ideas these resourceful young heads of the -tore

have worked out.

The procession ha.- passed, and the eye. caught

by the clock's signals, notices a succession of brass

piping that unities the cash tubes from the different

floors. The sales records come in thick and fast, and

girls pick them up. count the money, receipt the bill

and back it is shot with the correct chance. This de-

partment is due for a removal to the basemen; soon,

however, as it adds rather too much noise for the

quiet and easy working of the -tore machinery.

Back of it is the transfer office where bills and

parcels are collected and sorted for delivery: and the

exchange office, and the office where a record is kept

of sale< by travelers to the linn.

10
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But. after this preliminary survey, The Stroller

from The Review secured the kind services of Mr.

Ingram explaining that he believed they could secure

bottom—literally, for we went up in an elevator, one

of four for passengers and stepped off at the Fifth

Floor.

The first room entered was an office where work

has been started on a Mail Order business. Mr.

[ngram explaining that he believed they could secure

an extensive trade from that prosperous licit. Western

( mtario. To tins end. catalogues have been prepared.

Spring, Summer, Fall. etc. In this room, Mr.

Elliott, the advertising manager, writes his ads.,

which occupy four columns in width and nearly the

full length of the page in both London papers daily.

From the office one enters a long, wide, bright,

carpeted room with reed tables and chairs and

fashion magazines: a restful, inviting room where

the women of Loudon and outside decide the style of

their made-to-prder dresses, mantles, and waists. The

trying on is done in private rooms opening out of

the large one.

"For employes only" is a sign on a door naif wax-

down. Mr. Ingram, being an "employe,'" leads you

in. The room is practically deserted: the employes

had used the Time Clock a few minutes before.

Dozens of sewing machines, patterns, cut pieces of

silk, etc., be around on the tables; signs of a busy

season in the Made- fo-Order department The
Stroller noticed pennants at a score of machines.

"Yes, we do a large business in these." Mr.

Ingram explains, as he picks up the crimsons and

A delightfully inviting room where ladies choose patterns for

dresses ami coats, or await their turn to lie fitted.

blues, yellows and blacks, and what-not other- with

the names of far Western town- and cities em-

blazoned upon them, as well as scores iu the East.

"This is a sort of side line with us, to keep our

machines busy in the slack time." he explained.

Another sign of a resourceful brain stopping up the

"leaks" that are the inevitable rivals of thrift and

economy in every business.

In a small r 10m off this are attended to the alter-

ations in men's clothing.

A RECEIVING ROOM.

Passing out of this you enter the Receiving

Loom, to which comes everv package sent in from
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Large section of third floor devoted to • carpets and rugs.

Pillars as well as floor used for display purposes.

the outside, to be distributed later to the proper

departments or sent on to the Stock Room, which

adjoins it. At one end of this is a freight elevator,

running to the ground floor (and basement as well )

.

winch makes it possible to handle the huge packages

as they come in by freight and express without dis-

turbing the rest of the store. It so happens thai the

card writer is in charge of this, and all requisitions

for goods from the stockroom must be signed by the

head of the department. One other call before the

visit is complete—at the lunch room for the em-

ployes in the workroom, and the hospital supply

room, where restoratives and other necessaries in

case of sudden sickness are ready to hand.

LUNCH ROOM ON FOUKTH.

We descend to the Fourth Floor along an iron

staircase, safe from fire, and enter the lunch room.

White linen, burnished silver, small tables, wide

apart, and choice window locations, is your first

judgment. The room is well filled, and uniformed

waitresses do their work swiftly, quietly and deftly.

They evidently had attended the School for Table

Waiters, here or somewhere else. Like a certain

laundry they could say, "We Know Bow." It is a

useful and eminently profitable asset for any store.

Mr. Ingram picked up a menu. The full course

meals were 35 and 50 cents.

''We tried it first at 25 cents, but found we could

not do so with any profit," Mr. Ingram explained.

The 35-cent meal included soup, meat, a relish, vege-

tables and dessert, with fish added in the case of the

fifty cent meal, and a greater variety of meats and

desserts, and "side lines," such as cheese. In addi-

tion of course were a la carte dishes. Afternoon tea

was served from 3 to 5.30, with a provision that

private sections would be curtained off as requested.

On two Fair days, 1,400 people were served in

this room at the noon hour.

Into the kitchen we went next— this was to he a

thorough inspection with the obliging member of the

firm. A pastry cook and two chefs with assistants

provide the supplies. Thoroughly modern equip-

ment—with a watch-word of cleanliness—was evi-

dent everywhere. Dishes were washed by electricity:

there were steam tables for keeping cooked dishes

warm, and steam heaters for warming the plates.

And then, proudly. Mr. Ingram announced the

masterpiece of the kitchen equipment : a large electric

fan drew off the odor- of cooking every -even min-
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utes, to prevent the suspicion of kitchen air from

being wafted out to offend the firm's patrons in the

lunch room, or other departments on the floor.

One of those distinctive touches that make a

store, the product of insight, or 'business intuition,

that spells out S-U-C-C-E-S-S.

The rest of the floor was devoted to housefurnish-

ings, that included drapery, carpets, curtains, window-

shades, linoleums, etc., and a workroom for the mak-

ing up of all of these.

HAVE SAMPLE ROOM FOR TRAVELERS.

Again something different: A "sample room."

The Smallman and [ngram firm invite "travelers"

from the manufacturers and wholesale houses to dis-

play their goods in a capacious room, with tables and

other apparatus ready. It is convenient for the men

themselves: it saves the time of the store buyers, and

enables them, without delay, to consult the heads of

the firm.

Adjoining this are the general offices to which the

public are not admitted: to which every counter

check is sent, and totals made up of sales in each

department, of expenses, of purchases; where track

is kept of the sales of each clerk where comparative

statements are made of the sales of each section

month by month, year by year, and so forth; the

business end that the outside public is not concerned

about: the only spot of privacy in that large building.

Here, Mr. Ingram explained the general system of

bookkeeping, of which, more anon.

HAVE DISPLAY ROOMS.

Next, down the steel staircase to the Third Floor.

Here are carpets, linoleums, furniture, and stoves

that have been installed only lately. In the furniture

section is what has come to be known as "The
House," with four furnished rooms, gems of the art

lv-^3
L 1 l^HIH

pi : '

U
i

H"Kh:chen.H

Kitchen used for supply of public lunch room, with all mod
ern equipment, electric dish washers, steamers for

keeping dishes warm, etc. Odors drawn off by
electric fans every seven minutes.

of house furnishing, drawing room, sitting room,

dining room and bed room. Many a •run"' upon a

particular line of wall paper, or hangings, or sets has

started from the opening up anew of this beautiful

suite of rooms. During Fair time, it may be noted.

these rooms are usually transferred to the Exhibition

grounds.

RICADV-TO-WEAR ON SECOND.

Still another floor, the Second, given up chiefly

to Ready to-Wear goods; whitewear and corsets, and

furs. Special private fitting rooms are arranged for

these. The millinery department also has its <\yAc<'

on this floor, and again the private room for Her to

see how well or ill the hat becomes, without the gaze

of the curious among womenkind to distract.

p ItAV 4W ' R * 1101

1

HMD *'" iS? B-^K^uLm m - _fj t
"' r4"lt TM Bu

View of a section of the first floor.
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Features of the Smallman & Ingram Store
.1// employees given 1 hour 20 minutes for lunch: from 11.40 to 1. and 1 to 2.20, with 45 mmutes

m Saturday.

Fire-proof lockers with keys for clerks.

Store, five storeys and basement, with 96,000 square feet of floor space.
Pas, ,,,, nt dt vott d soli ly to toys after Nov. 1 , an d nothing sold under 25 << nts.

Benefit association for the 350 employees.
"Exchange" department for goods on each floor.

Telephone switchboard with 5 direct lines and 9 'phones in building.

Motor car delivery for outskirts and rush orders.

Dining room for employees for use on Saturday, or other days if desired.

Dining room for public on fourth poor. 35 and 50-cent course meals, and a la carte.

Odors drawn off kitchen every seven minutes by electric funs.

Mail order department and catalogue of over 100 pages sent out 4 times a year.

Four-column advertisement daily in Loudon papers.

Special samplt fitted up where travelers bring goodsto show firm's buye'i

Counters and shelves on first floor of solid mahogany, and show cases of rosewood.

Counters continued down to floor to prevent waste paper and goods slipping gut from salesmen's

quarters-.

Forty departments /with bookkeeping system that keeps track of sales, purchases, salaries and other

expenses, and profits of each department separately.

Monthly records of his sales sent to each employ™ with correspondi u<j figures for precious year.

Private rooms for manicuring and hair dressing.

Private fitting rooms for dressmaking and millinery departments.

Pest room, fitted With writing paper, for customers.

Transfer system by which nil goods bought in different departments- by a customer are sent down

to special "holder" in office.

Record kept of all customers from out of town where goods are forwarded, and names sent to mail

order department for catalogues.

Special department for'chdhes for children under four years of aye.

Sprinkler system for fire protection, operated by fused wire which breaks off when heat reaches cer-

tain point.

Off the millinery rooms is a mani are and hair-

dressing department, in secluded spa i
-.

"Is it worth while?" you ask.

"A staff of four is kept busy," is Mr. Ingram's

convincing reply.

Once again.—

A "rest room" for the tired women shoppers,

easy chairs, and writing tables, where many a girl

pens letters home. Free paper, ink and pens? Yes.

but a privilege never abused.

Some item-, you remark, in a policy that pro-

vides Service to its patrons.

And yet again, one of the surprises that have

made the "trip" under Mr. Ingram's guidance a de-

lightful hour's experience.

nets, and "bootees."

children's departments.

This is the Infants" Department. And you learn

that, by a happy inspiration the linn decided to

gather together, to centralize in one spot, all the

children's goods that had been distributed over the

store. Tin'.- is a miniature Babies'' Store within a

store, a store for four-year olds and under.

"It was this way," the guide explained. "Before
we had babies' socks in the stocking departments,
and dresses somewhere else, and hats in a third, and

-o on. A mother coming in bought the stockings

and nothing else for there was nothing else "baby"
there. So we collected them all to the one place, and
one thing suggests another. Our sale.- have been

greatly increased in every line and the mother- ap-

preciate having everything handy."

The Babies' Store is a modern institution and

has been established only within a year or two in

several of the largest cities in Canada, and has

proved an instant success.

By this time we were descending, spending a

moment or two on the balcony to look down upon
the animated scene on the main floor, before becom-
ing a part of it.

A \'vw of the many points that were impressed
by a brief examination might include the follow-

You notice in a reserved section some babies' bon- ing:

The counters were continued close to the floor

with no opening that would allow any paper or other

"rubbish" that gathered within to rind its way out
lo the view of the public.

Wherever possible, glass fronts were placed on
the shelving to save the contents from du-t. This
was the case, for instance, with the more delicate

"notions." The larger, and coarser one-, were in a

different section.

The gloves were arranged mostly in drawers.

The -ale-woman kept to their special depan-

(Continued on page 10.)
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Review of the Smallman and Ingram System

AND NOW to come to the inner workings of a great

machine like this, the System that produces order

out of the mass of thousands of individual actions

that otherwise would turn into chaos: the System

that does its will through hundreds of agents, work-

ing side by side on small fractional parts of what

will lie constructed into a harmonious whole.

It needs only to mention the forty departments

to indicate the task. But the process works out as

inevitably and almost as smoothly as if there were a

single one to guide.

First of all each of the departments is designated

by a system of initial letters. A for art : G for gloves

;

H for hosiery; W for wallpaper; M F for men's fur-

nishings, etc.; wherever possible simplifying mem-
ory by using the first letter. This applies to the

first floor. In the case of the second X is used as a

prefix, for example. XP>, and C is used for the third

floor, and wallpaper is designated "CW." These let-

ters are marked on every counter check and enable

those in the office to sort them out in figuring up the

amount of sales in each of the forty.

The minutiae of the system is shown by some of

the divisions into department.- besides those given

Comparative Statement

for ... 19

Department

SALES

Cash

Approbation

EXPENSES

Wane-

Rem

Cost o( Mdse sold

PROFIT

LOSS

19 19

FOR YEAR, to date

Sales

Expeoses

Profit

If LIMITCOU

TRANSFER TIC^£
NOTICE.

presen

nid.le

ro insure Prompt Delivery of All Goods i

this Ticket at Every Department where

n One Parcel,

a purchase is

Addrtu

Shipping Nott

. --

PAID COD. DATE

S.le,

No
Check
No Dept Amount

S.le.

No
Check
No.

Dept A™.,

Toul Total

EXAMINED AT TRANSFER DESK BY

Figure 2

already. There is one for umbrellas; another for

black dress goods; another for colored: one for but-

tons ; one for toys; one for blouses; for white wear,

etc.

The accompanying reproduction of the "com-
parative statement" that is compiled for each depart-

ment month by month (Figure 1) will indicate in a

comprehensive manner exactly the extent to which
sales, expenses and profits are followed up.

Take wallpaper for example. The slip is filled out
for the month of September and the figures filled in

for the year 1913 first, with September, 1912, along-

side in parallel column. It is 1913 vs. 1912 that is

the basis of comparison, the most common form
probably, and the fairest, usually, in every business.

First as to Sales: amount of cash; goods sent out
en approbation, and goods sold under the "transfer"
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system, with the corresponding totals in the out-

put.

Next, the Expenses: These are divided into

wages, rent, expenses (freight, etc.,), and the orig-

inal cost of the merchandise. The "rent" item is,

of course, a varying quantity in different stores. In

some it is estimated exactly in proportion to the floor

space occupied by the department in relation to the

whole floor space; others make some allowance for

149 to 157 Dundas St., 393 to 397 Richmond St.

V*' iTy/f
9045* j|pNDON ( _

M.

191

The A. A. Langford Co. . L imitcd
, l-ondon

1
1 !_

j
j

[

~~1
li~l
—

_J lUZ
T !L_L_

For Corrections or Exchanges present this Bill

Sold hi5_jii_

Amt. Rec'd_

9045- 1
Amt. of Sale.

Figure 3

certain articles being more bulky, and others, again,

divide up the rent according to the amount of sales

for the year in each department. Space occupied is

the main point in the Smallman and Ingram store.

The cost of merchandise sold implies that an

exact, account is kept of the identity of the goods

sold, so that the "profit" or "loss" is a question in

arithmetic.

At the bottom is a comparison for the year to

date. .

This slip complete is made out for the firm itselt.

but copies of the first section, the comparison of Sales

is sent to the head of each department as a guide, so

that he will know whether he is falling behind, or

whether the progress he is making is satisfactory or

The firm also makes it a practice to send to each

clerk a record of his sales month by month, and a

comparison with the corresponding month in the

previous year: an intimation of a satisfactory condi-

tion in his work, or it may be, a delicate hint that

he or she must "speed up."

In addition a daily record is kepi of -ales—tabu-

lated on an adding machine—and comparisons by

week and month with the previous year's record.

The purchases made by the heads of each depart-

ment are also recorded in a form that shows the to-

tal to date, and how near this approaches to the to-

tal appropriation fixed for that department. When
the total is reached, the buyer must stop buying; for

his appropriation is exhausted. This record, of course,

includes the date of purchase, and time set foi de-

livery . as well as the amount, name of firm, etc.

This "skeleton" will serve to illustrate the system

.-(i far, but the details are. naturally, a matter for

each establishment to work out.

The Transfer System has been referred to. This

is the method by which a person can order goods in

various departments and have them collected, and

his total bill ready for him to settle when he has

finished. This is worked out as follows:

He starts at the Men's Furnishings,—or rather

let it be "she;" "he" might object to using a trans-

fer card.

She, then, starts at the Men's Furnishings, buy-

ing her husband a Christmas tie—there are special

Christinas ties for wives to buy in nearly every well-

equipped store. The usual counter check is made
out but in the central space, "Trans." a number is

entered, in this particular case 0918. This indicates

that it is part of a transfer purchase. The purchas-

er is handed a Transfer Ticket (Figure 2). stamped

0918, and on it is entered say, $1.50, with sales No.,

check No., and department (M.F.).

She takes this with her. and presents it at *' e

next department. The number 0918 on it rem

her identity number throughout, and is entered et

time in the space marked "Trans." in the counh

check. These accompany her parcels from each de-

partment and all as they arrive are placed in a

large holder (No. 8—using the last figure on her

number 0918).

When she has finished shopping, she goes to the

transfer office and presents her Transfer Ticket.

Probably now there are eight or nine amounts on

it. A clerk at the transfer desk gets the parcels from

Holder No. 8, and clunks them over on the Transfer

Card, and totals it up. The amount she finds to be

$35.00. and the customer either pays this or asks it

to be sent C.O.D., in which case a cross is placed in

the "paid" or "CO.P." space under the name and

this transaction is complete.

Tn another issue a description will be given of

the system of collecting parcels on each floor, and

how these are distributed to the delivery men. in-

cluding the driver of the motor car.
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Creating Increased Business in Dress Goods
Merchants must give the custom-

er what she wants — Novelties

must have first place in modern

dress goods department—Big de-

mand for new lines has demon-

strated this.

Big stores have adopted the plan

of featuring novelties — Dress

goods must be displayed to best

advantage—Dealers should study

their departments from the out-

side.

HP HE MAN who is conducting the

fortunes of the dress goods depart-

ment, in any store at the present time,

be it in the large departmental store, or

in the store in the smaller city or town.

has a position that is no sinecure. At

the present time the position and func-

tion of this department is scarcely well

defined. The trade, owing to the in-

troduction of ready-to-wear garments,

and to the development of the country.

and the growth in modern ideas, and
the advance in ways of living, is chang-

ing completely.

The dress goods department used to be the

premier department in the store, the pivot as it were,

round which all the others revolved. Provided the

buying was carefully, and well done, and the stock

well kept, and good service was given, trade was

sure, for the material for every gown and cloak had
to be purchased in this department.

With the development and growth of the ready-

to-wear trade, has come a great change, both in the

standing of this department, and in its relation to

the store's customers. In stores doing a high-class

trade, its position is much the same, but it is fighting

for its position in other stores and in place of the old

time dignified displaying of goods, and assured sales,

the man at the head of this department has to devise

ways and means in order to keep business from go-

ing behind, and to keep pace with the increase made
in other departments.

Multifarious expensive and often fruitless ex-

periments have been undertaken, because merchants
and buyers are not really awakened to the nature

of the change that has come about, and are not as

yet alive to it. In consequence many merchants are

Novelty lines featured in the dress goods department of F. J. Merchant &
Sons, Sydney, Cape Breton.

still losing money in this department. Nay, they

are doinu more than Losing money, they are turn-

ing customers away, simply because they are not

buying to suit the changed conditions, and to suit

their customers' needs.

STUDY IT FROM THE OUTSIDE.

To the man who is not satisfied with the present

condition of his department, and who sees that it is

not getting the fair share of this business, the "Re-

view" would give the advice to drop all his precon-

ceived ideas, relative to dress goods retailing, and to

go to work and study his department from the out-

side. It would be by no means money wasted to

take a week off and come to the large buying centres.

At least half of the time should be put in. in

making a study of the dress goods departments in

the big stores, their layout, and the methods used
to make them attractive. The character, and nature
of the materials carried should he noted, and the run
of prices as compared with the materials carried in

the merchant's own store. Prices in relation to pro-

fits should lie studied.
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The front section of the dress goods department in the store of F. J. Merchant & Sons, Sydney, Cape Breton. Note the

neat ledge drapes.

Careful note should be taken of the class and

appearance of customers, and the price they pay for

the goods they buy, and comparison should be made

with the appearance and standing with those who

trade in the home store. In this connection the

possibilities of the home town should be sized up,

as it is by no means improbable that the women

best capable of buying freely, do not get their mate-

rials tbere.

PREPONDERANCE OF NOVELTY BUSINESS.

Close and careful study should be given to the

various methods used in displaying materials, to the

almost complete absence of counters in the modern

department, to the great use made of tables, and to

the presence of open sections into which the custo-

mer can penetrate and examine practically every

piece of material in stock. But above all. the most

careful study should be given to the methods used

in displaying materials, in elevating popular taste.

and in increasing the sale of high priced materials.

If before this point is reached, the preponderance of

the novelty over the staple business, has not fixed

itself firmly in the mind of the visitor, he must have

missed in some manner the most telling point of his

lesson.

The experience given, by the extensive sale of

high priced uovelty cotton materials during the

spring, and summer, and the opening display, for

the present fall, of high class wool fabrics, rich vel-

vets, and handsome silks should be followed out to

its logical conclusion. Therefore how to develop

the home department along similar lines, and how

and where to buy the novelty materials women are

asking for, is the first question.

Luckily, for the man who is endeavoring to put

his department on a modern and profitable oasis,

his problem is more or less the big one, with the

majority of merchants. This means that the trade

in novelty fabrics, is growing to such an extent, that

it is attracting the attention of the jobbing houses,

and that increasing assurance of an outlet mean-

that stock of this nature is being carried. Here, as

everywhere, the demand carries with it the means

for obtaining fulfillment.

It should be noted that even the very largest

stores buy many novelties in dress lengths of about

5% yards and sell them, not by the yard but by the

length.

A NOVELTY DEPARTMENT.

Coming down to first principles, the dress e

department to-day is just as much a novelty depart-

ment as those which carry fancy articles, and fashion

should be studied and followed just as carefully.

Value of course is important, but value without the

fashion element will not sell, at the present time. Ti

is the new cloths, and the new colors, (hat the big
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The rear section of the dress goods department in the store of F. J. Merchant & Sons.

proportion of your customers are looking for and,

provided they get what they want they will pay the

price.

Merchants will find that the women who buy

dress goods, are either those who are rich enough

to patronize the professional dressmaker, or those

who make their own dresses, or have them made
under their own supervision by a seamstress in their

own homes. These women are close students of the

new styles and are well informed on the subject of

new materials, and therefore, to hold and keep this

trade, the department has to stock novelties as they

are produced. —®—
Original Ideas Worked Out in London Store

(Continued from page 14.)

ments, with the single exception that one might lie

called, by a rush of customers, to the other side of her

"circle," around the pillar, but she did not go out-

side the four counters. In making out her counter-

cheeks she had to be mindful. hoAvever, to mark on

the "bill'' the department in which she was work-

ing, in order that the sale might be credited to that

department.

Lastly, we came to the basement, airy and well

lighted. At the foot of the stairs were iron cage

lockers in which the girls employed in the store

hang hats and coats. Each was fitted with a lock

and all numbered. Beyond these was what is known
as the "Saturday lunch room," and at this point the

explanation of the exodus of so many clerks at 11 .40

a.m. m'ay be explained.

employees' lunch hours.

The firm allows one hour and twenty minutes for

lunch on every day except Saturdays. The first

•'shift" go off at 11.40 a. in. and are back at one

o'clock. Then the rest leave and are allowed until

2.20 p.m. This permits them to go to their homes
for their mid-day meal, and Mr. Ingram considers

that the better health of the employees, due to a

more wholesome and substantial dinner, repays the

firm for the extended intermission.

On Saturdays only three-quarters of an hour is

allowed at noon. At first the clerks were required

to eat in the store, and a special lunch room with

tables, was provided in the basement, but this rule

afterwards was relaxed and while the limited time

remains in force, they may spend it where they

SANTA CLAUS TAKES CHARGE.

The basement at present is used chiefly for the

reserve stock of furniture, carpets, linoleums and
wall-paper. On Nov. 1 a transformation takes place

each year: Santa Clans takes charge, and such un-

important details as thousands of dollars' worth of

other goods are bundled off—no matter where—and

the reign of the Toy begins.
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Charles Blair Gordon
THE new president of the Canadian Manufacturers Association, Charles Blair

Gordon of Montreal, is one of the most forceful figures in the Canadian busi-

ness world. He is typical of the new standard of efficiency which has been set up

—

hard-working, tireless, resourceful and aggressive. Although a comparatively

young man, he has reached the highest pinnacle in the manufacturing field and,

incidentally, has made a large fortune.

Charles Blair Gordon was born in Montreal on November 22, 1868, a son of

the late John Gordon, who was one of Montreal's most prominent citizens. He re

ceived a high school education in Montreal and started his business career in the

wholesale dry goods house of Mclntyre, Sons and Co. Here he gained a thorough

grounding in

business, stay-
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aggressive am-
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the manufac-

organized the
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President o f
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President of the

cries, V i c e -

Penman's Lim-

President of C.

rector in the Bank of Montreal: director. in the Royal

Trust Co.; director in thtt Dominion Bridge Co.; director in Montreal Cotton Co.:

director Ritz-Carlton Hotel and numerous other corporations in the Dominion of

Canada, and is a governor of McGill University.

He is still a hard worker and devotes a large part of each day to the prob-

lems of the many organizations with which he is connected He has given much

time to the study of business management and, largely, through his efforts, the

Dominion Textile Co. is operated on a high basis of efficiency. The personality

of the head executive has been installed into each department and each employee of

the company.

Mr. Gordon has made a very close study of the cotton industry. He knows

cotton thoroughly and is also acquainted with the allied textile industries.

For social and recreation purposes Mr. Gordon is a member of the follow-

ing well-known clubs: the Mount Royal, the Montreal Hunt, and Senneville Coif of

Montreal.
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The Viewpoint of the Advertising Writer

An Incident Which Goes to Show That

the Adman Should Write His Copy

From the Standpoint of the Reader

—

The Boss Lays Down Some Rules for

His Adman Which Summarize the Es-

sentials of Copy Writing.

WHEN HARRY Handy joined the staff as advertis-

ing writer, he had big ideas of the importance of the

work he was to undertake. His inclinations had al-

ways been toward literary work and his viewpoint on

advertising was literary rather than business-like.

He believed a polished essay on the excellence of the

stock would sell more goods than a snappy, straight-

from-the-shoulder business talk.

His first ad. was for a special sale—a semi-annual

event of considerable importance. He wrote it with

a damp towel around his head and Webster's Una-
bridged at his elbow.

The boss received the copy and read it over care-

fully and slowly.

"Handy," he said, "before going any further into

this matter I want you to explain what some of these

phrases are. This for instance." He handed back
the copy to Handy with the words underlined: "The
discrepancy between the price and value of these

goods is the immanent paradox."

Handy explained, and the proprietor shook his

head. "Paradox was a word I had some slight knowl-

edge of," he said, "but immanent was new to me.

Now, Handy, I had the benefit of a college education

and have a better knowledge of English than 90 per

cent, of our customers. If that phrase was beyond
me, how many people who read that ad. would know
what it means?

Handy smiled sheepishly.

"You have the wrong idea of an advertisement,"

continued Mr. Veneering. "You are not to talk
above your readers, but straight at them. They
must understand what you say without any difficulty.

Let me tell you it is hard enough to get people to

read an ad. when it presents no difficulties to (hem.
Make it so that they find it hard to read what you
say and your chances of getting them to read it at

all is nil.

"You have to talk to them in the language they
employ themselves. Don't put in long words, and
don't put in technical ones. Make everything so

straight-forward and simple that the idea will stand

right out. A woman doesn't read an ad. with a

dictionary at her elbow—and the patience to use it.

"Then listen to this, Handy: 'These silks are

superlatively the best to be secured for the money.

They represent the culmination of the efforts of silk

manufacturers, the very acme of perfection.' Now,

are they? They are not! I firmly believe that we

are offering good value but, believe me, son, the

goods we are offering haven't got the margin on any-

thing else that you imply. Therefore, you are not

telling what is strictly true. That is the gravest mis-

take an advertiser can make. You can fool a few of

the people—but a very few. Just get an inch over

the border line between truth and exaggeration, and

the average reader will detect the false note at once.

The worst feature of exaggeration is that people see

you are not telling the whole truth, and they suspect

that all you say is fictitious. What you said may
have been 75 per cent, true, but the reader does not

give you credit for 1 per cent, of truth. In order to

get a little better than the truth you sacrifice every-

thing.

"And now for the last point that occurs to me.

You have enough matter here to fill a whole page

in the smallest type known, while I have contracted

for a half page only, and there are half a dozen cuts

to work in. You must learn to be terse. The rule

you seem to act upon is to make a description which

might go into one sentence string out to three or

four. Rather you should see if that one sentence

could no! be cut down to half its length. 'Boil down'

is the rule: not "pad out.' Put your thought in ten

words and the reader gets the idea easily. Put it in

thirty and he does not even try.

"Finally, remember this. Always put yourself in

the place of the average reader—and then write your

copy from that standpoint."

Under the coaching of the proprietor Handy
made rapid progress. He grasped the essential ideas

of advertising rapidly, and he had the ability to em-
body the principles in perfected form in his copy.

(Continued on page 22.)
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WHAT OTHER DRY GOODS
MERCHANTS ARE DOING

The Original Advertising Talk

MOOSE JAW, Sask.—Hubert Snell, Limited, are

running a series of talks in their advertising for the

purpose of impressing on women the value of econ-

omic shopping. In a recent advertisement the fol-

lowing was used:

ECONOMICS IS DEFINED AS THE
"SCIENCE OF LIVING."

Economy is the Science of Saving.

A good deal of writing and talking has been

done lately about

THE ECONOMIC FUNCTIONS OF WOMEN
and the fact seems to be generally recognized for

the first time that while man earns the money
for the daily bread, woman has the spending of

it in her hands.

A woman then, in the wise expenditure of

funds, makes as valuable a contribution to the

support of the family as the wage earner.

It is a rare gift to know how to spend money
to the best advantage.

To make money go far, both for home and per-

sonal needs, we invite you to study the ever-

changing exhibits in every department of this

store, which show the newest, freshest things,

and their proper prices.

The daily reading of the Snell Store Advertising

will aid you more than you may first believe.

Gave Away Suit Cases

GUELPH, Ont.—The W. Axler Co. selected two

days one week—a Friday and Saturday—and

offered a suit case free to every man or woman
buying a suit or coat in the store on either of those

day.<. The offer led to an increase in sales.

Gave Away Suit

PORT ARTHUR, Ont.—To create interest in their

dissolution sale, Henderson Bros, made a unique

offer. The first fifty men calling at the store be-

tween the hours of 9 and 11 o'clock on a certain

date were given coupons. At 8 o'clock that evening,

the coupons were placed in a hat and one drawn.

The holder of the lucky coupon was given a $15.00

suit of clothes.

The plan proved a big business getter as it drew

crowds of men to the store both in the morning and

evening.

20E r f

Does Not Believe In Sales

NIAGARA FALLS, Out.—A thorough skeptic on

"sales" is J. Logan, dry goods merchant. The only

"sale" Mr. Logan has held was shortly after he

started business there, and that was 25 years ago.

"I certainly do not believe in sales,," he told

The Review. "The day of the $4.89 article has gone.

Sales lessen the dignity of your store and lower the

values of all the other articles as well as those mark-

ed with reduced price tickets. Mind you, I am not

in favor of allowing old goods to accumulate. I

would mark them down as soon as I saw they were

overstocked, and get what I could for them, for you

can take it as a true principle in any kind of busi-

ness that the "first loss" is the lowest. But because

I have a single line of goods reduced is no reason

why I should mark down dozens of others at the

same time. No, I have held only one sale and I

don't expect to hold another."

@—

The Viewpoint of the Advertising Writer

Continued from page 21

lie devoured trade paper information and all articles

relating to advertising that be could secure. In a

lew weeks' time he was writing copy that drew in-

creased trade to the store.

Handy explained his -nieces on the ground that

he had followed the precepts laid down by the head

of the firm, particularly in regard to the viewpoint.

"It's not what 1 know." explained Handy. "It's

all in the viewpoint, In writing about any article. I

endeavor to sink my identity in that of the prospec-

tive purchaser. If it's a suit of clothes, I endeavor

to look at it from the viewpoint of a person wanting

a suit. What would I want to know about that suit

if I were thinking of buying it. After deciding what

I would want to know. I get that information and

pul it in the copy. In fact. I write all our copy from

the standpoint of the customer rather than from the

standpoint of the store."

"The advantage of my method lies in this," he

continued. "To get people to read your ads. you

don't have to get them to move away from their plane

or viewpoint. You are right level with them and

talking right at them."
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The Holiday Trade

THE CHRISTMAS trade is of constantly increas-

ing importance. Gift giving has been taken out of

the restricted plane of a few decades ago and has

reached a stage where it has become a serious problem

and an equally serious drain on the pocket boi>k.

People give elaborate presents to relatives and

friends: and for the most part they buy them. The
frugal habit of ''working" something for a friend

is not as general now as it was; though the develop-

ment of the art needlework department shows that

women are more interested in embroidery and

crocheting work than ever before. Children, also,

are indulged more generously. Whereas a doll or a

drum was the cause of much joy to (he infant of,

say, twenty years ago, the child of to-day gets doll

that speak, mechanical toys of all descriptions and

novelty 'playthings without end. The increase

salaries that has come about of recent years has made
Christinas time a period of unusual extravagance.

This tendency is noted, not in a spirit of lamenta-

tion or warning, but as the reason for the dry goods

merchant attaching an increased degree of impor-

tance to the fancy goods and toy department. The
season when these goods will lie in he. ivy demand
is now close at hand and each merchaol should be

laying his plans so that he will command a full share

of it. There was a time when a great many mer-

chants did not carry fancy goods or toys, for the

reason that they thought it too far out of their line

and. perhaps, a little undignified. This has now
passed and all dry goods stores are out for a full

share of the Christmas trade.

-®-

Should Ideas Be Guarded

"DID YOU get permission?"

In sharp curt tones this question was addressed

to two leaders in the dry goods business in Canada
tins summer a couple of minutes after they had en-

tered one of the largest dry goods stores on Oxford

Street in London, England.

The visitor- were taken aback. "Permission" to

enter a public store? "Permission" to look around

without rushing at once to a counter, giving an order

hurriedly and with this clasped in his arms, rushing

out again from the privacy of a departmental store

to the public thoroughfare? No, they had not re-

ceived permission; thej were merely visitors taking

a look around.

"'Well you can get out then; we're not going to

have people coming in here spying around for our

new ideas." And unceremoniously they were

bundled out. a menacing attitude revealing itself in

the form of the discourteous floor walker.

This incident was told The Review by the head

of one of the largest dry goods stores in Ontario,

himself a man who is steadily enlarging his own
business and his store quarters, and who is constant-

ly evolving new ideas to meet the changing and ex-

panding conditions that are facing him. His ideas

mean thousands a year to him, yet he was broad-

minded enough to be willing to share them with any

visitors, known or unknown, who entered his large

establishment. The spirit of courtesy and co-opera-

lion overruled any narrow twinges of jealousy or fear

that governed the conduct of the London store.

The experience in Oxford Street, happily, is an

exceptional one, the product of narrow-mindedness.

Merchants in Canada, the United States and Eng-

land invariably are made of different stuff. " I

would he delighted to impart any ideas I may have,"

was the Ontario man's rendering of his own attitude,

and it is one. The Review believes that could be dup-

licated among the vast majority. In rare cases, a

near rival might learn and "steal" and adapt ideas,

hut the ingenuity that created them first could not

thus be brought to bay or rendered of no effect. In

the wider sense a courteous and helpful attitude even

towards local business rivals gives its return in those

fruits of life that make it worth the living.
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The Artist and the Couturier

IT WAS considered at one time rather degrading

for an artist to turn his hand to anything commer-
cial. Better to starve in a garret while striving to

paint a masterpiece than to earn a comfortable in-

come by drawing illustrations for advertisements or

making fashion sketches. The Latin quarter of

Paris was filled with men who preferred to nibble

at fame rather than enjoy plentitude at the price

of turning their talents to something useful.

It is interesting to note, however, that artistic

genius is beginning to recognize in the draping of

the human form another outlet. The European

artist is showing an interest in fashions and does

not hesitate to make paintings with the idea of in-

fluencing style trends. Tims we have Bakst, the

Russian, who plans the Imperial ballets and designs

the characteristic costumes of the dancers, allying

himself with a famous Paris house with the object

of creating new ideas in dress. Bakst has already

made himself felt and many of the popular modes

of the present moment found their inspiration in

the creative mind of the eccentric Russian.

Most of the artists who have entered the field of

the designer to date are, unfortunately, for the most

part devotees of a certain school—Cubists, Post-

Cubists, Post Impressionistics, Futurists, and what

not. They have been largely responsible for the in-

troduction of the freakish modes and the generally

eccentric and bizarre note which has been found in

fashions of late. It is hoped, however, that the

movement will be joined by artists of more normal

type, who prefer the beautiful to the grotesque,

Fashions would undoubtedly benefit.

@—
The Business Outlook

BUSINESS is on the turn. The bumper crops in the

West, thrown into the scale, have been the deciding

factor. There is a decidedly brisker atmosphere,

trade is more active, men talk with an air of renewed

confidence. The scare is nearly over.

It would be fatuous to assume that money will

loosen up at once, however. Better conditions are

not far off, undoubtedly, but the banks still have a

a heavy load to carry. Financial men claim that it

will be well toward the new year before a perceptible

change will be noticed.

Reports secured by The Review from various

points in Ontario indicate that business has been uni-

formly good all year. The stringency has been felt

more in the large centres than in the smaller cities

and towns. One merchant in a city under 20,000

reports a turnover of $18,000 in his ready-to-wear

department in the last nine months, an increase of

$4,000 over the corresponding period of the previous

year. This is but one case of many others which
have been reported to The Review, proving that

business has been eminently satisfactory in Ontario.

In the West, there has been a less active tone to trade,

but the only alarming phase of the situation has been

the slowness of collections. An improvement is now
reported in this respect.

Manufacturers state that, on the whole, they

have been doing a brisk trade. In some lines increas-

es are reported but this has been due not so much to

increased volume, but to the fact that higher-priced

lines have been in demand.

The Adoption of Standard Sizes

A PROBLEM which has been touched upon in The
Review on various occasions is the sizing of under-

wear. There is a great need felt for international

standard sizes.

As things stand, the buyer must know the stand-

ards of the manufacturers of various countries and
what is equally important, which size in an English

garment, for instance, corresponds with a certain

number put out by an American manufacturer. He
must know the various sizes put out by Canadian

firms and how they compare. That most buyers

are fully equipped with this information does not

take away from the fact that the conflict of stand-

ards is a great annoyance and the cause of unneces-

sary work.

It has been suggested that the manufacturers of

all countries should get together on the question of

standardization. It is certain that this will come
in time; in the meantime, the retailer feels that

it cannot come too soon.

This same problem of standardizing sizes is felt

in many other lines. It promises to he one of the

big problems of the future.

The Passing View

You're glad to quote prices to people who ask.

Why miss chances to quote, by price tickets, to those

who do not?—Tooke Talk.
• • «

Darker colors are favored in millinery—the in-

evitable reaction from the spring and summer
saturnalia of vivid shades.

• • •

From what The Review can learn there has

little cause for complaint in the dry goods trade in

Ontario on the score of business conditions. Increases

in business seem to have been the rule.

The wearing of diaphanous gowns in Paris and

New York is a vagary of fashion which will have

a short strife but which is to be highly deplored.

nevertheless. The odium of such transgressions may
attach in a measure to other style trends which, in

themselves, are sensible and commendable.
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Be on the Lookout

for the new range of dress goods

for Spring 1914.

The Shades and Weaves have been

chosen with special consideration

for the tastes of Canadian women
and make up a beautiful and varied

collection.

Popular Shades: Blues

Black and White check

Grey

Tan
White and Black and Black

and White combinations

Materials :

Crepe
I
Plain and

Ratine
|

Jacquard

Diagonals

Bedfords

Silks : Crepes and Short Effects

Our traveller is in your vicinity. Say

when he may call.

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

Montreal
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Cotton Novelties are Strong for Spring, 1914
Crepes, Ratines and Voiles Lead in the

Order Named—Big Season Indicated

Along Novelty Lines—Wash Goods
Should do Particularly Well— A Word
of Advice for the Buver.

WHILE BUYERS have been conservative in placing orders

a very considerable business has been done in fine cotton

materials for the coming spring. The demand has been for

crepes and ratines, and for jacquard cloths. Every indica-

tion points to a particularly big wash goods season, and to

a continuance of the interest shown in high priced novelty

effects. Materials of this class have sold so well during the

past summer that it has increased the confidence in this direc-

tion and all along the line the feeling is in favor of stock-

ing a goodly proportion of high priced novelties.

For city selling ratine novelties up to $3.50 per yard

did extremely well and cloths to retail about $1.50 found a

ready sale. Manufacturers are meeting this demand with a

big selection of novelties and this is so marked that the

coming season looks as though the best business would be

done on novelty goods.

As in silks, crepes lead. The new crepes are very sheer

and are on the voile neige and crepe de chine order, with

the crepe effect woven in. Crepes come in a wonderful

wealth of broche, striped, printed and embroidered designs.

French crepes are presented in beautiful embroidered designs

in soft yet vivid tones of pink, sky, green, mauve and yel-

low. Crepes are ornamented with ratine yarns in the form

^Novelty °^ stripes an(l checks and brocaded figures.

Ratines are again introduced and here the novelty list

is a long one. Brocades are still featured, but the newest

idea seems to be the plaids and checks in soft colors with the

plain cloth to use in combination. This idea is gaining strength and promises to be prominent another
season.

Novelties in silk and cotton are prominent, and some wonderful novelties in jacquard and
brocaded effects are shown. Combination crepe and silk broche patterns, and silk and satin stripes as well as

embroidered figures are both new and handsome.

Voiles are staple and, no matter what novelties are stocked, voiles cannot be neglected. Soft sheer

chiffon voiles both in white and all leading colors are showing for evening wear, and promise to have a

great sale in the coming spring. Printed patterns on the Dresden order promise to be another leader in

popular priced cotton materials.

Buyers who are well advised will place crepes in first position, with ratines second and voiles third

iu doing their spring buying. (Continued on page 32)
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1, 2 and 4—Checked fancies in

black and white
Nisbet <fc Auld.
check in black and white fo:

combination suits. Shown by
W. E. Brock Co.

Diagonal suiting,.

Brocaded ratine; 3,

Striped boucle: 4. Two-
ton* diagonal. Shown by
courtesy of W. R. Brock
Co.
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"EMPIRE" SATIN
GENUINE

VERSUS
IMITATION

A number of Satin Linings have been placed on the market of late,

which on comparison will be found are imitations only, gotten up
cheaply to look like the

Genuine "Empire" Satin
These inferior cloths are sold at slightly less than the Genuine
"Empire" Satin, but we feel confident that they will not give the
wear or satisfaction that the

Registered Trade Mark on the Selvage

'Empire" Satin has given during the

many years it has been sold. The
little extra profit may result in

your losing many customers, so

that you are worse off in the end.

"Empire" Satin has been tested

many years and found almost fault-

less and has unquestionably been
profitable to retailer and customer
alike.

Our guarantee for two seasons goes
along with ''Empire" Satins, and
we strongly recommend you to

Buy, Sell and Use
"Empire" Satins

We cany all the needed shades in

stock and are frequently adding
new shades.

Sample Shade Cards on request.

(To the trade only)

Jhs6e{&Qi
7
u(dMmtfed

32 and 34 WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO
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The most perfect re-

production of Hand-

made Goods. Un-

equalled for

"Strength, Beauty,

and Value."

LACE
CURTAINS
AND NETS

Pronounced by ex-

perts "/The Aristoc-

racy of Window De-

coration."

N.B.—Our Mr. A. J. Burrows from Nottingham visits the Canadian retail trade twice a

year and a communication from you will ensure a call.

Sole Manufacturers :

T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Broadway, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND

Popularity Increasing Immensely

Thislis Your
Protection

PATENTED

An Exact Reproduction of Hand Made Lace

Manufactured solely by Birkill &L CO.« Nottingham, England

Also Manufacturers of High Class Washing Valenciennes
and Exclusive Novelties in Dress Laces, Allover Nets, Etc.

Canadian Agent : A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
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How do you spell SHOWERPROOF?

DUST-

PROOF

AS

WELL

AS

SHOWER-

PROOF

"C-R-A-V-E-N-E-T-T-E, of course!

|||

VI

Buyers of Showerproofs should ask for those having

The "f£foa<&ttefi!<g" Proof

B
Copyright

The "Cravenette" proof is rain and weather resisting, because it treats each separate fibre
of the cloth; it is permanently rainproof, water running off as from a duck's back. The
ventilation is perfect, the goods being porous. "Cravenette" fabrics in great variety in
black and colours, and ready-to-wear Coats and Cloaks in tasteful and fashionable styles,
are readily obtainable FROM ALL LEADING IMPORTERS.

IF ANY DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING "CRAVENETTE, ' PLEASE WHITE TO

THE CRAVENETTE CO., LTD., (Dept 6) Wall St., Bradford, Eng.
Attractive Showcards FREE on application to all leading importers.

PRIESTLEY'S DRESS GOODS
The Standard By Which Others Are Judged

X/fERCHANTS have learned that Priestley's Dress Goods
are dependable in every respect. The following fabrics are

very much in demand

:

DIAGONAL CHEVIOTS VELOURS DE LAINES
FREIZE CHEVIOTS RATINES
JACQUARD CHEVIOTS BEDFORD CORDS
FREIZE BOUCLE WHIPCORDS

BLACK AND NAVY SERGES

Make Priestley's Dress Goods the foundation of a bigger and
better Dress Goods business for you.

We are the sole Canadian Agents.

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, MONTREAL
29



Silk Novelties Showing Advances in Price

IN SPITE of financial

conditions, the amount
of business booked so

far is very satisfactory

and the fact that prices

are advancing is not ex-

pected to make any

check on business. Cus-

tomers are now educated into paying better prices

for silk fabrics and a few cents more or less will not

influence sales to any appreciable extent.

Merchants who hesitate about stocking these high-

priced silks should take a trip to either Toronto

or Montreal and view the silk materials and inform

themselves as to prices obtained. They should also

take into consideration the num-
ber of yards required to make a

suit or costume now and the great

saving in cutting effected by the

general use of wide width cloths.

All these aids to economy mean
that women can afford to buy the

high priced silks for, in the long

run, the dress costs very little over

the price paid for a cheap material

a few years ago when narrow

widths and a long length of mate

rial was required.

Fashion still favors silk mate-

rials and as the advance in raw

silk have been steadily increasing

for some time now, there is no

room to doubt its stability and that

the increase in silk prices is legiti-

mate and will continue. Further-

more there promises to be

ical change in fashion and the de-

mand promises to continue along

much the same lines—that is sol'

satins, and light weight material--

that drape effectively are the

fabrics that will continue to be

wanted. Moreover, though spring

business is not at a very advanced

stage, this is not due to any change

in this respect as the materials now
selling promise to be in a leading

position for the spring also

From the point of fashion

crepes lead, but from the yardage

standpoint soft finished satins oc-

cupy the first place. Messalines

are very much in demand and the

supply of satisfactory cloths and

qualities is none too great. Crepe

Good Prospects for the Season Now
Opening—Satisfactory Developments
for the Coming Spring—Little Change
in Character of Materials Selling —
Crepes in First Position—Messalines
Much in Demand—Duvetyn Making
Headway.

l, Brocaded velvet crepe finish

(shown by Silks, Limited); 2, Print-

ede crepe in Jouy pattern ami co-

lors (Silks, Ltd.); '3, Brocaded velvet

(Silks, Ltd.); 4. Silk matolasse (Nis-

bel & \uldt.
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de chine is material

that is scarce for early

delivery. The number
of crepes and crepe tis-

sues shown is very large

and novelties in crepe

weaves stand first in the

list of silk materials.

Satin finished crepes, and crepes in suiting and cos-

tume weights are in high favor. Brocaded and broche

novelties are strong and for evening wear printed

effects on ivory, white and pastel grounds are among
the leading materials.

The latest European crepe novelty has the appear-

ance of rippling water and is called fountain or

waterfall crepe. The success of

crepe has led manufacturers to put

crepons and blister effect* on the

market. These are shown in all

silk, silk and wool and in mate-

lasse effects as well.

The new material duvetyn or

peau de peche which is a plush

like fabric of the texture indicated

by the latter name, is making a hit

and is now being introduced un-
der varying names. This mate-

rial comes in plain and striped

effects and is also printed in '"new

art" and in Oriental patterns and
is used for suits, dresses, costumes.

waistcoats and for trimming pur-

poses.

There is plenty of talk about

plaids but there is little or no de-

velopment in this direction so far.

The large stores are showing a few

plaid and tartan novelties but so

far the interest taken is small.

Printed novelties both in Dres-

dens. Jouys and fancies are sell-

ing well. Printed crepes are

favored both in evening and day

shades and many of them show
the introduction of metal threads

in brocaded effect. Printed satins,

showing Dresden and floral pat-

terns on dark grounds, are new
and are well represented in spring

lines.

Transparent materials, such as

voile, ninon chiffon, etc., are sell-

ing both with and without the

addition of velvet and plush

brocaded figures.
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SPRING SEASON
1914

DRESS GOODS
We have given special attention in preparing onr range of Dress

Goods for the coming season, owing to the varied styles which will

be in vogue.

Some of the most exclusive novelties have been gathered and
will be put before you shortly.

As it is proving more difficult to get these goods "La Mode"
when the season is on, we would urge you to anticipate your needs

all possible.

The New Croquelle Crepes, Jacquards, New Check effects and
Tartans, also Fine Corduroys and Polo Twills will have a heavy
demand. Special attention has been given to cloths for combina-

tion effects for suits and dresses. This will be a marked feature

with Spring garments. We have consequently augmented our

range of Plain goods, and show some exceptional values.

Velvets
We have complete stocks always of staple lines in our wonder-

ful "La Vogue" quality, and some new fancies.

Mantlings for Sorting
Many new effects have been added to our stock during the last

week, and we can supply all your needs. Black and Colored

Astrackans are finding an increased demand.

MAIL ORDERS AND REQUESTS GIVEN SPECIAL
ATTENTION.

Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Limited
25 Victoria Square quick shippers Montreal, Que.

Offices in Ottawa Toronto
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High Novelties in Suits

Shown at Retail Openings

New ideas are featured in extreme models —
Advance styles for Spring are indicated—Most
notable change comes in skirts—The peg-top or
barrel is being emphasized in Paris—Combina-
tion effect is growing stronger—Cutaway or
newer blouse coat will be a big Spring feature

—

Vest effects are used.

SPRING LINES are about complete and, in compliance with fashion's demands, the

materials showing are soft in texture and have perfect draping qualities. Brocaded
and broche designs have been good sellers for the fall season now opening and this

has led manufacturers to include them in spring sample lines only on lighter weight

grounds. Very fine cord and poplin and Bedford grounds are ornamented in this

fashion the newest idea being a line brocade with the pattern etched as it were in

dark color on a light ground.

Checks and plaids are being freely taken, these are showing in the expecta-

tion of the combination idea being a big feature again in spring and all the plaids

have a plain cloth to match shown along with them. Checks are very strong in black

and white, tan and white, delft blue and white and other colors. Poplins, reps and
cords in the softer finishes either in the plain cloth or ornamented with broche pat-

terns are showing in innumerable effects and in weights sufficiently light to drape

effectively.

As in other lines crepe materials both of wool and wool and silk are attract-

ing a great deal of attention and will be prominent in all the new colors in the

coming spring.

Materials on the velour de laine and the new duvetyn order, which are the

highest style at the present moment, will also be on the market for the coming
spring, though it is most probable that the cotton duvetyn will have the call over

that of wool or wool and silk. Parisians have taken up this material for suits, one-

piece frocks and for vests and trimmings.

Eponges in light weights also show up well and are expected to sell for

making up into smart skirts to wear with coats of velvet or brocade.

The vogue of the one-piece dress and separate skirt is expected to bring about

a revival of wool and silk and wool Henriettas.

Serges are still the leading staple material and are being ordered in quantity

by the cutting up trade both in suiting weights and the lighter weights and softer

finishes that are suitable for draping purposes.

Plaid ratiue in novelty colors; 2, Silk and cotton novelty in brocaded effect; 3, Cotton
Checked cotton ratine. Shown by courtesy of Nisbet & Auld. Limited.

ae; 4, Silk and cotton novelty stripe;

Cotton Novelties are Strong for Spring, 1914

(Continued from page 26.)

For 1914 coats on the Russian blouse order

and in peplum effect in printed or novelty fabric are

expected to be worn over a skirt of crepe ratine or

linen of white or solid color.

Cotton duvetyn and velour brocades are included

in the high priced novelty list. These materials come

printed in a big variety of novelty effects.

For dresses and suits, light weight tweed effects

in cotton woven with rough nub yarns are showing.

These come in such colors as tan, brown, blue and

other leading shades with the nub yarns in white.

Piques, reps and poplins are wanted for the pop-

ular priced counter trade and have been well ordered

by the cutting up trade for making up into one-

piece dresses, separate skirts and for children's wear.

The new Scotch ginghams are exceptionally sheer

and the color Mendings are very beautiful. This is

the way in which makers of these popular cloths have

met (lie demand for novelty effects.

Novelties in dress linens consist of linen crepes in

both heavy and light weights. Linen ratines in high

novelty colors are also being shown.
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The highest development of

MERCERISATION in COTTON GOODS

" MARQUISE."
For

Cotton Venetians, the
nearest approach in

appearance to the
finest Silk Satins.

"MARQUISE
DELUXE."
For

Cotton Venetians,
a brighter and soft-

er finish than
above.

"SUNBRITE."
The latest textile
achievement for Cot-
ton Italians, Satteens,
Twills, Venetians and
Umbrella Cloths.

"APPRET
DE LAINE."

A soft, permanent
finish for Black Cot-
ton Italians, the near-
est imitation of Bot-
any Wool Linings.

" LAMATTE."
A silky finish, com-
bined with a soft,

g 1 o v y handle, for
Black and Coloured
Italians and Satteens.

is shown in

those which bear

the

(Copyright)

GUARANTEE

The advance in

ANILINE
Black and Color

DYEING
has been synchronous

with that of the

MERCERISATION

" DAZZLEINE.'

For Cotton
Umbrella Cloths.

CAWLEY'S
" BRILLIANCY.

For fast Black
Mercerised
Satteens.

" RADIUM.'

A bright finish, soft
in handle, and with
great strength of
cloth. For fast Black

Cotton Satteens.

" POPLA."

The best finish for
Mercerised Black and

Coloured Poplins.

" FORTESSE."

For Cotton Satteens,
a new, rich and bril-

liant finish, giving
the maximum
strength with a per-
fectly fast Black.

There are many different Finishes,

adaptable for all purposes.

Patterns, along with full particu-

lars, can be obtained from

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Limited

39 WELL STREET, - - - BRADFORD, ENGLAND
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Debenham's

for

Novelties

STYLE

MATERIALS

ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM OUR
ILLUSTRATED BOOK

"AUTUMN FASHIONS 1913"
"The Skirts preaent more character, especially

in their appearance of i ncre ased fullness above the
knee. Tiers of flounces of Tulle, fine Lace or other
transparent tissue are employed, the slender and
natural outline, which is still the ideal, being
retained by a tightly fitting foundation."

"Girdles and Sashes form quite an important
feature.

"

"The most marked features in the bodices are the
introduction of vest effects, the 'Normandy Hood"
Collar, and the free use of frills of Tulle, or

fine Lace."
"The colours most favoured at the moment arei

Giroflee or Wallflower, a beautiful mid-shade of Blue
known as Toile, dark browns, including TetedeNegre,
reddy cerise, shades of yellow, amber and tangerine.

"

"The vogue for rich Silks continues unabated."
"Roman Stripes are in considerable evidence in

the shape of the fashionable Sash."
"The revival of Matelasse is notable."
"Satins with both dull and bright face retain

their positions for Gowns."

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
Montreal Toronto
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DEBENHAM'S FOR NOVELTIES

THE DEMAND FOR NOVELTY
Strenuous competition is so far an accomplished
fact in modern business that every up-to-date
trader is bound to appreciate the essential
importance of being in the closest possible
touch with every novelty and fresh phase of
fashion as it may arise.

THE HOUSE FOR NOVELTIES
Our ability to cater for this up-to-date trade
is unique, as every new movement in the fashion
centres of the world is at once mirrored in our
stock and samples, and the information which we
acquire is constantly being utilized to produce
modifications of the extreme modes at prices
to meet the requirements of the medium trade in
addition to those of the highest.

SPRING -QKB SPRING COLLECTION WILL BE

19H IN 1HE HANDS OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES

ALMOST IMMEDIATELY

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS AM) COLOURINGS ARE

A FEATURE

DEBENHAM & COMPANY
LONDON (ENG.)

PARIS LYOHS
115 Sue Heaumur 6 Quai St. Olair

MONTREAL TORONTO
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The Irish Sun

The Irish Grass

The same "Old Sol" shines in Ireland that

shines in Canada, the same kind of green

grass grows; then why cannot Canada, or

any other country, produce beautiful, soft,

sun and grass bleached linens the same as

Ireland produces in

«
Old Bleach

>)

In the first place the Irish peasant is a born

linen weaver and finisher—raised from

childhood among the flax and looms. Not
alone is this the reason for the difference

between Irish linens and others—the at-

mosphere of Old Ireland is duplicated no-

where else in the world. Its peculiar warm
humidity gives a toughness to the flax and a

whiteness to the linen fabric that cannot be

obtained in any other way.

"Old Bleach" is still old bleached—sun and

grass bleached, unaided by harmful chemi-

cals. It is world famous for its delightful

softness and long life.

The 1914 samples are ready,

for them.

Write to-day

R. H. Cosbie Limited
- Irish Linen Agency '

30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

«u

LiddelPs Linens
(GOLD MEDAL)

The 1913-14 range of Liddell's real Irish

linens is full of the latest and nattiest de-

signs that have ever been offered the Cana-

dian trade. Liddell 's are the finest quality,

real Irish linens and hold the reputation

to-day that they gained over a century

ago for their honest workmanship, superior

quality, and beautiful finish. The range

consists of Table Cloths and Napkins, Irish

hand embroidered Bed Spreads, Shams,

Sheets, Pillow Cases, Lunch Cloths,

D'Oylies, Bureau Scarfs, etc. See the

1913-14 range.

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

R. H. COSBIE
LIMITED

30 West Wellington St., TORONTO

;

"

J

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.
Montreal and Toronto
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Wash Goods
Announcement

For Spring 1914
Our complete range is now in the hands of our travellers, and

we would strongly suggest your seeing our samples before plac-

ing orders.

Materials that are going to be much in demand, such as Plain
and Printed Crepons, Crepes, Plain and Fancy Brocaded Ratines,
Matelasses, Plain Linen Suitings, also Rajah Suitings, we are
showing very extensively.

We show again our well-known English Gemarter Print at the
original price, also qualities A and B Ginghams in a large and
exclusive range of patterns.

For Sorting
Fancy Domestic and Foreign Wrapperettes in big variety of

patterns, Kiddies' Flannellette Blankets, also full size German
Fancy Blankets.

Bungalow Nets and Curtains, also plain color Scrims with plain,

H. S. and Lace Edge Borders.

Brocade and Parisienne Twill Linings, all shades in stock.

Knitted Goods for

Sorting Trade
We can supply all your needs at popular prices in Misses' and

Women's Plain and Worsted Hosiery, Cashmere and Ringwood
Gloves, Women's Chamois, Suede Gloves in white, natural and
black; Children's, Misses' and Women's Knitted Underwear and
Sweater Coats.

All inquiries by mail are given our most careful and prompt
attention. - ?

Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Limited
25 Victoria Square quick shippers Montreal, Que.

Offices in Ottawa Toronto
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"Victorian"
Bre&a; Jfabacs in popular OTeabesi

Strong Jfeafures in Jit to Brefts #oobS

Jfor spring 1914

Our Spring 1914 range of dress fabrics is one of the finest collec-

tions we have ever shown The range is full of smart novelties

that will be sure to meet with the fancy of your best trade and
make your dress goods section a centre of attraction. We are

si lowing:

Cotton Crepes and Ratines in an immense variety of weaves, plain

and fancy. Self colored and two toned brocades, broken and block

checks, plain and knop stripes. All these come in a large variety

of colorings. Combinations of black and white predominating.

Wool silk and wool crepe de chines will also be very popular.

We enumerate below a few of the leaders.

W. A. 78, 44 in. Crepe de Luxe, a very handsome silk fabric in a

blister creponne effect and is shown in dove grey, tan, copper, saxe

bine, navy and black.

T. II. 138, 43)44 in. Crepe Charmeuse a silk and wool crepe de

chine that has the most perfect draping qualities.

P. J. 42, 43-in. Jacquard silk and wool crepe.

R. G. 4, 40 in. Home Spun Ratine. A delightful mottled fabric

shown in combination of plain and black over checks.

T. H. 139 4 34 Fancy crepe eponge. A white ground fabric with

colored hair lines in' shades of sky. delpth, tan and black.

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY limited*

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

TORONTO
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tt

"liJtctortan

<&ti)tv Rotable Eeflecttong of Bame
Jfagfrion's latest ©ecreeg for

Spring 1914
It was not a matter of speculation on our part when we placed
our order for the lines we are now showing. It was purely the
result of a close study of the tendencies of fashion and a sane
version of what will become the most popular fabrics for spring.
1014.

"We take considerable credit to ourselves for the unvarying suc-

cess we have made in the past by correctly determining what
would be the leading fabrics and it is with this recommenda-
tion of our judgment that we offer

Jacquard Eponges and Jacquard Velours in a variety of styles

and colorings.

Shepherds and broken checks, in black and white and other
colorings. "We are showing a splendid range of these popular
styles both in worsted and broadcloths for suitings, and in a

number of lightweight dress materials.

We are showing some excellent values in SERGES. BEDFORD
CORDS, AND BROADCLOTH SUITINGS, that are unbeat-

able.

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY limited)

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

TORONTO



KNIT GOODS NEWS

Separate Dept. for Children's Knitted Lines
A DISTINCT depart-

ure is noted at the pres-

ent time in the hand-

ling of knitted goods in

the larger stores. Child-

ren's departments are

being established for

the sale of all lines of

children's knitted goods. The idea has been adopted

by several of the largest departmental stores and is

gaining headway with the large dry goods establish-

ments.

The principle acted upon in the past, and still

followed by a majority of stores, is to handle child-

ren's lines in conjunction with adults, buying them
in bulk and stocking them together. The reason for

the departure from this system is that the great de-

velopment accomplished in children's lines makes it

advisable and profitable for a store to push them
hard. Under the old way it was impossible to feature

the goods to the extent deemed desirable. The goods

were not shown prominently or even separately to

any extent. The same salespeople sold adults and
children's goods. Their work being to sell all lines,

they did not make any effort to push any special

line. They did not make a special study of any par-

ticular line. Sales were normal; that was all.

Another disadvantage felt was the impossibility

of tracing results. The records showed what was

being done in the knit goods department but it was

impossible to get definite figures on the sales of child-

ren".; lines. Results could be approximated, but, in

this age of business efficiency, definite figures were

desired.

A DISTINCT DEPARTMENT NOW.

The plan being followed by the largest stores is

to make an absolutely separate department, with

manager, buyers and sales staff to give their full

time to it, Everything in children's knit goods is

included—sweater coats, caps, mitts, underwear and
hosiery. Coods are shown for children of all ages

up to 10 years.

Whereas, formerly the orders for children's goods

were lumped in with the adult lines, they are now-

being purchased separately. A separate buyer pro-

nounces upon them. The goods are shown in a

separate department and sales people arc deputed to

This plan is being followed by the larg-

est stores — The advantages which
accrue—Extra business can be secured
through resultant concentration —
Manufacturers look on the division

with favor.

attend to that depart-

ment exclusively.

Thus the children's

knit goods line is being

made to stand upon its

own legs. Separate rec-

ords are kept. The ad-

vantages of the system

will be obvious to all who have given any thought to

the matter. Thus displayed separately, the goods

show to double advantage. The customer can look

over the complete assortment without having to find

the goods among the adult lines. Selection is thus

rendered easier and the salesman has a better chance

to interest his customers in other lines.

As stated before, there has been a marked devel-

opment of recent years in the direction of children's

lines. New articles of distinctly practical value are

finding their way on the market constantly. To find

a ready market for them, these lines must be featured

prominently and exploited in every way. The es-

tablishment of the new department makes it possible

to handle the new lines aggressively.

The mere fact that the step means the separation

of the goods and their subsequent elevation in im-

portance in the opinion of the customer, is justifica-

tion for the move. There are other advantages.

however. The members of the sales staff assigned

to the work are able to concentrate, to study the

goods, to find out all about them. In this way, they

are in a better position to work up interest in the

goods and to introduce new lines by expert salesman-

ship.

It may be contended that this plan, although

quite suitable for a very large store, would not apply

in the smaller store. That it could not lie carried out

to such a complete extent i- certain, but the principle

should be applied as far as possible. The goods

should be kept separate and individual records

should be kept. Also, the goods should be bought on

a separate- order. This could be carried out in even

the smallest stores with resultant benefits.

A number of manufacturers have expressed their

approval of the separate department idea, although

it would entail a certain amount of extra work on

their part in the way of special travellers' samples

(Continued on page 42.)
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STEELCLAD GALATEA
unequalled by any similar line

imported.

Sells all the year round. The
ideal cloth for ladies' and
children's wear— shrink and
stretch proof — more than %
yard wide— retails with good
profit at popular prices.

Dominion Textile Company Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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Should Sell Novelty Lines
Merchants can improve profits in

knit goods department by handling
new lines—Those who stick to

staples throw away a splendid

opportunity.

THE COMPLAINT is sometimes heard that merch-

ants do not make enough profit out of their knit

goods department. This can be ascribed in all cases

to two causes: First, the custom, often followed, of

not putting on the price of knit goods as large a

margin to cover cost of doing business as is found

necessary in other departments; second, an unwill-

ingness to stock new and novelty lines.

The first cause has been dealt with on various

occasions in The Review, so attention will be given

solely to the second cause. It is unfortunately true

that a certain percentage of merchants refuse to take

on novelty lines, preferring to stick to the most staple

of staples. Manufacturers state that in many quart-

ers they find it most difficult to get merchants to con-

sider the stocking of new articles. In a great many
cases, they meet with absolute refusals.

"We have no call for these goods," is the reason

advanced in such cases. Undoubtedly this is true,

but the merchant cannot expect people to call for an

article which they have never seen. The demand
for a novelty must be created; and it devolves on

the retailer to create it. By sticking to staples, the

only demand that will be created will be for staples.

Merchants who follow this restricted policy are

heavy losers. There is a good profit in novelty goods

;

in fact, a better margin can almost always be secur-

ed than on staples. Further, the featuring of novel-

ties gives added prominence to the department,

creates more interest and leads to more business gen-

erally.

On the other hand, there are merchants who wel-

come novelty lines and always glad to "try them

out." These men have learned that they can always

create a demand by active exploitation of new goods;

and that it pays them to thus advertise their depart-

ment. In no case is the complaint of poor business

beard from a merchant who has kept abreast of style

developments in knit goods.

That novelty lines can be sold in small centres

is a fact proven by the books of the manufacturers.

In some of the smallest towns, merchants handle new
lines with marked success.

accomplished by buying in large quantity and sell-

ing at attractive prices.

In a recent advertisement he makes the an-

nouncement of the purchase of 100 dozen. These

goods are advertised at following prices: Women's
coats, long, pattern knit and shaped. $2.98; men's

coats in assorted styles and colors, $1.69; women's

coats in plainer knit, all pure wool, $1.89.

In the same issue, the interesting statement is

made that on the previous Saturday. 53 sweater coats

were sold.

- ft

Teddy Bear Girls

The "Teddy bear" girl in the "Teddy bear" coat

will be prominent in the autumn in London.

The "Teddy bear
-

' coat is a new departure in

women's fashions, for it means that grown-ups, not

content with having toys to trifle with, are also using

them as an inspiration for the creation of new modes.

Bond street is the authority for the "Teddy bear"'

coat, which is a very well cut and useful garment.

The model is made of Teddy bear plush, but of a

slightly finer texture and is the color of the Teddy

bear.

The "Teddy bear" material is very effective and

is dyed in all kinds of shades so that there can be

red "Teddy bear" girls, pale blue "Teddy bear" girls,

and others of various colors.

Teddy bear hats are also to be worn made of

Teddv bear cloths.

Sold 53 Sweater Coats in One Day
GRIMSBY, Onto—K. M. Stephens has been making

a special campaign on the sweater coat trade—and

has heen selling them in large bulk. This he has

Vienna As Fashion Centre

Women have come out strongly in a competition

organized in Vienna in which artiste and designer-

were invited to exhibit their ideas of new fashions

Some 500 new designs were displayed at the exhibi-

tion. It was of more than usual interest to note the

ceramig figures on which, in many cases, the ces-

tui lies were shown. Those figures are beautifully

modelled, tending to give a good appearance to gowns

and tailored suits, and to throw out their effects to

the best advantage. Other patterns were worn by the

usual dolls, while the majority were done in bold

and graphic lines that conveyed the suggestions of

the artists to be carried out by costumiers Five out

of the eight prizewinners are women students from

a famous Vienna atelier, the other three being men.

ft

Separate Department for Children's Knitted

Lines.

(Continued from page 40.)

and in the matter of separate orders. They consider,

however, that it would mean more business in

children's lines for the retailer and a rapid develop-

ment of the industry.
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A Word to the

Wise is Sufficient
/^ONSIDER the fashion and the trend of fashion in

Ladies' frocks, Mr. Merchant! Then answer
this question:

Will your customers pay more or less attention to

their hosiery during the coming season?

You know and we know that the Ladies will insist on high
grade hose—they'll want the shape-retaining kind—the
hose that's knit-to-form without a seam! In brief they'll

want Penmans' Hosiery.

Advertising Slides for
Moving Picture Shows

We have prepared a series of three neat designs advertising
Penmans' Underwear, Hosiery and Sweater Coats. These slides
come to you with your name on them free of all charge. Write us
at once, stating kind required, and get full advantage of this popular
style of advertising.

Sec our exceptional rauge of unique and high-
elass goods now in the hands of our agents.

Paris, Canada

rfosier<y AT knit goods ^
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Spring Knit Goods 1914

mm

The

Standard

for

L. 3—Middy—Ladies' and Misses' Jersey Middy St\' l6

Quality

and

Workmanship

L.107—One of our New Middy Styles

L. 100—New Model with Sailor Collar

L.lll—Knit Sport Coat in Norfolk
Style

The Monarch Knitting Co., Ltd.,E Dunnville, Ont,
Factories at : DUNNVILLE, ST. CATHARINES, ST. THOMAS, BUFFALO
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Spring Knit Goods 1914
"MONARCH-KNIT" travellers are now showing
the most complete range of full fashioned Jerseys
and Sweaters for early Spring delivery that has
ever been shown to Canadian merchants.

By placing your order now you are assured prompt
delivery.

Ladies' and Misses' full fashioned Middy Jerseys.
Ladies' Norfolk Knit Coats.

Men's full fashioned Athletic Jerseys, full fashioned
Bathing Suits, full fashioned Athletic Shirts and
tights.

See the new Balkan and Brushed Sport Coats.

For Spring styles in Ladies' Knit Goods see oppo-
site page.

The Monarch Knitting Co., Ltd., SSL Dunnville, Ont
Factories at : DUNNVILLE, ST. CATHARINES, ST. THOMAS, BUFFALO
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Compromise on Wool

Washington—Democrats of the tariff conference

at work on the adjustment of differences between the

two Houses spent much of the day's session on

amendments to the flax schedule, with particular re-

ference to the duties on burlaps.

A compromise between the House and Senate

rates on wool yarns and wool tops was reached. The
Senate had reduced the House rate of 20 per cent

on yarns to 15 per cent., and the House rate of

15 per cent, on tops to 5 per cent. The exact rates

determined upon were not made public.

RICHARD HALL & SON, Limited

Additional Immense

Shipment of

RUCS
Wtllon. Eztra Fine

>ruFU ha. evtr ».„,„!.!

Seamless Axminster Rugs
Sizes from 6 fl 9 ins. x 9 fl lo 13 ft. 6 ins. < 10 ft. 6 ins. Prlces-J 1 5.00 lo $80.00

English, Scotch and French Wilton Rugs
Sizes from 4 fl. x 7 f $12.00 lo $65.00

English Brussels Rugs
Prices $10.00 lo $30.00

Tapestry Rugs of Character
Prices- $6.00 lo J12 ft. X 13 fl. 6 1

X
Our Large Show Window

One of the prize winning ads. at the C.W.T.A. Convention.

Prepared by J. A. McNab.

Dingle-Dangle Modes
In London "Dingle-dangle" modes, in which

figure tassels and ornaments of a bellrope kind, are

a feature of the latest styles in women's toilettes.

Any amount of tassels are being sold at a West

London shop at prices ranging from Is. 6d. to 10s. 6d.

A curious example of this ornament is a new model

of a gown having a kind of pannier which finishes

at the front in a point with a cord and a very long

black tassel.

Tassels are used in all kinds of ways, and are

fixed in various positions according to the draping

of gowns. The bellcord and tassel is frequently seen

on mantles and coats.

Dingle-dangle sashes are seen both on coats and

dresses. There are long ends and short ends, some-

times at the sides and sometimes dangling down the

back of the skirt.

The newest way of draping a sash, it appears, is

to place it quite apart from the waist and fix it with

butterfly bows about four inches below the waist.

Death of Hugh Watson
Montreal, Que.—The death occurred on Saturday

at his residence, 478 Mount Pleasant Avenue, of

Hugh Watson, for many years president of the Wat-

son, Foster Company, Limited, wall-paper manu-
facturers at Maisonneuve. He was seventy-four

years of age and had been in declining health for

some time past. The late Mr. Watson was born in

Scotland at '"Sandy-flat," Maryhill, near Glasgow,

on January 23rd, 1839, and on completing his edu-

cation served for four years in the office of a large

produce commission merchant in Glasgow.

At the age of twenty-one he emigrated to Can-

ada, coming to this city, where he has remained
since that date. Mr. Watson went into business with

his elder brother, the late J. C. Watson, in an im-

porting business, dealing chiefly with china, earthen-

ware and wall-paper in which the two brothers con-

tinued until 1880. In that year they commenced to

manufacture instead of importing wall-paper, and
ultimately in 1897 the business was formed into the

present one under the name of The Watson, Foster

Company. Limited.

©

Trade Notes

Orillia, Ont.—In a month's time, T. B. Cranys
will move into his new store. The front store will

be 50x50 feet. The back store, equally large, 50x50
feet, will give admirable facilities for storing and
packing goods. The second storey will be divided in

the same way. the back half being utilized as further

storage space for surplus stock.

Toronto, Ont.—Death came suddenly to George
Noble. He was in his seventy-first year. Mr.

Noble was for nearly half a century one of the best

known retail dry goods merchants in Toronto, hav-

ing commenced in the business over forty-five years

ago in a store in the old Page block, now the site

of the T. Eaton store. He retired from active busi-

ness seven years ago.

Saskatoon, Sask.—The new store of F. R. Mae-

Millan will be opened in a few days. In the mean-
time a removal sale is being held in the old store

with marked success.

Saskatoon, Sask.—Clinkskills will shortly open

two more branches of their men's furnishing busi-

ness, making three in all. One of the new stores

will he exclusively in the men's furnishings, while

the other will handle shoes.
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"Little Darling and

"Little Daisy'

Hosiery j^fe
Little Tots ^§1?

PT^HESE children's stockings are made in al]

sizes for the infant, for the romping,

rollicking boy and girl, for the school

children. They're both made of the finest

quality Australian lambswool dyed with sanitary

and fast dyes in black, cream, tan, sky blue,

cardinal and pink.

Every pair bears the well known Sunshine trade

mark which is a guarantee of perfection and
maximum wear and comfort.

Sunshine hosiery is made in the largest mills in

Canada, fully and most modernly equipped for

the exclusive manufacture of hosiery. Look
into Sunshine values through your jobber.

Cije Ctjtpman Bolton ^tutting Co.
LIMITED

Head Office : HAMILTON, Canada
E. H. WALSH, & CO., Sole Agents

Branch Offices:
Coristine Bhlg., Montreal; Hammond Block, Winnipeg.

Resident Agents

:

Vancouver, B.C. St. John, N.B.
Head Office:

Manchester BUlg.. Toronto.
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The Crotch

^Without a Gape

TIGER BRAND

Tiger Brand
1
' Comfort '

' Close-fitting

Crotch

Union Suits

<&
Your special attention is requested to the

superiority of the Tiger Brand Union
Suits. They have a most perfect fitting

crotch flap. It never gapes or causes dis-

comfort to the wearer. Prices range
from $18 to $33.

We also manufacture, in our large and
well equipped plant, a complete range of

two piece wool suits in the same superior

quality as the combinations. Every gar-

ment guaranteed perfect. Prices range
from $9 to $12.

Send for samples of our heavy elastic

ribbed unshrinkable garments. Agents
will send samples on request.

4?>

The Gait Knittng Co.
Limited

GALT, ONTARIO
Agents: Ontario, J. E. MeClung, Toronto. Quebec,

Philip deGruchy, Montreal. Maritime Provinces. Fred
S. White, St. Stephen. West, Hanley. McKay,
Chlsholm Co., Winnipeg.

The progressiveness of the origin-

ator of the famous Hermsdorf "Fast

Blacks" has produced

the distinctively different process

for dyeing colored cotton hosiery.

"Hermsdizing" gives a permanent

silky sheen without streaks or spots

of color.

The name ''Hermsdorf Brilliants"

insures satisfactor}' service and un-

usual beauty of finish in the widest

possible range of shades.

Ask Your Wholesaler for

HERMSDORF BRILLIANTS

Works: Chemnitz. Saxony

American Bureau: 235 West 39th St.,

Xew York

•is
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Let us ship samples of these new

Reliance-Knit coats for your inspection
EXPRESS PREPAID

901 "V" Neck

We are showing a very complete range
of Knit coats—the latest styles, the best
shades, the nattiest weaves and all in the
"Reliance" reliable quality.

Any combination of colors supplied.

Write for samples of our sweater coats,

sweaters, sox and toques.

Show them to your local clubs.

You're after the trade of the young
man—the man of the outing world, so

why not go after his trade with the line

that always fetches him. These Reli-

ance Knit models have an abundance of

real business-getting points. They are

real winners.

Varsity Coat
New Style. Plain and Fancy Weave

The Reliance Knitting Company, Limited
KING and BATHURST STREETS, TORONTO
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Unshrinkable Underwear!
o/~ C7Z

The trade Mark that

Killed the "Hoodoo"

^J&ttfX^t

IinshrinkabLE
1 UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

Merchants who found
their men's underwear
trade drooping off sea-

son after season chang-
ed their luck entirely

by stocking the famous
St. George Unshrink-
able Underwear, and
satisfying their men's
trade with an under-
wear that has a reputa-
tion from coast to

coast.

In other words the St.

George underwear kill-

ed their '

' Hoodoo. '

'

You can do the same if

you have a feeling that
you should be getting
more of the men's un-
derwear trade.

Why not look into the merits of the

St. George 1913-14 range ?

Schofield Woollen Co.
Limited

OSHAWA, ONT.
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Humphrey's—the mens underwear

with the cosy fitting collar

Sea Breezes and Humphreys

THOUGH not the most important feature of

Humphrey's pure wool men's underwear, the

special tubular woven webb collar is a very

strong selling point, for it gives absolute comfort

where many others give discomfort. It is flexible

and strong, and cannot tear and leave raw edges to

irritate.

The feature of Humphrey's underwear that super-

cedes the special collar is the delightful quality of the

wool, grown as it is in the Maritime Provinces with

the refining, softening effect of the salt sea breezes

ever on it. The wool used in Humphrey's underwear

is selected by experts, woven under the supervision of

experts.

Humphrey's is the result of years of expert exper-

ience, therefore, the unrivalled durability, comfort,

satisfaction.

Why take chances year after year with underwear

that is made of the most ordinary wool—wool that

cannot help but shrink if it is pure or if it is un-

shrinkable, you can rest assured that it has a very

large percentage of cotton blended into it.

Whether you're in the market to buy now or not it

will pay" you to get in touch with the Humphrey line.

Ask your nearest wholesaler to show samples of this

FAMOUS UNDERWEAR. Write now.

E. H. Walsh & Co., Toronto

Sole selling agents for Canada.

Humphreys Unshrinkable-Underwear
LIMITED

MONCTON, New Brunswick
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VANGUARD KNITTING WOOLS
^E> Established

e"STt>°

<£:>*

*«ISTfc^

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

158, 12'S,

Fine.

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

2 and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

8*5"&™»^m&ZF/*$^W& v

^̂
/ypir fOMf
^ JAY ft*

*gff7fi?H

UNSHR1NKABL]
WOOL
UNDER-

Every garment bearing this

mark is guaranteed to be satis-

factory in every respect. Your
customers will find JAY Un-
derwear more comfortable and
durable than any other woollen
underwear—Write for price

list to the Wholesale Agents:— mwhmb «^
1. & R. m \1 / li~ 7\ P ,

England. TV J^UTHV

MademENGIAND
.>T^4lUJU***^'l>«•»«»
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Harvey '

'

Brand
Airywear

Brand

UNDERWEAR
The Mesh that's Different —the Underwear that brings

Repeat Orders—that brings Immediate and Future Business

Include in the details of your 1914 underwear plans a full range of Harvey
underwear for men, women and children.

.cilities for manufacturing anf
inexcelled.

We guarantee the best service at all times. Try the Airywear mesh that i»

different for big 1914 business.

AIRYWEAR
This famous mesh is the most porous fabric put into underwear. It contains

500 tiny openings to every square inch. Write for sample of "Airywear."

Harvey Knitting Co., Limited
Woodstock, Ontario

AGENTS :

Maritime—F. S. White, St. Stephens, N.B. Ouebeo—P. de Gruchy &. Son, 207 St. James St., Montreal

Ontario—J. E. McClung, 33 Melinda St., Toronto, Ont. Manitoba and Sask.—W. Barrovvclough, Woodstock, Ont.

British Columbia and Alberta—H. P. Lang, Vancouver

"Harvey Fine Swiss
Ribbed Lisle."

JAEGER PURE WOOL GOODS
Are specially suitable for

XMAS PRESENTS
As the name is a guarantee of quality and

excellence.

We carry a stock of

Dressing Gowns, Lounge Jackets, Waistcoats,

Sweaters, Rugs, Blankets, Shawls, Motor

Scarfs, Gloves, Caps, Slippers, Infants' Frocks

and Bonnets, Shirts and Shirt Waists.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER.

DR. JAEGER $SZS SYSTEM SHE1-

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE 243 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL

Fleecy Rug.
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Ladies', Misses' and Children's Underwear

For Spring 1914

Before placing your order for Spring goods kindly await the call of our
representative, who will be able to show you many improvements in
our well known brands, viz:

f>£C/ST£/>[D

and call your special attention to the new patent Pandora Style in Women's,
Misses', Children's and Infants' Vests, Drawers and Combinations.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Sole Selling Agents

RICHARD L. BAKER CO., 100 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Maple Leaf Brand

Hosiery and Mitts

MADE BY
A Line With a Reputation '«g°derich knitting co

Maple Leaf Brand Hosiery and Mitts

have been stocked year after year by

merchants who handle the best selling-

lines. Goods bearing the Maple Leaf

Brand trade-mark carry a reputation

for pure materials, fast dyes, wear

resisting qualities, and appearance.

Get in a stock of this old reliable line

of hosiery and mitts for your Fall and

Winter trade.

Goderich Knitting Co., Ltd.

GODERICH, ONTARIO

Natty Woven Labels
SILK AND COTTON

W« specialize on skein dyeing

Artificial Silk and Hosiery Yarn

Let our natty woven -ilk or cotton labels speak for you.
They add tone to your goods and bring direct results,
l'licv remind the wearer of your store every time the
article is worn.
Let us know your requirements.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE LIST

Narrow Fabric Weaving and Dyeing
LIMITED

Gait, - Ontario

Worn by the

Best People

Sold b\> the

Best Dealers.

nufacturers of Tumbull's high- Ifga
ss Ribbed Underwear for Ladies |f^|
I Children. Turnbulls "U" Bands
Infants, and "CEETEE" Shaker
t Sweater Coats.

^y^B^^.^"^,^-& ^:^"^'^ S
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IIIIHIIilLi ^llllillg

The coat you
j

can guarantee
j

[f you want a lino of knit-

led eoats that you can

safely guarantee your

customers as being made
of the best wear-resisting,

shape-retaining materials,

Dominion
Brand

is the range for you to

handle.

Made of absolutely pure

worsted wool, and cut in

the most up-to-date stvles,

lh.-s- .-;.!.- will live lip I..

HI

any promise you make of them.

5 Write for samples to-day or wait for our traveller. Ell

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

I MITCHELL ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

Imperial

Brand
Pure fVool

Underwear
The manufacture of Men's Pure Wool

Underwear is our business—and lias

been for the past thirty years. During

this time we have given our attention

solely to this one line, studying and

carrying out any improvements that

would benefit our factory and our pro-

duct. The result is that our values in

Men's Underwear arc unexcelled.

We are specialists in Men's Natural

Wool, Men's Elastic Knit, Men's High

Grade Imperial, Men's Double Thread

Balbriggan. Orders for Fall and

Winter trade receive prompt atten-

tion.

Your Wholesale House will supply you

with Imperial Brand.

Kingston Hosiery

Co.
Established 1880

KINGSTON, ONT.
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SEND FOR CATALOG AND SAMPLES

Style and Quality

These are the features

that account for the

increased popularity of

"PRIDE

OF THE
WEST"

HAND KNIT

GARMENTS
' Our line is

c o m p 1 et e

and most
attractive.

V 7 Each num-
ber has been

carefully designed t o
meet some specific prac-
tical need, and the ne-
cessary care taken in

the manufacture to

make it of lasting ser-

vice.

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out
into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
Q£ V^O Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

LOOK INTO

Health Brand

Underwear
VALUES

Our extensive range is open for your

inspection and comparison. Every

garment is a guarantee of absolute

satisfaction to both merchant and

wearer.

See the range now.

Greenshields Limited

Montreal

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

Calgary, Alta.

Edmonton, Alta

Halifax, N.S.

London, Ont.

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John N. B.

Vancouver, B. C
Victoria, B. C.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.

THOMAS C. IRVING. we
irL

Mc^.r
TORONTO, CANADA

"TO MANUFACTURERS"
Live Agents desire lines for wholesale dry goods trade.

Many years' experience and a thorough knowledge of the field.

Cover regularly Winnipeg and the West.

R. D. FRASER
303 Ryan Commercial Bldg., - Winnipeg, Man.

FOR SALE
High class dry goods, millinery and ladies' ready-to-wear
stock on one of the busiest thoroughfares of the City of
Regina. Saskatchewan. The stock amounts to approximate-
ly $3S,000, and is in first-class condition. An early sale
must be effected, and this is an excellent opportunity for
a dry goods man with moderate capital. There is a five
years' lease of the store, which covers ground floor and
the floor above, two years of which lease has yet to run.
Rental of the store. $4,000 per annum. Terms of sale, loca-
tion of store, and further particulars as to the business
can be obtained from the undersigned.

The Canadian Credit Men"
501-504 Leader Building.

Trust Associate
lAstigntt) Re

Limited
na. Sask.
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Novelties and Toys for the Christmas Trade
MANY merchants do

not carry toys all the

year round, but reap a

rich harvest from toys

during the holiday sea-

son. Usually toys are

carried in limited

amount in the fancy

goods section, while business is brisk in the millinery

and other upstairs departments. As the selling season

in these departments wane, stock is reduced into

smaller compass and the vacated place is given to

toys. The toy buyer will have much of his advance

stock bought months ago, but there is the filling in to

do and the later productions to look over. Therefore,

with his buying to finish and the getting into shape for

the Christmas rush, the head of this department has

a busy time before him.

The R. Simpson Co., Toronto, managed their toy

and fancy goods display well last Fall. Toys and

kindred lines were sold on the third floor in the gar-

ment department. The centre of the floor was given

over to this display and it was arranged in two broad

aisles running from the Yonge Street and Queen
Street elevators. Japanese booths were erected of

inch boards sawn into pagoda shapes and painted

white. These were square and the sides below the

counter were covered with bright red glazed character

and Chinese lanterns, fans and umbrellas were used

as decorations. This department was carpeted in

green, and between the aisles of booths a painted

cloth, laid off in squares, preserved the carpet and
gave the appearance of a paved walk.

Another good idea was that only a few booths were
erected at once, the first ones going up about the last

week in October or the first in November, and as the

apace could be spared from the other departments on
the floor, more booths were erected. The departments
such as white wear, waists, furs, etc., also made a bid

for Christmas business by showing appropriate mer-

chandise
;
and must have done extra business, because

of the number of people attracted to the floor by the

presence of Christmas merchandise.

An added attraction that did a 'big business was
an ice cream booth. The ice cream came in bricks and
a generous slice sold for five cents. Goods were well

ticketed and articles at one price were carried at the

Plan additional space and extra facili-

ties for toy and fancy goods selling

—

Novelties in plush toys—Non-poisonous
wa'ter colors and transparent colors for

painting photos and post cards attrac-

tive holiday lines—Special assortments
in Christmas cards and greeting letters

iml

same booth, thus en-

abling customers to wait

on themselves. This idea

is bound to be successful

at a time when it is

utterly impossible for

the selling force to de-

vote the ordinary time

ttention to each separate customer.

THE LINES THAT SELL.

Dolla, mechanical toys, and stuffed animals all

form ready sellers in toy lines, and there are the re-

production of household articles, such as kitchen

cabinets, irons, tubs and wringers so dear to little

girls. A useful present that would gladden the heart

of any mother of a family of dolls is a hand sewing

machine that really sews. There is both pleasure and

instruction contained in such a gift.

Toy shops are unusually complete, and, while not

new, there are doll, tea and dinner sets that are pret-

tier than ever. Stuffed animals come in a large and
comprehensive line, and about all domestic and jungle

animals are featured. Dogs and cats and elephants

seem to be specially well liked by the small folks.
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Table cover of Macrame work done in natural colored cord
on heavy linen to match. Shown by Hambly, Wilson & Co.
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Among plush animals, the Airedale terrier is new, and

so is the Boston terrier on wheels.

THE COMIC ANIMAL FAMILY.

Comical plush animals with unbreakable composi-

tion heads, that are neither dogs nor monkeys, come

with stuffed plush bodies with jointed limbs. These

animals have bells on their arms and also a squeaking

apparatus.

Children all love to color pictures and a treasured

present is a box of water color paints. Boxes of paints

that are non-poisonous are on the market. The colors

New three-strand hair switch, particularly
adapted to present styles of hair dressing.

Shown by Standard Hair Co.

are bright and true and they can be given to small

children with perfect assurance that even, if the brush

is placed in the month, no bad results will follow.

These colors are put up in sliding tray boxes of very

attractive design and contain from four to 27 colors

and the appropriate brushes.

COLORING OUTFITS.

Transparent water colors, specially made for color-

ing photographs, post cards and pictures, as well as

burnt wood and leather, have sold well since they were

introduced in the big departmental stores. Anyone

can use them, as there is neither drawing, nor shading

to do and any magazine picture may be colored at-

tractively with them. City stores have made quite a

feature of these colors and have had a clerk demon-

strating their use by coloring post cards and pictures

in the department.

The colors are put up in cups in a neat cardboard

box, with a card that has been colored inside. Prices

vary according to nunfber of colors and size of box. A
posit card paint box contains one set of transparent

colors and half a dozen cards.

THE RANGE OF CHRISTMAS CARDS.

All stores carry Christmas cards, and for the ap-

proaching holiday season there is a comprehensive

range of original designs on the market in cromo-

lithograph artistic printing, aerographic and photo-

gravure cards. Some cards are hand-painted, and

others made by steel die stamping. Other novelties

come in air-brush cards witli parchment and celluloid

covers.

Canadian artists have done really high class work

in the production of holly, misletoe. humorous and

juvenile designs. Patriotic designs are specially

favored and so are religious designs, typical of the

season. Cards with designs that are distinctively Eng-

lish, Irish and Scotch are also shown.

During recent years there has grown up a demand

for artistically printed letters on beautiful paper,

voicing sentiments appropriate for the season. Here

the range of designs is very extensive.

Both cards and letters can be ordered in assort-

ments, and the assortments are so varied that two or

three may be ordered without any extensive duplica-

tion.

Special attention is drawn to the $5.00 and $10.00

assortments.

All Christmas cards above two for 5c. have the

envelopes, and cards at 2 for 5c. are corded and have

inserts.

®

Hean Dressing Goods
BANDEAUX of all kinds promise well from the lines

of rliinestones that form a filet, to the cabouchon like

ornaments set into a wide flexible affair that passes

over the forehead from ear to ear and has a marabout

or ospray aigrette rising from the centre. Though

rhinestones and crystal beads are still selling, the

newer of these bandeaux come in metallic laces in

antique gold and tarnished silver.

A new idea in bandeaux shows a number of slides

set in rhinestones and attached to a flexible wire.

Maline is passed through the slides and terminates at

Continued on page 62.
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NERLICH & CO.
"The Doll House of Canada»

"It is as good as Nerlich's" is an oft-repeated selling phrase in the doll market

when a special value at a given price is offered.

Make sure it turns out as good as repre-

sented by having Nerlich goods in

your store for comparison.

"The very best values possible in all

staple lines and every novelty worth

while as soon as it appears," is our

Doll policy in brief. Our long ex-

perience, and direct buying connections

backed by the large quantities we re-

quire, gives us ample opportunity to

maintain our position as the "Doll

House of Canada."

OUR CATALOGUE of

Dolls is now ready

CELLULOID CHARACTER BABIES

are having an immense sale at the

present time all over Canada. Are you

securing your share of this business?

NERLICH & CO., 146-148 Front Street West
(Opposite Ur Station)

MONTREAL
301 St. James St.

WINNIPEG
52-54 Albert St.

TORONTO

QUEBEC
76 Bridge St.



Featuring Fancy Goods for Christmas Trade
THE GROWTH in im-

portance of the fancy

goods department has

been marked of recent

years and it has now be-

come an all-year-round

department. The sea-

son of the year, how-

ever, when the fancy goods end becomes of paramount

consideration is during the three months preceding

Christmas.

In considering the elements which enter into a

successful season in fancy goods, due allowance must

be made for advertising, display and the efficiency of

the sales staff. There is one consideration, however,

which takes precedence above everything else and

which practically decides whether the store is to make
a success of the season or not—the work of the buyer.

On the shoulders of the buyer an unusually large

share of the responsibility rests.

Gift giving has reached such a highly developed

stage that Christmas shopping has become for the

average person a very lengthy and arduous task. To
select gifts for each friend which will show some
originality is the aim of every shopper, but it proves

of increasing difficulty as the season develops. Novel-

ties and articles distinctly new are seized upon eagerly.

The Responsibility of the Buyer in Get-

ting His Stock to the Standard Where
it Will Attract Shoppers—Originality

is the Main Essential—Showcase Decor-

ations Should be Changed Regularly

—

The Advantages of Handling a Good
Line of Toys.

No. 1. Apron and sewing bag combined. The upper cut

this article in bag form, and the lower as an apron.

Shown by Hambly & Wilson.

No. 2. Frame veil, the center part of plain net with elab-

orate floral frame and border. Shown by Messrs. Winder,
of Gebr. Eeigel and Langer.

The fancy goods depart-

ment becomes the most

frequented part of the

store.

It follows that the

store which presents the

most original articles

and offers the best scope

for selections is going to attract a large share of the

trade. Shoppers, following the lines of least resistance,

will gravitate there naturally and inevitably. Word
is passed around among people about what is offered

in the various stores and where certain goods are ob-

tainable. The advertising man must do his share, the

display man must also be up to the mark, but it is the

buyer primarily who must bear the largest part of the

responsibility.

Fancy goods buyers must keep closely in touch

with their market if they are to have their stocks re-

plete with a good representation of saleable novelties.

So many new lines are brought out for the Christmas

trade that it is very easy to overlook lines which prove

popular or to select goods which fail to catch the pub-

lic fancy. A good proportion of the new lines are

freakish and not likely to sell in large quantities.

Some prove "stickers" of the worst kind, inasmuch as

they do not last more than the one season, and, if any

are held in stock, are likely to prove a dead loss. The

class of the demand is such that the buyer must ven-

ture on the purchase of a large number of new lines.

His selections must be made with discrimination and

foresight.

A number of buyers, who have met with uniform

success, have followed the plan of buying in small

quantities of Christmas novelties well in advance of

their regular buying time. These goods are then

offered and subsequent orders are based on the nature

of their reception at the hands of the public. The

lines which met with most favor are stocked most

heavily.

FEATURING FANCY GOODS.

The display manager's services should be called

into play, not only for window trims of fancy goods,

but also for regular changes of showcase trims. A
neat arrangement of goods in a silent salesman is a

sure source of sales, but it does not do to leave the

same goods in for any length of time. People visit

the stores regularly during the holiday shopping sea-

son. After the first inspection, a showcase loses all

interest to the shopper if it is left as it was. Change
the contents regularly and customers will inspect it on

every visit.

One display man informs The Review that he has

formed the habit of changing each silent salesman in

the fancy goods department once a week during the

earlier stages of the Christmas season. As the season
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2g

While this sheet is filled with the best special-

ties and novelties of the sort, they hardly repre-

sent "all sides of the question." Multiplied
many times they give an idea of the extent of

the "Rite" line of over 5,000 items.

Even a catalog would not do us justice. A
catalog could not, because we constantly make
changes and additions—keep months ahead of

our market—are the originators of our field.

This makes "Rite" Specialties and Novelties
the strongest attractions of their kind you can
have.

If you are not coming to New York or want
some of our every-day sellers at once,

Let Us Send You One of

Our New $25, $50 or $75 Assortments

If it does not meet with your entire approval,
return at our expense.

Trusting to receive your order and that we
may have the pleasure of seeing you in our new
Showroom if you should come to New York, we
are, Very truly yours,

35, 37, 39 W. 36 St., New York

ill
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advances, the contents are changed or rearranged more

frequently, the idea being to make the eases a con-

tinual source of interest to shoppers. It thus serves

as a means to attract attention to the fancy goods de-

partment.

HANDLING TOYS.

The handling of toys has become the custom in

practically all dry goods stores during the past few

years. It has been found a profitable undertaking

in all cases. Outside of the profit made on the toy

stock sold—which varies according to the quality of

the stock carried—there is the additional interest

which attaches to the store and the increase in the

number of shoppers who call. It means more busi-

ness for the other departments.

Some of the largest stores this year are making

a rule to carry only the better grades of toys. Small-

man and Ingram, of London, for instance, are selling

nothing below 25 cents this year. This step is taken

for several reasons. It is claimed that handling cheap

toys brings a cheap class of trade, more or less, crowd-

ing the store with customers who are not likely to

invest in more expensive and profitable lines. Whether

this is the case or not, there can be no doubt that the

retailing of toys from 5 cents up means that a large

additional sales staff must be employed and provision

must be made for a rush trade.

The best results have been obtained by handling

dolls and medium and high-priced toys. Picture books,

cards and stationery novelties are a suitable line to

carry and buyers will have an unusually good range

to choose from this season.

«

Head Dressing Goods
Continued from page 58.

the side with a rosette or upstanding bow. Both black

and white and all evening shades in maline are used

for bandeaux.

There is nothing new in pins, combs and barrettes.

They are made of shell or white metal, and are set

with rhinestones and shapes are just the same as last

_@
Fancy Novelties

SHOE BUCKLES are a line that promise to be strong.

Not only is there the buckle for the front of the shoe,

but there are slides to pass ribbons through to lace

around the foot and ankle in classic style.

Rhinestone buckles and buckles of cut steel are

most seen.

Opera bags for the new season promise to be extra

elaborate. There is a wonderful assortment in beaded

and fancy bags. Beaded bags come in gold, silver, jet

and irridescent beads, and the new idea is to paint the

pattern on the bog leaving a solid ground of colored

beads. The bottom of the bag is decorated with a

fringe of beads. Bead bands and satin or velvet are

made up in pannier style, drawn together at the bot-

tom and finished with a tassel. Pannier bags also

come in embroidered moire and rich brocaded velvet.

All the new bags have novelty fittings, as well as the

change purse.

Leather bags follow the draped form of the pan-

nier bag or come in flat envelope shapes, and are show-

ing in an extended line of novelty colors, including

ballot blue, Nile rose, Balkan green, tan, pearl and

taupe grey.

Art Needle Work
THERE is really very little to write about in art

needlework, though the line is a big seller at the pres-

ent time. Interest seems to be settled in embroideries

and crochet and different applications of the same.

New patterns are offered in pillow tops, runners and

table covers, and the simplest stitches such as outlining

and darning and cross stitch are very much used.

Floral patterns in artistic colors continue in high

favor. Delft patterns in outline darning and tinting

are particularly good. A new departure here is the

reproduction of the Chinese willow patterned plate.

The design is stamped on heavy linen and is tinted

and the pattern is worked in darning and outline stitch

with various shades of mercerized blue cotton and

guest and bedroom towels have bands of crochet let

into them above the hem and are further decorated

with appropriate patterns outlined and darned in.

This is the day of crochet work retieella and filet

patterns are very much used and are combined with

embroideries on linen. Doileys, centrepieces and lunch

cloths are made up in this manner. The centre is em-

broidered and the border is of the crochet work.

Children's dresses in poplin, rep, bedford cord

and pique embroidered in floral designs, are in high

favor. Generally there is a yoke and this, the centre-

piece, and the belt and sleeves are decorated with small

firmly worked floral designs worked either in white

or solid color. Pink, sky and cadet are the best liked

colors.

ted with any coml

Sewing and Crochet COTTONS
The '

' SHAMROCK '
' brand, 6 CORDS, are of the very best quality,

suitable for Stores and various Manufacturing requirements, at a
moderate price.

Also 3 CORD, soft and glace, on tubes, cones or bobbins, and holly

6 cords. Enquiries invited, stating requirements.

Makers: HICKS, BULLICK & CO., Ltd., Belfast, Ireland

Representatives in the principal centres
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Bargains in Christmas Cards
The two following assortments of Christmas and New Year Cards
and letters are without doubt the best value ever offered the

trade in these lines. The assortment is large. The Cards are

good and the prices exceptional. Just look them over and see how
profitable one or two of these assortments would be.

IIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIII11IIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIII1I1IIIN

The $5.00 Assortment:
100 Cards to retail at lc Costing .30 per 100

80 Cards to retail at 2 for 5c Costing 1.00 per 100

80 Cards to retail at 5c Costing 1.60 per 100

50 Cards to retail at 10c Costing 3.60 per 100

18 Cards to retail at 15c Costing 4.60 per 100

Eetail selling price $14.70

Costprice
Profit 195%

$9.70

The $10.00 Assortment:
150 Cards to retail at lc Costing .30 per 100

150 Cards to retail at 2 for 5c Costing 1.00 per 100

150 Cards to retail at 5c Costing 1.55 per 100
75 Cards to retail at 10c Costing 3.50 per 100
35 Cards to retail at 15c Costing 4.50 per 100
21 Cards to retail at 20c Costing 7.25 per 100

Retail selling price $29.70

Costprice i^L Profit 200 °/o
Profit $19.70 '°

All Cards to Retail at 5c. and Over will be Supplied with Envelopes

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, Limited
WELLINGTON STREET AT PORTLAND SQUARE .-. .-. TORONTO

I'l'IIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIlllllllllH
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Genuine French

GUN METAL MESH BAGS
Prices from $24.00 per dozen to $12.00 each

LONG CHAIN GUN METAL PURSES
at $7.50, $9.00, $12.00, $13.50, and $15.00 per doz.

Delivery November 15 th.

Send in your order at once. Special attention given to mail orders.
We guarantee our prices to be at least 25 per cent, lower than any
others. Let us prove it.

Hibbert & Jaslow

H.&J.
401 Broadway

NEW YORK
207 St. James St.

MONTREAL

j Elegant Novelties

BEADED TRIMMINGS
SILK ORNAMENTS
NECKWEAR
FRILLINGS
BUTTONS
TASSELS
FRINGES.

The

MOULTON
MANUFACTURING CO.

Limited

MONTREAL

HAIR GOODS
FOR FALL

When buying your stock of Hair goods for
Fall, ask your wholesaler to show you the
lines bearing the above label in blue, which
is a guarantee of correct style and good
quality.

We have studied the most exclusive styles

in Chignons and reproduced the patterns
especially adapted to be handled by dry goods
stores.

Our Chignons:

—

"Dainty." "Tortillon,
'

' ''Oliva," etc, are
ready-dressed and need only pinning on, which
is a great advantage, as most ladies have but
a few minutes to spare for dressing their hair.

Our new three-strand Switches,

have met with success from the start and are
particularly suitable for the most becoming
styles.

Your wholesaler lias all these lines in stock.

The Standard Hair Company
1 1 1 Windsor St. Montreal
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GEM Dress Shields
For Women who Require Unusual

Dress Shield Protection.

KLEINERT'S GEM Dress Shields lined with
pure rubber—covered with fine nainsook

—

are the only shields you can afford to sell

to those of your customers who must take the
greatest precaution to protect their dresses, waists,

coats and undergarments from the destructive
acids in perspiration.

They are somewhat higher in price but they
bring you increased volume on each sale and help
protect your own guarantee of "Satisfaction with
every purchase."

Featured in

GEM
Dress
Shields
Made with an interlining of

pure deodorized rubber, covered

on both sides with fine nainsook.

Kleinert's GEM Dress
Shields give the best possible

protection, as the interlining of

pure rubber is impervious to

any known acid. They afford

protection to the exceptional

woman who requires positive

Dress Shield satisfaction.

Like all Kleinert's Dress

Shields, the GEM can be
washed in hot water and ironed

back to perfect freshness.

Other

qualities are

Featherweight, Juno and
Olympia.

All in ten sizes and seven

shapes.

To know which shape to

wear with different garments,

consult at the notion counter

National Advertising
this Fall

Kleinert's GEM Dress Shields will be featured

in Kleinert 's advertising this fall in the

Ladies' Home Journal Delineator Designer
Women's Magazine Good Houskeeping

Woman's Home Companion

If you want the advertising to work for you,

start right by having a sufficient stock of Kleinert's

GEM Dress Shields in the ten Kleinert's sizes and
the seven Kleinert's shapes.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company
Toronto, Canada
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STAR B*^

St
elastic^

' Nc » L___Whj_t_L_^

Star-Brand

GARTER
ELASTIC

The highest quality.

PUT UP IN THE MOST
ECONOMICAL AND

CONVENIENT PACKAGE

For Sale by all Leading Wholesale Houses

A TRIO OF STYLES
ĵ

m̂mmmfHT^' '"'

'""^l,
Imperator

^^ ^%^ Traveling
°/ \ Cases, Em-

1 broidered Pan-

|
nier Bags, the

Compact Lim-

p P ousines.

I
iftmiu-*'

Comprehensive
Parisian Ivory

* Fittings

Choice Materials

* - '"' * DELIGHTFUL-
LY roomv Im-
perator Travel-

-t 'li'i
1

!

'
1

I. ing Cases, new
* * square shape in

Turkey Morocco,
Barley Seal,
Vachette. Pig-
skin, and also in
the less ex-
pensive G o a t.

Long oval Pan-
I ' i- - - " nier Bags with

flower designs
embroidered on
black moire or

\ '

brocaded velvet.

Compact Lim-
ousines, con-
venient to hang
wherever space is

I

a consideration.

\ W.LAMBERT & CO.
64-66 Lispenard St., New York

• WE INVITE ALL

Button Users
# TO INSPECT OUR LINE

Whether you're a manufacturer of clothing or a retailer of

buttons and trimmings, we invite you to inspect our entire

range before placing your next order. We have an extensive

well chosen range which will appeal to all classes of the trade.

A line to-day will bring our samples.

A. WEYERSTALL & CO.
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg

Kindly mention

this paper
when writing

advertisers.
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Large Profits

Little Investment

These are the main features of

a proposition we have to offer

you—the exclusive agency of

your town for

Accordion Plaitings

Hemstitching

Covered Buttons

Plaited Skirts

No extra capital is necessaiy

to conduct this agency—simply

place our display card in your

windows or store and the in-

creasing demand for this work

will ensure constant orders.

Remember, only one merchant

in each town gets this agency.

Write to-day for display card

and prices.

TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO.

600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

"One Hundred Easy

Window Trims"
"One Hundred Easy Window Trims" is the

title of a new book just published. It is the
only popular-priced window trimming book on
the market, the only book with inexpensive win-
dow trims, and the only window trimming book
written exclusively for the small store. The
book is in two parts, both included in the one
volume. The first part is devoted to general
instructions on window trimming, with pointers
on such subjects as making window cards, photo-
graphing windows, keeping frost from windows,
and the like. The second part is given up to
illustrations and descriptions of one hundred
window trims. These include backgrounds and
displays for all classes of goods, each described
so that any clerk can handle it. All the mate-
rials are from the store, or can be supplied at
very little if any cost. This is just the kind of
a book the merchant with limited capital, un-
able to employ experienced window trimmers,
has been looking for. With this book he can
change his window once a week and have
enough ideas to last him two years. It is the big-
gest value and the most practical book on the
subject ever offered. "One Hundred Easy
Window Trims" is bound in cloth, has 224 pages
and 104 full-page illustrations, and sells for
only $1.00. Sent postpaid upon receipt of price.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.
BOOK DEPARTMENT

143-149 University Ave., Toronto

This illustrates only one
of the many lines of Pull-

over Mittens which we
manufacture.

We can give you prompt
delivery of these goods
in any style or leather you
may require at right
prices.

We specialize on Railroad

Gauntlets and Pull-over

Mittens and can give you
better value than any
other Glove House in

Canada.

All our goods are union-
made.

Durham Glove Co., Ltd.

BOWMANVILLE, ONT.

Rhys D. Fairbairn,

President.

Thos. D. Kerr,

Managing Director.
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Fall Outlook Very Promising for Neckwear
NOT FOR many sea-

sons has the outlook for

neckwear been so prom-

ising, for all fashion in-

fluences seem to com-

bine to make neckwear

prominent. Neckwear,

types are large, fluffy

and prominent, and the modified Medici and fichu

styles lead. Many models show the Medici and fichu

idea combined, and often there is some form of collar

as well. All neckwear models are designed with a

view to wearing with the collarless V fronted waist.

Nets and light laces are the chief neckwear mater-

ials, some of the prettiest neckpieces being all of net

and having net pleatings for the trimmings. Dainty
rosettes, flowers, buttons and other ways of introduc-

ing colors are used.

Stock collars with some form of wide jabot at-

tached are extra good this Fall. These neckpieces

are liked by the more conservative, as they can be

worn over a guimpe or yoke of very sheer net or lace

to cover up both the neck and the V front.

Guimpes retain their favor, and will sell just as

freely as ever during the Autumn season. They
come in a wide variety of

neckpieces that are now
fashionable. Some are

designed to wear with

the new surplice waists

and have a vest effect

finished with pleated

frills of net or lace.

Some models have
rounded necks, others

are square or pointed,

and practically every

form of ruffle or frill.

Medici or fichu is used

as a finish. Simple net

yokes with a stock col-

lar are also included in

the line.

Kufflings and ruch-

ings are in for a bigger

season than ever, as

tli»- Medici effect is

Neckwear styles fluffy and important

—

Medici and Fichu styles and combina-

tions of the two prominent—Big season

for frillings and ruches—Collarless V-
fronted waist idea followed.

styles, and show all the

Collar ami curt' sot of fine not trimmed with band
of lace and pleated net frill. Shown by Flett, Lowndes
& Co.

bringing to the fore all

kinds and depths.
Pleatings in net and

lace are strong, but the

new idea is the ruffling

of leisse or tulle. This

is favored because it

stands without wiring.

The city stores are showing waistcoats or vestees

for wearing over a waist and under the coat. These

vests are made of all kinds of material from rich

flowered brocades, beaded and embroidered silks,

duvetyn, velvet and tucked tulle or crepe. The but-

tons down the front are always a feature, and so are

the real or simulated pockets. Pleated Medici frills

finish the neck, and extreme models have shaped

wired collars of Malines or Alencon lace.

Boudoir caps are a big feature, and there is an

endless range of combination and effects. There is

a very good outlet for Planen collars in light Venise

and in novelty effects. Some of the most attractive

of the new ideas show the combination of filet and

embroidered batiste. The new shape, narrow at the

back and with the points over the shoulder, are best

liked.

Methods of

American Firms

At Greenhut-Sie.uel

Cooper's a free lunch is

furnished every day to

every junior employee.

A Welfare Secretary is

engaged by the firm to

aid the employees in

advice or look after

their needs when they

are ill. The total num-
ber employed is 5,215.

At Lord & Taylor's

free dentistry is done,

and a chiropodist is in

constant attendance at

no cost to members oi

the store staff.
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A Good Corset
Is Not Enough
The contour of the figure and

the fit of the gown above the

corset can make or mar any
woman's appearance. The func-

tion of the DeBevoise is to give

stylish lines, graceful carriage,

and a perfect dress foundation
where the corset has no effect

—

and corsets are cut lower to-day
than ever.

Be JJebotse
(
Pronounced * 'debb-e-voice' ')

The best dressed women every-

where—of every figure—prefer

the DeBevoise to any other

Brassiere because the DeBevoise
is the perfected result of the most
experienced and skilled Bras-
siere makers in the world. A
work of art in shape, style and
finish. The DeBevoise was the
original—the pioneer Brassiere
and is still the best. It has many
imitators, but no equal.

Every DeBevoise is labeled and
guaranteed to give absolute satis-

faction as to fit, effect and wear-
ing quality. There is a De-
Bevoise style specially designed
for every kind of figure—stout,

medium and slender.

Our new catalogue is yours for
the asking.

Samples are gladly supplied at
any time.

Voste & is>tuffmamt, Htmiteb
Sole distributors for Canada

12 m. $elen Street, jflontteal
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New patterns in veilings. Shown by Novelty Import Co.

Interest in Veilings Strong

The "half and half" the latest

novelty—Borders the newest fea-

ture—Colors have done well.

THE ACTIVITY in veilings continues to increase,

and it is many seasons since sales reached their pres-

ent volume. The return of the small hat is largely

responsible, and the dressy effect of the veil and the

presentation of so many attractive novelties creates

additional interest, Many of these novelties are

having a big sale, and this applies particularly to the

"beauty spot" veiling. This idea has now gone be-

yond the mere spot, and various conventional and

small floral patterns are featured. Another novelty

is the frame veil. Here the face is covered by a fine

mesh, with or without a small conventional pattern.

This section is enclosed in a frame and the rest of

the veil is elaborately patterned.

Colors have done extremely well in both mesh and

novelty veilings. The season started with quieter

colors and they are still the best sellers. There is

more enquiry for the higher shades, and such colors

as geranium and prunelle are commencing to be

asked for. The best selling colors are still navy, sand,

Saxe and brown.

The "two in one," or the half-and-half, forms the

latest novelty idea. This is a more practical develop-

ment of the "harem" for exactly one-half of the veil

is in plain or lightly patterned mesh, while the other

half is of mesh showing a decided pattern. This veil

can be worn with either the light or the heavy' mesh

over the face, giving the effect of two different veils.

Interest is growing in bordered veils, and besides

the lace and Chantilly effects, mesh veilings with de-

cided borders are being brought out. There is no

lessening of the demand for plain meshes, and

hexagon veilings without spot or pattern are decid-

edly high style. Soft finishes and neat patterns still

rule, and there is some feeling for the small chenille

dot again. The demand for black and magpie is

very large.

«

A " Storm Sale"

EDMONTON, Alta.—C. E. Hall & Co. have been

conducting what they term a "storm sale." This title

they explain as follows:

"A storm is coining—We know it—We feel

it.—A storm of unquestionable approval of

our prices and methods of doing; business."

One of the methods adopted to bring shoppers

was the offer of a hat pin free to every lady visiting

the store.

iM^^^^^^^H

IB
First from the left shows the

new hexagonal mesh veiling.

2 and 4, the "half and half"
effect. Xo. 3 is a new effect in

bordered veilings. One and
three shown by Thompson Lace
& Veiling Co. 2 and 4 by ('ana

da Veiling Co.

1
'.' 3 4
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Embroidery Trimmings
Shown

Open worked bands on whitewear
the novelty feature — Hand-loom
imitations of Madeira and English
eyelet the most prominent feature.

FASHION is a pretty hard Dame to coerce, and in

spite of the many handsome embroidery novelties the

manufacturers have put on the market, the chief use

of embroideries at the present time is for trimming
purposes. Embroideries, in the shape of fioune-

ings and bands are used very largely in the produc-

tion of children's and misses' lingerie dresses.

Dresses of this kind are staple, as nothing can be

put on the market to take their place. An increasing

proportion of embroidery flounces, and edgings, all-

overs and insertions, are being used in the produc-
tion of next season's whitewear. The new features

are the use of eyelet and open worked and lacey pat-

terns with blind embroidery. These patterns are

worked on very sheer materials, and very extensive

use is made of bandings, under which ribbons are

run, giving a semi-transparent effect that greatly

enhances the effect of sheerness, which is the pre-

dominating feature at the present moment. All sorts

of elaborate figures are used, some of which take the

forms of medallions, oblongs or points. Empire
gowns show the upper part made of all-over em-
broidery. There is an increasing use made of hand
loom embroidered pieces made in the form of yokes
and trimming pieces, that the designer can apply ac-

cording to judgment. These pieces are for the most
part copies of peasant hand embroideries in blind

and Madeira work. Madeira patterns are in high
favor, and some of the designs shown are very dainty
and elegant. Elaborate gowns show the yoke and a

plastron front and sleeves all in one. ornamented
with these handsome embroideries.

• Bands of embroideries, flouncings, and edgings are

all used flatly, and therefore the design is of greater

importance, and as everything connected with dress

must cling, the materials on which the embroideries

are worked must be as soft and sheer as possible.

Some of the stores have loan associations. The
one at Bloomingdale's is called a "Don't Worry
Club." James McCreery & Co. have a roof garden
at the top of their store. Gimbel Bros, have a very

attractive roof with awnings, hammocks, reclining

chairs, rattan couches, etc.

The total number of employees is about as fol-

lows: Wanamaker's, between 5,000 and 7,000, ac-

cording to the season of the year; Gimbel Bros., 5.876
;

McCreery's, 4.178; Lord & Taylor's, 2,446; B. Alt-

man & Co.'s, 5,098; Abraham & Strauss', 6.42.");

Bloomingdale Bros.'. 2,369; Frederick Loeser &
Co.'s, 4.044.

Handsome flouncings of embroidered net are

high novelties. The one to the left is all black.

enriched with metal threads in antique silver.

The right is worked in rich soft Oriental tones,

chiefly dull rose and Persian blue with the

leaves worked out in dull gold threads. Shown
by Thompson Lac,, i; Veiling Co.

A Splendid Ribbon Season
Sales in progress arc heavy—Extra
attention should bring out big sales
— Many uses for ribbons this

THE OPENING up of the present season is giving

increasing scope for the ribbon department. Fashion

is favoring ribbons and a very little attention is

needed to bring out extensive business. Ribbons are

increasing in favor as a millinery trimming and many
hats are trimmed with a drape around the crown

and immense bows with long loops. With the bow
arranged there are many women who could place the

trimming on the hat. themselves, and the making of

these hows should be taken up in the ribbon depart-

ment. Sashes and girdles are accepted now and the

ability to arrange them in the department furnishes

a ready means of increasing sales.

There is also a large outlet furnished for ribbons

in the vogue of fancy. bags. Only a short length is

needed for the majority of bags, and therefore ex-

pensive wide novelty ribbons can be sold.

Prom now on and until the holiday trade is over

there will be a big demand for ribbons for the mak-

ing of fancy articles for gift purposes. The nature

of this demand should be studied, and business should
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GRIP UMBRELLA
(PATENTED)

Two of the leading

numbers sold by Can-

ada's leading umbrella

manufacturer.

Brophey's New
Grip Umbrella

MANNING" PAT. OCT. 26, 1909.

OUR BROPHEY FOLDING
1^^ Umbrella (which fits in a suit

case) has met with such success that

we are now offering our new GRIP
(Patented) Umbrella (which will go
into a 15-inch travelling bag). So
simple a child can operate it.

Write for samples of one ofthe popular
priced styles,

THE BROPHEY UMBRELLA CO.,
LIMITED

266 King St. West—Cor. King and Duncan Sts.

TORONTO, ONT.

Our Road Men

A PRACTICAL !

AND PROFITABLE

HOLIDAY

NOVELTY
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The gillet or waistcoat to wear over the waist or

dress and under the suit coat is the latest

Paris idea. Shown by Messrs. Winder
of Reigel & Langer, Montreal.

be shaped accordingly. Not only does this demand
increase the sales of the general stock, but it can be

made use of to clear out fancy ribbons that are un-

saleable for any other purpose and also to clear out

short ends and remnants.

Baby ribbons in various colors, and Christmas

ribbons in holly and bell patterns and red baby rib-

bons always sell at this period and should be stocked

freely. Opera bags, sashes, bedroom slippers and

mules, hair ornaments, hat bows and many other

pretty articles can be made from plain and fancy

ribbons. —m—
Position of Laces Improving

The demand is spreading over a

wider variety — Embroidered nets

in rich colors the novelty—Metallic

laces are strong.

IN SPITE of the fact that the fall season is never

considered as one that is favorable to the extensive

selling of lace, laces are working into a strong posi-

tion. Shadows in particular are in strong demand

and stocks of desirable flouncings arc hard to keep

up. Eighteen and twenty-seven-inch flouncings are

the best sellers, though wide flouncings are also in

demand. Shadows are more expensive, and this is

bringing Chantillys more to the fore. The newer

Chantillys are lighter and more on the shadow order.

Black shadow laces, both in wide flouncings and in

widths suitable for the millinery trade are good

sellers.

Handsome Chantilly flouncings, with the ground

white and the pattern in black, are included in re-

cently shown novelties.

Increasing interest is manifested in light Venise

laces, chiefly in the form of edgings and bands. These

laces are being extensively used in the preparation

of the new Spring line by dress and waist manufac-

turers.

Cluny laces are good, both with the counter trade

and with the cutters up,- and the same applies to

Baby Irish, both in imitation and the real lace.

Metallic laces, particularly in dull or antique

gold, is selling freely. There seems to be every pros-

pect of this lace being used combined with fur and
velvet for dress hats for mid-winter wear. This lace

is also used for tunics and for trimming elaborate

evening gowns.

Oriental laces and embroidered nets are increas-

ing their popularity. These laces come in black and
tinsel on black grounds, or in tinsel and color on self-

grounds. The highest popularity is accorded to the

colored effects on black. These patterns are devel-

oped in the soft rich tones that have succeeded the

Bidgarian outbreak. Not only are these patterns

rich in soft colors, but the effect is heightened by the

use of tinsel and beads. Wide flouncings and bands

to match are the leading sellers. Allovers in tapestry

effect and in black enriched with tinsel are also in

good demand.
©

White Glove Season Expected
The price of skins advancing in

Europe — Increasing business in

wrist lengths—Demand for em-
broideries continues.

NOT only are the prices of skins advancing, but

there is an absolute scarcity of suitable leather on

the market, therefore glove buyers in the near future

will be faced with the alternative of higher prices or

pooler qualities in the coming season, which in the

wind up will all amount to the same thing.

Fewer long lengths have been ordered for Fall,

which indicates that the trade places faith in the

idea that more long sleeves will be worn than usual

during the coining Fall and "Winter. Buyers, how-

ever, should take note that evening and very dressy

gowns and waists still have the three-quarter ana

shorter sleeves. This being the ease, they should pre-

pare accordingly by ordering at least a fair propor-

tion of long gloves for the late Fall and the holiday

trade.

Though long gloves will be needed, they will not

overshadow everything else, as in some seasons, for

a very good business is sure to be done in short

lengths.
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Is the

Time to Buy

RIBBONS
This is the biggest Ribbon

season in years.

What are you doing to get

your share?

RIGHT NOW we are selling more ribbons than ever before in our his-

tory. We anticipated this big demand months ago and placed very heavy

orders with the manufacturers so as to be prepared for it.

If you have not already placed your orders for

WIDE FANCY RIBBONS

you should do so at once. Our assortment is complete. We can offer you

a large variety of patterns and colorings to retail from 75 cents to $2.75

per yard.

OUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Special attention is given to letter orders and the goods are

shipped the same day order is received. Try it. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

WALTER H. BARRY & CO.
Winnipeg Branch

:

222 McDermott Avenue
St. James Street

MONTREAL
THE SPECIALTY RIBBON HOUSE
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"CAMOSELLE"

THE

LATEST

CORSET

COVER
In the Market.

It is made of Lace

in beautiful de-

signs. Something

entirely new. This

cut will give you

some idea of it.

It will be a quick

seller a n d will

win friends for
your store. Let

us send you a se-

lection. W rite

to-day.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

- - THINK IT OVER - -

The advertisements appearing in this paper each issue are there be-

cause it pays the advertiser and for no other reason.

Is it not about time you investigated this proposition, and not let the

other fellow do all the talking to the man you should be selling?

You can talk across Canada in full page space to live dry goods deal-

ers for $25 an issue if you contract for twenty-four insertions. Worth
while, isn't it?
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Novelties
m—mmmmmmmm—mmm—mm—mmmmm-mmm

We are ready for the Big Rush on

Veilings, Shadow Laces,

Shadow Flouncings, Tassels,

Dress Trimmings, Allovers.

Give your order early for first choice

^ggg^ ^jgjgli

CompanyLimited
9 WELLINGTON ST, WEST., TORONTO. ONl\

CHARLES PERRIN & CIE
KID GLOVE MANUFACTURERS

Grenoble, France

FERDINAND BARBIER
Sole Agent for Canada

16 McGill College Avenue
Corner St. Catherine Street West

Montreal
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IKS GOOD, MAKES G]OOD
AND KEEPS GOOD

its Sister line, SPHERE SUSPENDERS
ladies, quality of materials has gained

for it a world-wide reputation.

Both are fitted with the famous 'grip

that grips and never slips.'

Don't lose the chance of good
business, Mr. Dealer.

1 BROS & CO., Limited, Leicester, Eng.

I The Famous Rust-Proof
|

Steels and Interlining i

of P.C. Corsets
P. C. Corsets are stayed >

with steels whose very com- US

position is rust resisting, ™
whose texture is almost S5

breakproof. Along with this
jjjjjj

fine quality of steel goes '„£

the scientific arrangement S3

which gives support with- Jg

out discomfort.

Over each of these rust-
jjjj

less steels is a double can- S
vas interlining which effec- jjK

tively encases it, thus pre- H
venting the tips breaking S
through the corset cloth

jjjj

and greatly increasing the 5
wear of P. C. Corsets. Our »™

1913-14 models are the H
latest in the corset world,

jg
They will interest your best S
trade.

Send your request to-day S

I Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd. I
QUEBEC

B Ontario Branch, 126 Wellington St. W., TORONTO B
B

SllilliiilllliS ISIilllBIBIBlin

PEWNY'SGLOVES
Every Pair is Guaranteed

With the name Pewny stamped on

your gloves you can rest assured

your sales to-day will mean repeats

later. You need never worry
about the future of your glove busi-

ness if you hook up to this famous
rock-fast guaranteed kid glove.

Lay your 1914 plans on a solid

foundation of Pewny 's Gloves.

See the samples now. Sort up with
Pewny's.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL
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Fashion Strongly Favors the Separate Waist
Prospects point to a big Fall season

—

The new waist made of filmy materials

—Chiffon, net and shadow laces the best

sellers—Big lingerie season expected

—

No settled length for sleeves.

BLOUSES are specially interesting this season, for the revival

of the separate skirt, due to the wearing of the coat of one

material with a skirt in strong contrast, has again brought the

blouse into prominence. Manufacturers, noting that condi-

tions were favorable have put out exceptionally handsome
models, and the beauty of design is further enhanced by the

beauty of the materials used this season. The new waists are

soft and filmy, and a decided change in type means that they

do not mould the figure, but are fulled or tucked into yokes

and bloused over the belt at the back as well as in front, and

extreme models show the wide armhole and one piece Man-
darin or kimona cut or the sleeve set into a very deep shoulder.

The new feature in smart blouses is the lining of the waist

with flesh color. Silk linings are dropping out of favor at the

present moment and are being replaced in high priced models

with linings of net of chiffon and white chiffon, shadow lace,

Oriental lace and while net are made over linings of flesh col-

ored chiffon. This is not as extreme as it sounds, for the new
blouse is much fuller than used to be worn and more over cor-

set covers of net and lace are as a rule added.

For dressy wear, the colored chiffon waist promises to rival

the waist of net and shadow lace and both promise to be very

fashionable. White over flesh, navy over white, black over

white and other combinations are selling. Many models are

made surplice style, eliminating all fastenings or the fasten-

ings are invisible. A decided novelty is the use of frogs and
there is a passementerie hook and eye of large dimensions that

is shown on some models. Fastenings of this kind are used

on blouses of chiffon silk crepe and other silk materials and
are a decidedly new touch.

Buttons are used on the many vest models for trimming

purposes. French pearl buttons both in pearl white and

tinted to match the silk or chiffon are fashionable, but the
novelty comes in the use of floral crystal buttons.

A very smart blouse of allover shadow lace made with the

new full length peasant sleeve opened as it were over a vest of

Nathier blue chiffon. The vest was V-cut and was loose and„
full. There was a frill of shadow lace forming a Medici collar

that reached to the side of the throat. The base of this frill

was banded by a Nattier blue ribbon folded and having loose

ends that tied in a knot at the point of the V. The lining was

of shell pink chiffon and the buttons were tiny floral crystals,

showing both pink and blue. The peasant vest, with the collar

79

Dainty waist of white cotton voile showing num-
ber of advance features. There is the surplice closing
without fasteners, the deep drop shoulder, and long
fitting sleeve finished with a pleating of shadow lace.

Shadow lace pleating forms a Medici finish for the
neck. The insertion and trimming lace is flat Venise.
Shown by Martin, Smith & Co.

attached to the vest and falling over the blouse, is

also new.

There is no settled length for the sleeves of either

(Continued on page 98.)
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Early Children's Dresses

Models Come in Loose Straight Cut
Belted and Bloused Models

—

Balkan Styles a Strong Feature.

BIGGER and better than ever that is the description

that applies to the range of children's and misses'

ready-to-wear garments for the Spring season of 1914.

The advance line for December and January delivery

is now ready and designers have used their best efforts

to make it both representative and complete.

The showing of lingerie models is unusually com-

plete, for though children 's styles follow largely those

shown for their elders, it is clearly recognized that a

white lingerie dress is always found in a child's ward-

robe. Embroidery flouncings, novelty laces chiefly

on the Irish crochet and Maltese order, are most' en-

evidence. The dresses are cut on loose straight lines

that fit easily and give no trouble in altering. Correct

lines and right shaping are requisite and given these

there is no trouble in fitting the little dresses now being

put on the market. There has been a gradual introduc-

tion of more practical and sensible styles since the

manufacturers took a hand in the making of garments

for the little people and eminently practical and sen-

sible are the modes for the small girl this season. They

are loose and easy fitting and do not confine the move-

ments in the smallest degree, and being in one piece,

as a rule, easily slip on and off. Moreover, they are

graceful and well adapted to the lines of youthful

figures.

Ribbon trimmings are made a big feature and

sashes and girdles in many forms are seen. Sky, as

usual, comes first, and white, pink and rose are also

popular.

Smart low belted blouse styles lead and even in

lingeries the Balkan effect with the lowered waist-

line is featured.

Crepe is the new material and smart girls' models

come in embroidered crepes. Typical is a smart little

dress with two dots embroidered close together and

in such combinations as pink and pale green, blue and

tan and cherry. This voile was made into a one-piece

dress with the new bloused waist and drooped shoul-

ders. The sleeve was in peasant shape ending with

voile, crepe and Maltese lace. There was a tucked

vest of voile decorated with three silk covered buttons

and the turn-over collar was of voile edged with lace.

A wide girdle of ribbon to match the color of the dot

ended under a large flat bow placed in front.

The something different was seen in a model with

Black and white beated mantle, imported
Parisian model. Shown by Germain.

Smith & Birks, Limited.

holero of white pique with blouse of printed voile.

The shaped skirt was of the pique and was slashed at

the foot to show a pleating of the same voile as the

blouse. There was a girdle and a bow finishing the

lace collar at the neck matching in color the pattern of

the muslin. The tendency in better class garments

is in favor of plain materials and solid colors in reps,

poplins, and piques. Crepes are the novelty and come

in embroidered, striped, snowflake and ratine effects.

Cotton Bedfords in two-tone and novelty stripes, plain

striped and checked ginghams, are always good, and

in cheaper lines there are prints and percales. The

combining of two materials, one striped and one plain,

or of two colors, is much en-evidence. Crochet, ball

and crystal buttons are used, and helts of black or

bright red patent leather are in good style.
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SEE "FAIRBAIRN'S" VALUES FOR
YOUR SORTING BUSINESS

We have a complete range of dresses with values that

will satisfy the keenest buyer.

The cuts shown here are samples of what our range constitutes. Write to-day for

an open order and we will guarantee satisfaction.

F280.

Fine Serge Dress, collar and vest of

Imitation Persian Lamb, messaline
silk Belt, skirt has draped effect.

Price, $7.00.

Colors. Black, Navy, Brown, Copen,
Reseda. Old Rose, Tan, Myrtle Green.
Sizes 14, ie, 18 years, or 32 to 42

Ladies.

Navy Serge Dress with Lace Ruffle

around neck and curl's. Messaline
shirred Belt. Skirt is draped and
trimmed with silk Braid and Black
and White Buttons. Price, $7.00.

Colors, Black. Navy, Brown, Copen,
Reseda, Old Rose. Tan and Myrtle
Green. In all sizes to 42.

F287.

Brown .Messaline Silk Dress with
Mais collar and vest effect, two lace
Jabots hang from collar. Skirt is

draped and trimmed with fancy But-
tons and Sash. Price. $10.50.
Sizes 14, 16, 18 years, or 32 to 42

Ladies.
Colors, Black, Navy, Brown, Copen,
Iteseda, White, Pink, Sky, Mais and
< 'liampague.

E. 29. Jfatrtiatrn Co., £tmtteo

$reatbent

:

i&fjptf 39. Jfairbairn

107 g>imcoe Street, Toronto
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THOSE OF our readers who attended

Toronto Exhibition were doubtless among

the number who were attracted by the two

rooms decorated and furnished according

to the ideas of Modern Art. The accom-

panying illustrations show the work of

Modern Art as applied to dress. These

are working drawings made by artists whose names

are known throughout the world, and whose brilliant

achievements are a matter of common knowledge in

art circles in Europe.

These artists have interested themselves in art

as applied to the great industries because they see in

this movement an opportunity of creating the beauti-

ful out of the useful. It has been the custom for

many years to think that utility and art were un-

alterably opposed, and that it was impossible to hope

for real art when usefulness or servieeablenes- was

the motive and aim.

In later years the movement to convert the use-

ful into the artistic and the beautiful has keen the

object of an increasing body of painters

connected with the new art movement and

show

aloiu

what is being done

the line of the".

The artist it must he

•emembered views the

ody fvmn a standpoint

very different from the

accepted conventional standpoint and. instead of

covering up and distorting it- outline, seeks to bring

out the lines of the natural figure—hence the vase-

like figure that is becoming typical. Moreover, he is

not shocked by the frank revealing of the form and

therefore in these pictures the corsage becomes a

subtle mist of material, so light and transparent that

the upper part of the hark, the breast and the arms,

seem almost audacities of the days of the Directoire

ladies. The reason for this is apparent fin- both now

and then Classic and Oriental dress formed the

basis of the mode.
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Goldhamer Suits and Coats

—are strict/]/ high

class man - tailored

— are exclusive in

fabric ana cut

GOING back behind the scenes of Old
Dame Fashion's style stage is a habit of

ours. It is this premature peep at what

is about to be staged that has made the

Goldhamer range jump into popularity with the

trade that looks for the new styles when they are

new.

The Goldhamer showing for Fall and Winter

1913-14 is one that is worthy the attention of the

best houses in the country. Every garment is fin-

ished as well as if it were made to the order of

your most critical patron. Every garment is truly

man-tailored.

This exclusive range presents attractive possibili-

ties for immediate business that can hardly be

over-estimated. Every number will add attrac-

tiveness to your displays and ginger to your stock.

Call when in the city. Special attention to mail orders.

Sena for Samples. Vve are at your service.

The Goldhamer Cloak Co., Limited
310-316 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
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Pageant of Fashion Marks Eaton Opening
THE T. EATON CO.

opened the Fall season

by holding an elaborate

pageant of fashion. The

lunch-room on the fifth

floor was converted into

an auditorium for the

occasion. A stage was

built at the James Street end with a platform along

winch the models promenaded, reaching out through

the centre of the room. Folding doors in the centre

were guarded by a page in white satin, and, heralded

Elaborate Promenade of Models the Big-

Feature of the Opening- of the Season
at the T. Eaton Store, Toronto—Models
First Wore Costumes of Olden Times

—

Children's Wear Shown on Juvenile
Models Constituted the Feature.

was the introduction of

the new silhouette —
wide at the hips and

narrow at the feet. This

is founded on Classic

and Oriental types of

dress, and ideas have

also been taken from the

Directoire and Empire, as well as the Victorian period.

The influence of the hats worn during the reigns

of Henri II. and IV. is strongly marked in millinery

and neckwear. Bloused effects, both normal and low-

by the notes of trumpets, each model appeared. First belted, are the leading features in misses' and chil-

came ladies of Greece and Rome, followed by ladies of dren's wear.

mediaeval, renaissance, the Louis periods, the Direc- A very large number of novelty suits, either with

toire, first Empire and Victorian periods. the coat bloused over a girdle or sash, or in some form

This review of the gowns of

olden times served as a fitting

introduction to the promenade

of the models for Autumn, 1913.

Suits, gowns and opera cloaks

from Drecoll, Callot Soeurs,

Jerome, Brant, Redfern, Mar-

jorie Lacroix, Madame Augus-

tine, Bernard, and Monty Pach

were shown.

An innovation was the show-

ing of French models in chil-

dren's dresses and coats. Paris

is paying special attention to

children's wear, and a number
of model houses are making a

name by specializing exclusively

in children's garments. The

dresses and coats shown were

made by Madame Minsard,

Deutsch, Mile. Bowman, and

there were also importations

from Berlin and New York. The
blouses came from the Paris

houses of Drouet, Dreyfus, Le-

roy, Gauthier, and Crouche.

Evening gowns, opera cloaks,

carriage wraps, suits, and one-

piece dresses were shown in

quick succession, the models
never being absent from the

stage and promenade.

The materials of which the

garments were made were rich

in the extreme, free use being

made of metallic brocades, and

of lustrous silks and velvets, and

metallic laces and beaded trim-

mings.

The chief feature

Shorter lengths in mantles are makin
their appearance. This is one of

the latest in tan plush.

of cutaway model, were shown
in velvet, wool brocades, duvetyn

and velour de laine. Some of

these were in combination effect,

either velvet or brocade, being

combined with cloth of the same
shade. Some of the models were
in silky peau de peche cloth, and
the skirts were banded with
velvet.

Skirts were all cut in the new
mode, tight around the feet and
slashed either at the front or

side, and while a number were
straight cut, the majority were

very much draped. The new
skirts are wide above the knee

and laid in pleats at the waist.

The main feature to remember

in present-day fashions is that

no attempt is made to make the

waist small, and that the new

girdles frankly add to its size.

Many suits were fur-trimmed

and many had vests. Vests will

certainly be a feature in Spring

styles.

The most admired evening

gown was of pale coral pink moire

with a narrow double-pointed

train. The skirt was slit in front

and showed the new pulled up

front drapery. The tunic was

of Oriental lace and the bodice

was of the same draped over

folds of tulle. There was a deep

girdle of the moire ending with

a pleated sash or panel at the

back. This sash and the waist

S4
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WAISTS AND

Dry Goods Review

WHITEWEAR

A LARGE range — complete in
•*•*' every detail and right up to the

minute in modish effects and full of

extraordinary value, is at your service

in the Allen line of waists and white-

wear for Spring 1914.

Our travellers are now on the road

and if you are planning on bigger

business for Spring it will be to your
advantage to wait for them.

Allen Manufacturing Co., Ltd
103-5-7 Simcoe St., Toronto

Long Distance Phone Adelaide 966

The Best Yet

CHILDREN'S WEAR AND BATHING SUITS
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was trimmed with chiffon flowers and leaves.

Fox, dyed bright orange, and in taupe shade, and

mole, dyed bottle green, were the fur novelties.

An innovation showing the growing importance of

the misses' and children's department was the pres-

ence of juvenile models from about four to fifteen year!'

old. Practically every garment these models wore was

belted. Some were bloused in Balkan fashion, and

some were straight cut in Russian blouse style.

In dress accessories the rhinestone and steel buckles

on the shoes should be noted, and the elaborate ban-

deaux and hair ornaments. The high novelty in bags

was the draped pannier bag made of embroidered

moire.

*

Preparing for January Sales

Whitewear more attractive than
ever—Sheerness the predominat-
ing feature—Lingerie is more trim-

med, but trimmings are kept flat.

BUYERS are evidently making preparations for the

January sales and are placing very fair orders for

whitewear for January delivery. These sales are a

settled institution in the trade now, and are looked

upon by customers as a good time to renew their

supplies of under garments. Novelties are always

shown at these sales, and, as the garments are made

up during what otherwise would be slack months, ex-

penses are kept down and moderate prices result.

Buyers, too, place large orders to bring about this

needful moderation.

For some years now makers of whitewear have

found it profitable to make the newer cut garments in

popular as well as in high-priced lines. The result

has been so satisfactory to both manufacturer and

retailer that this policy is sure to be adhered to.

Expensive lingerie is not marked by any differ-

ence in cut but is a matter of finer materials, the use

of real laces and more elaboration.

Due perhaps to the situation in the lace and em-

broidery market, lingerie this season is more trim-

med but trimmings are kept flat and there has been

no sacrifice of their dainty effect. If possible, the

modern craze for softness and sheerness has been

carried even a step further. Possibly this is owing

to the fact that the new embroideries are exceptional-

ly sheer.

The slit skirt has had its influence and skirts are

very much trimmed around the lower edge. Skirts

are cut as narrow as possible and there is no extra

fullness in the flounces. As materials are so soft

and clinging the straight lines are easily preserved.

The princess slip is just as much worn as ever, and

the tendency is to trim both waist and elaborately

tri>~- .he upper and the lower edges. Sheer waists are

bringing out corset covers of net and lace, and net

and lace petticoats are in evidence. Though the

brassiere has cut somewhat into the corset cover busi-

ness {he lines shown v.re very interesting. Drawers

i'ie selling better than ever and the culotte and

narrower widths are increasing in sale. All gowns
are of the slip-over type and a cap to match goes

with the majority of sets.

—®

—

Buyers Demand Smart Styles

The popular priced cloth dress
must be smart and well cut—Silk

dresses lead in the selling proces-
sion—The tier effect the new fea-

ture in party gowns.

THOUGH silk dresses are big sellers, many buyers

are finding, now that the selling season has opened,

that there is a big outlet for smartly made material

dresses to sell at a popular price. But no matter what
price is paid, the buyer looks carefully after the lines

and effect. No matter how simple the garment, it

must have style and smartness or it does not sell.

Features utilized in these simple dresses are wide

sashes, pretty collars and cuffs, either in novelty silk

or brocaded velveteen, or collars of Venise lace fin-

ished with bow or knot. Vests are used and simulated

draperies, and skirts are discreetly slashed, and pretty

inexpensive buttons supply a further trimming

touch. Touches of fur at neck and wrists also appear

on a few better priced models. Serge is the favored

material though Bedford cords, and crepe weaves are

also well taken. Navy blue is the best seller, and the

other colors are Delft, nut brown, yellow tans, ruby,

mahogany and bottle green.

Drapery is everywhere used on the street and

afternoon dresses of soft silk, crepe de Chine, novelty

crepes and silk poplin. The more expensive the

gown the more pronounced is the drapery effect.

The waists are made in kimona or dropped

shoulder effect. The sleeves are long and there is a

draped or pleated tunic skirt. The waist is collarless

and often cross below the bust in surplice fashion,

the neck being decorated with pleated frills of tulle

and lace.

The tier skirt is the new feature in party gowns.

This style prevails in gowns made of lace and chiffon.

These gowns are made over a net foundation and

ribbon sashes are placed above the flounces and tied

in graceful bows with the ends finished with bead

tassels or tiny wreaths of chiffon flowers. Ladders of

bows are added in front and floral garniture or lines

of crystal trimming are on the bodice and sleeves.

Chiffon gowns have wide sashes of plain or bro-

caded satin and the bodices are more diaphanous and

cut with lower necks and shorter sleeves than a year

ago.
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The New Line For Canada

Home and Watts Wash Suits

For Boys

4 Big Values

V No Duty

Prices $15.00

to

$36.00 per doz.

Our decision to branch out into the manufacture of Boys'
Wash Suits to compete with the American makes was
brought about by the chance remark of a New York
manufacturer, "Oh, we make over here nearly every boy's
suit that is worn in Canada."

British blood cannot stand that, so we decided to utilize

the surplus and unparalleled facilities we have at our dis-

posal, as well as the high reputation of H. and W. chil-

dren's garments, to bring about a radical change.

We are prepared, with a very extensive range of the new-
est models for the juvenile man, to book orders for 1914. The range must prove in-
teresting from every angle—from the angle of perfect workmanship, big values, (no
duty), and the H. and W. reputation for the correct thing when it is correct.

A postal to-day will ensure you seeing the complete range.

WRITE NOW.

Home & Watts, Limited
TORONTO
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Fall Fashions Shown by the Paris Couturiers
Fur and Velvet Everywhere—Dyed
Furs the Newest Feature—Sloping 1830
Shoulders, Full Tunics, Flounced Skirts

and Front Drapery Some of the New-
Features—Dancing Frocks for Young-
Girls Are Shown.

THOUGH there are changes in the silhouette made by some of the Parisian

couturiers, the majority are still clinging to the same general lines and seeking

to introduce new and attractive details. Undoubtedly the -most striking one is

the dyeing of fur in high colors. Fur is more used than ever, not just for trim-

ming purposes alone, but for dresses and suits, and even tbe brides and chin

straps so frequently used on the new Fall hats are made of fur. The muff is the

only article of fur that is little shown and the few muffs seen were small.

Martial et Arniand lead in the dyeing of furs in freakish colors and models

trimmed with fur dyed mauve, crushed strawberry, pale pink or burnt orange

and other fashionable colors form one of the leading ideas at this establishment.

Just how attractive this fashion can be made was shown in a three-piece suit of

|

charmeuse with bodice of silver lace, veiled with rose chiffon and with the coat

trimmed with bands and buttons of white caracul, dyed rose color to match. A
band of the same caracul edged the tunic and formed a trimming down the front

of the skirt.

This house showed several freak gowns with the train in front and which was

either held in the hand when walking or passed between the feet. This feature

will doubtless; be exploited in much the same manner as similar features have been

used in the past—that is, to create talk and to attract attention. Models of this

kind are not for practical wear, and, as a rule, have well understood uses.

Suit coats, shown by Martial et Armand, are any length, and the length suited

to the style again prevails. The uncovered neck and V-shaped opening is retained,

but the Moyen age effect of shoulder and long sfleeve is used and would seem in

be the new one. Sleeves are plain and tight and reach the knuckles of the hand.

The ready-to-wear trade is always interested in Parry's display, for this house

is noted for smart tailor-made models. Some very neat tailored models are shown

with the skirt of checked material and the coat of plain. The skirts of these suits

are still very narrow around the feet, but there is no drapery and no slashes, and

the difficulty in walking is gotten over by making them shorter.

MANNISH LINES HERE.

Paris couturiers are showing
short tucked up tunics in con-

junction with laoe flounced
skirt* that are narrow around
the feet ami wide above.

They fasten with two

not easily described.

Parry is making coats that are semi-fitted, as well as blouse models. The semi-

fitted models have pockets at the sides, and the notched collar and mannish sleev

buttons, and while decidedly tailor-made have an easy titling negligee effect that

The blouse models have the long 1830 shoulder, the new deep arm-hole, and the long set in sleeve. To

further emphasize the long sloping shoulder the collar is enlarged until it reaches the dimensions of a

small cape, and Parry is very partial to sealskin for this purpose. Here you still see the high waist line.

and this feature is combined with flaring peplums and long tunics. A new form of tunic used here looks as

though it had been cut from a square of material, and the points come about knee length.

The materials Parry favors are velvet, especially panne, ratine, velour de laine and duvetyn. and he is

particularly partial to cherry and crimson.

Bernard is another house that enjoys a great reputation for tailored models. The majority of the coats.

here are bloused and are cut with very long shoulder seams, which droop over, giving the extreme sloping

shoulder line. Tight sleeves are set in finishing in peasant fashion just fulled into a straight cuff of fur

satin or of some contrasting material. Besides trimmings of fur, Bernard is using much broadtail and is

making both street dresses and suits of this material. Velvet, velour de laine, serge and broadcloth, as well

as plaids, cheviots, and striped silks, are the materials used here. Heavy black faille evenly striped with

black satin and moire taffeta, are the leadisg novelty fabrics, and Bordeaux and Bordeaux red is Ber-

nard's leading color.
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KASSAB KIMONO MFG. CO
14 St. Helen Street, MONTREAL

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TRADE
Our special lines of Silk, Wool and Cotton
Kimonos are now ready. Let us send you
samples.

All styles and prices.

Very Special Price on Velour
Kimonos, made in Border Ma-
terial, with cotton girdle and
trimmed with Silk Ribbon. Style
No. Ill in Sky, Navy, Black,
Gray and Green. Price for Oc-

tober only $24.00 per dozen.

One of our Cluny patterns No. 75.

Hand-made, Cluny, Florentine and Venetian Laces
We have always on hand a large stock of twentv different designs, all sizes of DOYLIES, CENTRE PIECES,

SIDEBOARD AND BEDSPREAD.

We can fill your order the same day it is received and vou may return any goods at our expense if not
satisfactory.

G. & S. KASSAB & CO.
14 St. Helen Street Montreal
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FROCKS FOR YOUNG GIRLS.

The leading feature of Worth's display lies in the

completeness of his collection of evening gowns and

street suits. The increasing attention given to the

young girl is brought out by a special display of danc-

ing frocks specially designed for her use. Paris has

always insisted on simple gowning for the young girl,

and these gowns are made of net and lace and suggest

strongly the flounced skirts of mid-Victorian days,

only they have the present day inverted outline

—

that is, they are narrow at the foot and wider around

the hips. Metal laces are used for the frills or net

embroidered in gold or silver, and chiffon draperies'

and taffeta girdles are added. The simple bodice is

fashioned of the same frills over a kimona waist of net

or chiffon.

Evening gowns are extremely rich and are made

up in metal laces, brocades and velvets. Worth is

trimming these materials with brilliants and beads of

every color. In addition, metal laces are used for

flounces, tunics, and Medici collars. The bodice is

often of metal lace lined with flesh-colored chif

overlaid with tulle. A new idea is the finishing of the

low-necked gown with an upstanding frill of wired

lace, and Worth is showing a new cut in evening

bodices. It is cut straight across from shoulder to

shoulder and finished with an upstanding ruche of

tulle.

The furs used at this establishment are skunk,

sable and broadtail, and the materials are plain velvet

in shades of blue, taupe, green or violet. Velour de

laine and duvetyn are the materials most used. As
at other houses, vests are a feature of the new coats,

the majority of which are Moused. Jackets, boleros

and blouses all have vests.

PUFFED OUT TUNICS SHOWN.

Doemllet is showing odd puffed out tunics of

flowered materials over flounced skirts and over skirts

that are as narrow as possible at the hem. Tunics of

velvet end with a full frill headed by a band of skunk,

and there is a deep frill forming a finish to the deep

girdle that forms the lower half of the waist. Tunics

of metal lace or tulle stiffened on the lower edge are

seen on the evening gowns, and they are lavishly

trimmed with crystal jet and colored beads.

Poiret's openings always attract much attention,

and the present one proves that he is still true to his

love of vivid colors and Oriental types of dress. The

tailored suits were very smart and practical, and in-

dependent as ever, Poiret uses many checked woollens.

One model showed a variation of the now popular

Poiret blouse. The blouse is cut in kimona fashion

with the long sleeves drawn into a peasant cuff of

green cloth. A wide band of green cloth, shaped so as

to follow the lines of the cutaway and into which the

fullness of the coat is held and fastening diagonally

with three buttons, finished the lower edge of the coat,

and the plain skirt is drawn into a deep band of green

cloth at the hem. The cloth is yellow checked with

green. The collar is1 formed of a straight band of

sable fur.

The skirts shown here are generally full in front

and on the sides, and plain at the back.

SKIRTS IN TURKIC TROUSER FASHION.

Many of the evening gowns have short flaring

tunics of gold lace or tulle stiffened with extra floun-

ces placed beneath like the skirts of a ballet dancer.

But the newest idea Poiret shows is the jupe-culotte;

that is, the skirt is draped Turkish-trouser fashion

around one ankle.

Both evening gowns and the full draped mantles

are made of gorgeous velvets, brocades and crepes

brocaded in metal and velvet. Poiret believes in the

large waist and some of his are shirred full and rolled

over.

Fur is used wherever possible, even for the brides

on the hats. Velvet is the preferred material.

Big Coat Season Progressing

Utility, novelty and evening models

shown in an infinite variety of

cloths and models—Wide sleeves

and drooping and Kimona shoul-

ders gaining favor—No one length

favored.

NOW that the season is opened it is seen that there is

a very big offering of both utility and high class

garments. The big difference in these coats, apart

from the material, comes in the length. The country

trade has gone in strongly for the longer models as

being suited to the needs of their customers. These

models are only moderately cut-away and many of

them have a wide belt placed low down which does

not draw in the garment.

Novelty coats come in shorter lengths and are

made up in such materials as chinchilla, velour-de-

laine, bool brocade, boule cloths, ratines, and diag-

onals and mixtures.

Coats of this class are cut so as to narrow at the

feet but are frequently quite full from the hips up.

Yokes are new and frequently the material is draped

into the yoke, the fullness disappearing under bands

or panels lower down. Practically all new sleeves

are large this year, and kimona and <?et-in sleeves are

daily becoming more fashionable. Handsome re-

ception and evening coats made of brocaded or

stamped plush, velours, and rich satin and velvet

brocades very much draped and trimmed with fur

are selling well in the larger centres. Later costs

made of fur fabrics are expected to be big sellers.
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(35 p. Herbert £>. Minder
fta* left England

voitf) a beautiful collection of elegant

European Wlovclties

in evevp mode of tfeminine Mttive

and will be calling upon pou

some time

during tt)iz montf)

GOWNS
FURS

LACES

MILLINERY

FRENCH LINGERIE

319-322 KINGS HALL,
ST. CATHERINE ST.WEST

MONTREAL
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Evening gown of shadow lace over coral pink crepe. The girdle is of

Nattier blue satin, and the floral garniture in chiffon, and dull

gold net trims waist and train.
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BUTTERICK
Goes ahead faster than ever

The Total Sales

of

Butterick Patterns

Have Trebled

in the last

Four Years!

Make Yours a BUTTERICK Store!

Butterick, Butterick Building, New York
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Some Changes Spring Styles will Bring
Adoption of peg-top on barrel figure leads

to notable changes in skirts.

BUSINESS in garmentdom is far enough advanced this season to

admit of the discussion of ideas that promise to influence the later

high grade models and through them what will be worn next Spring.

Perhaps the most notable change comes in skirts, because of the

adoption of the peg-top or barrel figure. Paris is emphasizing and

exaggerating this type of figure with the tunics that are boned at

the lower edge, and with the coats with full godets This exaggera-

tion seems to be a further attempt to place securely the natural

waisted figure, for any attempt to wear the new skirt over a corset

that defines the waist is disastrous.

These new skirts are made up in separate form or form the suit

skirt, or are attached to a waist giving the one-piece dress that has

obtained such a standing in the past few years. The latest skirt

models show the fullness at the upper and just wide enough to

allow the wearer to stride from the knee down. In the upper part

starting from below the knee the smooth breadths of cloth has four

pleats on either hip, two in front and two at the back which fold

deeper towards the belt like the sticks of a fan. Skirts that are not

cut in this manner are two-piece and have suggestions of drapery

on either hip, but are less than two yards wide at the bottom.

The combination effect is growing stronger and it is perfectly

certain that the cutaway or the newer blouse coat of plain cloth and

the skirt of check or plaid will be a big feature. This idea, if used

A woven label

may be the seed

of the largest

business

There is no accurate know-
ledge of the amount of
good one little silk label
may do a store. It is cer-
tain that

Handsome

Woven Label

always speaks well of the
store whose name is woven
into It. It is an assured
fact that the label on a
satisfactory article will
bring more business, and
you can never tell how far
reaching is the effect of a
satisfied patron.
If your goods are right

—

label them.

Write for samples to-day.

Colonial Weaving
Company, Limited

PETERBORO', ONT.

Present fashions leave little room for the
petticoat, and this garment forms a clever
adaptation to prevailing modes. The gar-
ment wraps over 12 in. in front, and there
are two fastenings, one or both of which can
be left open. Shown by Germain, Smith &
Birks, Montreal.

rightly, means that every woman who has a plain
tailored suit of serge or cheviot in black, blue, or
brown, can transform it into a novelty suit by buy-
ing an additional skirt of plaid stripe or check, and
also the woman with a suit of velvet can effect a simi-

lar transformation by buying a skirt of moire or

some of the new plain cloths.

Another new idea is the vest and vest effects are

used both with cutaway and blouse models. Blouse
models loose and full and cut with the dropped
shoulder and in kimona fashion with wide armholes
are the new feature in extremely dressy suit coats.

Both blouse and cutaway coats are belted and sashed
all of which points to a season of dressy suits for the
coming Spring.
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BRAND

nMemocDc
Special Leaders Only

IN

Corset Covers, Gowns, Skirts,

Drawers, Princess Slips

SPECIAL NOTICE.—We have purchased the entire plant of the late Gerhardt
Mfg. Co., 77 York St., having doubled our present capacity. This will enable us
to meet the increasing demand for Dorothy Brand Whitewear.

The F. G. Hayward Co.
The Corset Cover House of Canada

77 York St. TORONTO

ON0E1M
French hand-made, hand-embroidered Ladies' Underwear, Infants' and

Children's Apparel are getting more popular from season to season. The
constant success we have had with these lines has been an incentive to us

to bring out a wider range than ever before.

Our travellers are now showing these goods in every province of the

Dominion.

NIGHT-GOWNS, CHEMISES, UNDERSKIRTS, DRAWERS,
CORSET-COVERS, COMBINATIONS, PRINCESS-SLIPS,
INFANTS' and CHILDREN'S DRESSES, and a great variety of other

PARISIAN NOVELTIES.

When you are in Montreal we would be pleased to have you call at our

office and sample rooms, where the entire range may be examined.

Mak<

Elie Weill & Co.
i

117-119 Faubourg Poissonniere

PARIS

Canadian Agents

:

Sperling & Lea
34 Herald Building

MONTREAL
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS
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Best Selling Furs as Revealed by Fall Orders
Black fox is the leader—Quite a demand has developed for red
fox—Some dealers are showing a strong favor for long-haired
furs—Prospects for a good season in the fur trade are of the best.

Written for The Review by the head of one of the largest fur houses in Canada.

IT MAY seem humiliating to a fur manufacturer to

confess it. but, to be frank, I have felt pretty much
in the dark in trying to call the styles for the coming

winter.

We felt early last Spring that there would be a

revulsion from some of the extremes that last Winter

had forced upon us; but whether the pendulum
would swing far past the center, was beyond the

most of us to figure out. However, even here we
were prepared to do a little coaxing of public buy-

ing along lines we might choose, but we soon found

ourselves up against even a harder factor, a timidity

of the retailer in buying, which few of us had dis-

counted sufficiently. Hence, as the buying season

advanced and the volume of orders remained slim,

we realized that our Fall sales would in the main

make or undo us. By this time, moreover, styles, in

so far as the public are governed by them, would be

more crystallized, and the retailer would be guided

chiefly by the feelers he had received from early or-

ders given by his own customers.

Hence it was with keen interest we have scanned

the order sheet of our travelers since the early part of

September, knowing that repeat orders running

close up to Christmas would be the character of much
of our business—an abnormal situation for the

wholesaler.

BLACK POX BEST SELLER.

First, then, I have found that the best selling line

is black fox; this is the only line we are completely

sold out of already, and the line in which we have

been forced to rush our factory to re-stock. These,

apply, of course, to stoles and muffs. The former

are the regulation fox style, head on one side, tail on

the other, and the muff of similar design, head on

the left usually, with the big bush tail hanging low

on the right.

IN ITS last issue The Review announced that

it nould present in subsequent numbers urin-

al records of sales- of furs by travelers on their

Fall rounds, as only thus in this uncertain

year, could any definite information be se-

cured as to the trend of 'public opinion on

< vt n the most staple of goods mid styles.

REVERSE SHAPE IN MUFFS.

Last year's shapes are being discarded and one

of the reverse proportion will be the final choice in

Canada for this Winter. That is. instead of a muff

with greater width than length, the popular one to-

day has a greater length. The pillow design is almost

universally called for, and is finished large and soft,

not round and firm, giving a full effect, but made to

be pressed flat in against the body—a "cuddly"

feeling of warmth.

The next notable feature of our returns is the un-

expected demand for red fox. in stoles and muffs.

"Unexpected" to the extent that early last Spring

we looked to them to draw a good demand, but this

belief rather faded during the Summer months.

Perhaps the revival is due to the influence of

Parisian fashion, which is running strongly to red

fox as the leader in fancy furs.

The third variety for which we have found an

unusual demand is moleskin, not only for sets, but

there is a fair demand for coats as well.

Public taste for the 1913-191-4 season may be

divided roughly into the two extremes: for very

long, fluffy furs, like fox. wolf. etc.. and for very

short, sleek furs, like ermine and moleskin. One of

the large buyers of Canada told me he wanted noth-

ing but long-haired furs this year.
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WE HAVE a large number of Canadian customers who have been dealing with us for years,

and who place orders with us regularly. We are anxious, however, to get into touch with

more Canadian firms. We know that our proposition is one that should appeal strongly

to manufacturers and cutters up. Our goods are readily saleable in a country where the

Winter brings severe weather. Our Artifical (Synthetic) Furs, and other velvet and pile

fabrics find a ready market in Canada wherever offered.

Consequently in the July, August and September issues of "The Review" we advertised our

Artificial Furs and velvet and pile fabrics.

The matter was strikingly arranged, the text was convincing. Nevertheless, we did not

receive as ready a response from firms not already customers as we felt the importance

of our proposition warranted. Apparently Canadian manufacturers have not studied these

pages as carefully as they should have done in their own interests.

Once more we address Canadian firms with whom we have not had business rela-

tions. We make clear to you that there is enough meat in our July, August and September

pages to merit your referring to them now for careful consideration.

Your reward will be great. Each page is an Open Sesame to best quality, greater prestige

and larger profits for you. This has been proved over and over.

A few weeks ago we steamed from Montreal to Bristol by the Canadian Northern s "Royal
Edward" and met several Canadians aboard who asked : "What is your business?" We said that we
manufactured Velvet and Pile Fabrics, including Artificial Furs, which are originations, rather

than imitations. They said, 'That's the very thing we need for our climate.
You should do a great business in them ! Our people object to the high
cost of real skins, although they have made enough money to buy them if

they want. They will prefer to buy substitutes which answer as well and
cost so much less.

,f

That was our belief, but the failure to hear from Canadian concerns not already on
OUT books, makes us somewhat doubtful.

We need not advertise to Canadians who have bought our products for many years and know
their value. They could not be induced to buy elsewhere. We would like however, to hear

from strangers. Will such let us know if they read our announcements? That will be worth
something, for unless they be read, we will not continue them. From whom shall we hear first ?

Founded tn 18 5^1-

Prest & Treas.

395-401 Fourth Ave., at 28th St. New York
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The demand for the staple furs, such as Persian

lamb, Hudson seal, and mink, although strong, has

been influenced to a noticeable extent, by the new

vogue for black and red fox and moleskin.

CONTRAST FURS FOR TRIMMING.

In coats there is an increasing demand for con-

trast furs for trimming, such as Persian lamb and

seal, moleskin and ermine, etc.

It is pretty well established that the public want

three-quarter coats this year : 42- and 44-inch chiefly.

But the latest New York attempt to make them only

slightly cutaway, maintained in last month's

Review, seems doomed to fail. No moderation in

A TIP ON PRICES.

Here is a tip on the fur market for 1914:

A drop of at least 10 per cent, in Persian

lamb skins due to popularity of fox. Mink

is likely to feel reaction to a certain extent

also. Ermine, moleskin and fox are being

snapped up at the great annual sale in

Nitchiny, Germany, and price will rule

higher next year.

cutaways will be tolerated, it would appear. People

want them extreme, starting almost from the waist.

PARIS SAYS VERY SHORT COAT.

On this point let me give information I received

from the head of a firm in Paris. He urged me

strongly to go in for very short coats for 1914. Of

course, he wrote in English, which he did not know

very well, but he compared next year's styles to a

swallow tail coat, long in the back and short in the

front, and I would judge the average length taking

both together would be 34 to 36 inches, with the

back not more than 40—extremely cutaway in front,

I would judge. Another remove froiii the long 52-

inch design of 1912-1913. Indeed the 36-inch coat

may be the ultimate choice for next year.

DROP IN PERSIAN.

Cable despatches from Nitchiny, Germany, where

the big sale attracts buyers from all over the world,

and which is in progress now, indicate a drop in

price in Persian lamb fur for next year. Present

prices work out about 15 per cent, lower, and when

they reach Canada the new stocks will average at

least 10 per cent, lower in price. This sale fixes the

price for the world in Persian lamb. The quantity

of mink usually offered there, on the other hand, is

very poor and light, and prices for this are not a

reliable index. But the active demand for fox, which

has caused a drop in Persian lamb, is likely to influ-

ence mink, also, to a considerable extent .

One other fur is worthy of special mention.

Houses that do a fancy business are reporting an

active sale for black lynx. This is double the price

of fox, but is preferred by many who have money to

back their preferences, because it carries the sheen

a little better. Many of the wholesalers, however, do

not carry it, as it is not an easy fur to handle.

BUSINESS OUTLOOK BRIGHT.

Just a word about the fur trade in general as re-

vealed by the trips of our road men: Business is

very good. Retailers, mostly, have carried light

stocks over the Summer and are buying fairly freely.

If there are hard times, real or feared, the public-

seem determined to make a brave front, and if we
get a few weeks of snappy, sharp weather, it will

be the wholesaler, who is well stocked up who will

have reason to thank his judgment.

Fashion Strongly Favors Separate Waist
Continued from page 79.

the dress or waist this season. The designer is using

the length that is most appropriate to the style of

model. Undeniably the full length sleeve in peas-

ant or straight effect, is the most fashionaible. Very
smart blouses are showing with three-quarter and
shorter sleeves.

Lingeries promise to sell to a greater extent than

for many Fall seasons and special models made for

mid-Winter and early Spring trade are as a rule

made with full length sleeves. Waists of this class

are particularly dainty and are made of crepe, voile,

and the sheerest of batiste. Many of these waists

are trimmed with Irish Crochet and real Cluny.

Flat Venise is coming into increasing use in the

form of narrow bands and edges. Very beautiful

hand machine made Madeira embroideries in rich

antique patterns are used for collars and trimming
panels. The smart waist opens in front and has

either a flat collar or one formed of a Medici frill.

More conservative trade still favors the button-up-

the-back blouse. Yokes and long shoulders are dis-

tinctive of the new waists.

©

The Invisible Dress

The latest departure in Paris in the way of daring

and exposive (if such a word be permissible) dress

is the ''invisible.' It is being worn by the more

daring of dressers for evening affairs. The invisible

dress is made of the sheerest material in flesh-colored

tints. Everything worn with the costume, even to

the stockings, is flesh colored.

Some mannequins appeared on the streets of

Paris clothed in this manner and quite a sensation

was created. The fashion, it is said, is not likely

to become at all general.
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Nothing Uncertain
about our range of high grade Furs

Prices are Low

Deliveries Certain

Styles Correct

Quality the Highest

This means more profits for you

Our Salesmen are on the road now.

When they call on you let them show you

our variety of new designs in

Persian, Hudson Seal and

Near Seal Coats

and our full lines of sets in

Mink, Sable, Fox, Wolf

and popular low priced furs.

If you have never been shown our

goods, it is time you should see them,

and a wire, telephone or post card will put

15 OF OUR BEST SELLERS IN YOUR STORE

expense, for your comparison, See at once that your fur department

best in your locality, and bringing you fair profits.

at our

is the

Laberge, Chevalier & Company
Montreal Makers of Stylish Furs Winnipeg
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ESTABLISHED IN 1852

JVLoose

H e a a
Brand

FURS
Our stock represents a particular-

ly handsome collection of rich furs

for ladies.

Mink, Ermine, Persian Lamb
Seal, Sable, Hudson Seal

cloaks, neck pieces and muffs.

High grade fur-lined coats for

men.

Sleigh robes and heavy fur coats.

YOUR ENQUIRIES ARE SOLICITED

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
MONTREAL
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MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

Millinery Novelties at the Retail Openings
NOW THAT the first

fall showing is over and
retail selling has be-

gun, it is beginning to

be easier to tell the lines

along which the season

is going to run. Many
ideas that up-to-date

were only in their experimental stage are beginning
to develop. One of these is the use of rich

wide ribbons in solid colors. Another is the in-

creasing favor accorded to deep rich colors and to

black. Novel modes of using ribbon are shown and
it is no longer the long loops bows that are alone

chosen but ribbons are used in many styles. Draped
crowns are made of ribbon, and ribbon is wired on

both edges and shirred on the lower one and used

around the crown to give the tarn effect.

Crowns generally are low, round and softly drap-

ed and often are made of satin moire or brocad i

while the brim is of velvet

or velour. Shapes are also

covered with narrow ribbons

used exactly like the straw

braid. Other materials that

are prominent are panne

soleil panne velvet, plush,

and the new French fabric

duvetyn or peau de peache.

This latter name perfectly de-

scribes its soft velvety sur-

face and milliners have been

quite taken up with the pos-

sibilities of the new fabric as

it is lovely in the colors fea-

tured for the present season.

Smart millinery clings to

dark colors and in the cities

these shades far outrank

fancy shades. Seal brown,

taupe, tete de negre, navy,

gendarme, peacock, prune,

deep purple, mahogany are

the leading colors, and in

trimming shades emerald
and carrot are well liked.

* a , flat of black velour with nAs the season opens much in a breast mount
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The Mid-season Hat of Black Velvet
and Lace—Deep Eicli Velvets Relieved
With Touches of High Color to Sell

Later— Feathers and Ribbons the

Favored Trimmings—Much. Fur on
Mid-winter Hats — Smart Millinery
Clings to Dark Colors.

interest is being taken

in sailor models. Paris

has shown, for early i

wear, sailors of pates it

leather worn with a

veil. On the market the

sailors are of velour or

velvet with low, round

soft crown. Often these sailors are trimmed with a

band of patent leather ending under a bunch of

cherries of the same.

Double brims and tarn crowns are very much
favored and, while the hats shown at present are

very wearable and conservative in style, it is said

that models that are more freakish are likely to be

introduced for mid-season wear. The new turbans

are oval and are higher at the back than in front.

Models are seen that show this feature reversed if it

is more becoming to the wearer.

At the present moment Chantilly and shadoAv

laces are very much used,

both for making the trans-

parent brim to the velvet

crown, and for the high col-

lar that surrounds the crown

and which is wired and bent

into shape to correspond with

the lines of the hat. Large

lace butterflies are perched

on the upturned brims and

wired bows or loops of tulle

are also seen on many hats.

Black velvet . and black

Chantilly are very fashion-

able at present, and the new
note is the introduction of »

touch of color into the all

lack scheme by means of a

single rose or orchid beauti-

fully colored and made of

velvet or satin.

When the really cold

weather arrives velvet models

made in the new petm
peacock, plum and prunella,

maroon, ruby, Russian green.
elty mount in white set . , ,

'

, ,

tango shades. nigger-head brown, and these
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colors will be relieved with touches of strong color

such as sapphire and national blue, tango, jade

green, cherry, flame and deep coral shades.

Feather mounts in extremely high effects form
the season's leading trimmings. Osprey and para-

dise are still the high favorites when the price can be

paid for them. When these feathers prove too expen-

sive goura. numidi, cassowary and peacock are sub-

stituted. Coque is in for considerable prominence

both in the form of breast and mounts. Fence and
Pocohontas bandeaux terminating in winged ends are

also fashionable.

Ostrich in wide French plumes and in a multi-

plicity of fancy effects is very much in evidence.

Novelties show the stripped quill or the flues braided

and ending in palm tree and other full feather

effects. Sword and dagger and fancy quill novelties

come in endless variety. Many of these feather

effects are two-tone, showing the combination of a

deep rich color with one of the trimming tones.

FROM time to time accounts are given in The Review

of the efforts of the heads of stores in Canada to

make special provision for the health and comfort

of their constantly increasing band of employees.

Some of the methods that have been worked out in

the largest stores in New York will be of interest to

Canadians.

Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of It!

THE MacLean Publishing Company are continually

offering their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these? They offer

:

i An excellent training in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a 100 point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.

143-149 University Ave. - Toronto

This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees of the first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

SILK
Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

STOCK CARRIED
BY

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
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Beauty Novelty
are elements of the McCall range

—the elements that stand out pre-eminently in every fibre of the Fall and
Winter showing of millinery now being presented in all parts of Canada.

The McCall line is backed by the noted McCall Service which has proven
to be a big trade benefit, enabling the small dealer to take his place in

prompt service, good assortments and right values with the big merchant.

Write, wire or 'phone to-day for sample* of your requirements.

The D. McCall Company, Limited
TORONTO

WINNIPEG, OTTAWA, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, VANCOUVER
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GAGE MILLINERY
FOR FALL AND WINTER

Write for "the

Gage" our mag-

azine of Mil
1

V^5!j^ inery, just out.

Free to dealers

on request

Gage Brothers & Company
CHICAGO

NEW YORK OFFICE— 11 W.!32ndISt
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS

Chinese Designs are Supreme in Hangings
WHILE the Post-Im-

pressionists of Vienna

are striving to make

their discordant shapes

and shades soften into

harmony before the in-

dulgent gaze of a public

clamorous for the
novelty of change—and are succeeding in a measure

in their more conservative departures—Chinese de-

signs in upholstery and hangings promise to gain even

a stronger hold during the Winter season of decora-

tion.

There is in them a rare combination of richness

and daintiness in coloring, design and in texture, and

the fantastic shapes, even of dragons, in their deli-

cate tracery fit in at least with the fairy lore of our

childhood dreams, instead of repelling like the shape-

loss and too substantial forms, with colors laid on

deep, that are the product of latter-day designers

among the Viennese.

One of the handsomest noticed by The Review
was an arrival of a day or two before in heavy silk

damask, of Chinese design. The ground was of black

and gold, and the main pattern upon it a medallion

every eight inches, formed of a dragon and heron

alternately in shades of gold and black and white.

Another, with a black ground, had medallions with

Chinese figures in gold, green, red, blue and vermilion,

the very making of a Chippendale chair. Another was
well covered with a typical Chinese design in gold,

green and black, while a fourth was a blending of

Chinese blues and gold thread.

Chinese designs are prevalent also in chintz hang-

ings for the den or living room. On one recent im-

portation, the background is of a mustard shade, with

a pomegranate design of green and black, purple and
rod and white. The high lights of the leaves are in

white and the shadows in purple.

An odd effect is secured by a broad stripe of strong-

pink, with a whitish grey stripe, of narrower width,

alternating, and a flowered figure of blue and white.

This comes also in grey and green backgrounds.

Another has an allover corncob design of golden
brown, with black and white and green figuring in the

colorings of the different parts.

A Post-Impressionist design had intruded into

The Oriental Influence is Very Potent
at Present Moment— Post-impres-
sionistic Ideas Are Also Being Shown

—

Black Backgrounds Are Becoming Pop-
ular for Rugs, Following Viennese
Precept—Are Piece Goods " Coming-
Back "?

these hangings. It had

what was apparently a

stem in turquoise blue,

curving around the de-

sign in all directions

with a wavy effect like

departing ruffles on a

pool. Between the

"rows" of stems were circles and ellipses in various

sizes (and shapes, for the Post-Impressionist does not

count Euclid as any progenitor of his), in shades of

purple, green, brown, yellow and lavender. Heavy
stripes of reddish brown and white fill in the space

between these circular designs.

This pattern is shown both in silk and linen, the

former suggestion of a kimona worn in a room where

the linen would form the hangings and upholstery.

BLACK BACKGROUND.

In a late issue the use of black as a predominant

shade in carpets was mentioned as a development of

the latest Post-Impressionist ideas. Its funereal effect

is difficult to reconcile with the joys of life and a happy
disposition in the occupant of a room so adorned, but

there is a distinct movement towards a background of

black with bright colors blended in pattern to relieve

it. These are found in pretty effects in axminsters and
wiltons.

Among the showings in one of the most exclusive

house furnishing establishments in Canada are the

following

:

A Queen Mary carpet, with black background, and
lace effect in grey, with circular panels of roses.

A charming result is secured with a black ground,

and over-colors of grey and rose, with a suggestion of

FASHIONS IN CARPETS
Black backgrounds, covering the entire

room.

Imitations of Persian rugs in small, all-

over ferrahan effects.

Plain, "solid" carpets without borders, or

where there is one, formed by a deeper tinge,

without an;/ other color.

Cor, ring hall stairs entirely with carpets.

to prevent slipping on polished hardwood.
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IN MEMORIUM

?|usf) OTatson
for many years President

of the Watson-Foster

Co., Limited, Montreal.

Died Sept. 20th, 1913
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green to offset the black. This is of the Louis Seize

period.

A period carpet, Queen Anne, has a trellis effect on

the background, of cream and ivory.

One of the most beautiful seen was a hand-tufted

period rug with a black field, and floral effect over it iD

creams, a dainty moss green, and touches of blue and a

suggestion of moss green. The border was of tan, old

yellow, blues, and touches of rose and olive green.

These carpets with black grounds, are being made
up without leaving any of the hardwood floor visible,

as this does not harmonize well with the dark coloring.

The wall decorations they match particularly well

are grey and rose, with a suggestion of green.

Among the late Fall goods is a line of Oriental

rugs, an imitation of antique Persians, in small fer-

rahan designs, and selling at about $6 or $7 a square

yard, as compared with $25 and up, for the real

Persians.

The chief demand at present, indeed, is for fine

knit ferrahan effects, small allover patterns, in mixed
colors on blue or black grounds preferably.

Donegals are popular this Fall for living rooms,

dens and halls where a rough surface and plain effects

are in keeping. A rug, resembling the Donegal, a

plain tanjore, has a mottled effect,—one had almost

called it two-tone—that removes any monotonous
look. It is made in browns, blues and greens.

Plain solid Axminsters are also among the favor-

ites. These rugs often have no suggestion even of a

border, or when one is used the idea is conveyed by a

deeper tinge at the edge.

PIECE GOODS MORE POPULAR.

Speaking generally, the rug craze,—if such it can

be called where it has become almost universal—is los-

ing ground to an appreciable extent in favor of piece

goods that cover the entire floor. The two elements

that first gave the rug its strength, were the desire to

show the hardwood floor, in border, at least, and the

greater care in handling. In the case of stairs this

tendency to show up the grain of the oak, led to carpets
being discarded almost altogether in favor of the hard-

wood polished surface. A carpet authority, assigning

as the reason the many accidents resulting from slip-

ping on the uncovered stairs, told The Review that

the growing tendency was to cover the stairs, and
entirely at that.

Store Management-Complete

ABSOLUTELY NEW

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
BY

FRANK
FARRINGTON
A Companion Book to

Retail Advertising

Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Management

—

Complete" tells all
about the management
of a store so that not
only the greatest sales
but the largest profit
may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS

Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-THE
STORE POUCY-What
should be to hold trade
The money-back plan
Taking back goods
Meeting cut rates,
Selling remnants. De
livering goods. Sub
stitution Handling
telephone calls.
Courtesy. Rebating
railroad fare. Courtesy
to customers.

JUST PUBLISHED

Stnd us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't worth the

price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., MacLean Publishing Co.

TORONTO

When writing to advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

ad. in the Review.

The Well Equipped Stores Use and Sell

CADILLAC Vacuum Cleaners
You owe it to your business that your stock be kept in a most cleanly condi-
tion. The most sanitary method of doing this is by using a CADILLAC
Vacuum Cleaner or Sweeper.

A few of these in your Housefurnishing department—just the place where
"a thousand and one" of its different uses can be demonstrated—would
result in quick sales. Prices range from $9.50 to $35.00.
Write for dealers' prices and descriptive matter.

The Clements Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

80 Duchess St., Toronto, Ont.
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ENGLISH FURNITURE i

Constructed to Withstand the Severest Climates.

Mail Full

Details of Your

Likely

Requirements

On Application

with Trade Card

Photographs will

be sent

ENGLISH FURNITURE
FOR CANADA

Specialty—Reproductions from authentic antique models.

Adaptations of all the period styles.

B. COHEN & SONS, LTD.
ESTABLISHED 1848

LONDON, 1- 19
29-31 Curtain Road, ENGLAND q

ais-o- -*•*
[ ,H>~ -H|
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ART OF DISPLAY

Artificial Flowers in Autumn Displays
AUTUMN, with the

special Thanksg i v i n g
season, and Christmas,

are periods of the year

when the window dress-

er cannot afford to dis-

pense with artificial

sprays, flowers, and

fruit.

It is in an environment of Autumnal tints that

the man on the street and the woman of the home

live and will live for weeks to come, and it is merely

an axiom to say that nothing else can so fittingly pro-

duce the seasonable atmosphere that is required to set

off the seasonable goods, and supply that measure of

suggestion that quickens the inducements of the mer-

chandise itself.

PROFUSION OR SIMPLICITY?

In the Autumn, more than at any other period of

the year, there is an inclination towards profusion in

display. Perhaps it is an instinctive impulse to fol-

low nature in the abundance of her harvest, when

the Cornucopia ("the Horn of Plenty") is filled to

bursting. Many window trimmers are apt to load up

the background, especially along the base—and many
the foreground—with all manner of natural fruits,

and even vegetables, with the time-honored pumpkin

not the least prominent partaker in the display. One

almost feels that they envy the grocer his monopoly

of the fruits of Mother Earth, and the attaching of

price tickets would seem the* most natural, and not a

surprising or incongruous, step to follow.

MERCHANDIZE MUST DECIDE.

After all, it conies down to a mere matter of the

merchandize itself—for you are not placing apples,

pears, pumpkins and mangels on sale in a dry goods

window. There is a certain fitness in associations

that should settle the question for every window
trimmer. There is a place in many stores for the

"heavier" lines of Autumnal fruit, and there is a

place where the artistic sense would recoil at such a

combination as dress fabrics for the ball room, with

a fat pumpkin reclining on the sweeps.

Interior store decoration lends itself more suit-

ably to a profusion of fruits with the foliage. One
of the largest stores in Canada has chosen to give a

harvest effect throughout the main floor by a double

Whether simple or profuse they are re-

quired to provide ''atmosphere" i—
Plans for window trims and interior

decorations for Thanksgiving — Re-
quirements for Christmas — Descrip-
tions of window trims.

device. Huge holders

in stucco around the

pillars a few feet from
the ceiling are filled

with artificial foliage

and fruit in Autumnal
tints, with a grape vine

and fruit hanging down
a couple of feet below. The other, appearing alter-

nately, is a decorative effect, resting on the top of

large electric globes of the semi-indirect type (the

light thrown upward). This grouping consists of

foliage and fruit, apples, pears, grapes, etc., with a

larger proportion of the fruit than in the other

grouping, where the foliage predominates. The lights

are kept going all day and the rosy coloring of the

Autumn is imparted to the whole store.

A DEVICE FOR THANKSGIVING.

A Thanksgiving device adopted with striking ef-

fect, in a large Canadian establishment, had as a

basis the connecting of the pillars, along the main
corridors, two and two, by light wooden beams, the

length of each being about 16 feet. Three festoons

of Autumn foliage hung from the cross-piece, and the

ends were caught up into a garland of foliage and
found on each side of the pillar and a spray of

leaves fell down from each, half way down the pillar.

MAPLE, OAK LEAF, GRAPE.

For the ordinary window an urn at either end on

a high pedestal, filled with Autumn shaded foliage

and fruits, is a popular decoration. Screens with

Autumn scenes painted upon the panels and a long

spray of foliage hanging down one side, with a group-

ing of foliage on the top, and a slender spray run-

ning towards the center, is a simple form of back-

ground, giving the Thanksgiving a general sugges-

tion of Autumn. Lattice work, with the foliage en-

twined, one section at each end, or one alone in the

center, is another device. In fact, almost any kind

of light stand lends itself to the foliage decoration of

maple, oak leaf, grape vine, sprays, or sunflower

stalks. Chrysanthemum sprays also find favor in

many quarters, for windows or ledges, or other in-

terior trim. For some classes of goods, the deep

tinges of poppy vine seem best suited, just as palms

lend dignity to certain displays at all seasons of the

(Continued on page 118.)
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The Suit Season is Here
Display your Suits on D. & P. Forms

At this season of the year when your custom-

ers are looking for their Fall suits, a few sam-
ples from your range displayed in your store

and windows on D. & P. Suit Forms, would
create a good demand for them.

D. & P. Display

Forms
conforming to the latest dictates of fashion,

add grace and dignity to the gown, bring out

the new style effects and show at a glance just

how the gown will look. And the refined fea-

tures and charming coiffure of our wax work
sets the suit off to the best possible advantage.

Write for our new catalogue to-day.

Dale and Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., Toronto
Manufacturers of High. Class Forms and Fixtures

No. 66A—$2.75 each.
In velveteen, $3.50.

With 16" Muff Holder,
50c extra.

Ox. copper finish.

Fischu Forms
For the elegant

display of Fis-

chus, Laces, Col-

larettes, Furrier's

Goods, Etc.

MUFF HANGERS

Y% Metal Ox. Copper,
14", per doz. $3.25

No. 8 Tinned, 16",

per doz. 70c.

MUFF BRACKETS

K rod, 15" long, o.c,

$3.75 per doz.

V\ rod, 16" long, blk.,

$2.75 per doz.

Write for Catalogue

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
99 Ontario St. TORONTO

LAMSON
"Q n

k,

LAMSON CARRIERS improve your service by common
sense centralization and equal distribution of labor.

They cut out lost motion, reduce the payroll, speed up
the work, and ensure correct records.
They double check every sale, whether it be "cash,"
"charge," or "C.O.D." ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR!

Wire—Cable—Tube—Belt and Pickup Carriers.

The Lamson Company, Boston, U.S.A.
Representatives in all principal cities.

SERVICE^



A Sketch of the Winner of The Review Cup
IT WAS nearing Christ-

inas time in a Hamilton

dry goods store some
thirteen years ago. It is

not recorded whether

the snowtiakes were

flecking- the heavy over-

casting of the passers-

by, <>r not.

Anyway, the Christmas

spirit was in the store, and the

clerks, one and all, came back

one night,—without extra pay

—

resolved to decorate their sec-

tions so that these, too, might

look like the Christmas spirit.

One and all came, and in

sundry ways, with the few arti-

fices that employers in those

mediaeval days were willing to

"waste" on the art of store or

window decoration.

What it looked like when
they were through, or what
the "boss" said, has not been

transmitted to the biographer,

and, indeed, it matters not a

whit.

Hard by there stood the

elevator boy, Eddie, by

name. A wistful look came

into his eye as he gazed

upon the ready workers.

He was at his first job,

while school was closed.

He kept on gazing wistful-

ly as the creased paper

and a stray bunch of ro-

man berries were stuck up

here and there, upon the

plain shelves or in empty

corners. But he had no

part in that, the "new boy

on the lift."

Presently a thought

came to him and he turned

it into a resolve, and thus

armed, ventured to leave

Edward P. Burns Found His Vocation
in an Unusual Way—Destined for a
Medical Career, the Lure of Display
Work Proved Too Strong—His First
Trim—A Thoroughly Successful Dis-
play Man is the Cup Winner.

Mr. Burns won the cup of-

fered by The Dry Goods Re-
new for the best collection of

displays shown at the 1913
convention of the G.W.T.A.
The cup is shown to the

right.

his post for a moment,
He came back loaded

with the wherewithal for

the " Christmas spirit"

and got bus}'.

He was the last to

leave the store that

night.

"Who did it?" asked the

"boss" next morning, as lie

looked, with surprise and admir-

ation, at the elevator adorned.

"I did. sir." replied the boy,

uncertain of blame for "butting

in, " or of a kindly word.

"You're just the fellow we
want to do somj window work
for us," replied the boss, and
that was how "Eddie" Burns,
champion window dresser of the

C.AV.T.A. of 191:?, won his

spurs.—dressing the black walls
of his elevator with tissue paper
late at night in Scott's dry
goods store in Hamilton.

There was a difficulty,

however. The parents, who
had moved recently from
Woodstock, had planned a

medical career for the son.

and he was ordered back
to school the first day it

opened.

The records show a re-

gular attendance of two
weeks, then a blank. It

was 15 days before those

parents learned that

"Eddie" was back in

Scott's store, dressing two
small windows. Being
wise parents, they let the
boy follow his own bent.

A year later he was en-

caged as window trimmer

in Stanley Mills & Co.'s

store, and less than two

years afterwards went to

Toronto, where he has

worked with success for

over nine years.

Mr. Burns takes a

pride in window dressing,

and the amount of the
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Clear vision.

No breakage.

Low insurance.

Solid copper—any
finish.

The
Successful
Front For

Any
Business

No matter what your business you'll find a Zouri Front will give you the most attractive, sales-producing display.
Vou must interest the public before you can hope to sell; the Zouri Front gets the interest and the business. Specify the

SAFETY fr BURGLAR.-PROOF
SETTING for PLATE GLASS

OPERATING UNDER MURNANE AND MARR PATENTS
Write for Free Estimate for your store, sending pencil sketch of front, with measurements. Our Canadian Agent
lete stocks and will give you quick service.

223-247 West Schiller Street, Chicago 111.

Write for details on our new stands and ask for late pointers,
most of them explained in our booklet on showing women's
wear. See our latest catalogue and a 20 page booklet that

apery and display.excels them all for clev

J.R.PALMENBERCSSONS
Established 1852

710 Broadway, New York
Factory : 89 and 91 West 3rd St.. New York
Boston Salesroom Baltimore Salesroom

30 Kineston St. 110 Bedford St. 10 & 12 Hopkins Place

you, for
parison with any device which you may be using, or so that you
may satisfy yourself whether this sort of thing may be satisfactorily
done. Our machines are used in over 20,000 stores. Let us show you.

A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

W ERENT

EARN
MORE

iickly and effectively increase your
iciency and earning: power by learning

RETAIL ADVERTISING
WINDOW TRIMMING
SHOW CARD WRITING
RETAIL SALESMANSHIP

ECONOMIST TRAINING SCHOOL
[23I--43 W. 39 TJ ST NEW VDRK
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orative material used, Barberry spray and roses. Fine
!ost of display $8.00. Dressed by E. MeElroy, with Mickleboroughs, Ltd., St. Thomas.

repe voile embroidery used

AN EARLY START.

A main feature of the tradt in

fancy goods and Christmas lines

is getting an early start. The

average person is slothful and in-

clined to procrastinate in regard to

holiday shopping and it requires

clever advance merchandising on

th< part of the merchant to arous(

inti rest in good time.

The Christmas shopping sea-

son is the most severe strain on the

store machinery. The staff mast

be carefully recruited and coach-

ed, the store system must be effi-

ciently worked out and the ar-

rangt an nt for handling rush busi-

ness perfect, if the Christmas trade

is to be handled profitably and

without breaking down. An earl;/

start at making tin necessary ar-

rangements and working out the

details of the campaign, will be

fmmd a great aid.

Securing the Fancy Goods
The display man has a large share of the responsibility of

order is an important phase — Repeat orders follow as a

the dressing of fancy goods windows.

THE CHRISTMAS season "1 Mini- up in the offing" ami this means
that an active season i> ahead for the display man. At Christmas

the peak load of trade activity is reached. Business starts in October

and proceeds through until the first of the year, gradually gaining

momentum and attaining the highest point of the year during the

last few days before Christmas.

Actual Christmas shopping is preceded by a period of activity

in the fancy goods department, beginning in early Fall. People

begin to buy supplies for working presents. Crocheting and em-

broidering supplies are very much in demand. As a result the

display man finds himself called upon to feature fancy goods and

notions strongly during the months of October and November.

A fancy goods window necessarily is a stocky one. The display

man must show a large variety of goods, arranged to the best ad-

vantage. With some lines the showing of a large variety of articles

detracts from the strength of the display, but a fancy goods window

will attract attention purely through the largeness of the assortment

shown. Each woman who sees the window concludes that it will

contain something of interest to her and stops to inspect it. She i-

never disappointed for a display of fancy goods appeals to an in-

herent phase of the feminine character—the desire to make pretty

trifles and dress accessories.

The fancy goods window should be suggestive, inasmuch as it

is planned to interest women in the materials suitable for home-
made gifts. Suggestiven'ess can be introduced by showing the ma-

terials as well as the finished article. For instance, show a stamped

pillow cover with the requisite skeins of silk in various colors placed
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Limited, Calgary.

Trade byJAdequate Publicity
getting the Fall trade in fancy goods—Ssecuring the initial

matter of course—Some practical hints with reference to

upon it, and beside it show a finished cover of the same pattern.

The inevitable result is to arouse two ideas in the feminine mind:

"It is easily done" and "It makes a beautiful cover."

It is pretty well agreed that for a fancy goods display the plain-

est of backgrounds is desirable. The hardwood back casement of

the window will serve as well as anything, particularly if it is of

dark finish, in which case it will present an admirable contrast to

the light and brilliant color goods shown. Mirrors can also be used

for backgrounds to good effect. An effective idea carried out by a

Canadian display man last year was the building up of a back-

ground solidly of pillows, using for the most part covers of one tone.

By a clever arrangement of the pillows, he made the background

into a semblance of a flag.

At least one display should be devoted exclusively to art novel-

ties and stamped goods. The demand for these goods during the

months of October and November will be very large. The maga-

zines and fashion periodicals have done a great deal to foster the

desire among women to create beautiful things by their own efforts.

The showing of patterns and the illustrating of completed work in

these periodicals has aroused interest in art needle work to an un-

precedentedly high pitch. About the first of October, the average

woman begins to look around for ideas to work up for a selected list

of relatives and friends. She lays in her initial supply of material

as soon as certain articles have been decided upon. It is important

that the store should get that initial order, for often a woman has

bought once from one place it is altogether probable that she will

go there on subsequent occasions when fresh supplies are needed.
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PRACTICAL POINTERS.

Keep all fancy goods and gift

materials separate and in a dis-

tinctly separate section of the

store. This pleases the customer

and facilitates her selections.

Carry a good assortment of art

needlework supplies and patterns.

The members of the sales force

in this department should be

thoroughly versed in fancy goods.

Customers frequently find it ne-

cessary to rely on the clerk for in-

formation with reference to the

materials to be used and how to

go about the work. An ignorant

clerk will drive away business

faster than any other cause.

Some merchants hold special

sales in the fancy goods depart-

ment. If conducted early enough,

this is a good way of capturing the

all-important initial orders.
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J M ASBESTOS

TABLE COVERS

Are Big Trade Builders

For Live Dealers

Nearly all your women customers have costly

dining-room tables, the polished tops of which
must be protected from hot dishes. These
women are shrewd, careful housekeepers—
they've investigated—and they know that the

best protection in the world for their valuable

table-tops is a J-M Asbestos Table Cover.

You might as well make these sales of J-M
Asbestos Table Covers and Mats as some other

dealer, for this is dead certain—some dealer in

your town is going to sell these table covers and
rake in big profits. Why not yourself? You
need not carry much of a stock—our Branch

House in your territory does that and you can

order as you need the goods.

Bear in mind that we are the oldest and

largest manufacturers of Asbestos goods in the

world.

We have a special proposition for live dealers

that will interest you. Write our nearest Branch
TO-DAY—NOW, while you think of it^-and

ask for particulars.

THE CANADIAN
H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED

Manufacturer, of _ _ ^ —^__ _ Asbestos Rooliois.
A.b..,o

p
s.

s;!

H.,o,. i . ASHCsros ^BSkfaff"
1

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Have you a New Way Store

The New Way Crystal Wardrobe
is the modern device for displaying
ladies' outer garments. Made by
Grand Rapids Show Case Company
(Grand Rapids, Michigan)-and adopt-
ed by the foremost merchants of

Canada and the States.

Show Rooms and Factories:

New York Grand Rapids Chicago
Boston Portland

CASH<^
PARCEL CARRIERS

SAVE TIME & MONEY
Quick Change Means Pleased Customers

!

Our guarantee :-\Ve will inital
system of our carriers in your store.
After 10 days' teat, if they lure no*
prayed their superiority to all
other makes of store service, we
will remove the equipment without
cost to you. It will pay yon to in-
vestigate our modem improvedPNEUMATIC DESPATCH
TUBES AND ELECTEIO CABLE
CASH CARRIERS.

CATA10G FREE
The Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., Ltd.

99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO. ONT

Artificial Flowers in Autumn Displays
-

,

1

(Continued from page 110)

year. One of the most effective combinations is a

festoon of natural beech leaves, with foliage and

fruits in Autumn shades.

EN SHOW CARDS ALSO.

Some firms carry their Thanksgiving ideas into

show cards as well. One used last year had the

words "Thanksgiving Sale" in a border, along the

top of which ran a grape vine and grapes, while a

cluster showed just below the border to two points.

Under the initial "T" was the drawing of a large

Thanksgiving turkey, with tail feathers proudly
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FOUNTAIN AIR BRUSH
Model A Price $20.00

The Standard Air Brush of the World

Send for Catalogue C-79.

Thayer & Chandler, Chicago

/"\NE inch space in this

Department will cost

you $25 for 12 insertions.

TOYS
BING BROS.. Nuremburg.

SEE THEM AT

381 FOURTH AVENUE
New York City

lechanical and electricalRailroads,
signals, etc.

Constructing sets, steam engines and
attachments; ocean liners and war boats,
automobiles, steam rollers, moving picture
machines, post card projectors, toy ranges that
really cook.

Enamel tea and kitchen sets, unbreakable.

I0CK3J'ATERSON

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 paste Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking:.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago, 111.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENCIES WANTED
ENGLISH FIRM OF MANUFACTURERS OF
Hair, Hair Goods, Hair Nets, as used by high-
class hair-dressers and stores, desire to ar-
range a Canadian agency on commission with
established sound house who has a good con-
nection in the trade for Toronto, Montreal and
district. Arrangement for stock to be kept in
Canada would be made. For further particu-
lars, write to Box 97, Dry Goods Review, 88
Fleet Street, London, England.

FIRST-CLASS PLAUEN MANUFACTURER
wants an agent for Canada, gentlemen who
are well introduced to buyers and capable of
doing an important trade may apply to L.
P. 9528, Rudolf Mosse, Plauen, Saxony.

WELL KNOWN UNITED STATES MANU-
facturer of laces and veilings wants representa-
tive in Canada to establish branch office.
Must have a thorough knowledge of these lines,
and have good connection. Salary or com-
mission to right man. Box 42. Dry Goods
Review.

GENTLEMAN, AGE 3^ 18 YEARS' EX-
perience all branches of dry goods shipping
trade, would give benefit of his experience to
first-class Canadian importers, as their
Manchester representative. Capable of match-
ing, buying, testing and passing goods. Al
references. ~ >x 40, Dry Goods Review.

FOR SALE
FRESH, CLEAN, STOCK OF SHOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings in growing
village of Courtrlght on St. Clair River. Write

OPENING FOR DEPARTMENTAL STORE OR
large Retailer. New Building, in best location,
fast growing Western City, exceptional oppor-
tunity. Investigate. Apply Box 41.

ORDERS WANTED
WANTED—ORDERS FOR FINEST HAND-
made Irish Crochet Laces, Insertions, Plcot-
edges, Beadings, Motifs, Collars, Yokes,
D'Oyles, etc. M. Hughes, Scotch Street Bridge,
Armagh, Ireland.

The Condensed Ads. in this

Paper will bring good results

raised. Two sizes of. cards were used, one 15 by 12

inches, and the other half that size.

IS SILVER TOO "COLD"?

The natural combination for Christinas, green

and red, has existed since windows were trimmed

first. The approval of this exists for one reason, at

least, outside of its being a natural plant combination

around Christmas. The colors lend warmth to a de-

corative scheme of goods that, in being seasonable,

carry the suggestion of coldness. This point has led

to a controversy over the use of "silver" foliage.

Some window trimmers make liberal use of it, lik-

ing the sparkle, and its resemblance to frost and
snow. Others condemn it for that very reason.. As
one of the leading window dressers in America ob-

served to the Review: Silver foliage is too cold;

you need something warm, like the red, in connection

with your display ; it makes it more attractive to the

public; the other rather repels him with a shiver.

White, as a background, is good for showing goods

off, but here, too, you need something warm, at the

edges at least."

Sprays of holly, leaves and berries, the most

popular of Christmas decorations, can be arranged

in pretty much the same way as the foliage, of

Autumn. A Toronto firm will use a drawing of this,

in colors, for their Christmastide price cards this

year.

CIRCLE OF EVERGREENS AND LIGHTS.

A window device that has been used to excellent

effect was a circle of wood, with the center about two

feet in diameter. The rim of the circle was covered

with cream brocaded satin, and this in turn by ever-

greens, with electric bulbs in red and plain, showing

out between, a dozen or so. This was set in the cen-

ter of the background in the window. From either

side ran festoons of pointsetta, terminating in a large

bow of red silk ribbon.

Below are given some suggestions for Autumn
window displays, taken from actual exhibits in

various stores.
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Dry Goods Review Buyers' Directory
11777/ this issue a new feature is inaugurated in The Review, one which promises to be very valu-

able to advertisers and readers alike. The need for a Buyers' Directory has been felt for a long time.

Buyers have found the difficulties of their position increased by the lack of a list showing where
different lines are made. The Information Bureau of The Review has served to relieve buyers of

their troubles on this score, but it is now purposed to place before them with every issue a directory

covering practically all lines sold in the dry goods store.

It is obviously impossible to include all articles, but the lines listed cover the ground comprehen-
sively and, by using the Directory, buyers should be in a position to find what information they
require without difficulty.

As the list is published for the first time, it may be that a few errors of omission or classification

have been made. Manufacturers are requested to look it over and see if they are listed under the

proper heads. Each manufacturer is entitled to classification under five heads, it being impossible

on account of lack of space to allow a more extended classification. Prompt notice should be given

of any changes desired.

Artificial Flowers.

L. Baumaun & Co., 357 W. Chicago Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

L. J. A. Derome, 35 Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Schack Artificial Flower Co., 1739 Mil-
waukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Accordion Plaitings.

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., GOO Yonge
St., Toronto.

Burlaps.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Blankets.

Penmans. Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Fraser, Mather Co.. Winnipeg, Man.
Miller & Porteous, Holly bush, Ayrshire,
Scotland.

Bathing Suits.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Boys' Wash Suits.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Batting.

Robt. Henderson & Co., 181 McGill St.,

Montreal, Que.

Brassieres.

H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Buttons.
Forsyth Kimmel & Co., Berlin, Out.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal. Que.
Turret Button Co., 12 Westmoreland

Place, City Road, London, N.. Eng.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Black Piccadily,
Manchester, Eng.

Buttons (covered).

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., Toronto. Ont.
A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

Boys' Clothing.

Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.

Belts, Ladies'.

R. D. Fairbairn Co.. 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Braids.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Children's Dresses.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Flett, Lowndes & Co.. Toronto.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin. Ont.

Cash Registers.

National Cash Register Co.. 285 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

Cash and Parcel Carriers.

The Lamson Store Service Co., Boston.
Mass., U.S.A.

Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co.. 99 On-
tario St., Toronto. Ont.

Cloth Charts.

A. E. Putnam Co.,

Crochet Cotton.

Hicks, Bullick & Co., Belfast. Ireland.

Carpets.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal. Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Corset Covers.

F. G. Hayward Co.. 37-41 Richmond St.

ington. Iowa.

Corsets.

H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave.. New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec. Que.
Vuss ,v Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

Cork Carpets.

The Dominion Oilcloth Co., Montreal, Que.

Cotton Yarns.

The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, one.

Cotton Blankets.

The Dominion Textile Co.. Montreal. Que.

Collars (Waterproof).

Arlington Co., 54 Fraser Ave., Toronto,
Ont.

Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co.. Ham-
ilton, Ont.

Chiffons.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Comforters.

Cushions.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Canvas Coat Fronts.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Cotton Linen and Elastic Laces.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Corset Clasps and Sanitary Necessities.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Coats (White).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Coats (Ladies').

Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels
Bldg.. Toronto. Ont.

Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadina
Ave., Toronto. Out.

Clothing (Made-to-measure).
Crown Tailoring Co., College St., Toronto,

Ont.
International Tailoring Co.. 62 John St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Duck).
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St.. Toronto.
Ont.

Dress Fabrics.

Brophy Parsons & Rodden. Montreal. Que.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W..
Toronto, Que.

Greenshields. Limited. Montreal. Que.
Xisbet & Auld. 31 Wellington St. W..
Toronto, Ont.

Law. Russell & Co.. Ltd., Bradford. Eng.
Bradford Dyers Association. Bradford.
Eng.

Dale & Pearsall. 106 Front St. E., To-
ronto. Ont.

Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co., 15S Bav
St., Toronto, Ont.

Dresses.

Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co.. 105 Simcoe St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Germain. Smith & Birks, Limited. Mont-

real, Que.

Dress Shields.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington
St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Dress Trimmings.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Embroideries.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and ISth St..

New York, N.Y.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto.
Ont.

Flannellettes.

Horrockses, Crewsden & Co.. London.
Eng.

I'urs.

Sidney Blumenthal & Co., 395 Fourth
Ave., New York, N.Y.

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co., Montreal, Que.
Laberge Chevalier & Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Que.

Furniture.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co., Yictoria-
ville. Que.

B. Cohen & Sons. 1-19 Curtain Rd.. Lon-
don, Eng.

Frilling.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Flowers.

Melles & Co.. Montreal. Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate. 77 York St..
Toronto, Ont.

Riegel & Langer. 319 Kings Hall. Mont-
real, Que.

Feathers.

Melles & Co.. Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St..
Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Ostrich & Feather Co.. Toronto,
Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Fancy Dry Goods.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.. 76 Wel-
lington St. W.. Toronto.

Fringes.

Moulton Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Que.
Gowns.

F. G. Hayward Manufacturing Co.. 37-41
Richmond St. E.. Toronto. Ont.

Riegel & Langer. 319 Kings Hall. Mont-
real. Que.

General Dry Goods.
Mclntyre Sou & Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Que.

J. & N. Phillips & Co.. Manchester. Ens.
Vassie & Co.. Ltd.. St. John. N.B.
Cook, Son & Co., London. Eng.
A. Racine & Co., Montreal. Que.
Hitchcock Williams & Co.. St. Paul's
Churchyard. London, En<r.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts .

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co.. Montreal. Que.
Greenshields. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
John M. Garland Son & Co.. Ottawa. Ont
Brophy. Parsons & Rodden. Montreal.
Que.
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MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

Gloves.

Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Germain, Smith & Birks, Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Charles Perrin & Cie., 16 McGill College

Ave., Montreal, Que.

Grass Carpet Rugs.
Crex Carpet Co., 377 Broadway, New
York, N.Y.

Co., Ltd., Glasgc
Ginghams.
Wm. Anderson

Scotland.

Gloves (Working).
Kobt. Kyan & Co., Three Rivers, Que.
Durham Glove Co., Bowmanville, Ont.

Hose Supporters.

The Berlin Suspender Co., Berlin, Out.
Paire Bros. Co.. Leicester, Eng.
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington St.

W., Toronto, Ont.
Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

House Furnishings.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Stonards, Limited. 7 Paternoster Bldgs..
London, E.C., Eng.

Hosiery.

A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Chipman, Holton Knitting Co., Hamilton,

Ont.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Orrt.

"Craftana."
Alfred Hawley & Co., Hinckley, Eng.
Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Louis Hermsdorf, 235 W. 39th St., New
York. N.Y.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.

Handkerchiefs.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Hooks and Eyes.

De Long Hook & Eye Co.. St. Mary's, Ont.

Hair Goods.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Hair Nets.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Byard Mfg. Co., Nottingham, Eng.

Hair Ornaments.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Hemstitching.

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

Individual Names on Tape.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Infants Layettes.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Infants Novelties.

Kite Specialty Co., 35 W. 36th St., New
York, N.Y.

Richard G. Krueger Co., 162 W. 21st St.,
New York, N.Y.

Indigos.

Franklin Mfg. Co., 260 Church St., New
York, N.Y.

Knitted Goods.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
The Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville,

Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Schofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Knitting Wools.
Thos. Burnley & Sons, Nr. Leeds, Eng.

Linoleums.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Linings.
Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Bradford Dyers Association, 39 Well St.,

Bradford, Eng.

Linens.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Wm. Liddell & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ire-

land.
R. H. Cosbie, Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
John S. Brown & Son, Ltd., Belfast, Ire-

land.

Longcloths.

Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Ltd., Lon-
don, Eng.

Laces.
Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,

New York, N.Y.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Montreal,
Que.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Lighting System.
Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Flat

Iron Bldg., New York, N.Y.

Leather Novelties.

P. W. Lambert & Co., 64 Lispenard St.,

New York, N.Y.
Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., King St.
W„ Toronto, Ont.

Lingerie.
Germain, Smith & Birks, Ltd., Montreal.
Que.

Ladies' Bust Forms.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.

Lace Curtains.

T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.

Men's Furnishings.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Chicago, 111.

Melles & Co., 3 Cripplegate Bldg., Wood
St., London. England.

Germain, Smith & Birks, Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

D. McCall Co., Toronto, Ont.
Montreal Hat & Frame Co., Ltd., Mont-

real, Que.
Strachan, Bunion & Plaskett, 76 Welling-

ton St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall. Mont-

real, Que.

Men's Neckwear.
Pirn Bros. & Co., William St., Dublin,

Ireland.
Tooke Bros., Montreal, Que.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal. Que.
Fowke, Singer & Co., 7 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W„
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tooke Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mitts.

Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto. Ont.

R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Malines.

John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bav St., Toronto,
Ont.

Millinery.

Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St..
Toronto, Ont.

Morris & Seward, 21-22 Castle St., Lon-
don W., England.

Gage Bros. & Co., Chicago, 111.

Maribou and Ostrich Stoles.

Germain, Smith & Birks, Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

Motor Coats.
National Rubber Co., Montreal, Que.

Moquettes.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Matting.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Nets.

T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Neckwear (Ladies').

Ladles* Wear, Ltd., 84 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 iSimcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,
Ont.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

oil Cloths.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Office Systems.
Copeland-Chatterson Co., Kent Bldg., To-

ronto, Ont.

Ostrich Feathers.

S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.

Overalls.

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.

Ornaments (Silk).

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Printed Cottons.

The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Patterns.

Home Pattern Co., New York, N.Y.
The McCall Co., 236 W. 37th St., New
York, N.Y.

The Butterick Publishing Co., Butterick
Bldg., New York, N.Y.

York St., To-

Plated Jewelry.

Ideal Hair Goods Co.,
ronto, Ont.

Pin Tickets.

pp, Clar
Toronto, Ont.

Pillows.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co
Toronto, Ont.

Jonathan Dearden & Co., 11-13 Bridge-
water Place, Manchester, Eng.

Ready- to-Wear.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Raincoats.

C. Kenyon Co., 23rd St. and Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y.

The Cravenette Co., Ltd., Well St., Brad-
ford, Eng.

National Rubber Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Ribbons.
W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto. Ont.

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Wilton).

Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Axminster).

Otto T. E. Veit & Co.; 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

St., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Velvet).

Rugs (Oriental).

L. Babayan & Co.,

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender Co., Berlin, Ont.
S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.
Halls, Limited, Brockville, Ont.

Staple Dry Goods.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Smallwares.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay and Wellington
Sts., Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields. Limited. Montreal, Que.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
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Store Fixtures.

Jones Bros. & Co.. Parliament St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Clatworthv & Son, King St. W., Toronto.
Ont.

Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., To-
ronto, Ont.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.

B. Brager. 49 Crosby St., New York, N.Y.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St.,

Toronto. Ont.
Taylor Mfg. Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Berlin,
Ont.

Store Fronts.

The Consolidated Plate Glass Co., 241
Spadina Ave.. Toronto, Ont.

The Kawneer Mfg. Co., Niles, Mich.
Zouri Drawn Metals Co., 221 West Schil-

ler St., Chicago.

Sweatercoats.

Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Pride of the West Knitting Co., Van-
couver, B.C.

Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Skirts.
W. H. Wright & Co., 433 Queen St. W.,
Toronto. Ont.

The Clayson Co., 2S0 College St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Skirt Banding.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Silk Nets.

John Heatheoat & Co., London, Bng.

Show Cases.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Skein Dyeing.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,

Gait, Ont.

Silk Ornaments.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Skirts (Plaited).

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

Scarfs.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,

Shirts (Soft).
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham. Que.

Summer Clothing.
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.

Silks.

Belding, Paul, Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St.. Toronto, Ont.
Silk Woven Labels.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Suits.

Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels
Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadina
Ave., Toronto, Ont.

The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Shirts.

Tooke Bros., Motnreal, Que.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Deacon Shirt Co., Belleville, Ont.

Toques.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ontario.

Tailors' Trimmings.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Tweeds.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.

Tassels.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Back Piccadilly,
Manchester, England.

Trousers (Duck).
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Fornham, Que
Thread (Silk).
Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Underwear.
S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ontario.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited. Hamilton, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
G. Brettle & Co., London, Eng.
Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Hamil-

ton, Ont.
Humphrey's Unshrinkable Underwear,

Limited.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.

Umbrellas and Parasols.

Underskirts.

Form Fitte Co., 182 Spadina Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.

Vatcum Cleaners.

Clements Mfg. Co., Duchess St., Toronto.
Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Veilings.

Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
John Heatheoat & Co., London, Eng.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76
Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St. Bay St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Velveteens.

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, Manchester,
Eng.

"Louis," 57 Newton St., Manchester, Eng.
Velvets.

The Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York
St., Toronto, Ont.

Women's Outer & Under Garments.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W..
Montreal, Que.

Wax Figures.

Pale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E.,

Toronto, Ont.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St.,

Toronto, Ont.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons. 710 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Wholesale Merchant Tailors.

Win. H. Leishman & Co., 119 Adelaide St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Whitewear.
F. G. Hayward Mfg. Co., 37-41 Richmond

St. E., Toronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
Diamond Whitewear Co., Three Rivers,
Que.

Waists.

Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St..

Toronto, Ont.
Germain, Smith & Birks. Limited. Mon-

treal, Que.
Meyer Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, 84 Wellington St.
W\, Toronto, Ont.

Wall Paper Display Racks.

The Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
Wardrobes.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.

Wool Underwear, Men's.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Ingersoll, Ont.
Schofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.

Woven Labels.

Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dveing Co..
Limited. Gait, Ont.

Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Wallpaper.
The Watson Foster Co.. Montreal, Que.
Stauntons. Limited, 944 Yonge Street, To-

ronto. Ont.

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied br sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

F. G. HAYWARD BUYS OUT THE
GERHARDT MFG. CO.

F. G. Hayward & Co., makers of the

Dorothy Brand Whitewear, have pur-

chased the plant of the Gerhardt Mfg.

Co., 77 York Street, Toronto, and are

removing from Richmond Street to

the above address. In their new fac-

tory they will have extended floor

s|>;icc and ample accommodation for

their rapidly growing business, and

will lie in a better position than ever

to promptly fill the orders entrusted

to their care.

F. G. Hayward Co. manufacture
special leaders only, and by devoting

all their energies and attention to this

particular class of merchandise arc

able to produce garments that can be

sold with good profit at prices that

not only create trade, but build up
the reputation of the department.

This firm makes corset covers,

drawers, gowns, skirts, and princess

slips, and each garment is carefully

draughted and cut by expert work-
people from excellent cotton and nain-

sook, and is appropriately trimmed
with lace and embroidery, and pro-

perly made and finished.

©

PATRICIAN CLOAK AND SUIT
CO. MOVING.

Due to increasing business and the

urgent need for greater manufactur-

ing facilities, the Patrician Cloak &
Suit Co. is moving from the corner of
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King and Spadina to the new Samuel
and Benjamin Building, just across

the road on the north side of King
Street. In their new quarters they

will have every modern facility, and

will be in a position to give prompt
shipment to all orders entrusted to

their cave.

®

THE COPP CLARK CO.'S CATA-
LOGUE.

It is with very pardonable pride

that the Copp Clark Co. regard their

new general stationery catalogue.

This is a model comprehensive cata-

logue, gotten up primarily for the

bookseller and stationery trade. It is.

however, of meat importance to the

dry goods merchant, who has a school

supplies and stationery department, as

it covers practically every staple

article carried in that department.
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Turning to the catalogue itself, it

is in every way a model production,

mainly because of its legibility, and
the fact that its items are not crowded
together, as they too often are in

catalogue work. And because of the

copious use of headings and illustra-

tions, even though there are 354 pages
in this catalog-ue, it is an easy matter
to find any item needed without any
reference to the index, which is quite

an important item to a busy man.
The catalog-ue is printed on fine

coated paper, and is handsomely
bound in crimson cloth lettered in

gold, and there are a pad of mail order
blanks and special envelopes included.

The Copp, Clark Co. also draw at-

tention to their $5.00 and $10.00 as-

sortments of Christmas cards. These
cards are of Canadian as well as of
English, Scotch, and Irish design. All

cards, with the exception of the 1c

and 2 for 5c, are supplied with en-

velopes, and those at 2 for 5c are
corded and have inserts.

The range of artistically printed
greeting letters are done on beauti-

ful stock in a very extensive range
of designs, and two, or even three,

assortments could be easily ordered
without any material duplication.

8
H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

OPENS BRANCH IN GAL-
VESTON, TEXAS.

The spirit of business enterprise
which characterizes this aggressive
concern is once more evidenced by
the opening of a new office and ware-
house in Galveston, Texas. The H.'

W. Johns-Manville Co. now boasts
three offices in the Lone Star State-
viz., at Houston, Dallas and Galves-
ton. At the last named place, in a
modern brick warehouse of large
proportions, will be consolidated the
stock for distribution to the different

offices and throughout the firm's

Texas territory.

Galveston, because of its location
and shipping facilities, makes an
ideal icentration centre. The com-
pany plans to receive direct at this

point, heavy shipments by coastwise
lines from New York. The steadily-

increasing trade with Central and

South America also makes Galveston

a convenient point of distribution.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co. is

among the country's largest houses

dealing in roofing, building materials,

packings, pipe coverings, insulating

materials and electrical goods, and is

the world's largest manufacturer

and distributor of asbestos goods.

This concern owns extensive asbes-

tos mines in Danville, P.Q., Canada,

and has nine factories located in

various cities throughout the United

States.

©

APPOINT RESIDENT AGENT.

Messrs. Audley Sparrow & Read,

95 Watling Street, London, E.C.,

Eng., who specialize in fancy linens

of all descriptions, have found it ne-

cessary, as the result of a large in-

crease in their Canadian trade, to

appoint a resident agent. William

Pawley, of 856y2 College Street. To-

ronto, is now representing them.

Mr. Pawley represents also Messrs.

Campin Lacy & Co. and other houses.

Mr. Tawley has recently returned

from a visit to the Old Country.

m
ELECTED PRESIDENT.

At the last annual meeting of

Sidney Blumenthal & Co., Inc., Sid-

ney Blum 'nthal was elected to fill

the office of president, in addition to

retaining the position of treasurer,

which latter office he has filled for

vears.

DODSHON OVERALL CO.

The Dodshon Overall Co., Windsor,
have opened their new factory, and

are starting in the manufacture of

union-made "Fast Mail" high-grade

overalls and coats. Their garments

are covered by Canadian patents and

introduce a number of important

utility features, such as reinforced

pockets and bands, which should

place them in a distinct class.

The president, F. F. Dodshon, was
general manager of the Detroit Over-

all Co., and has been connected in

an executive capacity with some of

the largest manufacturers. The sec-

retary-treasurer is V. K. MoBride.

@
ARTIFICIAL FURS.

Sidney Blumenthal & Co., Incor-

porated, 395-401 Fourth Avenue, New
York, founded in 1854, have won an

enviable position at the top of the

artificial fur industry. They manu-
facture reproductions of seal, Persian

lamb, chineilla, and other fur bearers,

with a degree of accuracy which
makes the article so like the original

that they baffle experts. In appear-

ance there is no difference whatever.

Their Shelton artificial furs are ac-

knowledged to be so cleverly and dur-

ably designed that in actual wearing-

value they approximate the worth of

furs. The velvet and pile fabrics

manufactured by the firm are also

known for their worth in point of ap-

pearance and wearing qualities.

The Shelton products are of special

interest to cloak and garment manu-
facturers and the cutting-up and mil-

linery trades. Reproducing the skins

of 35 fur-bearing animals, the Shelton

line enables the manufacturer to pro-

duce garments of high quality in im-

itation of all commonly used furs.

Regarding the question of duty and
shipments, Sidney Blumenthal & Co.

say:—" Your 25 per cent, preferen-

tial duty, so far as our creations are

concerned, is a good deal like a bogy
man. It need not disturb you.

•' If you compare the quality, con-

dition and landed cost of your Euro-
pean importations with the same fac-

tors in our shipments, the advantage
will be found to lie in dealing with

us. Moreover, it will often be worth
more than the 25 per cent, duty for

you to receive shipments promptly.

Your orders will go from Shelton by
rapid transit. You will sell the in-

voice, or cut up the fabrics long be-

fore even " rush " European pur-

chases could reach your port. The
gain in time over European importa-

tions will also make you independent

of Dame Fashion's changes. You will

not be caught with a stock of unsold

a:oods."

TWO CENTS PER WORD
You can talk across the continent for two cents per word with a WANT AD. in this paper
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Talk to the Man
who has the final say about what goods come into the store

through the columns of "The Review."

He reads it because it pays him. Why not tell him why he

should buy your product?
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A Talk With You About Ourselves
This issue of The Review is presented with a certain feeling of pride. It is in many re-

spects one of the best regular issues of The Review that lias ever been published. The editorial

matter has been selected and prepared with a discriminating insight into the requirements of the

reader. Not only are style tendencies in every branch of the trade described but a number of ex-

tremely practical articles, bearing mi merchandising problems, are presented.

Readers are referred particularly to the leading article in this issue, which gives a complete
description of the many original ideas and business systems which have been put into effect in

the Smallman and Ingram store at London, Ontario. The system of the London store is a com-
mendable one and doubtless presents feature- which will be of interest to every dry goods merchant
in the country.

* * *

The Review takes pleasure in announcing that articles along similar lines, describing the
merchandising methods and the business systems of some of the best stores in the Dominion, are
being prepared. These will appear in future issues of The Review. Each article will in itself be
"worth the price of admission" alone.

* * *

The paper can be made of increased benefit to its readers by more frequent discussions of
trade topics. Letters bearing on trade problems or controversial topics are solicited, therefore.
New light may be thrown on vexed trade problems, through the medium of a discussion in the
columns of The Review.

The other day the editor received a letter from a subscriber out west, which read as follows:

'"Some weeks ago 1 read an article in The Review which dealt with the
store system of Spencer Stone. Limited, of Chatham, which seemed to me to be

particularly good. I seem to have mislaid the number and as I am anxious to

read that article again, would appreciate receiving a copy of the issue in which
it appeared."

This is but one of many requests which The Review receives of a similar nature.

evidencing that the paper is read carefully and that the articles make a lasting impression.

* * *

All merchants have experienced considerable trouble with their delivery systems at one time

or another ; many are still suffering annoyance from this cause. An article appearing in the next

issue of The Review will have a particular interest, therefore. It will describe the system employed
by a Canadian house which has been found to work very satisfactorily. The linn in question

reached the solution after much experimenting and have found that much of the trouble formerly
experienced, has been eliminated.

* * *

Advertising in "The Review" lives, This statement is borne out by the fact that a manufacturer in

Montreal received this week an order from a British Columbia merchant in direct response to an
advertisement, which appeared in the Special Fall Number issued July 1. These special issues, like

all our issues, are kept for further reference because of the valuable information they contain.

Your advertisement lives with each issue, which are referred to frequently by the dealer in carrying

suggestions contained in the reading columns.

* * *

Talking about results: A ready-to-wear manufacturer in Toronto, in sending his cheque for his

advertising account, stated that be was pleased with results so far, as we had put him in touch with

dealers he had never sold before. This is the service we are constantly performing for our adver-

tisers directly or indirectly
* * * *

At the big convention held at Hotel Astor, New York City, of the Trade Press of this continent,

many ideas and reforms were suggested to put trade papers on a. higher level. Our representatives,

attending this convention, reported that in nearly every case these ideas and regulations have been

in force in the MacLean Publishing Co. organization for some time. We have adopted certain rules

regarding advertising and editorial departments that have been disregarded by other publications,

but now are becoming recognized as a standard by the trade papers in general. Our policies have
always been adopted with the ultimate benefit of subscriber and advertiser always in mind.
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A Big New Canadian Factory For
Ladies' Home Journal Patterns I

FROM the day the first Ladies' Home
Journal Patterns were sold in Canada
—the time when there was no factory

here, and merchants who accepted the fran-
chise had to go through the trouble of get-

ting goods past the customs—we have been
unusually successful.

Six years ago we thought Ave were providing
well for the future with the establishment
of our plant on Lombard Street, but for

months this has been so crowded that we
have been barely able to cope with our rap-
idly growing business.

The purchase of the bombard Street pro-
perty by the Dominion Government gave us
a welcome opportunity to seek larger quar-
ters and we acquired the upper floors of the
new Dillon Building, on George Street.

Here we have 10,000 feet of floor space —
every foot open to sunlight—the building
being notable tor its wide steel-arched

windows.

Aside from the gratification of posse^sim:

such a big new building, there is considerable
satisfaction in noting the impetus uiven our
growth by Curtis ownership.

For months past, every business </",'/ /*".< set n

.some iris, merchant in Canada accept our
franchist

.

If yours is not already the Ladies' Home
Journal Store in your town, this, in itself, is

sufficient reason why you should either

write us for our proposition or call and see

us in our new home.

You'll be welcomed at the largest, brightest
and most modern pattern plant in all Canada

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
183-185 George Street, Toronto
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Simplifying the Details of Delivery Service

H o w Smallman and

Ingram conduct this

phase of their business

— Goods are delivered

by motor truck, which

has proved a great sav-

ing and heightened the

efficiency.

THE DELIVERY system of the Smallman & In- "paid" and "c. o. d." colors.

gram store in London, Ont., was referred to in the last The labels are used for the convenience of the

issue of The Review, incidentally in relation to the drivers, who know at once whether the parcel is paid

operation of Transfer Cards. It was pointed out that for already or whether he has to collect. This is a

all the goods ordered by the one customer reached a readier method than the ordinary one by which the

special receptacle on the ground floor, ready for the letters "C.O.D." are written across the surface, often

customer at the end, by the identification number

—

as not—in fact, nearly always—in pencil.

0918 in the illustration given—appearing in the The necessity for checking off the parcels at the

"Transfer" space on the counter check. This, of counter where the sales have been made, while they

course, refers only to "transfer" purchases. are being given to the boy to place in the basket is

In a store where hundreds of clerks are making obvious. It is the sale clerk's receipt for the parcel,

—

sales all the time, it is clear that there must be some a certificate that it has been "delivered to the basket."

arrangement by which there will be a systematic When this receptacle is taken to the Delivery Office

clearance of the parcels from all over the store at each parcel is checked off again,—a receipt to the

regular intervals. boy collector, and a guarantee that he has handed

wicker basket FOR each floor. over everything he received at the several counters.

This is done by means of boys with large wicker These collections are made every hour or oftener

baskets over 3 feet high, on wheels. These are taken lf necessary, should relief be required at the counters

up in the elevators, one for each floor, and the boys Wlthin shorter time -

call at every counter to receive their loads, as each "bunks" on wheels for each driver.

basket can hold scores of parcels. Each parcel before Just outside the delivery Office, but opening into

it leaves on the trip to the "delivery" office has pasted it, is a "bunk" for each driver. This is numbered and

on it a label, Blue for ordinary paid parcels, and Red as the parcels come down and are ready to go out.

for C.O.D. ones. This label reads as follows: they are tossed into the bunks, according to the sec-

tion of the city where the address is located. These

"bunks" are not stationary, but on wheels, just as
ADDRFSS "

are the baskets, and are wheeled out to the carts—or

motor truck—outside.
wrapped by
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KECORD SHEETS FOR EACH DRIVER.

Herewith is presented the form used for keeping

track of the goods given the delivery men. These are

in the form of large sheets, attached to a loose-leaf

back, and perforated, so that one is taken by the

driver and one, in yellow, retained by the office.

On the top—to follow it down literally—are the

words in small type, "Drivers will be held responsible

for the proper delivery of all goods entrusted to them
and enumerated on this sheet."

In large type below is a line in "caps" : "Parcels

must not be thrown or left in doorways but delivered

to parties answering the door."

At the left hand upper corner is a line, Deliv-

ery o'clock, and below it No. of

Sheets in case more than one is required for the

goods sent out on the one trip, 44 lines being the

space on each page.

In the ruled section each parcel is numbered.
Next are blanks for the checkers' numbers, in case

more than one man—as would be probable in the

Transfer System—checked over the one (person's

parcels. "Clerks' numbers" are for those who sold

the goods, for immediate reference in case of mistake.

"No. of parcels" is filled in as a guide to the driver,

as well as a record for the store.

The total number is counted up and affixed, and
the driver signs the office sheet as a guarantee that

the goods, as detailed thereon, were delivered to him.
Then, armed with his own sheet, out he trundles

his "bunk" and the store is done with the internal

part of the delivery.

TO HIS OWN DEVICES.

We leave him there, to complete any system he

may have of his own for keeping track of the par-

cels for each part of his district," remarked Mr. In-

gram to Dry Goods Review .

These are the material parts of the delivery

work in the Smallman & Ingram store: the details,

such as keeping track of the C.O.D. collections, the

returns, etc., are matters that can be worked out

readily by each business for itself.

MOTOR CAR FOR NEW ANNEXES.

Reference has been made to the motor car de-

livery, in addition to three or four horse deliveries.

This is a development of the present year. On the

first of January, London voted in favor of annexing

seven districts lying chiefly around the northern

limits, incidentally making sure that the popula-

tion would run well over 50,000. The new territory

meant that London proper now extended in radii

over four miles from the business center. More than

that, it was evident from the start that the larger

stores at least would be called on to extend their de-

livery systems to include the new area.

PREPARED BEFORE THE VOTE.

Anticipating the new conditions that a favorable

vote would create, the firm, wideawake in this im-

portant phase of successful business growth, made
arrangements in advance for the motor car, an illus-

tration of which appears in this article. It is capable

of a load of over 1,000 pounds, and of 35 horse-

power. Early in the new year it was ready to supply

to the new suburban partakers of London citizenship

the full privileges in rapid service enjoyed by those

with a one- and two-mile radius before. By leading

in this movement, Mr. Ingram believes that the

firm secured a valuable foothold in the various out-

lying communities.

MORE RAPID, COVERS LARGE AREA.

In discussing the advantages of the motor de-

livery, Mr. Smallman stated to The Review that a

comparison with the service supplied by horses

would be impossible, for the reason that even two

horse-driven waggons would not give the service of

(Continued on page 7)

Drivers will be held responsible lor the proper delivery ol all good* entrusted to then

PARCLES MUST NOT BE THROWN OR LEFT IN -DOORWAYS BUT DELIVERED TO PARTIES ANSWERING THE DOOR.

•
•«" SMALLMAN & INGRAM

UMITID London. Oot, -..- 19

ChVr ChVr ChVr ChVr No.ol
Pel..

NAME Street

No.
STREET CLERKS' NUMBERS REMARKS

I
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44
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Boxes to Return Total No. of Pels Driver's Signature



Ready-to-Wear Department in Small Store

THE CONTINUED
growth of the ready-to-

wear trade must give, at

the end of the season

especially when profits

are counted up, many
an unpleasant jolt to

the complacency of the

dry goods merchant who is running along old lines.

Merchants of this class still act as though they

believed the buying of a few yards of cheap material

and the making it up into a garment was in accord-

ance with modern ideas in retailing. They do not

open their eyes wide enough to see that the piece

goods department run along staple lines, is losing

ground, and that there is a correspondingly increas-

ing sale of ready-to-wear garments.

There is no question, that ready made garments

have a secure hold upon the trade buying popular-

priced goods. Nor is this to be wondered at when the

smartness of style and cut. and the excellence of ma-

terial that is obtainable in dresses, coats, separate

skirts and blouses and in children's garments is con-

sidered. Moreover, these garments sell when style

and quality is considered at prices considerably under

anything the combination of the piece goods depart-

ment and the village dressmaker can attain.

And the point is, the garments enumerated can

How it can be made to pay — First

essential is to carry a well assorted

stock—Goods must be displayed well

—

High-priced models should be carried

for display purposes.

be easily carried if only

the merchant will se-

cure the correct in-

formation upon which

to base the manage-

ment of his business.

Suits are more difficult,

both to buy and stock

and require some one in the department that has

special knowledge.

The merchant who still clings to the selling of

piece goods in preference to ready-to-wear garments

may be doing as much business as he ever did, but it

is safe to say the growth this country is making in

general prosperity is passing him by and i- doing

little or nothing to increase bis trade. He may lie

retaining old customers, but the younger generation

is pretty sure to be trading elsewhere, and as they

drop off no new ones come to take their place. The
mere matter that a merchant is giving the best value

procurable in 50c dress goods, and in flannelette is

not going to do him any good with the young people

who are looking for -mart up-to-date ready made
garments.

Half the time when a merchant has put in a

ready to wear stock, and made no headway in selling-

it, the reason lias been that lie has not used proper

He either lias not bought the proper gar-lethods

A view of the ladies' wear department of the Fink M(
ranged and attract!

cantile

e depa
i brook.
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merits, or has not displayed them properly, or has

neglected to place them properly before his trade.

In telling about his stock, he should not neglect to

emphasize that he has the garments in stock and that

they can be tried on and inspected at once. The use

of good descriptive matter is another point and here

and in furnishing of cuts, the garment manufacturer

will give all possible assistance.

It is impossible to conduct a ready-to-wear de-

partment in a hap-hazard fashion. There has to he

knowledge and care exercised not only in buying,

but in displaying, and in properly keeping the stock.

HAVE PROPER FIXTURES.

Don't go in for ready-to-wear garments unless

you are prepared to spend a little in putting in a

proper department. There must he fixtures if the

stock is not to look like so much junk, and unless

you can devote second floor space to the department

there ought to he a fitting room. This has no need

to be elaborate. The closed cabinets in which gar-

ments are kept can be pulled out from the wall and

curtains can close in the rest of the space. Of course

there must be mirrors, and the more you have the

more attractive your department will be.

ELABORATE MODELS FOR DISPLAY.

Some garments must be on display all the time to

induce customers who enter the store to come into

the department. It is well, from time to time, to buy

an extra elaborate dress or coat in novel style more

as a show piece than for sale purposes. When this

garment has served its purpose, it can lie sold for

what it will bring and any loss of profit be charged

to advertising. The garments on display should be

changed frequently, as, if the same ones are allowed

to stay on the forms from day to day, customers get

to have the idea that you never have anything new,

and it is the presence of something new, that gives

life to the department.

HAVE GARMENTS COVERED.

It is good policy to keep an individual cover over

the better priced garments. These covers only take

a few yards of cheap cotton, and last a long time.

They keep the garments fresh looking and clean,

and serve to impress the customer. What is of great

importance in a small place is that customers cannot

see every garment in stock if covered, and the clerk

has it in her power to exercise discretion in what she

can, with advantage, show.

One big advantage the clerk in the small store

possesses i« the personal knowledge of the tastes, and
buying powers of each customer, and garments that

suit at both points can he more easily shown, when
covers are provided.

Something new in the department is a wonder-

ful selling help, and the providing of such merchan-

dise forms a test of buying powers. Tell the manu-

facturers, that you wish to buy, in such a manner, as

to have the novelties in the department as they come

out, and new stock coming constantly in. Place an

open order for the early goods, and leave another for

the new things that come out later, for in no other

way can you expect to have the stock in proper selling

shape. Try always to be first in your district to show

the new ideas in garmentdom. and you will soon have

a reputation for knowing, and having the new styles.

This reputation will build up the confidence of cus-

tomers in your department, and will make selling an

easy matter.

But above all, do not over-buy, particularly when

placing early orders. On the other hand, have a care

to always have a proper stock on hand, so that a cus-

tomer has a reasonable choice. Remember, you can-

not sell garments that you do not have, and if you

have to send away for nearly every garment wanted,

yon are playing the game of the catalogue houses,

and encouraging your customers to apply to the

larger assortments carried by city stores.

The merchant who has had little to do with

ready-to-wear garments, should remember this is an

expensive department to run, and that selling, and

other expenses, are relatively large. Where alterations

have to be made, and when suits are carried, it is

impossible to get along without a proper alteration

department. It takes, in many cases, fully 25 per

cent, to do business. Therefore, 100 per cent, profit

should be added on all garments that will bear it.

Judgment in marking garments is a valuable

asset in running a ready-to-wear department what

may he termed the merchandising instinct, is a big

factor in making this department pay, and the man
who is possessed of these qualities can build up a

good ready-to-wear department even in a town of

only a few thousand inhabitants.

Changes in Tariff

Washington, D.C.—The Senate amendments as

to cotton thread and cotton cloth, it was learned,

have been retained. As to plain cotton thread and

carded yarns, warps, or warp yarn, the Senate

amendment imposed on the classification between

numbers 79 and 09 a rate of 22% per cent, instead

of the House rate of 20 per cent. If the yarns or

threads are combed bleached, dyed, mercerized, or

the like, the Senate imposed an extra 2 1
-> per cent,

levy on all numbers until the House maximum rate

of 25 per cent, is reached. That is retained as the

maximum.
Following the same reclassification as to cloth,

the Senate amendment on plain fabrics imposes

rates which, by reclassification raise the duty on some

of the higher grades. The same principle is follow-

ed in the Senate amendments as to bleached or other-

wise finished cloths.



A Chat With One of the Leading Men in the Trade

THE PROBLEM of how to be a successful business

man, and find time, in the same 24 hours, to dis-

charge in an important public office the duties of

citizenship, has been solved by G. B. Ryan, of G. B.

Ryan & Co., dry goods merchant of Guelph, to an

extent not conceived as possible by most of those

engaged in business in Canada.

"But I haven't time," objects the first man you

meet.

"Neither have I," says Mr. Ryan,—but he found

time to be treasurer for seven years of the municipal

electric railway line, and the latter part of the time,

head of the waterworks commission, which has spent

over $200,000 in bringing water from a 5-mile dis-

tance, and changing Guelph water from a disgrace-

ful to a highly pure commodity. And any one who
has lived in a bad-water town will appreciate the load

of work and responsibility carried by Mr. Ryan.

Recently Mr. Ryan was the recipient of a bound
testimonial from the citizens, in recognition of his

public services.

"Get rid of your brick yard," he told them, and
they waited for the solution of the metaphor. "Get

rid of your brick yard, and erect in its place a con-

servatory of roses,—as you are doing now in thus

showing your appreciation of the work of myself

and my colleagues."

Mr. Ryan was sitting in his office; outside was

the bustle of a large and busy institution of which,

for many years he had been the hub, but his mind at

this time was intent upon the public service and it

was of this first he talked to a member of The
Review staff.

"We, in Canada, have only wet the soles of our

feet in the great sea of prosperity. Those who come
after will wet their ankles in depths to which we
have not attained. It must be so. It cannot be

otherwise. No man is capable of thinking thoughts

of 15 years hence.

"We must be careful, however, that our leading-

men we choose to govern us, are capable of thinking

in the thoughts of to-day. They are so apt to be

using the same mould in which their thoughts were

turned out 15 years ago, when they thought in

dozens, where to-day we think in grosses, or in hun-

dreds of thousands, where they should be thinking

in millions. If they would fit in with the conditions

of to-day they must smash those old moulds, or they

are not the men to be in leading places.

"There are bound to be dips in our prosperity, but

we only emerge the higher ; we will have depressions

hut we sweep clean on."

In a recent address to a large gathering of young
men, Mr. Ryan said : "Keep your thinkers polished

;

Never see last week, see up to to-day and into the

future. These are always the statesmen of the

world."

Although the buying for the firm has been

handed over to Norman Ryan, a son, the father in

his quests for Europe's latest styles and novelties,

has crossed the ocean fifty times. He has been in

business 38 years, first at Orangeville ; then as a part-

ner in the firm of Crompton and Ryan, Barrie, and in

Guelph in the present stand for 28 years. The
firm have a branch in Owen Sound as well.

Probably the event that gives Mr. Ryan the most

satisfaction occurred at the 25th anniversary of the

Guelph business when "open house" was kept, and

each who entered was given refreshments and pre-

sented with three roses. Nine thousand of these had

been handed out when the supply became exhausted.

A register was opened for those who had dealt

steadily with the firm for the quarter of a century,

and over 100 signed on the anniversary. This list

is Mr. Ryan's proudest achievement, and each one

possesses a case of three linen handkerchiefs, sent

out from Ireland in memory of the uninterrupted

association of 25 years.

"The secret of success?" repeated Mr. Ryan.

"Keep your stock clean. Keep turning it over fre-

quently, that is the secret of success."

Mr. Ryan has worked out his bookkeeping system

to a point in which he can say that at 11 o'clock

each day he knows the amount of business that was

done the previous day in every department with the

corresponding days' business one year before. Our
a week the salesmen's totals are tabulated. Once a

month stock is taken in each department and a com-

parison is made in every detail—amount of sales.

amount of stock on hand, etc.—with the correspond-

ing month of the previous year.

The weekly records of clerk's sales appear con-

jointly with their salaries and the comparison with

the previous year's. Mr. Ryan keeps in unusually

close touch with this phase of his business.

"If I find a clerk falling behind I call him into

the office and have a quiet talk. No hard things are

said, but he is asked if he has any other value to the

firm than his selling ability. He will answer 'No.'

Then I point out where his work is tending, and

show him. by records and comparisons, that his sales

are not keeping pace with the standard set by the

rest of the staff and our own requirements. He sees

at once that we know exactlv where we are at. and
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recognizes the justice of our position, and that if he

does not improve, his salary must be reduced. This

method seldom fails to be effective in bringing him

up again to the standard."

Mr. Ryan believes in keeping in close touch with

his staff and welcomes suggestions from them.

"I am quite willing to acknowledge that I get

many good suggestions from my employees; lots of

good points which often can be adapted in some

form to our business," said Mr. Ryan. These are

given voluntarily, or come out when we are talking

over matters with one and another. I am always

ready to receive members of my staff.

For those who are interested in the departmental

arrangement of this large store it may be mentioned

that it is divided as follows, every department being

kept separate in the bookkeeping system: men's

clothing, staples, dress goods, smallware, gloves,

laces, millinery, carpets, corsets, mantles, dress-mak-

ing, furs, gents' furnishings, whitewear, blouses,

and patterns.

©

Owen Sound Style Day

OWEN SOUND.—Owen Sound's first "style day,"

was held recently and was on the whole quite a suc-

cess. Practically all the local merchants co-operated

in the idea, and made special displays of their wares

for the occasion, besides bedecking their storefronts

with flags and bunting. They uniformly commend

the "style day" opening idea and' the majority are

of the opinion that big sales days could be put on

both in spring and in autumn. Though the displays

were confined chiefly to the dry goods stores, all lines

of retail business felt the benefit in a big day's turn-

Cash Basis Pays

MORRIS, Man.—Nearly a year ago, A. F. Higgins

Co. decided to put their business on a cash basis.

This policy they have rigidly maintained since with

the most satisfactory results, judging from the fol-

lowing announcement made public at a recent date:

"It is now over ten months since we

changed our business terms to purely cash,

and the results during that time have more

than proven that our friends have appreci-

ated the change we have made. During

that time we have been able to pick up

many goods which the manufacturer

was glad to sell at a reduced price in order

to get the cash, and these we have handed

on to our trade. This policy we shall en-

deavor to continue at all times."

To Give Away Motor Car

SASKATOON, Sask.—The following advertise-

ment of C. D. Mitchener, is self explanatory

:

SAVE THE RECEIPTS,

of every purchase made at this store and

when they amount to $10.00, you will be

given a numbered ticket, and if you hold

the lucky number on the 24th of December,

1913, you will be presented with a hand-

some 5-Passenger Touring Car.

«

Simplifying the Details of Delivery Service

(Continued from page 3)

the one car, and moreover it is doing work that was

not attempted before. Generally speaking it excels

in a rapid delivery, not only in point of time, but

in covering a large, wide-spread area effectively and

at little expense so far for repairs.

NEARLY 50 MILES IN A DAY.

Some idea of the distance covered may be gath-

ered by the following memorandum supplied by Mr

Smallman, covering the days immediately preceding

the visit of The Review's staff representative: 39

miles in one day ; 48 ; 41 ; 36, and 43 miles respective-

ly-

Not only is the car used for the suburban routes,

but for rapid deliveries of down-town orders

-m

Regina, Sask.—The property which for the past

year has been known as the Snell Departmental

Store building, was transferred by the owner, Walter

E. Seaborn, to the Douglas Store Company, Limited.

J. Edward Caldwell made the announcement of the

transfer this morning, and with it he announced that

operations would be commenced at once on the build-

ing and it would be completed to two stories this

fall. The property which consists of lots 1, 2, 3, in

block 10, Old City, has a frontage on Main Street

of 166.6 feet and a depth of 125 feet to the lane.

The transfer is one of the largest which has been

put through for some months in the city, as the

purchase price was $166,500. As to the lease of the

building, Mr. Caldwell stated that he did not know

what arrangements the company would make inside

the next week or so, but that he expected an an-

nouncement would be made in the course of a few

weeks as several eastern concerns and one or two

departmental firms in western cities were negotiating

for a lease of the building.
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Selling Goods by Display

IT IS A well established fact that goods sell better

when their use is demonstrated. People will fail to

see the merit of a certain material in the price but

will recognize its worth when they see it prop-

erly draped.

This is particularly true in the housefurnishing

department. Material for curtains or drapes often

will not impress one if seen in the piece. The mate-

rial must be shown draped as it will appear in the

window, with valance and everything complete.

This truth was demonstrated most effectively when

the black and white vogue in furnishings first came

in. Seen in the piece, the material did not attract.

In fact, it excited no little amusement and ridicule.

But it wa? a different story when the material was

shown exactly as it would appear when made up.

People were amazed, impressed and convinced. Sales

were small in stores where this practical form of

demonstration was not carried out.

The principle involved is of utmost importance

as it applies to the general conduct of all branches

of the housefurnishings department.

©

Bankers Have Confidenae

A NOTEWORTHY feature of the fourteenth an-

nual meeting of the Canadian Bankers' Association

held at Winnipeg, was the optimism which prevailed

among the members. The banker is always closest

in touch with conditions. He handles the nation's

ca.-h and when things are bad. he learns of it first.

Likewise when, after a period of financial stringency,

conditions begin to show signs of improvement,

the banker gets the first authentic and tangible evi-

dence-. Consequently, when unanimity is displayed

among bankers on the score of future prosperity, it

can safely be accepted that the indications are there

to justify them; for the banker is more inclined to

limit his pronouncements to reserved hopefulness

rather than to tincture them with exaggerated opti-

mism.

Confidence was expressed that a great improve-

ment would be noted in the financial situation as

soon as the crop money started to come back.

An important matter discussed by the bankers

was the loaning of money to farmers to enable them

to go on with their threshing; in other words, to

make advances prior to the harvesting of the crop

where conditions warranted. This proposition would

relieve the stringency which always prevails in the

late fall and would be hailed by all as a measure

bound to benefit the country. It is reported that the

proposal met with general sympathy. A committee

was appointed to more fully investigate the question.

—m—
Should Order at Once

The call for ribbons for millinery and dress

trimming continues as keen as ever and there is

now also a very marked demand for all kinds of

fancy ribbons for Christmas trade. The variety of

Moral effects and oriental designs, etc.. shown in all

combinations of colorings are adaptable for all kinds

of fancy work and are being largely .-old for these

purposes.

Owing to the very heavy demand for these _

it is advisable for dealers to place orders at once an I

to stipulate deliveries for December 1st if they would

have these goods in time for the holiday trade. Job-

bers state that orders have been very heavy on all

kinds of fancy ribbons and some lines have been

practically sold out in advance.
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The Passing View

Money makes the man who makes the money

Get the initial order and the repeats will follow

a matter of course.

Good merchandise can he cheapened by care-

less handling on the part of the salesman.

* * *

Paris has adopted eccentricity as the keynote in
between-season hats.

* * *

Diaphanous drapes, invisible dresses, latticed

limbs! Reader of Riddles whisper low; What
next?

Pluck and luck go a long way toward success in

business. Whether it is pluck or luck which counts
most depends upon who is telling it.

It is a strenuous task to roll the. boulder of finan-
cial stringency off the track in time for the train of
progress to pass unimpeded; but it is being done.

Conditions have improved in the United States
following on the failure of the -jingoes- to force the
Government to drastic steps in the Mexican situation.

Landing that initial order is a matter of adequate
publicity and devolves, therefore, on the adman and
the display manager, perhaps more particularly on
the latter.

In this issue, many novelties are illustrated which
will be featured prominently for the Christmas trade.
A review is given of the lines which are being offered
by the manufacturers. Buyers should give this their
earnest consideration. It may help them to a bigger
Christmas trade.

Fashionable intelligence sometimes tells us that
a certain leader of fashion is having her portrait
painted by some noted artist. In the near future,
we may read that so-and-so is having a gown painted
by an artist of repute.

The pessimist may sometimes be right but give
us the optimist every time.

About Letter Heads

SEVERAL requests have been received recently for

criticism- of letter heads submitted to correspond-

ents. In each case, the criticism found has been the

same, viz., that the letter bead has been too elaborate

and heavy.

Simplicity, in material forms at least, is the rule

to-day. The ornate standards of a decade ago, when

the excellence of an article was determined largely

by the amount of chasing or figure work it contain-

ed, have been passed. Plain lines are now recognized

as a (loser approach to beauty and effectiveness.

Contrast the modern railway coach, with its plain

and restful appearance, with the elaborately carved

coach that was found on all roads: and the compari-

son will 1 e all in favor of the style adopted to-day.

At one time it was considered necessary to fill adver-

tising space with fancy type and ornamental "gew-

gaws" and to box it around with an elaborate border.

To-day the advertisement which conforms to the

plainest models is usually the most effective. Sim-

plicity is the keynote of typographical excellence.

The same rule holds good with letter heads and

firm stationery. Do not try to have the matter shown

in a highly ornamental form. The simplest letter

heads are generally the best. Futhermore, do not

try to put too much matter in. A heavy letter head

uses up too much of the space that should be avail-

able for correspondence and. in addition, looks out

of proportion.

The use of cuts is to be commended in many
cases but not if the illustrations are large. One cut

is generally enough, although some firms will try

to crowd three or four on a letter head. The use of

colors is also a feature to be commended.

In all cases the name of the firm should be

printed in distinctive lettering, so that it will possess

an individuality. Tn many cases, the same style of

lettering is used on all stationery and in advertising

matter. The firm name soon becomes recognizable

at a glance.

It has been said that a business firm is known by
its letter head. This is true to a great extent. Open-
ing the first letter received from a certain firm a man
bases his impressions of that firm, first on the con-

tents of the letter and, second, on its appearance. If

the letter head is crude, he does not form a very high
opinion of the firm. If it is heavy and ornate, he
imputes lack of taste to the personnel of the firm.

If it is neat and effective, the impression given is of

the best.

Are you satisfied with your letter head?
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Advances in Silks are Now Assured
Raw silks advancing and prices of silk materials firm
— Crepes lead from the fashion standpoint — No
change in the nature of the demand from a fashion

standpoint—Some weaves favored.

STOCKS of raw silks are reported low in all the prin-

cipal silk producing centres of the world. Prices are

firm on the Italian market. Canton prices are firm,

and Yokohama reelers are becoming unwilling

to place contracts far ahead even at the pre-

sent high prices. With raw silks advancing

all along the line and silk materials active

sellers in all markets, prices will continue high

throughout the Spring season. As yet the full force

of the advance has not been felt as manufacturers

are still using stock bought when prices were lower

to mix with the more expensive new silks. When
these stocks are exhausted prices are bound to go still

higher and the majority of orders that are being

placed now for the coming Spring are calculated on

a higher basis.

Buyers who are returning from abroad, report no

change in the nature of the demand from a fashion

standpoint. The same weaves that have been selling

are the ones the big couturiers still favor, and the fall

openings have brought out practically no novelty in

silk fabrics.

Satins are offered as the big selling material and

from the standpoint of sales maintain the position

they have occupied during the past two or three sea-

sons. All soft drapery satins are high style, but there

is some doubt as to the position of charmeuse. Good

quality messalines are in a high position both for

dress purposes, and for the many uses to which satin

is now put.

From the standpoint of fashion, crepe is the

leading material. Crepes are showing in great vari-

ety, and not only are crepes selling for the present

season but they are extensively sampled among the

leading novelties for Spring selling. High novelties

come in crepon and in blister effects. Brocaded crepes

are favored and for evening and dinner wear, printed

crepes on ivory and pale tinted grounds are high

style. Crepe de Chine is extensively used for waists,

dresses, and for neglige and undergarments.

Figured silks are growing stronger, and this in-

dicates their position when Spring fancies come to be

shown.
»

Big Cotton Goods Season
Every promise of activity in the
coming Spring — Ratines, crepes
and voiles the leading sellers —
White goods will have a more
prominent representation.

IT IS many seasons since the promise before cotton

materials was so auspicious. This is largely due to

the strong position held by better priced novelty

cloth dress fabrics. These materials scored a big suc-

cess during the summer of 1913, and expectations

are that a still bigger season is due next spring and

summer. With this prospect in view, they have pre-

pared an unusually large range of cotton novelties

in all cotton and in silk and cotton. In heavy cotton

materials, ratines head the list. This material is

brought out in popular priced, medium, and high

priced materials, in plain, two-tone, checks, plaids.

stripes, and jacquards. Pictures printed in Post-Im-

pressionistic Jouy and Dresden patterns are also

good. Ratine yarns in the form of stripes, checks

and jacquards are used to decorate other materials

such as crepes and voiles.

Heavy-weight silk and cotton novelties in duve-

tyns and in figured novelties are being put out. These

materials are to be used as coats to wear over skirts of

voile or crepe.

Cotton crepes are growing in favor. These come

on the snowflake or voile neige order, cotton crepe

de chine, and various crepe weaves ornamented with

embroidered figures, jacquards. stripes and checks

carried out in ratine yarns and in printings on the

order now seen in silk crepes for evening wear. Very

wide crepes of 40 in. and over are being put on the

10
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Novelties in High Class

Wash Goods for

Spring 1914
Our travellers have started on their Spring trips with
a complete range of high class Cotton Dress Fabrics.

As there is every likelihood of high-
er prices we would advise our cus-

tomers to place their orders as early

as possible. We can assure prompt
deliveries.

OUR LEADERS:

French Ratine Crepes, French Leno Cloth,

Dresden Crepes, Jacquard Crepes,
Broche Ratines, Velour Ratines

Broche Repps, "Estillo" Crepe,

Black and White Check Ratine.

We are also showing our celebrated Kensington
Prints in an enormous range—over 600 patterns at 10c.

Printed Crepe, No. W.I.
in new designs— over 200 patterns.

Scotch Crown Zephyrs
checks, stripes and plain colors—500 patterns at 10c-

"Schooldays"
30 inches wide. The ideal cloth for children's wear,
absolutely fast colors. We are sole Agents for the

celebrated "Schooldays" fabric.

Mclntyre Son & Co., Limited
Victoria Square „ ,., -,„ „ . , T 47 Rorie Street

„ . . Halifax, Ottawa, Peterboro, Toronto, ——«.«..——-.MONTREAL LondoDf Ca lgary Vancouver WINNIPEG
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market and are greatly favored both by the countei

and the cutting-up trade.

Voiles are also in high favor. White cotton voile'

is being taken in quantity by the makers of blouses,

dresses and children's wear. Novelties in voiles show

Dresden and Jouy prints and embroidered figures in

white and colors.

Following on the Paris indications of the present

year, white goods will have a more prominent rep-

resentation in Spring and Summer, 1914. The nov-

elty in white goods will come in the matelasse de-

signs and itomine cloths, decorated with heavy nub

yarns.

Dress linens art' doing well for Spring. Linens

with a crepe effect are showing, but jacquard figure-

are the high novelty and' the vogue of ratine is re-

sponsible for ratine linens. White and colors are

selling but, as usual, white sells best with natural and

tan shades in second place.

—

©

Checks High Style for Spring
Jacquards are again shown—Pop-
lins, cords and reps the popular
sellers—Plaids are strong abroad
and may be seen here later.

DUVETYN is accepted as the high style fabric and

soft materials on the velour and duvetyn order must

KINGS
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.
Montreal and Toronto

lie ranked first from a fashion standpoint in the

materials that are being brought out for Spring 1914.

This does nol inc. in that they will rank first from a

yardage or a popular selling standpoint, fur these ma-

terials are very high priced.

Great popularity is predicted for checks, not onh

in black and white, but in color combinations as well.

The new color effects cannot be described as pastel

for the colors, though Light, are clear and not chalky.

Jacquards are in good request on various grounds

such as poplins, cords, coteles, and reps, and the.-e

materials arc selling in plain fabrics. Sponge cloths

and ratines will continue in favor, and serges are re-

tained as the staple fabric.

The demand for crepe weaves, both in all wop]

and in silk and wool is increasing. The high novel-

ties in tin- field come in adaptations of the crepon

idea. Various crepe weaves, both plain and brocaded,

are showing for the coming spring season. From

abroad comes the news that plaids are in the front

rank of novelties. These are produced in soft wool

materials in Scotch Tartans and in fancy plaids in

soft dark tones. There is little evidence of any such

development on the Canadian market at the present

time, but the step from checks to plaids is not far to

take. —©—

Continued Extensive Vogue
Pile fabrics arc selling well—Chif-

fon velvets, plushes and velveteens

selling in colors and black—Fur
fabrics in a high position.

THE PRESENT Fall and Winter promises a won-

derful development in the sale of pile materials. Vel-

vets and plushes are leading for dresses and suits.

The erect pile velvet is the best seller, though panne

velvets have done well for millinery purposes. Chif-

fon velvets are having an immense sale for dresses

and suits and their only rivals come in the fine

plushes. Though black is making a gain and domin-

ates in millinery, the rich dark colors are the lies; sel-

lers.

When velvets are high style, velveteens are al-

ways well taken. Plain velveteens are selling freely.

particularly in the wider cloths. Velveteens have

been much improved in finish and in fastness of pile

until this material has entered into close rivalry with

(lie higher priced material. Corduroys are showing

but they are not so fashionable as they were a year

ago. This has allowed manufacturers to put them

into their ranges of children's, misses" and women's

dresses.

For evening cloaks and rich reception and din-

ners, velvet and plush brocades on crepe-, chiffons

and various light silk weaves are high style. Printed

plushes duvetyn- and pannes are being used for

vests and trimming purposes.
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ART OF DISPLAY
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Should Name of Association Be Changed?
The "Display Man" is Being Pretty Generally Accept-
ed in Preference to "Window Trimmer"—Should Not
Name of C. W. T. A. be Altered to Embody the New
Designation?—Opinions Are Solicited.

CERTAIN members of the Canadian Window Trim-
mers Association have asked The Review to place be-

fore that body a question relative to the name of the

association.

Is it desirable that the name should foe change I?

The name "window trimmer" is to some extent

falling into disuse and is being replaced by a title dis-

tinctly more appropriate and dignified "display

man" or, when the position warrants it. "display

manager." In the larger stores in the United States

and to some extent also in Canada, the term "display

manager" is applied to the heads of the department.

It seems a safe prophecy that this title will become
general before very long.

The Review is of the opinion that the new term

is far better than the old name of "window trimmer."

The latter does not begin to give a complete concep-

tion of the duties of the position. It, gives the im-

pression that the duties of the trimmer are confined

to the store windows when, in reality, he looks after

ill display work in the store, dressing the show cases

and arranging all interior decorations. When a

name fails to describe all to which it is applied, it is

time that it should be replaced by a more suitable

and applicable term. The Review believes that the

term "display man" is more suitable than "window
trimmer."

Should the name of the association be (hanged

to embody the term now pretty generally accepted by
men engaged in display work? Such names as

"Canadian Association of Display Men" suggests

itself as a suitable title.

One of a series of windows decorated for a Fall opening display at Dupins Freres, Montreal. The
background is of dark green plush, the border of the same material trimmed with fancy gold braid. The
floor was covered with green felt. The scroll work is of wood, covered with medium brown silk rep,

ornamented by wooden pieces covered with gold paint. All these wooden pieces are of hand sculpture. This
window was trimmed by J. A. Mongeon.
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Another of the scries of opening windows at Dupins Frere 's, Montreal. The pillar is 7 feet 6 inches high with the face
12 inches. The head, scroll aind panel are covered with medium brown silk repp. Trimmed by Arthur Perreault.

Here is a question to be discussed at the next

convention. In the meantime The Review would

like to get opinions from the members. Write us

your opinion on the matter.

Canadian Opening Windows

THE VISITOR to Canada gains among other im-

pressions the idea that the Canadian stores are thor-

oughly up-to-date in the matter of window displays.

Seeing the magnificent displays in the stores of Mon-

treal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, or of any of

the larger cities, many Americans have voiced the

sentiment that U. S. display men "have nothing on

their Canadian cousins."

This impression would be deepened if the visitor

were able to go to the smaller cities and towns and

study the standard of display work in the dry goods

stores. The result would be a revelation of the uni-

formly good publicity work done in the trade from

one end of Canada to the other.

Around opening time, the standard of displays

shown in store windows is, of course, much higher

than at any other time. The display man generally

saves his brightest ideas and inspirations for his

opening windows. He puts the best he has in him

into these displays. The store windows from far east

to farthest west blossom out into wonderful radiance

around this time.

The illustrations presented herewith are of the

opening windows in the Dupins Freres, Limited,

Montreal.

Some Suggestions for Autumn Displays

Flowers in gold metallic effect with background

of gold velour curtains. The show cards were shaded

in gold. This was used for a clothing display.

A showing of "New York modes" in dresses,

waists and hats made use of Autumn foliage in huge

clusters over the tops of two mirrors, one on each

side of the window. Foliage was also used along

posts, balustrade and lattice, chiefly woodbine in

Autumn colors with bright red berries. The back-

ground itself was a pleated green velour curtain with

a plain border of maroon velour edged with green

ball fringe. The mirrors were framed with maroon

velvet. On the floor was green oatmeal wall-paper,

finished across the front in gold molding. Along the

top was a scenic panel in delicate fall pastel shades.

A pretty lighting effect was secured from frosted

lamps in green shades, with beaded fringe, and a

green lamp stood on a central pillar.

In a window showing rugs for steamer trips, in

addition to the suit cases, etc., three or four maga-

zines were placed in careless positions.

White frosted foliage and a number of stuffed

animals as a background for a fall display of furs.

Besides these a number of pelts were shown. The

floor was covered wit-h white.

Another fur sale background consisted of Span-

ish moss sprinkled with imitation snow. The furs

were shown on imitation limbs of trees, with falls of

snow lying upon them, and the floor, uneven, and

rising slightly towards the back was also of imitation

snow.
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Read Their Letter About Kawneer
Store Fronts

'Since the Front was installed two years ago we have never for a moment regretted the ex-
penditure. It has given us a Front equal to any in the state, in fact, we consider that as an
advertising hum I in in it has gone quite a way in paying for itself, as it is the talk of the sur-
rounding country and we hear favorable comments from distant parts.

Yours truly, BAULDAUF-ROSENBLATT CO.

So many Merchants are making big returns on
their KAWNEER STORE FRONTS that you
cannot consistently ignore that fact when you
think "Store Fronts." Thousands of Stores
have been placed on new foundations by new
KAWNEER FRONTS. During the last 18
months 12,000 have been installed.

DON'T BE NEXT DOOR TO THE CROWD
You have show windows to display your dry
goods—you know they pro-

duce business — the more
boost you give your Store

Front, the more boost you
will give your profit column.
Ask any KAWNEER
STORE FRONT user —
there are thousands of them
—some near yoa, perhaps
next door—they are everywhere. Let us show
you photographs of some of these profit-making

Fronts—let us show letters from Merchants.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL

Don't get the idea that the remodeling of your
Store Front is a complicated job. It isn't —
not the KAWNEER way. Measurements of

your old Front are taken and at our factory in

Toronto all the material is cut, ready to install.

Your local Contractor can do the work or we
can take care of it for you. Remember, 12,000
have been installed during the last 18 months
—in big cities and small towns—each one is

now making sales for the Merchant behind it.

BOOSTING BUSINESS NO. 21

We've compiled a Merchant's Store Front book—"Boosting Business No. 21." It contains

photographs and suggestions

—it contains money-making
ideas for you Merchants.
Study KAWNEER care-

fully—compare it with any
and all other kinds and types

of Store Fronts and you will

be convinced of its merit. It

isn't better simply because
it's permanent—the big feature that affects you
is its sales-producing ability. We've been plan-

ning, manufacturing and installing KAW-
NEER STORE FRONTS for seven years —
surely our experience enables us to work with

you to your advantage. You need a good Store

Front—we are ready to serve you.

Just drop a card for "Boosting Business No.
21"—no obligation.

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.
Francis J. Plum. President

78 Duchess St.

Toronto, Can.
Branches in most principal cities
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Opening window at Dupins Freres trimmed by Arthur Perreault.
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will change quickly

and easily, the

rusty, unsightly

aspect of your front

The prevailing tendency of to-day is to size up a store

by its front. Place yourself in the position of the man
jr woman in the street. Go out and pass your own impar-

tial opinion on your store's appearance from the outside.

Does it come up to your ideal? Don't say, "Oh I can t

afford to install a new front now." The question is can I

install a new front that will pay for itself in mcr

sales; can I give my store more prestige? The way to find

out is to write for our store front plans. Write for par-

ticulars to-day. Our fronts are money-makers.

ted Plate Glass Companyw
ada, Limited

TORONTO

mimL
snows tht

ds in bolt*
of cloth, or rib-

bon, lace or|
embroidery. We*
send it on ap-
proval, FItKK
of all expense
to you, for com-

parison with any device which you may be using, or so that you
may satisfy yourself whether this sort of thing may be satisfactorily
done. Our machines are used in over 20,000 stores. Let us show you.

A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

Kindly mention

this paper
when writing

advert isers.

D. & P. Forms
make effective

displays for

Gowns and Suits

With the Fall season creat-

ing a growing: demand for

gowns and suits, what steps

are you taking to get this

business for your store? A
few D. & P. Display Forms
in your windows is one of

the best ways of doing this,

as it displays your goods to

the best possible advantage
and shows at a glance any
new points of style embod-
ied in them.

Among our many forms for

the display of gowns and
suits, our No. Kl at $35.00 is

proving a very effective and
popular form.

Write for catalogue describ-

ing these and many other

forms more fully.

DALE & PEARSALL
106 Front St. East TORONTO
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Each $ 4.50

Dozen . . . $45.00

This Festoon,

combined with

bush No. 254,

shown in our
Dust rated

catalogue, can
be used as a

complete trim.

See Catalogue.

MAKE YOUR SHOW WINDOW PAY
Make it pay. Get the public to admire your window. Show your merchandise to better advantage and your Sales

re bound to increase. There is nothing more attractive in a window than Artificial Flowers—properly selected.

Write now for our new Catalogue of Floral Decorations illustrated in colors.

L. BAUMANN & CO.
Leading Manufacturers and Importers of Artificial Flowers and

Floral Decorations.

357-359 West Chicago Ave.

CHICAGO, - - U.S.A.

No. 661. Holly Fes-
toon, Red Berries.
Doz. yds * 3.50

Gross yds. . . . 35.00

This Festoon fits

in with almost any
Christmas decora-
tion.

No. Ivs. brs. doz. Gr.
037 3 3 $ .20 $ 2.00

635 li »> .35 3.50
051 9 .50 5.00

644 12 12 .75 7.50

645 18 18 1.20 12.00

646 24 24 1.50 15.00

Dygreen, 5 to 6 ft.

long. Doz. ..$1.80

Cannot be beaten

for decorations.

Natural Uvas. not

Dyed, l'er 100 .$9.00

FERN DISH FILLINGS

Of White Cardboard. Will Ht anj

standard size of China, Glass or

Metal Fern Dish.

Each. Dozen

204. 3 inches $0.20 $2.00

204A. 4 inches 30 3.00

204B. 5 inches 45 4.50

204C. 6 Inches 65 6.50

204D. 7 inches 80 8.00

204E. 8 inches 1.00 10.00

18
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}s to be used

background.
Each. $5.00;

255A. Same
made full all

Each. $8.5(1

half round, and
against wall or

4S inches high.

per doz.. $50.00.

as above, but

around.

pec S8.voo.
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Red Brown, yard, 40c ; 100 yards $35.00
Green, yard. 45c; 100 yards 40.00
A fine background trim. Joined in yard lengths.

May be trimmed with flowers. See Beech Branches
in (in i- new catalog.

L. BAUMANN & CO.

white frosted Maple
vine of twelve leaves is going

any a Christmas
effective.

irds

rds

Leading Manufacturers and
Importers of Artificial Flowers

357-359 W. Chicago Ave.

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

No. 636.

I* o i n s e 1 1 i a
Wreath, 28
inches in diame-
ter. Red sateen

flowers. Ea. $1.00

This beautiful

wreath just
breathes Christ-

mas spirit.

No. 673.

Holly wreath
trimmed with
mistletoe sprays
and red berries.

32 ins. Ea. $2.50

Dozen . . . $25.00

A very fine

Wreath.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NOW
19
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CLEVER WORK BY CANADIAN DISPLAY MAN
1.—Waist drape of two-tone blue silk with small floral effect; lace yoke and bust, cerise

under lace on yoke.

2.—Waist drape of gray figured silk with lapels of white satin, edged with cerise ribbon and

cerise buttons; black silk ribbon used to outline drape; bows of black velvet and rhinestone and

belt of silk ribbon.

3.—Waist drape of purple stripe silk with ' ace yoke and vest of white satin; black velvet

ribbon used to outline yoke; rhinestone buttons, purple setting.

4,—Ledge drape of light weight worsted, button trimmed.

5.—Half form drapes of light weight wot ?ted in gray.

6.—Voile waist drape in ecru wash goods, trimmed with lace.

7.—Sweater drape.

8.—Waist drape of bluish gray taffeta s
: lk with gold spot and flower: lace yoke with vel-

vet ribbon and bows, with rhinestones; short length of 2% yards only used.

By E. G. Meadows with McLaren Co., St. Catharines
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Australia and New Zealand
Are Good Markets for CANADA

How To Get Australasian Business
Mr. J. B. Eobertson, who is a director of "The Draper of Australasia," is visiting

Canada, and will be glad to give information to any firms enquiring.

"D of A" is the leading trade paper of Australasia in the dry goods and drapery

fields, and also publishes a Men's Wear supplement.

Mr. Eobertson is an Australian who ha3 had many years' experience of how British

manufacturers get their trade in Australia and New Zealand, and he will willingly advise

manufacturers, quite without cost, how to improve or secure business.

Anything You Want To Know
Mr. Eobertson is not an encyclopedia, but he has a goo d general idea of Australasian

conditions, and will put it at your disposal.

Canadian firms must develop export trade if they are to continue to grow, and
Australia and New Zealand are excellent markets very favorably disposed towards Cana-
dian goods, and accustomed to importing their supplies.

At all events it costs you nothing to enquire, and get even a little information.

.Please write to

J. B. Robertson, c|o The American Express Co..

405-406, Board of Trade, Toronto.

P.S.—The Subscription rate to "The Draper of Australasia" is $2.50 per annum in advance, post free to any-
where. Advertising rates are from $10.25 per page to $27.50 per page, according to number of insertions ordered.

For other particulars please write to London Offices, Queen Street, London, B.C.

Who Wants Your Order?

If The firms that are most likely to appreciate your order are

the ones that are keenest to get it.

If The firms that advertise are bidding for your business in

a broad, yet personal way,—the modern way. They are

proud of their goods and are not ashamed to show them in

public to the most critical.

If Patronize the firms that advertise. Consult this directory

of machinery manufacturers and supply houses and you will

connect with good concerns.

If A firm that appreciates your order will serve you well.
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Wonderful Variety of Furs Seen in London
NEVER before have

the public been con-

fronted with so wonder-

ful a variety of fins.

and never has the

manipulation of the de-

signers presented them

with so fascinating a

collection from which to make their choice. It has

been observed for several years past that the wearing

of furs, so long the exclusive possibility of the rich.

has been spreading to those of lighter purse, and at

no time have the less costly lines of furs been pro

duced in so becoming fashions as in those that are

laid out for the coming winter.

DRAPING OF COATS.

One of the outstanding features in furs this sea-

son is the draping of the coat. The new fashion is to

make these short three-quarter length and drape

them softly just below the hip line. The sleeves in

these are generally kimono, while the backs are full

and loose, much resembling the now old-fashione 1

dolman. The new style, of course, requires soft tex-

tures for its most effective working out, as well as

skilful draping, so that pony skin, moleskin, seal,

musquash, and flat caracul have a prominent place

Many of these are trimmed with contrasting furs.

Other coats, novelties, are arranged with the new

yoke effect and the back drawn in. The sleeves are

cut low on the shoulders, and the front is cutaway,

the prevailing style

The display suggestion, secured by pleats where

the coat fastens, is found strongly in the less expen-

sive coats as well. Grey squirrel, natural musquash,

and seal-dyed coney are made up in all the latest

styles, and are inexpensive and very popular. Sable,

ermine, seal and broadtail are the favorites in the

more expensive lines.

NOVELTIES IN NECKLETS.

Undyed furs, particularly red fox, Kitt fox, cross

fox, fitch and wolf, finished with bed and tail, are

used extensively for stoles and smaller neck-pieces,

and muffs. In the case of fitch, the pretty shadings

of the little animal are used very effectively for neck-

lets. Kitt fox, comparatively new here, is having a

wonderful run. Its yellow markings on a cream back-

ground make it fit in charmingly with the popular

Styles shown are best described as

"fascinating"—Draping of coats is an

outstanding feature—Kitt fox is prov-

ing a strong novelty.

taste for yellow and

orange tones. In more

expensive sets, black

fox, ermine, mink and

wolf are favorites.

Although long,
straight scarfs will be

worn, notably in fox,

ermine and squirrel, the real novelties are the small-

shaped ties and ruffles. The rounded cut is seen every-

where, as it allows the necklets to fit closely to the

throat, which imparts a necessary warmth at a time

when low-cut gowns are very fashionable. The new
butterfly shape in these necklets will divide attention

with cravat ends, while fur buttons and ribbon ros-

ettes will still be worn.

VERY LARGE MUFFS.

Muffs tend to greater length, some measuring 20

inches. The fall-over shape is used chiefly for un-

dyed sets where whole skins are usel. such as fox.

Increasing cost of furs have made fur substitute-^

increasingly important, such as moleskin cloth and

pony skin cloth. In imitation furs caracul cloth, seal

plush and astrachan have the lead.

3

in London Shops

lead the way—red fox. sea fox,

Seen

"Natural furs

wolf and fitch."

"''lack, brown and red furs are equally fashion-

able."

Ermine scarves in long, wide shapes with large

pillow muffs to match are very much in evidence.

Scarf of natural fitch, three yards long and six-

teen inches wide, with 28 skins. Large muff to

match with 10 skins.

Fur hats and toques, of seal coney, sable squirrel,

moleskin and mole coney.

Bears are selling well.

"With popularity of brown furs, sables and

stone martens are in good demand."

For adorning gowns—skunk, marmot, skunk

opossum, squirrel, seal coney, imitation ermine.

All kinds of decorative linings for fur coats,

manv in the brilliant Balkan colorings.
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"BISHOP" FURS

THERE are two big factors which distinguish

the BISHOP COAT. They are Durability

and Appearance.

Every Bishop Coat has to measure up to our
high standard of quality before it is allowed to

leave the factory. Ask your dealer about them.

BISHOP ROBES have earned for them-
selves a reputation for good appearance, durability

and warmth, that is second to none.

The secret of their success lies in the careful

selection and tanning of pelts, the high quality of

linings, and the skillful workmanship.

You had better stock a few Bishop Robes this

Fall, the result will be satisfaction for you and for

your customers. Ask your dealer for them.

THE J. H. BISHOP CO.
SANDWICH, ONTARIO
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Manufacturers Express Views
Fashions in furs summarized—
Business done during the month of

September attained to record pro-
portions.

WHAT lines of furs are meeting popular tastes this

Fall? A manufacturer writing in the last issue of

The Review gave his own experiences.* In this num-
ber those of two more are presented : one, of a rather

exclusive clientele; the other, whose relations extend

to all classes, from end to end of Canada.

The former reports as follows:

In the regular line of coats Persian and Hudson
seal continue to be the best sellers. In a combination,

Persian with seal trimmings.

In fancy coats, draped, with kimona sleeves, Hud-
son seal and moleskin, the latter being far more pop-

ular than was anticipated last Spring.

"practical" vs. fancy coat.

The "practical" coat, as I would call it as dis-

tinguished from the fancy, is 42 or 45 inches long,

only slightly cutaway, and with set-in sleeves, and

large shawl collar. The fancy, on the other hand,

is nearly always draped, extremely cutaway, longer

in back than front, and inclined to be tighter in the

skirt. In most of them the back is very full. Even
in the "regulars" the skirt is inclined to taper more
than last Winter.

Fancy linings continue to be all the go, in soft

silks and brocades.

In trimmings we have most demand for black

fox, Alaska seal, black lynx and ermine.

civet cat in misses'.

In sets black fox, Persian lamb, Hudson seal are

quite popular, and you must never, of course, forget

mink. It is the best seller still of all staple sets.

In misses' furs we find civet cat in small collars

and muffs a good seller. This is one of the new

lines this season in children's furs.

ANOTHER MANUFACTURERS' VIEWS.

The second told his experience as follows

:

For coats, Hudson seal and Persian lamb as the

best sellers, and moleskin popular in fancy effects

because of its adaptability to draping and trimming.

Most coats preferred without trimming of contrasted

fur. Styles of plain and fancy coats agree with those

in preceding statement.

In sets black fox, mink, Persian lamb, mole.

Alaska sable (coming quite strong), white fox, Hud-

son Bay sable and pointed fox have steady customers.

In trimming, Hudson seal or Persian laml i

:

ermine, black fox, and fitch in considerable demand.

The children's furs: Thibet, coney, moufflon,

chinchilla imitation, chinchilla coney, imitation of

leopard, with grey Persian lamb as a staple.

For misses, grey squirrel is having good sale.

CANADIAN STYLES ARE
ADVANCED

An instance came to hand early this month
that substantiates a condition that is fast be-

coming recognized in the world's markets:

Canadian manufacturers and retailers can be

depended on for exhibiting the latest styles

and novelties simultaneously with the largest

wholesale and retail houses in the metropolis

cities of the world.

The leading drapers' magazine of Great

Britain, just to hand, features exhibits in a

few of the fur houses of London, Birmingham
and Manchester, of furs dyed green, yellow,

etc., that are used in sets to tempt the extra

fashionable.

While the story was being written in the

London office, stores in Toronto and other

parts of Canada, were showing the identical

fashion. A representative of The Review was

shown fancy sets in furs dyed green, yellow

and tango. One muff was of green moleskin,

with fitch trimming in diagonal cut on each

corner, and buttons of fitch in the centre.

A full set of fox was dyed "tango" {man-
darin" as a name now giving place to the new-

comer) with deep yellow satin lining to

match, and elaborate corded "hangings," at

either end of the muff. The stole was dyed

the same color and finished with head and
tail, according to custom.

The new fad had been extended to a mouff-

lon set for children, which was dyed yellow.

In another store sets were shown in sulphur

and burnt orange. The proprietor character-

ized them as "fads," and said, his own taste in

furs was scandalized by the "bogus" colorings.

He could not bear up under this "abuse" of

expensive furs that surely were meant to ap-

pear in their own natural colorings, "good

enough for any one."

Another fur dealer suggested, while he be-

lieved in the fleeting stay of the new style,

that the burnt orange and tango dyings

might tend to popularize red fox in future.

"Popular in France, strange to say," he com-

mented, "but we can't get it to go here."

So after all. this may be one of those

(doubtful) reasons for existence of some

things in this world, that are said to have

been discovered even for the needle-tongued

mosquito.

A RECORD SEPTEMBER.

In discussing fur prospects, large dealers in furs

are quite hopeful, although they feel cool weather

should come soon to lift business into briskness.

July and August are generally admitted to have

been dull, but in September prospects brightened up.

One manufacturer whose annual purchases of skins

exceed the quarter million dollar mark states that

his September sales have exceeded those of 1912.

which itself was considered phenomenal, and far in

advance of any figures set up in previous years.
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Mid-Season Models are Small and Eccentric
The charm of late

in its eccentricity-

tlie big mid-winter
the high novelty

—

well as furs.

LATE DESPATCHES
from Paris state that

the newest hats are

smaller than ever and

that the gay city has

set the stamp of her ap-

proval upon styles that

show considerable ec-

centricity. The every-which-way is a term that has

been used in describing these new hats and certainly

gives as good an idea as any of the style of the new

models. These hats are very chic and are in clever

contrast with the much draped gowns of the present

season. Brims roll up sharply or take sudden droops

where least expected and there is a chic bow, wing or

mount placed at a daring angle. In short the charm

of the late season millinery lies in its irregularity.

It can hardly be said to be graceful but it is very

smart.

Curiously too, it is to formal periods in dress like

that of Louis XV. and Henri II. that much of the

inspiration comes from and which blends splendidly

with the decidedly new art notions exhibited in the

dress of the day.

There has been a sudden and complete revolu-

tion and the high colors of the Spring season have

been replaced by dark but rich tones or black.

Black is first in favor, so much so that whatever the

size or shape of the hat may be it is almost invari-

ably of black, usually black velvet.

Simple trimmings rule, and ribbon alone is lised

to decorate many of the smartest models. Very high

aigrettes and mounts mostly of a costly nature are

placed on the more dressy hats. Ostrich feather is

in favor again, and the straight uncurled ostrich is

beginning to give way to the full rich plume, curved

over and slightly curled. Small tufts of slightly

curled ostrich in vivid shades of green form one of

the trimming novelties, and the very popular butter-

fly developed in tulle, lace, and in feathers is still

allowed to light charmingly on the upturned brim
of many small hats.

Irergular tarns are featured by many designers,

and are puffed, pulled, and poked into numberless
smart shapes that suit the type of face of the wearer.

Turbans particularly of the softly draped Hindoo
type were featured at the New York second openings.

season millinery lies

-Fur promises to be
feature—Dyed furs

Flowers are used as

These were mostly of

black brightened with

touches of vivid Orien-

tal green, or with soft

tapestry blues, or deep

rose tints. Other colors

seen besides black were

seal brown, deep Rus-
sian green, night blue, purple.

The strongest rival to velvet at the present mo-
ment is duvetyn. This material was originally

brought out for dresses and coats, but has been taken
up extensively for millinery uses. Velour, plush,

moire and moire antique, and rich brocades are

also used.

Lace has been employed in great quantities for

bows, butterfly effects, wired collars and transparent

brims, and tulle has been much used but has not

achieved the popularity of lace. The laces used so

far have been on the "shadow" or Chantilly order.

For the later season, metal laces particularly dull

gold laces are becoming a feature.

For dress hats, crowns draped and shirred with

brims of lace promise to be a feature. Many models

A Late Pall Model.
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OPENINGS ON OCTOBER 21
THE COOLER weather of the last few days
has had a very beneficial effect upon the mil-
linery trade, and the increasing business in
the retail stores has been well reflected in the

orders sent in to the wholesale houses.

While there has been a quiet period as far

as sales are concerned, this has been viewed
with equanimity , and this is solely due to

weather conditions that are not unusual at

this time of the year. Retail openings are held
at a relatively earlier date than formerly, and
while there are other conditions that account

for this change, it is recognized that as a rule

record business cannot be expected in the

early part of September.
Now that settled Fall weather may be ex-

pected the millinery business is becoming
active.

The wholesale houses have chosen Tuesday
21st as the day for holding the mid-Winter
opening. This is the day after Thanksgiv-
ing and a further advantage is that reduced
rates will be in force on all railways. All mil-

liners who can possibly do so should be in

town for these raid-Winter openings. Though
mid-Winter styles do not necessarily mean
radical changes, there are always new develop-

ments in the millinery field that are of su-

preme importance. Moreover the milliner

gleans a stock of new ideas to aid her in pre-

senting to her clientele that something differ-

ent that is so fruitful in making sales.

have flat, soft crowns with double brims of lace with

a wired support. For the trimming, there is either

a wreath of small fine flowers closed with a plush or

velour poppy, or large rose or camellia, or with a

cluster of small blooms.

Among the novelties, jet is beginning to rank

high, and spangled and embroidered tulle is being-

used for crowns and drapery.

Fur is certain to be much employed on mid-

winter millinery. Ermine takes the place of the

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY. Limited
96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

Montreal Agents : S. E. PORTER & CO.. Blrk» Building

DOMINION

flower garniture on velvet and lace hats, and all

kinds of furs are used combined with velvet, plush

and chiffon and lace.

The high novelty in fur is the dyeing of various

pelts in high colors. Fox fur is dyed bright canary

or bright orange and mole bottle green. Broadtail

lends itself best of all furs to this new fad and comes

dyed in Dubarry rose, and in the new sapphire and

China blues. Such furs as lynx, fitch and even

leopard skin that are naturally bright in color are

very much used in millinery.

So great is the fad for fur expected to be that the

majority of furs will be used.

Sets consisting of the hat, muff and neck-piece of

fur and brocade, fur and plush or fur and velvet are

strong featured and not only are unusually hand-

some and becoming but are more suited to practical

wear. Among the many eccentric fashions now

flourishing none is more remarkable than the chin

strap of fur. New ideas in ornaments are of tinted

ivory and the butterflv is the favored motif.

T® ife

(BFJ
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We offer a large variety of

shapes in Felt, Velvet, Plush

and Beaver Hats at the lowest

prices that can possibly be pro-

duced.

Call or write at once for an

assortment of samples, and see

an exclusive line of Buckram
shapes at $2.25 per dozen; separ-

ate crowns $1.25 per dozen.

M©M¥MmiL MAT

gii Motor© Punaa® SlL,
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Gage Untrimmed Shapes in Hatters' Plush
Piedmont Josephine

Gage Brothers & Co., Chicago
27

Tourraine

Producers of Correct Millinery
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This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees o£ the first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

SILK
Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

STOCK CARRIED
BY

Also Fine Cotton Nets

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

Flowers for Spring Hats
New flowers come in Jouy colorings

—Colors are rich and clear—Panne,

plush, velvet and silk used in mak-
ing flowers — Fine and medium-
sized flowers have the call.

THOUGH the season did not measure up to expec-

tations the sale of flowers was larger than for many
seasons past, during the Summer of 1913. En-

couraged by the greater measure of success manu-

facturers have put out a splendid range full of nov-

elty for the spring and summer of 1914. The color-

ings are rich clear and brilliant and are much on the

order of those used in the Jouy printed patterns that

promise to be so strong in cotton goods and silks and

the rich shades are further toned by the free use of

black in minute but telling quantities. Moreover

the flowers have the set, chubby effect, of Jouy de-

signs. The trend is for fine and medium sized

flowers and there is a very evident attempt to get

away from the cheap looking muslin flower. Silk

velvet, panne and plush is employed and the result

of the use of these richer materials is seen in the

added richness of color and the extra beauty of the

flowers. Even silk crepe is pressed into service and

beautiful flowers are made of crepe, silk and velvet

with panne foliage.

Quite away from anything before shown are the

anemones, single poppies and camellias and flowers

of that order made in panne velvet plush and silk.

Trails of flowers are very much en-evidence. They

come in tiny, chubby, pari-colored roses, small

pansies, multi-colored forget-me-nots, satin berries

and in many other small fine flowers. The lattice or

garland effect finished with an upright mount in

imitation of the feather effects are new.

Flower mounts are shown in wonderful variety

many of which feature the slender stem with the

branching top. Foliage always sells but is not so

prominent as in some seasons.

Lace, tulle and chiffon are strongly indicated

for the coming spring.

Shapes will be small and medium and the round-

ed crown looks good for another season.

®

R. H. Macy & Co., with 6,784 on their pay-roll,

have a luneh room in which over 2,000 of their staff

are served daily below cost. They give away one

thousand glasses of milk a day. A physician and

four nurses give their services free to the employees.
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Declaration of Principles
By the Business Press of America

HPHE Federation of Trade Press Associations in

the United States in Eighth Annual Convention

assembled at the Hotel Astor, New York, Septem-

ber the 19th, 1913, made the following Declaration

of Principles:

1. We believe the basic principle on which every trade paper should build is SERVICE—service to

readers and service to advertisers, in a way to promote the welfare of the general public.

2. We believe in TRUTH as applied to the editorial, news and advertising columns.

3. We believe in the utmost frankness regarding circulation.

4. We believe the highest efficiency of the Business Press of America can be secured through CIR-
CULATIONS OF QUALITY rather than of Quantity—that character, and not mere numbers, should
be the criterion by which the value of a publication should be judged.

5. We believe in CO-OPERATION with all those movements in the advertising, printing, pub-
lishing and merchandising fields which make for business and social betterment.

6. We believe that the best interests of manufacturers, the Business Press and consumers can be
advanced through a greater interchange of facts regarding merchandise and merchandising and to

this end invite co-operation by manufacturers and consumers.

7. We believe that the logical medium to carry the message of the manufacturer directly to the
distributor and the user is the Business Press.

8. We believe that while many advertising campaigns may profitably employ newspapers, maga-
zines, outdoor display, etc., no well rounded campaign seeking to interest the consumer or user is

complete without the Business Press.

9. We believe in co-operating with all interests which are engaged in creative advertising work.

10. We believe that business papers can best serve their trades, industries or professions by being
leaders of thought; by keeping their editorial columns independent of the counting room, unbiased
and unafraid; by keeping their news columns free from paid reading notices and puffery of all

kinds; by refusing to print anv advertisement which is mis-leading or which does not measure up
to the highest standards of business integrity.

• »• *#» *•»»* • * * •••*** **••• **»
It will be observed that these principles have guided the MacLean publications from their inception
twenty-seven years ago. Many of them are new to most Canadian papers as well as to the ma-
jority of United States publications.

Dry Goods Review
CANADA'S ONLY SEMI-MONTHLY DRY GOODS PAPER

143 University Avenue. TORONTO
29
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Early Featuring of Holiday Lines Desirable
WITH THE begin-

ning of Christmas sell-

ing well in sight, buy-

ers should be consider-

ing the necessary fill-

ing in of stock if proper

advantage is to be taken

of the season when the

open purse always rules. Displays should be made

with a view to the encouraging of early buyins so that

business will not be all crowded into the last few weeks

before Christmas. This is the time when the window

trimming staff should get to work and put in trims

that suggest holiday buying. Possibly it is a little too

early to show toys, but windows of art needle work,

fancy ribbons, bags and leather novelties, art linens,

jewelry, neckwear and kindred lines should from

now on have an increasing share of window repre-

sentation.

In showing art needle work it is wise to show the

beginning as well as the finished article and all the

materials that are used in its construction. This

idea has been cleverly used in some of the T. Eaton

displays put in during the week. For instance there

was a novelty bag worked in different shades of the

one silk on a fancy canvas and mounted when finish-

ed to a metal frame. The canvas, the embroidery

silks, and a partly worked bag and the frame were

all shown in one group. This method was adopted

all though the window, and the result was a display

that must have brought business as it certainly held

the women who crowded round this particular win-

dow.

This is the time to make an extended display of

small articles suitable for presents that can either

be bought ready made or which can be made at home
with very little trouble. Such articles as sponge

bags, small work bags, laundry bags, silk books,

needle books, tie racks and a host of other articles

come both ready made and ready stamped for home
work. Pretty novelties come this year in the form

of pin-cushions. Foremost in china novelties are the

Dresden figurines with the pin-cushion concealed

beneath the voluminous silk skirt. A total opposite

is the bisque mannequin of to-day in her modish

tight skirts and draped hat. Other novelties show

gondolas and a host of other pretty ideas.

Special Attention Should be Given
From Now on to Toys and Art Needle-

work Lines—Evening Trimmings Are
Exceptionally Rich — Girdles and
Sashes Are Good Sellers.

Toys are only an

incident of the last of

the year in many stores

but there are some toys

so worthy that they de-

serve to be carried all

the year round. This

class of toy trains both

the eye and the intelligence. There is a new devel-

opment from the old building block idea that en-

ables any boy to build working models of cranes,

towers, bridges, railways, roundabouts and machin-

ery. These toys are exceedingly simple and yet they

are mechanically correct. The pleasure they give is

enormous and their educative value is great. The
outfits consist of bright plated steel strips, angle

brackets, axle rods, gear and pulley wheels, bolts

and nuts and all parts necessary for building actual

working models.

The child of artistic bent is always delighted

with a box of colors, and now that non-poisonous

water colors are on the market there is no reason why
they should be denied their use. The coloring of

pictures contains both amusement and educative

value, and there are boxes of transparent colors on
the market that color both photos and prints effec-

tively.

Notwithstanding the fact that the new materials

this season are extremely rich trimmings are used in

both variety and profusion. For the time of the

year that is coining bands of fur take a high place.

Fur this year trims everything:—evening gowns are

trimmed with fur and so is the reception and the

street suit or gown. Paris is featuring dyed furs,

and hare and marabout is now on the market dyed
in evening and high colors. Beside- the bands of

hare and coney fur in black, white and colors such

furs as fox. skunk, mole, fitch, lynx, martin and
ermine are featured. These furs come in bands from
one in. to 5 and 6 wide.

When one turns to trimmings one sees that the

idea of richness that prevails in materials is also an

essential feature in the new trimmings. For even-

ing; wear come tunics of chiffon, tulle, or net. cover-

ed with crystal, pearl, and bead embroideries These
tunics do not completely veil the skirts, but the skirt
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Now Ready

568-Page Catalogue

Holiday Goods
Fancy Goods, Toys,

Dolls, Games,

Novelties,

Decoration Goods

China, Glass,

Crockery,

Rich Cut Glass

Toilet Goods

Smokers' Sundries

Leather Goods

Musical Goods

General Smallwares

Our new catalogue, No. 35, now

ready for mailing, contains by

far the largest assortment of

holiday lines ever offered in

Canada by catalogue or other-

wise. It contains over 6000

illustrations; the descriptions are

clear and accurate, and the

prices are absolutely right.

Send to-day for copy

of catalogue No. 35.

NERLICH & CO.,
Montreal

301 St. James Street

Winnipeg

52-54 Albert Street

146-148 Front St. W.
(Opposite Union Station)TORONTO

Quebec

76 Bridge Street
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is of satin and drawn up below the skirt into drap-

ery. Wide beaded flouncings are needed foi the new

tunics many of which are banded with a narrow

line of fur.

The veiled corsage is in the lead and this calls

for transparent and beaded stuffs such as chiffon,

ninon crepe tentation and similar fabrics.

Tassels are very much used both for trimming

effects and for finishing sashes and girdles. Tassels

are of silk, silk and jet mixed and more fashionable

still of beads. Beaded tassels are much used to finish

the new bandeaux.

Buttons are seen everywhere as they are used

both for decorative and for their legitimate use.

There is quite a fancy for odd and curious shapes

many of which show the influence of the Cubist

idea. Crystal novelties take the form of a mingling

of Oriental colors to match the new materials. Some

novelties show a blurred floral group that is very

effective when used with the new printed materials

now in favor.

The growing favor of vestings means a corres-

ponding call for handsome buttons. Many are in

art metal and enamel effects as well as cut steel and

rhinestone and mock jewels. All through the line

ball buttons are greatly favored both in small and

large buttons. Jet buttons are selling freely in pop-

ular priced lines.

Sashes and girdles are everywhere and models of

good style and material are in great demand. For

the counter trade the wide models are best liked as

they are less easily imitated at the ribbon counter.

Girdles and sashes come in a wide choice of materials

the most popular of which is satin, though moire is

a close second. Brocaded silks, Roman stripes and

above all plaids are strongly in evidence. Velvet

forms the high novelty and wide velvet girdles with

the Obi bow placed either at the back or square in

front are new. That the sash adds bulk is no matter

for the slender waist is decidedly a back number.

The tie at the side is more in favor than at the back.

Toronto stores are featuring shoe buckles of cut steel

or white metal 9et with rhinestones. These come in

sets of six slides and two buckles. These are intend-

ed for converting the ordinary evening slipper into

the ribbon tied buskin or as it is called the tango tied

slipper. These slippers are an adaptation from the

cothurnes of classic times, though the majority of

them retain their high French heels.
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Art Needlework
We are showing a big line of Stamped
Goods — Tie Racks, Centres, Trays, Pin

Cushions, Bibs, Aprons, Fringed Cushion

Slips, Towels, Guest Towels, Pillow Cases

in Cotton and Linen, Bootees, Sponge Bags.

Underwear to be made up, also Semi-ready.
Stamped Night Gown

Tinted Cushion Tops, Scarfs, Centres, for working.

A large range of Worked Cushion Tops, Centres, Scarfs, Work Bags,

Laundry Bags, at popular prices.

Berlin Wools, D M CThreads, Slipper Soles, Fringes, Cords andTassels.

HAMBLY & WILSON, 77 Wellington St. W., Toronto

Agents

Wanted
Everywhere
If you want a good agency
for your store—one that will

bring you in large profits,

with very little money invest-

ed—the proposition we have
to offer will certainly appeal

to you. We want one repre-

sentative in your town to take

orders for

Accordion Plaitings

Hemstitching

Covered Buttons

Plaited Skirts

Exclusive agencies such as we
offer have made large profits

for wide-awake dealers
throughout Canada. Why not

you? Place our display card

in your window, and the

growing demand for this work
will ensure constant orders.

Write for display card and
prices.

TORONTO DRESS PLAITING CO.

600 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

Ask your Jobber for

Star- Brand

Garter
Elastic

The highest quality.

Absolutely Guaranteed
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Guimpes Lead in Neckwear

Vest Novelties a Feature—Pleat-
ings and Frillings Active—Medici
and Fichu Collars Selling.

IN THE women's neckwear department the first

place in the selling line is still taken by the guimpe.

Guimpes come in a wonderful variety of styles from

the guimpe of plain net with plain high collar to

the elaborate models that have a tucked vest effect

with wide pleated revers of lace and large fiat lace

collar pointed on the shoulders. Other guimpes

come in hand embroidered net with turndown collar

edged with Malines lace, and the guimpe with the

Medici frill is a great seller. Guimpes this season

are used to transform the plain gown into one suit-

able for a more dressy occasion and no woman's
wardrobe is complete without one or more of these

useful articles. Novelties in guimpes show the vest

effect in front made of folds of flesh pink chiffon or

chiffon in delicate tints and called into existence

by the growing vogue of beads, beaded guimpes are

a high novelty.

The neckwear houses are taking advantage of

the growing vogue of the vest or waistcoat to put

out novelties along this line. These vests are made
in soft satins both plain and brocaded with rhine-

stone buttons and with the neck opening finished

with a pleating of lace or net. Brocaded satins, bro-

caded and plain velvets, plushes and novelty silks

are used. New York is featuring plain silk vests,

and pretty vests are made of flowered crepe or chiffon

made up over a contrasting color in silk. These vests

have deep arm-holes and are worn over the dress or

blouse. They come either with or without revers,

and simulated pockets, and are fastened with hand-

some novelty buttons.

Both Medici and fichu collars are selling and
there are numberless variations on the market.

There is a decided feeling for neckpieces of sheer net

simply trimmed with net pleatings.

Collar and cuff sets of net and lace and also of

embroidered net, and of light weight Venise and
filet are sought after in novelty shapes.

Pleatings, of net, shadow and Oriental laces and

of leisse and tulle are very active.

Metal Laces High Novelty

Satisfactory Lace Season in Pro-
gress—Venise Bands and Edgings
in Big Demand—Fashion Con-
tinues to Favor Shadows.

THOUGH twelve months ago there was no demand
for them, says a Nottingham correspondent, the net

section of the lace trade continues brisk. Now prices

are increasing and the orders received are greater

than the available supply. This is especially the

case with plain and bobbin nets. Manufacturers are

making money but are doubtful of any long con-

tinuance of the sale of nets. There is only a limited

demand for laces at present and the trade would be

glad of any turn that would bring about more busi-

ness.

There is little doubt that the lace vogue is on

the increase and that more business has passed in

New embroidered batiste in white ?olor. Shown by Thompson Laee & Veiling Co.
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And Send in an

order

NOW
for

RIBBONS
for

Christmas

Trade

You need

FANCY RIBBONS
For your Christmas Trade

Have You Ordered Yet ?

Don't put it off until all the best numbers
have been picked out. Come out of the dark
and choose now while the selection is com-
plete.

There is always a big demand for Fancy
Ribbons (suitable for making work bags
and many other forms of Christinas gifts),

and for Plain Eibbons in all widths.

We have one of the biggest ranges ever
shown in WIDE FANCY EIBBONS at
prices to retail from 75 cents to $2.75 per
yard.

WIDE RIBBONS, all shades, qualities
and prices, for Bows, Sashes, etc.

NARROW AND MEDIUM RIBBONS,
both plain and fancy, for all kinds of fancy
work, etc.

BABY RIBBONS of every description to

meet holiday requirements.

You get the Assortment and the Service from
BARRY'S,

"The Ribbon Specialists who carry the stock."

Your Mail Orders receive the same care-

ful attention as orders given through our
salesmen. How is your stock Right Now.

(>tojAw/^GiAAM^JJc^

St. James Street

Winnipeg Branch:

Montreal

222 McDermott Ave.
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laces this season than last year. Fashion continues

to favor laces, and though the fall is never so big a

selling season for lace as the spring very good busi-

ness is passing in light laces.

Fashion continues to favor shadows and this

lace is decidedly the best seller of the season. The

lace manufacturers have been at particular pains to

put handsome novelties on the market and the

flounces, bands and allovers are of unusual beauty.

Black shadows are unusually good and Cnantillys

in shadow patterns much enquired for. Craquele

and novelty meshes are very much liked.

The separate vest to wear with the blouse

or dress waist is a new idea that is growing
stronger. This waistcoat is of satin with
simulated pockets and Medici frill as a neck
finish. Shown bv Flett, Lowndes & Co.

Oriental laces are in good demand, and here the

new ideas are the hexagon mesh and the scallop

effects both in narrow and deep fiouncings. Laces

specially patterned so as to admit of being made into

pleatings command a ready sale.

In the better trade there is a good sale for light,

flat metal laces in tlouncings, bands and edgings. Also

Orientals with the pattern and edges worked in metal

threads are good.

Light Venise laces particularly in the form of

narrow edges and bands are selling freely.

Fruit Patterns in Ribbons
Plaid Ribbons Coming to the Front
—Plain Wide Ribbons Lead for
Millinery Purposes—Advances in

Price Are Probable.

FROM NOW on to the end of the year should be a

particularly active time in the ribbon department.

Fashion is favoring ribbon in many ways and there-

fore there is the fashion demand as well as the usual

selling activity at this season of the year to satisfy.

Should the present situation continue advances

in price are probable. Raw silks are advancing and

since the first of July this advance has totaled 60c

per pound. Moreover manufacturers have had con-

siderable difficulty in keeping up with orders this

season.

For millinery purposes, wide plain ribbons have

had the call, moires are particularly strong, but

satins taffetas, failles and cords are all selling.

For fancy purposes there are any number of

handsome novelties. Just now fruit designs are the

latest. These designs are very attractive in velour

effects on satin grounds, and printed in appropriate

colors. In costume cloths and in waist silks plaids

are coming to the front and there is a corresponding

movement in ribbons.

*

Veiling Business Increases

Minute Chenille Dots Again Fea-
tured—The Vogue of Bordered Ef-
fects Growing—Dainty and Neat
Patterns Are Favored.

THE increased favor bestowed on veilings still con-

tinues and with the small hats now selling the ma-

jority of women are wearing a veil. The soft drap-

ing effects found in all articles of dress extends to

the veil, and the best liked veilings are soft and

dainty in effect and finish. Efforts have been made
to introduce picturesque draped effects, and this

has been to some extent successful, but for this sea-

son at least the piece mesh veilings are most worn.

AH simple dainty and neat patterns are good

and floral patterns are particularly strong. Many
of the best have the design outlined with a silk or

cotton thread. Tiny chenille dots in single or small

clusters are again introduced and are selling success-

fullv to the better trade. Colored veilings are the
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QUICK SELLERS
We carry an immense range of the

Very Newest
Veilings . Frogs

Laces • Tassels

Dress Trimmings . Nets, etc.

Drop us a line for samples.

CompanyLimited
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high novelty and the new feature here is the com-
bining of two colors. Borders are gaining in favor

and will be a big feature next spring. The feeling is

for light meshes with hexagons in the lead by a

good margin. Craquele and square meshes are also

good. The half and half idea and butterfly motifs

rank first at present in novelty goods.

Carry Novelty Lines
IN THE LAST issue of The Review, the point was
emphasized that many merchants were sacrificing

profits in knit goods by neglecting to carry novelty

lines. The excuse invariably preferred by merchants
who are pursuing this course is that there is no de-

mand for novelty lines in their locality—an easily

refutable argument, inasmuch as there is no demand
for novelties, until novelties are shown. People do
not ask for goods they have never seen. The goods
must be shown before the demand will be felt.

A number of manufacturers and retailers have
within the last week assured The Review that the

lack of success complained of by many merchants
is due to this very cause, their extreme conservatism

in the matter of stocking. The point they lose sight

of is that the largest profits are often obtained on
novelty lines and specialties. The fear so gener-

ally expressed that new goods would not sell in the

district catered to is a baseless one. Novelties will

sell anywhere from the most fashionable centre to

the poorest district, if properly handled and ex-

ploited.

The same condition is noticed in other depart-

ments. Many merchants are defiantly sacrificing

sure profits rather than budge from a super-conser-

vative policy with regard to their stocks.

Kindly mention this paper when writing

to advertiser.

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Che Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Writefor Special Clubbing Rates
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS

Handling Linoleums With Maximum Profit

LINOLEUM and oil

cloths form an import-

ant branch of the house-

furnishings department
- -a profitable branch if

well handled. Although

the demand is probably

heaviest during the

Spring and Fall when moving becomes general, these

lines are not purely seasonable. In fact, a good

steady demand can be worked up the whole year

around if care is taken to feature the stock prom-

inently and push sales in every way.

All through the Fall and early Winter the de-

mand can be steadily maintained. During the

months of October and November more stoves are

sold perhaps than during the other ten months of

the year, people being driven to a realization of their

need for a new stove by the approach of cold weather.

A splendid opportunity is thus presented for the sale

of linoleums and oilcloths. It is a safe guess that

every home which instals a new range or coal heater

will also need new oil cloth for the kitchen floor.

People are prone unfortunately to allow an oilcloth

covering to remain on the floor long after it has out-

lived its usefulness, urged to this course partly by

economy, but more by a sense of the difficulty of re-

placing it without moving the stove. When a new

stove is being put in, it will not take much to con-

vince them that the good work should be completed

by covering the floor afresh.

Linoleum and oilcloth should be featured, there-

fore, all through the late Fall. A certain share of ad-

vertising space should be given to that department

and a window display would also prove a substantial

aid to business.

TO ELIMINATE LOSSES.

The complaint is sometimes heard that the profits

made on linoleum and oilcloth are reduced materially

by the losses incurred through the goods being dam-

aged in handling. Where such losses occur, they

are the direct result of hasty or careless handling.

The loss can be absolutely eliminated where proper

care is taken.

Many dealers, and more salesmen and delivery

men, are not aware that linoleums will break as

readily as a piece of glass if handled when frozen.

The Goods Should be Featured at This
Time of Year — Eliminating Loss
Through Careless Handling in Cold
Weather— Rules to be Observed to

Prevent Loss From This Source.

Manufacturers have

endeavored to prevent

trouble of this kind by
placing labels on the

outside wrappers and
tickets inside the rolls,

giving warning. These

precautions, however,

are frequently disregarded ; and the result almost in-

variably is a damaged piece of goods.

Rolls are often damaged in Winter by the car-

tage people allowing them to drop. If the cold has

permeated the roll, it almost always happens that

allowing it to drop will result in the cracking or

otherwise damaging of the goods.

To avoid trouble of this kind, merchants should

see to it that their own drivers and those employed by
the transportation companies be advised of the dan-

ger and instructed how rolls are to be handled. After

a roll of goods has been received, it should be allowed

to remain in a warm room at least 24 hours after it

has been exposed to the cold, before any attempt is

made to unroll it. This rule should apply to goods

received at the store and shipments sent to customers

as well. When a sale is made, the customer should

be warned of the danger and advised to observe the

precaution of thoroughly warming the goods for

twenty-four hours.

When circumstances are such that the goods must

be used soon after arrival, the danger may be partly

overcome by removing all outside wrappers and

gently loosening up the roll so that the warm air

will be allowed to circulate through same. Under

no circumstances should an effort be made to flatten

out the goods until they are thoroughly warmed.

A plan followed by a number of retail stores is to

paste a small label on each piece of linoleum and

floor oilcloth which they deliver in told weather, giv-

ing warning and instructions how to handle. This

is advisable, as it exculpates the store, in case any

damage results. If the salesmen make a point of

warning customers, however, there will be little

trouble on this score.
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
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Some Advance Spring Ideas

Waistcoat and Belt Arrangements
the New Novelty— The New
Misses Skirt Wider at the Top
Than the Bottom—Russian Blouse

and Balkan or Poiret Effects Lead
in Misses and Childrens' Models.

FASHIONS for the miss in her teens follow pretty

closely those arranged for their elders. Some of the

newer models show the waist coat and pretty belt

arrangements while others show the cutaway coat

and skirts that are only slightly draped. The new

skirt that is wider at the top than at the bottom has

been very generally accepted and will be well worn

next spring. The top has a slightly raised waist line

and is laid in pleats stitched down to a little below

the hips and then allowed to fall in soft folds.

The sash arrangement on the cut away coat

finishes and varies it and turns what otherwise would

be a plain model into one that has a smart dressy

appearance. The belt across the back is also good

and the vest also serves to brighten up and lessen

the severity of the tailor made. Vests are made of

various materials, plain, brocaded and printed.

!
Belted blouse models in Balkan or Poiret style

promise to be very strongly represented in the com-

ing spring. The new middy blouse? come in the

straight the high belted and in the Poiret or Balkan

effect and the indications all point to a big season

on the latter style. Not only are blouses made of

the regulation white duck with the collar and cuffs

of navy, scarlet or cadet, but striped piques and

Bedfords in two colors are to be featured. These

blouses can be bought either with or without the

skirt to match.
\

Russian dresses of printed voile and the skirt of

white ratine striped voile or crepe comes as another

new spring idea. The fastening is accomplished a

little to the side of the front and a lace collar forms

the neck finish.

For party wear the two or three tier dress made

of shadow lace or Oriental net flouncing is a sure

winner. The flounces are mounted on net and a sash

girdles the skirt between the first and second flounce.

There is a sash to match at the waist and rosettes to

match form a ladder up the front. The waist is

made in surplice style of lace flouncing and the short

sleeves are of the same lace. Some models are trim-

med with trails of floral garniture. Fashion favors

very simple straight line gowning for the small

girl, and her dresses for the coming spring are cut

either in kimona style with some form of distinctive

sash arrangement giving the original note. Russian

blouse models and the Poiret blouse effects showing

the fabric gathered into a low band are all exten-

sively featured. The long Poiret blouse is also the

favorite model for the small girl or boy and some

lovely little dresses come with the long belted blouse

in colored poplin and the kilted skirt of white.

Interest in Lingerie Waists

Lace and Net Waists Assured Sel-

lers—The New Idea is to Line
Them With Flesh Colored Chiffon

—Silk Waists Contrast With the

Skirt This Season.

THERE WOULD be good selling before the lingerie

waist this fall and for the early spring season, for

fashion is favoring the extremely sheer waist. Crepe

is the favored material and the chiffon weight? in

voile form a good second and the batistes and lawns

used are as sheer as it is possible to make them. The

trimmings are shadow, light Venise, Cluny and

Irish crochet laces, and hand machine embroideries

with Madeira particularly prominent.

The collarless waist, and the long sleeve is high

style, but by no means are all sleeves full length.

Sleeves may be long % and shorter than elbow

length and they may be perfectly plain and without

fullness or they may bishop shape, kimona or man-

darin with loose drooping arm-holes.

Silk waists this season include crepes and the new

idea i- to have the waist in contrast with the suit In

NewT York plaid waists are offered as the new thing

for fall, and the expectations favor good business for

this innovation.
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Despite the Tariff Issue, the Currency Ques-

tion and all the Ills that Business is Heir to,

BUTTERICK
goes ahead faster than ever.

Read what these ten merchants have done.

Increased Sales First Six Months

1913 Over 1912

The Farmer's Merc. & Gen. Co., Earle, Arks 60%
L. & E. Seligman, Dinuba, Cal 33.7%
The J. W. Robinson Co., Los Angeles, Cal 26.5%
Geo. W. Marston, San Diego, Cal 22.9%
Chamberlain-Johnson-DuBose Co., Atlanta, Ga 29.3%
W. C. Smith & Son, Elberton, Ga 58.4%
Caplan Bros., Weiser, Idaho 26.9%
Denholm & McKay Co., Worcester, Mass 25%
M. Goldwater & Bro., Phoenix, Ariz 22.6%
L. Hammel Dry Goods Co., Mobile, Ala 20.5%

And remember: these increases have been made on sales that have trebled

in the last four years.

Outterick vJTrows JDigger H/very lVlonth

Make yours a BUTTERICK store.

BUTTERICK BUTTERICK BUILDING NEW YORK
72-74 Duchess St., TORONTO
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Lace and net waists are assured sellers and the

new idea is to line them with flesh pink. Flesh pink

chiffon under white is also a smart combination.

The chiffon waist is deservedly popular and not-

withstanding the many seasons that it has done

duty is a leading seller.

The colors favored for fall are navy and lighter

blues, tans and browns, taupe, plum, tangerine,

emerald, mahogany, mustard, raspberry and cataw-

ba. Black and white is a much favored combina-

tion.

Low Cut Corset Models
The Style Tendency is all in Favor
of the Natural Figure—Corsets
Made of Tricot Materials Growing
in Favor.

THE BEST selling corsets for fall are cut lower

than ever, and the most desirable models do not

measure more than three or four inches above the

waist-line and manufacturers are looking forward

to bringing out models that are even shorter than

this. Not only is the tendency taking rapid root

in the city selling but the country trade is taking up
these low cut models in a manner that is causing

some surprise. It is the extra comfort of these models

that is placing them so rapidly in front.

Ever}' care and attention is given to the cut of

the skirt of the corset which is made to fit snugly

over the hips and back. But even here there is more

effort made to conform to the natural contour of

the body. Very extreme models allow for the round-

ing of the abdomen, but models of this kind have

met with no general acceptance.

There is a more general adoption of soft pliable

materials in place of the unyielding coutils and
batistes. Tricots both of silk and of cotton are com-
ing into more general use.

The corseting of the stout woman is still the big-

problem but the lowered bust and the larger waist

line is a big help. The coutils that have to be used

in making this class of corset are softer in finish

and more pliable, and manufacturers are making-

great use of elastic webbing.

Low cut corsets mean a liberal increase in the

sale of brassieres. The wearing of brassieres is not

now confined to the stout woman, but the manufac-

turers are giving increased attention to models de-

signed for medium, slender and girlish figures.

Models fasten down the front or at the side and some
come in cross over style. Many brassieres are quite

elaborate and take the place of the conet cover,

BEST SELLERS IN COATS
THE WEATHER at the present time is not
conducive to the sale of the separate coat, and
the advent of colder weather will be welcomed
in tftis department. The very big business

that has been done in dresses, particularly in

silks, would seem to indicate that later on the

purchase of a warm coat will be a matter of

necessity.

The % and the % lengths are the strongest

sellers, though full length models and shorter

coots are also seen.

Popular priced coats have the regulation

sleeve and the raglan and kimona are all ac-

cepted types. The collars are as a rule of

the convertible type that can be fastened up
to the neck if desired. Shawl collars some of t

which are very long are also en evidence. With
the raqlan sleeve the notched tailored collar is

used.
y

Furs and fur fabrics are the most used trim-

mings. Much of the novelty of the separate

coat lies in the material and the one feature

all cloths share in common is the rough face

and the appearance of weight. Pile fabrics

and imitation furs promise to be a big feature,

and the trade has prepared for a heavy de-

mand along these live*.

Separate Skirts in Demand
The Growing Vogue of the Coat
and Skirt of Different Materials

Increasing the Sale of Separate
Skirts—A Big Run on Checks
Noted— Draped Models in In-

creased Prominence.

BOTH manufacturers and retail stores are finding

an increasing demand for separate skirts this season.

This is partly due to the fact that more separate

skirts are sold during the early fall, but the growing

fancy for the coat and skirt of different materials

and the combining of them into a suit is an even

stronger factor. One coat will as a rule wear out two

skirts, and when the suit had to be all of the one

materia] had to thrown aside when the skirt was

worn out. Now fashion permits the wearing of the

one coat with two or even more separate skirts.

There has been and is a very big run on skirts

made of shepherds, chicken track, and fancy black

and white checks this fall, and fir spring wear there

promises to be a further check development and also

one in favor of tartan and fancy plaids. Dressy

skirts made of such materials as velour de laine. peau

de peche, silk poplin, satin and moire velour. and

velvet are beginning to sell in the city stores. Pop-

ular priced skirts for practical wear come in serges,

cheviots and mannish worsteds.

Draped models are coming into increasing prom-

inence and the more dressy models show the Oriental

Continued on page 47.
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Paul Poiret Lectures in Toronto:
His Ideas Follow Oriental Trend

TORONTO may well regard herself as a fashion

centre, for she received the other week a visit from
no less a personage in the world of dress than Paul

Poiret—the man who introduced the narrow skirt,

and who is responsible for the craze for "New Art"

and Oriental ideas.

Mr. Poiret came to Toronto through the enter-

prise of the T. Eaton Co., and gave under their aus-

pices two lectures during his visit in the Royal Alex-

andra Theatre, outlining his ideas of what dress

should be, and how close is the relation that ought

to exist between art and dress. In addition to the

lecture, by means of a series of moving pictures,

glimpses were given of the wonderful Poiret garden

in Paris, as the background for the mannequins
wearing the still more wonderful Poiret gowns.

It is not so many years since Poiret came into

prominence, and yet his influence is most markedly
felt in the production of the prevailing fashions.

Poiret says that "with the French the art of dress is

more than a career; it is a dedication." Therefore,

with such a conception of his work it is small won-
der that his influence should reach so far and that

he should so ably interpret the spirit of the times.

It seems altogether likely, that eventually, he will

succeed in evolving from New Art and Oriental

sources, an entirely new period in dress, and in dec-

oration. For this master of design in dress, is also

the apostle of a new school in decoration, and in his

decorating establishment, carried on under the name
of Martine,—which is that of his small two-year-old

daughter, he has evolved from Oriental sources a new
cult in primitive coloring,—black and white relieved

by glaring colors combined in naive patterns. This

love of pure color is also displayed in the gowns
Poiret designs, and judging from those shown in

color, and also from the description he gave of those

shown in black and white, Poiret's favorite colors are

glowing yellows and reds, and vivid greenish blues,

greens and violets.

It is Poiret who keeps souple cloths and satins, as

well as rich brocades and velvets, transparent tulles,

chiffons and crepes in style, and who combines them
with silver and gold embroideries, and lines of fur.

In short, everything that is Oriental in dress, includ-

ing Turkish trousers, is favored by Poiret.

M. Poiret explained in his lecture that the great-

est source of his inspiration in dress designing was

gained from a Greek figure dug up in the ruins of

Pompeii that was one of the most cherished objects

of art in his possession. All garments, as in Greek

dress, should, he said, be hung from the shoulders,

and should fall in long lines, practically unbroken

and sweeping to the feet. Therefore, it will be seen,

that, as in the Renaissance, and Empire periods, the

true source of Poiret's ideas, are to be found in Greek

art, but it is Greek art as it has filtered through

Byzantine sources, that seems to make the strongest
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The

CHECK
that ensures wearers of

Goldhamer clothing the

most complete satisfac-

tion.

From the selecting of the styles ami cloths to the

parcelling ready to be shipped, every stage

through which Goldhamer suits and coats go is

checked and double checked by experts, by men
who are right at the top of the clothing manu-

facturing ladder.

No Goldhamer garment has the above label at-

tached until it is as perfect as human hands and

the most modern tailoring establishment can pro-

duce it.

Do your garments bear this guarantee of satisfac-

tion? Every number in the Goldhamer 1913-14

range is worthy your early inspection. Sort up

your stock now with a few live numbers.

Call when in the city. Mail orders receive prompt,

careful attention.

Send for Samples. We are at your service

The Goldhamer Cloak Co.
LIMITED

310-316 Spadina Ave., TORONTO

appeal. Therefore, as in the above-mentioned

periods the object is to design clothes that follow the

outline of the uncramped and natural figure.

This is the meaning of the tight skirt, and the

uncorseted figure, and possibly even his latest pro-

duction, the Minaret tunic, resolves itself into an
effort in this direction. In recent corseting the hips

have been suppressed, and the straight line in front,

has replaced the gracious curves of the body, and
to restore these curves to their proper prominence,

may be the idea back of the "Minaret" tunic.

From M. Poiret's lecture, and the gowns he

shows, the reforms he seems to have in contempla-

tion are the dispensing with all unnecessary garm-
ents, and the draping of the figure so that its natura 1

beauty of line will not be lost, or distorted. Poiret

also laid great emphasis upon the suiting of the gown
to the occasion upon which it ws« worn, ana entered

a strong protest against extravagance and redund-

ancy of ornament.

There was quite a marked difference between the

evening and reception gowns shown, and the tailored

suits for street wear. In all the newspaper accounts

I have seen the emphasis is laid on the evening

gowns and especially upon their most exaggerated

features, and no mention is made of the numerous
street suits. Of course these models bore the stamp

of the designer's particular ideas. The skirts were

narrow and much draped, and the coats were much
Moused or cut on loose straight lines, that gave the

curving long line from shoulder to ankle. Often

the width of the figure at the hips was emphasized

by bands of fur, or striking patterned stuffs, in bro-

cade, or embroidery.

Certainly, adaptations of this style idea should

interest garment manufacturers, for just the lines

where alterations are numerous, are eliminated.

Possibly a higher type of designer would have to be

retained to produce such garments, but with the al-

teration problem practically shelved, this would be

no great hardship.

What is Paul Poiret like? is a natural questioii

to ask. He is just under middle height, and has the

stocky figure of the typical Frenchman. He has a

round full face, with contemplative blue eyes, and a

short black beard. He wore golden brown socks,

and trousers a little darker in color, with a stripe of

black braid up the sides . His vest was Nankin color

and very long. He wore a black sack coat, with the

corner of a bright green handkerchief just showing

from an upper pocket. His tie was dark green and

his scarf pin was of a single large pearl. He
spoke English with a decidedly French accent, often

lapsing into French, and then somewhat hastily cor-

recting himself. But his remarks were easily fol-

lowed, and there was no question about his belief in,

and the earnestness in expressing his views.
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Popular Priced, One-Piece Dresses Big Sellers

Dresses of This Class Must be Smartly Cut But Not to

Extreme in Style—Variety in Materials a Big Feature
—The Slender Figure Effect is the Keynote—Waist is

Left to Take Care of Itself.

A VERY big business is being done in popular

priced dresses that are smartly cut and at the same

time are not too extreme in style. The straight line

and the slender figure effect forms the gen-

eral keynote. As a rule the waistline is

slightly raised as this fashion suits most figures.

Bui whether the waist line is raised or normal no

effort is made to decrease its size. The waist is left

to take care of itself but even though draperies are

used the hips are suppressed and the figure must be

slim below the waist. Draperies in many forms are

approved, and tunics and overskirt effects are good.

Some of the newer of these are in two or three tier

effects. In the more dressy effects particularly when
of velvet or brocade the tendency is to make the

waist of crepe or chiffon and sometimes the colors

of waist and skirt are in contrast.

A remarkable variety of materials are used. The
range includes crepe de chine, and other crepes,

brocades, messalines and soft satins, plain and bro-

caded velvets, corduroys, serges, wool crepes, poplins,

brocaded woolens and cords. The most important
feature is the introduction of the dress made of check
or plaid or brocade combined with plain material

matching the predominating color. Vest effects are

also new and are increasing in favor. Satin, velvet,

lace and net are all used for these vests and to form
the trimmings of the dress. Fur is also coming
strongly into vogue and many dresses are trimmed
at the throat and wrists with bands of fur.

There is considerable variety in the style and also

in the length of the sleeve. The plain tight sleeve

set into the drooping shoulder is used on all but the
very elaborate models. Elaborate dresses have either

bishop or the mandarin sleeve with the wide cut
arm-hole either set in or cut in one-piece with the
waist. Many models have short sleeves, and evening
gowns have little or no sleeve, the place of the sleeve

being taken by the scarf or flounce drapery over the

top of the arm and collars fall away from the neck
leaving the throat bare and the shapes are number-
less. Some are on the Medici order while others are
flat and roll away from the neck. There are straight

stand up collars used and where seen thev are very
high.

Advance Ideas for Spring

The combining of novelty
materials, such as check plaids and
jacquards, with matching fabrics

in solid color the most important
new feature in suits.

VELOUR DE LAINE will be used for expensive

suits. For popular selling. Bedford cords and twills

made from soft wools will have a leading place.

Jacquards are strongly indicated, and serges were

never in a stronger position. The combination idea

is very much favored and plain and checked or plaid

materials, and plain and jacquard cords will be made
up into handsome models.

Nothing is definite as yet but as usual the newly

introduced and the strongly marked features will

have their usual influence upon the new models. At

present the cutaway dominates and is certain to be

well represented. Tendencies seem to point towards

blouse effects and the fashion development favoring

fancy vests will have to be accorded a place.

As in the past two seasons there will be no hard

and fast rule as to the length of the coat, though

popular-priced models will probably run about one

stated length. This length is as yet an undecided

point. Plain tailored models will show the regula-

tion sleeve cut without fullness, and novelty and

dressy suits will show sleeves of the Mandarin type.

More latitude is to be allowed as to colors. Black

is sure to be strong, and blue shades come next, while

brown and tan will be shown in a variety of shades.

These colors are the leaders in solid tones and are

also the dominant colors in the two-tone combin-

ations. There is nothing radically different between

the style of the suit and the separate skirt. Both are

made with the slightly raised waist-line, either with-

out or with the half belt. Skirts are plain, pleated

or draped and the peg-top idea will most probably be

represented. Tunics and overskirt effects should be

good, and the slashed hem will be retained.

Manufacturers are beginning to take more inter-

est in the Spring season than the one now in progress.

They are watching style tendencies, and are busy

making selections from the new materials offered.
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The fashionable tendency is still in favor of soft,

rough-surfaced fabrics. Duvetyn is the high novelty

in materials, but is too high-priced for making into

ready-made garments for popular selling. It, how-

ever, illustrates the style tendency in cloths.

@

Blow Away Embroideries

Novelty Ideas in Embroideries Vie
With Laces in Lightness—Very-

Attractive Effects in Voile and
Voile Neige Showing.

LAST SEASON manufacturers put out some really

beautiful embroidery patterns on the novelty order

but it cannot be said that any conspicuous success

crowned their efforts. They are taking advantage

of the rage for tunics and tier effects and are show-

ing embroidery flouncing? worked upon very fine

and sheer materials. The novelty cloth now intro-

duced is fine and sheer as net and is soft in finish
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I Oriental flouncing
and band. Shown
by Novelty Im-
port Co.
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so that it does not cease. Embroideries are also done

on such fabrics as crepe, voile neige and sheer voile.

The patterns used are Oriental in design and often

also in coloring. Chinese and Japanese patterns as

a rule furnishing the needed inspiration.

Very handsome blind work forms many of the

newpatterns, and mixed these are some very good

lace like motifs. Heavy raised dotted effects used in

lines form one of the newest patterns, and duvetyn

designs worked on voile or crepe come in the newest

Bpring colors. Cream and ecru embroideries are

again featured, and these are patterned both in self

and soft colors.

Separate Skirts in Demand

Continued from page 42.

influence that is beginning to dominate the coming-

fashions. Nearly all skirts are narrow about the

ankles, and though the slash is necessary for comfort

it is a very modest affair. As the season advances

the peg-top style is becoming more popular, and it is

safe to say that this model will receive a stronger

representation in the coming spring season models

for which are now being produced. Tunic models

are being shown to some of the more advanced man-
ufacturers and are meeting with fair success.

Store Management-Complete

ABSOLUTELY NEW

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
BY

FRANK
FARRINGTON
A CompanioD Book to

Retail Advertising

Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Management-
Complete" tells all
about the management
of a store so that not
only the greatest sales
but the largest profit
may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS

Here is a sample:
CHAPTER V.-THE

STORE POLICY- What it

should betohold trade.
The money-back plan.
Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates.
Selling remnants. De-
livering goods. Sub-
stitution Handling
telephone calls.
Courtesy. Rebating
railroad fare. Courtesy
to customers.

JUST PUBLISHED

Stnd us $1.00. Keep the book ten days and if it isn't worth the

price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., MacLean Publishing Co.

TORONTO

When writing to advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

ad. in the Review.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers,

but for which the editors of the "Re-
view" do not necessarily hold themselves
responsible.

TO TREBLE PLANT.
Stratford, Oct. C—The Avon Hosi-

ery Company's plant will be trebled

in size and a new factory building, 95

feet by 60 feet, four storeys high, will

be erected. The industry will employ
75 hands tbe first year. The city

will be asked to guarantee the bonds

of the company for $25,000 and fix the

assessment at $10,000.—m—
HORROCKSES, CREWDSON & CO.

Dry Goods Review is in receipt of

a handsome booklet, issued by Hor-
rockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited, to

mark the occasion of a visit to the

cotton mills of the company at Pres-

ton, Lancashire, of their Majesties

King George V. and Queen Mary, on
July 8 of this year. It tells the story

of the founding of this great firm

and its subsequent remarkable

growth in graphic style, showing in-

teresting views of John Horrocks,

the founder of the business, and of

the early mills. From a typographi-

cal standpoint also it is extremely

creditable.

©
KAWNEER STORE FRONTS.
"Boosting Business" is the title

given to a very handsome catalogue

issued by the Kawneer Manufactur-
ing Co., of Niles, Mich. It is a most
wonderful booklet in every way, tell-

ing the story of store front evolution

from A to Z, and illustrating all the

latest types of fronts. Illustrations

are also shown of the various parts

that make up the construction of a

modern front, demonstrating the

ventilation arrangements and other

advantages.

An interesting feature is a series

of photographs of fronts which

have been put in for large

stores, together with accounts of the

splendid results obtained in each

case.

The catalogue is printed on heavy

coated paper, is profusely illustrated,

and altogether is well worth most
careful study.

@
MR. TEMPLE ON TOUR.

Mr. Temple, a partner in the firm

of Burnet & Temple, of "Oceans of

Notions" fame, Fitchetts Court,

Noble Street, London, E.G., is about

to start on an extended tour, and

leaves England on October 15th for

Canada. He will be in Canada for

about two months, travelling from
East to West, from Quebec to Van-
couver, staying at all the principal

towns, and showing some altogether

new patterns in evening wear lines

and novelties. From Canada Mr.

Temple goes to New Zealand and

Australia.

MONARCH KNITTING CO.

CATALOGUE.
Certainly one of the finest cata-

logues of the kind ever produced is

that of the Monarch Knitting Com-
pany, Limited, a copy of which has

just been received. It is largely pic-

torial, containing 24 pages, each page

having illustrations varying in num-
ber per page from six to fifty. Most
of the illustrations are printed in

two, three or four colors. Each page

is decorated with a handsome panel

effect into which the trade mark of

the company has been worked. Par-

ticularly attractive is the cover which

is printed in three colors. On a fab-

ric background, an illustration of a

girl with sweater coat and knitted

cap is shown.

Turning from the typographical

features of the catalogue, one is as-

tonished at the immense range of

goods shown. It is devoted largely to

sweater coats, caps, mufflers, vests

and skirts and an infinite variety is

shown in each line, the variety ex-

tending both to color, texture and

make. Some new features are shown

in all lines, particularly in ladies'

sweater coats. Convertible roll col-

lars are shown on a number. A feature

with many is a collar cut with long

lapels, much after the style of a coat.

Blue with white and blue trimmings;

red with green trimmings; grey and red;

blue and red; are among the color com-

binations shown.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENT WANTED
FIRST-CLASS PLAUEN MANUFACTURER
wants an agent for Canada, gentlemen who
are well introduced to buyers and capable of
doing an important trade may apply to L.
P. 9528, Rudolf Mosse, Plauen, Saxony.

VGENTS WANTED IN TORONTO, MONTREAL
and Winnipeg to represent Nottingham lace
manufacturer with large collection. Must have
a good connection with all the best making-up
houses. Traveller will be in Canada end of
November. Apply, giving all particulars and
references, Box 105, The Dry Goods Review,
East. Township Bk. Bldg., Montreal.

LEADING BRITISH FIRM DOING FRENCH
and English millinery, untrimmed straws, felt

and Leghorn, fancy hats and bonnets, chil-
dren's millinery, flowers, feathers, ornaments,
shapes, ribbons, and all new materials for

Review, ss Fleet Street. Londc

AGENT WITH EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD
connections in Canada wanted for Toronto by
good Plauen manufacturer of neckwear, laces
and table-cloth (doylies and runners). Must
be very well known among best houses for
large business. Only experienced men will be
considered. Applicants must state experience
and give references. Address full particulars,
L. P. 9597, c|o Rudolf Mosse, Plauen, Saxony.

POSITION WANTED
ADVERTISER WITH FIRST-CLASS LARGE
departmental store organization experience in
the West, now holding a position in Alberta,
desires a change as accountant or assistant
general manager. Box 43, Dry Goods Review,
Toronto.

One of the most successful re-

tailers of late years says: "When
a firm advertises in trade papers it

is getting into good company. As
I pick up one of a dozen of these

periodicals here in my office, and
glance through it, I find that the

best people, the successful firms,

are represented in such a way as to

reflect their importance in the

trade."

ADVERTISING INDEX
Australian Draper 21

Barrv, W. H., & Co 35

Baumann, L. & Co 18-19

Bishop, J. H., & Co 23

Butterick Pattern Co 41

Consolidated Plate Glass Co 17

Dale & Pearsall 17

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co. . . 26

Dominion Oilcloth Co 39

Gage Bros. & Co 27

Heathcoat & Co 28
Home Pattern Co.. Inside front cover

Hamhly & Wilson 33

Hamilton Cotton Co 33

King, J., & Son . .

.

Kawneer Mfg. Co.

Montreal Hat & Frame Co 26
Mclntvre. Son & Co.

Xerlich & Co
New Idea Pattern Co.

Putnam. A. F.. & Co.

Thompson Face & Veiling Co.

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co. . ,

11



MEN'S WEAR SECTION

Features of This Number

Display Efficiency in the Men's Wear Section.

Drawings Make Original Show Cards.

How to Light Stores in Distinctive Ways.

Men's Clothing Will be Closer Fitting.

Worsteds Will be Stronger.

Borders and Border Ends are Very Strong.

Two Styles of Lay-Outs for Men's Wear Ads.

Some Practical Aids to Card Writing.

Managing the Working End of the Business.

Business Has Reached Stage of Transition.

Why Not a Graded Price Scale for Ties.

How 1,448 Ties Were Sold in One Day.
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ABSOLUTELY

'DOMINION"
RAINCOATS
H Our line comprises the most complete
range of styles ever offered to the Canadian
trade.

H As we proof all our own cloth, we are in a
position to guarantee that every garment
we- manufacture is ABSOLUTELY
WATERPROOF.

U Send to our nearest branch for prices and
information.

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Company Limited
MONTREAL, Que. Brantford, Ont. Pictou, N.S.

Quebec, Que. Berlin, Ont. Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Granby, Que. London, Ont. WINNIPEG, Man.
Ottawa, Ont. North Bay, Ont. Regina, Sask.

Kingston, Ont. ST. JOHN, N.B. Saskatoon, Sask.

TORONTO, ONT. Moncton, N.B. Calgary, Alta.

Belleville, Ont. Halifax, N.S. Edmonton, Alta.

Port Dalhousie, Ont Sydney, N.S. VANCOUVER, B.C.

Hamilton, Ont. Yarmouth, N.S. Victoria, B.C.

WATERPROOF
50



A Fall Display

Display Efficiency in the Men's Wear Store

The importance of showing goods to the best advantage

—

Man is a creature of impulse in his purchases and is strongly

influenced by what he sees—Show case trimming an import-

ant feature.

THERE can be no doubt that the

proper displaying of his goods is

one of the most important prob-

lems facing the men's wear mer-

chant.

Man is a creature of impulse

when it comes to a question of

dress. He does not sit down with

a heap of fashion journals before

him and plan out what he is going

to wear next season, as a woman
does. The chances are that lie

doesn't think about it at all until

one day he happens to see in a

store something that he knows lie

would like; and be goes in and

buys it.

"I need a new hat. That one

would suit me splendidly," sums

up the mental attitude of (be

average woman when she sees a

new creation of the milliner's art

which a p| n;ils to her.

SOME BRIGHT BRIEFS.

Man is a creature of im-
pulse when it comes to a

<] a estion of dress.

Methods of display are not

limited to the store window.
It is necessary to have the

arrangement of the goods
perfect throughout the store

from the front windows to

the hindmost shelf.

Goods in a showcase talk

to a man urging him to buy.
Dark showcases sell no

goods.

The window display serves

(is the first argument.

"That's a swell tie. Coming

to think of it, I just need a new

tie," is the way the man's mental

processes act when he is ennfront-

51

ed with a particularly desirable

specimen of neckwear.

In other words, the average man
becomes interested in an article

before realization of the need for

that article comes to him. This is

stated with due regard for the fact

that there are times when every

man finds he needs a certain

article of clothing and goes down

town and buys it. The point de-

sired to be made is that man does

a great deal of his shopping on

impulse, buying when he sees

something that especially pleases

him.

Hence, the importance of

proper display to the men's wear

dealer.

Methods of display are not

limited by any means to the store

windows. Every part of the store

i< in si so much more space for the
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A stocky but well arranged display of shirt s and neckwear in the store
Pascoe, Toronto. Arranged by E. K. Dallimore.

of Hickey &

display of goods. How goods are stocked on the

shelves, how they are shown in the showcases, how
they are shown on top of the cases; all are details

coming under the head of store display. It is neces-

sary to have the arrangement of the goods perfect

throughout the store from the front windows to the

very hindmost shelf.

SHOW CASK ARRANGEMENT.

The proper stocking of show-cases is one of the

most important phases of the problem of display.

When a man is waiting in a store, his eye roves

around freely but it concentrates for the bulk of the

time on the contents of the showcases. Here, then,

is a splendid opportunity to give a sales talk to that

man. He won't hear that talk but he will SEE it.

The goods in the showcase will talk to him, urging

him to buy. The sight of a particularly attractive

cravat, arouses the thought in the man's mind, "Say,

that would go swell with my new grey suit." Every

minute that the customer stands there waiting and

looking, the contents of that showcase talk to him.

using the most convincing form of persuasion known
—ocular demonstration of excellence. It is not

necessary for a salesman to point out the worth of

that cravat. The article itself has already done so.

But there is little appeal in an indifferently ar-

ranged case. The best of goods will look only about

50 per cent, of their value if badly shown in conjunc-

tion with other goods. It is quite as necessary to

exercise care in the arrangement of a "silent sales-

man
-

' as it is in a window trim.

Showcases should be kept as "often" as possible.

A serried collection of goods will not appeal to the

eye. A few articles well displayed will outsell a

stocky arrangement every time.

The use of glass shelves in cases has helped to

place the dressing of a case on a higher plane.

It is necessary also to have the cases lighted so

that the goods show up in the late hours of the day

and the evenings. Dark showcases sell no goods.
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A Neat Display of Clothi F. L. Kicklev with McKinnon

RESOURCEFUL DISPLAY.

The writer walked into a haberdasher's store the

other day and was confronted with a truly amazing

array of ingenious display ideas. Pedestals on the

counters and showcases were neatly draped with neck-

ties, handkerchiefs and gloves. The ledges about the

wall shelving were occupied by drapes and cleverly

arranged assortments of goods. A customer could

not look anywhere without seeing something-

attractive, something novel or something striking.

That store was a regular bag of tricks, a veritable

storehouse of surprises. One was confronted with

something to exclaim over at every turn.

They were doing a great business in that store.

Men came for small purchases and remained to

sacrifice the contents of their pocketbooks on the

altar of sartorial ambitions.

The display methods of that store were 100 per

cent, efficient. a

THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE.

Of course, the store windows, from the standpoint

of display importance, rank first. At least five men
will look in the store window to one who enters the

store.

The window display serves as the first argument.
It influences the man to enter the store and when
he has once got inside, the other display features

can do their part.

Several good specimens of window displays of

men's clothing and furnishings are reproduced here-
with.

Information Bureau

WANTS BACKING.

Editor, Dry Goods Review:—"I would like you
to give me all the information you can regarding
the firms who would be open to give a young man
a start in the general store business."

This request is of a rather unusual nature inas-

much as the writer gives no details as to the amount
of capital he has, the amount of backing he would
require, his experience, and so forth. Further, money
is tight at the present time and the wholesalers and
manufacturers have been drawing in credit lines

rather than extending them.—Editor.

Editor, Dry Goods Review,—"Would you
us a recipe for a solution to test silk ?

"

Can any reader give this information?

Swift Current.—Jack Wood has opened a new
men's furnishing store.

CUT GLASS FIGURES.

Editor, Dry Goods Review.—"Who are the

manufacturers of medallion centre figures in imita-

tion art glass for a half circle window (6 feet across

and 3 feet high), medallion to be about 10 inches by
20 inches. Would prefer a figure of a knight in

armor, Joan of Arc or some similar subject."

* * *

These figures are manufactured in Germany.
The Smart Stain Co., of New York, may also make
something that would be suitable.—Editor.
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A LARGE store lunch room transformed.

The background, a painted scene, like the wall

of a brick schoolhouse, and at the sides, scenery with

Autumn foliage running along the top giving a

touch of realism.

A wide platform along the front of the school

and a runway at right angles extending for about

100 feet, the kill length of the room.

On both sides of this several hundred seats, filled

mostly with mothers.

Time, 10 a.m. or 3 p.m. If the latter, add to the

crowd that fill the seats inside, a closely packed group

of hundreds more, attended now by children, some

fathers and some big sisters, unable to get in, but

content to view from this distance.

A hubbub is breaking out, a crowd of boys let

loose for play, and in a moment the school yard is

swarming with little fellows, rushing to and fro,

playing leap frog, football, boxing, tag, jumping;

indulging in every form of noisy, healthy fun; the

real article of a school boys' "recess."

Except this:

NEW FROM HEAD TO TOE.

While your eye flashes around from one to the

other in the merry hubbub, you notice this boy's suit

seems strangely new, and his stocking; and shiny

shoes that never even looked at a muddy puddle by

the roadside; and hat that was never jerked off his

head in a rough and tumble melee. Ditto the next one

and his nearby chum. Everyone togged out in his

Sunday best. You notice it more when the teacher

rings the bell, and they throw aside their play and

line up and move sedately down the long platform,

one by one, showing off their new clothes; new from

head to foot.

This is "The Schoolboys' Scamper."

Yes. and about as clever a scheme for leading up

to an all-round display of boys' clothing that ever

has been devised: staged by the T. Eaton Co.. of

Toronto, the first four days of the present month.

The school door has closed and the sign "Late"

hangs up upon it. Up saunters the boy of the

nursery rhyme, "A diller, a dollar, a ten o'clock

scholar;" he knocks; bangs; gets impatient and

angry at the unresponsive silence. He spies a foot-

ball, whistles to his "gang" of other "ten o'clock's,"

and in an instant the yard is alive with noisy, un-

studious sounds. Out comes the teacher; very stern,

but a coaxing gets a game, and oh, so real a one: and

then for these older boys, a promenade down the line

and a turn: all in their Sunday best. too.

INDIANS, COWBOYS, BOY SCOUTS.

Next there rush in a "mob" of Indians, cowboys

and boy scouts, in that get-up so dear to the romantic

heart of a boy. These indulge in a thrilling and

most bloody struggle, strew the field with warriors

wounded and warriors slain; the boy scouts rush to

the rescue of the cowboys, and drag off the damaged

bodies from the clutches of the Indian braves.

KINDERGARTXERS IN QUAINT SCITS.

And then the kindergarten children in the

quaintest of suits: playing their kindergarten games

while the orchestra kept up the music of "Here we

come gathering nuts in May," and the other favor-

ites. These also had their walk down the centre and

back; returning again with their new overcoats and

swinging their tiny canes, while hundreds of eyes

took in the styles the young lads showed.

the "fathers."

Last of all came the "fathers:" in men's wear,

showing the latest London and New York styles in

suits, collars, ties, shoes, gloves, hats and overcoats,

while their "children," the kindergartners. toddled

along hand-in-hand, by their sides.

It was all so life-like ! Even the tumbling off the

slam' °f a little fellow who tripped: and the wilful

but lovable youngster who just would kick that foot-

ball along the runway and bump into the other more

sedate little "models"—until teacher took away the

ball and marched him a prisoner into school—or the

tall thin, light-haired twins in blue rompers, or the

lad in the cute "Oliver Twist" suit of red and blue.

"The Roys' Scamper:" so realistic you could for-

get it was staged: and how far removed from the

usual—and yet necessary—mode of demonstrating

the correct toggery of boys and men. While the

Continued on page 55.
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Drawings Make Original Show Cards

New variety cards made by Paul
Pepper, with Marks and Price, Toronto
—Drawings show how article on display

look when worn—Good results have
been obtained.

"IF A MAN can preach a belter sermon, write a

better book or make a better mouse trap than his

neighbor, though he build his house in the wood,

the world will make a beaten track to his door."

Emerson never said a truer thing. It is the man
who can do original things, tbink original thoughts

and plan on original lines, who get? to the top of the

ladder. If there is any royal road to Success, it is

undoubtedly called Originality or sometimes Initia-

tive.

To do something a little different, no matter how
small the difference may be, is to command attention

and notice. As it is an essential part of the retail

business to command attention and notice, the im-

portance of doing things a little different from other

stores becomes apparent.

It is probable that the man who first started to

put goods in his store window in an attractive way
made a fortune. The original person who put the

first price card in his window, undoubtedly drew

trade in sufficient volume to astonish his less wide-

awake competitors. What will the next step be?

There's a fortune waiting for the merchant who finds

something to do which has never been done yet,

something aggressive with an appeal to the instinct

of the purchasing public.

In the meantime, one hears every now and then

of something new and novel which has been tried

out with success. Such a plan, for instance, as that

worked by an ambitious display man, Paul Pepper,

with Marks and Price, Toronto. Mr. Pepper has an
unusual degree of skill with the pencil and can

turn out drawings of exceptional fineness. He has
utilized this gift in the production of an original

line of cards. If he is showing ties, he draws a man's
head, with that variety of tie. If it is a hat display,

the drawing shows how the hat looks when worn.
This card is placed in the window along with small
cards, announcing prices.

There are three advantages to this class of card.

In the first place, it is bound to attract attention.

Men will stop and look at it in nine cases out of ten.

Second, it shows the good points of the article in

question in the most tangible way—by demonstra-
ting how it looks when worn. No description could
bring the strong points of the article forward so for-

cibly and instantaneouslv.

Drawing by Pau ay card with good

And thirdly, it is new. It is different from what

other stores show and consequently can be depended

to win a greater degree of attention than other vari-

eties of cards could win.

@
The Schoolboys' Scamper

Continued from page 54.

mothers looked on and enjoyed the fun, they were

sizing up those natty outfits, and wondering which

one of those velour hats or neat Norfolks would best

become their six- and eight- and ten-year-olds at

home.

AN EFFECTIVE "NOVELTY."

It was a demonstration of styles that was so novel

that it attracted attention and talk; effective as a

revelation of what the store contained in these im-

portant lines; and no less valuable in enlarging the

prestige of the establishment that carried out so

striking and original an idea.

It was a novelty in display: and novelties in dis-

play play as important a part in keeping a store in

the public eye, and drawing custom to it. as novel-

Continued on page 59.
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A View of the Store Front of W. F. Boughner, London, Ont.

Where Quality Lines Are Featured

THE ABOVE illustration shows the store front of a progressive men's wear store, that of Mr. W.
F. Boughner of London. Ont. The policy of the store is to keep a high class of goods in stock, and
special attention is paid to this line of trade, although being on one of two leading streets, tran-

sient business is large also. The inside of the store is rendered attractive by rich showcases, and a

good display of hats, ties, shirts, overcoats, etc. Mr. Boughner is a little chary on certain novelty

lines. He holds that all new lines to be "classy" must stand on a fairly "high level" price.

The windows are trimmed at frequent intervals. When the Review's representative was in

London a few days ago, one had a showing of hats, mainly soft, but some stiff, hung in various

positions on stands, and with the small price cards shown in the illustration. Here and there in

the foreground, close to the glass, were a few caps, and the background high up was of overcoats.

The other window was of shirts, fitted with collars and ties. A ledge at the back held underwear.

On the extreme ends of the window, on the street side, are high and narrow glass cabinets showing

different stvles of collars.



Figure 1. Figure 2.

How to Light Stores in Distinctive Way
The Elements of Lighting Outlined —Artistic Appearance and Ef-
ficiency in Lighting Balance Evenly—Good Lighting Arrangements
Attract Trade—Distinctive Lighting a Great Asset.

THE FOLLOWING paper on "Distinctive Store
Lighting," was presented by Clarence A. Law and
A. L. Powell at the annual convention of Illuminat-
ing Engineering Society held at Pittsburg.

Among the points which should be given con-

sideration by a shop proprietor in planning a dis-

tinctive store, may be mentioned the following:

Design of the exterior; woodwork of the interior;

color of walls and ceiling; finish of show cases; floor

covering; finish and type of lighting fixtures, glass-

ware and lamps.

HABERDASHERY STORE.

As this class of store caters entirely to men, the

store fittings should not be radical to any appreciable

extent. Neatness, simplicity, and up-to-date appear-
ance should characterize the shop. The lighting

system must be quite efficient as a high intensity of

illumination is desirable.

Fig. 1 shows a night view of the installation of

one of the shops of Weber & Heilbroner on Broad-
way, New York City, which conforms excellently

with the above requirements. Six-arm brush base

fixtures of well balanced proportions are used with
clear 100-watt tungsten lamps and opalescent bowl

shaped reflectors. Show cases, counters and wood-
work are of polished mahogany ; ceiling smooth white

plaster; walls above shelves covered with green bur-

lap, and floor of hardwood. The window trim is of

Circassian walnut, forming an excellent contrast to

the dark blue backing for the goods on display. A
white fixed shade, extending to within six feet (1.83

m.) of the sidewalk level, serves as a valance.

STORE.

Length 69 ft. (21.03 m.).

Width 18 ft. (5.49 m.).

Area 1,342 sq. ft. (124.77 sq. m.).

Ceiling height 13 ft. (3.96 m.).

Lamps 10 ft. 6 in. (3.20 m.) from floor.

30 100-watt clear tungsten lamps.

Total watts 3,000.

Watts per square foot, 2.4.

WINDOW.
100-watt clear tungsten lamps, concentrating

prismatic reflector, spaced 14 in. in a row along cen-

ter of false ceiling.

MILLINERY.

Since Paris is the seat of fashions, to create the

proper atmosphere ,the display room should be

"Frenchy" in character. Mme. Bruck's shop on
West Fortieth Street, New York City, shown in Fig.

2, may be taken as an example. White show cases,

covered with mirrors line the walls, and the dainty

furniture is all finished in white enamel. White has

the advantage that it does not "clash" with the col-

ored materials of the hats and tend to divert the

attention from the goods on display. The ceiling

is of smooth, white plaster and a border of satin

finish wallpaper matches the old rose Wilton carpet

and silk window hangings. Two ten-inch brass finish

shower fixtures with bowl-frosted tungsten lamps sur-

rounded with crystal beaded glass, furnish general il-

lumination. Localized illumination at the mirrors

is supplied by side wall brackets, brush brass finish,

Empire style, equipped with bowl-frosted tungsten

lamps, shielded by crystal and old rose beaded shades.

A few plants add to the attractiveness of the room.
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STORE.

Length 40 ft. (12.19 m.).

Width 12 ft. (3.66 m.).

Area 480 sq. ft. (44.59 sq. m.).

Ceiling height 10 ft, (3.04 m.).

Lamps 9 ft. (2.74 m.) from floor.

Total watts 750.

30 25-watt bowl frosted tungsten lamps.

Watts per square foot 1.5.

WINDOW.

25-watt clear tungsten lamps in concentrating

prismatic reflectors on 2-ft, centres.

3 25-watt tungsten lamps in crystal fixtures in

centre of window.

2 side wall brackets, cut glass shade and 25-watt

tungsten lamps.

. SHOE STORE.

Most stores of this class have a centre bench«ar-

rangement, the entire wall space being covered with

boxes on shelves. A room of medium width will re-

quire at least two rows of units to give satisfactory il-

lumination on the labels on the boxes and at the foot

rests where the shoes are fitted and inspected.

A particularly novel layout is shown in Fig. 3,

a night view of Frank Brothers' Fifth Avenue (New
York) shop. Entering from the street, one passes

into the rotunda (shown in the background of the

photograph) about 16 feet in diameter, the dome of

wdiich is supported by Corinthian columns. The
floor is of mosaic marble and the ceilings, cream col-

ored, with raised plaster decorations. Show cases,

with attractive dressings, are grouped about the room.

Suspended from the centre of the dome is an orna-

mental inverted fixture containing eighteen lamps.

This consists of six diffusing glass globes, pressed

into the form of huge sheets; below tbese are four

round bulb carbon lamps enclosed in amber beaded

glass.

The store proper is rectangular in shape and a

balcony 6 feet (1.83 in.) wide extends completely

around the interior. The cream colored ceiling be-

neath the balcony is divided by beams into squares.

In the centre of each square is a lighting fixture

consisting of five pieces of pear-like glass in the form

of a large shell; a 40-watt clear tungsten lamp is

located above each shell. At the base of the shell is

a 25-watt round bulb all frosted tungsten lamp.

On each pillar from the balcony to the ceiling

are located two two-arm brass brackets with clear gem
lamps in roughed glass spheres. These serve to light

the balcony and the centre portion of the store pro-

per.

The oak parquet floor is partly covered with rugs

;

the furniture is leather covered and the show cases

and shelves are of mahogany.

Length 64 ft. (19.5 m.).

Width 24 ft, (7.31 m.).

Area (main floor) 1,540 sq. ft. (143.07 sq. m.).

Height under balcony 8 ft. (2.44 m.).

Height above balcony 10 ft. (3.05 m.).

17 25-watt round bulb tungsten lamps.

85 40-watt clear tungsten lamps.

64 50-watt clear Gem lamps.

Total watts 7.000.

The value of watts per square foot would be of

little significance, as two types of lamps are in use,

and also both the balcony and main floor are lighted.

WINDOW.

ugh reflector 4th 50-watt GemMirrored ti

lamps outlets on 9 in. centres.

ladies' wear.

This type of shop is really divisible into two

classes: namely, general and specialized.

As an example of the first class, the Fifth Avenue

(New York) store of J. M. Gidding, which is shown

in Fig. 4, may be given a little attention. The

lighting units arc of the sun-burst type, consisting

of 6 regular and <> round bulb, all-frosted tungsten

lamps below a gilded composition plate, all suspended

bv a single chain. Tbe fixtures are pleasingly har-

Figure 3.
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monious with the cream colored ceiling and delicate

gold lining. Show-cases and woodwork are of mag-
nificent Circassian walnut, which blends well with

the rich carpet of green and tan. The wall visible

above the dressing room is largely covered with gilt

figures.

STORE.

Length 55 ft. (16.76 m.).

Width 48 ft. (14.63 m.).

Area 2,640 sq. ft. (245.25 sq. m.).

Ceiling height 12 ft. (3.66 m.).

Lamps 9 ft. (2.74 m.) from floor.

90 20-watt all-frosted tungsten lamps.

Total watts 4,050.

Watts per square foot 1.5,

WINDOW.

Mirrored trough reflector with 25-watt tungsten

lamps on 9 in. centres. White false ceiling, with two

alabaster carved bowls, equipped with 6 40-watt tung-

sten lamps each, are suspended from this. Base and

trim of window Circassian walnut.

The specialized ladies' wear shop is exemplified by

the shop of W. B. Crocker, Fig. 13, which handles

mourning goods exclusively. The scheme of decora-

tion is very appropriate. As one observer remarked,

"A sombre cheerfulness fills the room." A rich gray

carpet is but a shade darker than the wall covering,

which in turn, matches the woodwork of the show-

cases and trim. The chairs are of gray oak and

tables of wickerwork. The ceiling is white, and sus-

pended from this by long chains are four seven-light

and one fourteen-light shower fixtures, dull silver

finished. Low wattage, bowl-shaped tungsten lamps

are used with diffusing shades.

Under the balcony at the rear of the store are

full-length mirrors. Localized illumination is pro-

vided at each by a 25-watt all-frosted round bulb

tungsten lamp. In the front portion of the store,

the general illumination is supplemented by two-

arm brackets similar in finish and equipment to the

overhead units.

STORE.

Length 76 ft. (23.16 m.)

Width 16 ft. (4.88 m.)

Area 1,210 sq. ft. (112.4 sq. m.)

Ceiling height 18 ft. (5.48 m.)

Lamps 10 ft. (3.05 m.) from floor.

60 15-watt bowl-frosted tungsten lamps.

18 25-watt round bulb tungsten lamps.

Total watts 1,390.

Watts per square foot 1.15.

WINDOW.

Mirrored trough reflectors equipped with 50-watt

Gem lamps on 9 in. centres. Woodwork gray. Mir-

rors at side. Beaded crystal hemisphere set in centre

of the ceiling.

A sufficient number of individual installations

have been described to indicate quite clearly that the

lighting system should blend with the general scheme
of decoration. The illuminating equipment, rather

than being dazzling, glaring or commonplace, is in-

conspicuous, and forms a part of trie furnishing of

the room.

It must be borne in mind that the methods out-

lined above are not the only correct schemes of light-

ing to use ; often in the laying out of an Installation

the ideas or desires of the proprietor will produce

considerable deviation from the scheme which would

be most in keeping with the period of architecture

that is being followed.

From the descriptions given, it can be seen that

one is able to apply the commercial diffusers and re-

flecting devices to almost any clasis of service. As

far as possible the endeavor has been made to discuss

stores which had standard equipment, thus showing

that there is no necessity for the design of special

auxiliaries. Expanding this idea slightly, the authors

believe that the stores described are distinctive and

yet, with the exception of the carved alabaster bowls,

the initial cost is relatively low.

These illustrations might have been continued at

great length and an appropriate use found for almost

all the equipment listed, but this is obviously out of

the question, so the paper can well be closed with

the admonition :—In designing the lighting for

shops of the class treated in this paper, use discre-

tion in the selection of lighting units and do not

offer the prospective customer something which is,

on the face of it, purely utilitarian.

@
The Schoolboys' Scamper

Continued from page 55.

ties in goods. Both are essential for lifting business

out of the humdrum, the deadly monotony, the

mediocre average that is fatal to that healthy growth

that should be as natural in a business as in a child

or a plant in the Spring time of life.

Leaving aside the idea itself, so skilfully worked

out, mention of a few of the styles shown will be of

interest.

NORFOLKS FOR THE BOYS.

The belted Norfolks and knickers were most

noticeable among the younger boys, in tweeds and

fancy serges, and bloomer suits in tweeds, cheviots

and serges. "Deck" suite with fall-over blouse and

straight- pants were also worn. Specialties were the

Eton suit, Man-of-War and Highland, and novelties

that included youthful models of evening dress and

riding suits. In boys' overcoats there were shown

chinchillas, used even on three-year-olds; tweed

overcoats, Russian styles, and military with strap at

back. These, as a general rule, did not fall lower

than an inch above the knees.

Continued on page 71.
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Clothes, Methods and Men
A Graded Scale

A MOST interesting communication appears in an-

other part of this issue, dealing with the retail mark-

ing of neckties. The manufacturer who writes the

letter, points out the hardship under which manufac-

turers labor in having to make ties with flowing ends

for the same price that was secured before on ties

which required a smaller amount of material. As

a remedy he suggests that the retailer introduce a

scale of graded prices starting at 50 cents and run-

ning to $1.00. In this way it would be possible to

grade ties according to the amount they cost instead

of classing them either as 50 cent or $1.00 ties.

The suggestion seems a feasible one from many
standpoints. Where a line of goods is sold at prices

which grade steeply, without intermediate prices, it

is impossible to fix prices on such a basis that a fair

rate of profit will be secured on each article. This

difficulty is deepened in the case of neckwear by the

infinite variety shown. Ties of all colors, patterns,

styles and materials are arbitrarily grouped into

classes which sell at 50 cents, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and

up. Now there are many lines which, in view of

the cost of manufacture, should sell at about 60

cents. These are thrown in with the 50 centers.

The manufacturer, knowing this, realizes that, in

order to sell his lines of this class at all, he must of-

fer them to the trade at a price that will make it

possible for them to be retailing at the half-dollar

mark. On such lines, the manufactuier does not

make anything like an adequate profit.

The retailer also would make a better profit, if

he graded his stock at more gradual steps. The one

difficulty which crops up is: Would the public pay

55 cents, 65 cents or 80 cents for a lie? People pay

such prices on other lines. Why not ties?

It is the firm belief of The Review that ties

would sell on this basis just as readily as they do

now. —m—
Novelties in London Town

LONDON, England, is sometimes referred to as the

home of well dressed men. Fashions in male attire

so often originate there that the eyes of the world

turn to London naturally.

Englishmen at present are introducing many

novelties, which tend to offset the severity of mascu-

line dress. There is, in fact, quite a strong trend

noted in the direction of gay and decorative attire.

There is, for instance, a big demand for Tuxedo

materials for evening dress—that is, cloth of a whip-

cord make of a black ground, shot with a suggestion

of color. Some combinations seen are black and red.

black and purple, black and gray. All the fashion-

able tailors are showing "Tuxedo" and most of the

fashionable men are wearing it.

The fancy vest is also coming back. Some most

strikingly original effects are being worn, such, for

instance, as a double-breasted waistcoat with gray

braid along the edge of the lapels. It looked attrac-

tive, even if verging on effeminacy.

@

Higher Prices Ahead

THERE IS no blinking the fact that clothing prices

are on the upgrade. Everything is costing more.

The price of suitings is high and will go still higher.

Labor costs more, business expenses are greater. It

is no wonder that manufacturers are talking higher

clothing prices.

The retailer should meet the issue squarely and

in the only feasible way. He should advance his
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prices when he finds that the price he is paying for

his goods warrant it. When the manufacturer is

forced by conditions to advance the price of his

goods, the public must pay, not the retailer. The

latter cannot do so and secure the margin of profit

necessary to carry on business.

m-

The Silk Shirt

Certain it is that they are inclining more and

more to the niceties of dress that cost money. For

instance, silk shirts will be sold in larger bulk during

1914 than ever before. The advance ranges show

silks occupying an unprecedentally prominent

place. The fact of the matter is that Canadian men

are beginning to have more money to spend and are

finding out the comfort of being dressed right. That

this will continue to grow is a certainty and the

proportion of men who can afford to dress well is

becoming rapidly larger.

The men's wear dealer should not lose sight of

this fact. It should guide him to no small extent in

his buying. It will be possible to sell an ever in-

creasing proportion of silk shirts, silk hats and art-

icles now classed as luxurious.

-0-

Parcels Post Next Year

THE ANNOUNCEMENT made by Hon. Mr. Pel-

letier that the Parcels Post system would be in opera-

tion in Canada on the first of the year, does not come

as a surprise, inasmuch as it had previously been an-

nounced that the system would probably be put into

operation at the beginning of 1914. The start will

be made simultaneously in all parts of the Dominion.

The Postmaster-General was silent on the score of

the rates to be fixed. As this is the all-important

question from the standpoint of the retail merchant,

a further announcement from the Government will

be awaited with keen interest. On the rates fixed

for the local and national zones, depends the suc-

cess of the system. If there is a sufficient margin be-

tween the rates for the national zones and those im-

posed in the local zones to provide the local dealer

with protection against the aggressions of the mail

order houses, then the system will prove a success.

Otherwise, it will ultimately prove a, flat failure, for

no measure which works an unfairness against the

retailers can prove otherwise than detrimental to

the country at large.

Hon. Mr. Pelletier's announcement will be

awaited with interest.

The Velvet Tie

VELVET TIES are having a strong run at the pre-

sent time and will, doubtless, continue to sell. Never-

theless there are retailers who refuse to stock them,

and it is probably safe to say that the popularity of

velvets will not be of long duration.

Which is further evidence of the fact that the

Canadian man is a conservative dresser who looks

askant at new ideas, takes them up for a while per-

haps but finally drifts back to the old order. Novel-

ties are slow to catch on in Canada and extremes

never go here except with a small number of men

who "go in" for clothes which, through their lack of

recognition at the hands of the majority, make the

wearer conspicuous.

*

Editorial Notes

Parcels Post on January 1. The only question

now is with reference to the rates.

A man must always grow faster than his job. If

he doesn't grow, the job won't.

A man won't buy what he doesn't want. You

cannot make him buy an article. A salesman makes

him want it.

The annoyance of a cheap article is felt long

'after the satisfaction over the lowness of the price

has passed away.

Did you ever stop to think how sales are in-

fluenced by a smiling face? Have you ever heard a

customer remark, "I just could not help buying, the

salesman was so pleasant?" Of course you have.

Then capitalize your smiles. You will make twice

the sales, twice as easily, and feel twice as good when

the day's work is done. It is an investment that costs

you nothing.—Mandel Bros.' Store News.
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Dress and the Cartoonist

1. A suggestion for the critical male. 2. The finish of the straw lid. 3. And now the slit trouser!

4,. 5, 6, 7. Should men wear wrist watches? 8. Another suggestion. 9. Men must wear their coats. 10.

Why shouldn't men wear diaphanous clothes?
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Readyfor Service Clothes
AND

Special Order Tailoring
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Wm. H. Leishman & Co.
LIMITED

Wholesale Custom Tailors

1 9 1 Adelaide St. West, Toronto

MAKERS OF THE BEST TAILORED GARMENTS FOR MEN
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Men's Clothing Will Be Closer Fitting
THE NEW styles in

Spring suits indicate a

growing demand for

Norfolks and some in-

novations have been

introduced that add to

t h e i x attractiveness.

Sacques, of course, will

be the leading business suit and in these, too, several

changes have been tried out. In general these are

in the direction, although only slighter, of more

closely fitting garments, with a more defined roll to

the collar, which extends below the first button, se-

curing a three or two-button coat at will. The three-

button style rather stronger, compared with the two-

button, than was the case one year ago.

There is a tendency to cut the vests higher, and

five buttons instead of six, will be- the prevailing

style. There is some call for a collar on the vest.

Cuffs on the sleeves and on the trousers occupy

opposite positions : the sleeve cuff is made in a small

percentage of spring stocks, but, generally, the coat

without the cuff is preferred. The trouser cuff, how-

ever, has won distinct support, and a large number
of stores are demanding it from the manufacturer.

In many cases the trousers are left open at the bot-

tom so that they may be finished with or without

the cuff.

Padding is retained in the shoulders to an ap-

preciable extent, but "Just what you'd notice," as

one designer put it. The tendency of last Spring-

to eliminate the artificial projection continues strong

and to retain the natural sloping effect in the should-

ers. In strictly English models the

padding is being omitted entirely.

The English models, 3-button

sacques, with the roll passing the first

button, are more rounded in front than

the ordinary models, and run about

29% inches in length. The 2-button

sacque, more popular, except in the

largest cities, perhaps, is a couple of

inches longer.

The sleeves and trousers alike, are

a shade narrower, although manufac-

turers who do business all over Canada

report that a considerable demand still

exists in the smaller places for the wide,

or
;<hip" trousers.

The Review is able to present below

descriptions of nearly a dozen 1914

models in sacques and Norfolks furn-

ished by one of the foremost designers

in Canada.

A growing demand for Norfolks is

indicated by Spring style trend —
Measurements for various styles of
suits — Vests are being cut higher —
Padding not entirely eliminated from
the shoulders.

An English "dandy"

—

a sack coat showing
lines now popular. Note
cut of vest.

NOVELTIES IN NOR-

FOLKS.

A novelty that has

attracted wide-spread

attention, and been

bought up with avidity

is referred to as No. 7

below, a yoke Norfolk.

In the design that has stood unchanged year after

year, the left front corner has been square, as this

seemed to harmonize better with the squared pleat

that ran down to the bottom of the coat. The patch
pocket, of course, was set behind the pleat, and was
entirely free from it.

* * *

The new design shows the pocket brought nearer
the front so as to overlap the pleat, which now passes

through the pocket, the latter projecting slightly

beyond it so that the hems will not come together
in other words, the pleat disappears in the pocket,

and the coat at the bottom has more the effect of a
sacque. The removal, or hiding away of the pleat

with its two vertical lines, removes the necessity for

a square corner to match it, and enables the coat to

be rounded slightly, in this also resembling the
sacque.

One other Norfolk novelty is worth a special

reference. Ordinarily, of course, the belt is loose

at the back, between the pleats and often runs loose

also through the pleats. The latest design shows it

stitched to the coat right through the pleats and be-
tween, and the stitching continued a short distance
on each side,—giving the effect of a "solid" piece in

the centre of the back. The idea is

taking well with the retailers, and the

demand may be yet for the combina-
tion of these two novelty features on
the same Norfolk.

The following are among the new
models :

—

1. Sacque.

patch pockets,

young man.

2. Sacque. English Model.—peak
lapel, short collar, soft roll, 3 buttons,

close fitting, narrow sleeves and trous-

ers.

3. Norfolk,—box pleats sewn in
with belt at back: inverted pleats to

give freedom to arms; narrow cuff on
sleeves : close fitting ; two patch pockets.

4. Yoke Norfolk.—3 buttons, belt

loose at back.

5. Norfolk, half yoke, box pleats,

back fairlv. close fitting.

2 buttons, long lapel,

fitting fairly close; for
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'Reliance Knit

To the Knit Goods Buyer:

The weather man is warning us to look out for colder

weather. Look over your stocks of Sweater Coats in Men's,
Women's and Children's lines, and see if you are prepared
to meet the assured demand for Knitted wear.

This season the Fall business on these lines will open with

a rush on account of the fine weather earlier in the season

and will no doubt continue strong until after Christmas.

Now is the time to sort up with "RELIANCE KNIT"
garments, and be assured of prompt shipment of goods as

per order. Our men are on a sorting trip and if you have
not already placed your sorting business with them, drop us

a card and we will arrange to have our Representative show
you our line.

THE

Reliance Knitting Company, Limited
KING and BATHURST STREETS, TORONTO
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LATEST DESIGNS IN SPRING SUITINGS.
From left to right: 1. Small gun club check very popular. 2. Fine check worsted, black and white, with purple

running through. 3. Black and white feather weave tweed, popular novelty,

tweed, knicker effect. 6. Greyish brown striped worsted, milled finish

herd's check; a good seller.

4. Pin stripe worsted. 5. Black and white
Black and white tweed stripe. 8. Shep-

6. Young man's spring sacque—long lapel, short

collar, 2 buttons, body-fitting back.

7. Yoke Norfolk—lower patch pocket with but-

ton; front pleat runs into patch pocket, and corner

slightly rounded; 3 buttons, soft roll, peak lapel.

5iircnED

Pl»T

smcnED STITCnED ID COST.

PLEAT

5TirCMED STUDIED

BELT

srnctiED •SWCnED ID COAT ..i. in smcitED

NEW NORFOLK BACK.
Instead of belt running loosely through pleats at back,

new design for 1914 has stitching along both edges of belt,

through pleats and between. Pleat is also stitched in ver-

tical lines through belt. Gives back close-fitting appearance
instead of former loose effect.

fairly narrow sleeve; edges single stitched; pleat

single wide stitched.

8. Young man's sacque,—2 button, long lapel,

fairly straight clipped front (not rounded much)
;

special for country trade.

•
Calgary, Alta.—Fire which broke out about ten

minutes after midnight on Saturday did between

$20,000 and $30,000 damage to the clothing store

of Tommy Burns Co., Ltd., 130 Eighth Avenue west.

It is not known how the fire started, but it began in

the basement, where the chief damage was done. A
large quantity of clothing and men's furnishings

was stored here, and was completely gutted by fire,

water and smoke.

SQUARE
CORNER

POCKET
FARTHER
BACK

OLD <57YL£

ROUNDED
CORNER

POCKET
NEARER FRONT

PLEAT CONTINUED
UNDER POCKET

NOVELTY IN NORFOLKS.

The upper drawing shows square corner with pleat com-

ing to bottom of coat, and pocket farther back. Lower one
shows new design for 1914; pleat running through pocket,

which is kept closed by button, and now, uninfluenced by
straight lines of pleat, corner is rounded.

Overcoatings and Winter suitings as shown by McAlpine & Richardson, Torontc
amongst the most popular.

Chinchillas and
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McTavish takes advantage of

National Advertising Cam-
paign to make Quicker Sales.

ill

Read About It

Mr. McTavish and Mr. Simpson
clothing" last year.

"Ceetee" Underclothing, as you know, is

Tavish, being a pretty shrewd business man,

-It's Worth While
both laid in a stock of "Ceetee Under-

a nationally advertised, and Mc-
reasoned that if he made a good

Window Display

while "Ceetee" Underclothing was being so widely advertised it would
link up his store with the advertising and so make quicker and larger sales.

Because, although our advertising does bring in many people to your stores,

some others are very diffident about coming in and asking, if they are not
sure you have what they want.

But when they see the goods in the window, they are not only reminded,
but the final persuading touch is added to buy.

Needless to say, this wise reasoning of McTavish's was rewarded with
quicker sales, and a better general business.

Simpson also had the "GOODS," but very few knew it—so his sales were
lower and he lost much of the value of the thousands of dollars that were spent,
would give him.

fifi 99

Underclothing
IS THE BEST IN THE COUNTRY, and every year we are making more people
realize this fact.

The "GOODS" themselves are our best advertisement—that's why results
are so good from "WINDOW DISPLAYS."

For instance, a display of any one of our "Ceetee" Underclothing (especially
our new Quaker Grey) will actually make the sale before the customer enters
your store.

We are helping you all we can. Our extensive advertising campaign covers
the whole of Canada.

After that we must rely on your business sense to realize the very great
value to you of a Window Display, made when the name "CEETEE" is before
everybody's eyes and in everybody's mind.

NOW
With every shipment of "Ceetee" Underclothing, we send you attractive

literature and cards with which to dress your window and store. Now, this
material costs us a lot of money, and we send it to you solely to help you make
sales. Because of this we want you to use it.

If you have not received literature or have lost it, let us know
replace it at once.

we will

^P^

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Limited =3
GALT, ONTARIO |^~

Manufacturers of Turnbull's High Class Ribbed Underclothing for ladies and children
l/-^

Turnbull's M Bands for infants, and "CEETEE" Shaker Knit Sweater Coats.
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SHOWN BY NISBET &
AULD FOR SPRING, 1914.

1. A popular design in

black and white wor-
sted.

2. Black with white hair
line stripe. Shown also

in grey and white. Pro-
mises, with No. 11 be-

low, and with slightly

wider striped designs, to

be one of best sellers

for Spring.

3. Shepherd's check in
greys instead of usual
black and white. Made
up in many colors.

4. Black and white

5. Small neat effect in

range of greys which is

taking well. Slight
change from absolutely

plain.

Grey, with black stripe.

Shepherd's check. It is

many years since it has
been in such demand.

8. Black and white design.

9. Shepherd's check.

10. Black with prominent
white stripe.

11. Grey with hair line

stripe.

12. Black with white
speck. Undoubtedly a
feature for the coming
season in men's, as in

women 's fabrics.

Worsteds Will Be Stronger

A Heavy Demand is Predicted

—

Blues Have Been Selling in Un-
precedented Volume— Prices of

Suitings May Go Higher.
Written for The Review by member of a large wholesale firm.

WHILE TWEEDS are selling, and undoubtedly

will sell, there seems to be a feeling that worsteds and
cheviot-finished worsteds will be very much stronger

in demand than tweeds.

This much must be said in favor of tweeds: In
the face of present sales and a general demand for

small checks, there is no doubt that tweeds will have

a very good run, as small checks show up nicely in

tweeds and make very effective suits.

Black with a white speck is undoubtedly the

feature for the Spring of 1914 in men's (as well as

in women's) fabrics . Outside of these, grey effects

will be very popular. Fine hairline stripes and
small gun clubs are proving very popular. The
whole tendency is to small, almost delicate patterns.

A shepherd's check in greys, instead of the usual

black and white, also will be one of the leaders.

While greys and black-and-whites are undoubted-

ly the strong colors for next Spring, there always

was and is a certain amount of browns called for, no

matter what is in vogue.

The demand for trousering has shown a marked

increase, due to the growing sale of blacks and blues.

Continued on page 69.

-Regina Leader.
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Borders and Border Ends Are Very Strong

This Fashion in Ties is Popular—Will

Velvets Last Long?—Some Retailers

Are Refusing to Use Them—Brocaded
Plush Now Used in High Price Lines.

"NOTHING to it but borders and border ends."

Stronger and stronger runs this fashion in tic?,

and the retailer echoes this cry of the manufacturer

for Fall and Winter and the -Spring of 1914.

Nearly all wide-open ends, as to plain silks, derby

style, there are a few of the Old Guard still loyal;

and a few of the "young 'uns" conservative enough

to stick in spite of the more picturesque fashion that

stares them in the face.

The reason for the popularity of borders, whether

in the middle of the tie, or running past the end into

space, so far as the retailer is concerned has been al-

ready referred to by The Review: they are the finest

things in display that have ever been offered in the

window of a men's furnishings store. And, the same

reason that makes them good displays, make them

good sellers. They sell on their looks, for their face

value.

Chats with manufacturers and retailers recently

have revealed an astonishing condition. Sentiment

in ties ! It's there, raising an angry head at Velvet,

that bulky, thick-skinned invader of the aristocracy

of silks. There are retailers in Canada, piles of

them, who haven't a velvet tie in the place: won't

have them. There are tie manufacturers in Canada

who spurn it from their factory in disdain: this

upstart

!

"A fad originated by Americans to use their old

stocks of velvets," came with withering sarcasm from

one maker of ties in conversation with The Review.

"Mark my word, velvet ties will have seen their finish

at Christmas."

Another manufacturer said he "might" try some
for Spring, or keep "a few" in stock to satisfy a "few

customers."

A retailer shrugged his shoulders. "Yes, I sup-

pose they are going, but you'll find they will never
be a 'fine' line. They started in too cheap with vel-

vets, a 50-eent. opening, and you can never persuade

the dollar and two-dollar tie wearers that velvets are

anything else than cheap goods."

But for all this a brisk trade goes on: and many
firms are featuring them day after day, and calling

on Paris and London and New York for novelties

running into the dollars. Many are laying in a

stock of velvet novelties in expectation of a good
Christmas demand.

The activity in velvets probably is the reason for

a new arrival: brocaded plush. These naturally come

On the left is a rich looking reefer of two-colored velour,

with large nattee border, and fringe of same color (black),

1% inch wide. This is made same on both sides to reverse.

Ties are made of same goods, minus the fringe.

On the right is a tie with a Persian effect in the knot,

velour body and Persian border.

—Courtesy of Sword Neckwear Co., Ltd., Toronto.

high, in the neighborhood of five dollars apiece or

more retail, and are made up in various colors for

the body, with black brocade as the over-pattern.

Advance hints of Spring indicate that crepes will

be more popular and that all kinds of printed goods

will come to their own—or a fair part of it—again.

(i!)

-@-

Worsteds Will Be Stronger

Continued from page 68.

The sale of blues, it may be said, is the heaviest in

years ; in fact, it is phenomenal, and the like has

never been witnessed in this color before.

While prices of suitings are high, there is every

indication that they will be still higher; at least

there is no sign of the slightest drop in prices in the

next twelve months.

Delieveries at the present time are very bad.



Two Styles of Lay-Outs for Men's Wear Ads,
TWO advertisements

are presented which

hear a striking contrast,

representing two oppo-

s i t e typographical

styles. Both have mer-

it and both have faults.

The ideal form of ad-

vertisement is somewhere between the two and, by

considering the two advertisements in detail, it may

be possible to arrive at a fairly accurate idea of what

that ideal form is.

Take first that of the Hub Clothing Oo. This

advertisement was 22 inches by 16, occupying a full

page in the Moose Jaw Times. It is on many counts

an excellent advertisement, perhaps the most com-

mendable feature being the type in which it is set

—

an open light face type. Where emphasis is re-

quired, a change is made to italics, often in caps.

The headings are set in a corresponding series

and, although light, show up well.

Another good feature is the uniformity which is

carefully observed throughout. The panels balance

neatly and the headings are set to preserve the bal-

ance. The illustration is a good one, well drawn and

lacking the blackness which so often characterizes

newspaper illustrations.

The chief fault to be found is that there are too

many panels. The matter is too broken up. It

would have been much better if some of the panels

had been eliminated both from the standpoint of

appearance and from the standpoint of results. The
average person is not likely to read from panel to

panel. It is not intended to say that panels are not

good practice. On the contrary, when it is desired to

feature any particular statement or article, the use

of a panel serves the purpose. But in this instance,

everything is paneled except the opening introduc-

tion and thus nothing gets prominence. The pres-

ence of so many rules in the panels, particularly

around the firm name at the bottom detracts still

further from the appearance of the advertisement.

An improvement could also have been effected

by the substitution of a heading containing a sales

talk, such, for instance, as "Good Taste the Keynote

of Our Clothing"—a heading which appears lower

down in the advertisement.

The advertisement of Wesley McKnight, which

appeared in a Cobalt paper, was 10 inches by &V2.

It represents the opposite to that of the Hub Clothing

Co., in style, being set solid, without panels of any

kind. This form of advertisement is highly effective

but it must be confessed that the typographical in

Comment on advertisements of two

Canadian dealers — Both styles are

good, but the execution is not perfect

in either—Good points, and faulty.

this instance has left

something to be desir-

ed. The matter is set,

in the first place, in

type too large and

black. This not only

makes it difficult to

read but results in the

space being so crowded that there is no room for an
adequate margin or for proper space around the sub-

heads to make them stand out prominently.

If the matter had been set in the same type as

was used in the other advertisements, it would have

been possible to leave three times the margin and
to make the subheads stand out,

Another disadvantage of the style of type used

is that it is the same as is employed for prices with

the result that the prices fail to "stand out" with

the necessary degree of prominence. If the lighter

face had been used and the prices left as they are,

the result would have been the most efficient possible

form of quoting prices.

. The heading is also rather awkwardly arranged.

A lighter letter in the same size would have been

The Hub Clothing Company
MOOSE JAW'S MEN'S STORE

THE HUB CLOTHING COMPANY S"
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more effective for this purpose. The heading would

appear to better advantage if arranged in two lines

in step form, thus:

A Grand Array of Men's

Seasonable Furnishings.

The copy was well written and the "intention"

shown in the lay-out was of the best. If the idea had

been carried out well, this advertisement would have

been an extremely effective one.

A GRAND ARRAY OF

MEN'S NIFTY

SEASONABLE FURNISHINGS

—

.

McKnight the Men's furnisher, always up to the minute with
nifty things in wearables for men, offers here some suggestions for

the men who like to dress well and at the same time perform the
purchases as economically as possible. All these lines are new and
seasonable while the prices are set to promote quick selling.

MEN'S UNDERWEAR
Stanfield's pure wool underwear, fall and winter weights. All

sizes. This is the durable line and is guaranteed to give satisfactory

wear.

Blue label per garment $1.50
Black ' $2.00

Green label per garment $1.15
Red " " " $1.25

SWEATER COATS
Heavy all wool, sweater coats in a variety of colors and sizes.

This stock includes the Penman and Monarch Knit brands. Both
are reliable and will give excellent wearing service. Prices range
from $2.00 to $9.50

CLOTHING
We are selling agents for Semi Ready clothing—the clothing

sold on a reputation and backed with a guarantee to give satisfac-

tory wearing service. Semi-Ready isn't a new line. Its been on the
market for many seasons. We can satisfy you. New fall stock
carries many beautiful Tweeds and Worsteds. Prices of clothing,

in stock range from $15.00 to $25.00

Perfection Brand Clothing, a moderate priced line. All lizea. $7.00 to $18.00
Boy» knicker>, bloomer style, in Tweed., Worttedi, Serge*, and Corduroy.

90c to $2.00

Wesley McKnight
| NEW USKEARD at the end of car line ONT-uni- •

i«Bt«^
As stated before, the most effective form of adver-

tisement would be somewhere between the two styles

shown. With a large half or full-page ad., it is gen-

erally advisable to avoid the appearance of sameness

by breaking in with a few panels, an additional

reason being that there are generally some special

lines which it is desired to feature prominently. In

smaller space, the solid set style is to be preferred.

•
The Schoolboys' Scamper

Continued from page 59.

The kindergartners brought out varieties that

the mothers said were "simply dear." The blue

rompers have been mentioned. Then there was a

bright lad in an "Oliver Twist" suit, made specially

for the occasion, of red blouse and blue pants, with

white collar and cuffs, black belt, blue tie, black

stockings, and green velour cap with a saucy feather

cockade. Russian suits were there aplenty, in tweeds,

serges, Panama cloths and velvets, and sailor suits

and deck suits.

"the "teddy bear."

One of the "specials" were the "Teddy Bear"

suits, knitted in one piece, with tam to match. In

the cloths, greys were most numerous, with a num-

ber of browns and blues. Herringbone tweed and

Chinchillas, in greys and blues and one in red, were

used in the overcoating, with reefers, and a novelty,

the "Canadian Naval" overcoat, a blue beaver, with

gold "G.R." (King George) buttons, and bands on

the shoulders.

Among the grown-ups, evening dress was shown,

with rounded bow collar; and an opera slip-on

"overcoat," of unfinished worsted, lined with black

taffeta, and 52 inches long. The sacque coats were

2 and 3 buttons, chiefly the latter, and one novelty:

a soft, unfinished worsted, of dark Oxford shade,

2-buttons, with a narrow braid binding down the

edges of the coat in front, but not in the rear. The

sleeves and pockets were also bound, and there were

narrow, 1% inch cuffs on the sleeves. This coat fits

the form, and has a vent at the back. The vest has

six buttons. It is a new line and appears to be a

good seller.

THE "GUARDS" OVERCOAT WITH BELT.

The Norfolk tweed coats, however, predominated,

and these, perhaps, have influenced the popularity

of overcoats with belts, called the "Guards" coat, as

it is of a military design. These were shown in

single and double-breasted, 42 inches long, with self

collars. In the overcoats the darker shades were

seen most and foreshadow the opinion of many
manufacturers that the lighter shade goods will soon

pass, and the older, more dressy, plain blacks and

Oxford greys, rule again.

Chinchillas in blacks and greys appeared among

the leaders also in overcoats.

Cutaway morning coat with striped grey trousers

and a riding costume, were included in the model-

shown goods.

COLLARS AND HATS.

In collars nearly all the most popular styles were

shown, the parted double collar, the long 3-inch

doubles that were a product of Spring and Summer,

and bows, triangular and rounded. Velvet ties in

several varieties, and bordered silks were the chiet

tie showings.

In hats, the stiff gave place, mostly to the soft

styles, which have had such a run this Fall. Velour

was a feature, and velvet bands seen on several. The

bows were mainly at the back.

In the demonstrations the chief window dresser,

"Curly" Apted, was Master of Ceremonies, with the

heads of the men*s clothing, gents' furnishings, and

toy departments co-operating.
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Some Practical Aids to Card Writing
THERE ARE hun-

dreds of card-writers in

the dry goods trade

who continue to turn

out plain lettered cards,

without any attempt at

illustration or ornam-

entation, seldom vary-

ing their style. The reason in almost all cases is the

same. They believe that it requires skill as an artist

to do this class of work and fear their own limita-

tions. Rather than attempt more ambitious work,

which they believe is beyond them, they go on with

plain lettered cards and never attempt to get out of

the rut.

This fear should be banished at once. There are

plenty of first-class card-writers to-day, turning out

finished work replete with illustrations who do not

possess artistic skill in the smallest degree. Illustra-

tions can be '"'worked up" neatly and effectively with

little trouble on the part of the card-writer.

Illustrations on cards are generally secured by

clipping suitable drawings from advertisements,

magazines or trade papers. By clipping the sketch

closely and pasting it on the paper in the position

desired, it gives the effect of having been actually

drawn in by the card-writer, this effect being im-

proved by the fact that the card is generally some

distance from the observer and, in addition, is seen

through glass. Some card-writers attempt elaborate

effects of this nature, using colored illustrations from

magazines or clipping half-tone figures.

If it is desired to completely remove all suspicion

of a drawing having been pasted on a card, it can be

run partly over the drawing or the lettering can be

started on the sketch. In this way it will look to the

observer like a complete drawing, and no suspicion

will attach that part of the card has been merely

appropriated.

One of the best card-writers in Canada makes

use of magazine cover drawings on practically all his

cards. His work, as a result, is distinctly artistic.

On the same basis the card man can work silhou-

ettes into his cards. Illustrations can be worked up
in this way. Clip an illustration suitable for the card

in hand, hay carbon paper between the illustration

The advantages of a press-clipping

bureau — Illustrations and advertise-

ments should be filed away for future

reference—Artistic skill is not neces-

sary for the illustrating of show cards.

and the card and then

trace the outline with

lead pencil. The whole

figure can then be ink-

ed in on the card in

black ink. In this way.

the drawing is right on

the card, and for that

reason this method is the best. Some card-writers

take the illustration and ink it in, turning it into

silhouette. They then clip it out and paste it on the

card. This method is quicker, as the operation of

tracing is eliminated, but it is not as neat as the

others.

KEEP CLIPPING BUKEAU.

V.]] that the card-writer has to do to turn out

attractive work is to supply himself with suitable

illustrations for all manner of cards. For that pur-

pose, he should constitute himself a press-clipping

bureau. Watch trade papers, magazines and news-

papers arid clip everything that might come in handy
some time. Clip illustrations of well tailored figures,

golfers, tennis players, automobiles, aeroplanes and

so on. File them away in envelopes and have them
so classified that it is possible to get the desired illus-

tration at a moment's notice. Thus, have one en-

velope devoted to "transportation.'" another to

"sports," and so on.

To digress, it may be mentioned that a clipping

bureau of ibis kind would be of inestimable value to

the advertising man. A few dollars spent in zinc cuts

will go a Jong way toward making the advertising of

a firm doubly attractive. "When twenty dollars, say.

is being paid for- space, why not add a couple of

dollars to the outlay when doing so would possibly

double the results? Most advertising men admit the

value of illustrations, even those of a purely pictorial

nature, and are generally willing to use them.

The reason why they don't is that they have not

suitable illustrations when the time comes.

Right there is where the press-clipping bureau

would solve the difficulty. If clippings were kept

from magazines and trade papers, the ad.-man
wotdd always have a splendid variety of illustrations

from which to draw. He could Bet something to

Design used on all cards in

Robert Simpson Co. store

previous to Thanksgiving.
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suit any ad. and could have the cut made the exact

size required at a very small outlay.

One of the advantages of this system would be

that the best of illustrations could be chosen. A
stilted drawing, crudely executed, does not add one

ounce to the "punch" of an advertisement. Where

extensive clippings were kept, it would always be

possible to" get a drawing, finely executed, to suit the

copy.

Now that the theme of a clipping bureau has

been broached, some further advantages of the

scheme might be noted. The card-writer and the

ad.-man should not use the clipping bureau for illus-

trations only. It could be used for the collection of

information relating to all manner of lines—inform-

ation which could be used in preparing selling talks

for advertisements and cards. Bear this in mind:

The men who write the advertisements in magazines

and trade papers are specialists in advertising and in

the lines advertised. Before preparing copy of a cer-

tain line, they go right down to the roots of the

proposition and get the important points. As it is

presented, the ad. tells in the most effective way the

vital truths about that line.

Such information should not be wasted. The

press clipping bureau should be extended to contain

copies of advertisements. They could be classified

under more numerous headings than the illustra-

tions: such as "neckwear," "hats," "clothing" and

so on.

See the beauties of the plan? Before writing an

ad. on a certain article, the ad.-man digs down into

his clippings. He gets the benefit of the "digging"

that experts had made into that proposition and, by

adapting the information thus obtained to suit local

needs, he is in a position to turn out copy close to

100 per cent, efficient.

With the card-writer, the advantage is equally

great. His success depends upon his ability to con-

dense a proposition into about half a dozen words

and still tell what there is to tell. He will find clip-

pings of advertisements invaluable to him in finding-

ideas and phrases for cards.

Neat Show Cards

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates.

ular
Dollar-fifty

Shirts
with collar

to match

98*

50**75*
JNeckwcar

1&

These show
cards were tak-

en from those

used in the

windows of W.
V. Boughner's
"Shop for
Men," of Lon-
don, Ont. The
card for shirts

and ties was a

portion of a

display used
among an end-

of -the - Sum-
mer sale. The
ard itself il-

lustrates an
effective ab-

sence of dec-

oration and a

fine stroke let-

ter. While the

S( lling price in
both cases is

prominent, it

does not show
too strong a

eon frost with
the "original''

price, nor the
—

' </oods it marks.
n top and

bottom of the other cut are small pointed cards

which Mr. Boughner sticks in the bands of his

ivindov hats, like a conductor's guide card.

These are on « neat, grey mat, and an air bras},

is. used to give

relief to the

white letter-

ing.

In a recent

laindow <> f

F a 11 hut s .

hard and soft,

an unusually

varied a u <1

smart display,

these cards

were attached

to every hut.

and secured

what might be

called a

"newsy"effect;

info r m a tion

right on tap.

The card be-

tween these

hat tags was of

red based with
white letter

-

\ng, also shown
in a late Sum-
mer windoiv.
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A Message jbrom the President

/j T the recent convention of the Canadian .Window Trimmers' Association, the
-*1

fact was most clearly demonstrated that, to make the association doubly useful
and successful, it would be necessary to sustain the interest of the members through-
out the year. It was recognized that the members must give their active co-opera-

tion all the year around and not at the conventions only.

As president of the Association I am appealing to the members and to all win-
dow trimmers who do not belong, to give us their support. Secretary Thompson is

starting an energetic campaign and can be depended upon to keep the work of or-

ganization going at so active a pace that the next convention will see the member-
ship multiplied several times over. The other officers are capable, enthusiastic and
resolute. Nevertheless, the officers cannot do everything. If the Association is to

grow to the size that the importance of display work warrants, then each member
must do his share of the work. Individual effort is what we need. If every mem-
ber would go personally to the other display men in his town who do . not belong,

and win them over, then the work of organizing the window trimmers of Canada
would be completed before next convention time rolls around.

This applies to YOU. There are several window trimmers in your town who
would join the association if they were urged to do so. YOU are the one responsible

for their membership. Go to see them without a day's delay and talk it over with
them. Show them the advantages to be gained and they will be only too glad to

throw in their lot with the association.

If each member would get one other to join, a great deal would have been ac-

complished. If each member would see to it that his district is thoroughly organ-

ized, then the association would be lifted almost at one step to the pre-eminent posi-

tion it deserves. And ivhat is more, this is not by any means an impossible feat.

It should be possible for each member to get every eligible man in his own town
pledged to the association.

To help sustain interest between the present and the convention next August,
the officers have mapped out an ambitious programme. Circular letters will be sent

out to all members at regular intervals. As far as possible correspondence will be car-

ried on by the officers with individual members. A Christmas window contest will

be held, details of which are announced elsewhere.

There is another point that I desire to make at this time. The individual

member should help to sustain the interest by corresponding with the various officers

and with The Dry Goods Review, our official organ. If you have any news to

give or any suggestions to make, write to us about it. Write anyway, and this proof

of the steady interest you take in the affairs of the association ivill serve as a great

encouragement to the officers. We would like to hear from every member between

now and the end of the year.

Yours Fraternalhi,

J. A. MACNAB,
President. C.W.T.A.



Managing the Working End of the Business

IN THE course of a

series of articles on

"Controlling the Bush-

eling Expense," George

D. Briggs writes in

Men's Wear (New

York) as follows:

The salesman and

the fitter, when their vital functions are rightly per-

formed, and when there exists proper co-operation

between the two, almost reach the goal of success

in the "Controlling the Bushelling Expense" game,

but actual victory is only possible by the aid of right

busheling room management. The salesman and

the fitter, unaided by this third highly important

factor, can no more achieve victory than a baseball

team, be their defense ever so perfect, can win the

game without getting a base runner safely to the

home plate.

The base ball pitcher may be so effective, and

the support of the team behind him so perfect . that

not a single opposing batter is able to reach first base,

but that will not win tbe game. To win the game
at least one base runner must be sent across the home
plate, and before this can occur he must first get

safely on base, and as there are but two ways of do-

ing this, either by securing a free pass or hitting

the ball safely, when the opposing pitcher refuses

to issue any free passes, then, if a team would win,

it must not only maintain a perfect defense, but it

must also, by hitting the ball safely, bat out a vic-

tory.

Likewise the clothing merchant who would con-

trol his busheling expense must have busheling man-
agement which, after the salesman and the fitter

have, by dominating the customer, maintained a

defense so perfect that not a single negative notion

of the customer is able to even reach first base, will,

by correctly marking alterations and completing

them on time, bat out the victory.

The salesman may be one hundred per cent, effi-

cient, he may win the customer's confidence com-
pletely, and may be perfectly backed up by the

ablest fitter who ever handled the chalk, but if the

busheling room management fails either to make
the alterations, to make them properly, or to com-
plete them on time, then all the efforts of salesman
and fitter will go for naught. Of what avail is it for

salesman and fitter to win the customer's confidence

if, as frequently happens, the busheling room man-
agement fails either to make the alteration or to

make it properly, or to complete it on time?
The customer looks to the salesman and the fitter

for a fulfillment of all promises made, and when an

The importance of a proper system for

handling "busheling" end—A system
for checking up all work done to in-

sure the satisfactory carrying out of

instructions — Getting work out on
specified time.

alteration which was

promised is not made
properly, or when not

completed on time, the

customer believes the

salesman and fitter to

be responsible, and, no

matter how completely

his confidence may have been won by them, it is as

utterly lost as it was completely won.

Yes ! While the salesman and fitter, by winning
the customer's confidence, may maintain a perfect

defense in the "Controlling the Busheling Expense"
game, yet they cannot, unaided, reach the goal of

success. It is the busheling room management,
which, by making the alterations, making them
properly and completing them on time, must bat

out the victory.

For the busheling room management to fail at

any time to do either of these three supremely im-
portant things is as inglorious and as fatal as for (he

pinch hitter of a ball team to strike out in the last

half of the ninth inning with the bases full and two
men out, when one run is needed to tie the score and
two runs to win the game.

Do you realize, Mr. Clothing Merchant, what it

means for your busheling room management to fail
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to make the alterations promised? Put yourself in

the customer's place, and imagine his feelings, when,

upon receiving his clothes, he find,-; that the collar,

which was to have been raised and shortened, has

not been touched, that the trousers are still an inch

too long or that the vest was not taken in at the

sides. Words fail to adequately describe a custo-

mer's feelings under such circumstances. He is

thoroughly disappointed and completely disgusted.

The confidence in salesman and fitter, which was im-

plicit, is entirely shattered, and he distrusts every-

thing they say or do. This direful result Mr. Cloth-

ing Merchant, is the consequences of a busheling

room management failing to make the alterations.

Then again it may make the alterations, but if

they are not properly made, if the garments are

crudely or carelessly put together, or if the sewing-

is not neatly done the customer's feeling will be just

as intense, and the results will be just as dire as when
the alterations are not made at all. while failure to

complete alterations at the appointed time, is un-

pardonable, and, if possible, even more disastrous in

its effect upon the customer than either of the other

two offences, both of which are most grievous.

There is in New York City, only a stone's throw

from that famous hostelry, the Waldorf-Astoria, a

dressmaking establishment, maintained by a lady

who has built up a large business and has achieved

an enviable success and reputation as a modiste.

When a~ked to name the factor responsible for her

great success, this lady, without an instant's hesita-

tion, replied that her success was due to the fact that

she had never failed to keep an appointment with a

customer.

When a lady is promised a dress for a certain

time she is never disappointed, because so great is

the importance attached to keeping her appoints

ments that the proprietress of this establishment

will move heaven and earth to have the garment fin-

ished at the appointed time, in one instance having

herself arisen from a serious illness to personally

superintend and push the work on a garment, in

order to guard against the possibility of the garment

not being finished on time.

It is of the utmost importance for ladies to have

their gowns on time, and it is not one whit less im-

portant to men that the clothes promised them at a

certain time be ready at the appointed time. When
a man says he wishes to call at the store Wednesday
at 1 p.m. for his suit, and the salesman promises to

have it ready at that time, just imagine his disap-

pointment and disgust when, after having given up

valuable time to come for it, upon arriving at the

store at the appointed time he is informed "that it

will not be ready for two hours longer."

The chances are that this customer has not even

a half hour to spare. He may be leaving town with-

in the hour. He may have other engagements, mak-
ing it impossible either to wait for it or come back
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again that day, and conditions possibly are such

that he will not again have an opportunity to call

for several days.

Pie' may have an important engagement at 2

p.m. which requires being attired in a fresh suit, and

he may have depended upon this suit, which was

promised for 1 p.m. In fact, a score of things may
be the case, which will cause the failure to have the

suit ready at the appointed hour to entail no end of

inconvenience and loss to the unfortunate customer,

a victim of busheling room mismanagement, that.

by failing to finish alterations on time, commits an

offence as unpardonable as it is disastrous.

The clothes you sell may be the acme of perfec-

tion in cut and fit, and your salesman and fitters

may be of the first water, but, Mr. Men's Apparel

Merchant, if your busheling room management fails

to make the alterations, if it fails to make them
properly, or if it fails to make them on time, your

alteration expense will be ruinously high, because

failure to do any of these three things will positively

result in so breaking down the customer's confidence

in both salesman and fitter that they will be com-
pletely shorn of all power to dominate him, and,

instead of salesman and fitter dominating the

customer, it will be the customer who dominates.

The flood gates of all his notions, foolish or other-

wise, will be lifted, allowing them to pour forth in

a swirling stream, upon the bosom of which sales-

man and fitter will be tossed about and borne along,

as helpless as a cork upon the billows.

Garments will be returned for realterations, two.

three, four, and in some instances as many as six

times or more. Alterations that are not only un-
necessary but that are actually destructive will be
demanded, and under these conditions, if the sale is

to be effected, they will have to be made.
Such is the penalty that must be paid for the

failure of the busheling room management to prop-
erly perform its function. So long as the busheling
room management fails to perform a single one of

these three essential parts of its function, namely,
to make the alteration, to make it properly, and to

finish it on time, just so long will the busheling ex-

pense continue to attain disastrous proportions, and

.you can no more control and reduce this expense

while the busheling room management fails to per-

form a single part of its threefold function, than you

can bring the temperature of a room on a zero day

to a comfortable point, say, seventy degrees Fahren-

heit, with the windows and doors all wide open.

Therefore, if the busheling expense is to be con-

trolled, a busheling room management must be

maintained which unfailingly does the three follow-

ing things:

—

First, makes the alteration; second, makes it

properly ; third, finishes it on time.

A busheling room management, in order to es-

tablish a system adequate to ensure the unfailing

performance of this threefold function must posi-

tively know the following eight things:

—

First. The shop's capacity per day in hours.

Second. The number of hours promised for each

day.

Third. The number of hours on each job.

Fourth. The hour each job is put in band.

Fifth. The hour each job must be finished.

Sixth. The bushelman doing the work on any
given job.

Seventh. The work in detail of each job.

Eight. The inspector who O.K.'s the work.

By the aid of this knowledge the following sys-

tem may be devised, which is wholly adequate to

insure the unfailing performance of the busheling
room management's threefold function. The first

elements of this system to be taken up are the bushel-

ing tickets, which are shown, in the accompanying
illustrations, the coat ticket (Fig. 1) the vest ticket,

(Fig. 2.) and the trouser ticket (Fig. 3). In addi-

tion to the three busheling tickets, one for each coat,

vest and trouser, there must be the fourth ticket,

shown in the illustration (Fig. 4.)

All these tickets must be completely filled out by
the salesman, excepting the spaces for indicating

the bushelman, the inspector, and the job number.
Those, of course, will be filled out in the busheling
room.

When the sale is checked up at the wrapping
counter the packer must record the number of hours
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required for each job upon the sheets provided for

the purpose, and he must total these sheets with

every job.

There must be a separate sheet for each day's

work. For instance, a transaction is checked, the

busheling ticket of which indicates eight hours' work

promised for Tuesday, August 24. This will be en-

tered upon the sheet for that day and date. The
busheling ticket of the next transaction will indicate

five hours for Wednesday, August 27. This will be

entered upon Wednesday's sheet, etc. Presently the

wrapper, upon totaling Tuesday's sheet, finds that

five hundred hours, the number at which he is in-

structed to close Tuesday's work, have been entered.

Immediately word is sent to the fitter, who at

once hangs out in the fitting department this sign,

"Alterations for Tuesday closed."

Five hours later the wrapper, who has totaled

Wednesday's sheet with every transaction entered,

finds that the number of hours at which he is in-

structed to close that day's work have been promised,

and he again immediately sends word to the fitter,

who at once takes down the Tuesday sign and re-

places with one which reads, "Alterations for Wed-
nesday closed."

Well, you say, what about the emergency jobs?

How will you take care of them? A sufficient num-
ber of hours must be kept in reserve each day to lake

care of all emergency jobs. For instance, the fitter

knows when the closing sign for Wednesday is hung
out that there are still thirty hours, or whatever
number experience has proven necessary, in reserve,

and when a salesman gets a customer who must have
a job on Wednesday he will go to the filter, who will

promise the work.

The fitter will himself keep accurate record of all

emergency work promised, in order that no chance
be taken of promising more than can be clone. In
no case must this be done. It were better a thousand
times to lose the sale than to promise more work than
can be done properly and finished on time. Upon
being received in the busheling room, every job is

entered upon a busheling sheet like
-

the illustration

(Fig. 5).

The busheling tickets will be pinned each upon
its respective garment, and must stay with the gar-
ment until the work is finished and the inspector
has approved it. The ticket accompanying each
transaction, and giving customer's name and address
and all other information concerning the transac-
tion, except such information as pertains to the al-

terations, which information is entered up on the
busheling ticket, must bear the same job number as
the busheling tickets of the job to which it belongs.

This ticket is to be alphabetically filled under
the customer's name. After each job has been prop-
erly recorded, upon being received in the busheling
room, while it awaits being put in the workman's

hands, it is hung upon a rod provided for the day's

work to which it belongs. For instance, if it be a

job promised for Tuesday, it will be hung upon a

rod designated, "Tuesday's work;" if Wednesday's

work, upon the rod designated "Wednesday," etc.

As the work is hung upon these rods it should

be classified according to the hour promised. If 9

a.m. is the earliest hour for which a job is promised,
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and there are. say. three jobs promised for this hour,

then they should be hung together upon the end of

the rod from which the work is taken: those for

10 o'clock should be put together and hung next,

and so on.

After all work promised for any given day is en-

tered upon the busheling sheet, making it complete,

a second sheet, so classified that all jobs promised for

the same hour shall be grouped together, should be

made from the first. This sheet is shown in the

'illustration (Fig. 6).
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CHALLENGE
COLLARS

Arlington Challenge Brand Collars is a good
booster of profits for your Men's Wear Depart-
ment. Made in all the leading styles of real

linen, covered with a waterproof preparation,
challenge Collars offer your customers a great
saving in laundry bills at this rainy season of

the year.

Challenge Collars are made in four grades of

linen coated and two grades of solid stock.

Superior to any other similar priced collars

on the market.

Send for samples

The Arlington Company
of Canada, Limited

54-56 Fraser Avenue,

Eastern Agent : Duncan Bell. 301 St. James St., Montreal
Ontario Agents : J. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington E.. Toror
Western Agent : R. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block. Winnipeg

Toronto

VANGUARD Knitting Wools
Established

•1ST***

Sootch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

158, 12's,

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

Oja and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
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As each job is finished it is checked off both the

busheling sheet and the time-promised classification

sheet. Thus, as the time-promised classification

sheet is consulted each hour, any unfinished job due

at that hour will be forced upon your attention. In

the illustration (Fig. 6) it will be observed that job

numbers 30125 and 30154, promised for 9 a.m., and

job number 30115, for 10 a.m., are not checked off.

Therefore, when the sheet is consulted, at each

of these hours, the unfinished jobs due at these hours

will be thrust upon the attention.

When a job is finished, before being checked

off, the inspector must accurately note the alteration

called for by the busheling ticket and scrupulously

examine the garment to positively determine not

only that the alteration called for has been made,

but that all work has been perfectly done.

Inspectors must be rigidly held to account for

all work passed, and each bushelman will have to

answer for any faulty work or oversight.

After the work is passed by the inspector, and

checked off the sheets, the ticket bearing the custo-

mer's name and address and the shipping directions

is taken from the file and pinned upon the transac-

tion, while the busheling tickets are filed away under

three classification requirements:

First. Salesman classification, the busheling

tickets of each salesman being put together.

Second. Month classification, all Salesman

Jones' tickets, for instance, for the month of Sep-

tember ,being put together.

Third. Numerical classification. That is, Sales-

man Jones, tickets for the month of September will

not only be together, but the job numbers on the

tickets will be numerically arranged.

After goods are delivered the tickets bearing cus-

tomer's name and address and shipping directions

are classified and filed, first' by month, and then un-

der the customer's name, alphabetically, so that if a

customer at any time returns a garment with a com-

plaint concerning the alterations you have but to

ascertain the customer's name and the month gar-

ment was purchased to enable you, in the twinkling

of an eye, to trace the whole transaction and place

your hand upon the individual or individuals re-

sponsible for the delinquency. ,

For instance, Mr. Henry D. Smith of Water-

town, N.Y., who purchased a suit in July as he was

sailing for Europe, upon his return in September

comes to you with the complaint that the alteration

on sleeves of coat, which were to have been shorten-

ed, was not made.

Upon going to your alphabetical files of tickets

for July, you find that Mr. Henry D. Smith pur-

chased his suit from Salesman Shaw, that the job

number is 23122.

Going to your files of busheling tickets, you pull

out the cabinet containing Mr. Shaw's tickets for

July, and the numerical arrangement enables you

in a second or two to pick out the ticket bearing the

job number 23122. This busheling ticket shows that

{he sleeves were to have been shortened, that the

alteration was marked by Fitter Roach, that Bushel-

man Marini did the work, or at least was given it to

do, and that Inspector Gallagher passed the job as

"0. K."

Not more than five minutes are required by you

after hearing the complaint from Mr. Smith to place

your hand upon those responsible, and being able to

do so quickly and surely place responsibility will en-

able you to deal with such delinquencies in such a

way as to prevent their recurrence.

SHIRT SAMPLES FOE
SPRING, 1914.

Xo. 1, left to right—
Showing front, cuffs

and collar of colored
stripe. Rest of shirt is

white. Variety of this

in striped shirt has
trimmed effect brought
out by deeper shade in

bosom band, cuffs and
collar.

Xo. l! — Fine percale,

with black stripe, stiff

single cuffs, and with-
out collar.

Xo. 3—Mercerized vest-

ing, with lounge collar

and double French cuffs.

—Shown by Crescent
Manufacturing Co.
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Order Your Holiday Novelties fj i|>

We are showing the largest and
most attractive range of Holiday
Novelties, Suspenders, Arm Bands
and Garters, in new and original

fancy holiday boxes---to retail from
25c and up.

HALLS LIMITED
Brockville, Ontario

flqqpppwq

IMPERIAL
MEN'S UNDER

PURE
WOOL

WEAR

a
For thirty years now this famous brand of Men's
Underwear has weathered the storm of competi-
tion and has come out victorious—the best value
in men's pure wool underwear on the market to

day. Pure worsted wools, the most up-to-date im-
provements in our machinery and factory, com-
bined with almost a third of a century's experience
in specializing on Men's Underwear makes Im-
perial Brand by far the most profitable line for

you to handle.

We are specialists in Men's Natural Wool, Men's
Elastic Knit, Men's High Grade Imperial, Men's
Double Thread Balbriggan.

Your wholesale house can fill your orders promptly
for your Fall and Winter trade.

V

KINGSTON
KINGSTON

HOSIERY COMPANY
ONTARIO

si



Business Has Reached Stage of Transition

Things are on the mend,

but it will be some time

before the financial strin-

gency is relieved—In the

meantime repeat orders

are making up for com-

parative slimness of

earlier placing.

/
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A PROMINENT manufacturer,

sizing up the business situation,

gave it as his opinion that condi-

tions had improved in the west a

little but to counterbalance this, a

certain reaction had manifested

itself in the east.

It would seem that things are

in a transition stage. With the

harvesting of a record crop, the

early lifting of the money strin-

gency became an assured fact,

but until the money for the wheat

reaches the producer, the financial

tightness will continue. Up to the

present, there has been little per-

ceptible improvement in money
matters but it is only a matter of

time.

A noteworthy feature of the fourteenth annual

meeting of the Canadian Bankers' Association held

at AVinnipeg, was the optimism which prevailed

among the members. The banker is always closest

in touch with conditions. He handles the nation's

cash and when things are bad, he learns of it first.

Likewise when, after a period of financial stringency,

conditions begin to show signs of improvement,

the banker gets the first authentic and tangible evi-

dences. Consequently, when unanimity is displayed

among bankers on the score of future prosperity, it

can safely be accepted that the indications are there

to justify them; for the banker is more inclined to

hint his pronouncements to reserved hopefulness

rather than to tincture them with exaggered opti-

mism.

Confidence was expressed that a great improve-

ment would be noted in the financial situation as

soon as the crop money started to oome back.

With reference to the trade in clothing, business

at present is reported to be brisk. Placing orders

were heavy but repeats are now coming in well and

the general volume of business promises to be quite

aw**?-.;'
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satisfactory. The stringency has not yet hit the con-

sumer very badly, it would appear. Man still has

enough money to foot his clothing and haberdashery

bills. Some retailers in the larger cities have com-

plained on the score of business this year but in the

smaller places, retail business has been proceeding at

a normal gait.

To revert to the financial situation again, it will

be of interest to quote from Financial Post, which

says

:

"October will be a month of some anxiety in

business circles. The Post is of opinion that the

crop in the AVest and the splendid weather which

has prevailed for harvesting it. are very promising

circumstances, but they are not such as to justify

the hope that trade will revive and continue at the

bounding gait of a year ago. A policy of great cau-

tion is quite as necessary now as it has been for the

past few months.

"Business is moving along steadily, but there

still exists nervousness with regard to collections. It

is not the AVest that is wholly to blame in this re-

spect. In the East there are large corporations which

defer payments as long as possible."
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Neckwear for smart dressers

Our range is brimful with style and smartness. Snappy and
comely patterns, combined with best workmanship. The diversity
of colours and designs makes every one a sure seller.

Regnis Brand Cravats
for the holiday trade is unsurpassed in assortment, in style, in

real neckwear value. Your smallest or largest command will

receive our prompt and careful attention.

The Fowke, Singer Co., Limited, Toronto
Manufacturers of Regnis Brand Cravats

Canadian Agents for Cheney Silk Tubulars, Knit Cravats,

Scarfs, Mufflers, Handkerchiefs, etc.

PERSISTENCY IN ADVERTISING

One stroke of a bell in a thick fog does not give

any lasting impression of its location, but when
followed by repeated strokes at regular intervals

the densestfog or the darkestnight can not long con-

ceal its whereabouts. Likewise a single insertion

of an advertisement—as compared with regular

and systematic advertising— is in its effect not

unlike a sound which, heard but faintly once,

is lost in space and soon forgot. — Printing Art

83
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Why Not a Graded Price Scale for Ties?
Written for the Review by a Manufacturer of Ties

RETAILERS must advance their selling prices for ties, or the quality must be reduced.
I could have put the proposition in another form: manufacturers must raise prices to the

retailer, or must put in inferior quality for the same priced goods
You can see the two really amount to the same thing. For the first proposition is the logical

outcome of the second. I was simply extending the process beyond that in which I am interested
directly.

Why do I say this? (And, remember, I am writing The Review "off my own bat.")
I have just cabled for 5,000 yards of a certain line of silk, and did so to escape most of the

coming rise in the price of this material. Silks are going up. They are up now, and are going
higher. The advance is likely to reach 25 per cent.

Where does the manufacturer get off at in the face of higher cost of his "raw "material?
But that is not all.

Do the retailers of Canada realize whose shoe has been pinched by the late demand of retailer

and public for silk ties with flowing ends?
You see these ties at 50 cents, the same as you did the narrow, straight line derbies.

Owing to their strength for display purposes you have found them quick sellers. Your turn-
over in ties, in many cases, has doubled, trebled, quadrupled. That is, your profits advanced exactly
in that proportion.

But consider where we have come in.

We were forced to put more goods in each tie. Those flowing ends that look so nice in your
windows are not made for nothing. Every cent of extra cost in those 50-cent fines comes out of our
pockets.

Once again. You will remember it was not so long ago that we made a cut in our prices.

What we sold for $4.50 a dozen usually go now for $4.25.

That is, we get less for our goods and put in more stuff, and you'll find in some cases it is better

stuff. We are hit in both ways.
What is the solution?—for there must be something done soon.

1. Diminish the shapes. 2. Put in poorer quality. 3. Raise the price.

We will all agree to wipe the first proposal off the slate. The present shapes and styles are satis-

fying the buying public more than any ties that ever were turned out. Your business in ties is

greater than it has ever been. The average purchase of ties per individual is larger than ever before.

None of us can afford to 'run athwart public taste.

Shall we lower the quality? There is too much of that being done in other lines. It's a poor
business in the long run for every one who takes a try at it. Do you want to sell shoddy ties?

Does the public want to buy them?
There is another point of view to this, the designers'. These men, in Europe and the United

States and Canada (to use a modest order), have been turning out an infinite variety of designs

to supply the wonderful demand. They know the extra money there is in this for the man who
handles these goods the last time before the public fit them through their collars. Are they likely

to curtail prices? They simply will not design new cards unless they are well paid for them. The
manufacturer, cannot get relief from the designer.

There is another point many do not realize. When we buy a certain pattern we must take

all seven colors. A retailer can come in and pick out two, three, four, of these. In most cases we
find ourselves with one color left of a series as the season advances, and we have to cut up that

silk and sell at a loss, for "bargain" sales in retail stores. The designers bear none of the loss,

—

nor do the retailers.

Now" what is the objection to the third mentioned, raising the price to the consumer, a policy

that has had to be adopted in countless cases in other businesses? When the cost goes up, up
should go the selling price. Surely!

What I suggest is this. Pay us $4.50 instead of $4.25 a dozen, and mark your ties 55 cents

instead of 50 cents. That will mean 60 cents more for you and only 25 cents of this will go to us.

That margin will mean all the difference to most of us between a decent, though small profit, and
actually running at a loss. If it were not for our $5.50 and other higher lines, on which we can

make a fair profit, we could not go on. That is an unseasonable condition of affairs.

You may say, the public will not pay 55 cents.

How do you know? Why will they not? What difference will it make to them?
The public will pay 55 cents. If you have noticed U. S. stores lately you'Jl_ see that is what

has been done over there. Lots of their former 50 cents goods are now marked 55. And they, have

65 cent lines, as well as 75 cents.

When you come to think of it, why is there such a gap in the prices? Fifty cents, then one

dollar. Isn't that the usual jump? Comparatively few 75 cent ties are seen. Why should there

not be a graded scale, as in nearly every other line?

I ask you to think this oyer, and I am sure The Review will be willing to give a little space to

publishing some letters on this point.
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£tifels Indigo Cloth
QJ Standard for oyer 75 Years

For Overalls,

Uniforms, Shirts

and Coats
This trade mark on the back of the

goods Imii 'inn in in iiiii m|

is your guarantee against all

imitations of the Indigo Cloth
that has held the confidence
of garment makers and wear-
ers for over 75 years—on its

•inapproachable merit.

Nothing can equal Stifel Indigo
Cloth for service and satisfaction.

Insist upon Stifel's Indigo Cloth—the
world's standard.

CLOTH MANUFACTURED BY

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
INDIGO DYERS and PRINTERS
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NEW YORK
260-262 Church St.

TORONTO
14 Manchester Bldg.

MONTREAL
100 Anderson St.

BALTIMORE
" * W. Fayette St.

Sales Offices
ST. LOUIS

426 Victoria Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA
839 Market St
BOSTON

68 Chauncy St.

CHICACO
223 W. Jackson Blvd.

SAN FRANCISCO
Postal Telegraph Bldg.

ST. JOSEPH
201 Saxton Bank Bldg.

KANSAS CITY

ST. PAUL
242 Endicott Bldg.

WINNIPEG
205 De Graw Bldg. 400-02 Hammond Bldg.

Revolving Garment
Racks

A

"The best that can be

made"—Our racks have

for years occupied the first

place. Made with or with-

out card holder.

Prices

No. 265 rack, without card

holder, each $12.50

No 265C rack, with card

holder, each $13.50

Write for our illustrated

Catalogue.

CLATWORTHY & SON
161 King St. W. Toronto. Limited

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

, THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses



How 1448 Ties Were Sold on One Day
Advertising Brings Record Sale to a

Toronto Retailer—Window Display

Helped to no Small Degree—Models
Paraded Store at Certain Hours,
Dressed in the Latest of "Toggery."

DID YOU ever sell 1,448 ties in one clay?

Not many hands go up.

Here's one better yet. Did you ever sell 1,448

ties of one line in a single day?

What! Only one of you? Name, please.

John Brass, Toronto.

And what kind?

A line of Parisian velvets.

The kind was black, and the design below it a

border of diagonal stripes;—black and blue, black

and white, black and rod, black and brown, black

and purple, giving a shaded effect in the dark com-

binations. Yes, we sold 124 dozen of those ties at 50

cents a piece in the one day. It was Saturday, of

course. Cash receipts on that single line, $724.

Mr. Brass, it may be remarked without the for-

mality of putting the question to him formally,

needed the money.

Don't mistake our meaning. The head of this

store needed it in the same way that every other

Yonge Street store in Toronto needs the money.

Rents are enormous. A small store, one storey, will

rent for $5,000 a year. With assessment up to

$7,500 a foot at spots, $10,000, $15,000 and $18,000

a year are paid for many Yonge street stores. Some

pay more.

Now do you appreciate the phrase, "need the

money?" The very location demands big turnovers

in stock; and to be big they must be rapid. Yonge
street, as anyone who has paid a single visit to Tor-

onto will have seen at a glance, is the main retail

artery in the city. The transient business is tremen-

dous; such a crowd passes that the city in despair at

the packed street cars talks of underground roads,

and forbids heavy vehicles the use* of this thorough-

fare downtown. The transient crowds, then, are the

reason for the huge rentals, and conversely, if prop-

erly handled, are the means for paying those rentals.

Hence the methods of the Brass store. New lines

of men's wear in constant succession: a novelty in

tic- every day if possible; a sale fur two days together

at most. A volley thrown at the public in the form

of an "ad" that sometimes fills seven columns, and

is set with heavy type: like "sounding cymbals":

such as is reproduced in this article. And, quite as

important, probably, on Yonge street, a window that

will stay the
[

>;issi nu thousands, stir their interest.

and draw them in to buy. A typical Brass window
also is reproduced herewith, a sample of the work of

Cliff Caldwell, window dresser and ad. writer for the

S6

BRASS' GRANt^ALL

A OPENING
I|| 52 Men's Style SJ

Walking Models Showing the World's Late£

Cleverest Ideas in Men's Neckwear, Shirty

Collars, Clothes, Hats Here To-morrow

One ol Features Will be Our New Parisian
Velvet Ties Priced from SOc to $10

1.200 Pit
Sea's Sll

19C

GLOVES
95c

The Sale Opens at 9 ajn.

3BRASS
148 YONGE STREET

AMMUNITION FOR BIG TURNOVERS.
Sample of advertisement of Brass's, Yonge

Street, Toronto, in which he announces his Fall

opening by a display of world's latest fashions

shown by walking models. He throws in five bar-

gain selling magnets. The model feature, shown
on two days, was a big success.

The tie at the upper corner is a sample of a

line of diagonal velvets, in combinations of black
with brown, purple, etc., of which 1,448 were sold

on a single Saturday.

Brass store. It may be mentioned that the stand is

on the west side, half a block below Simpson's, and

a couple above King street, within a hundred yards

of Eaton's.

Perhaps it is not intentional, more probably it is.

but the main displays in this window (there is only

one) are close to the glass, and. plainly ticketed as

to quality and price.

There are three compartments in that window

and each one. narrow and all as it is. is devoted to a

special line. One display in the second week in Oc-

tober had "the latest fad in New York"' in velvets.

at one end. a 75-cent line of black ground, with two

wide stripes below the knot, white and blue, and
orange and green. In the centre were Parisian nov-

elties, a black ground with a large colored spot as the

simple design upon the black. These also were a 75-

cent line. At the right was a 50-cent lot of velvets

in two colors.

A special occasion drew forth the "ad." that ap-

pears here:

"Grand Fall Opening and Men's Style Show,"
the third week in September. Three walking

models, experts from Paris, were engaged and they
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The "Outing" Brand Coat

is a real man^s coat -W)s^ %^+(

Truly-ta ilored. fiure wool

knitted coats with all the

ear-marhs of high grade

garments—

"OUTING" COATS

^Frank W. Robinson
Limited

nArn Bathurst and Wellington Sts.

TORONTO

THE COATS THAT ARE TAILORED TO FIT"

IMPORTANT

PYJAMA
MAKERS

Ashton & Pulford

22 Back Piccadilly

MANCHESTER (ENGLAND)

Can supply all your re-

quirements in

KNITTED or BRAID
GIRDLES, FROGS,
LOOPS, TASSELS,
BUTTONS,TAPES, etc.

SUSPENDERS

(Made in France)

Guaranteed for one
year.

S. E. Porter

&Co.
Sole Agents

for

Canada.

Complete Stock

on Hand

Birks Building,"

MONTREAL

Lion Brand Clothing is a

Popular Line

With the Boys
If you have ever stock-
ed Lion Brand Boys'
Clothing, you know
how quickly the boys
snap them up. If you
haven't, it will pay you
to get in a good stock
of this popular line

and find out for your-
how the youth of

your town appreciate
neat, stylish clothing.
The strong, wear-resist-
ing qualities of the
materials put into

Lion Brand

Bloomers
ke them the strong-
. nattiest and best
line; line of boys'

'The Jaxkson Bloomer*

The Jackson Mfg. Company
CLINTON, ONT.

Factories at:— Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich

87
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Window display which helped to make record sale of tie

put mi their turns on two days. Friday and Satur-

day, between 11.30 and 2, 3 and 4.30 and 7.30

and 9, the latter reserved for Saturday evening.

These moved up and down inside the store, exhibit-

ing neckwear, shirts, collars, hats and clothes. The
two latter lines were borrowed for the occasion.

These models changed their costumes frequently

and all lines of the various departments were shown.

Mr. Brass states that the "show" created a great

deal of attention; drew big crowds, sold goods, to an

appreciable extent, and formed a basis for future

business with many new customers.

As will be seen from a study of the "ad." five

leaders were used to attract purchasers in conjunc-

tion with the style showings : bargains in ties, men's

hose, gloves, silk shirts and a general line at one-

third the price.

A specialty was an announcement of Parisian

velvet ties from 50 cents up to $10.

A Positive

Success

Canvas Fronts

and Ladies'
Bust Forms

will increase vour sales The "Everlast" front is cold water shrunk and so closely stitched that:«S clot h padding and silesia are as one piece. The best cloth and the finest tail-

oring must be backed up by a good front. The ••Everlast" is absolutely essential if the garment

is to retain its shape.

M:nnil':ii-turers

—

Write for full particulars.

TORONTO PAD CO., LIMITED
569 Queen Street West TORONTO, ONT.
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PIM'S

IRISH POPLIN
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Dr. Neff's
PURE WOOL

Underwear
/or so/iJ comfort

Here, merchants, is just

the brand of underwear
your customers want and
need. Made of pure wor-

sted wool and shaped to

the figure with enough
elasticity to give comfort

to the wearer, Dr. Neff's

Pure Wool Underwear
gives satisfaction in dur-

ability, appearance and
comfort—and will find a
ready sale when stocked

on your shelves.

Write to-day for .samples.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co.

Limited

Ingersoll, Ont.
,;, -

-

S Messrs Mosey & Urquhart, Toronto, agents for Ontario.

IS John W Peek & Co., Winnipeg, for Manitoba, Saskatche-
1111 wan and Alberta; John W. Peck & Co., Vancouver, for

British Columbia and the Yukon.
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Wreyford & Co
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers
We are Specialists in Men's Wear —
Everything new, that is also good, we can

supply. The Leading Manufacturers we
represent are:

Young & Rochester
London and Londonderry

"Wyanar" Shirts and Pyjamas in Zephyrs,
Oxfords, Silks and Taffetas—Select Neck-
wear for Christmas now ready.

Correct Dress Wear

TreSS & Co., London and Luton
High Class Hats—Caps and Straws.

Shown by best trade in Canada and U.S.A.
Latest Styles—The "Rosmar," The
"Strath."

J. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Knit Royal Coats and Hosiery

Dominion Agents for "AQUATITE" Coats
for Rain and Shine in Gabardine, Silk and
Ulster Cloths.

Call when in Toronto or ask for our
travellers to call on you.

iii;i:i:iiiij'r^ii!i::.!:!i-i:!.i;rii:i:i:iii:iii!iiiiiiiii:i!iii™;i!i;i:i!i;i

MAPLE LEAF
UNDERWEAR
Maple Leaf Brand Underwear has

been stocked year after year by
merchants who want only the best

values in underwear. A sample
order will convince you that these

dealers stock this range because it

gives the utmost satisfaction in

wear and comfort and because it

invariably brings the customer

back for more.
Write for samples for your Fall

and Winter trade.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Ltd.
INGERSOLL, ONTARIO
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Sweater Coats to Resemble Cloth Materials

THE SWEATEE coat is increasing rapidly its

importance in the knitted goods department. Not so

long ago, then limited to the loose pull-on sweater,

its place was recognized only in the sporting goods

stores. To-day the sweater coat has far outstripped

the simple sweater. It has invaded its sporting field

and most clubs in giving special orders for special

designs in sweaters, couple with it an equal order for

the sweater coats. More than that, business in light

overcoats is reported to be cut into seriously this Fall

by the popular sweater coat. AVinter orders are very

heavy, both for men's, boys' and girls', and not a

few buyers for ladies' departments include order- for

men's styles, for they declare many girls prefer a

man's sweater coat.

"About the only difference there is now is in the

way they button," said a manufacturer to The
Review ; "Men's on the right ; ladies' on the left. But

that makes no difference, the girls don't mind."

This is noticeable for outdoor clubs such as

hockey games and general skating. They seem to

find men's coats warmer although to meet this there

is a tendency to heavier weight in women's.

There is, as has been said, a growing business in

catering to young men's clubs, and many manufac-

turers will fill an order for as few as six coats, making

it of special club colors.

"The sweater coat lias passed clear beyond the

novelty game and there will he big money in it for

every retailer from now on: there is already," said

another manufacturer. A third remarked that he

could not fill his main and repeat orders, let alone

taking care of any stocking business.

There would seem to be a growing strength in

finer stitched goods, and most manufacturers arc

paying more attention to this. The sweater coat is

coming to be looked on now as a regular article of

dress, to be worn with a coat and a less bulkv article

is desired. To secure this, many are being made of

full cardigan stitch in merino and cashmere. An
attempt is being made to approach the actual cloth

effect as closely as possible, and to get away from the

loose-woven type of the athletic sweater.

This feeling that the sweater coat should approx-

imate to dress requirements now that it has been

granted naturalization papers is responsible for the

supremacy of the Norfolk, with its pleats or "stoling"

that tend to a cloth-like stiffness, and make it hang-

firm. Some time ago a Canadian firm continued the

central stoling in front up the collar, which was not

doubled over. Another manufacturer carried out a

similar idea in the "North-West" or "turn-down"

collar, the stoling extending to the top of the collar,

and the "turnover part falling over it. Both devices

make the collar stand straight, keep its shape better

and be more substantial in every way.

The "racked" shoulder is becoming a factor in

nearly every sweater coat, for a similar reason.

While the tendency in England and the United
State- is toward- brighter colors the flashy element
has not made headway in Canada. There is demand
reported at places where American Summer visitors

spend their holidays, but ordinarily quieter colors,

both in self and trimmed coats, are the best sellers.

Tn men's wear two new shades are being introduced

by a Canadian linn, somewhat resembling slate, and

called "light smoke," and "dark smoke." Both are

attractive lines and quite dressy, made up in Norfolk

styles, fine knit, and with the stoling running up into

the collar, replacing the band and button at the neck.

For athletic clubs the Varsity collar is still in

active demand and shov ; up well in a trimmed eoat.

The combination collar has disappeared almost en-

tirely. As a wholesaler explained it. "people do not

want too much in one garment."
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Co
The Season of Rain

At this season of rainy and inclement weather comes an increasing
demand for waterproof collars. The collar your customer has
learned to ask for and demand is the KANTKRACft Coated
Linen Collar, because while looking as neat and stylish as a real
linen one, a KANTKRACK Collar does not wilt and soil when
it comes in contact with the rain. Made in all the season's leading
styles in " One grade only, and that the best.

"

Sold direct to the Trade.

MADE IN CANADA.

Tfie P€ir^or>ssa^sxTr^ori>3C€xn.o.cii£iriL^
HAMII^TON, 0:TCT*VRjIO

i

"KING EDWARD
SUSPENDERS

Reiail 50 Price

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of "King
Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.
BERLIN ONTARIO

Dominion Brand Hosiery

Reinforced at Points of Wear
Where the usual kind of stock-

ings give way to the constant

wear and tear of the b

girls,

DOMINION BRAND
HOSIERY

being re-inforced at

the points of wear, last

much longer and save
the mother endless

darning. And, made of

pure worsted wools,

these stockings will

keep the kiddies warm
during the Fall and
Winter months.
Get in a stock of this

popular brand of Ho-
siery for your Fall and
Winter trade.

Also sweater coats,

knitted caps and mit-

tens.

Letter orders will re-

ceive prompt attention.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO
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The tailored-to-measure man

is generally a good spender

Why not get his trade with the

Crown Tailoring Outfit ?

Has it not been your experience that the man who wants tail-

ored clothing, and who demands it, is a good spender? This is

generally acknowledged, and is the reason why tailoring com-
panies handling haberdashery usually work up a very good high
class trade.

There is no reason why you cannot get this trade and still handle
the ready-to-wear clothing. All you require is our full tailoring

outfit—complete range of samples of the latest cloths, measur-
ing outfit, etc. It costs you nothing, no stock to carry, only a

little corner of your store and a little time in introducing your
samples to the particular trade whose clothing

business usually goes to the custom tailor.$vm
i.Avml.

Write for full particulars to-day-

for your town.

-get the agency

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited

Our New Address: 533 College Street, TORONTO

100



DRY GOODS REVIEW

Take Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

'The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-

tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —

—

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE,

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE .
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Christmas Merchandising

Number
Issued November 5th.

By the time this issue reaches the mer-

chants they will be thinking of Christ-

mas sales and be replenishing their

stock of novelties suitable for gifts in

every department.

Use this splendid issue to tell these buy-

ers what you have to offer for this big

selling season.

This number will contain practical

articles on Christmas buying and selling

which will be read with interest by live

dealers.

FORMS CLOSE OCTOBER 29.
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OCEANS OF NOTIONS
FOR THE NOTION COUNTER

MR. TEMPLE, of BURNET & TEMPLE, london

IS HERE NOW
showing THE VERY LATEST for next season

All Correspondence to

R. W. R. COWIE,
77 York St., Toronto

DON'T MISS SEEING HIS COLLECTION

a tribute to

feminine Canada
LiddeWs Gold

Medal Livens

The offering of such an exclusive high grade

range of designs as are being shown in the

1914 samples of Liddell's Gold Medal lin-

ens is a distinct tribute to the Canadian

woman.

Women with an eye for the beautiful will

appreciate the elegance of design of these

famous old linens. They will be delighted

with the rich, soft finish and the length of

A card to-day will bring Liddell's Gold

Medal samples.

R. H. COSBIE, LTD.
IRISH LINEN AGENCY

30 WEST WELLINGTON ST.. TORONTO

"Rooster Brand"

SHIRTS
ICROW/fOvERALL

EVERYTHING IX

SOFT SHIRTS
For SPRING and ASSORTING

We make SHIRTS that particular

people appreciate

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited
FARNHAM, QUE.

White Coats Soft Shirts

Men's Pants Overalls

Mackinaw Coats, Plain and Fancy
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A VISIT
To Our

Warehouse

This Month

Will

CONVINCE

YOU

And we are certain will result in a return visit

on each occasion of our

ANNUAL STOCK-CLEANING SALE
in preparation for

STOCK TAKING.

During this month we will offer exceptional

opportunities to our customers. We will show

many lines of seasonable goods—just what you

want to give snap to your business—at mill

prices and below.

COME AND GET YOUR SHARE
TIME YOUR VISIT EARLY

THE EARLIER THE BETTER

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, Montreal
Everything in Dry Goods
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Awarded the Certificate of The Incorporated Institute of Hygiene.

rHORWCKsai

Established

1791.

LONGCLOTHS&SHEfflNGS

"The
Test
of

Time.'

HORROCKSES'
Longcloths, Nainsooks, Cambrics, India Longcloths, etc.

See Horroekses' Name on Selvedge.

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
See Horroekses' Name on Each Sheet.

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality
See Horroekses' Name on Selvedge.

Horroekses, Crewdson & Co., Limited
Manchester and London, England.
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about gout Ctjrtetma*

Crabe

The features peculiar to this season are the great

shortness of time in which one has to do the business and
the fact that many of the lines are saleable only during the

holiday time.

We make the successful handling of these points our

chief endeavour.

Should you not want the goods at once, buy them,

have the shipment packed and invoiced and we will ship

when you advise. This will assure you of having all the

lines you want, when you want.

Further, we make a specialty of Men's and Women's
Wear, especially packed in Holiday Wrappings. This

is the safest line to "go strong on." You lose no money
on such merchandise, even should it not be entirely dis-

posed of during the Christmas season.

Send us your sorting orders for prompt delivery.

JOHN M. GARLAND
SON & CO.
Ottawa, Canada
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"Emberaarten"
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

For Boys' Play Suits & Rompers
Girls' School Frocks

Women's House Dresses

ANDERSON'S

KINDERGARTEN"
CLOTH

Specially Constructed for Hard Wear
A Popular Retailer

Can be Ordered from any
Canadian Wholesale House

WM. ANDERSON & CO., Ltd.

PACIFIC MILLS, GLASGOW

SCOTLAND
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Fabrics you can sell day in and day out

—that give positive trade-building sat-

isfaction—that net a profit that entitles

them to a place of importance in every

stock of dress goods.

English Mohairs—guaranteed by the B. D. A.—have

no superior in excellence nor appearance. No other

dress materials combine so much real practical utility

with such lasting beauty and stylishness.

Bernard of Paris designed and made the suit illus-

trated here—using navy blue English Mohair with

a Nattier blue stripe.

Wholesalers and importers will gladly show you this

and other colors and patterns of individuality and-

smartness. Ask for English Mohairs guaranteed

by the B. D. A.

The Bradford Dyers' Association

of Bradford, England

Advertising cuts (free) and further informa-
tion may be obtained by addressing the
American Bureau, at No. 239 West 39th St.,

New York City.
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Linen Excellence

Old Bleach
<< ))

Soft, Snowy-white

Long-wearing Linens

Sun and Grass Bleached

Why not buy Old
Bleach linens? Expert

linen buyers acknow-
ledge them the best

and a good line when
specialized to help

linen departments.

R. H. Cosbie Limited

Irish Linen Agency

30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

"*\

A child can handle
"Noesting" Pin Tick-

ets without injury to

its delicate fingers.

The "Noesting" way of

ticketing is the safe ana

economical way.

It is the safe way because the points being

rounded they cannot tear the hands and

cause great annoyance to the salespeople

and customers.

The "Noesting'" is the most economical

because it eliminates loss from damaged

goods. The round points cannot scratch

and tear goods it is used in or comes in

contact with. Many a yard of fine and

expensive fabric is ruined by the old-

fashioned pin ticket.

It will pay you to use only the humane way

of ticketing—the -'Noesting" way.

Write to-day for

a free sample box

The Copp, Clark Co.
Limited

495-517 Wellington St. West, Toronto

^ /
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Who Has the Best Day's Record
When assistants become interested in knowing who has sold; the most
goods, you have furnished the best incentive for increased sales.

In addition to safeguarding every transaction, the National Cash Register
gives a complete record of the work of each assistant. He knows that he
positively receives credit for all the work he does.

This encourages industry, honesty and carefulness, and cultivates a friendly
rivalry to sell more goods and increase your trade.

Investigate what the National Cash Register
built for your size of store will do.

The National Cash Register Company
285 Yonge Street, Toronto

CANADIAN FACTORY TORONTO, CANADA
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During Sorting Season
Select

Your Xmas and Holiday Goods

RESOURCEFUL BUYING means much

Men's Furnishings to the retail merchant. Where and when to

Overalls buy to the best advantage forms the basis of

Smocks and

Work Clothing
good trading.

Facilities such as our immense and well as-

sorted stock offers to the trade should be a first

Wholesale Dry Goods
Woollens, Carpets

consideration with the Dry Goods buyer.

"Her Ladyship" Our range of goods in all departments
Ready-to-wear

Garments
equals, if it does not excel, previous efforts in

point of value and assortment. We aim to

stock the goods that make business better and

Three Important repeat orders a certainty, thus equalizing the

Departments

:

trading benefit to all; plus a steady trade to

HOSIERY departments.

GLOVES and

UNDERWEAR At this season it is timely to consider your

Sort up your Stock

from our

sorting wants, and to note if you have under-

estimated your requirements for the Christ-

LARGE STOCK mas and Holiday Trade. It is most important

to place your order in ample time for Hand-

LETTER ORDER
DEPARTMENT

A Ready-made Moni-

kerchiefs, Neckwear, Ribbons and Xmas
Novelties and avoid the possible disappoint-

ment in securing a choice selection.

tor for your Sorting Let our representatives show you our fine

Business. range of Knit Goods, Sweaters, Shawls and

Infant's Wear.

IROCK COMPANY (Limited)THE W. R. E

TORONTO, ONT.
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The Expansion of a Western Firm
The Glasgow House, Regina, Has Been Enlarged 50 Per Cent, to

Meet Demands of Growing Business—The Changes Made in the

Various Departments—A Store with a Splendid System.

LAST month the "Glasgow House." as the splen-

did store of R. H. Williams and Sons. Limited.

of Regina is known, celebrated its twenty-fifth anni-

versary. The celebration was marked by the comple-

tion of a large addition to the store of some 64,000

square feet in all. making the total floor area 112.000

square feet.

This expansion comes as a result of steadily ap-

plied principles, leading to rapid and continuous

growth of business. The five-storey building in

which the business bas been carried on for some time.

became too small, and the expansion, now completed,

was found imperative. That it was undertaken dur-

ing a period of comparative financial tightness,

speaks volumes for the stability of the firm and the

confidence felt not only in the future of the business,

but in that of the community.

The .-tore as it now stands is one of the finest in

the West; which is high praise, inasmuch as the

Western provinces during the past few years have

become studded with mammoth stores, monuments
to the daring and the enterprise of the Western peo-

ple. The equipment is modern in every feature, and

the facilities for properly displaying goods are un-

excelled.

Mention was made of the fact that the growth of

the business has been due to the establishment of

linn principles, to which the adherance has been

most rigid. Perhaps the outstanding feature about

this store has been the maintenance of a "quality"

standard. It lias been the earnest endeavor of the

linn to have the store recognized as a place where the

hot of goods are offered for sale and where service is

on a par. This spirit has been instilled into the de-

10
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Opening I without cutting by G. W. Murdison.

partment managers and into each employee. "The
best advertisement a store can have." says one mem-
ber of the firm, "is when the message of Quality is

sent out through the merchandise. The store that

wins the good will and patronage of nearly every cus-

tomer at its command is the one that can give the

best quality at standard prices. The Glasgow House

has won its reputation along these lines and there is

no reason why we should not fee] proud in throwing

open the doors of our modern enlarged store. We
have preached at all times the gospel of Quality."

It must not be assumed from this that the store

has not conducted special sales or made special of-

ferings. The usual programme of the departmental

store has been followed in this respect. It has been

the endeavor, however, to keep up the quality of the

goods offered at all times and the prices lixed have

always been fair from both standpoints, that of the

customer and that of the merchant as well.

Another outstanding feature of the policy of the

Glasgow House has been the strong publicity cam-

paign waged. Extensive advertising has been done.

One of the opening windows of The Glasgow Houst

11

rranged by A. W. Murdison.
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A grouping of special merit vvs of the Glasgow
A. W. Murdison.

orni was draped without cutting by

It will lie remembered that a few months ago, a spe-

cial anniversary sale was held to announce which

twenty pages of advertising were used in one issue

of a Regina newspaper. Full particulars of this

record-breaking publicity effort were given in The
Review at the time. This effort is indicative of the

energy and initiative behind the advertising depart-

ment, which is managed by C. W. Hansford.

In addition to the newspaper work, the advertis-

ing department issue yearly catalogues. Number 5

catalogue has just been issued and contains 108

pages, illustrating and describing the goods offered

for sale in all departments. These catalogues are dis-

A. W. Murdison.

tributed throughout the district and serve as splen-

did business getters.

The publicity work extends also to an efficient

display department under the management of A. W.
.Murdison. Several of the opening Fall windows, ar-

ranged by Mr. Murdison, are presented herewith.

NEW DEPARTMENTS.

With the opening of the new store, a hardware

department has been inaugurated, which will be

under the management of J. E. McComb. The qual-

ity idea has been carried to this department also, and
only the best hardware, stoves and household goods

will be carried.

Three years ago a grocery department was insti-

tuted. In the new store, increased space will be given

to it. D. B. McCall is the manager.

At the same time as the grocery department was

installed, a start was also made in drugs and sta-

tionery. This branch of the business has seen a most

rapid growth and in the new store a different loca-

tion has been found where double the floor space is

available. Alex. Ferguson is the manager.

The carpet and drapery department has been

moved to the fourth" floor where a space 120 x 60 feet

is being occupied. As a result of the increased space

thus obtained, new lines are being added and ambi-

tious innovations are being introduced in the ar-

rangement of the stocks. The department is in the

charge of F. Wilkinson.

The volume of business done in the shoe depart-

ment this year is showing a 20 per cent, increase over

business in 1012, so that the granting of extra space

in the new store is fully justified. F. E. ^idale is

manager.

The dry goods departments are under the man-

agement of Alex. Cheyne. while F. Shantz has charge

12
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of men's furnishings. These departments will have

improved locations on the main, second and third

floors.

The Ladies' .Ready-to-Wear section is in charge

of J. C. Webster. Three years ago the department was

enlarged considerably but additional room is now be-

ing provided. This is indicative of the big advanace

of the ready-to-wear trade of recent years—a devel-

opment felt in all parts of the country.

A FURNITURE WAREHOUSE.

The furniture department has always been re-

garded as one of the most important. Last year, it

became necessary to build a warehouse, 50 x 150 feet

and three storeys in height, to carry surplus stock

and facilitate the making of prompt deliveries. The

advantage gained by the use of this warehouse has

been very marked. It has been possible to practically

perfect the delivery system. A whole floor is now

being devoted to furniture. W. C. Woods is the man-

ager.

TEA ROOM ESTABLISHED.

A new feature of the enlarged store is a tea room,

which has been very handsomely furnished and de-

corated. E. A. Westen is the manager.

HANDLING THE STOCK.

Thoroughness has been shown in the system

evolved for the handling of incoming and outgoing

goods. The receiving department is in charge of P.

Edwards, who looks after the handling and distribu-

tion of goods. Two fast freight elevators have been

installed, carrying goods to all floors.

The delivery and shipping departments are under

the charge of H. Fowler. Delivery service in the city

has been worked out to a fine point, six deliveries

daily being made. Twice daily deliveries are made
in the city annexes. Facilities for shipments have

been added to cope with the increased business, inci-

dental to the opening of new departments.

Six years ago the delivery department had

only one rig. Now eleven riu;s and one motor

truck are used. New vehicles will be added shortly

in all probability. E. S. Chadwick is in charge of

this branch of the work.

BIG MAIL ORDER BUSINESS.

One of the most rapidly developing branches of

the business is the mail order, which has been largely

brought about by the efficiency of the advertising

campaign. The mail order business done has more

than doubled in the last twelve months.

©

Berlin, Ont.—Andrew M. Shaw, formerly oil!

Toronto, and one of the oldest members of the Com-

mercial Travellers' Association, passed away peace-

fully last night at the Berlin and Waterloo Hospital

a tier a brief illness. lie has resided in Berlin dur-

ing the past six ye;irs, and was employed at A. Z.

Garner's men's furnishings store.

STAFF MANAGERS OF THE GLASGOW HOUSE.

1, C. W. Hansford; 2, E. S. Chadwick; 3, Robt. McFarlane; 4, Russell Wilhains; 5, D. H. McCall; 6, E. A. Westin;

7, R. W. Meredith; 8, Alex. Cheyne; 9, E. Wilkinson; 10, Alex. Ferguson; 11, F. E. Liddle; 12, F. Shantz; 13, P. Edwards;

14, M. Webster; 15, W. C. Woods; 16, J. E. MeComb.
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Featuring Ready-to-Wear for the Christmas Trade
This department can be made an active one during the Yule-
tide shopping season—Many people select useful presents

—

Attention should be given to the decorating of the department
and the proper parcelling of the goods.

THERE IS no reason why the ready-to-wear department should be given up to silence and lack
of business simply because the Christmas rush is on. Each year sees less money spent on articles that
have value only for the moment and more laid oat on those which give use as well as pleasure.

Therefore, the merchant who goes on the assumption that useful presents please and that exceed-
ingly useful presents can be bought in the ready-to-wear garment department has very good grounds
upon which to build business. Put this view with all possible emphasis before your customers and
prepare to sell them Christmas presents from your garment stock. The assurance is reasonable that
any and all members of the family would be delighted with dress, coat, or a blouse for a Christmas
gift, am! that even articles from the whitewear department would lie received with delight if put up
in an attractive and appropriate manner.

There, -Mr. Merchant, do not let your ready-to-wear department have the air of nothing doing as

is so often the case. Place a little greenery about and add something to its arrangement that sug-
gests the season and go after business with a will. At this season of the year there should be good
ammunition in the fact that the stock is in need of clearing and reducing and, therefore, there can
be some attractive pricing indulged in that should certainly catch customers while the crowds in the
.-lore ought to furnish a splendid opportunity to clear out lines at bargain prices. Just a few novelties

to attract, and to give an air of up-to-dateness should be a drawing feature and a mighty good invest-

ment. Who buys ready-to-wear garments to sell at Christmas? some merchant will say. Well, the
big city stores do so and make good profits on good class merchandise at this period.

If you carry dresses have a special display of evening and party gowns. Spend a little money
on decorations, and make it worth while for women to visit the department on purpose to see the
gowns you are showing. Remember Christmas marks the opening of the social season, and the
time of the year when dresses of this kind are wanted. A few models in shadow lace, chiffon, or mes-
saline should sell readily, and you can buy very attractive models that are quite the reverse of ex-

pensive.

Round out the display with your prettiest lingerie waists, and waists of shadow lace, net, or silk

crepe. Here, too, a few advance models and one or two that are a little higher in price than you
usually stock should do good service. Separate skirts of messaline. moire velour and velvet could
also be shown with advantage.

Do not leave the whitewear department out of your calculations: people are becoming more sen-

sible, and it is to this department that you must look for your popular priced gifts. Don't let the

fact that intimate garments as gifts are a new idei as Christmas presents deter you from offering

them; they are just as logical as table-cloths or towels, and towels sold freely for gift purposes a year
ago.

PACKING AND DECORATING.

If you would sell ready-to-wear garments you must get the Christmas idea into the depart-

ment, You must also do a little decorating, and lots can be done with green and red crepe paper and
trails and bunches of artificial holly. Above all. mark the fact that it is a gift that you are selling.

This can be done by means of boxes in which to pack the smaller articles bearing the usual decora-

tion of holly sprays, bells, etc. For the larger articles provide a card, or better still, a choice of

cards with places for the names of both the recipiait and the donor of the gift. Also provide for

extra neat parceling, and for the tieing up of th3 article with green or red ribbons. These are all

points that will suggest ready-to-wear articles for gift purposes.

IN Til 10 INFANTS' DEPARTMENT.

If you have an infants' wear department this extra attention to appropriate packing should
make selling a cinch and should bring you the trade of all the Grandmas and Aunts who want to

buy something for master or miss baby. And children's wear should not be neglected, for there are

few children who would not take a lasting pleasure out of a new coat or dress sent them by Santa
Claus. Begin to get busy right now. and let your customers know that they can pick articles out

of stock at the present time and have them kept for them until the proper time for delivery. Also

that they will be attractively put up and carefully boxed, and have a card with the giver's name and
the name of the person to whom the present is to bs sent enclosed. The utmost care must be used in

dealing with these advance purchases, as mistakes would create a decidedly bad impression.

Remember it was the need of business in the dullest season of the year and on the dullest day
of the week that was responsible for the January white goods sale, and for the Friday bargain day.

Business was in both these cases intelligently forced along perfectly reasonable lines until January
became a busy mouth and Friday the best day in the week.



aid & Bros., Guelph.

A Store That is Showing Phenomenal Growth
WITH A PRESENT
SPACE of nearly 30,-

000 square feet, the

dry goods firm of D. E.

MacDonald & Bros.,

Limited, of Guelph,

are not content. In

Auguts next, when the

lease of the tenant in the adjoining ground floor ex-

pires, an additional corner will be taken in,57 feet

by 60 feet, nearly 3,500 square feet, and the estab-

lishment will then he in control of a whole block

frontage, three stories high. The new property will

he devoted to clothing and men's furnishings, which

now has to be relegated to a position in the rear, not

in keeping with its growing importance.

Such are the plans of this well-known store, as

outlined to a member of The Review staff by Evan

MacDonald, senior member of the firm.

NEW MILLINERY DEPARTMENT.

An accompanying photograph gives some idea

of millinery and furs department which, with the

workroom, occpies a space 56 by 60 feet on the

-ccond floor. The large show room is one of the

most attractive in the Province. Fitted up with the

latest designs in show cases, 8 feet high, 10 long and

4 feet wide, the beautiful shapes are shown off to

perfection in their beveled glass homes, in a bright

lighted room. Smaller, silent salesmen are here

and there, and glass cases for ribbons, against the

wall. The floor is covered to a silent tread, with a

D. E. MacDonald Bros., of Guelph, are

rapidly enlarging their establishment

—Some features of a system which
contains many original and commend-
able features — Close relationship

established between dress making- and
dress goods.

It is

floor

this section of the

held bv a tenant m

rich velvet carpet.

At one side are the

furs, coats and sets, also

displayed to advantage

in silent salesmen and

wall cabinets.

The floor above is'

devoted to wall paper.

building that the ground

itil next vear.

ARRANGEMENT OE THE STOKE.

The main part of the store is divided as follows:

First floor: staples, silks, dress goods, notions; second

floor: Ready-to-wear; third floor: Housefurnishings.

These include carpets, draperies, oil cloth.-, lino-

leums, curtain-.', and window shades. Each depart-

ment has floor space of §6 feet by 125 feet. The
office is at the rear of the ground floor.

In the Ready-to-Wear Department all the goods

are hung up on racks, good both for preserving their

dressy appearance, and for display purposes.

Mr. MacDonald lately adopted a system of

''cabinet boxes" for his waists. These are neat, black

in color, and hold in a convenient form all the waists

of a. particular size.

MAKE DRESSES OUT OF GOODS.

In connection with the dressmaking department

it is a stipulation that all goods to be made up must
be bought in the store. The firm is seldom asked

15
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to violate this rule, and in practice it is found that

the dress goods department provides custom for the

• Ire—making branch, and turning out of first-class

work by the latter induces buying of dress goods for

the privilege of making use of the dressmakers.

"This is of advantage, of course, only if we keep

our dressmaking department in first-elass shape."

said Mr. MacDonald. "Otherwise it would not

"pull" for our dress goods."

FEATURING UNDERWEAR.

Some little time ago the firm found it advisable

to feature ladies' underwear more vigorously to en-

^Vg^ ^a T r-ri-. s—'

A Great Merchandise Movement to Adjust the Store

and its Stocks to the Christmas Season Demands

An advertisement of D. E. MacDonald iV: Bins., showing the

high quality of their publicity work. This ad.

brought splendid results.

able it to keep pace with the rapid growth of all

other departments, and cabinets were purchased for

holding the underwear conveniently, something after

the manner of the waists, and silent salesmen wove

utilized for displaying it. It has responded to the

renewed activity on its behalf.

BOOKKEEPING SYSTEM.

When asked about his bookkeeping system Mr.

MacDonald gave the following summary:

The firm knows every month exactly what has

been done in each department, nearly twenty in

number; that is, the total sales the expenses, over-

head and for freight, etc.; as well as the purchases;

the sales of each clerk, etc., and a comparison with

the corresponding month of the year before, in every

particular.

A sheet with 20 columns ruled across it, one for

each department, is made up at the end of the month

and on it are recorded the daily sales of each. This

can be made up on an adding machine in 45

minutes, and is filed for reference. Among the de-

partments are B, ordered clothing; R, ready-to-wear:

W, wall-paper: F, men's furnishings; HF, house-

furnishings; K, trimmings, laces, etc.; M, millinery:

0, underwear and corsets; D, dressmaking, etc.

COMPARISONS.

for purposes of comparison,A
such <

Dcpt.

D

MONTHLY

second record is

is:—
Oct. 1913

B
R
W
IT F

Oct. 1912. Inc. Dec.

y departments and

and transferred to

Every day the sales both b

clerks, are directed in blotters,

monthly books in both cases.

The expenses of each department are kept sep-

arate the general expenses of the store, lighting, heat,

rent, etc.. being divided up to each department ac-

cording to the space occupied. The salary list of

each section is known as the heads and clerks are

able to remain in their own departments. Freight

charges are assigned according to the divisions of

each package or shipment.

Classes in Salesmanship

LONI >ON, Ont.—Smallman & Ingrain have insti-

tuted classes among their employees with a veiw of

instilling in them the principles of good salesman-

ship, (i. P. Irwin, of New York, ha- been brought

here to take charge of the work, and since his arrival

has succeeded in organizing six classes of about forty

each. A room in the upper story has been fitted up
as a classroom, where Mr. Irwin for a short period

each day gives each class little talks on the thing?

that go to make up good service in a large business

establishment. The effects of these little "ginger"

talks are already beginning to be shown, and several

of the clerks have expressed to Mr. Irwin their grati-

fication at the results that followed some of his hints

and suggestions.

The ch>ses will he continued about two months.

The Quality road is straight and level and leads

direct to success.
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A Record Sale of Mantles in a Small Town
How it was effected, being an account of the

methods adopted by a Harriston firm to push
sales in the ready-to-wear departments — A
series of displays helps to create interest in the

stock. Written for The Review by W. S. Wlialey

SO YOU HEARD I MADE a record for mantle sell-

ing for a town the size of Harriston?

Surely it isn't. And yet I feel pretty well satis-

fied at the number, and proud of the quality thai

the people in this town and district buy.

Perhaps my store attracted attention from a

traveller who told me a year ago I was heavily

stocked and was surprised to find that last spring

there was only one left out of 200 : 199 had been sold.

That is saying nothing of 125 ladies' suits that

were taken up in the Spring and dozens of "junior"

coats for girls of 13, 15 and 17.

You have asked me for my system. I wouldn't

honor it by that name, but will try to tell you how 1

went to work to sell those mantles, and how I am
repeating those plans this Fall. Maybe most others

in a town like this can beat them; perhaps a few

may be able to get an idea out of it.

START MIDDLE OF AUGUST.

My first care is to have the mantles start early:

about the middle of August is none too soon. I see

to it that my shipments reach me in good time and
I put in a big advertisement calling attention to

them the week before.

I follow this up by a window display and the

first time I put a dozen or so in the window, choosing

the best of my stock, to give women an idea of the

attractive samples she can get inside. The values

of these run from $15 to $25. No price tickets are

attached at this first display, however, for at the

opening of the season this is not the all-important

point with women buyers they want something pretty

nice, and just as in early hats, are willing to pay a

fair price.

NO DUPLICATES IX MANTLES.

A point T would emphasize here is that I do not

allow any duplicates in my stock. In a small town,

especially, that seems to me a fatal mistake. No
woman wants to meet her "twin" coming down the

street. It gives one an impression of a "bargain" or

"job lot" in coats. It hurts her pride; she wants
something that is her own choice, and no one else

has; something that reflects her individual taste.

So, not only in

mantles but in suits,

I see to it that no

two are* alike, and I

impress this point

on ladies who come
in to look over my
stock, and find it a

strong argument in

salesmanship.

The sale is now
started, and after it

has had a couple of

weeks or so to run,

and a number of purchases have been made, I go at

it from another standpoint, to give it an impetus. I

put on a "sale" of mantles. Some people think this

is a mistake : that sales should come only at the close

of a season, when you feel you cannot get your regu-

lar prices and run the risk of having some left over.

I have found it work out differently.

HARGAIN SALE IN COUPLE OF WEEKS.

I advertise a "bargain" sale of mantles, after the

"edge" has been taken off the "regulars." This ad.

will take up a full page in the weekly paper. A
window is also given up to a display of these mantles,

and I fix the price at $10, and place there good's that

are ordinarily marked $12, $12.50, $13, etc. I sell

fairly close to cost, it is true, but never below it, and
the "bargain" sale, besides disposing of the dozen or

more in the window, and others of the same price,

inside draws attention to the large stock of higher

quality goods that I carry, and many women will

discard the $10 goods in favor of others at $15 and
$20.

My third special sale occurs at our exhibition

period which usually fits in with the Fall openings,

early in September. T make a special trip to Toronto

to pick up some "novelties" ; natty samples that have
come in since I ordered my Fall supply, late season

lines that you find in almost every department of a

wholesaler or manufacturer. These run from $20
to $30, rather higher than my initial showings.

SALE OF NOVELTY MANTLES.
Both last Fall and this, these novelty mantles

attracted attention and renewed interest in my stock
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as well as selling well themselves. These, like the

first . had no price tickets on them.

For the next month or rather more I kept the

mantles well to the front ; not monopolizing my win-

dows, nor my ads. but still prominent, and sales each

year have been steady. With the first couple of

weeks of October cool, most of my stock, as last year,

would be gone : this time I have a few more left, but

not many.

FOURTH DISPLAY AT $12.75.

I make my fourth move for the first week in

November, my $12 . 75 sale. This will be my <£clean-

up" sale, in which everything will be included.

Necessarily some mantles will be sold below cost, but

I am a firm believer in not carrying goods over from

one season to another. I would lose more, it is prob-

able, next fall, far more, than by letting them go

now; in tying up of capital, floor space (already too

small) ; oh, in a dozen ways you all know. No, the

way I figure is that on the rest, say 80 or 85 per cent.,

perhaps 90, I have cleaned up a fair profit and as a

Niagara Falls man said in The Review some. time

ago, "the first loss is always the least." On the whole

I will be well ahead in my mantle sales.

CLEAR DECKS FOR CHRISTMAS.

With my mantles nearly out of the way early in

November I will clear the decks for Christmas, and

have bought already a full line of toys and gifts

which I have found to fit in splendidly with the

dry goods business and is appreciated by my custo-

mers. These take the space now occupied by my
mantle racks. An advertisement, full page, goes

with these, to start them off and I choose the last

week in November for a Christmas specialty an-

nouncement, with which window display, of course,

goes hand in hand.

BELIEVES IN PRICE TICKETS.

It may be well to remark that I am a thorough

believer in price tickets, except under special cir-

cumstances when judgment suggests their being

omitted. That is one point that has had as much
as anything else to do with what little success in busi-

ness I have had. I make a very liberal use of price

tickets all over the store. I have the goods changed
around constantly so as to get variety, and make
new price tickets about once a week. And I only

wish my store were larger so I could display more
goods and use more price tickets.

-®-

The annoyance of a cheap article is felt long

after the satisfaction over the lowness of the price

has passed away.

Bequests to Employees

One of the best known merchant princes of New

York, Benjamin Altman, head of B. Altman & Co.,

with $3,000,000 paid-up capital and 4,000 employees,

died last month after a few weeks illness at the age

of 73. Benjamin Altaian's success is ascribed to

"the wonderful sense he had of values," by which he

appraised correctly, not only his own merchandise,

but that of his competitors, and also made his judg-

ment of men almost unerring. It is said that at the

end of each month he had placed before him a tabu-

lated record of all the merchandise that had been

purchased during the month, with the sales of the

period and comparative figures for several years back.

If any department showed a decrease, he personally

investigated it and saw to it that the surplus stock

was disposed of by a gradual reduction in prices.

In his will Mr. Altman remembered many of his

old employees. Seven were left shares in the busi-

ness; eleven others received $5,000 each; three,

$1,000 each, and the following provision was made
for those employed for over 15 years: Over 20 years,

$2,500 each; from 18 to 20 years, $1,500 each; and

from 15 to 18 years, $1,000 each. Hospitals and
other charities received gifts, in the aggregate hun-

dreds of thousands. In addition to his huge busi-

ness and philanthropic interests, Mr. Altman gather-

ed together one of the finest art collections in the

world.

@

Sussex, N.B.—Black Bros, will open a men's

furnishing store about the first of December.

Castor, Alta.—C. L. Coburn has been put in

charge of the dry goods department of Nichol &.

Dillon.

By an overwhelming majority, the by-law to loan

$6,000 to the Perfect Knit Mills' Company. Limited,

of Listowel passed Saturday, the vote being 328 for

and 38 against.

Owen Sound, Ont.—Fire in W. G. Morgan's

clothing store did damage that will run into thou-

sands. The blaze is supposed to have originated

from the wiring in the basement. The loss is chiefly

from smoke and water.

Hamilton, Ont.—Shea's Limited., will hereafter

be known as Murray Sons Limited. J. L. Murray

the head of the new organization, is a dry goods man
of life long experience, and comes to Hamilton after

a long and successful connection with one of the larg-

est and highest-class dry goods businesses of western

Ontario. Associated with him will be his sons. G.

S. Murrav and W. L. Murray.

IS
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^^^A By considering the interests of

^m YOUR customers.

• Get what you are asked for.

Say YOU will get it at once and

do so, for

YOU can get anything in dry

HOW can YOU best goods, if you ask for it.

serve YOUR own

interests
We are serving hundreds of the

most successful merchants in

Canada— merchants who acknow-

ledge that their success is due to

the attention given the above

|
principles.

May we fill YOUR trial order?

Our entire service is at YOUR
command.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

MONTREAL
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Ready-to-Wear and the Small Merchant

THE MOST marked feature of the dry goods trade

during the last decade has been the development of

ready-to-Avear. Trade in ready-made garments has

increased of recent years by leaps and bounds, far

beyond the dreams of the most sanguine ten years

ago. That it is only now on the threshold of its real

development is an opinion that is advanced without

fear of contradiction.

But many merchants are not sharing as they

should in the splendid profits that accompany this

growth. This is particularly true with reference to

the small town merchant, whose lack of participa-

tion can be traced to timidity. He is afraid to put

in a suitable range, carrying instead a few suits and

coats for the most part of the cheaper grades. The

result is that customers do not get any adequate

idea of the scope of present day ready-to-wear, judg-

ing its possibilities by' the stock of the local mer-

chant.

The interest shown in ready-to-wear and the re-

sultant sales are in direct ratio to the quality of the

stock carried. The merchant who has a large stock,

with a good range of prices and a varied assortment

of styles, will find wide interest among customers

and sales in accordance.

To the merchant who bases his buying in ready-

to-wear solely on what he has done in that depart-

ment in the past, without taking into account the

marvellous development of the industry, we com-

mend an article appearing in this number which

deals with the success of a merchant in an Ontario

town in dealing with ready-to-wear. That his suc-

cess was in no small degree due to the fact that he

carried an adequate stock, giving a complete range

of style and price, is a significant fact.

Lay Christmas Plans Early

WHEN Lord Roberts was advancing on Pretoria, he

made out a schedule, outlining the work of his army

for each day, and definitely mentioning the date on

which different towns were to be occupied. History

relates how that schedule was carried out to the letter.

Lord Roberts captured Pretoria on exactly the day

that he had predicted many weeks in advanace.

If the commander of an army with unknown dif-

ficulties to encounter, can predict with certainty, the

results which he is going to achieve weeks in advance,

w?hy cannot a business man also draw up a schedule,

outlining what he means to accomplish each day dur-

ing the season of the Christmas trade?

A carefully prepared plan, outlining exactly what

goods are to be exhibited in the window on certain

days, and what lines are to be shown in the various

silent salesmen and on the tables, and what goods are

to be advertised in the local newspapers, will be an

immense help wThen the rush of Christmas trade is

at hand.

Instead of wondering what to do next, the mer-

chant will only consult bis schedule. And, by having

some definite work to be done, he will get a greater

quantity of more intelligent work, out of his staff.

Waste of Flax Straw

CANADA is suffering a heavy loss from the destruc-

tion of flax straw, according to a Westerner named

Joseph Bradshaw, who has gone into the problem

exhaustively. Reckoning on this year's flax crop,

he finds that in the three Prairie Provinces. 320,000

tons of straw are yielded.

The great bulk of this straw is burned in the

fields. It is of coarse grade, being grown entirely

for its vield of seed instead of. as is the case in Ire-
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land, primarily for its fibre-producing quality. Mr.

Bradshaw asserts that the Western flax straw, if

subjected to special treatment in the rotting process,

would produce 648,000 tons of coarse fibre entirely

suitable for the manufacture of household textile

fabrics.

Canada's consumption of the coarser variety of

linens, he contends, could be produced from this

fibre and enough would be left to provide all the

binder twine required as well.

These facts are of deep significance. If the flax

straw were thus utilized, it might be that some day

great linen factories would be found in the West as

a development of the growth of the flax crop. The
idea is a remote one, some may even term it to be

vague, but it is by no means an impossible one.

©

No Secret Commissions

THE CHARGE is sometimes heard that inducements
are offered buyers by traveling salesmen and that

in many cases they are accepted. Secret commissions

are undoubtedly given in some cases, but we believe

the practice is so rare that to assert it to be a general

thing is to most unfairly brand a class of men almost

without exception loyal to the firms they represent

and honest to the highest degree. That the oppor-

tunity exists is not to be denied. That it is zealously

shunned is the highest tribute to the worth of those

who serve as buyers.

The charge was recently made in England that

the practice of accepting commissions had become so

general that it threatened to undermine the whole

course of commercial transactions. Several prosecu-

tions under the act had been aired in the courts. On
examination it was found, however, that such cases

were very rare indeed; so rare that the charge against

the buyer as a class fell ignominiously flat. Enquiry

found that to every buyer who allowed personal gain

to bias his judgment, there were thousands who rig-

orously refused to accept even the slightest token.

©

The Passing View

There is no mistaking the feeling of optimism

that is encountered everywhere that business men
congregate and discuss conditions. Looks as if 1914

would be a big year.

"You laugh at it now
;
you will wear it soon," said

Paul Poiret, speaking of an exceptionally tight skirt

model. A significant remark on the style trend.

With silks so determinedly on the upgrade, mer-

chants should endeavor to educate their customers to

higher prices.

21

Canadians in Europe

IN THE New York Herald's Paris Edition, recently,

there appeared from the Carlsbad correspondent an

interview with Col. J. B. MacLean, publisher of Dry

Goods Review, which will be of interest to our read-

ers. Col. Mac-Lean's wide experience as publisher of

the leading Canadian trade papers led him to suggest

that there should be a stricter interpretation of the

customs regulations as regards the effects of travellers

returning to Canada from Europe. In this opinion,

Canadian business men generally will heartily con-

cur. The interview thus reported in The Herald:

"Canadians are following the example of Ameri-

cans in their invasion of Europe, according to Lieu-

tenant-Colonel J. B. MacLean, newspaper proprietor

of Toronto, Canada, who is at the Savoy Hotel. Col-

onel MacLean says that he has been reading the

Herald for about 13 years.

Commenting on the Canadian invasion he said:

"I am one of the few who come regularly to Carlsbad,

but there are a few more Canadians floating over to

Europe than surface indications would lead one to

think, because we pass for Americans. As a class, we

are like Americans in dress, accent, manners, tastes,

in fact in everything but sentiment. In this we are

strongly British.

" 'This continent has had three distinct invasions

of vacation-seeking money spenders—British, Am-

ericans, and South Americans. The fourth invasion,

the Canadian, has just begun.

" 'The last 25 years have produced in the Domin-

ion scores of self-made millionaires and thousands of

others with fairly good bank accounts. These are

following the fashion by coming over here to outfit

their families with jewelry, clothes and furnishings

of all kinds. Hitherto our customs have been most

generous to returning travellers and no serious at-

tempt has been made to collect duties on personal ef-

fects of any kind bought abroad, but with the great

increase in these purchases, our customs must, in jus-

tice to our own merchants and manufacturers, be

given a stricter interpretation.

" 'The foundations of Canada's great prosperity

were laid in 1878, when we adopted a protective

tariff, which was followed by a policy of national aid

to railway building, to open up the country in ad-

vance of the farmer, miner, and lumberman. Our

development has only begun. The second and third

transcontinental railways, with their hundreds of

miles of feeders, will be completed in another year or

two.'
"
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These Values Emphasize the Economy of Buying
at Sutcliffe's Big Departmental Store, Lindsay

your Parcels Delivered FREE to Any Train, Boat, Hotel or Anywhere in Town

WN OUR HOLSEFt RMSHINGS DEPARTMEXT ore values and assortments that

mills oflhc.Otd Country and shipped direct to us, thus saving all unncetsory handling

Be Sure and See Our Displays at the Exhibition and Pay Our Store a Visit

Knitted Goods for Men!

Sweater Coals Bidck Worsted Socks

".'., ' «' '»*-' Bo

Rihbed Underwear

•s Underwear 25c

,.;;..;,; *, , ™G.n...i 2r.c

Popular Priced Furnishings

Cape Qoves Neckwear

\: ;::;!:',
$| ^

r„< $i

BOYS' CLOTHING !

At Very Special Prices

; :/ \ [A
"""

Too

Wear The Kin^ Hal

A Hat lor Every face

Prices Si to S.^ SO

MENS' CLOTHING !

WONDERFUL LACI CURTAIN VALUES

. 1.75

•
: US

EXTRA QUALITY WINDOW SHADES >

r-<*zw*

35c

Special
°"

t

™g
,
^":;;

Tapestry

Squares

Extra Quality

Rugs

1.50

LINOLEUMS AND OILCLOTHS

EXHIBITION SPECIALS IN CURTAIN NETS

loc 30c, 35c. IOr and 50c

Yon Always Gel llto Newest Here

J. SUTCLIFFE 8l SONS
*TSi SKS,'* LINDSAY —SiXT"

EXTRA VALUE INGRAIN CARPELS

43c

An exceptionally well laid out advertisement by J. Sutcliffe & Sons, Lindsay.
Ontario. The balance in the arrangement of matter, panels and cuts was per-

fectly maintained. Uniformity was observed in the selection and arrangement
of type and headings. Prices were quoted in large type, thus gaining the desired

prominence. Altogether, this is one of the best retail ads. that has come to The
Review in some time. It brought splendid results.
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Tal^e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —

'

mm

TORONTO INFORMATION WANTED
DATE_

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE ,.
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Fashion Steadfast in Favor for Silk Fabrics
AS RAW silks are

steadily advancing and

the prices for silk ma-
terials are very firm,

and there is no condi-

tion that would indicate

any tendency towards a

drop in the near future,

buyers are providing for their future requirements

and are placing good orders for Spring delivery.

Fashion is steadfast in her favor to fabrics of silk,

and it cannot be said that there is much change in

the class of materials required. Soft souple fabrics

that are lustrous and that drape and cling are strong-

ly favored, and soft satins are firmly fixed in selling

favor and will not lose any of the high prestige they

have gained during the coming Spring season. The

demand is for wide silks, as tne buying public are at

last alive to the fact that they represent greater econ-

omy in cutting. Messaline is the big seller, and is

asked for in a number of grades' and qualities. This

silk is extensively used for linings, foundations, and

for street, reception, and for evening dresses when

combined with chiffon, net or lace. Charmeuse is

still the favored satin

with the trade that will

pay the price, and ad-

vices from European

markets place this silk

in the first position

there. Charmeuse i s

the accepted silk for

smart bridal gowns.

Outside of satins.

variety rules, and the

list of selling silks is a

long one. Moires on the

velour order particular-

ly are selling for trim-

mings, vests, separate

skirts and dresses. Vari-

ous crepe weaves such

as crepe de chine, crepe

meteor, satin crepes,

chiffon crepes and

other crepe weaves are

all selling. Poulins,

Not much change noted in class of

materials required — Sample fabrics

that drape and cling are in demand

—

Black selling extremely well — Plaid

silks making a strong appearance in

New York—Prices remain firm.

faille, surah, duvetyn,

and brocades in satin,

and with velvet figures

on crepe chiffon, satin

and faille grounds are

some of the leading

novelties.

Prints are increas-

ing in favor and are showing on moire, poplin satin,

velvet and velveteen grounds. One big outlet for

fabrics of this kind is for making the vests or waist-

coats that are being worn over the dress or blouse.

Black is selling extremely well, particularly in

satins, brocades and moires. The color list is a long

one and is particularly strong in the rich, deep tones

that have superseded the high colors worn last

Spring. Blues are very much in evidence, particular-

ly in the Persian and greenish tones. National is a

good selling color, and so is sapphire and Nattier

blues. Other colors selling are tango, gold taupe,

tete de negre, seal, caramel, purple, wisteria, ma-

hogany and ruby.

Plaid silks are making a strong appearance in

New York. These -ilk- are used for sashes and gir-

Printed cotton novelt
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STEELCLAD GALATEA
unequalled by any similar line

imported.

Sells all the year round. The
ideal cloth for ladies

5 and
children's wear— shrink and
stretch proof — more than %
yard wide— retails with good
profit at popular prices.

Dominion Textile Company Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg



Novelty Crepes the Newest Wash fabric
THE OPENING up of

the Fall season shows

that wash fabrics of the

better sort have made
for themselves a place

in the season's selling.

Novelty crepes with bro-

caded velvet figures in

stripes are the newest fabric. These materials are

used in combination with cotton crepe de chines,

voile neiges, and Jouy printed crepes for evening

wear. Ratines are showing in plain cloths and in

fancies and will be much used for indoor wear dur-

ing the Fall and Winter.

The trade is looking forward to a big Spring-

season in cotton and cotton and silk materials.

Manufacturers have evidently anticipated the same

and have put on the market a long and wonderfully

attractive showing of cotton novelties. Crepes, ra-

tines and jacquards are combined in endless variety

and the only difficulty that will beset buyers here is

in making appropriate selections.

Though ratines have been before the trade for

two seasons, and particularly last year have had an

extensive sale the advance orders are very heavy.

This is due doubtless to the fact that ratines are

showing in such a long list of new effects. Black

and white effects in checks and stripes, and novelty

checks and plaids come in big variety. Ratines also

come printed in Jouy and Dresden designs and also

in extreme Martine and Post-Impressionislie pat-

terns.

Coats in printed material to wear over plain

skirts, and coats of plain to wear over novelty checks,

stripes and plaids are strongly indicated, and all the

cotton fabrics of heavier weights seem to be made
with a view to the extreme adoption of this combina-

tion idea. Wide goods are preferred as the skirts

are to be cut with as few seams as possible, and both

the cutting up and the counter trade are buying %
and yard wide goods in preference to the narrower

widths.

The only danger that faces crepes during the

coming Spring is that they may become too popular.

Fabrics of better sort have made a

place for themselves — Ratines are

showing in plain cloths—A big Spring
season in cotton materials is anticipat-

ed—Will crepes become too popular?

—

Duvetyn produced in cotton.

Crepes ure embellished

with velvet stripes and

figures and also with

ratine figures. Rough
yarns in close set rows

aire used to ornament

crepe foundations.

These rough yarns

come in checks and in cluster stripes. A high

novelty is the rice effect with the yarn simulating

grains of rice in shape.

White crepe is being used in quantity by the cut-

ting up trade for dresses and waists. Crepes with

hair line stripes are particularly good, and other

favorites show embroidered figures and dots as well

as satin lines and ratine and embroidered borders.

It is more a question of finish than price that deter-

mines its ^lability for the weave must be fine and

sheer and the finish soft and clinging.

Voiles of sheer soft texture are staple, and when
printed or ornamented with rough yarns, ratine

stripes and jacquard patterns or with rough yarn

effects. Evening colors come with embroidered bor-

ders or satin stripes and patterns in velour. Printed

voiles are a big feature the patterns being either on

Jouy or Dresden order or in soft colored Oriental

motifs.

The new duvetyn that has come so quickly to the

front in wool and silk materials is also produced in

cotton for the coming Spring. Bedford cords, mer-

cerized poplins and reps, dimities and checked, strip-

ed and plaid Scotch ginghams have a place in the

staple selling line.

Dress linens are too cool and too useful to ever

drop entirely out of favor, and in spite of the great

variety of cotton materials shown for the coming

Spring orders for dress linens are fairly satisfactory.

The tendency as in cotton lines is in favor of novel-

ties, but both fancies and staples are setting a fair

share of orders. Linen novelties come woven so as

to resemble tweeds, and basket cloths, and are decor-

ated with the much favored nub yarns. Cord effects

are good but a real success is being -cored with jac-

quards. There is little call for heavy weights, and

————— ———m—i———^———

—

Fancy plaid, the effeel gained by-

heavy yarns in green, white and
black.

Cheeked ratine.
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"The Dress Goods Specialists

McINTYRE'S
Suitings and Dress Fabrics

NEW SPRING RANGE NOW BEING

SHOWN BY OUR TRAVELLERS

Black and White Shepherd Checks in very

small designs and all kinds of small patterns

and fancy weaves in black and white are going

to be strong. Also colored Bedford Cords,

Whipcords, Brocades, Gabardine. The latest

novelty in dress goods is the Honeycomb pat-

tern which comes in all colors.

Silks and Silk and Wools

Crepes, Crepe Chinois, Crepe de Chine,

Eolian, Moire, Satin Charmeuse, Satin Ele-

gant,Messeline, Paillette, and a large range of

colored and black Brocades suitable for

dresses and costumes, and fancy silks of all

kinds.

See Our Samples

and you will see all that is newest and most

saleable in staple and novelty fabrics— an

assortment that is completely representative,

for which the markets of the world have been

ransacked.

McINTYRE SON & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL and WINNIPEG

Offices in Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Peterboro, Toronto, London, Calgary, Vancouver.
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KIRK'S
Permanent
FINISH

for

BOTANY WEFT
ITALIANS
THIS finish on Botany Weft Ital-

ians is well known to the trade,

and has been so successful that it

has come to be regarded as a guar-

antee of the wearing qualities of the

Linings, as well as of the superior

quality of the Finish, and is quite

unapproached by any other process.

The goods are absolutely permanent
to the Tailor's Iron, lustre and han-
dle are always maintained, and
pieces kept in stock improve in ap-

pearance. The Black is dyed by
the latest and most improved method.

LOOK FOR THE STAMPS ON THE SELVEDGE
AND ON THE END OF THE PIECE,

facsimiles of which are reproduced below

(Selvedge

Stamp)

KlRK
T

S PFRMANENTFiNlSH t
(Stamp at end of piece)

Goods stamped on the back N

m »

(

K'S Permanent Finish t \

Absolutely Guaranteed )

NO GUARANTEE WITHOUT
PATTERNS showing FINISH, and full particulars from—

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOC, LTD.
39 Well St,. BRADFORD, & 128-1 29 Cheapside. LONDON, E.C

Attractive Sho7v Cards tor Window
Display Sent Free on Application .

the fabric is finished so as to be as souple as possible.

Selling so far points to a large demand for natural

and tan shades. White as usual leads and the colors

favored are navy, Delft, sky, wisteria, lavender, old

rose, pink and green.

Silk and cotton mixtures, in sheer, medium, and

heavy materials are strong. High novelties come in

checks and stripes and in suitings for street wear.

-m-

Fashion Steadfast in Favor for Silk Fabrics

Continued from page 24.

dies, for separate waists, and for waistcoats, and coat

linings. Plaid chiffon taffetas and surahs are be-

ginning to be used for separate skirts and for whole

Never before have the silk departments been

stocked with handsomer materials, particularly in

pile fabrics. Chiffon velvets, chiffon plushes, bro-

caded plushes and velvets of beautiful quality, and

in rich colors and handsome designs are selling in

quantity and customers seem to be perfectly willing

to pay the price if only the color and design is at-

tractive. Velvets and plushes come in both evening
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Eatine with nub yarn st

in mixed colors.

Ratine with fancy check
made by ratine yarn
in contrasting color.

and street colors, and the evening shades in tbese

fabrics make up into cloaks and gowns that remind

one of the magnificent cast.

When velvets sell velveteens are also in demand.

What the trade is taking is chiffon weights in wide

widths and in the same colors as in velvet, barring

the evening shades. Cord velvets by reason of price

arc favored for popular selling and for childrens'

wear.
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Novelty Linens for the
Christmas Trade

Handkerchiefs
All Kinds. Plain and Fancy

Boxed in various quantities from one to one dozen

Embroidered Pillow Cases
One pair in a box

Embroidered Towels
One pair in a box

Matched Table Napery
Cloths from 45 in. up, with Napkins to match

Plain, Hemstitched or Scalloped

Madeira Luncheon Sets

fafff&Gu(d,£imi(ed

32 and 34 WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO
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The most perfect re-

production of Hand-

made Goods. Un-

e q u a U e d for

"Strength, Beauty,

and Value."

LACE
CURTAINS
AND NETS

Pronounced by ex-

perts
"

uThe Aristoc-

racy of Window De-

coration."

N.B.—Our Mr. A. J. Burrows from Nottingham visits the Canadian retail trade twice a
year and a communication from you will ensure a call.

Sole Manufacturers :

T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Broadway, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND

Popularity Increasing Immensely

Thislis Your
Protection

PATENTED

An Exact Reproduction of Hand Made Lace

Manufactured solely by Birklll & CO., Nottingham, England

Also Manufacturers of High Class Washing Valenciennes
and Exclusive Novelties in Dress Laces, Allover Nets, Etc.

Canadian Agent : A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
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FALL AND WINTER

1913-14

Serpentine Crepe is the crepe de luxe for

Kimonas, Children's dresses, and Ladies'

blouses. Serpentine Crepe in the soft finish

for Ladies' underwear and night robes is un-

excelled. It is world renowned for its perma-

nent crinkle, beauty of design and marvellous

color combinations. It gives to both the mer-

chant and consumer, better

satisfaction than any other. Our
travelers are now showing a

complete range of Serpentine

Crepes representing all the

latest fashions for Fall and

Winter wear.

FREE PUBLICITY HELPS

We shall be pleased to co-operate with retailers in every manner consistent

with sound business policy; with this end in view we furnish free to dealers

very many selling helps, such as cut-outs, swatch books, ad leaflets, fashion

plates, calendars, electrotypes illustrating latest fashions in negligee wear,

etc. Write us for Fall and Winter Swatch Book. It's free and shows all

patterns and colorings.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Serpentine Crepe is manufactured

exclusively by Pacific Mills, Boston
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The 'PIRLE' Finish.
Regd.

Indispensable

for the

Out-door Girl.

"PIRLE"
FINISHED
MATERIALS
do not "spot" or
''cockle" with

rain. For trav-

elling, golfing,

cycling, etc ,

nd for all out-
,oor wear,
°HE"PIRLE"
pINISH is

ideal wear.

"PIRLE" FINISHED CLOTHS IN LATEST SHADES AND COLOURINGS,
AND MADE-UP SKIRTS, TO BE OBTAINED FROM LEADING IMPORTERS.

Full particulars from EDWARD RIPLEY & SON, Limited (W£2tfS2)Bradford, Eng.

m

SILKS
Silk Fabrics, Silk Threads, Silk Ribbons, Silk Cords

We invite a critical inspection of our Fall range of samples when our represen-

tative calls. Our values are unexcelled. Silks in different qualities suitable for

all trades.

We are the only manufacturers of Silk Ribbons in Canada. Buy direct from

the makers and increase your profit.

STAMPED EMBROIDERED LINENS
Our latest 1913 catalogue will be supplied to the
trade only, on application.

BELDING PAUL CORTICELLI, LIMITED
Silk Manufacturers

Mills:

Montreal, St. John's,

Coaticook, P.O.

Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg,

Vancouver, and Sydney, Australia.
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PRIESTLEY'S DRESS FABRICS
SPRING 1914

Black Wool Androala
" Livorno Cord
" Espagnol Cord
" Corona Cord
" Modena Poplin
" Cremona Twill

Silk Warp Ravenna Twills
" " Proliska
" " Ottomans Royal
" " Baroda Crepe
" " Endoras

Colored Cyntella
" Broche Royal
'

' Tenby Figure
'

' Scalby Jacquard
'

' Ratines

Serges Cravenettes Satins

Black and White Checks and Stripes

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, MONTREAL
Sole Agents for Canada for Priestley's Dress Fabrics
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Rec ? Trade Mark

proofed by
The 4mwnette C? LT?

(Facsimile of Stamp.)

The CUAVENETTE Co.,
Ltd., affix their stamp
only to such goods as
are suitable in <;uality
for Shower-proof pur-
poses. Therefore, this
stamp is a guarantee
not only of Shower-
properties, but also of
the Quality of the
Material.

FOR RAINY DAYS
there is nothing you can
wear so satisfactory as a

DUSTPROOF
as well as

SHOWERPROOF. COAT.
The "Cravenette" proof is rain and weather resisting, be
cause it treats each separate fibre of the cloth; it is perma
nently rainproof, water running off as from a duck 's back
The ventilation is perfect, the goods being porous.

"Cravenette" fabrics in great variety in black and colors

and ready-to-wear Coats and Cloaks in tasteful and fashion
able styles, are readily obtainable FROM ALL LEADING

' IMPORTERS.

In case of nnii difficult!/ in obtaining, please write to

(REG.)

THE CRAVENETTE CO., Limited, -totf-A BRADFORD

ATTRACTIVE SHOW CARDS FOR WINDOW
DISPLAY CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH
WHOLESALE IMPORTING HOUSES.
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BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out
into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£7 CjO Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper oj Jlustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription $2,50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy <will be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and

secured by communicating with our London'

71 Queen St. E.C.

space

Office,

Publishing Offices:

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
London, 71 Queen St., E.C.

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives

:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA

:

Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que
Edmonton, Alta. St. John N. B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B. C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont. Victoria, B. C. Winnipeg, Man.
Hamilton, Ont.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous,
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, we^LM
c.n?S.

TORONTO, CANADA

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates.
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Preparing for the January Whitewear Sale

To build up a department by sales the
merchant must be able to offer goods
at extra good values—Leaders must be
obtained though profits on other lines

should not be sacrificed.

THE BUYER who is planning his January sale of whitewear,

and the merchant who is striving to build up a department

needs merchandise that can be sold at a price that gives the cus-

tomer extra good values. Many times profit is sacrificed in the

effort to produce merchandise of this class, and though there

may be reasons at times for following this policy, it is not neces-

sary that it should be pursued indefinitely. Leaders must be ob-

tained, but the sacrifice of all profit is not imperative, though
the same ratio that obtains on regular selling merchandise
should not be expected.

Many manufacturers make special prices on particular

lines from which a certain proportion of garments of 'this kind
can be obtained. There are however, firms which specialize on
the production of leaders, and every garment they turn out has
extra selling value, and, moreover, the merchant can safely

count upon obtaining a fair profit on every garment sold.

^

The making of these garments is largely a matter of spe-
cializing. In the matter of buying, the market is closely
watched and advantage taken of any downward turn, and as
certain cloths only are used orders large enough to command
advantageous prices can be placed. The same applies to trim-
mings and, provided the requisite quality is there, job lots can
be used to advantage. As the garments are of a staple quality,
they can be cut and made in quantity, and this means a de-
cided saving in manufacturing and operating costs.

These garments are well shaped, and are not skimped in
any way

;
the materials are good and their general excellence is

high. Moreover, they please the eye, for attractiveness and a
general appearance of being wonderful value for the money is

their prime asset. On the careful selection of merchandise of
this class much of the pulling power of the January sale de-
pends. The big city stores are never without merchandise of
this type and feature it year in and year out. It attracts cus-
tomersand every customer in the store means added business,
for it is very seldom a customer departs with just the one
article.

35

This is a now idea in furs. The cape is
in half shawl effect, and the muff follows out
the same lines. A pleated bow of satin fas-
tens the front of the cape, and there is an
immense bow pf the same at the top of the
muff.
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Children's Ready-to-wear

This department is of growing

importance — Merchants should

stock a good assortment — Chil-

dren's clothes wanted the year

around — Saturday the logical

shopping day.

NOW THAT school has begun, Saturday is natur-

ally the big shopping day in the children's wear de-

partment. Therefore, all special advertising and

window displays should be put on with a view to

making this the special day. Children's clothes are

wanted all the year round and there should be no

let up to the activity in this department. In spite of

the great growth made in this department there are

still sections where mother is buying materials by

the yard and making them up herself. The mer-

chants responsible are running great chances of los-

ing both their sales of piece goods and made up

garments. Sooner or later some mother will send in

to the catalogue houses for a few garments, and when

she finds what a simple and an inexpensive matter

it is to collect a child's wardrobe in the modern way.

and how much added time it leaves her for other

duties sho will pass the good news on. Moreover,

the child herself will aid, for children naturally ap-

preciate smart well-cut, well-fitting garments, and

the child in bought clothes will excite the envy of

her companions, and will form a potent walking ad.

for ready-made garments.

It is very easy to put in a stock of ready-to-wear

garments for so convinced are the manufacturers of

their salability that they will make selections and

send an assortment suited to the merchant's needs,

giving an undertaking that they will take back those

not sold in a given period if the merchant is not

satisfied. The manufacturers stand to help the mer-

chant with advice in buying at all times, and will

welcome open orders that enable them to put the new

things in the store as soon as they are launched, for

Girl's dress of embroidered crepe, the

dots in two colors. The tucked vest is of

voile, and the girdle, with large obi bow
in front, is of taffeta ribbon to match the

color of the pattern. Shown by Home &
Watts.

fashion and novelty play as important a part in the

making and retailing of children's wear as in that

of their elders.

Season for Party Dresses is Now On
The season for fin selling of party and afternoon gowns i&just beginning. For afternoon wear

velvet, satin, and silk crepe are the accepted materials, and the smart trimming shows just a touch

of fur and tuckers or vestees of filmy shadow or Oriental lace. One of the smartest dresses s«< u in a

new collection was of the very fashionable plaid silk showing a white (/round checked with bhu and

red. The skirt was draped and had a hip length tunic of pleated nary chiffon. Chiffon draped tin

waist and the model was belted with emerald green. These hip length tunics are new and many of

them are edged with fur. Thus an olive green charmeuse had the tunic edged with fitch and a black-

panne velvet had a band of grey squirrel as trimming.

Man;/ lovely crepe gowns are to be seen, and many of th<*< us well as the satin gowns are

trimmed with frills of net and flounces of shadow luce. Shadow lace is used for tunics and hip

draperies, and also for the production of two and three tier skirts.
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The Allen Travellers

are still out with

Waists and j&
/3r Whitewear

TF our representative covering

your territory has not called

on you with the complete and
attractive Allen line of Waists
and Whitewear, drop a card
requesting that we send samples.

Our 1914 line is meeting with
phenomenal success everywhere.
Be sure to see it.

APRONS
for Christmas trade

We are showing an elegant

range of fancy aprons suitable

for gifts. These will prove to

be big sellers during the gift-

selecting season. Send for

samples on approval to-day.

Allen Manufacturing Co.,
LIMITED

103-5-7 Simcoe St., Toronto
Long Distance Phone Adelaide 966
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Three-quarter Wraps Selling

Good business doing in dressy

wraps in city stores—Prominence
given to garments of imitation fur

—Variety conies in the number of

materials used.

THOUGH WEATHER conditions so far have been

against the sale of winter coats, city stores have done

excellent business in dressy wraps. The majority of

these wraps are % length and many of them are cut

from one breadth of wide material and therefore,

when the quality of the material is taken into con-

sideration, the price is not high. Brocaded woollens,

brocaded velvets and plushes, matelasses and velvets,

and velour and mole plushes are very much used.

Novelty colors with blues and tango shades are in

high favor, and with seal brown a good seller are

those most in-evidence.

Full length and % coats made up in imitation

furs are beginning to move. These are made up in

plain straight cut models for useful wear, and also

in dressy draped models for wear on smart occasions.

Some of these coats have the collar and cuffs of real

skins, but the majority are trimmed with imitation

furs.

There is a certain air of sameness about the cut

of the majority of practical coat models, but the vari-

ety is coming this year in the number of cloths used.

All of the new coatings are on the rough order and

many of the cloths are double faced. Chinchilla

cloths and boucles lead and many serviceable coats

are made from tweed mixtures The new modes are

either cut with the dropped shoulder or in one-piece

kimona fashion. To correspond with the new out-

line they are loose and baggy above and narrow

below the knee.

Toronto Holds
Fashion Show

TORONTO HAS been holding a fashion show, but

as the time of the year indicates it was directly in-

tended to interest the retail trade and ultimate con-

sumer, and the holders of booths were drawn from

the ranks of the specialty stores that cater to the

high class trade. Though stores carrying ready-to-

wear garments, ladies' tailors and dressmakers, and
milliner- had the strongest representation, dealers in

furs, florists, fancy articles, boots and shoes and other

kindred lines also had booths in the show.

The Toronto Dress Plaiting Go. showed the latest

ideas in pleatings and also hem-stitching, scalloping,

etc. Newly introduced and perfected machinery

makes a perfect scallop on every kind of material.

Julian Sale Co. showed a splendid collection of

trunks, traveling bags, etc.

O'Briens made a notable exhibit of gowns and

evening wraps, and Edgleys' Ltd., had a perfectly

appointed nursery done in white, pink and French

grey. Here the numerous articles that are specially

manufactured for baby's use and comfort and the

numerous dainty and amusing toys gotten up so that

there is no danger to be apprehended from paints or

other coloring effects, were shown in profusion. There

was a full display of nursery fittings, such as cots,

bassinettes, baby baskets, screens, clothes horses,

scales and toilet articles too numerous to mention.

In the midst of all a nurse sits with a doll baby

dressed in the latest sanitary fashion with strings

and ties taking the place of pins and buttons much

to baby's comfort. At stated intervals a demonstra-

tion of the proper method of bathing a baby is

given.

The chief attraction, however, was the parade of

mannequins wearing gowns designed in Toronto and

shown to illustrate how capable Toronto is to make

her own interpretation of the prevailing styles, and

in order to show how Toronto is forging ahead as a

fashion centre and in the making of ready-to-wear

garments it should be stated that these mannequins

are all connected with either the producing or the

selling end of this important industry. The parade

was held on a temporary stage and the visitors

evinced a very deep interest in the new gowns, furs,

millinery, etc., shown. It might have been more

satisfactory to the firms displaying the garments had

a large card bearing the name of the firm been dis-

played instead of the announcement being made

from the stage as down in the crowd it was difficult

at times to catch the name.

The Dr. Jaeger Co. showed a draped evening

cloak that was much admired. It was of the new

Dubarry pink and the material was so lustrous that

it was hardly credible that it was composed of wool

alone.

The fur display, as might be expected when the

high standing of Toronto's leading fur stores is con-

sidered, was most elegant. There was an evening

coat of white coney that made many women break

the commandment relating to coveting. All the

new colored furs including red fox. fitch, opossum,

mole, cross and pointed fox. ermine, moire lamb,

broad-tail and Persian were shown. When it is con-

sidered that the social season is just opening the

number of evening gowns and evening wraps shown

is explained. Numerous handsome suits and smart-

useful coats were also shown.

The New York Fashion Parade was given in

moving-picture form and this was without doubt the

least attractive feature of the show as the pictures

were by no means clear and distinct.
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Order Your Christmas

IVatsts Now
We are showing a very extensive range of fancy

waists which we have prepared for immediate

delivery. The range consists of crepe de chenes,

voiles and organdies in a wide variety of trim-

mings. Prices run from $6 to $60 per dozen.

Place your order now.

Martin & Smith Company, Limited
350 Sorauren Ave. TORONTO



Parisian Styles are Daring and Sensational

Transparency a Marked Feature—Uni-
formity of Style no Longer Obtains

—

Couturieres Help Themselves From all

Periods. Eastern Tendencies Now the
Strongest, Though 1860 Modes Are
Well to the Fore—Alencon and Brit-

tany Laces Extensively Used on Late
Summer and Early Autumn Gowns.

Paris, November 3rd.

THIS SEASON perpetuates the diversity of tendencies that have

become the accepted mode with the best of the Parisian model

houses. Once there was a practical unanimity and the fashion

of any period could be defined exactly and identified down to the

least detail. But now there is so much talk of artistic spirit and
purity of color and development of design that no period is re-

produced in its purity, and a costume may be composed of hints

from many periods and yet be a great success. The truth is that

there is more originality shown and that we take what we require

from any and every period.

Oriental ideas are strongly developed because the figure line

of the Orient corresponds with the natural line that is one settled

feature in modern fashions. But at one and the same time

Fashion is favoring Jouy patterned silks and cottons, and is fav-

oring dainty laces and embroideries done on sheer nets and chif-

fons. Plushes, gold brocades, figured velvets, and soft cord silks,

are shown side by side with the softest satins and the sheerest

tulles, nets and chiffons. And fur is mingled with lace both for

evening and day wear.

Of all the fashion influences that are coming to the front, the

Oriental influences have first place. And not only do they in-

spire the shape of the gown but they also influence to a marked
degree its color and design. The influence of the far East is

also struggling for recognition and the designs that were Persian

and Egyptian a month or two ago are now becoming Chinese.

This influence is making itself felt in the cut of the garments

for the sleeve and coat cut in one. The mandarin stoles, the

wide sleeves, large sashes and obi bows are all coming to the

front.

The most sensational feature of the present mode is the wired

tunic with its suggestions of the crinoline. But there is no idea

that the cumbersome crinoline stands any chance of adoption,

though the 1860 period influence is traceable both in millinery

and dress. Dresses with from three to five flounces have been

introduced and promise to make a place for them-

selves when developed in lace. Tunics are formed

of flounces of lace or of pleatings of net and groups

of these flounces are used to give the now fashionable

fullness at the hips.

The reign of draperies is by no means at an end

and the narrow skirt is much draped under the wide

spreading tunic. These tunics are now coming for-

ward, and are sure to be incorporated in the modes

favored in the coming Spring.

Lace is so much worn now, and has been so fav-

ored at the late Summer and earlv Autumn race

This gown shows strongly the Oriental in-

fluences now prevailing. The minaret tunic

is developed in embroidered duvetyn, and the

waist is cut in kimona fashion. The wide
girdle and the draped skirt are of soft satin.

Note the shape of the fabric bag.

meets that it is safe to be freely used in the Spring

and Summer of 1914. Alencon and Axgentan

laces, both real and imitation, and the Brittany laces

are very much to the fore. Brittany lace has a very

fine tulle ground and the pattern is outlined with a

thread a little coarser than that used to make the pat-

tern. Black lace was worn over pleated tulle. The

waist part, it must be confessed, was very transparent

for outdoor wear, as the arms and top of the bust

showed clearly under the soft material.

It must be confessed that styles are very daring.
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It's the quality sign

of the cloak and suit

trade

With the Goldhamer sign in your ready-to-wear department

and the Goldhamer label in your garments, you can look for

the quality trade of your town and you'll get it too.

The Goldhamer designers are men of long experience in the

selecting of styles that sell—styles that do more than attract

the comments of the female population. They close sales,

for back of style lies the Goldhamer standard of quality and

real value.

The quality of the fabrics in Goldhamer suits and coats is

consistent with A.l. value. The workmanship in each and

every garment stands out in a way that speaks most decisively

in their favor. No slip-shod work goes out with the Gold-

hamer label attached.

Special attention given mail orders. Call when in the city.

Sena for Samples. W7
* are at your service

The Goldhamer Cloak Co., Limited
310-316 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
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and that the majority of the transparent creations

are very decollete, and when heavier materials are

used the effect is the same, as the skirts are split very

high. If a bodice is all that modesty requires in

front it will be open almost to the waist line at the

back, or if the back is discreetly veiled, the skirt will

open to expose the leg.

There is one point upon which all the model
houses seem to agree, and that is upon the vogue of

the very transparent bodice. Skirts may and do dif-

fer widely ; they may be long, short, tight, plain or

draped, and may suggest the pannier, the polonaise,

or the hoop skirt and even the bustle, but the waist

that tops them must be of transparent fabric, and
even for day wear must be cut low.

Paquin is showing blouses that are to be worn
over the skirt and which irresistibly suggest the

matinee. Though white and black are in high favor,

strong color is by no means absent, and evening

gowns are developed in the richest of reds, yellows

and purples. At the present moment there is quite

a furore for the red evening gown. One of flame

colored satin made for a dark beauty was veiled with

tulle of the same rich color. The tunic was of the

tulle and hung like a red mist over the skirt, which
was drawn high in the back, and swathed the ankles

tightly at the foot. The bodice was remarkable be-

cause it was cut square—quite low in front and very

low at the back; and was outlined with flaring frills

of tulle.

The smart tailor-made is either of duvetyn or

plaid or checked material, and the skirt is some wider

than the ones worn last year, and is frequently top-

ped by a flaring tunic.

Jackets are of all lengths, but the little Eton
model is slowly but surely pushing its way into favor.

The cutaway is much seen but is much longer than a

year ago. The back is semi-fitted, but it must always

be remembered that the waist is large and the fronts

are either single breasted and buttoned up to the neck
or open over fancy waistcoats. A new innovation is

the band of fur around the edge of the jacket as well

as on the collar and cuffs. The very latest collars are

stand-up turn-overs so high that they touch the tips

of the ears.

For street wear duvetyn and velvet are the leading

materials, followed by velour de laine and ratine.

For afternoon wear velvet, satin, moire, and taffeta

are replacing crepes, and some of these silks are

quaintly flowered. Natural polecat which comes in

cream colored fur with long black hairs and which in

other respects is very like racoon. The latest use for

fur is as a cape topping coats and wraps. Some of these

capes come only at the 'back and fall in rippling

godets.

The Parisian woman is turning from the long

pointed toed shoes and is adopting shoes with very

short vamps. With these she is wearing monstrously

high French heels that come nearly to the centre of

the foot. This shoe is not attractitve and to make
matters worse skirts are so cut as to display these

shoes in a marked manner. The correct boots are

of patent leather with tops of beige or grey cloth or

buckskin, and there is always a quarter inch band

of tan leather stitched over the front seam.

@

Enthusiasm for NoveltyGoods
Customers show willingness to pay
big prices for materials that are

new and rich—Strongest selling

lines are of the velour order —
Brocade idea is the leading feature.

THE TRADE is showing marked enthusiasm for

novelty goods, and there is no doubt about the in-

creasing business that is being done in materials of

this class. The big success that marked the sale of

novelty cotton dress fabrics last spring is being dup-

licated this Fall by the sale of a variety of handsome

fabrics, and the retail customers are found to be per-

fectly willing to pay big prices per yard for materials

simply because they are rich, new, and attractive,

and are produced in beautiful colors. The very

strongest selling lines in these novelty goods are on

the velour order, and include such cloths as duvetyn,

peau de peche, velour delaine and others of the same

class both in plain and brocaded and in cut vertical

and diagonal cords. Materials of this class sell

easily at $4 . 50 and over per yard, and even at these

prices the demand is greater than the supply. In

these rich fabrics and in materials that sell at popular

prices the brocade idea is so strong that it may be

named as the leading feature.

Though checks, particularly in black and white,

are selling freely on this market, plaids are only

just beginning to be asked for. Jobbing houses that

have stocks of tartans in the required soft materials

are finding that they are beginning to move freely.

In New York all classses of plaids are in demand,

and fancy effects in blocks and shadows, and in rich

subdued colors, as well as in tartans are selling. The
only requirement is that the material must be soft

and souple and drape well. The finish of the cloth

itself may be either rough or smooth. Combination

effects, and separate skirts made of plaids have been

worn extensively but now the all plaid dress is com-

ing to the front.

Eponges and ratines are selling among novelty

lines and are doing well as they come at prices below

the expensive velours and duvetyns. They are liked

because they possess the required softness of finish

and the draping qualities now so important.

Silk and wool combinations in textiles are growl-

ing in importance. This is mainly due to the light

weight given by the use of silk, and because of the

draping qualities that such materials develop.

12
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Attractive Styles in

New Spring Dresses

STAR BRAND
/TSHE Spring, 1914, edition of Star Brand is bubbling over
*• with the finest showing of dresses we have ever made.

We have expanded this department of the Star Whitewear

line until it stands in a class that will meet all competition

squarely and come out with flying colors.

Our Spring, 1914, range of dresses embodies all the most

attractive and newest styles—the latest dictates of Paris and

New York in both cut and cloth. We are showing both the

popular and select novelty weaves in cotton fabrics which are

certain to control the market next Spring. The values we are

offering will prove most interesting.

Place your order now for your Spring range of cotton dresses,

blouses and whitewear. We want you to see this line. If

our traveller has not called, wTrite us to-day.

Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.
BERLIN, ONTARIO
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Handkerchiefs for Christmas

Wide Borders With Part of the
Pattern Embroidered on the Hem
the High Novelty—Narrow Bord-
ers the Best Sellers—Venise-edged
Handkerchiefs in High Favor.

IN ANTICIPATION of Christmas trade, the hand-
kerchief business is active. The chief interest seems
to lie in sheer linens with embroidered motifs in fine

blind or blind and Madeira work. The embroidery
placed just to one side or taking up one side of the

handkerchief is again shown but is not so much
favored as the worked corner or corners. Though
there is the usual variety of dainty and attractive

patterns on the market the best liked motifs this

season seem to be either butterflies or wheat and
these two patterns are shown in endless combinations.

Another novelty shows the central motif embroidered
separately and attached to the handkerchief by only
a portion of the pattern. Thus the wings of a butter-

fly will be free while the body is embroidered through
to the handkerchief.

Though there is some feeling for wider hems
and many of the expensive high-grade novelties re-

flect this tendency with the pattern of the embroid-
ery often appearing over a good portion of the hem,
fo: general selling, the narrow hem is preferred. And
this will follow even in high priced lines. Buyers
as a rule have taken a few of the wide hemmed
novelties, but have stocked up largely with narrow
hems.

Each season sees initialed handkerchiefs more
popular and it is seldom that the stock is too large

in this respect. Initialed handkerchiefs sell in all

qualities and in each store it is help to buying if a

record of the initials that sell best is kept. In this

connection the suggestion is made that in the attempt

to get advance Christmas business the stamping or

the working of initials on better grade handkerchiefs

affords an opportunity. Up to a certain date, say 10

days before Christmas, handkerchiefs above a certain

price might be stamped free of charge with any
selected initial. There are so many women who do

embroidery nowadays that this method of selling

ought to bring a good response.

In lace edged handkerchiefs the interest lies in

the medium priced and the better goods and there

is not the heavy sale of cheap lace trimmed handker-

chiefs that there used to be. Handkerchiefs to retail

from 15c or 20c up to $2.00 are edged with Venise

or Princesse lace, and, in these medium priced lines,

those trimmed with Armenian lace are very popular.

Of course in anticipation of Christmas trade,

fancy boxed novelties are good. There is a tendency

towards elaboration in the boxes and some of the

boxes are very handsome. As a rule Irish or Swiss

scenery is most favored. Floral patterns particularly

those showing holly, mistletoe, poinsettas and Christ-

mas bells are most favored. Novel ways of folding so

that the initials or corners are displayed are very

much liked.

©

Light Laces Still Favored

Shadows Selling for 1914

—

Orientals, Net-tops and Other
Light Laces in Strong Vogue

—

Metal Laces in High Favor.

THERE IS a very fair demand for light Venise

laces chiefly in the form of narrow bands and edges,

but the orders placed so far for the coming Spring

are largely for shadows and Orientals. The general

tendency favors laces that are soft and will drape and

therefore net top laces are in very high favor.

The tunic is put out as the leading feature in

mid-winter fashions and we are assured that its vogue

will be greater next Spring than in Fall fashions.

Three tiered skirts are also selling and these two

styles as lace is most suitable to their development

should result in a decidedly better outlook for laces

in the coming Spring.

At the present time metal laces and nets are

strong. These laces are selling in flounces, allovers

and bandings and are very much used both in milli-

nery and for trimming dressy and evening gowns.

Gold is most en-evidence but silver is also used and

the tendency is towards the brighter rather than the

dull antique finishes. The laces selling are of the

thin variety such as Malines, Chantillys and lne tape

or Russian patterns.
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Christmas Novelties

Swansdown

Scarves

Frogs

Tassels

Vestings

Ornaments

Garnitures

Flouncings

Hair Bands

Laces

Stylish
Veilings and Collars

We also carry a complete line of Nets,
Chiffons, Ribbons, Crepe De Chene, etc.
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Veilings Are Most Active
The Spring Outlook is Promising
—New York Favoring Hexagon
Meshes—Complexion Veils Are
Selling Freely.

VEILINGS ARE still very active when the season

of the year is considered and the season has been a

decidedly good one, and prospects from a fashion

viewpoint are very hopeful for the coming spring

season. The veilings favored show tulle grounds

with dainty small figures some of which are conven-

tional in the extreme and others are in small some-

what sprawling floral patterns, and there is a decided

disposition towards the revival of the tiny chenille

dot. Meshes arc all in the tulle or net order such as

craquelle, tulle diamond and square meshes.

The newest fad, and, as it is so universally favored

at the present moment it is safe to strongly influence

the coming season, is the strong vogue of hexagon

nets. Hexagon nets entirely guiltless of pattern

amount to what is quite a rage in New York and turn

where one will one sees veils of this mesh in varying

degrees of size and lneness worn.

Manufacturers have been quick to size up this

tendency and hexagons both with and without floral

borders form a leading feature in the novelty lines

put out for the coming Spring.

There is quite a demand for complexion veils

that is for the veiling that is backed with a sheer fine

flesh colored tulle. These veils are rightly called

complexion veils as they are very flattering as the

pale pink net gives a rosy tint to the skin. In a great

measure the return of the all black hat is responsible

for the increasing sale of complexion veils.

-p.

Spring Season in Ribbons

Ribbons Selling Freely for the
Coming Spring—Wide Widths and
Soft Colors L*>ad in Plain Ribbons
—Plaids Are the High Novelty.

NOT ONLY has the present season been a most en-

couraging one in the ribbon business, but all indica-

tions point to an even better season in Spring 1914.

Ribbons always have their best season in the Spring

and when fashion and season are both combined ex-

tensive selling may be anticipated.

Softness and beauty of coloring are two essentials

in the fashionable ribbon, and the new colors show

up wonderfully in such shades as tango, Persian blue,

Russian green, plum, taupe and other soft shades.

Wide ribbons are most favored for millinery pur-

poses and moire, satin, and faille are the best sellers.

The pattern and color influences are either Oriental

or Modern Art. but in both the glaring color effects

have been toned down and softened. Printed velour

combinations are strong and when produced in the

softer colors now favored are real things of beauty.

The new development seems to favor plaids. Plaids

are growing in importance in other lines, and ribbons

RIBBONS HIGHER NEXT SEASON.

ADVICES RECEIVED from ribbon manu-
facturers in Europe indicate that the prices
of ribbons will be considerably higher next
season. Orders are now being placed with the
manufacturers for next fall at quotations con-
siderably in advance of present figures.

One of the largest manufacturers in writing
to a large Montreal jobbing house says: "Our
prices may seem rather high at first sight,

but you may be sure they are calculated at a
very low basis, as in former years, only there
is a great difference between last season and
the present. First of all the silk prices have
gone up about 25 to 30 per cent., and then
the dyers and printers have advanced their
prices considerably. Further the weavers ask
higher wages and the general cost of produc-
tion has gone up considerably on account of

labor troubles, etc. All these facts have to be
taken into consideration and the public will

have to get accustomed to altogether different

prices against last season.

"For our plain goods we get easily 12 to 20
per cent, and more per cent, higher prices

than in March and April."

Higher class goods are much in demand and
the jobbers find that it is difficult to supply
some grades of the better qualities.

Dealers are beginning to recognize that it is

the better goods that give the best profits and
that also give real satisfaction to the customer.
Ribbons are probably the biggest drawing
card of any of the dry goods lines. "Women
will always stop to admire pretty ribbons and
it is for this reason that the majority of the

big department stores have their ribbon de-

partment prominently located on the ground
floor, generally near the entrance. The new
fancy ribbons also lend themselves to very

pretty and attractive interior and window dis-

plays and they are being used more and more
for this purpose. With the vogue for ribbons

at the present time too much attention cannot

be given this department.

From now until Christmas narrow widths in

satins and taffetas, from a half to three inches

wide, and baby ribbons, of all kinds will be

in demand.

in tartan and fancy plaids are growing in import-

ance. There is a growing vogue for the plaid sash

and this will mean a big outlet for plaid ribbons.

Ribbon departments at retail are beginning to

feel the before Christmas demand, and therefore

stocks should be in good shape when the year ends.
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You will find an exclusive

:: range of good selling ::

Lace Neckwear
and Scarfs

in our line

For Immediate Needs
Veilings, Laces, Malines,

Chiffons and Nettings

For Your Spring Business

Write us to send you samples

of our New Designs,®etc.
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Novelty Embroideries Strong
New Patterns Show Japanese In-
fluence—Other Novelties Are in
P o m jj a d o u r Effect—Patterns
Heavy and Materials Sheer.

IMPORTERS of embroideries maintain that condi-

tions are improving and that the position of their

goods indicates that embroideries for dress purposes

are returning to favor. For some time now, the inter-

est in the embroidery field has been centred in flounc-

ings of various widths for making up into gowns and

dresses. As this business is over and above the staple

trade that is always done in embroideries for trim-

ming undergarments and for other staple purposes

there is little wonder that the manufacturers are so

eager to obtain it. This is especially the case as less

trimming is wanted on underwear now that garments

are so narrow and fewer are worn.

The embroidery manufacturers seeing an excel-

lent opportunity in the revival of tunic and three

tier dresses have put out an exceptionally interesting

range of novelties in embroideries. And not content

with the mere showing of new patterns they are also

using a variety of novelty cloths.

Voile is no longer considered a novelty cloth

and every pattern shown on batiste is also put

out on voile. Voile neige paved the way for crepe

and cotton crepes beautifully worked are showing

not only in white but in a big variety of shades and

colors as well. Much of the novelty in patterns this

year is due to the use of ratine and tufted or Turk-

ish toweling effects. Materials with ratine stripes

and checks are shown, and some of the high novelties

in this class reproduce Scotch plaids both in pattern

and color.

It is quite evident that there will be a strong

note of color featured in Spring embroideries. Some

of the prettiest designs shown have the pattern out-

lined in color. That is, part of the design is empha-

sized in this manner.

There is no room for doubt about the source of

of the inspiration of the best lines of embroideries

for they are distinctly Japanese in style and work-

manship. The broad flat effect of Japanese work

and Japanese motifs and patterns have been largely

drawn upon.

Not so distinctive but very artistic and beautiful

are the Pompadour patterns, and here ecru is as much
favored as white. Even at the present time em-

broideries or net are a good selling item. Net flounces

are being used in the development of dressy gowns

not only in white, but in black and white, and black

embroidered with color and enriched with metal

threads. For Spring selling an extended line is being

shown in net novelties. In this class may be placed

the embroidered chiffons and the embroideries work-

ed on the very sheer material known as blow away
cloth.

®

Rush Season in Neckwear
Big- Orders Coming in for Holiday
Lines—The Fichu the Leading
Style—Guimpes and Pleatings the
Big Sellers— Neckwear Makers
Featuring Waistcoats.

MANUFACTURERS of ladies' neckwear are begin-

ning to feel the pre-holiday rush. Help is at a

premium and night work is the rule. Soft, white,

sheer and frilly is an adequate description of present

styles and though there is ample choice and much
originality displayed in the production of models

no really new basic idea is displayed. Fichus lead

in neckwear proper and for popular selling the collar

with fichu ends is the big seller, but there are exqui-

site models that drape the neck and reach below the

bust when the price is paid. A scarf-like fichu of this

class laid in soft folds has the outer edge in scallops

under which is set a pleating of net with a bow of

velvet ribbon, holding the ends together at the waist.

There is a Medici collar formed of a pleating of net

wired at the back which outlines the V and tapers

out to nothing in front, and over the shoulders there

is a wire frill of net which is joined on to the collar

under large bows and ends of black velvet.

Light laces, particularly shadows, are most used,

with ( hientals, net tops and Malines very much en-

evidence. Plain and fancy nets are also freely used,

and there is much pleating and ruffling of these

materials. In spite of this fact there never was a time

when it was more difficult to get the right effect in

cheap laces and nets. This is because of the soft

and beautiful finish given to the better grades, and no

amount of work put on cheaper goods will make up
for the absence of this finish.

Pleatings in laces, nets and in other materials

arc having an unprecedented run. and guimpes both

with and without sleeves are about the best sellers at

the neckwear counter. Guimpes come in every style

both simple and elaborate. Guimpes with long

sleeves shirred below the elbow so as to follow the

contour of the arm and finished at the wrist with a

lace or net pleating are being worn with waistcoat.

Neckwear houses are making a feature of these vests.

They are made up in plain or brocaded and flowered

satins, moire, cord and plain velvets and plaid and

fancy silks and are worn over the dress or blouse.

All the big stores are showing them and they promise

to form a feature of the Christmas trade.
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The LACE GOODS CO., Limited
Manufacturers' Agents and Importers

Handkerchief Styles for Xmas Selling

After filling our import orders we have some lines still to sell. The illustrations above give a fair idea of a few of
the styles:

—

Embroidered Comer Effects from 37M:c up to $3.00. Plain H. S. Lawn for Ladies from 2iy2c up.
Embroidered Side Effects from 90c up to $4.00. Plain H. S. Lawn for Men from 42V£c up.
Point Venise Lace Edges from $1.67% up to $13.00. Plain H. S. Einen for Eadies from 45c up.
Armenian Eace Edges from 90c up to $3.00. Plain H. S. Linen for Men from $1.10 up.

Child's Tinted Border "Silkana" Handkerchiefs—Men's Colored Bordered "Silkana" Handkerchiefs.
Your requirements by mail will be carefully selected by one who knows how—'and all lines sent not satisfactory re-

turn at our expense.

Phone:
Adelaide 2934

The LACE GOODS CO., Limited

64 Wellington St. W. Toronto, Ontario

Empire Building
4th Floor
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A Tip For You!

RUFFLING
WILL BE IN

DEMAND
THIS

FALL and WINTER
ARE YOU PREPARED?
NOW IS THE TIME!

Get Ready

R. D. FAIRBAIRN CO., LIMITED
107 SIMCOE STREET, TORONTO

President

:

Directors

:

Vice-Presidents

:

Rhys D. Fairbairn C. N. Taylor F. J. Knight

E. M. McGonegal W. C. Cliff
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R. D. FAIRBAIRN CO., LIMITED
President

:

Rhys D. Fairbairn

107 S1MCOE STREET, TORONTO
Directors : Vice-Presidents :

C. N. Taylor F. J. Knight
E. M. McGone^al W. C. Cliff,
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First favorite with

ladies everywhere

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

("The Grip Thai

Grips and
Never Slips

'

')

for men as well

as women are ap-

preciated for their

super-quality.

Jlre you participating m the good results ?

SPHERE
SUSPENDERS

FAIRE BR05 Co., Limited
Leicester, England

The new models of P. C. Corsets

give comfort where it is needed
most—over the hips

The fewest possible number of
steels are used in the latest P. C.

Models and these are used most
scientifically, giving sustaining
power without discomfort to the
wearer. The steels are so ar-

ranged that they do not interfere
with free movement of the hips
—that's comfort.

All P. C. steels are made of the
finest materials combined with a
compond which prevents rusting.

This fact alone makes P. C. the
most economical for women to

buy as well as the most satis-

factory for you to sell.

All steels are encased in a double
canvas interlining which pre-
vents them breaking through the
corset cloth—this is another
point that means comfort and

Write for our latest samples.

Parisian Corset Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

QUEBEC, Que.

Ontario Branch— 126 Wellington St. West, Toronto

PEWNY'S GLOVES

Neat
Dressy

Durable

Gloves

With a

Name

A Rock-fast Guarantee

with every pair

The solid base on which Pewny 's Gloves are

built ia the foundation of continued satis-

faction and service. These gloves have a

world-wide reputation enjoyed by few other

lines of merchandise.

For your 1914 stock see the Pewny samples.

Sort up for present trade with Pewny 's.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

V. J
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Good Money

in Ribbons

ifyou go

the right way

about getting it.

'J,

1

,
Barry

• Ribbons
yielda good pro-

fit all the year

round.

JVork hard

and see the

dollars

drop.

Selling Ribbons

Say Pardon our abruptness
but we want your atten-

— are you really selling RIB-
BONS or are you just offering the

same lines you were last year and
the year before?

There is the greatest chance in

the world right now to sell high-

class ribbons, in both plain and
fancies.

The Vogue for Ribbons has

never been greater than at the

present time, and all up-to-date

stores can sell large quantities of

good rich, plain and fancy makes.

Fashion demands that you give

your ribbon department more at-

tention than in other years. Nice
rich qualities will sell freely if

properly displayed.

Narrow widths in Satins and
Taffetas will be especially sought
for from now until Christmas.

Mail orders given special at-

tention.

WALTER H. BARRY & CO.
Winnipeg Branch:

222 McDermott Avenue
St. James Street

MONTREAL
THE SPECIALTY RIBBON HOUSE"
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YO U R Dress-Making Department
should have our pleating catalogue

with special discounts to the trade.

}ffE Are Specialists in all kinds of

pleating and cloth covered buttons.

QUE Display Card Shown in youi
Fancy Goods Department will

bring you an increasing demand
for our work.

YOUR Customers Need This Service.

TRADE TEE-PeE-CC MARK

TORONTO PLEATING CO.
600 Yonge St. Toronto, Ont.

Buttons
Years of experience in (he manufacture of

buttons and the careful study of trade con-

ditions, make our Spring 1014 range of but-

tons meet every demand. Tell us your

requirements and we will send you samples.

A. Weyerstall & Co.
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

Kindly mention

this paper
when writing

ad ver t isers.

Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain

valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Maiw
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.
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#os& & g>tuffmann
limitcb

Wish to call attention to their stocks

being now quite replete of Novelty lines

for the Holiday trade, such as:

—

Fancy Laces Scarfs

Fancy Trimmings Handkerchiefs

J\.eckwear Ribbons, etc.

No effort has been spared to make the

showing as comprehensive and complete

as possible and our stock we feel con-

fident will interest the Dress Accessory

buyers of large and small stores.

You will find our Mail Order Department

of great benefit and satisfactory in every

respect. Send for a sample order. We
guarantee satisfaction.

12 £>L Jfytlm m.t iWontrcal
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS

mmm
Craze for Dyed Furs Will Not Last Long
THE FUR MAN stuck

his head out of his bed-

room window, and said

something softly under

his breath.

He did this every

day during October,

until the 29th.

Then he smiled and said "Ah!", as if something

good were trickling down his palate.

It was the first real nippy weather, oh, since 'way

back, and it was coming soon enough to save the

situation. That was all that was needed, cold, fur-

compelling weather. He did not care a rap about

the money phase of it. He felt in his bones the

money would come if the furs were wanted. Hard
times? Bah!

He felt renewed, and waited not to take his usual

cold sponge . He was in a hurry to get down town.

Business seemed to have cast its shadow before.

His partner "blew" in a moment later. Yes, his

motions almost indicated that he had been sent for.

The day was contagious, surely.

By eleven o'clock Partner No. 1,—the one we met
with his head out of the window,—knew he did not

need to worry over his rent for Oct. 29. He had

had a delightful conversation. He had followed this

up by an order to his workroom.' The invoice for

that order he figured out would bear a close resem-

blance to $800, and the item preceding it would be

an ermine muff for a society lady in a large Canadian

city,—for wear with a special gown. Tt had trim-

mings on it, of course, but the D. G. R. refuses to

identify it more closely.

At noon a girl, a stenographer, who works on
the same street, came in. She was in a hurry. Like-

wise s-he was cold.

"Is my muff done?"

"Yes, here it is."

"Oh, I wanted you to fix a clasp to it."

"We can do that in a few minutes. Will you
leave it?'

She hesitated.

"No, I guess I'll fix it myself for a day or two.

My hands are cold."

Now, will you believe it was "Ah!" the fur man
said when he looked out of his window on the 29th?

Unnatural Colors Are Being Sold But
Canadian Women do Not Take to

Them Strongly—A Chatty Review of

Fur Styles and the Trend of Demand

—

Business is Picking Up.

THE DYED FUR FREAKS.

"How are those

dyed furs getting
along?" asked the

D.G.R. Man of another

manufacturer who has

an extensive retail con-

nection. •

The question was meant to satisfy a curiosity that

had been growing for over a month, at the tango,

yellow, green, and purple creations described in The

Review in October.

"The Canadian people are not taking to the

fad," was his reply. "I'm glad they're not, both for

our sakes and their own. It seems too bad to change

the natural color of a fur. I don't mean so much
dyeing one color of fox black, say, for when you

have it dyed it has been changed into what is at

least natural. But I don't like using dye to convert

a natural skin into a shade that you never find on

any animal. Imagine a purple fox. or a green mole

!

"Then, again, those dyed furs can be used only

a short time, three months or so at most. Ladies

buy them, not for comfort,—the real use of furs

—

but for fashion: to wear with an afternoon or even-

ing gown, and it follows that she cannot be seen in

them more than a few times, whereas the most of

Canadian women buy furs to last for years. Take

a Persian lamb, for instance. Many women use it

G or 7 years, and then bring it back for re-making,

and the fur is practically as good as it was when
it left the store.

CANNOT REGAIN NATURAL COLOR.

"There's another reason why as a lover of furs,

I am opposed to this latest freak. When a woman
tires of the new fancy she cannot come back and

have those furs re-dyed into their own. or some other

"natural" color. The original color of that fur can

never be regained.

"And if you want *till another argument against

it: dyeing injures the pelt. It is hard enough for

us to he held responsible for the condition of furs

after the necessary dyeing, for a few minutes over-

time in the vat ruins them, and they may feel as

soft and pliable and 'good' as the best when they

pass through our hands, and our customer may come
to us a couple of weeks later and tell us the skins
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j CANADA, viewed thru the TARIFF SPECTRUM
|

Having booked orders for most of our lines for the balance of this year, before referring to g
1 1914 we make clear several facts of interest to Canadian Cloak and Garment Manufacturers, the 1
1 Millinery Trade and others. • j

There was much cautious merchandising in the United States this year—perhaps too much. Our jj

fj business atmosphere was as murky as it is in London, when black fog chokes people and compels g
1 a cessation of traffic. g

jj It is to be regretted that misinformation anent the tariff was circulated by designing or ig- W
norant persons—the effect was the same in either case—and swallowed by credulous ones ! They be- j§

1 came paralyzed. The trains of industry were stalled. g
Tariff agitation led some manufacturers to imagine that they saw ghosts. They were frightened. §j

1 Had they fought back, those so-called ghosts would have proved to be phantasms created by their g
g fears. Some did resist. They paid close attention to business and are plucking the fruits of their 1
g courageous efforts. =

On Oct. 6th, the head of a noted American Department store announced over his signature,

"There were in bond on Oct. 3rd, $70,000,000 worth of merchandise,
which, when imported under the new law, will save the consumer just

1 about $5,000,000." 1
1 This saving is on values representing, with duty and distributing expenses, etc., added, at least $125,- 1
j 000,000 (4%) if the consumer gets it! But the trifling saving, in the most important case, will not g
H be clear gain, as the consumer out of it must pay his share of the income tax, which will be levied on g
1 producing and distributing agencies. §=

Our thoughtful Canadian cousins, on weighing the effect of tariff changes upon United States' g
g industries—built upon sound foundations—whose business has been developed with foresight, =

|| ability and thoroughness, will be convinced that, g
j§ (a) The cost of imported goods will not (though many people thought contrariwise) be very
M much lower; II

(b) Since, with rare exceptions, American fabrics have been sold on a strictly com-
petitive level—not on the basis of European cost, with duty, etc., added, there will be no radical

^ changes in prices; p
(e) More than ever will American manufacturers strive to wrest from the Continent of

Europe what is left of her former prestige for excellence in quality, originality in design, and
refined taste. "Made in the United States" will hereafter signify a higher standard than

g ever! g
Canadian merchants have not—like many of our merchants—allowed their stocks of goods to 1

H shrink to dangerously low levels. But thejr have held off to a certain extent, awaiting the signing m
g of the tariff bill. That was wise. Now that they know the changes that will be made, they will want g
jj to order enough goods to meet the demands which the general prosperity of the Dominion will g
jj make immediate and prolonged. g

Our ARTIFICIAL (Synthetic) FURS are of the greatest importance to you
at this time. Our Canadian customer-friends know and prize them. We want 1

j strangers to be informed about their merits.

Write for full particulars and samples. You will be convinced that Shelton near-Furs are just jj

[j what you need, to fashion into splendid, cold-resisting garments, which will laugh at your rigorous g
g Winter. m

About our preparations for 1914, coming issues of this paper will inform you. Remember, 1
| please, that we are EXPERT MANUFACTURERS of PILE FABRICS. Cloak and Garment |
g Manufacturers and the Millinery and other trades will here find everything they need in this line, m
g Many of our creations can not be found elsewhere at home or abroad.

Sidney llyyiiTOimM, m COMnANiY9 iNe»
Founded in 1854 I

Pres't & Treas.

395-401 Fourth Ave., at 28th St. New York.,

illlllllllllllllHIIIH
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have gone all to pieces, and, of course, we must make

it good.

"No, every way you look at it, that dyed-fur craze

is bad."

The manufacturer dropped his voice, so as not to

be heard.—across the line.

SENSIBLE CANADIAN LADIES.

"With all respect for the American ladies, you

have to hand it to the Canadians for choosing good

sensible staple lines in furs. Of course, here the posi-

tion is a little different. In Canada furs are bought

for comfort; they must have them, and they are

wise enough to make their fashions conform to sensi-

ble ideas. That is why the Persian lamb coat, as I

said before, will always be the prime favorite, and 1

don't think you can beat it. It always looks good

and cannot be excelled for wear. That has always

been our best seller, and I think most manufacturers

will say the same. A few minutes ago we sold two

coats here: both were Persian.

"Moleskin coats may be all right.—and we sell

a few—but it looks better to me for sets, and for this

is very popular. In sets, I find mink is still the best

seller, that is, more people buy mink than anything

else. For sets and especially for trimming, ermine

stands out strong this Fall. Another fur that is at-

tracing attention is red fox. This is sought after

particularly for girls and young ladies' sets, and it

is surprising how many people can afford it.

The length of coats run steadily between 86 and

45 inches. The extreme cutaway style predominates,

and the attempt a couple of months ago, to force the

slightly cutaway garment has failed.

THINKS BROCADES TOO HEAVY.

"For linings? No, we are giving up the heavy

brocades, and are using instead all colors in soft

linings. The brocades we found too stiff ; they added

weight to a coat heavy enough already, and we find

the soft linings make up better."

BLACK FOXES AND CASH CHEQUES.

"Every second order I get for sets calls for black

fox," was the opening response of another manufac-

turer. Tie was feeling particularly satisfied with the

way the world was turning on its axis. The mail

that morning had brought him two cheques in re-

turn for two letters he had sent out a few days before,

drawing on the retailers at 30 days. Roth had scorn-

ed the delay: and had sent on the cash equivalent

without bothering about the prepayment discount.

They will get it as a refund, just the same, but any-

thing like that makes you feel good. It suggests

that the banks are not the only institutions that

could plead guilty to a charge of being found in

possession of money.

This fur man thinks beaver looks pretty good.

For the past three months these tooth-engineers, who
learned their business without any correspondence

school help, have been doing more diving even than

usual, for Quebec Province declared an open season

to replenish stocks, and so thousands of skins were

"released." The privilege was only a temporary one

and will not come again for three years.

The Price Situation

Some misapprehension has arisen over cables announcing decreases in prices for furs at the

Lampson and other October auctions as compared with June prices; and sonic papers have an-
nounced declines in nearly every existing fur ranging from 10 to 15 per cent, ermine being placed
in the latter class.

One of the leading importer* in Canada explained tht situation for Dry Goods Review thus:

"These late October sales are known usually as 'scavenger' sales, for the reason that occurring
at the end of the regular manufacturing season, buyers dump nil their surplus stud: onto this mar-
ket. Not only the surplus, but stock that has not been regarded as suitable for first class grades.

So, on the one hand you may have a certain fur bid up if manufacturers want it in a hurry, and on
the other hand, prices may drop for the lack of demand or of poor quality.

"A case in point is the decline in Persian Lamb announced in Tin I!< ri, ir a month or so ago
as occurring at NICHNY sales. We had to wait sometime for an explanation, feeling at first thai

prices had taken a slump. The real fact was the quality was poor. They graded down, that is in buy-

ing a certain lot of furs at so many marks each, you would find fewer Persians
,,f first gradi than

usual. The price was lower, it is true, but it figured out even higher than before for good stock.

"It is never safe to compare October sales with June, and for a similar reason we nev*r coin-

pare October of one year with October of another.

"The real situation is that skunk, which jumped 30 per cent, in June has dropped slightly:

and electric seal, which advanced from $9.00 to $11.50 in June is back again to normal. On the

other hand, sable and ermine are higher, and foxes 15 per cent, above what they were a couple of

months ago.

"I would like, only too well, to say that prices had gone down, but I cannot. They are up 25

per cent., too high now both for the good of the public and the trade."
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The above is the foundation upon which the

Moose Head Brand of Furs
has been built.

The emblem that has stood for over 60 years before an exacting public.

FURS
Ladies' Furs

Men's Furs
Children's Furs

If you handle a line of Furs and have not yet received our Catalogue,

please send in your name for a copy.

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
90, 92, 94 St. Peter St. MONTREAL
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Stylish Furs, Exceptional Values
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

Our 1913-14 offerings in Persian Lamb, Mink, Wolf and Fox, Hudson Seal, Muskrat, Electric Seal,

etc., are far and away ahead of the regular values found throughout the trade.

We do not ask for any of your business unless you will benefit by selecting from our immense
stock. All we ask is that you look through our range and compare our values with others.

Representatives:

Catalog mailed on request.

Mr. John Maitland for Ontario, Mr. Martin Williams, Western Canada.

Laberge, Chevalier & Company
7Aalters of Stylish Furs

MONTREAL, QUEBEC

as a result of this, 7,000 skins were of-

fered at Lampson's auction sales in London at the

end of October, where few could be secured in June.

NEW DESIGNS IN COATS.

For a season that opened with a surprising array

of novelties, the supply seems not to have abated

one whit, whether one looks for variety in designs

or in combinations.

Coats, three-quarter length, are being made with

two distinct novelties. One, the more noticeable, is

a slight outward flare in the lower part of the skirt

starting from below the waist line. There is not,

as might be expected, any drawing in of the waist

line, to "fit the form." This innovation is seen in

moleskin broadtail otter or seal, trimmed with some

long fur such as fox. The back has a yoke in one

with the sleeves, and the collar is flat and long ex-

tending below the waist line.

Regular sleeve effects are found in a strange com-

bination. As in the former style, the sleeves are in

one with a back yoke but the armhole seam in front

is "pure raglan extending to the neck," as a designer

described it. The body is comfortably full and the

back gathered slightly at the yoke. This was made
up in Persian lamb with cuffs of the same, but collar

of black fox and muff to match.

TWO BUTTONS ON LONG COAT.

In another coat, 52 inch of Persian lamb, which

become quite narrow at the bottom of the skirt,

only two buttons are used to close it. As it is extreme

cutaway and of easy fullness, the absence of buttons

allows it to give despite the narrow skirt. The collar

is of skunk, arranged in three "rows," as of one

collar inside the other, a design that is becoming
quite a favorite, and extends to four rows, both for

scarfs and muffs.

Most coats for the sake of comfort in cold weather

are being made to fasten close to the throat, often

with a small collar and simple fastening, and long

lapels. This allows of the lapels falling slightly far-

ther apart when the collar is left unbuttoned, and
gives a graceful effect.

Although the pillow muff continues to dominate,

several new designs are pushing forward, the heart,

the butterfly, the shield in some cases, and all kinds

of fancy shapes for foxes. The Review was shown a

plain but handsome beaver muff, heart shape, with

wide stole to match.

COMBINATIONS IX MIFFS.

Combinations of furs in the make-up of muffs are

the order of the day. A long flat scarf of seal is

trimmed with skunk (let us in these talks to the

trade give it its baptismal name like they do in
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\

"BISHOP" FURS

^.

THERE are two big factors which distinguish

the BISHOP COAT. They are Durability

and Appearance.

Every Bishop Coat has to measure up to our
high standard of quality before it is allowed to

leave the factory. Ask your dealer about them.

BISHOP ROBES have earned for them-
selves a reputation for good appearance, durability

and warmth, that is second to none.

The secret of their success lies in the careful

selection and tanning of pelts, the high quality of

linings, and the skillful workmanship.

You had better stock a few Bishop Robes this

Fall, the result will be satisfaction for you and for

your customers. Ask your dealer for them.

THE J. H. BISHOP CO.
SANDWICH, ONTARIO
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The United States Government's

entire catch of

ALASKA FUR SEALS, BLUE AND WHITE FOXES

will be sold at Public Auction to the highest bidder, by

Funsten Bros. & Co. in St. Louis, U.S.A.

on December 16th, 1913.

{These furs formerly sold in London, now to be sold in

St. Louis.)

The bidding will be open to everybody, and you are invited

to attend the sale and bid, or to send a representative, or to

place your orders through a broker. The Alaska Seals, Blue
and White Foxes will be graded by a man who has had over

fifteen (15) years experience in handling and grading seals

and foxes in the London market. The grading and terms of

sale will be the same as the fur trade has been accustomed to

at the London sales. Responsible buyers can make arrange-

ments for financing purchases at the St. Louis Sale on terms

similar to those obtained in London. The seals will be re-

salted and properly re-packed for shipment to dressers and
dyers without charge. Besides the sale of the United States

Government's Alaska Seals and Foxes, there will be, at the

time of this sale, large quantities of fresh American furs of

all kinds offered for sale in the St. Louis market from first

hands at lowest prices.

St. Louis is the Largest
Raw Fur Market in America

And the sooner you find out the advantages
of buying your American raw furs direct

from St. Louis the sooner your profits will

commence.

Come to St. Louis and see for yourself.
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You Wish To Become a Well Read

Man, Do You Not?
Each of us can probably recall to mind among his acquaintances one or more

men who appear to be so well acquainted with any subject that may be brought up
for conversation that they are able to enter upon a discussion or give information
upon the matter whatever it may be. They are men to whom we instinctively turn
for information whenever any question crops up with which we are unacquainted
and upon which we need enlightenment.

At first sight there appears no particular reason why these men should be bet-

ter acquainted with any particular subject than we ourselves are. They may have
had no advantage over us in the matter of education. They have probably not
travelled any more than we have, and as far as we can see there is no reason why
we should look to them for information on diverse subjects rather than to any other

of our acquaintances.

What then is the reason for this deference we consistently show them by asking
their opinions on this or that question?

Consider any case, as referred to above, which may occur to you and you will

find it is because your friend or acquaintance is' invariably what we would call a
"well read" man. No matter whether the subject under discussion be the past or

present history, political or social, of our own or any other country, whether it be of

noted writers, painters, politicians, celebrities of any kind or of any country, the
latest discoveries or inventions, the best opinions expressed by the foremost writers

of the day on present questions of most vital interest, he is able to take an intelligent

interest in the conversation and to contribute his own quota to the discussion, prob-
ably expressing some viewpoint new to his auditors.

You will doubtless admit that such a man occupies to some extent an enviable
position among his fellows; and the object of this article is to show you how by the
employment of a small portion of your leisure time regularly, methodically, and at

practically no expense to yourself, you can also occupy this enviable position and
become one of those well read men, to whom your friends will turn for information
whenever they may be in need of it.

You have, of course, heard of MacLean's Magazine and have probably at some
time or another seen a copy. It is a purely Canadian Magazine, and was originally

called the Busy Man's Magazine, a title which explains the idea upon which it was
originally founded.

The average merchant of the present day is too much occupied in his business
avocations to devote a great deal of his time to literary pursuits. In many cases the
daily papers form the extent and limit of his literary experience. Now, while the
reading of the daily paper is practically a duty which no live merchant should
neglect, the man who is ambitious of improving his mind will feel a desire for a little

more than the daily or weekly magazine can give, and this is where MacLean's
Magazine stands ready to give him a helping hand.

The November number is particularly interesting and a source of interesting

information. It is brimful of good instructive reading, containing just that infor-

mation which is most beneficial to busy Canadian business men to keep them in
touch with things Canadian.

Secure a copy from your nearest stationery dealer to-day, and become acquainted
with Canada's foremost magazine.

Price 20 cents a copy. Subscription $2.00 a year.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
143 University Ave., ----- Toronto
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FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS
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Novelty Toys for the Coming Xmas Trade
TOYS FOR the Christ-

mas trade are becom-

ing recognized, more

and more each year, as

a natural extension,

indeed a component

part of the regular de-

partments of dry goods

merchandizing. In the average town and city the

toy trade is a distinct Christmas feature, and what is

equally to the point, no store has any "mortgage"

on it, so why should not the dry goods man lay

claim to it; pre-empt the business if he can?

There is no other class of business that merges

more naturally into Christmas gift lines: the dainty

handkerchiefs, the purses, the sweater coats, the ties,

the reefers, the caps; the almost innumerable array

of suitable gifts that form the usual stock-in-trade

of the dry goods stores throughout the land, are a

very substantial Christmas foundation, more so than

any other kind of store possesses. Why, then, should

not the necessary additions of dolls, of mechanical

toys, of games, and so forth, find a place, their legiti-

mate place, side by side with the rest? The laying

in a stock of Christmas toys has two important re-

sults among others: it increases the year's profits very

materially, and it is a very practical method for en-

larging the place your store fills in the home life

of the community as the store that supplies the needs

of the home. Make your store a necessary part in

Christmas planning and you create a sentiment that

will cling to you throughout the whole of the year

that follows. The slightest investigation will con-

vince you that profits in toys far exceed those on

staple lines, and are equal in percentage to the high-

est lines of novelties. Only in the "last mad rush"

of Christmas eve is serious damage likely to result to

your stock, and the fault will rest with you if your

"Shop Early" persuasiveness has failed to clear the

decks of all except a few odds and ends by December

24, 1913.

SOME TRICK TOYS.

In the following article a summary is given of

a few of the toy novelties of the present season :

these are likely to prove lively sellers as leaders; but

must, of course, be supplemented by the old-timers

A stock of toys should be found in

every dry goods store—The part they

play in the Christmas campaign —
Novelty toys now on the market — A
description of the lines being shown.

that are accepted as the

essentials of Yule-tide

giving.

Mechanical toys for

boys are becoming

heavier sellers each

year. Among those

that are being picked

up by the trade are "hot air motor boats." These

are operated by a small spirit lamp placed under a

metal air chamber by which the heated air is forced

through pipes and provides propelling power when
applied against water pressure at the stem of the

boat. Several varieties of these are found.

Friction motors are used to operate a number of

toys, including the ever- popular automobile. These

are more powerful than clock-work. A funny look-

ing porter who dumps out his trunk, propels him-

self and his truck by his feet, after being wound up.

The variety in these goods is almost endless.

A TRAINER IX MECHANICS.

A line that is attracting attention as an educa-

tive as well as an amusing gift is what is called a

"model 1 milder." These are designed to teach the

boy mechanical construction, and include beams,

pinions, axles, pulleys, screws, bolts, etc., and with

numerous illustrations that go with them enable the

child to construct perfect working models of bridges,

derricks, fire ladders, aeroplanes, cranes, etc. These

come in half a dozen different outfits, and are so

arranged that No. 1 can be converted into No. 2 by

buying accessory parts, and No. 2 into No. 3, etc.

SAXE TRICK TOYS.

Among "trick" toys is the ••surprise camera"

which, when pressed, allows a long figure, made of

covered wire coils, to jump out. Roly poly or "smg-
gering" toys of celluloid furnish some surprises,

especially the ones that after setting down quietly

for a moment take a sudden leap and somersault in

the air. The cushions that send out a strange music
when sat on, are developed along several new lines

this year to include dolls and animal shapes. One of

the best of these is the "Noisy Boy"—"Touch me
anywhere and I squeak,"—who gives out a variety of
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Last Call for the Holiday Season

for Rite Specialties

We are prepared to make immediate ship-

ments for the coming holiday season of

over $25, $50 or $75 assortments.

You will be well pleased with our selec-

tions.

If it does not meet with your entire

approval return at our expense.

They are splendid sellers and sure profit-

makers, and will make your store popular

with the womenfolk of your town.

Trusting to receive your order and that

we may have the pleasure of seeing you in

our new Showroom if you should come to

New York, we are,

Very truly yours,

&$£Bt

No. 87

Cjjjttfcji

35, 37, 39 W. 36 St., New York
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puppy," which is hollow and is drawn over the hand

and moved in this way.

"CHARACTER" FACES GROW IK POPULARITY.

New inventions abound among dolls, and char-

acter faces promise soon to drive out the old line

models.

Among these are a good range of celluloid "float-

ing" dolls with jointed head, arms and legs; and
dressed character figures with unbreakable heads;

and an odd line of "hug me, kiddies," with large,

rolling eyes. An oddity is "Whistling Charlie" of

composition head and mohair body who is operated

by exerting pressure on his "tummy."

OLD FAVORITES VERY MUCH ALIVE.

Among games a number of new ideas have been

introduced that will stimulate purchase, for in this

department of Toyland novelties are an essential.

This does not imply that Lost Heir, Old Maid, Pit,

Flinch, and Parcheesi are out of fashion; they are

not, and a big demand for them comes up fresh

every Christmas.

NEW BASEBALL AND HUNTING GAMES.

A new form of baseball which is worked by

twirling indicator, which stops at "base on balls";

"struck out"; "base hit"; "out at first", "home run,"

etc.. and the result worked on a model of a diamond
which also is part of the board. The game becomes

more complicated—and more real—by the addition

of a "sacrifice hit" indicator, and a "base runner" in-

dicator, which can be operated if desired. This

game can be played by two or the full eighteen per-

sons.

A new shooting game has been developed along

realistic lines. In addition to a set of scenery,

models of birds are attached to trees and ducks to

streams, and a small air gun finds these quite life-

like targets. It makes the exercise less make-believe.

An "educational" board is arranged for spelling,

with figures on the reverse side.

Round crokinole boards are made this year in

addition to the hexagon shaped ones, and take up

less room. "Fort" games and imitations of billiards

are also selling well.

PROJECTING COLORED PICTURES.

An entertaining present for old as well as young

is a radioptican, modeled after a magic lantern, but

projecting colors on opaque cards, without the neces-

sity for making special slides.

Among other . new or impi-oved lines that are

likely to attract attention are a "sparkler," formed

of an emery wheel and metal pieces which emit

sparks when swung round, masks formed of black

cashmere coverings for the face with separate mouth,

nose, eyes and hood, visible typewriters, bubble

blowers with "inside" bubble device; cash register

banks; piano-: English doll carts of wicker, etc.

Sonic of the liahies' go-carts have a horse attached

Continued on page 71.

A collection of Christmas toys Nerlich & Co.
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Review of Late Novelties in Fancy Goods
WITH THE gift sea-

son so near, merchants

must lose no time in

filling in stocks with the

most recent novelties if

they are to be presented,

when the heavy selling

period commences, in

their full attractiveness. Not only is there an unusu-

ally full choice but there is more usefulness in the

articles shown and splendid selections due to the in-

creasing willingness of customers to pay the price if

a better article can be made.

One of the best selling articles at the present

moments is the fancy cap. The wearing of a cap

on many occasions is creeping into prominence. No
longer are fancy caps restricted to boudoir and un-

dress wear, but caps to match the gown are now sell-

ing for reception wear, and for the hostess to wear

when giving a tea or afternoon entertainment. Caps

are also rivaling hats for bridesmaids' wear, and a

pretty cap is now considered as a proper article to

give for a Christmas present. Caps as now shown
are so dainty and beautiful that they are being worn
instead of hats at smart weddings. Soft satins are

veiled with chiffon and some really beautiful color

effects are gained in this way. Soft finished plain

esprit and fancy nets are also extensively used, the

chief difference between the cheap caps and those of

better price, for the difference of a few cents in price

in the net used makes a wide one in that of the

finished article. Pleatings of fine lace and ribbons

and hand-made flowers are used to trim the newest

caps. To sell as low as 50c. very smart caps of net

and lace can be procured. These, of course, lack

the soft satin lining. Then there are the various

prices in between up to $3.50 or $4.00. This con-

stitutes the popular selling line. Caps in most stores

are as a rule carried in the neckwear department.

Though fancy aprons sell now at all seasons there

is always a better demand for them during the gift

buying season as a pretty apron suitably boxed forms

a dainty and acceptable gift. The new aprons are

attractive because the designers have very handsome
embroideries and pretty light laces to work with this

year. Ribbon trimming is largely used and shapes

do not differ much from those of last season.

Fashion favors the fancy bag and the useful

shopping bag is relegated solely to the time when a

shopping expedition is in progress. The smart wo-

man in these days has several bags and chooses the

one that is most in keeping with her costume. Metal

mesh bags in a variety of shapes: pannier, reticule

and others are verv much liked as thev can be worn

Holiday Selling Beginning, Therefore
Merchants Should Lose no Time in

Securing Novelties for the Heavy Sell-

ing Period—Fancy Caps Promise to be
a Big Item—Slides for Slippers Are
New—Fancy Bags Are a Big Feature

with so many costumes.

Not only is the nickel

and the silver bag fash-

ionable but the black,

chain mesh bag is in

high favor and comes

in all the same styles as

the silver mesh bag.

Some few velvet bags are shown but moire is the

leader in fabrics. The high novelty is the embroid-

ered moire bag showing bunches of tiny flowers

worked in pinks, blues and greens. These are made
up into the pannier bags and the newer oval forms,

and in most cases the frame is also covered with the

moire. Black, as usual, is the leader, but bags come

in all the more staple colors with navy, taupe and

nickel very much in evidence. The leather bags

selling are all on the novelty order and the fittings

seem to be the main thing. These bags are of the

flat envelope variety and vanity fittings are their

chief attraction. Beaded bags come in a wide range

of styles and in a varied list of prices. Small bags can

be had to retail under one dollar, while handsome

hand-made bags retail up to $20.00. Because of th«

change in millinery styles, the simple style of hair-

dressing with the parting in the middle is giving

way to styles that are more ornate. The new coiffure

calls for waved hair and the low pompadour in front,

and little by little the chignon roll and puff is creep-

ing up from the nape of the neck to the crown of

the head and is completely changing the silhouette,

With the smart woman high hair dressing is an ac-

complished fact, and the hair is carefully marceled

Christmas novelties shown by Hamblv & Wilson
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and combed well up from the nape of the neck. The
ears are covered with soft waves of hair and the tiny

line of fringe is much favored particularly when the

forehead is high. This style of hair-dressing is

bringing combs and pins back into favor though
there is nothing that is really new showing. Rhine-

stones are still favored and combs are thickly set

with them. The new aigrettes are of the palm tree

order, but bandeaux are more favored than aigrettes.

A very favorite bandeaux is formed of a line of

rhinestones mounted on a narrow ribbon of black

velvet. Oriental looking headdresses of gold or sil-

ver passementerie, ending with tassels of pearls, are

also showing.

There is an increasing demand for rhinestone

ornaments. The constant wearing of collarless

gowns is creating a demand for neck ornaments, and
in this line there is nothing prettier than the velvet

neckbands of black velvet ribbon held under rhine-'

stone slides. Four slides, one at the front and back,

and one on either side, form the set.

SUMPTUOUS FOOTWEAR.

Footwear is sumptuous this season. Many of the

new models are laced up in a mode that suggests the

old Greek sandal. These ribbon lacings are passed

through rhinestone ornaments placed on each side

of tbe slipper and a rhinestone buckle usually fin-

ishes the vamp of the slipper, while another buckle

is used to hold the ribbon in place across the instep.

Sets of slides and buckles are shown that can be at-

tached to any slipper; these come in silver or white

metal, thickly studded with glittering rhinestones.

Rhinestone buckles are very much used and buckles

of various sizes and shapes are shown that can be at-

tached to the owner's slippers. These buckles would
make a Christmas gift that would attract because it

was something new.

Ask your Jobber for

Star Brand

Garter
Elastic

The highest quality.

Absolutely Guaranteed

Elegant Novelties

BEADED TRIMMINGS
SILK ORNAMENTS
NECKWEAR
FRILLINGS
BUTTONS
TASSELS
FRINGES.

The

MOULTON
MANUFACTURING CO.

Limited

MONTREAL

(Not connected with any combine)

Sewing and Crochet COTTONS
The '

' SHAMKOCK '
' brand, 6 COEDS, are of the very best quality,

suitable for Stores and various Manufacturing requirements, at a
moderate price.

Also 3 CORD, soft and glace, on tubes, cones or bobbins, and holly

6 cords. Enquiries invited, stating requirements.

Makers: HICKS, BULLICK & CO., Ltd., Belfast, Ireland
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Pin seal bag with inside frame.

The fittings consist of a change

purse and mirror and pockets for car

tickets. Shown by Flett, Lowndes
& Co.

Imported bag of embroidered

moire in the new oval shape. The
frame is covered with moire and the

bag is lined with rose pink heavy
cord silk. A shirred pocket at one

side holds a silk covered vanity case.

Shown by Flett, Lowndes & Co.

Celluloid and galalithware, made in imitation

ivory, and tinted in pale shades of blue, pink or

mauve, as well as in imitation shell, and amber, are

extensively shown. Very attractive is a manicure set

with all the articles mounted in this material and

contained in a convenient tray that would form an

ornament to the dressing-table. Comb and brush

.sets, hat brushes, powder boxes and all the numerous
articles used on the toilette table are made of this

material. Not the least useful are the stands for the
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Two handsome caps shown by R. D. Fairbairn & Co.
See accompanying article.

watch, where the watch hangs in a little frame, and

shows like the face of a clock.

From now on should be a busy time in the art

needlework department. If the department is pro-

perly conducted, classes should be in progress every

day, and lessons should be given in crocheting, knit-

ting and all kinds of embroidery work. These classes

always result in big sales, for though no charge is

made for the lessons, all the materials used must be

bought from the department, Much depends upon

the tact and patience of the teacher, but it will be

found that when a competent teacher is engaged her

services soon pay for themselves in added sales. So

patent is this fact that in the larger stores teachers are

retained all the year round and classes are held every

day. This feature has resulted in changing the lo-

cation of the department from the first to the second

or third floor, where more space and greater freedom

from interruption can be secured. It has also re-

sulted in increased business and enlarged depart-

ments.

@

Novelty Toys for the Coming Xmas Trade

Continued from page 66.

to a platform in front, a form of amusement evi-

dently for the young occupant of the cart.

WINDOW ATTRACTIONS.

Some striking devices are shown to draw atten-

tion to store windows during the Christmas season.

Among these are the lion that, when wound up,

paces back and forth in his cage and utters inter-

mittent roars; a seal that balances a sphere on its

nose; a nodding polar bear, school boy and school

girl with rolling eyes, and so forth. Several new

designs are shown of attractive Santa Claus figures,

some fitted with a hand that could hold a toy or

circulars announcing varieties of Christmas gifts.
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The Frieze Idea Strong in Wall Paper
DEVELOPMENTS of

the most marked order

in friezes for Spring-

constitute a distinct

feature in wall paper.

The frieze idea is being

carried out in many
novel and charming-

ways. In fact, it promises to dominate in the better

grades.

The most spectacular feature is the development

of the panoramic frieze. This has been shown for

some time now but more ambitious flights have been

attempted and some remarkably dainty scenes are

being reproduced.

Applique friezes are being introduced running

from 6 inches to two and a half feet in width. These

are cut out prominently. The cutout border, in fact,

is going to be much stronger than ever, having met
with favor from the public.

Fruit friezes are being introduced for dining-

rooms.

A rather radical departure is the introduction of

narrow friezes to be used at the bottom. These are

used chiefly with the applique frieze which is narrow
at the top and thus permits the use of a bottom strip

as well, without giving too heavy an effect.

SOME NEW IDEAS.

Some new styles are being shown by the manu-
facturers, including a stippled oatmeal paper. In

the new varieties, a finer stipple is shown and the

surface is not nearly so rough as the samples which
have been shown heretofore.

Imitation burlap paper is a novelty which should

meet with favor. It comes in all shades and should

prove serviceable in the extreme.

Another novelty shown is an embossed fibre for

sitting rooms, which comes in all shades. A silk

fibre ceiling will be used with it.

It is the opinion of some manufacturers that

leather effects for halls, having been a little over-

done, will not be as popular for Spring as they have
been recently. There can be no doubt, however.

that a great volume of leather imitation will be sold

for Spring and for some seasons to come, although
probably the highest point of its popularity lias been

Very Elaborate Frieze Effects Are
Being Introduced—Panoramic Effects
Are Being Further Developed and a
Novelty Idea is Shown in a Frieze
Along the Base—Panelled Designs Will
be More Strongly Favored and the
Trend Here Will be Toward Simplicity.

passed. To take the

place of leather effects

come aerocrome blends,

which promise to be a

highly popular depart-

ure. They come in

various shades and
combinations, -with bor-

ders to match and vary from 18 inches to five feet.

They will be used for halls, dining rooms and sitting

rooms.

CHINTZ TO MATCH PAPER.

A new development is the making up of papers

with chintz to match. Manufacturers are putting

wall paper on the market and arranging to have
chintz supplied which will match in pattern and
shades. The chintz design will be brought out in

the paper only in the panels and borders. Formerly,
allover effects were generally given to match the

chintz. The new method should effect an improve-
ment from the artistic standpoint.

PANELLING MORE POPULAR.
The panelling idea for dining rooms and dens

will be more popular than ever, if such be possible.

The public have taken to the idea with such enthu-
siasm that it bids fair to become fairly established

for some considerable time. And the favor with

which the panelled room has been received has its

foundation in real artistic merit and utility. Of
course, there are developments in the panel scheme
and the trend for Spring is all toward plainer pat-

terns and a more general simplicity in every way.
Decorations will be shown for the most part only in

the borders and plain tones will dominate elsewhere.

This tendency toward plainness is felt in many
other directions, despite the fact that the prominence
being given to panoramic friezes and elaborate cut

out borders—a step to the other extreme—is likely

to be a strong development for reception rooms and
drawing room.

In regard to bedroom decorations, the rule will

he the drop ceiling, borders having fallen into the

background. For bedrooms a strong feature will be

made of paper to match the chintz as referred to

previously.
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ENGLISH FURNITURE
Constructed to Withstand the Severest Climates.

Mail Full On Application

Details of Your with Trade Card

Likely Photographs will

Requirements be sent

ENGLISH FURNITURE
FOR CANADA

Specialty—Reproductions from authentic antique models. .

Adaptations of all the period styles.

B. COHEN & SONS, LTD.
ESTABLISHED 1848

LONDON, kg? Curtain Road, ENGLAND



Advance in Prices on Some Lines of Carpets
THE CHIEF develop-

ment in the carpet mar-

ket is an advance in the

manufacturers price on

tapestries and velvets.

This advance is 2V^%,
and is due to the short-

age in the jute crop.

So far the wholesalers have not passed this ad-

vance on to the retailer as it came too late to go into

effect on orders this season. It is practically certain,

however, that the advance will be made general be-

fore many months. Circumstances indicate that no

revision in a downward direction is to be anticipated

in the manufacturers' prices.

Prices in other lines are firm, due to the high

cost of all raw materials.

CARPETS FOR STAIRS.

A strong favor is being shown for the carpeting

of stairways. For some years the tendency has been

to leave the stairs, when built of hardwood, uncov-

ered; but some of the disadvantages of this plan are

now becoming apparent. The stairs are slippery and

hard to navigate, especially for a lady in a high-

heeled shoe. In addition to this, the noise occasioned

by people tramping up and down is highly discord-

ant. For these reasons, stair carpets are coming back

to favor and manufacturers report a considerable

increase in the orders they are receiving in this line.

Any suggestion that piece goods will come back

to favor for covering the floors is treated with amuse-

ment, however. "Never," is the emphatic assertion

of manufacturers. "Rugs are here to stay. People

have become thoroughly enamored with the use of

rugs, as they should be, for the rug has many ad-

vantages. Inasmuch as hardwood floors are becoming
general, we feel quite positive that the rug will never

be ousted from the high position it now occupies in

public esteem."

FAWNS AND GREENS.

High favor is shown to fawns and greens, al-

Manufacturers Put up Tapestries and
Velvets 2-L/2 Per Cent.—Stair Carpets
Are Coming Back Into Favor, But
Piece Goods for Floors Will Never
Oust Bugs—The Trend in Carpet
Styles.

though always popular,

are not selling in quite

the usual volume per-

haps. Blues and reds

are occupying about

their usual position.

The vogue of Oriental-

ism in patterns and col-

orings has given Turkey red a strong position for

some tim\

Perhaps the most marked development in the

matter of color is the growth of the call for blacks.

By this, it is not meant to imply that public favor has

sought out the mystic, depressing, bizarre all-black

carpet that comes to us from Vienna. Perhaps in a

few of the wealthiest homes the black art of the

Viennese will be represented by sombre floor cover-

ings. But in the regular trade, black is found only

in borders and grounds. At that, it has very rapidly

found a rather marked favor.

This applies almost exclusively to the better

grades, however. As a black carpet calls for associa-

tion with the most expensive furniture, it cannot be

introduced into the cheaper grades.

MEDALLIONS NOT AS STRONG.

In the matter of pattern, there has been no

marked change. The Oriental idea is still very

strong and many of the rugs show the influence of

Chinese and Japanese patterns.

Medallion effects are not as popular as they were

and are being replaced to a great extent by allovers

LINOLEUMS MAY ADVANCE.

It is stated that the price of linoleums may ad-

vance shortly. Prices at present are very firm. De-

mand has been good for linoleums and oilcloths.

Clinton. Ont,—W. H. Simpson, who conducted

fancy goods business here for some years, is dead.

A "CADILLAC" Vacuum Cleaner
Keeps Your Store "Spic and Span"

In these days when first impressions are lasting, it is of the utmost importance

that your stock and store be kept in a clean, spic and span condition. The

most sanitary method of doing this is by using a Cadillac Vacuum Cleaner or

Sweeper. The use of these modern cleaning machines in your store and

especially in your house-furnishing department will serve as a practical

demonstration and should result in many sales. Prices range from $9.50 to

$35.00. Write for dealers' prices and descriptive matter.

The Clements Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

80 Duchess St., Toronto, Can.
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Are You Getting YOUR Share

of this Profitable Business?

During the past year our sales of J-M Asbestos Table
Covers took a tremendous jump. Some dealers—some-
where—are getting the benefit of this increased demand.
Are vou one of them?

Asbestos Table Covers and Mats
are made in our factory from the finest grade of As bestos in the world, taken directly from our own
mines. Yet, in spite of their superior quality, J-M Asbestos Table Covers cost no more—and often less-

than the ordinary, soon-wear-out kind.
A modest investment and a little effort on your part will quickly develop a thriving business in this

line. We'll help you by supplying, free, attractive bo oklets imprinted with your own name on the cover
It isn't necessary to carry a large stock either, as our nearest Branch is prepared to act

quickly on hurry-up orders.
Write to-day for Booklet and Special Proposition to Dealers. Address nearest Branch.

THE CANADIAN
H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., Limited

Manufacturers of
Asbestos and Magnes

Products AS&ESTO&
Asbestos Roofings.
Packings. Electrica

Supplies, etc.

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

UlillllllllHIIlIlllIlS iiilillliliiiilBSIiliiiiiiillillliliF

quilt orders
You cannot fail to find in the Dearden range for 1914 a complete solution to your
quilt problem.

You no doubt have institutions in your town that require large quantities of quilts,

either plain or with their special design or monogram. Send an estimate of their

requirements to us and we will enable you to bid for their order by supplying

DEARDEN'S MONOGRAM QUILTS
JVIade hy Jonathan Dearden & Co., Limited
J1-13 Jjriagewater U-'lace, J^lancnester JYLills: Bolton Lancashire

You can handle this special order business without investment, without loss from
dead stock and at a good profit.

R. H. COSBIE, Limited
30 Wellington St. W. Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY
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ART OF DISPLAY

SUfflW^

Association Members FavorChange of Name
IN THE last issue of

The Review a sugges-

tion was tentatively put

forth that the name of

the Canadian Window
Trimmers' Association

might be changed in

view of the tendency in

the trade to discard the term "window trimmer" in

favor of various other terms, including "decorator/'

"publicity man," "display man" and "display mana-
ger." The latter two terms have come particularly

into vogue recently. At the same time, The Review
asked for opinions from the members on this ques-

tion. The response has been most general and grati-

fying, opinions having been received from members
in all parts of the country.

The consensus of opinion is decidedly in favor of

a change. A few have expressed themselves as be-

lieving in the wisdom of retaining the old name but
this note of dissent has been literally drowned in

the chorus of approval that has come from all sides.

Under the circumstances, it looks as though a
change in name would ultimately be made. Still the

matter should be given all due consideration before

any change is decided upon, the contra arguments
advanced by those who do not desire a change being
thoroughly weighed.

-At the next meeting of the executive committee,
the question, along with others of importance, will

be discussed.

Some of the replies received are as follows:

—

PRESIDENT MCNABB FAVORS IT.

"Personally, 1 am indeed greatly impressed with
the suggestion for a change from the old term of

window trimmer to the dignified term of display
manager. Firstly, because all through the United
State- and in the more progressive Canadian stores,

doing a large business, the term "display man" is

applied now by the general management in prefer-

ence io window trimmer.

"Secondly, because it will place the old time
trimmer in complete charge of all interior and ledge
trimming. This, of course, will give the energetic
and ambitious trimmer a wider scope for greater
earning power.

Many Opinions Received, the Majority

of Which Favor Changing Term "Win-
dow Trimmers," to Some More Com-
prehensive Term—Officers of Associa-

tion Express Themselves as Favorable.

"Thirdly, because,

the name is a wee bit

more dignified.

"Fourthly, because

it will revolutionize the

work and bring the

trimmer into closer

touch with the manage-

ment.

1 would suggest that the name be changed to

Canadian Association of Display Managers."

(Signed) J. A. McNabb.

PAST PRESIDENT HOLLINSWORTH IX FAVOR.

"I would favor a change on the ground that the

proposed term would lend a greater degree of dignity

to the position and would be more in keeping with

the importance of the work. In my opinion, it is

the only proper name and it is now being used in

most stores."

PAST PRESIDENT MCDONALD.

Past President H. C. McDonald also gives a fav-

orable opinion. The terms "display man*' or "dis-

play manager" are, he believes, more in keeping

with the work now done by the members of the

association. The new terms are broader.

SECRETARY THOMPSON IN FAVOR.

Secretary J. F. Thompson is also in favor of the

proposed change. He writes:

—

"I consider that, owing to the fact that in nearly

every case the trimmer has charge of everything in

connection with decorations and displaying of goods

not only in windows but the whole store, the man
should he entitled to a name which gives a more
complete conception of his duties and which tends

to a more dignified position which is only natural

when one considers the value of a good Display Man
to the store in which he is employed.

Tin- matter will be brought before the executive

meeting to be held in Toronto on Nov. 10th. It is.

however, impracticable to change the name this

year owing to the fact, that Buttons and printing

have the old term used."

A DISSENTIENT VOTE.

F. P. Burns, the winner of The Review cup this

year, takes the opposite view, lie writes:

—
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WRITE FOR SCHACK'S
CHRISTMAS FLOWER BOOK TO-DAY

IT CONTAINS A SPLENDID
COLLECTION OF IDEAS
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS
TRIMS THAT ARE NEW AND
ORIGINAL.

If you write at once for Schack's Christmas

Flower Book No. W50 you will save many
dollars in your Christmas Display. This book

offers many new ideas and suggestions in

the way of getting up beautiful and attract-

ive windows that will help you sell your

goods.No. 4008. Extra large

Ho|ly Vine. 12 large green
leaves and 8 clusters of

red berries. 40 in. long.

Makes a good trim.

Per dozen $ 3.50

Per gross 24.00
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No. 4012. Holly Vine.

Distinctive and attractive;

will add that Christmas
spirit wherever it may be
used. Fine leaves and
bright red berries. 40

inches long, spreads 10

inches.

Per dozen $ 3.25

I'it gross 32.00

There are dozens of practical sugges-

tions in this book for you that will

prove valuable in planning your holi-

day decorations; also many new unit

trims that were designed by our expert

window trimmer. It also shows the

latest Yule-tide flowers that you will

want to know about. Write to-day.

SCHACK
ARTIFICIAL FLOWER CO.

1739-1741 MILWAUKEE AVE.

CHICAGO ILL.

No. 2617. Frosted Holly
Vine with Red Berries.
White leaves or white
tinted pale green.
Dozen $ 1.50
Gross 16.00

77

No. 2437. Holly Vines.
This is a faithful repro-

duction of natural Holly.
Made in 1 yard lengths
with 12 leaves and 12 ber-
ries to the yard.
Dozen yards $0.90
Gross yards 9.00
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An original trim by J. F. Thompson, with W. E. Maxwell, St. Thomas.

"I myself would much prefer the present term

which the association have, the "Canadian Window
Trimmers' Association." This is the term employ-

ed by the American Association and it is a good old

standing word which, in my opinion, would be of

more value to the association than "display men"' or

"display managers." The term "display managers"

sounds as if the association were made up of the

managers of some society instead of being linked up
with the commercial world. It is new members the

association want and I think the present term "win-

dow trimmer" would be most likely to help get

them."

DOES NOT FAVOR IT.

The same view is taken by W. C. Greenhill, of

Brantford, who writes:

—

"Personally I fail to see any just reason for mak-
ing a change; because whatever name you give to the

association, you would never be able to get one to

cover the duties of some of the trimmers throughout

the Dominion. Granted that in the larger stores, a

trimmer's duties are confined principally to window
and interiors but take the smaller places and you
will find that the trimmers' duties are more varied.

Perhaps he has windows, interiors, advertising, card

writing and charge of a department as well. He

may not have charge of a department but he will

be expected to be in the department at the busy time

of the day. So, therefore, I fail to see how you are

going to arrive at any suitable name. I think the

present, C. W. T. A. is known now throughout the

Dominion and United States and should be allowed

to remain as it is."

MOKE LETTERS OF APPROVAL.

R. M. Beauchamp. Montreal, writes:

—

"I would say that I consider the idea a very good

one. To-day all the head trimmers in the larger

stores rank as managers, as they have the full man-
agement of the windows and interiors in so far as

engaging their own staff and the purchasing of all

supplies for same. Therefore, the term "display

manager'* 1 consider more appropriate and fitting

than the names "window trimmer"'' or "window
dresser."

Chris. Meadows, of Cuelph. suggests the follow-

ing names: "Canadian Association of Stores' Pub-
licity Men." or "Canadian Association of Publicity

Men."

VICE-PRESIDENT IN FAVOR.

First Vice-President Warren A. Andrews, writes:

"I am very much in favor of a change. The
present name is rather misleading. My suggestion
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Up-to-date Forms That
Make Effective Displays

The Economy

f9QO

Co-operate with your window-trimmer in mak-
ing effective displays by giving him those

forms that will enable him to work out the strik-

ing displays which he formulates in his mind,
iichardson forms, conforming with the newest styles, will

assist him to show, in a sales-producing way, your latest

designs. The forms illustrated in this advertisement are

only a few from our large range. Our latest booklet

describes these and many other forms more fnlly. Write

for it to-day.

47S. gives a dainty and elegant effect
to display. One of the charming
features of this form is the half-
arm. Another is that, instead of
the regular iron base, No. 47S has
feet, which add greatly to the effect
of the gown, especially when short
length skirts are displayed. No.
478, with Half-Wax Arms, $36.00;
specially adapted for high-grade
gowns. Each limb is adjusted separ-
ately, up and down, sideways, for-
ward, etc., made of flesh-colored
wood for shoes and stockings. Our
new No. 47, a beautiful refined
figure. Iron stal skirt, hobble or
straight. Price $27.00.

No. 5E. This coat form

displays the garment ex-

actly as it would look

on the customer, has

round, narrow shoulders,

makes the collar stand

up without bulging, and

also the front, either

buttoned or unbuttoned.

This form is adjustable

to any desired height,

and can be used for any

style of men's coat.

No. 5E, as cut ....$5.00

9 inch round base

in black japan 4.50

9 inch round base

in oxidized copper. 6.00

No. 4AE, 12 in. base, 1%
in., standard for overcoats, oz,

copper 7.00

Coat Form with oak stand and

revolving motor, as used by

New York tailors (ox. cop-

per) 30.00

(Runs 12 to 15 hours after winding.

Size 36 to 40.)

No. 387X. This illustration shows
the latest and most effective gar-
ment reel. For the handiest, most
profitable, sales-producing method
of displaying a number of garments
at one time, our No. 3S7X is unex-
celled. The top is made flat so that
there is an unobstructed view over
the whole department. The head,
which is 30 inches in diameter, re-

volves on hardened ball-bearing, and
requires no lubrication or care.

No. 387X—Oxidized Copper,

price $10.50

No. 387X—Black Enamel, price 9.00

No. 41AA. The new spe-

cial tilting device of

this form makes it ad-

justable to any pose
after the garment is on.

Conforming to the lat-

est dictates of fashion
it lends itself to the

elegant display of the

newest styles in suits,

coats and dresses. For
an attractive window
or department display

No. 41AA proves a very
effective form.
No. 41AA, as cut. .$7.50

No. 41AA, without
flesh colored bust. 6.75

No. 41A, without
Tilting Device . . . 5.50

No. 69D. Fancy waists
to go with suits are

much in demand at the present time,

and your line displayed on a lew of

our Blouse Forms will prove good
factors in getting this business for
your store.

No. 69D. Adjustable Velvet
Belt, colored bust and adjust-

able arms (see cut), oz. cop-
per or nickel, each $7.00

Same, without arms, ox. copper
or nickel, etc., with hand-
some adjustable velvet belt,

each 4.50

Without Velvet Belt, non-ad-
justable 3.00

69D

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
Largest Manufacturers of Wax Figures and Display Forms in Canada

TORONTO
41AA.
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trim by Moo
decorator.

and Armstrong, of Guelph. Tom Armstroi

would be: "The Association of Canadian Display

Men." I hope the movement favoring a change

will find favor with all others interested in the asso-

ciation."

SUGGESTIONS AS TO NAME.

"My ideas on the question of correct nomencla-

ture of the different positions held by members of

the at present termed Window Trimmers Association

are that the employe who takes his instructions with

regard to the decorating of the store from the head

of the house, or the one who is appointed by the firm

to superintend such matters, is a display man or

decorator. The one who is given the power to dic-

tate the changing of the various trims in the several

parts of the store, is the display manager. How
many of these are there in Canada? Not many. The
man who handles the advertising, sign writing and
decorating is the publicity man. In the position I

hold, I am the publicity man, I am not the display

manager, for I receive orders from the managing-

director of this firm on everything pertaining to the

change of trims. If it is thought advisable to change
the name of the association, the wording to my

mind should read, '"The Canadian Merchants' Pub-

licity Men's Association," for we have men in our

ranks who only fill the one position. We have also

combination men. Often the ad.-man and the sign-

writer know nothing of dec-orating or trimming.

More especially in the large stores is this the case,

and the positions of the publicity men in these stores

is very clearly defined."

Here is another one: "The Canadian Store Decor-

ators' and Advertisers' Association."

(Signed) E. G. Meadows.
St. Catharines.

@

Elrose. Sask.—Martin and Fryer, dry goods and

ladies' wear, have dissolved partnership and the busi-

ness will be taken over by- C. E. Fryer.

Edmonton. Alta, Oct. 26.—The departmental

store of Douglas Brothers. South Edmonton, was de-

stroyed by tire which broke out at 11 o'clock, this

morning, from unknown causes. Nearly all the

stock was burned. The value of the stock is placed

at $85,000, with insurance at $55,000.
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$200.00

Dry Goods Review

PER MONTH RENTAL IS PAID FOR A STORE ROOM ONLY 60 FEET FROM THIS BUILDING

AND THE OWNER OF THIS BUILDING FOR MORE THANTWO YEARS HUNTED FOR A TENANT

This Store Building was erected simply as an in-

vestment. It was designed ( ?) for a retailing

store room, and on account of its excellent Ideation

(only GO feet from the very heart of a city of 60,000
people), no difficulty in securing a tenant was even
suspected. While the building was under construc-

tion, we approached the owner with a proposition to

install a KAWNEER STORE FRONT that would
insure better rentals and more
desirable tenants. Our proposi-

tion was turned down because
he could save $90.00 by putting
in a wood Front. This he did,

and here is a photograph of

what he got for his money.
Since the building- was com-
pleted, he has had two renters

—one stayed about one month and the other was an

auctioneer, whose sale lasted about ten days. Not

a very good paying investment.

Still, there are hundreds of similar cases all over

the country—perhaps in your town you can point

to many of the same kind.

If you, as owner, expect to rent your Store

—

put it in shape to command attention. If you occupy
your own building, surely you would not treat it

with less consideration. Paid-for experience shows
that the Store Front has more to do with the rental

price than any other element in the building. If

you are a renter, don't he content with such a

Front as shown here. Let us show you how you
can easily put your whole business on a new foot-

in-. The cost of a KAWNEER FRONT would be

gladly advanced by your landlord if you would
agree to pay him a reasonable
interest (in rentals) on the

amount he invests.

"BOOSTING BUSINESS

No. 21."

"Boosting Business No. 21" is

a Merchant \s book—compiled and printed for you.

It contains photographs, drawings and suggestions

that our seven years of specialization enable us to

offer. During the last 18 months more than 12,000

KAWNEER FRONTS have been installed—we
know the Store Front problems of Merchants and

we know how to solve them. We have worked with

thousands of Merchants in making successful Store

Fronts and we are waiting to work with you.

Kawneer Manufacturing Co.
Francis J. "Plum, 'President

1191 BATHURST STREET

Toronto, Can.

Branches In Most Principal Cities. ^ "c*«
ot
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<g^
You are advised to write us for details of our

latest stands to show furs.

Our women's wear catalogue is up-to-date on display
information.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
Established 1852

710 Broadway, New York
Factory : 89 and 91 West 3rd St.. New York

Boston Salesroom Baltimore Salesroom

30 Kingston St. 110 Bedford St. 10 &, 12 Hopkins Place

Service First, Salary Last
' :Wo are not serving the people to make money,

but are making money to serve people." This state-

ment was one of the outstanding features of an
address made before the Montreal Publicity Associa-

tion, by W. H. Goodwin, managing direclor of

Goodwin's Limited, Departmental Store, in Mont-
real, on Oct. 28th.

The text chosen by Mr. Goodwin under the gen-

eral heading of Modern Retail Methods, was 'The

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE.
The first meeting of the executitve of the

C. W. T. A. will be held at the Queen's Hotel,

Toronto, at 9.30, Monday. November 10th.

Matters of great importance will be discussed.

Six S's of Successful Salesmanship." The address

was listened to by a large number of men including

advertising managers and sales managers from many
of Montreal's leading establishments, and Mr. Good-

win's views were enthusiastically endorsed by all

present. It is also interesting to note that at the close

of the address a vote of thanks to the Speaker was

moved by Mr. Dugall, a director of Dupuis Freres

Limited, and seconded by Mr. Muivbison. advertis-

ing manager for Scroggie's Limited.
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This Store Equipped with Taylor-made Rack System

Made in Canada
a. 33 I.B.—Combination
Suit Hanger

per 100 $7.50

o. 33B—Boys', 15 inches

wide per 100 $7.50

No. 74 B. — Combination
Suit Hanger with in-
serted Trouser Bar

per 100 $15.00

No. 78.—Same as above,
with wire attachment,

per 100 $16.50

Made of Pol-

ished Steel

Tubing

No paint, no
rust, no tools or
trouble to set
u p . Shipped
crated K.D. Ball
Socket Rollers.

8 feet long
6 post.. 11.50

10 feet long
G post.. 12.50

Our Complete Catalogue No. 84, giving splendid ideas for the
window man, free for the asking. Mail Orders for Racks and
Hangers filled promptly. Send us your order.

Made of Oxi-

dized Steel

Tubing

(i feet long
6 post.. $13.00

8 feet long
6 post . . 14.00

10 feet long
6 post.. 15.00

Suit Racks, 5
feet high, 26
inches wide.
Overcoat and
Ladies' Gar-
ments 6 feet
high.

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen Street North, HAMILTON, ONT., John D. Moser, Manager
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This display of Evening Dress Fabrics by the T. Baton Co. made a very handsome late Fall window
and fronting on two streets, permitted an effective showing of the Poiret, Minaret and Zenana cloth in coat

effect. The colors were beautifully blended, and fan, lamp shade, etc., the extra touches were of lighter

shades than the fabrics which they adjoined, but similar, so that nothing detracted from the harmony, but

rather brought the fabrics into relief by the two-tone suggestion.

This photograph was taken from the Albert Street side the figures on tin

Yonge Street. From left to right the fabrics were as follows:

—

No. 1 (figure along Yonge Street front, in far end)—Mauve brocaded poplin

cloth in coat effect.

No. 2—Brass brocaded poplin with Poiret minaret.
No. 3 (figure in centre but far in background)— Green brocaded crepe with overdress of metallic ninou.

No. 4 (between lamp and central figure)—Pale blue crepe.

No. 5—The darker drape of brass colored poplin.
No. 6—Figure in gown of brocaded eolienne in pale blue with shadow lace and swansdown lining.

The skirt has a minaret effect, with shadow lace.

No. 7—Pale blue Zenana cloth, with fan of even paler blue surmounting it as an accessory that added
to the suggestion.

In easy groups set here and there on the floor were various accessories for evening use. pumps, gloves,

lorgnettes, etc
A handsome background, rich but comparatively simple, added greatly to the general effect. The center

piece is a high and broad minor, with panels of green plush on either side. The outlines of all were in

gold relief, and a few flowers were set on top of the mirror and a touch of green foliage with a blue
flower just below the top of the mirror. A stately palm on a high jardiniere formed the floral decorations
along the front at the farther end.

extreme left, facing on

dress with mauve Zenana

Mr. Goodwin, without hesitation, placed service

a< the firsl of the six S
;

s, and said that was the trend

of modern retailing to-day; to seek service and put

that before o\ erything else.

t SHOWS tht

arda in bolts
of cloth, or rib-

bon, lace
embroidery,
send it on ap-
riova). FRKE
of all expense
to you. for com-

parison with any device which you may be using, or so that you
may satisfy yourself whether this sort of thing may be satisfactorily
done. Our machines are used in over 20,000 stores. Let us show you.

A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

"We have to find out what great need there is

that can he supplied," lie -aid. "That must be the

governing motive of all our activities. Modern re-

iling i'i-da\ is a question of service primarily, and

that is the guiding star to which we must hitch our

wagon. The essential quality of service is unselfish-

tess.

"That seems a strange word to intx iduce into

the vocabulary of the merchant, hut it i- the one

word, we are finding out. that spell- success. Those

)f u- who are attempting to practice unselfish service

iave found that, in presenting to our fellow workers

in the business this ideal, and in working together

for the accomplishment of it. we are in the truest

possible -'.use organizing ourselves.

"The idea to-day. whether it is expressed or not.

s that we are not serving people to make money, hut

making money to serve people, and that i- the ob-

jective that must govern all our action-.

(Continued on page 110.)
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r

Counter No. 416
A very attractive <lesign made in any
finish desired, fitted with shelves, draw-

ers or bunks for stock.

Walker Bin Fixtures of Modern Type
If you are contemplating re-arranging or renovating your stock before the Spring

trade, you will find our fixtures most interesting. We specialize on wall cases silent

salesmen, glass counters, special cases for gloves, hosiery, underwear, ready-to-wear,

millinery, umbrellas, etc. Submit your plans to us and we will figure on your re-

quirements. Walker-Bin fixtures are most modern—prices right.

THE WALKER BIN & STORE FIXTURE CO., BERLIN, Ontario

Notion Case No. 26N
Keep your notions before the pub-

lic, for they produce good profit

and attract trade. This ease is a

J

Have the Store Front

That Sells Goods
Efficiency in Merchandising

demands the highest salesman-

ship in your store and window

display. Yon can't sell people

until they come in; to get them

in yon must attract them first.

That is why you need a

Zouri Front
The most beautiful front made, adaptable to any store.

sightly serewlieads. No danger ot breakage, low insurance.

Write For Free EKtimate for your store, sending ponei
earry complete stocks and will give you prompt service.

E. W. HEDQUIST & CO., CADILLAC, MICH.

mmt SAFETY fr BURGLAR.- PROOF
SETTING for PLATE GLASS

Our Canadian Agents'

CANADIAN AGENTS: W. H. Clark & Co., Ltd., Edmonton, Alta.; dishing Bros. Co., Calgary, Alta.

.(Mini ftiwifii #%feto C^Mipa
223-247 West Schiller Street, Chicago 111.
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Forms That Assist You
To Sell Your Waists

How about those new waists you
have in stock—are they selling

as quickly as you expected they

ould? If not, a few of your
lines displayed on

D.&P.Waist

Forms

in your window and
department would
create the desired

effect. These forms are made
to conform with the very latest

dictates of Fashion, and are

thus able to show your line to

the best possible advantage.
Special selling points of the

waist that add to its beauty and
appearance cannot be over-

ooked by your customer when
it is displayed on a D. & P.

Waist Form.
The form illustrated in this ad-

vertisement in our No. 19a at

$6.50.

DALE & PEARSALL
106 Front St. East TORONTO

LAMSON

ECONOM/

A Salesclerk Walks 227 Miles A Year
in going back and forth to a cash desk or till 20 feet
distant after each of 100 sales a day !

A Lamson Carrii-r runs 1,000 miles a year.
at a mere fraction of tlie clerk's salary; Carries Cash,
Charges or C.O.D.'s five times as fast.

Wire, Cable, Tube, Belt and Pickup Carriers.

The Lamson Company, Boston, U.S.A.

SERVICE

Have you a New Way Store

The New Way Crystal Wardrobe
is the modern device for displaying
ladies' outer garments. Made by
Grand Rapids Show Case Company
(Grand Rapids, Michigan) -and adopt-

ed by the foremost merchants of

Canada and the States.

Show Rooms and Factories:

New York Grand Rapids
Boston Portland

Chicago

LEARN-SOMETHING-DIFFERENT

EARN
MORE

rkly and effectively increase your
efficiency and earning: power by learning;

RETAIL ADVERTISING
WINDOW TRIMMING
SHOW CARD WRITING
RETAIL SALESMANSHIP

ECONOMIST TRAINING SCHOOL

CASH^
PARCEL CARRIERS

SAVE TIME & MONEY
Quick Change Means Pleased Customers
Our guarantee :—We will inital * |1

system of our carriers in your stor*
After 10 days' test, if they hare no*
prored their superiority to all

other makes of store serrice, w«
will remote the equipment without
cost to you. It will pay yon to In-

vestigate our modern ImprovedPNE0MATIC DESPATCH
TUBES AND ELECTRIC CABLE
CASH CARRIERS.

CATA10G FREE
The Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., Ltd.

99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO. ONT
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GET IN LINE
for the

CHRISTMAS
TRADE

Make your store and windows attractive

if you want to draw the crowds. OUR
CATALOGUE will show you how.

— WRITE FOR ONE TO-DAY. —

No. 1140—Flexible Figure

in standing position. This

figure may be placed In

setting posture, as shown
in opposite illustration.

A
No. 265C—Rack

Price, each, $13.50.

siwQat wort hi|

Ticket Holder
She bestoithirmaitrt

No. 560—Coat Hange
Price per 100. $6.50.

No. 771%—Ticket Stand.

CLATWORTHY & SON, ltd.

Established 1896 TORONTO Incorporated 1908
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What Retailers Are Selling in Knit Goods
TALKS with a number
of the larger retailers

do not encourage the

idea advanced by one

knit goods manufactur-

er last month that pub-

lic taste was turning

gradually to more close-

ly woven goods, as resembling cloth. The Review

could not discover a retailer who had come to this

conclusion. The usual view was that in sweater coats

a medium between the loose and close weave was

what took the public. In sweater coats they looked

for something distinctive.

The head of the men's wear

department of a large store told

The Review that the most of the

sweater coats sold by the firm were

the $5.00 line. He regarded this

as a decided advance in public

sentiment towards the high qual-

ity knit goods. He also found that

a heavier weight was being asked

for, around 3 and 3y/2 lbs. The

'Varsity collar was one of his

favorites. In shades he Called gar-

nets and greys his leaders, and

browns and tans fairly popular.

In garnets self-colors alone sold.

Most of the rest were trimmed.

He, like many others, was

rather surprised to find himself so

"popular with the ladies." As

many bought mens' coats button-

ing on the right side, as the typi-

cal ladies', buttoning on the left,

with turn-up cuffs, smaller collars.

and a more fit-the-form style.

Norfolks, so far, he had not found

good sellers, and thought men did

not want to be bothered with the

belts. Business in children's coats

he found especially good for the

early season, rather better than the

adult trade. For plain sweaters he

had no call, except for boys.

Strong Favor is Shown for the Best
Priced Goods in Sweater Coats—Wo-
men Like the Mannish Sweater Coats
—Bright Colors do not Take Here as

the United States—Union Suits in Un-
derwear Gaining.

Another firm found

greys the best for men

This knitted suit for a

three-year-old consists of a

coat, a kilted skirt that is at-

tached under the coat by but-

tons at each side, and knickers.

Shown by Dr. Jaeger Sanitary
Woolen System Co.. Toronto.
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at this time of the year.

They have a special ar-

rangement with the

in a n u f acturers
by which they can take

single orders for an in-

dividual design and deliver it in three days. This
usually applies to a particular combination of coat

and trimming for which the customer, in some
places, had searched several stores in vain. The of-

fer to make it up was accepted eagerly. Here, too,
"~ 00 and $6.00 coats were the ones their cus-

tomers finally choose. This deal-

er, as it happened, did not favor

the 'Varsity collar as much as the

former, and preferred the ••mili-

tary"' shape.

A dark red is the favorite

shade for women's coats, accord-

ing to several dealers. Greys

came next in favor, and royal

blues, with white collars and cuffs,

a close third. Pure white is de-

scribed as "always good, but more

for summer wear."

MEN'S STYLES FOB WOMEN".

"Over half take collars on their

sweater coats and choose men's

styles in preference to women's.

In fact in some lines nearly all

the women buy men's sweater

coats. It might be expected that

girls would take to the Norfolk

cut. not considering belts such a

nuisance as men. but such does

not appear to be the case.

Some of the manufacturers are

enlarging their range of colors in

girls' coats, but the fancy in Can-

ada does not yet extend to the

brilliant lines across the line. In

fact, even in reds, it is the darker

shades that bring the most sales.

Altogether the Fall season is
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Advertised to

1120,000 Mothers
We are running the most comprehensive campaign ever

undertaken in Canada to advertise a line of hosiery. Over
one million women, who buy children's hosiery will develop

a decided preference for "Little Darling" and "Little Daisy"
Stockings, creating an unprecedented demand for these two
lines.

The wise dealer in every city, town and village in

Canada will take his profit from our enormous advertising-

appropriation by stocking

u
Little Darling

n

(REGISTERED)

"Little Daisy
11

(REGISTERED)

Hosiery for Infants and Children
A better infants' hosiery could not be made. Knitted

in the largest hosiery nulls in Canada from Australian

Lamb's wool. Fast, stainless dyes. Cream, Black, Tan, Pink.

Sky Blue, Cardinal. "Little Darling"—sizes 4 to 7 has

silken heel and toe. "Little Daisy"—all sizes for children

up to 12 years old, has reinforced heel and toe.

Handsome Profits

Every sale of these lines means a handsome profit and a

delighted' customer. That's the kind of business for you to

push.
Order from your wholesaler.

£fte Cfnpman=?ioltcm Unitting Co., limtteb
Hargest boater? ifflanufacturerg in Canaba

Hamilton Ontario

MILLS AT HAMILTON AND WELLAND, ONTARIO
Sole Selling Agents: Branch Offices:

E. H. WALSH & CO., Toronto MONTREAL and WINNIPEG

EVERY PAIR OF
BY Tins MH^

HOSE PROTECTED
TRADE MARK
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opening up strong and the colder weather at the

end of October at once stirred up a demand that was

quite cheering.

COMBINATIONS MARCHING TO VICTORY.

The retailers' side of underwear selling follows

a line that was indicated in regard to Summer goods,

a rapid growth in favor of combinations or union

suits. The percentage varies sharply with the class

of trade. In country districts and in many of the

towns and smaller cities "combines" are still slow

sellers, and the 2-piece must be kept as the main

line. Not so in the cities. One dealer placed his

sales at about 30 per cent., another passed the half-

way mark; and a third, doing a rather exclusive

business, figured it out at 80 per cent.

LIGHTER WOOLS GAINING.

That lighter wool is being demanded more and

more seems unquestionably true. The usual expla-

nation given is that the popularity of chinchilla and

frieze cloths for overcoating does away with the

necessity for the underwear bearing so large a pro-

portion of the burden of keeping out the cold. The
fact that so large a proportion of men work all day in

warm offices and shops, makes the movement for a

lighter inner garment the more easily fostered, and

this really seems to be the attitude of the salesmen.

A MATTER OF SEASONS.

The popularity of the medium weight under gar-

ments is being assisted by the nature of the seasons

the last year or two. Canada seems to be losing her

Springs and Autumns. The transition period between

Winter and Summer is very brief: long drawn out

Winters and mild Falls to the verge of frosty weather

are the rules to-day. Hence there is no time when the

light or medium weights can be worn and then give

place to the heavies. It is a case of medium or heavy

and the city, and more and more the town folk are

choosing the mediums.

Reference was made last month, to the develop-

ment in children's knitted goods, towards greater

variety, and a several-piece costume. In this issue

is shown a three-piece suit for a child of three, of

rather fine weave, consisting of the sweater, a kilted

skirt that is attached to the upper garment with a

band and button, and knickers. This comes in

nearly all shades.

+-

Coats For Children

In the coats for boys and girls quite as many ore

being made without as with the collar. For grown-

ups the collar is usually found.

One manufacturer notes as a factor of the Winter

and Spring buying that "the tendency is towards

extremes in coats, heavy or light, tne 4-lb. or the 1-lb.

They are cutting out the 2, 2^2, etc."

In children's goods the Winter business piomises

to be very brisk. Quite a controversy has developed

over the one-piece sweater and overalls combination

for younger children. Some manufacturers are run-

ning it strongly, while others claim the two-piece

suit is better fitted to keep out the cold. Both, how-

ever, are going well, and arc usually completed by

a woolen sash and cap, which is making a strong bid

for supremacy over the older "stocking toque."

One of the daintiest showings in new goods is a

knitted skirt sweater for little girls with knitted

knickers to match. Three-piece suits are also being

made for young girls' outdoor suits, consisting of

sweater coat and collar of medium weight net, three-

quarter length, skirt with button on the side, and

knickers. A cap is made to match the shade of the

rest,

UNION SUIT GAINING.

Makers of knitted underwear are well satisfied

with business for Fall and Winter. The union suit

is declared on every side to be gaining rapidly on the

two-piece. This is more true, naturally, of Spring,

Summer and early Fall, than in cold weather when
the objections are not as strong to an overlapping,

with greater warmth, as an example of the trend. The
Review was told of the corresponding outputs of a

large manufacturer for a certain period last year and
this: 1.400 union suits, 10,000 two-piece, in 1912

period: and 12.000 union suits, and 2,500 two-piece

in 1913.

The growing sales of light-weight woolens in

Summer are a feature of the knitted goods business

that is growing more prominent every year. A half-

conversion to wool is reported of many who u-e cotton

in Summer and light-weight wool in Winter, as pav-

ing the way, many dealers claim, to an all-rhe-year-

round use of wool. The heavier weights of wool, it

is recognized, are giving way to lighter, except in the

coldest sections.

®

Case Used For Window

PETERBORO, Ont.—The J. C. Tumlmll Co. have

installed at the corner where their former building

stood a very large illuminated glass case, which is to

answer the purpose of a store window. This will be

changed each morning, showing only extra strong

bargain lines which will be on sale the following-

day in one of their stores.

The ingenious methods adopted by the firm

to carry them over the period when business must be

carried on in temporary quarters have aroused much
interest.
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Old Atlantic's Salty Winds
blow a fineness and toughness into

maritime wools not found in any other

wools used in Canadian-made underwear
—Maritime H^ools are IVorld Famous

It is a well-known fact that Sea Salt has a very bene-

ficial effect on wool. The sea breezes give a delight-

fully soft, tough texture to the wool, render it un-

shrinkable and promote its growth to a arvelous

extent.

This fact along with the unparalleled facilities for

sheep raising in the Maritime Provinces is respon-

sible for the world-wide notoriety of the wool pro-

duced in these provinces.

Humphrey's underwear is made from this wool,

selected by experts, spun by experts, and woven by

operators of undeniable ability.

Humphrey's Unshrinkable Underwear for men
rivals all others, domestic or imported, for durability,

comfort and satisfaction. It is guaranteed pure and

absolutely unshrinkable.

Don't take chances when you can buy Humphrey's

at the same price. Don't pay wool prices for a fabric

that is part cotton.

Write to your nearest wholesaler for samples.

E. H. Walsh & Co., Toronto

Sole selling agents for Canada.

Humphreys Unshrinkable-Underwear
LIMITED

MONCTON, New Brunswick
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SHAKERS
For Immediate Delivery

M. 92—Same as cut, $42.00 doz.

M. 91—Same as cut, only with military
collar, $39.00 doz.

M. 90—Same as cut, only with V neck,

$36.00 doz.

Below find list of Shaker Coats which

we have for immediate delivery in the

following colors: GEAY, MAROON,
NAVY, SLATE, WHITE, FAWN,
HAVANA, CARDINAL AND
SCARLET.

M. 53—Same style as cut, made of ex-

tra fine quality, 48.00 per doz.

MAIL US YOUR ORDER NOW and be sure of a good stud- of

Shaker* for Winter trade.

The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited
Head Office: DUNNVILLE, CANADA

Factories at DunnviUe, St. Catharines, St. Thomas, Canada ; Buffalo. New York
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is Coming

This means big business in

Penmans Sweater Coats
during the coming months.

There's no doubt about that for the merchant who fea-

tures Penmans Sweater Coats: We say Penmans

because the name carries a definite assurance of cosy

comfort, fit and style to a multitude of men, women

and children all over Canada. This year our Sweater

Advertising is more thorough and sales-creating than

ever before: The inference is plain

Sweater Coats

are something vastly more than ordinary sweaters. -They are

made of the best selected Merino wool—the shape and style, for

which they are famed, are knit into these classy garments the

Penman way to stay.

N.B.—Stocking Penmans Sweaters means

more than the certainty of Sweater sales.

Folks who visit your store for a Penman gar-

ment are on the lookout for the best their

money will buy.

Penmans Limited, Paris, Canada
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WITH WINTER
Comes the demand for Knit Coats

The inception of the cool weather is a signal for the outing-man

to size up his warm outing coat and replace it if necessary. Out-

door sports require the king of outing garments—the knit coat.

Reliance Knit Coats represent the best styles and most popular

color combinations as well as a quality that is unsurpassed.

Our salesmen are out. Write us and they will call on you.

The Reliance Knitting Company, Limited

KING and BATHURST STREETS, TORONTO
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Are you meeting to the fullest

extent the growing demand of

the best men's trade for an under-
wear that is absolutely unshrink-
able— an underwear that fits

when it is first put on and never
changes until the ragman gets it?

St. George Unshrinkable Under-
wear is the men's choice every-
where that it is shown. It's a

trade builder.
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools
Established OE HAa

*«»/STt^

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15's, 12s,

Fine.

Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

0!z and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

JAEGER PURE WOOL GOODS
Are specially suitable for

XMAS PRESENTS
As the name

excellence.

is a guarantee of quality and

We carry a stock of

Dressing Gowns, Lounge Jackets, Waistcoats,

Sweaters, Rugs, Blankets, Shawls, Motor

Scarfs, Gloves, Caps, Slippers, Infants' Frocks

and Bonnets, Shirts and Shirt Waists.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER.

DR. JAEGER i
ANK SYSTEM C0MPANY -

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

LIMITED

243 BLEURY ST., MONTREAL
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V. .

When buying black cotton hosiery from
German manufacturers specify "Herms-
dorf Dyed."
When buying colored cotton hosiery from
German manufacturers, specify

U.S. Patent Offic

The straight road to hosiery leadership is de-

fined by these two rules.

"Hermsdorf Dyed Fast Blacks" have behind
them the selling- force of a quarter of a cen-

tury's reputation for permanence and purity.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" are the result of a
new process,—"Hermsdizing"—originated by
the same laboratory that gave the world the

first real fast blacks.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" can be obtained in

all colors—and all colors are absolutely even
and free from streaks or blotches.

"Hermsdorf Brilliants" have the additional
advantage of a soft, silky texture, the "feel"
and appearance that suggests high grade silk.

In a word—"Hermsdorf Brilliants" combine
cotton's durability and silk's beauty.
Names of German manufacturers using
Hermsdorf 's latest and greatest hosiery im-
proving process will be cheerfully furnished
on request.

When buying imported colored cotton hosiery,

state plainly that you want "Hermsdorf
Brilliants."

When buying imported black hosiery look for
the Hermsdorf 's signature on the sole. It's

The Name That Sells the Stocking."

Works: Chemnitz. Saxony

American Bureau: 235 West 39th St.,

New York

Supplied Free on

Tiger Brand
Union Suits

TIGER BRAND

The real comfort

in combination
underwear

—

the

crotch without the

tendency to gape

Where is the man who has ever worn our

combinations who does not realize the comfort

obtained by wearing the "Comfort" close-

fitting crotch of the Tiger Brand Union Suits?

The crotch in most other makes of Union Suits

has been the very weak point and has un-

doubtedly been the hardest point to overcome.

We have the solution, proven beyond any

shadow of a doubt, in our "Comfort" crotch.

It does not gape and is more comfortable than

the ordinary crotch of the two-piece garment.

Prices for Unions $18 to $33 dozen. Our two-

piece wool suits are leading the trade. Prices

$9 to $18. All Tiger Brand garments are un-

shrinkable.

Agents -will send samples upon request.

The Gait Knitting Co.
Limited

GALT, ONTARIO
Agents: Ontario, J. E. McClung, Toronto. Quebec,

Philip deGruchy, Montreal. Maritime Provinces, Fred
S. White, St. Stephen. West, Hanley, McKay,
Chisholm Co., Winnipeg.
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UNSHRINKABLE

WOOL
UNDER-
WEAR

The superiority of JAY Underwear over all

other woollen garments,whether made in Canada
or the United Kingdom, can be demonstrated by
a comparison. JAY Underwear is knitted and
fashioned to fit accurately ; it is almost seamless
and is fully guaranteed against shrinkage. All
wearing parts are specially strengthened, and
both ladies' and gentlemen's garments possess
exclusive patented features which materially
add to the[comfort of the wearer.

WHOLESALE AGENTS

:

I. & R. MORLEY, - G. BRETTLE & CO.
London, Eng. StetU's Ad. Servic

LOOK FOR THIS MARK

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Underwear

For Spring 1914

Before placing your order for Spring goods kindly await the call of our
representative, who will be able to show you many improvements in

our well known brands, viz:

t>CatST£RfO

and call your special attention to the new patent Pandora Style in Women's,

Misses', Children's and Infants' Vests, Drawers and Combinations.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Sole Selling Agents *

RICHARD L. BAKER CO., 100 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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Dealers who desire

"individuality" in

Knitted Goods should

stock

^ "Pride of the West''

hand knit
garments.

For Men,

'^xJ^,'" Women and

(

, Children.

These "aris-

«.:
'

'•; tocrats o f

W ? knitted
coats" represent
the highest stand-

i ing in sweater
eoats, and sell

themselves. The
jg \ cut illustrates one

of our leaders, but
we want you to

see our full range.
Write for cata-
logue and samples.

IMPERIAL %\\l

MEN'S UNDERWEAR
If you were a manu-
facturer of a line of

underwear that has

been on the market for

thirty-three years, you
would feel confident

that your goods were as

near perfect as long

experience and skill

could make them.

That's just the way we
feel about Imperial

Brand Pure Wool Un-
derwear. For a third

of a century Imperial

Underwear has been

made of the best ma-
terials obtainable —
pure worsted wool.
From time to time any
improvements that
would benefit our pro-

duct or factory have
been made.

That's why Imperial

Brand Pure Wool Un-
derwear is the standard
in Men's Underwear
and why the merchant
and customer get the

best value for his

money.

We are specialists in Men's Natural Wool, Men's
Elastic Knit, Men's High-Grade Imperial, Men's
Double Thread Balbriggan.

Your wholesale house will

Jill your orders promptly.

Kingston Hosiery
Co.

Established 1880

KINGSTON, ONT.
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Health &
Brand s£

Underwear
Perhaps you already know the

famous Health Brand Under-

wear—if you do you will need

no invitation to send for sam-

ples. If you are not handling-

it, by all means write to-day

and see the full range for 1914.

It is a winner.

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

«lllllll!lllll!lilllllllllil!lllllilllllllllilll!lllll!lllllll^

MADE BY
'GOODRICH KNITTING CO

Maple Leaf Brand

Hosiery and Mitts

Years of specializing on these lines have
enabled ns to manufacture the best

goods at the lowest price.

If you need any good durable Hosiery
and Mitts in Woolen Worsted or Cash-
mere, send for samples of the Maple
Leaf Brand, or send us a trial order, and
we will guarantee to satisfy your cus-

tomers as well as yourselves.

We keep a stock on hand and can give

your orders quick despatch.

Goderich Knitting Co., Ltd.

GODERICH, ONTARIO

\\ 7E frequently have

* * requests from
Merchants asking if

they can secure cuts

shown in the Editorial

section of "The Re-

view."

These cuts can be se-

cured at less than actual

cost if applied for im-

mediately after each

issue to

Engraving Dept.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Toronto
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The Quality Coat
The increasing demand and

uses for a higher grade

sweater coat are being met

by merchants with a well as-

sorted stock of

DOMINION BRAND
SWEATER COATS

Made of absolutely the best

materials procurable — pure

worsted wool—and made in

many up-to-date and exclu-

sive designs, these stylish,

full-fashioned garments will

instantly appeal to your cus-

tomers who appreciate qual-

ity as well as style.

We also manufacture the

famous line of Dominion

Brand Hosiery, Mitts and

Toques.

Letter orders will receive

prompt attention.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*

PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

The woven label

is an index that

points you out

to the probable

^ buyer

Have you ever noticed

how a person becomes
attached to a garment
that has given satisfac-

tion? Every time it is

donned or handled the

label stands out and
speaks for the merchant
whose name is woven
therein. This invariably

means good advertising

and more than likely a
profitable sale.

Have you ever tried our

artistic woven silk
labels?

Write for samples to-day.

Colonial Weaving
Company, Limited

PETERBORO', ONT.

HARVEY KNITTING CO., LIMITED
WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Men's, Ladies', Boys' and Girls' Sweater Coats and
Boys' Knitted Suits.

Delivery at short notice. Highest Grade Goods.
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MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

^wmami m^^mamm
Tendency in Millinery Favors Orientalism

The black velvet hat leads at the mid-
Winter openings—Plush will make a
gain when the cold weather arrives

—

Transparent crowns featured in dress
hats—Oriental turbans and Rococo hats
form the novelty features—Flowers in

Martine shades making a gain.

IT CANNOT be said

that the mid-Winter

openings developed any
feature that was entire-

ly new. The hats shown
were rather in the na-

ture of a further ad-

vance along the style

lines already laid down. Of course, there were many
novel features and many that gave advance ideas

as to what may be expected when Spring again comes
round. In this connection may be mentioned the

increasing use of flowers, berries and fruit. Fine ef-

fects are most in evidence and come in Martine colors

and combinations. The only notable exception lies

in the use of medium sized single roses in beauty and
rich red shades.

The newest tendency in millinery favors Orient-

alism. This is not so pronounced as it is in gowns and
wraps. Evening models come in the shape of Persian

caps with a high aigrette or ostrich mount posed di-

rectly in front. One house showed one of these

models with the crown patterned in crystal and sil-

ver beads. The brim was draped with black velvet

and two ostrich plumes were posed in front. These
plumes were caught under an ornament in silver pas-

sementerie and bands of the same clasped the flues to

the height of four or five inches up, giving the palm-
tree effect so much seen this season. It should be

noted that both beads and ornaments were in bright

silver—not in the antique finish that has been hith-

erto fashionable. High turbans suggestive of Russian,

and models in Turkish and Arab styles were shown.
Many models in the popular Nattier shapes were

shown. The new feature here is the transparent

crown of gold or silver net or metal lace. Even when
plain net is used many of these crowns are unlined

and show the hair distinctly. This is hardly a Win-
ter effect and one that is only practical of evening

and dressy wear. When the net or metal lace is lined

the very filmiest of shadow or Chantilly lace is used.

Lace is still in evidence. Up to date it has been

black lace that has dominated. Now the metal laces,

and cream and white laces are most used.

VELVET REIGNS SUPREME.

The soft round crown is most seen, though crowns

on the box order, but still draped, are beginning to

show. Velvet reigns supreme, the only real rival
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that this material has

this season is plush and

the black hat as far as

this market is con-

cerned will maintain

its present position to

the end of the season.

Paris is already declar-

ing in favor of colors, but it will be another year be-

fore so radical a change can be brought about here,

though colors will have a place when the dress hat

is under consideration. The colors most seen are

Persian, Peacock, National, grey blue, seal, tete de

negre, bronze, Russian green, dark emerald, mahog-

any, Burgundy and purple. Here and there an all-

black hat is seen and there is much black and white.

Black relieved with rich color seems to be the ac-

cepted rule.

Plushes are increasing in popularity and plushes

resembling fur are much used. Mole plush and

plush that can hardly be told from seal skin are used

to make the many cap-like models now so popular.

Ermine plush and broadtail plush are increasingly

used in the production of smart millinery.

FUR USED ON MAJORITY OF HATS.

Fur is to be a feature, and yet at the first glimpse

it would seem as though fur was not as good as pro-

mised. Closer examination corrects this impression,

for fur is used on the majority of hats shown at the

Winter openings.

It is used chiefly in narrow lines to bind brims

and define crowns and often blends in so well with

the soft furry plushes that its presence is not at first

detected. Fitch, red fox. badger, mole, and all col-

ored pelts are most fashionable, but skunk, fox and

cony are also used.

Softness, elegance and grace typify the new mil-

linery, for though the simplicity of outline that is so

elegant is preserved, the materials are often draped

and shirred. This is emphatically a milliners' sea-

son in spite of the fact that ornament is used with a

sparing hand, and the lines of the hat are never ob-

scured. The day when trimmings were heaped on to

the hat seems forever past and just a feather or a

cluster or a trail of flowers and a little lace and rib-

bon is all that is permitted.
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McCall's Men Are Out

Our representatives are now placing before the

Canadian trade, from coast to coast, the most

extensive range we have ever assembled.

There is merit and value in every line we are

showing.

It is due you to look through our presentations at

your earliest opportunity.

The D. McCall Company, Limited
TORONTO

WINNIPEG, OTTAWA, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, VANCOUVER
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In the feather line, fancy ostrich leads, and won-

derful things are done to ostrich flues. Tall stemmed
tree effects, palettes, pom-poms, butterflies and a kind
of large daisy mounted high on a chenille stalk are

included in the season's list of novelties. Uncurled

ostrich is made into spray and torch novelties, and
there is a bewildering array of large garnitures that

encircle the hat and end in large mounts. Feather

mounts are still the most important trimmings of the

season. Peacock is decidedly good among the less

expensive trimmings and numide, goura and blon-

dine are ranking high. Osprey and paradise are

chosen by women who can pay the price, but mounts
of these feathers are decidedly expensive.

It is many seasons since ribbons were so exten-

sively used and nearly every hat seen has ribbon on

it in some form or other. Ribbon is not so much
used for the making of large looped bows, but quan-

tities are pleated up into ruchings for brim facings,

and brims are often draped with wide ribbons. The
high wired lace coronet is being replaced by one of

velvet or plush lined with wide millinery ribbon.

Ribbons of medium width are made with bows that

are sewed down tight to the hat and which do not

break the outline.

There is some indication that jet is again to re-

turn to favor. One house showed a close-fitting poke

covered with jet palliettes. The underbrim was faced

with glowing red just the color of a damask rose.

Right in the centre of the front was placed two large

satin roses in the same rich color, the interlaced

stalks of which formed a garland around the crown.

ft

Nine Page Advertisement

Hamilton, Ont,—Thomas C. Watkins, limited, es-

tablished in 1843, held their seventieth anniversary

sale starting on October 18. To advertise this event,

nine full pages of advertising matter were used in

each local paper on the evening prior to the opening

of the event. At the top of each page was a neat

scroll, with the words "Seventieth Anniversav

Sale."

A feature of the sale was the prominence given to

housefurnishings and furniture. Four of the pages

of advertising were devoted to these departments.

Two Types of Scarfs

Generally for fox sets the entire skin is being-

used, fastening in front with paws or a clasp of fur.

The latest tendency for such animal shapes is for

a small scarf, going around the neck, and dropping

just to the bust line.

The exactly opposite tendency is seen in broad-

tail, skunk and some others, where the scarf is used

as a substitute for a coat, and covers nearly the whole

body as well as. falling down the arm? to the elbows,

and with -a cape effect at the back.

Advance Ideas for Spring
Greenish and pinkish tans promise
well — Some ideas about Spring
colors—Rococo models with soft

crowns and pressed brims promise
well.

TANS ARE again promising to be strongly featured

in the coming Spring. The newest tan hints both

of terra-cotta and salmon, and bears the not alto-

gether attractive name of pigskin. Sand shades in

a variety of light and medium tones are shown some

of which incline to green and others to pink.

Green is to advance in favor but the greens favor-

ed are on the soft jade and greenish grey tones.

Salad is a lettuce green and bronze is another shade

that is expected to sell. This color already has made
a decided headway with the ultra smart trade this

Fall. Soft rose tones that blend in so perfectly with

dull tapestry blues will be very much in-evidence.

especially if the expected vogue for Nattier and

Rococo shapes materializes. Terra cotta and tur-

quoise blue are also expected to take a high place in

novelty tones. Grape blue that is neither blue nor

purple is to take the place of cobeau, and the leading

brown is a beautiful nut shade.

The Louis XV. or Rococo styles have made good

headway for dress hats this Fall and indications

points them out as the high novelty in the Spring

season. The soft crown will continue and will af-

ford a field of development for many transparent

and semi-transparent materials. Blocked brims of

hemp, tagel, Milan and Leghorn will be used in

conjunction with the soft fabric crown, and tulle,

lace and printed fabrics will be used in quantity.

The lampshade brim of pleated material will be one

of the new dainty effects that Spring will bring into

prominence. Drooping Lavalliere and shepherdess

sailors. Watteau shapes with high revers at the

back are some of the new shapes.

The chin strap and the strap under the hair goes

with this style and these models should favor the

use of flowers, ribbons, lace and ostrich. Smooth,

light straws will be wanted and beige will be particu-

larly strong in straws.

Lace is coming again into its own and a better

lace season than for some time is looked for. Chan-

tilly will remain in favor but will have to share its

vogue with shadows and Mechlins. Valenciennes

will lie well used. Ribbons again look promising and

already there is talk of a shortage in supply. Should

Ibis be true the piece goods department will be drawn

upon to supply the pleated effects and drapery for

which ribbon i- so extensively used.
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Millinery For Spring

Our representatives are out now with

our Line for Spring. It's an Educa-

tion to see the line. It's worth your

while to see what's doing and to find

out that all lines of millinery are not

the same. That some are better than

others and to realize that the line we

show beats the bunch.

Things different, yet absolutely right,

was never so easily demonstrated as

by our showing of this Spring Line.

By the Way
If you want some new things for immediate,

things different, and newest of the new, drop us

a card to send you a $15.00 or $25.00 assortment.

Perhaps you think there's nothing new out now,

try it and see. If what we send is too new for you,

send the parcel back.

Continental Manufacturers
Syndicate, Limited

77 YORK STREET V Y TORONTO, ONT.

^Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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This TRADE MARK Guarantees Highest Quality

REGD. TRADE MARK

JOHN HEATHCOAT & CO.
13 Ironmonger Lane .:. LONDON, ENGLAND

Factories at Tiverton, Exeter and Cullompton

Patentees of the first Lace and Net Machine in 1808

The Oldest Net Manufacturers in the World

SILK
Illusions, Veilings, Toscas, Dewdrop Nets, Brussels

Nets, Tucked Nets, Dress Nets, Alencorn Nets.

Also Fine Cotton Nets

STOCK CARRIED
BY

Makers of the Famous Heathcoat Waterproof Maline.

A. B. FISHER, 64 Wellington St. West, Toronto
SOLE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

Miller Choir Gowns
Are A Necessity To

Every Church Choir

Meet the requirements of
the modern Church Choir by
introducing Miller Choir
Gowns for the special Christ-
mas services. The many im-
provements and special ex-
clusive features embodied in
our gowns are the results of
our careful study of the pre-
sent-day choirs' requirements.
—combined with expert work-
manship and specially select-
ed materials. Ample fullness
is allowed everywhere in cor-
rect proportions, thus ensur-
ing that graceful, long flow-
ing hang and drape, so much
admired in our gowns.
No other gown has such a

full skirt, deep hanging full
pointed Cathedral sleeves.—or
fits so closely at the ei.llar.

completely hiding all the un-
der garments—one of the
primary purposes of the Choir
Sown.
Use your Influence in secur-

ing the orders from the un-
gowned choirs of your town
—both your own and other
churches. The handling of
such a high-grade line will
yive you prestige that will
prove profitable to your busi-

A special trade discount will
make your efforts an interext-
iiiK proposition for you. No
stocks to carry. Write for
our new booklet and samples
of material.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Limited
251-3 Mutual St., Toronto

Every 4mbitious Merchant

SHOULD
READ

SALES

PLANS
A collection of
three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting: busi-

ness, including a
great variety of

practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICE $2.50

Sent postpaid only on receipt of price.

TECHNICAL! BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO
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THE MAN WHO
DELIVERS THE GOODS

By Walt Mason.

There's a man in the world who is never turned down,

Wherever he chances to stray;

He gets the glad hand in the populous town,

Out where the farmers make hay

;

He's greeted with pleasure on deserts of sand,

And deep in the aisles of the woods;

Wherever he goes there's the welcoming hand-
He's The Man Who Delivers the Goods.

The failures of life sit around and complain:

The Gods haven't treated them white;

They've lost their umbrellas whenever there's rain,

And they haven't their lanterns at night;

Men tire of the failures who fill with their sighs

The air of their own neighborhoods

;

There's a man who is treated with love-lighted eyes

—

He's The Man Who Delivers the Goods.

One fellow is lazy and watches the clock,

And waits for the whistle to blow;

And one has a hammer with which he will knock,

And one tells a story of woe

;

And one if requested to travel a mile,

Will measure the perches and roods

;

But one does his stunt with a whistle or smile

—

He's The Man Who Delivers the Goods.

One man is afraid that he'll labor too hard

—

The world isn't yearning for such

;

And one is alert, on his guard,

Lest he put in a minute too much

;

And one has a grouch or a temper that's bad,

And one is a creature of moods

;

So it's hey for the joyous and rollicking lad

—

For The One Who Delivers the Goods.

m
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Artificial Flowers for Decoration.

L. Baumann & Co., 357 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago. 111.

L. J. A. Derome, 35 Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Schack Artificial Flower Co., 1739 Mil-
waukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Canadian Flower Mfg. Co., 243 Bleury St.,
Montreal.

Accordion Plaitings.

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge
St., Toronto.

Burlaps.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Blankets.

Penmans. Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Fraser, Mather Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Miller & Porteous, Hollybush, Ayrshire,

Scotland.

Bathing Suits.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Boy Scout Supplies.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto.

Boys' Wash Suits.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Batting.

Kobt. Henderson & Co., 181 MeGill St.,
Montreal, Que.

Brassieres.

H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Buttons.

Forsyth Kimmel & Co., Berlin, Ont.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Turret Button Co., 12 Westmoreland

Place, City Road, London, N., Eng.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Black Piccadily,
Manchester, Eng.

Buttons (covered).

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., Toronto, Ont.
A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

Boys* Clothing.

Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.

Belts, Ladies'.

R. D. Fairbalrn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Boot and Shoe Laces.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Braids.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Children's Dresses.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Flett, Lowndes & Co., Toronto.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin. Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Cash Registers.

National Cash Register Co., 285 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

Cash and Parcel Carriers.

The Lamson Store Service Co., Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.

Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., 99 On-
tario St., Toronto, Ont.

Cloth Charts.
A. E. Putnam Co., Washington, Iowa.

Corsets.
H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Crochet Cotton.
Hicks, Bullick & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Carpets.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Cutting and Wire Stapler Machines.
Walter Williams & Co., .Montreal, Que.

Corset Covers.
F. G. Hayward Co., 77 York St., Toronto,
Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Ilorrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Cork Carpets.
The Dominion Oilcloth Co., Montreal, Que.

Cotton Yarns.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Cotton Blankets.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Collars (Waterproof).

Arlington Co., 54 Fraser Ave., Toronto,
Ont.

Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co., Ham-
ilton, Ont.

Chiffons.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,

Ont.

Comforters.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Cushions.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Canvas Coat Fronts.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W„ To-
ronto, Ont.

Cotton Linen and Elastic Laces.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Corset Clasps and Sanitary Necessities.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Coats (White).
Robert C. Wilkins Co.. Farnham, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

Samuels

Spadina

Miller Mfg

Coats (Ladies').

Patrician Cloak & Suit Co.,
Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co.,
Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Made-to-measure).
Crown Tailoring Co., College St., Toronto,

Ont.
International Tailoring Co., 62 John St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Duck and all Specialties).

Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto,
Ont.

Dress Fabrics.

Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Brophy Parsons & Hodden. Montreal, Que.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Limited. Montreal, Que.
Nisbet & Auld, 31 Wellington St. W..
Toronto. Ont.

Law, Russell & Co., Ltd., Bradford. Eng.
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford.
Eng.

Dress Forms.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., To-

ronto, Ont.
Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co., 158 Bav

St., Toronto, Ont.

Dresses.

Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co.. 105 Simcoe St..

Toronto. Ont.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Dress Shields.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington
St. W„ Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Dress Trimmings.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Embroideries.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and ISth St.,

New York, N.Y.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Embroidered Applique Letters.
Krauthoimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,

Aldersgate St., London. K.C.. Eng.
Flannellettes.

Horrockses, Crewsden & Co.. Manchester.
Eng.

Furs.
Sidney Blumenthal & Co., 395 Fourth
Ave., New York, N.Y.

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co., Montreal, Que.
Laberge Chevalier & Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

Furniture.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co., Victoria-
ville, Que.

B. Cohen & Sons, 1-19 Curtain Rd., Lon-
don, Eng.

Frilling.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Flowers for Millinery.

Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Riegel & Langer. 319 Kings Hall, Mont-

real, Que.
Dehenbaiu's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

Feathers.

Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Ostrich & Feather Co.. Toronto,
Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

Fancy Dry Goods.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto.

Fringes.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Gowns.
F. G. Hayward Manufacturing Co., 77
York St., Toronto, Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

General; Dry Goods.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Que.

J. & N. Phillips & Co., Manchester, Eng.
Vassie & Co., Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Cook, Son & Co., London, Eng.
Debenhams, Ltd.. Montreal and Toronto
A. Racine, Limited. Montreal, Que.
Hitchcock Williams & Co., St. Paul's
Churchyard, London, Eng.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Montreal. Que.
Greenshields, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Montreal,
Que.

John King & Son. Glasgow. Scotland.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.

Gloves.

Perrin Frere & Cie.. Montreal. Que.
Germain & Smith, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Greenshields. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Charles Perrin & Cie., 16 MeGill College

Ave.. Montreal. Que.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Grass Carpet Rugs.
Crex Carpet Co., 377 Broadway, New
York, N.Y.

Ginghams.
Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd., Glasgow.

Scotland.

Gloves (Working).
Robt. Ryan & Co.. Three Rivers. Que.
Durham Glove Co.. Bowmanville, Ont.

Hose Supporters.

The Berlin Suspender Co.. Berlin, Ont.
Faire Bros. Co.. Leicester, Eng.
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.. Wellington St.

W.. Toronto. Ont.
Parisian Corset Co.. Quebec. Que.

House Furnishings.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay & Wellington Sts..

Toronto. Ont.
Greenshields. Limited. Montreal. Que.
Stonards, Limited. 7 Paternoster Bldgs..
London. E.C.. Eng.
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Hosiery.

A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cbipman, Holton Knitting Co., Hamilton,

Ont.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
"Craftana."
Alfred Hawley & Co., Hinckley, Eng.
Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Louis Hermsdorf, 235 W. 39th St., New
York, N.Y.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Handkerchiefs.
Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Out.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Out.

Hooks and Eyes.

De Long Hook & Eye Co.. St. Mary's. Ont.

Hair Goods.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Standard Hair Co., Ill Windsor St.,
Montreal.

Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Hair Nets.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, Out.

Bynrd Mfg. Co.. Nottingham, Eng.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Hair Ornaments.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto. Ont.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hemstitching.

Individual Names on Tape.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,
Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.

Infants Layettes.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,

Ont.

Infants Novelties.

Kite Specialty Co., 35 W. 36th St., New
York, N.Y.

Richard G. Krueger Co., 162 W. 21st St.,
New York, N.Y.

Indigos.

Franklin Mfg. Co., 260 Church St., New
York, N.Y.

Knitted Goods.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Out.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Hamilton, Out.
The Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville,

Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Out.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Schofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Out.

Kimonas.
Kassab Kimona Co.
Montreal.

Helen St..

Knitting Wools.
Thos. Burnley & Sons, Nr. Leeds, Eng.

Linoleums.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Linings.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Bradford Dyers Association, 39 Well St.,
Bradford, Eng.

Linens.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Wm. Liddell & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ire-

land.
R. H. Cosbie, Wellington St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Silks Co.. 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
John S. Brown & Son, Ltd., Belfast, Ire-

land.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Longcloths.
Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Laces (Hand Made).
G. & S. Kassab & Co., Montreal, Que.

Laces.
Birkiu & Co.. Nottingham, Eng.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,
New York, N.Y.

, Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited. Montreal, Que.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Montreal,
Que.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Lighting System.
Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Flat

Iron Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Leather Novelties.

P. W. Lambert & Co., 64 Lispenard St.,
New York, N.Y.

Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., King St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Lingerie.
Germain & Smith. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Ladies* Bust Forms.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Lace Curtains.

T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Men's Furnishings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Out
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronte, Ont.

Men's Neckwear.
Pirn Bros. & Co., William St., Dublin,

Ireland.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Fowke, Singer & Co., 7 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que
Tooke Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mitts.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto. Ont.

R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Malines.
John Heatheoat & Co., London, Eng
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto

Ont.

Mesh Bags.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St ,

Montreal, Que.
Millinery.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St
Toronto. Ont.

Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto
Morris & Seward, 21-22 Castle St., Lon-
don W., England.

Gage Bros. & Co., Chicago, 111.
D. B. Fisk Co., 225 N. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago. 111.

Melles & Co., 3 Cripplegate Bldg., Wood
St.. London. England.

Germain & Smith. Ltd., Montreal, Que
D. McCnll Co., Toronto, Ont
Montreal Hat & Frame Co., Ltd., Mont-

real, Que.
Strachan, Burden & Plaskett, 76 Welling-

ton St. W., Toronto. Ont.

Maribou and Ostrich Stoles.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Motor Coats (Men's Cotton and Linen).
Miller Mfg. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Motor Coats.
National Rubber Co., Montreal, Que.

Moquettes.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Matting.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.W„ Toronto, Ont.

Nets.

T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Narrow Fabrics (Cotton, Linen, Silk).
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Neckwear (Ladies').

Ladies' Wear. Ltd., 84 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simeoe St., To-
ronto. Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Voss & Stuffmann. Montreal, Que.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Oil Cloths.

Office Systems.

Copelaud-Chatterson Co., Kent Bldg., To-
ronto, Ont.

Ostrich Feathers.

S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.
Overalls.

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Ornaments (Silk).
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Printed Cottons.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Patterns.

Home Pattern Co., New York, N.Y.
The McCall Co., 236 W. 37th St., New

York, N.Y.
The Butterick Publishing Co., Butterick

Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Pads.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Plated Jewelry.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto. Ont.

Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Pin Tickets.

Copp, Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Pillows.

Quilts.

Jonathan Dearden & Co., 11-13 Bridge-
water Place, Manchester, Eng.

Beady-to-Wear.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Baincoats.

H. E. Davis & Co., Montreal.
C. Kenyon Co.. 23rd St. and Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y.

The Cravenette Co., Ltd., Well St., Brad-
ford, Eng. ,

National Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Scottish Rubber Co., Montreal.
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Ribbons.

W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
Bugs (Wilton).

Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Bugs (Axminster).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Bugs (Velvet).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Bugs (Oriental).
L, Babayan & Co., Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender Co., Berlin, Ont.
S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.
Halls, Limited, Brockville, Ont.
Spool Silks (For Manufacturers' Use).
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Staple Dry Goods.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Smallwares.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields. Limited. Montreal, Que.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Store Fixtures.

Jones Bros. & Co., Parliament St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Clatworthy & Son, King St. W., Toronto.
Ont.

Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., To-
ronto. Ont.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway,
New York. N.Y.

B. Brager. 49 Crosby St.. New York, N.Y.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal. Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St.,
Toronto. Ont.

Taylor Mfg. Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Berlin,
Ont.

Store Fronts.
The Consolidated Plate Glass Co., 241
Spadina Ave.. Toronto. Ont.

The Kawneer Mfg. Co.. Niles. Mich
Zouri Drawn Metals Co., 221 West Schil-

ler St., Chicago.
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Sueatercoats.

Peiimans, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-

urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.
Pride of the West Knitting Co., Van-

couver, B.C.
Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Skirts.
W. H. Wright & Co., 433 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Skirt Banding.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Silk Nets.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.

Show Cases.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Skein Dyeing.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,

Gait, Ont.

Sashes.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Silk Ornaments.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Skirts (Plaited).
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont.

Scarfs.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Shirts (Soft).
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto
Summer Clothing.
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.

Silks.
Debenhams, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Belding, Paul, Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Silk Woven Labels.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Suits.
Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels

Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadlna

Ave., Toronto, Ont.
The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Shirts.

Tooke Bros., Montreal, Que.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Deacon Shirt Co., Belleville, Ont.
Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Toques.

Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst
Sts., Toronto, Ont.

R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ontario.

Tailors' Trimmings.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Tweeds.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.

Tassels.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Back Piccadilly,
Manchester, England.

Trousers (Dnck).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Uut.

Thread (Silk).

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Thread (Linen, Carpet, Machine).

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Underwear.
S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ontario.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
G. Brettle & Co., London, Eng.
Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Hamil-

ton, Ont.
Humphrey's Unshrinkable Underwear,
Limited, Moncton, N.B.

C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Umbrellas and Parasols.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Underskirts.

Form Fitte Co., 182 Spadina Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.

Vacuum Cleaners.

Clements Mfg. Co., Duchess St., Toronto.
Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Veilings.

Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59
Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St. Bay St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Velveteens.

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, Manchester,
Eng.

"Louis." 57 Newton St., Manchester, Eng.

Velvets.

The Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York
St., Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Carpets, Oil Cloths and
Linoleums.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Women's Outer & Under Garments.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,

Montreal, Que.

Wholesale Woollens and Trimmings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Wax Figures.

Pale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E.,

Toronto, Ont.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St.,

Toronto, Ont.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Wholesale Smallwares and Fancy Goods.

John M. Garland, Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont
Wholesale Merchant Tailors.
Wm. H. Leishman & Co., 119 Adelaide St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Drygoods.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Whitewear.
F. G. Hayward Mfg. Co., 77 York St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
Diamond Whitewear Co., Three Rivers,
Que.

Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., MontreaL
Waists.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin, Ont.
""!. D. Fairbain
Toronto. Ont.

r 3llg. l.

:n Co., 105 Simcoe

Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.
Meyer Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, 84 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Wall Paper Display Racks.
The Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Wardrobes.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.

Wool Underwear, Men's.
Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Ingersoll, Ont.
Schofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.

Woven Labels.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,
Limited, Gait. Ont.

Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Woven Labels for Garments.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,
Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.

Wallpaper.
Stauntons, Limited, 944 Yonge Street, To-

ronto, Ont.
The Watson Foster Co., Montreal, Que.

Service First, Salary Last

Continued from page 84.

"The next S. is stock. People don't come into

the store to hear us singing. They go somewhere

else for that. They come for merchandise, and

every successful merchant to-day puts emphasis on

stock. Every buyer going into the market with the

idea of service must ask himself, "Will this thing

serve." In the old days we used to establish a Man-
chester department, because the goods came from

that district, but now stock is arranged according to

purpose. There must be a scientific analysis and

classification of stock. The customer does not want

to know where goods come from, what she wants

is to know the purpose of it.

"Then there is the sale price, and this should

be according to the cost—not the cost at which it

was purchased by the dealer, but the cost of produc-

tion. I would be mightily interested in any organiz-

ation that would set its men to work on the proper

adjustment of prices. One of the best things this

association could do would be to give publicity to

the cost of the making of merchandise, and gel the

110

people to appreciate what it costs to produce the

merchandise we sell and distribute.

"If we could get on that line we should have

something to say of what should be paid in the mak-
ing of the goods, and we should also be in a position

to make the customers pay the price they should pay

for the goods.

"I wish we could get the public to understand

what bargains are. They are accidents of trade, and
it is our business to distribute those accidents. The
time comes when fashion decrees that a certain skirt

shall he in a certain form, and the result is that there

are thousands of yards of material that are not sought

for because of the decree of fashion. That is the

accident of trade. This surplus must be distributed,

and we men who are giving out the bargains to the

public are simply distributing the surplus -took to

the people.

"Then there is system. We serve the public with

stock by a system, which records the movement of

that stock from place to place. And lastly, there is

salary, which is the last thing we should think about,

and the man who puts that last and service first, will

be the most successful salesman."
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by tellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

and should be a valuable help both

to the woman in business and the

woman who does dressmaking' in her

SCIENTIFIC DRESSMAKING.

Isabella Innes Publishes a Most Com-
prehensive and Copiously Illus-

trated Book on Dress-Making

and Millinery.

The encouragement of the art of

dressmaking means additional sales

in every department in the dry goods

store. Therefore, a book that helps

to put the home dressmaker on the

same plane as the professional should

be welcomed. Such a book is the most

comprehensive work on Scientific

Dressmaking published by Isabella

Innes, Principal of the Costumers'

Art School, Toronto. This book

teaches both millinery and dressmak-

ing in a number of graded lessons il-

lustrated with numerous diagrams.

Forty-eight pages are devoted to mil-

linery and 198 deal with dressmaking.

Full directions are given for copy-

ing fashion plates, and for cutting

patterns to fit the different types of

figures. Time-saving methods for

draping garments are shown, and

there are numerous hints on work-

room management, that should be

useful to the woman who is beginning

business. Hints on the renovation of

various materials and directions, how
to sponge and shrink cloth should be

useful to amateur and to professional

dressmakers.' In short this book

seems to be a guide to dressmaking

and millinery in all their branches

STRENGTHENING THEIR FORCE

The Franklin P. Shumway Co., one

of the oldest advertising agencies in

Boston, is enlarging its force of men.

•Chas. P. Randall, D. J. MacNichol, E.

D. Clinton Jordan, Willis P. Shum-
way, Arthur H. Merrit, Carl E.

Shumway and Carl L. Fife are now
all associated with Mr. Shumway
Senior, as stockholders in this com-

pany.

Mr. Shumwfy, who for over 30

years, has been one of Boston's most

successful advertising agents, in thus

perfecting his organization has com-

pleted plans he has been developing

for many years, it having always been

his ambition to permanently establish

in Boston an advertising agency

which should in personality, equip-

ment and experience be prepared to

give New England advertisers the

most complete service in every re-

spect.

This announcement will be of in-

terest to both advertisers and pub-

lishers, because the Shumway Co. has

earned a splendid reputation for be-

ing progressive, well equipped,

prompt paying and fair dealing. This

agency successfully serves many of

New England's largest manufactur-

ers, jobbers and retailers, and with

its able corps of assistants is now bet-

ter prepared than ever before to

prove that wisely planned and care-

fully placed advertising pays adver-

tisers satisfactory dividends.

AN OCEAN OF NOTIONS.

Mr. Herbert Temple, of Burnet &
Temple, London, is now in Canada.

Mr. Temple 's firm is more than living

up to its slogan "Oceans of No-

tions." The coming season's line will

be bigger and more attractive than

ever. The merit of the products has

ena/bled the firm to develop in Canada
a very satisfactory business with the

best firms in the Dominion. Our Lon-

don representative has had the oppor-

tunity of examining some of this

year's special lines, but, unfortunate-

ly, is unable to describe them fully

because perhaps no firm has suffered

more from other houses "utilizing"

the ideas and designs than has Bur-

net & Temple.

A development of special interest is

in connection with a line of head^-

wear known as "Mad-Cap." This

line has been a big success in Canada

and in its new form will undoubtedly

create a very considerable interest.

Another special feature is a line of

ladies' waist-coats, made to a special

design of the firm. These garments

are made in a very fine range of ma-

terial and are constructed in such a

way that they will fit any size figure.

This line cannot fail to be popular.

Mr. Temple is travelling from

Quebec and the coast and then goes

on to Australia, where he will visit

every province. He will be also vis-

iting the leading cities and towns of

New Zealand. Mr. Temple's address

in Canada will be c|o. R. W. Cowie,

77 John street, Toronto.

Transparent Waists Favored
Chiffon, nets, shadow laces and
crepes are the leading blouse

materials—Long sleeve with col-

larless neck is fully accepted.

INTEREST IN blouse lines is largely centred in

waists of transparent materials. Chiffon, nets,

shadow laces and crepes are the leading blouse ma-

terials. The new models have yokes both back and

front and all blouse over more and are fuller than in

the Spring. The long sleeve with the collarless neck

is fully accepted though the much-liked short sleeve is

by no means put aside. The peasant sleeve gathered

into a cuff finished with a pleating is also seen. Little

vestees are used extensively to brighten up the dark-

er shades.

The latest trimming for the chiffon waist is moire

ribbon. Both at the back and the front the blouse is

pleated into a plain shoulder yoke. The front finish

is in surplice fashion, the collar being formed of

double pleated frills, one up and one down joined

under a band of moire ribbon. The cuffs are trim-

med to match and finish full length peasant sleeves.

This model is very smart in white chiffon with the

trimming ribbon of black moire.

Crepe de chine waists come in plain tailored

waists cut on the lines of the "boy scout" jacket with

patch pocket and turnover collar. A very smart

waist comes in old gold crepe with collar, cuffs and

pocket of white satin and tie of purple ribbon. There

is an unusual amount of novelty in the new waists

that means better selling. Shadow laces, and fine

nets are very much used at the present time.

Ill
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- - THINK IT OVER - -

The advertisements appearing in this paper each issue are there be-

cause it pays the advertiser and for no other reason.

Is it not about time you investigated this proposition, and not let the

other fellow do all the talking to the man you should be selling?

You can talk across Canada in full page space to live dry goods deal-

ers for $25 an issue if you contract for twenty-four insertions. Worth
while, isn't it?
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For Christmas Trade
We can give you immediate delivery

At this time of year there are always some lines of Christmas Goods that

you want in a hurry.

We are prepared to meet your wants and to ship any of the lines mentioned
in the list which follows, the same day the order is received. Just write or

wire and we will see that you get prompt and efficient service.

Christmas Handkerchiefs and Smallwares
Our stock of Fancy Handkerchiefs for Christmas is complete.

Ladies' All Linen Initial - $2.00 per dozen

Men's All Linen Initial (large letters) - - $2.25 per dozen

A new range of the celebrated "Lissue " Handkerchiefs at $1.65 per dozen
Write for a sample of this line. It will pay you to carry this quality in stock at all times.

Embroidered Irish Linen Cushion Covers, ranging in price from $4.25 to

$7.50 per dozen.

Taffeta Baby Ribbon for Fancy Work. All the leading shades in stock.

Price 45c. per piece of 36 yards.

No. 125. Boston Pad Garters, each pair in fancy Xmas Box. Price $2.25
per dozen boxes.

Knitted Goods for the Suggestions in Cottons
Holidays and Linens

Our well known line of "PERFECTO" Brand . IT * T/^ ri L^~ r • • r , , , , , , , r

Underwear, for women and children, is now com-
LUNCH SETS consisting of tablecloth and half

plete and includes two extra special numbers for

women to retail at 25 and 50 cents, in white and

dozen napkins. (Three special lines.)

Three lines of Bleached Damask, with napkins

to match. Exceptionally attractive and good
value.

natural.

We have a leader in seamless Llama Cashmere
Hose to sell at SO cents, sizes—8V2 to 10 inch.

Silk Hosiery in good qualities for Christmas trade,
(Splendid numbers for Christmas selling.)

in ''4 -dozen boxes. Tir . . ,

.... ^ _,. „, . We nave a very large variety or patterns in
All prices in Cashmere, R.ngwood and Chamois- WHITE VESTINGS, especially imported for
suede Gloves. the Christmas trade.

A superior line of women's heavy woo' coat

sweaters at $3.75, in solid and combination colors. Fancy Crepes, Art Sateens and Tapestries, etc.

Dress Goods and Velvets to meet sorting needs
Our stock of Dress Goods and Velvets is complete in all staple lines. We have the latest novelties in

a shipment received this week that will tone up your department for Holiday trade.

MANTLINGS.— Black Curl Cloths are having a run just now. We have them from $1.75 up to

$5.50 per yard. Also a wide range of Fancy Coating Cloths.

Odd lots of Dress Goods must be cleared out before stocktaking. These are real bargains, and if you
are in the city it will be to your advantage to call and see them.

Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Limited
25 Victoria Square quick shippers Montreal
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Lines that should interest
you for present and holiday
selling—exquisite novelties

Fancy
Linens

Hand-
kerchiefs

of all hinds

Plain and
Fancy Sills

(k? Rihoons

We are now showing the most interesting

range of Christmas selling lines that the

dry goods trade has ever been given the

opportunity of seeing, especially as the

season is so far advanced.

The lines here listed are by all odds the most

in demand from now until after the gift-

giving season of anything you can handle.

They appeal strongly to the gift-giving as

well as the gift-receiving public.

Ties etc. Send ^or our samples to-day, and prepare

for a big season's selling. Write now.

<^^5ilksCompany,Ltd
55 BAY ST. TORON TO, ONT-
Thomzhs Block C&7naFtf,Ali£a,.
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BUTTERICK
Goes Ahead Faster

Than Ever

Here are ten more. Read the increases these

merchants have made for the first six months

in 1913 over a corresponding period in 1912:

Reid & Hughes, Lawrence, Mass 37$

W. W. Wilkinson & Co., Gait, Ontario, Canada 26.

m

Miss Jennie B. Johnson, Antwerp, N.Y 25 . 2%

C. B. & E. B. Finch, Kearney, Nebr 19.6%

Mason Brackney Co., Sherman, Texas 49.8%

The A. H. Lyman Co., Manistee, Mich 33.6%

Saul Bros., 3rd Ave. and 150th St., New York, N.Y 06. 2%

Schaeffler Merc. Co., Hillsboro, Kansas 299?

Mr. W. S. Pennington, Enderlin, N.D 22 . 7%

Baird Co., Ltd., Shreveport, La 25.6%

Make Yours a BUTTERICK Store

BUTTERICK BUTTERICK BUILDING NEW YORK

72-74 Duchess Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada
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The new store of F. R. MaeMillan, Saskatoon.

A Well-Equipped Store in Western City
A description of the F. R, MaeMillan store in Saskatoon —
Service Equipment is Complete and Includes Some Unique
Features — A Dark Room in Ready-to-Wear Department for

Display by Electric Light.

DURING THE past year many splendid stores have

been opened in the West, prominent among which is

that of F. R. MaeMillan, which was opened in the

City of Saskatoon on October 1. This palatial store

has been in course of erection for the past year, cost-

ing approximately $275,000, without any reference

whatever to equipment. The structure, which is

situated at the south-west corner of Third Ave. and

21st St., is constructed upon the system of reinforced

concrete, faced on the exterior with brown imported

brick. It ha? a frontage on 21st St. of 100 ft., and

on Third Ave. of 130 ft. Facing on both streets are

four large windows, each being divided into two sec-

tions. The heighth of the plate glass is 11 ft. 6 ins.,

and this gives the best of illumination to the inter-

ior of the ground floor, as well as providing the best

facilities for display work.

The ground floor was planned, not only from the

standpoint of appearance, but also to give the maxi-

mum amount of space for merchandising purposes.

In the whole area there are some sixteen upright

columns. Each column is octagonal. The ceiling is

25 ft. high, and the upright concrete posts run clear

up to the ceiling, therefore, doing away with any
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unsightly beams between the posts. The floor is

unobstructed by radiators, as the heating during cold

weather will be accomplished by an indirect system,

which consists of heated air, purified by a washer in

the basement, drawn in between the show cases and
counters. A mezzanine floor runs along the entire

length of the east wall. Two passenger elevators open

onto this floor.

ARRANGEMENT OF DEPARTMENTS.

On the main floor are found ladies' gloves, hosi-

ery, patterns, art needle work, notions, handker-

chiefs, neckwear, laces, embroideries, trimmings,

silks, rbbons, and all small novelty lines in ladies'

wear; drug sundries; jewellry; men's boot and shoe

deportment; boy's furnishing and clothing depart-

ment; men's furnishings, clothing and hats. On
the east is a ladies' rest room, hair dressing and mani-

cure parlor.

On the second floor are found the ladies' ready-

to-wear, millinery, silks and dress goods, staple dry

goods, corsets and knit goods departments. It is

fitted up with stock rooms and Titling rooms.

A decidedly unique feature is a dark room about

8 ft. square with a roof. The interior is finished with

birdseye maple, and the exterior is mahogany, rep-

resenting a Louis XIV design. The purpose of this

room is to show ladies' evening wear under electric

light.

The third floor is given over to groceries, pro-

visions, hardware, stoves, china and crockery. The

general offices are also situated on this floor.

On the fourth and top floor are the carpet, house

furnishings, and furniture departments.

The whole of the store's service equipment is con-

fined to the rear of the building, where elevators, for

passengers and freight, together with the spiral par-

cel chutes, are cased in a wall, so they do not intrude

into the business portion of the building. For trans-

fer and package purposes, an office is situated in the

rear of the building, adjoining the passenger ele-

vators.

SIGNAL LIGHT SERVICE.

A unique feature is a signal light service, which

is so operated that at any moment the manager of

the department, when required, may be instantly

summoned by means of a private telephone switch-

board, which forms part of the store equipment, and

establishes direct communication with all depart-

ments, ifc

The equipment of the service department consists

of a receiving room, shipping room, two freight, and

two passenger elevators, a parcel chute, vacuum clean-

ing apparatus, dust chute, light and heating systems,

and special provision for fire protection.

The receiving room is located in the basement,

and communicates with the lane by means of a spe-

cially constructed straight chute, by which freight is

conveyed to the room by gravitation.

The heating system consists of three boilers of the

latest type. These are capable of heating a seven-

storey building. By an indirect system, heat is sent

to the ground floor separately by means of heated air.

The cold air is drawn in from the lane by means of

a conduit, and passes through running water flanked

on either side by steam coils. The running water
clarifies the air, which is drawn in by a large motor-
driven fan, and blown out beneath the show cases

and counters on the ground floor by means of the

same fan.

A vacuum cleaning plant is situated in the boiler

room, from which a large suction pipe communicates
with every floor, giving two outlets on each floor. The
lighting of the building is diffused through a glass

ret lector close to the ceiling.

Every effort has been made to make the building
thoroughly fireproof. An approved sprinkler sys-

tem runs throughout every department. Fire-escapes

are provided on the back of the rear wall of the

building to which access is obtainable from the win-

dows on each floor.

Till-: FOUNDER OF THE STORE.

The career of F. K. MacMillan has been one of

wonderful advancement. Forced to leave school at

twelve years of age to go to work to make his own
way in the world, he started at the meagre salary of

$1.00 a week for services in a small country store in

( mtario tor a period of three years. He then entered

the employ of a large wholesale firm in Toronto, and
in recognition of his industry, he was rapidly pro-

moted from one position to another, and soon he
became traveling representative for the company,
seven years of which time in this capacity he covered

the territory adjacent to Saskatoon. His first busi-

ness venture was in the City of Saskatoon in partner-

ship with P. G. Michener. This business was started

as a small furnishing and clothing store, but later

different lines of business were acquired. The part-

nership with Mr. Michener was dissolved in August,

1012, and Mr. McMillan took over the entire depart-

ment store himself.

The increase in the volume of trade has been so

rapid that he was compelled to acquire larger quar-

ters. Hence the fine store now completed.

@

Quebec.—A serious fire occurred in this city this

morning, starting in the dry goods store of Edmund
Belanger & Co. The loss is over $130,000. How the

fire started is unknown, but it is supposed to have

originated near the furnace. The flames spread to

the four upper flats of the six-storey building occu-

pied, which were badly gutted. Mr. Belanger esti-

mates his loss on stock to be in the vicinity of $120,-

000 on which he has $42,000 insurance. On the

building he had $10,000 or $15,000.



System Originated by an Aggressive Merchant
YOU ASK me also Stock Book is Used for a Monthly Esti- was more reason-

about my bookkeeping mate of Stock on Hand—Expense and able,

system. I would hard- Sales Books Are Used to Splendid Ad- These sample forms

ly call it such : much of vantage — Details of a Creditable (with fictitious figures,

it is what I have worked System. of course), will illus-

out myself; there are Irate this for any who
many points oil which I Written for The Review by W. S. Whaley, of Harriston, Ont. may think it worth

need help, but such as it trying out.

is, it keeps me in touch with my financial position 0n nand JaI1 h m3
stock.

$15,750.00

month by month, as well as the growth in my busi- Purchases in montn 2.ni.j6

ness, and the weak as well as the strong points. Less sales in month ^Ifllo
3

stock book.
KffiJ^sijw::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: &»$

1 \\v Str.nl- Rnnl- Increase over 1912 1.763.27
1. IViy OtOCK COOK. On hand Feb. 1, 1913 15,542.46

T ,i • T t n .

,

, „ , Purchases in month 1.S74.25
In this 1 mark down the inventory of my stock — —

at the beginning of the year and enter the invoices Less sales in month 2.235.(2

as theV COine in. Total stock Feb. 2S $15,1S1.09

AT _ Total Feb. 29. 1912 13.70U.U4

Next. I arrange to get an estimate of my stock mcreaae over 1912 mis.85

every month without actually measuring it all up. From this it will be seen that I was $1,763 ahead

This is the basis on which I work. :1 t the end of one month, but by cutting down what

With nearly all my goods I try to figure out a Purchases I could, reduced this to $1,418 by next

certain profit, which we will put, say, at 25 per cent. month
>
and got down still lower by the third month,

on sales (or 33 1-3 p. c. on the purchase price. I al-
The advantage of this is that I don't have to go

ways figure it on selling price, a known quantity, as
lo the end of the year to find out whether I am over-

the other is not). Of course on some staples you locked.

can't do this, and on other lines you do better, bul H0W MUCH IT C0STS T0 SELL G00DS -

take it year in and year out, I find you can keep very 2
-
Expense and Sales.

close tab, in advance, on your actual profits. Tnis book is a combination of two others. My
regular 'expense" book contains a dailv record of

hint to quit buying.
salaxies, and general expenses. I also have a record

Then, suppose I sell $3,000 worth in a month. of daily sales.
t fcake both of these totals and enter

I would deduct the 25 p. c. profit, or $750, and set them on the same pagGj dav by daVj for exampie .

down $2,250 as the cost of the goods. That is, my
i l T, -u J 1 x t 1 n , * 1 • '

t
EXPENSES. SALES.

stock has been depleted by that amount during the Jau . 2 $ 12.85 $ 95.63

month. On the other hand my invoices amount, say j|£: 1 ;;:::;:::::;:;::::;;:: :'::;; ;;;;:;: ; : : ; \IM loUl
to $2,100, so that my net position is a decrease of :}:|"; 31'::

: \Hl Util
stock on hand of $150. $358.48 $2,632.46

You may say that this method of deducting a pays himself salary.
regular percentage from my selling total is not de- This would figure out expenses as about 14 p. c.

finite enough, but I want to tell you that in a busi- of sales.

ness that has now grown to a quite respectable size, I I do this month by month, and know whether
have found that, at the end of each year, when 1 my ^ales are keeping pace with my expenditures,

come to find my stock on hand by actually running after figuring out what would seem to me to be a fair

over each article, I have never been over $100 out percentage. In estimating "expenses" I allow my-
when compared with my monthly estimates. self a certain salary, the only fair way to do business.

I go farther with this. Not only do I know my and one which. I am afraid, is often omitted in small

stock on hand each month by this simple method, stores. What remains over cost and expenses is pro-

Imt I mark down the stock I had on hand just twelve fit, but only profit if the proprietor is paid his salary

months previous. That tells me how much more 'dee anyone else.

heavily I am overstocked, and if I find I am going mscoi xts make large total.

ahead too quickly in comparison with the advance in Of course I keep a book for "Bills Payable,' as

sales, I say to myself, "I've got to quit buying so nearly everyone does, entering the amounts as soon

heavily," and so I gradually bring the increased as the invoices arrive, so I can prepare for them in

stock down to within a fair distance of one year good time. I may add that I am in a position to take

ago. One month I found I was $1,200 ahead, my discounts, and I keep a record of these. I find

and soon had it reduced $800 ahead, which Continued on page 6.
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Doing Business on Cash Basis

IS IT POSSIBLE for a dry goods merchant to conduct his business on the cash basis success-

fully? This problem has been debated in the trade for many years, and there does not seem any
prospect of a satisfactory solution being reached for many years yet. Opinions differ very widely
on this question. Some merchants, who have tried the cash system, declare that they found it

quite satisfactory, and that their volume of business did not decrease as a result of the arbitrary

refusal of credit to customers. On the other hand many merchants, who have endeavored to place
their business on the cash basis, have returned to the credit system, declaring that they found it

impossible to do business under the new conditions.

It appears that it is largely a matter of individual management, personality, and, more
than anything else, locality. It is probably true that in many sections it would be utterly impos-
sible to carry on a business success-

fully on the cash basis. Certainly,

however, some merchants have man-

aged to make a success of the cash

basis under circumstances which

looked anything but favorable. In

this connection reference , can be

made to the experience of Geddes

Bios., of Sarnia. Early in the year

1881 the firm of Geddes Bros, made
an announcement in the Strathroy

and London papers to the effect that

they were starting to place their busi-

ness on a cash basis. At that time

the cash business was looked upon as

nothing more or less than an im-

practicable dream. Other merchants

scoffed at the idea. The announce-

ment of Geddes Bros, came as a

pioneer enterprise in that section. It

created a wide measure of surprise

and interest and it was generally pre-

dicted that the experiment would lie

of short duration.

Nevertheless the attempt proved a

complete success and Geddes Bros,

have continued to conduct their busi-

ness on a cash basis ever since. That
their business has increased since that

time is evidenced by the fact that

they have opened a branch store since

and have very considerably increased the size of the parent store.

Their success has probably been due to the fact that they coupled with the cash system a.

most progressive policy in all branches of the store. They have been, and are still, firm believers
in publicity. They use large space in the local papers, and also make the very best possible use
of their store windows. Samples of their advertising have appeared from time to time in Dry
Goods Review, and readers will be well aware of the fact that this branch of the business is carried
along on the most progressive basis.

Their selling methods have been based upon strong principles, to which strict adherence has
been made during the past quarter of a century. Perhaps these principles could be best explained by
quoting from a recent advertisement of the firm.

! (Continued on next page.)

Gdmca£.
Goods Sold on Their Merits for Cash and at One Price Only

On March 1st, 1881, the first announcement of the new
dry goods firm of Geddes Bros, appeared in the Strathroy
and London papers under the above headline. Those were
the days of barter and trade. Cash was scarce, credits for
one. two, three years without interest the rule, heckling over

prices cne custom.

It was a pioneer announcement. The first of its kind

possibly to appear in Western Ontario. It created a mild

sensation. Geddes Bros, knew everybody for miles around.

Everybody knew the boys and everybody had something to say

and some of them said it mighty vigorously. The thing was
considered impossible. The new firm was given just a year

of existence. That was a third of a century ago. Fif-

teen years later a branch was opened here in Sarnia in the

store now occupied by Parsons Fair.

The policy that was good enough for Middlesex in '81 was con-

sidered good enough for Lambton in '96. The self-same head line

appeared above the tirm's first Lambton advertisements. "The rest

is a wide open page."

LAMBTON'S PREMIER STORE has and will keep pace with

Lambton's growing time. Cn this page, week by week, its store

news will be told- quietly, truthfully, purposely told to gain the atten-

tion and interest of Lambton's citizens. There its mission ends.

The store—its stocks—its service—its values must do the rest. We
want to know you— to have you know us. In anticipation of a visit.

Faithfully yours,

J. ROSS GEDDES
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Doing Business on a Cash Basis

Continued from page 5.

"Our selling methods—service first— then quality

—then style. Binding these three to value. Using
that much abused and often misleading word "bar-

gain sparingly, knowingly, honestly, marking all

goods in plain figures, and absolutely one cash price

to everybody, permitting no misrepresentations, pay-
in- no commissions, giving no discounts, granting

no concessions which may not he shared in by all.

Considering every transaction, large or small, a thing

of honor. Giving to each customer that cordial at-

tention due a personal guest."

The announcement recently made by Geddes
Bros, of their adherence to the cash principle, is

herewith reproduced.

@
System Originated by Aggressive Merchant

Continued from page 4.

it means many hundreds of dollars saved in a year,

almost the difference between a profit and a loss I

am sure in many big (and even small) stores. These,

of course, are entered as credits in my cash book.

NET PROFITS FOR THE YEAR.

I will give you also another statement I make
out at the end of every month, as it takes me only a

a few minutes to run over my ledger and find out

my liabilities, and then take my stock sheet for

assets. This simple way of making out a statement,

I might say, I copied from The Dry Goods Review

some time ago, and I find it is one of the best kind I

have seen. I may point out, again, that the figures

are not the actual ones, but will serve the purpose

quite as well.

ASSETS.

Aug. 1, 1013.
Stock and fixtures ?15.S07.4o
Cash 98.35
Prepaid items (insurance) GO.OO

LIABILITIES.
$16,055.80

Bank

Net profits, Aug. 1, 1912. to Aug. 1. 1913 1,220.99

QUESTIONS FOR BIGGER STORES.

Now. in my turn, T will ask some questions of the

bigger stores, which I, and many more I am sure,

have been puzzling over.

Bookkeeping System

1. Stock book, for monthly estimate of

stock on hand, by adding to inventory the

purchases, and subtracting amount of sales,

less percentage of 25 p. c. (or whatever figure

is allowed;.

2. Expense and sales book, by which total

expenses are compared with total sales once a

month, to find the percentage cost <>f selling.

1. Should the discounts be deducted from the

original invoice prices in estimating the cost of goods,

in connection with sales, stock on hand, etc.?

2. Do you add the freight charges on to the price

of goods in marking them?

3. Do you include freight in ordinary overhead

expenses?

A PERSONAL REFERENCE.

I will conclude by stating that I came to Harris-

ton from Milverton four years ago, and with a part-

ner purchased the present business and for three

years it was conducted as "Whaley & Clarke. One
year ago August I bought out my partner.

RIVALRY OF NEAR-BY VILLAGES.

As for Harriston, the rivalry is fairly keen in

the district, as there are dry goods stores at Clifford,

6 miles away: Fordwich, 8 miles: Palmerston, 6, and

Mount Forest. 12 miles.

After-Supper Sales

Merner Bros., of Hespeler, Ontario, have origin-

ated a new form of sale which they call an "After

Supper Sale." These sales are held each Friday

night. They last from 7 o'clock until closing time.

and during that space a number of very special values

are offered. Only a limited number in each line are

offered for sale, the idea being to stimulate interest

in the sales and bring shoppers out early.

The lines offered for sale include men's clothing,

and many other lines particularly in the fancy good;?

department.

©

Fur Novelties

Paul Poiret, the famous Parisian couturier, ought

to receive a formal note of thanks and an illumin-

ated address from the fur men of the world for

popularizing fur trimming on evening gowns.

We had purple, yellow, tango and green dyed

furs, and red is the very latest of the hue. An even-

ing wrap of seal is in existence that is trimmed with

"flaming red coney. The trimming is in a cape

effect at the hack.

Here is another: "a stunning evening wrap of

peacock blue coney, with wide collar of seal, shaped

to points over the sleeves, deep cuffs of seal: and

draped in lower hack under a square section of seal."

A moleskin wrap, only hip length, has hands o(

canary colored fox at the neck and around the

bottom. The elbow sleeves have a cuff of same color-

ed fox. finished with a fox tail. The lining is bright

gold brocade, veiled with yellow chiffon.

\ band of green conev serves a collar for
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Christmas Advertising

The public watch advertisements more closely

during the Christmas shopping season that at any

other time of the year. People have a direct interesl

in the advertisements; a certain number of gifts must

he bought within a specified time. Now the selection

of Christina-- gifts is not the easiest matter in the

world. The taste of the proposed recipient and the

funds at the disposal of the donor must be taken into

consideration. In addition, the general desire to

give original gifts makes the selection much more

difficult. People turn, therefore, to the newspapers

for suggestions. The advertisement, which is the

most suggestive and practical, is the one which will

he the most resourceful at this season of the year.

The paramount consideration with the ad. writer

during the Christmas season, therefore, is to make

iii- ads. full of suggestive and practical matter for the

reader. The main consideration is to quote a wide

variety of line- and to give some interesting informa-

tion about each one. Lengthy introductions and ex-

pressions of good will are. in a sense, so much waste

of -pace. The space thus taken up could he better

used by quoting prices and giving descriptions of

lines which would be of practical assistance to read-

ers. One of the best Christmas ad.-, seen last year

was made up of seven parallel columns of mailer.

printed in small type, containing descriptions of an

infinite variety of lines, suitable for gift giving. Each

article was described in a few terse words, and the

price was quoted in large figures. This advertise-

ment contained a wealth of suggestions for the shop-

per, and as a result was one of the most resulfful

that the linn in question had ever published.

Christmas—and Collections

CHRISTMAS IS now drawing close, as we have re-

marked mi sundry occasions recently. The approach

of the season of gift-giving brings up many consid-

erations from the standpoint of the retail merchant.

For the time being let the retailer look at it from

one phase of his many-sided activities only, that of

collections.

Viewed from the standpoint of a credit man, the

Christ mas season gives plenty of room for apprehen-

sion. It is a time of unparalleled extravagance when

people, quite sane at all other times, permit them-

selves to run amuck. Money is thrown around with

profuse prodigality. The result is that the passing

of Yuletide leaves the public short of purse and in

the grip of a conscience-stricken reaction toward par-

simony. After Christmas is an extremely difficull

time to make collections; one might almost say an

impossible time.

Unless the merchant desires to let the accounts on

his hooks run for several months longer, he had bet-

ter bestir himself to collect them now, before the holi-

day expenditures have had any effect on purses. Col-

lect while money is still plentiful. It will be much

easier to collect now than at the first of the year, not

to mention the inconvenience resulting when one has

to wait that long.

©

The Business Situation.

SUCH DIVERSE opinions are heard with reference

to the business situation, that it is indeed a difficull

matter to form an opinion as to present conditions.

Some manufacturers declare that they have as many
orders as they can till, while others state frankly

that they are not finding business as brisk as thev
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would like. The same rule holds good with reference

to the retail Made. Some merchants report that they

have had a splendid year, others speak less encour-

agingly. At the same time it is generally acknow-

ledge I that there has been improvement and the be-

lief is general that the New Year will see a resump-

tion of complete activity in all branches of the trade.

Financial conditions have improved considerably,

although the full effects of the good crop have not

yet been felt. It was stated some months ago that no

particular improvement could be looked for in the

money stringency until well toward the end of the

year, and subsequent events have more than borne

this out. However, financial men now state posi-

tively that they see signs of improvement in the

money situation and anticipate a brightening of con-

ditions with the opening of the New Year.

Reports from the West show a marked improve-

ment there in many respects. Bank deposits are in-

creasing, while loans are on the decrease. This is a

most gratifying sign, pointing to a free circulation

of money in that section.

Merchants generally have stocked up in anticipa-

tion of a good Christmas trade, and at the present

time everything points to a fulfillment of this ex-

pectation. —®

Buying a Big Factor.

MOST MERCHANTS of to-day watch the selling

end of their business most carefully and spend much

time and thought over the planning of sales, the de-

vising of selling schemes, judicious advertising, and

in bettering their store service. This is all important

of course, but how about the buying end? The Re-

view believes that there never was a time before when

right buying counted for so much, and that many
merchants do not give this most important point suf-

ficient consideration.

Ask the opinion of any traveller, and they will

tell you that many that pass for really good mer-

chants, are at the bottom careless buyers, inasmuch

as they do much of it by guess. And often the

traveller feels as though he would like to advise a

more careful survey of the merchandise in stock be-

fore an order is placed.

It would pay many merchants to place more re-

liance than they do, upon the advice of the manu-

facturer or jobber, when placing advance orders, for

many times the very goods are offered only to be

turned down, that the manufacturer loses many

sales later on, because he has not the particular arti-

cle or material in stock, and there is no means of

procuring it. Merchants should remember that the

live buyer for the manufacturer or wholesale house

is closer to the source of supply and has means of

gauging the tendencies away ahead, and in these

days, when novelty counts for so much, it pay- to

follow his advice about the novelty goods that he is

showing. The novelty that catches the popular

fancy, is always in short supply, and as a rule is not

procurable when the retail selling season is at its

height.

Merchants can with profit remember that it is

not to the interest of the salesman or jobber, the

wholesaler or manufacturer, to load them up with

goods they cannot sell. It means a loss to them if

the merchant accumulates a lot of dead stuff that has

to be closed out below cost. What the jobber and
manufacturer want is that the goods they supply

should sell quickly, and bring a good rate of profit.

Then when their travellers come around they will

be met with a smile, and not with a well developed

grouch, and with a liberal order for more goods to

take the place of those now vanishing off the mer-

chant's shelves.

Merchants cannot exercise too great care or too

great judgment in buying stock, particularly when
buying in advance of the new season. When a sales-

man come- to you for an advance order for the com-

ing season's supplies, do you know just how much of

each article you are going to buy? Are you sure or

are you only guessing? Do you know just what you

sold last season, and the size of all your duplicates,

advance, and special orders? You should know all

this before you commence to buy, and, moreover, in

many lines you should have informed yourself as to

how far fashion is going to take a hand in furthering

or retarding the sale of these articles. These are all

matters that you should be fully conversant with he-

fore you are in a proper position to place your ad-

vance orders with either traveller or manufacturer.

The science of buying can well be divided into

two essential parts. First—good judgment in the

selection of the wholesaler, manufacturer or jobber

from which to buy. This should be not just the firm

you personally like best, but the one that carries the

stuck best suited to the needs of your business, and

from which you can buy the goods you need at prices

that will allow you to compete on favorable terms

with the merchants who divide with you the trade of

the locality from which your store draws its business.

Second—buying in the right proportions, and so as

to prevent overstocking. There are merchants— a

very few of them—who are natural born buyers, but

the vast majority are men who have acquired the art

in the costly school of experience. This applies to

the first proposition, but the knowledge necessary to

fill the second is born of accuracy and verification.

It is just as necessary as the first, and because it is so

often done by guesswork, there are any number of

merchants who have a big part of their capital tied up

in sluggish stock.
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Drawing Rooms Being Gradually Discarded?
DRAWING rooms are

becoming Lhings of the

past. This tendency is

noticed all over the

country hut more par-

ticularly in Toronto.

Reception rooms are

disappearing even more

rapidly.

Living rooms are replacing them.

This movement is much more pronounced in

Toronto than in Montreal, and applies to homes of

people in easy circumstances, say costing from

120,000 to $50J000.

When you go above the higher figure, of course,

you find some magnificent reception and drawing

rooms, and you find the drawing room retained, al-

though not so tenaciously, among the more modest

homes.

It is this Living Room in which guests are being

received: it has more of a touch of home, and there-

fore, comfort about it than the stiff, ornamental re-

ception or drawing rooms.

The flimsy gilt chairs arc vanishing: fragile

furniture that made you feel as if you were seated on

eggs that would smash if you moved, and might he

suspected of an inclination to subside even under

your simple weight without the motion, is passing

away.

It is heavier furniture that has replaced it : furni-

ture for use. not ornament, although, of course, it is

handsome, where the other was merely "'pretty.
"

Fabrics and chintzes are features of this "back to

the home-like
-

' movement. Slip covers are used for

general use and the furniture frequently is covered

with silk and wool tapestries "for best." The cur-

tains have borders on plain fabrics.

There is a change in the length of the curtains:

with the coming back of lace curtains people are

getting away from the idea of curtains cut to the sill.

This tendency I always fought and often successfully

hut the other was a fad and people's judgment often

was swept away by the fashion of the moment. It

looked simply as if there was a shortage of material.

But the long lace curtains, falling full length to the

floor, lend an air of dignity to the room that the

ehopped-off effects always lacked. In little bedrooms

The Tendency Seems to be to Dispense

With Drawing Rooms and Reception
Rooms in Favor of Large Living Rooms
—Styles in Furniture Are Also Chang-
ing to More Solid and Substantial

Varieties.

and smaller homes, sash

curtains still hold, hut

everything is against

them. The most sought

after of the lace curtains

are point Arab, point

Venice, and filet, the

newest designs. These

are adapted more lor the heavier class of furnishings,

the new order.

The styles of furniture that fill in to this new

movement are early Jacobean in oak, and Chippen-

dale and early Georgian in mahogany.

In bedrooms wooden beds are displacing brass

that look too harsh for the present tastes, and are

impossible in a scheme of decoration. The wooden

beds are made in designs to match the rest of (he

furnishings.

The sway of rugs is becoming more and more

supreme. A few rooms are carpeted, but only a few,

and avc make rugs out of carpets hut always in rug

form with borders. For the living room the strongest

style now is the Donegal hand-tufted, which is made

in any style and color, with plain centres. The
medallion has gone out altogether.

Wallpaper for the Living Room is uniformly in

plain styles with border designs that answer the

furniture and curtains. These latter have decoration

enough without an all-over effect in the wall paper.

The latter is neutral, soft, plain in its design.

-@

Kincardine, Ont.—F. W. Templin is planning to

make some changes in his store, and, in order to fa-

cilitate this, he is holding a large stock reducing sale.

There are a number of original features about this

sale. It is called a "Big Ben" sale, for the reason that

day and alarm clocks go off at 10 and 10.30 a.m.

Any time between these two alarms, any customer

can buy some one line of goods at a price marked

below cost. In addition to this feature the sum of

$1.00 in cash is paid to the first five persons above the

age of 18 who enter the store when the doors are

opened at 8 a.m. The only condition is that the

recipients spend the money in the store before they

leave.
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Separate Department for Fur Trimming

WHEN ONE of the

largest department

stores on the continent

found it advisable, a

few weeks ago, for the

first time, to set aside a

.-pace on the main floor,

and devote it entirely

to the sale of fur trimmings for cloaks and gowns, it

was a significant recognition that the sale of fur trim-

mings carried with it the ear marks of something
more than a transitory fad. Half a dozen clerks

form part of its equipment and it is expected that it

will continue to thrive past the Christmas season and
well on towards the end of February.

Dry Goods Review asked the manager what were
the best sellers.

"Fitch is our best; sable comes next, and others

in the lead are black and red fox, raccoon, civet cat,

opossum, and chinchilla. Tf you ask the biggest

seller we have to say a black rabbit, the cheapest we
have, 45 cents a yard. Our fitch goes up to $8 for a

2-inch strip per yard and 4-inch civet as high as $10
a yard. The trimming runs usually from y2 to 2
inches in width. There is an imitation chinchilla
that sells fairly well at $1, hut imitation civet we
could not get rid of. Black coon, 2 inch, comes at

about $3.50."

THOSE OYED FUKS ARE "iN WRONG.''
"How are those dyed furs going in Toronto?"
'Thirdly a sale made. People here won't stand

for them. We never even tried dyed fox for trim-
mings, l.ul have some moufflon"—pointing to a stand
of bright colors at the end of the "circle." There
were tango, light blue, champagne, sky blue, mauve
and natural color moufflon.

-The usual call is for % yard for the hat. P,
yards tor -kill and same for waist hands and neck."

Another buyer in a large store gave the follow-
ing list of the besl sellers among his fur trimmings:
skunk, heaver, raccoon, opossum, moufflon, hare,
ermine. He. too, considered the fashion as a highly
profitable one from the standpoint of the fur trade.
and agreed with (lie other that the "color" fad was
one that Canadians would never permit to gel a

foothold.

A manufacturing furrier said he sold a great deal

Signal Proof of Great Importance of

New Fashion for Hats, Coats and
Gowns—Novelties and Attractive De-
signs Increasing Sales — Separate
Muffs in Good Demand—Mink, Civet
Cat and Mole Stronger—Latest Crea-
tions and Odd Color Combinations.

of squirrel for trim-

ming cloaks, and fitch,

while ermine and weas-

el were very much in

demand for evening

gowns. The former

came pretty expensive,

and the latter proved an

excellent substitute. "Electrified'" Thibet was also

sold in large quantities, but as wet weather undid all

the straightening out of the electricity it was not al-

together satisfactory. He considered this new use of

furs would prove a very helpful "supplement" this

year.

SEPARATE FIR MUFFS.

There is another element in the fur business this

year that will have a tendency to offset limited buy-

ing in some directions, for. after all. many manufac-

turers and wholesalers and retailers in other lines that

are not absolute necessities of life, would exhibit

undue signs of jealousy if the year of 1013 were

marked down by the fur men universally as estab-

lishing a record over 1911 and all previous top

notchers. The fur muff has been elevated to a place

in the toilette where it can stand without a scarf as

comparison. "Separate" muffs are becoming a com-
mon feature in fur selling. In their more fancy

forms, especially, they are adopted on occasion-

when no other furs are used, or even with style? of

fur coats that permit of a contrast, themselves being

heavy and the muff light, or the reverse. For in-

stance, a white coney muff, an inexpensive affair is

much affected for evening wear. Pdack fox is some-
times used in contrast with a seal coat: moleskin,
light, soft and silky, is a favorite for afternoon and
evening dress occasions, and ermine—where you can
afford it—with the tiny heads running diagonally
from one corner to the other, is the envy of many
in the swirl of society. The finer line- of mink are
also being cttosen.

Best of all. this use of furs for trimmings waits
not upon the weather.

NOVELTY ('OATS THE IMPORTANT IssiK.

Among many fur dealers the relative volume oi'

business will he determined by their success in find-

ing customers for their stocks of novelty coats and
sets. The present year is remarkable—altogether

id
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\

"BISHOP" FURS

THERE are two big factors which distinguish

the BISHOP COAT. They are Durability

and Appearance.

Every Bishop Coat has to measure up to our
high standard of quality before it is allowed to

leave the factory. Ask your dealer about them.

BISHOP ROBES have earned for them-
selves a reputation for good appearance, durability

and warmth, that is second to none.

The secret of their success lies in the careful

selection and tanning of pelts, the high quality of

linings, and the skillful workmanship.

You had better stock a few Bishop Robes this

Fall, the. result will be satisfaction for you and for

your customers. Ask your dealer for them.

THE J. H. BISHOP CO.
SANDWICH, ONTARIO
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without a precedent in fur history—for the astonish-

ing variety of treatment and the number of furs that

have been taken up seriously for regular selling lines.

This has been rendered possible by the almost com-

plete change in styles.

These changes have worked out in two directions

:

women who could afford to discard a coat or set, have

found an excellent, entirely plausible, excuse in the

transformations from previous years, so that "off

with the old, on with the new" was the dictate of

fashion. The lengths were changed: the cut of front,

back, sleeves, collars and cuffs. Muffs were different;

and stoles, and, to as great an extent, and likewise

more than ever before, the ruling furs were changed.

But another factor, .more influential with the

buyer of moderate purse, has been the attractiveness

of the coats and sets as articles of wear and comfort.

Furs from the inherent beauty of designs possess a

drawing power this j^ear as never before, and popular-

priced pieces are included in the attractive ranges to

an extent that had seemed impossible hitherto.

From the opening of the season, also, the novel-

ties, the changes, have come in a constant stream.

enticing enough to stir the most jaded, hardened

renegade in loyalty to the kingdom of furs.

MOVING TOWARDS SLIGHT CUTAWAY.
As the season advances there appears to be a dis-

tinct movement towards the slight cutaway in coats.

New York fashion designers tried it a couple of

months ago, but it seemed to fall flat in Canada. The
last few weeks sees a stronger feeling in that direction

and a buyer told The Review that the public were

calling for this style in those staple, plain lines,

Persian lamb and seal. Of course, in moleskin.

Broadtail, and practically all the novelty coats in

lighter makes, the extreme cutaway has no rival.

A NOVELTY IN FITCH TRIMMING.
Among the latest in seal coats noticed by The

Review in a Canadian store was a 45-inch length.

trimmed with fitch. This, in the collar, took the

form of a fairly narrow circular band running
around the neck and buttoning close to it with a

black ribbon rosette at the fastener. Besides this

there was no collar, but the front buttoned high up
on the left, near the top of the shoulder. The
sleeves were trimmed with fitch, and the skirt also.

Instead of even a slight cutaway the fitch was cut

square. The sleeves were a combination effect not

often seen: the fur came down about six inches onto

the arm in one piece, as if forming a kimona sleeve,

but was cut off and a regular sleeve set into it, the

upper serving as a sort of flap. The whole effect was

a handsome and "good" article, slightly severe, per-

haps, in the straight front.

.\ muff accompanied this, with a wide band of

fitch at one side and curving to the centre farther

down.

Other furriers report the 40-inch length in

Persian and seal and moleskin as better sellers.

The staple mink should not be overlooked. Al-

though a strong favorite last year, it seemed early in

the season as if it might be subjected in the avalanche

of new furs and styles, this rather plain-looking

member of the family. But it has been "spruced

up" of late, and rivals its more brilliant relations in

the new shapes it is assuming. One set shown The

Review was made on one side of three separate

lengths with a tail on each, and on the other, two

with tails, and the third with a corded tassel hang-

ing from it. This is but a sample of the many new
mink designs.

Civet cat, which with moleskin, has divided the

honors of the season for popularity as comparative

newcomers, is branching out. No longer does it

suffice for it to "'trim" coats or muffs; it is the whole

thing, and many muffs are being sold made entirely

of civet, as well as scarfs. Moleskin itself is becom-

ing so well recognized as to be chosen for special

designs, and one set made in a Canadian factory had

a stole fullv twelve inches in width.

For girls, black fox sets are becoming leading

sellers at from $60 up. and wolf, which are about

half price. White fox go well also.

A narrow edging of coney, dyed bright green,

was used as a border for a dancing frock of pink

tulle. (This particular creation was not worn in

Canada.)

Canadian women are coming rapidly to the use

of fur trimming in their hats, almost as extensively,

some stores report, as in gowns.

Among the latest millinery effects are stiff loops

of ribbon bordered with fur, and set in front of

small hats.

An immense chinchilla stole enveloping the

whole figure, has a collar of two large white foxes.

The entire skins are used with heads, tails and paws.

A mole coney coat that attracted considerable

attention had a wide belt of canary colored fox. which
was used also for turn-back cuffs of kimona sleeves.

An evening wrap of ecru chiffon and mink has

narrow hands of green coney as edging for the mink
strips. The mink, about eight inches wide forms

the front yoke, and is carried over the shoulders

and terminates half way down the back. A cluster

of mink tails is at one corner. The chiffon is gather-

ed to the mink at the top and draped under a square

section of mink at the bottom of the wrap. At the

sides are slits for the arms.
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The United States Government's

entire catch of

ALASKA FUR SEALS, BLUE AND WHITE FOXES

will be sold at Public Auction to the highest bidder, by

Funsten Bros. & Co. in St. Louis, U.S.A.

on December 16th, 1913.

{These furs formerly sold in London, now to be sold in

St. Louis.)

The bidding will be open to everybody, and you are invited

to attend the sale and bid, or to send a representative, or to

place your orders through a broker. The Alaska Seals, Blue

and White Foxes will be graded by a man who has had over

fifteen (15) years experience in handling and grading seals

and foxes in the London market. The grading and terms of

sale will be the same as the fur trade has been accustomed to

at the London sales. Responsible buyers can make arrange-

ments for financing purchases at the St. Louis Sale on terms

similar to those obtained in London. The seals will be re-

salted and properly re-packed for shipment to dressers and
dyers without charge. Besides the sale of the United States

Government's Alaska Seals and Foxes, there will be, at the

time of this sale, large quantities of fresh American furs of

all kinds offered for sale in the St. Louis market from first

hands at lowest prices.

St. Louis is the Largest
Raw Fur Market in America

And the sooner you find out the advantages
of buying your American raw furs direct

from St. Louis the sooner your profits will

commence.

Come to St. Louis and see for yourself.
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A Business Man in Action

The business of the world is conducted by individual men.
The motive power that accumulates fortunes, stimulates en-

terprise and keeps the industrial machine well oiled for the
grinding out of food supplies to the peoples of the earth, is

assuredly in common parlance—brains. But brains differ in

timbre. That is why a celebrated thinker said that the

Best Study of Mankind Was Man
In the current issue of MacLean's Magazine, the story of

the Bordens—big men of both political parties in Canada, gives

us studies of popular, successful and very human fellowmen
These character and family sketches are contributing mightily

towards the interests of the readers. In the December num-
ber look out for the racy account of the Fighting Denisons of

Toronto, a family who would not settle in the Queen City when
it was proposed that

Toronto Be Galled Dublin
The Germans who have aided the Kaiser in making

modern Germany what a magnificent machine it is, are well

described by Frederic W. Wile, Berlin correspondent of the

London Daily Mail. MacLean's has the copyright. Baliin,

just out, is timely. He is even now trying to make the German
Empire a partner in the Hamburg-American Steamship Line.

Bebel, the Red Napoleon, will be described in December.

In Fiction, the best stories are appearing. A short story

by Cody relates how a

Lawyer is Beaten by a Boy
In our new serial, Spanish Gold, by George A. Birmingham,

there appears a humorous story that will set everyone agog.

If this is not enough, take a look in December at:

—

—The New Scrooge.

—Millions From Waste.

—Moving a University.

—A 1,000 Miles of Wealth.
—The Banking Situation.

—The Popular Book.
—Power That Serves.

And the unexcelled Review of Reviews Department in
Canada's premier magazine.

SECURE A COPY OF THIS MAGAZINE FROM TOUR
STATIONER TO-DAY. 20 CENTS A. COPY.

—TWO DOLLARS A YEAR.

The MacLean Publishing Company
Limited

143 University Avenue Toronto, Canada
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Some Pointers on Draping Yard Goods

Written for The Re

TO THE DISPLAY
man the handling of

yard goods is a matter of

supreme importance.

Therefore, unless the

window trimmer is

thoroughly conversant

with the combination of

colors, and the handling of different fabrics in an
attractive manner, he cannot now-a-days hold a posi-

tion above the average.

It is admitted that the sale of dress goods has suf-

fered to a considerable extent during the past two
years by the great development of ready-to-wear.

The cleverness of manufacturers in turning out gar-

ments to suit all tastes and purses does away with
the bother of having the goods made up and has
resulted in people buying ready-to-wear, who form-
erly purchased the material and had it made up.

At the same time there are many women who still

have their clothes made up by the dressmaker. At
the present time in the small cities, for instance, I

think that the amount of yard goods sold is on the
increase. This improvement can be made still more
marked if the proper methods are adopted.

The display man can materially assist in improv-
ing business in the dress goods department, as the
proper display of dress goods will create a lively de-

gree of interest among the customers of the store.

Expert draping helps largely in the sale of yard

Clever Draping Will Help Considerably
in Improving Sales in the Dress Goods
Department—Trade Papers Should be
Watched for Suggestions—Simplicity
is a Great Feature iu Draping-

by E. G. Meadows
St. Catharines

The full form drape, as designed by the leading-

experts in New York and Chicago, must be given the

preference as a method of displaying materials as

they should be worn. In the days of the silhouette

and close-fitting modes, now giving place to the
loosely fitting styles, it was considered by experts
to be out of place to affix a train to a coat and the
skirt drape of heavy material Not so with the light

weight material which could be used for either street

or evening wear.

1 >rapes are not made to dictate : only to suggest.

Therefore, the trimmer has plenty of latitude in his
work. He may for instance make the coat to button
on either side, whereas, in the made garment it

would probably fasten in the centre. Odds and end
from the millinery or dressmaking department can

15

he used to good effect in

procuring different ef-

fects. With regard to

the fitting of a drape,

such as piping of a 1 >ril-

liant color on a con-

trasting material, lapel

or pocket effect, a bright

color under lace or embroidery shows up the design

of the material.

A splendid chance is offered to the display man,
who has the ambition and energy to study the situa-

tion. I know of no better way than to watch the

fashion notes which appear in THE DRY GOODS
REVIEW and other trade papers. If at loss for an
idea for a drape, the very best suggestion from the

world's fashion centre, Paris, can be obtained in

I his way. Should you at any time, notice a smart

gown, coat, suit or waist, make a rough sketch of it.

1 >rapes can often be produced from these sketches.

Ii might not be necessary to reproduce the sketch ex-

actly. In some cases this might be impossible. It is,

however, more than probable that you may derive

some benefit from your sketch sooner than you may
think.

The display man can prove himself out of the
ordinary by keeping his trims and his drapes well

in line with the trend of fashion, being first in the
field in his city with the newest possible effects and
styles. This, as I have said, can be done by keeping
closely in touch with style development through the

medium of the trade papers. A new drape will at-

tract a great amount of attention, and in that way
draw the attention of the passing public to the other

goods on display.

The merchandising part of the display must al-

ways he borne in mind. Placing one or two elabor-

ate and well made drapes in a window will not make
it a well dressed window by any means, unless it is

finished off with regard to the same amount of detail

that is given to the figure drape. Do not neglect any
portion of your display. Remember that the trim-

ming and accessories of a fabric window will help you
out in regard to general effects wonderfully, and it

is also good merchandising on your part.

Simplicity I find is a great feature in all kinds
of draping. Let the materials fall naturally, poise
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Opening trim by E. G. Meadows, with McLaren Co., St. Catharines, showing peacock drape

them between fingers and thumb and the draping

part is done practically of its own accord, eliminating

that stiffness which is frequently seen in drapes that

are pinned too tightly to the floor or figure. Although

I am still in the student class, I claim to prove, by

close observation of the work of the best men in the

world in this particular game, that the closer you

get to the real thing in figure draping, the better

effects and results you will reproduce. This is where

the cardboard arm, demonstrated by Mr. Nowak, at

the recent Convention, is a great acquisition. I

have used with marked success for the last five years

arm drapes in papier mache, and cardboard on both

full-and half-arin waist forms.

Here is a wrinkle that may help you out with

your cardboard arm. When your arm is shaped,

reinforce it with strips of cheesecloth, soaked in muci-

lage. It keeps a better shape and lasts longer. In

July of last year I submitted to THE DRY GOODS
REVIEW a pannier drape, with the reinforced card-

board arm I refer to here.

«

More Opinions re Change
Some Objections to the Change
Are Advanced—Western Member
Likes the Term "Display Man"
Best.

MORE OPINIONS received from members of the

C.W.T.A. with reference to the proposed change of

name are as follows:

LIKES THE TERM "DISPLAY MAN."

As regards giving a new name to our association.

1 must say that the subject is quite a delicate one to

handle and. although I am slightly in favor of a

name that would classify all in connection with the

display department, I must say something in defence

of the present term window trimmers.

In the larger establishments where as many as

ten trimmers arc engaged, the term "Display Man-

ager" could not be suitably applied, there being only

one manager with various assistants under his charge.

Any window trimmer is eligible to become a mem-
ber of the association. Hence the name Canadian

Display Managers' Association could not possibly be

applied. Again: In the larger stores the adver-

tising and card-writing departments are usually in

charge of men who are not connected with the dis-

play department, but at the same time work together

for the betterment of the store's advertising.

The points that have been considered so far have

inferred that the trimmer is entirely confined to the

show windows.

In the medium size stores a different light is

thrown on the subject. The trimmer has usually

charge of the windows, card-writing and sometimes.

advertising. The name display manager would

rightly apply here and. of course, understanding that

he has also charge of all interior decorations.

In order to strike a happy medium in a name
where both manager and assistanl would feel that

they were a part of the association.

1 thoroughly believe that the most suitable name
would he '"The Canadian Association of Display

Men.'" or 'Tlie Canadian Display Men'- Association."

(C.A.D.M. or C.D.M.A.), preferably the latter.

The name display man or men appeals to me
more than any other because it not only means the

head of the department, but also the assistant and

beginner who are connected with the work of display.

I hope that this will help yon to come to a decision

and that by next August the membership under a

second Christening will reach the 200 mark.

Andrew W. Mttrdison.

some OBJECTIONS.

T might state that while T personally favor the

term ''Display Manager" as applied to men holding

window and store decorating positions who may also

write show cards, the term "advertising manager"

if.



Cards and Ledge Trim by Clever Display Man
THE CARDS re-

produced in con-

nection herewith

are the work of

Will F. Flett. dis-

play man and

card writer with

the Joseph Appel-

be Co., of Wind-
sor, Ontario. Mr.

Flett has won an

enviable reputa-

tion as a window
trimmer and bids

fair to add to his

laurels by his suc-

cess in card writ-

ing.

The question

has often been dis-

cussed as to

whether it is bet-

ter to print cards

on light card in colors or to print on a dark card in

white. As a general rule it is considered better prac-

tice to use the light card, but certainly some of the

specimens herewith reproduced, in which the dark

card has been used, show that splendid results can be

obtained in this way. Mr. Flett shows considerable

originality in the layout of his cards and in the selec-

tion of illustrations. His lettering is neat, and, in

addition, he possesses the faculty of making his work

striking and in many respects unique.

The illustration of ledge trimming is also the

work of Mr. Flett. This ledge trim has many points

of merit.

More Opinions re Change
(Continued from page 16.)

applies best to men who fill all three positions, for the

reason that they have full control of the store's adver-

tising in every form.

And then, again, in my opinion, the term "Dis-

play Manager" will never be a popular one with the

public and I might include employers. Whether the

name is changed or not, I believe that for a good
many years to come, the man who instals a window
or interior display will be known to the public, the

store staff, and his employer, as the "decorator," the

''window trimmer," or the "window dresser" just as

they have a mind to call him. So wherein would be
the benefit of applying a name to the profession that

would only be known fraternally?

If such men as Arthur V. Fraser, of Marshall

Fields ; Harry Bead, of Wannamaker's, or any of the

other high salaried artists in Metropolitan stores, are

content to be known as window trimmers, why should

the rank and file quibble over a name? If a man
makes good at the profession, the term he is known
by will be the least of his worries.

E. A. Wilson.

@
(Jrand Valley, Ont.—II. Fishbain has opened a

new dry goods store here.

Vancouver, B. C.—James Stark & Son, Limited,

are re-organizing their business. They have decided

to close out their departments devoted to carpets,

men's furnishing and kitchenware. The re-organiz-

ation is being marked by a large clearing sale, and
the goods carried in the departments enumerated
are sold off at greatly reduced prices.
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Use D.&P. Forms In Your
Whitewear Department

They rJKCake Quick

turnovers

Simplify
y our mer-
c h a n d i s-

iiiii" problems
by the use of

D. & P. Dis-

play Forms.
Made to con-

form to the

very latest

styles, these forms
show your goods off

to the best possible

advantage.
D. & P. Blouse
Forms are a potent

factor in making a quick

turnover of your waists.

A few of your line shown
mi these forms in window
and department displays

will create a great demand
them. The form illus-

trated is our No. IDA at

$6.50. Write for catalog.

DALE & PEARSALL
106 FRONT ST. EAST, TORONTO

The Passing View.

Success makes enemies, so do not allow criticism

to daunt you. The man who is an absolute nonen-

tity is the only one who has no critics.

That dealer was not far wrong who said that of

the $140 per month rent which he paid for his prem-

ises, $100 was for the show window, and $10 for the

store.

rds in bolts
cloth, or rib-

bon, lace or

embroidery. We
send it on ap-
proval. FRV.K
of all expense
to yon, for com-

parison with any device which you may be using, or so that you

may satisfy yourself whether this sort of thing may be satisfactorily

done. Our machines are used in over 20,000 stores. Let us show you.

A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

IS
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Christmas Window Contest

The Review has decided to conduct a competition for Christmas window
displays. The contest will be conducted under the auspices of the C.W.T.A.,

but window trimmers in every store in Canada, whether members of the asso-

ciation or not, will be eligible to compete.

The contest is inaugurated with a view to creating a larger share of inter-

est in Christmas displays.

Terms of Contest

The contest will close on Saturday, December 27. No photos received after

date will be entered unless there is proof that they had been delayed in transit.

The photos entered will become the property of The Dry Goods Review
for purposes of publication, as desired.

The judges will be three officers of the C.W.T.A., to be selected later. All

photographs entered will be passed upon by the judges, and their decision will

be final.

Each contestant will be allowed to enter two displays, but no more. In
cases where two are entered, the one which secures the highest mark will be
sidered only in awarding the prizes.

In reaching their decision, the judges will proceed upon a system of per-

centages, awarding each
display a certain per-

centage in accordance
with their judgment of

its approach to the per-

fect display.

The awards will be
announced in the Feb-
ruary 4 issue of The Dry
Goods Review.

All matter must be
addressed to "The
Editor, Dry Goods
Review, 143-9 Univer-
sity Ave., Toronto,"
and marked "For
Christmas Window
Contest."

Two Contests

It has often been point-

ed out that in competi-

tions of this kind, the

trimmer employed in a

store with small windows
has no chance against the

man employed in a store

with large windows.
Recognizing the justice

of this plea, The Review
has decided to split the

competition into two sec-

tions.

The first will be for

windows with 9-foot fron-

tage or over.

The second competition
will be for windows under
that frontage.

The Prizes

The prizes in each sec-

tion will be same, three
being offered in each, as
follows:

First Prize $5.00

Second Prize $3.00

Third Prize $2.00

The judges will award
the prizes according to

number, so be careful not
to place name or any dis-

tinguishing marks on the
photographs.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-149 University Avenue, Toronto
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Big Spring Season in Novelty Cotton Goods
THE GENERAL out-

look for cotton fabrics

for the coming Spring

is decidedly good.

Prices are high and

there is no sign of a

change in this direction

as the reports as to the

condition of the cotton crop are not of an encourag-

ing nature.

The strong development in favor of plaids has

been well taken up by the manufacturers of novelty

cottons and cotton plaids on the ratine and bourrette

order. These plaids are on the gingham pattern

order and many of them are decidedly Scotch in col-

oring. Those in blue and green combinations are

most effective and there is a splendid selection offered

in plaids and checks in black and white. Striped

materials in black and white are also exceptionally

handsome. The new rice cloths showing the stripe

or check formed of nub yarn in the shape of a grain

of rice are especially desirable. Though much color

is used, the tones are softer, and it should be easy to

pick out patterns that conform to the prevailing style

features and are at the same time not too conspicuous

for the general trade.

Among the crepe novelties that should sell well

ure the combination line stripes in one or more colors

on white and soft toned grounds the colors of the

stripes being blue, pink, tan, black, mauve and green.

From the yardage standpoint so far ratines stand

first. Ratines and materials decorated with ratine

yarns have been freely ordered both by the jobbing

and the cutting up trade. Fashion favors crepes, and

crepe materials are among the most desirable cotton

fabrics. Crepes are shown in a wonderful variety of

novelty effects, and in a wonderful range of colors.

Dyers have been experimenting with cotton fabrics

and to good purpose for not only are the colors fast,

but there is a great improvement in tone, and the

colors more nearly approach the softness of color

obtainable in silk or wool materials. There are many
new weaves in crepe and one that has interested buy-

ers is patterned on the old seersucker but comes in a

dainty light weight and soft finish that removes it

quite out of the cheap class.

Printed cotton dress fabrics are making a gain

Crepes, Ratines and Voiles the Leading

Materials—Plaids and Checks the Fea-

ture in Eatines—Printed Crepes and

Voiles Selling Freely—Embroidered

Crepes Promise Well.

particularly in voiles

and crepes. Some Ori-

ental and Chinese pat-

terns are shown, but the

trade is favoring the

Jouy and Dresden ef-

fects and these will be

largely used made up
into the whole gown and also for the waist and over-

skirt combined with the skirt in plain color. Cotton

tweeds with nubbins and flecks of color have been

taken by most buyers and will be used like the heavi-

er ratine fabrics. This material should make up into

handsome separate skirts. Embroidered crepes and

voile neiges promises to lead in the more expensive

lines. Dainty little Dresden bunches of tiny flowers,

small sprigs, dots either in self color or in leading

colors, and Chinese and Eastern motifs in softer

tones than seen last spring are the leading ideas.

Other crepe novelties have velvet figures and chenille

flowers.

Voiles retain their popularity, and in white and

plain colors form the staple material. Printed voiles

are strong in popular priced lines, and embroidered

novelties are well taken.

*

Silks Are in Good Demand
Printed Silks the Leading Novelty-

Feature—Satins in First Selling

Place — Continued Interest i n
Plaids.

WITH RAW SILK advancing, and a heavy world

wide demand for silk materials, there is no need to

expect any change in the situation that will be favor-

able to buyers. And while fashion designers favor

modes that call for rich, soft, and souple materials.

and manufacturers keep up the interest by showing

beautiful designs and novelties the supremacy of

silks will be kept up.

Brocades are still selling but they have lost the

element of high novelty, they are far from dead, but

seem to be best liked just now in crepes, and in silk

and wool materials.

For tbe coming Spring buyers are expressing

confidence in printed silks. Small floral patterns on

20
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Youwant quick
delivery now
Your sorting orders must be

filled complete and at once, so

that sold out patterns and sizes

in your dry goods stock may
be replaced immediately. Other-

wise you lose sales.

We specialize in the filling of

Rush Orders. "We put our-

selves in your place."

Order through our traveller or

write direct.

The W.R. Brock Company (limited)
MONTREAL
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the Jouy and Dresden order are best liked and these

are showing printed on soft satin, crepe, and chiffon

grounds. In silks as in other fabrics the combination

idea is strong and the tunic dress of plain and figured

material promises to be in the lime-light. It would

seem as though soft satins would never go out of

favor. Charmeuse promises to have a new lease of

favor and messalines, satin de chines and other soft

finished weaves will rule in popular priced materials.

Paris seems determined to push taffeta to the

front. The new taffetas are of very light construc-

tion and are even more souple and lighter in weight

than the chiffon weaves so fashionable a few years

ago. Also there is less sheen to the cloth and the

finish is without that glitter that has been heretofore

present in this cloth. Buyers who have been abroad

say that taffeta is coming in, and that Paris is accept-

ing it. This silk is not being pushed on this Conti-

nent at the present time, and there is no indication

of any change in its selling position at present.

The vogue of printed silks opens up the question

of foulards. It is needless to say that foulards in the

ordinary run of patterns will be difficult to sell, but

novelties along the line fashion indicates in printed

silks should command a fair share of business.

Plaids and fancy stripes are selling well for sashes,

waists and for combining with other silks for dresses

and fancy suits. Fancy plaids and the more subdued
of the clan tartans are the patterns best liked.

KINGS
Ettablbhed 177S

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

Plaid Development Promised

Soft Materials on the Duvetyn and
Velour Order Lead— Garbedine
Put Forward to Take the Place of

Serge.

EVERYTHING points to a plaid development in

the coming Spring season. Plaids are selling to the

better trade at the present time. When first intro-

duced the plaid was used for sashes and trimmings,

but the vogue has advanced and plaids are used for

the whole gown or for the greater part of it in com-

bination with plain cloth. Blue and green plaids are

the best sellers at present, but brighter plaids not ex-

actly Scotch but on the same order of coloring are

among the latest novelties. It looks as though the

combination idea would be strongly developed in the

coming Spring. This feature will have to be care-

fully followed both when goods are bought and when

they are in stock and selling commences, as the ten-

dency will be to form odd garments. Every piece

should bear a ticket showing the length, and this

ticket should be corrected each time the piece is cut.

The soft wool materials such as duvetyn and

velour weaves are in very high favor with the better

trade. Eponge cloths particularly in striped and

jaequard effects with the ground in lighter color

showing as a pin stripe, and with the pattern in the

rough looped yarns have done well.

Wool crepes and silk and wool materials that

drape well, particularly in jacquard weaves, are do-

ing well, and materials of this class will be prominent

in Spring selling.

Garbedine is put forward for the coming Spring

as the material to take the place of serge. This ma-

terial has already received recognition from the ad-

vance trade and is shown in both plain and brocaded

effects. Cord weaves made of soft wools and finished

so that they drape perfectly will be classed among the

leading sellers in the coming Spring.

Cloakings are very handsome this season and the

extremely rough finish is still the dominant note.

Many cloths have a furry finish, and the imitation

fur fabrics are in high favor. Cloakings on the Chin-

chilla order are selling freely and the cheaper line is

made up of a variety of mixtures and plain colored

rough finished cloth.

Extreme novelties in coatings are on the duvetyn

and wool velour order both plain and brocaded and

is very beautiful in the rich dark -hades now so much

worn.

®—
Guelph. Ont.—The death occurred of Mr. Na-

thaniel Croft in his ninety-seventh year. He was

bom in 1819, at Nobbsj 111., came to Guelph in the

year 1828, and since then he had lived most of the

time in this city. For many years he had conducted

a clothing and fur store.
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Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain
valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Many
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.

HUNDREDS OF SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS MEN

—

read the Facts, Statistics, Forecasts, etc., published each week in

The Financial Post
'' T

ô
:"™r

Are you watching the Money Market and General Business Conditions? Are
you interested in Real Estate, Bonds or Stock? If you are you will appreciate

The Post. The services of The Post's Investor's Information Bureau is free to

subscribers. Questions regarding financial matters are answered by special

letter.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE COPY PUBLISHED SATURDAYS $3.00 PER ANNUM.

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA, TORONTO

Talk to the Man
who has the final say about what goods come into the store

through the columns of "The Review."

He reads it because it pays him. Why not tell him why he

should buy your product?
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The Holiday Rush is On in Neckwear
THOUGH THE varia-

tions on the existing

types of neckwear are

well maintained, there

is nothing new in the

sense of original ideas

in neckwear showing,

ibr manufacturers are

busy with preparations for the holiday trade and

there is little leisure to follow out the trail of a new
idea. The newest feature at the present time is the

seasonable one of using fur as a trimming for airy

effects in net and lace. The effect is good and is de-

cidedly new. Of course it is only a touch that is used

in the form of narrow lines of skunk, fitch, mole, or

ermine.

Guimpes continue to be the best sellers and this

is not to be wondered at as they solve to a great ex

tent the problem of the uncovered neck. The newest

guimpes are made fichu style in front, Guimpes are

also made with Medici frill at the neck and with long

peasant sleeves shirred in intervals between the wrist

and elbow and finished at the wrist with a pleating

of lace or net. These guimpes are intended to be

worn with the new vests of satin, moire or brocade

that are now so much shown.

Ruchings continue to be one of the biggest fea-

tures in the trade and the sale is so great that the

larger stores are making the niching department in-

to a section by itself.

The Medici idea is here to stay, and the majority

of the new collars have fichu fronts with some sort of

collar finished by a fichu frill. For holiday selling

more color in the shape of pipings, bands and bows

and covered and fancy buttons are used. An im-

mense business is being done in popular and medium
priced neckwear and manufacturers are filled up with

Christmas orders.

Neckwear houses are doing a big business in caps.

Caps have been found too becoming to confine their

wear to the morning, and when negligee dress is worn,

and have been promoted to dress occasions. They

are worn with afternoon dress and when pouring tea.

and now take the place of hats at many smart wed-

ding. The confections of lace and satin and chif-

fon or crepe de chine are irresistible, and in the

cheaper lines the caps of shadow lace and plain and

Neckwear Houses Busy With Christ-

mas Trade—Fur Trimmings on Filmy
Collars and Fichus the Latest Novelty

—Caps Big Sellers— Vests Take a

Prominent Place.

esprit net are very

dainty. No merchant

should neglect putting

in a line of caps |for

Christmas selling, for

they form one of the

best liked articles for

Christmas giving. The
line runs from 50 cents np, and even the cheapest

models are very chic and smart.

Vests form another accessor}' that promise to be-

come very prominent, as they can be worn over

^^^fMtj^^H^H
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Fichu collar of printed and plain net.

Shown by Flett, Lowndes & Co.

either a plain blouse or a long sleeved guimpe. Prac-

tically every fancy fabric is used for making vests,

and the prices vary with the workmanship and ma-

terial.

©

Moncton, N. B.—Fire broke out in the clothing

store of Harry Wilson. Moncton. damaging his stock

and building to the extent of $10,000. The origin of

tin' fire is still a mystery.
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O0S)k VEILING CqTTS

The latest novelty for "live" veiling

departments is shown in our cut of the

Perfect Frame Veiling.

The leaders with the retail merchants
to-day and which we have a complete
stock of are:-

Shadow Flouncings, All Overs,
Crepe de Francais,

Ninons.

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY EXECUTED.

^ANADAYEILING CO-
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Large Orders for Spring

Ribbons

Due to Demand, and Advancing
Prices in Raw Material and Wages,
Prices Are Going Higher—Plaids

the High Novelty — Corded and
Ribbed Novelties Much Talked of.

EVERY INDICATION points to a greatly increased

vogue for ribbons in the coming Spring and the ad-

vance orders are large. Manufacturers are raising-

prices, and in the opinion of importers this raise is

not entirely due to the fact that the price of raw silk

is advancing, but is caused largely by the large de-

mand, and also to the advances in wages obtained by
the dyers and weavers in St. Etienne, Lyons and

Plain ribbons are selling in wide widths, Moires

are favored and so are plain satins, and lustrous chif-

fon taffetas. These ribbons are selling in black and

in the novelty and staple colors. The new Tango
shade is a favorite and Paris is favoring what are

known as sweet pea shades.

Corded and ribbed novelties are much talked of

for the coming Spring, and extreme novelties are

showing in velours and in metal brocade effects.

Plaids are the high novelty and are selling in com-

binations that, while they are not veritable tartans,

are decidedly Scotch, and have the characteristic nar-

row line in red. yellow, blue, or green. Moreover, it

should be noted that fashion is favoring the combina-

tions. Plaid centres with edges of plain satin are

taking well, and these plaid ribbons are to be used

both for hat trimmings and sashes.

The moires seen at the millinery openings with

the patterns produced by the watering are repro-

duced in ribbon form for Spring, and some really

handsome effects of this kind are shown. Ribbons

with a moire centre with a printed border in Chinese

design are new.

Chantillys for Evening Wear
Shadows Lead in Popular Selling

— Metal and Metal Embroidered

Laces Good
Priced.

Plain Nets Higher

A LATE season development in the better trade

comes in black Chantillys. These laces are used for

waists over flesh, white or cream, and for the tunic

and bolero over colored satin, and Chantilly corsages

and tunics are worn over black satin skirts.

In the popular trade shadows in spite of all rivals

maintain their high position, but Oriental laces are

also good, and are working into a better position.

Light Venise edgings and braids are big sellers

and indications are hopeful of a further recognition

of this lace. Light metal laces and net laces embroid-

ered with metal thread or with the pattern outlined

with metal threads, are selling well ; and some laces

have in addition incrustations of mock jewels and
rhinestones.

Plain nets are selling in immense quantities, and

because of the demand prices are higher. Plain nets

have many uses and are used in the production of

neckwear and other accessories, waists and dresse-.

etc. Net flouncings in both white and black and in

the leading colors are embroidered in Chinese and

Oriental patterns in a variety of soft tones. As a rule

there are bands to match.

Patternsof ExceptionalBeauty
Japanese and Chinese Designs the

New Idea—Rococo Patterns Are

Combined with Filet or Venise

—

Baby Flouncings a Big Feature.

ORDERS FOR embroideries are coming in more

freely for the patterns offered are more attractive

than ever. Manufacturers have left no effort untried

and the new embroideries unite extreme beauty of

design with extreme softness and sheerness of ma-

terial. Therefore embroidery promises to rival lace.

The high novelty is the use of organdie as the ground

material, and the organdy used is a further triumph.

for it is soft finished and non-creaseable. Voile neige.

and cotton crepe-de-chine are other materials upon

which embroideries are worked. Voile embroideries

are now staple and only the cheaper qualities are

worked on batiste.

The new influence comes from Chinese and Jap-

anese sources and are worked in the characteristic

long flat stitch and a new idea is the use of the bat-

tlemented finish in place of scalloping or points.

Rococo garlands are very much in evidence, and are

relieved by the introduction of lace motifs, flat

Venise and filet being most favored. Eighteen and

twenty-seven inch flouncings are selling better than

the wider widths.

Another novelty is the Scotch plaid embroideries

which are decidedly out >of the line in embroidery

patterns. Baby flouncings for children's dresses are

shown in big variety and come in suitable sized de-

signs, often edged with and combined with maline

or Calais lace.

Recause of the price alone embroideries should

have a profitable season, as for many uses they can-

not be surpassed either in beauty or suitability, and

from the way in which they are being ordered the re-

tailor seems to be clear on this point.
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WHAT a wealth of mean-
ing there is in that brief

statement—"BARRY'S FOR
RIBBONS."

It means not only that we
have everything in ribbons,

from tne narrowest baby rib-

bons to the widest numbers for

Sashes, Dress Trimmings and
Millinery, and in all shades

—

plains and fancies, but, it

means also, that our entire ser-

vice is at your disposal — a
large and varied stock from
which to fill orders promptly,

and expert advice as

to the proper goods
to buy.

The demand
for wide fancy
ribbons has been
enormous, but we
still have some
attractive p a t -

terns, and can fill

your orders if

sent at once.

To avoid disap-

pointment, Write
Now.

See that you
have a plentiful

supplv of Narrow
Widths for holi-

day business.

/%m*/^fry/usJJ2c> St James Street Montreal

II Winnipeg Branch 222 McDermott Ave.
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Laces, Veilings,

Malines, Chiffons,

Neckwear, Scarfs
and

Nettings

JVOVM?y IMPQQT CO.
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Vfotfaeowhensw* 'Jwo.x%4,r*e,&J Winnipeg
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ATTRACTIONS
FOR

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS
Novelty Veilings, Frogs,

Shadow Flouncings, Ornaments,
Xmas Scarves, Collars,

Tassels, Nets, etc,

BE PREPARED FOR THE CHRISTMAS RUSH

CompanyLimited

f#9- WELLINGTON ST, WEST., TORONTO. ONt.

iE3i£

Beauty ^/Lines
Scientific construction

Modern corseting has become
a science worthy of the name.
It is the real foundation of
the costuming business, for
without a proper figure the
beautiful lines of a gown are
lost.

P. C. Corsets
with their scientific construc-
tion give grace and comfort to
the figure and the correct lines
upon which the modern gown
may be displayed to advant-
age.

P. C. Corsets are made with
rust-proof steels which are so
arranged as to give entire
comfort and service. Each
steel is encased in a double
canvas interlining which keeps
the tips from breaking through
the corset cover. Let P. C.
Corsets solve your problems.
Write to-day for the latest
models. Samples sent prepaid.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Ontario Branch,

QUEBEC
126 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

^zm^z

Add Tee-Pee.Co Service

To Your Store

Specializing in all kinds of dress

pleating and cloth covered buttons,

our expert service in this line,

would be of great value to your
dress-making department.

Your customers, also, have long

needed this service, and our dis-

play card in your window or Fancy
Goods department will result in

constant orders.

Write for catalogue with special

discount to the trade.

TRADE TEE-PEE-CO. MARK

TORONTO PLEATING C0.=

600 Yonge St. Toronto, Ont.



FANCY GOODS. NOTIONS AND TOYS

Lines That Are Selling for Christmas Trade
Chinese Embroideries Are the High Novelty in Trimmings—Fur
and Fancy Trimmings Are Popular — Silk Bags the Craze —
Vanity Cases Are a Popular Line—Many Items of Real Beauty
in Jewelrv—Shoe Buckles a High Novelty.

THIS IS the time of the year when the

trimming department should be a busy

spot in the store for the outlook is par-

ticularly good this year for a big variety

of evening trimmings. The high novelty

in trimmings are the Chinese embroider-

ies worked in flat stiteh on white or pale

tinted silks in soft Oriental colors and

enriched with gold or silver threads and

mock jewels. All kinds of bands,

guinrpes, edgings cabochons, ornaments

and tassels are good worked out in crys-

tal, steel, jet and iridiscent beads and

rhinestones. Tassels are in particular

favor and are added on to sashes, scarfs,

bags, and are placed as a finish at the

sleeves and on drapery points. Fur is

combined with beaded trimmings and

lace in narrow lines. The furs most

fashionable are fitch, civet-cat, sable,

skunk, fox and coney. As a substitute

for fur, swansdown and marabout are

much in evidence and can be had dyed in

all the leading colors and shades.

Craze For Silk Bags

Something very like a craze is develop-

ing for silk bags in pannier and other

odd shapes. Moires seem to be most

favored both in black and in fancy colors.

These bags are made on a great variety

of frames and are, as a rule, draped in

some way. The handles are made of silk

ribbons ornamented with dainty silver or

gilt slides and the frame is often covered

with the material. Bright reds, blues,

and greens, are high style, but the

prettiest bags show the silk embroidered

in Pompadour effect with handsome
colored floral sprays.

For Christmas trade, white moire bags

embroidered in rose buds, and forget-me-

nots are showing. A late novelty is

made of two bags joined together with

the bottom m tour cornered effect decor-

ated with a tassel. This bag is lo

deep ami is carried by means o1 a wide

strap of the material, and is drawn to-

gether by cords finished witli tassels.

One bag is fitted with a mirror and

powder puff in one and the other has a

change purse.

The new saddle bag has double ends as

well as a large pocket protected by flaps

fastened down by means of a snap

fastener. One end has a moire covered

change purse and the other is fitted with

a mirror.

Fancy Variety Bags

The leather bags selling are all of the

fancy variety and are small in size. The

Lett: Dresden figurine with pin-cushion un-
derskirt. Right: French mannequin
with pin-cushion. Shown by Hambly &
Wilson.

portemonnaie bags come in odd shapes

and in colored leathers. Velvet bags are

being shown but as yet have not interest-

ed buyers. New York manufacturers are

30

putting out handsome bags made of bro-

caded velvet. One of the new shapes

featured in velvets is the balloon bag.

The handles of these bags are formed of

velvet ribbons having either silver or

gilt slides, and there is a handsome orna-

ment at the bottom finished with a very

large tassel.

The newest mesh bags come in the

pannier and odd shapes. The new
weave that gives elasticity to the bag and
increases its holding capacity, has met
with high favor, and the fastening of the

chain on each side of the frame is an-

other new improvement that has increas-

ed the saleability of the mesh bag. Little

metal plates in star, diamond and four

foil shapes connected with rings and
chain mesh form a novelty effect and

stripes in gilt metal set with pearls are

very decoratively used in making up the

new bags.

Metal Vanity Cases

One of the best selling lines this

Christmas will be the metal vanity ease.

Some of these vanity cases are veritable

works of art and are beautifully en-

amelled. Some are in pearly tints decor-

ated with wreaths and bunches of flow-

ers, while others come in soft blues. Du-

barry pink and soft green shades, and

most decoratively ornamented with floral

and conventional designs. Inside there

are receptacles for coins and car or rail-

road tickets as well as the mirror and

powder puff. These cases are hung

around the neck by long chains.

Jewelry Sells Well

Popular-priced fancy jewelry always

sells well at this season of the year, and

this year should be an exceptionally good

one because of the many lines to sell at
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The American Model
Builder

The American Model Builder is a collection of mechanical parts con-

structed on strictly scientific principles, and designed to teach the boy
mechanical construction, and at the same time furnish amusement.

The American Model Builder is made in seven progressive outfits,

each outfit complete in itself. Six connecting outfits are also provided to

enable the purchaser to convert a regular outfit into one of the next
higher number.

These outfits comprise all the main parts used in machinery, such as

Pulleys, Gears, Pinions, Axles, Beams, Machine Screws and Bolts, etc.

All of the parts are made of brass and steel, nickel-plated, and enable
any boy from 6 to 15 years to build perfect working models of Derricks,

Bridges, Traveling Cranes, Aeroplanes, Ferris Wheels, Aerial Swings,
Fire Ladders, Auto Trucks, etc. In the complete manual of instruction

accompanying each outfit, 58 different models are fully described, and
many more can be designed by the boy himself, thereby developing his

inventive faculties.

All parts are made interchangeable and any model can be taken down
and the same parts used in the construction of other models.

No. 3

Outfits to retail from $1.25 to $40.00 each,
Write for special catalogue of "Model Builders."

NERLICH & CO.,
MONTREAL QUEBEC

146-148 Front St. W.
(Opposite Union Station)TORONTO

WINNIPEG
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A collection of handkerchiefs shown by Nisbet & Auld. To the left are embroidered handkerchiefs with
wheat, butterfly and peacock motifs. To the right is an embroidered pillow cover, also shown

by Nisbet and Auld.

a popular price that are both beautiful

and in good taste. Artistic, expensive

jewelry is very accurately copied in

Sterling and in fire gold or rolled plate

and rhinestones and mock jewels take the

place of the real stones.

The fashion of wearing a more or less

pronounced V opening at the neck makes

the sale of necklaces and pendants an

easy matter. Pearl necklaces are very

much worn and so are pendants suspend-

ed from very fine chains. Exquisite

artistic effects are shown in white metal

in imitation of platinum set with pearls,

rhinestones and mock jewels. Of course,

they do not have the fire of the original

but they are not cheap-looking and no

woman of taste need scruple to wear

them.

Shorter Hat Pins

With the recognition of the small hat

has come a demand for shorter hat pins.

The hat pin as an ornament is no longer

the vogue and therefore very large

mounts and heads are out of date. Large

single pearls both natural and tinted, and

flat small heads set with rhinestones are

the kind selling. Many women still pre-

fer the longer pin and provided the head

is small and inconspicuous the larger pin

is quite in vogue.

New Hair Dressings

Dealers in hair goods are beginning to

see the way to more business for the new
manner of dressing the hair is gaining

ground, and the new coiffure certainly

means that more hair will be needed.

STOCK QUALITY
IT IS A very decided benefit

to the merchant to have the

buying for Christmas start

early, and every merchant
worth the name has had his

plans for furthering this

end made long ago. This
year it is taking extra efforts

in this direction to bring re-

sults, and with Christmas
only a few weeks away, the

man who is attempting to

interest his customers in sea-

sonable goods would oelcome
a touch of keen, bright wea-
ther, and would hail with de-

light a veritable fall of the

beautiful.

There is one mistake the

man who is buying for

Christmas must not make,
and that is, he must not

think that, because buying
is slack, it can be stimulated
by the offering of low-priced,

trashy articles. Canadians
have gotten past the stage

when goods of this class suffi-

ced, and are demanding a

reason why with the articles

they now buy. This has been
the lesson contained in the

trading of the year thai is

past, for stocks are largest in

the cheaper lines, and quality

goods have sold and the low-

priced ones have proved the

stickers.

The new styles are fuller and give the

effect of much hair. They are less severe

and are more becoming as they give a

softer setting for the face. The hair is

much frizzed and marceled and the low

pompadour that so many women like is

back again. And for the rest, so that the

effect be full and fluffy the hair may be

dressed either high or low.

For the rest the dressing of the hair

does not follow any specific line, but may
be high, low or medium to suit the face

of the wearer. There is really nothing

new in hair ornaments, pins and combs
are set thick with rhinestones. Bandeaux
and aigrettes are well worn but the aver-

age woman seems to prefer the string of

pearls, the line of rhinestones. or a

simple hinged rhinestone and white metal

band.

Shoe Garnitures

The slit skirt that shows the foot is

responsible for the increasing sale of

fancy shoe garnitures. Not only are

buckles and slides used on evening slip-

pers, but street footwear on the pump
and colonial shoe order are also trimmed
with jewelled buckles. The usual way
to-day is to buy a plain slipper, and then

purchase the buckle that appeals to the

wearer's taste. Besides buckles, many
shoes also have slides through which rib-

bons are threaded and crossed over the

foot and around the ankle. The large

departmental stores are making quite a

display of fancy shoe buckles in sterling

and white metal set with rhinestones and
also in jet. Jet buckles are used to

decorate black silk and satin shoes, and
also are smart on white evening shoos.
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HAIR GOODS
If All the advance styles from Paris and London,
denote a return to the high coiffure, so switches
in particular are sure to be big sellers.

If We are well prepared to supply the demand
that is bound to come, and can quote special

prices on all lengths and qualities.

If We have them '20 inches to 30 inches long,

ranging from $6.00 doz. to $30.00 doz., as to

length and quality.

¥*w

Special. A nice switch of fine hair to retail 25c
should interest you.

Write us for sample and quotations.

HIBBERT & JASLOW
207 St. James Street, MONTREAL

ADMOURERS

R. WHITE & SONS'
GOLD AND SILVER

TEXTILE WAREHOUSE.
Braids, Cords, Cloths, Tissues,

Laces, Gimp, Fringes.
Tassels in Gold, Silver or Silk.

Girdles, Embroidered Ornaments.
Stewards' Badges. Ball Favours
to any design. Head-dresses.
Fancy Dress Requisites, Fairy
Wings, Silver Stars, Wands,
Crescents, Folly Bells, etc.

Spangles all si^es and colours.

Paste stones, Pearls, Beads,
Jewels, etc.

Illustrated Price List Free.

43, Drury Lane, London, England.
Established 60 years.

When writing to advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

ad. in the Review.

Ask your Jobber for

Star Brand

Garter
Elastic

The highest quality.

Absolutely Guaranteed
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Suggestions for Clearing Millinery Stock
THE GREAT object

with the milliner at the

present time is to re-

duce stock so that she

may have little or none

of her Fall purchases

left on hand when the

season definitely closes.

Milliners should remember that until stock is closed

out, it is impossible to know for a certainty whether

the season has been a profitable one or not. It is

not altogether the sales made that count in the milli-

nery business for the profit made on sales in the

early part of the season may be offset by the value

of the goods left over at the end. This is because

millinery goods are so perishable and are rarely of

any value when the season they were bought for is

ended. This is a great argument in favor of the

most careful buying.

In the departmental stores, it is easy to hold

weekly sales of hats at a set price. These sales are

advertised and a display a day or so before the sale

is made in the window. The milliner in the small

town rarely tickets her goods because she finds her

customer does not wish that the price she paid for

her hat shall be known.

The milliner in the smaller centre will find it

feasible to hold her weekly sale, but must proceed in

a different manner. She can announce that she is

selling millinery at reduced prices by a card in the

window, or by means of an ad. in the newspaper, or

she can send out circulars. Friday, or Saturday are

perhaps the besl days of the week unless there is

some large business or factory which pays its hands

on any particular day. Tf this is the case the day

after pay day is usually chosen.

The hats offered shoidd be genuine bargains and

models that have been on hand for some time should

have the trimmings altered or should be otherwise

changed. Now that tailor-made hats are so fashion-

able it would be wise at this season of the year to place

ribbon or mount on the pressed shape, free of charge

for in this way a good proportion of the stock of

mounts, etc., can be disposed of.

Place mounts and materials on sale at a reduc-

tion while these articles are wanted. Tf this is done
they will fetch more in the long run than if kept

Active Measures Should be Taken to

Get Rid of Winter Materials—Loss Can

be Avoided in This Way—Ideas to As-

sist in Clearing Out Excess Stock at

End of Season.

later.

until no one wan's tc

buy them. Remember
even if nearly all profit

is sacrificed it is better

policy to sell goods for

what they will bring

and to have money on

hand to buy new goods

In the season that is coming the live milliner will

look through her stock and use up suitable materials

for making bouquets and floral garnitures, and orna-

ments for the hair.

The wearing of a bouquet of made or artificial

flowers is a custom that is growing in favor. It gives

a touch of color to the street suit and the necessary

finish to the afternoon or evening gown and the

milliner with taste can make this fashion a valuable

help in clearing up her Fall stock.

The woman who has millinery goods to clear out

must be alert and must take advantage of every op-

portunity if she would have the balance on the right

side of the ledger at the close of the year.

Copying Millinery Pictures

How to Take Measurements From
Pictures to Make up Accurately

—

Both Hat and Trimmings Must
Have Proper Proportions.

FROM VARIOUS sources milliners obtain pictures

of imported and high-class domestic models which
it is to their advantage to reproduce accurately.

These pictures are almost invariably taken from
photographs a fact that makes copying all the easier.

To produce the same effect as in the original model,

both the hat and the trimmings must have the pro-

portions as the original and the only manner in

which the milliner can accurately reproduce the

hat in the picture is by taking measurement-.

To measure any picture hat place the tape line

on the bridge of the nose between the eve- and meas-
ure back. Sometimes it is necessary to measure
from the centre of the back of the ear to find out

how far the hat projects at the back. Tf the hat
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turns up at the front or at the side measure the part

turned up, or if the picture shows a drooping effect

place the tape on the shoulder of the picture and you

will find out how near the actual brim is to the

shoulder. To locate how wide the hat is across the

front measure at the top of the forehead. Each

quarter of an inch in the picture counts 2 in. in

reality.

If you would have harmony of proportion it is

quite necessary to measure the trimmings, and an-

other advantage of measuring is the saving of money
by knowing just how much ribbon or other trim-

ming you will want. For instance if you want one

yard of plaiting you will need three times as much
material—if it is ribbon you will need just double,

and when putting it on you should not fail to quarter

your flounce and also the space where it is to be

used. Do this and your flounces will never be fuller

in one place than another. A thread forms much
the most reliable mark.

Measure all rosettes and bows and you will then

know how much material you need to make them.

For instance you allow twice as much for a gathered

rosette. Thus 5 yds. of ribbon frilled would draw

up into 2!/o yds. frilled ready to sew on your flat

circular foundation. To make bows measure the

picture bow and know how much ribbon goes into

each loop.

-©-

Colored Hats for Late Season
Fur Used in Narrow Lines — Fitch,

Mole and Broad Tail Most Used—Metal
Laces in High Favor — Poiret Favors
High Colors.

THOUGH THE black velvet hat is still fashionable,

its very popularity has killed it with the really smart

woman. As it is the really smart dresser who orders

several hats in a season and as women of this class

already are possessed of a black velvet hat milliners

are finding that the end of the season hat is more
often ordered in one of the rich dark shades, Com-
binations of black and white are given preference

over all black, and many handsome models are of

black brocade brightened up by white facings.

White duvetyn is a new fabric much favored as it

is almost as handsome as fur and stunning models
are developed in this material trimmed with bands
of skunk or broad-tail and with mounts of osprey
or paradise either in black or white.

For quite a number of years fur has always been
very fashionable on mid-winter millinery. This
season much fur is used, but perhaps because of the
weather so far, or perhaps just for a change fur is

used this season in the form of narrow bands—just

a touch of fur is the rule, and the furs preferred are

of the more showy variety. Pole-cat, fitch, leopard,

civet-cat, as well as skunk, ermine and mole are the

furs most seen. Paris is using broad-tail dyed in

colors to match the rest of the materials on the hat.

Flowers are also more used on the late season hats.

Lace is also featured though it is the metal laces that

are the most used. Chantilly in black and white

Alencon and shadow laces are also used.

A lovely hat somewhat on the Shepherdess order

had the crown and half of the brim of black velvet.

The rest of the brim was of silver lace veiled with

black chiffon. A line of fitch fur edged the brim
and another line was placed at the edge of the silver

lace. Tangerine berries caught into a tight bow of

moire ribbon of the same color were laid on the brim

and placed at one side of the crown.

Poiret is showing some very pronounced milli-

nery. The majority of Parisian designers are put-

ting out hats in somber colors relieved only by a

touch here and there of brighter color. Poiret's

models, however, are in direct contradiction and are

shown in the most riotous or color effects. The
shapes too are different. One model he particularly

affects is a clown's cap sort of a turban. It is usually

made of velvet or plush with a band of fur next to

the face, and has a bow of the material and a tassel

as a finish to the point. One of these hats was of

gold colored plush with tassels of Capri blue and
emerald green and the band of fur was of black

broadtail.

Many hats show soft crowns of sumptuous brocade
with lines of fur on the brim and with rich mounts
of ostrich osprey or paradise.

®-

In a Sunday lecture in Dublin given by Father
Bernard Vaughan, nearly all the fashionable men
wore navy blue serge. This is a common fashion
there, as the top hat is very rarely worn. White
spats with white suede and buckskin gloves accom-
panied the lounge suits.

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited
96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

Montreal Agents : S. E. PORTER & CO., Birks Building

?,r>
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2MOME

Suits and Costumes

Indications Point to Shorter

Coats For Spring—Boleros &

Zouave Coats New in Costume

Lines.

WHILE THE retailer is battling

with the problem of closing out his

stock of Fall suits, the manufacturer

and his staff are attacking the style

problem. Variety has been the key-

note of the passing season and indi-

cations seem to point out that no one

style will lead exclusively in the one

that is coming. There is some sug-

gestion of a breaking away from

draperies and the taking up of tunics

and flounced effects for Spring wear

This would not apply to some fabric?

for reasons that are obvious. Fashion

also is whispering that the long coat

particularly in cut-away styles is tak-

ing its departure, and that Spring

will see boleros, etons and zouave

jackets or short, loose jackets with a

novel short peplum.

"Whether we shall make such a

sudden jump as indicated from 32

and 34 inch to coats that just reach

the waist line or come a little below it

is impossible to predict but it is pretty

certain that the short coat styles will

be prominent for Spring selling. The

change is due in the first place to the

love of novelty that runs so strongly

in these restless days and to the in-

creasing use of handsome and ex-

pensive materials.

Tunics and draperies mean that

the coat must be shorter to show

them and when the jacket is short it

does not break the outline of the

figure.

The skirt is of black satin

and the double tunic of tango
chiffon, the lower one being
embroidered with silk of the

same shade. The girdle is of

tango broadcloth fastened un-

der a black satin flower. The
corsage is of the embroidered
chiffon and crosses over iu

front. The frill at the neck is

of black tulle and the sleeve

ends with a band of ermine
fur.
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Bloomer Petticoats

Evening Petticoats Are
Slashed and Trimmed With
Frills of Lace or Satin—Crepe
de Chine Used for Bloomers,

Corset Covers and Gowns.

THE LATEST in petticoats is not a

petticoat at all, but is really and truly

full length—that is to the ankle

Turkish trousers. These trousers are

made of crepe de Chine, ninon or

chiffon and are the latest for evening

wear and it is due to the development

of the craze for the Tango and other

new dances that their introduction

comes.

These tango bloomer-petticoats as

are edged with fur, and others with

blue, golden yellow and black and

pleated frills of lace. These bloomers

are intended for wear with dancing

('rocks.

Ordinary bloomer drawers are

trimmed at the ankles with pleat-

ings of the material of which the

bloomers are made. Some models

made up in crepe de chine in pink or

white trimmed with frills of lace or

satin or of white Japanese silk gath-

ered in at the knee by an elastic.

Princess slips of crepe de Chine

or Japanese silk finished with deep

flounces of lace can be had in white,

pink or sky. Many of Lhese flounces

are slit at the side and tied together

with ribbons. Shadow and net-top

laces are used for the fiounce, and the

neck and arm-holes are edged with

Valenciennes.

Crepe de Chine petticoats come in

many styles, many of which arc

slashed. Some are of brocaded crepe

and lace and satin pleatings are used

for the trimmings.
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Middy Blouses

are more popular

than ever

No more popular blouse was ever in-

troduced than the Balkan Middy. Dur-

ing the past Summer the Balkan vogue

was very pronounced and will be again

in 1914. The waist here illustrated is

one of the many lines being shown in

the Laurentian range. It is in fact one

of our leaders and offers a value in

style and quality that cannot be over-

looked. It will make an exceptionally

fine leader for your blouse department

as it sells at a popular price and has the

appearance that is sure to pull big sales.

Note the description. We have a splen-

did assortment of blouses of all kinds

ranging in price from $6.50 dozen up.

Samples sent on request. "See the

Laurentian man."

The

Diamond Whitewear

(company, Limited

THREE RIVERS, QUE.
Quebec Province, J. A. Morin, 130 St. Joseph St.,

Quebec; Ottawa, Montreal and Eastern Ontario, Z. P.

Benoit, 48 Herald Bldg., Montreal; British Columbia

and Alberta, A. B. Wyness, 801 Mercantile Bldg., Van-
couver; Maritime Provinces, L. E. Joncas, Koyal Hotel,

St. John, N. B., or Halifax Hotel, Halifax; Western
Ontario, W. H. Piton, 410 Empire Bldg., Toronto.

Our No. A193
Balkan Middy

BLOUSE
made of medium-weight,
bleached twill cotton with roll

collar edged with red piping
and red star in each corner.
Yoke is ornamented with flag
and star, fly edged with red
piping, nicely trimmed with
large fish eye pearl buttons,
neat pocket with anchor
design in red, sleeve has cuff
with red piping.

Price $15.00 a doz.
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Brassieres for All Figures

Brassiere Sales Increasing—Many
Stores Make This a Separate De-
partment—New Models Allow for

the Large Waist by Inserting
Elastic Gores.

SO LARGE is the demand for brassieres, and so

numerous are the numbers that in stores of any

size these articles are carried in a separate section

of the corset department. Nearly every woman who
wears a corset wears a brassiere also, and now that

the uncorseted figure is fashionable if the hips are

Gown of charmeuse with
minaret tunic of lace and
tulle. The girdle is of satin,

and satin bands give the rag-

Ian effect at the shoulders.
The hat is of satin and plush
—the satin crown terminating

two wing- sffects.

slender the brassiere is often worn without the corset.

If the hips are well developed the low cut corset is

used to draw in the hips, and the brassiere gives all

the shaping needed above the waist-line. This is a

most comfortable arrangement even when the figure

is moderately stout for the brassiere holds the bust

firmly in place and gives absolute comfort and se-

curity and at the same time admits a graceful easy

movement. The wearing of a brassiere makes the

waist fit easily and smoothly and dressmakers are a

unit in recommending that they be worn.

There are many models on the market for makers

cater to every style of figure but many makes with a

very little adjustment will answer perfectly for sev-

eral types of figure. The short waisted woman can

turn up the garment and give it the proper down-

ward pull by tying the tapes tightly and by catching

them through the laces at the back of the corset.

For the short waisted stout woman the best model is

one that crosses over at the back and which hooks

on to the corset in front.

A new model designed to give effect to the round-

ing of the figure in front has gussets of elastic set in

at the waist line. This brassiere comes in allover

embroidery and is handsomely trimmed with Cluny

lace and insertion.

Bra^ieres come at prices that permit their being-

retailed from 50c up to $5.00 and the 50c. and

$1.00 models are the ones that sell best. Brassieres

can be had in lace. net. lawn, batiste, and allover

embroiders".

©

Waists of Light Materials
Net Lace, Chiffon and Crepe de
Chine the Best Selling Materials

—

Crepe and Voile Neige Lead in

Lingeries.

THE PRESENT craze fur diaphanous fabrics is very

marked in the blouse markets, and waists of net.

shadow lace, chiffon and silk crepe form the lines

that are selling best. The latest models are much
fuller, and show the hats-wing or Mandarin sleeve,

and are fulled or tucked into a yoke above. The
latest models -how the A* opening defined by a frill

of lace, or net. and have long peasant sleeves also

finished with frills.

The gilet or waist-coat is a novelty that is show-

ing in New York stores. Blouses show this vest

effect with points below the waist in front.

Summer lingeries will be made chiefly of crepe

and voile neige. The kimona cut will be prominent

and sleeves will he % length or shorter. Flat Yenis«?

shadow, Mechlin and Valenciennes and real Cluny

and Irish crochet laces are the accepted laces for

trimming. Embroideries used are Madeira. Chinese

and "Rococo.
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Lest You Forget

The Annual Spring Number of Can-

ada's necessary dry goods paper will go

to the trade the first week in January.

Plan now to have a dominating an-

nouncement in that issue. It will be

worth while. We are planning our part

now, i.e., to make this the finest and most

useful issue the trade have ever received.

Early forms close December 20th. Last

forms close December 31st.
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A Season of Fancy Suits

The skirts are wide hipped and the

coats loose with drooping shoulders

— Velvet plush, velour, duvetyn
and ratines are used for expensive

suits.

THE PRESENT season is decidedly one of fancy

suits—coat and skirt costumes they ought to be

called. Nothing smarter or more becoming can be

imagined than the late season models that come in

soft materials such as velvet, velveteen, velour, plush,

ratine, and the new duvetyn and fancy baby lamb
cloths. The skirts are wide hipped and narrow at

the feet, and the coats are loose backed and belted

or sashed. The shoulders are drooping and are

either cut kimona fashion or the sleeves are set in

low down under a tuck. The collars are of squirrel

or skunk, civet cat or fitch or of the many new fur

plushes. Cheaper suits come in serge, ratine, and
rough cheviots and are cut on less extreme lines but

the drooping shoulder and suggestions of drapery

are seen in all recent models.

Though the line weather has been more favorable

to the suit than to other sections of the ready-to-wear

department, stocks are heavy and price-cutting is

beginning to be resorted to in order to reduce stocks

down to a reasonable size. Plain tailored suits have

not done well with the city trade and in order to sell

them decided concessions have to be made.

Separate Skirts Make a Gain

Peg-top Models Good Sellers in

High-class Lines—Checks in Black

and White and Plaids Are Strong.

SEPARATE SKIRTS have made a decided gain

during the Fall season as fashion is again tolerating

the waist totally different, from the skirt. The peg

top models have helped to sell skirts in expensive

materials and promise to have a great success in the

more popular lines during the coming Spring. Sep-

arate skirts promise to be big sellers in checks par-

ticularly in black and white and in fancy checks

and plaids. Nothing will place the serge skirt of

good quality out of the running, and worsteds and

mixtures will also sell. Charmeuse, moire, messa-

lines and soft satins and for early Spring wear cordu-

roys and velveteens in black, navy, brown and green

are counted upon by many buyers.

Miller Choir Gowns
Will Give Your Store

Profitable Prestige
SECURE THE ORDERS from

the ungowued choirs of your
town—both" your own and other
churches—and be instrumental in
improving the attractiveness and
impressiveness of the services.
Miller Choir Gowns fully ex-
presses the importance of the
choir in its simple attractive ap-
pearance, by denoting the rever-
ence and dignity pertaining to
the position, and creating an in-
dividual and harmonious effect
for the whole choir.
These high - grade, modern

gowns embody every feature that
can add either to the artistic ef-
fect, practical usefulness or
wear.
The full skirt, deep hanging.

full pointed Cathedral sleeves,
the close-fitting collar—complete-
ly hiding the street dress—and
the long flowing drape and hang,
are some of the features that will
instantly appeal to the choirs of
your town.
Associating your store with

such a high-grade line as Miller
Choir Gowns will give it a
prestige among the influential
class of your town that will
prove most profitable to you.

NO STOCKS TO CARRY
Write for the new booklet and

Samples of materials.

The Miller Mfg. Co., Limited
251-3 Mutual St., Toronto

Wanted for

Winnipeg and the

West
Agent to carry on Commis-

sion, a manufacturer's stock

line of Embroideries and

laces, goods to be delivered

from stock in Toronto. Lib-

eral terms to good agent. One

having branch in Vancouver

and visiting other important

towns regularly. Only good

man having connections need

apply. "Embroidery," c[o

Drv Goods Review, Toronto.
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The Season for Party Frocks Opening
Models This Year Are Particularly Handsome—Minaret Tunics,

Three Tier Skirts, Diaphanous Sleeves, and Fur Trimmings the

Latest Features—Advance Ideas for Spring.

Dress of brown velvet. The
front of the skirt is draped
over the tunic under a fancy
buckle. The skirt is lined
with soft red satin which
shows when the wearer walks.
The corsage is very open in
front, the opening being filled

with bands of red velvet
which cross below the bust
line and are attached to the
girdle by handsome rhine-
stone buttons. These bands
continue round the neck and
form the collar, which is edged
with a band of fur. The
corsage is of brown chiffon,

the long sleeves ending in

pleatdd frills and the lace
drapery is of gold.

EVENING AND dancing frocks are sel-

dom ordered far ahead. Stores that carrv

evening and dancing frocks are preparin.

for a busy season, for now only is tlie bub.

ness increasing.

Evening and dancing frocks are con.

paratively a new line, but the demand .

increasing rapidly as the manufacture:

are putting on the market many sma».

models tbat sell at popular prices an.

which show style that the average drefcj

maker finds it impossible to achieve. Th
materials used for party and dancin,

frocks this season are exquisite, and filiiij

nets and laces, silky crepes and soft satins

are made into dainty dresses that are sur-

prisingly low-priced. The new models

show the minaret tunic, triple flounces,

diaphanous sleeves, and sashes or girdles

in many forms one of the newest of which
is the obi bow. Fur is much used for trim-

ming, making the cobwebby materials all

the more delicate by contrast with the

heavy fur.

An exceptionally dainty dress shows
this combination of fur and lace in the

tunic and waist, and the skirt is of accord-

ion pleated crepe de Chine. Another dress

of mauve crepe de Chine has a pleated

tunic of mauve chiffon and the sash and
wide girdle is made of pale blue satin.

Rose pink is very much in evidence, and
so is the deeper tango and geranium
shades. A dress of crepe meteor in this

shade had a low cut bodice of shadow lace

over pink chiffon and a wide sash of black

moire ribbon fastening at the black under
a wide flat Geisha bow.

The majority of the manufacturers

are more interested in Spring than with

the Winter business. Designers are busy

with the Spring models. Tunic styles

promise great prominence and the waists

will be cut in kimona style or the sleeves

will be set into a long drop shoulder. A
new idea that many designers seem to

favor is the running of a double line of

trimming up to the neck, simulating a

Raglan shoulder. All designers favor the

three-quarter or shorter sleeve for Spring

and Summer wear and even the plainest

of tailored gowns are being sampled
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Evening frock of pale yel-

low satin. The skirt is

trimmed about the hips with

three flounces of gold em-

broidered net-top lace. The

short tunic is of the satin

edged with a band of fur. The

corsage is of pale yellow chif-

fon draped with pale mauve
tulle and is banded just be-

low the bust by a trimming of

rhine-stones aud pearls. The
sleeves are in raglan effect and

are made of the gold embroid-
ered net and lace, the raglan

cut being emphasized by the

line of fur.
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with the short sleeves. This is because the short

sleeve has been found to be most practical for Sum-

mer wear.

The line of cotton dresses will be unusually

large. For one thing, cotton novelties in dress ma-

terials are at present in the spotlight, and this season

are being produced in both heavier materials, and in

light sheer fabrics. Ratines are stronger than ever

and are being produced in colors and designs that fit

them for cool weather wear. Besides ratines there

are numerous suiting novelties decorated with nub

yarns. Some of these are a very close copy of tweeds

that are very suitable for separate skirts and tailored

Embroidered and printed crepes and voiles are

the high novelty and are being made up into decided-

ly attractive dresses either alone or in combination

styles. That is, the coat or tunic is of the fancy

material and the skirt of the plain. Voiles and

crepes with ratine stripes rice cloths and plain ratines

are made with the coat or tunic in solid color or what

is newer of novelty plaid ratine.

Lingerie gowns are always with us and are being

made in three tier and in tunic styles of shadow or

Oriental lace or the new voile neige embroideries.

@

Brassieres are in Demand
It is important as the corset with

present fashions, and must be

chosen carefully — Many models
are on the market, each designed

for some particular figure.

N( )YV THAT the very low cut corset is so universally

worn, a well cut brassiere is a necessity even if the

figure is slender. To obtain just the right model is

the problem with the majority of women and the

saleswoman, who studies to give customers just the

right brassiere for comfort and style, will have a big

following of satisfied customers, and will make her-

self a desirable acquisition to the department. Just

why so many saleswomen do not take the trouble

to square themselves in this way is hard to find out.

but the fact remains that too many are only banders

out of the goods customers ask for and take little or

no interest in question of whether the customer will

get the desired satisfaction. Of course here and

there the customer who knows it all will be met with

but the majority are glad of guidance in matters

where they feel their knowledge is limited.

As in corsets it is the stout woman who presents

the problem. She requires a brassiere that will re-

duce the bust, and the proper model will do this

from 2 to 4 inches without either squeezing or push-

ing it out of its natural lines, and this model will

preserve the graceful curves that nature has given,

softness and flexibility and the yielding to every

movement without stiffness or rigidity are absolute

essentials in the perfect brassiere.

The call for lower cut corsets is spreading to the

cheaper lines, and greater softness and flexibility

are essential points. The giving of these features in

materials that will give satisfactory service is a prob-

lem, and forms an important point from which to

argue the merits of a better priced corset. There are

any number of women who can well afford the price

of the better model who do not buy them simply be-

cause they are used to paying only a small price for

their corsets, and it needs only the practical illustra-

tion of the wearing of a better grade corset to show

them the difference. Once convinced it is noticed

that a customer of this kind usually buys the best

her purse will afford when a new corset is desired.

Misses and Children's Dresses

Combinations of Plain and Plaid
Or Striped Materials Featured at

the Openings—Russian and Balkan
Models Strong— Good Business
Done on Coats.

FOR MISSES and for children's wear, the Russian

blouse and the low belted models are developed in

big variety. This class of dress is particularly well

suited to slender immature figures, and, moreover,

is of the easiest and most comfortable type.

Nothing sells for misses and children's wear like

the serge dress. For school and useful wear the

modified sailor or Peter Thompson dress in navy

serge with collar of serge trimmed with blue or navy
braid. or of satin fastened under a ribbon bow is a

steady seller at all seasons of the year. Many young
girls prefer the newer models with the peplum ex-

tension. Yokes are a new feature and some of the

newest are cut so as to give the dropped shoulder

effect. Blouses it should be noted are decidedly full-

er and more baggy. This is the tendency and will

influence the new models for the coming Spring.

The Russian blouse dress developed in plain and
plaid is the newest model. As a rule the blouse is

of plaid and the skirt of plain material. The blouse

simply buttons down the front and there is a wide

girdle sashed at the side of satin. The collar and
cuffs are of crepe ratine or white serge and are finish-

ed with a row of stitching or hemstitch according to

the material chosen. The collar is of the new shape

short at the back and with the points coming over

the shoulder.

For younger girls there is an infinite variety of

Balkan models made up both in serge and in plain
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serge and checks or stripes, the waist being of the

plain and the dress of the fancy material. When
the dress is of one material there will be a sash of

plaid and some very smart little models are built

upon these lines.

Misses' party dresses are showing in Oriental and
shadow lace these are mounted over net and come
in tunic styles with deep girdles. One model seen

had the girdle of satin crushed and finished on the

lower edge with a pleating about 3 in. wide. The
fastening was under a boucle made of tiny satin roses.

Manufacturers of children's coats have done a

good advance business in coats developed from nov-

elty tweeds, boucles, cheviots, diagonals and zibel-

ines. Pile fabrics such as novelty plushes, and fur

plushes such as caracul, broadtail, astrachan and
mole have sold well.

Modified Norfolk and Russian styles with belts

and sashes marking the low waist line have sold well.

Quite a number of yokes are seen and collars to

match the sashes in round or sailor effect are most
seen. The favored closings fasten high at the throat.

Fur trimmings are a feature that is meeting with
great success.

Silk Gloves Are Higher
Prices Are Advancing — Long-

Gloves Selling for Spring—White •

the Dominant Color.

THE RECENT advances in raw silk are beginning

to be reflected in silk gloves. The low price;! num-
bers have already been advanced and later orders foi

better goods will also be placed at advance prices.

In many quarters it is said this advance has

been already anticipated and that large orders have

been placed at old prices. Therefore it will be some
time before the regular retail trade feels the full

force of the advance.

The question of lengths is always important and
the length of the sleeves is the factor that counts.

Makers of dresses and waists are unanimously in

favor of the short sleeve for late Spring and summer
wear. Therefore the greater proportion of the gloves

worn will be in the long lengths. Suit styles are by

no means settled but should, as indications seem to

point, the Eton and bolero come to the front, this

would mean the % sleeve would be the proper sleeve

for the majority of fancy suits, which would under

present conditions greatly increase the sale of long

silk gloves.

Opening window in store of D. E. MaeDonald & Bros., Guelph. A. Hollgarth, window trimmer. This win-
dow demonstrates the good use that small space can be put to.
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FOUNTAIN AIR BRUSH
Model A Price $20.00

The Standard Air Brush of the World

Send for Catalogue C-79.

Thayer & Chandler, Chicago

/^VNE inch space in this

Department will cost

you $25 for 12 insertions.

TOYS
BING BROS.. Nurembur

SEE THEM AT

381 FOURTH AVENUE
New York City

mechanical and elect lira]Railroads
signals, etc.

Constructing sets, steam engines and
attachments ; ocean liners and war boats,
automobiles, steam rollers, moving picture
machines, post card projectors, toy ranges that
really cook.

Enamel tea and kitchen sets, unbreakable.

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR E8PECIAL HOBBY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations. Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Rushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago. 111.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED
WELL KNOWN UNITED STATES MANU-
facturer of laces and veilings wants representa-
tive in Canada to establish branch office.

Must have a thorough knowledge of these lines,

and have good connection. Salary or com-
mission to right man. Box 42, Dry Goods
Review.

WANTED—BY A LARGE IRISH LINEN
manufacturing company for the sale of linens,

etc.. to the manufacturing trade, an agent in

Montreal and one in Toronto. Must have
sound connection among makers-up, and some
knowledge of the goods. Apply stating terms
to Box 107. Dry Goods Review, 88 Fleet
Street, London, England.

FIRST-CLASS NOTTINGHAM FIRM MAK-
lng double border lace curtains from 2s. 6d.

to 18s. per pair need Canadian agents in

various centres. Also make lace nets. First-
class line for agents having furnishing trade
connection. Box 108, Drv Goods Review, 88
Fleet Street, London, England.

FOR SALE
FRESH, CLEAN, STOCK OF SHOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings in growing
village of Oourtright on St. Clair River. Write
J. T. Locke, The Ark, Coruuna, Ont„ for in-

formation.

POSITION WANTED
ADVERTISER WITH FIRST-CLASS LARGE
departmental store organization experience in
the West, now holding a position in Alberta,
desires a change as accountant or assistant
general manager. Box 43, Dry Goods Review,
Toronto.

WANTED — TOSITION AS MANAGER OF
store in Western Canada in dry goods, ready-
to-wear, gent's furnishings. Experienced, effi-
cient, good habits. Box 44, Dry Goods
Review.

ORDERS WANTED
WANTED—ORDERS FOR FINEST HAND-
made Irish Crochet Laces. Insertions, Picot-
edges, Beadings, Motifs, Collars, Yokes,
D'Oyles. etc-. M. Hughes. Scotch Street Bridge,
Armagh, Ireland.

AGENCIES WANTED
RESIDENT LONDON REPRESENTATIVE—
young man, excellent references, six years'
good all-round experience, wishes to represent
in London good Canadian dry goods house.
Address Box 45, Dry Goods Review.

WANTED- BY COMMISSION MERCHANT
living in Vancouver, lines of men's wear for
British Columbia. Apply Box 46, Dry Goods
Review.

MISCELLANEOUS

IF YOU NEED MONEY, WRITE US. WE
control copyright No. 8.014 pf the famous Key
Advertising Proposition, from Winnipeg to
Vancouver. The merchant that controls this
advertising for his town has a wonderful
advantage over his competitors—it brings
scores of new customers to your store. We
will gladly furnish names of hundreds of
satisfied merchants that have used it. Be a
leader in your town and write for full par-
ticulars. Learoyd and Dunfee, Office, Kerr
Blk.. Regina, Sask.

Salesman for Canada
wanted for a popular-priced
line of Children's muslin and
flannelette underwear for the

jobbing and retail trade. Com-
mission basis.

Apply Box 47, Dry Goods Review

- - THINK IT OVER - -

The advertisements appearing in this paper each issue are there be-

cause it pays the advertiser and for no other reason.

Is it not about time you investigated this proposition, and not let the

other fellow do all the talking to the man you should be selling?

You can talk across Canada in full page space to live dry goods deal-

ers for $25 an issue if you contract for twenty-four insertions. Worth
while, isn't it?
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Artificial Flowers for Decoration.

L. Baumaun & Co., 357 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

L. J. A. Derome, 35 Notre Dame St. W.,
Monti_al, Que.

Schack Artificial Flower Co., 1739 Mil-
waukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Canadian Flower Mfg. Co., 243 Bleury St.,

Montreal.

Accordion Plaitings.

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., GOO Yonge
St., Toronto.

Burlaps.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Blankets.

Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Fraser, Mather Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Miller & Porteous, Hollybush, Ayrshire,
Scotland.

Bathing Suits.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Boy Scout Supplies.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto.

Boys' Wash Suits.

Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Batting.

Robt. Henderson & Co., 181 McGill St.,

Montreal, Que.
Brassieres.

H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Buttons.

Forsyth Kimmel & Co., Berlin, Ont.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Turret Button Co., 12 Westmoreland

Place, City Road, London, N., Eng.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Black Piccadlly,
Manchester, Eng.

Buttons (covered).

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., Toronto, Ont.
A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

Boys' Clothing.

Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.

Belts, Ladies'.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Out.

Boot and Shoe Laces.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Braids.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Children's Dresses.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,

Ont.
Flett, Lowndes & Co., Toronto.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin. Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Cash Registers.

National Cash Register Co., 285 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

Cash and Parcel Carriers.

The Lamson Store Service Co., Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.

Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., 99 On-
tario St., Toronto, Ont.

Cloth Charts.
A. E. Putnam Co., Washington, Iowa.

Corsets.
H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Crochet Cotton.
Hicks, Bullick & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Carpets-.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Cutting and Wire Stapler Machines.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Corset Covers.
F. G. Hayward Co., 77 York St., Toronto,

Ont.

Cotton*.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
The Dominion Textile Co.. Montreal, Que

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
Eng.

Cork Carpets.
The Dominion Oilcloth Co., Montreal, Que

Cotton Yarns.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que

Cotton Blankets.
The Dominion Textile Co.. Montreal, Que

Collars (Waterproof).

Arlington Co., 54 Fraser Ave., Toronto
Ont.

Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co., Ham
. ilton, Ont.

Chiffons.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Comforters.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Cushions.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Canvas Coat Fronts.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Cotton Linen and Elastic Laces.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Corset Clasps and Sanitary Necessities.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Coats (White).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Coats (Ladies').

Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels
Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadina
Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Made-to-measure).
Crown Tailoring Co., College St., Toronto,

Ont.
International Tailoring Co., 62 John St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Duck and all Specialties).

Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto,
Ont.

Dress Fabrics.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Brophy Parsons & Rodden, Montreal, Que.
W. R. Brock Co , Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Nisbet & Auld, Si Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Law, Russell & Co., Ltd., Bradford, Eng.
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford,
Eng.

Dress Forms.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., To-

ronto, Ont.
Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co., 158 Bay

St., Toronto, Ont.

Dresses.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,
Toronto. Ont.

Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dress Shields.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington
St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Dress Trimmings.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Embroideries.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,
New York. N.Y.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,
Ont.

Embroidered Applique Letters.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,
Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.

Flannellettes.
Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester,
Eng.
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Furs.

Sidney Blumenthal & Cc„ 395 Fourth
Ave., New York, N.Y.

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co., Montreal, Que.
Laberge Chevalier & Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

Furniture.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co., Victoria-
ville, Que.

B. Cohen & Sons, 1-19 Curtain Rd., Lon-
don, Eng.

Frilling.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Flowers for Millinery.

Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-

real, Que.
Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

Feathers.

Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Ostrich & Feather Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-

real, Que.
Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

Fancy Dry Goods.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto.

Fringes.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Gowns.
F. G. Hayward Manufacturing Co., 77
York St., Toronto, Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

General Dry Goods.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Que.

J. & N. Phillips & Co., Manchester, Eng.
Vassie & Co., Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Cook, Son & Co., London, Eng.
Debenhams, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto
A. Racine, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Hitchcock Williams & Co., St. Paul's
Churchyard, London, Eng.

W. R. Brock Co., Buy & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Montreal,
Que.

John King & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Gloves.

Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Greenshielfls, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Charles Perrin & Cie., 16 McGill College

Ave.. Montreal, Que.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Grass Carpet Rugs.
Crex Carpet Co., 377 Broadway, New
York, N.Y.

Girdles.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Ginghams.
Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd., Glasgow,

Scotland.

Gloves (Working).
Robt. Ryan & Co., Three Rivers, Que.
Durham Glove Co., Bowmanville, Ont.

Hose Supporters.

The Berlin Suspender Co., Berlin, Ont.
Faire Bros. Co.. Leicester, Eng.
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

House Furnishings.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto. Ont.

Greenshields. Limited. Montreal. Que.
Stonards. Limited. 7 Paternoster Bldgs..
London, E.C., Eng.
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A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cnipiuan, Holton Knitting Co., Hamilton,
Ont.

Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
"Craftana."
Alfred Hawley & Co., Hinckley, Eng.
Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Louis Hermsdorf, 235 W. 39th St., New
York. N.Y.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Mclutyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Handkerchiefs.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Hooks and Eyes.

De Long Hook & Eye Co.. St. Mary's, Ont.

Hair Goods.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Standard Hair Co., Ill Windsor St.,
Montreal.

Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hair Nets.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, out.

Bvard Mfg. Co.. Nottingham, Eng.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hair Ornaments.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto. Out.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hemstitching.
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Youge

St., Toronto, Ont.

Individual Names on Tape.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,

Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.
Infants Layettes.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Infants Novelties.

Rite Specialty Co., 35 W. 36th St., New
York, N.Y.

Richard G. Krueger Co., 162 W. 21st St.,

New York, N.Y.

Indigos.

Franklin Mfg. Co., 260 Church St., New
York, N.Y.

Knitted Goods.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
The Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville,

Out.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Schofleld Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Kimonas.
Kassab Kimona Co., St. Helen St.,

Montreal.

Knitting Wools.
Thos. Burnley & Sons, Nr. Leeds, Eng.

Linoleums.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Linings.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
i to Ont.

Bradford Dyers Association, 39 Well St.,

Bradford, Eng.

Linens.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Wm. Liddell & Co.. Belfast. Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co.. Randalstown, Ire-

land.
R. H. Cosbie, Wellington St. W., To-

ronto. Ont.
Greenshields. Limited. Montreal. Que.
Silks Co.. 58 Bay St.. Toronto. Ont.
John S. Brown & Son. Ltd.. Belfast, Ire-

land.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Iiongrcloths.

Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester.
Eng.

Laces (Hand Millie).

G. & S. Kas-ab \ Co
. Montreal, Que.

Laces.
Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,

New York, N.Y.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,
Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Lighting System.
Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Flat
Iron Bldg., New York, N.Y.

Leather Novelties.
P. W. Lambert & Co., 64 Lispenard St.,

New York, N.Y.
Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., King St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Lingerie.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Ladies' Bust Forms.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.

Lace Curtains.
T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.

Men's Furnishings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.

Men's Neckwear.
Pim Bros. & Co., William St., Dublin,

Ireland.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Fowke, Singer & Co., 7 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tooke Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mitts.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.

R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Malines.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Mesh Bags.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal. Que.
Millirery.

Continent:!] iffrs. Syndicate. 77 York St..

Toronto. Ont.
Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Morris & Seward, 21-22 Castle St., Lon-
don W.. England.

Gage Bros. & Co., Chicago. 111.

D. B. Fisk Co., 225 N. Wabash Ave..
Chicago. 111.

Melles & Co., 3 Cripplegate Bldg., Wood
St.. London. England.

Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
1). McCall Co., Toronto, Ont.
Montreal Hat & Frame Co., Ltd., Mont-

real. Quo.

Riegel & Langer. 319 Kings Hall. Mont-

Maribou and Ostrich Stoles.
Germain & Smith. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Motor Coats (Men's Cotton and Linen).
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Motor Coats.
National Rubber Co., Montreal. Que.

Moquettes.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., C4 Wellington St.
W.. Toronto. Out.

Matting.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., M Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Nets.
T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Novelty Import Co.. 76 Bav St.. Toronto.
Ont.

Thompson Lace ,v Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W„ Toronto.

Narrow Fabrics (Cotton, Linen, Silk).
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Neckwear (Ladies').
Ladies - Wear. Ltd.. S4 Wellington St. W..
Toronto. Ont.

R. D. Fairbairn Co.. 105 Simcoe St.. To-
ronto. Ont.

Novelty Import Co.. 76 Bay St.. Toronto.
Ont.

Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal. Que.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,

Ont.
'

Moulton Mfg. Co.. Montreal. Que.

Oil Cloths.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co.. Montreal.
Que.

Office Systems.
Copeland-Chatterson Co., Kent Bldg., To-

ronto, Ont.

Ostrich Feathers.

S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.
Overalls.

Robert C. Wilkius Co., Farnham, Que.
Ornaments (Silk).
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Printed Cottons.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Patterns.

Home Pattern Co., New York, N.Y.
The McCall Co., 236 W. 37th St., New

York, N.Y.
The Butterick Publishing Co., Butterick

Bldg., New York, N.Y.

Pads.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Plated Jewelry.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto. Ont.

Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Pin Tickets.

Copp, Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Pillows.

Quilts.

Jonathan Dearden & Co., 11-13 Bridge-
water Place, Manchester, Eng.

Ready-to-Wear.
Greenshields, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Raincoats.

H. E. Davis & Co., Montreal.
C. Kenyon Co., 23rd St. and Fifth Ave.,
New York. N.Y.

The Cravenette Co., Ltd., Well St., Brad-
ford. Eng.

National Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Scottish Rubber Co., Montreal.
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Ribbons.
W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St..
Toronto. Ont.

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Wilton).

Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W.. Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Axminster).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co.. 64 Wellington St.
W.. Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Velvet).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St
W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Oriental).
L. Babayau & Co.. Bay St.. Toronto. Ont.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender Co.. Berlin. Ont.
S. E. Porter & Co.. Montreal. Que.
Halls, Limited. Brockville. Ont.

Staple Dry Goods.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
Miiallwares.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bav and Wellington

Sts.. Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W..
Montreal. Que.

Greenshields. Limited. Montreal. Que.
Ideal Hair Goods Co.. 77 York St., To-

ronto. Ont.

Store Fixtures.

Jones Bros. & Co.. Parliament St.. To-
ronto. Ont.

Clatworthy & Son. King St. W.. Toronto.
Ont.

Dale & Pearsall. 100 Front St. E.. To-
ronto. Ont.

J. R. Palmenherg's Sons. 710 Broadway,
New York. N.Y.

B. Brager, 49 Crosby St.. New York. N.Y.
Delfosse & Co . Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St..

Toronto. Ont.
Taylor Mfg. Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Berlin.

Ont.

Store Fronts.
The Consolidated Plate Glass Co., 241
Spadinn Ave.. Toronto. Ont.

The Kawneer Mfg. Co., Niles. Mich.
Zonri Drawn Metals Co., 221 West Schil-

ler St.. Chicago.
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Sweatercoats.

Peunians, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Pride of the West Knitting Co., Van-
couver, B.C.

Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville, Ont.

R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.

C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.

A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

W. H. Wright & Co., 433 Queen St. W„
Toronto, Ont. _ m

The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Silk Nets.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.

Show Cases.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Skein Dyeing.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,

Gait, Ont.

Sashes.
R. D. Pairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Silk Ornaments.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Skirts (Plaited).
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont.

Scarfs.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto

Silks.
Debenhams, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Belding, Paul, Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Silk Woven Labels.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Suits.
Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels

Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadina

Ave., Toronto, Ont.
The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Shirts.

Tooke Bros., Montreal, Que.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Deacon Shirt Co., Belleville. Ont.
Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W.,

Montreal, Que.

Toques.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ontario.

Tailors' Trimmings.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Tweeds.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.

Tassels.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Ashton & Fulford, 22 Back Piccadilly,
Manchester, England.

Trousers (Duck).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Out.

Thread (Silk).

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Thread (Linen, Carpet, Machine).

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Underwear.
S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ontario.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Out.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathu-st

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
G. Brettle & Co., London, Eng.
Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Hamil-

ton, Ont.
Humphrey's Unshrinkable Underwear,
Limited, Moncton, N.B.

C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Melntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Umbrellas and Parasols.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,

Torouto, Ont.

Underskirts.

Form Fitte Co., 182 Spadina Ave.,
Toronto, Out.

Vacuum Cleaners.

Clements Mfg. Co., Duchess St., Toronto.
Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Veilings.

Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59
Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St. Bay St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Velveteens.

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, Manchester,
Eng.

"Louis," 57 Newton St., Manchester, Eng.

Velvets.

The Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York
St., Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Carpets, Oil Cloths and
Linoleums.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Women's Outer & Under Garments.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Wholesale Woollens and Trimmings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Wax Figures.

Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E.,
Toronto, Out.

Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St.,

Toronto, Ont.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Wholesale Smallwares and Fancy Goods.
John M. Garland, Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont

Wholesale Merchant Tailors.
Wm. H. Leishman & Co., 119 Adelaide St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Drygoods.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Whitewear.
F. G. Hayward Mfg. Co., 77 York St.,

Toronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
Diamond Whitewear Co., Three Rivers,
Que.

Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.
Waists.

Toronto, Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.
.Meyer Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, 84 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Wall Paper Display Racks.
The Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Wardrobes.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.

Wool Underwear, Men's.
Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Ingersoll, Ont.
Schofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.

Woven Labels.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,
Limited, Gait, Ont.

Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.
Woven Labels for Garments.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,
Aldersgate St., Loudon, E.C., Eng.

Wallpaper.
Stauntons, Limited, 944 Yonge Street, To-

ronto, Ont.
The Watson Foster Co., Montreal, Que.

Higher Prices for Cottons

Reports Advise Advances on Un-
listed Lines—New Lines of Cotton
Goods Are Being Offered for

Spring.

THE MARKET for manufactured cottons 1ms de-

veloped much strength owing to reports that the

raw cotton crop is short in quantity and poor in

quality.

There has been an advance in all unlisted lines

of V4 to V-2 cent per yard. The listed lines are still

quoted at same prices as last season but the tendency

is for higher prices all along the line. New lists

have recently been issued by the Cotton companies
and manufacturers of cotton underwear have also

withdrawn quotations.

Report* from Dundee advise an advance of 20
to 25 per cent, in jute goods, and this will likely

affect prices of oilcloths and linoleums.

A number of new lines of cotton goods are being
offered for Spring and orders thus far would indi-

cate that they are meeting with a good reception by
the trade.

Textile zephyrs, or imitation ginghams are of-

fered in two qualities, one at 8 cents and the other

at 10 cents per yard. These are printed instead of

woven, hence the cheaper price. It is claimed for

these that they look as well as the woven ginghams,
are heavier and stronger and that they will hold
their color and weir well. A large variety of checks
and plaids are included in the range.

Priscilla cloth, a soft-finished blouse cloth, suit-

able for ladies and children's blouses and dresses.

may he had in a wide range of stripe and spot effects,

at 10 cents. Gaby delaine, Rajah foulards and
challies are shown in new patterns and are being-

taken well. A number of new designs and colorings
in Steelclad galatea have helped to increase sales of
this popular cloth.

There has been a good demand for drapery cloths
and the new patterns in Bungalow drapery are very
attractive.

Two new lines of curtain scrims have been put on
the market, Muskoka scrim at 10 cents and Lauren-
tian scrim at 11 cents a yard. These cloths are all

double-bordered and some unusually pretty patterns
are shown.
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Small Figures Best Sellers

Indications Point to a Further
Expanse in the Sale of Veilings

—

Plain Meshes Favored — Borders
Are Promised for Spring.

THE SMALL hat with its brim full of dents and
curves is making business good in the neckwear de-

partment. During the past few weeks black and
white have made a distinct gain over colors. This
is because so many black hats are worn, but as a rule

when the hat is colored the veil matches. With the

narrow brim of the fashionable hat there is little or

no shade over the face, and this is leading to an in-

creased sale of complexions. The soft Shetland finish

has won its way into popular favor and all the best

sellers are finished in this way and this softness com-
bined with the fineness of the meshes now favored

gives the filmy effect that is now so well established

in every line, The designs prepared are of small size

and have no striking feature. Craquele nets with

small figures are very good and there is a revival

of interest in tiny chenille dots . The real Tuxedo
with small figures is worn ; hair-lines are also selling

well, but the veil of the moment is the plain hexagon-

al mesh in medium and small sizes. For the com-

ing Spring borders are promised and these plain nets

with a narrow set border are the latest novelty shown.

The Origin of Certain

Items of Clothing

In these days of up-to-date methods it is surpris-

ing how much of the past still remains, more especi-

ally in regard to the clothes we wear (says "Tit-

Bits.") On the backs of most gloves will be found

three thin strips. These marks correspond to the

fourchette pieces between the fingers. In earlier

times gloves were not made so neatly as they are to-

day, and the stitching of the fingers was carried down

part of the way on to the back of the glove, braid

being used to conceal the seams. In later days, with

the help of the improved means of manufacture, the

stitching did not go beyond the fingers, but the em-

broidery was continued as an ornament, and remains
still.

To a practically similar reason does the "clock" on
a sock owe its origin. In the days when stockings

were made of cloth the seams occurred where the
"clocks" are now displayed, the decoration being-

utilized to hide the seams. Now that stockings are

woven or knitted, there is no such need for ornamen-
tation, but far from being allowed to die out, modern
stockings often have "clocks" as an improvement to

their appearance.

The little bow which will invariably be found in
the leather band inside a man's hat is a survival of
the time when a hat was made by taking a piece of
leather, boring two holes through it, and drawing it

together with a piece of string. Sometimes attached
to the bow is a piece of ribbon, which is laced in and
out of the lining for a short distance on either side
of the bow, but generally speaking the ribbon is

missing. In hats used for hunting the lace is still

preserved, and is let out or pulled in to fit the wearer's
head the firmer, thus preventing the hat from being
blown away.

A morning coat always has two buttons at the
back just where the tail begins. Nowadays these are
only for ornament, and serve no purpose other than
to remind us of the time when they were a necessity.
At ..ne period the frocks of these coats were worn
very long, and in order that the wearer might not be
hampered when desirous of walking quickly, buttons
were placed at the back and button-holes in the
corners, so that the ends could be pulled back and
buttoned up. N

Tall hats worn by bishops have on either side
little strings connecting the crown to the brim. These
are merely an ornamentation now, but at one period
they served a very useful purpose. In Tudor times
bishops wore soft cloth caps which gradually in-

creased in size, folds of cloth being added until the
sides flapped over. These flaps were found to be very
uncomfortable, and to prevent them hanging down
the cloth in many cases was stiffened and formed a
mortar-board, or college cap. and in other instances
the overlapping pieces were held up by means of
laces or strings attached to the top of the cap. With
the stiff brims of modern tall hats these strings are no
longer required, but they are continued as part of a

bishop's headgear, and form an interesting reminder
of olden times.
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ABSOLUTELY

"DOMINION"
RAINCOATS
I Our line comprises the most complete
range of styles ever offered to the Canadian
trade.

H As we proof all our own cloth, we are in a
position to guarantee that every garment
we manufacture is ABSOLUTELY
WATEEPEOOF.

H Send to our nearest branch for prices and
information.

Canadian Consolidated
Rubber Company Limited
MONTREAL, Que. Brantford, Ont. Pictou, N.S.

Quebec, Que. Berlin, Ont. Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Granby, Que. London, Ont. WINNIPEG, Man.

Ottawa, Ont. North Bay, Ont. Regina, Sask.

Kingston, Ont. ST. JOHN, N.B. Saskatoon, Sask.

TORONTO, ONT. Moncton, N.B. Calgary, Alta.

Belleville, Ont. Halifax, N.S. Edmonton, Alta.

Port Dalhousie, Ont. Sydney, N.S. VANCOUVER, B.C.

Hamilton, Ont. Yarmouth, N.S. Victoria, B.C.

WATERPROOF
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M1H[ 30MO
Making the Most of the Christmas Trade

Suggestions for the Men's Wear Merchant—Novelty Stocks
Should be Carried During the Holiday Season—Some Brisk
Sellers—Getting Shoppers Out of the Habit of Leaving Every-
thing Until the Last Minute.

PREPARING FOR the Christmas trade is the big-

problem before the men's wear dealer at the present

time. Christmas shopping makes the peak load of

retail activity. The season of big profits will open in

a few weeks now.

The men's wear merchant

has always secured a substantial

share of the Christmas trade.

Unless a man has a distinct

hobby, it is an uncommonly
hard thing to select gifts for

him. After letting the mind
run the gamut of all the things

that a man carries, needs and

likes, one is almost certain in

the end to hark back to the old

reliable suggestion—something

to wear. "Well, I guess, after

all, it will have to be a tie,"

thinks the anxious wife, mother

or sister; and rests content that

the harassing question has been

settled. The fact that "man
wants but little here below" is

brought home to distracted fem-

ininity when the problem arises

of selecting him a Christmas
gift. The list from which the

selection must be made is a nar-

row one, beginning with a pipe
and ending with something to

wear. If he doesn't smoke, by
process of elimination it sim-
mers down to something to

wear.

The men's wear merchant
has secured in the past the bulk
of the trade in men's Christmas
gifts. Why not get the rest of

it this year? This is not an impossible feat by any
means. It has become customary in the majority of
city stores of recent years to put in stocks of novelties,

articles a little out of the beaten path of haber-
dashery, but of sufficient relation to it to make their

admission quite permissible

and logical. Such linas as to-

bacco pouches, cigarette holders,

ash trays, pipe racks, mantle
decorations, watch fobs, tie

racks and so on are all novelty

articles which have an appeal
for Christmas shoppers. There
is no reason why the men's
wear dealer should not carry

them. It would simplify mat-
ters for the shopper to be able to

select from a comprehensive
stock at one store; it would
mean increased profits for the

merchant.

In fact, the men's wear dealer

should make it his object to re-

move all responsibility from the

shopper, by carrying a stock of

sufficient variety to reduce shop-

ping troubles to a minimum.

THE VALUE OF ATTRACTIVENESS.

That the trade appraise at-

tractiveness in the store appear-

ance at its real worth is a fact

attested by the high position

that the men's wear store occu-

pies in this regard. No store is

more uniformly attractive in

appearance than the haberdash-

ers'. Close attention is given to

the arrangement of goods and
to window displays and the

**•>,
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A display by E. K. Dallimore, with Hiekey & Pascoe, Toronto, which presents some suggestions for

Christmas displays.

quality of the fixtures and store appointments is of

the highest. Nevertheless, the standard maintained

during the rest of the year will not do for the Christ-

mas season. It should be borne in mind that the

bulk of the shopping during the holiday period is

done by women and everything of a special nature

should be undertaken with an eye to attracting fem-

inine attention. On this basis, it is distinctly neces-

sary to make the window display preeminently at-

tractive. The interior decorations must be unusually

inviting.

A good scheme, which has been adopted in a

great many cases in the larger stores, is to build a

canopy- over the front of the store using evergreen

boughs for the purpose. A row of small flags along
the sides adds to the festive appearance. Wreaths of

holly, wreaths and mistletoe can be used to good

effect in brightening up the store within.

MAKING AN EARLY START.

There is one deterrent feature which must not be
overlooked. The shopping, which should be more
or less evenly distributed over a period of a month
or six week*, is generally left until the last week.

People postpone their shopping until the last mom-
ent. The result is that during the last two weeks be-

fore Christmas the stores are crowded, and are forced

to handle a larger volume of business than they have

the facilities for. In other words, the stores must

handle more business than they can do with profit

to themselves and perfect satisfaction to the cus-

tomer.

The result is that not as much business is done

as would otherwise have been the case. Customers

have not the time to make proper selection of gifts,

generally taking the first thing they find whicb

seems to answer their requirements. Salesmen have

not the opportunity to induce customers to purchase

gifts which would suit them best.

There are. of course, people who carry out their

Christmas shopping on a systematic basis. Many
plan well in advance what they intend to purchase

and proceed to carry out these plans in the most sys-

tematic way. Erequently many of the desired art-

icles will have been secured several weeks before the

holiday. Tbese persons, however, are the exceptions

(Continued on pace 04.)
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Development of Ready-to-Wear Clothing
ALTHOUGH ready-to-

wear clothing has at-

tained wonderful popu-

larity in this country,

it is only very recently

that the idea has been

taken up in England to

any extent. In fact it

looked at one time as though ready-to-wear clothing

would never gain any foothold in the Old Country.

English manufacturers were inclined to scoff at the

idea. They contended that Englishmen had become

so accustomed to having their clothes made at the

tailors that it would never be possible to reconcile

them to the new idea. That ready-to-wear would

never "catch on" in the present generation was a

view generally held.

It remained for Selfridge & Co. to convince them

of their mistake. A short time ago the house of

Selfridge & Co. began an active campaign to intro-

duce ready-to-wear clothing for men into England.

Their success was instantaneous, and remarkable in

view of the opinions which had been held by all

connected with the clothing trade previously. Eng-

lishmen took to the idea almost as readily as their

American cousins, and the trade of Selfridge & Co.

grew by leaps and bounds. It is now said that manu-

facturers there are beginning to develop the idea in

their products. It is not unreasonable to assume that

before many years have passed the vogue of ready-

to-wear clothing for men will be almost as marked
in the Old Country as it is in America.

There can be no doubt that a large share of the

credit for this change can be laid at the door of

Selfridge & Co. Their campaign was conducted ou

the most progressive principles. They advertised

extensively and conducted their business with the

one viewpoint of giving the public the best possible

service.

In a recent advertisement they comment interest-

ingly as follows on the results of their experiment:

"another milestone passed.

"Three and a half years to the first milestone.

"Nine months to the second.

"Uphill to the first; sturdy work, gathering force

and place, even when the gradient was steepest.

"A little easier work to the second—speeding
ahead with all the exhilaration and momentum of

the rider when the fair, white road stretches before
and behind, and the upward climb is only remember-
ed as a vanquished enemy.

"Such is the history of the development of this

house as a men's shopping centre.

New Idea is Gaining a Strong Foothold

in England, Despite Strong Prejudice

at the Start—Selfridge & Co. Were
Pioneers of the Movement—An Inter-

esting Statement.

"This month the

section celebrates the

first anniversary of the

passing of the first mile-

stone—when it was con-

siderably extended, and

nine months later the

annex at the west end

of the main building was opened, and the depart-

ment threw out its chest and drew a deep breath

—

not of satisfaction, but merely to get ready for the

next milestone.

"Uphill to the first! It is always uphill work
for pioneers. They must be prepared to clear the

brushwood away before they start reaping.

"Our 'brushwood' was Ready-made Opinion.

Ready-made Opinion was planted deep in the mind
of practically every man we wanted for a customer;

there was scarcely anyone who knew the difference

between the rightly ridiculed 'ready-mades' and our

'Ready-for-Service' clothing.

"Just a moment, please.

"For the benefit of those few readers who, even

to-day, feel inclined to say, Pshaw ! "Ready-for-Ser-

vice" twaddle again!' let me state one fact before

such a sentiment is uttered 'Ready-for-Service' cloth-

ing costs in many instances more than made-to-
measure clothes!

"Obviously, there is only one reason why a house
of business professing to hold such policies as we
have announced to be ours dares offer such goods at

a higher price than its competitors—because they
are far better value; far better in every way,
from our point of view, from the customer's point of
view, and from the point of view of the customer's
friends.

"So, as we contend that our 'Ready-for-Service'

clothing is superior to the bulk of bespoke tailoring,

it is idle to defend its superiority to its discreditable

ancestor—the 'ready-made' suit of 10 years ago.

"It was not easy for this department to gain its

first converts. The average man, very naturally,

classed it with the old 'stock-size' horrors. But,
slowly at first, then gaining ground more and more
quickly, came the knowledge that there was a new
era in tailoring.

"Stout men, thin men, tall men, short men have
come to the departments—a kind of walking chal-
lenge to its capabilities—and have defied the re-

sources of the department to fit them perfectly. And,
as they came, each man a walking challenge, so they
have departed, each man a walking advertisement
for the new tailoring.

"For, once uproot a prejudice from a man's
mind—open his eyes to something he has not un-
derstood, and straightway he starts proselytising

is friends.—Selfridge & Co.. Ltd."among
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Clothes, Methods and Men
A Co-Operative Sale Plan

AT THE RECENT convention of the clothing men
of the State of New York, a very radical plan was

suggested, to wit., the co-operative plan of getting

rid of old stock at the end of each season by hiring

a store in one of the larger cities of the State where

retailers in towns nearby could dispose of their odds

and ends. This plan would be a most distinct de-

parture, but it is altogether likely that it will ulti-

mately be adopted. The need for some plan of dis-

posing of these ends of stock has been felt for some

time, and the retailers are anxious to dispose of their

odds and ends without resorting to unfair measures

of competition. The matter was discussed at the

convention at some length, and on the whole the

members approved of the idea. One retailer op-

posed the idea on the ground that customers of the

merchants included in the scheme in the different

cities would get into the habit of waiting for the co-

operative sale at the end of the season. This objec-

tion was not considered to be pertinent, however, as

most of the customers of the retailers represented had

got into the habit anyway of waiting for individual

sales, at the end of the season, and none of the retail-

ers would stand to lose by running the co-operative

sale as suggested. The clothing men in the State

practically had adopted the clearance sales, and it

was considered that holding a co-operative sale would

enable them to reap the same benefit and. at the same

time, keep the reputation of their stores on a higher

plane.

©

The Combination Shirt

THE COMBINATION shirt is the latest departure in

men's clothing. Manufacturers are turning out

shirts with drawers of the same material in one

piece. The drawers button about the leg, so that

the garment can be removed with little less trouble
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than with the ordinary shirt. Combination shirts

of this description were designed in the first place

for athletic sports and, of course, could be worn only

in the Summer when they took the place of under-

wear. Two advantages are claimed for them. They

do away with underclothing and thereby reduce the

weight and are, therefore, of value to the sportsman

who requires as much freedom as possible. They

prevent the shirt from hitching up, which almost

invariably happens when a man is engaged in exer-

cise. The combination shirt was introduced to the

Canadian trade this Summer through the columns

of The Review. Inquiry among the large retailers

elicits the information that the public has shown

some interest in the new garment. Necessarily it will

take some time for the idea to grow in favor. Union

suits were a long time in attaining to popularity.

Men looked on them askance at first as an innovation

which they were not sure of. Now, however, the

union suit is fast becoming the leading feature in

underwear. This same growth of favor may be ac-

corded the combination shirt. But time will tell.

®

Why burden yourself with details? Systematize

your store.

* * *

The principal ingredient in luck, some one has

said. i> common sense. It divides first place with

hard work.
* * *

Business is showing improvement and there

should be a marked change in financial conditions

by the first of the year.

The Englishman has been slow to find the real

value of ready-to-wear clothing, but is coming to it

now.
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A DISPLAY OF ORIGINALITY

The above illustration is of a window trimmed by Eeid W. Pepper, display

man with Marks & Price, Yonge St., Toronto. Readers of "The Review" will

recollect that in the last issue we illustrated another of Mr. Pepper's original

ideas in the form of a special card. His idea here was to draw illustrations of

articles as they appear when worn. Another idea of Mr. Pepper's is illus-

trated in this window. He devises show cards, on which are listed prices of every

article in the window. "When a card of this kind is placed in a window trim it

is not necessary to show any other card. He makes the card small and incon-

spicuous, and in this way the trim is not broken up in any way, and yet, never-

theless, the card serves the same purpose as a number of smaller price cards

attached to each article would do.

The window trim herewith presented was arranged by Mr. Pepper for the

Hallowe'en trade. Lights were shown in the pumpkins at night. Despite the

fact that the space at his disposal in this window is not large, Mr. Pepper has
been able to arrange a very commendable and attractive display of merchandise.

The idea of a single card in a window display is, as far as we know, a new
one. It is one which other display men might utilize to advantage in their own
work.



Figure 10. Figure 1. Figure 3 Figure 7.

The Efficient Lighting of Show Windows
THE TYPICAL show

window can be grouped

in three classes, which

for convenience we will

designate as A, B, and

3 : and the more special

ivindows in two other

classes referred to as D,

and E.

The following classifications take into account,

all of the various types of boxed-in windows.

Class A windows: heighth equal to depth. High

trimmed. Average height 9 ft. Depth 9 ft. Heighth

of trim 9 ft.

Class B windows: 1, heighth one and half times

depth. Medium trim. Average height 10 ft. Depth

The Style of Reflectors to Use to Secure

the Best Possible Illumination—Rules

to be Followed in Selecting Reflectors

and Locations—Synopsis of an Inter-

esting Paper.

From an address by H. B. Wheeler at convention of

Illuminating Engineering Society.
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Figure 2. Figure 4.

2, heighthe one and half

Average heighth 10 ft.

6 ft. Height of trim 7 ft

times depth. High trim.

Depth 6 ft. Heighth of trim 9 ft.

Class C : Heighth two times the depth

trim. Average height 12 ft. Depth 6 ft.

Medium
Height of

trim 7 ft.

Class D windows: heighth equal to depth. High

trim. Average height 5 ft. Depth 6 ft. Height of

trim 5 ft.

Class E windows: height one and two thirds times

the depth. Low trim.

Average height 5 ft.

Depth 2 ft. 6 in. Height

of trim 2 ft.

The height of the

window is always meas-

ured from the floor to

the ceiling; the depth

lass front to the back : the trim from thefrom the

floor up.

Windows of class A are usually trimmed up high

on the background, and hence require a reflector

which distributes the light over the angle zero to 90

degrees. The reflector shown (Fig. 1) has been de-

signed to meet this condition : its introducing curve

is shown in Fig. 2. This is a non-reflector, with a

portion of the front cut away, to admit the light to

escape horizontally. Hence a large portion of the

lamp is exposed to view from within the window.

Mirrors should not be placed in the upper part of the

background, in order to avoid the possibility of seeing

an image of the lamp when observing the window

from the street.

The more common windows of Class B are

trimmed only to a medium height, but occasionally

some are found in which the trim is carried up high.

The first sub-division requires the use of a reflector,

which distributes the light in the angle zero to 55

degrees. The reflector shown in Fig. 3 has been

designed to accomplish this result. Its introducing

curve is shown in Fig. 4. For the second sub-division

it is necessary to use a combination of reflector shown

in Fig. 3 and 4 in order to get the desired results.

In Class C the trim is carried up to only a medium
height. A reflector which concentrates the light flux

in the angle intercepted by the line of trim, most

nearly meets the condition. Fig. 5 shows a reflector

which has been designed to give the required results.

Its light distribution curve is shown in Fig. 6.

Class D. is found chiefly in cases where the show

window is divided into two tiers, and in shops with

low head room, situation on the ground floor. The

light distribution required is essentially that of the

reflector shown in Fig. 1. but there is not sufficient
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head room in these windows to permit its use.

Fig. 7 shows a reflector which has been designed to

meet the latter condition. Its light distribution curves

are shown in Fig. 8. This reflector is provided with an

adjustable holder, as shown in Fig. 9, and the lamps

are placed horizontally in the reflector. It is usually
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Details for installing in

in windows reflector windows reflector shown in

Fig. 3.

installed with the flat side tilted at an angle approx-

imately 15 degrees with the horizontal. A mirror

background should not be used in a window of this

height for obvious reasons.

Class E. windows are found largely in jewellry

stores, cigar stores, and shoe stores. The line of trim

is low, and frequently it is practically flat. This win-

dow requires a reflector having a light distribution

curve similar to that of the reflector. shown in Fig. 5.

This reflector, of course, is too large for a window of

this size. The reflector shown in Fig. 10 installed as

shown in Fig. 11, has been largely used for this type

of window. Its distribution curve is shown in Fig. 4.

A window may be illuminated in this manner very

satisfactorily, but since the reflector is symmetrical it

is not so economical, in as much as a great deal of the

light flux escapes to the street and upper portions of
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Figure Figure

the window. The percentage of the total light flux

incident on the surface of the line of trim is low.

At the present time a small non-symmetrical re-

flector like that shown in Fig. 5 is being developed

for this class of window.

The chart shown in Fig. 12 makes easy the selec-

tion of the correct reflector for any type of window.

To start with, knowledge of three things is necessary

:

heighth, depth of window, and heighth ;of trim at

background.

Suppose, for example, the show window is 10 ft.

high, 6 ft. deep, and the trim or background to be

lighted is 6 ft. high. The procedure would be as

follows

:

First, find the heighth of the window, 10 ft. on

the left hand vertical scale. This point is indicated

at A. Second, locate depth of window, 6 ft. on lower

RUBBER WASHER

.CAST IRON 80 »

ELECTRIC WIRES

.PORCELAIN
RECEPTACLE

,'SHADE HOLDER

Figure 9. Figure 11.

horizontal scale. This point is indicated as B. Third

from the latter point, locate another point correspond-

ing to the highest point to which the window is

trimmed. (In this case 6 ft.) This point is indicated

asC.

Next note the diagonal line that most nearly

passes through the two points A and C, which in this

case is a heavy dark line. By referring to the key

below, one finds the reflector designated by the heavy

dark line, which is the reflector of Fig. 3. In the

above example, if the window were 12 ft. high the

chart would call for a reflector like that in Fig. 5.

This chart is based on the use of a lamp for which
each reflector herein mentioned is designed.

Continued on page 59.

Photonetric d i s t r ibution
curve and data on reflector.

Shown on Fig. 10 when a
1.12 watt per candle lamp
is used.

Fig. 12.
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Solving the Vexed Alteration Problem
TREATING the all-im-

portant subject of al-

terations, Walter A.

Oleson writes as follows

in Men's Wear (New
York)

:

We are gradually

evolutionizing into that

analytical state of mind where our attention is being

concentrated on causes—not effects. And this liter-

ally marks a promotion in the cycle of reasoning. Up
to the present time effects have occupied the major

part of our time and study. By this process, while

undesirable effects were at times obliterated entirely

or modified, the causes of those effects still remained

to assume annoying maturity. And so, in the end,

instead of freeing ourselves from the fetters that

bound, we merely loosened them, to tighten upon
the slightest provocation and first opportunity.

The alteration imposition is at the present time

the most vital effect before the retail clothiers of this

country. It is an effect that demands immediate an-

nihilation. It is fattening on the fetters of its vic-

tims. Many remedies have been advanced to obliter-

ate the effect. Some have been commendable, but
all have failed because of the utter disregard to the

paramount issue—the causes.

This is strictly a problem of the retail clothiers.

The women's wear trade is not troubled with this

imposition, because from the beginning they have

discountenanced the causes. Now, while they are in

clover in this respect, their brethren are seeking a

way out of the mire. Like the weed, they are tram-

pled upon by their customers with utter abandonment
because they have invited the anticipation in every

instance of favors in the shape of free alterations, etc.

Many retailers will say, "But I have not, to my know-
ledge. It has been thrust upon me and my hands

are tied." But this apparent ''thrusting" is the work

of the salesmen. By submitting to it the clothier is

a party to and accessory of the crime.

Here in the beginning we have a cause. This

cause has its influence on the policy of the house,

The effect of the cause is felt in the policy

the policy is inaugur-

ated it will be found

that the causes have

been conspicuous in the

formulating thereof. A
great many retailers are

acting under the illu-

sion that it is the policy

of the house which em-

braces free alterations,

The Key is in the Hands of the Hands
of the Salesman—He Should Gauge
Each Customer and Handle Him to

Avoid the Alteration Difficulty— A
Mental Chart.

thereby accepting it as

an effect. It is the al-

teration imposition (or

any like cause) which

precludes the possibility

of a perfect policy.

And so the issue

becomes more signifi-

cant than ever—we must get at the causes if we hope

to establish a permanent cure. And in the com-

position of this permanent cure the salesmen form

the most vital composite. It can be safely said that

the salesmen are the cause of fully ninety per cent,

of free alterations. The promise of free alterations

will awaken a responsive cord in any red-blooded

man's bosom, simply because he imagines he is "put-

ting one over" on the proprietor. I have heard

friends of mine innumerable times express them-

selves as highly elated after purchasing a suit be-

cause they secured additional work on it without

cost. The thought of alterations because they were

really necessary never entered their heads.

Their common acceptance of the matter was, to

quote them, "I got the best of that salesman."

Every avenue of productive cost is yearly mount-

ing higher. The margin of profit, which is in sym-

pathy with this increase, diminishes consistently. The

more leeway the salesmen are given the more they

take. The customers naturally derive all the benefit.

This forms the one big reason why the repair depart-

ment, carried along as a part of the "service" ren-

dered the customer, is now assuming a real menacing

form and shapes up as a positive bugbear. It has been

nurtured and fed on the fact that it was not given

much attention as long as the profits were large en-

ough to make worry about items of expense un-

necessary.

Another cause which the merchant controls is

that of selecting and buying clothes properly de-

signed to fit most correctly the varying human pro-

portions. The most efficient force of salesmen in the

world will be at loggerheads if they have not got the

right kind of clothes to sell. Every commercial en-

When terprise to be successful must be founded on honesty,

and to be permanent,

must be built upon re-

liability. If the sales-

man has to sell a suit of

clothes or overcoat that

does not fit. it would be

far better to give free

alterations, even at a

terrific loss.

Next to knowing his
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stock, a salesman should make a psychological study

of mankind. By cultivating the tastes of his cus-

tomers and subtly suggesting the really proper model

and size, he can, nine times out of ten, entirely sub-

merge any ideas of free alterations his customer may
possibly entertain. Knowing the mental processes

of the human mind will be of far more help in this

regard to the salesman than any subterfuges relating

to his stock. For instance, nearly every man's mind
comes under one of the classifications shown in the

little sketch centred on this page.

Those in class No. 1, dominated by their know-

ledge, can best be sold by appealing to their intel-

lectuality. They are also the ones who can be easily

made to see that free alterations is an imposition on

the merchant and not a necessity. By treating them

on a ''merchandising equality" basis, more will be

gained by the merchant and salesman than if the lat-

ter acted the part of the "know it all." Many cus-

tomers like to feel that they are "in on the secret,"

and these are in this class. They realize just how
much they have a right to expect.

Class No. 2, dominated by their power, is abso-

lutely the hardest to handle. Those constituting this

element of mankind will always demand more than

is offered them. Possibly eighty per cent of the "free

alteration" takers are in this class. The salesman

and merchant in this instance must play the part of

humility and make subtle suggestions. Direct op-

position would be fatal. Even then a certain per-

centage of them will always demand free alterations,

if only to exert their authority and manifest their

strength of will power.

Class No. 3, dominated by their feeling, allows the

salesman and merchant to demonstrate their own
personality and power? of persuasion. It is the easi-

est class of all to sell. They as a rule depend on
others for initiative. The seller must assert his

own pre-eminence in the particular transaction under
development. He must at all times hold the upper

hand and dominate the buyer. Positive claims will

be more effective than suggestions. The customer in

this class will rely mostly on the salesman, who can

accomplish best results by playing on the feeling of

vanity, appearance and economy.

By placing every sane man in one of these three

divisions the salesman can complete his sale in the

quickest time, at the least expense and to their mu-
tual satisfaction. A salesman's good judgment can

keep the alteration cost down to an extreme mini-

mum, just as easily as indifference or over-anxiety to

please results in excessive additional expense. But
the only way a salesman can exercise his good judg-

ment is by knowing the mental processes of his cus-

tomer.

With the present state of accurate knowledge and
efficiency there should be little call for free altera-

tions. Eliminate the busheling expense! But get

at the causes of things! Annihilate the causes and

the effects will die a natural death ! Try to kill the

effects only and the causes will always remain to

confound you. Permanency in remedial measures

is embodied in destroying the germ. Pound a snake

to a pulp, and if you leave it in the sun it will be-

come whole and dangerous again. The only way to

destroy is to kill the germ of life. The only way to

suffocate the alteration snake, the most insiduous of

all, is to utterly and unmercifully destroy the causes

of it. Why not make a beginning now?"—m—
Sartorial Sidelights.

The best dressed men in London are wearing the

evening coats short waisted, with lapel rolled shorter

than usual and points very nearly meeting. The

dress waistcoat is still cut with points, but not exag-

gerated, about three inches long from the bottom

button.

During the Dublin Horse Show yellows and

browns were the prevailing colors. The horsey men

there have a weakness for yellow waistcoats, yellow

gloves, ties, and handkerchiefs.

A serviceable golfing suit now being worn on the

English moors during shooting season is a single-

breasted lounge suit, with coat rather longer than

usual, rolled front, and three buttons to close it. There

are four pockets, the two bottom of the bulging kind,

with flaps, while the breast ones are patches. The

back is plain, without a vent. The knickers are of

rice-bag shape, but not as loose as in former years.

The material is a homespun, with brown and green

mixtures the most popular. The stockings are of

popular homespun shades. The quiet heather col-

orings have come into great demand, and loud colors

are passing away. This is said to be the result, large-

ly, of a feeling that the birds recognize the bright

colors quickly.

®

The Efficient Lighting of Show Windows

(Continued from page 57)

Where it is necessary to place reflectors on the

transom bar they may be selected by using the dis-

tance from the floor of the window to the bar as the

heighth of ceiling.

The window reflectors discussed in this paper

are designed exclusively for use with the standard

tungsten lamps. Each reflector is designed for a

certain size of lamp.

In order to conceal show window reflectors from

the view of the observer on the street, window drapes

or valance? are very much used. In addition to per-

forming the above function they add a touch of re-

finement and exclusiveness to a show window, greatly

increasing the attractiveness of the merchandise dis-

played.



Efficient Store Service Vs. Personal Effort

EXPERIENCE h a s

demonstrated that the

one-man machine is not

an effective force in the

operation of any form

of business. Moral.

It runs jerkily at all

times and, being operat-

ed at full speed, is very liable to break down.

Many business men carry the whole burden of

management on their own shoulders. They look

after everything from the supervision of the book-

keeping to the financing of the business. They are

swamped under a mass of detail which gets larger

all the time. As a result, they cannot give undivided

attention to any one phase of the business at any

time and in some respects the business is likely, is

certain, to suffer. This concentration of responsi-

bility is due to two motives, economy and a sense of

self-importance. The head would rather look after

things himself than pay the salaries required to se-

cure men capable of handling them; or perhaps he

feels that the business needs his continual oversight,

that no one could look after things the way he does

himself.

The Introduction of System Enables

the Merchant to Shift the Burden
from His Own Shoulders—The One-

Man Machine Breaks Down in Time

—

A Case in Point Which Contains a

him. He never walk-

ed; he j o g t r o 1 1 e d.

Words ripped out of

him like bullets from a

Maxim. He did every-

thing about twice as

fast as other men.

Once he was asked:

"Robertson, what would happen to this business if

you were to step out" Robertson considered the idea

a moment and replied: "It would live about a week,

I guess. This business couldn't get along without

me."

And he was right. As things stood, he was the

whole business.

Nothing was
d one without

his supervision

and o.k. The

staff was made
up of cheap
men who had

bee o m e

mere ma-

chines un-

* I

The writer has a case in mind. It was acknow-

ledged in P that A. G. Robertson (let us

call him that) was the whole works" at the P

Clothing Co. store. He did the buying, superin-

tended the sales staff, looked after customers himself

sometimes, had an eye on the books at all times,

checked over shipments and deliveries, wrote the

advertising, took a hand at window trimming and

had been interrupted at times while engaged in writ-

ing price cards. He was what was generally termed

a "hog for work." At 7 . 30 each morning he started

for the store to open up, noon saw him on his way

to a nearby restaurant where he spent all of twenty

minutes at lunch, at 6 he went home for dinner and

often as not hustled back to the store to put in the

evening there. He was never seen in the store with-

out a pen behind his ear, a bundle of papers in his

hands and a general air of feverish activity about

der Robertson.

But even

with the dyna-

mic and 100-

per-cent -effici-

ent Robertson,

to direct things,

the business

was not a

smooth-working

machine by any
Robertson was a "hog for work.

means. All departments were behind. Robertson him-

self was generally about three days behind schedule

and, needless to state, the staff did not do any better.

The store was in a continual turmoil, a mad rush to

catch up with work. There was a deplorable lack of

system noticed in every department
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The inevitable happened when Robertson took

sick one day and was laid up for five months. For

a few weeks chaos settled down on the business. The
head clerk, who found himself thrust automatically

into charge, could not gather into his own hands the

reins which Robertson had so suddenly dropped.

He was totally at sea. Then with things getting into

a worse tangle with each day, the need for immedi-

ate action was felt and Mrs. Robertson, through the

medium of a wholesale house, secured a competent

man to act as manager temporarily.

The new manager had had an extensive experi-

ence in the clothing and furnishings business and
had topped off with two years in the office of the

wholesale house through whom the appointment was

made. He had become strongly imbued with belief

in the value of system. On taking charge of the

P Clothing Co. store, he was appalled at

the total lack of system he found and made it his

object to correct things. In two months he had
worked out and put into operation a system which
fitted the business nicely and enabled him to keep
closely in touch with all phases of it without diffi-

culty. When Robertson was able to get down to the

store, he found that order had been restored out of

chaos. The business was running smoothly. New
forms and systems were in use that kept every detail

of business before the manager. Everything was
right up to the minute. The personnel of the staff

had been strengthened by the addition of a few cap-

able men.

Robertson inspected everything and was delight-

ed—and amazed.

"How did you do it?" he asked. "I always
wanted to get things systematized but never found
time to get at it,"

"The reason, Mr. Robertson," said the manager,
"is plain. I am not as good a man as you are."

Then, seeing the puzzled look on the face of the
proprietor, he continued:

"This was a one-man business. You did every-
thing. I don't know of another man who could do
as much work as you were doing. When I came
here, I realized at once that I couldn't begin to do
the work you had done. So, I was compelled to put
in a system which would simplify matters and lift

the burden off the man in charge."

THE SYSTEM INSTALLED.

A few details of the system he had introduced
will be of interest.

A stock book was used for information in buy-
ing. This was in loose-leaf form and by consulting
it, one could find exactly what stock there was on
hand in any line. Purchasing forms were used on
which all particulars of every purchase were enter-

ed. A duplicate copy of this order was retained so

that when the goods arrived, they oould be checked

off. A Purchase Service book was used, provided

with a loose-leaf A to Z index. When an invoice

was received it was entered under the proper letter

in the index. To illustrate an invoice is received

from the Cosmopolitan Clothing Co. It is entered

in the index under "C" on the first line, as being the

first entered under that letter. Then the invoice is

pasted on a separate loose-leaf and eiven a.« a refer-

ence number "1-C." Then the items on the invoice

are numbered commencing with 1 and running con-

secutively. For example on June 2, invoice is as fol-

lows: "l-C-17" which instantly gives you the refer-

ence to the proper invoice under "C" index, and

would indicate that invoice wanted was the first one

under letter "C" and the seventeenth item.

A system for tabulating and classifying sales was

also used. Delivery forms were used. Various

original devices had been used for stocking shirts,

ties, collars and other lines. Altogether an effective

and far from cumbersome system had been evolved.

These items were but a few of the many ideas which

had been introduced to simplify the detail work of

the store and to "oil the cogs of the system."

It is hardly necessary to add that Robertson con-

tinued the system and found that his business in-

creased while his own work decreased.

It comes down to this. A system is better than a

man who knows all about the business and can,

therefore, do everything that the system otherwise

would do.

And yet there are hundreds of merchants in

Canada to-day, who run their stores on their own
knowledge and activities. They constitute the

whole business themselves; and, as the inevitable

concomitant, become slaves to the business. Their

whole time, their unflagging energies, are required

to keep the business running. If, as in the case of

Robertson, they were suddenly withdrawn from the

store, chaos would undoubtedly ensue.

If you were to see a business man laboriously

grinding out correspondence with pen and ink, there-

by using up hours of valuable time each day, you
would assume him to be a very ignorant man or one

decidedly antiquated in his ideas. You would be

tempted to explain that he could save valuable time

and ease his labors by getting a typewriter. It is

equally incomprehensible that some merchants will

run their stores on personal effort rather than on

system.

©

Large checks in hosiery designs and the brightest

of colors, scarlet, royal blue, emerald green, yellow,

with a large overcheck of black or white, are quite

the rage in London. Sometimes three or four colors

are introduced. The 'limit" has been reached, how-

ever, with the national flag reproduced down the

front in all the colors of life.
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A Resume of the Closed Crotch Controversy
Suit Brought By Cooper Underwear
Co. Against Other American Manufac-
turers Pending in the Courts—Whole
Trade is Showing Deep Interest in the

Outcome.

A WIDE degree of interest attaches at the present

time to the controversy being waged in the United

States over the closed crotch. Inasmuch as the

American retailer is involved in the question to

some extent, the controversy has aroused more
discussion than any previous development in the

knit goods industry.

A resume of the facts of the case will be of

interest to the trade in Canada.

There had always been difficulty with union

suits of underwear owing to the lack of a suitable

opening. The ordinary drop seat did not suit the

manufacturers entirely and yet, when the first

closed crotch suit was introduced something over

three years ago, it did not meet with entire ap-

proval. Much skepticism as to its success was

expressed. Nevertheless, the idea, soon established

itself, and to-day the closed crotch is very gen-

erally used.

The Cooper Underwear Co., of Kenosha, Wis.,

were first in the field with the closed crotch gar-

ment. They secured a patent covering a garment

with an opening extending from a point in the

back above the crotch to a point in the leg below

the crotch. After the first uncertainty, the new
garment was accepted with such favor that many
manufacturers purchased the privilege of using

the closed crotch in their products, paying royal-

ties to the Cooper Co., for this privilege. Other

manufacturers began to put out closed crotch gar-

ments, which according to the Cooper Co., violate

their patent.

A short time ago, the Cooper Co. decided to

test the case and issued notices to the manufac-

turers making closed crotch garments, without a

license from them, that they intended to prosecute.

Announcements were also made that the company

would also prosecute retailers who sold these gar-

ments. The manufacturers charged with infringe-

ment replied that they were prepared to fight the

matter out and would protect any customers of

theirs who might be drawn into the litigation

through selling closed crotch garments not pur-

chased from the holder of the patent or licensed

firms.

The Cooper Co. replied, stating their irrevoc-

able intention of fighting to protect their rights

fi2

Diagrams showing closed crotch

patterns used by a number of

American manufacturers. That

at the top is the Cooper Under-

wear Co. pattern.

More diagrams showing closed

crotch arrangements. These dia-

grams are reproduced from the

Dry Goods Reporter.

under the patent. The case was taken into the

courts where it now rests. The final decision will

be awaited with interest.

The diagrams presented show various styles

of close crotch garments, made by American

manufacturers.
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A little water; a few

rubs— and a clean

CHALLENGE COLLAR
At this inclement season of the year a

stock of Arlington Challenge Collars will

meet with a ready sale. As neat appear-

ing as the ordinary linen kind your cus-

tomer is always assured, at a moment's

notice, of a nice, clean collar. Made in

four grades of linen coated and two grades

of solid stock. Superior to any other

similar priced collar on the market.

The Arlington Company
of Canada, Limited

54-56 Fraser Avenue, Toronto

Eastern Agent : Duncan Bell, 301 St. James St., Montreal
Ontario Agents: J. A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Wellington E., Toronto
Western Agent : R. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block. Winnipeg

VANCUARD Knitting Wools
Established

'•«STl^

Sootch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

158, 12'8,

w ,«a^-, Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

0>2 and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
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Fire Losses In Canada

ATTENTION has several times been called in the

columns of The Review to the disturbingly large fire

loss in Canada. That the fire loss in this country

is the largest in the world is established in a recent

copy of the Conservation Commission bulletin.

The per capita loss in Canada in cities of over

20.000 population, it is pointed out, was $2.88 last

year. In the United States it was $2.55, in France

it was 84 cents, and in England 54 cents. The dis-

crepancy between the figures as applied to American

and to European countries is most significant. The
loss in Canada is more than five times larger than in

England.

And it is not hard to understand the difference.

In Canada the only facilities provided are for stop-

ping fires. In England the object strived after is to

prevent fires. Rigid inspection of buildings as to

suitability of construction, heating and wiring goes

a long way to prevent losses in the old country. A
fire there is regarded as little short of a public calam-

ity, to be investigated and tested, with an eye to find-

ing the means of preventing similar occurrences. In

Canada a fire is a detail, a regular incident in the

course of the day which attracts interest only when
it is accompanied by loss of life. As the Conserva-

tion Bulletin says : ''Unless there is a loss of life our

Canadian public regards destruction by fire with alto-

gether too much complacency." Even where loss

of life occurs, the complacency of the public is only

temporarily disturbed.

Fire losses in Canada are attributable to care-

lessness, both public and private. Public negligence

is shown in the looseness of inspection and regulation

of buildings. Structures not designed in any respect

with an eye to safety are permitted to be built. Indi-

vidual negligence is manifested in countless ways.

People do not seem to care whether their homes, or

stores, or factories, are properly safeguarded. They
never enquire as to whether the wiring or piping in

the house has been properly done. They leave

matches around promiscuously, build bonfires, shoot

off fireworks, dump live coals against fences and in

innumerable other ways court visitation from the

fire fiend. The huge fire loss in Canada is due purely

and simply to the indifference of the authorities and

the deplorable carelessness of the public.

This is a question which materially affects the

retail merchant. Not only does it increase his risks

of loss but it very materially adds to the amount of

insurance that he has to pay. As long as the fire loss

in Canada continues at this alarming rate, the mer-

chant will have to foot the bill in the form of high

rates.

Canada should not be content to rest under this

unenviable notoriety. An effort should be made to

stir the public conscience.

Making the Most of the Christmas Trade
Continued from page 52.

which prove the rule. The average person leaves his

or her shopping until the last week, or in a great

many cases until the very last day. Procrastination,

which is the thief of time, is also the bane of the re-

tail merchant, for it leads to a large majority of peo-

ple leaving their shopping until Christmas Eve, and
expecting the merchant to give them the same
service and the same selection which they would have

had they attempted to carry out their shopping at a

more seasonable and reasonable time.

The store staffs are so rushed that they cannot

give proper attention to the persons they are waiting

on; in fact, they frequently have to wait upon four

or five parties at the same time. Deliveries cannot be

made. Everything is in topsy-turvy condition. It

is generally the case that the store staffs have to work
until well after midnight on Christmas Eve in order

to catch up on the business which pours in at the last

moment through the procrastination of Christmas

shoppers.

It is, therefore, incumbent upon the merchant to

improve conditions as far as lies in his power. If he

can induce more people to make their purchases at

an earlier date his own profit will be increased there-

with.

There is only one way in which this can be done.

The merchant must keep continually impressing

upon the public the importance to themselves of

doing their shopping before the real rush begins.

This can be done by starting to display Christmas

goods early, by advertising early and continuously.

It should be borne in mind that the average person

does not leave shopping until the last moment
through malice aforethought but rather through

carelessness. "I will leave that off until to-morrow,"

is the mental attitude of the average person to the

question of shopping. But, as in everything else,

to-morrow never comes. In this way, they keep leav-

ing it off day after day until the very last moment,

when it is impossible to leave it off any further. It

is only this fact that finally does force some people

to get down to business. If proper methods were

taken to keep before the minds of such people the

fact that Christmas is growing closer all the time, it

is certain that they could be induced to start their

work of gift-selecting long before the time they do

when left to their own resolutions.

The mens' wear merchant should leave nothing

until the last moment that can be done in advance.

Show and price cards should be done as far ahead of

time as possible and an effort should also be made to

get the advertising copy up in advance. When the

rush is on. the merchant and salesman will have

little time to attend to such things. It is doubtful

if it is possible to turn out the best copy when rushed

for time, so it would serve many purposes to have

the matter written before the rash begins.
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TkefieeLCF

From the railroad

man's viewpoint
Perhaps the severest test possible is

given overalls on the road. The
cinders, the handling of freight, the

grease of the engine, the shovelling

coal, climbing around freight cars,

handling ties and steel, everything is there

to test the durability of overalls.

It is here that Carhartt Overall Uniforms
have reached the height of popularity be-

cause they stand the test. They give free-

dom because of their roomy proportions,

and have the self-adjusting suspender.

They give service because they are made
of the best materials, sewed with the best

thread, and reinforced where they receive

the greatest strain. The safety watch-
pocket keeps the watch from coming in

contact with cinders, which is a big con-

sideration with a railroad man, who, of

necessity, must keep his watch in perfect

condition.

Our proposition to you

Whether you have a railroad man's or
machinists' trade, an ordinary laboring man's
and farmers' trade, or the trade of the auto-
1st, you should send for our trial order of
Carhartt Overall Uniforms and Gloves. We

send it on sixty days' approval, return-
able in whole or part at our expense.

You can't lose. Why not write a card for

it to-day?

Note.—We make everything in overalls, cor-

duroy pants and gloves for the working men.

Hamilton Carhartt
Manufacturer, Limited

TORONTO DETROIT
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This Store Equipped with Taylor-made Rack System

Made in Canada
No. 33 I.B.—Combination

Suit Hanger
per 100 $7.50

i). 33B—Boys', 15 inches

wide per 100 $7.50

No. 74 B. — Combination
Suit Hanger with in-
serted Trouser Bar

per 100 $15.00

No. 78.—Same as above
with wire attachment.

per 100 $16.50

Made of Pol-

ished Steel

Tubing

No paint, no
rust, no tools or
trouble to set

u p . Shipped
crated K.D. Ball
Socket Rollers.

6 feet long
6 post.. $10.00

8 feet long
6 post.. 11.50

10 feet long
6 post. . 12.50

Our Complete Catalogue No. 84, giving splendid ideas for the

window man, free for the asking. Mail Orders for Racks and

Hangers filled promptly. Send us your order.

Made of Oxi-

dized Steel

Tubing

6 feet long
6 post.. $13.00

S feet long
6 post . . 14.00

10 feet long
6 post . . 15.00

Suit Racks, 5
feet high. 26
inches wide.
Overcoat and
Ladies' Gar-
incuts 6 feet
high.

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen Street North, HAMILTON, ONT., John D. Moser, Manager



Criticisms of Some SeasonableAdvertisements
Four Ads. Dealing With Overcoats
Analyzed and Discussed—The Value of

Leaders and Price Quotations—Lack
of White Space a Common Fault With
Eetail Ads.

DURING FALL and early winter the attention of

the advertising man is devoted largely to overcoats.

Being the big selling line of the season, they natural-

ly commandeer the bulk of the advertising space. A
number of overcoat ads., selected at random from a

pile of exchanges, are presented and a careful anal-

ysis of same will be of interest to advertising men.

Livingston's, Kingston, is an advertisement of

considerable merit which could, nevertheless, have

been made doubly effective by a rearrangement. A
better lay-out would have been devised by dropping

the border around the whole ad. and running one

around the reading matter only, joining it to the rule

beneath the illustration by curved joint rules. The

value of the illustration, which, by the way, is an

unusually good one, would have been enhanced in

Christmas
Haberdashery
<J If in doubt what to give your
men friends for Christmas, re-

member you can make no mis-
take by deciding in favor of some
article of men's wear.

<| We have a very complete assort-

ment of ties, shirts, gloves, etc.,

and will be pleased to assist you
in making an appropriate selec-

tion.

•I Our newest importations of New
York and Chicago cravats pre-
sent an excellent opportunity to

secure the very latest materials
and shades.

•J An inspection will convince you
that this is the store at which to

secure acceptable gifts for your
most discriminating gentlemen
friends.

Harry Russel
259 Blair St. Regina

CLASSY
OVERCOATS

In selecting your overcoat why not avail your-
self of the "unusual" overcoats we offer and secure
an OYercoat that is not only "elegant," but at the
game tune "different."

We're showing all the conservative models, as
well as the Button Through, Belted Back, Shawl Col-
lar and other smart styles.

There are overcoatings with a close nap, rough
surface fabrics, Chinchillas and a gorgeous collec-

tion »f new and handsome mixtures.

Priced Fairly $12.00, $15.00, $18.00 to $25.00

if you're after downright comfort in an over-

coat, juat investigate the Shawl Collar Overcoat pro-
position.

LIVINGSTON'S
BROCK STREET

A little out of the way but it will pay you to walk.

complete readiness for

Fall business. We wel-

usual display of new Fall

styles for men and boys,

and tp share in the dis-

tribution of our quality

merchandise at moderate

H ats, Caps, Shirts, Sweat
er Coats, Neckwear, Un-
derwear, Socks, Braces.

Collars, etc.. etc. : : :

Corkery's
CHEAP CASH STORE

Front St., CampbeUford

A Suggestion for a Christmas
Advertisement.

this way. Standing in white space above the ad.

proper it would have double prominence.

Another advantage would arise out of this re-

arrangement. To look well, the matter would have
to be set in smaller type and, if a generous margin
were left around it, the result would be a doubly at-

tractive ad.

The heading 'classy overcoats" should be set in

smaller type and in upper and lower rather than in

caps. As shown, it is out of proportion to the rest of

the advertisement, an effect which is heightened by
the dissimilarity in the length of the two lines. If

set in smaller type, the heading could have been put
into smaller type.

The matter is well written and goes right to the

point. Altogether, a very good ad.

Corkery's, CampbeUford, Ont., is a neat adver-

tisement and to a certain degree an effective one.

The lay-out could have been improved in one respect

only, viz., by setting the first paragraph in slightly

more condensed form to allow of a better margin on

either side. The ad. itself could have been improved
in one respect also; either by quoting prices or by
referring to the illustration in some way. The ad.,

as it reads, has no focussing point, no peg on which
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Whaf's Your
f

Money Worth?
\

WORTH more io some places than it is in others— 8
more in this city than in any other city in Canada— more ©

in the one price cash store than in the store that does a *>

credit business—more at the Prowse Store than any other A
we know of.

J£

\ To Cite One Instance From Each Price Extreme I

| Other Prices $7.50, 8.00, 9,00, 10.00, 11.00, 12.00 15.00

| PROWSE BROS LTD.

oo

to hang its appeal, as it were. A specific description,

a heading of some kind is needed witn every adver-

tisement, no matter how small, to give it the "punch."

Prowse Bros., Charlottetown, P. E. I., have here

an ad. which has many good points and few faults

;

and the faults are all typographical. It starts out

with a good introductory talk, perhaps a little too

lengthy but bound to win attention at that. It gives

a range of prices and thoroughly describes two coats,

wisely selecting them from each extreme in price. The

illustrations, although inclining to the extreme of

commonplace so often seen in style drawings, clearly

indicate the trend in overcoats and so are effective.

A few errors of omission and commission were

fallen into in the make up of the ad., however. In

the first place, the heavy ornate border would have

been a liability rather than an asset even if it were

new; but in its battered condition, it looks far from

attractive. It is much too heavy. A thin, single-

rule border, placed at the outside of the space to al-

low as much as possible of that all important pub-

licity ingredient, "white space," would have been

much more effective. If the firm name had been

printed in upper and lower and caps rather than all

in caps and the rules above and below had been dis-

carded, another typographical improvement would

have been effected. Also it is hard to see what ad-

vantage has been gained by making two changes in

the measure of the introductory matter when one

change would have been sufficient. As set, the mat-

ter lias a rather broken up appearance and is hard

to read.

John McLeod, Sudbury, has an ambitious ad..

dealing with all lines of mens" wear, with overcoat? as

the headliner. Whatever criticisms are to be made

of this ad. are also along typographical lines. In

the introduction, a keen desire for emphasis is shown.

phrases here and there being set in larger type. The

desire has been indulged in to such an extent that

mm
Men 'Just come m and SEE OUR fall and

winter suits and overcoats- When we slide them
on to you, and you see the PERFECT FIT

;

when you examine the cloth and leam its

QUALITY; when we show you the superb

MAKE, you will WANT our clothes. And
when we surprise you by telling you the LOW
PRICE, you will BUY. We have an entirely

SEPARATE DEPARTMENT for our mens
wearables, from head to foot, and our EX-
PENSES (or doing business are less than those

of small stores.

Men's High-class Overcoats. Men's Suits.

,\Tft«r,r.••
" ,,"

Exlr. He.vv Tweed Coal, made from good <i

O.f.rd gre.j 1

iCaatkh*..
t* 00

7 four ,—t««Ur

f^HB
Men'. Kan Bine Smu of eitr* good qnAliij Eogli.b

worth more money. Sp«cuU at 916.00

Men's Odd Panto

be
k
ic*r"we.r ' Pnce7r»nge'rrom

''
'"t1%f'u, H.00

Men's Corduroy Panto

FllT
Granby

Dodo, h

MEN'S UNDERWEAR
e iSUulflold Brand] if.], blue tod black lit** rh.i underwear hi,, fetture found,,, ..,

$1 :<
,

$i 50 r ,. IIB. 3-75 - .

HlJNO. McLEOD SDDBDHY
CASH AND ONE PRICE.

the purpose has been defeated. There is so much

emphasis that no phrase really has any particular

distinction. If a public speaker declaims at the top

of his voice all through the course of his address, his

most impressive passages fall flat for the reason that

there is no higher height of declamation to which

he may go. The old fable of the Wolf cry illustrates

why too much emphasis in an ad. is far from effec-

tive.

Another criticism which occurs at once is on the

score of the large number of rules used. If the row

of four panels dealing with 'men's sweater coats,"

"men's winter caps." etc.. had been individually

paneled and all other rules eliminated, the result

would have been more pleasing and effective.

@
At a supper in Ireland recently Sir George Arm-

strong wore coat and trousers of black velvet, the

coat double-breasted and held closed by black silk

braid frogs. The waistcoat was of black poplin, and

single breasted.

While London's swellest tailors are holding to a

plain body-fitting Chesterfield overcoat this Fall, a

big business is being done all over England in belts

and pleats of every description. The "Guards" men-

tioned in October mid-issue of The Dry Goods Re-

view, are quite popular.
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Six square feet of Floor space
and the Crown Tailoring set of
samples will increase your revenue

hundreds of dollars

All you require is a table, just

large enough to hold the Crown

Tailoring set of samples, measur-

ing chart and style sheets and you

will be amply prepared to take

care of your trade that prefers

tailored-to-measure clothing.

This trade is increasing every day

with the result that hundreds of

ready-to-wear departments are

greatly increasing their revenue

every year with little or no outlay

attached, and practically no ex-

pense, by putting in our outfit.

You can do the same, no matter

how select or how ordinary a trade

you may have.

Every Crown Tailoring garment

has behind it an established busi-

ness, built on honorable dealings,

satisfaction for the merchant and

a square deal to the public. Be-

hind Crown Tailoring garments

are facilities that as yet are un-

equalled in the trade.

Every order sent in, gets the very

best attention of expert cutters,

operators and finishers. Only the

best materials are used, consistent

with the price charged. Every

stitch with the Crown Tailoring

label attached gives 100 per cent,

value for the money.

If there is no Crown Tailoring

agency in your town write for it

to-day.

It costs you nothing to learn about our proposition. It may;

mean hundreds of dollars to you to know about it and to take

it up.

WRITE NOW.

The Crown Tailoring Co., Limited
Our New Address: 533 College Street, TORONTO



Should Selling Price Be Marked in Code?
DOES IT pay to mark
selling prices in secret

code? This custom is

still followed out in

many men's wear stores

and the question, there-

fore, has become a per-

tinent one.

The consensus of opinion in the trade is that it

does not pay to have prices marked in secret. One
cannot help but agree with this opinion when it is

considered that the one-price-to-all principle now
holds good in practically all men's wear stores. Only
in stores that cater solely to transient trade is it pos-

sible to deviate from the rule of one price to all. In

stores of this class, salesmen frequentty ask custom-

ers for the price which they think the customer will

be prepared to pay. It is obvious that this can be

done only when the salesman feels sure that he will

never have occasion to wait upon this customer again.

In the average men's wear store, it is impossible to

do business profitably and permanently unless strict

adherence is made to the one-price-to-all principle.

In view of this well established fact it is hard to

see what excuse there could be for marking price

marks in secret code. There is a price fixed for each

article in the store, and the salesmen have no auth-

ority to deviate from that price in any case. Why
then should not the price be marked so that all can

see

Except where a certain latitude is lent to the

salesman in the matter of price, there can be no ad-

vantage' in marking selling prices in secret code.

There are, however, many disadvantages which go

with this system. With many customers it will arouse

a sense of suspicion. The fact that the price is marked

so that he cannot understand it will lead many men
to think that the salesman is offering the article to

him at a higher price than he might offer it to others.

To illustrate this point let us consider an occur-

rence which is very common in all stores where sec-

ret marks are still used. A customer has asked for a

suit of clothes, and has been shown a suit which the

salesman offers him for $20. He suggests that he

might want a better quality article and is shown a

second suit which is priced at $25. It may be that

the second suit does not show the extra quality war-

ranting the $5 more asked for it. The customer has

never seen the salesman before. It is not unnatural

that the thought might occur to him, "This man is

taking advantage of me because he knows I am pre-

pared to pay more than $20. This second suit may
be no better than the first," This sense of suspicion

is very liable to spoil a sale under such circum-

stances

Suspicion can be aroused in countless ways where

prices are marked secretly so that customers cannot

A Problem of Vital Importance to the

Men's Wear Merchant—Some of the

Disadvantages of the Secret Code Sys-

tem—Methods of Marking Cost Prices.

tell themselves what
the price of the article

is. In many cases this

suspicion is a well

grounded one. There
are unfortunately stores

which take advantage

of the customer by
means of secret marks. The number of stores of this

class is comparatively small, but still enough of the
practice is going on to make it risky for a reputable
merchant to adopt any principle which would leave
him open to suspicion of the kind.

IT LEADS TO HAGGLING.

Another very tangible disadvantage attaches it-

self to this way of doing business. A customer can
only think of one reason why the merchant should
mark his prices in this way. He concludes that there

is no set price on the article, and that the merchant is

prepared to change it if occasion arise. Naturally

enough he concludes that it will be possible for him
to beat the price down some, and he proceeds to hag-
gle with the salesman on that score. If the price had
been marked in plain figures, the salesman would
have had no difficulty in convincing the customer
that he had no power whatever to change the price

of the goods. The secret selling prices let salesmen

in for a great deal of trouble on that score. If a mer-
chant has no intention of cutting the price of his

goods he should at once abolish the secret selling price

system.

THE COST MARK SYSTEM.

This refers, only of course, to the selling price.

Cost prices must in all cases be marked in secret code.

Cost marking is a problem which has bothered many
men's wear dealers. Codes of a widely different na-

ture have been tried with a very small degree of suc-

cess. All these systems, modern and obsolete, are

still in use in the trade. The main object of marking
the cost price is to have it readily obtainable in reck-

oning the profit to be obtained on any article or for

purposes of stock taking. At the same time it is

hardly necessary that this price should be secret to

everyone but the dealer himself or in some cases to

the salesmen. As a general rule the merchant does

not desire to have even the members of his own staff

initiated into his cost prices. The reasons for this are

obvious. If the salesman knew the exact cost of an

article he might in some way allow customers to find

what this figure was. The average person, having no

idea of the cost of doing business, is prone to believe

that the retailer makes an enormous profit on every-

thing he sells. If he were to learn that an article of-

fered to him for $1.75 had been purchased for $1.10

he would be inclined to think that the merchant was
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If you re hunting for

Seasonable

Christmas Lines

Read this—
"Just the goods you want, when you want them"

MOTOR SCARFS
(Pure Silk and Artificial Silk)

These scarfs are in big demand for Holiday selling, and our
stock is very complete.

Magnificent value in Artificial Silk Scarfs, in Pearl and Cream,
beautiful weaves, at

$4.50 $6.00 $7.50 $8.50 $10.50 $12.50 $13.50
$15.00 and $18.00 per dozen.

A rare collection of All Pure Silk Scarfs, rich and heavy, made
from the finest Italian raw silks, and manufactured by one of the
largest makers in Macclesfield, England. Note this exceptional
price range

—

$21.00 $24.00 $27.00 $30.00 $33.00 $36.00 $39.00

$42.00 $45.00 $48.00 $55.00 $60.00 $66.00 per dozen.

q

In COLORED ACCORDION WEAVE we have a line in Shot
Effects in Black and White, Black and Scarlet, Black and Sky,
Black and Blue, selling at $6.00, $9.00, $16.50 and $21.00 per doz.

These are splendid value.

SEND IN YOUR LETTER ORDERS AT ONCE

We will prepay all charges for mail orders and offer a
SPECIAL DISCOUNT of 10 per cent, off all orders payable
January 3rd.

(All the above are packed in individual boxes.)

DON'T DELAY. WRITE TO-DAY.

Crescent Manufacturing Co., Limited
Montreal
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making a profit of 65 cents on the transaction, where-

as in reality a large share of this apparent profit

would go to pay the overhead expenses of doing busi-

ness. Therefore, as the average person is not in a

condition to accurately judge the proportion of pro-

lit, on the selling price, it is unwise to allow any
knowledge of cost prices to leak out.

It is also true that, when a salesman knows the

cost price of an article, he may sometimes be inclined

to lose faith in the article. It may have been one

of a job lot picked up by the merchant at a very low

price, but which is perfectly good value at the sell-

ing price marked. The salesman, however, does not

know any of the circumstances connected with the

purchase of the article. If he can decipher the cost

price and thereby learn that the profit on this article

will be considerably in excess of the usual margin of

profit, he is likely to feel that he is selling that article

above its real market value. If he is a thoroughly

conscientious salesman, this knowledge will not help

him in making sales, as it will to a certain extent

dampen his enthusiasm in the article in question.

His arguments, unconsciously perhaps, will lack the

ring of sincerity which is needed to close the sale.

SOME SYSTEMS.

A system which was once used to a very general

extent was to pick out a word of ten letters, each let-

ter would be selected to stand for one number; thus

if the word ''important" were selected it would stand

thus: i for 1, m for 2, p for 3, etc. Thus if the cost

price were $1.25 it would be marked imr. This sys-

tem was so simple and transparent that it did not

serve the double purpose, and as a result has passed

out of general use to a very great extent.

Still another system used at one time to a very

great extent was to adopt one number and to add to

that the exact cost of the article. For instance, the

number 125 might be selected. In cases whore the

article had cost $1.75 the cost mark would be put

down 300. The same drawbacks were found in con-

nection with this system. It did not take the sales-

men in the store more than a very few days to learn

what the code was, and thus to figure out thu exact

cost of each article offered.

A system has been developed of recent years, and

is now used in most of the larger stores in Canada and

the United States, which seems to fill every require-

ment much better than any system previously

brought forward. With this system the stock books

are divided into departments and a letter is used to

designate each department. Starting wtih the first

of each year invoices are entered up as they come in.

Full particulars with reference to each received ship-

ment are entered, such as the nature of the goods,

the cost price and the name of the firm from whom
bought. Each entry is given a number. Tags are

then made out and attached to the goods, containing

the letter to designate the department, the year, and

the number of the entry and selling price. To de-

monstrate the point, an actual transaction may be

traced. A consignment of hats is received costing

$18 per dozen. It is, let us suppose, the fifth assort-

ment of hats secured during the year. It has been

marked to clear them out at the selling price of $2.50.

Tags would be made out as follows: H, 13, 5, $2.50.

This system will have many advantages which

will appeal at once to merchants. By referring to the

tags it is possible to find the cost of the goods by re-

ferring to the book. Information given on the tag

is so complete that no difficulty would be experienced

in finding the cost on the stock book. At the same

time no hint would be given to salesmen or customer

as to what the actual cost price was. Only by refer-

ring to the books wTould the salesman be able to se-

cure this information, and needless to state his facili-

ties for this would be very limited. Another advan-

tage would be that the public seeing the number 13

on the tag would at once assume that the goods of-

fered were stocked in the present year. This would

be an assurance that they were buying new goods and

would doubtless assist in making the sale.

—

@

Seventy-Five Years in Business

THE firm of Score & Son. Limited, 77 King St.,

Toronto, have achieved the unique distinction of

having been seventy-five years in the clothing and

men'-- wear business. They can claim to be among

ihe pioneers of the business in Canada.

Richard Score, the founder of the institution,

was born in 1807 and sailed from Plymouth for

Canada at the age of 27 in 1834. The voyage was

made in a sailing vessel, which took three and a half

months to make the trip from the Old Country to

Quebec, Four years afterward, in November, 1838,

lie started a little tailoring store on Duke St. lie

adopted the motto ••Clothes made on Honor." Short-

ly afterwards his store became known as "The Bouse

that Quality Built." The business grew rapidly, and

in 1843 it was moved from Duke St. to a spot near

the present location on King St. It is interesting to

note that the store at that time was surrounded by

fields and the founder actually pastured cows in a

field to the West of where the -tore now stand-.

Residents of Toronto will find it hard to credit the

fact that the site of the large office buildings at the

present day was used for this purpose such a com-

paratively short time ago.

The founder of the business died in 1896, leaving

the business to be carried on by his son. and grand-

son, K. I. Score. President; Frank M. Score. Vice-

President, and Fred 1.. Score, Secretary-Treasurer.

By way of commemorating the three-quarters of

a century mark the firm arc issuing a pamphlet giv-

ing the history of the business.
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A Cold Weather Story
It's a cold day—a man is going to business—he is

reading his Newspaper in the Street Car—the car is

cold—he feels chilly and reads a

"CEETEE"
UNDERCLOTHING

advertisement in the paper, or one of the striking

posters on the street—it tells him "Ceetee" -Under-

clothing will keep him warm and comfortable this

winter.

The seed of the sale is sown. The cold day contin-

ues—perhaps the man's office is cold—returning

home that night he sees your

WINDOW DISPLAY
of "Ceetee" Underclothing—the final reminder is

given—he enters and buys.

This is just one instance of the particular value of

"Window Displays" NOW, while our advertising

campaign is in full swing.

Display ''Ceetee" Underclothing NOW and reap

the benefits of larger and quicker sales.

With every order of "Ceetee" Underclothing we
send a quantity of attractive literature and cards that

are very valuable in decorating your windows and
stores.

If you have mislaid these—let us know and we
replace them.

THE C. TURNBULL CO., of Gait, Limited
GALT. Ont.
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Spring Will Bring Some Startling Innovations
YOU ARE going to see

—an d carry—red shirts

next Spring, if the pro-

phecy of a London

fashion authority in a

letter, just received by

a Canadian manufac-

facturer of shirts,

comes to pass.

A red stripe, he says, will be one of the new lines

for Spring; not only the thin unobtrusive, red hair

line, but the wide, cannot-mistake-if effect, Pink

has been promised—and bought—weeks ago. Now

comes its twin, so let blue and black beware.

Style No. 2.—Colored collars worn as a regular

thing with colored shirts, but not to match. In fact

they will be fashionable only if they do not match.

People were right in throwing away their colored col-

lars this Summer when they came as part of the price

of colored shirts. They will be right in doing so next

Spring, but they must at the same time choose a dif-

ferent kind of colored collar, and the "proper" kind

is one with a narrow hair line pattern of light, deli-

cate shades, blue, mauve, heliotrope, etc. Much the

same as the light colorings, self effects, for the silk

shirts next Spring.

Do you get it?

With that fleeting glimpse into the future the

curtain falls for this month and we take a look

around the stage of men's wear for late Fall, 1913.

WIDER KNITTED SILK TIES.

Perhaps the most noticeable development since

last issue has been the sudden appearance of wider

knitted silk ties. For years these have come out

season after season in the same narrow 2-inch derby

or straight tie effect, never varying, until their su-

premacy, or rather their very existence was challeng-

ed and threatened by the wide, and ever wider, flow

ing ends, and bias patterns in the rival silks. But at

last, the knitted silks have taken the hint, though

it had to be bawled out long and loud, and behold

we have them in their 4-inch glory. Not quite so

splendid looking as the other flowing ends around

them, but still making a much braver show in the

window for the merchant, and bulging out in some

sort of a proud flare below the knot. The move has

saved their lives, even although the selling price is

fifty cents more apiece.

Quite a nobby looking line of these knitted goods,

mostly in the narrow widths, have come over from

England, in white and black effects, with narrow

stripes, and heavier crossbars, and greyish mixture-.

Thev are labeled the "latest craze in London."

Red Stripes Bid Fair to Cut a Figure in

Shirts—Colored Stripes in Colors Are
Also Predicted—In Neckwear Wider
Knitted Ties Are Now Having a Run

—

What Retailers Are Selling.

Talking of increas-

ing the girth of ties,

The Review was shown

some that have all the

others faded in width.

From tip to tip they

measured full twelve

inches and are wider
all over

' They are expected to fit in well for Christ-

mas selling. They come mainly in poplin silks,

plain and in striped effects. To offset these some
corded silk samples are shown, narrower than usual,

with a wide border of black near the ends, and the

rest all-over patterns or stripes.

Plaids are also being shown by several stores,

usually in fancy boxes to catch the Christmas buyer.

And of velvets? Has the time indeed come to

write their obituary? No they still live but tie

physicians hold out no hope of recovery and pretty

generally agree that their strength will not carry

them over the beginning of the year. It was a short

and merry life, of a few months. A couple of manu-
facturers who got in early report that they cleaned

up well, but neither stocked heavily for Christmas

and they are content to get rid of the small portion

of the stock still remaining without adding to it.

Some who got into the game late, may be caught

with quantities on hand. One of the difficulties,

outside of the thickness and consequent awkward-

ness in tying, has been that the introduction of vel-

vets was mainly in the cheaper lines, 50 and 75

cents, and as was pointed out in The Review some
weeks ago in quoting a merchant in London, Out,

when a new style in ties starts in with cheaper lines,

it can never be brought up to the more expensive,

and hence, never reaches the clientele that are usu-

ally required to perpetuate a fashion for any length

of time.

BOWrS FOR WINTER?

The boAv tie is starting in again with new vigor

after its rest since Summer, and one firm expressed

the opinion that with the bow collar, rather than the

double, it would hold a place for several month-.

This idea is by no means general, however, and many
would postpone the how to Spring wear.

FLAXXEL SHIRTS IX DEEP COLORS.

The flannel shirt is having steady sales this Fall,

chiefly in stripes. Unlike the linen no objection is

taken to deep colors, and if sales are considered,

popular taste in these runs to deep shades, such as

would be rejected hopelessly in the other lines, pinks,

greens, blues and browns, meeting with approval.

(Continued on page ST.")
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Co
Quality+ Appearance -f- Economy

"One grade only, and that the best."

This policy of making' only the very best is the foundation on
which the success ofl^ANTKRACK Collars are built. Made
of fine linen, coated with a waterproof preparation, these stylish

collars combine quality, and appearance with laundry bills cut

out. Made in all the season's leading styles.

Sold direct to the Trade.

MADE IN CANADA.

Tfie Par^or>^eJPaT^oriNsC€xn.€xdisiri(0..
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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"KING EDWARD
SUSPENDERS

Retail 50 Price

lisWa%
Are so Easy
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Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of "King
Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.
BERLIN ONTARIO

SELL

Dominion Brand
Stockings

They Save Endless Darning

The high quality of materials

—

pure worsted wool; the rein-

forcing of the usual weak spots

;

and the fast colors with which
these stockings are

dyed are some of the

reasons why Dominion
Brand Hosiery is by
far the most profitable

line for both merchant
and customer. Made to

withstand the rough
and tumble, every-day
use of active Canadian
boys and girls, these
stockings save the
mother from endless darning.

We manufacture also the fa-

mous line of Dominion Brand
Sweater Coats, Toques and
Mitts.

Letter orders receive prompt
attention.

A. BURRITT & CO.
Mitchell Ontario



Featuring Umbrellas as Christmas Gifts
"WHEN YOU THINK
of umbrellas you usu-

ally divide them into

two classes. There is

that blessed brand of

dollar umbrellas, stand-

ing upright in the case

outside the store door,

that the poor wretch, caught in a downfall, grabs up

and appropriates, while he rushes inside, throws

down a bill, refuses ordinary counter check for his

money, or cover for his goods, and then out again

in a trice, monarch of all he surveys, with special

emphasis on the rain drops.

Yes, those are the best kind of friends, friends

in need those dollar umbrellas, and to the transient

they look as good and feel far better than a five-

dollar article.

But it is not the rainy day umbrella that Christ-

mas shoppers will think about when they look over

your stock. For one that questions you about the

wearing qualities of the silk inside the trim, thin

cover, the other nine will decide it on the handle,

and the chances of his liking the look of it. Nor

will he until the January thaw comes round, un-

cover it to look the "gift horse in the mouth." Um-
brellas and parasols are as attractive, sensible and

substantial a Christmas gift as most men or women
could desire, and a varied stock of dainty designs.

—

with gold and silver and gun metal trimming, that

may encase the

whole slender

handle of la-

dies' favorites,

or the more

plain effects in

men's, w i t h

simple cap of

metal, or inlaid

work, or no

adornment at

all except the

beauty of the

polished wood

in its natural

grain,—such a

varied stock
should well re-

pay the di' y

goods or men's

fur n i s h ing

store that had

the enterprise

to place it be-

fore the buying

public.

Profitable Trade Can be Done at This

Season—Latest Styles in Umbrellas

—

A Tendency for Simpler Styles is Noted

—Woods Which Are Finding Favor for

Handles.

INSIDE OF THE MINT

EFFECTS.

NEW STYLES IN MEN'S UMBRELLAS.
These samples illustrate the two types of handles that are most popular at

this season, the crook being the newer. No. 1. on the left, is of rosewood ami
inlaid gold; No. 2, of ebony and gold trim; No. •'>. of malacca and gold. Shown
by Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

STYLES IX MEN'S UMBRELLAS.

Crook handles very strong.

Plainer effects, simple trimming in gold or silver.

inlaid, or uhtrimmed ends.

Light colors in natural woods.

Pimento maple, apple, rosewood, snakewood, are

among the leaders.

Ebony preferred in hexagon shape and in hook
handles.

Horn and boxwood Losing favor.

Tendency to closer fitting effects in closed umbrellas.

One looks more to

the jeweler's store for

the elaborate metallic

decorations in handles

that suggest an inside

view of the Canadian mint, Probably it is just as

well under such conditions that the trend of manu-

facture and of popular taste—in so far as this can be

diagnosed in advance—is turning towards plainer

effects. One buyer went so far as to tell The Review

that the only line he expected to sell for Christmas

was the wooden handle, chiefly crooks, absolutely

devoid of any .suspicion of gold or silver. "Of

course," he added, "that is the way I size up my
regular customers. Another man will want trimmed

stock."

EACH MUST CONSULT HIS OWN CLIENTELE.

It is all the old question of the man in business

carrying on a dual study at the same time: the

field of production and the tastes of the people who
enter his store. Each must judge for himself what

is likely to suit his own clientele best It will rest

with The Review to lay liefore him from time to

time, the new things, the novelties, that are brought

out. and the general trend of fashions that, sooner

or later, naturally will work their way in the selec-

tions if his own

FOR SIMPLER

styli:s.

It has been

said that the

whole tendency

is for simpler

effects in men's

umbrellas, as it

is, though to a

less degree in

women*.-. The

••turned" han-

dle as it is some-

times called or

more common-

ly the "hook"

must share its

popularity with

the "crook" to

an increasing

extent. T h e

feeling towards

the latter is a
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^tifels Indigo Cloth
QJ Standard for over 75 Years

For Overalls,

Uniforms, Shirts

and Coats
This trade mark on the back of the

goods

is your guarantee against all

imitations of the Indigo Cloth
that has held the confidence

of garment makers and wear-
ers for over 75 years—on its

unapproachable merit.

Nothing can equal Stifel Indigo

Cloth for service and satisfaction.

Insist upon Stifel's Indigo Cloth—the
world's standard.

CLOTH MANUFACTURED BY

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
INDIGO DYERS and PRINTERS

Sales Offices
NEW YORK

260-262 Church St.
ST. LOUIS

426 Victoria Bldg.

TORONTO
14 Manchester Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO
839 Market St Postal Telegraph Bldg.

MONTREAL
100 Anderson St.

BOSTON ST. JOSEPH ST. PAUL
68 Chauncy St. 201 Saxton Bank Bldg. 242 Endicott Bldg.

BALTIMORE
" * W. Fayette St.

CHICACO KANSAS CITY WINNIPEG
223 W. Jackson Blvd. 205 De Graw Bldg. 400-02 Hammond Bldg.

THE HALL-MARK OF ReRiitered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINC I*

PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentiallv

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

Clothes for the Youth

of Good Taste
Such are Lion Boy's Clothes. Made in the most

up-to-date designs, they appeal to his instinct for

style. The fine wear-resisting quality of the ma-

terials makes them a most profitable range from

the parent's point of view.

It has taken us years to establish a standard

brand of boys ' clothing, but to-day this standard

assures your customers the utmost satisfaction in

style, material, fit and wear.

This line stocked in your store will mean more
business—more profits for you.

Send us a sample order to-day.

The Jackson Mfg. Company
CLINTON, ONT.

Factories at :— Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich
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natural one. as a buyer figured it out. A man can

hang the crook umbrella on his arm while he attends

to something else ; the other must be laid aside, with

the result that frequently it is lost. The Umbrella

Seller, one might think, should rejoice at this, but

he has enough of human sympathy in him to assist

in a custom that will protect his fellow, even at an

expense to his own sales and the output of the um-
brella makers.

PIMENTO, MAPLE, APPLE STRONG THIS YEAR.

Among the leaders in woods for handles are

ebony, a tried favorite, pimento, malacca, rosewood,

maple, and apple. Cane is found also. The box-

wood that has been in such common use the last

few years is now being relegated gradually to cheap-

er lines. Probably there is not such a feeling to-

wards dull finished wood as there was, and those that

take kindly to polishing, such as most of those

named above, are being chosen in preference. All

are being made in crooks, as well as in the "hook"

handle. Nor should that imitation of ebony be for-

gotten in this list, ebonine, a light-weight black

enameled wood. This is particularly strong in

ladies' parasols and has extended to men's as well.

However the fact that it is lighter does not commend
it to the male sex as much, and its chief argument in

the smaller cost.

Horns and buckhorns, sterling and gold trim-

med are still selling but unquestionably there is a

movement away from these towards the natural

woods.

SOME NEW DESIGNS.

Coming down to details among the displays of

the manufacturers, The Review presents three in an
illustration in this issue that represent some of the

lines that are being shown. The first is a malacca

crook with gold trimming or tip. Malacca is a

favorite with the makers this year, and is found in

the plain, and "stepped," that is with ridges or rings,

much resembling a cane handle. It is trimmed or

untrimmed to suit the taste. It may be worth not-

ing here that crooked canes of malacca are one of

the features of the year.

Rosewood, rich in color, inlaid with sterling silver

is another leader. This is much sought after in the

crooks, and is made plain, or with silver tip as well.

and is found in very handsome effects in ladies'

parasols also.

Ebony is "as good as ever," to quote a manu-
facturer, but tastes with this seem to run more to the

hook than the crook, possibly because a lighter wood

seems more suited to the latter. Ebony is good in

plain effect, trimmed or inlaid, but the hexagon

rather than the round cut appears to be the more

popular.

A RIVAL TO EBONY.

A certain rival to ebony is pimento. This is

finished in all shades, and some makers claim is

more suited for inlaid silver than the ebony as it is

a "dry" wood and does not shrink, a danger in all

inlaid work. In any case it is proving very popular,

round or in hexagon, hook or crook, but seems

especially adapted to the latter.

LIGHT SHADES IN NATURAL WOODS.

Pimento fits also into the feeling for "light

shades in natural wood effects in crook handles."

Advantage has been taken of this in several direc-

tions this year with decided success. One of the

woods chosen is apple, which has a rich reddish

tinge going through it like a grain, and makes up
into very handsome crooks. These are left untrim-

med, but also mounted in sterling silver or gold.

Maple is also seen, treated in similar ways.

Nor should the folding umbrella, ready for suit

cases of travelers, be forgetten. These are growing

in popularity and form very acceptable Christmas

gifts. They are made up in all varieties of handle-.

CLOSER PITTING LIKE LADIES'.

There is little need be said, about the rain-shed-

ding portions of the umbrellas as no special devia-

tion has been made this year. Efforts are being

made continually, to secure a treatment of the silk

that will make it more durable in contact with wet

and rusty steel ribs, and the pattering rain. There

is a more pronounced feeling than ever before to-

wards a close-fit when the umbrella is folded. This

was always strong in women's umbrellas, and for

men's the tendency is the same.

NO VANITY BOXES, HOWEVER.

While men are following women's likes in this

respect there is no hint of a reproduction of a

"vanity box" in the head of men's umbrellas, such

as is being shown in women's this Fall. The con-

trivance consists of a movable top (in straight

handles) which can be raised to show a mirror in-

side, and a receptacle for puff and powder! No.

men have not come to this.

MENS CANES FOLLOW HANDLE STYLES.

It is not surprising that fashions in men's canes

should run along the lines of umbrella handles, and

this year particularly they are going strong for light

colors in natural woods, such as malacca. maple,

apple, pimento, etc. The crook is the favorite also.

Partridge malacca makes an attractive cane, "step-

ped" like cane. Ebony, however, still retains a

strong hold.

The new showings in both umbrellas and canes

should prove good selling inducements during the

next, few weeks of Christmas buying.

7S
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In Stock

For Sorting Needs

One hundred lines of

KNITTED AND
SILK MUFFLERS

From $3.50 to $72.00 per doz.

Our No. 102, @ $22.50 per doz., is the only

genuine Accordian Muffler shown in Canada at

this price.

Express prepaid on letter orders.

The REGENT SHIRT CO., Ltd.

149 Notre Dame Street, West

MONTREAL

Dr. Neff's
PURE WOOL

Underwear
Made by specialists

Dr. Neff's Sanitary
Underwear is made
out of the best ma-
terials procurable and
manufactured in the

most up-to-date health
producing manner by-

skilled workmen who
have specialized on
men's underwear for

many years. It offers

you a profitable line to

sell and for your cus-

tomers to buy.

Write for samples.

Tho8. Waterhouse & Co.
Limited

Ingersoll Ontario

Mr. W. R. Mosey, Toronto, agent for Ontario.
John W. Peck & Co., Winnipeg, for Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan and Alberta; John W. Feck & Co., Vancouver, for

British Columbia and the Yukon.

N

Experience is the Key-
Note of the Success of

Imperial Brand
Men's Underwear
Experience — and
lots of it—in the

man ufacture of

men's underwear is

the foundation on
which we base our
claim that Imperial
Brand Pure Wool A
Underwear offers!,

the merchant and
his customer more
value for his money
than any other
men's underwear
on the market to- . \ h\
day. y

Since 1880 Im-
perial has been in

the process of per-
fection. During \ _ t

these thirty-three

years we have been
studying unde r-

wear—nothing but
men's underwear

—

with the result that

Imperial Brand has
set a standard in

men's underwear that cannot be ex-

celled.

We are specialists in Men's Natural
Wool, Men's Elastic Knit, Men's High-
Grade Imperial, Men's Double Thread
Balbriggan.

Your wholesale house will supply you.

Kingston Hosiery
Company

Established 1880

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

M
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Christmas card suggestions by Paul O'Neal.

Show Cards for the Christmas Trade
Some Suggestions for Men's Wear Merchants—No Season Will
Demonstrate the Utility of Cards More Certainly Than the Christ-

mas Shopping Period—Cards Should be Neat and Artistic, Not
Large and "Splashy."

Written for The Review bv Paul O'Neal.

POSSIBLY no season of the year will demonstrate

the artistic usefulness of show cards so much as the

Christmas season. It is just possible that this season

widens the sphere of almost every phase of commer-

cialism. It is the one great harvest period for all

classes of business, and there are few merchants who
do not take advantage of it.

Christmas merchandise may be divided into var-

ious groups for the Christmas trade, something as

follows: Artistic or sentimental presents, children's

presents, including toys, candies, etc., and useful

presents which may include presents for every person

from baby to grandfather. It is of the useful type

of presents to which men's furnishers will have to

confine their attention. There is not a line they

carry from a suit of clothes to a handkerchief but may

be included among the useful presents. In your

advertising it may be well to offer this suggestion,

that it is the useful present that gives the greatest

satisfaction and is remembered the longest.

Many merchants are not content with simplj

advertising their various lines for the Christmas

trade, bul of specially preparing these for the holiday

shopper. They secure boxes at a nominal cost and

put into them handkerchiefs, gloves, braces, socks.

lie-, etc. These boxes, of course, should have a holly

or oilier Christmas design on thetn. and the mer

chant's imprint in neat lettering. If these lines are

bought in boxes specially for the Christmas trade, or

even for the regular trade, your imprint can be

obtained in some pretty design and placed on one

corner. This should be neat and artistic, not large

and splashy. Goods arranged in this way add much
to their attractiveness and selling powers.

It is also at this season of the year that your show

windows should be utilized to the greatest advantage.

Holly, mistletoe and the new Christmas Mower, the

poinsettia, may be used lavishly. These are appro-

priate and make excellent decorations. The size oi

your window will largely determine the character of

decoration to use. If large enough a chimney may
be constructed in the centre with Old Santa entering

it. If this idea is too large an appropriate snow scene

or Santa Claus in some characteristic attitude may be

painted on cotton and used in the back.

As mentioned in opening this article, it is at this

season that show cards may be used to special advan-

tage. The various lines you are specializing on for

Christmas will need ticketing. There will be the var-

ious greeting card- also and your window displays.

Plenty of holly designs and sprays can be used in

these card-, either painted or the real flowers. F>o

not -part- your preparations for this one great season

of the vear, The cards we offer herewith are merely

SO
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suggestive and you may embellish or change to suit

your own surroundings. The $24 suit card is panel

shape, and may be used for any occasion. The word

"Suits" is in white with a half shade in black and

air brush tint behind. The figures are in red or

brown to harmonize with the air brush tinting.

The "Suiting" and "Overcoat" cards are the re-

verse shape of the panel card. They are done in red

with black trimming and black overlay. The initial

letter and figures are striped with either white or

yellow and can be outlined with the same color.

These are very attractive cards.

The 75c tie card is one suggesting ties as Christ-

Demand For Small Bosom Shirts

AMERICAN manufacturers of shirts report a rapidly

growing demand for bosomed shirts. They are pleased

with this tendency as they feel that it may go a long

way toward solving the two season problem. It com-

bines negligee comfort with the stiff bosomed appear-

ance, and on that account may help to eliminate the

habit men have fallen into of using soft shirts the

year round. In fact it is stated that in the United

States the sale of soft shirts the year round is declin-

ing somewhat, and to a certain extent this tendency

can be credited to the growing favor for small bosom-

ed stiff shirts.

A striking style of lettering

for suitings card.

Christmas card done by air

brush. This demonstrative
form of card proves effective.

Card Sug-

gestions

By

PAUL O'NEAL

Another card in same style

as above a good suggestion.

mas gifts. The white centre is made with the air

brush and the lettering and figures are in black.

The "Sox" card is another Christmas gift idea.

The space for the lettering is done the same as the

previous card with the holly spray added. The spray

is in green with red berries. The 50c may be in red

or black and shaded with a subdued color.

The Old Santa design is a greeting card suitable

for store or window. The coat and trousers and top

of cap are red with white fur. The "Merry Christ-

mas" is in red and shaded with a subdued color. The
rest is in hlack.

Notes
Absence of eccentric colors is a marked feature

of the French fabric color card.

Cottons are going higher, according to advices

from the South. Retail prices will have to follow

suit.

Vancouver, B.C.—Wray & McKee, Limited, who
recently had a serious fire in their store, are hold-

ing a large fire and smoke sale.

La Soie Artificielle, France, had a net pearly pro-

fit of $201,100 on a capital of $289,500. There

seems to be a good profit in artificial silks.

si



Practical Systems in Men's Wear Stores
DO YOU KNOW when

you are running short

of any particular size of

shirt or underwear, or

any special line of

ties?

Or do you run the

jhance of "noticing" it

yourself, or having your attention called to it by the

clerk who finds the package empty when a customer

wants that very size?

That's a "Twenty Minutes Late" plan of run-

ning a men's furnishing department, that unfortun-

ately is allowed to stand by many merchants in

Canada. The Review, in the course of inquiries

among several men's furnishers who pride them-

selves on suiting their customers and retaining their

patronage, wTas given methods adopted by some of

the most wideawake men in the business and will

present these in this and subsequent issues.

KNOWS STOCK IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.

For instance : the buyer at Rathbone's, Toronto,

can tell at a glance every morning what lines are

nearing the vanishing point in shirts, collars, ties,

underwear, hosiery, dressing jackets, gloves, belts,

handkerchiefs, umbrellas and all the other depart-

ments of a well-equipped men's furnishing establish-

ment.

He has before him records made out by the six

heads of departments every evening : records of stock

in the store, and the reserve stock upstairs in what

the manager, A. H. Murray, terms "the wholesale."

The record of stock on the shelves in the store, nat-

urally cannot be gone over minutely day by day,

for that would involve hours of work apart from the

selling, but naturally large stocks cannot be kept on

hand downstairs when a large variety of goods pack

the shelves, so that this item becomes a more or less

negligible quantity. What is more important is to

know that if the quarter or half dozen pieces in a

special line of shirts, underwear or ties runs out

downstairs, there is reserve stock of half a dozen,

a dozen, or two dozen, if need be upstairs that can be

called on. Thus the daily "stock taking" is not so

formidable as it looks at first glance.

THE CHART FOR TIES.

Take, for example, the chart for ties. This is

made out on a large piece of card board. The name,

in this case "Bengaline" appears at the top of the

column and \mder it the different shades. The

numbers next the colors are those of the particular

manufacturer of these Bengaline ties. For example,

No. 8 represents that shade of blue known as Copen-

jn, and No. 5 that shade of grey termed "slate"
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Methods Employed by Some of Toron-

to's Best Stores—Methods of Keejnng
Track of Stock in Various Lines—

A

Plan for Fitting and Suiting Under-
wear Customers — Keeping Sales

Records in Approved Manner.

in distinction wTith

"just grey," No. 6. Thus

the buyer would not

think of ordering so

many "grey" or "blue"

ties, for the shades are

so many and the dis-

tinctions of each maker
of ties vary so much : he simply follows the special

divisions of the maker of this special line of ties.

The third column shows the number of dozen
ties in stock of No. 932 (the manufacturer's brand-
ing again), in bias ties, with the number filled in for

each shade. The fourth column is for another tie,

known as No. 943, a straight or derby shape, and
so on. In the Rathbone store, for private guidance,

the head of the department adds to "932, bias
-

'

let-

ters which represent the selling price of that tie. say

"Cm," for 50 cents; or "ty" for 75, and so on.

RECORD OF GLOVES IN STOCK.

In gloves, as seen in the chart given in this

article, one column is reserved for each size, from

6% to 9 and the kind of tie placed at the top of the

first column. In this case a simple device has been

adopted as it is thought advisable to keep track of the

number on the shelves as well as in the reserve stock.

That is, the first line 6. 6. 6. G.. represents the reserve

slock and the line below, say 6. 6., the number on the

-helves in the store, 24 of one, and 12 of the other.

"Where no number appears, or a cipher, the buyer

knows that an order should be sent in to replenish

the stock. A similar system is extended to all the

lines in all the departments.

ADVANTAGES OK SUCH A SYSTEM.

In explaining the advantages of some system like

this to The Review. Mr. Murray said: "Supposing a

'phone call comes for a certain size of underwear. I,

myself, could not be expected to remember the de-

tails of the whole stock, and would call to the man in

charge. Tie might not remember, and ordinarily

would have to delay the man at the 'phone by look-

ing through his stock. Under our system he simply

consults his chain, and we either have it. or know it

has been ordered, and mil be here. say. to-morrow or

next day. We are able to give a prompt and definite

answer and in most cases, even if we haven't the

goods, can still retain the inquirer by being able to

tell him definitely when we can supply his need.

The main advantage, however, is that we do not run

out of different lines through not knowing they are

missing, with the result that there might be a long

delay in re-stocking. It also keeps the department

heads and myself in closer touch with the best selling

lines."
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Who are you and why are you ?
Are you one of the salesmen or saleswomen, or are you a top-notcher, drawing the largest salary ?

Are you a mere circumstance to the business whose position could be filled at a moment's notice, or

are you the cardwriter or adman? Which are you and why are you in that position?

The S.C.S. Mail Courses

Ad. writing and

in Cardwriting,

Salesmanship

will, if you are only one of the minor employees, place you in a po:

not a circumstance, but a necessity. Any or all three of these cours<

class with the "fat" pay envelope. You owe it to yourself to look in

Our courses are prepared by the live men in their respective lines,

tical courses by practical men. Signify the course you are interested in

your name and address in full, mail to-day. Our handsome prospectus

yours for the asking. It costs nothing. It may mean your future.

Don't wait, but write now.

The ShawCorrespondence School
YONGE AND GERRARD STREETS

TORONTO

where

proposit

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers

For Christmas Trade
House Coats from $4.00; Dressing
Gowns from $5.75; Silk Neck Wraps
from $18.00 doz. ; Mercerized ditto from
$4.50 doz. ; Silk Half Hose and Tie in

Wallet, $15.00 doz.; Best Lisle and
Crepe Tie in Wallet, $8.00 doz. ; Half
Doz. Handkerchiefs in Wallets, $10.00
to $24.00 doz.

Young & Rochester
London and Londonderry

"Wyanar" Shirts and Pyjamas—Select

Neckwear for Christmas now ready.

Correct Dress Wear

TreSS & Co., London and Luton
High Class Hats — Caps and Straws.

Latest Styles — The "Rosmar," The
"Strath."

J. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Knit Royal Coats and Hosiery

Dominion Agents for "AQUATITE" Coats
for Rain and Shine in Gabardine, Silk and
Ulster Cloths.

MAPLE LEAF
UNDERWEAR
Maple Leaf Brand Underwear is

vastly different from ordinary

kinds. It is made of the best

worsted wools, and the warmth
and wear for which it is famed
are knit into it to stay. If you
have never stocked this line, do

so now. It will give the utmost

satisfaction to both yourself and
your customers.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Ltd.
INGERSOLL, ONTARIO

HAROLD F. WATSON. WELDON & CO.. Selling Agents
Coristine Bids., Montreal.
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CHECKING OFF IN STOCK ROOM.

Leaving Mr. Murray for the moment—for his 25

years' experience in this same store has given him
ideas that have proved eminently useful in salesman-

ship—a glance at the third chart, that is in use in

Punfield's Yonge Street store, will be helpful. This

was devised by Mr. Smith, head of the underwear

department. It is worked on a slightly different

principle, not so much a daily stock-taking of the

reserves, as a keeping tab on the reserve by checking

off all packages that are removed to the store shelves.

As will be seen, he has a form ruled to provide col-

umns for the different sizes, and on the left the first

column is devoted to shirts of various styles and

drawers, "knee," "stouts," etc. Each dot represents

HANG YOUR
CLOTHING

and so save half your floor space,
keep your stock in saleable shape.

at the same tii:

The
"Economy"
single and double

bar racks are just the thing you need.

Write for our Fixture Catalogue.

CLATWORTHY & SON, Ltd.
"The Actual Manufacturers"

TORONTO
Established 1896 Incorporated 1908

S. E. Porter

&Go.
Sole Agents

for

Canada.

Complete Stock

on Hand

" Birks Buildine."

MONTREAL

the usual package that is found, be it a dozen, or half,

or quarter; such as is well known to the one who
handles the stock. This chart is kept usually in the

stock room and as soon as a package is brought out-

side a line is run through the dot to check it off and
these lines increase, of course, as the dots decrease.

When only a couple or so are left it is high time to

arrange for replenishing.

Of the two methods, both are simple and quite

practical, though operated from a slightly different

point of view.

MEASURE EVERY ONE FOR UNDERWEAR.

Speaking of underwear, The Review will pro-

pound another simple, but perhaps informing ques-

tion: Do you measure every one who comes into your
store for a suit of underwear?

Take it from those who have tried it, it pays,

doubly, trebly.

Men are such forgetful creatures when it comes
to remembering (or forgetting) those details in a

man's life that he considers not worth the trouble.

How many of them can tell you the size of socks that

fit him, or of gloves, or of underwear? Strange to

say, very few forget the diameter of their heads, and
that's the very article, and the only one in the list

that they do much trying on in a store.

*STOCK SHEET FOE TIES.

Maker's Maker's Maker's Maker's
Number Number Number Number

Real 932 943 948 906
Bengaline Bias Straight Bias Bias

Black 1 3 h i
White 3 2 U 1* 1

Slate 5 i I I 4
Grey 6 1 i 1

Copenhagen 8 n i 1 1

Helio 9 o 1 i U
Myrtle 37 li i 1 f

* Kept by Rathbone's, Toronto.

This, then, is a motto of the up-to-date salesman

in underwear : Never take a man's word for his size.

Just measure him with a tape.

Measure him under the shoulders and across the

chest for his shirt.

Measure him around the waist for his drawers.

Then decide Avhether "short stouts'' or "'regulars''

arc his style, and you have him for keeps.

don't contradict him.

And once again : If he tells you he wears 36 and

your tape says 38, give him a 38. and don't tell him

you did so. It seldom pays to contradict. Give him
what fits him. and when he's at home and tries 'em

on, he'll keep what you gave him—and probably jot

a good mark down for your consideration. This lasi

is a tip given by Mr. Fisher, of Punfield's King

Street store, Toronto.

S4
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* STOCK RECORD FOR UNDERWEAR

Dry Goods Review

Brand of Shirts 32 34 36 38

*Kept by Dunrield 's Yonge Street Store. Each dot represents a package of %, ^ or 1 dozen, as ease may be,

and as soon as a package is taken out of this reserve stock for the store, a stroke is run through the dot, and the
unstroked dots show the number on hand.

In selling combinations, or Union suits, the usual

measurement is to run the tape over the shoulder

and under the crotch, although some depend on the

chest figures alone.

Several heads of underwear departments empha-

sized the importance of this measuring in talks with

The Review. One considered the absence of this in

many stores was the reason his firm had such a list of

regular customers for underwear. He gave as an in-

stance the fact that he had been absent from his store

for a year and shortly after his return a former cus-

tomer came in.

"I've been waiting for you to return to get a

decent fitting suit of underwear," was his salutation.

"You seem to be the only one who can fit me, and I

left your store and tried several others, but they were

all alike."

The trouble simply was that the man was of

rather unusual build and quoted a size that really

would not fit him. The other salesmen, apparently,

had taken him at his word, with dissatisfaction as

the dividend on the transaction.

DIFFERENT SIZES OF DIFFERENT MAKERS.

There is another reason. Different manufactur-

ers have not the same scale of sizes, and an imported

size may not be the same as a Canadian, nor an
English follow the American measurement. A 36-in.

one brand might mean a 38 in. another. The con-

clusion is obvious.

SAMPLES OF EACH BRAND.

A useful scheme in selling underwear was ex-

plained to The Review by Mr. Smith, of Dunfield's,

who was referred to before. He keeps on the top of

a show case, samples of the different lines or brands
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of underwear, all probably in one size. When a man
comes in to buy, he shows him these: comprising

light, medium and heavy weight; fleece-lined, silk

and wool, etc. The customer first selects the brand he

prefers, and it is a simple matter then deciding on

the size. It is an expedient that dispenses with the

labor, time and bother of opening up a number of

packages in the man's own size, before he decides

what he wants.

*STOCK SHEET TOR GLOVES.
Suede

| 6% |
7 | 7y4 |

7y2 | 7% |
8 8% | 8%| 8% 9

Urey |6, 6, 6| 6 | 6

1
6

| • | •

6,6,61 6, 6 1 6
6 |6 | .

6

:
I

6

Duplex
I

6,6

1

6

6 1 6, 6 16, 6, 6 6 1 .

6 1 .

6

Pearl

Chamois
| . | . | . | . . . | . | .

| . | . | . | .

White
| - | • |.. | ...

| . | .
|

. | . |. | .

Note.—Upper line of numbers is for reserve stock; lower for

stock on store shelves.

*Kept by Rathbone's, Toronto.

Another point in Mr. Smith's conduct of his de-

partment is well worth recording—he keeps a memo
on hand of the lines in stock and the selling price.

This prevents delays and mistakes particularly on the

part of substitutes.

RECORD OF WEATHER AND EVENTS.

Again, The Review yields to the temptation to

project a third question: When you are comparing
your sales to-day, or this week, with the correspond-

ing period last year, and find you are far ahead this

year, or far behind, have you any way of telling-

why, or are you unduly elevated or depressed? In

Continued on page 89.
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MANY CHOICES IN GLOVES.
This shows a variety of gloves for evening-

wear. No. 1 is a white suede glove with pearl

button, considered one of the smartest for dress

wear. No. 2. White kid glove with silk between
fingers. No. 3. White kid with pearl button.

No. 4. White kid glove with silk net palm,
very popular for dancing. Courtesy of Dun-
field's, Toronto.

A WAIL IS HEARD among the shirts. Comes

from the corner where the plain, stiff linen

fronts have reposed for generations past. There is a

tone of the decrepit in this nonagenarian ; half pro-

test, half appeal, breathing forth offended dignity.

Has it come at last; the dress shirt of our grand-

fathers dethroned? And by this strutting, puffed-

out coxcomb ; this fussed up, pleated youngster ?

Firmly the jury proceed to announce their ver-

dict, as if they were performing a hateful but press-

ing duty; the young more decided; the older men
of to-day, half doubtful, shaking their heads; con-

senting under a demand that hardly could be

stayed.
* * *

For months the elose-pleated shirt has been a

claimant for recognition as "the" thing for dress

wear, but it is only the last few weeks or so that

Canadian leaders in the retail of men's furnishings

have begun to feel that even elderly men were com-

ing to it. To-day this opinion is wide-spread, and

growing in strength.

"The only thing," said one "just look at this!"

and he opened boxes that had just arrived. "Isn't

it a beauty ! It's going like wild-fire. Everybody

wants it. Nothing else can touch it."

There was a pride in his voice as if be spoke of a

living thing. And to this buyer it did live: for it

moved!—in sales.

SHIRT OF THE MUSHROOM FRONT.

He called it The Shirt of the Mushroom Front.

It has been referred to before in The Review as a

novelty: pleats very close together and standing out

Man's Evening
Garb

WHAT MEN ARE
WEARING.

Mushroom shirt,
close pleated linen

bosom, with "diagonal"

effects, with evening

dress.

Double French cuff,

inner part of cuff stiff,

and outer (fold-over

part) shorter, and soft

or medium laundered.

Silk pleated white

shirt, and soft French

double cuffs for dress

wear.

White Suede gloves

in place of more glossy,

more easily torn kids.

Rounded bow collar.

Plain linen, or pique

tie, plain or figured.

"With white silk

waistcoat, use white

silk tie, with pique, use

white linen tie."

Black stock bow tie

with Tuxedo.

Linen, pique or silk

waistcoats, U or Y-

shaped.

What Well
Dressed Can-
adians Are
Wearing for

Formal and
Informal Af-
fairs.

from the shirt instead

of lying down as the

earlier style showed,

and as the pleats still

are on colored shirts.

But the real point is in

the criss-crossing of the

pleats, secured by run-

ning a knife across to

break, or bend the

straight lines, so that

there seems a pattern

running diagonally,

much after a mush-
room's appearance. The
"feel" of it is a medi-

um between stiff and
soft.

Another buyer,

quite as enthused, call-

ed it The Shirt of a

Thousand Pleats. In
reality t h e number
runs from 40 to 60 on
each side of the centre.

The cuffs are equally important, however. They
are a "cross''' between the soft double French cuffs

and the single starched. That is the inner half oi

the French double cuff is laundered but the turn-

over part is soft or "medium" laundered, and beside.-,

is not as wide as the other, and the corner of the cuff

is fairly cutaway. The shirt is seen in the centre of

the group of evening wear accessories shown in this

article, on the bust fitted with wing collar and plain

white linen bow tie.

With a soft front shirt like this the tendency will

be more towards a Y-shaped vest, with less showing

than the U-shape which, has been the steadier

fashion with the stiff front linen shirt.

BREAKIXG AWAY FROM STAID STYI.FS.

While the peculiar mushroom effect has found

favor in many quarters, other high-class fur-

nishers have not adopted it yet. but are showing the

close-pleated shirt, and agree that this. too. is proving
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a splendid seller. The public, at last, seem ready to various styles of white waistcoats.

break away from the more staid styles and customs, As has been said, a general use of the pleated

and once they get started from the anchorage of dress shirt would make a V-shaped waistcoat almost

Plain Linen there is no telling over what seas of inevitable, so as to prevent any bulging of the softer

fashions they will embark; indeed they may land at bosom. With all the life-long complaints against

length hard by the realms of the gaily colored vel- the stiffness of the plain linen bosoms, and the con-

vets and silk doublet and hose and ruffs of the gal- sequent uncomfortable feeling that resembled those

lant Raleigh. of a victim of a ramrod stuck up the front (rather

"But no, not just yet," comes the deprecating than the back), those stiff bosoms knew at least

answer, from the man who is attaching his pearl enough to keep their place, a quality rather lacking-

studs to his new Mushroom shirt. in the later substitutes. There is a wide latitude in

pique tie seen often. regard to the white waistcoat for formal evening

With the change of sentiment towards the plain wear. There are some who limit it to the linen or

linen bosom, there follows naturally a colder feeling pique ;
others allow of silk in addition. Some recog-

in regard to the plain linen tie, and the pique, plain nize only the single breasted, others single or double

or figured, will be seen more than ever on well dress- breasted. The V or U-shape is equally permissible,

ed men this winter. That particular form that per- the former, however, entailing a soft roll collar.

mits of the bow being tied, and removed without un- Taking present-day usage the "specifications" would

tying, by unbuttoning at the back, a feature of the read something like this:

tied bow, seems to be well received. Material linen, pique, silk.

One authority on fashion enters this edict: "With Cufc U or V-shape.

a silk waistcoat you should wear a silk tie; with a
Breast SmSle or double -

pique waistcoat, a plain linen tie." wearing pearl studs mainly.

SUEDE GLOVE RIVAL OF KID.
FOT CUff buttonS

. ?
nd ****^ ^ 1Htle W°m

Various stvles of gloves are shown in an illustra-
exce^ ^ Pear1 '

wlth fnte
.

ena™el 0C(f
lona ^

tion in this article, including the plain white kid,
The Solfl haS

'
of course

'
long since been relegated to

the kid with silk between fingers, and the kid with
informal evenm6 We8X

'

where the TuXed° 1S SU "

silk net palm which is much used for dancing. The Preme - .,,..,,. ^ , , . , L, ,

-, , r . , x. , ,, .,, . .. In socks black silk is the usual choice, although
suede glove, as shown at the top of the illustration, , , , . , , ,

, , , ,, , ., . T a deep blue or purple is preferred by some,
promises to supplant the kid m many quarters.. In *

. , \ * •
i

j- t
-, f "., t , ,, , ., . i n « . i . For informal occasions, including dinners, stag-
its favor is set the fact that it has a dull finish in .. , , , .. TT -,. J? , , -,

' ,. .

, e ,1 ,, , „ „ . , parties, club and At Home dinners the pleated shirt
place of the rather glossy surface of the kid; and , - ., ,.f » ,

. , . ., v- i -> ' has more chance, for there are some arbiters of men s
some maintain it can be cleaned more easily, is not ,. , . -, ; .-,-, •. •,•

,., , . , t . , , . fashions who refuse still to give it any recognition,
so iikelv to rip between the fingers, and hence is a t i i -i i i * t l « *.•& u • i

•

, ,, - v.. .... 8
' , . . and hold obdurately to "stiff bosom m plain or

better wearer. White silk gloves are also being worn n1 • " „ at tt> u « j? ^
, . -p ,. -

6 small pique pattern. No French cuffs for them,

even if tliev arc laundered !

Plain piqu
single and stiff,

links and studs.

HANDY TIE FOR EVENING
WEAR.

This is what is known as the

"duplex." It is made of white
pique, plain or figured, for dross,

and black for informal evenings.

The illustration on the right shows
it tied, and unbuttoned at the

back to be removed. The other

shows it ready for tying. It can
be taken off without untying.
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Pleated linen bosom, plain

linen double starched cuffs,

gold links and studs, and black
silk bow tie.
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This ledge, prepared for The Review by Mr. Fisher, of Dunfleld's, King Street store, Toronto, to illustrate this

article, contains an effective arrangement of accessories for evening wear, for formal and informal occasions.
In the centre is a bust figure containing the "mushroom" shirt referred to in this article, and the diagonal

lines criss-crossing the close-set pleats are visible. The cuffs are French doubles, and laundered. The collar is a
wing, with rounded flaps, and the bow a duplex of plain pi que. The waistcoat is of white silk with collar, and the
jewelry of plain pearl.

On the right is another dress shirt of French pique, with a poke collar.

The informal evening dress, for a Tuxedo jacket, is shown on the left. At the extreme side is a tucked linen
shirt, with poke collar, and black silk stock tie, such as is frequently worn, coming up high on the collar. The shirt

next it, on the right, is a plain pique, with wing collar and bow of black silk. The jewelry is of plain gold.

The gloves below are of white suede that is becoming a rival with the more glossy kid. both for appearance
and for wear. These, like the kid, are worn with plain backs or black stitched, both~being shown in the illustration.

A black waistcoat for informal evening wear is displayed to the left of the white, and lower down, and wing
collars, in groups, tips upward, are seen to left and right.

Two canes of the most popular prevailing style, crooks in light colored natural woods, stand up in well bal-

anced positions, on left and right, and besides giving a finish to the display serve as holders for a silk knitted

scarf, and a couple of pairs of suede gloves in an easy hang.

This unit marked the use for the first time of a handsome ledge that will be a feature of the displays m the

window of this store. It is semi-elliptical in shape, indent in the centre and curving off to botli ends. It is sus-

pended about midway in the window by a chain and allows of a second display in the space below, on the flooring

of the window. The ledge is draped with a rich looking frieze in a brownish shade, and to the under panel are

attached electric lights which help out in the illuminat ion of the lower display, making up for the cutting off of a

portion of light from the top by the ledge.- Separate switches are used for the upper and under lights.

FOR INFORMAL WEAR.

But in the more easy-going, stretch-yourself-if-

you like, and fill-up-your-pipe (as well as your glass)

catalogue of evening entertainments, the soft hosom

is rapidly growing in popularity; the "Shirt with

the Thousand Pleate," and even the Mushroom
twinkling bravely out. as it ripples along up and

down the hosom of its joyful owner.

The black bow tie is the usual fashion, either the

ordinary tie or the stock, the latter showing probably

two-thirds of the way up the collar at sides and

back. Both of these appear in the accompanying

illustration, at the right hand side, the stock bow

being the outer one.

In collars the wing, square or rounded, and the

straight are worn equally. The links and studs are

usually of gold, although pearl and colored enamel

are quite proper.

The waistcoat instead of white is generally black,

of the same material as the coat, single or double

breasted, although the single is more worn in Can-

ada. With double breasted the facing is of black

silk, with single, of white with V-shaped opening

and soft rolled collar.

The socks are the -ante as for dress wear.

MANY CHOICES FOR GLOVES.

For gloves there is a multiplicity of choices: the

white suede, chamois, doe skin or tan cape. A New
York authority says: "white buck'' and refuses any
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alternative, but more latitude is allowed in Canada,

at all events.

Where the silk hat is essential for evening wear,

the black derby, and the soft hat are worn for the

informal occasions.

TYPES OF DRESS WAISTCOATS.
From left to right—1. White corded pique; _.

White corded silk; 3. Fine silk.

The accompanying illustrations show a general

view of formal and informal dress accessories ; as

well as individual views of kid and suede gloves;

plain and pleated bosom shirts with ties, collars and
studs suited to dress or informal occasion-: ties and
waistcoats. „

SHORTER DRESS COATS.

In evening dress there are two modifications that

are being adopted by leading "makers of men's
clothes" this Fall. The roll of the coat is shorter

and the amount taken off the length of this really

reduces the length of the coat in front, the distance

between the end of the lapel and the bottom of the

coat remaining as before. Thus instead of the "dip"
in the ends in front, they are in a straight line run-
ning towards the back. The whole impression of

the new model is of a shorter coat, although the
back portion, the tail is the same length as before.

Death of Thomas I. Reid
Montreal.—Thomas I. Reid, sales manager of

the Walpole Rubber Company, died suddenly Nov.
1 1

.
He was seized with a paralytic shock at his office,

and was rushed to the Royal Victoria Hospital,

where the end came a few hours later. Mr. Reid was
born in Knowlton in 1861, and came to Montreal
thirty-five years ago. He was connected with the
firm of Lyman Sons & Co., for many years, and
later became manager of the Davis Lawrence Drug
Company. After remaining in that capacity for a

time he entered a partnership with the late R. E.

McGale. At the time of his death he was in charge
of the Canadian business of the Walpole Rubber Co.,

of Boston.

Practical Systems in Men's Wear Stores

Continued from page 85.

other words, to put it briefly, Can you tell whether

your sales were lower last year than average because

it pelted rain all day, or was bitterly cold or were

higher than usual because there was a big dance on?

For twenty-seven years, Rathbone's have kept a

daily record of weather and events and can settle any

kinds of disputes as to dates, as well as presenting

means for a really intelligent comparison of sales.

"For instance we record the visit of the Prince of

Wales to Toronto; the Woodbine meets, the coming
of the Duke of Connaught and a ball at the Yacht
Club, which might mean fifty dollars worth of dress

shirts," said Mr. Murray. "These are occasions

which swell our receipts, and it would be unfair to

compare the sale-: on the anniversary of a big event

that stimulates buying, with that day itself. Other
times that meant increased output were the capture of

Paardeburg, the deaths of our last two Sovereigns, and
so on. It is very handy and no trouble to add to the

page on which we mark down our daily sales."

©
Spring Will Bring Startling Innovations

Continued from page 74.

WILL CHAMOIS OISPLACE TANS?
Styles in gloves seem to be passing through a

transition period and exciting an interesting contro-

versy. The tan has reigned 'so long for ordinary

business wear that many will receive a shock at any
idea of it being dispossessed. However, the chamois
is being seen more and more, and in some of the

more fashionable windows is the only glove shown.
In fashion charts it is being given a place beside the

tan. and often in advance of it. Some styles are of

heavy chamois, hand sewn and black stitched. The
doe skin in a light grey finish is also a claimant for a

place, so that there are all signs of a good-sized up-

heaval.

A fourth style is a Scotch knitted wool, in brown
shades, reminding one of the vogue of home spuns
in tweeds.

WHITE CASHMERE SOCKS.

Inquiry as to Fall socks shows white cashmere
as a good-selling novelty with black cashmere as the
steady-going ruler. Shot effects in cashmere and
silks are hardly so popular as they were. Black silks,

of course, sell well for evening wear.

A 3^2-IKCH COLLAR.

The new Madras collar may be brought in fitting-

ly for the closing item on this brief programme. It

is seen yet only in a few shops but may have a good
season for all its slow reception. It is rather a Spring
than a Winter style, just as the long 3-inch turn
down collar of the Summer, ended months ago. This
new one. is close-fitting, however, and is exactly 3%
inches from top to tip. It is intended for business
wear.
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London and Paris styles in overcoats as sketched by The Eeview artist. In at least two cases, these styles are rather
extreme, but they indicate what fashionable men in the world's capitals are wearing.

Furs The World Over

The increase in the cost of fox is indicate d
consular report, from Vladivostok, Asiastic I fo

of a fur fair at Yakutch, in Siberia, where
were 20,000 white polar fox skins sold; 1,0( )(

fox, 100 grey fox, 10,000 ermine. 70.000 sq u
and 100 black bear. The white fox skins sold . .

to 3iy2 roubles, or $14.42 to $16.22 each, w h
during the Winter of 1912-13 the price wa a
$7.73 to $8.24. Other figures of this sale we re
fox, up to $8.75, grey fox, $12.88, ermine, £
squirrel, 28 cents. ,

At the Nijni Novgorod fair there was a keen de-

mand for ermine, arctic fox and red fox. The sup-

plies of foreign furs, skunk, otter, beaver, raccoon,

etc., were not large, and prices rose from 20 to 50

per cent. Persian lamb was very plentiful and
dropped 10 per cent, as a result. Cat fur was 20

per cent, and hare 10 per cent, higher.

Leipzig reports fur trimmings as going very

strong, and an extraordinary impetus has thus been

given to the sale of the various rabbit articles. The
tail business is not so good. Dyed American opos-

sum is too high and as a substitute dyed jackal and

dog are being used extensively.
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Circularizing the Dealer

U "I had not made a personal investigation of the retail situation for a year or two," said

an agency solicitor and service man, "and I thought I would go out and get a line on it as

a help to preparing a trade circular.

1 "And what do you think I found? Why, some of the retailers I saw were getting fifty and

sixty circulars a day! The worst was in the grocery line, but the drug line was almost as

bad. Eead them? What a chance! Nine-tenths of them went to the floor and were swept

up unopened.

K "I have had some experience as to the waste of dealer literature before, but the condition

to-day surpasses anything I have ever seen. It has grown much worse in a single year. There

is no doubt about it, the dealers are being frightfully over-circularized."

H If that is so, and of course it is, what becomes of the specious claim of "exclusive atten-

tion" made for the trade circular or prospectus? What sort of impression does the retailer

get of national advertising when he sees, daily, this enormous waste of advertising effort, and

compares the inflated claims of many advertisers with respect to consumer advertising with

their failure to get a hearing from him, the very first milestone on the way.

K Multiply this waste of trade circulars by their cost, both in postage and printing, and then

draw a direct comparison with the same message when put through the columns of the trade

press, the standardized medium for reaching the dealer. Of course, the efficiency of the trade

papers in different industries varies; but as a rule there is at least one first-class medium in

each field.

Tl There are several good reasons, aside from cost, why the trade circular should not be

thoughtlessly used, and why advertisements to the trade should be made preferentially in the

trade press. One of these reasons is that the trade press represents an organized attention

and medium of publicity, comparable to a clearing-house or public market. At a certain stage

in the development of an industry or business, it comes almost automatically into existence

to economize the effort and cost of doing business previously being done in an unorganized

way. So far from having its publicity-power weakened by the increase in its advertising pages

by the apparent increase in competition between advertisers, the very reverse is true. Be-

cause with the growth of size goes the growth of income or means of improvement, and with,

improvement prestige and power. From either the retailer's or the advertiser's point of view,

this condition is ideal in that it fixes the time, the place, and, as far as possible, the char-

acter of the advertising appeal. It makes an appointment with a high percentage of the paper's

readers, and if it has a real message to deliver, keeps it.

U Dollar for dollar, effort for effort, idea for idea, the opportunities for cashing in are much
greater in the trade press than in the trade circular. Some advertisers talk of putting more

ideas and more power into their trade circulars to lift them out of the ruck and give them
a better chance at the retailer's attention. Why not put the same time and effort into the

trade-paper copy? —Editorial, Printers' Ink, November 6, 1913.
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Phone, write or wire your orders for

Christmas Goods

Dressing Gowns and

Smoking Jackets
A big, attractive range that cannot
be beaten for quality or value

Fancy Hose
Silks and Cashmeres, in the popular
Accordions

Fancy Suspenders,

Armlets and Sets
Plenty of variety, put up.in handsome
fancy boxes.

All these lines ready for immediate delivery

TOOKE BROS., Limited, Montreal
Manufacturers of Shirts, Collars and Neckwear

and Importers of Men's Furnishings

Winnipeg Warehouse : Toronto Warehouse :

91 Albert St. 58 Wellington St. W.
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Take Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —

"

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE ,
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Lest You Forget

The Annual Spring Number of Can-

ada's necessary dry goods paper will go

to the trade the first week in January.

Plan now to have a dominating an-

nouncement in that issue. It will be

worth while. We are planning our part

now, i.e., to make this the finest and most

useful issue the trade have ever received.

Early forms close December 20th. Last

forms close December ^ist.
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The softening, toughening tendency of

the sun's rays

Anything over which nature has the control always seems to be as

near perfect as possible. In the bleaching of "Old Bleach" linens,

nature—the sun, dew and grass—produces a delicious soft white-

ness which is almost irresistible to the woman of refined tastes.

Beside this beautiful whiteness is the toughening tendency. The
fabric is not injured by chemicals, but is given a toughness which
bespeaks long wear. The 1014 range of "Old Bleach" should

interest you.

Samples Sent on Request.

R. H. Cosbie Limited, 30 Wellington St. W., Toronto
IRISH LINEN AGENCY

I Crow/? Over All

" Rooster

Brand"

WHITE COATS
The best in Canada for

every known purpose.

They are made to stand the laundry.

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited
FARNHAM, QUE.

Shirts Overalls Mackinaw
Pants Dusters Coats

Montreal, 501 New Birks Building

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of JJustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription 3)^.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy tuill be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our London Office,

71 Queen St. E.C.

Publishing Offices:

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
London, 71 Queen St., E.C.
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Priestley's

The World's

Standard

in

Dress Fabrics

Stylish Mat

in the

Spring range

PRIESTLEY'S POPULAR BLACKS
In Taffetas, Panamas, Genestas, Tricots, Androclas, Caronas, Liverno Cords,

Cremona Poplins, Modena Poplins, Ottoman Royal,

Resildas, Cravenettes, Mohairs.

Silk and Wool Baroda Crepe in all the leading shades.

Silk and Wool Cyntella in all shades.

Silk and Wool Broche Royal in all shades.

Priestley's Popular Serges in all qualities.

Pewny's
Kid Gloves

give more real satisfaction to the square inch
than any other line of kid gloves on the
market to-day.

Quality counts in the Glove department and
Pewny's Gloves will make trade for you.

Letter orders for

Glace Kid or Suede Glove Specials at $6.50,

$9.00, $10.00, $11.50, $13.50, $15.00, $16.50,

will he carefully attended to.

A complete range of all kinds of high-grade
imported gloves, in fur-lined, wool-lined and
silk-lined—Suitable for Christmas trade in

stock.

Health Brand
Underwear

satisfies the most exacting

wearer and yields you a good
profit.

In Pure Wool, Wool and Cot-
ton Mixture, and Cotton. All

sizes for Men, Women and
Children.

How is your stock NOW?

Greenshields Limited, Montreal
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

Everything in Dry Goods
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HORROCKSES'
FLANNELETTES

Are Made
From Carefully Selected COTTON.

The nap is short and close,

no injurious chemicals are used.

QUALITY, DESIGNS AND COLOURINGS
ARE UNEQUALLED.

If purchasers of this useful material for Under-

wear all the year round would buy the best English

make, they would avoid the RISKS they undoubt-

edly run with the inferior qualities of Flannelette.

See the name
' HORROCKSES
on the selvedge

every two yards.

ANNUAL SALE
upwards of

TEN MILLION
Yards.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

Manchester and London, England.
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Smallwares and Notions
for

January Business Pullers

With a view to keeping up OUR sales

during the dull days of January, we
realize that we must offer goods that

will boost YOUR sales.

Sales of smallwares and notions are one of the most

popular methods for bringing customers to your store

during January.

Large shipments of these goods, purchased especi-

ally for your "JanuarY Job Table," have reached us and,

as well, we are clearing out at exceptionally low prices,

odd lines in this department.

IVrite for quotations and samples

JOHN M. GARLAND
SON & CO.

Ottawa Canada
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The
Get a Receipt
Plan Benefits

yy

Merchant Clerk

The "Get a Receipt"

Plan Benefits Me
Because:
1. I get a receipt for all goods

sold, and get all the money
for these goods

;

It enables me to give quick
service to customers;

It gives me a positive control

over my business;

4. It tells me which is my most
valuable clerk

;

5. It prevents misunderstand-
ings with customers and
thereby increases trade.

The
"Get a Receipt"

Plan Benefits Me
Because:

1. I get a receipt for hav-
ing handled each trans-

action correctly.

2. It enables me to wait
on more customers and
establish a better sell-

ing record.

3. It proves my accuracy,

honesty and ability.

4. It prevents disputes

with customers;

5. It teaches me to place
the correct value on
money and to handle it

accordinglv.

Besides the merchant and clerk, the

Receipt" plan benefits customers.

Stores using the "Get a Receipt

quick service to their customers.

'Get a The receipt issued by the National Cash Register
protects customers against mistakes; furnishes
proof of what servants and children spend when
sent to the store; prevents mistakes on charge
accounts.

plan can give

The result is a satisfied trade, which is the best advertisement for your store.

Every merchant can give better service to his customers, increase the efficiency of

his clerks and get more net profit for himself by using the ''Get a Receipt'* plan.

Write for more information

The National Cash Register Company, 285 Yonge Street, Toronto
Canadian Factory, Toronto
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Guaranteed by the B. D. A.

The Fabrics That Enjoy Constant Demand
English Mohairs, guaranteed by the B. D. A., are style fabrics that possess the selling

constancy of staple goods.

English Mohairs are always wanted—and they always satisfy.

Stylish enough for the most exclusive Paris designers to use.

Serviceable enough to appeal to the woman of moderate means.

SHEPHERD CHECKS PLAIDS STRIPES
and dozens of distinctive color combinations and original patterns abound in the new
importations.

Ask any importing wholesaler for English Mohairs guaranteed by the B. D. A.

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION, LIMITED,
OF BRADFORD, ENGLAND

ising cuts (free) and nformation may be obta
Street, Ne

ed by addressing the American Bu
York City.

at No. 235 We
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Sales are never
made by sticking

your customers
with pin-tickets

TRADE MARK

Ey/%fl] ^H

This may seem to be an absurd state-

ment at first, but when you think it

over you will find how true it is.

The old-fashioned pin ticket is dan-

gerous and when you think that such

wearables as caps, gloves, neckwear,

hosiery, and a dozen other lines of

goods are ticketed with them you can

realize the danger you expose your

customers' fingers and feelings too. A
very little may turn a sale sometimes

—the prick of a pin ticket is to say

the least, annoying, and can very

easily lose a sale—not only one sale,

but a customer's entire patronage.

The Noesting pin ticket has rounded

points which make it harmless to

everybody. A child can use them.

They never injure the finest fabric.

Write to-day for

a free sample box

The Copp, Clark Co.
Limited

495-517 Wellington St. West, Toronto

Winter days suggest

future linen needs

With the lowering temperature comes the social

events which suggest to the merchant the advisa-
bility of preparing for the linen requirements
of the future—the linen needs of his thousands
of townspeople for Fall, 1914.

Liddell's

1914 Linens
have an unsurpassed loveliness of design and
texture that cannot fail to appeal to the women
of your community. Liddell's Gold Medal Linens
for 1914 will soon be presented for your approval.

Judge the styles and values for yourself. These
linens are grass and sun bleached, which gives

them a beautiful soft, snowy whiteness that is

lacking in chemically bleached goods.

R. H. COSBIE, LTD.
IRISH LINEN AGENCY

30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're niade from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
^r I j(j ^ry G°°ds Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto
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BUTTERICK
Goes Ahead Faster

Than Ever

The right pattern handled the

right way means continually

increasing sales.

Butterick has both the pattern

and the method.

Write and ask us to explain Butterick

cooperative service to you.

Butterick Butterick Building New York

72-74 Duchess Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada

Make Yours a BUTTERICK Store
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A view of the Chinese Bazaar at the Robert Simpson Co., Toronto.

Building Up The Christmas Trade
A Complete Story of the Plans of Two Large Departmental Stores

—How Christmas Bazaars Are Managed, and Their Advantages
—The Re-arrangement of Departments for the Christmas Trade
—The Eaton Opening with a Santa Claus Parade.

VISIT THE CHINESE Bazaar on the third floor:

Christmas goods at special prices."

Something attractive about this is there not,

whether you read it in the paper, or on the doors of

a dry goods store, or see it inside, on a sign sus-

pended from a huge Chinese umbrella with a circle

of Chinese lanterns illuminated in their bright col-

ors with incandescent lights?

And when, with curiosity whetted, you take the

elevator and reach that "Chinese Bazaar," and are

greeted with a myriad of colored lanterns in festooned

strings, and huge red, and blue and yellow and green

umbrellas, and a soft red-colored ceiling over you as

a roof, and booths set here and there with all sorts

of Christmas notions, you probably are more than

human if the buying Christmas spirit is not engen-

dered in your heart.
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BAZAAR IDEA GOOD FOR CHRISTMAS.

The name is always a taking one, whether in a

store, or at a garden party, or in a mid-Winter church

fair. There is a suggestion of Orientalism about it;

of variety, and of handy little articles you can carry

home with you.

.Move and more, dry goods stores in Canada and

the States are adopting the bazaar idea as a means of

attracting Christmas custom, and in this article The

Review gives an account of two of these that are now

in full swing in two of Canada's large departmental

stores, with some references to the advantages that,

as experience has shown, are secured through this

form of merchandising.

EASTERN VS. WESTERN COLORING.

The ideas as worked out by the Simpson and

Eaton stores are in strong contrast. The former is

the typical Chinese bazaar development, with its

myriad colors and lights, and foreign characters,

carried into effect on pillars, and even elevator doors.

The Eaton idea emphasizes only two colors; the

typical Western Christmas shades, green and red, and

these are exemplified along lattice work, in the form

of foliage and Christmas bells, large and in miniature

sizes, with a few green or red incandescent lights

over the arches. The effect is much more simple,

and the white enamel of the woodwork intensifies

this. Probably the impression looking along the

tops of the booths is of a garden, seen through the

trees. Hence where one lacks the warmth of the

other, it achieves more of the strictly Christmas col-

oring. You can take your choice.

Let a description of the Simpson Chinese bazaar

at this point be limited to a statement that there are

five "circles" in the centre, as well as counters for

selling along the four sides, giving a floor space of

about 10,000 square feet, and that each section is

devoted, so far as .possible, to different lines, and

almost daily changes are made in the goods dis-

played.

ADVANTAGES FOR CHRISTMAS SELLING.

More important, from the theoretical standpoint

of the dry goods merchant, will be the selling benefits

of such a department. This and other questions

were kindly taken up for The Review by the bar-

gain manager "of the Simpson store, George Brown,

who as part of his "bargain" duties, is in charge of

the bazaar.

CENTRALIZING CHRISTMAS GOODS.

"The chief value of a bazaar such as we have

here," said Mr. Brown, "is that it enables us to cen-

tralize such goods as people most naturally are tempt-

ed to buy at Christmas. Thus instead of having to

go from one department to another for jewelry or

cards, or handkerchiefs, or embroidery, and so forth,

a woman finds nearly every line she wants in a com-

pact spare.

"This works out better for both parties. She on

her side appreciates the fact that she can do her

shopping more quickly, and more conveniently in

every way. We, on our side find that she does more

buying than if she had to hunt all over the store.

TRANSFER CARDS PROOF OF IT.

"The proof of this is not only in large increases

in our sales but in the use of transfer cards. We
have the same ones here as in the rest of the store;

but when we tally up at the central parcel office, we
find that shoppers go from one counter to another,

and frequently include every one in the bazaar in

their list of purchases before they are through. If

they had been compelled to search all over, even if

they had definite ideas as to what they wanted, time

and energy probably would have been lacking, and

we would have missed some of the sales we actually

secured.

PRESENTS A CATALOGUE OF GOODS.

"But this is not the only advantage. As every

one knows people buy because they see things. The
bazaar arrangement enables us to bring scores of

lines of Christmas goods before customers as we could

not if they were scattered all over. They go from

one circle to another knowing new ideas will come
from each ; knowing each contains Christmas sug-

gestions and nothing else; feeling, unquestionably,

that they should not miss a single one. It is as if

we had catalogued Christmas goods for them. And
seeing, they buy. I could elaborate on this at length,

but you get the idea of it all."

FREQUENT CHANGES IN GOODS.

In regard to the running of the bazaar and its

circles, Mr. Brown explained that it was planned to

make frequent, often daily, changes in the goods in

the different booths, and to change around the

booths themselves at least once a week. That is. if

card-; were at one end to-day. they might appear at

the other next week. The object, of course, was to

give the bazaar a new appearance every time it was

entered, and thus encourage "repeat" visits.—and

more sales."

DRAWING THE PUBLIC TO THE BAZAAR.

How to encourage the public to go to the bazaar

is solved in various ways. Special signs, with a

"Chinesey" appearance, are placed on the doors and

in various parts of the store, and on different floors,

the huge Chinese umbrellas with illuminations as

referred to before, serve as beacons. The newspaper

advertising is utilized every day to present in promi-

nent panels special bargains to be found nowhere

else in the store than in the bazaar. This leads many
shoppers to make a bee-line for the third-floor when
the store opens,

(hie of these bazaar specials reads a- follows:

10
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THE CHINESE BAZAAR.
A TWENTY-NINE CENT DAY.

Real Battenberg Lace Shams and Cloths.

In several good designs, regularly 39c and 50c

each. Special, each, 29c

30 x 30-inch tan Crash Cloths, hemstitched and

embroidered in colors. Regular 50c. Special. . .29c

100 Three-piece Screens for fireplaces, etc., dainty

pale pastel shadings ; some are slightly damaged ; this

item cannot be refunded on. Regular price $1.00.

Special 29c

A Penknife for Christmas Gift.

We have bought by quantities, being large

enough thousands of Pen, Pocket, and Jackknives;

assortments of cutlery from the world's greatest cut-

lery markets, dependable quality and finished and

made secure and strong knives, knivas have brass

lining for protection from rust and finished in qual-

ity makes, at 75c, 85c, and 95c. The biggest value

ever offered; practical Sheffield steel blades. Your
choice of the assortment. All at one price, each,

for 29c

A Few of the Gift Stocks.

Necktie Boxes, with fancy decorated lid. Reg.

price 50c. Special, 29c

Handkerchief Boxes, in fancy designs. Reg.

price 50c. Special 29c

Cloth Brushes, with stiff bristles. Reg. price 40c.

Special 29c

Four-piece Metal Smoking Set, consistinc; of ash

tray, cigar holder, match holder, and cigarette hold-

er. Special 29c

Manicure Set, in plush-lined case, containing nail

polisher, scissors, salve box, nail cleaner, and mani-

cure stick. Special 29c

Hair Brushes, ebony finish, with pure bristles.

Special 29c

Dainty Boxes of Stationery, handsomely decor-

ated box, containing 24 sheets fine art linen note

paper, with envelopes to match. Splendid value, 29c

Dominion Box Autograph Christmas Cards, con-

tains (3 elegant hand sheets, printed with greeting

and envelopes to fit, box 29c

Special Gift Book Series.

Bound in imitation crocodile leather, green,

type. Cranford, Bacon's Essays. Idle Though
an Idle Fellow, Imitation of Christ, Little L
Prince, Mill on the Floss, Romola. Regular

Special "29c

About 500 Doylies from broken sets and odd

lines, in French cluny, Venetian, Irish embroidery,

etc. The sizes are 6, 8, 10, and 12 inches. All one

price Wednesday, each 29c

No Phone or Mail Orders.

Third Floor.

This system will lie continued to the end of the

year, the whole period during which the bazaar will

be in operation.

CHEAPER LINE OF GOODS.

As to the quality of goods most suitable for such

a purpose, Mr. Brown pointed out that they were
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such as would appeal, in style and price, to the ma,-

jority of people. It would be a waste of space to

include exclusive, or, for the most part, high priced

lines.

INTEREST AS MANY AS POSSIBLE.

The idea is to interest as many people as possi-

ble," Mr. Brown declared. "That point decides us in

our choice of stocks. The bulk sales will not be as

large in many lines, as if we had higher-priced arti-

cles, but if any one wants better quality, more ex-

pensive goods, they are directed to the regular de-

partment where these are kept."

COURTESY TO VISITORS.

This treatment of visitors is considered an im-

portant essential, by the way, of the Simpson sys-

tem. The Review came across instances where

"aisle managers," as they are called, escorted ladies

up or down several nights in order to see that they

reached the department they wished. In one case

a lady called at the bazaar; thought she would like

something different to what was shown, and was

taken in hand by an "aisle manager" and, under his

guidance, visited no less than four different depart-

ments, on two floors, before she finally made the

purchase. When surprise was expressed by The Re-

view at such attention being paid an individual in a

store whose turnover was several tens of millions a

year, the reply was that each person was instructed

to be courteous and as helpful as possible to every

customer ; that even in a business of such huge pro-

portions it paid, and paid well, to establish friendly

relations with the individual.

This suggests another benefit of a bazaar in a

store : people are led to visit many a department that

otherwise might never see them. The miniature

department of the bazaar is a sample of the larger.

more fully equipped one elsewhere in the building.

PREVENTS OVERCROWDING REST OF STORE.

One other advantage would not be so apparent

to the general public but is not overlooked by the

heads nor by the Bargain Manager. The draw-

ing off of people for small purchases at this busy,

crowded period, from the regular department to the

bazaar, leaves the former more free to handle com-
fortably and effectively, those customers who seek

lines that differ from the usual variety of Christmas

goods; lines that make sales bulk large, and ensure

better profits. Movements would be impeded,—and
are in most stores,—during Christmas shopping, by

people whose purchases would run from 5 to 25

cents.

STARTED TWO MONTHS BEFORE X.MAS.

When a wonder was expressed at the early start-

ing of this bazaar.—before the first of November,

—

The Review was informed that the immediate sales

were increased greatly, but, of even more importance,

it got people coming in, looking around, and coming

to decisions about gifts that would result in heavy

sales early in December. They came there for sug-

gestions such as could not be as readily secured, in

the larger, scattered store.

HOW EXPENSE IS DIVIDED.

"How are the goods selected?" inquired The
Review, and it was learned that each department that

had goods in the bazaar sent up selections that were

likely to induce sales, and paid their share of the

"space" expense in proportion to space each occupied.

This might be a whole or only a section of a circle,

or booth. Advantage was taken of the bazaar to get

rid of some lines that were slow sellers, an expedient,

or an outlet, that is gratefully welcomed by many a

merchant at Christmas. The whole expense of the

bazaar is figured up : alterations of store, decorations,

light, clerks, advertising, and a rental figure that

would be estimated along the lines that govern

charges for the regular space of each department.

The question of salary expense is not intricate,

for each department sends up its own clerks, charg-

ing up their salaries against sales and profits. Girls

remain for a few days or sometimes the whole time

of the bazaar. Some are soon sent down because

their total sales are too low ; some are moved at their

own request, for a similar reason.

THE CASH SYSTEM.

The cash system has been arranged along the

same lines as the rest of the store. A cash office is

established at some distance above the floor in one

corner, and boxes run on wires to and from the

circles. There are fifteen of these sets of wires, and

two or three more near the far corner connect with

the system outside. In the Eaton bazaar special

tubes were set up which connect with the cash office

on the same floor.

In two cases cash registers are used to avoid delay

:

at the candy and music stands.

In summing up the benefits from the bazaar Mr.

Brown included large increase in Sides: the moving

of stock that might be held over if left in the de-

partments; the making of new connections for dif-

ferent departments with hundreds or thousands of

people : the lessening of the crowding in the regular

departments, and, speaking generally, that indefinite

but very substantial benefit that comes from any

store containing a feature that provides an interest-

ing ^hopping diversion to the public at large.

1,400 INCANDESCENT LIGHTS.

The accompanying photograph and plan of the

floor will convey some idea of the make-up of the

bazaar. It is worth noting in the line of statistics,

that there are 1.400 incandescent lights, each one

concealed inside a Chinese lantern: the space is 150

feet by 70: there are live circles besides the counters

12
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along the four walls; and eight rows of lanterns,

strung across from end to end. At one side are the

entrances to five elevators that unload their crowds

right inside the bazaar.

There are two openings from the floor of the

third storey, as indicated in the drawing. Both have

two sets of pillars with a bright colored canopy on

top and two rows of lanterns. The pillars are cov-

ered with colored paper with Chinese characters.

The inside pillars have Chinese drawings upon them.

TWO CLEVER TOUCHES.

Two other touches were cleverly done. The ceil-

ing is painted red, which gives a feeling of warmth
and an impression of being lower than that of the

store outside which is in white. One lady remarked,

"It must have cost you a lot to put in a special ceil-

ing." The effect is to make the bazaar portion seem

more apart from the rest, a desirable isolation. The
floor is covered with tent canvas over a heavy wilton

carpet, and has silent, springy tread of rubber.

Black lines marked on it make it resemble a cobble

stone pavement.

FEWER AND LARGER PREFERRED.

The "circles" are oblong in shape and fewer in

number than last year. It was found that the smaller

they were the less stock could be piled up in the

centre and the more clerks were needed, as now a

clerk can be utilized for any part of the larger sec-

tion.

Sometimes the whole booth is given up to a single

line, such as handkerchiefs, or calendars, but usu-

ally there are several divisions. Almost every de-

partment in the store is represented, except large

goods such as furniture or carpets, and so on. Price

tickets are prominent on every display and each is

printed on top and end with a design in red, and
the letters across the top, "Chinese Bazaar Specials."

BARGAIN SALE OF DOLLS AT OPENING.

The most prominent end is given up to dolls,

that are piled up in tiers against the wall, with a

counter in front. On the opening day there was a

sale of dolls as a drawing card and hundreds were

sold. The south side is devoted to toys, and a sign

announces that the main toy display is in the base-

ment,

GOOD DISPLAY OF EVERYTHING SELLING.

One of the most valuable features of the bazaar

is the prominent display of each article. Everything

is in sight on the counters. It is not a case of "Ask
for what you don't see." You see everything there is

to see in the place and what's more you know the

price without asking.

This is the impression the bazaar gave The Re-

view, with some information as to the inside work-

ings of such an institution.
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OTHER CHRISTMAS PLANS.

Before passing across the street to Eaton's, a word

or two might be worth while about other plans made
in this store to extend Christmas sales.

100,000 SEE $50,000 PAINTING.

One that is credited with phenomenal success is

a "$50,000 painting, The Russian Wedding Feast."

This was rented, and brought over, and has been on

exhibition for several weeks nowT
; indeed it ante-

dates the bazaar, but happens to be on the same

floor. It is advertised extensively in papers, on

doors, inside the store, and in the elevators. It is a

striking scene; omitting a description let it suffice

to say that his' would be a callous mind that v

depart grudging the time spent in reaichin

How many have seen it? The Review asked.

100,000 to date! Now it is a truism to remark

any single feature in a store that will draw 100,uuu

people to behold it,—and a large section of these

drawn in from outside,—is good publicity work for

that store. A single test proved its value,—a marked
increase in the sales of the departments that were

in its vicinity.

Just here it may be mentioned that a huge elec-

tric sign has been set up, extending for the whole

length of the store in front, one block with these

words: "The Robert Simpson Company wish you a

merry Christmas."

HANDKERCHEIFS REPLACE PHOTO SUPPLIES.

The ReviewT inquired as to what changes were

being made in the floor arrangements of departments

to meet a rush of Christmas trading. These are com-
paratively few, because, as was explained, the main
floor locations are devised so as to accommodate large

transient crowds all through the year. A couple of

points may be worth reproducing: the photo supply

department was moved to the sixth floor, and hand-
kerchiefs, dainty linen designs in pretty gift boxes,

took its place, in an alcove, between the front doors.

Handkerchiefs are being featured in most of the

big stores, they are one of the best lines for Christ-

mas, as all who have tried to push sales, will agree.

An extra circle has been given for ribbons, and here

and there small tables, say 4 to 6 feet long, are set

up with "bargains" upon them. One clerk is in

charge of each.

VALUE OF THESE "BARGAIN " TABLES.

The Bargain Manager values these additional

circles as one of the best mediums for disposing of

surplus stock, or lines that are slow sellers. He and
the Merchandise Manager of .the store make inspec-

tions of every department and "rout out" these lines,

and place them on sale on these bargain tables, some-

times advertising them; at other times depending on
their catching the eye of people passing through the

Continued on page 15.



it department of T. F. Kingsmill, London, Ont.

Handling Carpets On Large Scale

THIS view of the interior of the carpet show-

rooms and warehouse of Kingsmill's, Lon-

don, Ontario, while showing the excellent provision

for displaying rugs and carpets, gives a faint idea

only of the extreme length, which is the basis for

Mr. Kingsmill's claim that it is the largest in Can-

ada, and has few equals in the United States. It is

160 feet long by 65 in width, and with the second

storey provides nearly 15,000 square feet of space.

Along the walls on the first floor, for the whole length

the carpets are piled up in four rows, as indicated

on the left side of the illustration. Linoleum is dis-

played on the right side of the stairway.

Upstairs towards the rear is a machine for sewing

carpets together. It is kept busy, as the firm caters

to a large countryside, towns and villages, as well as

the local trade.

But the balcony arrangement for display pur-

poses is the feature of the warehouse of which Mr.

Kingsmill is particularly proud. There was no stint-

ing in size. The stairs seem to extend half the width

of the building, and the railings of the balcony are

used to exceedingly good purpose for showing off

rugs to customers who can view them either from the

ground floor, the ample stairway, or from above.

Small and large are hung loosely over the railings,

or suspended to show the complete size and pattern.

Mr. Kingsmill feels that this up-in-the-air method

is superior to the usual one on-the-floor, as the colors

are in a better light, and one rug can be contrasted

with another, hung side by side, instead of having to

pile one on top of another.

The firm also feel that the huge space devoted to

carpets and rugs is a good advertisement, suggesting

an almost unlimited variety and stock to choose

from. Advantage is taken of this in the advertise-

ments and the carpet warehouse secures a very large

share of the space in the daily notices. This ware-

house, by the way, is only one of the 'big' depart-

ments of Kingsmill's: the regular dry goods -tore is

in front, and it extends the entire width of the block,

as do most of the stores on the street, running back to

a "semi-street" on which faces the carpet warehouse.

The main store is 183 feet in length, and in being

conducted to the carpet stock the customer crosses a

narrow street.

The balcony, of course, is not the only means of

display. As in many of the leading carpet depart-

ments, the pillars are utilized, and most of them are

covered with attractive rugs or carpets wound

14
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around them. This treatment has another good

point, it gives a rich, furnished air to the carpet sec-

tion, and induces to buying far more than the old-

time bare, cold, pillars.

This idea of using carpet and other house-

furnishing lines as decorations has been carried to a

delightful length by another large Canadian store,

and mention may be a propos here. At the top of

each pillar a small rug is formed into the shape of a

fan, showing the fringe along the semi-circular edge.

Below it the pillar is covered entirely with rugs

wound around and pinned tight. Four pillars are

taken as a unit, and an arm in the shape of a right-

angled triangle extends inward from near the top of

each, just below the fan-shaped rug. Each of these

arms is covered with a rug, sloping back to the pillar.

In one square the four pillars are connected by wires

near the top and rugs suspended on these, filling up
the higher space between.

A similar arrangement can be carried out in the

curtain department where a square framework can

be attached near the top of each pillar, and lace cur-

tains with lambrequin effects suspended from them

and draped down the pillar.

This idea has been carried out even in connection

with chintz for hangings, and pillars are draped

with this, giving the effect of wallpaper. The idea

of covering the pillars and other fixtures in the house

furnishing department can be applied in countless

ways, and it all adds to the home-like effect, and

cannot but assist the salesman in his persuasion of

the customer.

It is almost unnecessary to add to this short re-

view of the Kingsmill warehouse that sunlight is one

of its most welcome, and most frequent visitors. The
firm has a motor truck which is found very useful in

delivering the rugs and carpets, the latter often

bulky and heavy, to the newly-annexed districts sev-

eral miles from the central location of the store.

—m—
Building Up the Christmas Trade

(Continued from page 13.)

store. The results have been highly satisfactory, in

cleaning up a lot of stock that otherwise, would be

in competition with probably newer and more at-

tractive companions, might never have been moved.

These are operated at all times, but the number is

increased greatly at Christmas.

ARRANGEMENT OF EATON BAZAAR.

Passing on to the Eaton bazaar, which has been

briefly referred to, it is seen that the general effects

are white backgrounds, and green and red decora-

tions. There are eight circles on one side, and seven

on the other. The ones on the right on entering are

divided as follows:

1. Loose cards, 2. Calendars.

3. Fancy fruits and artificial flowers.

4. Toilet sets, mirrors, etc.

5. Jewelry. 6. Leather goods, bags, etc.

7 and 8. Handkerchiefs.

On the left the circles were:

1. Christmas books. 2. Cards in boxes.

3. Ties, suspenders, etc., in boxes.

4. Crackers, fancy candy, etc.

5. Centrepieces, doilies, etc.

6. Fancy goods, baskets, cushions, etc.

7. General fancy goods.

The whole of the lower side was given up to sheet

music.

The goods here, as in the Simpson bazaar, are

skilfully displayed and price cards are prominent.

TOYS MOVED TO FURNITURE BUILDING.

An important re-arrangement of this store w

made on Nov. 15. The toy department which f

the rest of the year held the space now occupied 1

the bazaar was moved to the Furniture Buildin

across the street where all the first floor was given up
to it. The window contains a display of animals
(stuffed figures) in cages.

EXTRA RIBBON COUNTER.

On the ground floor little change was made but

an extra ribbon counter was added to the second
floor (in addition to four downstairs) ; and some
bazaar feature* will be set up on the fourth floor,

where the curtain department will be slightly crowded
up to make room for it. It is the intention to have
some special Christmas attraction on each floor, part-

ly to help divide the crowd, partly to assist sales in

those departments not on the main floor.

60,000 SEE EATON SANTA CLAUS.

But the great big "play" of the T. Eaton Co. is

their Santa Claus. They have worked it up to an
interest not only city-wide but extending for fifteen

or twenty miles out into the county. For weeks in

advance it was advertised that Eaton's Santa Claus
would arrive on Saturday, Nov. 15, and drive

through the chief streets. When the time came there

was Santa driven by four real reindeer, with an
Esquimaux beside each (to keep it from being
frightened at the unusual sights and sounds of civiliz-

ed streets). Behind the merry old fellow, borne in a

chariot of silver, was the Santa Claus band ; and next
the Eaton cadets and a bugle band, and a constantly

increasing procession of children. Santa proceeded

to Massey Hall, which was jammed with children

admitted by tickets handed out days before, and here
and at the store in the afternoon he held the first of

a series of receptions in which he addressed the chil-

dren and beneficently scattered little gifts. It is well

within the mark to say that sixty thousand women
and children gathered to see the parade.
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Hold a January Notion Sale
A Plan to Create a Wider Degree of Activity During the Dull
Season—Should be Held in Conjunction With the Whitewear
Sales—Dead Stock and Overbids Can be Moved Out in This Way.

COMPETITION is wondrous keen these days, and

the majority of merchants find the pace set more

than a bit strenuous. For under modern conditions,

the steam road, the electric road, the express com-

pany and the post-office, are bringing the merchant

in the smallest and most remote centres into direct

competition with not only the store in the next lar-

ger town, but also with the big city departmental

store. All these stores are using extra attractions,

and are making special efforts to sell to his legitimate

customers.

This is why The Review gives so much space

to describing the methods of attracting trade

and doing business practised in the large depart-

mental stores. Few of them it may be premised, can

be adopted in their entirety, but they one and all

contain useful helps and ideas that make for the

general betterment of the small store. In short, by a

sort of cutting of the coat according to the cloth

process these advanced methods may be very well

adapted to the needs of the smaller store.

One idea the big store never loses sight of is the

attempt to do all the business possible. The big store

is out for business in season and out of season and

does not cease in its attempts to attract trade at the

times of the year when trade is naturally dull.

How to get business in the dull periods has been

carefully studied out, and methods have been adopted

suited to that particular season.

One outgrowth of this policy has been the hold-

ing of special sales in January, such as the "white

goods" sale, and the "notion" sale, and also special

cut price sales to reduce stocks to the lowest possible

limit before the taking of the store inventory at the

end of the month. Each of these sales held separ-

ately would not furnish the needed stimulation, but

held at the same time they have been found to pull

in business and keep up the sales average for this the

slowest business month in the retail year.

IMPORTANCE OF THE SMALL CHECK.

Many merchants rather despise the notion coun-

ter because of the small size of the average cheek.

This is not the attitude of the department store, for

the management notes that though individual sales

are small the aggregate is a large one, and profits are

large, and stocks can be frequently turned. There-

fore, you will find that the notion department in

the large store is always well located, generally on

the ground floor, though there are large and well

conducted notion departments located on the second

floor where they are handy to both the dress and

the trimming departments.

This holding of sales at special seasons to bring

in extra trade during a dull period is a feature that

the small store can imitate with success. Not only

will such a sale help business, and keep trade at

home that would have gone elsewhere, but it will

serve to clear out the stock and keep it in excellent

condition.

It was the efforts of the big stores to get more
business in January that initiated the white goods

sale, and the attractions of the white goods sale were

used to further the end of clearing out the balance

of the winter's stock, and for reducing the goods on

hand as much as possible, previous to the inventory

period.

TIME FOR NOTION SALE.

When the store is thronged with January shop-

pers has been found a good time to feature notions.

A notion sale is always profitable because these low-

priced articles carry good profits, and people are

always in need of them. Spools, needles, pins, thim-

bles, tape lines, and the hundred and one small arti-

cles carried in the notion department are not affected

by changing fashions and have no seasons.

Moreover, January is a very good time to sell

notions in quantity for people are beginning to think

and plan their Spring and Summer wardrobes, and

a very small price inducement will influence liberal

buying of items that will certainly be needed before

long.

Besides the woman who does her own sewing the

dressmakers ought to be interested in such a sale.

SECURING THE STOCK.

Like every other successful sale, the sale of notions

should not be put on without careful preparations and

before the heavy rush of Christmas trade comes on

the merchant should be in the market seeking for

special bargains to open up his sale and to give it a

proper send off and to keep things moving. In spite

of notions being so staple there is always over-buys

and dead stock. Dead stock is so much dead capital

and, therefore, should be turned into money as

quickly as possible, for money tied up in slow or

non-moving stock forms a big stumbling block in

the path of progress and expansion.

Slow-moving stocks in notions is the result of

over-buying, and this is because the buyer fails to

keep in dose enough touch with his stock. He does

not know just how his goods are selling and often

places duplicates when he has plenty of goods on Ins

Continued on page 34.
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Christmas Co-operation.

ONE OE the main secrets of success in merchandis-

ing is the maintenance of a spirit of co-operation.

Where the whole staff from manager to parcel boy

works in unison with the one object in view of fur-

thering the store's interests—and thereby personal

interest as well—the success of the establishment is

assured. The merchant who cannot command a

certain share of this sort of co-operation can write

himself down a failure.

There is no time when co-operation is more neces-

sary than during the Christmas shopping season.

The facilities of the store for serving the public will

be overstrained. Merchant and salesman alike will

be called upon to put forth greater efforts and dis-

play greater patience. It is a time of hard and un-

remitting work and only by complete co-operation

can the best results be obtained.

Some merchants obtain co-operation by letting

their salespeople know their plans. They call con-

ferences before the active season begins at which all

members of the staff attend and at which ideas are

talked over. Every member has a chance to make
suggestions for new methods or for the improvement
of old. In this way, the staff gets the feeling that it

has a part, a real part in the store campaign and is

more likely to support it with might and main. It

is a good idea.

Fashions and the Moralist.

THE MORALIST continues to rail at feminine

fashions. Recently a famous preacher declaimed

from the pulpit that the present style of dress could

be classified with various devil's devices for leading

mankind astray and hinted at suppression or govern-

ment censorship or something of that sort.

The moralist is all right in as far as his intentions

go, but he makes the mistake of basing his judgment
of fashions on a few freak extremes seen (or reported

to have been seen, by the newspapers) in the larger

cities. There is nothing to criticize from a moral

standpoint in the present vogue; there is room for

criticism most decidedly, in the extreme adaptations

of the vogue, but to base a sweeping condemnation of

what is really a trend toward more natural and
ble dress for women, on the fact that a few sty

'

more than usual daring have been based on it, is

most unfair.

The idea of a board of censors for fashions is an
amusing one. Imagine the situation. A number of
Government officials, men probably, soberly review-
ing specimens of dress sent in for their inspection,
condemning here, approving there, cutting out one
feature here and adding another there! One can
foresee the day when woman, lovely woman, decked
out in officially approved garments, would be—well,

not nearly so charming as she is to-day. And one
can see just as clearly the rush of voters, male voters,

to put official censorship officially out of business!
No, fashions cannot be put to any other form of cen-
sorship than that of public approval—the most rigid
possible, after all.

%

Put Limitations on Credit.

WHILE BUSINESS conditions in Canada are fun-
damentally sound in view of our vast agricultural,

forest and mine resources, yet at the present time
every dealer must realize that money is unmistakably
tight and that this winter we shall see considerable

unemployment. At best there will be many work-
ing men's hours cut down in shops of manufacturers

who are finding spring orders a little below last year,

and the retail trade should take cognizance of this

fact.

Collections are the main thing to be watched in.

a time like this. Merchants should be extremely

careful in extending indiscriminate credits. Those

who are at all slow or doubtful should now be spoken

to and informed that they must not exceed a certain

money limit or a time limit when the account must

be paid. Dealers owe it to their business to maintain

a strict scrutiny over all credit customers until the

few clouds obscuring the brighter horizon of the

future roll away.
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By insisting on a credit limit with all who cannot

afford to run deeply into debt, and on all slow pays

mosl merchants will be able to start the 1914 spring

trade with a comparatively clean slate. A little extra

sternness in regard to this matter is justifiable at

present time and may avert considerable financial

Loss.

©

Good Work of C.W.T.A. Executive

THE REPORT of the plans formulated by the Ex-

ecutive of the Canadian Window Trimmers' Asso-

ciation at its first meeting justify all that has been

prophesied of the new officers in the columns of The
Review. The vigorous handling of the problems that

confronted the incoming Executive will inspire con-

fidence throughout the ranks that the year's work

will result in a successful convention as the climax,

but in a series of undertakings that will work out

advantageously to the members throughout the year.

Among the decisions reached already are several that

need only to be mentioned to receive general accept-

ance. The appointment of Mr. McNichol of Moose

Jaw, and Mr. Beauchamp of Montreal as assistant

secretaries, is an intimation that the far Western and

Eastern fields will be canvassed thoroughly. The

sending out of monthly circulars will serve to retain

at all times a live interest in the organization, instead

of allowing it to become like the bulk of societies, a

once-a-year preparation. The setting of an earlier

date for deciding the annual competitions will re-

move the confusion incident to judging during the

convention, and magnify to its proper importance

the winning of prizes. The members should encour-

age their energetic office-bearers by generous re-

sponses to their efforts. Again The Review extends

its congratulations and wishes a successful outcome

to the plans that are now maturing.

—m—
The Mail Order Menace and the Newspaper

IN A RECENT issue of The Review reference was

made to the fact that the large mail order houses

were financially interested in a number of the met-

ropolitan dailies. This fact has been commented on

by a number of newspapers, particularly in the small-

er cities, and the inference drawn therefrom that the

local merchant should support the local newspaper

more substantially.

The Stratford Herald makes a strong presentation

of the facts, bringing out the point that the local

merchant can keep mail order competition within

reasonable bounds by advertising in and supporting

the local papers. The Herald says in part:

"The future of cities like Stratford depends a

greal deal on the foresight, local loyalty and states-

manship of it- business men. If they remain supine-

ly quiescent in the face of the process described

vividly by the Dry Goods Review, they really abet

the unlimited aims of departmental stores. We are

sure they do not wish to do that.

"Citizens of Stratford often profess pride in the

city press. They might, under the circumstance- des-

cribed, consult their interests by going farther. Every

merchant and clerk would be working for himself

and the city at large, if he became virtually a can-

vasser for the local dailies of people who visit his store,

or witli whom he falls in conversation. Department

stores have not scored much in Stratford because of

three reasons—the distance, the excellence of Strat-

ford stores, and the strength of local dailies. The
way to carry into effect the motto, "What we have

we'll hold,
-

' is to keep on guard. This is a matter

which should interest all citizens.

"The Dry Goods Review's pointer to the Post

Office Department should also exert a strong effect.

Sale of distant circulation at slaughter prices is quite

as reprehensible as imports of foreign goods at

slaughter rates. The Government takes stock of the

latter: why not of the former? It is a fact that some

metropolitan dailies which sell annual subscriptions

at a distance at $1 or $1.50 a year cost from $3 to $5

for the white paper only. Departmental store profits

must be extortionate which enable this loss to be made
up by advertising. The P. 0. Department owe- it to

the country at large to define closely what entitles a

newspaper to low postal rates. It is surely the news,

the information, the inspiration and entertainment

which a newspaper affords it> readers—its service thus

to the public—that gives it this claim upon the P. 0.

Department, not padding of huge advertisements

which make exaggerated flysheets of metropolitan

evening papers. The Dry Goods Review suggestion

of a, standard subscription price based on at least the

cost of the white paper in a year is a common sense

one and might well be acted upon by the P. 0. De-

partment. At present the P. 0. Department—not

intentionally, but none the less actually—discrimin-

ates against the small city paper, whose size and field

are both limited, by allowing overgrown metropolitan

papers excessive liberties at the expense of the Depart-

ment. The Department's alleged deficit in newspaper

postage account must be attributable chiefly, if not

entirely, to the magnitude of the work imposed on it

by swollen big city editions despatched to lone dis-

tances.

"Another lesson is suggested to local merchants

by the facts cited, viz.. the testimony of departmental

store- to the efficacy of newspaper advertising. Adver-

tising in the well-circulated local paper should be

equally efficacious to local merchant-. Some of these

are in a position to profit better from this side of the

subject. Let us all boost Stratford by a policy of

union, for in union is strength."
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IF

during the holiday season you are

short any lines of

Dry Goods

Write Us

We will deliver the goods

The

W. R. Brock Company
(Limited)

Montreal
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ART OF DISPLAY
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Realism is the Great Necessity
Display Man Must Have His Work Complete in Every Detail

—

This is Possible with the Use of Display Fixtures—Getting the
Maximum Results from the Use of Fixtures.

THE big thing behind the modern play is its

realism. To the audience on the other side of

the footlights, what happens on the stage seems real

because it simulates the real thing to the last detail.

A stage courtroom is a courtroom in miniature with-

out a detail missing ; a stage forest is as much like a

real forest as man can copy the work of nature. The
action is carried on openly and realistically without

any of the mechanical devices obtruding. When
Peter Pan floats from the stage on wings, to the audi-

ence he actually flies; there is no outward evidence

of the clever mechanical device by which the flying

is accomplished.

If the transformation scene in Faust were carried

on in full view of the audience, the awe which greets

the sudden change from a crippled greybeard to a

handsome gallant would be lacking entirely. The
scene would be robbed of its reality and shorn of its

effect.

Suppose the audience could see the stage "stipe"

beating a metallic sheet at the wings to produce the

sound of thunder ! It would not sound like thunder

to them, if they saw how it was accomplished.

The rule wThich thus applies to the stage—that

the public must see only the finished effect and not

anything of how it is done—applies with equal force

to window decorating. The display man aims at a

certain effect but in achieving it it, he must be care-

ful that the critical passing public sees only the ef-

fect and not the means by which it has been obtain-

ed. The devices adopted to arrange materials in a

certain position and to make them stay as arranged,

if discerned, would ruin the whole effect.

One day a window trimmer of some repute was

walking past a city store with a friend and, true to

his avocation, stopped to examine the window. A dis-

play of linens caught his eye at once. It presented

certain defects to his trained eye—defects which were

not then recognized as such by all engaged in win-

dow decorating. Here was a chance to test the mat-

ter. The friend was representative of the public ; his

judgment of the display would be based purely on

impression. That the impression made upon him

by the display would be the same as that produced

upon the average person, therefore upon the public,

was a reasonable assumption.

"What do you think of this window?" asked the

window trimmer.

"Oh, I don't know,*' said the other, indifferently.

"It's not such a bad window. Seems to me there's

something wrong with it, but I don't just know what

it is."

"I know," said the display man. "Come along

and I'll demonstrate."

They went to the store where he was employed

and the display man pointed out a trim along similar

lines.

"Is that indefinable fault noticeable here too?"

he asked.

"No,* said his friend, promptly. "It's not. This

window looks fine."

The first window was planned and carried out on

a more elaborate scale than the second. Nevertheless,

the judgment voiced by the uninitiated friend was

right. There was something wrong with the dis-

play.

The trouble consisted in the fact that the arrange-

ments for putting up that display were quite apparent

in the finished result. Small fixtures had been uti-

lized for the showing of the smaller articles such as

handkerchiefs and hats, and in many cases the fix-

ture was ton big for the article so that ends of cross-

bars protruded, undue lengths of pedestals peeped

through here and there. The display looked dis-

jointed and the spectator was irritatingly aware of

the "furniture" in the same way that the attention of

anyone, who met a man well dressed but with a frag-

ment, say, of a broken gallus showing below the

vest, would neglect the tidy suit and focus on that

telltale gallus.

The second display was simply designed but the

goods were so arranged that there was nothing to dis-

tract attention from them. Fixtures were complete-

ly concealed and the neatly arranged goods stood out

against a neutral background which offered nothing

to attract the eye. One saw the goods—and nothing

else.
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SANTA CLAUS has arrived

and will be glad to come and help you make your
Christmas window and store decorations attractive.

We have a limited stock of these splendid heads.
They are made of a special composition and finished

in beautiful colors and diamond dust. Size of head,
24"xl2"x3". Hook at top so that the head may be
hung up.

Blue and Red Cap
Rosy Cheeks
Snowy Whiskers
Border of Green Holly

Rush your orders in at once. We can ship the same

day order is received Price of heads, <pJ.5U each.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
161 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

D.& P. Forms Help
You With Your
ChristmasTrade

Christmas business is

ahead. Are you plan-

ning some attractive

window and department
displays that will get you
your share of this trade?

If you are, do not over-

look the necessary aid to

a successful, sales-produc-

ing display—your dis-

play forms.

D. & P. forms, conform-
ing to the latest dictates

of fashion show your
goods off to the best pos-

sible advantage and add
beauty and grace to the

article displayed.

Write for catalog iir.

DALE & PEARSALL
106 FRONT ST. EAST, TORONTO

WINDOW TRIMMING
SALESMANSHIP

We will mail you. free, our new fifty cent book entitled "Ten Display
Managers Tell How to Sell It."
Did you ever know of a man that coulil do retail advertising, window
trimming, show card writing, or instruct the sales force of the store
that was ever out of a position?

ECONOMIST TRAINING SCHOOL
239-243 W. 39th St New York City

(In writing be sure and mention The Dry Goods Review.)
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sample of the
iv in the Winnipeg store of the Hudson Hay Co. by Win. MrGregor. This window
proper use of fixtures. The goods are shown to such advantage that attention

is foeussed upon them.

THE USE OF FIXTURES.

The proper utilization of fixtures is an important

part of the display man's work, one of the very must

important. The fact that store fixtures sell goods is

something that the retail world has wakened to a

sudden realization of the last few years. What the

silent salesman and the cabinet does in the store, the

window fixture does in the window. It helps to show
the goods to such advantage that they arouse the

desire of possession.

The introduction of display fixtures has revolu-

tionized the art of window trimming. The display

men of to-day secure effects with the greatest ease

which were quite impossihle not so many years ago.

Thus the necessity of studying the use of fixtures is

one of prime importance.

WHEN FIXTURES ADD TO APPEARANCE.

It might be taken from the incident quoted that

fixtures are for utility only and should never he used

as a visible pari of a display. This is true in certain

cases only. There are occasions when the fixtures

form an integral part of a display, when they add to

the appearance and effect to no inconsiderable de-

gree.

For instance, a men's wear display can he made
doubly effective by the introduction of a table, a

chair and a hall rack. say. The goods can then be

shown in a natural setting: and the table, chair and

rack are quite as much a part of that display as the

goods shown.

Sometimes a window will he tilled with selling ef-

fects with hut one article displayed; perhaps a single

wax fixture in evening gown. In this way attention

is focused on the one figure. Nevertheless the fur-

nishings used to give that figure a proper setting are

highly important.

The revealing of fixtures is as often quite neces-

sary as the necessity in other eases of concealing

them.

It follows that the handling of fixtures to get the

best results is a matter where tine judgment must be

used. The display man must see that he has the

proper "furniture" for the display he has in mind

and then utilize it to the best advantage.

The evolution of the display fixture has made it

possible to construct displays of consummate realism,

to make them like a page from a life. Compared with

Continued on page "24.
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Attractive Showing of Evening Dress Fabrics

This display of Evening Dress Fabrics by the Robert Simpson Company, Toronto, will repay
a close study from several standpoints: the choice of materials; the universal range in drapes; the

various units of dress pieces and hat in perfect blends, with contrasting colored units adjoining
them, yet producing a symmetrical ensemble both in arrangement and color scheme; the choice

of accessories; the three distinctive show cards illustrated elsewhere; and the background, a com-
bination of simplicity and richness. Considered from all these points this window was one of the

most skilfully designed and carried out seen for some time in Toronto, and in the brilliant lighting

at night with the electric rays softened by the semi-indirect scheme of illumination, caused tens of

thousands of people to pause, study and admire it.

The fabrics that were used in the display were in pompadour shades of embossed velvet, ninons
and marquisettes. The floor was in white felt and the background of plain white panels, with

A splendid display

4 6 5

dow of Kobt. Simpson Co., Toronto.

flowers and plush curtains in lavender. The window fronted on two streets. The drapes ranged
from simple sweeps to three-quarter shell form and coat and skirt combinations.

The group on the left consisted of hat with feathers of deep cerise, and paler cerise crown ; skirt

of cerise ninon, with coating of plush velvet to match, but two shades deeper than the skirt.

The second drape which dropped to the floor and was caught up under the hat on the left,

was of pale blue embossed velvet, two shades deeper than the ninon with which it was grouped.
The third was a pan velvet skirt and coat of a heavy golden brown silk.

Next this was a drape of light champagne broadcloth with deep cream embroidered velvet.

On the right was a three-quarter shell form f royal tussor silk, caught up on the- sides with
amethyst buttons.

On the far side, just visible behind the tussor silk, was a gown of embossed velvet in cardinal

shade.

The accessories included white kid gloves, and chatelaines and card-cases of gold. The drap-

ing in the window was done by E. P. Burns.

These three cards which formed the sole "instruction" in the large display of evening dress

fabrics illustrated on another page, are excellent examples of pen and brush work that harmonized
with the color scheme of the fabrics themselves.

The cards were prepared on a more elaborate idea than usual, although not what would be
called ornate, for good taste was marked in all of the trio. All were framed, with groundwork of

champagne linen-finished paper, with beveled edge frame of light brown in clouded mat board.
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Neat ranis used in connection with Kol

The color scheme of the figures was carried out in pastel shades, illustrating exclusive styles of the

season, both in shades and designs.

No. 1, to the left of the group, is a neatly pen lettered card, with color scheme in mauve and

deep orange and gold. The decoration is a daintily gowned figure and the inscription a dark

brown lettering with mauve underlining and outlined capital. The inscription is well chosen in

caps and lower case, which generally is found more readable than caps, and forms the basis for

probably 99 per cent, of the best card writing nowadays.

No. 2, in the centre, is another uniquely decorated and phrased card, the decorations being

gowned figures in rose, nile green, and pale blue. The phrasing is particularly happy,, and out

of the usual line. The underlining carries out the color scheme.

No. 3, on the right, is a distinctive looking card in its illustration, showing an extreme Parisian

style both in coloring and design. The inscription, unlike the two former, is more along tradi-

tional lines, and yet carries a message, a direction to visit the home of the fabrics shown in the

window. It is neatly executed and like the rest, is harmonious in choice of colors. The white

spaces in this card are more pronounced than in the rest, and serve to render more prominent the

solitary, stylish figure.

The name of the firm is in smaller lettering throughout. Some may say that this was not

required, and many do not think of including the firm's name on the show cards, in windows or

inside the store. But there is the other school, if it may be so called, who maintain that every dis-

play, whether inside or out, should be associated simultaneously in the mind of the person who

is looking and reading, with the firm to which it belongs. Generally speaking, the one who looks

in a window may be supposed to know whose window it is, but the idea of the firm will not neces-

sarily form part of the impression made by the display unless it is, visually, connected with it. The

particular form of lettering in these cards is a reproduction along general lines of the type and form

used in the company's advertisements,--exactly the arrangement of type in these cases and thus

in a sense form a trade mark.

The figures at the sides have every appearance of being hand painted in pastel shades, but are

in reality cut-outs from some colored fashion magazine and pasted on. This same effect is easily

obtained in the absence of colored illustrations by taking some uncolored drawings in appropriate

fashions and using transparent colors in shades to suit the colorings of the fabrics. Inesv cards

were prepared by R. T. D. Edwards.

Realism is the Great Necessity

Continued from page 22.

the "flat" windows of a few decades ago, the modern

display is almost as far advanced as is the stage set-

ting of to-day when compared with the arrange-

ments of early days when the scenery consisted of a

sign stuck at the side of the stage with the illumin-

ating information: "This is Venice," or "Scene in

a room of the Castle."

©
Messrs. Cluff & Wright have closed out the Port-

age Ave. Winnipeg store and have bought the de-

partment store previously run by Clark & Co., at

Battleford Sask.

PUTNAM'S IMPROVED CLOTH CHART ^™fn
of Nun 3, d Fipre

miiJk

SHOWS the

-ds in bolts

of cloth, or rib-

bon, lace or

embroidery. We
send it on ap-
proval. FRKE
of all expense
to you, for com*

with anv device which you may be using, or' so that yon

may satisfy yourself whether this sort ot thine mai b, «&fertonly
done. Our machines are used in over CO .(XXI store*. Let u» snow you.

A larger illustration and particulars sent on request.

The A. E. PUTNAM CO., Mfrs., Washington, Iowa

panson
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Vigorous Campaign Mapped Out
Executive of the C. W. T. A. Meet at Toronto and Lay Plans for a

Banner Year—Associate Secretaries Appointed in East and West.

IF the first meeting of

the Executive of the

Canadian Window Trim-

mers' Association is an in-

dication of those to follow,

a most prosperous year is

assured. Far-reaching

plans were developed at

last month's gathering,

which include a systematic

campaign for the enroll-

ment of hundreds of

trimmers, card writers and
advertising men of Can-

ada. The meeting through-

out was pervaded by con-

fidence and determination

to work out a bright future

for the C. W. T. A. Under the guidance of the

President, Mr. McNabb, and the Secretary, Mr.

Thompson, the work was carried through with sys-

tem and vim.

CHANGE OF NAME FOR C. W. T. A.

The meeting was opened by a discussion as to the

advisability of changing the name of the Associa-

tion along the lines of the suggestions put forward

by members in correspondence with Dry Goods Re-

view in the November issues. Various opinions were

expressed, for and against, and it was decided to

leave the matter over until the next convention,

when an opportunity will be given the boys to vote

on the proposal for a change. In the meantime it

was agreed to offer a prize of $2.00 to the member
who sends in the best name for the Association,

which will be applicable to any member, trimmer,

card-writer or advertiser.

EARLIER DATE FOR PHOTOGRAPHS.

An animated discussion took place as to the date

for receiving photographs for the convention compe-

tition. It was decided that the last date on which

these would be receivable would be July 1st instead

of August 1st. The advantage of this would be that

the photographs could be judged by those not con-

WORK OF THE EXECUTIVE.

Prize of $2 offered for best name for as-

sociation.

Time for entering photographs for annual
competitions will expire July 1, 1914.
Any photographs taken outside period

from Aug. 1, 1913, to June 15, 1914, will be

disqualified.

Eastern and Western assistant-secretaries

appointed for membership campaign.
1,000 copies of constitution will be printed

and distributed.

Monthly circular letter for all the mem-
bers.

Suggestions will be asked from members
and discussed at Executive meeting following.

nected with the Associa-

tion, and the prizes pre-

pared in good time, and

presented during the con-

vention by a prominent

citizen of Toronto.

It was also provided

that the photographs must

be of the year's work,

dating from Aug. 1, 1913,

to June 15, 1914. If any

other than these be en-

tered for competitioi

they will be disqual

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

CHOSEN.

The plans of the Execu-

tive include a systematic

campaign for the enlistment of new members which
will involve more work than it was thought fair to

place upon the secretary, Mr. Thompson. It was

decided, therefore, to divide this labor by choosing

an assistant secretary for the Western provinces and
another for the Eastern. Under this arrangement

trimmers residing west of Port Arthur are asked to

forward their subscriptions to J. McNichol, care

Messrs. Allen Cummings & Co., Moose Jaw,

Better Than Electricity
Cheaper Than .

-%"v>.> i j Candles.
Sun Hollow

Wire System
The Light That Pays For Itself !

"TCvM And better light makes better sales, bet-
»' » ter spirit between customers and clerks;

shows goods to better advantage; adds to a fine stock
that aggressive, business-like attraction which catches
and holds trade.
All lamps supplied from one pressure tank, Inside or
outside your building. Anyone can install it, and it's

as safe as a candle. Get catalog, terms to agents, and
details of our

Premium Offer:
Beautiful Eastman Kodak (No. 3 Premo Jr. Photos
3% x 4%) Free to Purchaser of 6 lamps in 1 Year.

Sun Light Co., 1414 Market St., Canton, 0.

Have you a New Way Store

The New Way Crystal Wardrobe
is the modern device for displaying
ladies' outer garments. Made by
Grand Rapids Show Case Company
(Grand Rapids, Michigan) -and adopt-

ed by the foremost merchants of

Canada and the States.

Show Rooms and Factories:

New. York Grand Rapids
'^" "'Boston Portland

Chicago
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Those east of Quebec city and in the Maritime Pro-

vinces will be looked after by R. M. Beauchamp, care

Messrs. John Amphy & Co., Montreal. All others

will be under the jurisdiction of the present secretary-

treasurer, F. J. Thompson. 41 Stanley St., St.

Thomas, Ont.

DISTRIBUTE 1,000 COPIES OF CONSTITUTION.

One thousand copies of the constitution will he

printed and a copy forwarded to every trimmer, card-

writer and advertising man in Canada. These will

include matters of interest to all and it is thought

will help bring the work of the association before

those who should be members. It is also the inten-

tion of the committee to send a circular letter to all

members every month. Replies will be asked from

each, to be sent to the secretary, Mr. Thompson, and

these will he filed and the suggestions carefully tab-

ulated and discussed at the next meeting of the Ex-

ecutive. Every member will he expected to work for

the benefit of the Association, and application forms

for membership can be procured from the secretary.

THANKS FOR THE REVIEW.

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to the Dry
Goods Review for their kindness in offering the

prizes for fhe Christmas competition.

The announcement of the events and the condi-

tions of the competitions for the next annual con-

vention is being prepared and will appear shortly.

After an enthusiastic meeting the members ad-

journed, each prepared at all times to follow the Sec-

retary's parting admonition. "'Boys do your share,

and boost the C. W. T. A."

®

Christmas Effects for Display Work
What Some of the Largest Stores Are Planning—Simpler Ideas

Are Being Carried by Many Leading Display Men—Some Prac-
tical Suggestions.

CHRISTMAS decorations, both of windows and

stores, seem to be tending towards simpler effects

this year. Few stores are making preparations for

much heavy work, and those that have completed

their Yuletide adornments have been worked out

along this line. Probably for some time to come

there will be no attempt to force Christmas into

rivalry with Thanksgiving and even Easter. This is

eminently fitting. There is a luxuriance, an exurn-

berance about the harvest time that suggests for a

quite different treatment from the more staid, less

varied atmosphere of the Winter season. This limi-

tation is exemplified as aptly in the three and only

three colorings, red, green and white, that seem to

form a suitable environment. Nor do these, limited

as they are, lend themseleves to the massive grouping

of the brilliant hues of Autumn foliage and the quite

as brilliant colorings of its fruits.

There are several novel effects that are shown by

the manufacturers this year that some stores have

adopted or will within the next few days. One of

these is a green tree with the tip of the branches

tipped with ice, as on a morning of frost that follows

a thaw. The effect is of sparkling tiny icicles, glist-

ening in the sunlight and lends a sparkle to the duller

i>reen that otherwise would be lacking. One store has

adopted these as the basis for an interior decoration.

The trees are set up in pails or large pots, and the

sides of these covered with a coat of birch bark. It

is a change from the usual green paint, look- wood-

like, and also forms a contrast to the trees them-

selves. These are set up usually close to pillar-, or at

lea-l in line- with them, generally on the inner stock

counter- of the various circles. Pot and tree are

about 30 inches in height.

Another store has carried out the idea of a

You are advised to write us for details of our
latest stands to show furs.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
Established 1S52

710 Broadway. New York
Factory: 89 and 91 West 3rd St.. New York

Boston Salesroom Baltimore Salesroom

30 Kineston St. 110 Bedford St. 10 & 12 Hopkins Place
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German town very effectively, by representation.* of

building- set around the pillars, one for each, on both

sides of the main aisles on the first floors. At con-

siderable distance one might suspect they were dove-

cotes but a nearer view shows the likeness of stone or

stucce cottages, and castles, and here and there a

cathedral. The latter are fitted up quite realistically

with high spires and stained windows. The castles

are painted a dull slate grey, and the outlines of the

stones are dimly seen, with parafets and keef-. X<>w

and then is depicted a fire place as if a section were

cut out of the dwelling. One finds also quaint figures

of carol singers, with eyes turned skyward, singing

their Christmas eve songs, outside the dwelling.-.

The roofs are snowy white, with a snow of cotton

batting, with broken glass sifted here and there. The
buildings are held up on stands and below is foliage

covering the wood. The scarlet poin settia lends

color to this and the snowy effect is secured by little

piles of asbestos.

Enquiry behind the scenes showed that these

dwellings were made on the premises out of plaster of

pans, as were the carol singers. Even tthe cathedral

roof was of the same material. The stained glass

windows were secured by taking narrow plain glass

panes, pasting colored paper of scenes or plain, upon
it, and making the divisions in diamond shapes in

black paint to represent leaded work. Behind each
was placed a, yellow tissue paper to soften the incan-
descenl light inside. On the windows ,,f the houses,

and castles, the yellow paper alone was used.

This replica of a small town street on Christmas
eve, with the objects kept fairly low on the pillars, is

being much admired for a combination of novelty,

simplicity and a thoroughly fitting decoration.

Still another store will arrange long Christmas
freest—artificial—around the main pillars, with poin
settia as a contrast decoration.

Another is offixing a shelf near the top of each
pillar and from it will hang three Christmas hells.

which will be connected with festoons of green foliage

running around the pillar.

The Christmas trees with the ice-pointed tips,

which by the way taste like alum, will he made use
of in window as well as in interior trims. Then a

rather novel combination is seen of the frosted foliage

in fir effects rather than cedars, with the green, the

individual branches being either entirely the one or
the other, but joined with the other to the same
main branch. This may to some extent supplant the
white leaves for novelty effects.

One window has been planned to give a curious

blending of the three colors, green, white and red,

but not in distinct forms as usually. The background
is of white wood with wide pillars at either end and
a wide cross-piece slightly below the tops of the

pillars. Below this in panel effect is a red flush cur-

tain, and on either side is run up a combination of

white and green branches. On the top of each pillar.,

or rather on a cut-out ledge below the top of two

pillars, are large round bulbs, over a foot in diameter.

At the bottom is a red light but this shades into white

as it goes up, giving the effect of the red "escaping"

from beneath the white. At the corners are jardin-

ieres with branches of white foliage and red berries,

stalk- standing up against them.

This three-fold combination is carried out in

several variations. The red flush is sometimes made
the main background, instead of the white wood, hut

the red-white bulbs remain upon the pillars. In a

showing of linen, table centrepieces, d'oilies, etc.,

flower holders contain the red berries and white

branches, set on the ground.

A pleasing effect is secured by using cu

flower stands with the red and white comhii

placed upon tables on which are the centrepiec

other linen, with other cut glass pieces to set it i .

A gold and white effect in panels is found in one

-tore for Christmas window decorations. These are

quite high, with heavy gilt furrowed edges about 2

inches wide. At the extreme top, which is curved, is

a cluster representing a curved fern, with one run-

ning from each side, and a festooned chain, also of

gilt, running to either side of the panel. In contrast

to this a flower box, about 3% feet long by 6 inches

dee]), i- set up on a stand some four feet high, all in

white enamel. In the box are cut a simple design at

four or five points, and red felt covers this. Stand-

ing up in the box are four small green trees with

a plant and red flowers, geranium or poin settia in

between. This is a simple combination of red, green

and white, but it works in well with almost any kind

of merchandising window.

From now on most of the windows will be given

up more to collections of Christmas goods, toys,

jewelry, leather goods, etc., rather than to drapes of

dress fabrics. The main point to watch is to maintain

a fair balance, and usually a gradual slope back from

the front and in an upward direction. Various ex-

pedients for holding the unaccustomed goods will

suggest themselves. In one store, a trimmer was at

his wit's ends for a book stand, when the display

manager suggested a hat stand. It was the very

thing. Pieces of plate glass crossed, formed a wider

stand for a more elaborate unit and so on. A judi-

cious scattering of green foliage or trees with poin

settia or red berries, give a Christmas setting that

seems demanded for the public to evince appreciation.

«

Will Crooks, formerly with Lord and Taylor,

New York, and previously to that with E. B. Cromp-
ton & Co., Brantford, and Stanley Mills & Co., Hamil-
ton, has joined the staff of Murray-Kay & Co., Tor-

onto.
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MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

SIMMS

The Tendencies of Late Autumn
The Black, Relieved With Lines of Fur and Touches of Color, is

Liked Best—Velvet Ears and Bows of Wide Ribbon, Edged With
a Line of Fur is the Newest Trimming Touch.

THE BLACK hat is still the best liked of all, but for

dressy wear is as a rule relieved with lines of fur. Fur
is much used, but not in sufficient quantity to give a

heavy appearance, for the tendency is all the other

way and transparent brims and trimmings of wired

lace persistently keep their place. The tango teas are

responsible for these light-looking hats. A model

seen that was made for wearing at one of these teas

had a soft tarn crown of black velvet with a brim like

a halo of shadow lace outlined with a velvet covered

wire on the edge of which was perched a fantasy

formed of the features of the velvet bird and goura.

Another all black hat made for a woman who does

not find the extremely small hat becoming was also

of black velvet and Chantilly lace. The hat proper

was a small pot-like turban of the velvet with a large

wired bow of the lace on one side of the hat bal-

anced on the other by bunches of black paradise,

the one towering above the hat and the other spray

inverted and sweeping downward towards the back.

Small hats are the smartest and fit tighter on

the head as the season advances. The tremendously

high plume effects are very much en-evidence made
of coque ostrich, fancy feathers and also of fur. Quite

in contradiction to the hat with the high trimming

comes the demure little 1830 bonnet with its flat

floral brimmings ribbon garniture and brides tied at

the side and ending with long velvet streamers.

Small limp crowned hats with narrow trims with

high revers at the side have become so universal that

attempts are being made to introduce something new

in shape. One of the newest models is the "cocher"

reproduced from the papier mache head covering of

the Parisian coachman. This is decidedly a young

girl's shape. This hat is usually carried out in velvet,

and has a feather fantasy posed in front. Like the

majority of models it is posed side ways on the head.

The use of colored silk, fruit and berries as a trim-

ming instead of the high standing feather is another

means of obtaining variety.

Many of the velvet or plush hats are trimmed

with large ears or bows of the same. These are fre-

quently edged with a line of fur and lined with some

bright colored satin in contrast. Bows of wide ribbon

are also used, and these also are edged with a narrow

line of fur. These bows or ears are quite high and

are well wired. The most advanced shapes are on

the Louis XV order with the brims rolling high on

one side well towards the back and drooping and

narrow on the opposite side. The soft crown is of

lace or net and shows the coiffure. Large roses are

used to trim—a single one being posed flatly on the

brim and rich, vivid shades of red, old rose, purple

and deep yellow are best liked.

Millinery at Longchamps
THE AUTUMN races at Longchamps brought oat hats of velvet, plush, panne velvet and duvetyn,

and the trimmings used were fur and roses of gold lace. Skunk is always favored by the Pansienne

and was most worn, ermine, mole and fitch in the order named corning after. The newest model is

the minaret. This hat is designed to wear with the /;< w wired tunic and is bowl shaped.

Paris has dropped the black hat and has taken up such colors as Royal, corbeau, taupe and tete de

negre, and smart women are going in for such colors as Nattier, sulphur, gold. red. Russian green.

and white. With the high rolled models the hair is elaborately waved as fully one-half of tin head

shoivs.
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Malines

These
will

be

Chiffons

the

popular

millinery

trimmings

Laces

for

Nettings

Spring

OUR MALINES, THE
NONWETTO BRANDS,

can be secured in four differ-

ent qualities in all the lead-

ing shades, and is GUARAN-
TEED WATERPROOF
WITH THE BEST FINISH.

nPHE DEMAND for CHIF-
A FONS has been big, and
in view of the large orders

placed with manufacturers on
this article, prices have ad-

vanced considerably. We
have anticipated your needs

and put in stock, sufficient

for your demands which you
can procure at the low prices.

pHANTILLY LACES,and
^also Laces of every de-

scription for Millinery trim-

mings are shown in our line

for Spring.

SILK LATOSCA NETS,
MILLINERY NETS and

firm finish RICE NETS, as

well as Fancy Novelty Nets,

are shown in our line.

We also show an exceptional line of Veilings and Mourning Veils. Write us lor sample clippings or

assortment sent prepaid on approbation. We carry all our lines in stock all the time.

NOVELTY IMPORT COMPANY
76 BAY STREET, TORONTO

Vancouver Montreal Wi
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High-Grade Tailored Hats for

Morning Wear, Also Un-trimmed

Shapes in the Latest Paris Styles

MORRIS & SAWARD, 21-22 Great Castle St., LONDON, W.
We are open to appoint a few first-class agents

WHOLESALE ONLY

Hints for Milliners

IF GAUZE, crepe, net, chiffon, lace, silk or satin

has become creased and has lost its new crisp appear-

ance, take what is known as a shrinking sheet. This

is a piece of cotton say 5 or 6 yards and is used for

shrinking cloth. Wring the sheet or cotton out of

hot water and fold it in four or more thicknesses.

First place the wet sheet smoothly on a table, and

then spread the goods smoothly over the sheet. To
keep the goods smooth on the damp sheet just pin

the ends, to the sheet, and leave until the dampness

out of the sheet has made the goods damp. You will

notice that the wrinkles are gone.

A good plan is to leave the damp sheet and what-

ever goods you are treating on the sheet until dry,

then take off and yon will find the goods like now. as

far as crispness and wrinkles are concerned. You
cannot treat crepe satisfactorily by any other method.

The steaming process is often an impossibility, as

one may not have the facilities for steaming. The
treatment is better as yon can put a number of yards

on this damp shoot at once.

—

Scientific Dressmaking
'/nil MilVivcnj.
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A GOOD method of tucking or pleating chiffon or

any other material that is difficult to handle is to

mark the goods two indies apart on either edge, tak-

ing care that the material is cut by a thread so that

it shall he perfectly straight before beginning. The
material may be notched or marked with a thread.

Place the notches together and put a pin in the centre

of the material. Tack the pleatings down with a very

tiny stitch on top and a long one at the back. After

the tucks have been basted in on the side where the

long stitches are. After pressing, the material will

look as though it had been accordion pleated. Of
course the width of the pleating can be varied, but

if the pleats are made narrower, they will be harder

to handle. Ribbon can also be very evenly knife-

pleated in the same way.

—

Scientific Dressmaking

and Millinery.

«
The Passing View

AX EARLY start goes a long way toward the secur-

ing of Christmas trade; hut don't forget the strong

finish.

* * *

The Christmas .-hopper goes where the greatest

variety is to be had.
* * *

An ounce of fire protection is worth many pounds
of water pressure.
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Christmas Window Contest

The Review has decided to conduct a competition for Christmas window
displays. The contest will be conducted under the auspices of the C.W.T.A.

The contest is inaugurated with a view to creating a larger share of inter-

est in Christmas displays.

Terms of Contest

The contest will close on Saturday, December 27. No photos received after

date will be entered unless there is proof that they had been delayed in transit.

The photos entered will become the property of The Dry Goods Review
for purposes of publication, as desired.

The judges will be three officers of the C.W.T.A., to be selected later. All

photographs entered will be passed upon by the judges, and their decision will

be final.

Each contestant will be allowed to enter two displays, but no more. In
cases where two are entered, the one which secures the highest mark will be
sidered only in awarding the prizes.

In reaching their decision, the judges will proceed upon a system of per-

centages, awarding each
display a certain per-

centage in accordance
with their judgment of

its approach to the per-
fect display.

The awards will be
announced in the Feb-
ruary 4 issue of The Dry
Goods Review.

Two Contests

It has often been point-

ed out that in competi-

tions of this kind, the

trimmer employed in a

store with small windows
has no chance against the

man employed in a store

with large windows.
Recognizing the justice

of this plea, The Review
has decided to split the

competition into two sec-

tions .

The first will be for
windows with 9-foot fron-

tage or over.

The second competition
will be for windows under
that frontage.

All matter must be
addressed to "The
Editor, Dry Goods
Review, 143-9 Univer-
sity Ave., Toronto,"
and marked "For
Christmas W i n d o.w
Contest."

The F rizes

The prizes in each sec-

tion will be same, three
being offered in each, as

follows

:

First Prize . .. ..$5.00

Second Prize $3.00

Third Prize .

The judges

$2.00

will award
the prizes according to

number, so be careful not
to place name or any dis-

tinguishing marks on the
photographs.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-149 University Avenue, Toronto
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DRESS GOODS AND FABRICS

3MDWE

Cotton Materials Well Sold Ahead
The Price Tendency is Upwards and Staples Are Higher—Com-
bination Idea Promises to be Strong—Printed Effects Are Fav-
ored—Ratine Novelties Are Numerous—Colors Have Been Im-
proved.

COTTON DRESS goods continue to sell freely.

Crepes are in the first place, and manufacturers

showing ratines have done a big business. Voiles

lead in the more staple cloths. The price tendency is

upwards and all staple materials are advancing in

price. The ready-to-wear trade have purchased

heavily of cotton fabrics, as the many desirable nov-

elties shown in cotton goods give the designers ample
scope for the putting out of smart designs in dresses,

separate skirts, and garments for misses and chil-

dren's wear.

The combination idea promises to be strong, and
tunic effects are to be of plaid, stripe, and printed

fabrics with the skirt in plain. White for the skirt

and color for the waist or tunic is decidedly fashion-

able.

Printed effects are strong and ratines, crepes and
voiles are all decorated with floral printings. Small

floral effects in Dresden and Jouy patterns are decid-

edly in the lead.

A crepe novelty that promises well is an adapta-

tion of the old-time seersucker, only the new material

has the soft finish and the sheerness that is so indis-

pensable at the present time.

Ratine novelties are numerous. Plaids and
checks are in the lead here and some of them are so

bright that they upset all preconceived ideas as to the

patterns that are suitable for cotton fabrics. Both
crepes and voiles come decorated with nub yarns and
some of the smartest effects shown are on this order.

The granite effect characteristic of tweeds is now pro-

duced in cotton material and these cotton tweeds

form one of the desirable novelties featured for the

Spring season.

Colors, it should be noted, have been much im-

proved, and fancy colors in soft, rich tones are now
procurable in cotton materials, a fact that has done

much to place cotton materials in the important

position they occupy to-day.

Travellers out with Spring linens are .-ending in

encouraging orders for dress linens in both plain and

fancy weaves. The linens selling are the light and

medium weights and in soft finishes. Linens in crepe

and in ratine effects are showing and are in big re-

quest. Naturally white leads, but the solid colors in

all the desirable shades are brisk sellers. Natural

colors in the particular makes used for motor coats

are in keen request.

Samples shown by Montreal Cottons, Limited.
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JAPONETTE CREPE
AND PRINCESS CREPE

Our new range
now complete and J$j\
is being shown

g
by the wholesalers, vi

Patterns and Colorings

are by far the best we
have ever produced—in

this line.

Prices lower than
ever. Sales larger

than ever. Place
your order before

the price advances.

DOMINION TEXTILE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL .'. TORONTO .-. WINNIPEG
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Materials That Drape Well
Soft Finish and Good Draping
Qualities the First Requisite

—

Garbardines Coming to the Front
—Checks and Plaids Interest
Buyers.

THIS IS about the quietest period of the year in the

dress goods market. The month before Christmas

is always marked by little business in the retail de-

partments. In the jobbing houses and with the agents

for foreign manufacturers the Spring placing season

is about over, and interest is developing in the col-

lections manufacturers are beginning to show for the

Fall and Winter of 1914-15.

The materials that have sold best are those which

have the soft finish and the draping qualities requi-

site to the development of the present styles.

About the best selling materials are crepe weaves

and crepe combinations either in all wool and in

silk and wool. Cord weaves in soft drapable finishes

and in novelties have enjoyed a big sale. A new
material that is coming into prominence is gabar-

dine. Garbardines are produced in staple and fancy

effects. This material is expected to take the place

of serge, and there is no doubt that should this ma-
terial grow in favor, some qualities and makes of

serge will be classed as garbardine.

KING'S
Established 177S

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made,

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

High-class materials come in ratine, duvetyn,
and velour effects and many novelties are shown in
weights suitable for the coming season.

The most interesting development is the revival

of checks and plaids. These materials have been
well sampled and the collection of novelties is a
large one. The greatest favor has been accorded to

black and white checks and plaids. The newest ideas

come in soft toned patterns and in patterns that have
a distinctly Scotch appearance. Blue and green
tartans with the narrow red and yellow bars are par-

ticularly fashionable.

•

Outlook for Spring Silks
Fashion Favors Satin Finishes

—

Crepes Still in High Favor—Prints
Form the Novelty.

IN SPITE of advancing prices, the advance of
Spring business is satisfactory, and the outlook is

decidedly favorable for a good Spring season.

Though crepes will be in a leading position, and
will be largely used by manufacturers, the fashion de-
velopment abroad favors satin-finished materials.

This is bringing charmeuse into high favor again,

and means an increasing sale for paillettes, libertys,

messalines and kindred fabrics.

In novelty silks the development is in favor of

prints. Small Jouy and Dresden bunches of flowers

are thickly scattered over soft-colored grounds.
Roman stripes are also being revised and the new
patterns show narrow, closely grouped stripes in dull

shades of yellow, blue, green, purple, red and copper
on deep, rich grounds or black. Other novelties in

prints take the form of Chinese and Japanese designs.

Checks and plaids are also favored.

@

Pile Fabrics Are Strong
Some Colors Scarce in Velvets and
Plushes — The Vogue of Satin
Bringing Panne to the Front

—

Duvetyn is Hard to Obtain
Through Strong Favor Shown it.

THIS HAS been a big season so far for pile fabrics.

and with the cold weather yet to come the end of the

selling season is not yet. Dress velvets chiefly on the

chiffon order have had a wonderful sale. These vel-

vets have sold best in the wider widths and desirable

colors are not too plentiful. Taupe is a particularly

scarce color, not only in velvet, but in other silken

materials. Dress plushes have sold to some extent.

(Continued on page 42)
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"The Sun Never Sets"

on the

The Bradford Dyers' Assoc. Limited
39 WELL STREET. BRADFORD; r n<rl nn J128-129 CHEAPSIDE. LONDON; tngianQ. w

THE

"PIRLE"
(Rtg'd

FINISH

for Drill 800
J
$.

"CRAVEHETTE"
(Rtg'd)

for Showir Proofs-

KIRK'S

'PERMANENT"

FINISH

fir Italians.

"PERMO"
(Reg'd)

FINISH

for Mohairs.

"LUMENA"

FINISH

for Artificial Silks

"MARQUISE"

FINISH

for

Cotton Venetians.

CAWLEY'S

BRILLIANCY

FINISH

for

C0H01 Satteens.
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Christmas 1913

T^O our many Customers and

Friends we wish a Merry
Christmas and Much Prosperity

in the coming year.

tfJs6e(§<Gm(dJCimifed

32 and 34 WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO

(Regd.)

RAINCOATS ta!STKEEPTHEWORLD DRY.
The CRAVENETTE Co.,

Ltd., affix their stamp
only to such goods as
are suitable in quality for
Shower-proof purposes.

/tTeg^TradeMar^

of

PROOFED BY

Therefore, this stamp
a guarantee not only
Shower-proof properties,
but also of the Quality of

the Material.

The "Cravenette" proof is rain and weather resisting, because
is treat* each separate fibre of the cloth; it is permanently rain-

proof, water running off as from a duck's back. The ventilation
is perfect, the goods being porous. "Cravenette" fabrics in

great variety in black and colours, and ready-to-wear Coats and
Cloaks in tasteful and fashionable styles, are readily obtainable
FROM ALL LEADING IMPORTERS.

DUST-PROOF as well as SHOWER-PROOF.
If any difficulty in obtaining "CRAVENETTE" please write

THE CRAVENETTE CO. LTD.,
(Dept. 6) WELL STREET, BRADFORD, Eng.

Attractive Showcards FREE on application, to Leading Importers.
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The most perfect re-

production of Hand-

made Goods. Un-

equalled for

"Strength, Beauty,

and Value."

LACE
CURTAINS
AND NETS

Pronounced by ex-

perts " The Aristoc-

racy of Window De-

coration."

N.B.—Our Mr. A. J. Burrows from Nottingham visits the Canadian retail trade twice a
year and a communication from you will ensure a call.

Sole Manufacturers :

T. I. BIRKIN & CO., Broadway, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND

Popularity Increasing Immensely

Thislis Your
Protection

PATENTED

Ma

An Exact Reproduction of Hand Made Lace

nufactured solely by Birkill Ot Co«« Nottingham, England

Also Manufacturers of High Class Washing Valenciennes
and Exclusive Novelties in Dress Laces, Allover Nets, Etc.

Canadian Agent : A. B. FISHER
400 Empire Building, 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
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Fur Trimmed Neckwear the Latest
New Ideas in High Collars—Guimpes and Frillings the Best

Selling Lines—Lace Medici Collars Wired Are as Popular as Ever
—High Backed Novelties Shown.

LACE AND NET neckpieces trimmed with fur are

the latest and most fascinating offering in the neck-

wear field . As in millinery, the fur is used in fine

lines. Eur too is used for collars on the epaulette and
square order. One shown was of mole fur edged with

a narrow band of ermine. Collars in the same shape

of plush are trimmed with fox or fitch.

Dainty lace fichus of shadow lace are outlined

with narrow lines of fur and have fur trimmed bows

and shadow lace and chiffon collars, guimpes, and

dress sets with fur trimmings are very much en evi-

dence.

Guimpes are wonderful sellers and as long as the

present fashion of collarless necks lasts guimpes will

be in demand. Everything is taken from the plain

net guimpe to the guimpe so arranged as to give a

vest effect outlined with a fichu. One of the prettiest

of the new guimpes has a dainty frill of shadow lace

with a tiny line of fur down the front and edging the

low cut neck. Many of the guimpes have long sleeves

X.-w high backed <•„!

finished with deep frills of lace. Dickeys of net and

separate sleeves are also part of the neckwear line.

Pleatings and frillings are a big item and come in

shadow and net laces and in plain nets and also in

liesse and tulle. These frillings at the neck and

sleeves serve to transform a plain suit or costume in-

to a dressy affair.

Eace Medici collars with the frills wired so as to

stand up about the neck are as popular as ever, and

simple collars of the lace used perfectly plain and cut

to shape and wired are newer than the pleated ones.

High hacked novelties in lace have a throat band of

velvet or ribbon with high frills of lace or maline. In

high necked styles one of the best shows a wide band

of lace edged at the top with a line of fur and fas-

tened at the side under a flat how of lace, one side

of which is fur trimmed.

These fur trimmed novelties are put out as the

new thing for the Christmas trade. Business is brisk

in all lines of neckwear and the manufacturers are

making great efforts to keep up with their orders.

-®-

Novelties in Lingerie
Allover Embroideries Used for

Gowns and Other Garments

—

Much Skill Required in Shaping
the New Lingerie.

The strongest element of novelty in the new em-

broideries lies in the material. Crepes, voile neige.

organdies and chiffons used for the ground of Chin-

ese and Rococo patterns.

Spring buying is in progress in embroidery lino,

and the interest is strongly set upon the novelties.

This year this element is strongest in the material

on which the embroidery is worked, though from this

it must not he inferred that there is no novelty in
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Don't

Lose

Sales

Examine
Your

Stock

Then send in your

order at once

An Open Letter from

The Ribbon House o f Canada '

'

Montreal* Dee. 3rd, 1913

This Is the time of the year
when Ribbons are always in big
demand for fanoy work.

There are some lines whieh
will sell more quickly than others

and you will need to sort up in a

harry or else miss sales.

Right here is where we can

serve you. With the large and

varied stock we have at all times

we can fill your orders and ship

them to you the same day they are

reoeived.

Just wire or write your re-

quirements and we guarantee you

will not be disappointed.

Yours for Service,

$AJUi*//X?ft

Winnipeg Branch

222 McDermott Ave.

280 St. James St.

MONTREAL
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the patterns. The new patterns are worked on the

sheerest and most drapable of materials and are as

soft and as light almost as shadow or Oriental lace.

Crepes, voile neige, organdies, and fancy check and

stripe materials are most en-evidence.

Chinese influence is strong in advancing fashions. These
embroideries are Chinese both in design and coloring. Shown
by Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.

Waistcoats are becoming a big feature, and vestings em-
broidered by the yard are new. Shown by Thompson Lace
& Veiling Co.

Flouncings are selling not only in 45 in. widths

but in 27 in., 18 in. and in 10 and 13 in. widths.

Plaid effects in tango, pale green, Chinese blue,

Dubarry pink and mauve as well as other patterns

showing touches of color are selling.

Manufacturers have put out a splendid selection

of dainty patterns in baby sets and these are proving

very good sellers.

Flouncings come in the new Chinese designs and

in Rococo patterns often enriched with motifs of

flat Venise or filet lace.

-®-

The Veiling Movement
The Trend is Still Towards Con-
servative Stvles — Velvet and
Chenille Dots' New—Dotted Veil-

ings and Hexagon Meshes Shown
With Narrow Borders.

VEILINGS ALL the past season have trended to-

wards conservative styles, and no type has been more

fashionable than plain hexagon meshes. Fine neat

meshes have been most worn and during the coming

Spring will continue in favor. Black Shetlands

come in light scroll-like patterns of flowers and

leaves and are well liked as they are a desirable veil-

ing for cold weather wear. Spider web meshes are

also well worn.

In the way of novelties velvet and chinille dots

are well to the fore, and hexagon meshes are show-

ing with narrow borders. The beauty spot veiling

is out again for Spring and besides the large dot and

diamond fanciful figures such as butterflies, dragon

flies, sunbursts, and single flowers are shown. These

are so spaced that no matter the size of them there

is always one figure on the face.

In shades black is staple, and white and black

and white come next in favor. Complexion veils

are selling while in colors brown, navy. Copenhagen,

helio, grey and mastic are shown.

It seems as though veilings have come into their

own again and that the coming Spring will see the

beginning of another prosperous season. The mer-

chant who wishes to get all the business possible in

this department must keep in close touch with the

^r-

1

1.— Embroidery novelties for Spring, 1914.

Voile neige flounce and handing with pattern

worked out on craquele net ground.
2.—Organdie flouncing and band. Chinese

pattern
3.—Baby set of flouncing and band.
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Embroideries
willBe

GOOD
Growin
beiier <

ever

The Embroidery House

CANADIAN OFFICES
126 Wellington St. West, Toronto

Yes, embroideries have been slow. But that's
history.

To-day, they're better. To-morrow they'll be
better still.

If a salesman decries embroideries—he does so
for a purpose. Don't mistake selfish interest
for substantial advice.

The truth is that all fashions point to a
more plentiful use of embroideries—see
the leading French and American fashion
journals. Sales are fiathering speed and
moan ting up.

As the only exclusive Embroidery House in

New York we are in a position to feel the pulse
of the trade immediately and accurately —
and we state with positive certainty that the

Manufacturer or Merchant tvho fails to

pruritic an adequate embroidery showing
will simply drive trade to his surer-sighted
competitors.

We have prepared for our present season's
offering a greater variety of

Novelties in
Embroideries

than ever before. All clever merchandise

—

all up to the Neuburger standard of merit
irrespective of lowness of price. Reliability

is the rock on which our business is built

—

and the policy is permanent.

Don't delay your orders if you want prompt
deliveries.

Neuburger & Company
The Embroidery House

124 Fifth Ave. ffi!?s
d
) New York

Factories in St. Gall, Switzerland, and
West New York, N.J., U.S.A.
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novelties offered. Some of them may not be very

practical and may not lie big sellers. Even if this

is the case it is wise to show it for the cost will not be

great, and the reputation of always showing the new

things is one that is very valuable.

The general stock should be carefully selected

and careful watch should be kept for slow sellers.

Often a little hint to the salespeople if they are of

the right kind will bring results and obviate the

necessity of a mark down which should be the last

resort.

Good help is indispensible in this department as

few women know what they want when they come

to buy and 'the saleswoman should be competent to

guide the customer's choice. This gives a chance

to introduce the new veilings though care should be

taken that they are of a kind to suit both the style

of face and the complexion. When a woman buys

a veil it is with the idea of improving her appearance

and this is a point that should never be lost sight of.

-®-

The Vogue of Lace
Lace Used to Trim Many Gar-
ments— Dancing Petticoats Are
Trimmed With Pleated Flounces
and Even Shoes Are Made of Lace.

LACE IS being used in quantity and upon many
garments. Dancing petticoats have side pleated

flounces of lace. Lace is used for waists and tunics

and for the three tiered dresses. Hate are trimmed

with lace 'bows or have transparent lace trim.-.

Waists, bags, and even shoes nowadays are made of

lace.

Light shadow laces of delicate pattern are most

favored for the season's diversified uses. They are

used lor the transparent brims of hats or are used to

stand out from the figure when used for the new

Minaret tunics.

Another charming use for lace is to form the big

obi or Madame Butterflv bow that adorns many of

r *\

Everything in Buttons

We keep in stoeh Ivory, Anchor, Brass, Homoid,
Pearl, Crochet, Fancy Metal Buttons, and are the
largest makers of plain and fancy covered Buttons.

We carry a big range of import samples in Tassels,

Furriers' and Dress Trimmings of every description.

Tell us your requirements. Mail orders receive

prompt attention.

A. Weyerstall & Co.
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

V. J

the newest of the dancing frocks this season. These

bows are wired and they are placed well up on the

bodice at the back, and are in width and form like

the flat bows worn there by Japanese women. Lace

bows wired and outlined with pearls or colored beads

are worn in the hair.

AVhen one form of lace comes in vogue the ten-

dency is always to develop the use of other types.

This is what is going on at present and net top and

Oriental laces promise to come to the front again.

Black Chantilly is used for many purposes and very

smart waists are made of this lace lined with flesh

colored net or chiffon. Filet is another lace that is

showing and there are some craquelle effects that are

pleasing. There has been a fair demand for light

Venise edgings and bands for trimming purposes.

Hand embroidered laces and nets in soft Persian

and Chinese patterns in soft colorings are being made
into draped costumes and handsome waists.

Gold and metal laces are well used. Not only

are the laces all of the metal but deep yellow nets are

run and embroidered with metal threads. Many
evening gowns are trimmed with metal laces and
they are used for the crown and trimmings of smart
dress hats.

©

Pile Fabrics Are Strong

(Continued from page 34)

and there has been some demand for panne velvet.

Panne is likely to make a gain as it is in accord with

the liking for satin surfaces that is now developing
in Paris.

Silk velvets and plushes are finishing the season

in high favor, both for millinery purposes and for

trimmings. Flowered and figured panne velvets and
plushes are being sought after for vestings. and mole
skin, caracul, and broad tail effects in pressed plushes

are being combined with cloth by high-class dress-

makers and ladies' tailors in the production of nov-

elty suits and costumes.

Brocaded velvets in high colors on crepe, moire.

and faille grounds are used for evening and opera

cloaks. Duvetyn must he classed with pile fabrics

and is decidedly scarce at the present time. This

Rodier material has made a great success, and like

all successes has found many imitators.

.Montreal. —A special train of fourteen cars ar-

rived here to-day from Vancouver, carrying $2,000,-

000 worth of silk broughl from the orient by the

Empress of Japan. The silk special was despatched

across the continent at express speed for New York,

via Montreal, to meet the Christmas shopping de-

mands.

St. Thomas, Out.—Mrs. J. Wier has sold her

millinery business to Miss Mabel Elliott of Sarnia.
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WE HIT THE "BULL'S EYE"

ForXmas i LIv)i Novelties

Stylish Veilings, Collars, Tassels, Frogs, Net,

Chiffons, Etc., Dress and Hair Ornaments,

CompanyLimited
p9 WELLINGTON ST, WEST., TORONTO. ONt

^^ifflm^
"""

FOR SORTING
We carry a complete stock of our most popular
selling lines, from which we can make prompt
shipment.

BIG FOUR stands for the very best that can be
obtained in heavy Mitts, Gloves and Gauntlets.

The perfect fit of BIG FOUR Gloves adds to

their wearing qualities. A perfect fitting glove,

besides giving the maximum of comfort will stand

twice the wear of ordinary gloves, which arc made
at a price.

Iiicrrn.se your prestige and profits by handling the

BEST line of gloves, that sell themselves at a good

profit. BIG FOUR are the BEST.

Union-Made Fully Guaranteed

The Durham Glove Co., Limited
BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO

Rhys D. Fairbairn, President Thos. D. Kerr, Managing Director
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p. c.
I

Corsets I

Non-rusting

Durable

Comfortable

P. C. Corsets ;ire profit- =
producers for the =

•chant as well as =
Hums of style and he
lfcirt for the wearer. =

Merchants who sell %
P. C. Corsets (and =
there are thousands), =

them because they =
have proven them to lie all we claim they are. In ^= the first place they are made with rust-proof =

= steels, each encased in a doable canvas inter- s
lining to prevent the ends piercing the outer =

= covering. In t he second place the steels are =
p scientifically arranged ti> give comfort and long ps wear. And lastly they give the correct lines that =
— are so much desired. Let us prove our statements.

||^ Samples gladly expressed prepaid upon request. g

1 Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd. |
QUEBEC

h, 126 Wellington St. West, Toronto §
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TeE-Pee-Co. Service

increases the efficiency—and the profits—of

your dress-making department. Our expert

workmen, backed up by unlimited facilities

are enabled to handle your orders for dress

plaiting and cloth-covered buttons more
satisfactorily and cheaper than you your-

self could do it.

You will be doing a favor to your custom-

ers who have long needed this service by
taking their orders for this work. Our
display card in your window or fancy goods

department will result in a constant

demand.

Write for catalogue with special discount

to the trade.

TRADE TEE-PEE-CO. MARK

TORONTO PLEATING CO.

600 Yonge St. Toronto, Ont.

[
fl HffCT

LOOKS GOOD, MAKES GOOD
AND KEEPS GOOD

Like its Sister Line, SPHERE SUS-
PENDERS for ladies, quality of ma-
terials has gained for it a world-wide

reputation.

Both are fitted with the famous 'grip

that grips and never slips.'

Don't lose the chance of good business.

Mr. Dealer.

FAIRE BRO? & CO., Limited, Leicester, Eng.
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The service that is evergreen

to the Canadian trade—

Jfairtmtrn ^erbtce

a

m

S the old year draws to a

close and the mysteries of

the New Year begin to

unfold, we wish to thank

the trade in general
throughout Canada for

their generous approval of

the Fairbairn service.

HAT we have done in the

past we aim at exceeding

in the future, and with this

in view have laid plans for

our 1914 service to the

Canadian trade.

/T\AY 1914 be evergreen to you.

V*< May your business prosper.

ft. B. Jfatrtratm & Co., Hfo.

105 Simcoe Street, Toronto
President:

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN
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Vice-Presidents: Directors:

F. J. KNIGHT C. N. TAYLOR
VV. C. CLIFF E. M. McGONEGAL



FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS
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Christmas Toy Lines are Elaborate
Santa Parade Used to Start Christmas Selling—The Grotesque

is Favored in Toys—Stamped Goods the Thing in Art Needle

Work—Vanity Boxes Are a Well Liked Line.

WITH THE first of December here Christmas

is close at hand, but so far the only indication

of this fact is seen in the stores.

The stores are all decked out and

are making every possible effort

to turn the thoughts of their

customers towards preparing for

the holiday season, but with the

weather so pleasant and so mild

this they find is a difficult

task.

The T. Eaton Co. prepared an

elaborate pagent to introduce

Santa Claus. Santa came down from North Toronto

in a chariot drawn by reindeer, and escorted by a

band. At the head of Queen's Park Ave. the kiddies

formed a, procession with Santa and the band at

their head to the Massey Hall. On the stage was a

big picture book and when it was opened out came

all the dear familiar characters told of in nursery

rhymes — Old Mother Goose, Eumpty-Dumpty,

Peter-Pieman, Little Bo-peep, and the rest. This

show undoubtedly interested the children and started

buying in the toy section but in truth it must be said

that business lacks the snap and vigor that is usual

at this period and the weather is largely responsible.

On looking round the toy sections one cannot

but be struck by the very large number of grotesque

toys shown this season, in the doll and the animal

section. Funny doggies have elongated necks and

stick impudent little tongues out of the side of their

mouths and stare at you with fixed goo-goo eyes.

Goo-goo eyed cats are shown for their small owners'

delectation and numberless dolls share this grotesque

idea. Doubtless il is the competition and the constant

search for something new that is responsible, but the

idea persists that Uncles and Aunts and other rela-

tions are more attracted by the^c toys than mother

and the small folk. There are. however, plenty of

lovely dollys of the regulation type with the real hair

so dear to most childish hearts. Many dolls are

beautifully dressed, one seen represented Marie

Antoinette and the costume was correct in detail.

Many of the dolls placed on the counter are not

intended for the children. Pretty dolls' heads and

small dolls are used for making fancy articles. One
of these is made of a dainty little doll about six inches

long. Her dress is of satin under which she has

petticoats of flannel filled with safety and plain pins,

and she hangs up by a satin ribbon loop.

Another doll forms the top of a novel work bag.

A couple of loops of satin ribbon are run through her

head and when drawn tight the bag of flowered satin

forms the dress, and the bag can be carried by the

ribbons over the arm. To open the bag one draws the

head away from the dress, and to close it the ribbons

are drawn through the head.

Stamped goods have been the sellers this Fall and

the best part of Christmas business so far has been

done in this line. For holiday gifts, stamped hucka-

back towels are selling rapidly, the most liked having

the end* stamped for scalloping, and for band- of

cross-stitch to be worked above. Simple patterns are

selling well as many people who cannot embroider

can easily work cross-stich. The patterns are very

varied, some being all in one color and others in two

or more. The most effective are the Dutch tile pat-

terns showing windmills. Dutch children, etc.

Hands of crochet lace are often set in and the ends

scalloped and cross-stitch motifs worked above the

lace.

Pillow tops come in a wonderful variety of pat-

terns some of which are in conventional and others in

the new floral patterns. Filet lace comes in the piece

woven so that it can lie cut in squares for mats, and

in number of squares for cushions, runners, centre

pieces and other uses. The pattern of the lace is

worked over with colored silks and the squares are

hacked with colored silk and finished with fringe or

trills to match.
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The American Model
Builder

No. 4

The American Model Builder is a collection of mechanical parts con-

structed on strictly scientific principles, and designed to teach the boy
mechanical construction, and at the same time furnish amusement.

The American Model Builder is made in seven progressive outfits,

each outfit complete in itself. Six connecting outfits are also provided to

enable the purchaser to convert a regular outfit into one of the next
higher number.

These outfits comprise all the main parts used in machinery, such as
Pulleys, Gears, Pinions, Axles, Beams, Machine Screws and Bolts, etc.

All of the parts are made of brass and steel, nickel-plated, and enable
any boy from 6 to 15 years to build perfect working models of Derricks,
Bridges, Traveling Cranes, Aeroplanes, Ferris Wheels, Aerial Swings,
Fire Ladders, Auto Trucks, etc. In the complete manual of instruction
accompanying each outfit, 58 different models are fully described, and
many more can be designed by the boy himself, thereby developing his

inventive faculties.

All parts are made interchangeable and any model can be taken down
and the same parts used in the construction of other models.

Outfits to retail from $1.25 to $40.00 each.
Write for special catalogue of "Model Builders."

NERLICH & CO.
146-148 Front St. W., TORONTO

(Opposite Union Station)

MONTREAL QUEBEC WINNIPEG



Umbrellas for the Christmas Trade
A Line Which Should be Prominently Featured—-Splendid Op-

portunities Offered for Large Sales—Some Novelties That Are

Being Offered to the Trade.

A GLANCE INTO some of the largest and most

successful dry goods and department stores on the

continent at this Christmas buying period will show

the lines that are considered among the most popular

forms of gifts, for the skilful manager invariably

chooses the best locations on his main floor for those

departments that seem to carry the strongest appeal

to the majority of searching women. This is why
others must give place to circle after circle of rib-

bons; why the dainty lace handkerchiefs in their

pretty chromo boxes move forward weeks before the

Yuletide festival: why the jewelry buyer take- On

an all-important air, and why the travelers for um-
brella manufacturers are sorry it is not Christmas

all the vear 'round.

VANITY BOX FOR MILAOL

Above, in the centre of this group
of handles for ladies' umbrellas and
parasols, is shown the latest novelty,

a vanity box concealed in the top

of the* handle, a very peaceful
adaptation of the old custom of a

dagger in a cane's head. The little

cap at the top has a mirror on the

inner side. When the top is opened,

a tiny receptacle is revealed in

which is a powder puff and powder.
The handle is made of ebonine. The
other samples are ebony, rosewTood,

apple, etc., with gold or silver trim-

ming. Courtesy of Brophey Um-
brella Co., Toronto.

NTEW STYLES IX LADIES' CMBRELLAS.

The three handles shown above are good types of the

prevailing styles for ladies. All illustrate the tendency to

greater length and to simplicity in decoration. The one on

the left is of rosewood, with a sterling silver cap. and as a

novelty, rosewood inlaid on the sterling, giving a rather

handsome effect. The central one is the popular lighter

weight ebonine and gold trim, and the one on the right.

ebony with sterling silver cap. Shown by Irving Umbrella
Co., Toronto.

COMBINATION OF USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL.

Yes. with your ribbons, and handkerchiefs, and

gloves and silver-meshed purses, neglect not the um-

brella counter for your Christmas trade, and men's

as well as ladies'. These goods possess a peculiar

combination of the ornamental and the useful, that

attaches to a comparatively small percentage of

Christmas gifts. They appease the desire for some-

thing good to the eye. as well as the growing senti-

ment in favor of something that will be of practical

service to the friend who receives it: something better

than a pretty toy.

TENDENCY TO THE MORE snri'LE.

In an article in last issue The Review dealt with

the favorite styles in men's umbrellas, and in all

save the shape, perhaps, what was said there will

apply to women's as well. The same tendency to-

wards simpler trims is noticeable: the embellishment

is not so heavy, so ornate, so splashy. There is less

of covering the entire visible surface of the handle

with chased gold or silver or gun metal: move of a

feeling that the wood itself should look the main

part, with the metal trim as an additional "touch"

of beauty to set it off and challenge the silken tas-

sel. Some very handsome designs of pearl in com-
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lunation with gold and sterling silver are heing

shown, and are receiving strong support.

German silver, gun metal and gilt are as popular

as ever this year in the more moderate priced handles.

Inlaid effects are seen more than ever. Among the

best sellers in woods are ebonine or plain enameline,

of lighter weight than ebony, or rosewood. The
natural woods, so strong a few years ago, are coming

back, with some variations. Boxwood seems for the

present to have lived its day, but cherry and apple

and malacca, as well as pimento are all strongly in

favor this year.

ARMOURERS & JEWELLERS

LACE «. SPANCLE

R. WHITE & SONS'
GOLD AND SILVER

TEXTILE WAREHOUSE.
Braids, Cords, Cloths, Tissues,

Laces, Gimp, Fringes.
Tassels in Gold, Silver or Silk.

Girdles, Embroidered Ornaments.
Stewards' Badges. Ball Favours
to any design. Head-dresses.
Fancy Dress Requisites, Fairy
Wings, Silver Stars, Wands,
Crescents, Folly Bells, etc.

Spangles all sizes and colours.

Paste stones, Pearls, Beads,
Jewels, etc.

Illustrated Price List Free.

43, Drury Lane, London, England.
Established 60 years.

CROOKS AS WELL AS STRAIGHTS.

In iadies' a* well as men's, the straight handles,

so strong for the past two or three years, are divid-

ing custom with the crooks, particularly in black

enameline and natural woods, with simple "nose

trim." Many are quite plain, without a trace of

silver or gold.

The increased length which was noticeable last

year in the straight handles, in such contrast to the

former short parasol handles, has been retained in

nearly every sample for the Christmas trade, and

the common length now is 11 or 12 inches. The
horn handles in small "hooks," and in crooks, are

being regarded scarcely more favorably by women
than men. These, too, are destined to a short ab-

sence at least from commercial life.

WILLING TO PAY FOR BETTER SILK.

How prominent a part the handle plays in selling

a lady's umbrella is obvious even to the uninitiated

in the arts of buying and of salesmanship. But for

all that more and more attention is being bestowed

by the manufacturer in turning out a serviceable

covering that will not cause an early pang by the

corruption of rust, nor be blown inside out by a side

current of a gale. This may be regarded as cause

or effect ; it may be a virtue or a necessity on the

part of the manufacturer. It may be that the

(Continued on page 59)

II
'NCH L White' 1

WARRANTED FOLL lTL^ ** YARDS

Star Brand

GARTER
ELASTIC

The highest quality.

PUT UP IN THE MOST
ECONOMICAL AND

CONVENIENT PACKAGE

For Sale by all Leading Wholesale Houses
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Buyers of Ladies' Silk and Real Hair Nets in Back Nets and Fringe Nets, will

be well advised to take an early opportunity of seeing samples of the newest and
most serviceable novelties in these goods yet put on the market.

It is the maker's idea to advertise certain of these special numbers, such as

the "Fitzwell," "Toreador," "Halo," "Samson" and "Neat Nape," regularly in

this paper, and we confidently expect the same good results in the Canadian
market, as we enjoy in nearly all markets of the Globe.

Show
Cards
Free

^ q¥ THESE NOV^
° "Challenges All"

THE "TOREADOR" NET

Show
Cards
Free

The s m a 1 1 e r

meshes at the one

side needed.

Hold up all

loose hair under

the C h i g n o n.

This net lies

gracefully and in-

visible to the
shape of the Coif-

fure.

It is made in 3

sizes of back nets

and one size in

Fringe Nets in

the best Silk pro-

curable.

Every Net is

guaranteed per-

fect and specially

prepared.

In Eeal Hu-
man Mair, there

are two sizes in

Back and two
sizes i n Fringe

Nets.

Made in England

None Genuine Unless Ticketed "Toreador" on Cards or in Envelopes

Our "Iris" and "Gordian" Veilings are also well on the market.

Wholesale Buyers can see samples of these goods at our agents in

Montreal, Mr. H. Fiedler, 43 Herald Buildings.

Toronto, Mr. H. Kidd, Room 29, 165-167 Yonge St.

Winnipeg, Mr. G. A. Harris, 120 Queen St.

Vancouver, Mr. H. E. Walker, 601 Mercantile Buildings.

Or Samples will be sent Free on application, to the above.
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HOUSEFURNISHINGS
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Prices Are Noticeably "Firming Up"
Axminsters, Wiltons and Tapestries Are Showing a Higher

Tendency—Business Has Been Good and the Prospects for the

Future Seem Very Bright—The Revival of the Rag Rug.

AS THE JOBBER would put it, prices are firming

Up in Axminsters, Wiltons and tapestries. An-

nouncement of an advance in the last-named was

made last month in The Review, but Axminster

manufacturers sent out word the last of November

of an increase, and Wiltons are not expected to be

much behind. This is probably the last of a series

this year, for there is hardly time for another before

the holiday.

Linoleums are still halting on the brink, but

wholesalers are looking for an announcement any

time now. For jute shows no signs of coming down.

The advance in tapestries during the year will

average about seven per cent, according to a whole-

saler's figures. An English manufacturer who visit-

ed several Canadian cities the last week in November

stated that they could not supply the demand for

tapestry, owing to the scarcity of the raw material,

and were in a quandary. It was quite possible, he

added, that another advance would be made in

January. This would be done with reluctance as

tapestry was considered pretty high already and no

one wanted to risk its popularity among the lower-

priced goods by having it approach higher lines too

closely, and risk a transfer of popular attention.

GOOD BUSINESS IK RUGS.

The same wholesaler was very confident as to

future business in carpets and linoleums.

"The placing trade has been good throughout

the whole of Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime

Provinces, and pretty fair in the West, and there is

every indication of a big Spring business. The

sorting orders should be especially good for the

wholesalers."

LIGHTER SHADES IN RUGS.

There does not seem much in sight that will be

particularly new in the line of carpets for I lie Spring.

Browns and fawns promise to continue in preference

over the long-time leaders, the greens, and altogether

lighter shades will have preference. This, indeed, is

a noticeable feature oven of the trade on the ipproach

of Winter, the darker shades showing little demand.

SMALL FIGURED ORIENTAL DESIGNS.

In styles, everything points to a strengthening

of the predominance of small figured designs in

Oriental effects over anything in floral, or the self

colors. Indeed hardly anything except these small

Persian designs are attracting any attention. The

manufacturers are concentrating their efforts mainly

to the production of close imitations of the real

Orientals, in all size rugs, from the hearth rugiet to

the covering of a huge ballroom, and nearly all are

showing the lighter shades. Hardly a Turkish red,

the old favorite of our boyhood days, has survived.

It has been said that the medallion is fast dis-

appearing. This is true except in velvets. The
manufacturers of these would appear to have =uch

a demand that they have not taken the trouble, or

time, to try out the smaller effects of the Axminsters

or Wiltons.

WHERE SELF COLORS COME IN.

Self colors, as has been pointed out before, are

rapidly losing their popularity. This has been as-

cribed to the desire for displaying designs on the floor

rather than on the wall, a reversal of previous years.

There is some demand still for a centre, or some such

display, say, of blue, for a blue room, but this is

about the only occasion on which the self color is

being allowed to assert itself.

Some months ago blacks were referred to, both in

self color rugs, or alternated in squares with white,

or, dismissing the two former as too sombre and

weird, as borders, or grounds with floral designs in

some bright colors. Outside of very exclusive circles

this does not seem to have taken. One buyer re-

marked to The Review that in his own home was a

carpet with black background and red roses, which

he thought had been bought 35 years ago. so that at

best the new, color scheme is merely a revival.

REVIVAL OF RAG RUGS.

Rag rugs are not seen in many stores but those

that have them report a good steady sale. They are

quite popular now in some United State* cities. The
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accustomed to years ago, and arranged in strips,

rather than in all-over effects, mixed in with a dozen

others. These are being bought a good deal for ?-un

parlors or dens, and can be washed out easily if they

show signs of contact with too many particles of dust.

They are finished with fringe like others. In addi-

tion, are seen some "grandmother's" rugs, round or

oval, and without fringe, in braided form like the

others, and in this respect, each braid being of one

color, differing from the "real" old grandmother's

makes.

Inquiries show a universal experience, that the

public are supporting better qualities season by sea-

son. This is indeed, not peculiar to rugs—it is be-

coming a commonplace in nearly all lines of sales-

manship.

BIGGER SALES OF LINOLEUMS.

A reference has been made to an expected ad-

vance in linoleums, owing to the increase in jute.

This seems to be hanging fire, but in the meantime
the fear of it has stimulated the volume of sales by
manufacturers and wholesalers in anticipation of

such a move. One large wholesaler states that his

orders since September are considerably ahead of

last year, and altogether he looks for a splendid
business in this line.

Every Ambitious Merchant

SHOULD
READ

SALES

PLANS
A collection of

three hundred
and thirty-three

successful ways
of getting busi-

ness, including a
great variety of
practical plans
that have been
used by retail
merchants to

advertise and
sell goods.

PRICE $2.50

iSent postpaid only on receipt ofjprice.

TECHNICAL. BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE :: TORONTO

Manufacturers of
Asbestos and Magnesia

Products. AS&ESF0&
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

LAST CALL!
Wide-awake Dealers Everywhere Have
Ordered J-M Asbestos Table Covers to

Meet the Big- Holiday Demand

There's Still Time for You-But Hurry
Perhaps you are one of the few merchants who are hesitating

whether or not to put a few J-M Asbestos Table Covers and Mats in
stock in time for the holiday trade.

•u
erfl

n
PS y0U (

i

an '

t quite make up your mind whether or n°t they
will sell. That's because you're not familiar with their superior
quality.

If you handle asbestos table covers at all, why not carrv the lead-
ing make from the largest manufacturers—the standard line

—

J M ASBESTOS TABLE COVERS
Sell? Well, you can't get away from facts and figures; and the figures show that

there are more of these goods sold than all other makes on the market. And this is accomplished without any advertising
of the consumer, hut merely on the strength of one user's recom mendation to the other.

a k
D
?
n 't waste time. energy llnd capital trying to capture the asbestos table cover business with ordinary goods. J-M

Asbestos Table (overs and Mats are sure money-makers and customer-makers for every dealer who will display and push
them to good advantage.

Write Our Nearest Branch To-day for Special Proposition to Deale

THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
i 8 b e s t o 8 Roofings
Packings, Electrical

Supplies, Etc.

VANCOUVER
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS
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Interesting Situation on the Fur Market
It is Assured That in a Few Lines, the Price of Furs Will be Re-
duced—How Will This Affect the Retailer?—Mild Weather Has
Hurt Sales and a Certain Amount of Cutting Has Already Been
Done—Views of Retailers on Best Course to Pursue.

THE FUR BUSINESS in Canada seems to be enter-

ing upon a rather ticklish situation that calls for

careful handling on the part of the retailer during

the next twelvemonth. This warning has reference

not so much to present financial conditions through-

out the country, nor even to the mild weather in the

first three weeks of November which caused a set-

back in sales, and crowded prospects for a good sea-

son into a bare four weeks preceding Christmas, but

chiefly to the uncertain elements in the raw skin

markets.

Attempts have been made in some quarters to at-

tach undue importance to the Nijni auctions, and

reports came across of a slump of 10 to 15 per cent.

in Persians. The Review at the time, after inquiries

of many extensive buyers, took the ground that the

decline bore no significance to the actual normal state

of the market, and no inference could be drawn for

future prices on this fur, for the reason that the sort-

ings contained larger percentages of poorer grades

than usual. This view has been verified by one of

the largest fur buyers in the world, from Leipsic,

who passed through Montreal and Toronto the last

days of November, as will lie explained later.

HEAVY STORAGE STOCKS FOR JANUARY.

Early cable reports of the London sales, Lamp-
son's, Nesbitts, Huth's and others, containing infor-

mation that declines of 10, 15, 20 and 25 per cent.

had marked the sales of some of the leading furs,

were interpreted by many Canadian manufacturers
to contain no real criterion of future values, as it was
felt large surplus ,-tocks had been thrown upon the

market. Reports by letter covering the latest dates

tend to modify the earlier judgment. These show
that not only were the stocks heavier in most lines

than one year ago. but prices realized were such that

huge quantities were bid in and sent back to storage.

These, it is felt, will reappear at the January sales

with a likelihood of the market being overloaded

again and prices ruling that will probably exceed

those of late October, but will be somewhat under

those of last January and June. If this turns out to

be" a correct forecast, it would mean cheaper furs in

many lines for the fall and winter of 1914.

SKUNK, COON AND MUSKRAT.

A Canadian buyer who is considered usually well-

informed, gave the Review the following opinion as

to the relation of various lines to present prices:

"Persian lamb, that is the finest quality, such as

is demanded generally in Canada, will be. if any-

thing, higher. It is true sales were lower at Nijni,

but only for the poorer grades that were offered.

"Fox. owing to the tremendous demand this sea-

son, will not be lower: I should say it would remain

about the same, and mink may be a shade lower,

but not much. Reaver has been low enough and
should be firmer next year, especially with Ontario

continuing its close season. The opening of Quebec
for three months did not benefit Ontario to any

extent.

"It seems likely that two or three skins will be

lower next year, and probably for some time: skunk.

coon and muskrat. All three have been far too high;

they have been treated as aristocratic furs and now
will oome down to a common basis again.

"Hudson seal—made of muskrat—i- pretty sure

to keep up for one year, as it takes some time to

treat it, and the ones sold next year will be this

year's skins.

"Fancy lines, used mainly for trimming, such as

ermine, fitch, possibly civet, and so on. look as if

they would keep up, if not go higher.

"That is my best judgment on the situation.*'

HOLD OVER NO MORE THAX TOSSIRLE.

"And your advice to retailers in view of the pos-

sible drop in several lines next year is?" inquired

The Review.
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The Grand Prix, at Ghent, Belgium,

awarded to our Products

HERE is an illustration of our exhibit of Shelton

Looms' Products at the International Uni-

versal Exposition in Ghent, Belgium. In

competition with the whole world it was awarded
The Grand Prix.

To learn the signifigance of this does not require

a searchlight. We recommend its moral to all

thinking Canadians in the Cloak and Suit, Garment,

Millinery and allied trades.

Have you noticed the efforts being made to divert

the Seal Fur Trade from London to the United

States? Acting Secretary Sweet of the U.S. De-

partment of Commerce has ordered 2200 sealskins

from last season's output of the Pribilof Islands

sent to a fur company in St. Louis, Mo. Presum-

ably he is convinced that they can be cured and

dyed there as well as in Leipsic and in London.

London is considered the world's headquarters for

sealskin. One firm in that city is said to dye

sealskins better than they can be dyed elsewhere.

It dates back many generations and 'tis said its

secret process has been transmitted from fathers

to sons.

But the world progresses and if skins can be dyed

in the United States as well as they are dyed abroad,

the trade will center here. We used to import pig

iron and steel from England but to-day she buys

from our furnaces and rolling mills.

We would like to see Canadian, British and Con-

tinental buyers come here for natural pelts, American-dyed. It would give us an opportunity to show

them our Artificial {Synthetic) Furs. If they knew their values as well as our Cloak and Garment Manu-

facturers and the Cutting-up Trade know them, our near-Furs would go to Europe, as iron and steel

products are doing, Some go regularly to Canada, but we want to sell to those Canadians who have

not ordered.

There is nothing we can say of any one of these fabrics which will not fairly apply to all. Each is the best

in its class, whether it be Sealkin, Karakul, Nutria or what not. They have these features in common

;

Their inexpensiveness, contrasted with true furs. Beauty, not surpassed by the best London or Leipsic dye. Resistance to

"every stormy wind that blows." No natural fur will keep blasts out any better. Comfort to wearer; A cloak made of Seal-

kin, for example, does not exhaust vitality, or cause a desire to throw it aside because "it's too hot." Immunity to rain and

snow. Directly our fabrics dry, they can be brushed and no dust will adhere. No need to patch, for the dye has entered

so thoroly into the fabrics that they wear uniformly. No turning brown or gray. Repairs are not needed. You may have to

patch a sealskin coat—and it may not be easy to match—but you'll escape that trouble in our Sealkin. Should repairs or

alterations be required, you can make patch and garment match.

Garments made from our Artificial Furs, altho suitable for a duchess, are within the reach of re-

fined women with whom cost is a consideration.

Si©®tw »«ii»if¥»M, & Communy; me.
Founded in 1854

Pres't & Treas.

395-401 Fourth Ave., at 28th St. New York.
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"What I would say is this: Keep a close tab on

stocks. As there seems to be a change for colder

weather do not sacrifice them now, there is no sense
in doing any slashing; if you want to, make a 10 per
cent, cut or so, and get them moving, and do even a

shade better in cutting after the first of the year."

PERSIANS LIKELY TO BE HIGHER.
That is one view of the situation and many

others who were spoken to agree with it in the
main.

It might be well here, before discussing "cut
price" sales, to present the view of the Leipsic merch-
ant on Persian skins.

He referred first to the stronger position of Per-
sian lamb in Russia the last year or so, particularly
the demand for the finest selections. The keen com-
petition had caused Russian buyers to visit Bokhara,
a centre for Persians, instead of waiting for the Nijni
Novgorod sales. Some of the German firms had
made the same move, and the best of the Persians
were cleaned up pretty well before they could be sent
to Nijni. That was why the cables were able to re-

port a drop of 10 to 15 per cent, in Persians, that

caused an alarm amongst manufacturers and retail-

ers with large stocks in Canada and the States.

Instead of being lower, he maintained they would
be higher and his own quotations corroborated this.

For immediate orders they ranged the same as last

year, about 32 or 33 marks, but for repeats he de-
clared they would have to pay 36, 37 or 39. for the
simple reason that the cost price had been higher.
He could not offer an opinion on other furs.

Illustrating the lower quality in the Nijni sortings
a manufacturer stated that the seconds, thirds and
fourths, averaged nearly 20 per cent, more in each
bale, so that while the prices there were nominally 10
per cent, less the actual not price for first was almost
10 per cent. more.

LOWER QUOTATIONS FOR TRAPPERS.
A New York firm in sending out prices to trap-

pers claims that furs will be cheaper, and is lowering
the figures it paid last year in several particulars.

The Review sounded a number .of wholesalers
and retailers in regard to the question of starting

cut-rate sales, as there seemed indications that a
repetition of last July's sales of straw hats at one
dollar—generally condemned by the trade—might
he witnessed in the fur business, offering goods "at

manufacturers' prices." Retailers were spoken to

who were alarmed lest competitive firms might start

slaughtering and force them to do likewise while
there still remained some three to four wook< of good
prospects.

NO WIDESPREAD "SLAUGHTERING."

While a few of the smaller firms are adopting this

policy, it is evident that this will not be widespread
in the Province or the Dominion. From far-off

Vancouver comes word of some big reductions, but

in most cities, large and small, merchants are still

hopeful that Christmas business will be brisk at al-

most normal prices,

VIEWS OF MEN WHO CUT.

Several heads of firms that had started special

sales were visited by The Review, and asked for their

views of the situation. One of them replied: "I have

decided to make a general cut of about 10 per cent,

in all my furs—not more. I felt that with three

weeks' mild weather in November, I could not catch

up unless I forced sales by some reduction in prices.

Last year October was cooler than this year, and al-

though November was not very cold, the warm and

cold days were not as intermittent as this year. So

far, after a few days of lower prices, there has been

a big improvement in small pieces and I think the

coats will begin to move with a continuance of lower

temperatures."

MINK SETS AND COATS.

A second retailer announced that his cut was

limited to mink sets and coats. It was a case of fear-

ing he was over-stocked now that the season was

advancing. The mink and Persian lamb and Hud-
son seal coats he reduced about 20 per cent, and in

the former was finding business brisk.

WILL KEEP REST UP.

"Do you intend to cut the rest?"

"By no means. They will remain as they are

until the rest of the year at any rate, and I am con-

fident returns will be good for the rest of the time

before Christmas. If I had my way there would not

be many January fur sales, either. We are getting

people in the way of holding off for big reductions,

with the risk, if the weather then fails us at all. of

Losing them altogether. Anyway, it is far more satis-

factory dealing with the fresh furs early in the season

and. of course, prices are better.

A third retailer stated that his own changes in

prices were applied to coats. He was getting a little

afraid fm these, but for his other >toek lie felt confi-

dent enough. It was only the weather that bothered

him. "Otherwise, financial troubles would mean
very little to us."

SOME ANNOUNCEMENTS KLSEWIIERE.

An Ontario firm in announcing a reduction on

a special line of furs, worded it as follows:

"The weather man is partly responsible for

the remarkable condition of the fur market,

which has made possible the splendid pricing

shown below. The first cold snap will bring

prices back to normal, but we take a chance on

the open weather continuing, at least, over to-

morrow, atid will make these reductions on

beautiful furs that include our best -tocks. It

is doubtful if such an opportunity will occur

again in a long time."'
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Immediate Delivery

of FURS
At this season when prompt deliveries

are imperative in order to prevent the loss

of sales for holiday trade you will find it

to your advantage to make use of our large

and varied stock of Furs.

A full line of

Persian, Hudson Seal

and Near Seal Coats

All styles of Sets in

Mink, Sable, Fox, Wolf
and popular low-priced Furs.

Our prices are lower than ever before

—Style and Quality guaranteed.

Write, Phone or Wire your require-

ments.

Laberge, Chevalier & Company
Montreal Makers of styhsh Furs Winnipeg
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The United States Government's

entire catch of

ALASKA FUR SEALS, BLUE AND WHITE FOXES

will be sold at Public Auction to the highest bidder, by

Funsten Bros. & Co. in St. Louis, U.S.A.

on December 16th, 1913.

( These furs formerly sold in London, now to be sold in

St. Louis.)

The bidding- will be open to everybody, and you are invited

to attend the sale and bid, or to send a representative, or to

place your orders through a broker. The Alaska Seals, Blue
and White Foxes will be graded by a man who has had over
fifteen ( 15) years experience in handling and grading seals

and foxes in the London market. The grading and terms of

sale will be the same as the fur trade has been accustomed to

at the London sales. Responsible buyers can make arrange-

ments for financing purchases at the St. Louis Sale on terms
similar to those obtained in London. The seals will be re-

salted and properly re-packed for shipment to dressers and
dyers without charge. Besides the sale of the United States

Government's Alaska Seals and Foxes, there will be, at the

time of this sale, large quantities of fresh American furs of

all kinds offered for sale in the St. Louis market from first

hands at lowest prices.

St. Louis is the Largest
Raw Fur Market in America

And the sooner you find out the advantages
of buying your American raw furs direct

from St. Louis the sooner your profits will

commence.

Come to St. Louis and see for yourself.
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A Vancouver firm led up to it with a heading in

display type, "Great Sale of Furs and Fur Coats,"

and followed it up as follows:

"The news that our sale of high-grade fur

neckpieces, muffs and coats commences on

Saturday will be interesting to our many friends

and customers who are waiting for this im-

portant event. Owing to the mild season the

furs offered are quite above the average in point

of style and quality, and the reductions are of a

drastic nature. The near approach of Christmas

offers a splendid opportunity from a gift point

of view."

A list of about 60 "bargains" followed, in neck-

lets and stoles, and fur and fur-lined coats, and a

final admonition, "See Windows."

LONDON VIEWS OX REASON FOR DECLINE.

A few opinions of the London wholesale fur

houses may be of interest. One in referring to a

decline, attributed it partly to the failure of several

large German houses, "by which considerable quan-

tities in all articles were thrown on the market." the

small attendance at the sales; "the stale condition of

a large proportion of the collection,'' and the fact

that "the sorting also in many instances left much
to be desired."

HIGH PRICES CHECKED CONSUMPTION.

Another Leipsic and London firm of buyers make
the following comment: "The high prices of most

articles limited consumption, and in consequence,

exceptionally large quantities of furs remained in

dealers' hands and were offered for auction. There
was a large attendance at the sales, but no eager,

buyers." The result was a decline, and the with-

drawal of large quantities at the last moment.
In some cases prices were higher, as in cross,

silver, blue and white fox: best pale red fox, otter,

fitch (50 per cent, advance).

HEAVY LOTS THROWN ON MARKETS.

Some of the lots were very large compared with

one year ago. For instance there were 147,391 skins

of skunk, against 18,311 in 1912; mole 667,558,
compared with 112,795 ; raccoon, 95,533, as against

20,902; ermine, 84,283, compared with 17,776; and
1,322,802 brown musquash, while one year ago there
were 594,401.

MOST WILL WELCOME LOWER PRICES.

If the decline works out gradually and follows

upon a satisfactory turnover this year, there seems
no doubt that wholesalers and retailers alike will

welcome it, for as pointed out in The Review one
month ago, there has been a feeling for some years
that furs are too high, in the best interests of the

trade.

Some Novelty Styles

A stylish looking set is made up of black fox

ornamented with a bow of moleskin fastening it at

the neck, and hanging down about 8 inches. The

muff is of moleskin, with the black fox now used as

the trimming, with heads in the centre of the band

of fox at each side.

A stole of seal has a piece of skunk let in at the

neck in front in a V-shape, and passing around the

back, and the muff also is trimmed with skunk.

A set of red fox has a stole with velvet of mahog-

any shade passing through the fox's mouth and

fastening under the neck of the wearer. The muff,

like a previous one, is reversed, with ihe fox used

as trimming for the velvet.

A handsome white fox set has a heart-shaped

muff with a head at tiie lower point and similar

heads used to trim a small round scarf in front.

©
Umbrellas for the Christmas Trade

(Continued from page 50)

growth of common scihc in the attitude of the buyer

(how wise we are becoming!) lias demanded wear-

able silk in (lie body of the umbrella, and the will-

ingness to pay the price for quality has influenced

the maker of this line as of most others. Probably

the improvement on the pail- of buyer and maker is

a development that is going on side by side. It is

hardly necessary to add that the neat, close-fitting

effects found of late in ladies' umbrellas are recog-

nized universally as the only possible style for satis-

faction. Even in men's this is required, without

need to charge fussiness or an attack of femininity.

DISPLAY AND ADVERTISING.

To the alert merchant little requires to be said

about the necessity for an attractive display of the

umbrellas he has bought for his Christmas trade.

One of the most convincing lessons from the success

of store bazaars, dealt with in some prominence in

this issue, is the opportunity for the ample display

of those goods that might otherwise be overlooked.

The particular forms this will take are also unneces-

sary to be mentioned in detail; whether in window
or in store alone, or both ; in newspaper advertise-

ment or with card, or both; with tight-drawn cover,

or with folds slightly shaken out : with price card, or

merely a general descriptive one; all these points

can safely be left to the judgment of the merchant.

The vital point is to carry in some attractive form
a stock that you know will appeal to the classes who
look to your store to provide for them the latest

styles in ladies' (or men's) umbrellas, in patterns

that will suit their tastes,

Brampton, Ont.—L. Blumenthal of Toronto has

opened a clothing business here.
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Novelties on the Canadian Market
Canadian Manufacturers Have Been Quick
to Grasp New Ideas—Poiret Tunis is Shown
and is Being Beceived Well—The Minaret
is Seen—Advance Ideas as to What Will
be Featured in Snring.

WHETHER it was M. Poiret's visit to Toronto or whether it is

due to the fact that it is in line with the general fashion idea

which favors tunics, but the minaret or lampshade is on the

market. Manufacturers have had requests for this style and

cautiously, it must be admitted, are showing the new style, and

buyers in quite a few centres are accepting it. All models, like

the ones imported, show the tunic held out with a wire while

the very close fitting skirt is draped beneath. In the stores The
Review was informed that more conservative customers were

willing to accept the dress but balked at the wire and had it re-

moved, leaving a full, somewhat flaring tunic. This little item

is important, as it shows how well disposed the trade is towards

the outline with fullness over the hips and narrowness around

the feet and also that customers are favorably disposed to tunic

models. Minaret gowns show the tunic and the waist developed

in light shadow, net or Chantilly laces, and the skirt of satin,

and for Spring wear the waist and tunic in many forms other

than this one in particular will come in embroidery, printed or

plaid fabric and the skirt in plain. This idea evidently dom-
inates in the minds of most designers and tunics of printed

cotton crepe, ratine, plaid ratines, etc. Many of these tunics

are cut away in front giving an Eton effect to the waist and
many of them have a decided flare.

In spite of the favor shown to tunics the simple straight cut

dress is very much en evidence. These dresses are semi-tailored

and the skirt may have a few pleats in the front or a couple of

vertical tucks below the knee either back or front may give the

peg top idea. The waist line is normal and the waist is put

into the band with considerable fullness as waists are loose and
blousv, so much so that some buyers declare that they do not

fit.

All waists are cut either in kimona fashion or with the deep

(hop sleeve and the majority of the sleeves are either three-

quarter or shorter. All necks are collarless and are cut V-shape
at the front, and the Japanese collar is the newest idea. Vest

ideas are shown in great variety, many of which end in points

below the waist line. This is a very becoming feature as it adds

height and slenderness to the wearer.

Popular priced dresses are developed in ratines, but the

Costume of blue chiffon velvet, the
skirt has simulated tunic of laoe over
gold satin, arid minaret tunic of laee

lined with gold ninon and half vest of

the same. The kimona blouse follows
the line of the tunic and opens over a
vest of salmon pink crepe.
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As December steps in

Goldhamer men step out

with the full Spring line

of Suits and Coats

We ask as a special favor that you delay booking

your Spring order until you have looked through

our complete range of Spring suits and coats.

We feel certain that you will appreciate the ele-

gance of make, fit and finish that every Gold-

hamer garment contains.

Goldhamer quality and style leave nothing to be

desired and for value we only ask you to judge

for yourself. The Goldhamer trade-mark and

reputation is a guarantee of this.

Samples sent on request.
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The Goldhamer Cloak Co., Limited
310-316 Spadina Ave., TORONTO
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leading material this season undoubtedly is crepe.

Cotton crepes come in wonderful variety both printed

and ornamented with embroidery figures, and ratine

and nub yarns. Linens will be more used in the pro-

duction of better grade dresses than for some sea-

sons. The linens for dresses are medium weight and

are in snowflake and ratine effects as well as plain.

White, as usual, is expected to be the best seller and

solid colors in a variety of tones are showing. Crepes

will be good in silks, and messalines and other makes

in soft satins are strongly indicated.

Neglige of crepe de chine trimmed
with knife pleatings of the same. The
vest is a new feature and is of white
crepe. Boudoir cap of esprit net and
pink ribbons.

Natural Figure Corsets
New Paris Models Are of Tricot

and Webbing and Slip Over the

Head— The Increasing Use of

Brassieres Should be Noted.

FRENCH CORSETIERES are bringing out some

extreme models in corsets that are specially designed

to do away with all appearance of wearing a corset,

and which give to every movement of the figure.

The latest and most extreme is called the tango and

is made of elastic and slips over the head and has no

front fastenings. There are short lacings at the

back from the waistline up to keep it close to the

figure, and also at each side to tighten the model over

the hips. This model does not reach much above

the waist, and there are only two short pieces of bon-

ing in front. This corset is extreme but it perfectly

illustrates the tendency towards giving absolutely

free action to the body.

Many of the new French corsets slip over the

head and thus obviate the use of stiff steels in front.

They are all cut very low and the whole idea is to

produce a model that will give supple lines to the

figure, and everything that tends towards rigidity

is being discarded. These corsets are extreme, and

are very comfortable, but for obvious reasons, the

greater number of American women will be a little

slow to take them up, for, after the well boned high

busted models we have worn so recently, the easy

pose that they give is not a little startling.

The Parisian women have adopted them and

they show the direction in which style tendencies

are working.

The new figure line demands a straight back and

hips, and a slightly rounded front contour, and this

is bringing in front laced corsets as they allow ad-

justment in this matter, and insure the long flat

back. The low bust the long corset skirt and the

use of flexible boning in as small quantities as possi-

ble are the features of all models for Spring no mat-

ter whether they lace in the front or at the back.

The changes in the styles of corsets have made

the use of brassieres imperative, and manufacturers

are constantly bringing out improved models.

Many of them are handsomely trimmed. There are

many models that are the reverse of the severe ones

first introduced and many are made of sheer mate-

rials such as lace or net.

Another type of brassiere is intended to be worn

with the very low corset and is made of tricot and

clastic webbing, and is a reducer as well as a bras-
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ktriciait

Garmew

now being

shown for

spring

Our representatives have now the

complete Patrician range of suits

and coats in hand for presentation

to the Canadian trade.

The range consists of the most
select numbers we have ever pro-

duced—numbers that will make
your Spring buying an easy and
pleasant hour's occupation.

We will be pleased to have our

representative call upon you at

your convenience. Let us know
when you will be open to inspect

our range.

Write to-day.

The Patrician Cloak and Suit Co., Toronto

&iact£. SAMUEL BUILDING

King and Spadina <>P
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Net top lace by Novelty Import Co.

The Tunic is

Now the Thing
Advent of the Minaret Has
Brought the Tunic Into Popu-

lar Use—New Styles Are Be-

ing Introduced. s?
SINCE THE advent of the Minaret the tunic is the

thing, and all the couturieres have introduced them

often in the eccentric wired form. It is not every

woman who will wear the wired tunic and knowing

that the wiring is all that there is to it Doucet has

introduced tunics that have a thick cord at the edge

to prevent the lace or tulle falling too limply. The

new tunic has emphasized the peg-top silhouette and

has .paved the way for other decidedly Oriental fea-

tures. One of the gowns shown on this page shows

the use of frills of lace to give the necessary flare to

the tunic and also the interesting back drapery that

is beginning to acquire prominence. The waist is a

bolero of tulle and metallic lace, and a wired lace

bow is placed in the centre of the back.

The other gown is of gold colored brocaded satin

with a rippling tunic that is short in front and ends

with a long blunt point behind. The train is narrow

and the skirt carries out the idea of Persian trousers.

The waist is of shadow lace over white and the girdle

is of gold net with heavy tassels of crystal and gold

weighting down the ends.

-©-

Fur Used Extensively

At the "Grand Prix d'Automne" in France, there

was hardly a costume without its touch of fur.. Fitch

was most in evidence, used not only with white, but

black furs.

In Paris fox dyed a brilliant red is seen more
every day. Ermine stoles are being worn extensively,

very large and long, and cut on straight lines. Skunk
is seen a little less than last year. For fur trimmings

there is an active demand for mole, ermine, fitch,

leopard, skunk, red. white and taupe fox. chinchilla

squirrel and similar pelts.

The Government of Alberta is proposing to pro-

hibit the capture of foxes in that province between

April 1 and November 1 each year.
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Chas. E. Yourick
51 AVENUE S. WEST, HAMILTON, ONT.

Canadian Agent for

Rosebud Tub Dresses
LADIES' AND MISSES

^>

Lot 2501. made of Irish Linen, front, collar and cuffs em-
broidered in red. Patent leather belt. Samples ready

to deliver in sizes 16 or 36 AT ONCE.

SITUATED as we are in the heart of

the fashion world and in close touch

with the designers of the modes in

Tub Garments, we are in a position with our

immense manufacturing facilities (factor-

ies situated in the suburban districts —
East New York, Hoboken and Brooklyn,

where labor and rent is low) to offer styles

and values that are unequalled in the tub

dress trade.

We are exclusive manufacturers of tub

dresses, ranging in price from $1.25 to $5.00,

included in which are the new cloths, such

as crepes, ratines and voiles, and a full

range of linens and ginghams. Economy in

manufacturing owing to our location and
long experience gives Rosebud brand the

winning hand in values.

Get in touch with our agent. Write to-day.

Rosebud Mfg. Co.
Cutting Dept. and Warehouse

193-5 Mercer St., New York

Up-town Showrooms,

St. James Building

Broadway & 26th St.,New York
Factories at East New York, Brooklyn and

Hoboken
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Styles Recommended at Convention
National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Association Hold Their Twelfth

Semi-annual Convention and Style Show—Manufacturers of

Dresses and Costumes Admitted to Membership.

THE National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Association

held their 12th semi-annual convention at

Cleveland on the 14th and 15th of November. The

convention was called to order by President J. P.

Hovland on Friday morning after the executive com-

mittee had held a preliminary session. After the

roll call, and the reports of officers had been read

the real business of the convention was opened by

the reading of the report of the welfare committee.

This report and the discussions that it brings

forth are always of high interest as the matters to

which it relates are vital to the whole industry. The
observance of the rules already laid down was again

urged, and the limiting of samples emphasized as a

means of checking over-production. The sale of

samples on the road was another evil from which the

trade suffered. Retail merchants, it was stated, have

a clear idea of their needs in the beginning of the

season, and if the custom is abandoned of making
up garments in advance of orders, they will not

depend upon immediate orders for their needs.

The benefits following the putting in of a

standard cost accounting system were strongly urged,

and several manufacturers gave their experiences

with this system.

To do this, was not only a matter of protection,

but of progress for the future. Many members
thought this matter entailed a good deal of extra

expense but it was pointed out that this was an error.

The first year would not tell much, but as the time

went on the figures would lie interesting.

The remark was made that there was no truth

in the belief that the cloak and suit business was

different from any other business. So many manu-
facturers took this view, but this was an exploded

idea, and a principle that was sound and basically

SILK AND COTTON

Natty Woven Labels
AND SKEIN DYEING

If you are confident that your goods will give your
customers the utmost satisfaction—label them. Our
natty silk and cotton woven labels give you an adver
tisement that lasts as long as the garment and reminds
your customer of your store for future business.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE LIST

Narrow Fabric Weaving and Dyeing
LIMITED

Gait, Ontario

correct could be applied just as well to the cloak and

suit as to any other industry. And the sooner this

was recognized the better.

Members who had tried out the system were

convinced that it was only a question of time before

it would be possible to arrive at an almost correct

cost, whereas to-day it was only approximate.

A new feature of first importance consists in the

admitting of the dress and costume manufacturers

as members of the association, and during the fore-

noon President Hovland advised the manufacturers

present to get together and decide their wishes in

regard to style and other matters that required atten-

tion.

President Hovland was again elected and when
returning thanks for the honor, declared, that he was

not anxious to serve again, as there were plenty of

good men connected with the association, and it was

in the best interests of all that there should be a

change of officers every year. "Those on the firing

line," he said, "best recognized the importance of this

association, for the retail merchants are watching

what we do, and reading the accounts of our proceed-

ings in the trade papers, and following our recom-

mendations to their advantage."

"I want to thank the trade press," said the presi-

dent, "for sending representatives to report our con-

ventions, and for the generous space given in their

news column-."

President Hovland, in the course of his speech,

said that the most important step yet taken was the

placing of the members in a position to receive the

newest style news direct from original sources each

week. The Paris representative was a woman of

unusual ability who lives in Paris. Twice each year

she is to visit members in their factories, bringing

with her the newest European models. When in

Europe, she is to send weekly letter's and sketches

showing the very latest style tendencies both as to

garments, materials and trimmings. This means an

individual style service for every member of the

association which should enable them to create better

styles and help them to complete their sample lines

at least two weeks earlier than heretofore, which will

be a valuable asset in securing new and additional

business. .

This step has entailed a large expense, but while

this is large in the bulk, it is divided among all. and

is practically nothing when the results are consider-

ed. Members, who are looking solely at this item of
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Borgenicht Kornreich & Co
The Largest Children s Dress House

In America

Pioneers in the Industry— Leaders in the Business

6600. Junior dress, marie
of a fancy striped ratine in
blue and white and tan and
white, trimmed with white
ratine collar and cuffs and
black silk tie and belt;
skirt trimmed with silk
covered buttons and white
ratine piping. Ages 13, 15
and 17.

Price $24.00 per doz.

853:;. .Misses' dress, made
of a French finish percale,

lapels and overskirt trim-

med with a contrasting

color of plain percale and

stitching. Ages 14. 16, 18.

Price $18.00 per doz.

4329

4329. Girls' dress, made of

a combination plaid ging-
ham, collar, cuffs aud belt
Of white linen, and trimmed
with strappings of material
and point of Swiss inser-
tion; dress opens in front.
Ages (i to 14.

Price .$0.00 per doz.

titioO. Junior dress, made
of a very fine percale in

blue, tan aud pink, ramie
linen collar and cuffs, collar

trimmed with braiding and
dots; dress opens in front;
pocket on overskirt. Ages
13, 15 and 17.

Price $1S.00 per doz.

Spring line ready and on exhibition at our show rooms.

Borgenicht Kornreich & Co.
1115 Broadway (Facing Madison Sqr.) NEW YORK
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Style Recommendations for Spring of 1914

NATIONAL CLOAK, SUIT AND SKIRT MANU-
FACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

TAILORED SUIT JACKETS.

Not emphasizing but rather harmon-
izing with the lines of the figure civ.

natural, the figure revealed by the new-
est evolved corset, the corset of flexible

fabric and pliable stays, is the keynote
of women's garments for the Spring of

1914. In the day of the "straight

front" corset, long-waisted front effects

in coats and suits jackets were le mode.
Not so to-day.

Emphasis is laid in the garments
commended as correct for next Spring-

on the high-waisted front effect. This
is produced by means of cleverly ar-

ranged belts, or by seams so slanted as

to give the desired natural poise to the

standing figure. Where belts or seam-
are so continued as to encircle the waist

at the back, the line is normal ; slanted

neither up or down.

The tailored suit jacket will be short.

It will reach barely to the curve of the

hip line, and a feature of this jacket is

the cut of the bottom, a gradual slope,

running from the front to the under
arm seam (again indicating the high-

front waist effect) , the back cut of many
jackets being square across.

Many jackets show one of two tucks

on the front at the shoulder, eliminat-

ing the front seam. A fitted appearance
is avoided, the fronts of the jackets

hanging straight from the bust line to

the jacket edge.

Sleeves for tailored jackets are to be

full length, and set in with stitching

around the arm size.

FANCY SUIT JACKETS.

Suits for semi-dress will have jackets

ranging in length from the exact waist

line to a few inches below, the front

hanging straight from the bust line, as

is the predominating tendency with the

tailored suit jacket.

Designated an Eton, the new jacket

is a modification of this type, its short

cut front alone meriting the name, a

slightly lengthened square cut back in

loose fitting arrangement being a strong

tendency of the new mode.

The longer dressy jacket is to have

a postillion effect at the back, the in-

creased length from three to five inches
beginning at under arm seam.

Sleeves in seven-eighths length are

commanded with the fancy jackets, and
on loose lines, a large deep arm-hole
accompanying the long drooping
shoulder. The mantle (kimono sleeve)

will continue good.

SKIRTS

Overskirts will be much in evidence.
A modernized overskirt, however, of

graceful lines. And in reality this over-

skirt is a development of the tunic, cut
in a variety of shapes. The tunic or

overskirt must be fuller than the under-
neath skirt to bring about the desired

effect.

In the plainer skirts, a fullness over

the hips is developed by means of

loosely set tucks starting at the waist

line, or else by a draping in the back.

Draperies have veered to the back.

COATS.

Coats will be cut in a variety of

lengths, with medium as the watch-
word. The service coat will be good.
No full lengths are scheduled : few
extremely short. Deep set-in sleeves

and loose mantle sleeve are approved.

One point deserving of emphasis is

the flare seen in all coats. "With the

skirt's fullness near the top or hip
line, the draped coat of the Fall and
Winter would be an impossible accom-
paniment. The skirt of the new coat

will flare so that the drapery of the

skirt underneath may not be hopelessly

crushed, and also that the silhouette

figure may be retained.

Dressy coats will have the graceful

mantle sleeves, a swell as the sleeves

stitched into wide armholes beneath
drooping shoulders. Yoke effects in

either front, back or both will be fash-

ionable, the sleeve frequently to be a

continuation of the deep yoke. Some
will have shirring beneath the yoke.

Drop ornaments will- be exceedingly

fashionable, tassels passementerie or

cord drops in various artistic designs.

with occasional applique on cord orna-

ments, will be seen.
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expense without considering the immense benefits.

If there are any who are inclined to leave the associ-

ation on this account they are requested to suspend

their judgment for a season. The coming season

will prove the wisdom of the step taken for members
will receive at first hand information and fashion

news so often that they can be absolutely certain of

presenting the right garments to their customers.

A banquet was held on Friday night, the prin-

cipal speakers being selected from the garment buy-

ers of representative stores and the style show was
held Saturday afternoon, the morning being taken

up by a meeting of manufacturers and designers.

THE STYLE SHOWN.

The suits shown had, as a rule, coats cut short in

front but with longer backs. The popular length

was about 26 inches, although many were shorter

and some longer. Tbe front was in various Eton
effects and the kimona tendency was a much em-
phasized feature. Both % and full length sleeves

were shown and many were cut with a decided bell

flare and sleeves were larger in every way than for

some time past.

The greater number of coats shown followed the

style recommended very closely and were short in

front and sloped back either straight-cut across the
back or forming double points. Numerous yoke
effects were shown and in some instances pleats hung
from the yoke. In all cases, the garment hung
straight from the bust and all appearance of fitting

was avoided. Many coats fastened with a pointed
lap on the bust. Collars were straight, but fitted

closely into the neck.

Many peg-top skirts were shown, but the develop-
ment of the tunic was better liked. In many gar-
ments this over-skirt showed the influence of the
minaret idea but, of course, developed along con-
servative lines. Three-tiered skirts were also well
shown, and one model showed the tiers cut to follow
the outline of the coat.

Combination suits showed up well. Many were
of plain cloth and plaid, and brocaded silk was very
effectively combined with plain cloth.

The separate coats were very varied both in style

and in lengths, the lengths running from 36 to 42
inch. The kimona sleeve, the Raglan cut and the
drooping shoulder were all used. The newest feature
was the tendency towards the flare at the bottom of
the coat. Extreme effects in yokes were a feature,

and some were extended to form the sleeves or the
top of the sleeves.

FORM-FITTING AVOIDED.

It was evident that all cutters had made special

efforts to get away from any appearance of form-

fitting and the models all hung straight from the

bust. The Japanese collar effect was followed only

setting close to the neck in effect. These collars were

trimmed in various ways with lace and novelty ma-

terials.

Sports coats in plaids were shown and were

shorter in length than those shown in the Fall season

and in all the straight-cut at the bottom was very

noticeable.

Plain and corded eponges were favored materials

in such colors as blue, white, brown, wine and in

lighter shades of these colors. Several plaid coats

were also shown, and a few models were made of

black or blue taffeta silk. Many drop ornaments

were used as trimmings.

In the dresses shown the hold which the minaret

idea has gained was very apparent. Some of these

flaring over-skirts extended only from the side seams

or from the side of the front, but many of them ex-

tended all round. One dress in particular had full

ruffles of silk forming an overskirt that was a near

approach to the real thing. Many dresses showed

the combination of plain and plaid, and there were

many developments of. the ruffled overskirt idea.

CANADIANS PRESENT.

Canadians present were: John A. Northway, who

was elected member of the publicity committee, and

W. Summers, representing John Northway & Co.,

Toronto; J. AV. Winters and J. Gotthofer, and P.

Salzman, representing J. W. Winters & Co., Toronto;

Mr. Fee and two other members of the T. Eaton

organization, Toronto; A. Summer, and R, H. Fair

weather, representing A. Sommer & Co.. Montreal.

Advances in States in Spite of Duty

In the United States the naming of prices for the

fall of 1914 has been delayed owing to the uncer-

tainty as to the working out of the Underwood tariff,

which reduced the duty on foreign importations of

underwear from 55 to 30 per cent.

A schedule is announced in some quarters in the

cheaper lines showing that standard ribbed goods

and fleeces have been advanced about 25 to 30 cents

a dozen. For instance those that were $3.50 this

year will be $3.75 to $3.87y2 . Cheaper qualities

quoted at $3.38V2 are now $3.60. A Southern mill

has advanced three grades from $3.25, $3.40 and

$3,557 to $3.40, $3.55 and $3.70 respectively.

The union suit in the States as in Canada con-

tinues to increase in popularity, particularly it would

appear, in the West. Women's sweaters made of cot-

ton or cotton and wool have advanced, but zephyrs

and worsteds, owing to the tariff, are showing reduc-

tions of from $1.00 to $2.00 per dozen. The V-neck

is in the lead for collars. The Norfolk short coat and
Russian blouse will lie popular next year. Some
fancy collars are being put into the highest priced

lines, canary, taupe, cherry, etc., but for ordinary

lines navy blue, maroon, grey and grey mixtures

will have the call.
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Prices on Knit Goods Will Advance
Higher Cost of Yarn is Forcing Prices up—The Amount of the

Advance Not Yet Determined—Opinions of Manufacturers, Job-

bers and Retailers—Are Odd Prices Advisable 1

THAT THE ADVANCES in yarn during the past

year will affect the prices of knitted goods for next

3
Tear is admitted by most manufacturers, but all do

not agree as to the extent. Figuring on the new price

lists is the knotty problem that may cause some

worry even on Christmas day.

Talks with several manufacturers of knitted wear

indicate that so far as they are concerned, a general

advance will be made shortly in the prices of sweater

coats and underwear, both com-

binations and separate gar-

ments. The underwear in-

creases will include not only

woolen lines, but cotton as well,

and it is expected that a revised

list of Spring prices in the lat-

ter case will be issued in the

course of a couple of weeks.

The higher prices in sweater

coats may go into effect very

shortly in the case of some

firms, indeed with one or two

the only privileged retailers are

those who have bought in ad-

vance for deliveries during the

next few months to last them

out the Winter. But all, it is

expected, will be included in

the advance when their travel-

ers start out early in January

to book for Fall orders.

LOW WOOL PRICES LASTED SIX

YEARS.

The increases are the result

of the recent advances in wool.

A manufacturer of sweater

coats in discussing the situation

with The Keview, gave the fol-

lowing explanation

:

"Yarn that used to cost us

46 cents per lb. went up recent-

ly to 5G cents, and although it

A SNOW OUTFIT.

This woolen suit leaves little ehanee
for a Jack Frost entrance. It is quite

complete, consisting of sweater, button-

ing on the shoulders; overalls with feet,

sash, mitts ami cap. Shown by Dr.

Jaeger Sanitarj System Company, Ltd.,

Toronto.
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receded a few days ago to 54 cents, it has forced us

to raise prices. As a matter of fact, wool yarn is

only at a normal figure now, and has been unusually

low for the past six years, and has only come back

to the old figure now.

SWEATER COATS UP 10 PER CENT.

"Speaking roughly, you will find sweater coats

will advance 10 per cent. By that I mean that

quality will be shifted back, and quotations be made
at the same figures as before.

That is how it will work out.

"For instance, the $24-per-

dozen line will be sold as before,

but instead of 2V2 lbs. (30 lbs.

per dozen), Ave will have to re-

duce it to 2 lbs. and the 2 ]
2

lb. lots will cost more, about $26

"In hiuher-priced lines this

will work out as follows: The

$36 quality will cost $30 in fu-

ture; the $39 will be $42; and

the $42 lines will be $48. Or.

in other words, we will sell $36

lines but they will be lighter

weight than before."

The schedule then would

run:

Sweaters

Sweaters .

Sweaters 42 48

"So far as the retail man is

concerned, he will have to sell

lighter weight goods for the

same prices he asked before:

advancing the price by lessen-

ing the weight."

The manufacturer saw a

disadvantage in this system to

the public, rather than the re-

tailer, jobber or manufacturer.

"In the States we could in-

crease the price to the retailer

Old Price
per doz.

. . . . $3(5

New P.-i(

per doz.

$39
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IJNSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

(greeting* to tfje trabe

We extend to the trade our best wish

for their prosperity and happiness

throughout the coming year. May
Christmastide be the most joyous you

have ever spent.

Schofield Woollen Company
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SHAKERS
For Immediate Delivery

Below find list of Shaker lines, which
we have in stock and can ship at once
in the following colors : Grey, Maroon,
Cardinal, Slate, Havana, Navy, Fawn,
Khaki, White and Scarlet.

M 92 Shaker Coat

M. 92, same as cut, $42.00 per dozen.
M. 91, same as M. 92 only with Military collar. $39.00 per dozen.
M. 90, same as M. 92 only with V. Neck, $3(3 . 00 per dozen.
M. Ill, same as M. 92 in extra fine quality. $60.00 per dozen.

L. 53, same as cut, $48.00 per dozen.

All the above lines are heavy sellers both for Men's and Women's wear. Send us your order
now and be sure of a good stock of Shakers for winter trade.

Our range for 1914 will be ready January 1st. It is the largest

and best range we have ever shown. Order early from our
traveller and so get your goods when you want them.

The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited
Head Office: DUNNVILLE, CANADA

Factories at Dunnvi'Ie, St. Catharines, St. Thomas, Canada ; Buffalo. New York
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exactly in proportion to the increased cost of the yarn

used. For instance, if this was $1 per dozen, we
would mark up the $36 lines to $37, and the retailer

in turn would advance from $4, or $4.50, to $4.25.

$4.75 and so on.

"But it seems impossible to do business along this

line in Canada. The retailers seem wedded to cer-

tain prices, such as $4.25 for ties; $9, $12, and so on

for shirts; $24, $36, $39, $42, etc., for sweater coats,

and at once object to any quotations in between. They
have figured it out that any shirt that costs $9 will be

sold for such-and-such a price: and the same with

ties, underwear, and the rest. When we suggest any
variation we seem to throw them out of their calcula-

tions. Hence, instead of a slight advance, covering

the exact extra cost of production, they seem to prefer

that we should muke it what they term the 'even'

figures; in one case $3, in the highest priced, $6 per

dozen. They, in t/ieir turn, are afraid of marking
'odd' figure? in thAr windows, $4.15 or $4.25 for

sweaters, instead of $4.00, or $5.00 and so on. The
public are the loser* by this system, but I suppose we
cannot change it.

"It is like the ai dele by the tie manufacturers in

The Review, who v, anted 55 and 65 cent ties. The
retailers will not try it out; they think the public will

not 'ike it."

A representative of an underwear manufacturer
corroborated the information as to an increase in

these lines, although he was not aware of the amount.
He believed that it would not result in "uneven"
numbers, for the retail trade would not, he thought,

favor many prices coming in between the usual

ranges.

A wholesaler said he believed some advances

would be made, "with wool about five cents higher
during the year," but he had not heard the extent

of the increase.

a retailer's view as to prices.

"It would be better for the manufacturers to avoid

odd prices," remarked a retailer who has a reputa-

tion for sizing up public tastes. "Do you know, it is

almost impossible for us to sell a sweater coat at

$4.50, and $4.75 is even worse. People want to

know why it is not marked $5.00. In fact, it must
bo either $4 or $5; nothing in between. On the

other band $6.75 and $7.75 seem to be good selling

figures. 1 do not know why, but such is an exper-

ience. That manufacturer who wanted ties sold at

odd prices won't succeed. He mentioned New York
as using 55, 65 and other prices, but tell him that

even in New York retail men are going back to 50
cents and $1, with very few recognizing even 75
cents."

Foreign Novelties in Hosiery
Women's hosiery has provided a number of sen-

sations this summer, and the latest production is the
ankle bracelet stocking, which was displayed in

Western shops yesterday, says a foreign exchange.

Some time ago women in Paris appeared in jew-
elled garters, which their slashed skirts revealed.

Others wore jewelled bands round the calf and ankle,

the sparkle and color of the stones being plainly vis-

ible through the thin silken mesh, and in England a

golden anklet worn outside the stocking has been
seen. But the fashion did not take here, and the

ankle-bracelet stocking is a modification which is

being tentatively put forward for autumn wear. It is

intended to replace the stocking with an embroidered
front. The specimens seen recently were of black

silk, with an inch-wide band, embroidered in blue,

or green, or yellow, or purple silk, encircling the

ankle.

''The colors," said the owner of the establishment,

"are meant to match the costume." He further ex-

plained that these anklet stockings were black rather

than colored, owing to the fact that during the winter

the fine "cobweb" stockings are worn by compara-

tively few women.

The advent of the very short and the slashed skirts

has been responsible for the changes in hosiery. The
shorter the skirt the brighter the stocking, has been

the principle, and most women seem to have acted

upon it.

Stockings with jeweled clocks were worn in Paris,

and accessories of dress became so prohibitive in price

that last Spring a number of fashionable Parisians

proposed the starting of an "implicity" campaign, in

order that prices might be brought down.

The stocking, it was discovered, had increased in

price, as it had certainly decreased in thickness.

As much as £40 was asked for some pairs; they

were made of fine gold tissue and real lace. Chantilly

and Mechlin being the most popular fabrics.

Mi

£

\BUE
The CTurifaull Co ofGalt.LimiteoUSALT Ontario
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A Distinct Departure
in Knit Coats

ROB -ROY SHETLAND
Illustrated above are two of the many Vines added to our 1914 range of

BEAVER BRAND KNIT GOODS
ROB ROY is made from heavy hand-spun

worsted yarn, in massive plain stitch, made in

any Color with shawl Collar. It is particu-
larly adapted to outing wear and will be a
strong seller.

The SHETLAND COAT is a distinctly new
idea, made from select Shetland yarn, made
with Fleecy effect, with pattern similar to

Shetland or Shepherd's Tartan check. Colors

—beautifully blended and have a nice soft

tone.

Our Representatives start the first week in

January with our complete range of

"BEAVER BRAND KNIT GOODS." It

will be to your advantage to see this line

before buying.

WAIT FOR OUR REPRESENTATIVE.

R. M. BALLANTYNE, Limited,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Stratford

BEAVER BRAND KNIT GOODS"

Ontario
j
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Buster Brown
(REGISTERED)

Stockings
The name sells it.

The quality brings the mothers back to your store for more
of the same kind.

Stands the hardest kind of wear the boys can give it. One-

and-one rib, long-fibre cotton, double elastic leg, narrowed

foot and ankle, three-ply heel and toe.

Sells readily at a good profit to mothers who are looking

for a well-finished stocking for boys.

Sizes 5 to lO 1
/? in Black and Tan. 1 dozen to a box.

Buster Brown's Sister's
(REGISTERED)

Stockings for Girls
Dainty and silken in appearance, but the last word in wear-

resisting. Made of fine quality two-ply English mercerized

lisle yarn, one-and-one rib.

An excellent repeater and a very profitable line to handle.

Sizes 4 1/. to 10 in Black, Pink, Blue. White and Leather

Shade Tan. M> dozen pairs to box.

Order Through Your Wholesaler.

<li)e CJjipman^olton Uttttting Co., Himtteb
Hargost poster? Jtlanufacturers in Canaba

Hamilton .
Ontario

MILLS AT HAMILTON AND WELLAND, ONTARIO
Sole Selling Agents: Branch Offices:

E.|H. WALSH & CO., Toronto MONTREAL and WINNIPEG

EVERY PAIR OF . .,., HOSE PROTECTED
BY THIS <^"l///^> TRADE MARK

"ST
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Humphreys Unshrinkable-Underwear

Just what the name implies

—

Unshrinkable

Made from the purest of pure wool

These garments for men cannot be excelled by
any other line on the market. The foundation

of their superiority is the high-grade material

put into the underwear.

Made from the purest Maritime wool woven by

skilled operators into garments that never fail

to give the greatest satisfaction because of their

soft, comfortable feeling, elegant finish, dur-

ability and elasticity.

Stock this pure wool underwear that is guar-

anteed unshrinkable. It will make many
friends for your store.

Write to your nearest wholesaler for samples.

Humphreys Unshrinkable-Underwear
LIMITED

MONCTON, New Brunswick
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Imperial

Mens
Pure M^ool

Underwear

Almost thirty-four years ago we turned out our first under-

wear garment. Since then Imperial Brand Pure Wool
Underwear has been perfected year after year—our factory

has been enlarged and improved; patents embodying sev-

eral exclusive features have been taken out which give

Imperial the leadership of the underwear business; but one
thing that has remained unchanged is the quality of

materials—only the best pure worsted wools have been
used.

Made in the styles and grades that appeal to your custom-
ers. We specialize in Men's Natural Wool, Men's Elastic

Knit, Men's High Grade Imperial, Men's Double Thread
Balbriggan.

Your wholesale house will Supply you prompt!}".

KINGSTON HOSIERY
KINGSTON Established 1880

COMPANY
ONT.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Underwear

For Spring 1914

Before placing your order for Spring goods kindly await the call of our
representative, who will be able to show you many improvements in

our well known brands, viz:

#£G/S TEfi£D

and call your special attention to the new patent Pandora Style in Women's,
Misses', Children's and Infants' Vests, Drawers and Combinations.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Sole Selling Agents

RICHARD L. BAKER CO., 100 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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Underwear
A MONEY-MAKER

When you feature r%nman4 Underwear

you can depend upon your Underwear

Department to be a money maker.

It's this way: rfenmanf Underwear is

ade to fit the varying types of men, women and children with scientific

accuracj— knit-to-form from the best selected materials assuring fit

style, comfort and utter satisfaction.

SLIDES FOR MOVING PICTURE SHOWS
A—~/^ We have prepared a series' of three neat designs advertising Penmans
rillQie Underwear, Hosiery and Sweater Coats. These slides come to TOti with

\f yJ your name on them free of all charge. Write us at once, stating kind re-

TO
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Jaeger Greeting

At the close of the year, which has been a trying one, we desire to

express our thanks for the loyal support and courteous consideration

shown us by our Agents.

We have continued to grow, and during the coming year look forward

with confidence to even better results, relying on the same enthusiasm.

To all wearers and sellers of "Jaeger," we send our hearty good wishes

for

Christmas and the New Year

Dr. Jaeger
}

s Sanitary JVoollen System Company Limited

243 Bleury St., Montreal
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VANGUARD Knitting Wools
Established 1752.

Sootch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15'8, 12'8,

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

Ac, &o.

^/ ST£y
Soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

0)4 and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

Dominion Brand Coats
Are knit forecasting shapeliness

The tension at which these

high-grade sweater coats

are knit, makes them eon-

form to the shape of the

body, gracefully, evenly,

truly. The seams, button

holes, pockets, cuffs—every

detail is perfect and makes
the Dominion Brand Coat

instantly appeal to your

customer.

Many of the up-to-date

merchants throughout

Canada are handling this

line, and find our goods

superior in fit and finish, as

well as in style, to any
)ther line.

Dominion Brand Hosiery,
Mitts and Toques are also

manufactured by us.

Letter orders will receive
prompt attention.

ffl«

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ^ONTARIO

Handso me
Woven Labels

make a come-

back of every

customer

Every article you sell

nicely labelled with an

attractive woven silk

label is going to keep
the purchaser constant-

ly reminded of the fact

that lie bought it from

your store. It is going

to make a "eome-back"
of him or her sooner or

later.

I >on 't let a few cents

stand in your way of

making a few hundred

dollars.

Write for samples to-day

COLONIAL WEAVING
COMPANY, LIMITED

PETERBORO', ONT.
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To Wholesale Buyers

S. F. GIBSON
&CO.

Malv RoadArgyle Works,

EAST HAM, LONDON,
ENGLAND

MAKERS ot LADIES'
KNITTED SPORTS
COATS

in

Pure Silk, Wool, Artifi-

cial Silk and Mercerised

Silk and Cotton.

KNITTED MOTOR
SCARVES

in Artificial Silk, Real
Silk and Cotton.

Canadian Agents

MARSHALL &
ROGERS

16 McGill College
Ave.

MONTREAL
Arethusa Brand

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCU
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descenda

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP A ND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

thcWEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

Knitted Goods That Are Easy To Sell

This cut shows one of our specially designed Sweater Coats. We have a

great many other styles for men, women and children. Every number has
an "individuality" that appeals strongly to those who appreciate good
goods.

" The Pride of the West

"

brand is one that gives satisfaction

both to the dealer and the buyer. It

combines STYLE with Quality. We
stand back of our label.

Write for catalogue and samples.

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA
Calgary, Alta.

Edmonton, Alta.

Halifax, N.S.

London, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.

St. John N. B.

Vancouver, B. C.

Victoria, B. C.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Quebec, Que.
Toronto, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.

Reputatio
conscientious and successful work

THOMAS C. IRVING, SE^SEE
TORONTO, CANADA

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Cbc Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

Write for Special Clubbing Rates.
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TIGER BRAND

Tiger
Brand

Union
Suits

with the

perfect fitting

'comfort crotch
'

Has your experience in com-

bination underwear been of a

nature that would have the

tendency to discourage you

from selling or trying to sell it?

If so, you owe yourself a thor-

ough inspection of Tiger Brand
Union Suits. Send for a sample

to our nearest agent and ex-

amine it thoroughly. Notice the

"Comfort" crotch that abso-

lutely will not gape or be

uncomfortable under any condi-

tion whatsoever. All Tiger

Brand garments are made of

unshrinkable wool. Prices for

Unions $18 to $33 dozen. Prices

for two-piece $9 to $18 dozen.

Agents will send samples upon
request.

The Gait Knitting Co.

GALT, ONTARIO
Agents: Ontario. J. E. McClung, Toronto. Quebec. Philip deGruchy,

Montreal. Maritime Provinces. Fred S. White. St. Stephen.
West. Hanley. McKay. Chisholm Co., Winnipeg

I

ri/llcmfo)

Fill a Distinct Want in

Colored Hosiery Lines

They combine the sheen of silk with
the service of cotton. They are dyed
in all colors from the softest grays
to the brightest reds. The process
which individualizes "HERMS-
DORF BRILLIANTS" ensures ab-

solute even coloring from toe to cuff.

No streaks—no blotches.

Their bright silky gloss is rendered wear-
proof and laundry-proof by the "Hermsdiz-
ing" process.

Names of German manufacturers using
Hermsdorf's latest and greatest hosiery im-
proving process will be cheerfully furnished
on request. When buying imported black

hosiery be sure and specify "Hermsdorf
Dyed Fast Blacks."

When buying imported colored cotton hosi-

ery state plainly that you want "HERMS-
DORF BRILLIANTS" — the hosiery with
silk's beauty and cotton's durability.

" The y^Lame that Sells the Stocking
"

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony

American Bureau: 235 W. 39th St., New York

Cuts and Advertising Suggestions Supplied Free

on Request to American Bureau
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FOUNTAIN AIR BRUSH
Model A Price $20.00

The Standard Air Brush of the World

Send for Catalogue C-79.

Thayer & Chandler, Chicago

/"\NE inch space in this

Department will cost

you $25 for 12 insertions.

TOYS
manufactured by

BING BROS., Nurembur

SEE THEM AT

381 FOURTH AVENUE
New York City

Railroads, mechani
signals, etc.

Constructing sets, steam engines and
attachments ; ocean liners and war boats,
automobiles, steam rollers, moving picture
machines, post card projectors, toy ranges that
really cook.

Enamel tea and kitchen sets, unbreakable.

!0CKf?J"ATERSON

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Seeds

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER8 OUR E8PECIAL HOBBY

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers. Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties. Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking;.

The Botanical Decorating Company
' (Incorporated.)

3 1 Fifth Avenue. Chicago. 111.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED

WANTED—BY A LARGE IRISH LINEN
manufacturing company for the sale of linens,

etc , to the manufacturing trade, an agent in

Montreal and one in Toronto. Must have
sound connection among makers-up, and some
knowledge of the goods. Apply stating terms
to Box 107. Dry Goods Review, 88 Fleet

Street, London, England.

FIRST-CLASS NOTTINGHAM FIRM MAK-
ing double border lace curtains from 2s. 6d.

to 18s. per pair need Canadian agents in

various centres. Also make lace nets. First-

class line for agents having furnishing trade

connection. Bos 108, Dry Goods Review, S8

Fleet Street, London, England.

FOR SALE

FRESH, CLEAN, STOCK OF SHOES AND
Men's Clothing and Furnishings in growing
village of Courtright on St. Clair River. Write
J. T. Locke, The Ark, Corunua, Ont., for In-
formation.

FOR SALE—GENERAL STORE. ESTAB-
lished 52 years, new store, new barn, good
house. Stock $3,000, turnover $12. 000. Post-
office oyer $100. 4% miles to M.C.R. 7 miles
to Hagersville. Book accounts always under
$."ioo. Possession given at once. Apply R. J
Thomas, Hartford, Ont.

ORDERS WANTED
WANTED—ORDERS FOR FINEST HAND-
niade Irish Crochet Laces. Insertions, Picot-
edges. Readings, Motifs. Collars, Yokes,
D'Oyles, etc. M. Hughes, Scotch Street Bridge,
Armagh, Ireland.

POSITION WANTED
ADVERTISER WITH FIRST-CLASS LARGE
departmental store organization experience in

the West, now holding a position in Aiberta,

desires a change as accountant or assistant

general manager. Box 43, Dry Goods Review,
Toronto.

COMBINATION MAX DESIRES POSITION
in large department store, expert ad. writer.
window trimmer and show-card writer. 7

years' experience. At present in charge of
this work in store doing nearly half-a-million
dollar business, but want bigger job in big-
ger town at bigger salarv—and can fill it.

Apply Box 48, Dry Goods Review-.

The Condensed Ads in this Paper

will bring good results

When writing to advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

ad. in the Review.

TO MANUFACTURERS
Firm of Commission Merchants, good financial stand-
ing. Al trade connection, desires Agencies from Manu-
facturers to Wholesale trade. Winnipeg and Western
Canada.

Michael Ert Company, Travellers Bldg., Winnipeg

- - THINK IT OVER - -

The advertisements appearing in this paper each issue are there be-
cause it pays the advertiser and for no other reason.

Is it not about time you investigated this proposition, and not let the
other fellow do all the talking to the man you should be selling?

You can talk across Canada in full page space to live dry goods deal-
ers for $25 an issue if you contract for twenty-four insertions. Worth
while, isn't it?
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Dry Goods Review Buyers' Directory
Each manufacturer is entitled to classification under five heads, it being impossible on account of

space to allow a more extended classification. Prompt notice should be given of any changes desired.

Artificial Flowers for Decoration.

L. Baumann & Co., 357 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

L. J. A. Derome, 35 Notre Dame St. W.,
Monti. al. Que.

Schack Artificial F'ower Co., 1739 Mil-
waukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Canadian Flower Mfg. Co., 243 Bleury St.,

Montreal.

Accordion Plaitings.
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge

St., Toronto.

Burlaps.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Blankets.
Penmans. Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Fraser, Mather Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Miller & Porteous, Hollybush, Ayrshire,

Scotland.

Bathing Suits.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Boy Scout Supplies.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto.

Boys' Wash Suits.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Out.

Batting.
Root. Henderson & Co., 181 McGill St.,

Montreal, Que.
Burlap (Dyed, Oil Coated and Sized).
Stauntons, Ltd., 934 Yonge St., Toronto.

Brassieres.
H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Buttons.
Forsyth Kimmel & Co., Berlin, Ont.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Turret Button Co., 12 Westmoreland

Place, City Road, London, N., Eng.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Black Piccndily,
Manchester, Eng.

Buttons (covered).

Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., Toronto, Ont.
A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

Boys' Clothing.

Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.

Belts, Ladies'.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Out.

Boot and Shoe Laces.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Braids.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Children's Dresses.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,

Ont.
Flett, Lowndes & Co., Toronto.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin. Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Cash Registers.

National Cash Register Co., 285 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

Cash and Parcel Carriers.

The Lamson Store Service Co., Boston,
Mass., U.S.A.

Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., 99 On-
tario St., Toronto, Ont.

Cloth Charts.
A. E. Putnam Co., Washington, Iowa.

Corsets.
H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Crochet Cotton.
Hicks, Bullick & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Carpets.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Cutting and Wire Stapler Machines.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Corset Covers.
F. G. Hayward Co., 77 York St., Toronto,
Ont.

Cottons.

Gieenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
The Dominion Textile Co.. Montreal, Que.

Horrockses, Crowdson & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Cork Carpets.
The Dominion Oilcloth Co., Montreal, Que.

Cotton Yarns.
The Dominion Textile Co.. Montreal, Que.

Cotton Blankets.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Collars (Waterproof).

Arlington Co., 54 Fraser Ave., Toronto,
Out.

Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co., Ham-
ilton, Ont.

Chiffons.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Comforters.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Out.

Cushions.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Out.

Canvas Coat Fronts.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W„ To-
ronto, Ont.

Cotton Linen and Elastic Laces.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Corset Clasps and Sanitary Necessities.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Coats (White).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Faruham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Out.

Coats (Ladies').

Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels
Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

Goldbamer Coat «& Suit Co., Spadina
Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Made-to-measure).

Crown Tailoring Co., College St., Toronto,
Out.

International Tailoring Co., 62 John St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Duck and all Specialties).

Miller Mfg. Co., 25] Mutual St., Toronto,
Ont.

Dress Fabrics.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Brophy Parsons & Redden, Montreal, Que.
W. It. Brock Co , Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Limited. Montreal, Que.
Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Law, Russell & Co., Ltd., Bradford, Eng.
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford.
Eng.

Dress Forms.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., To-

ronto, Ont.
Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co., 158 Bay

St., Toronto, Out.

Dresses.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,
Toronto. Ont.

Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Dress Shields.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington
St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Dress Trimmings.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Embroideries.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,
New York, N.Y.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,
Ont. /

Embroidered Applique Letters.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund Pl„
Aldersgate St., London. E.C., Eng.

Flannellettes.
Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Ave., New York,
L. Guaedinger, Son & Co., Montreal. Que.
Laberge Chevalier ifc Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

Furniture.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co., Victoria-
ville, Que.

B. Cohen & Sons, 1-19 Curtain Rd., Lou-
don, Eng.

Frilling.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Flowers for Millinery.

Melles & Co., .Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto, Out.

Riegel & Lunger. 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Deben ham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

Feathers.

Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Ostrich & Feather Co., Toronto,
Out.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.
Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

Fancy Dry Goods.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto.

Fringes.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Gowns.
F. G. Hayward Manufacturing Co., 77
York St., Toronto, Out.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

General Dry Goods.
.Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Que.

J. & N. Phillips & Co., Manchester, Eng.
Vassie & Co., Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Cook, Son & Co., London, Eng.
Debenhams, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto
A. Racine, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Hitchcock Williams & Co., St. Paul's
Churchyard. London, Eng.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Brophy, Parsons & Roddeu, Montreal,
Que.

John King & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Gloves.

Perrin Frere & Cie.. Montreal, Que.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
(ii-cc-iishields. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Charles Perrin & Cie., 16 McGill College

Ave., Montreal, Que.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Grass Carpet Bugs.

Girdles.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Ginghams.
Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd., Glasgow,

Scotland.

Gloves (Working).
Durham Glove Co., Bowmanville, Ont.
Hamilton Carhartt Mfg., Ltd., 535 Queen

E., Toronto, Out.

Hose Supporters.

The Berlin Suspender Co.. Berlin, Ont.
Faire Bros. Co.. Leicester, Eng.
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

House Furnishings.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto. Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Stonards, Limited, 7 Paternoster Bldgs..
London, E.C., Eng.
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Hosiery.

A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Chipman, Holton Knitting Co., Hamilton,

Ont.
Penmans, Limited, Paris. Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited. Hamilton, Out.
"Craftana."
Alfred Hawley & Co., Hinckley, Eug.
Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Louis Hermsdorf, 235 W. 30th St., New
York. N.Y.

Oreenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Handkerchiefs.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W. (

Toronto, Out.
Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Hooks and Eyes.

De Long Hook & Eye Co.. St. Mary's, Ont.

Hair Goods.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Out.
Standard Hair Co., Ill Windsor St.,

Montreal.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hair Nets.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, Out.

Byard Mfg. Co., Nottingham, Eug.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hair Ornaments.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Hemstitching.
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Youge

St., Toronto, Ont.

Individual Names on Tape.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough. Ont.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,

Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.
Infants Layettes.
Home & Watts, 19 Duucan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Infants Novelties.

Rite Specialty Co., 35 W. 36th St., New
York, N.Y.

Richard G. Krueger Co., 162 W. 21st St.,

New York, N.Y.

Indigos.

Franklin Mfg. Co., 260 Church St., New
York, N.Y.

Knitted Goods.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Out.
Oreenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
The Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville,

Out.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Sehofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Out.

Kimonas.
Kassab Kimona Co., St. Helen St.,
Montreal.

Knitting Wools.
Thos. Burnley & Sons, Nr. Leeds, Eng.

Linoleums.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Linings.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Bradford Dyers Association, 39 Well St.,

Bradford, Eng.

Linens.

Nisbet & Auld. 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Wm. Liddell & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ire-

land.
R. H. Cosbie, Wellington St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Greenshielrls. Limited. Montreal, Que.
Silks Co.. 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
John S. Brown & Son. Ltd., Belfast, Ire-

land.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Longcloths.

Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Laces (Hand Made).
G. & S. Kassab & Co., Montreal, Que.

Laces.
Birkln & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,

New York, N.Y.
Thompson Lace <fc Veiling Co., 59 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Oreenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,

Ont.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Kiegel & Langer, 319 Kiugs Hall, Mont-

real, Que.
Lighting System.
Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Flat
Iron Bldg., New York, N.Y.

Leather Novelties.
P. W. Lambert & Co., 64 Lispenard St.,

New York, N.Y.
Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., King St.

W., Toronto, Ont.

Lingerie.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Ladies' Bust Forms.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.

Lace Curtains.
T. I. Birkiu & Co., Nottingham, Eng.

Men's Furnishings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.

Men's Neckwear.
Pirn Bros. & Co., William St., Dublin,

Ireland.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Fowke, Singer & Co., 7 Wellington St.

W„ Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,

Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tooke Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mitts.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-

urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co,, Mitchell, Ont.

Malines.
John Heathcoat & Co., Loudon, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 70 Bay St., Toronto,
Out.

Thompson Lace A; Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Mesh Bags.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal, Que.

Millinery.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St..
Toronto. Ont.

Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Morris & Seward, 21-22 Castle St., Lon-
don W.. England.

Cage Bros. & Co., Chicago, 111.

D. B. Fisk Co., 225 N. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Melles & Co., 3 Cripplegate Bldg., Wood
St.. London. England.

Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
1). McCall Co., Toronto, Out.
Montreal Hat & Frame Co., Ltd., Mont-

real. Que.
Strachan, I'.unlen & Plaskett, 76 Welling-

ton St. W., Toronto. Out.
Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall. Mont-

real, Que.
Maribou and Ostrich Stoles.
Germain «fe Smith. Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Motor Coats (Men's Cotton and Linen).
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Motor Coats.
National Rubber Co.. Montreal, Que.

Moquettes.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Out.

Matting.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co.. 64 Wellington St.
W„ Toronto, Ont.

Nets.
T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto.
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.. 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Narrow Fabrics (Cotton, Linen, Silk).
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Neckwear (Ladies -

).

Ladies" Wear. Ltd., S4 Wellington St. W..
Toronto. Ont.

R. D. Faii-bairn Co., 10.". Simcoe St.. To-
ronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co.. 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal. Que.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,

Ont.
Moulton Mfg, Co., Montreal, Que.

Oil Cloths.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,

Que.

Office Systems.
Copeland-Chatterson Co., Kent Bldg., To-

ronto, Out.

Ostrich Feathers.
S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.

Overalls.
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Hamilton t'arhartt Mfg., Ltd., 535 Queen
E„ Toronto, Out.

Ornaments (Silk).
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Printed Cottons.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Patterns.

Home Pattern Co., New York, N.Y.
The McCall Co., 236 W. 37th St., New
York, N.Y.

The Butterick Publishing Co., Butterick
Bldg., New York, N.Y.

Pads.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Plated Jewelry.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto. Ont.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Pin Tickets.

Copp, Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Pillows.

Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Quilts.

Jonathan Dearden & Co., 11-13 Bridge-
water Place, Manchester, Eng.

Keady-to-Wear.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Raincoats.

H. E. Davis & Co.. Montreal.
C. Keuyou Co.. 23rd St. and Fifth Ave.,
New York. N.Y.

The Cravenette Co., Ltd., Well St., Brad-
ford. Eng.

National Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Scottish Rubber Co.. Montreal.
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Ltd.,

Montreal.
Ribbons.
W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto. Ont.

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

lius- (Wilton).

Otto T. E. Veit & Co.. 64 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Axniinster).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.

\Y.. Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Velvet).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St
W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Oriental).
L. Babayan & Co.. Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender Co.. Berlin, Ont.
S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal. Que.
Halls, Limited, Brockville, Ont.

Bpool Silks (For Manufacturers' Use).
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Staple Dry Goods.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts.. Toronto, Ont.

Smallwares.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co.. Notre Dame St. W.,

Montreal. Que.
Greenshields, Limited. Montreal. Que.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto. Ont.

Store Fixtures.

Jones Bros. & Co.. Parliament St., To-
ronto. Ont.

Clatworthy & Son. King St. W., Toronto,
Ont.

Dale & Pearsall. 106 Front St. E.. To-
ronto, Ont.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway,
New York. N.Y.

B. Brager, 49 Crosby St.. New York. N.Y.
Delfosse & Co.. Montreal. Que.
A s. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St..
Toronto. Ont.

Taylor Mfsr. Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Berlin.

Ont.

Store Fronts.
The Consolidated Plate Glass Co., 241
Spadina Ave.. Toronto. Ont.

The Kawneer Mfsr. Co., Niles. Mich.
Zouri Drawn Metals Co., 221 West Schil-

ler St.. Chicago.
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Sweatercoats.

Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Pride of the West Knitting Co., Van-
couver, B.C.

Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait. Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Sanitas Wall Covering.
Stauntons, Ltd., 934 Yonge St., Toronto.

Skirts.
W. H. Wright & Co., 433 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Out.

The Clayson Co., 2S0 College St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Silk Nets.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.

Show Cases.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Skein Dyeing.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,

Gait, Ont.

Sashes.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Silk Ornaments.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Skirts (Plaited).
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., COO Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont.

Scarfs.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Shirts (Soft).
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham. Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto
Summer Clothing.
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.

Silks.
Debenhams, Ltd.. Montreal and Toronto.
Belding, Paul, Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
Silk Woven Labels.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Suits.
Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels

Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadlna

Ave., Toronto, Ont.
The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Shirts.
Tooke Bros., Montreal, Que.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Deacon Shirt Co., Belleville. Ont.
Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W.,

Montreal, Que.

Toques.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts.. Toronto. Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ontario.

Tailors' Trimmings.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Tweeds.
Gieenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.

Tassels.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Back Piccadilly,
Manchester, England.

Trousers (Duck).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Out.

Thread (Silk).

BAding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Thread (Linen, Carpet, Machine).

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Underwear.
S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ontario.
Penmans, Limited. Paris. Ont.
Mercury Mills. Limited. Hamilton, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathu-st

Sts.. Toronto, Ont.
G. Brettle & Co.. London. Eng.
Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Hamil-

ton. Ont.
Humphrey's Unshrinkable Underwear,
Limited, Moncton, N.B.

('. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co.. Woodstock, Ont.
Kingston Hosierv Co.. Kingston. Ont.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Umbrellas and Parasols.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,

Toronto. Out.

Underskirts.

Form Fitte Co., 1S2 Spadiua Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.

Vacuum Cleaners.

Clements Mfg. Co., Duchess St., Toronto.
Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Veilings.

Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
•Tohn Heathcoat it Co.. London, Eng.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59
Wellington St. W., Toronto. Ont.

Novelty Import Co.. 76 Bay St. Bay St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Velveteens.

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited. Manchester,
Eng.

"Louis." 57 Newton St., Manchester, Eng.

Velvets.

The Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York
St., Toronto, Out.

Wholesale Carpets, Oil Cloths and
Linoleums.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Women's Outer & Under Garments.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Wholesale Woollens and Trimmings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Wax Figures.
Pale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E..

Toronto, Ont.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson. Co., 99 Ontario St..

Toronto, Ont.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway.
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Wholesale Smnllwares and Fancy Goods.
John M. Garland, Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont

Wholesale Merchant Tailors.
Wm. H. Leishman & Co., 119 Adelaide St.

W., Toronto. Ont.

Wholesale Drygoods.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Whitewear.
F. G. Hayward Mfg. Co., 77 York St..

Toronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
Diamond Whitewear Co., Three Rivers.
Que.

Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Waists.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St..

Toronto. Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.
Meyer Mfg. Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, 84 Wellington St
W.. Toronto, Ont.

Wall Paper Display Racks.
The Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Wardrobes.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids. Mich., U. S. A.

Window Shade Paper.
Stauntons, Ltd., 934 Yonge St., Toronto.

Wool Underwear, Men's.
Thos. Waterhouse & Co.. Ingersoll, Out
Schofield Woollen Co., Osbawa, Ont.

Woven Labels.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,

Limited. Gait, Ont.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont

Woven Labels for Garments.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI..
Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.

Wallpaper.
Stauntons, Limited, 944 Yonge Street, To-

ronto, Ont.
The Watson Foster Co., Montreal, Que

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

THE DALTON MFG. CO. MOVES.
The Dalton Mfg. Co. has removed

to the new Samuel Benjamin Building

on King West, close to Spadina. This

is a locality that the ready-to-wear

trade is making its own. This build-

ing has just been erected and is

equipped with every modern improve-

ment for the facilitating of the carry-

ing on of the making of ready-to-wear

garments.

BOOKLET ON SHOW WINDOWS.

We have received from the Nation-

al Cash Register Company of Dayton,

Ohio, a most interesting book entitled

"There is .Money in Your Show
Window.'

'

Frankly, it tells more of the prac-

tical side of window dressing than in

most books of a Like kind we have
ever seen.

The National Cash Register Com-
pany will scud a copy of this hook

free of charge to any reader of this

publication who writes for a copy.

We heartily recommend the man
who values his show window I'm- what

it is worth to semi for a copy.

It doesn *t cosl any! hing, and it is

full of many valuable suggestions.

FIRM NAME CHANGED.

The firm name of Germain, Smith

& Birks, Limited, Montreal, has been

changed to Germain & Smith. Limit-

87

ed, operating under a Dominion
charter. Under the new firm name
they will continue as commission

merchants and importers, of millin-

ery, gowns, hosiery, lingerie, etc.,

with offices and warerooms at 43

Union avenue, Montreal, and branches

in Toronto and Vancouver.

H. Wiheberg, representing the Tor-

onto Waterproof Manufacturing Co.,

has left for a trip to England, to in-

spect styles, novelties in cloth, etc.,

for his firm.

The Reliance Knitting Co., Toron-

to, have begun the manufacture of

extensive lines of men's and boy's

underwear, combinations, shirts and

drawers.
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ADVERTISING INDEX
Australian Draper

Inside Front Cover.

Birkin & Co 37

Birkin, T. I., & Co 37

Blumenthal, S., & Co 55
Bradford Dyers' Assn 5

Bradstreets 82

Brock. W. R. Co., Montreal 19

Burritt, A . & Co. '. 81

Bnrnlev, Thos., & Sons 81

Barry, Walter H., & Co 39

Butteriek Pub. Co 7

Byard Mfg. Co 51
Borgenicht, Kornreieh & Co. ... 67

Ballantyne, R. M., Ltd 75

Bradford Dyers' Assn 35

C
Craftana 82

Cravenette Co., Ltd 36
'I Weaving Co 81

Copp. Clark Co. 6

Chipman Eolton Knitting Co. ... 76

Clatworthy & Son 21

D
Dale & Pearsall 21
Dominion Text Lie Co 33
Durham Glove Co 43

E
Economist Training School 21

F
Fairbairn, R. D. Co 45
Faire Bros 44
Funsten Bros. & Co 58

G
Garland, J. M., Co 3

Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co. . 21
Grand Rapids Show Case Co 23
Greenshields, Ltd 1

Goldbamer Cloak Co 61

Gait Knitting Co 83
Gibson, S. F. & Co 82

H
Henderson, Robt., Co 6

Hermsdorf, Louis 83
Horrockses, Crewdson Co 2

Hamilton Cotton Co • 50
Humphrey's Unshrinkable Un-

derwear, Ltd 77

Jaeger, Dr., Co 80

Jay Finish Underwear 80
Johns-Manville, Canadian, H. \V.

Co., Ltd 53

K
King, John & Son 34

Kingston Hosiery Co 78

Kleinert Rubber Co 49

Klauber & Co 44

Lennard, S., & Sons 78
Liddell 's Linens 6

Laberge, Chevalier & Co 57

M
Monarch Knitting Co., Ltd.. 72, 73

Morris & Saward 30

N
National Cash Register Co 4
Novelty Import Co 29
Nisbet & Auld 36
Neuberger & Co 41
Nerlich & Co 47
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dye-

ing, Ltd 66

"Old Bleach" Linen Co
Inside Front Cover.

Parisian Corsel Co 44
Penmans, Ltd 79
Pride of the West Knitting Co. . 82
Palrnenbersr's. J. R., Sons 26
Putnam, A. E., Co 23
Patrir-ian Cloak Co 63

R
Rosebud Mfg. Co 65

Schofleld Woollen Co 71

Sun Light Co 23

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co.

Ltd
Turnbull. C, Co
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co

W
42Weyerstall, A.. & Co

Wilkins, Robt. C, Co
Inside Front Cover

White. R. & Sons 50

Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain

valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Many
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.
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Take Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

'The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-

tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —

—

Toronto INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE . -

NAME
ADDRESS
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The Issue they are

waiting for

The Annual Spring Number of Can-

ada's necessary dry goods paper will go

to the trade the first week in January.

Plan now to have a dominating an-

nouncement in that issue. It will be

worth while. We are planning our part

now, i.e., to make this the finest and most

useful issue the trade have ever received.

Early forms close December 20th. Last

forms close December 31st.
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The year 1913 will soon be of
the past. The mysteries of a
new year will soon unfold.

We ask one and all of the thou-
sands of "Review" readers to
accept our sincere well wishes
for Christmas and the New
Year.

As ever our motto for 1914 will

be Eternal Vigilance— the trade
news when it is news—every-
thing in the best interests of
our readers.

Published Semi -Monthly
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B fllevvp Christmas
and

B prosperous Mew year
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January Sale Whitewear
IN GREAT PROFUSION

We offer a host of unbeatable ranges, styles and values—

the Very Best. LETTER ORDERS for "HER
LADYSHIP" Garments will be accorded Special Care

in filling.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
(LIMITED)

Wholesale Dry Goods, Woollens, Carpets, "Her Ladyship" Ready-to-

wear Garments, Men's Furnishings, and "Unity Brand" Work Clothing

TORONTO
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Getting the Christmas Trade Early
Methods Adopted by Merchants to Induce Shoppers to Start in

Due Thne—Santa Claus Arrives in Biplane to Advertise Montreal

Store—Advertising Arguments Bearing on the Question.

BY THE time this reaches the reader,

the Christmas shopping season will be

at its heighth and the question of in-

ducing people to shop early will be

temporarily over. Nevertheless it is in-

teresting to note the steps which various

merchants have taken to induce the

public to shop early this year.

Despite the fact that the weather

in practically all parts of the Dominion

has been too mild to be conducive to

early shopping, there has been a more

marked effort to bring about a better

distribution of holiday trade. Mer-

A. Passing

Thought

The Christmas shopping

that's done early is done

best — hest for the giver,

best for the receiver, best

for the clerk who waits on

you and the driver who
delivers your parcel.

Four Weeks From Tomorrow, Christmas
An eminent doctor interviewed on Christmas

shopping, in his remarks says: "One's- judg-

ment is naturally affected by one's physical

condition, and the mind is in better condition

in the morning to make the necessary decisions.

The great bulk of Christmas shopping it done

by women, and if they realized the enormous

saving of nervous energy which would result

from shopping early, early in the season and early

in the day, there would be less reason for

preachments on this important subject."

This doctor was emphatic in his statements and stated that in his

own professional experience he has seen Christmas marred in many
homes through nervous prostrations of women who. could not stand the

strain of the last four days' stampede for gifts.

Now is (he time to begin gift buying. Only 24 shopping days remain,

with Christmas four weeks from tomorrow. Bring the children to Toy- Tt-mn

early and avoid the crowds sure to be in the store as Christmas draws ntar.

SHOP!
Early in the Day,

Early in the W eek,

Early in the Season

chants have endeavored to start their campaigns so well in advance

that interest would be awakened at an earlier stage than has been

the case in past years. Reference has already been made to the

steps adopted by the large departmental stores. The same energy

and initiative, though of course on a less developed scale, has been

shown by merchants generally throughout the country. Holiday
lines have been offered early, window displays, store decorations

and newspaper advertisements have been put on a distinctly holi-

day basis at an earlier date than usual.

A plan which has been followed with success by many stores

and in various ways has been the staging of a Santa Claus arrival.

This is a yearly event with the T. Eaton Co., Toronto. Goodwins,
Limited, Montreal, elaborated on the idea this year by having

Santa Claus arrive in a biplane on Saturday. December 6. landing

on Fletcher's Field. This thorough up-to-date entry created quite

a sensation.

The chief work of stirring up the public has been done through

the newspapers, however. Practically all stores which use space to

any extent have been devoting a more or less large share of it to

this important subject. Two extracts from advertisements are re-

produced, herewith.

That of Smallman and Ingram introduces an argument which

is novel and yet has a considerable amount of truth in it. The

early bird catches the worm and the early shopper gets the best

selection. This is not the only advantage of early shopping, how-
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ever, as this advertisement aptly points out. A per-

son is better fitted from the standpoint of physical

strength to undertake shopping in the morning.

Shopping is strenuous work and should be under-

taken when body and mind are in best condition to

stand the strain.

THE ARRIVAL OF SANTA GLAUS.

It was a most up-to-date "Santa Claus" that

arrived in Montreal on Saturday afternoon, Decem-

ber 6. The time-honored reindeer had been relegat-

ed to the discard and the good old saint made his

entry into the city in a Baldwin biplane to the great

delight of some twenty or thirty thousand kiddies

and their parents.

The flight and descent were the product of the

ingenious advertising department of Goodwin's,

Limited, department store, and it certainly was a

huge success. Interest had been awakened by a

series of telegrams which were published in Good-

win's advertisements daily for a week or ton days

previous and the big event was eagerly looked for-

ward to by thousands of youngsters. The main idea

back of the plan was to get people thinking of Good-

win's as the headquarters for toys and Christmas

goods generally. Following the arrival of Santa

Claus, on Fletcher's Field. Montreal's big public

ning, some rolling on the grass, but all shouting,

"There he is!"

The machine hovered over the field for a time,

while the seventy police on duty cleared the path for

the landing, and then, with a fine spiral vol-plane,

ending with a beautiful swoop, "Santa Claus" dressed

in red, with fur trimmings of white, his white

whiskers flying in the breeze, arrived in Montreal.

The police had all they could do to keep the area for

landing clear before the machine touched earth, but

once this was done, they were swept aside by the

crowd which surrounded the harbinger of Christmas

and his twentieth century "reindeer" Carriage. The

excitement was short, but while it lasted it was the

real, genuine article.

Mesmerizing a Customer
"You've heard of mesmerism in many forms,

and of people being compelled against their will to

buy certain goods. I had an experience along a

different line that still makes me wonder.

"A man came in one day to look at coon coats.

I spread half a dozen out along the floor and he

stood back, legs out, watching and listening—I had

gone over the merits of each coat as best I could, and

when T was talking of the one I preferred and was

A novel advertising stunt—The arrival of Santa Claus at Fletcher's Field, Montreall.

playground, a procession was formed and a great

crowd of children followed Santa and a band to

Goodwin's. The streets and the store were simply

crowded with people.

Saturday afternoon about half-past two o'clock

saw a remarkable scene on Fletcher's Field, when
almost twenty thousand people, the majority of them
children, gathered to greet "Santa Claus" on his

arrival in Montreal.

Shortly before the time announced for his arrival,

the eagerly awaited gentleman made his appearance

in an aeroplane, from the north, at a height of about

2,000 feet, and then the slopes of Mount Royal saw
thousands of children in ecstasies of joy, some run-

urging him to buy I noticed that he had ceased to

reply to my arguments. I glanced at him and saw

his eyes were fixed on that coat. I stopped talking;

still he gazed. I moved off, and finally stepped back-

wards to the end of the store, and called the atten-

tion of another salesman to him. He had not moved.

We timed him and it was a full half hour before he

'came out of it.' Most of the time he seemed to be

moving his money in his pocket, as if pondering

whether to part with it. At last his hand was slowly

drawn out with the bills in it ; he turned away from

that coat, and began counting out the bills, and the

coat was his."—An incident told by a men's wear

salesman.



Departmental Store With Unique Features
W. H. Scroggie, Limited, Move into Their New Home—A Keview
of Some of the Features of the Store—Welfare Work Will be

Carried Along on an Extensive Scale.

Montreal, Que.—On Tuesday, Nov. 25, the new

store of the W. H. Scroggie, limited, was thrown

open to the public.

In' a year and a half the corner of St. Catherine

and Bleury Streets has been completely transformed.

Eighteen months ago a row of small stores extended

from Bleury to St. Alexander Street, a distance of 300

feet, with a fire station almost in the centre of the

block. The property was owned by three different in-

dividuals. To purchase the block was a big work.

but it was completed successfully for $1,558,000. The
old structures were demolished, and the departmental

store was erected on the site. In land, and building,

and merchandise, the investment represents almost

five million dollars.

The store is designed to cater to every need from

the cafeteria in the basement to the undertaking de-

partment and the creche for babies on the top floor.

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES.

A description of the general features of the nev\

store has already appeared in The Review but men-

tion of some of the special features will be of inter-

est.

There will be a butcher's sh'bp with a complete re-

frigeration plant, the shop being 28 feet wide ami

100 feet long.

Offices have been fitted up for the sending of all

cable and telegraph messages to any part of the world,

and transportation of any class anywhere.

It will have, perhaps, the largest soda fountain in

Canada, around which 56 people may sit. This is

only one of three in the store.

An innovation that is likely to prove very

attractive to the young is the animal show, where wild

and tamed animals will be on exhibition. The stor<

will also maintain a pet animal department of fancj

cats, dogs, monkeys and birds.

A "silence parlor" will take care of customers who
are sick or tired. There will be ladies' rest rooms,

with writing desks and every convenience. The male

customers and employees have a fine smoking room

at their disposal, equipped with all the attractions of

the club, but without any wine room.

The employees of the firm have separate dining

rooms: a library provides them with the best of read-

ing. In the dressing and cloak room a matron will

be in charge, and on wet days when garments are

checked damp or wet, she will dry them while the

salesladies are at work.

To protect the employees of the store a benefit

association is being formed to insure against death or

illness. Girls who come into the city from the coun-

try will find a supervised list of boarding houses at

their disposal, the result of the work of the store's

Welfare Society. There will he literary and debating

societies, too. for the culture of the older, while the

X Head our other »d. on page 13 and our opening announcement in Monday night's

ft
paper. It will tell of souvenir values that we are offering for the opening.
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Advertisement used by W. H. Scroggie, Limited, to announce
the opening of their new store.

younger help will have an opportunity to attend

study classes in the store for two hours every morn-

ing. Prof. Fred Ballard will look after the physical

development of all employees, while Dr. McCordick
will he in the building all the time.

Every counter in the >tore will have chairs for the

salesladies and salesmen. There will he a dental

parlor with »ix chairs, a barber shop with fourteen

chairs, a manicuring and hairdressing parlor, and a

shoe shining stand. In the shoe department it will lie

possible not only to buy shoes, but to see them made
on special machines.
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T is the sincere hope of all that Christmas this year will

be an occasion of double rejoicing. The past year has

been one of extreme uncertainty and in some particu-

lars of trade depression. There is no disguising the

fact that the financial stringency has had its effect on

trade. Merchants in many localities have not felt it;

we trust they are in the majority. Now, however,

things are on the mend, and if the festive season

heralds in the resumption of more active conditions and a more cheerful and

confident tone, it will indeed be an occasion for double rejoicing.

The Christmas shopping season is not an unmixed blessing to the retail

merchant. True, it brings a large volume of trade that is profitable to him. It

brings long days and nights of unremitting toil also, when every store is called

upon to handle a larger volume of business than its facilities for service are

designed to meet, when the merchant's physical capacity and patience are

strained almost to breaking point. Christmas Eve finds the retailer thoroughly

tired and thoroughly glad that the holiday shopping is over. The merchant

earns the extra business which comes to him at this time of year.

It is the sincere wish of The Review that the season now at its height will

be one of unusual success for each and every reader ; that it will bring the maxi-

mum of trade with the minimum of attendant worries ; that it will leave each

merchant in such a position that he can face the new year with an assured

position and unbounded confidence.

The Review extends to all its readers the wish for a most merry Christmas.



What Style Influence Means to the Trade
Address Given by E. E. Duraiid, a Louisville Cloak and Suit

Buyer, at the Cleveland Meeting of the National Cloak, Suit and
Skirt Association—The Whole Fabric of Business is Built up on

Stvle Influence.

E. E. DURANI), manager and buyer of the women's

coat and suit department of Kaufman Straus & Co.,

Louisville, delivered a very forceful address on "Style

as a money-making influence in the cloak and suit

business," at the banquet of the National Cloak, Suit

and Skirt Association. Among other remarks he

said, "Tbe subject, 'Style Influence and what it

means to both Manufacturer and Retailer," will, 1

believe prove most attractive if discussed from the

viewpoint of desired results both to the manufactur-

ing and retailing business from a money-making
standpoint. I will, therefore, confine my line of ar-

gument to the fundamentals of the effect on busi-

ness.

Style influence is undoubtedly a great evil for

money is squandered and time is wasted in keeping

one's lines or stocks in the prevailing style. If all

women wore one uniform style, just realize, if you

please, how much the cost of high living would be

reduced,—but so long as we have the ever constant

change-

, the relentless search for new inspirations,

the ethics or morality of fashions—as influence, just

so long will the commercial value of these changes be

of service to the manufacturers and retailers.

"Let fashion issue a 'new style,' from some un-

known quarter, we find that all classes hasten to

obey—from the small manufacturer with one ma-
chine, to the highest class and the largest makers ; as

well as 'Four-dollar-a-week, Maggie' and the woman
who has unlimited money at her disposal—all are

actuated by the same impulse; all are united in

changing the phantom style, and threby forcing the

retailer into the same sphere.

"Rapid changes in style are caused by the self-

interest of vast industrial and economic organizations

upon whose existence the army of workers depend.

Everything is done to stimulate and allure the custo-

mers. I believe that "style influence" has been more

responsible in bringing about the modern theoretical

ideas in the retail stores than any other factor, and

along the following ways. It has been responsible

for the modern methods for the control of stocks. It

has also been the cause of greater markdowns or re-

ductions of prices which affect margins of profit,

than any factor. It has increased the seasons of

Fall and Spring to four merchandising seasons. It

has eliminated the placing of large advance orders,

and has compelled designers and buyers to visit fash-

ion centres, and markets more than four times as

often as was thought necessary a few years ago. It

has compelled the manufacturers to make quicker

deliveries and has been responsible to a great extent

for the cancellation of merchandise.

"It has helped to develop a keener sense of mer-

chandising, and has compelled us to watch our com-

petitors,—what they show, how their goods are hand-

led, and how marked in price.

"Style influence has helped the cause of greater

turnovers, and has the power for making money
faster than any other factor when properly applied.

Style influence means anticipation of a constant

change, careful study and very hard work to both

the manufacturer and retailer if they wish to make
money in their business, because style is the most

important element of successful selling qualifications

in any garment and makes more money than any

other quality. In fact more money is made out of

style, than out of the knowledge of goods.

"Therefore the aim is to show the newest things

such as the new collars, the new sleeves, revers, new
skirt effects, new trimmings, materials, and combin-

ations, new colors, etc., before our competitors—all of

which gives a decided advantage. The man who

plans to make style the distinct feature in his line

will discover that people will accept as a criterion,

whatever he offers them.

"It is necessary to back up your style with quality

and values, but value alone has become a useless

magnet for everybody claims it. Let us instead state

that we have a definite knowledge of style and its

influence then the customer will come round to see

about it. and we will after a while get the reputation

both of style and low prices.

"How then can we best meet the issue of the style

influence, and apply it to our business is the ques-

tion. Those of us who want to make money out of

style, and believe there is money in getting better

styles than our competitors, must pay the price for it

and put definitely hard work in acquiring it.

"My advice to the department head is to be the

first one to show new styles, and to regulate and

control your stocks so that you are always open to

buy the new things as they come out. Never take

it for granted that any one house heads the list for

style or that a recent comparison is sufficient if you

still buy from the one house. Never lose a chance

to compare with the new styles of other makers

—

and compare anew each time you place an order for

merchandise. Remember if you do not compare,

criticize and correct your styles, the customer will do

so. and if the -election you offer does not compare

Continued on page 15.
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Starting the New Year
AT THE CLOSE of each year the mind is prone to

indulge in retrospect. Each man looks back over the

past twelve months and weighs his record of achieve-

ments and failures on the scales of critical self analy-

sis. Lucky is he who can pass before him in mental

review the events of a whole year and do so with

complacency or exultation unmixed by remorse, dis-

appointment or self-blame. With the retail mer-

chant, the end of the year brings the necessity for a

close study of his business operations. He studies

the businea« done during the year with painstaking

thoroughness, for in the testimony of the figures on

his books, he learns the measure of his success or the

extent of his lack of success. The annual consider

ation of the lessons of a year's work serves to inspire

to greater efforts or inculcates a spirit of necessary

caution. No merchant, no matter how successful he

may have been on the face of things, can afford to

forego the advantage of a keen analysis of his opera-

tions during the year. The information to be learn-

ed in this way—and in this way only—gives a basis

for comparison and provides material for the correc-

tion of weaknesses and the extending of efforts which

had proved worthy in the past.

It is a common desire to start the new year right.

The prelude to a good start is a thorough inventory

of self and an exhaustive examination of one's busi-

ness. Find where you have been lacking and en-

deavor to bring yourself close to 100-per cent, effici-

ency during the new year.

Place Tax Where It Belongs
AN EDITORIAL which appeared a few weeks ago in

this paper on the relation that the circulation of large

newspapers bears to mail order buying, has created

a wide degree of interest and has stirred up consider-

able comment in the daily press. Newspaper pub-

lishers are beginning to realize that the circulation of

metropolitan dailies at a low rate is not only inimical

to their own interests, but also to the retail interests,

inasmuch as a stimulus is given to mail order buying
in this way.

The following from the Brantford Expositor is

typical of the attitude taken by all newspapers, ex-

clusive of the large city dailies:

Intimation has been given that the Canadian
Government may increase the rate of postage on
newspapers, and in consequence the majority of

Canadian publications are seeking to have this addi-
tional taxation, if it comes, placed chiefly where it

properly belongs. This is upon the publishers of

certain daily newspapers who carry on what is

practically a mail-order system, selling their publi-

cations outside at slaughter prices. In other words,
they get $3 to $5 a year in Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg, but sell in other cities at from 50 cents

to $1 a year. These newspapers are largely support-

ed, if not owned, by the owners of the big depart-

ment stores, and thereby conduct what is practically

a mail-order business. The question of postal rates

on this class of matter is consequently one which
affects not only the publishers of all newspapers
other than those above indicated, but also retail

dealers generally throughout the country.

The last clause is one of deep significance. The

retail merchant has a distinct interest in the proposed

rearrangement of the postal rates on second-cla*s

matter. Anything that tends to increase the circula-

tion of metropolitan newspapers outside of their

natural territory will give the mail order houses in-

creased opportunities of bidding for trade.

Teaching Salesmanship

IT HAS BEEN remarked with a considerable degree

of truth that salesmen are born, not made. Like

many another wise saying, however, this is only

partly true. While some are born with the gift

others are so devoid of the qualities essential to sales-

manship that they would never be able to fit them-

selves for the great work of selling: but because a

man is born with the necessary qualities, it is by no

means certain that he will make a salesman of him-

self.

If the gift is allowed to lie dormant or is develop-

ed only in an uncertain way. the possessor will be

hardly more successful as a salesman than one quite

devoid of the necessary qualities. The selling in-

stinct is born in a man but it has to be developed.

The process of development is somewhat slow and
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laborious. It involves much hard work, constant

application and close concentration. The aspiring

salesman must learn to read faces, to judge motives,

to size up possibilities to a hairbreadth, to know the

goods he is handling. He must learn to be courte-

ous under provocation, to be tactful at all times, to

be courageous, firm and resourceful. From the raw

handler of goods to the finished salesman is a long

step. Comparatively few manage to make the com-

plete journey.

In large stores a new idea has been taking hold

recently. Classes in salesmanship are being organiz-

ed for the benefit of the employees; and the subse-

quent benefit of the firm, through the raising of the

standard of efficiency in the sales staff. Various

methods of carrying on the work are followed. In

some cases lectures on salesmanship are followed by

demonstrations, in which all salespeople are expected

sooner or later to take part. The inevitable result is

that the members of the staff gain a wider and more
thorough insight into the problems of salesmanship.

They acquire a larger conception of the possibilities

of their work. It follows that they become more
ambitious, more efficient in every respect.

In some instances, the attempt to put the staff on
a higher basis meets with opposition. The superior

clerk, the lazy, suspicious or cranky individual re-

gards the commencement of missionary work of the

kind outlined as an insult, added work or bother-

some detail according to his or her particular dis-

position
; and either opposes it openly or goes through

it with result-defying indifference. The same ap-
position is met with in taking a boy to school for the
first time. lie does not realize that it is for his own
good. To him it is a specie* of tyranny which he can
find no excuse for. The salesman who objects to

efforts being made to teach him salesmanship is in

the same position as the reluctant schoolboy.

-®—
The Passing View

A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all

readers of The Review.
* * *

There are three words which sum up the quali-
ties most essential in business and they all start with
B—Brains, Backbone and Ballast.

* * *

A .successful laundry in St. Louis advertises itself

as the slowest laundry in the city. One case where
slow service pajys—the exception, possibly, which
proves the rule.

* * *

The recollection of quality remains long after the
price is forgotten. This saying has become a pro-
verb. But it might well be added: The annoyance
of a cheap purchase lasts long after the satisfaction
over the lowness of the price has passed away.

The Business Situation

T T has been said that the only reason for panics and
-*- periodic depressions is a purely psychological one.

Doubts are bound to arise in the mind, first resulting

in a greater degree of caution in certain circles,

which in time leads to retrenchment. Drawing in

of lines in some industries forces others to adopt

similar measures. Talk arises, the retrenchment be-

comes general ; and a depression is the inevitable

outcome. This lasts until the normal condition of

business reasserts itself, when the depression vanishes

like night mists before the rising sun.

It would be sheer blindness and fatuity to contend

that the condition of business in Canada at the pres-

ent time is entirely satisfactory. Money has been

tight all year and is still none too plentiful. In some

lines the volume of business has not shown the nor-

mal increase. At the same time it is quite within

the facts to state that there has been an improvement

and that the outlook for the new year is good. There

i- mi room for pessimism in Canada to-day.

The only thing that could keep the country from

throwing off the fetters of hampering conditions at

once would be the continuance of a certain pessi-

mistic note that has crept in. There is too much
proneness, when men get together, to discuss the

rumor that a certain factory has closed down, to talk

over the estimate of some gloomy statistician that so

many thousand men will be out of work during the

winter, and so on. Too many men have fallen into

the habit of shaking their heads and blindly accept-

ing worthless opinions and ill-founded information.

Unless this attitude maintains a spirit of retrench-

ment beyond the time when retrenchment is neces-

sary or advisable, the New Year should start out with

every prospect of a complete return to nation-wide

prosperity.

There is every reason to look for a betterment of

conditions. The crop was an exceptionally good one

and the agricultural classes should have plenty of

money to spend. The influx of immigration during

the past year has been heavy. Financial conditions

have been improved by the complete or partial set-

tlement of the events which brought about the tight-

ness of the past year. The Balkan situation has sim-

mered out, U. S. business men have practically re-

covered from their fear of the effects of the tariff

reductions, the Mexican situation does not seem as

likely to lead to complications. Causes of friction

and uncertainty seem to be smoothing out.

It must not be expected, however, that the im-
provement will come immediately. It will be grad-
ual and care should be exercistxl to prevent the slow-

ness of the change from leading to continued uncer-
tainty and pessimism.
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What New York is Showing in Millinery
Jet net and fur the late season combination—Many Fifth Avenue
shops are featuring floppy evening hats of black velvet—Some of

the models shown are indicative of the coining season styles.

New York, December 15.

COMING EVENTS cast their shadows before in

millinery as well as in events and now that the Win-
ter season is drawing to a close, close watch is being
placed on new ideas, and careful study is being given

to tendencies and developments. Many Fifth Ave.
shops are featuring floppy evening hats of black
velvet faced with delicate colors that give a youthful
glow to the face that is an added attraction. Many
hats of metal lace are seen in the stores, but if the
truth must be told such models have had only a

moderate success, and the really smart woman has
not accepted them. There seems to some idea that
jet will come to the front and several models shown
recently foster this idea. One of these was worn by
a well-known woman at the Horse Show. This hal

showed a close soft cap of black velvet with a high
wired tarn crown over it of black Malines, and dircet-

Jy in front wa^ placed an elongate J diamond shaped
ornament of brilliant cut jet. Another toque had
the crown of net spangled with jet draped so that the
height came at the back, and the close fitting, narrow
brim was covered with jet spangles. Just in front
was a square jet ornament finished with a fringe of
different sized beads. Another hat seen in an ex-
clusive store showed jetted net combined with fur.

The full draped crown and straight brim were of
the net, the brim being edged with a band of black
fox fur, and a tab of the same being placed on the
left side of the crown. Seen in the same store was
another model Avith the close fitting straighl brim
covered solidly with jet, and the soft draped crown
of black net. The edge of the brim carried a line of

fur and the crown was banded with a pleated ruche
of net while on the right was a brush aigrette of jet

placed at right angles with the crown. There is a

decided disposition to favor sailor hats and a lovely

model was developed in white moire. The brim was
moderately broad and the crown was round and low
and was banded with skunk at the base of the brim

10

and about three inches higher up. Another white

moire model had a broad oval crown and a drooping

brim. Encircling the crown was a band of white fox

fur and a wreath of white gardenias.

Here also was shown the latest Paris idea in tail-

ored hats—a velour sailor in midnight blue. The
brim was banded with a velvet ribbon to match with

a flat bow at the side. The feature of this hat were

the streamers running from the crown at each side

and which were drawn through slashes in the brim.

SHOWIXG POIRET MODELS.

Wannamaker is showing a number of hats sent

over by Paul Poiret. These hats are very striking

when contrasted with the prevailing taste for the all

black or hat of deep color. One model is a draped

toque of yellow chiffon over red trimmed with red

and yellow roses standing high in front mixed with

tiold leaves. Another model features the latest Pari?

idea for high draping and is of blue and silver bro-

cade with a band of silver and pearls placed around

the crown.

Many tailored hats are of fine felt. Among a

number shown by the Knox Co. was one white felt

with the under brim faced with black velvet. Around
the crown was a band of black fur ending under a

bead right in the centre of the front. Over the

crown was placed a square of gold lace with the corn-

ers coming down into the brim and at the fruit and
right at the back were placed clusters of yellow vel-

vet grapes ami foliage. A light blue beaver bad the

crown covered with gold lace and the brim faced

with dark brown velvet. A band of brown fur went
around the crown and a high standing mount of

white gardenias and foliage was placed in front.

Duvetyn is used for numerous late season hats

one in bronze green bad the brim narrow and droop-

ing at the right side and back, and up turned closely

on the left side. This brim was faced with brown
velvet and edged with brown fur ami right in front

was posed a trimming of brown wings and amber
1 leads.



Mild Weather Bad for the Millinery Business
Ribbons Promise Well for the Coming Season—Wide Moires and
Failles Combined With Fur the Favored Late Winter Garniture

—The Small Hat Still Leads From a Fashion Standpoint.

IT MUST be confessed that trade this Fall in the

millinery section has not progressed as was hoped

and expected and for this the weather must be held

greatly responsible. Experience has proved that

business must be very bad before the millinery trade

is affected possibly because most women believe the

doctrine that if the hat is smart it will carry off

successfully a last year's suit or coat. Right up to

date we bave been having a semi-summer that has

been disastrous to the millinery business for no one

has wanted a real winter's hat, and the cry has been

for novelties. Milliners are overstocked and the

serious feature is that at this time of the year women
are not inclined to buy and will put on with what
they have until the Spring models are shown. This

means that there is a lot of strenuous work to be done

to put stocks on a proper basis for as milliners well

know new stocks will have to be put in for the com-
ing season and the goods on hand will have to be

moved in some manner.

Meanwhile from the fashion standpoint the small

bat still leads, here and there you may see a larger

hat, but their numbers are small. Toques, caps, and
sailors are the leading models. ' All these models

have soft crowns and are chiefly of velvet, and are

trimmed with very high mounts. Velour, and hal-

ters' plush are other lines that go well. Felts this

season are beautifully finished but so far have had
only a fair sale.

Ribbons form one of the bright spots of tin

son and their use is increasing. Ribbon is used on
nearly every hat either in the form of band bow or

crown drape. Moires and failles in the form of wide
ribbons are best liked, but there is a ready sale for

brocaded and printed novelties.

Feathers hold their own for trimming purposes
particularly in high effects. Better class trade is using
bandeaux made of osprey and goura. Fancy mounts
of vulture have taken well and ostrich in fancy
effects and in full French feathers have been good
sellers.

Flowers are not quite out of the running and as

Paris is taking to flowers again are expected to come
in strongly with the advent of the Spring season.

Berry trails and wreaths are selling to some extent

but the main use of flowers at present is for making-
corsage bouquets and for interior decoration.

Fur is freely used ; skunk, fitch, and ermine being
most en-evidence. Narrow lines of fur edge the

I rim and crown or the large bows, and the ribbon

drapes that encircle the crown. Maline and lace

.-till enjoys a certain measure of favor and trans-

parent trims, and wired loops and large butterflies

made of wired lace or tulle are still en-evidence.

-®-

High Velvet Toques
Roman Striped Ribbons and Gay-

Plaids Made Into Large Flat Bows
Are a Leading Feature—High
Mounts of Osprey and Ostrich Con-
tinue to be Worn.

Paris, Dec. 15.

HATS ARE not so exaggeratedly small, but this must
not be taken to mean that the small hat is going out

of stvle. for it is height that is being added in the

latest models. The new models seen at the Auteuil

races are taken from the Russian turban and the

high busbies worn by King George's Guards. This
idea has worked out curiously when applied to the

Tarn o'Shanter. The new tarns are made high and
are pulled up instead of forming a flat cap. All these

new hats are of velvet. Lewis and Georgette are

taking the lead in showing these high toques. For
trimming high mounts of aigrette and ostrich are

most used.

Rebows hats are on Watteau lines and of felt,

and are trimmed with both feathers and flowers.

With Rebow ostrich takes the form of pom-poms,
and pom-poms made of natural peacock are used by
this house.

Continued on page 22.

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited
96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

Montreal Agents : S. E. PORTER & CO.. Birks Building
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

The Eton and Bolero Back in Vogue
Models Are Eton as Far as Under Arm Seams
and Have Peplums and Postilions at the Back
—Skirts Follow the Peg-top Outline and Show
Drapery and Tunics—Confidence Expressed in

Selling Possibilities of Suits.

MANUFACTURERS are expressing very considerable confi-

dence in the selling possibilities of suits for the coming Spring,

and while they refuse to commit themselves as to what will

form the real sellers, they point to the fact that the tendency
for the past few seasons has been to favor variety bound by cer-
tain well defined lines. Early lines of suits are now out on the
road and are being passed upon by buyers, and the manufac-
turer is watching closely the trend of sales before jeopardizing

the later models which will include the novelties for the later

Spring season. The fact that no particular length is recom-

mended for the coming Spring is significant of a change that

must be advantageous, as designers can now bring out original

designs that express more thoroughly their own conception of

what ought to sell. Moreover, it is a getting away from the one

predominating style that made selling such a difficult matter

with the small stores.

Contrary to the preconceived notions in many quarters,

seasons merge into their successors, and fashion changes are

rarely unduly abrupt. Unless a style becomes so immensely
popular that it reaches even the cheapest trade the first season

it is introduced, it is sure to turn up again just a little modified,

it is true, another season.

For some time now the couturieres have been preparing the

trade by means of hints and suggestions for the acceptance of

jackets and suit coats cut on short jaunty lines and models of

this kind have already found acceptance in smart circles. This

was perfectly apparent at the New York Horse Show, and an-

other fact that struck home too was the fact that the smart

woman has taken the suit into favor. Duvetyn wras the great

rival to velvet, and matelasses, needle cords, garbedines and

velours were fashioned into smart tailored suits and costumes.

The peg-top effect with its hip prominence is the ruling

factor in advance styles and the coat is cut to go with this shape.

This means short coats or longer styles made with some flare at

the bottom.

Coats have Eton or bolero fronts with the back line elon-

gated either in fish tail fashion with a point on either hip or

rounding three or four inches below the waist line, or having

postilion backs.

12

Dross of fancy crepe with bolero

made from embroidery flouncing. The
.two-piece skirt is gracefully caught up
at the side, and the deep-crushed girdle

is finished with a large loop.
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Our men are out
with the Goldhamer
suits and coats for 1914

An unequalled

Spring range

In placing emphasis on the completeness of the

Goldhamer range of suits and coats for Spring,

1914, we do so with full belief that we can show a
line for Spring that will eclipse anything that
you will have the opportunity to see this season.

Besides range completeness the Goldhamer suits

and coats stand pre-eminently the garments of

class—the garments of distinction in both style

of fabric and style of cut and finish.

Nor yet is quality of secondary importance in
the Goldhamer numbers. Every garment
whether suit or coat is full of quality consistent
with the price charged. Goldhamer values are
phenomenal.

We ask your attention for a few minutes when
our representative calls. Compare our range
wTith others and satisfy yourself that our claims
are not unfounded.

Call and see us when in the city.

Send for samples. We are at your service.

The Goldhamer Cloak Co., Limited
310-316 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

J V-
13
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Some of the coats with the tunic and skirt sim-

ulate a three tiered effect at the back, the first being

the coat reaching slightly below the hips and cut to

a blunt point. The tunic follows the same outline

and the skirt forms the completing flounce. Blue and

black are the colors best represented but novelty

shades in mahogany, red, winter green, taupe, and

niger brown, are expected to be good in the better

trade.

Lingerie is Sheer

LINGERIE is filmier and more cobwebby than ever

and not only is the sheerest of nainsook, laces and

embroideries pressed into service but soft silks such

as crepe de chine are used extensively. Moreover

the whitewear designer has as hard a task set, as is

met with in the designing of the dresses and cos-

tumes, for the smart gown in spite of all its looseness

demands that the garments beneath shall be without

bunchiness or fullness. This means that few ruffles

are to be used and that the trimmings are confined

to flat lines of insertions and narrow edgings. The

embroideries used to trim lingerie garments are

worked on crepes, nainsooks and fine batistes and

some of them are in drawn thread patterns making
the exceedingly light materials even more transpar-

ent and this in addition to the open designs and lace

like patterns gives the new embroideries quite a new
character. Allovers are particularly liked and the

using of allovers is a new idea in lingerie. Night-

gowns, culottes, and corset covers are shown made of

allover embroideries. Before this season allovers

have been vised for yokes and trimmings but never

for the whole garment.

The new idea- in nightgowns is the cutting of

them ankle length, and with the hems curved or

slashed. The luxurious night gown is made of soft

silk and some of the silks are printed and are cut in

kimona fashion.

The newest princess slips are a combination of

the brassiere and petticoat, and is made of the sheer-

est of batiste or of crepe de chine or soft silk. Deep
pointed embroideries or laces are used in such a way
that a close fitting effect is obtained. Pleatings and
panels of lace are used for the flounce and the gar-

ment is made to cling around the feet by means of

beading through which ribbons are threaded.

Recommendations of the Dress and Skirt
Manufacturers

Report of the Style Committee of the Newly Formed Dress and
Skirt Section of the National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufac-
turers' Association—Present Lines and Ideas Will be Developed
in Diverse Ways.

RECOGNIZING the growing importance of that

section of the garment industry that devotes its en-

ergies to the making of dresses the National Cloak,

Suit, and Skirt Association have for the first time

admitted dress manufacturer into membership. The
following is the full text of their style recommenda-
tions relating to dresses and skirts.

The general outline for costumes and dresses for

Spring 1914 will embody the larger waist, narrow
at the feet, and draped at the hips, with the practical

elimination of the armseye. These lines will be

developed by the use of kimona and raglan sleeves,

the length of which will vary from % to full length,

with modified bishop effect in full length sleeves.

The waist portion will feature, bolero, blouse and
peasant draped waist over lace. Vest effects will be

employed in many original ideas. There is practi-

cally no change in the waistline and the Mousing of

the waist will continue in favor.

The costume skirt will continue narrow at the
bottom, with decided fullness at the hips, which will

be obtained by the use of modified minaret-. peQ-

tops, ruffles, and bustle backs. Skirts will continue

long.

Materials favored for Spring are cotton crepes in

plain, printed and novelty weaves, cotton eponges
and ratines in plain, plaid and novelties. Silks will

embrace a strong revival of plain and printed taf-

fetas in chiffon qualities. Printed and plain Canton
crepes, and crepe de chine, satins and charmense will

remain in favor.

Wool materials will tend strongly to crepe weaves
and such materials as will lend themselves to grace-

ful draperies.

Separate skirts continue narrow at the bottom,

and decidedly full at the hips, and modified min-
arets, peg-tops, ruffles and bustle backs will be lead-

ing style features. The materials favored for separ-

ate skirts tend strongly towards fancies. There will

be the regular demand for serges and staple skirts.

In the better qualities crepes, berbers and reps will

predominate for late Spring and early Summer. Cot-

ions will be taken up extensively in fancy eponge.
rough linen and cocoanut cloth.
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READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

Novelties in Sports Coats
The new cut is straight at the bot-

tom—Bright colors and striking

plaids featured—Imitation fur fab-

rics are being introduced exten-

sively.

IN THESE days of light weight materials and, as

far as possible, eliminated underwear, a warm wrap

coat is a matter of- necessity. The woman of unlim-

ited means buys a coat of fur but even the pelts that

used to be considered low-priced have advanced to

such prices that when means are limited they are

out of reach. Manufacturers have come to the rescue

and have produced cloths that closely resemble nat-

ural furs. Mid-winter should see many of these fur-

fabric coats sold if the weather is at all favorable.

The newest models are %-length and are built upon

loose straight lines with all suggestion of fitting-

eliminated and with deep drop shoulders or yokes

cut in one with the sleeves. The cut-away front that

has been found so satisfactory is retained and the

coat is so cut that it closes right up to the throat in

severe weather. These coats are lined with bright

colored satin and often have the collar trimmed

with fur.

A late Fall development that is interesting is the

increasing vogue of the sports coat. These coats have

been taken up by both American and Canadian wo-

men for golfing, tramping, riding, motoring, and

will be seen later for skating wear.

Comfort, of course, is the first requisite of these

coats but nowadays comfort must be combined with

smartness. The majority of these coats show the low

belt combined with the raglan shoulder or the kim-

ona yoke and deep dropped set in sleeve. The newest

models are cut straight round but the becoming, cut-

away effect is by no means done away with.

The materials are soft and warm, and are of the

warmth without weight variety. Knitted cloths in

honey-comb and in checked patterns, frieze, woolly

tweeds, maekinaws and blanket cloths are all used.

In the matter of color conservatism has been cast

to the winds and all kinds of checks and plaids, as

well as solid colors in the brightest shades are used.

Cherry reds, Royal blues, bright tans and hunters'

greens are in high favor. A few of these coats come
in the Inverness cape model and leather trimmings
in contrasting colors are also used.

®
North Battleford, Sask.—Miller Bigley has dis-

posed of his men's furnishing business.

Hamilton, Ont.—Thieves broke into the store of
McCally and Ryan and stole several coats.

St, Thomas, Ont.—W. T. Watmough are holding
a clearing sale of their dry goods and clothing stock.

Simplicity of Line
The children's department—Low
belted blouses and straight line

dresses featured in Spring lines.

SINCE THE manufacturer took a hand in the mak-
ing of children's garments there has been a big ad-

vance made, not only in smartness of line and ap-

pearance but in those points that make. for comfort

and are of a practicable nature. Kiddies in these

days do not wear mother's fashions cut down. There
are certain style points that are still in common, but

children's clothes are now designed from the view-

point of what is practical for children's wear. Com-
plicated styles are relegated to the background and
their place is taken by blouses that fasten in front

and display straight lines. The tendency is to do
away with the tight waistline and to substitute low
belted blouses and straight line effects.

Materials also are carefully chosen and serges,

and washing fabrics are almost entirely used. The
introduction of plaid trimmings will be a feature

in the coming Spring, and practical materials such
as reps and cotton suitings will dominate for useful
wear. Cotton crepes, and the always useful lingerie

dress will be shown for dressy wear.

@
Preston, Ont.—B. W. Ziemann has sold the fur-

nishings and ready-to-wear part of his business to
P. J. O'Connor, of Walkerton, who takes possession
early in January.

Orillia, Ont.—F. D. Campbell, formerly with J.
F. Ball & Co., has been appointed to the staff of the
Hudson-Parker Co., Toronto. He is at present at
their store in Cobalt.

What Style Influence Means to the Trade
Continued from page 6.

favorably with your competitors the result is the loss
of a sale. If you follow up style influence points,
you thereby meet and answer the customer's objec-
tions before they are made.

''Have you ever wondered what would become of
us, if there were no changes of style, for an appreci-
able length of time? What will become of us ! would
be the cry that would go up from manufacturers,
retailers, trade journals, and the thousands of em-
ployees all over the country—whole armies of men
and women would be thrown out of employment and
would swell the ranks of the unemployed. In vain
did Ruskin tell how a woman ought to dress, for the
whirl-a-gigs of fashion, follow one another more
rapidly than ever, and it behooves us to keep ever-
lastingly in touch with style influences if we wish to
make money out of them.
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Some Features of the New Lingerie
Novelties for January sales—New ideas in combinations—New
fashions favor the selling of the underskirt—Combinations are as

strong as ever—All fashions aim at the desired slender effect.

AS SOON as Christmas selling is over the up-to-date

store loses no time in putting on the January white

goods sale with snowy lingerie as the central feature.

Merchants build this sale on the knowledge that this

is the part of a woman's wardrobe that makes the

most intimate appeal, and the fit and style of the

undergarments have so much to do with the proper

set of the gown and suit. Not only is bunchiness and

breadth a thing nf the past but undergarments must
cling close and follow the line of the figure. There-

fore, the materials used are as sheer and as soft in

finish as is possible to obtain, and the higher-priced

the garment the sheerer the material.

Fashion plays a bigger part each season in the

selling of whitewear and brings into favor or dis-

places a garment at will. The slashing of the skirt

of the gown and the general nlminess of the materials

in vogue for Spring means that the underskirt will

be once again to the fore. The Parisienne may wear

semi,-transparent organdie and crepe dresses with

knickerbockers and tights but the underskirt will be

generally worn on this side of the Atlantic. The
skirts taken are cut on straight narrow lines and are

trimmed flatly with bands of lace or embroidery.

Many are slashed at each side, the slashings being

held to-gether by ribbons. These petticoats come in

cotton crepe, cotton crepe de Chine, silk crepe de

Chine, China silk, nainsook, and batiste.

Though the underskirt is back again, combin-

ations are strong as ever. One of the latest evolu-

tions in lingerie is the corset cover and skirt. The
cover is made to blouse and is of corset cover em-

broidery and straps of beading go over the shoulders.

Ribbon is threaded through and tied in a bow both in

front and at the back. The skirt is three-piece with

a straight scanty flounce which may or may not be

open at the sides, but is always drawn in at the knee

with a ribbon passed through a line of beading.

Slender women are taking to the corset cover and

•drawers combined. The bodice part shows a little

fullness while the drawers are fitted over the hips by
means of darts, and the cover is attached by a line

of beading and fastened snugly in place by the ribbon

wlncli is threaded through.

Smart women are adopting a new chemise which

is so formed as to do duty for drawers as well. This

garment is intended to be worn under the corset and
does away both with the knitted undergarment and
drawers as well, and thus makes for the desirable

slenderness of line.

Cow us are always big sellers at the January

There is an admirable simplicity of cut about the

new gowns though there are models that approach

very nearly to the elaborateness of a negligee shown.

The vast majority of models slip over the head and

•the sleeves are set in on a deep shoulder or cut on

kimona lines. A model that promises to be favored

has from four to six small tucks over the shoulder

and the square or round neck is fitted by means of

the ribbon drawn through a beading.

More elaborate gowns are Empire in cut, the yoke

portion being developed in lace and embroidery and

joined onto the skirt part with a ribbon run beading.

A new idea is to make the skirt part of all-over em-

broidery.

Crepe de Chine. China silk and cotton crepes are

to be more extensively used than ever. The new em-

broideries are very sheer and are either in Madeira

patterns or are very lace-like, and almost any lace is

considered suitable for trimming lingerie nowadays.

There is a very decided tendency to use real lace to

trim high-priced garments.

&

Tailored Suits Not Severe
Coats promise to be shorter, to

show vests and drapery—Four
piece suits are the late season nov-

elty—Severity of line not shown.

WHILE THE tailor-made costume can hardly be

eliminated it is a pretty far cry from the severity of

line thai distinguished the tailored suit a few years

ago, to the so-called tailor-mades of to-day. The
present models are highly original and give a new
figure outline, and discard the simple line for drapery

and much ornamentation.

The late season novelty has been the four-piece

suit consisting of skirt, coat, waist, and waistcoat.

And it is bo the waistcoat and the flaring tunic thai

the length and the shaping of the latest coats is due.

Every indication pointed to long coats, but the intro-

duction of the vest and the full tunic made a com-
plete change. Coats are cut away in front io show
the waistcoat and a host of novelty materials are be-

ing put on the market for the production of these

vests. The now skirts are peg-top. and are draped
and slashed.
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The January Whitewear Sale
The Important Fixture This Has Come to be in Most Stores —
Some Merchandising Features of the Event—The Part That the
Display Man Plays — Question of Backgrounds for Whitewear
Trims.

NOW FOR THE JANUARY SALES and a brisk

month of business after the Christmas rush I

Or, do you still belong to the school in whose cal-

endar January and July are barely recognized, and
if they are. are labeled as dull, dead months? Will

you, like the bear, disappear into sleeping quarters

for the next month or two?

Take it from the most successful business men
in America that a sluggish January is altogether un-
necessary. They have found ways to make January
turnovers rival those of most morons in the year;

and so can you.

A man who has had twenty years' experience in

the dry goods husiness, most of it in departmental
stores, said to The Review this month

:

"When I entered the employ of their milli-

nery department in July was dead. Nearly all the
girls were laid off. They said there was nothing
for them to do. But now,—it fairly hums. And
all because they began to show hats early in July
that women recognized as good values, and when a
woman sees anything quite worth while, she'll buy
it,"

Do you need any better illustration of this theory
than the tremendous success of the January white
wear sales? And yet it is only a few years"since a
large firm in Canada first tried out this idea. It

worked beyond their expectations, and others took
it up, so that it is doubtful if there is a single off-

season feature in merchandising that has been adopt-
ed so universally. But for all that there are hun-
dreds of dry goods men in Canada who still hesitate
to attempt such an apparent contradiction of rules
governing the display of goods each in their proper

Let us listen to this dry goods philosopher a little
farther

:

"It is quite a natural, and yet how mistaken a
conclusion, that the public, tired of shopping once
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Christmas is over, cannot be enticed to get busy
again in January; or that they have no money to

spend, no matter how attractive the showings in the

stores.

"This is all wrong. The time has gone by when
the merchant who is abreast of to-day is content to

sit down and let the month pass by on the theory
that there can be nothing doing in January. The
live man simply starts in to make business. Just
because it needs something to stimulate it, his ad-

.
vertisements in January are larger than any other
time of the year except perhaps before Christmas; he
puts more thought into his window displays, and the
buyers rack their brains more for good live values
for January than any other time. It's no trick to

sell goods at Christmas. It's the easiest time of the
year. All you have to do is to let the people see
them and they'll buy. But the early part of the
New Year is the real test of the merchant's capacity,
and no month ,oive .s a more satisfactory reward.

"The whitewear sale is the most conspicuous ex-
ample I know of the selling of what would ordinarily
be classed as unseasonable goods. But when you
come to analyze it, are they not seasonable from the
woman buyer's point of view? She buys cotton sheet-
ings, etc., not, it is true, for immediate use in her
home, but for immediate handling in making them
up into articles that will be used in the early Sum-
mer^ After she is through with her Christmas gift
making she is more at leisure and is quite ready to
spend it in making up white-wear goods, and now
that the merchants have laid the proposition before
her she has been quite ready to adopt it. She is

willing, once it has been suggested to do her sewing
in winter rather than in the Spring."

There is the psychology of the January White-
wear sales.

But once it was established that people could be
induced to do extensive buying of whitewear in Jan-
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uary, the enterprising merchants did not rest. Give

them an inch and they'll take a mile, and lol the

whitewear sale developed into a January semi-annual

sale that included nearly every department of the

store. If they found no special personal reason for

women shopping in the others, they provided good

values, and learned that these will draw trade at

any time of the year. The February furniture,

china, and hosiery sales are other developments, all

of which have proved winning ventures.

The manager of a whitewear department was

asked to tell readers of The Review something of his

preparations for the annual sale. He said:

"The merchandise for the whitewear sale falls

into two, or perhaps three classes.

"1. The stock on hand from before Christmas,

including underwear, sheetings, cotton, linens, etc.

Naturally these are marked down in order to push

sales, and get rid of these hold-overs. We mark out

the old price and put the reduced price below it.

This shows the extent of the bargain. It is very im-

portant to unload as much of this stock as we can,

for it is the only section of our merchandise in this

sale that is not entirely new.

2. The regular line of new shipments of white-

wear. These form one of the main attractions for

the women. They have in these the newest fashions,

for they include mostly stock for Spring and Sum-
mer. That is, not Winter goods like our left-over

stock in No. 1. These goods are sold for regular

prices, and are in no sense reduced. This section

constitutes our opening in Spring whitewear and

naturally we get good prices for them.

3. Special job lots to satisfy the bargain instinct.

These goods may be either Winter stock or the new
lines for Spring; in either case they form our lead-

ers.' They are goods we have picked up say in De-

cember when the manufacturing trade is dull, and
reduced prices on special lots are easy to get. Or
they are stocks left on wholesalers' hands that can

be picked up 'for a song'. These are the ones we
feature in our first ads. and our windows. These

form the most valuable kind of 'bargains' to build

up any sale, for they are strictly new goods, and are

unusual values. We don't even need to tell the

women that: they'll spot them first thing. These

bargain lots must not be neglected, for they are

the best drawing card of the whole sale."

Another manager, while agreeing in the main
with the plan outlined above, said he made it a

practice to remove the old price tickets and use new
ones. His objection to marking out the old figures

and putting in the new was that he felt it was a

time-worn scheme, which often was abused, the

whole ticket in many cases being new. and the so-

called old figures being in reality higher than had

been used on the goods before, so as to make the

reduction appear all the greater. "But you can't

fool many women on staple goods," he added.

'"'Instead of that we get out special price cards for

all the goods, new and old, calling it say the "Janu-

ary whitewear sale," and the price underneath. This

gives a fresh appearance to .the whole display and

makes the old goods look newer than if the old

price cards were left attached to them.

You can take your choice, if need be, between

the two, for both firms have in past years made suc-

cesses of their whitewear sales. It only goes to show

that it is often dangerous to attempt to dogmatise

on methods of salesmanship.

SPECIAL SECTION OF STORE.

Another firm sets apart a special section of the

store for the sale, and has extra circles arranged and

signs painted in different places, pointing it out.

This gives a better opportunity to display the goods

and sets it apart as a special opportunity afforded

for securing that article dear to the heart of women,
a bargain.

The advertising for the sale may begin right after

Christmas. Some merchants prefer to devote a day

or two to a post-mortem clean-up. and to bunching

odds and ends together, and commencing the publi-

city end in the papers a day or two only before Janu-

ary first. This should consist of fairly generous space.

—for you are setting out to draw the shoppers out of

their temporary retirement. The announcements

should contain a list of goods on which reductions

are made, with special prominence on your "leaders."

and a good share for your "new spring showings."

THE DISPLAY MAX'S PART.

The window displays usually precede the news-

paper advertising by a day or two. The whole front

should be devoted to these, with one at least given to

lingerie. Some trimmers claim that with specially

fine lines of "underwear" the stocky display that

suits the ordinary whitewear showings should be dis-

pensed with and the trim resembles more the limited

display of drapes of evening fabrics. One or two

pieces of bedroom furniture are sometimes used as

an appropriate setting, both for suggestiveness and
for holding and showing off the articles themselves.

A dressing table makes a convenient stand: so does

n chair, and one or two of the drawers of a dresser

may be left partly open showing the goods inside

with one or two half hanging out. Some trimmers

insist on having a free form for draping the white-

wear on. as lending an impression of life to the dis-

play. Then there is the more stocky form, known as

the merchandise trim, with greater variety and num-
ber, filling up most of the space, taking in both ends,

and showing a certain amount of balance.
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BE READY FOR CHRISTMAS
Lots of People Will Buy Lots of Goods Before Then

Here is what you need $3.50 for the set

Complete set of five pieces in Bronze $3.75 per set, singly $0.80, in Nickel or oxidized
copper $6.50 per set, singly $1.50.

Description: 6-inch round base, top 8 x 12, 13 x 13, 12 x 14.

Iron rod, 26, 32 and 38 inches high.

This fills a ten-foot window. Merchant Tailors can show patterns off and get very best

results with these inexpensive fixtures. Same as The Crown Tailoring Co., of Toronto,

show in their new windows, illustrated on page 50 of this paper.

See this Tilting form, No. 41AA, very latest shapes. By the unique tilting device it can

be posed after dressing. Nothing as good. Price $7.50, or $6.75 with Jersey covered bust.

A. S. RICHARDSON & CO.
99 Ontario St., Toronto

Merchants and Buyers
get the habit of reading the advertise-

ments each issue. They contain

valuable information about goods
you should know about.

Clerks
get familiar with the selling points of

the goods you have in stock. Many
good selling arguments are found in

the advertisements in the "Review"
each issue.
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Av TO THE BACKGROUND.

There is a difference of opinion among window

trimmers as to the nature of a background for a

whitewear safe. All. of course, agree thai the red and

green of the Christinas background should he re-

moved, but some would retain the "snow" effects in a

modified form, suggesting the period of the sale

rather than the character of the goods themselves.

Others condemn this as a contradiction: If the

whitewear is mainly for use in spring and summer,

why provide a winter atmosphere for it? On this

account some argue for the use of ordinary back-

grounds, such as are non-seasonable, for foliage of

Spring or Summer is out of the question.

A background that was suggested to The Review-

was a design in blue and white. The centrepiece

consisted in a diamond-shaped framework, the wood

being colored white with alaLastine. The centre was

of blue canvas or cotton material with the words

"January whitewear sale" in three lines painted upon

it. Around the corners, or points, could he arranged

branches with "bolls"' of cotton, real or in imitation

of the cotton plant, while blue ribbons could run

from these points to left and right, meeting a group

of branches am! bolls of cotton.

This same window trimmer said that last year he

had not continued his cotton and linen displays be-

yond the first ten days or so of January, giving place

then to some other store showings, hut had kept >n

the lingerie right through the month, with a variety

of special lines to keep the displays constantly fresh.

In the case of a semi-annual sale the whitewear

display is ^till likely to have the honor of leading off,

whatever is chosen to supplement it after the first

two or three da\ s.

Window Trims for January Whitewear Sales

THE ABOVE illustration may be taken as a safe

guide for a lingerie display for your January white-

wear sale. This window not only gives a favorable

impression after a general glance, but is proof against

a careful scrutiny of details if one should be on the

lookout for defects. On the contrary it illustrates

in a skilful manner many of the principles of the

most modern window trimming art.

Taken as a whole, without regard to details, it

impresses one as well-laid out ; with a pleasing vari-

ety which yet does not interfere with the individual

distinctness in the display of each garment or unit.

While the space is filled from end to end, it cannot

be called a stocky display such as one would use in

an ordinary merchandise window, Christmas toys.

notions, small men's furnishing windows, and so

forth. While the forefront is lined with the smaller

articles, the larger pieces have sufficient space be-

tween them to avoid any suggestion of being

crowded.

Notice, too, that the garments do not fill up the

upper part of the window. From top to bottom

measures scarcely more than five feet, the height o<i

the women's figure. One would remark that it does

not reach half way to the ceiling. It is well on the

level with the eve.
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The background is of the simplest character.

Gone are all the heavy foliage effects of Thanksgiv-

ing and of Christmas. The background is nothing

more nor less in fact, than the natural mahogany
back of the window, with the addition of a gold-

framed mirror about the centre and a couple of sim-

ple sprays of foliage. Whitewear trims are siifficient

in themselves; much decoration detracts rather than

assists the effect.

Besides the mirror, the main fixture is a dresser

with a mirror. This has been mentioned elsewhere

as one of the most suitable of "accessories" for a

lingerie trim, a bedroom feature. A clock, a framed
photograph, a powder box, etc., are little feminine

touches that make your setting more realistic, more
natural, and hence aid in that secret of an artistic

effect, the very concealment of the art. The figure,

full length gives life to the scene. In this picture

she wears a kimona; adorn her with a night dress;

if you wish, falling to her feet. A boudoir cap is on
her head, and a'brush in her hand.

The drapes, four at least of them plainly to be
seen, are worth a word. Instead of allowing the

nightdress to drop straight down, giving a stiff effect,

this later device has been used, draping it around
the stand, with the skirt extended it may be, in folds.

The upper part is thrown over a rod, displaying the
front trimming. There is a grace about the lines

that recall a drape of evening fabrics, and the two
that extend highest provide a balance to the win-
dow that is not too assertive.

The units of the accessories are also arranu,eJ
skilfully. At the left may be seen drawers folded
on top of corsets; on another stand near the centre,

corsets on top of a draped skirt. Boudoir caps are

fitted in here and there on millinery stands, and

white slippers.

The single card is a small one near the centre.

This window was the work of E. P. Burns, and

formed a portion of the album of window trims that

won for him The Dry Goods Review silver cup at the

last C. W. T. A. convention.

This second view of a white wear display is the

work of a Western Canada window trimmer. While
many of the good points are obvious,The Review will

content itself in mentioning a few in which it could

be improved.

A contrast with the preceding one will suggest

that this is too crowded. Not that there are fewer

pieces in the former, but the most of them are

smaller, and there is no overlapping of the larger

drapes as in this one. Two-thirds of the number
would have made each a more distinct portion of

the displav. The ribbon effects of the embroidery

can hardly be considered as improving the trim.

They suggest "reins," the tying of one unit to the

other, which have no reason for being connected.

The method of draping the trains would come under
the criticism of C. J. Nowak as given at the August
convention of the C. W. T. A. In it he deprecated

the addition of trains to figures in windows when
the dress goods upon the form would not be made
up with a train.

Many window trimmers would consider the back-
ground rather heavy, thus to a certain extent

dwarfing the display of merchandising. Some again
would remove the silver foliage on the shield as an
unnecessary adjunct, holding that the merchandise
itself did not require much in the way of elabora-

tion. The last two points are matters for individual
opinion.
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Effective Fall Displays

THESE EFFECTIVE Fall windows were arrang

tising writer with Ogilvie, Lochead & Co., Brant

member of the C. W. T. A. who contends that the

themselves. His work shows evidences of the in

The upper display had a background of blue

lions. The French window is of gilt. The who

bination proving highly effective. Note the dra

of the background did not exceed $7.00.

The lower window was dressed on a more 01

photographers grey with festoons of Fall foliage,

ly good and some clever drapery effects were intro

ed by W. C. Greenhill, display man and adver-

ford, Ontario. Mr. Greenhill is an enthusiastic

annual meetings of that body are an education in

formation secured at the C. W. T. A. meetings.

oatmeal wall paper with gold banding and medal-

le setting was in blue and gold, this royal com-

ping efforts. Mr. Greenhill estimates that the cost

nate style, the entire background being done in

The color effects in this display were particular-

duced.
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CANADIAN FUR TRADE NEWS

Feature Furs; Do Not Slaughter Them
This is the Advice That Furriers Should Act Upon Under Existing
Conditions—How Price Cutting Affects Sales and Profits—No
Cause for Alarm in Regard to Sales.

THE DROP in temperature during the first week in useful in so far as it implies, and results in increasing
December did much to restore confidence in the out- the profits.

come of the remaining weeks before Christmas, and The Review inquired of another, "Are you goin

.

in many cases checked decisions to toss whole stocks to make heavy reductions before Christmas or in
on the market regardless of selling prices. The res- January?"
ponse to colder weather was immediate, and judicious "No, we are not. We don't believe in it. It is ad-
advertising and display have improved the situation mitted, of course, by everyone that November was not
to a considerable extent, up to last year's, and December has been quiet this

When talking about a reduction in furs, it is well first week, but I have faith enough in the rest of the

for the public to understand that a ten per cent, de- time before the holiday, and in the first two months
cline in the raw skins will not, on the average, work °f the year. I grant you, we have to make some cuts

out to half that on the retail selling price. to move goods, but the sets we have put on sale at a

A manufacturer in answer to a request of The 10 or 20 Per cent
- cut have gone rapidly, and are be-

Review worked out the problem from the point of
in§ Pretty well cleaned up. Next Monday we are put-

view of a black fox set, as follows

:

tinS on a sale of coats, and we have every confidence
in moving them, too."

Under the Old Basis.
e

, •

3 skins at $13.25. say $40.00 1 his manager also laid emphasis on the need for
Cost of labor and manufacturer's profit 25.00 , • » , ,. . . ,

wv , ,

pushing furs under present conditions; displaying
Wholesale cost $65.00 .-, ,, . . ., . , , -, .

Cost to public $90.00 tnem more than usual in the windows, and doing
under Reduced Prices. more advertising than is customary.

3 skins at $13.25, say $40.00 o i • - . ,

Less io per cent 4.00 borne merchants consider it best to feature a
Cost of labor and profit $24.00 to $25.00 -it j? r P , , ,,. ,
Wholesale cost 60.00 to 6i.oo special line oi furs for each sale. Mink seems to be
Cost to public : 85.00 to S6.00 -i o • ,i • » .,, . ,

the favorite this year so far, with no special reflec-

Reduction percentage off final cost 4 i-9 to 5
5
5-9 tions on the mink. Another has featured Persian

where reduction m raw skins was io per cent.
lambj in coats and sets ; another that more exclusive

For a 20 per cent, drop in raw skins, the retail line, moleskin. Black Fox seems to have escaped so

selling price would not average more than 10 per far, partly because it has been the experience of many
cent., for the labor and lining, etc., would be the that the monied section of the community have
same as before. shown little backwardness in buying up fashionable

"It is important at this time to bear this in mind," ^urs
- ^ would appear to be the staple lines, rather,

observed a buyer in a large Canadian store to The tnat ha(^ escaped purchase. This may suggest a

Review. "It may save them from feeling alarmed at reason for so many mink sales.

what is likely to turn out to be a decline in a number There are others who argue for a well assorted

of lines. They may feel that they should start in at window as an adjunct of a general sale ; that the var-

what is so commonly called 'slaughter of furs,' even iety appeals to more people, and the chances of sales

before Christmas. I do not think they will find this are increased to that extent,

is necessary even after Christmas. It is usually advisable to secure one or two novel-

"Let them 'push' furs instead of slaughtering ties—even if you don't expect very much to sell them

them. There is a mighty big difference, one that
~for displaying in the window with the other reg-

counts not so much in turnovers as in profits, and that
ular fur Pieces - It serves to distinguish your display

is the real end in view, after all. It's the profits we're from the ordinary ones, and suggests an up-to-date-

in business after, and increasing the turnovers is (Continued on page 32)
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FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS

Business in Fancy Goods at its Height
Every Corner Utilized — Boudoir Caps One of the Best Selling

Christmas Lines—New Ideas in Hair Ornaments—Many of the

Best Liked Toys Have Use Behind Them—New Mechanical Toys
a Feature—Some of the Latest Novelties.

GIFT BUYING holds sway in these last strenuous

days before Christmas arrives. Arrangements have

been long perfected, but there is always a chance that

some point has been overlooked or that some change

is desirable in the interests of the hurrying throng of

customers. It is always a wise plan in these last days

to divide up the stock of quick selling articles and, if

there is a corner where a table or booth can be fitted

in, to make use of it. Take, for instance, initial or

children's handkerchiefs for which there is always

such a big sale at this time of the year. If a booth,

or booths, similar to the one described can be fitted

up, it will lessen the crush at the main counter and
will enable the more experienced saleswomen to de-

vote their attention to the customers who are out to

buy the better goods. The booth referred to was

placed in an angle made by the wall and elevator in

one of the big stores. A square was formed by a

temporary counter made of lumber and stained to

imitate hardwood. There was a rim on the outer

edge to prevent the goods falling to the floor and
extra stock was placed on shelves under the counter.

Just enough room was left for a couple of sales girls

and a cash register and a girl to wrap and operate it.

As a bit of extra Christmas decoration and to draw
attention, double arches spanned the counter, wound
with handkerchiefs and decorated with more of them,

caught by the centre and alternating with poinsettias

and Christmas bells.

Counters like this cost little and when the goods

sold from them are all of one price can be run by
low-priced inexperienced help and are entirely suited

to the selling of fancy articles, low-priced toys,

Christmas cards, etc.

CAPS ARE SELLING WELL.

Among the best selling articles this season are the

dainty caps that are becoming so fashionable. Caps

are on the market to sell from 50c up to those which

cost many dollars. The cheaper caps are made of

plain and fancy net, embroidered batiste and shadow,

and Maline laces. More expensive caps are developed

in fine nets, chiffon and messaline, crepe de chine

and shadow laces and the brimmings are dainty lace

and net pleatings. Smart bows and knots of ribbon,

and silk and chiffon flowers are shown. Soft shades

are best liked and there is a varied choice in both

color effects and styles. These caps come daintily

boxed and are the newest and most favored articles

for Christmas presents.

CORSAGE FLOWERS TO THE FRONT.

Corsage flowers, both for day and evening wear

are more in evidence than ever. For evening wear,

large blooms made of silk or satin ribbon are selected

in some note of color that forms a high contrast.

Roses are most used and are offered in black and in

lovely shades. There is the deep tomato red. soft

rose pink, rich yellow and all the new orange and
tango shades. Some of these flowers are of velvet

and tulle and are delicately gemmed with rhine-

stones. Velvet and tulle poinsettias come not only

in vivid red but in gold and silver and are all a

glitter with rhinestones. These flowers are lovely in
'

all white. The fashionable butterfly has been pressed

into service both for a corsage and a coiffure orna-

ment and in black tulle and rhinestones is most

effective.

NOVELTY HAIR GOODS.

Jewelled hair pins are worn and come with

hinged tops that can be pushed into any position.

The hair, it is said, is to be dressed high and already

beautiful combs mounted in silver or white metal
and set with rhinestones in the high-backed Empire
fashion are shown. Another ornament for the hair

that promises to he much worn is the Grecian filet.
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The American Model
Builder

No. 4

The American Model Builder is a collection of mechanical parts con-

structed on strictly scientific principles, and designed to teach the boy
mechanical construction, and at the same time furnish amusement.

The American Model Builder is made in seven progressive outfits,

each outfit complete in itself. Six connecting outfits are also provided to

enable the purchaser to convert a regular outfit into one of the next
higher number.

These outfits comprise all the main parts used in machinery, such as

Pulleys, Gears, Pinions, Axles, Beams, Machine Screws and Bolts, etc.

All of the parts are made of brass and steel, nickel-plated, and enable

any boy from 6 to 15 years to build perfect working models of Derricks,

Bridges, Traveling Cranes, Aeroplanes, Ferris Wheels, Aerial Swings,
Fire Ladders, Auto Trucks, etc. In the complete manual of instruction

accompanying each outfit, 58 different models are fully described, and
many more can be designed by the boy himself, thereby developing his

inventive faculties.

All parts are made interchangeable and any model can be taken down
and the same parts used in the construction of other models.

Outfits to retail from $1.25 to $40.00 each.
Write for special catalogue of "Model Builders."

NERLICH & CO.
146-148 Front St. W., TORONTO

(Opposite Union Station)

MONTREAL QUEBEC WINNIPEG
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These filets are made of gold or silver mesh jewelled

with pearls and rhinestones and have either an

ornament or a tassel at either end. Tango sets of

buckles and slides are becoming most popular. They

are of gold or silver set with rhinestones, or of cut

steel or jet, and are fitted to the slipper to hold the

laced ribbon fastenings that give a Grecian effect.

LEATHER NOVELTIES.

If the leather bag has many rivals this season

there is an endless list of leather novelties. Very

useful and by no means expensive is the pig-skin roll

containing buffer, orange stick file and nail scissors.

And a little larger comes the housewife with needles,

pins and spools. Shopping lists, washing lists, and

lists for various purposes come in many sizes, leather

bound and in all colors to match the bag or surround-

ings. The shopping lists have, beside the pencil, a

tiny mirror inserted in the inside of the cover. Two
packs of cards, a pencil, and a score pad all folded in

a colored morocco case form a good present for a

lover of card games, and a leather case fitted with

memorandum books, pads and writing paper is a

very useful article.

MECHANICAL TOYS MORE POPULAR.

Something that moves has an endless attraction

and during the past few years mechanical toys have

become more and more popular. To-day the assort-

ment is large and mechanical toys can be had to suit

both baby and the big child that is beginning to feel

that the time for playing with toys is flying fast. For

the small child there is the chair that plays a tune

when sat upon. Then there is the dancing nigger

which amuses both young and old. First place must

be given to the mechanical toys that the child can

build himself. This is a further development of the

idea behind the building blocks. The box contain?

beams of brass and nickeled steel, bolts and other

pieces with which working models of bridges, Ferris

wheels, cranes, trucks and other machinery can be

built.

Floating toys that go for a voyage in babies' bath

include a celluloid boat with all sails set, and rubber

kewpie. A new version of the shoo-fly rocker has a

brilliant peacock painted on the sides instead of the

spotted circus horse. And there are pretty enameled

chairs and settees and tables to match with painted

panels that are delightful for playing house.

Ask your Jobber for

Star Brand

Garter
Elastic

The highest quality.

Absolutely Guaranteed

£*
r;

R. WHITE & SONS'
GOLD AND SILVER

TEXTILE WAREHOUSE.
Braids, Cords, Cloths, Tissues,

Laces, Gimp, Fringes.

Tassels in Gold, Silver or Silk.

Girdles, Embroidered Ornaments.
Stewards' Badges. Ball Favours
to any design. Head-dresses.

Fancy Dress Bequisites, Fairy
Wings, Silver Stars, Wands,
Crescents, Folly Bells, etc.

Spangles all sizes and colours.

Paste stones, Pearls, Beads,
Jewels, etc.

Illustrated Price List Free.

LAC E &
Drury Lan

Establi

London, England.
;d 60 years.

Kindly mention this

paper when writing

to advertisers.
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Indications Point to Improved Business

Prospects for Spring Are Much Brighter—Crepes Lead in

Woollen Materials—Plaids and Checks the Novelty—Serges Still

the Leading Staple.

THE MOST satisfactory news in the trade is that re-

ordering has commenced for Spring, thus indicating

that business with the cutting-up houses is in fairly

good shape. In these orders the position of crepes is

strongly indicated and it looks as though any fabric

of a crepe nature was going to have a good demand.

Worsted materials that have a crinkled surface are

selling in popular-priced lines and there are some

jacquards on the market that may be sorted into this

class. Apart from this the materials selling are on

the velour order and velour de laine in suitable

weights will play an important part in Spring busi-

ness. Duvetyns are closely allied to velours and are

again on the market for Spring.

Serges figure extensively, and there is little doubt

that because of their many staple uses they will main-

tain their position. Garbardines are put forward as a

rival and substitute for serge and a fair amount of

business is being done on this and kindred fabrics.

Checks and plaids are the novelty line in fancies

and honeycomb weaves and craquele effects particu-

larly in plaid eponges in soft colors are showing with

plain cloth to match. Poplins continue to sell and
light-weight silk and wool poplins are shown with

printed patterns as a high novelty.

Active preparations are now in progress for the

Fall and winter season of 1914-15 and advance lines

are now showing, and European manufacturers have
already collection of Fall samples on this side of the

water. Cloakings are usually shown first, but the
weather this season must be credited with some of the

non-success of this line. In view of the fashion

conditions these early showings should be interest-

ing.

Stocks Well Cleaned Up
Conditions in Silk Departments
Fairly Satisfactory—Good Orders
Being Placed for Spring Selling

—

High Priced Goods Have Been in

Steady Demand.

UNPROMISING trade conditions no doubt have had

some effect upon silk selling this Fall, but this is one

of the departments that has suffered least from loss

of business and it is safe to say that in many depart-

ments more high-priced goods have been sold than

at any period in their existence. This applies to the

materials that fashion has favored and which have

the element of novelty to recommend them. High-
priced dress velvets and velveteens in all the fashion-

able colors have been in strong demand and the same
may be said of handsome brocades and figured vel-

vets. During the latter part of the season printed

velvets, and printed silks, particularly in surface

prints have sold well and this development will re-

ceive added strength. All satin-faced silks have sold

well, and charmeuse which was rather quiet early in

the season is again being favored.

The big feature of the passing season is the big

demand for crepe, a demand that promises to be a

leading factor during the coming Spring. The call

for crepe has led to the production of many novelties

in crepe weaves..

Crepe de Chine is still a big factor and is extens-

ively used for blouses, negligees, underskirts and lin-

gerie. Therefore crepe de Chine sells best in white,

light staple colors such as pink, sky, mauve and pale

yellow and black. Novelty crepes are produced in

various weights suitable both for dresses and costumes
and are purchasable not only in novelty, street and
evening shades, but comes fancy patterns, and in

jacquards, and printed novelties.

Satins continue to be the leading staple in silk

fabrics and satins of the soft variety are in big de-
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mand, and purchases of this class of fabrics have

been large for the coming Spring, and the idea seems

to be that so long as present styles are favored satins

will be leading sellers in the silk department.

«
Cotton Goods Are Selling

Prices Remain Firm and Orders
Are Large—Crepes, Ratines and
Voiles Are Selling in the Order
Named.

THE TRADE is strongly interested in cotton goods,

and the advance season sales have been very large. .

Not only are the buyers for the jobbing houses and

big department stores ordering cotton goods freely

but the makers of women's and children's dresses are

placing large orders for staple and novelty cotton

fabrics.

Rather contrary to pre-established ideas ratines

have again met with great success. This is due

largely to the very large range of new ideas and

novelties featured in the Spring range, and the only

weak spot in the ratine situation at present consists

in the very cheap lines that do not promise satisfac-

tion.

The newest ideas in ratines are the soft-toned

plaids and checks, many of which are much on the

order of tartans and Scotch effects. These, while

striking, are not regarded with such favor as the soft-

toned checks with over plaids in brighter colors.

These plaids and checks will be made up with white

or plain ratine to match. Printed ratines promise

well and these cloths promise well for Spring selling.

KING'S
Established 177S

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives :

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

Montreal and Toronto

The Minaret Tunic
Accepted

Party gowns with the wired hip-

length tunic accepted by the Can-
adian trade—Pannier and three-

tier skirts new,

WHEN PAUL POIRET was at the Alex-

andra Theatre, Toronto, showing his new
Minaret dresses the audience laughed at them

as extreme. "You will wear them." was

Poiret's reply to that laugh—but no one

thought that the time would come so soon.

The wired Minaret tunic is accepted and

i> on the Canadian market. This tunic is of

lace or net and is trimmed around the edge

with either fur or marabout dyed to match

the satin of which the draped skirt is made.

The waist is of net with a kimona overblouse

of shadow lace, and the sleeve does not come

below the drapery of lace.

Another popular way of producing the

new outline is by means of the pannier. The
new pannier is a full tunic which is drawn

into the foundation skirt and the joining

decorated with chiffon or silk roses. Triple

flounced skirts are new. Many skirts have

one flounce attached to the foundation just

below the hips with a short pannier or flounce

falling from the waist. With this kind of

skirt the lace on the waist is draped to simu-

late a bolero.

Many afternoon dresses have a short

coatee of silk, some of which are trimmed

with a. ruche made by cutting the silk on the

bias and fraying out the edges. This trim-

ming seems designed to follow the lines of

fur and marabout now so fashionable.

Crepe is the leading material from a fashion

point of view and the demand for cotton crepes i-

becoming larger as the selling for Spring progresses.

Expensive crepes come with self and colored em-

broideries and decorated with nub and ratine yarns.

Printed novelties stand high and there is now no

doubt that printed crepes will be in a strong position

when the selling season opens at the first of the year.

Cotton voiles also have considerable selling

strength and both in plain voiles, and in prints and

in cloths that are decorated with ratine and nub
weaves, particularly, for popular-priced selling cot-

ton voiles will be strong.
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Featuring Neckwear for Christmas

The Sale of Better Type Ladies' Neckwear Increasing — Fur Trimmed
Neckwear the New Feature—NeckwearShould be Featured Strongly for the
Holiday Trade—The Necessity of Providing Counter Mirrors.

NECKWEAR AS usual forms one of the best selling

gift lines the merchant has, but it is significant that

fewer boxed goods are selling than usual, as the neck-

wear most favored is of the better type. In many
cases the merchant is providing the box or is selling

the box needed to the customer in the fancy depart-

ment. Though there is a great wealth of neckwear

on display what is to be seen now and up to Christ-

mas will only be variations of accepted ideas, and it

will be the new year before the late Winter and

early Spring novelties will be shown.

The use of fur is the newest feature. Lines of

fur are used to edge the latest in fichus, or to form

the covering for the join between the upstanding

pleatings, and the collar. Fur is used also to edge

the small turnover lapels on waist-coats, and the V-
shaped opening at the neck. Even net guimpes

have a tiny edge of fur and this applies also to jabots

and flat collars. Flat collars in modified sailor or

sunshine shape are made of pressed plush and edged

with a lino of fur. One seen was of grey plush with

the edge of imitation tailless ermine fur.

Guimpes are wonderful sellers and give no sign

of any drop in interest. They come either with or

without sleeves, and are finished with the high neck

or are collarless. Better priced models have the

Medici collar lightly boned to keep it in position

and the pleated frill of lace which edges the V only,

or which is carried to the edge of the guimpe and
outlines some kind of fancy vest very much in

evidence.

For holiday selling fichus, Medici collars, flat col-

lars and also stocks and jabots are being taken.

Shadow lace and nets are the materials used, and
fur trimmings, fancy buttons, and touches of color

in the form of bows and strappings are seen.

The selling of neckwear depends largely upon
the manner in which it is shown, and the proper

stands and cases are indispensable. As new stock

comes in the novelties should be placed on display,

and the best prices should be so arranged that custo-

mers can form some idea as to how they will look

when worn. If possible the more expensive neck-

wear should be displayed under glass or on the fix-

lures out of reach so that they cannot be soiled by

handling. Neckwear buyers, it should be noted are

laking the numbers that appeal to them, and are

giving less heed to the matter of price. Now that

women are paying more for the neckwear they buy,

they are becoming more critical as to becomingness

and suitability. This means that counter mirrors are

indispensable articles of equipment in the neckwear
department, and that an increasing number of

women never buy a piece of neckwear without trying

it on.

Business Good n Laces
The Demand Centers on Light
Laces—Nets Advancing in Price

—

Flouncings Are Selling and There
is an Increasing Demand for
Allovers.

A VERY FAIR business is reported in laces, but the

great demand is still for shadows, and the heavier

laces are moving out very slowly. Not only are

flouncings selling but there is an increasing call for

18 in. allovers and allovers in all widths are becom-
ing desirable goods. The minaret and tunic ideas

are coming rapidly to the front and for these tunics

12 in. and 27 in. flouncings are asked for, while 18

in. flouncings are taken for the three tier skirts. All

the laces selling are in light effect and softness of

finish is important. Shadows are shown in innum-
erable novelty effects and in varied ground meshes.

Chantillys are coming into great favor and are par-

ticularly good in shadow designs. Buyers are all

the time on the hunt for new designs for it is novelty

that sells the goods these days.
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Nets are particularly good property and due to

nets, bobbinet esprit, and eracqueles find many uses.

They are used for gowns, waists, guimpes, yokes,

boudoir caps, and last but not least for pleated and

quilled ruffles. Shadow laces and light Vals. and

Marines laces are also used for pleatings. Pleated

ruffles are taken in various widths and sell at the

present time like the proverbial hot cakes.

Ribbon Prices Higher
European Manufacturers Well
Booked Ahead and Orders Accept-
ed Now Call for April Delivery

—

Paris is Taking Ribbons Strongly.

RIBBONS HAVE advanced in price, owing to the

enhanced values of raw silk and the greater cost of

manufacturing. The heavy demand is keeping

prices firm and deliveries promise to be none of the

best. Orders placed now calling for February and

March delivery are declined, and April delivery is

the best that can be done.

Paris is talking ribbons strongly and it would

seem as though both the milliners and couturieres

were planning to use ribbons very freely when the

Spring season opens.

Present business at retail is surprisingly good

and the floral designs brought out for fancy work

purposes are selling well. Retail departments are

making very attractive showings of warp prints, and

prints in unusually attractive and brilliant coloring?

Wide velours and broche are well-shown and tne

usual counter assortment of satin and taffeta ribbons,

and of ribbons in holly red, and white ribbons print-

ed in holly and bell patterns is on show, and are

selling rapidly.

-@-

More Interest is Shown
Embroideries Must Show Sheer-

ness and Soft Finish—Organdie
Embroideries the High Novelty —
Batiste Embroideries Selected
Where Washing and Wear is

Desirable.

TRAVELLERS out with embroideries are sending in

better reports and staple as well as novelty embroid-

eries are now interesting buyers. Manufacturers

have made special efforts and the new patterns are

triumphs of design and miracles of soft finish and
sheerness. The first place must be given to the new
organdie embroideries and with the buyer who has

an exclusive trade to cater for these embroideries

comes first but from a selling standpoint, owing to the

strong vogue of crepe materials, this season embroid-

eries on a crepe ground will stand in the first place

from a popular selling standpoint. Voile is staple

and where washing and wear is desirable the batiste

embroideries are selected.

No matter what the material soft finish and sheer-

ness is the first quality looked for and this applies

just as strongly to embroideries used for trimming

undergarments as to novelty goods. Even the or-

gandie embroideries are soft finished and this finish

gives a totally different character to this fabric.

-@-

Lines of Fur Favored
The Liking for Fur Brings Mara-
bout Into Prominence — Floral

Garnitures and Brilliant Bead
Trimmings Used on Party Gowns.

AT THE PRESENT time and right up to March

fur trimmings promise to sell. Fur edges the new
minaret tunic, and fur trims the latest neckwear.

Even boudoir caps and slippers are fur trimmed this

year—the gown, the hat and the new waistcoats that

are becoming so fashionable are all fur trimmed.

Skunk, fox, fitch, mole and civet cat are the best

selling trimming furs, but Jap mink, nearseal, hare

and coney are used and from Paris comes the news

that tiger skin has made its appearance there. Some
of the fur plushes imitating furs are also used, and

marabout dyed in all the new shades often takes the

place of lines of fur.

Wider bands of fur are used to form the high

backed collar on the late winter suits and coats, and

also to form a flounce on the lower edge, and to

trim the cuffs. With these trimmings fur buttons

are used and sometimes the whole of the lapel of the

coat is faced with fur.

Now that the tango and other new dances have

brought dancing back into the spotlight the dancing

frock, is of special importance and anything in garni-

ture that is brilliant and gay is fashionable. Floral

garnitures, have roses of satin or chiffon, mixed with

forget-me-nots and other fine flowers, and there is a

mingling of many colors in these bands which are

used to edge the corsage, the girdle, the ends of the

sash, or to finish the top of the flounce. Single rows

of jet nailheads, or of brilliants are used for the same

purposes, and besides, bands, motifs, tassels, corsage

girdles, and yokes fitting around the low neck, as

well as beaded jackets and tunics are all showing.

These trimmings come in crystal, pearl, rhinestone

and jet effects. Pendants and tassels of beads are of

every size, shape and color and are used wherevei

an ornament can be placed.
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New York Fashion Show
Buyers and managers of stores from all parts of

the United States, as well as the larger Canadian

cities will come together in New York early in Feb-

ruary, 1914, in attendance at their Official Spring

and Summer Fashion Show.

This semi-annual Fashion Show is now a regular

feature at (lie opening of each season in the met-

ropolis.

The exposition of fashions for next Spring and

Summer will be formally opened at one o'clock on

February 5. The daily sessions thereafter will be

from one to ten-thirty p. m. The Fashion Show

will be held, as usual, at Grand Central Palace and

will be installed on the balcony floor. The fixtures

and decorations will be a pleasing arrangement of

French gray and white, with abundance of mirrors

and tungsten lights.

At the last preceding semi-annual Fashion Show,

which was held July 24 to Aug. 2, 1913, the atten-

dance included merchants and buyers from 40

states, as well as from Canada, Australia, France,

Germany and the West Indies. It is expected that

the attendance at the February show will be con-

siderably greater, as the retail trade throughout the

United States has warmly approved the plan anil

purpose of this Official Fashion Show in New York.

-®-

Christmas Deliveries
Extra Care Should be Taken to

See that Parcels Reach the Proper

Destination — Salespeople Should

be Continually Reminded on the

Score of Getting Correct Addresses.

FOR THE next two weeks the delivery department

in most stores will be taxed up to and perhaps a

little beyond its capacity. And there is no time of

the year when patrons will be inclined to be less

tolerant of mistake. For a parcel to go to a wrong-

address at this time of the year or to be delivered

not according to orders often means the frustration

of well laid plans, and the premature discovery of

some Christmas surprise.

To make it easy for the delivery department and

lo keep your customers in good humour there should

be a constant reminder given to the salespeople upon

the great importance of securing the right address.

No matter how busy the department time should be

taken to repeat back the address given to the custo-

mer.

Another feature that complicates delivery is that

many articles are bought, to be delivered in time for

Christmas. If merchants arrange to undertake the

delivery of goods bought previously in time for

Christmas it will serve to increase sales. In this case

you should have pens and ink and cards that can be

put in with the gifts.

If the merchant is wise, he will not attempt to

use these cards as an advertising medium as this

would tend to defeat the object he has in view and
would prove the reverse of an attraction as few peo-

ple wish the recipient to know the store from which
a present was bought.

©

Feature Furs; Do Not Slaughter Them
(Continued from page 23.)

ness that always has its value in securing trade. There
is genora l agreement that the price ticket plays an

important part in the later fur sales of the season,

such as this. In the earlier months the price is not

so vital
: your customer does not expect reductions of

any extent in furs any more than in other lines that

are staple at the time. It is the idea that she has

earned a solid discount by her self-denial during

November and December that persuades many a wo-

man to allow herself the luxury of a protecting coat

or handsome set in January.

There is a marked diversion of opinion as to

whether it is advisable to use two prices on a fur

ticket, the old and the new; the top notch, and the

way-d<»wu-t< '-manufacturer's. Some merchants feel

that in fur sales particularly this has been overdone

and advantage taken of a perfectly legitimate and

natural course to attempt to beguile the public into

thinking the reductions are greater than they really

were. In consequence many argue that while a gen-

eral card in the window announcing the reductions

may be in order, the individual price tickets should

contain only the final selling price. This is a matter

for each merchant to take into consideration for

himself.

It need hardly be added that, as a rule, an ad-

vertisement is valuable in proportion to the definite

information it conveys. Hence in commencing a

sale of furs definite pieces should be advertised with

the prices attached in each case.
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Co our friends everywhere
(Ue extend our cordial good wishes for a meRRV

CfiRTStmflS and a bright and prosperous new YEAR

may every day of 1914 bring you your full share of

the good things of life.

/ftajUtv/fcflftAfa/dsJco

MONTREAL and WINNIPEG
"The Ribbon Specialists"

(greetings to tfje trabe
Tlie thanks we extend to the trade for the loyal
support we have received during the past year from
them is only eclipsed by our well wishes for their
prosperity during the coming year.

A. WEYERSTALL & CO.
BUTTON MANUFACTURERS

Toronto

Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg

J

INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY
OF YOUR SALES FORCE BY
SUBSCRIBING FOR : : : :

Che Dry Goods Review
FOR YOUR DEPARTMENT

BUYERS

. Write for Special Clubbing Rates.

jWaj>l9l4be a §ear of

^Prosperity for §9ou

—and it will, if you instal TEE-PEE-CO. service

in your dress-making department. We will

attend your needs for Accordion Plaiting, Hem-
stitching, Plaited Skirts, Covered Buttons,—and
do it quicker, more satisfactorily and economi-
cally than you yourself could do it.

Not only in your dress-making department will

TEE-PEE-CO service bring you trade and profits,

but also our display card in your window or fancy
goods will create a constant demand for this

work from your customers.

Write for catalogue with special discount to the

trade.

TRADE TEE-PEE-CO. MARK

TORONTO PLEATING CO.

600 Yonge|St. Toronto, Ont.
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Christmas Window Contest

The Review has decided to conduct a competition for Christmas window
displays. The contest will be conducted under the auspices of the C.W.T.A.

The contest is inaugurated with a view to creating a larger share of inter-

est in Christmas displays.

Terms of Contest

The contest will close on Saturday, December 27. No photos received after

date will be entered unless there is proof that they had been delayed in transit.

The photos entered will become the property of The Dry Goods Review
for purposes of publication, as desired.

The judges will be three officers of the C.W.T.A., to be selected later. All
photographs entered will be passed upon by the judges, and their decision will

be final.

Each contestant will be allowed to enter two displays, but no more. In
cases where two are entered, the one which secures the highest mark will be
sidered only in awarding the prizes.

In reaching their decision, the judges will proceed upon a system of per-

centages, awarding each
display a certain per-

centage in accordance
with their judgment of

its approach to the per-

fect display.

The awards will be
announced in the Feb-
ruary 4 issue of The Dry
Goods Review.

Two Contests

It has often been point-

ed out that in competi-
tions of this kind, the

trimmer employed in a

store with small windows
has no chance against the

man employed in a store

with large windows.
Recognizing the justice

of this plea, The Review
has decided to split the

competition into two sec-

tions.

The first will be for

windows with 9-foot fron-

tage or over.

The second competition
will be for windows under
that frontage.

All matter must be
addressed to "The
Editor, Dry Goods
Review, 143-9 Univer-
sity Ave., Toronto,"
and marked "For
Christmas Window
Contest."

The Prizes

The prizes in each sec-

tion will be same, three

being offered in each, as

follows:

First Prize $5.00

Second Prize $3.00

Third Prize $2.00

The judges will award
the prizes according to

number, so be careful not

to place name or any dis-

tinguishing marks on the

photographs.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143-149 University Avenue, Toronto
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FASHION'S
Latest Word in Fashions

Greatest Pattern

BUTTERICK
GOES AHEAD

FASTER
THAN EVER

The demand for Butterick Patterns is

world-wide. It is increasing daily, and
acts as a powerful sales-force for every
store handling them.

How to secure the already-existing de-
mand for Butterick in your community
is up to you.

Write us and we'll gladly explain.

Butterick Butterick Building New York

72-74 Duchess Street, Toronto, Ont., Canada

MAKE YOURS
A

BUTTERICK
STORE
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Drop in and
shake hands

DOT
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w E'RE always right glad to

see you—our readers and

advertisers—to have a hand-

shake, a grouch about the weather,

a chat about things in general.

Since we moved up here from Front

Street, four years ago, we've been

hitherto somewhat inaccessible, and

this announcement is to remind you

that the "Dundas" car route has been

changed, and now runs right past

our offices, putting us within four

minutes of the down-town district.

The little map shows the car route and

the relation of our offices thereto.

All you have to do is to get on any

"Dundas" car, downtown, and get off

at University Avenue.

As you can now reach us in a few

minutes, we shall expect you to look us

up, anytime you feel like it.

And, whether you've got any kicks to

make, want to talk shop, or just drop

around to say "Howdy," we'll be

mighty glad to see you.

So—come on in!

DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, TORONTO
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Each manufacturer is entitled to classification under five heads, it being impossible on account of
space to allow a more extended classification. Prompt notice should be given of any changes desired.

Artificial Flowers for Decoration.
L. Baumann & Co., 357 W. Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

L. J. A. Derome, 35 Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Schack Artificial Flower Co., 1739 Mil-
waukee Ave., Chicago, 111.

Canadian Flower Mfg. Co., 243 Bleury St.,

Montreal.
Accordion Plaitings.
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge

St., Toronto.
Burlaps.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Blankets.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Fraser, Mather Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Miller & Porteous, Hollybush, Ayrshire,
Scotland.

Bathing Suits.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Boy Scont Supplies.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto.

Boys' Wash Suits.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Batting.
Root. Henderson & Co., 181 McGill St.,

Montreal, Que.
Burlap (Dyed, Oil Coated and Sized).
Stauntons, Ltd., 934 Yonge St., Toronto.

Brassieres.
H. & W. Co., J30 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Buttons.
Forsyth Kimmel & Co., Berlin, Ont.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Turret Button Co., 12 Westmoreland

Place, City Road, London, N., Eng.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Black Piccadily,
Manchester, Eng.

Buttons (covered).
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., Toronto, Ont.
A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

Boys' Clothing.
Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.

Belts, Ladles'.
R. D. Fairbalrn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Boot and Shoe Laces.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Braids.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Children's Dresses.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,

Ont.
Flett, Lowndes & Co., Toronto.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.. Berlin. Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Correspondence Schools.
The Shaw Correspondence Schools, Yonge

and Gerrard Sts., Toronto.
Economist Training School, 239 W. 39th

St., New York, N.Y.
Cash Registers.
National Cash Register Co., 285 Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont.
Cash and Parcel Carriers.
The Lamson Store Service Co., Boston,

Mass., U.S.A.
Gipe-Hazard Store Service Co., 99 On-

tario St., Toronto, Ont.
Cloth Charts.
A. E. Putnam Co., Washington, Iowa.

Caps.
Cooper Cap Co., Spadina Ave., Toronto,

Ont.

Corsets.
H. & W. Co., 130 Fifth Ave., New York,

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal, Que.

Crochet Cotton.
Hicks, Bullick & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Carpets.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greensbields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Guelph Carpet Mills, Guelph, Ont

Cutting and Wire Stapler Machines.
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Corset Covers.
F. G. Hayward Co., 77 York St., Toronto,
Ont.

Cottons.

Greensbields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Cork Carpets.

The Dominion Oilcloth Co., Montreal, Que.
Cotton Yarns.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Cotton Blankets.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Collars (Waterproof).
Arlington Co., 54 Fraser Ave., Toronto,

Ont.
Parsons & Parsons Canadian Co., Ham-

ilton, Ont.
Chiffons.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Comforters.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Cushions.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Canvas Coat Fronts.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W„ To-

ronto, Ont.

Cotton Linen and Elastic Laces.
Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Corset Clasps and Sanitary Necessities.
Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Coats (White).
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Coats (Ladies').
Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels

Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadina

Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Clothing (Made-to-measure).
Crown Tailoring Co., College St., Toronto,

Ont.
International Tailoring Co., 62 John St..
Toronto, Ont.

Clothing (Duck and all Specialties).
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto,
Ont.

Dress Fabrics.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Brophy Parsons & Rodden. Montreal, Que.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.
Greenshlelds, Limited, Montreal, Que
Nisbet & Auld, 3"4 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Law, Russell & Co., Ltd., Bradford, Eng.
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford,
Eng.

Dress Forms.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. E., To-

ronto, Ont.
Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co., 158 Bay

St., Toronto, Ont.
Dresses.
Detroit Princess Mfg. Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Rosebud Mfg. Co., 193-5 Mercer St., New
York. N.Y.

Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Borgenicht, Kornreirh & Co.. 1115 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y.

Dress Shields.
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington

St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.

Dress Trimmings.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-

lington St. W„ Toronto, Ont.
Embroideries.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,
New York, N.Y.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co.. Toronto,
Ont.
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Neuberger & Co., 124 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y.

Embroidered Applique Letters.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,
Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.

Flannellettes.
Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Furs.

Sidney Blumenthal & Co., 395 Fourth
Ave., New York, N.Y.

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co., Montreal, Que.
Laberge Chevalier & Co., Ltd., Montreal,
Que.

Furniture.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co., Victoria

-

ville, Que.
B. Cohen & Sons, 1-19 Curtain Rd., Lon-
don, Eng.

Frilling.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Flowers for Millinery.
Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Feathers.
Melles & Co., Montreal, Que.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St.,
Toronto, Ont.

Dominion Ostrich & Feather Co., Toronto,
Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Fancy Dry Goods.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 76 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto.

Fringes.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Gowns.
F. G. Hayward Manufacturing Co., 77
York St., Toronto, Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

General Dry Goods.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Que.

J. & N. Phillips & Co., Manchester, Eng.
Vassie & Co., Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Cook, Son & Co., London, Eng.
Debenhams, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto
A. Racine, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Hitchcock Williams & Co., St. Paul's
Churchyard, London, Eng.

W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Brophy, Parsons & Rodden, Montreal,
Que.

John King & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Gloves.
Perrin Frere & Cle.. Montreal, Que.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Charles Perrin & Cie., 16 McGill College

Ave., Montreal, Que.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Grass Carpet Rugs.
Crex Carpet Co., 377 Broadway, New
York, N.Y.

Girdles.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Ginghams.
Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd., Glasgow
Scotland.

Gloves (Working).
Durham Glove Co., Bowmanville, Ont.
Hamilton Carhartt Mfg., Ltd., 535 Queen

E., Toronto, Ont.
Hose Supporters.
The Berlin Suspender Co., Berlin, Ont.
Faire Bros. Co.. Leicester, Eng.
I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Parisian Corset Co., Quebec, Que.
House Furnishings.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Stonards, Limited, 7 Paternoster Bldgs .

London, E.C., Eng.
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Hosiery.

A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Chipiuan, Holton Knitting Co., Hamilton,

Ont.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
"Craftana."
Alfred Hawley & Co., Hinckley, Eng.
Perrin Frere & Cie., Montreal, Que.
Louis Hermsdorf, 235 W. 39th St., New
York, N.Y.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Handkerchiefs,
Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Out.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Hooks and Eyes.
De Long Hook & Eye Co.. St. Mary's, Ont.

Hair Goods.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Standard Hair Co., Ill Windsor St.,
Montreal.

Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Hair Nets.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Byard Mfg. Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.
Hair Ornaments.

Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal.

Hemstitching.
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont.
Individual Names on Tape.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PL,
Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.

Infants Layettes.
Home & Watts, 19 Duncan St., Toronto,
Ont.

Infants Novelties.
Rite Specialty Co., 35 W. 36th St., New
York, N.Y.

Richard G. Krueger Co., 162 W. 21st St.,
New York, N.Y.

Indigos.
Franklin Mfg. Co., 260 Church St., New
York, N.Y.

Knitted Goods.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
The Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville,

Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Schofleld Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co., Kingston, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

S. F. Gibson & Co., East Ham, London,
Eng.

Kimonas.
Kassab Kimona Co., St. Helen St.,

Montreal.

Knitting: Wools.
Thos. Burnley & Sons, Nr. Leeds, Eng.

Linoleums.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,
Que.

Linings.
Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Bradford Dyers Association, 39 Well St.,

Bradford, Eng.
Linens.

Nisbet & Auld, 34 Wellington St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Wm. Liddell & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ire-

land.
R. H. Cosbie, Wellington St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
John S. Brown & Son, Ltd., Belfast, Ire-

land.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Longcloths.
Horrockses, Crewsden & Co., Manchester,
Eng.

Laees (Hand Made).
G. & S. Kassab & Co., Montreal, Que.

Laces.
Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Klauber & Co., Broadway and 18th St.,

New York, N.Y.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,
Ont.

Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-
real, Que.

Lighting System,
Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Flat

Iron Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Leather Novelties.

P. W. Lambert & Co., 64 Lispenard St.,

New York, N.Y.
Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., King St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

Lingerie.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Ladies' Bust forms.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-

ronto, Ont.
Lace Curtains.

T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Men's Furnishings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,
Toronto. Ont.

Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Men's Neckwear.
Pirn Bros. & Co., William St., Dublin,

Ireland.
Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Fowke, Singer & Co., 7 Wellington St.
W., Toronto, Ont.

W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Tooke Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mitts.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.

R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Malines.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Mesh Bags.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,
Montreal, Que.

Millinery.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St..
Toronto, Ont.

Debenham's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Morris & Saward, 21-22 Castle St., Lon-
don W., England.

Gage Bros. & Co., Chicago, 111.

D. B. Fisk Co., 225 N. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Melles <fc Co., 3 Cripplegate Bldg., Wood
St., London. England.

Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
D. McCall Co., Toronto, Ont.
Montreal Hat & Frame Co., Ltd., Mont-

real, Que.
Strachan, Burden & Plaskett, 76 Welling-

ton St. W., Toronto, Ont.
Riegel & Langer, 319 Kings Hall, Mont-

real, Que.
Maribou and Ostrich Stoles.
Germain & Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Motor Coats (Men's Cotton and Linen).
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Motor Coats.
National Rubber Co., Montreal, Que.

Motor Scarfs.
S. F. Gibson & Co., East Ham, London.
Eng.

Moquettes.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.

W., Toronto, Ont.
Matting.
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.

W., Toronto, Ont.
Nets.

T. I. Birkin & Co., Nottingham, Eng.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59 Wel-
lington W., Toronto.

Narrow Fabrics (Cotton, Linen, Silk).

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Neckwear (Ladles').
Ladies' Wear, Ltd., 84 Wellington St. W..
Toronto, Ont.

R. D. Falrbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal. Que.
Sterling Lace & Novelty Co., Toronto,
Ont.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Oil Cloths.
The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal,

Que.
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Office Systems.
Copeland-Chatterson Co., Kent Bldg., To-

ronto, Ont.

Ostrich Feathers.
S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal, Que.

Overalls.
Robert C. Wilkins Co.. Farnham, Que.
Hamilton Carhartt Mfg., Ltd.. 535 Queen

E., Toronto, Ont.
Ornaments (Silk).
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Printed Cottons.
The Dominion Textile Co., Montreal, Que.

Patterns.

Home Pattern Co., New York, N.Y.
The McCall Co., 236 W. 37th St., New
York, N.Y.

The Butterick Publishing Co., Butterlck
Bldg., New York, N.Y.

Pads.

Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W., To-
ronto, Ont.

Plated Jewelry.
Ideal Hair Goods Co., 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Hibbert & Jaslow, 207 St. James St.,

Montreal.

Pin Tickets.
Copp, Clark Co., 517 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Pillows.
Canadian Carpet & Comforter Mfg. Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Quilts.
Jonathan Dearden & Co., 11-13 Bridge-
water Place, Manchester, Eng.

Ready-to-Wear.
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Raincoats.
H. E. Davis & Co., Montreal.
C. Kenvon Co.. 23rd St. and Fifth Ave..
New York, N.Y.

The Cravenette Co., Ltd., Well St., Brad-
ford, Eng.

National Rubber Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Scottish Rubber Co., Montreal.
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Montreal.

Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W..
Montreal, Que.

Ribbons.
W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal.
Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York St..

Toronto. Ont.
Beldiug Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Wilton).

Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St
W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Axminster).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co., 64 Wellington St.

W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Velvet).
Otto T. E. Veit & Co.. 64 Wellington St
W., Toronto, Ont.

Rugs (Oriental).
L. Babayan & Co., Bay St., Toronto, Ont.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender Co., Berlin, Ont.
S. E. Porter & Co., Montreal. Que.
Halls, Limited. Brockville, Ont.

*pool Silks (For Manufacturers' Cse).
Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Staple Dry Goods.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Smallwares.
W. R. Brock Co.. Bay and Wellington

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal. Que.

Greenshields. Limited, Montreal. Que.
Ideal Hair Goods Co.. 77 York St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Store Fixtures.

Jones Bros. & Co.. Parliament St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Clatworthy & Son. King St. W.. Toronto.
Ont.

Dale & Pearsall. 106 Front St. E.. To-
ronto, Ont.

. R. Palmen
New York. X.

B. Brager. 49 Crosby St.. New York, N.Y.
Delfosse & Co.. Montreal. Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St..

Toronto. Ont.
Taylor Mfg. Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co.. Berlin.

Ont.

Store Fronts.
The Consolidated Plate Glass Co.. C41

Spadina Ave.. Toronto. Ont.
The Kawneer Mfg. Co., Nile*. Mich.
Zouri Drawn Metals Co., 221 West Schil-

ler St., Chicago.
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Sweatercoats.

Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ontario.
Reliance Knitting Co., King and Bath-
urst Sts., Toronto, Ont.

Pride of the West Knitting Co., Van-
couver, B.C.

Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvey Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ont.

Sanitas Wall Covering.
Stauntons, Ltd., 934 Yonge St., Toronto.

Skirts.
bright & Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Queen St. W.,

The Clayson Co., 2S0 College St., To-
ronto, Ont.

Skirt Banding.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Silk Nets.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.

Show Cases.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Skein Dyeing.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,

Gait, Ont.

Sashes.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St., To-

ronto, Ont.

Silk Ornaments.
Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

Skirts (Plaited).
Toronto Dress Plaiting Co., 600 Yonge

St., Toronto, Ont.

Scarfs.
Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St., Toronto,
Ont.

Shirts (Soft).
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., 251 Mutual St., Toronto
Summer Clothing.
Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.

Silks.
Debenhams, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
Belding, Paul, Corticelil Co., Montreal,
Que.

Silks Co., 58 Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
Silk Woven Labels.
Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.

Suits.
Patrician Cloak & Suit Co., Samuels

Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
Goldhamer Coat & Suit Co., Spadina

Ave., Toronto, Ont.
The Clayson Co., 280 College St., To-

ronto, Ont.
Shirts.
Tooke Bros., Montreal, Que.
Crescent Mfg. Co.. Montreal, Que.
Deacon Shirt Co.. Belleville. Ont.
Regent Shirt Co., Notre Dame St. W.,

Montreal, Que.

Toques.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
R. M. Ballantyne, Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
A. Burritt & Co., Mitchell, Ontario.

Tailors* Trimmings.
Toronto Pad Co., 569 Queen St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, Que.

Tassels.

Moulton Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.
Ashton & Pulford, 22 Back Piccadilly,
Manchester, England.

Trousers (Duck).

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Farnham, Que.
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto, UDt.

Thread (Silk).

Belding Paul Corticelli Co., Montreal,
Que.

Thread (Linen, Carpet, Machine).

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal, Que.

Underwear.
S. Lennard & Sons, Dundas, Ontario.
Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.
Mercury Mills, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
Reliance Knitting Co., King & Bathurst

Sts., Toronto, Ont.
G. Brettle & Co., London. Eng.
Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Hamil-

ton, Ont.
Humphrey's Unshrinkable Underwear,
Limited, Moncton, N.B.

C. Turnbull Co., Gait, Ont.
Harvev Knitting Co., Woodstock, Ont.
Kingston Hosiery Co.. Kingston, Ont.
Mclntyre Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que

Umbrellas and Parasols.

R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Underskirts.

Vacuum Cleaners.

Clements Mfg. Co., Duchess St., Toronto.
Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Veilings.

Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
John Heathcoat & Co., London, Eng.
Thompson Lace & Veiling Co., 59
Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Novelty Import Co., 76 Bay St. Bay St.,

Toronto, Ont.

Velveteens.

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, Manchester,
Eng.

"Louis," 57 Newton St., Manchester, Eng.

Velvets.

The Continental Mfrs. Syndicate, 77 York
St., Toronto, Out.

Wholesale Carpets, Oil Cloths and
Linoleums.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Women's Outer & Under Garments.
W. R. Brock Co., Bay & Wellington Sts.,

Toronto, Ont.
W. R. Brock Co., Notre Dame St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

Wholesale Woollens and Trimmings.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa, Ont.

Wax Figures.
Dale & Pearsall, 106 Front St. H.,

Toronto, Ont.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal, Que.
A. S. Richardson Co., 99 Ontario St..

Toronto, Ont.
J. R. Palmenberg's Sons, 710 Broadway,
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Wholesale Merchant Tailors.
Wm. H. Leishman & Co., 119 Adelaide St.

W., Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Drygoods.
John M. Garland Son & Co., Ottawa. Ont.

Whitewear.
F. G. Hayward Mfg. Co., 77 York St..

Toronto, Ont.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
Diamond Whitewear Co., Three Rivera.
Que.

Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.

Waists.
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.
R. D. Fairbairn Co., 105 Simcoe St..

Toronto, Ont.
Sperling & Lea, Herald Bldg., Montreal.
Meyer Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, 84 Wellington St
W., Toronto, Ont.

Wall Paper Display Racks.
The Onward Mfg. Co., Berlin, Ont.

Wardrobes.
Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.

Window Shade Paper.
Stauntons, Ltd., 934 Yonge St., Toronto.

Wool Underwear, Men's.
Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Ingersoll, Ont
Schofield Woollen Co., Oshawa, Ont.

Woven Labels.
Narrow Fabric Weaving & Dyeing Co.,
Limited. Gait, Ont.

Colonial Weaving Co., Peterborough, Ont.
Woven Labels for Garments.
Krautheimer & Co., 20 Edmund PI.,

Aldersgate St., London, E.C., Eng.
Wallpaper.
Stauntons, Limited, 944 Yonge Street, To-

ronto, Ont.
The Watson Foster Co., Montreal, Que

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers,

but for which the editors of the "Re-
view" do not necessarily hold themselves
responsible.

LARGER QUARTERS FOR THE
CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-
MANVILLE CO., LTD.

The Toronto branch of the Cana-
dian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Lim-
ited, announces its removal to more
spacious quarters at No. 19 Front St.,

East. This new store and warehouse
has a floor area of approximately 35,-

000 sq. ft., and is situated in the

heart of the wholesale district.

In their new quarters this firm will

be able to carry a larger stock and
have ample space for the display of

their complete line of J-M Asbestos
Roofings, Packings, Pipe Coverings,

Building Materials, Electrical and

Railroad Supplies, Automobile and
Plumbing Specialties, etc.

The entire building will be lighted

by their well-known Frink and J-M
Linolite System of Lighting and one

room will be used for exhibiting these

systems of lighting.

SECURE CATALOGUE OF R.

WHITE & SONS.

Robert White & Sons, 43 Drury

Lane, London, England, are suppliers

of ball favors to any design, stewards

badges, fancy dress, requisites, in-

cluding fairy wings, wands, crescents,

silver stars, folly bells, spangles with

Britannia sets, armour, swords, dag-

gers of every period, or which can be

made to order; also of gold and silver

laces, cloths and tissues, cords, orna-

ments, and tassels, with a profusion

of gold and silver stars. Very im-

portant, too, is the range of head

dresses of various descriptions, with
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helmets of various descriptions, with

helmets and breastplates in great vari-

ety and the wonderful and dazzling

"precious stones" must not be over-

looked. Messrs. R. White & Sons are

interesting themselves in Canada and
expect to do a big' trade with the

Christmas season approaching. Their

illustrated catalogue will be sent free

to enquiries, and lots of any size will

be dispatched.

THREE SIDES ALL WINDOWS.
The Crown Tailoring Co., of Tor-

onto, are established in their hand-
some new quarters at 531-533 College

Street. The building is of brick, four
storeys high, each floor 70 by 133 feet.

The exterior has a striking appearance
from the network of windows, three

sides being practically of glass. The
front of the ground floor is reserved
for the local trade and beautifully

finished in Circassian walnut, the pan-
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el effects being particularly artistic.

The show windows are brightly light-

ed and finished in Circassian walnut

also. The ceilings are 20 feet high

and the ventilation arranged so that

a current of air passes right through.

The sprinkler system for fire protec-

tion is installed on every floor and
the stairways and elevator shaft. The
manager is W. J. Brandham.

MILLINERY FIRM REMOVES.

Strachan, Burden and Plaskett,

importers and dealers in fancy feath-

ers, ostrich feathers, flowers and mil-

linery novelties are removing from
76 to 59 Wellington St., West. Their

new quarters are on the south side

of the street and just a few doors

west from Bay.

NEW DYEING COMPANY.

A new company has been organzed

with British and Canadian capital

under the name of "The Cobourg

Dyeing Company, Ltd." for the pur-

pose of dyeing and finishing for the

trade, all grades of worsted, woollen

and union piece goods.

The company have purchased the

real estate, water power and build-

ings of the Cobourg Matting & Car-

pet Co., Ltd., Cobourg, which are be-

ing entirely re-modelled and equipped

with the latest machinery from Eng-

land and the United States.

It is expected that the plant will

be in full operation about March 15,

1914.

NEW QUARTERS FOR DEBEN-
HAMS (CANADA) LIMITED.

A good many years ago Debenham
& Co. decided to cater to the Cana-

dian trade, and in 1898 a warehouse

was opened up in Toronto. The com-

pany formally located, as business

grew, at the corner of Bay and Wel-

lington streets. There they have been

located ever since but the volume of

business has outgrown the accommo-

dation and at the end of the year a

move will be made to the Suckling

Building, No. 66-68 Wellington Street

West. The building is being extens-

ively remodelled to suit the require-

ments of the business of Debenham 's

(Canada) Ltd.

Perhaps no firm name is better

known through the world than that of

Debenham & Co. They have branches
in addition to their Canadian business,

in Melbourne, Sydney, Johannesburg,

nections, they are in a position to

keep their products abreast of all the

latest style developments. The com-
pany keep most closely in touch with
the fashion situation as it develops
in Paris, London and New York. Ex-
tensive buying rooms are maintained
in Paris at No. 115 Rue Reamur and
the big warehouse of the company in

The new home of Debenham's (Canada) Limited.

Cape Town, New York, Boston, Lon-

don, Paris and Berlin.

The business handled is in articles

of ladies' wear generally—silks, cot-

tons, ribbons and laces. The object

of the company is to market medium
to high-class goods and with their un-

excelled facilities and extensive con-

London is located in the west end

for the same purpose.

The need for larger quarters in Tor-

onto is indicative of the splendid foot-

ing which has been gained in this

country through the excellent service

and the unvarying quality of the pro-

ducts offered.
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MEN'S WEAR SECTION

Features of This Number

Scllino On,. Thousand Overcoats.

The Display .Man's Work After Christmas.

Buntlfhg up an Exclusive Business.

Selling Points on the Sale of Overcoats.

The Cartage Question Causes Anxiety.

Working Out Problem of Knit Goods Advance.

Those After Christmas Dull Days.

Regulation of Credits.

Putting Spotlight on the Showcard.

A Review of Mid-Season Overcoat Styles.
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kYimlorl
I Overshoes

Rubbers and
Over-Stockings in One.
Easy to put on and take off. Fit well

—Look well—Wear well. All sizes for

vomen and children.

Buy them and protect yourself and
.family from winter ills. 'J

All Dealers

These

ADVERTISMENTS
will appear in thousands of

Daily newspapers in Canada

during the winter months.

Kumfort
p \Over
V Shoe

Rubbers and
Over-Stockings

All in One.

Easy to put on and
take off. Fit well-
Look -well—Wear well.

All sizes for women
and children.

Buy them and protect

yourself and family
from winter ills.

V Consolidated
Rubber Co.

Limited,
Montreal.

All Dealers

Have You
A Sufficient Stock of

KUMFORTS
to meet the demands of your

customers for this popular

seller? If not, send your order

to-day to our nearest branch.

CANADIAN
CONSOLIDATED RUBBER

CO., LIMITED
Montreal

28 Branches Throughout Canada
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fl

Selling One Thousand Overcoats
How a Hamilton Firm Almost Did It—The Advertising Methods
Adopted—Stock Was Nearly Cleared Out as Result of the Cam-
paign, But the Unfavorably Clement Weather Made it Impossi-
ble—Some Svstem Ideas of This Firm.

ONE THOUSAND OVER-
COATS

Is Certainly Some Purchase

OTRETCHED across the top of a full-page ad. in a^ Hamilton paper the message caught the eye and
held readers by tens of thousands on a Friday even-
ing.

A huge cut, four columns in width, formed the
centre-piece. It was unusual also. It was a photo-
graph of a lorry drawn by heavy horses, piled high

.

with cases of overcoats, on each of which was the
label, "Overcoats for Begg &
Shannon, Hamilton," and pla-

cards on each side reaching

from the floor of the lorry to

the ground, "20 cases contain-

ing about 1,000 men's over-

coats, just arriving at the Begg
& Shannon store."

Two models of coats were

shown, one on either side. Un-
der one were the words, "Our
D. B. Shawl. Many of this

style on sale." Under the

other, "Our model 'Serene', of

which we have five hundred on

sale."

Then came three lines of

display type, the 20 cases, 1,000

overcoats, "On sale at wholesale

prices."

Next followed the body of

the ad. in smaller type, ex-

plaining that the firm "because

of the enormous sale we have
built up for Men's Overcoats,"

and the money stringency

which left thousands on the

manufacturers' hands, had snapped up, at about one-

third less than was paid the first of the season, about
1,000 overcoats.

"Keep in mind that these overcoats are just out

of the factory—fresh, new merchandise,—the desir-

able new patterns, models and fabrics, etc.

Near the bottom were three panels, each des-

criptive of a certain line at a certain price, $14.90,

$9.90 and $6.90.

WHAT HAMILTON DID TO THOSE COATS.

When The Review called in to the Hamilton
store a week later, what the public had done to

those 1,000 overcoats was, in the parlance of the

youthful sport,—and any sporting term goes in
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A recent wi display of Begg and Shannon, Ha trims were splendid result _

a city of 100,000 that won five Dominion Cham-

pionships in two years
—

"a shame."

The whole thousand had not disappeared. The

balmy zephyrs that Moated over Ontario the last

week of November did not conduce to overcoat

buying, as many a man will tell you, but far over

half were gone, and Mr. Begg contemplated a

very handsome addition to the total receipts for

November. Besides he had weeks longer to reduce

the few hundred left.

As he told The Review, this stroke meant all the

difference between a busy store and a store where the

Legendary Satan would "find some mischief still,"

for idle clerks to do.

CAMPAIGN OF ADVERTISING.

The campaign was carried on vigorously, as the

two young partners of ten years, J. C. Begg and 0. R.

Shannon, know well how to do it. There was news-

paper advertising, big splurges; then smaller; chang-

ing every day; bright, snappy, newsy ads., that car-

ried a different story daily, but all pointing the same

moral. The windows,—and they are large and bril-

liantly lighted, and keep renewing their youth con-

tinually—carried the message of the sale each day.

also in different versions, and a big sign painted in

red lettering on white cloth, was stretched over the

top of the window. Not many who passed by could

urge any excuse short of being stone blind, for failing

to grasp the fact that an overcoat sale was going on

inside the Begg and Shannon store.

The prices were odd sizes, $6.90, $11.00 and

$14. HO, favorite ones in this store, and used fre-

quently. They have a pretty good bargain flavor.

The sale did not cause any confusion in the establish-

ment, for the good- were displayed on hangers in the

clothing department, and the other four left clear

for their regular husiness.

In a half-page ad. one week later the first line

read: "Just follow the wise ones." and under it.

"They Are Headed for Begg & Shannon's to Buy

their Winter Overcoat."

Underneath this was the following in smaller

type

:

Undaunted by the unfavorable weather the

men who crowded our clothing department last

Saturday and all this week conclusively -how that

Begg & Shannon's news of low prices is the talk

of everybody. . . .

At each side was a cut of a man. nine inches in

length, and in between these three panels, one headed

Men's Overcoats, $6.90, Instead of $10 and $12; the

next, Men's Ova-routs $0.00. instead of $15 and $18,

and the third. Men's Overcoats $14.00 instead of

$20 and $25.

APPEALING TO THE IMAGINATION.

Mr. Begg attributed much of the success of the

sale
j

—a remarkable one when the mild weather is

considered—to the Shedden team idea appealing to

the imagination of readers. To this were added real

values, that brought repeats from friends of buyers,

and to the growing reputation of the firm for never

making a "splurge" unless they had something un-

usual to offer.

BUYING VCR SPECIAL SALES.

Every year, about the same time, the firm plan to

have some special line of goods on hand on which

they can make reduction that attract crowds, in-
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crease sales, and at the same time add to their profits.

This is not a universal result of bargain sales.

Mr. Begg explained that sometimes the buying

for these sales was done four, five or six months be-

fore. Often he gave an order before the firm's

travelers started out to the retail trade. At other

times he took advantage of trade being dull late in a

season and buying up a heavy consignment at a low-

price with cash.

The overcoat sale was brought on at a period

when the best of his regular stock was sold, and so

the sales of the earlier goods at full profits would not

be interfered with. Then the sale came at a period

when trade generally was dull, and there is no need

to enlarge on the advantages of this point.

While the firm specializes more, perhaps in cloth-

ing than their other lines; or say, rather, that this

bulks more largely, similar sales are put on in the

other departments at various times. In addition the

firm carries on a steady round of advertising that

keeps them before the public during the whole year.

HAND POINTING TO THE STORE.

Reference has been made to the search of the

advertising man for some striking introduction to

the announcement of each sale. Mr. Begg showed

The Review one he used some time ago, in which

two figures of men, regular goliaths are pictured

standing at the left side of the drawing, the one with

arm outstretched towards a facsimile of the Begg &
Shannon store across the road. It was a "speaking"

invitation to visit that centre of interest. This was a

full-page ad. with the drawing running across the

top.

A THRILLER IN FIVE CHAPTERS.

Another clever idea for a sale of suits was an

eight-column banner, ''Begg & Shannon to the

Rescue, or How They Did It," and below on another

line, in that double-barreled form of title, common
alike to the English 3-volume novel and the Penny
Dreadful, "A Thrilling Story in Five Chapters."

The "thriller" consisted in a series of five large

drawings representing vividly, and in a novel form,

the whole transaction which ended in the actual sale.

First there was seen the manufacturer loaded up with

stock and in need of cash ; he ponders for a while and

then decides, on a course that means a sacrifice in

the original price, but he must have the money.

He decides, the picture tells us, to go to Hamilton

and lay a proposal before Begg & Shannon.

The next picture shows Mr. Manufacturer in a

sample room at the Waldorf Hotel with his goods laid

out before him, and .Mr. Begg-and-Shannon listen-

ing, but fearful of tackling such a big proposition,

—

even for Hamilton. Finally the story goes, Mr.

B.-and-S., just as the manufacturer was leaving his

store after continuing the argument there, called

out, "Hold on 1 Idl take them."

The last shows a huge train, not straight, but

curved, as if it was too long for any straightaway line

in the country. It is heading for Hamilton, heavily

loaded down with hundreds of suits of clothes.

Then comes the final thrust at the resolution of

the three-quarter convinced readers, in another far-

thing eight-column line: "Is there anything more

to be Said Except to (let Begg-and-Shannonized?"

Letter to Every Buyer of Clothing

A SYSTEM for keeping in close touch with their

* *- clothing customers has been worked out by

this firm which, it is safe to say, is not dupli-

cated in many stores.

The name of every one who buys a suit is taken,

with the address at the time of the sale, and a month
or so after, a personal letter is sent him by the partn-

ers, expressing the hope that the suit has proved sat-

isfactory.

Taking too much trouble?

Not worth it?

What's the good when the sale is over?

Perhaps these are comments from a few.

CURE FOR DISSATISFACTION.

But let the idea sink in, and its advantages will

occur, one after the other.

Suppose, for instance, the sale has not been quite

up to the mark. The buyer, as most people do, lets

it go with a re.-entful feeling that he has been

"slung," and a resolve never to go back. The firm's

letter comes, inquiring about the suit. It impresses

him with their honesty ; they were not afraid of con-

ditions a month later; at least the}7 sold the suit

thinking it was ail it was represented. The man may
not bother to go back, or he may. In either case a

dissatisfied customer is reformed, and the chances

are that he goes back to that store for his next suit.

If he is entirely satisfied, well and good; the letter

does no harm ; on the contrary it strengthens the

bond between himself and the firm.

A drawing is given here showing the form of

"tag" that is used for recording the names. It is

folded in the centre, and fitted to the right sleeve.-

of each coat in stock. On the outer side the size,

price, etc., are shown, while the inner contains a

blank for the name and address, and the number of

the salesman.

4r,
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PROTECTION FROM CLAIMS FOR REPAIRS.

Apart from the advantage of placating a disap-

pointed customer Mr. Begg mentioned an advantage

to the firm as a protection from unfair claims.

SOME GOOD SELLING IDEAS.
In advertising overcoat sale used big cut

showing huge load of cases of overcoats com-
ing up from the station.

Separate department for boys where
mothers can shop free from men customers.

Also separate ads. appealing to mothers of

boys.

Record is kept of name and address of

every person who buys a suit or overcoat, and
in month or so afterwards letter is sent ex-

pressing the hope that clothing turned out

satisfactory.

Extra pair of pants with many boys' suits,

forming good inducement.
In arrangement of store furnishing, de-

partment placed in direct line with entrance

as likely to be busiest section.

Liberal use of show cases near entrance.

Five departments separated by partitions,

men's furnishings, men's boots and shoes,

men's clothing, men's hats, and boy's wear.

"Suppose a man buys a suit

and comes in afterwards and

tells you he got this a month,

or a few weeks ago, and 'look

here how poorly it has worn, I

want a new one.' In the ma-

jority of cases you have no de-

fence, but with our system we

simply ask his name, and look

up our record—made daily

from those tags. Mr. So-and-

So bought that suit not a month
ago, but five months ago. Hasn't

worn so badly after all. 'But

surely you are mistaken?' 'No,

here it is, in our record. There's

your name and address, and

the date.'

"It may be he knew the real

date, or, as often happens he

really forgot it was so long ago.

In any case we are ready to deal

with a claim based on fact,

not on a pretence or a poor

memory."

This is tag attached
to cuff of every coat,
name part going inside,
(ipenings at bottom
are for clasping with
ticket pins.

A REFERENCE to the plan of the store shows
I\ five departments, distinct not only in the

goods that are shown but in the physical ar-

rangements to keep them separate.

The first view on entering shows silent salesmen

apparently in every direction,
(

at both sides, and in

front. Thus the forefront of the store is given up to

these. They contain shirts, ties, collars, underwear,

gloves, sweater coats, etc., well arranged. The firm

is installing a new system of lighting these silent

salesmen with 40-watt Tungstens close to the front

near the top, and frosted globes, semi-circular, fitted

to the upper side, and leaving the light to shine down

on the display below. The space for showing goods

and such extensive utilization of silent salesmen is

unusual in a men's furnishing store, but a glance at

the bright and busy-looking entrance would dispel

any doubts as to the practical value of the arrange-

ment.

MOST STIR IN MEN'S FURNISHINGS.

In a line with the entrance and partitioned off

from the men's clothing and boy's sections is the

men's furnishing department. Mr. Begg explained

that this was selected for the centre space because it

was usually the most busy-looking portion of a men's

store; more so than the clothing or shoe departments.

for example. This air of good business being done,

he thought, conveyed a good impression to those en-

tering, and even influenced those passing by who
took a look in as they moved on.

To the left is the men's shoes section, with the

trying-on place well sheltered nearest the front.

Men, it is felt, prefer a certain absence of publicity

in being fitted for shoes. Behind this is the men's

clothing department, with hundreds of hangers on
lacks, for keeping the clothes in shape and ease in

handling and in selection.

To the right of the entrance is the hat depart-

ment, with cabinets glassed in. and back of this, the

boys' department, with double rows of hangers, and
a liberal mount of shelving.

The location of each department is indicated by
a sign close to the ceiling in front of each.

KNOW TROFITS OF EACH.

In bookkeeping the sales of each department are

tabulated separately: and the firm know the exact

returns of each in profits, etc. The rent is divided

up according to space nsed. The cost of window dis-

play is estimated approximately for each, without

any exact division according to number of days used.

amount of space, etc.. as is done in some depart-

mental stores.
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Direct Appeal to Boys' Mothers

AS will be explained in detail later on, this store

is divided into five departments, each fairly

well secluded. By that is not meant a sugges-

tion that it is out of the way, or hard to get at, or

even slightly concealed behind another. Simply

that it is distinctly separate. Many departments of

stores are not. Withhold discussion for the present

in your own mind and just consider a statement of

Mr. Begg in explanation of the separation and the

fact that the firm carries a separate advertisement of

the boys' clothing and other essentials for a complete

toilet

:

"When women come into a store to buy

clothes for their boys, they prefer not to go

into a part where men are buying: they like

to be off by themselves. In the same way we

feel that we can get the attention of mothers

better if we appeal to them in an ad. all for

themselves (and their boys) ; not mixed up in

one of men's clothing and haberdashery,

which they might not read."

The ad. reproduced in this article gives an idea

of the type of separate announcement applied to the

boys' department. Many of them are addressed

directly to the mothers themselves, as was a four-

column one at the end of November.

A plan of the Begg & Shannon store.

One of the schemes for attracting the support of

the mothers, Mr. Begg said, was to give an extra pair

Continued on page 54.

BEGG & SHANNOft 36-44 Jame, St. No7th~TBSGG & SHANNON, 38-44 James St. North | BEGG & SHANNON, 33-44 James St. North

Boys' Fine Suits and Overcoats
We have never shown the assortment or the quality that you will find here this season. Come Saturday, if only to look.

Our "Junior" Overcoat il

The ''Russian" Overcoat
n

The "Piccadilly" Norfolk

cj.,.,^*,, a,*.*.-.] **.sfc.sw Suit

The "Sutherland" Sweater Coats
Shawl Collar Overcoat OQ~

SATURDAY SPECIALS ^ ..Two . Pants
,

Sweater Coats i Sweater Coats Suit

49c 89c

"""«11F"
! BEGG & SHANNON

$7.95 to $9.90 J 38-44 James Street North Hamilton I $4.95 to $12.50

A sample of the way the firm advertise boys' lines separately.
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Clothes, Methods and Men
Educate Your Customers

THE AVERAGE man is too careless in his dress.

He does not. in fact, care how he appears so long

as his clothes are neat and clean. It does not worry

him if his collar is old style or if his tie is reminis-

cent of what was proper three years ago or if his hat

is the wrong block.

AVhat woman will wear an old style bonnet or

suit, if it is possible to avoid doing so? She will

scheme and scrim] > and save to find the wherewithal

to dress herself properly. Style is a big factor in the

life of a woman.

Men's wear dealers can do a great deal toward

educating men to take a more intelligent interest in

clothing themselves properly. Salesmen will sell a

customer just whatever he thinks the customer will

buy, regardless of whether it will suit him or not, or

whether it is being worn by well informed men.

Salesmen should he mentors to their customers, ad-

vising them what to purchase. In this way they

would raise the standard of male attire and what is

more important still, bring a larger and better share

of business to the store.

-#-

Early Clearance Sales

THE ALMOST complete lack of cold weather, which

has been felt in almost every part of the country,

has again brought to the fore the question of the

advisability of holding clearance sales early in any

season. Impatient of waiting for business to come

their way a certain number of retailers have started

to offer special inducements on overcoat- and all

Winter lines of clothing. This is particularly notic-

able in some of the larger cities. Down town men's

wear dealers are holding sales and offering goods at

prices decidedly lower than the regular price on these

lines. There is some excuse for this inasmuch as

the season is well advanced and the dealers feel that,

if they do not get as much business of this class as

they '-an before Christmas, thev are not likelv to get

very much of it after the holiday. At the same time

ii should he borne in mind that the holding of sales

ai this early date prejudices the sale of goods later in

die season at prices which would give the retailer

his proper share of profit.

Retailers realize thai it i- not advisable for them

to carry over stock of any >ize from one seas m to

another. They, therefore, feel impelled to take mat-

ters into their own hands when trade in any season

seems backward. Tt is not advisable, however, to

commence the clearance sale till the season is well

advanced. This gives a chance to sell the hulk of

the stock at the regular price.

-®-

Sartorial Sidelights

Smart dressers in London have taken strongly to

check caps. They use them for all outing purposes.

Black and white shepherd plaid caps are in high

favor and are seen wherever the "nobby" man is to

he seen.

Although the talk is of soft shirts and collars

with colored stripes not necessarily matching, the

demand in England is still for shirts and collars to

match. Silk shirts with soft Oxford collars make a

popular combination.

Single-breasted Chesterfields, more or les< waist -

ed. are very much worn at the present time. Some
of the coats are not only waisted hut have skirt-, of

extreme width.

Handkerchiefs of the bizarre order, ornamented

with pictures of a more or less melodramatic order.

which had quite a vogue in England, are going out

with the celerity that might have been expected.

Their popularity was as short-lived as they deserved.

Anv craze which jar.- on good taste get- short shift.
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The Display Man's Work After Christmas
The Opening of the Social Season Gives the Window Trimmer an

Opportunity to Arrange Result—Drawing Displays—The Ques-

tion of the Effectiveness of the Stocky Display—A Suggestion

for a Motion Device.

IMMEDIATELY following Christmas is one of the

dullest seasons, for the retail merchant. Business

passes without any interval of gradual change from

one extreme to the other. People as a general rule

have neither time, inclination, nor cash for shopping

after the Christmas season. Nevertheless the aggres-

sive men's wear dealer can turn what would other-

wise have been an extremely dull season into one of

considerable activity. This can he done largely

through the co-operation of the display man.

Christmas ushers in the most active social season

of the year. Social events begin then in real earnest

and the man who goes out to any extent will become
a good prospect for the sale of evening dress acces-

sories. The display man should bear this in mind
and make all his window trims bear on this one

subject. Displays of dress shirts, collars, ties, muf-
flers, etc., will be found peculiarly effective during

the few weeks immediately following Christmas.

Necessarily all work done at this time will 1 e

along the quality order. Men who will be interested

in evening dress can afford to pay a good price for

what they require. They will, therefore, be more
interested in assuring themselves that they are secur-

ing the very best and the very latest than they will

be in the question of price. The best results, there-

fore, will be obtained by making displays of the very

best grades that the store has to offer in the lines

above mentioned.

Many stores which use price cards at all other

times of the year discard them in all displays con-

taining evening dress accessories. The results they

claim satisfy them that this is the best policy to pur-

sue.

The most effective trim possible is a unit show-

ing everything which a good dresser would require.

MUST BE SUGGESTIVE.

Displays of this kind should be largely suggestive

in their bearing. A great many men are never quite

sure of what is proper and what is improper to wear.

They approach the subject of selection, therefore.
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HANDSOME DISPLAY WINDOWS FOR MEN 'S CLOTHING.

This photograph shows the front of the retail department of the Crown Tailoring Co., Toronto. This firm is now
occupying extensive new quarters on College Street, a three-storey brick building. The front of the western section

is devoted to the local retail department. The backgrounds of the windows are of rich Circassian walnut, in panels, a

description which applies to the store itself and the offices at the east corner. In this window are displayed neatly
draped overcoats, suits and suitings, while in the foreground are colored plates showing the Fall and Winter styles.

Large palms at either end and in the center are the only decoration, a very fitting addition to the polished walnut on
back and sides. Three sides of the building are almost entirely of glass, for lighting show rooms and factory.
Special arrangements are made for ventilation.

with considerable diffidence. They will depend very

largely upon the advice of the salesman as to whal

they will select for their own wear. If this forte of

suggestion can be put into the window display, there

can be no doubt that the results will be most direct

and unmistakable.

GAVE BOOKLET AWAY.

A men's wear dealer of almost national reputa-

tion informs "The Reveiw" that last season he got

splendid results by giving a booklet to customers on

"Proper evening dress." In all window displays ap-

pearing in the store windows for several weeks before

Christmas and a month afterwards a card was insert-

ed containing an invitation to customers to come and

secure a copy of this booklet. Many hundreds avail-

ed themselves of the invitation. It contained a com-

plete explanation of what was proper for men to wear

with evening dress together with a large number of

illustrations. He states that customers consulted

these books very largely and that the number of

sales which can be traced directly to them were

numerous.

Necessarily displays of evening dress will not be

in any sense of the word stocky. It is necessary to

show only one of each article. This rule may be

varied in cases where two styles are both proper, as

for instance in the case of shirts. As has already

been outlined in "The Review" there are at the pres-

ent time several stvles of shirts which can he worn

by proper dressers. In cases of this kind it is advis-

able to show one of each kind together with a card

making a brief reference to the use of each.

THE STOCKY DISPLAY.

This brings up the question as to whether stocky

displavs are effective at any time. Many display men
take the position most strongly that the stocky win-

dow has no place in tiie men's wear store. This

opinion, however, is hardly within the fact-. Many
of the most effective men's wear displays are decided-

ly stocky. Windows in down-town stores will often

contain a very large variety of goods, and result?

from displays of this nature are such that all doubts

can be dismissed as to the effectiveness of the stocky

window. Much discussion has been heard recently

as to the amount that a display man can put into his

window and still gel good results. Opinions of a very

diverse nature have been advanced. No set rule

can be laid down, however, which would cover every

case. Tt depends entirely upon the nature of the

goods, the size of the window, the location of the

store, and. what is greater than all else, the skill of

the display man himself. As one man puts it. "I

can get good results from both styles of windows.

It is entirely a matter of ta^ie. A stocky display can

be trimmed to appeal to the man of fastidious taste

just as surely as a display containing a very few

articles only. On the other hand a stocky window
gives a larger selection and in most ea-es will have
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a greater attraction for the passing public on that

account. We believe in making complete use of our

window space except in cases where it is desired to

feature some one article or a limited number of arti-

cles most strongly. The success of a trim is not

founded on rules as to the amount of goods which

can be put in. It depends entirely upon the skill of

the display man."

In connection with the trimming of windows for

the social season an idea which appeared in the last

issue of "The Review" could be utilized to good ad-

vantage. One card only might be used with a brief

reference to each article shown in the display. In

cases where it was desired to quote prices the price

of each article could be enumerated on this card.

PUBLICITY WINDOWS.

Display men in men's wear stores do not as a

general rule resort to publicity windows at any time.

By publicity windows is meant the style of display

designed to advertise the store and call attention

to it rather than to any particular line of goods.

This possibly is because the merchant of to-day

clamors for direct results. Tie wants to be able to trace

sales directly to each display which is put in. As a

result the display man docs not feel justified in giv-

ing his time or the use of the window space to secure

publicitv. There are times, however, when a publi-

city window (an be used to splendid effect especially

where the display man has large window space at his

disposal.

SUGGESTION FOR MOTION DEVICE.

Under the head of publicity windows would come

anything in the nature of a motion device. The fol-

lowing suggestion would produce a suitable effect for

a Winter trim. By the means described it would

be possible to show two windmills in motion during a

heavy snow storm.

The windmills can be kept constantly in motion

by motor power, the mechanism being concealed

under the floor or behind the window.

The snow storm effect can be secured by the use

of three one-quarter-inch bars extending the full

length of the window, each bar having a two-inch

crook about every four inches. To every crook is

attached a four-inch piece of stove pipe wire with a

hook at the bottom. This wire extends through

loosely draped cheese cloth to represent white clouds.

To every hook a thread is attached with a lead weight

at the bottom and to these threads cotton flakes to

represent snow Makes are attached. The shafts hold-

ing the imitation make about 20 revolutions a min-

ute, all alternating, and thus produce a most realistic

snow-storm effect.

The windmills can be so constructed that the

wings will make two revolutions a minute and the

doors in the front open with every revolution, a

miniature Santa Clans within. The whole device,

which is shown in detail in the accompanying plans

can be operated by an eight-horse power motor with

a series of pulleys to reduce the speed. The entire

cost would not exceed $15.

©

Aylmer, Ont.—The death occurred of William

Oaron, formerly of the firm of Christie and Caron,

i lien's furnishers. Four years ago, he was appointed

Collector of Customs for Aylmer and the business

became known as G. R. Christie Co. The deceased

was one of the most popular citizens of the place and

his death , reated profound sorrow.

WHEELX SHOWING TRIPTO
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OF WINDMILL

SHOWING T50N BAR6 WITH CRANIO TO OPERATE VERTICAL STRINGS
PRODUCIN6 3NOWFLAKE EFFECT
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THREAD WITH COTTON
FLAKES ATTACHED TO
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DUTCH WINDMILL
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5HOWIN6 COMPLETE MECHANI5M FOR OPERATING WINDMILL AND SECURING 6N0WFLAKE EFFFCT5

Details of mechanism for operating windmill and snowstorm effect in window.
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Building Up An Exclusive Business
F. ('. IVtric. of Hudson-Parker Store, has Unique Plans, Including

new method of Utilizing Waste Space in Windows—Displays Are
Changed to Suit Weather Conditions—Splendid Results Have
Followed.

HERE IS A STORY told by a bright young mana-

ger of a men's furnishing store in Hamilton of his

experiences during his first two or three months in

building up an exclusive men's wear business in thai

city. It gives his ideas about window display and ,

design ni' his own to get rid of that awkward dark

corner in a, window that widens towards the door-

end. It gives also his plans for the internal equip-

ment and designing, and several wrinkles that he

has tinned to good account.

The store is a Eudson-Parker branch, at 103

King street east, and the manager, K. C. Petrie. form-

erly manager of the men's furnishing department of

Fashion Craft, Peterborough. As will he seen by

the accompanying plan there is a display on three

sides of the let; hand window. The bases of the

windows are of copper. In one window is a display

of overcoat- and suits with men's wear accessories,

and in the other an evening wear showing. Each

window has a shelf two-thirds of the way up, along

the hack walls for shirts, ties. etc.. ami the height

prevents these from interfering with the trims

below.

WINDOWS SAME WIDTH THROUGHOUT.

Did yon notice anything different from the usual

window? No? Well how about the inner corners

of those window.- that slope from the door to the side-

walk, leaving the inner end- wider than the outer

and the -pace to be tilled lop-sided?

Mr. Petrie had a different view, lie thought the

extra space toward.- the inner end worse than wasted:

that it detracted from the general impression of the

window and made it more difficult to secure a well-

ibalanced (Hevi. So he was reckless enough to

"waste" -pace, to have an extra inner wall put in.

running parallel with the window glass, so that on

the right handside one the width was four feel in

front and rear alike. See the plan for corroboration.

On the left side this idea was followed out in a modi-

fied manner, so a- to allow of an uninterrupted dis-

play not only along the front hut on the extreme

left side where there is an entrance to a hallway.

The space left in this window i> used for electric

switches and storing the outfit for the window trim-
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CABINETS ALONG THE SIDES.

The store inside, like the windows is finished in

mahogany, and is much wider than the average

men's furnishers' quarters. The floor is covered

with linoleum. Along the left side is first a set of

three glass covered cabinets for hats and these will

he extended in a short time. Next are open cabinets

with hangers for overcoats, and beyond these again

cabinets for waterproofs, and for smoking coats, etc.

Each one has a draw curtain of tan (to match the

paper), which keeps out the dust, when the store is

being swept.

On the right towards the front are stocked shirts,

collars, ties. etc.. on the shelves, and three silent

salesmen display the smaller wear. A counter with

cabinet attachment is used for storing underwear,

pyjamas, etc. The cabinets for ready-made men's

shirts are towards the rear of the store, also fitted

with draw curtains.

OVERCOATS DRAPED ON CHAIRS.

Three chairs along the left side of the store were

used in a novel way. Over the hack and seat of each

was tossed an overcoat, carelessly, apparently, hut

arranged so as to display its style. This "accidental"

disposal of the coat- has caused a number of inquiries

for these goods.

In addition to ready-to-wear clothing the Hudson-

Parker store takes orders, and this they propose to

make the really important part of their clothing

business.

"What means are yon taking to build up a good

The Review inquired of Mr.

Petrie.

TRUSTS MOST TO WINDOW DISPLAYS.

"My chief confidence to get men in lies in my
window displays,'' he returned. "I do not advertise

anything except the special line of clothes I carry,

and not my regular men's furnishings, hats, shirts,

collars, etc., at all. I try to put in a lot of windows

that will appeal Lo men who want a line class of

stuff. Once I get them in it is np to me to have the

goods they want, get them to buy and please them

so much that they will come again."

Mr. Petrie is not one of your once-a-week window

dressers. This is a necessary evil in some large, or

small and very busy stores, but the manager of

ITndson-Parker thinks a stale window is bad busi-

ness. So he renews them, two, three or four times

a week.
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of the store front of Hudson-Parker Co., showing orig' shape of display window:

CHANGE WINDOWS AVITH THE WEATHER.

"One rule that guides me is to change the win-

dows with weather conditions," he explained. "If it

starts to rain early in the day, I will jerk out a win-

dow, say of shirts and underwear, and put in water-

proofs. On a frosty day I would put in overcoats.

When a lag social event was coming off I would fea-

ture evening wear.

"It is astonishing what a rapid response there is

to some of our window trims. There was one we

put in three days ago and will take out to-night, of

evening wear, with dress suit, a bust form with

collar, tie, vest, gloves and so forth, and a very neai

suit of grey for morning wear, braided. The acces-

sories included silk mufflers, also.

SOLD DRESS SUIT FROM WINDOW.

"It had not been in an hour before business be-

gan—it was nearly dead before that. If it had been

snappy, cold weather, probably we could not have

afforded to give up that window, but as it was we got

a $30 touch for a ready-made dress suit and ties,

gloves, and collars, and all. taken together, made a

good addition to the day's business.

"When we get customers in. we give each a book-

let containing attractive illustrations of ready-made

or made-to-order clothing, and in this way we are

building up quite a business. Outside of this it is a

question of keeping a first-class stock of fairly wide

range, and this we feel we are doing."

PLAN OF THE STOKE.

The following is the plan of the Hudson-Parker

store

:

LEFT SIDE
Settee for stocking show cauls, mir-

ror attached.
Shelves tor collars, shirts, ties.

Shelves for underwear, pajamas, etc.

Cabinets for men's coats with hangers
foi trousers and vests.

RIGHT SIDE
Settee for stocking umbrellas, mirroi

attached.
Glass cabinets for hats.
Cabinets for overcoats.
Cabinets for waterproofs
('.linnets foi smoking jackets.

Men's Dress in the Future

A CERTAIN writer in a current magazine takes oc-

casion to present what he believes male attire in the

year 2000 will be like. A tight pair of trousers with

wide flare at the bottoms, heavy coat and no vest

and a soft felt hat with a very broad brim are among

the items that he foresees. Man apparently is to sacri-

fice appearance and a certain degree of comfort even

on the altar of utility. We trow not. Man is taking

more stock in his clothes right along, and he will

never descend to the level of garbing himself on the

standard of the stage Dutchman. Our friend the

author had better "guess again."

®

Direct Appeal to Boys' Mothers

Continued from page 47.

of pant- with each suit, at ages 7 to 17. "Our Two-

Pants Suit." is it called, and the descriptive matter

is worth noticing. It read:

"Saves mothers a world of pants patching,

button sewing, seam stitching and relieves

them of a lot of worry and trouble. They are

ideal suits for boys who are hard on their

clodie--. and each suit i- chock-full of smart-

ness and style. The coats are made in nobby

D.B. style knickers are cut in full peg.

Price? $4.95 to $12.50.

This extra pair is not very expensive when ord-

ered with the suit and has proved an excellent argu-

ment in drawing trade and in actual sales to inquir-

ers in the <tore.

Gait, Out.—A J. Smith'- -tore U to be remodeled.

A clearance -ale is now 1 eing held.

Blyth, (hit G. M. Chambers i^ selling out his

business*.

;>4
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The Carhartt feature that stretches

the buying power of a dollar bill

The workingman now-a-days, in the face

of the high cost of living, must needs make
a dollar bill go as far as possible. The
Carhartt Glove will increase the buying
power of a dollar nearly double by giving

ove that wears twice as long as the

ordinary kind.

Rip off the reinforcement shown in the

illustration and you will find an entire

glove. At this point the wear is greatest,

therefore, the reinforcement which actually

doubles the glove's usefulness.

Every glove is wax-thread sewed. Car-
hartt 's Gloves are guaranteed absolutely

satisfactory or money back without hesita-

tion. These gloves are made in a number
of styles with or without gauntlet cuff or

welted seams.

Let us send our sixty days' ap-

proval shipment of gloves and
Overall Uniforms. It is return-

able or any part of it at our
expense.

Write for exclusive agency for

your town.

Hamilton Carhartt

Manufacturer
Limited

DETROIT
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Selling Points on the Sale of Overcoats
The Difference in the Viewpoint of Buyer and Seller—How to

Reconcile Them—Sales of Broken Lots to Keep Stock Clean—Ad-

vertising Sales to Advantage—Some Pointers on Salesmanship.

DID YOU EVER REALIZE the difference in the

point of view between the Buyer and the Seller".'

You will reply. Why, surely their interest.- are

identical. They are both working for the turnover

iif stock; they both, in order to this end. are work-

ing in please the tastes of customers, to build up a

permanent and increasing trade. They both want

bo keep abreast of desirable changes in fashions,

Quite true, but too often there is this distinction ;

the buyer wants to keep the old stock shifting so that

it will never he "old"; so that there will be not hi i

5

but "new." The Seller, with an eye to rapid an I

easy -ales, is tempted often to move the new st icl:,

so that the portion bought before is apt to accumu-

late. The Buyer would push the old; the Seller, the

new stock.

This, at all events, is the view taken by a success-

ful Buyer-Seller, James Craig, a composite manager

of the extensive overcoat department of Fairweathers,

Limited, Toronto, where overcoats are the only line

of clothing that is carried. The firm carry a men's

department with hats, gloves and overcoats alone;

no ties, shirts, collars, underwear, or sweater coat-.

The stock of overcoats includes those for ordinary

wear, for evening dress, for motoring, leather-lined,

fur-lined, and all-fur ranges.

CONDITION OF STOCK AS WELL AS SALES.

"A satisfactory year's business must be viewed

not only from the standpoint of the turnover but the

condition of the stock at the close of the year," he

told The Review in the course of an interview.

"Yon may have to discount your total sales if

you have a big stock of deteriorating goods left over.

to handicap your next year's business. The loss on

these should he a debit item against the increases

and profits of the past twelve months, and your net

profit, the genuine value of your year's work, may
fall far below a smaller turnover with a smaller stock

of last year's to add to your new purchases. There

were not half a dozen coats carried over from last

winter; to 1 e exact only five. T don't know whether

under present weather conditions and other influ-

ences, T shall do as well this season, but that is what
T am aiming at.

WHOLE STOCK IX VIEW.

"It works out in this way. Tt so happens that T

have no 'reserve' stock; that is, every overcoat in the

store is on display here, on hangers, in these open

stands. I bring them all here, in spite of limited

quarters that get crowded with a large stock. But I

prefer it even so, for in this way T can keep them

under my eye, and there is Less chance of an a.•cumu-

lation of had stock; no chance of forgetting what T

really put in stock month- I (fore.

TEMPTATION TO NEGLECT THE OLD.

"That is why 1 feel that as buyer it is to the best

interests of the store that I am seller too. There is

a tendency, a temptation for the .-ale-man to show

the newest good? as the ones most likely to sell, and

to neglect those that have teen hanging a few week>.

But as Buyer I don't want any stock to grow old; so

t bring all out so that there is no liability to forget

what there is. and 1 keep actively working oil' the

stock ; I try to'keep it alive, to see that nothing drags.

"I pick oot the slow-sellers; I get them in front,

and make the price attractive."

SPECIAL SALE AT $21 .5(1.

Mr. Craig illustrated this by a special sale that he

was conducting on the same day. Saturday, which

had included also the preceding day.

"We are offering a certain line of overcoats at

$23 .5(X These are, as we call them in the ad., odd

lines; some that are not moving out as quickly as

they should, and ones that may he left on our hands.

We arrange to have all sizes filled in from our stock

to start with, although not all colors. Of course later

on in the first day or on Saturday, we may he -old out

of a certain size, hut the customer understands he

runs a risk in all sales by delaying long after the

announcement. By these week-end sales of special

lines.—not a general sale—we clean out any slow

goods, and keep our stock fresh. This system hardly

ever fails
"

"ax insane policy."

"And you are content to lose money early in the

season on these $21.50 goods?"

"Oh no. indeed we do not. We save ourselves

even at this price. 1 do not believe in selling at a

loss; it is an insane policy."

SALESMAN'S TALK IX THE NEWSPAPER.

"How do you persuade the public of the reliabil-

ity of a sale with such large reductions in price?"

inquired The Review.

"By telling the truth." he replied. "Telling it

through the salesman to the customer when he has

him in the store; and telling it through the news-

paper. We simply -aid we were clearing out hroken

lines." 1 have found that the best line of talk in

the newspaper i> the line of talk a salesman uses in

persuading the individuals as they come to look over

the goods)'
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Weil-Built Clothes
>sful me nts that handle Lioi

snow that you can safelj
style, quality of fabric am

If you are one of tin

Brand Boys' Cloth
guarantee your cust
tailoring-.

If you haven't Stocked this line, you owe it to your boys'
clothing department and to the youth of your town to give
it a trial. The correct style, all wool fabrics, the tailoring
that will give permanent shape and tit are selling points
embodied in Lion Brand Clothes that will take the youth's
trade of your town by storm.

Write to-day for Catalogue.

The Jackson Mfg. Company
CLINTON, ONT.

Factories at :— Clinton, Goderich, Exeter, Zurich

THE HALL-MARK OF Refriitered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCt*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descend!

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP A ND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

Have you told

your customers

these things about

CEETEE
Underclothing

1. That the reason "CEETEE"
Underclothing is a little higher

priced than other brands, is be-

cause of the special care taken

in the knitting—the long fiains-

take-shaping of the garment on

the machines and the superfine

quality of the pure Australian

jvferino \vool used.

2. That every garment is guaran-

teed unshrinkable because it un-

dergoes a patented treatment

that absolutely prevents any

shrinkage whatever.

3. That every garment fits perfectly

because "CEETEE" Under-

clothing is automatically shaped

on the machines— an exclusive

"CEETEE" feature. It

makes the wearer feel more

comfortable and his outer cloth-

ing looks belter.

The a ho re are strong talking

points for you in making sales

—clip cut this advertisement

and keep it for reference.

Look for next issue of this

paper for new points.

C.TURNBULLCO.
0F8ALT.LIMITE0.GAIT.0NT.
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Later, in the interview, Mr. Craig went into this

point more in detail

the $21.50 SALE.

The announcement for this sale of broken lines

took the form of a two-column advertisement headed

by the registered trade-mark of the firm. "The

House of Quality," and in a border at the upper left

hand corner, the words, The Overcoat Shop. The
ad. continued thus with the first three lines in dis-

play type, the first and third more prominent than

the second:

$21.50 Buys
Regular $30.00 to $35.00

Great Coats
When selling is as spirited as it is here lines

will break up in a great stock such as we carry.

We're as quick to give you the benefit of it as

yon are quick to appreciate the break in prices

to clear up the lines in the shorter order.

These great coats are amongst the London

tailored specialties which we are featuring.

Ulsters, the famous "Toga" coat—soft, fleecy,

warm cloths in nice assortment of patterns

and colors.

Chesterfields, in plain grey cheviots, satin

lined, with or without velvet collars.

All of them seasonable garments and regular

$30.00 and $35.00 lines at an attractive

clearing price. Friday and Saturday.

$21.50
On the following day, Friday, "The Overcoat

Shop" had a parallel column with "The Hat Shop"

in announcing a sale of broken lines, to clear out

slow-moving stock.

The result of the overcoat sale achieved what the

Buyer-Seller had in view, the moving of stock that

might later have proved an obstacle in a clean-up for

the season.

OLD PRICES LEFT ON TICKET.

Mr. Craig pointed to the stand where the sale

coats were collected.

"But this one is marked $30 ; isn't that reduced?"

"They all are, but I don't believe in that system

of putting up a price card showing some higher

amount marked out and a lower one—the selling

price—below it, in red ink, perhaps," was his reply.

"I have a feeling that the public suspect the ticket

was a made-to-order one, with the price "marked up

and then marked down' as they say. I prefer to

keep the original price mark on, unaltered, and when

we tell customers that this coat has been reduced

to $21 . 50, they are more convinced we are giving

good value.

When they see the original price ticket in small

figures still there, unchanged, with $30 on it as if it

were unconcerned about such a thing as a sale."

ON FRANKNESS.

"Be frank with your customers."

This is a maxim with this Seller and he finds it

works well.

"If the salesman doesn't know anything about

the wear of a certain cloth, or the good-selling points,

far better for him to say so. But better than that,

he should be instructed the moment the coats are

put in the racks.

"I would go so far as to say to a man that I don't

think we have anything in stock to suit him. This is

an extreme case, but why not? Of what use in fu-

ture is a dissatisfied customer?

"Frankness often has its own reward. I re-

member once an actor came in to buy. We looked

over and tried on at least a dozen, and finally I said.

'To my mind, this is the only coat in the whole lot

that really becomes you.'

"He took that coal."

NO ALTERATIONS TO THE SHOULDERS.

"To what extent do you make alterations to pro-

mote a sale?" asked The Review.

"We alter the length of the sleeves and the bot-

tom of the coat, but never experiment with the

shoulders. It is dangerous. You are apt to spoil

the whole fit. and change the shape if you do. I give

up a sale sooner than do that. However, I often

remark to a person.—as I really feel
—"Why look for

a tight-fitting shoulder? You don't want to seem
a band box fashion. There is an aristocratic air,

sometimes, in an easy-fitting coat, an easy eleaance.'

As like as not they agree: the sale goes through and
i lie coat is not spoiled."

MISSIONARY WORK.

Mr. Craig was called away at this moment. His

assistants were busy with other customers and his

quick eye noted a new and unserved arrival. He
excused himself, and The Review noticed him take

down a couple of coon skin coats. The visitor short-

ly afterwards went out.

"Did you make a sale?"

EXCUSES PEOPLE OFFER.

"No. this was only missionary work. I was

'showing goods.
5 Perhaps he will come back, per-

haps not. He said he was looking over them for a

friend.

"Strange what excuses people often think it neces-

sary to make: what lies they often tell, just to gel

out of buying. And the strangest thing about it is

that it is not at all necessary.
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VANGUARD KNITTING WOOLS

Sootch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15*8, 12*8,

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&0., &0.

soft

Knittings,

B, Imperial,

Soft Spun,

Vanguard,

Fine.

0}4 and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, Limited
Manufacturers of Scotch Fingering and Knitting Wools,

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.



The Cartage Question Causes Anxiety
If the Railway Companies Adhere to Their Determination to Give

up the Cartage of Freight, it Will Mean a Serious Problem for

Wholesaler and Retailer Alike—Some Phases of the Situation.

WITH THEIE 1913 BUSINESS pretty well clean-

ed up and with that rather tedious task of stock-tak-

ing occupying the attention of their staffs the part-

ners and managers of wholesale firms, men's fur-

nishings or dry goods generally, are trying to work

out a new problem, bearing not upon styles or sup-

plies or purchases, but. upon the cost of transporta-

tion. This has been forced upon them by the deter-

mination of the railway companies to give up entire-

ly the cartage of freight at the beginning of 1914.

This puts it up to the jobbers to arrange for the

conveying of goods between the stations and their

warehouses and the hauling of outgoing goods which

formerly was handled by the cartage companies un-

der a fixed rate agreement between the manufactur-

ers, jobbers and wholesalers, and the railways them-

selves. As the railways are canceling all agreements

on the plea that they have been losing money under

the arrangement for years past, it is natural to con-

clude that the readjustment will mean a higher cost

to some one. Will it fall upon the retailer?

It should be pointed out that there is a feeling

among a number of Canadian wholesalers that the

railway companies have not facilities to carry tbe

new arrangement into effect by the first of January.

As one said to The Review : "Up to the present the

railways controlled the cartage companies in the

larger cities, such as Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg,

Hamilton, etc. This meant not only that the com-

panies did all they could to facilitate the handling

of freight, making the best use of the plant the rail-

ways had, but were aided in this by manufacturers,

jobbers and wholesalers, both coming and going.

Under the new arrangement the conditions will be

reversed. Tbe merchants will be 'paying the piper'

and will not put themselves out as much as they did

before. There are certain to be more delays, and
unless the railways improve their own equipment,

congestion and serious tie-ups will result. Whether
they are willing to take the risk remains to be seen.

They need our utmost co-operation even as it is to

maintain conditions even half satisfactory."

Another put the case this way: "The railways

have certain rules which they claim the right to en-

force on all who use them for transportation pur-

poses. We have conformed to these for the most
part, but it is quite conceivable that conditions might
arise when the companies may not be able to pro-

vide a propel service, then whatever their claims to

being above tbe Railway Board, there is at least

common law. civil law. which protects the rights of

shippers and receivers of merchandise, to which law

they must conform.

"In taking the stand, that they will neither de-

liver goods to us. nor call for goods we are shipping,

see what they may be up against. Suppose we find

the condition an impossible one for us to solve ex-

cept at what seems exorbitant cost, and \vc should

say: 'if you will not call for our goods to send off.

we will leave the goods that have arrived for us on
your hands until if is convenient for us to remove

them.' What a congestion there would be.

"Again take consignments marked "rush freight.'

Under the present system the railways' cartage com-
panies handle goods sent to the stations in the ordtr

of the emergency for they are in control of the situ-

ation as they handle all the outgoing freight. Sup-

pose each wholesaler established his own freight de-

livery system, and a dozen were at the freight sheds

at once, all demanding preferential treatment, where

would things be?

"These difficulties make me feel that the railway

cartage companies will continue in business and that

they will make a new offer to us instead of the rail-

ways.— a higher one of course than the 3 cents per

cwt. we pay now—and on the new basis the freight

charges to the consignee will be worked out. We
could not each have his own system and work one
for each shipment the extra cost to each customer of

taking goods from our warehouses to the stations

for shipment."

SEPARATED FREIGHT AND CARTAGE.
For many years, up to about ISPS, the railway

companies in quoting freight rates, allowed a certain

amount to be included for cost of delivery. When
the lacier increased, they found that the two com-
bined would exceed the legal rate they were allowed
to charge under their charters. Consequently, in

order to approach to this for railway transportation
charges alone, they separated the two and made a

specific charge of 2 cents per cwt. for delivery. Later
on this was increased to 3 cents, which it now is.

In presenting their case to the Railway Board
the railways claimed that the 3-cent charge did not
equal the cost of delivery as the cartage companies.
such as the Shcdden. had advanced rates gradually
until they far exceeded this. As a result, they were
losing money on delivery at all points where cartage
companies were connected with the railways, as in

the larger centres. They objected, too. to the system
as discriminating against the smaller places where

Continued on page 68.
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Qtifels Indigo Cloth
QJ Standard for over 75 Years

For Overalls,

Uniforms, Shirts

and Coats
This trade mark on the back of the

goods r

is your guarantee against all

imitations of the Indigo Cloth
that has held the confidence

of garment makers and wear-
ers for over 75 years—on its

unapproachable merit.

Nothing can equal Stifel Indigo
Cloth for service and satisfaction.

Insist upon Stifel's Indigo Cloth—the
world's standard.

CLOTH MANUFACTURED

J. L. STIFEL & SONS
INDIGO DYERS and PRINTERS

NEW YORK
260-262 Church St.

TORONTO
14 Manchester Bldg.

MONTREAL
100 Anderson St.

BALTIMORE
" * W. Fayette St.

Sales Offices
ST. LOUIS

426 Victoria Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA
839 Market St.

BOSTON
68 Chauncy St.

CHICACO
223 W. Jackson Blvd.

SAN FRANCISCO
Postal Telegraph Bldg.

ST. JOSEPH ST. PAUL
201 Saxton Bank Bldg. 242 Endicott Bldg.

KANSAS CITY WINNIPEG
205 De Graw Bldg. 400-02 Hammond Bldg.

If you buy Garment Hangers
you cannot afford to place your orders

before seeing' samples of our lines

"We carry in stock for prompt
shipment, from 50,000 to 150,000

garment hangers, of all styles.

Write us for samples by mail,

No. 560X (waxed) Price per 100

No, 6—73 Price per 100

also send for our large fixture catalogue. Wholesalers ! Attention, we
want you to handle our hangers. Write us at once for quantity prices.

CLATWORTHY & SON, Limited
161 King St. W., Toronto, Ont.

fPWH
SUSPENDERS

(Made in France)

Guaranteed for one
year.

S. E. Porter

&Go.
Sole Agents

for

Canada.

Complete Stock

on Hand

" Birks Building,"

MONTREAL

IMPORTANT

PYJAMA
MAKERS

Ashton & Pulford

22 Back Piccadilly

MANCHESTER (ENGLAND)

Can supply all your re-

quirements in

KNITTED or BRAID
GIRDLES, FROGS,
LOOPS, TASSELS,
BUTTONS,TAPES,etc;



WorkingOut Problem of Knit Goods Advance
Sweater Coats, Underwear and Hosiery Meeting Rise in Wool

—

Some Feeling of Apprehension—Color Season in Spring Hosiery

Revealed in Orders for Whites and Shot Effects — Are Tans
Receding?

HOW TO BREAK the news of higher prices as

gently as possible to the retail trade in January is

the particular aspect of Selling Talks that is making
the knights of the knit goods knit their brows a<

well, now that the day of their sortie upon the hosts

of the retailers draws nigh. The article in the last

issue of The Review in which a manufacturer was

quoted as saying that the schedule of sweater coat

prices would be advanced from $33 to $36, $36 to

$39, $39 to $42, and $42 to $48, and lower rates in

proportion, owing to the advance in yarns, has been

received with deep interest. While some manufac-

turers agree that this will be their practice—or. re-

versing it, giving a lighter weight for the same price

as last year, others declare that the season is hardly

opportune for a heavy advance and that they may
still decide to bear the increase in wool themselves.

Others again, claim that they will advance prices to

"uneven" figures, for example, from $36 to $37, in-

stead of $39; as representing more exactly the real

increase in cost. To offset this there is the opinion

advanced in many quarters, retail as well as whole-

sale, that the retailer does not want to deal in "odd"

prices, neither from the wholesaler nor to force it on

the public, that he would be more content with a

$36 to $39 advance, and selling at his usual retail

price for a $39 article, rather than to pay only $37,

and create a new retail price based on a $37 whole-

sale cost. The solution of buying at a $37 rate, and

selling on the basis of a $39 one, does not seem to

have struck either party as a possible way out of the

difficulty, which surely unconscious or not, is a trib-

ute to the innate honesty of the retailer in his deal-

ings with the public.

SWEATER COATS, UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY.

These coming advances apply not only to sweater

coats, but to wool and cotton underwear, and to hosi-

ery, though with different percentages. Agents of

British firms and jobbers agree that in nearly every

line of knitted wear advances have been or will be

made. Picking up some samples of sweater coats, a

low-priced line, a manufacturer's agent stated that

these were invoiced to him at 40 cents a dozen more

than one year ago, and better lines in proportion.

Another estimated the average advance in sweaters

at 5 to 7 per cent, and in underwear about the same.

It should also be pointed out in this connection that

some agents have written manufacturers advising

against increases going into effect at present ;
others

feel that where the state of the "raw" market war-

rants it, trade is buoyant enough to absorb any in-

crease that is justified. In one or two cases the form-

er class declared they themselves, as jobbers, intended

to pocket the loss in profits the manufacturer's in-

crease in prices would represent, and hand on the

goods to the retailer at last year's schedules. (From
5 to 7 per cent, up.)

A large jobber in hosiery who has just returned

from a trip to England gave the following statement

to The Review of the situation in that line: "There

has been an advance of from 5 to 7% per cent, in the

low grade of worsted yarn.- only, and in these alone

there has been an increase in prices. One way of

allowing for this is to leave out the 'mending card'

( the card often inserted in socks and stockings with

.-'•me yarn on the same as the goods themselves.)'

This would make up in cost for the advance in price.

I find that in cashmeres and the better yarns gen-

erally prices are steady and no advances have been

made."

WHERE TANS FELL TO THIRD.

The Review was permitted to glance over the

records of orders of another large jobber in hosiery

and it contained on analysis some very interesting

sidelights on the views of many of the leading re-

tailers in Canada on the tendencies in hosiery for

Spring. So far as women's lines are concerned —
and they have at least a reflected interest even in a

men's wear article—it was evident that this was to

be a Colored Hose Season. Those colored lines were

ordered in every direction. Blacks and whites were

there, but orders from scores included tan, cham-

pagne, purple, cadet, emerald green, pink, sky, Nell

rose, pearl, cerise, helio and nearly every other color

not contained in the rainbow.

As for men's a similar investigation showed

blacks slightly in the lead, with whites (and creams')

a close second. What of tans?

"A very poor third," was his reply. "Yes,"

he added, as he turned over page after page, "tans

will be relegated to a back place this year among my
customers."

Shot greys in silks and greys in clock effects are

also showing up strong.

A second jobber when spoken to had not had the

same experience as to tans, but thought they would

be "pretty strong again;" better than white. Greys,

helios and navies were also figuring in the orders.

FANCY SILKS WILL SELL WELL.

"Fancy silks will go well, judging by our orders

so far," he went on. "These are being made up in

Continued on page 68.
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We take the "season of compliments" as

sufficient opportunity to extend our thanks
to the trade throughout Canada for their

patronage during the past year.

We also wish you to accept our hearty
wishes for an enjoyable Christmas and a

Happy and Prosperous New Year.

Tfie Pcir>^ori^aJPar^sori>3CeLrt0.cii£irL^
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

*

i

t

| REMOVAL NOTICE |

| Owing to the increase in our business, we are compelled j

to have more room, and on January 1st

next, will be located at

THE CORNER OF |

j KING ST. and SPADINA AVE.
J

Where we will have LARGER PREMISES,
LARGER STOCKS
BETTER and BIGGER VALUES I

and give the same PROMPT DELIVERIES.

NOTE THE ADDRESS, KING ST. and SPADINA AVENUE

Toronto Waterproof Mfg. Company
iiiiuiiiiiiiyuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiin
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RELIANCE BRAND KNIT COATS FOR GOOD DRESSERS

o^uance Brand

r I

Tup- <i)P*
A^*"-*- STRETCH BUTHE^f ^9-

THE

RELIANCE
KNITTING
COMPANY

LIMITED

^Makers of

Reliance Brand
Sweaters and Underwear

#ITOur selling force will be out the

first of the year with an entire range

of Reliance Knit samples of sweaters,

underwear, caps and children's wear.

We have made adequate arrange-

ments to cover the entire Dominion

of Canada.

#T[We are showing for Fall the most

complete and exclusive designs in

Canada. In the range are many fea-

tures which are not only new to

ourselves, but have never before been

offered to the Canadian merchant.

The Reliance Knitting Company, Limited
King and Bathurst Streets, TORONTO

RELIANCE BRAND COATS FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
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RELIANCE BRAND UNDERWEAR HAS EXCLUSIVE POINTS

NUANCE Brand
The Elastic
Collarette

fits the ne
and keeps out
winter wi

id leaves
neck exposed

**« shrinkandalWA^

THE

RELIANCE
KNITTING
COMPANY

LIMITED

'Makeis of

Reliance Brand
Sweaters and Underwear

JjlWe are amply prepared to

take care of your require-

ments large or small. Our styles

are right, our values are right.

Do not place your Fall order

until you have seen our line.

The Staunch
Waistband

-strongly stitched and

ed, showing the cit

fine workmanship
into all parts of th

Shoulders are reinforc-

ed with a narrow strip

of cloth running across
the wale to prevent

stretchine

nd dropping down.

The Unbreakable Seam.
No amount of stress or strsii

can break them. Fabric wil
tear before seam breaks. You
money back or a new gar
ent for any one returnei

ith seam broken.

V The Improved

^ Cuffe
' are firmly knit to hui

^d the wri

1 JSj fl arc 01

the wrist and (

A Closed Crotch
Combination

that is positively
perfect.

The Reliance Knitting Company, Limited
King and Bathurst Streets, TORONTO

RELIANCE BRAND UNDERWEAR GIVES PERFECT FIT

G5



Those After Christmas Dull Days
A Few Helpful Suggestions to Overcome the Christmas Lull

—

Clearance Sales Should be Held — Specialize on One Line at a

Time—Show Cards and Price Tickets Should be Used.

Written for The Review by Paul O'Neal

EVERY MERCHANT experiences that depressing

commercial calm after the blustering, busy business

days preceding the Christmas holiday. It is during

this lull one feels like locking the store doors, telling

the help to take a holiday while you go home and

read and smoke till business picks up. But one must

not give way to such business suicidal feelings, so

it is well to do something to "Raise the Wind" to

blow your trusty old Store-boat out of the temporary

calm of the commercial sea.

What shall be done? Simple enough. Offer

specially attractive inducements from a price point

of view that will be so compelling in interest that

trade will simply drift your way, naturally, uncon-

sciously. If you handle cloth-

ing there will be the odd sizes

in suits and overcoats that

should be cleared out even if

you have to go down to the cost

price to do it. Remember the

first loss is the cheapest. Such

a clearing is good advertising.

It will be sure to bring custo-

mers who will purchase more

or less of your regular lines.

Remember this clearing sale is

not a general clean up of every-

thing you have in stock. It is

a clearing out of odd lines and

special lines and the price re-

ductions will be the attracting

power while the regular lines

will furnish the profits.

MAKE HALF YEARLY EVENT.

It may be well to make this

clearing sale a regular half-

yearly event, every July and

January. Arrange to start it

on a fixed day each time. That

may be the second Saturday or

the 15th of the month, or any

other day that may suit you

best. Call the sale by some

special name, such as your

"Regular Half-Yearly Sale,'
;

or "Our Twice-a-Year Clearing

Sale," etc., There will be odd

lines among your ties, gloves,

shirts, collars, hats, etc., that

can be made very tempting

buying during this dull season. Increase your

newspaper advertising space, then dig up your cut

drawer and get enough cuts to make your advertise-

ments a little out of the ordinary. One day adver-

tise a collection of men's gloves, odds and ends of

sizes and styles, a straightening out of your regular

lines at from one-half to two-thirds regular price.

Quote two prices, the actual price and your sale price.

By actual price we mean the truthful regular price.

Do not "Raise" the price for this sale. No merchant

can afford to do anything but make his every busi-

ness transaction strictly honest. The time for tricky

business methods is past, except in large centres

where sharks cater to transient customers whom they

Our Bi&

ANNUAL SALE
—'Is now on \n full »wind

/leoofi/ia/j
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WREYORD & CO
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's
Furnishers

"CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES"

House Coats $3.50 to $10.00 each.

Dressing Gowns. ...... 4.25 to 25.00

Silk Motor Scarves 18.00 to 65.00 dozen.

Art Silk Motor Scarves 4.50 to 15.00

Wool Motor Scarves . . 6.50 to 24.00 "

Sets of Silk Ace. Tie
and Sock 15.00 to 45.00 "

Sets of Crepe Tie and
Lisle Socks 8.00 to 12.00 "

Sets of y2 doz. Hdkfs
m Wallet 10.50 to 24.00 "

ETC.

LETTER ORDERS WILL RECEIVE CARE-
FUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION

Store Management-Complete

ABSOLUTELY NEW

ANOTHER NEW BOOK
BY

FRANK
FARRINGTON
A Companion Book to

Retail Advertising

Complete

$1.00 POSTPAID
"Store Management

—

Complete" tells all

about the management
of a store so that not
only the greatest sales
but the largest profit
may be realized.

THIRTEEN CHAPTERS

Here is a sample:

CHAPTER V.-THE
STORE POLICY-What it

should be to hold trade.
The money-back plan.
Taking back goods.
Meeting cut rates.
Selling remnants. De-
livering goods. Sub-
stitution Handling
telephone calls.
Courtesy. Rebating
railroad fare. Courtesy
to customers.

JUST PUBLISHED

Stnd us $1 .00. -Keep the book ten days and if it isn't worth the

price return it and get your money back.

Technical Book Dept., MacLean Publishing Co.

TORONTO

WHICH?
$12 to $15 as a clerk or

$25 to $50 a week as a

salesman, as a card-

writer or an ad-writer

Have you got into the rut where you are satis-

fied to let the future take care of itself or have

you a desire to get more money for your services

whether you are worth more or not? In either

ease you are ripe for a little advice and here it

is. If you're in the old rut "get out of it." It

you want more money just size yourself up and

find out if you are really worth more. Place

yourself in the position of your employers and
take off your smoked glasses, don't magnify your
abilities and your results. Be honest with your-
self. When you come to the conclusion that

you are just barely earning your money tear

out this advertisement, underline the course
which you are interested in, cut out the coupon
anil mail to us to-day.

The S.C.S.
Toronto

Please

Cardwri
Commer<

forward parlicula

ing. Ad. Writing,

ial.

-s re your
Salesman

:ourse in

hip. Art.

Name ..

Address.

D.R.

Shaw Correspondence School
Yonge and Gerrard Sts.

TORONTO

07
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expect to see but once. Fair, honest, upright deal-

ing is the kind that wins confidence and holds trade.

A SUCCESSION OF SALES.

Following your glove sale arrange a shirt sale.

It may be well to buy a few specials to augment

your stocks in this line. A shirt sale is always an

attraction for buyers. It is sure to bring trade to

your store. This shirt sale can be run for two or

three days.

A collar sale with an accompaniment of ties can

follow this sale for two or three days more. Buy a

line of "Off-Color" collars from the makers to sell at

about 7c each. This can be made a great feature.

The tie sale will be just a collection of slow sellers

and odd colors reduced to a price that will clear them

rapidly.

Then there i- the hat sale which will enable you

to rid out odd sizes and last fall's styles, leaving

your shelves ready to receive the new spring lines

so soon to come in.

If you have double windows use one for your

sale goods and the other for your regular lines.

Among your special regular lines will be clothing

for the social season which will be well into line by

now. There will be dress suits, ties, evening shirts,

vests, gloves, etc., which should come in for promi-

nence in your advertising and displays.

INSCRIPTION OF CARDS.

In all these various lines use your windows exten-

sively and see that your cards are attractive and

displayed prominently. Price ticket all your sale

lines both in the store and in the windows. The

cards shown this month should give you suggestions

both for your sale goods and for your regular lines.

The Annual Sale card is done on white with large

letters in red, and small ones in black. The shading

is in grey.

The $2 hat card is made by cutting a hat from a

manufacturer's fashion plate or other advertisement

and pasting it onto the card. It will do for either

your sale or regular lines, the difference being largely

in the price. This makes a very strong card.

The Shirt Card is an air brush design made In-

laying an oval pattern and two strips on to the card

and air brushing around them. The word Shirts is

in red and the dollar and small letters are in black.

The Tie card is an air brush design, a marble

slab effect. It is done in dark brown, the figures in

black and the small letters in red.

The dress suit card is brown with the man in

black and lettering in white. Tins is a very effective

card.

From these card ideas you should evolve others

that will help you over this usually slack Tanuarv

month.

WorkingOutProblem of KnitGoodsAdvance
Continued from page 62.

black and white, black and red, black and tan, etc.

Shot effects will be good sellers, the color (in contrast

to the black ground work), showing up more prom-

inently in the silk and wool combinations than in

the pure silk."

CASHMERES LOSING GROUND.

Are customers losing their popularity of years?

Yes, if the opinion of a number of retailers is an

accurate sizing-up of public wants.

One of these wrote to a wholesaler early in De-

cember that his best policy would be to supply cot-

ton socks to sell at 25 cents retail, and lisle at 35 and

50 cents. "If you do this we don't care much what

you send us in cashmere for the Spring.'

"The people are getting out of a fancy for the

heavier cashmere," said this wholesaler to The

Review, "just as they are doing away with heavier

underwear. "They are wearing cotton in Summer

and lisle or silk in Winter,—and even cotton.'

How do you find it in your own experience 9

®

The Cartage Question Causes Anxiety

Continued from page 60.

local carters delivered goods for which the consignee

paid Thev. therefore proposed to discard the whole

responsibility for the delivery of freight after Janu-

ary 1. 1914.
*

The situation is a very complicated one but am

new system is certain to be considerably more costly

however it is worked out. In a certain line of goods,

a manufacturer assured The Review that while the

cost of distribution to a single party figures out from

$2.50 to $3.75 per carload at present, under the

new arrangement this would be increased to $8 or

more. If this is divided up among several hundred

dozen articles it will be seen that the advance may not

be excessive, but still it is such as to call for a careful

adjustment. —®—
Selling Points on the Sale of Overcoats

Continued from page 58.

"They will, tell you they have come in for a

brother, or a friend : look over the goods and go away,

saying they will tell them about what they saw.

Probably it's ten to one they are looking on their own

account "and chose this as giving them an easy chance

to retreat.

The Review should make a memo here, as an

additional cause of gratitude to Mr. Craig from itself

and its readers, that the visit took place on a Satur-

day morning. And. finally, if wishes are of any

help, it proffers its own most heartily, that Mr.

Craig's stock sheet at the end of the winter selling

will contain, as last Spring, not more than FIVE

unsold overcoats.



Bows and Knitted Ties Strong for Spring
Former so Important That Special Designs of Silk Are Being
Made—Knitted in Derbv and Straight Tubular Will be Popular
—Basket Weave Effects—Styles in .Mufflers.

THE SHOWINGS of ties for next Spring have been

described in earlier issues of The Review, but at the

present time opinions are more likely to be exact as

samples will be ready for the road in a week or two,

and a certain unanimity of prophecy on the part of

the manufacturers is usually a pretty safe guide for

the several lines on which they agree. The merits

of their choice on lines in which they differ can be

established only, of course, by the reception they re-

ceive from the retailers, and sometimes not always

then. The ultimate possessor of the tie sometimes

makes the best of the merchant- renounce all claim-

to foresight in their make-up.

But there is a fair amount of agreement on the

strength of bow ties, which were coming on promis-

ingly in August and September. The start they re-

ceived then, after such a long probation, has drawn

more attention to them in Spring planning, so much
so that special designs have been created for the bat-

wing shapes, instead of leaving them to be cut from

the ordinary tie silks. The new designs, as might be

expected, show stripes and borders for the ends, fol-

lowing the examples of the four-in-hand. The latter

will head off bows only if there is a late Spring, for

the little fellows are warm weather ties, par excellence.

SMALL CONVENTIONAL DESICNS.

The four-in-hands will continue along presenl

popular lines, broad flowing ends with border- and

bias stripes under the knot. Although in Europe

there is a hint of bright colors and prominent design-

as if an Oriental revival -were coming. All signs

among Canadian jobbers point in the opposite direc-

tion, towards small, neat, conventional designs in

stripes and borders with nothing bizarre or noisy.

This is quite in line with the pre-

vailing tendency in shirts, al-

though in these, the last few weeks,

there have been heard the rustlings

of some fairly pronounced colors

and wide stripes. If the makers

can do good guessing, green will

be a much worn color, .probably

the leading one.

"basket weave."

One of the novelties in design

so far as the adoption to ties is con-

cerned will be a "basket weave"

effect resembling the shepherds'

plaid. This was suggested indeed

by the strength of the latter

among suitings for Spring, as an-

nounced some weeks ago in The
Review. The tie design, however,

is many times smaller than the

cloth squares as more befitting a

small piece of silk. These will be found to a certain

extent in all-over effects, but more in warp or back-

ground of black, and the basket weave of black and

white as a border or pattern below the knot. This is

also worked oul in a combination of silk that is

ribbed like a fan and has a basket weave border, and

comes in all shades. Sometimes it is seen in red on a

warp of black. This basket weave effect has been

reproduced on collars as an edging down the front in

black and white, tapering off at each turn.

DERBIES IN KNITTED SILKS.

The feeling months ago that knitted ties would

continue to run strong shows no signs of relaxing,

and the strength developed during the past few

weeks in Christmas lines confirms the earlier views.

Mention has been made of the broadening of knitted

ties, to double the former width or nearly four inches

at the end. The object of this was to secure a better

display that would rival the ordinary flowing ends,

and provide a wider flare below the knot. While this

tie in a few weeks has become a universal seller— in

spite of an advance on the old narrow style of 50
cents to $1.00 each—it is not thought it will do so

well in the Spring just because of its greater size,

suggesting too much warmth. But the departure to

double width is not the only one: a derby shape is

shown in crushed out goods. As to colors, while the

simple self-colors are always good, some bright com-
binations are shown, yellow and red border effects

being one. Indeed, where the cut silk ties are quieter,

the brighter colors are being worked out in the
knitted goods.

Along with the derby shape the narrow tubular
knit or "straight" tie will be even stronger than this

Fall as there will be no rival in the

wider ties, the "English hand-
frame knit," These last named, a

manufacturer claims, cannot be

made up in Canada yet, as this re-

quires new and costly machinery.

Ties will continue to be bought
for their looks in the haberdasher's

window, regardless of whether the

pattern portion of these looks can
be reproduced on the outside of

the small part that shows in

the cut of the vest. And so

long as this tendency lasts—and
why should it not indefinitely?—

so long, it would seem, would the

call for the wide flowing ends con-

tinue.

A SHIFTING SCALE OF PRTOES?

This again brings up the ques-

tion of the greater cost and again

ROOM FOR THE
TIE HIGH UP.

This London design
shows a change in

the straight edges to

permit of the knot
running up close to

the top of the collar.

This device followed
the cutaway of this
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and again manufacturers voice the opinion, the pro-

test of the one in The Review of two months ago,

against being forced to keep on the larger, more

costly, flowing ends at $4.25 per dozen, instead of

paying $4.50 as a small margin to the maker to lower

the extra cost of the larger article. While most

larger manufacturers report that the ordinary, staple

silks for ties remain about the same price, the novelty

silks—especially when only one order of a particular

design often goes out to prevent duplication—are

costing from 20 to 25 per cent, more than one year

ago.

"We can make ties for $4 . 25 a dozen as we did

before, but if we are to get any profit at that rate the

quality must be cheaper, and the chances of their

splitting after a little wear or fading, much greater.

We must either get a little extra or cut down on

quality, and the quality is what every one, manufac-

turer, retailer and public, should combine to retain.

There should be a sliding scale in ties, such as 50, 55,

65 cents retail. Then the public will be getting bet-

ter values than they are now, with greater satisfac-

tion all round."

NO VELVETS FOR SPRING.

There appears to be general unanimity over velvet

ties, that their day is over. The sale has been very

scanty for Christmas and few are making any attempt

to show any for the Spring. While velvet has failed

in ties, there is a revival in one direction—vests.

Manufacturers report these are going better than ever.

Warmth is a quality that appeals in a vest, where it

is a detriment in a tie.

While a few knitted mufflers are being shown now
with border effects they promise to be very strong for

next Fall judging by the samples that are being pre-

pared. Two-color combinations and ribbed effects

will be seen everywhere.

The close relation between the style of collars and

of ties, season by season, is recognized by the manu-
facturers of both. The growing flare in ties below

the knot, in the desire to present on the wearer some-

thing of the expansive display that caught admiring

eyes in the store windows, has led to a widening of

the collars to admit of more of the tie being seen. In

this issue is shown a design that permits the knot to

be moved up to the top of the collar. There is a

difference of opinion just at present as to whether

this tendency will continue next Spring and Summer.
Some are confident it is a custom come to stay as

most of the collars sold now for business wear are

cutaways. A tie manufacturer told The Review.

however, that his information led him to believe the

more closely-fitting collar would return next year,

and so he was turning to a rather smaller knot in

tie designing. That was one reason why he felt the

wider silk knitted shapes would not be permanent.

The popularity of velvet vests for this Winter has

been referred to. There is reason to believe that the

Spring will see fancy vests strong after a few years of

comparative quietness. These are being made up in

fancy patterns, principally in greys and white and

black two-tone effects.

Altogether, if Spring prophecies come true to

even a moderate extent the men's furnishers will

have all manner of variety to work upon.

PLAY UP TO EVENING WEAR
FOR FIVE DAYS

THE DULL WEEK between Christmas and New
Year's, when people seem sated with shopping, and
the giving and receiving of gifts, would seem to

have spoiled the zest for bothering about what is do-

ing in the shops,—what have you planned for it?

You have been busy with the last few days of

Christmas shopping, glad enough when it is over at

the prospect of a rest, not thinking of the holiday

week ; willing, it may be, to let it go by default so far

as any serious arrangements are concerned for con-

verting it into good business with a fair share of the

months profits.

You may be getting ready on the other hand for

a big "clearance sale" early in January; a semi-an-

nual or an annual: getting rid of your left-overs as

best you can to clear the decks for your Spring stock.

But there is a safe and profitable line awaiting you
for the Christmas-New Year's interval.

Try five days of pushing evening wear.

Many whom The Review saw this month, in sev-

eral cities in Canada, had worked along this line for

one year or several ; and all recommended it as the

best line of effort.

You will rack your brains in vain to find a weak

spot in the public's armor along many other lines.

Nothing doing in colored ties:
—"Got to get rid of

that fright gave me some way or other." Un-

derwear does not appeal particularly; smoking jack-

ets may be needed and wanted badly, but the disap-

pointment at the failure of some good Christmas

fairy to supply it, is likely to remain.

But evening wear: dress suits, shirts, glace kid or

suede gloves, white ties, pearl studs, and an occasion-

al topper, are the questions of the hour. It is a season

of festivities, the most active in this particular of the

whole year. "Parties'' galore, dances, an evening at

whist, and entertainments varying from a concert

to a skating supper, or a sleighride a la hay wagon.

Everything goes. This is the harvest-time of the

evening wear lines of the men's furnisher.

Advertise them if you can ; use cuts in your "ad,"

and play the game strong in your window. Put them

all in, and add a dressy silk muffler. It all helps to

whet the appetite and draw the young man or his

mother in to buy. The window display is as strong

in suggestion at this time as a stocky trim of small

wear before Christmas.

Continued on page 71.
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Blue Has the Call for Soft Hats for Spring
Green Losing Ground Steadily—Higher Crowns in Stiff, Soft and
Straws—More Roll in Brims—The "Pugaree" in Bands for Stiff

Felt and Straws—Better Quality in Spring Buying.

SEVERAL MONTHS AGO The Review dealt with

the main features in Spring hats and caps. In the

stiff hats the tendency towards higher crowns and a

more pronounced roll in the brim, supplanting the

low crowns and flatfish brims of last Spring. In

straws the higher crowns and narrower brims were

described. It was also stated that the bow at the back

would not be as strong as it had been this Fall, but

that the "three-quarter" bow would make a bid for

favor.

Later information and complete lines of Spring-

samples confirm these views in all particulars. The
extreme style of the back bow has been added to by
buckles or buttons in many samples, and these are

found to a certain extent on the three-quarter bows
also. As in the past, a good stock of side bows must
be carried for older men and the more conservative

of the younger set.

DEEPER BANDS ON FELTS.

While the velvet band is commonly used with the

soft hat, it has not been adopted to

any extent on the stiff and the silk

band remains. In all styles except

straws the band is deeper, increasing

from the average of one inch to an

inch and a half. There is a peculiar

looking band on the market for

Spring, the "Pugaree," which prom-
ises to take some education to stir up

admiration. One might be forgiven

for coming to the conclusion that the

band developed a few creases in be-

ing ironed and that the presser forgot to take them

out. The silk band has several tucks taken in it, not

up and down, but around the hat, about one-

sixteenth of an inch in width. At the back, to take

the place of the bow, the band is folded on the bias

to within one-quarter inch of the bottom, when it

runs straight down. This band is being made for

straws also in "removable" style.

BLUES SUPERSEDING GREENS.

In soft hats the going will be harder for greens

next Spring than it was in the early Fall. Then
they had a phenomenal vogue. This continued for

six weeks or two months, and then the public, seeing

them too often, turned to blue, which has become
the more popular early Winter shade. The manu-
facturers are looking for it to continue into the

Spring, perhaps on the analogy of navy blue being
one of the most popular of Spring lines in suitings.

Light browns will also be strong, while greys can

GEEMAN VELOUR HAT.
This is a new design by a

Berlin firm, made in green, blue,

brown and black.

never be supplanted as the staple in soft hat shades.

Velours end with the Winter. So with velvets.

This seems to be a dictate of custom, a reasonable one,

surely for the average head that fears over-loading.

So with all manner of chinchillas and allied var-

ieties. The plain felts seem to have pretty much
their own way. Velvet bands naturally follow the

heavier crowns and brims into seclusion until next

Fall.

As in stiff hats, higher crowns will be the pre-

vailing style with brims tending to be more rolled

instead of the flatter forms they were assuming the

last couple of years. For all that, welt brims either

of the broader type, or the narrower with the appear-

ance of a roll, are going well. It will take a long-

time to kill that rakish-looking cowboy-sombrero

effect in the soft felts.

DEMAND FOR BETTER CLASS GOODS.

Manufacturers are looking forward to a good
volume of placing business in January. One Ontario

firm mentions the cities of Western
Ontario and the larger centres of

Western Canada as developing sur-

prisingly expensive tastes in soft hats.

The ones that retail at $5 are being
ordered heavily, and in stiff hats $18
is being replaced by $24 per dozen
lots. Western Canada also, at least

in the best stores in the larger cities,

is after the latest style and best qual-

ity. This condition cannot but hold
out bright prospects for the retail

higher grade in hats is not found by itself:

better ties, better suits, better under-

stores, as

better shirts,

wear, are all linked together in satisfying the latest

edition of tastes in men's wear.

And with higher-priced goods, come higher
profits.

Play up to Evening Wear for Five^Days
(Continued from page 70.)

PRICE DOES NOT MATTER.

Probably it is better not to bother about price

tickets, this time least of all the year. The young
man and his mother will not bother much about it

themselves, so why need you? It is not a question
of price, but of quality. If they look nice, dressy,

good, the sale is yours without a word more. He
must look his best : what matters a few cents. Be an
"exclusive" men's wear man for this week even if you
never repeat the offence.
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A Talk on Selling Clothing
By Otto Buehrmann

THESE SELLING talks are but suggestions to the

individual: the application of the ideas must be a

personal matter; and at this season, neaiing the holi-

days, the recollection of long hours on the floor, the

many trying experiences of temper and patience,

bring to mind a few suggestions of time and temper-

saving practices, chief of which is a complete and

thorough knowledge of the location of the stock and

an intimate acquaintance with each article, its value

and its adaptability to certain classes of customers.

In the rush of the Christmas trade, one salesman

who knows the stock, and can put his hands on any

article in the house in an instant, is worth two men

who will have to "look it up." No matter if the

item is not in your stock proper, for your customers

buy all over the house in the average-sized clothing

-lore: the salesman is expected to sell all over the

house, and when he can do this without any hesi-

tancy he is in a position to make friends of the

trade.

The crowded condition of the store demands this

thorough knowledge of the stock, and a cool head, a

quick eye and an even temper are friend-making

attributes for the salesman who is so happily equip-

ped. No wonder he has one or more customers wait-

ing for him to serve them. He saves hours of stock

keeping by handing the customer his size of 88 x 31

trousers at once, without waiting to measure him or

asking the size. When the tired mother comes shop-

ping he sizes up her pocketbook and the demands of

the boy who accompanies her in an instant, by show-

ing just what is wanted, as against trying to find

something to suit.

It is not that his ability as a salesman is so sup-

erior to the other men on the floor, but he know-

where to find the goods at the right moment. A first -

class stock man will have advantages over the bril-

liant salesman, for the records often show that bril-

liant salesmanship makes but comparatively few

.-ales in the rush.

I use this actual happening as an illustration:

A mother, wishing to buy a suit for her son. came

early in the day to avoid the rush. A salesman who
had not felt called on to learn the boys' clothing

stock, as he was "over on the other side of the

house," came forward to wait on her. Of clean-cut

appearance and capable looking, she felt him to he

efficient. She selected the suit: the coat seemed to

lit. and. as the trousers of a like age usually fit. the

suit was bought, hut the salesman did not know that

the trousers selected were cut very full, and would lit

a chunky hoy much belter than this one. who was
-lender and tall for his age. When at home the

trousers were tried on. and were found entirely loo

large, and, now that this fact was so plainly seen,

the coat was deemed too full in the back, and in the

busiest hours of the afternoon the mother and boy

were compelled to go hack to the store.

Following the rule that the salesman who sold

the goods must make the exchange, the two had to

wait until he was at leisure. When at last the now
really busy salesman made his appearance he knew
no more at this time of the day about the stock than

he did in the morning, and the day's selling had not

pul it in better shape for him to find other kinds of

suits and sizes for Tommy. So he went at the job

with a doubt in his mind, which should never be

present in the man who knows his work. Suit after

suit was tried on until, in desperation, one was a lect-

ed and taken home, where it did not fit overwell.

The element of "good service" is not present in the

entire transaction. It was even possible that the

whole performance would have to be repeated on

the morrow.

Mr. Salesman, whose fault was it that your

"book' was no larger that night? "The boys' cloth-

ing was not in your -tick at all." you may reply.

Every e;annent. every article in the house is your

stock when you wait on your customer.- all over the

house. The customer only knows that you are a

salesman in the store, and only remembers the ser-

vice you rendered was poor. No store advertisement

of "the greatest efficiency and service" will ever ex-

plain to the mother why she had to make two. or

possibly three, trips to find a suit for her hoy. and

caused her so much annoyance when she was busy

with her Christmas work.

The holiday season is the time for "second calls,"

"stock men" and "extras" to forge ahead, by know-

ing when and where to find the goods in the rushes

of trade. Head salesmen are the one- who have

worked their way to their positions by "knowing."

and the road is free ami open to any ambition- man
who wants to use it. Success is within the grasp of

every man in the house, and while at times it may
seem an impossibility to the stock hoy that he can

ever become "First Call." let him take a try at climb-

ing, during the rushes, when so many of the sales-

men are asking, 'Where is this or that'?" Be able

to say, "What you want is on the third table, neat

the bottom of the second stack, on the north side of

the house." Within the next few days. you. the

stock boy, will jump into such prominence that it

will surprise you. and everybody else, to find that

there is somebody who knows what everybody wants

to know, at a time when the -tore is as noisy and as

busy a- a country sawmill. "Knowing how" is a key
to open all opportunities, and it makes the pav en-
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velope thicken in a most happy and satisfactory

manner. The proprietor is not as blind as he may-

seem. He has to shut his eyes to many things he

knows and sees, but when he realizes that any one

man in the house knows, he will first begin to "try

him out," and then think about raising his salary.

For the effect follows the cause, and the cause is

knowing how.

There is one royal road in selling clothing which

we almost overlooked, one "easiest" way. It is this:

Meet the customer with a smile, and let him see you

are glad to see him right now, although you were

thinking of going out to lunch; your good nature

radiates from your personality as the glow of the

fox-fire used to light up the old stumps away down

South in boyhood days. Cordiality is of the greatest

value in this selling game: not the "grin" kind, that

may mean any of a half dozen emotions, but the

red-blooded sort, that stands for a feeling of genuine

hospitality. No customer warms up to a cold-blood-

ed, "fishy" salesman. You set the example, and they

will follow as surely as the one little duckling slips

into the pond after the other.

At this time particularly it is the duty of every

salesman on the floor to know to an item what is

advertised; not only the price, but also the words in

which the goods are presented to the trade, so that

the salesman will use the same words and terms, to

avoid confusing the customer, who has been induced

to come to the store by the advertisement. The
customer is thinking in the language which attracted

him, and to change it and have the salesman use

another way of expressing it is to confuse the custo-

mer, and he will be required to readjust his entire

impressions to make them fit the new presentation.

He has, for instance, been attracted by the de-

scription of the new "Montagnac" overcoat; he is not

fully acquainted with the fabric, but has a hazy

idea it is a rough-surface goods, the impression prob-

ably "leaned from the fashion notes in the news-

papers. The salesman shows him "a handsome new
rough-surface material" in an overcoat. It looks

good, but he came to see the "Montagnac" material,

and if he be diffident—better mark this, Mr. Sales-

man, there are many, very many, diffident men, the

very ones who are to be cultivated, for their trade is

of the "come back" kind, for when once pleased they

prefer to go where they feel at home, and do not
have to form new acquaintances every time they
buy a suit or overcoat. These men do not ask to be
shown everything in stock.

When the salesman shows him the "Montagnac,"
and uses the same words in which it was advertised,

the customer feels a certain familiarity with the

goods, and lie does not hesitate and halt to readjust
his subconscious mind to the new statements. The
impulse to buy is natural, and is a sequence to pre-

conceived favorable impressions which brought him

to the store.

To know what is advertised is a great time saver,

as well as an additional selling argument of much
value. "If a customer wants anything he will ask

for it," say some men on the floor, who long ago

used to see this card in all stores, "If you don't see

what you want, ask for it." The day of practical

usefulness of such invitations has gone the way of

the old style of advertising the firm as "J. Smith &
Co., wholesale and retail dealers in clothing, hats and

gent's furnishing goods." Customers do not ask

for goods nowadays ; it is up to the merchant to show

them, and it must be done cleverly, too, or they will

go to some other place where such service is extended

them.

Years past the family had an account at the

store and would take what the storekeeper had, but

now every mail brings letters from many storekeep-

ers who, each and every one, make liberal offers of

superior merchandise and service, and to presume
or assume that any customer in your community is

ignorant of this fact is to argue that the trade world

does not move.

If the proprietor does not think it worth his

while to tell his salesmen what is advertised, it is the

self-interest of the salesmen to learn to a word what
the advertisements said, and how they said it, for

the salesman wants a "book" which will command
the best price for his services, and, to make his

"book" a success, he must know everything, inside

and out of the store, the stock, the business, the ad-

vertising and the customer.

As an illustration, a sale was recently made in

which it will be seen the salesman knew his business.

The customer, a man of about 28 years, accompanied
by his mother, came upstairs "To look at a suit like

the one in the window." The salesman saw at a
glance that a 28-year-old "sissy" was going to be a

fastidious and critical customer, and "mama" was to

be reckoned with as well. It was to first please their

taste, next fit the man, and then suit their pocket-
book; this latter point was seemingly not hard to do,

as the evidences of ability to buy what they wanted
was attested by the dress of both man and woman,
and their expressed preferences for "something real

nice" gave a cue to quality. When shown the same
kind of suit as the one displayed downstairs, the man
said, "This suit does not look as attractive to me as
it did in the window; how does that happen 9" The
salesman was ready with an answer, and said, "When
you saw the suit in the window you admired it, and
it pleased your fancy; now that you see it up here
you are critical, and look at it with that thought in

your mind." This answer made a good impression,
as it was so logical as to admit of no questioning.

Now began the inspection of the entire line. In
the course of conversation, the salesman noticed that
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when he vised the term "imported" it made quite an

impression on both mother and son, and, having an

unusually good line of suits to show, ranging in price

from $30 to $40, in which several were made of im-

ported materials, he was strong in this direction.

When at length a preference for a suit at $36 was

shown, the man said that his tailor had offered to

make him a suit to order for $38, giving him choice

of a large range of fabrics, and he did not feel in-

clined to pay $36 for a ready-made, when for $2

more he could have a custom tailor-made suit.

Then it was that the salesman brought out his

reserve force, the knowledge of his work. He rung

the several changes on the exclusiveness of the pat-

terns in the imported goods, the acknowledged super-

iority of the qualities of such materials, and made a

feature of the fact that "This was but a try-on for

this suit," and that he would have the tailor come

and make it a fit of which the customer would be

justly proud." The price of the ready-made con-

trasted with that of the custom-made was the point

to be overcome, and the salesman now began to tell

the customer the cost of materials, linings and find-

ings, supporting his arguments with the quality of

the materials used in the suit before them. He gave

the cost of these materials and making of the same

high-class garment by a custom tailor, and as it

totaled $50, which, by the way, was a fact, the dif-

ference in price was the talking point, for he had

satisfied his man with the "try-on" argument, that

the fit was to be perfect.

The mother had all along been active in assist-

ing in the selection of a pattern, and the "imported

goods" argument had won her over to the quality,

and now the apparent saving of $14 was the crown-

ing feature to induce her to approve of the choice

and counsel buying this suit as against the tailor

made. »

Had the salesman not known the value of his

goods, materials and making he would never have

been able to demonstrate these points and his report

would have been, and truthfully so, "They were just

looking around, and intended having a suit made

by a custom tailor." He used the points of advant-

age to the wholesale manufacturers, of buying in

large quantities from first hands, setting out in de-

tail this difference in cost. Then he made plain the

savings in making, by the team process of tailoring,

showing in every word of his argument that he was

familiar with his business in all its details.

This salesman had never manufactured a gar-

ment, but he had taken enough interest to learn all

about it from those who knew, and at the right

moment used his knowledge to land the "look-

around" customer. It was a case of "knowing how,"

which makes the average of misses of this salesman

less than 4 per cent. Hard work and application

are the means by which he accomplishes this won-

derful result.

Tell your customers about it

read it yourself—
One glance through the pages of the December Number of MacLean's will convince you

of its merits. The racy account of the Fighting Denisons of Toronto, a family who would
not settle in the Queen City when it was proposed that Toronto be called Dublin, is in

itself sufficient to induce every Canadian to secure a copy.

The Germans who have aided the Kaiser in making modern Germany what a magnificent

machine it is, are well described by Frederic W. Wile, Berlin correspondent of the London
Daily Mail, MacLean 's has the copyright. Ballin, just out, is timely. He is even now
trying to make the German Empire a partner in the Hamburg-American Steamship Line.

Bebel, the Red Napoleon, will be described in December.
But this is not all, take a look at:

—

The New Scrooge
Moving a University
The Banking Situation
The Power That Serves

Millions from Waste
A 1,000 Miles of Wealth
The Popular Book

and the excellent Review of Reviews Department, then you will understand why MacLean 's

is the Premier Magazine for Canadians.

Acquaint your customers with its merits and reap profit from its sales.

FULLY RETURNABLE—NO LOSS—ALL PROFIT

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Limited
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE - - TORONTO
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BANK OF MONTREAL
Proceedings at the Ninety-sixth Annual

Meeting of the Shareholders.

The 96th Annual General Meeting of the

Shareholders of the Bank of Montreal was
held at noon, December 1, in the board room
at the bank's headquarters.

Amongst those present were: Messrs. H. E.

Rawlings, D. Morrice, J. McK. Rea, Wm.
Hanson, G. L. Ogilvie, W. R. Miller, H. B.

MeDougall, Alfred Piddington, E. Fiske, J.

B. Learmont, J. Patterson, W. B. Blackader,

H. M. Stanway, Sir William Macdonald, Hon.
Robert Mackay, Sir Thomas Shaughnessy,

Messrs. D. Law, William McMaster, T. Durn-
ford, Preble Macintosh, C. R. Black, W. H.

Evans, Henry Joseph, George Caverhill, Dr.

H. B. Yates, George G. Foster, J. Rodger,

Hamilton Gault, C. B. Gordon, C. R. Hosmer,
D. Forbes Angus, J. A. Hawthorne, H. R.

Drummond, R. B. Angus, Dr. Shepherd,

Charles Chaput, H. V. Meredith, F. F. Archi-

bald, Campbell Nelles, E. B. Greeushields, A-

Falconer, Guy Drummond, and J. J. Reid.

On motion of Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. H. V.

Meredith was requested to take the chair.

Mr. Hartland B. MeDougall moved and Mr.

A. Piddington seconded, that Messrs. W. R.

Miller and David Law be appointed to act as

scrutineers, and that Mr. James Aird be the

Secretary of the meeting. This was carried

unanimously.
The Chairman then, in the absence of the

general manager, called upon Mr. A. D.

Braithwaite, assistant general manager, to

read the annual report of the directors to

the shareholders at their 96th Annual Gen-
eral Meeting, held Monday, December 1st,

1913.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
Mr. Meredith, in moving that the report of

the directors and the accounts, as read, be

adopted and the same be printed for distribu-

tion among the shareholders, said :

—

Gentlemen—In moving the adoption of the

Directors' Report, I will refer to the changes

which have taken place during the year in the

Balance Sheet, a copy of which has been fur-

nished you, before alluding to general and
financial conditions. The Bank has experi-

enced another good year and its business has

be"n well maintained. The Authorized Capital

remains at $25,000,000 ; the Paid-up Capital at

$16,000,000, and the Rest at $16,000,000. Out
of net earnings, which, for the year, amounted
to $2,648,402.86, $243,402.86 was transferred

to Profit and Loss Account, bringing that bal-

ance up to $1,046,217.80, and there has been

set aside for Bank Premises Account during
the year an amount oi $485,000. A Bonus of

1 per cent, was paid to shareholders on 1st

June and 1st December over and above the

quarterly dividend of 2% per cent.

Deposits not bearing interest remain prac-

tically unchanged. Interest bearing deposits

show an increase of $2,500,000. A portion of

these is always of a temporary nature, but I

am pleased to say that, notwithstanding the

fact that considerable sums have been with-

drawn during the year for investment at the

tempting rates prevailing, the aggregate of

the savings banks deposits has been well

maintained.

Turning to our assets, the current loans and

discounts in Canada and elsewhere and other

assets, amounting to $134,160,000, show an

increase of $±5,000,000, caused by taking on

new business and by the increased legitimate

requirements of our customers. Investments in

railway and other bonds are $12,933,000. Bank
premises, Montrial and branches; remain at

$4,000,000. Call and other loans in Great
Britain and the United States are $51,240,000,

against $55,150,000 a year ago, which deduc-

tion, with $8,000,000 withdrawn from foreign

correspondents and agencies of the Bank out-

side of Canada, has been used to provide for

the increased demands of our Canadian cus-

tomers, mentioned above. Our bills payable

amount to $919,308, as compared with $1,717,-

000 as at the same date last year. At that

time, however, the amount was shown as a

contingent liability instead of being included

in the General Statement as at present.

The delayed decennial revision of the Bank
Act was finally completed at the last session of

Parliament. On the whole, the new measure
may be characterized not only as workable,

but as preserving the fundamental principles of

past laws, but as well designed to promote and
safeguard the interests of the public, which I

need scarcely add, are identical with the inter-

ests of the Bank.

As the measure was a non-contentious one,

1 think I am at liberty to add my tribute of

praise to the Finance Minister, Hon. Mr. White,

for the very capable manner in which he sup-

ervised the rev' -ion of the Act. Throughout
the protracted discussion of the bill, he ex-

hibited a thorough grasp of the subject and a

keen desire to make the measure conform as

fully as possible to the needs of the public, the

safety and stability of the banks.

THE GENERAL SITUATION.

In regard to the general situation, the year

1913 may be truly described as a memorable
one. In Great Britain it has been disturbed

and disappointing. The demands of borrowing
countries, both old and new, have outrun capi-

tal supplies, and there has been an ever-in-

creasing difficulty in obtaining loans, however
sound the security might be, and, when obtain-

able, the rates and terms have been far more
onerous than for many years past.

As is well known, there have been several

factors combining to produce these stringent

conditions : the Balkan war and record public

flotations, which, in London alone, totalled not

less than £200,000,000 to the end of October,

exclusive of special borrowings and treasury

bills, of which no less an amount than £54,-

000.000 were Canadian emissions. Then there

has been world-wide trade activity, a rise in

the price of commodities, coupled with serious

political disturbances in France and Germany,
and the continuous and heavy gold demands of

such importing countries as Argentina, Brazil.

Egypt and India, heavier requirements for

home trade in Great Britain, and accumula-

tions by joint stock banks in their private

vaults. Added to all this, the position was
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aggravated by the prolongation of the Balkan
war, and social unrest in England.

In France, the economic position has been
less favorable than usual. The severe political

shocks I have mentioned occasioned a with-
drawal of funds from Germany, and hoarding
has been continuous and constant. A vast ag-
gregation of loa.-s to finance the Balkan states
and for increased home armaments still await
flotation. In Germany, the situation shows a
marked betterment in the improved condition
of the Reischbaik and a curtailment of that
country's excessive trade activities.

In the United States, conditions throughout
that country are thought to be fundamentally
sound. Politics have affected business activi-

ties, and with the exception of wheat, there is

a shortage of rops throughout the country.
A disposition to go slow and not to make com-
mitments beyond actual requirements is ap-
parent, so that no undue strain is likely to
take place, but, rather, an era of economy,
which should have a beneficial effect on the
situation generally. The money situation has
proved to be of greater ease than was at one
time expected, and the usual fall strignency has
not so far materialized. The principal cause
for the prolonged ease may, I think, be put
down to the early preparations to meet the
contingency of dear money, the slowing down in

general business, and the depositing of Gov-
ernment funds in the banks of the West and
South, thereby relieving the Eastern banks of
a portion of the burden of financing the crops,
for which they bad been prepared.
The conditions in Great Britain and abroad

which I have endeavored to outline will no
doubt take time to ameliorate, and improvement
will probably be brought about by reduced
trade activity gradually releasing money for

investment purposes and hoarded funds ; but
the process will of necessity be slow.

I have thought it well to make these some-
what extended remarks in regard to financial

conditions in other and neighboring countries,

as they have an important bearing upon ex-

isting conditions here.

TRADE OF CANADA.

The returns of the foreign trade of Canada
are not unsatisfactory. Imports are falling off,

in consequence of the monetary situation and
the curtailment of foreign loans. In October
the value of imports of merchandise was $8,-

664,000 less than in the corresponding month
in 1912, while for the seven months ending
October, the value of Imports was only $4,-

300,000 in excess of last year. On the other

hand, the export trade is expanding, the value

of domestic products exported in October hav-

ing been $23,360,000 in excess of the same
month a year ago, and the exports for the

seven months, $49,330,000 greater than in

1912. The aggregate foreign trade of Canada
for the seven months ending with October was
$636,094,000 as against $582,444,000 a year

ago, showing a gain of $53,650,000, and in

this period the excess of imports over domestic

exports has been cut down from $190,000,000

to $145,000,000. This trend of foreign trade
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is likely to continue for some time. The bal-

ance of foreign trade, as you are aware, has
been heavily against Canada during the past

decade. In the last six fiscal years, imports
exceeded exports in value by $850,000,000, and
this considerable gap has been made, in cer-

tain quarters, the subject of adverse criticism

of the country. It is to be borne in mind,

however, that in this period, Canada has ob-

tained immense sums of money from Great
Britain for development purposes of various

kinds, which money has been imported largely

in the form of merchandise paid out of the

proceeds of long-term loans. Now, while these

loans must ultimately be liquidated from the

earning power of this expenditure, I may point

out that meanwhile, only the interest charge

has to be met ; In other words, the excess of

imports representative ot the proceeds of long-

term borrowing has to be balanced only to the

extent of the interest on the loans. This is

not, indeed, the whole conclusion of the many-
sided subject, into which a variety of con-

siderations enter. We cannot, moreover, ex-

pect to go on widening the gap between imports

and exports indefinitely. Our annual interest

charge on British and foreign loans is already

a formidable item, to be provided either by ex-

ports or new borrowings. While monetary con-

ditions abroad remain as at present, the stream

of fresh capital will run less freely towards

Canada.
The recent reduction In the tariff of the

United States can hardly fail to enlarge the

markets of that country to Canadian products.

Many agricultural items such as eggs, milk, live

stock, are now on the American free list ; so

are lumber, timber, fish, meats, coal, and many
manufactured articles made in Canada. Al-

ready the movement of these articles to our

neighbor's markets in increased volume has

begun, some advance in prices has resulted

thereform. nnd there appears no reason to

doubt that our sales to the United States will

augment in future.

Immigration returns have continued to be

of a highly satisfactory character, both in re-

gard to number and desirability. The figures

for the year ending 30th September, 1913,

reached a total of 436,050 souls, of whom
122.230 were from the United States and the

remainder from European countries, princi-

pally Great Britain.

The value of the field crops in Canada this

year at present prices is estimated at $500,-

000,000, or approximately the value of the
crop of the preceding year.

LEGITIMATE TRADE GOOD.
In view of the foregoing, it is not surpris-

ing to find that legitimate business generally
in Canada continues to be in a satisfactory
condition. There are no signs of trade depres-
sion, though a slowing down in many branches
of trade is in evidence, and there is a disposi-

tion to confine commitments to actual require-
ments. More economy is being exercised than
has been the case for some time past. The
flow of money which came in great volumes in

the past few years from the British Islands
and abroad, both for investment and for specu-
lative purposes, and created a somewhat un-
healthy expansion, has met with a check. It
had much to do with the outbreak of laud
speculation in the West, which, owing in a
measure to a wise precaution of the Bank Act,
was limited to individuals and has not affected
the country gem-rally in an adverse manner to
any appreciable extent. Advantage was unfor-
tunately taken of the ease with which money
could he obtained and of the popularity of
Canadian securities in Great Britain by cer-
tain individuals on both sides of the Atlantic
to exploit the London market with securities
of a doubtful nature, to their own advantage.
nnd some of these enterprises, owing to over-
capitalization or incompetent management, or
both, have met with disaster, causing suspi-
cion to be cast on many undertakings of a

thoroughly sound character seeking capital.
There has been a collapse of the land specula-
tion in the West of which 1 have spoken.
Municipal expenditure has been restricted to
actual necessities and with due regard to the
ability of the municipality to find a market
for its securities. In this connection, it may
be noted that the American market has re-
lieved r lie situation in London and in Canada
by purchasing, in the first ten months of the
year, a sum of no less than $29,000,000 of our
municipal, industrial, corporation and public
utility bonds, without taking into considera-
tion an amount difficult to estimate sold
through Canadian brokers.

PROVINCE OP ONTARIO.

Viewing the country by sections, in the
Province of Ontario the year, as a whole, may
be said to have been satisfactory. Crops have
been a full average and the farmers prosperous.
Manufacturing industries in general have

had a fair year and a considerable amount of
American capital is coming into the province.
The rural population, unfortunately, continues
to slowly decrease, while among the cities, To-
ronto, with a present estimated population of
488,000, shows an estimated increase of 63,000
souls.

THE ANNUAL REPORT.

ling the result of the Bank'sThe Directors have pleasure in presenting the Report
business for the year ended 31st October, 1913: „„„„„., „.
Balance of Profit and Loss Account, 31st October, 1912 $ 802,814.94
Profits for the year ended 31st October, 1913, after deducting charges of manage-

ment, and making full provision for bad and doubtful debts 2.648.402.86

$3,451,218.80
Dividend, 2y.%, paid 1st March, 1913
Dividend. 2M>%, paid 1st June, 1913

.$ 400.000.00

. 400.000.00
160.000.00Bonus, 1%, paid 1st June. 1913 imj.uw.w

Dividend. 2':,%. paid 1st September, 1913 400.000.00
Dividend. 2'/,%, payable 1st December. 1913 400.000.00
Bonus. 1%. payable 1st December, 1913 160.000.00

$1.920000.00

48.5.000. 00Provision for Bank Premises

Balance of Profit and Loss carried forward gl.u40.21T.S0

Since the last Annual Meeting, Branches have been opened at points in the following
provinces, viz.:

—

In Quebec—Bleury Street (Montreal), Notre Dame de Grace (Montreal), Windsor Street
(Montreal).

Ontario—Schreiber. St. Catharines, Queen Street East (Toronto), Welland.
North-West—Dauphin. Man.. Prince Albert, Sask.
British Columbia—Alberni, Lumby.
London, England—Waterloo Place, Pall Mall.
The Branches at Suffield, Alta., and Sapperton, B.C., have been closed.
The Branch at Gretna. Man., destroyed by fire, was not re-opened.
The Shareholders are aware that the Bank Act has been under revision for some time

past, and a new Act, as revised, went into force on 1st July, 1913. The main changes are:—
In the published statements the condition of the Bank is shown in greater detail than

formerly.
The establishment of "Central Gold Reserves" where the Bank can deposit gold or

Dominion Notes and increase its circulation by a similar amount when necessary.
Under Section 56 of the new Act you are required at this meeting to appoint Auditors

for the Bank and to vote the amount of their remuneration.
With deep regret the Directors have to record the death of Mr. James Ross, who had

been a member of the Board for nearly fourteen years. The vacancy caused thereby was
filled by the election of Mr. William McMaster.

The Directors have also to record with much regret the resignation of Mr. R. B. Angus
as President of the Bank, owing to his advancing years. His association with the Bank will.
however, be continued as a Director.

Mr. H. V. Meredith was elected to succeed him as President, remaining also Chief
Executive Officer.

All the offices of the Bank, including the head office, have been inspected during the year.
(Signed) H. V. MEREDITH.

Bank of Montreal, 1st December. 1913. President.

THE GENERAL STATEMENT.
The general statement of the position of the Bank on October 31, 1913, was read as

follows

:

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock $ 16.000.000 00
Rest $ 16.000.000.00
Balance of Profits carried forward 1.046.217. SO

$ 17,046,217.80
Unclaimed Dividends 250.50
Quarterly Dividend, payable 1st December. 1913 $400,000.00
Bonus of 1% payable 1st Dec, 1913 160.000.00

560.000.00

oin.-o<.

Notes of the Bank in circulation $17,061,665.00
Deposits not bearing interest 45.134.956.54
Deposits bearing interest 144 437 S-5-1 33
Balances due to other Banks in Canada
Due to banks and banking Correspondents elsewhere than

Canada 583.130. 65
Bills Payable 919.30S.65

Acceptances under Letters of Credit

$ 33.606.468.30

<J4i 7^7.044.5..

Gold and Silver coin current $
Government demand notes
Deposit in Central Gold Reserves
Deposit with Dominion Government required bv act of Parlia-

ment for security of general bank note circulation
Due from banks and banking correspondents else-

where than in Canada $ 6 126 7'"*» 75
Call and Short Loans in Great Britain and United

States 51.240.795.02

U.015.339.
11.149.460.
1.000.000

Railway and other Bonds, Debentures and Sti
Notes and cheques of other banks

Current Loans and Discounts in Canada and elsewhere (rebate
interest reserved) and other assets

Loans to Cities. Towns. Municipalities and School Districts
Debts secured by mortgage or otherwise
Overdue debts not specially secured (loss provided for) .... .....

Bank Premises at Montreal and Branches . .

.

Liabilities of Customers under Letters of Credit (as per Contra ')'.

57.367.524.
530.S80.

12.403.169.
9.443.052.

128.035.567.
5.227.905.
285,281

.

115.037.

427.24

1.563.792.36
[.000.000.00
'.528.824 95

I 7^7 044 55
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PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

General conditions throughout the province

have been good. Crops have been up to aver-

age. Hay. the chief crop, turned out better

than at first anticipated, and other crops have

been satisfactory, both as to quantity and

price. Among manufacturing industries, the

cotton industry has had a good year. Other

manufacturers have hardly done so well. The
year has been a good one for lumber, both as

regards demand and price, and it is anticipated

that the recent removal of the United States

duty should further increase the profits of

the business. It is thought not unlikely that

one result of the removal of the duty will be to

give a further impetus to the increasing pro-

portion of lumber shipped to the United States

Instead of Great Britain and Europe. Pulp-

wood and paper shipments have been large,

both from Canada and Newfoundland. With
ugard to this industry, it would be well that

care be exercised in order that production may
not exceed the demand.

MARITIME PROVINCES.
General conditions throughout the Maritime

Provinces for the past year have been uni-

formly satisfactory. The farmers have had a

favorable year and all crops, apart from fruit,

have been above the average. The fishing has

been good, with higher prices, and the lumber

cut was fair, and prices, on the whole, satis-

factory. The output of the coal mines has ex-

ceeded all previous records : and the tonnage

of pig iron produced was 25 per cent, greater

than last year. Manufacturing industries gen-

erally have had an output up to the average.

Railway building has not been extensive, but

large sums are to be expended in providing

terminals at St. John and Halifax for the In-

tercolonial Railway and in establishing a car

ferry with Prince Edward Island.

In Newfoundland the high prices obtained

for fish have induced a period of prosperity.

The building of branch lines of railway, the de-

velopment of the mining of iron ore at Belle

Isle, and the growth of the pulp and paper

industry have all improved conditions.

NORTH-WEST PROVINCES.
Although business affairs are rapidly be-

coming more diversified, the production of

wheat and other cereals is, of course, first in

Importance. The crop this year has been lar-

ger in quantity and uetter in quality than ever

before, but the price at present is somewhat
lower than at the corresponding date last year.

The comparative crop figures are :

—

1912 1913.
Bushels.

Wheat 183,000,000 190 to 195,000,000
Oats 221.000,000 240,000,000
Barley 26,000,000 28,000,000
Flax 21,000,000 15,000,000
and the estimated value of the 1913 crop is

$209,000,000, against $192,000,000 in 1912.

The immense additions to mileage made by
the Railway Companies, especially the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, in double-tracking and
terminals and rolling stock, have enabled this

enormous crop to be delivered with unprece-
dented rapidity. The rapid growth of popu-
lation and the springing up of new towns have
continued. The population of the three North-
west Provinces, according to the census of

1911, was about 1,300,000, and is now placed

at 1,000,000, and the immigration generally is a
high-class, a satisfactory feature being that

two-thirds of the population are rural.

The method of harvesting the North-west
crops will in time, no doubt, be reduced to a
more systematic basis. In past seasons farm-

ers have rushed their wheat to market in the

short period intervening between harvest and
the close of navigation on the Great Lakes,

thereby producing more or less congestion of

the markets, to their own loss. An ameliora-

tion of this condition has begun by the pro-

vision of greater storage accommodation, not

only at the lake ports, but what is more to

the purpose, at interior points, where the Gov-

ernment, as well as private corporation and
individuals, are proceeding with the erection

of elevators at the principal grain producing

centres. In this way, local markets will be

created for the farmers whore their grain can

be readily disposed of. Mixed farming con-

tinues to be an urgent need of the Northwest.

I am pleased, however, to observe a betterment

in this respect. From the figures which have
been furnished me, there has been an increase

in the past five years of 640,000 in the num-
ber of horses, cattle, sheep and swine. It is

a matter of regret that the returns from the

other provinces do not exhibit a similar satis-

factory increase, but rather a diminution.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The province generally has not been as pros-

perous as in 1912. The salmon fishing season

lias been a good average and the pack has been

sold at remunerative prices. The same may
be said of the halibut and herring fishing, and
the free admission of British Columbia fish to

the United States will be of advantage to the

trade. Conditions in the lumber trade have
been very unsatisfactory. The prairie demand
has been poor and the prices so much lower
than in 1912, that it is a question if many of

the mills have made money. The foreign lum-
ber trade has fallen off both in volume and in

price, and the free admission of lumber to the

United States is not likely to be a much bene-

fit, as the lumbering states on the American
side of the line can supply their own market.
Mining has probably given the most satisfac-

tory results of any industry in the province,

the product of the mines increasing in value
y.i,000,000 over the preceding year. The total

mineral output was over $32,000,000, of which
coal and copper contributed respectively, say,

$9,u00,000 and $8,000,000. Crops have been
good and prices satisfactory. The fruit indus-

try in the Okanagan and other districts has
realized higher prices and market arrange-
ments have been improved. New Railway con-

struction has only been undertaken to a mod-
erate extent, and new power development lias

consisted chiefly of extensions, designed to

supply the City of Vancouver. The stringent
money conditions which have existed through-
out the year have checked new enterprises of

all kinds, especially municipal undertakings,
and the probability is that there will be con-

siderable unemployment during the coming
winter.

MEXICO.
In Mexico, general conditions continue to be

disturbed, and the outcome is impossible to

predict. We feel that our interests there are in

safe and capable hands.

WORDS OF CONFIDENCE.
My last words are of counsel and confidence.

The finger of conservatism. While the finan-

cial sky remains clouded over in Europe, we
shall do well to hasten slowly. It is not a
time to attempt enterprises of a speculative

nature, nor to undertake new commitments
prior to the financing thereof, and an accumu-
lation of stock by merchants and manufacturers
should, as far as possible, be avoided. The ex-

cellent harvest, particularly in the Northwest,
should do much towards liquidating debts and
ameliorating the situation, but it seems
probable we will be compelled to pause
awhile in the wonderful progress of ex-

pansion of the last ten years. On the other

hand, the commercial condition of Canada is

fundamentally sound. Business as a whole, as

I have said, continues good. Our vast natural

resources have scarcely been scratched. Immi-
gration is large, railway construction active,

new territory and new resources of wealth are

being steadily opened, the confidence of Brit-
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ish and foreign capitalists in our country is

unabated. A temporary halt can only refresh

Canada for yet greater achievements.

Mr. R. B. Angus seconded the motion for
adoption of the report, which was carried
unanimously.

The Chairman stated that, under the pro-
visions of the new Bank Act, it would be ne-
cessary for the meeting to appoint three audi-
tors.

Mr. C. R. Hosmer thereupon moved, and
Mr. Huntly Drummond seconded, that there
be appointed three auditors of the Bank to
hold office until the next annual general meet-
ing, and that this meeting do now proceed to
their nomination and appointment.

Mr. C. B. Gordon moved, and Mr. Wm. Mc-
Master seconded, that the remuneration of the
auditors to be appointed be not more than
$15,000, to be divided equally between them
(or to be otherwise divided as may be thought
best).

The following nominations were made : By
Mr. J. B. i^earmont, Mr. George Hyde, C.A., of
Montreal ; by Mr. G. L. Ogilvie (in the absence
cif Mr. Bartlett McLennan), Mr. J. Maxtoue
Graham, C.A., of Edinburgh ; by Mr. W. B.
Blackader (in the absence of Mr. W. Stauway),
Mr. James Hutchison, C.A., of Montreal.

Mr. Meredith mentioned that he would de-
posit one ballot, representing the directors and
other shareholders who had sent him their
proxies, which was all that would be necessary,
unless any shareholder wished to deposit a
ballot himself. The ballot was unanimous.

It was moved by Mr. J. B. Learmont and
seconded by Dr. H. B. Yates, that the thanks
of this meeting be presented to the President
and Directors for their attention to the inter-

ests of the bank.

Mr. R. B. Angus, in reply, on behalf of the
President and Directors, expressed in a few
well-chosen words their appreciation of the
thanks tendered them.

Mr. David Morrice moved that the thanks of
the meeting be given to the General Manager,
Assistant General Manager, the Superintend-
ents, the Managers and other Officers of the
Bank for their services during past year. In
speaking to the motion, Mr. Morrice expressed
in the highest terms his appreciation of the
Bank officials he had met in his long experi-
ence, covering a great part of the country, and
said he had no hesitation whatever in pre-
senting this motion rendering thanks to the
Management and Staff of the Bank.

Mr. D. Forbes Angus seconded the motion,
which was carried unanimously.

Mr. William H. Evans moved, and Mr.
Charles Chaput seconded, "that the share-
holders at this annual meeting of the Bank of
Montreal learn, with deep regret of the resig-
nation of Mr. R. B. Angus from the Presidency
of the Bank, and desire to express their keen
appreciation of his long and faithful services in
the interests of the Bank. The Shareholders,
however, sincerely hope that Mr. Angus will
co-operate with his co-directors for many years
to come."

Mr. Chaput, in seconding, said that the mo-
tion was a well-deserved compliment to Mr.
Angus.

Returning thanks, Mr. Angus said: "I thank
you for that expression of your goodwill."

Mr. Braithwaite said that he desired, on be-

half of the Staff, to thank the shareholders
for the very kind expression of appreciation of
their services, and he thanked Mr. Morrice es-

pecially for the very kind words he had spoken.
The prosperity of the Bank must always be to

a large degree depending upon the outside man-
agers and the rank and file officers of the
Bank. "I can assure you," he added, "of my
own knowledge of the absolute loyalty and de-
votion of the staff to the interests of the Bank
and of the hard work done by them. I cordi-
ally thank you, and assure you that you have
a staff second to none."

ELECTION OF DIRECTORS.

The result of the ballot for the election of
Directors was declared by the Chairman as fol-

lows : Messrs. R. B. Angus, D. Forbes Angus.
A. Baumgarten, Huntly R. Drummond, C. B.
Gordon, E. B. Greenshields, C. R. Hosmer, Sir
William C. Macdonald, Hon. Robert Mackay,
Messrs. Wm. MarMaster, H. V. Meredith. D.
Morrice. Sir Thomas Shaughnessy. K.C.V.O.;
Right Hon. Lord Strathcona and Mount Rovul.
G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.

The meeting then terminated.

At a subsequent meeting of the Directors the
following officers were elected : Hon. President,
Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal ; President,
Mr. II. V. Meredith.



Regulation of

Credits
Energetic Methods of Collection go for Naught if the Granting

of Credit is Not Carefully Supervised—Each Account Should be

Given Individual Study and Consideration—One Hardwaremail's
Experience.

WITH his financial affairs in a far from satisfactory

condition, a merchant in a western city once went to

a friend of his, who was engaged in another line of

retail enterprise in the same place.

"I am hard up for cash," he confessed. "For

the past five years I have been doing a splendid busi-

ness and my turn-over has been increasing rapidly

each year. I have watched costs closely. My over-

head expense is as reasonably economical as that of

any merchant in town. Nevertheless I can't get the

funds to finance the business smoothly. My profits

are all on my books."

"You have been lax in making your collections,"

charged the friend. "That is the only cause that

could have led to this state of affairs."

"I'll wager that I have given twice as much time

to collections as you have," stated Smith (we will

call him that) emphatically. "I've kept after every

account on my books zealously every month. I've

written letter after letter, have made personal calls.

have studied each case separately. And still," he

said, with an air of almost pathetic finality, "it does

no good. The heavy burden of uncollectable ac-

counts on my books will wreck this business before

long."

The upshot of the conversation was that the

friend took a few days off from his own affairs and
•vent through Smith's business from top to bottom.

Before the end of his investigation, he had located

the trouble.

"Smith." he said, "there is only one thing wrong
with your methods—but that one fault is a pretty

serious one. Your sales methods are, I should judge,

perfect and you certainly have your costs down to

ruck bottom basis. Your collection plans have been

thorough. I can see that. But what is the good of

locking the stable door after the horse has been

stolen? You've allowed people to run up bills who
should never have been allowed a cent of credit,

No matter how thorough your methods of collection

may be, you can't get anything out of a hopeless

deadbcat—and there are plenty of that variety on

your list."

"Just look at this."' he continued. "H. X.

Beiry, $20.43. Beiry is the most unprincipled man
in town. He has as much moral sense as a man-
eating shark. He'll never pay that bill and he has

no visible assets that would make suit worth while.

Why did you ever let him. of all men. run fip a bill

with you? You could send him dunners until

Doomsday and he would still owe you $26.43 at

the last trump. You might as well write that off as

a dead loss.

"Then there's old Hank Pelby for $14.16. He
owes every merchant in town—except me. T set the

old rascal down properly on the one occasion when
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lie had the nerve to suggest credit with me. And

let me tell you I sell him more goods on a cash basis

than any other merchant in town. They tell me he

gets five or six letters every day—all dunners. What

chance have you with that wily old rascal?"

And so on down a very lengthy list. The friend

.summed up the case as follows:

"Smith you've got to run your business on the

principle that an ounce of credit regulation is worth

a pound of energetic collection. . Heretofore, you

have allowed credit to any Tom, Dick or Harry that

came into the store. You did so because you believed

you were capable of collecting from anyone. Now
you have found out that you were wrong there and

you had better get a new focus on the credit problem.

You can easily make this one of the best paying

stores in town if you do that."

And Smith did. The same plan that he had

formerly used in working his collections, he now
utilized in the matter of regulating credits. That

is, he studied each case individually and did not base

his conclusions and actions according to a set sys-

tem. He realized that what went in one case would

not do in another. The plan that he now follows

can be described briefly as follows:

SYSTEM OK REGULATION.

When a customer asks for credit on a purchase,

the salesman has no power to accede to the request

until the office has been consulted. Before carrying

the case to the proprietor, the salesman takes a print-

ed card and secures certain facts from the customer.

This can be done without offending the customer, if

the clerk uses a little tact. "We have a separate

system for credit accounts, you know," he explains.

"It is necessary to fill out this card."

The information secured is as to the name, ad-

dress, and occupation of the customer, and when the

account will be paid. This card is taken back to the

proprietor to be passed upon. If the latter knows

the customer, he decides at once if he thinks the risk

can be taken safely; in which case, the salesman

leaves the card at the office and, returning to the

customer, makes out a regular charge slip. The
card is then entered in an index containing other

cards of the same kind. Thus Smith has at his arm's

length information filed away about every account on

his books.

If, on the other hand, Smith knows the applicant

but does not feel that he is a good "risk," he does

not hesitate to refuse credit. "I have too much on
my books now," is his excuse. "I do not feel that I

can add any more." If the customer takes umbrage
at the refusal and goes elsewhere, Smiths accepts the

result with equanimity and does not regret his deci-

sion. The customer in such cases is probably no loss

;

and the losses prevented by this form of discrimina-

tion more than make up for what he may suffer

through occasional loss of trade.

ADDITIONS TO CREDIT.

Now to follow the working out of the system in

cases where a customer asks for an addition to his

credit. In all instances the matter is again referred

to the proprietor. Smith promptly gets out the cus-

tomer's card. If any payments have been made

on past indebtedness, they have been entered on the

card and thus the card shows the present standing

of the account. It shows more than that, however.

Supposing this customer on opening the account, had

offered to pay within a certain stated time. The card

shows that the larger part of the amount had been

wiped out within the specified period. This shows

good intentions in the matter at any rate. He gets

the goods as a result. But supposing that the promise

to pay has been absolutely disregarded. The account

is not enlarged unless the customer can give a satis-

factory reason for his delay.

Futhermore, this merchant uses the information

on the cards to fix credit limits. Beyond the limit

that his judgment has led him to fix in each indi-

vidual case, he refuses to go.

Each card has a space left blank for the entering

of information about the customer. This is done by

the proprietor himself. He may learn that the man
in question is carrying an account with a rival store.

The fact is noted on his card and will weigh heavily

if the man makes application again for credit. If

it is found that so-and-so is inclined to lay off work
occasionally and go fishing, or that a certain custo-

mer, on good authority, is a gambler; down it goes

on the cards. These comments Smith keeps secret

as much as possible, making all entries of payment
himself.

In cases where the applicant is not known to the

proprietor—they are rare—the card is made out and
the customer told that the proprietor will be consult-

ed and the goods sent, if the latter agrees. Then en-

quiries are made about the man. If whatever in-

formation is secured is of a favorable nature, the

goods are sent. If there is any ground whatever for

doubt, the order is not filled and a courteous letter

is sent to the party, explaining that it is not expedi-

ent to increase the amount of credit business carried

on the books.

Such is the system. To some it may appear

arbitrary, upsetting to trade traditions and difficult

of operation. Nevertheless, this merchant has car-

ried it on successfully for some time. He has lost

the custom of not a few persons by refusing them
credit or by presuming to question their bona fides,

but he has at the same time reduced his loss through

bad del its to an almost infinitesimal proportion. "No
one questions the right of the banker to make full

enquiries before giving out money," he declares.

"Why then should the merchant be refused the right,

Continued on page 86.
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Putting Spotlight on the Showcard
How the Efficiency of Modern Window Displays can be [ncreased

—Different Styles of Cards, Their Advantages and Disadvantages

—What Styles Are Favored in Various American Cities.

THE following article from the pen of II. A. Steb-

bins in Men's Wear (New York), is reproduced, as

it covers the field of show card writing for the men's

wear store with singular thoroughness and gives a

resume of the styles which find favor in the large

American cities

:

It is a salutary sign in modern merchandising

that the trading-up idea has extended even to what

has heretofore been regarded as a very menial phase

of the window display—the poor, abused, overwork-

ed show card. Coupled with this is the perceptible

increase in time and expense devoted to the prepara-

tion of window displays—an improvement that

augurs well for future work along this line.

And the change has come about quite naturally

—because retailers are beginning to realize that their

window displays must reflect the store "in toto."

They are beginning to see that the window display is

not only an eye by which the passersby get a "look-

in" at the store, but a virtual character sketch of their

policy, progressiveness and store spirit. The window
display is mere, and particularly so if it is located

at a point of congested sidewalk traffic in a great

city. Here it becomes a forceful salesman continual-

ly reminding the shopper of the advertisement he

has read, reminding him of the need he has forgot-

ten to satisfy, and further reaching the shopper who
doesn't believe in reading advertisements. Thus it

links up—perhaps subconsciously—with the effect

obtained from the store's advertising.

Retailers may find some food for thought in the

suggestion that a portion of their advertising appro-

priation be devoted to more effective, and conse-

quently more productive, window displays. It is not

intended, however, that this additional money be

spent in more costly fixtures, richer draperies and

more ostentatious show cards. On the contrary, ex-

pend the money in more thought, more effective

ideas, more striving for simplicity, a higher grade of

trimming and card writing that will sell merchan-
dise, and that will constitute more intensive window
salesmanship.

It is significant that F. B. Silverwood's men's wear
store in Los Angeles, known the country over as "the

store with a conscience," is working along these con-

structive lines, and the idea in experimentation was
amply evidenced in the fall opening displays of this

store. Treatments of paper flowers, superabundant

drapings of plushes, fancy scroll window cards, ami
here and there a stray article of men's wear that re-

minds one of Robinson Crusoe's sad plight when
branded on a desert isle—all these were conspicuous

by their absence. Instead the window display com-

prised 33 perfectly plain, small units. Each unit

featured a new model suit, arranged to delineate its

style characteristics, and with it an overcoat model,

furnishings and several types of hats that harmoniz-

ed best with the suit and overcoat in each individual

unit, the entire unit being in one color scheme and

each unit in harmony with the color schemes of the

units on either side of it.

While there is nothing particularly striking

about this, back of it is an idea that commends itself

to those interested in increasing the efficacy of their

window displays. To be candid, the trims in ques-

tion reflected an apparent lack of time and thought

in carrying out the presentation of the new style

points of interest in the models displayed. But the

idea w7as there

!

The centre of interest in each unit was not the

merchandise, but the card — a plain undecorated,

gray card, with crisp, sturdy, legible lettering, mast-

erfully done, so splendidly executed that the shopper

who passed the window could not help but stop

and read it. and yet not be conscious of the fact that

there was anything unusually attractive about the

card, except that it was decidedly pleasing. And
the merchandise seemed to speak up and say: "Here

I am; compare me with what the card says about

me."

The card, in turn, really said something about

the merchandise. It gave the name of the maker: it

gave the name of the model displayed : it told of the

distinctive and new style points in the model: it went

even further and told what type of man the model

was created for ; it outlined its characteristic features

:

it gave the price of the model. Then followed the

signature of F. B. Silverwood, as though endorsing

the statement of the card: after this came the price

and the word "guaranteed:" and instead of using a

fancy card to match the color scheme of the unit. th«

lettering was in a dark tone of the unit, hardly de-

fined from black, but enough so to give the subtle

psychological harmony which many contend is pre-

ferable to the blatant way ordinarily employed.

Who can deny that this is good window trim-

ming, shorn of all cleverness? So plain and simple

and effective in its thoroughness that cheap imitat-

ing would be completely lost beside it : so strong and
virile in its simple effectiveness, or effective simplicity,

that the man or woman who looked in the window
forgot for the moment that it was a window, and
was impressed with it. without knowing it.

Instead of the decorator trimming 33 units and
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writing "fall announcement" cards for them, Sher-

ley Hunter, the advertising manager of the store,

•'clipped"—as he termed it—sufficient money from

his advertising appropriation and prepared simple,

strong copy for the show cards. The services of

Louis Treviso, a professional card writer, were then

brought into play, and he spent several days working

on a type of card that would best present the message

in an appealing and convincing manner. The ac-

companying reproductions admirably illustrate how
effectively and how uniformly the idea was carried

out.

Mr. Treviso has a nation-wide reputation in his

profession. His work is characterized by its versa-

tility, simplicity, elegance of lettering, originality,

and what is still more uncommon, a keen apprecia-

tion of the salesmanship side of a show card. "Does

it sell?" is the paramount question with him. He
will sacrifice his originality and beauty of letter

stroking for a striking simplicity that will make the

card more productive as a salesman. He realizes that

it is not a question of how much he can put onto a

card, but conversely how much selling force he can

put into it.

It was Mr. Treviso who carried out a fall opening

for F. B. Silverwood's store two years ago this fall,

using an Indian scheme. Everyone of the 33 units

that constituted the trim was accompanied by a dis-

play card, deftly done in oil and one color, the unit

harmonizing with the card. Each suit was given an

Indian name, and this also was indicated on the

card. Indian blankets and curios also formed part

of the decorative features of each unit. Mr. Treviso's

work this time, while not so elaborate in color and
decoration, was admittedly much more effective, the

lettering dominating everything else in its sturdy,

plain legibility.

Mr. Treviso's views on show cards and their place

in modern window displays are of vital interest to

those who have tried to hurdle the obstacles in the

way of increased effectiveness in this phase of win-

dow advertising. His is an art that has but one

thing in view—the ultimate selling power of the fin-

ished product. And everything is sacrificed to this

end. It should not be understood, however, that at-

tractiveness or real artistic effect is relinquished by

him in his work. A sense of true composition—to a

degree instinctive—leads him to execute a show card

in a manner that immediately commends itself to the

person viewing it. His observations gleaned from his

experiences and training, extending over a period of

many years, are embodied in the following pertinent

review of the mission of a show card, and the import-

ant part it plays in modern window displays

:

"In the final analysis, a good show card and a

good salesman have much in common. While I rea-

lize that this is a comparatively vague definition of

the mission of a show card, it is no more so than the

axiomatic doctrine which, it seems, has been handed

down to posterity by show card writers of the past.

I allude to the almost universally accepted fact that

'An artistic show card in your window will unload

goods from your shelves.' You can walk into most

any card writer's studio from Maine to California

and you will almost invariably find these 'worldly

words of wisdom' adorning the walls. And many
card writers to-day. throughout the country, if one

is to judge from their work, apparently believe it to

be akin to heresy to depart from the 'thumb-of- rule'

methods formerly in vogue.

"It is really distressing to observe how keen

merchants will expend so little thought and effort in

the preparation of such 'mere trifles' as show cards.

And yet, how much thought and time and expense

are devoted to the windows! How much monev is

Full
Dress"

HO.

Mod
"9"

Model

^2Q

Distinctive style of cards used

by the Silverwood Co.
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represented in the value of the window frontage!

But the cards- umph! why. they're merely cards!

"And when you get down to bed-rock, aren't the

window cards an integral part of the display? Do
not they resolve themselves into silent salesmen? Are

they not placed there for a specific, purposeful rea-

son? And are they not put there to create or hasten

the desire for the merchandise on display? Surely

they're not stationed there to stand like so many
sacks of sawdust, lifeless, listless, saying and doing

nothing!

"To revert, then, to my original comparison, the

difference between a good show card and a poor one

is not unlike that between a mild-mannered, soft-

spoken, clever salesman, and a poor, loud-mouthed,

offensive-mannered clerk. Good merchants can

readily recognize and criticize the good and bad qual-

ities of their clerks and salesmen. And are not the

window cards really window salesmen, if silent ones?

Do they not beckon the buyer to stop and look and

reflect, and perhaps subconsciously cause him to walk

in and give the salesman a chance to put in his

work? Granted that this is so, then why not give

the preparation of the window cards the thought that

it merits?"

"What, in your opinion," interrupted the writer,

"are the essential requisites of a good show card?"

"The first requisite in 'writing' a card is to eon

sider 'proportion.' Perfect composition, then, is but

a natural sequence, if you use judgment in 'spotting.'

Neatness is also necessary, but you must not become

too mechanical lest you lose that desirable quality-

characterized by artists as 'bruteness.' Proportion,

composition, proper 'spotting,' neatness—when you

have all of these in a card, you get 'punch,' and this

coincides with the convincing arguments advanced

by a real live salesman.

"I have always advocated the use of a short, cryp-

tic headline on a show card. Two short words are al-

ways better than one long one for this purpose.

Under this should come a 'spot' of reading matter

proportionately arranged and lettered small enough,

with plenty of spacing to show up by contrast. If

this method is employed, the proportion of the matter

on the card appears exaggerated, and this is merely

the result of a desired optical illusion, as it were.

In this manner you get what is known as 'color,' and

in order to get your 'gray,' you may use either a lot

of thin lettering, widely spaced, or 'squatty' lettering

grouped together.

"Instead of underlying and using large letters,

you may obtain your accentuation by relieving the

black with the gray. Then it becomes 'flat' in color,

and therein lies the secret of color. Regardless of the

color combinations used, the graduation of tone is

obtained in the same way.

"Every card-writer should strive for simplicity,

and it should be obtained solely by the lettering, and
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not, by curves and 'snakes' and meaningless scrolls

and flourishes. You may use plenty of color, but

that should not necessarily make your cards 'loud.'

Only relative colors should be used, colors that harm-

onize; and you can make a card fairly 'hum' and

'sing'—and, yes, even 'shriek'—without having to

resort to any riotous or 'loud' colors.

"I have made it a practice not to follow any set

rules of lettering, although, of course, I have acquired

the fundamental principles in lettering. My work is

also influenced to a material degree by the Spanish,

German and Roman alphabets. I use elaborate let-

tering, and just where to tinge it lies wholly with

your ability to understand where to 'spot' it. The
trouble patently lies in the fact that too many card

writers are prone to place the 'swing' on the wrong
place on the card; it should fit as if it were expressly

intended for its particular position. When lettering,

I think not of the technical phrases of each indi-

vidual letter, but of some correlated character or

animal. To illustrate: When I make an 'S' I think

of a swan, the graceful sweep of its neck, the beauti-

ful symmetry of its form. An '&' brings to my mind
the contour of a frog squatted on the ground, with a

diminutive leg pointed at me in a wistful or reproach-

ful attitude."

"From your observations is there any perceptible

or characteristic difference between the cards used in

the larger cities of the country?" was the next ques-

tion of the interviewer.

"Most certainly," replied Mr. Treviso, "but only
in so far as it relates to the aspect of the merchants in

the respective cities. Too many cards that are to be
found in stores throughout the East are—to use a
homely simile—a,? like as two peas. They're too

stereotyped, too plain ; they lack character and inter-

est and individuality. Yet each of those stores is

extremely zealous in its effort to make its advertising

intensely individual, and anyone who has made a

close study of the subject is naturally at a loss to

understand why a proportionate amount of thought
and study is not expended on this important phase
of advertising. You see both extremes—the ultra-
conservative and the ultra-riotous, the latter variety
reminding one of the advance poster used by circuses.

Too many of the cards haven't enough 'brute' in
them for the evident reason that too many of the
card-writers are inclined to be virtual slaves to tradi-
tion and can't wrench themselves free from the time-
tattered ideas and conventions laid down in years
gone by. In their effort to get practical they become
too stiff and funeral-like. They've dug a •practical-
rut for themselves that they can't get out of. or don't
want to.

"Let me reiterate that the merchants in the vari-
ous cities differ in their aspect of window display
cards. In New York, for instance, you find the stiff

severe style, and some stores in their effort to become
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'fancy' use landscapes and other fanciful effects that

have no correlation. The show-card writers there are

not impressionistic enough.

"Philadelphia, on the other hand, is loyal to the

Benjamin Franklin style of lettering, using the so-

called Postol alphabet in most instances. It is de-

cidedly 'Quakery,' and is somewhat akin to the

German poster style. In Philadelphia they also seem

to favor short, 'squatty' letters.

"In Buffalo one is visibly impressed with the fact

that the idea is to make signs out of the show cards.

Comparatively crude color combinations are used

accompanied by air-brushed shades to give the

'round' effect, and in some instances stenciled cut-

outs are employed. Large letters are the rule and

some use a scroll around the initial.

"Boston favors what I might term as a 'mid-east-

ern style' of show cards. It is, in many respects,

similar to what is in use in New York, although

modified to a great degree by the ideas that find ex-

pression in Chicago.

"In Washington—the hub of lawmakers—there

seem to be no generally accepted laws in the hand-

ling of show cards. To one conversant with the

varied styles now in use it is evident that in Wash-
ington the cards represent the ideas expressed in New
York, accentuated to a degree by an attempt at

Washingtonian originality.

"And now we come to Chicago. The 'flashy,'

bulletin-like card seems to be the rule and not the

exception. Landscapes, too, are prominently pic-

tured in almost indiscriminate profusion. I am glad

to say, however, that there are some notable excep-

tions in Chicago. Marshall Field & Co., for instance,

almost invariably use a neat white card with the in-

itial in gold and the lettering done in a style that

closely resembles sign-writers' Roman. This makes
a very effective and decidedly pleasing card.

"Denver, I regret to say, is a very poor imitation

of New York, in so far as show cards generally are

concerned. However, one or two stores there have
made a commendable effort to create a different style

for themselves, and in these isolated instances the
difference is most perceptible, and I imagine most
profitable.

"In Salt Lake City the white card with turkey-
red headings seems to be in universal favor. Plain
capitals are used and the prices almost invariably are
indicated in red. The cards usually have a tinted
background.

"Show cards in San Francisco have shown no
basic or material improvement in the last fifteen

years, in my opinion. 'Railroad board/ dark colors

and fancy initials are most common. The air-brush

is just beginning to be used there, and, then, too

sparingly. Around the initials may usually be
found a dark red scroll with an orange 'high-light'

and flowers, foliage, etc., in abundance. The so-

called bulletin style seems to be most favored, al-

though all the alphabets in use are practically the

same and the lettering in many instances is too large,

proportionately, for the size of the card.

"In Portland one finds cards with air-brushed

headings and an occasional cut-out. The lettering

used is too large, the upper and lower case of the

Egyptian alphabet dominating most cards.

"The styles used in show cards in Seattle are

somewhat similar to those in Los Angeles, but ad-

mittedly do not come up to the Los Angeles standard.

It has come to be recognized as an accepted fact that

in recent years Los Angeles has advanced more

rapidly in this connection than any other city. There

are a number of reasons for this. In the first place,

it has resulted in some measure from the insistent

demand of Los Angeles merchants for something

different—something intensely individual. And the

card-writers, with but few exceptions, have been

privileged to drift away from the stereotyped styles.

As a matter of fact, they were virtually compelled to,

in order to give the merchants that something differ-

ent. It is rather a characteristic fact that most of

the card-writers in Los Angeles look to the German,

French, Spanish and Italian art magazines for in-

spiration, and study these so that they may develop

styles of their own that will show this foreign influ-

ence. Los Angeles is a big town also for window
posters, striking examples of which may be found in

quite a number of the local stores. It is interesting

also to note that Los Angeles is the first city in which

original theatrical posters were used in theatre lob-

bies, a fruitful idea that is being adopted by-theatres

all over the country."

It is clear from Mr. Treviso's observations that all

merchants must sooner or later front this show-card

problem ; must study it and give the show card its

just due, both in its preparation and execution. Too
many of them give but little thought to the prepar-

ation of copy for the show cards. Too many of them
indulge in bombastic generalities that say nothing—

•

and mean less. Every card used in a window display

should be of some specific suggestive value. Almost
as much, if not more, time should be expended on it,

as if it were an ad. in a local newspaper that was to

occupy "preferred" position.

And in the final analysis, it should really be an
ad. occupying a prominent position in the "news-

paper" of window display. The principles of

psychology should enter into its preparation, just as

in advertising. It should please the eye and stimu-

late the desire or imagination. There should be some
human interest about it.

When Belasco, or any other master of stagecraft,

sets a scene in a play, he has the attention-spotlight,

so to speak, focussed on the logical, dominant char-

acter in the scene. So why hide the show cards?

Out into the light with them!
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Says Price Cutting Practice is on the Wane
Sir Joseph Beecham, Who Spends Half a Million Dollars a Year
in Advertising, Expresses This Opinion After Two Months' Tour
Through Canada and the United States — Predicts Eeturn to

Smaller Advertising Space.

THE HEAD of the firm which makes Beecham's

Pills, Sir Joseph Beecham, made a two months' trip

through Canada and the United States recently.

Beecham 's Pills are among the best advertised lines

in the world, and Sir Joseph keeps closely in touch

with that phase of the business. Accordingly, he is

closely in touch with advertising developments and

during his tour he studied conditions on this side

of the Atlantic closely.

He found among other favorable features, that

price-cutting is on the decline in this country and in

the United States. This opinion he expressed succint-

ly in the course of an interview with Printer's Ink.

"Another tendency which is very marked," con-

tinued Sir Joseph, "perhaps more marked to us com-

ing from abroad than to you in this country, is the

change beginning to take place in your merchants'

attitude in regard to price-cutting. I am aware of

the recent decision of your Supreme Court in the

Sanatogen case and the effect this is presumed to

have on trade-marked and patented articles, but

whatever this may be, and whatever legislation if

any, may be secured to protect the owner of a patent

or trade-mark, the general tendency among retailers

in the drug line is away from extreme price-cutting

and advertising on that basis.

"This is equally true of the large department

stores and the chain stores. There are severe price-

cutting wars going on between different chains and

stores in the country, but there has always been more

or less of that, whereas, on the other hand, I hear

talk among the retailers such as I had not heard be-

fore on my previous trips through the country, that

bargain offers fail to attract as an advertising appeal.

The American public has become both skeptical and

overwise, just as it has in England.

"The Boots' chain of 600 stores in England was

built up on a price-cutting policy, but to-day it is

trying very hard to keep the practice within bounds.

It cuts to a ten or fifteen per cent, profit on standard

goods, but it will not cut to cost, as it formerly did,

to make a 'leader,' unless it is forced to do so by the

competition of other local stores. It will always meet

a sharp cut, but it will not try to go under it.

"There is a sound reason for this. The chain

stores and other large stores have found it impossible

on the whole to dislodge the small stores, and when
they see a turnover of, say £5.000 without a penny's

profit, they do some hard thinking.

"The small store, on the other hand, is learning

not to cut prices too deeply because it has found that

the big store will meet the cut, and that the cost

price will thus become the permanent price for the

article in question.

"For these reasons the big store is desirous of

getting as far away from price considerations and
putting competition instead on a basis of service to

the customer. And the small store is perfectly will-

ing to follow.

"This condition, of course, while not wholly pro-

tecting the national advertiser, is much more to his

advantage than is a free-for-all, cut-as-you-please

market. It offers more permanency. It seems to me
that conditions are shaping up here in America that

way."

SMALLER SPACE ADVERTISING.

Sir Joseph further expressed the belief that the

department stores would soon begin to reduce the

space they use in newspaper advertising. After com-

menting on the way the mammoth ads. of the big

stores affect the user of modest space, he said:

"There is nothing we can do to offset it that I can

see. We shall keep on advertising and await develop-

ments. I do not understand how the department

stores can keep up this heavy advertising indefinitely.

A great deal of it is competitive advertising and hence

uneconomical. I believe also that with ihe growth of

the tendency away from price cutting, the present

immense size of the department store advertisements

will decrease. I think this would be a good thing if

it would not at the same time widen the cost of

space. I do not believe it would, because doubtless

there are many not now advertising who would do so

if they felt they would not be smothered by the huge
department store ads."

@
Demand for Small Cards

It is a fact that many merchants who have small

display windows demand small cards, using perhaps

two or three : and were they to use one fairly large

card, in proportion to the size of the window, of

course, the effect would be materially enhanced. A
"landscape card" in a tall window also looks out of

place, because you then lose the vitally necessary

sense of proportion. To get the proper effect, show
cards should be viewed from a considerable distance.

not near, the idea being that there should be suffi-

cient magnetic force about the card to actually com-
pel you to look at the window.
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A Review of Mid-Season Overcoat Styles

Retailers Agree That Chinchillas Eeign Supreme — In Shades,

Grey Seems to Lead by a Small Margin—The Shawl Collar is

Accepted—"Fold Cuff" is Being Introduced.

AMONG overcoats in the Fall of 1913 the chinchilla

reigns supreme. This is the verdict of every retailer

questioned by The Review. There are all grades of

chinchillas and the cheaper lines, some of them far-

away cousins of the real chinchillas, are likely to

prove disappointing after the surface has come in

contact a few months with some body harder than

itself, for it is prophesied, by sad experience that

nothing will be left, in spots, save the warp. And, for

good looks, it must be of a retiring disposition.

But the real chinchilla, that lovely, soft, wooly,

warm weave ; that thick softness that could not take

a chill even in temperature of—10 ;—ah, there's the

coat!

In shades, grey seems to lead the blues, with

browns a fair third. "A very strong lead," reports

one. "An easy first," another, in speaking of greys.

A bronze green is also a fairly good seller, perhaps

exceeding browns.

When it comes to styles, the shawl collar would

appear to have it. Some of these are made by indi-

vidual makers in very graceful lines, the soft roll

harmonizing with the soft texture of the cloth. This

collar is ousting the convertible collar that adorned

the heavy tweeds of last Winter. It can be buttoned

up fairly close in extreme cold or stormy weather,

but has not the strap that passed acros- the throat or

even over the mouth, nor that high 6-inch collar

effect, that was certainly a comfortable introduction

to early morning walks or drives in January and

February. This latter combination, it may be re-

marked here, has not been lost, but is found chiefly

in heavy tweed ulsterings, for very cold climates as

in parts of Western Canada, and motoring. The
collar, a deep convertible one, is known as the

"Blizzard resister."

The chinchilla ulster has one more feature that

is being pretty generally held to by most manufac-

turers: instead of the strap on the cuff of the sleeve

there is what is commonly called a "fold cuff," which

does not go all way around and is about 2% inches

wide.

So far as general design is concerned, the backs

are made in the "belted" or half belted" effects, with

the latter as the more popular, that is cut in half by
a button, whereas the other is in one piece and un-

attached at the centre. For younger men the coat is

more closely fitting than for the older ones.

Along with chinchillas, Shetland? are having a

fair run and tweeds, particularly Harris tweeds. The
Shetlands are objected to by some on the same ground

as the cheaper lines of chinchilla, that the "hairy"

effect is in the nature of a veneer that is likely to

wear off too quickly. As a buyer said, you have taken

the surface out of the cloth and you can't get it back

again—nor will it remain more than a year or so

in its present condition." In Shetlands, browns ap-

pear to be as popular as ever.

In addition to the chinchillas, Shetlands and

tweeds, there are the Chesterfield materials, black and

dark greys and the meltons, always staple goods.

The coat mentioned in last month's issue, the

Guards, is also a popular line for young men. It is

a shorter coat than the regular ulster, and has an in-

verted pleat in the back and one-piece belt.

While speaking of the ulster, it should be noted

that a common sense practice is coming into effect

in the ready-to-wear goods, thus meeting one long-

standing advantage of the made-to-order. This is

an attempt to regulate the length of the coat. It has

too often happened in the past that a coat for a short

man was too long, and a coat for the long man looked

skimpy in length as most were made on the one

model. Now they are being graded. There are (1)

The young man's ulster, rather shorter and of closer

fit; (2) The short and stout men's, and (3) The tall

man's. The one standard for all styles will soon

make its farewell appearance in makers' workrooms.
A coat, made of coarse tweeds, that is making a

place for itself in Canada is built on the lines of the

English opera coat. It has the narrow, sloping-

shoulders, sleeves with very wide armpits, attached

far down along the side, and fastening close to the

throat. Around the skirt it Is very loose, almost en-

wrapping the form twice. The advantages are its

roominess warmth around the throat and ease in

putting on and off, with the big sleeves. The cuff of

the sleeve can be turned down to fit closely around the

wrist, keeping out the cold. This is being called the

"balmacoan" in imitation of the English opera coat.

The latter is also taking well in Canada-

One more style of coat should not be omitted: it

is of American origin and is built on the lines of the

Newmarket, a close-fitting English coat. It lacks the

seam at the waist, however, and is in one piece from
the shoulder down the front. In its fit-the-form cut

it is looked on as rather extreme, and there has been
a disposition to reject it.

The old-time friezes are being limited pretty

much to uniform coats these days, drivers, chauffeurs,

etc., occupying much the place of navy blue as an
overcoating.
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Regulation of Credits

Continued from page 79.

before giving out goods, which are the equivalent of

money, of assuring himself that he will not lose

thereby?"

USE OF PERSONAL JUDGMENT.

This system is intended only for comparatively

large stores where trade is done with a shifting popu-

lation. Obviously it would not be necessary in a

small place where the merchant knew every man in

the place, their exact standing, prospects, antecedents

and habits.

In the case of the small store, the merchant can

regulate his credits by personal judgment without

any such system. That there is a great amount of

laxity in this respect, however, is a fact which will

not require proof.

In basing one's judgment of a customer's finan-

cial soundness and honesty no rule or set of rules can

be followed. It is largely a matter of opinion. The

merchant who knows the people of his neighbor-

hood should not often make a mistake.

Some merchants have a positive genius for sizing

up matters of this kind. They seem to be able to

look right into their man and see whether at heart

he is well intentioned and to be relied upon.

To sum up, the merchant who desires to save

himself from losses through bad debts must safe-

guard himself by an adequate system of credit regu-

lations.

Orangeville, Ont.

their new store here.

—

®

-Ritchie Bros, have opened

Binscarth, Man.—W. G. Murphy & Co., have

sold out.

* * *

Will the present go down in the annals of fashion

as the Transparent Period?

John Wanamaker says that advertising doesn't jerk —
it PULLS. He ought to know, and yet some men think

that advertising should go against all rules and prece-

dents and jerk them to success with one tremendous yank.
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Circularizing the Dealer

H "I had not made a personal investigation of the retail situation for a year or two," said §f

an agency solicitor and service man, "and I thought I would go out and get a line on it as j
a help to preparing a trade circular. - H

K "And what do you think I found? Why, some of the retailers I saw were getting fifty and g
sixty circulars a day! The worst was in the grocery line, but the drug line was almost as s
bad. Bead them! What a chance! Nine-tenths of them went to the floor and were swept

up unopened. g

H "I have had some experience as to the waste of dealer literature before, but the condition

to-day surpasses anything I have ever seen. It has grown much worse in a single year. There

is no doubt about it, the dealers are being frightfully over-circularized." I§

\ If that is so, and of course it is, what becomes of the specious claim of "exclusive atten-

tion" made for the trade circular or prospectus? What sort of impression does the retailer

get of national advertising when he sees, daily, this enormous waste of advertising effort, and • =
compares the inflated claims of many advertisers with respect to consumer advertising with

their failure to get a hearing from him, the very first milestone on the way. j

\ Multiply this waste of trade circulars by their cost, both in postage and printing, and then

draw a direct comparison with the same message when put through the columns of the trade 1!

press, the standardized medium for reaching the dealer. Of course, the efficiency of the trade

papers in different industries varies; but as a rule there is at least one first-class medium in

each field.

=
H There are several good reasons, aside from cost, why the trade circular should not be

thoughtlessly used, and why advertisements to the trade should be made preferentially in the

trade press. One of these reasons is that the trade press represents an organized attention

and medium of publicity, comparable to a clearing-house or public market. At a certain stage

in the development of an industry or business, it comes almost automatically into existence

to economize the effort and cost of doing business previously being done in an unorganized

way. So far from having its publicity-power weakened by the increase in its advertising pages

by the apparent increase in competition between advertisers, the very reverse is true. Be-

cause with the growth of size goes the growth of income or means of improvement, and with

improvement prestige and power. From either the retailer's or the advertiser's point of view,

this condition is ideal in that it fixes the time, the place, and, as far as possible, the char-

acter of the advertising appeal. It makes an appointment with a high percentage of the paper's

readers, and if it has a real message to deliver, keeps it.

U Dollar for dollar, effort for effort, idea for idea, the opportunities for cashing in are much
greater in the trade press than in the trade circular. Some advertisers talk of putting more
ideas and more power into their trade circulars to lift them out of the ruck and give them
a better chance at the retailer's attention. Why not put the same time and effort into the

trade-paper copy? —Editorial, Printers' Ink, November 6, 1913.
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THE CAP
THAT'S SELF

ADJUSTING

THREE SIZES

IN EVERY
CAP

The Cooper Cap
the Fit-Eze

You, no. doubt have been up against the proposition of trying to fit a number seven head
I'rom a stock fertile with every size but the one your customer wanted. It's the same old

"two. and six pence*' that has caused the cap salesman trouble since caps were first in-

vented, that necessitates carrying three times too much stock, that shows a loss at the end
of the year from having to sacrifice on odd sizes.

THE COOPER CAP STOPS ALL THIS.

Every cap will adjust itself to lit three sizes of heads, theiVby cutting

down your cap stock about two-thirds and ensuring more sales. This

is the well known Windless
Cap. worn all through the

country by automobilisfe,

guaranteed to stay oh

against any wind. With the

Cooper Gap you are seldom
nit of the size required.

We are the originators and
sole manufacturers of this

cap in Canada, having sold

the patent rights for tbe

••States.'" Every cap is

guaranteed to he replaced

by a new one if defecl iye.

Write for samples.

On Jan. "I si we will show an <

lor neNl Fall and Winter. Wail foi

THE COOPER CAP COMPANY
260 Spadina Ave. TORONTO
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Tal^e Advantage of

Our Enquiry Department

WHEN you become a subscriber to

"The Review" this is part of the

service you buy.

Every day "The Review" receives let-

ters from subscribers stating that they

want to secure certain goods but do not

know where they can be procured.

We have facilities for procuring infor-

mation about new goods, novelty lines,

etc., and our Information Bureau is at

your service at all times.

We are glad to be of any possible service

to our readers, and requests for informa-
tion are most welcome.

Cut out coupon below and use it when
you would like us to give you infor-

mation.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE —"
Toronto INFORMATION WANTED

DATE

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN PROCURE' 1

,.
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The Last Day of

This Year

forms will go to press on the Annual

Spring Number of Canada's necessary

dry goods paper.

The information contained in this num-

ber will largely influence the buying for

Spring.

Why not influence this buying your way

by telling the buyers what you have to

offer in this big practical number?

You had better arrange now for space

if you desire good position.
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